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NOTES ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BASHGALI

By STEN KONOW

THE Bashgalis are the inhabitants of the valleys of the Bashgal River and its contributories. Their settlements extend so far as Birgots on the Chitral stream. According to Dr. Grierson, their dialect can be taken as the type of the language of the Siāh-pōsh Kāfirs of Northern Kāfiristan. An excellent book on Bashgali has been published by Colonel J. Davidson, C.B., L.S.C., and the remarks which follow are exclusively based on it. I have also, throughout, adopted Colonel Davidson's writing of Bashgali words, with the sole exceptions that I have substituted χ for his kh (sometimes written kh), for his gh (sometimes written gh), n for his ng, and cancelled the underlining of sh and zh.

Bashgali is not an isolated language. It forms part of a group of dialects spoken on the North-Western frontier of India. The relationship of this group within the Aryan family, to which it belongs, has been variously defined. Trumpp states that "the Kāfir tongue being
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a pure Prakrit dialect, separated from its sister dialects since the irruption of Mohammedan power, in the tenth century of our era, is of the greatest importance to Indian philology". Tomaszek¹ describes the dialects of Kāfīristan as various forms of a pure Prakrit language. He draws attention to the fact that the Kāfīrs count by twenties and sees herein traces of a non-Aryan substratum. Kuhn² classes the languages in question as a separate group within the Aryan languages of India. Biddulph³ is inclined to consider χówār and the Kāfīr dialects as an intermediate link between Indian and Iranian. Dr. Grierson, finally, in his exhaustive monograph⁴ infers "that these languages, which I group together under the name of 'Modern Paisāci', form a third, independent, branch of the great Aryan family, and that they are neither Eranian nor Indian, but something between both. They seem to have left the parent stem after the Indo-Aryan languages, but before all the typical Eranian characteristics, which we meet in the Avesta, had become developed".

In drawing up a Bashgali Dictionary for Dr. Grierson's Linguistic Survey I have repeatedly been confronted with the question about the relationship of that dialect to other Aryan languages. I have come to the result that Dr. Grierson was right in separating Bashgali, and consequently the whole group,⁵ from Indo-Aryan, but I think that Bashgali is essentially an Iranian dialect and cannot,

¹ Erich und Gruber, Encyclopädie, s.v. Kafir.
² Berichte des VII. Orientalisten-Congresses, Wien, 1888, p. 81; Album Kern, pp. 221 f.
³ Tribes of the Hindo Koosh, p. 158.
⁵ Dr. Grierson calls the group Modern Paisāci. This name is based on the assumption that the language or languages described by Prakrit grammarians under the name of Paisāci was spoken on the North-Western frontier of India, and derived from the same branch as Bashgali and connected languages. I am unable to accept this theory, for several reasons which I have set forth in a paper, The Home of Paisāci, in the ZDMG. lxiv, pp. 95 f.
consequently, be derived from a third branch of the Aryan family intermediate between Indian and Iranian. The other dialects connected with Bashgali are, with the exception of Kaśmīri, which seems to occupy a position apart, insufficiently known and cannot be so minutely analysed as Bashgali. I have therefore thought it necessary to publish the materials on which I have based my conclusions as to the affiliation of the dialect, separately without reference to other connected forms of speech. Such a detailed analysis of the individual dialects is the necessary preliminary to a final classification of the whole group. In our case it will also be found of interest because it reveals a state of affairs which we can trace back to the middle of the second millennium B.C.

In trying to characterize the philological position of a dialect such as Bashgali we must keep in mind that the various branches of one and the same linguistic family are not separated from each other like the branches of a tree, and that they have never been absolutely one like the stem. The language of the Aryans before they separated was probably comparatively uniform. There were, however, dialectic varieties. When new grammatical or phonological developments had been started, they spread now in one, now in another direction. The whole area was therefore divided up, but not into well-defined compartments with marked boundaries and definite characteristics. The different groups overlap, and one feature which may be characteristic of one class is often found outside its territory, and is, on the other hand, sometimes absent where it might be expected. Thus the common change of s to h in Iranian languages can also be traced, outside the Iranian area, in India, while I hope to show that there have, from the oldest times, been Iranian dialects in which it did not take place. Similarly, the more modern change of Iranian s (Aryan š)

1 Grierson, ZDMG. L, p. 17.
to \( h \) is found in Western Indo-Aryan and in Persian, but not in non-Persian dialects. We cannot, therefore, at the present day expect to find anything but a complicated state of affairs in a border dialect such as Bashgali, spoken between the territories occupied by two connected but different families. Some features will be found to point in one and others in another direction. The details examined below will, however, show that in most phonological features Bashgali agrees with Iranian languages, while the chief characteristic in which it follows the Indian tongues as against Iranian can be traced in an Iranian dialect at a very early period. The grammatical system, on the other hand, has been so thoroughly recast, both in modern Iranian and in modern Indo-Aryan, that it is, in this respect, all but impossible to draw any conclusions from the state of affairs in Bashgali at the present day. Phonology will therefore prove a safer guide, and though I am not able to sketch the history of Bashgali sounds with anything approaching completeness, I think it is possible to point at so many certain facts that we can form a well-founded opinion about the position of the dialect within the Aryan family. Full certainty can only be obtained when we get fuller materials and more precise information about the pronunciation. Colonel Davidson's book is, it is true, remarkably reliable, and I have over and over again had occasion to admire how faithfully he tries to reproduce what he has heard. Only a scholar with systematical phonetical training is, however, able to reproduce the sounds of a strange language with absolute certainty. Moreover, the difficulty is, in the case of Bashgali, enhanced by the great number of loan-words, which are often almost impossible to recognize. My own knowledge of Iranian languages is, finally, rather limited, and I have not been able to explain more than a certain portion of the known Bashgali words etymologically. I have therefore only aimed at collecting and arranging
such certain facts as are apt to elucidate the question under consideration, leaving alone words which I cannot explain and such features in which Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages agree with each other and with Bashgali.

**VOWELS**

The short Aryan $a$ is often kept unchanged; thus, *aṅā*, fire, cf. Sanskrit *agni*, fire, *aṅgāra*, charcoal; *nach*, to loose, S. *nas*. In many cases, however, it is changed to $i$; thus, $i$, this, S. *ayām*; *gīr*, to count, S. *ganaya*—; *mij*, middle, S. *mādhya*; *vasemā*, we will halt, but *wisilom*, I will remain, S. *vas*. In such instances the change may be due to the neighbourhood of an $i$ or $y$. More difficult is the change in $i$, $iā$, or $ō$, I., S. *ahām*. The vowel of this word is probably not exactly like any English vowel, because then we could not understand why it should be written in such different ways. If it actually sounds like an $i$, we may compare the substitution of $i$ for $a$ in new-Persian if the $a$ is followed by an $h$ or a sibilant. The change of $a$ to $i$ in Indian vernaculars, which is already found in the Prakrits, does not seem to be of the same kind.¹ Still, it is of interest to see that the use of an $i$ for an old $a$ is most common in Sindhi, where we have already found another feature which connects the dialect with Iranian, viz. the change of $s$ to $h$. In connexion with the change of $a$ to $i$, I may also draw attention to the form *emā*, we, S. *asmā*—, which is comparable with Awestan *ēhma*.

The $i$ of the base *pilt*, to fall, is apparently also derived from an $a$, cf. Prakrit *pad*, to fall. It is, however, more likely that *il* in this word represents a *li*-vowel, just as we find *ir* for the *ri*-vowel in *ziru*, heart, S. *hrīdaya*. The Prakrit *pad*, to fall, has usually been derived from S. *pat*,

cf. Pischel, § 218. I think that it would be more likely to connect it with Bashgali pîlt. The instances in which a cerebral is spontaneously substituted for a dental in the Prakrits are very few, and they would probably become fewer still if we were better informed about the history of such words. Thus, Prakrit padāā, a flag, S. patakā, may owe its d to the word patā, to which it might have been put in connexion, and so on. If, therefore, Prakrit pad corresponds to Bashgali pîlt, it must be separated from S. pat (Greek πιτ), and connected with Lithuanian pûlû, pûltû, fall. The Prakrit and Bashgali verb then contains a suffix t, while the corresponding base in Teutonic languages has been increased by adding an n.

A short Aryan ā often becomes o or u; thus, ushp, horse, S. āśva; osht, usht, eight, S. ashtā; kur, ass, S. khāra; kutoss, says, S. kathaya- (?); kör, ear, S. kārṇa; gun, smell, S. gandhā; chiom, leather, S. chārman; dots, ten, S. dūśa; dutt, tooth, S. dāntu; dön, handle, S. danḍā; pöch, pōj, pōnj, five, S. pāñcha; pott, putt, road, S. pānthās; mōch, mōsh, but also manchī, man, S. manushyā; lughā, light, S. laghū; vosut, spring, S. vasantā. In some of these words the o or u perhaps indicates an indistinct vowel. If, however, we compare usht, eight, but ashtīts, eighteen; sutt, seven, but sapīts, seventeen, another explanation presents itself: the difference between ā and o, u, is perhaps due to a difference in quantity. Words such as ashtīts, eighteen, sapīts, seventeen, have perhaps transferred the accent to the last syllable, and the first one has consequently been shortened. Now a long Aryan ā often becomes ō or o in Bashgali; thus, kon, arrow, S. kānda; kōn, a mine, S. khāni; grom, grām, a village, S. grāma; drōs, grapes, S. drākshā; nom, nām, name, S. nāma; pōl, ploughshare, S. phāla; bōr, a load, S. bhārā (but barwai, a load-man, a coolie); mōs, moon, S. māsa; wōr, turn, time, S. vāra. If we consider cases such as mōch and manchī, man; dott, tooth, but atēr,
inside, it becomes probable that the change of a to ə or o is caused by a lengthening of the vowel, and this lengthening can, in many cases, be considered as a compensation for a corresponding shortening of the consonantal element. Thus, kör, ear, S. kārṇa; dutt, tooth, S. dānta; dōn, handle, S. dandā; pōch, five, S. pāṇcha; sutt, seven, S. sāpta; vosut, spring, S. vasantā, all end in consonants which have been simplified by means of assimilation. Now it is a well-known fact from Indo-Aryan languages that a consonant which has been derived through assimilation from a consonantal compound, has a strong tendency to be shortened, while, as a compensation, the preceding vowel is lengthened. Compare Hindi āg, Prakrit aghi, Sanskrit agni. The Bashgali substitution of o, u for an old a can, in some cases, be the result of a similar tendency. It should, then, be remembered that the same is also the case in Iranian dialects,¹ and the substitution of an o or u for a long ə is as much in agreement with Iranian as with Indian tendencies,² the long ə being liable to be pronounced as an ə or ə in all Iranian languages.

The various changes which the old vowels i and u undergo in Bashgali have been registered by Dr. Grierson, Piśāca Languages, par. 13 ff. I cannot find much in them which would help us to better define the position of Bashgali within the Aryan family. Attention may be drawn to the not infrequent substitution of an i-sound for an u-sound. Thus pītr and putr, son, S. putrā; pīsh, flower, S. pūshpa; biā, bā, became, S. bhūtā; bhīm, earth, S. bhūmi; misht, hilt, S. mushtī. The intermediary step between u and i was probably ə (the sound in German "Mühe"), and this sound is perhaps intended in writings such as iash, yazhī, morning, S. uṣhās; miok, face, S. mūkha. In words such as bhīm, earth, S. bhūmi; misht, hilt,

S. mushtī, the change of *u* to *i* might be ascribed to the influence of the following *i*; in other cases no reason for the change is apparent. It is of interest for the question here under consideration, that a similar substitution of *i* for *u* is quite common in Iranian; compare Persian pīsar and pusar, son; dīzh and duzh, bad; mishk and mushk, musk; sift and sufšt, shoulder; surīn and surūn, hip; Balūchi dīt and dur, smoke; Kurd bīn, būn, base, Persian bun; mishk, mouse, Persian mūsh; Sariqoli yūr, yoke, S. yugā; Wakhī dūt, smoke, Iranian dūta; dīr, far, S. dūrā; Gabri, dīr, far, etc.¹

In the treatment of the vowel *ri* the Indian and Iranian branches of the Aryan family have gone different ways. In India the consonantal element was dropped already in the Prakrits. Some few instances of the old *ri* occur in Apabhraṃsā (Pischel, § 47), but such words are certainly nothing but learned loans from Sanskrit. An initial *ri* often becomes *ri* (Pischel, § 56), but even here the forms without the *r* are quite common, and, at least in many cases, older (Pischel, § 57), so that the *r*-forms may, also in such cases, be due to the influence of Sanskrit. The state of affairs in modern vernaculars is quite in accordance with this conclusion. The old *ri*-vowel in genuine tadbhavas is always represented by one of the vowels *a*, *i*, or *u*.

The history of the *ri*-vowel in Iranian languages is quite different, the *r*-element having, in all dialects, been preserved to a considerable extent. In new-Persian *ri* has become ur after labials, t, z, and zh, and ir after other sounds; riḍ and rišh become ul, il, and ush, ish, respectively; and riyy becomes ir; thus, purr, Awestan perena, full; kirm, worm, S. krīmi; mul, wine, cf. S. mridvīkā; mushta, rubbed, S. mrishtā; dīl, heart, S. hrid; tish, thirst, S. trishnak; mirya, dies, Aryan miryatai.² In Pashtō an old *ri* is represented by ar, ir,

¹ See Grundrisse, I, i, pp. 25, 27, 235, 266, 294 f., 384.
² Ibid., i, p. 273.
ur, or, before sh and zh, a, i, u, and rit becomes r; thus, mar, dead, S. mritā; cur, carried, S. bhṛitā; yazh, bear, S. riksha; kish, pulled, S. krishtā. In Baluchī we find ar, ir, ur, or a, i, u; thus, gurk, wolf, S. vrikā; zirde, heart, S. hridaya; murta, dead, S. mrīta; a-kan-in, I do, S. krīnāmi; gipta, seized, Awestan geropta; tunnaq, thirsty, cf. S. trishnā. In the Pamir dialects we have er, ār, ūr, or, ār, el, ō (before sibilants), while rit in Shighni sometimes becomes ād; thus, Sariqolī cherm, worm, S. krīmi; pōršam, I ask, S. prichchhāmi; ārd, heart, S. hrid; Shighni yārsh, bear, S. riksha; chādam, I did, S. kritā; Waḥi worz, long, S. bryhāt; velk, kidney, S. vrikkā. The Caspian dialects have ar, a, and so forth. It will be seen that the prevailing tendency is to retain the r-element unless a sibilant follows.

If we now turn to Bashgali, the state of affairs is as follows. The r-element is well preserved in most cases. Thus in wrīkā, wrīgī, iwrakī, fox, cf. S. vrika; kṛā, did, S. kritā; mrā, died, S. mritā; awērā, brought, S. abhṛita; mṛī, earth, soil, S. mrid; zira, heart, S. hridaya; tārīn and tarī, thorn-bush, dog-rose, cf. S. trīṇa, English thorn. The word kakak, cock, cannot therefore well be derived from Vedic krikavāku. Like that latter word and like English cock it is an onomatopoetic word and belongs to the same class as nursery words, which are not, in many cases, subject to ordinary phonetic laws; compare the nursery word papa, father, which has kept its p in Teutonic languages, while the ordinary word pater, which is derived from it, has developed into English father. Kakak can therefore just as well be compared with English "cock" as with Vedic krikavāku. It is a parallel formation and not derived from either. The words mṛī, earth; zira, heart, show that r is also retained before an old d. The word mol, mal, dirty, is therefore scarcely connected

1 Grundris, I, ii, p. 207.  
2 Ibid., p. 235.  
3 Ibid., p. 297.  
4 Ibid., p. 349.
with Prakrit maīla (i.e. *mridila), but rather with S. māla.

The long ri-vowel is treated in a similar way; thus, drgr, long, cf. S. dīrghā; tūr, ford, S. tirthā, Prakrit tāha; wishtri, broad, S. vistīrṇa, cf. Avestan stōrta.

If the ri-vowel is followed by a sibilant, the r-element regularly disappears; thus, īsht, spear, S. rīṣṭi; kṣhē, rub, S. ghrish; ksho, drag, S. krušh; pti, back, S. prishtā, Prakrit pruṭṭhi; pmiṣht, forget, S. pramrīṣh; mizho, tell lies, cf. S. mrīṣhā. The only exceptions from this rule which I have noted are kruju, kruzhī, but also kish, kujhī, cultivation, cf. S. kruṣht, parmarṣhtēti, and p'niṣhtēti, forgetfully. We may infer that the r-element is still slightly sounded in such words.

The sound represented by ksh in Sanskrit riksha, bear, is apparently treated as a sibilant in Bashgali. The usual form of this word seems to be īts, īts (Davidson, Nos. 129, 930, 1123). In one place (1123) we find rīts mentioned as a parallel form. It is noticeable that Iranian languages commonly retain the r-element of the vowel in this word; thus, Persian χirs, Shighni yārsh.

Curiously enough the r-element of ri is apparently dropped also after sibilants; compare shī, horn, S. šringa, shiāl, a jackal, S. ṣrīgālā; shīnār, handsome, S. šrīngāra; uzzam, to yawn, S. vīṣrimbh.

Dr. Grierson 1 mentions various forms corresponding to S. nrīṭā, dance, in which the consonantal element of ri has disappeared; thus, Bashgali nat, nöt, Kāsmīrī nats, Veron, Wai-alā, Kalāshā, Gawar-Bati nat, and so forth. All the instances of this cancelling of the r-element belong to the base nrīt, and it is in discord with the common tendency in Bashgali and connected languages. The words in question must therefore be considered as Indian loan-words. With regard to the treatment of the old ri-vowel in Bashgali we can accordingly lay down the rule that the

1 Pśāca Languages, par. 31 ff.
$r$-element is preserved unless a sibilant follows or precedes, i.e. the state of affairs is almost the same as in most Iranian languages.

**CONSONANTS**

I now turn to the history of the Aryan consonants in Bashgali, and begin with the sounds corresponding to the surds of the vargas in Sanskrit.

ARYAN STOPS. The history of stops (surd consonants) in Indian and Iranian languages differs to a considerable extent. In India a new class, the so-called cerebrals, has been added to the vargas, and the palatal varga has been largely added to from old sibilants. In other respects the original Aryan state of affairs has been much better preserved than is the case in Iranian tongues. In these latter ones the history of the Aryan stops can be sketched as follows:

Unaspirated voiceless stops (tenues) remain unchanged before sonants and after sibilants. In other positions they develop into the surd spirants $\chi$, $\delta$, $\theta$, $\phi$. The corresponding aspirates become surd spirants, or, after sibilants and nasals, unaspirated voiceless stops.

Unaspirated voiced stops (medioe) remain unchanged if they are not followed by sibilants, in which case they become sonant spirants $\gamma$, $\zeta$, $\omicron$. The aspirated voiced stops lose their aspiration. All the Iranian languages point back to such a state of affairs. In order to define the position of Bashgali it will be necessary to examine the material in some detail.

The old Aryan $k$ is, on the whole, well preserved. As a medial it is often also changed to $g$. Compare ka, who? what? S. ka; $kr\$, to do, S. $kri$; $kar$, $k\sigma$, ear, S. kārya; (gom) pōk, (wheat) harvest, cf. S. pāka; mārūk, frog, S. māndūka; ushpūk, wasp; wrikī, ivrāki, and wrigī, fox, cf. S. vṛika; mukiss and mugi, he fled, cf. S. much.

pajwaṃ, get ripe, cf. S. pāka. The softening of a medial k to g is also common in Iranian languages such as new-Persian, Pashto, and the Pamir dialects. In India a medial k was already dropped in the Prakrit stage. In later loan-words it is often softened to g in modern vernaculars (including the Apabhramśa).

The old Aryan kh is not distinguished from k, compare kur, ass, S. khāṛa; miok, face, S. mūkha. If tsā, branch, is identical with S. ṣākhā, a medial kh can be dropped. My materials are not, however, sufficient for judging with certainty.

A hard spirant χ, written kh or kh, occurs in some few words. In such cases where the kh has not been underlined in Colonel Davidson’s book, it is possible, though not likely, that it denotes an aspirated k and not the spirant. I have therefore noted such cases in enumerating the words in which the spirant χ seems to occur. They are attxi, atxī, or attkī, near; χān, a khān; χunza and kunza, a princess; χazoon (written khaζonn), treasure; χoζlā (written khoζlā), a certain vegetable; χel (written khel), sweat; mulχen (written mulkhen), violet; prxul, prxulā, rotten; p’χur (written p’khur), on the top of; tiχelosh (written tikhelosh), thou wilt be caught. There cannot after this be any doubt that the spirant χ is occasionally heard in Bashgali. It is, however, doubtful whether it can be considered as a genuine Bashgali sound. Of the words enumerated above χān, χunza, χazoon, χoζlā, χel (cf. Wάxī χīl), mulχen (said to be Chitrāli), tiχelosh (cf. Brāhūi tiχ), are certainly loan-words, and the same is perhaps also the case with the rest. Instances of the use of χ and k in the same word, such as attxi and attkī, χunza and kunza, seem to show that the voiceless spirant χ is commonly pronounced as a k. Compare also kābā, angry, P. خان; kurbiza, melon, P. خربيز; kanak, rope,

P. फ़्राक; frāk, loose, P. फ़्रांक, where a k has been substituted for a χ in Persian loan-words, and chkrī, polo ball, where kr has not been changed to χr (cf. S. chakrā). It does not, therefore, seem as if the hard spirant χ actually plays a rôle in Bashgali phonology. In this respect the dialect apparently agrees with Baluchi. In the isolated instances mvaro, on the face; biliυγ = biliυk, much; charγ, χoγ = χuk, low, the spirant has become softened. The whole evidence points to the conclusion that the spirant χ is disappearing, being commonly replaced by k.

The unaspirated palatal ch is apparently retained, both as initial and as medial; thus, χhe, χhi, how many? cf. Awestan chaiti; chiom, leather, S. chārmān; chitt, mind, S. chittā; chkrī, a polo ball, cf. S. chakrā; chashtoν, four and four, cf. S. chatur-; kāχi, somewhere, cf. S. kvachid; pach, to cook, S. pach; morch, pepper, cf. S. maricha; ruch, light, S. rāχi (but also ruzh, daylight, cf. Persian rōz); pōch, puch, five; pachits, fifteen, S. pāνchāν, pāνchadaśa. The forms pōj, pōnj, five, are, perhaps, Persian loan-words. Compare, however, the softening of a medial k to g. In shto, four; cha-shton, four and four; shtrits, fourteen, ch has become sh before t, i.e. a hard spirant has been developed as in Iranian.

There are no instances of the aspirated Aryan palatal chh in my materials. The secondary chchh, chh in Sanskrit, is apparently represented by an affricata in Bashgali; compare ats, come, etsā, odsī, cane, cf. S. āgachchha; tsāwē, shade, S. chhāyā; watsā, wetsā, wetzā, shoe, cf. S. avachchhada.

The Aryan dental stops have developed into two different sets of sounds in Indian languages, the so-called dentals and cerebrals. Dr. Grierson maintains that there is no such distinction between the two groups

1 Piśāca Languages, p. 17.
in Bashgalí and connected languages, where all these sounds are, in fact, semi-cerebals. I am not able to add anything to his materials in this respect. I shall mention below that there seem to be some cerebral sounds in Bashgalí, viz. a cerebral ṛ and a cerebral ṣ, the latter usually written ṛ or ṛ. A cerebral ṭ and a cerebral ḍ occur in some few words, viz. ashtar and ashr, hill; ulett, is heaped up; biṭṭa, buṭṭ (also burṭ), rice, bread; chaṭṭā (also chaṛṛā), idiot; gitu, grafting; gotṭ, a stack of grass; jut, a leopard; pet (and per), to break; pitṛ, putṛ, son; raṭṭatt (cf. raṛṛa, noise), barks; shrtr, sport; adṛ, box; adṛ, yellow; adṛā, pale; udṛl, thundering; indron, rainbow; daḍṛ, thin; kadr, quicksand; ldel and ladel, lying; pedṛi and padṛi, axe. It will be seen that in most cases the cerebral is found in the neighbourhood of an r, and its existence is probably due to this fact. In other cases, such as ulett, gitu, gotṭ, jut, we have perhaps to do with loan-words; cf. Hindi atāl, heap; gōṛi, grafting; gat, heap. At all events, there is no indication to show that Bashgalí has, like Indo-Aryan vernaculars, developed two sets out of the Aryan dental stops, and it seems to be allowed to deal with the sounds noted as dentals and as cerebals by Colonel Davidson as identical.

The unaspirated t is kept as an initial, and regularly dropped as a medial. Compare tū, thou, S. tvam; tel, oil, S. tailā; tāp, tāb, heat, S. tāpas; trōi, trē, three, S. trāyas; brā, brother, S. bhrātri; gwā, went, S. gatā; krā, did, S. kritā; luī, blood, S. lōhīta; mī, self, Latin met; siū, sū, sūi, bridge, S. sētu; shē, shī, cold, S. śītā; shil, shillā, cold, S. śītalā; shilā, smallpox, S. śītalā; zamān, son-in-law, cf. S. jāmātri. It will be seen that rīt becomes ṛ as in Pashtō; cf. krā, did; mrā, died; āwērā, brought (cf. S. ābhṛita); karo (but also kato), knife (Awestan karsta). A final or medial ṭ has apparently been preserved or sometimes changed to d, in ut, to use;
ad, ōd, use, advantage; cf. Latin utor, usus. It is, however, possible that the final t, d of this word has been derived from a double consonant. Kilār, cheese, on the other hand, is probably an Indian loan-word; cf. S. kilāta.

The aspirated voiceless dental stop apparently becomes t and is kept as a medial; thus, kutos, says, S. kathaya-; shott, oath, S. śapātha; ta, te, or, S. ātha. None of these instances is, however, quite certain. Th is dropped after r; thus, tār, ford, S. tirthā, Prakrit tāha.

The hard dental spirant θ does not seem to exist in Bashgali. A t forming the first part of a consonantal compound would naturally become such a spirant in Iranian, while such compounds are simplified in Indo-Aryan, usually so that the t prevails. The different Iranian languages have then gone different ways in their treatment of such compounds. Thus the Iranian θr (Aryan tr) becomes hr, r, or s in Persian, r in Pashtō, s in Balūchi, tr in Pamir dialects, and so forth. In Bashgali the t of such compounds is well preserved; compare trē, troi, three; trits, thirteen; piṭr, puṭr, son; rōtr, rōtar, night; ta, thou; -ti, suffix of the gerund, cf. S. -tvī; matsa, matsī, fish, cf. S. mātṣya. Forms such as radar, radhar, night, occur in addition to rōtar. They may be loan-words. It is, however, also possible that vātr has become vātar, and further radar; compare āt and ād, use. It is hard to say which sound is meant with the dh in radhar. A dh is also written in some few other words, viz., andhar and andr dark; odh, merciful; widhar and widar, to fear. Of these andhar is probably a loan-word. It can hardly be an original word derived from the same Aryan base as S. andhakāra, because ndh becomes n in Bashgali. The alternative writing of d instead of dh in andr and widar seems to show that the sound intended is a d and not the soft spirant δ.

In several cases we find a sound marked th, and it might be suggested that the hard spirant θ is meant. The
sound occurs as an initial in thurus, a precipice; as a final in ashtrith, bedding; Gairath, name of a place. It is occasionally used in the suffixes of the second present and the gerund instead of the usual t; thus, myešhum and myētam, I die; widerthum and widarēttum, I fear; widarthi, widherti, and vidraitī, having feared. In the base alt, to fall, we once find th written; thus, vott athalon, stones will fall (wrongly translated “there is a bog ahead of you” in No. 171). In all other instances th is preceded by a sibilant and interchangeable with t. The most common case in which this th is used is the infinitive termination sth (also st); thus, bu-sth, to become. Other authorities write st in this form, and there cannot be any question but that a voiceless stop and not a spirant is meant. Other instances of th are hosth and hôt, they are; assth and asth, but usually asht, they are; osth and aosht, they come; girvan-gusthē, knotted gone, a knot (cf. gittan-gus, got knotted); mristh, probably miswriting for mrisht, a corpse; jistha, uncle, probably miswritten for jishta, cf. jisht, oldest. It is possible that the h denotes a greater emphasis of the off-glide which may, according to the personal equation of the hearer, make the impression of an aspirated consonant. It is here of interest to remember that the result of a compound consonant containing a sibilant always is an aspirated group in the Prakrits.

The Aryan p remains unchanged as an initial; thus, pi, drink, S. pā; vott, putt, road, S. pānthēs. A medial p has become initial in p, pi, on, Greek ēn. This preposition is very common in Bashgali. Before voiced consonants it becomes b; thus, b'bdī, in the mind; bado, on the hill. A final or medial p remains or is changed to b in tap, to be hot; tāp, tapī and tāb, tabī, hot. It is possible that we have here to do with loan-words, and that is almost certainly the case with kurbosh, cotton, cf. S. karpāsa. In other instances a p in such positions
seems to have been changed to $w$, as in many Iranian dialects. This $w$ has then usually disappeared after having darkened the preceding vowel; compare $\hat{a}o$, water, S. $\hat{a}p$; $sh\hat{a}$, night, S. $k\hat{sa}p$; $shott$, oath, S. $\hat{s}ap\hat{a}lu$; $naw\hat{o}s$, nephew, Persian $\hat{n}av\hat{a}s$u (probably a loan-word).

The aspirated labial stop $ph$ is apparently treated as a $p$; the only certain instance is $p\hat{o}l$, S. $\hat{p}h\hat{d}lu$, a ploughshare.

The voiceless spirant $f$ does not appear to exist in Bashgali. We find an $f$ written in $fr\hat{a}k$, loose, Persian $\hat{f}r\hat{a}k$, and $f\hat{a}id\hat{a}$, produced, Persian $\hat{p}h\hat{d}d\hat{u}$. The usual form of this latter word is, however, $p\hat{a}id\hat{a}$, and the Persian $\hat{f}r\hat{a}k\hat{z}$ is represented by $p\hat{r}ang$, English. The isolated instances of an $f$ accordingly occur in loan-words. In such cases where, from an Iranian point of view, we should expect an $f$ we always find $p$. Compare $pr\hat{e}$, go, S. $pr\hat{a}-i$; $pt\hat{a}$, given, S. $pr\hat{a}t\hat{a}$; $preat\hat{a}m\hat{a}$, let us sit, cf. S. $pra+sad$; $p\hat{s}\hat{h}\hat{\imath}$, grind, cf. S. $p\hat{i}sh$; $p\hat{sh}u$, sleep, cf. Avestan $hv\hat{a}f\hat{s}$, Balûchi $vap\hat{s}a\hat{g}$; $s\hat{a}p\hat{t}t\hat{a}$, seventeen, S. $s\hat{a}p\hat{t}\hat{a}d\hat{a}d\hat{a}d\hat{a}$. In sott, $s\hat{a}tt$, seven, S. $s\hat{a}\hat{p}\hat{t}\hat{a}n$; $ng\hat{\imath}\hat{\imath}$, took, Avestan $g\hat{\imath}\hat{\imath}\hat{r}o\hat{p}t\hat{a}$, $pt$ has become $tt$, $t$, as in Indian.

It will be seen that in the treatment of voiceless stops Bashgali agrees with Iranian languages in so far as it does not appear to possess any aspirates, and also in preserving several consonantal compounds. There are some few traces of spirants developed from such stops. In most cases, however, where such spirants are used in Iranian, Bashgali retains the old stops, and it is, at the present state of our knowledge, impossible to decide whether this state of things is inherited from the Aryan period as in Indian, or a secondary development as in Balûchi.

A peculiar interest attaches itself to the treatment of voiced stops in Bashgali. Dr. Grierson 2 mentions

1 Compare Balûchi $\hat{g}i\hat{p}t\hat{a}$ as to the cancelling of the $r$-element of the $\hat{r}i$-vowel.
2 Piśača Languages, p. 3.
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as a characteristic feature of the languages grouped together by him as Piṣāca languages—the hardening of sonants. So far as I can see, this only applies to loanwords, and in that case it does not signify more than e.g. the common Indo-Aryan adaptation of English lord in the form lāt. Such cases of interchange between voiced and voiceless stops only show that the aspiration of surds is different in the borrowing language and in the tongue from which the loans have been made. Dr. Grierson also gives some instances of the same hardening in indigenous words, viz., Bashgali shāwā, alive; shā, life, which he connects with S. jīv; Shinā t-am, I do, identified with S. dhā-, and Waialā jīp, tongue, S. jihvā. I do not think that any conclusions can be based on such stray instances, some of which can also be explained otherwise. Bashgali shā, life, occurs in Colonel Davidson’s book in one sentence (No. 803), ikiā tā shā ness, in her (the dead woman) there is no life. Here shā can just as well correspond to S. śvāsa, breath, and shāwā, which does not occur in Colonel Davidson’s sentences, would naturally be derived from shā. Shinā t-am, I do, can also be connected with S. tan, and the various forms of the word “tongue” in Indo-European languages differ so much from each other that none of them can well be used alone to prove the existence of phonetic laws. So far as I can see, all the evidence available from certain forms in Bashgali is to the effect that voiced stops are never hardened unless they are immediately followed by hard sounds. On the other hand, several instances have been quoted of the opposite change, the softening of hard consonants.

The details which follow will show how the old Aryan voiced stops have been developed in Bashgali. It will be most practical to deal with the unaspirated ones first and to discuss the aspirated medias apart from them.

A g is kept as an initial and, apparently, dropped
when medial. Compare gā, to go, S. gā; gāo, cow, S. gā; gun, smell, S. gandhā; gir, count, S. gan; grom, grām, village, S. grāma; grish, noon, S. grishmā; garo, ellipse, S. grāha; shiāl, jackal, S. srigālā; ats, come, S. āgachchha (?).

The voiced spirant r, written gh, occurs in some few words. I have already mentioned that it has been substituted for a voiceless stop in biliy, biliuk, much; chār, choy, chak, low; muvo, on the face (muk). It further occurs in loan-words such as ār, water (Bashgali āo); aorān, an Afghan; chirāy, a lamp; zuv (written zugh), a yak (Tibetan gyag). The other instances of the use of this r in Colonel Davidson’s materials are charay, foolish (No. 87, cf. chārā, chaṭṭā, foolish); mashoryott, he became angry (No. 45, cf. mashu, anger); widery, fear (No. 458, cf. widar, to fear); vrāyuttus, I have received; vrāyuttasā, hast thou received? vrāyalam, I shall receive (No. 1136). Of these the final r of charay and mashory(-ott) is derived from an old k; compare the Persian suffixes -ā, -ak, -āy, etc. The final r of widery seems to denote a rough r, while the base vrāy is probably connected with ngā, take. This verb is probably a compound of the base grabh; compare the past tense ngātā, Awestan gοrοtά, Baluchi gipta. Vrāy- is then perhaps comparable to forms such as bragom instead of ba-grom, in the village, and derived from a *va-γρα. If so, we must infer that gr originally became γr, and that the r has been kept on account of the transposition of the r; grom, village, shows that the old gr has finally been restored. This would point to the conclusion that the use of voiceless stops in such positions where we would, from the point of view of Iranian phonology, expect spirants, is also a secondary development and comparable to the state of affairs in Baluchi.

The Aryan soft palatal j is retained as an initial and dropped as a medial; thus, jasht, eldest, S. jyēşṭha; bī,
seed, S. bīja, Balūchi bī. Compare also the remarks about the soft palatal sibilant below.

The voiced dental stop d likewise remains as an initial and is dropped as a medial. Compare dī, sky, S. dyaus; doī, dwī, arm, hand, S. dōs; dā, gift, S. dāna; dōn, handle, S. danda; dūsh, fault, S. dośha; dots, ten, S. dāsa; drōn, bow, S. druṇa; dros, grape, S. drākshā; dū, door, S. dvār; dū, two, S. dvau; ā, to go up, S. ud-i; mṛi, earth, soil, S. mvīd; nizhī, sit, S. ni-shīd; pō, pū, foot, S. pāda; yū, eo, eat, S. ad; kāchī, sometimes, S. kvacchid; prē, give, S. pra-dā; zira, heart, S. hridaya; dits, twelve, S. dvādāsa; trits, thirteen, S. trāyodāsa; shrīrīs, fourteen, S. chāturṛāsa; pachits, fifteen, S. pānchadāsa, and so forth. The final ts of these last words is derived from Aryan ś and not from -duś- > -dā- > -ts-; compare dots, ten, S. dāsa. In vidar, vidhar, to fear, the preservation of the d is perhaps due to the existence of a base dar.

Rd becomes r; thus, mar, shampoo. A similar development must probably have taken place in gur, sugar, S. guda, if this word is not an Indian loan-word. Before a voiceless stop d becomes t; thus, ptā, given, S. prāṭta; tē, etē, give, from *dta, cf. S. dattā. In other positions the d remains, and atamsh, to bite, to sting, cannot therefore be derived from the base damś, but might be compared with English sting, Old Norse stinga.

The sound written dh has been referred to above in discussing the voiceless dental stop t.

The Aryan b is treated like other voiced unaspirated stops, i.e. it remains as an initial and is dropped as a medial; thus, bī, seed, S. bīja; bdī, mind, S. buddhi; ku, hump, cf. S. kubjā, English hump. In two cases (Nos. 526 and 672) we find bapdi, in the mind, instead of the common babdi, but this cannot be anything but a miswriting.

The state of affairs in Bashgali with regard to
un aspirated voiced stops is accordingly the same as in Indo-Aryan vernaculars and as in the Caspian dialects of the Iranian family. We shall now see how the Aryan voiced aspirates have developed in the dialect.

Colonel Davidson (preface, p. xi) draws attention to the fact that some few examples of aspirates occur in his sentences. At the same time he reminds us that Dr. Trumpp and Sir G. Robertson denied the existence of aspirates in the language. The latter added that he had found it impossible to get his Kâfirs to pronounce the English h. Colonel Davidson’s materials seem to confirm this statement. An h occurs in the beginning of the interjections hê and hâi, and, cockney way, in some words which usually begin with a vowel, such as hâu, camest; haiss, has come (base a); hatt, there (pronominal base a); höst, hosth, are (base as); further, in borrowed words such as Hindustân, Hindustân; hinju, tamarisk; hukm, command; höst susnî, handkerchief (“hand” is dasht). In none of these cases the h seems to belong to the dialect. A final h is also sometimes written, apparently without any justification; thus in boh, to become (No. 43), base bû; bûloh, will become (p. 20, usually bulû); nâh, male (Nos. 675, 680, 682, p. 1, instead of nai); noh, not (Nos. 43, 277, pp. 61, 62, usually na); karoh, in (?) (No. 235). About mêh, mist, see below. Finally, a medial h occurs in borrowed words such as bihistî, heaven; mehar, Mehtar; mihrbânî, kindness. So far as I can see, it is quite certain that Bashgalî does not possess an indigenous h. This conclusion is further strengthened by a consideration of the history of the Aryan aspirated voiced stops, which, as a general rule, lose their aspiration in Bashgalî.

The Aryan gh becomes g and jh becomes j; thus, dgr, long, S. dîrghâ; laghâ, light, S. laghû; jân, kill, S. han. In kshê, rub, S. ghvirsh, the aspirate gh has become hardened before the voiceless spirant sh. If lushtisth,
to be frost-bitten, has anything to do with S. dah, to
burn, it must be compared with Prakrit (vi)adhéha and not
with S. dagdha, i.e. its final consonant is an Aryan ẑh and
not a gh. Compare spirants below.

Aryan dh becomes d as an initial; thus, dum, smoke,
S. dhúmá; dór, to endure, S. dhri. Similarly d represents
an Aryan ḍh in bidī, mind, S. buddhi. A medial dh,
preceded by a vowel, by an n or an r, seems to be
regularly dropped; compare uṣhā, medicine, S. ɵshadhi;
lui, blood, S. lókita; gun, smell, S. gandhā; war, grow,
base vardh. Words such as band, imprisoned; andr and
andhar, dark, are perhaps loan-words; cf. gun, smell.
I am unable to make anything out of the forms mish,
mish, mizhā, mich, muj, muju, mizh, middle.
If they are connected with S. mādhya, Armenian mēj,
the forms with sh and ch must be due to misunderstanding
or perhaps to a confusion with mesh, with. In this
connexion I may also mention the curious forms je, and,
cf. Vedic ádha; jū, daughter, cf. S. duhitri; zū, milk,
cf. S. dugdha; jījīl, loose, cf. S. šīkhlā, where a dental
has apparently been replaced by a j. I am not, however,
able to explain any of these forms.

An initial Aryan bh becomes b; thus, bās, flame, S. bhās;
bā, to become, S. bhū; bamo, hornet, cf. S. bhramarā;
bōr, load, S. bhārā; brā, took away, cf. S. brhitā; brā,
brother, S. brāṭri. In the face of all these forms the
isolated bhīm, bhīom, earth, ground, S. bhāmī, cannot be
correct, but must owe its h to its similarity with the
Indian word with which it has unconsciously been con-
founded in the mind of the hearer.

An Aryan bh between vowels apparently becomes w, as
in Iranian; thus, āwar, bring, S. ā-bhri; awīzh, necessity,
S. *abhikshā, cf. apēkshā. This w has been transferred to
the uncompounded base in wi, beat, cf. S. bhīd and
Old Slavonic bi-ti, beat; wił, say, cf. S. bhān; cf. also
vrāya, to get, which perhaps corresponds to S. abhi-grabh.
In some cases a medial *bh* has apparently disappeared; compare *gāro*, eclipse, S. *grāha*; *guru*, deep, S. *gabhīrā*; *gaiet*, *gaiesth*, to seize; *gaiti*, having taken; *gaiē*, take, cf. S. *grahi*, *grah*.

It will be seen that, on the whole, Bashgali follows the Iranian languages in discarding the aspiration of stops. We shall see below that the same disaspiration is also carried through in the case of the aspirated Aryan palatal sibilant *th*.

**ARYAN NASALS.** The guttural nasal *ṅ* in Aryan languages only occurred before gutturals. I have not come across any example which shows how it is treated in Bashgali if it is followed by a voiceless guttural. A voiced guttural, on the other hand, disappears, and *ṅg* becomes *ṅ* (written *ng*); thus, *raṅ*, colour, S. *raṅga*; *aṅā*, fire, S. *agnī*, cf. *āṅgāra*; *aṅur*, finger, cf. S. *aṅgūli*; *śiṅvar*, pretty, S. *śrīṅgāra*. In *aṅī*, side, *ṅ* is written instead, if this word is connected with S. *āṅga*.

The only instances of an Aryan *ṅ* in Bashgali occur before *ch*, where the nasal seems to be regularly dropped; compare *pōch*, *puch*, *pōj*, five, S. *pāṅcha*; *pachits*, fifteen, S. *pāṅchadaśa*. The form *pōnj*, five, which occurs in Nos. 69, 969, 1058, is probably a Persian loan-word.

The most common Aryan nasal was the dental *n*. In Bashgali it remains unchanged as an initial; thus, *nom*, *nām*, name, S. *nāma*; *non*, nine, S. *nāva*; *nōn*, mother, cf. S. *nandā*. A single uncompounded *ṅ* between vowels is regularly cerebralized, and this cerebral *ṅ* is then written *r*; thus, *kār*, blind, S. *kānā*; *gīr*, count, S. *gau*; *jār*, kill, S. *han*; *zār*, know, S. *jānāti*; *shtār*, to utter inarticulate sounds, S. *stan*; *shtār*, a thief, S. *stēnā*. The cerebralization does not appear to take place if an *r* precedes; compare *dron*, bow, S. *druṇa*; *zarīn*, yellow, S. *harīnā*; *tarīn*, *tarī*, thorn, cf. S. *trīna*. In some cases such an *ṅ* apparently sounds simply as a nasalization of the preceding vowel; compare *dā*, gift, S. *dānā*; *datziē*, right, S. *dākšīnā*;
shō, food, S. āśaṇa. Sometimes also n is written instead; thus, zān, knee, S. jānu; ziān, damage, harm, S. jyāṇī; and in a few cases n and ŋ are written in one and the same word; thus, iūrā and iūnā, eaten; parmēr (parmīr) and parmen, small, boy. It therefore seems as if the sound is not always quite distinct. There cannot, however, be any doubt about the general tendency to cerebralize such an n. This is of some interest. We know that in the Indian Prakrits the cerebralization of a dental n is a very common feature, and that something still more analogous is found in modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars. Marāṭhī, Rājasthānī, Gujarātī, Paṅjābī, and Sindhi have all preserved an initial n unchanged, while a single medial n becomes an ŋ. Dr. Grierson has been good enough to inform me that the pronunciation of this ŋ becomes more and more cerebral as we go westwards, and that it goes still further west into Pashtō. In eastern languages, such as Hindi, Bihārī, etc., on the other hand, the cerebral ŋ is not used. There is accordingly a parallelism between these Indo-Aryan vernaculars and Bashgali in this respect. And this parallelism becomes still more significant if we recall the fact that the same Indo-Aryan vernaculars which change a single medial n to ŋ “have a medial n in the place of the double ŋ of the Prakrits, resulting from a Sanskrit conjunct of which n is a member”.

The same is the case in Bashgali; compare ano, food, S. āṇna; man, mean, S. manya-; vinā, beaten, cf. S. bhinnā; wan, make, Old Norse vinna; kan, laugh, Persian خندیدن.

We thus see how a phonological tendency spreads over territories which do not all fall under one and the same linguistic family, while, on the other hand, it does not affect all the dialects of the same family.

It has been mentioned above that an old ŋg becomes ŋ while ŋch becomes ch in Bashgali. The obvious inference is that a nasal is dropped before a voiceless stop while it

1 See Bhandarkar, JBBRAS., xvii, pp. 165 f.
remains before a voiced one, which then itself disappears. This inference is made almost certain by considering the combinations of a dental n and a dental stop. Nt and nθ become t, while nd and nθ become n; compare atūr, lung, S. antra; dutt, tooth, S. dánta; vosut, spring, S. vasantā; putt, road, S. pānthās; kon, arrow, S. kāṇḍa; dōn, handle, S. dāṇḍā; in(dron), Indra (bow), rainbow, cf. S. indra(-dhanūṣh);Ion, slave, Persian xāy; kāno, tree, S. skandhā; gun, smell, S. gandhā.

The Aryan m remains unchanged as initial and as medial; compare manshī, man, S. manushyā; nom, name, S. nāma. It is of interest to note that the base mrū, to say, which became brū in Sanskrit, retains its m in Bashgali; compare kai mārečī, what dost thou say? kai mārṇazushhā, thou wast saying something. Mbh becomes m; thus, uzzam, yawn, S. vijrīmḥ; shtom, a tree, S. stambha.

In all compounds containing a nasal and a voiced consonant the nasal alone remains. This state of affairs is comparable to the disappearance of the last part of consonantal compounds in Caspian dialects.¹

ARYAN SEMI-VOWELS. The initial Aryan y is well preserved in Bashgali as in non-Persian Iranian languages, while in India it has commonly developed into a j. Compare yūs, grass, S. yāvasa; yamna, double, cf. S. yāma. As in the Pamir dialects, a y is often also used prothetically before initial vowels; thus, yo, eo, one, Awestan aēwa; yūr, down, S. āva; yazh, iash, morning, S. ushās; yūsh, lip, S. ोषtha. Writings such as zwγ, a yak (Tibetan gyag); zhūlī and yūlī, having eaten, seem to show that the pronunciation of the y is rather emphatic. After consonants ya is apt to become i; thus, ashi, mouth, S. āsyā; matsi, fish, S. mátsyā.

The Aryan r is well preserved; compare roch, light, S. rūchī; raṅ, colour, S. raṅga; rōtr, night, S. rātri; ṥr.

¹ See Grundrisse, I, ii, p. 354.
chest, S. úras; kur, ass, S. khára; dár, far, S. dárá; bór, load, S. bhárá. A medial or final r is, however, liable to be dropped; compare avē and awar, bring, S. ā-bhara; dū, door, S. dvār; dār, dāo, wood, S. dāru; sü, sai, sē, sun, S. sūra; shai, shē, head, S. śiras; sus, sister, S. svásri; shto, four, S. chatvāri. Consonantal compounds containing an r are as a rule simplified in such a way that the r disappears in Indian languages. In Iranian, on the other hand, the r is to a great extent preserved. The same is the case in Bashgali. If the r follows a stop, this latter sound is not changed to a spirant as in many Iranian tongues. Compare chkṛi, a polo ball, cf. S. chakrā; grom, village, S. grāma; jerik, shame, S. kriku; trōi, trē, three, S. trāyas; trīte, thirteenth, S. trāyōdaśa; atūr, lungs, S. antra; dron, bow, S. drouṇa; dros, grape, S. drākshā; prusht, bed, S. prastarā; prōr, wound, S. prāhāra; brā, brother, S. bhṛātri. Note also garo, eclipse, S. grāha; gaiti, having seized, cf. S. grīhītvā; ngā, take, S. grah; sangā, hear, S. samā-grah. It is of interest that the r has also disappeared in Balúchi gipta, Caspian gita, Central dialects gaft, seized.

R is also retained as the first member of a compound; cf. drgr, long, S. dīrghā. If the last part of the compound is a dental, it regularly disappears. Compare krā, done, S. kṛātā; karo (and kato), knife, Awestan karsta; gīr, knot; giran-gusthē, a knot (but also gittan-gus, knotted), cf. S. grath; tūr, ford, S. tūrthā, Prakrit tūha; koro, kūr, mud-stream, cf. S. kardama; mar, shampoo, S. mard; war, grow, S. vardh; wari, word, cf. Lat. verbum; kōr, kar, ear, S. kāra; poṛ, leaf, S. pārnā; pari, full, S. pūrnā; wishtr, broad, S. vistirna. In the face of such instances it is probable that son, gold, is an Indian loan-word. Similar changes are also found in Iranian languages; cf. Grundriss, I, ii, pp. 53, 207, 304, etc.

It is uncertain how the compound rp was treated. The only example I have found, kurbosh, cotton, S. karpasa,
is probably a Persian loan-word. *Rm* seems to become *m*, as in India; cf. *chiom*, leather, S. *chārma*; *bamo*, hornet, cf. S. *bhramara*. *Kār*, want, is therefore probably S. *kāryā*.

*R* is often marked as a cerebral. I am not, however, able to find any rules regulating the matter. Occasionally we find one and the same word written sometimes with an *r* and sometimes with an *r*; thus, *azhir* and *azhir*, hail-storm; *uru* and *uru*, headman; *brā* and *brā*, brother; *brā* and *brā*, took off; *dār* and *dār*, bent; *dryr* and *dryr*, long; *badur*, abroad; *badūr*, far off; *kor* and *kor*, crow; *māri* and *māri*, money; *māri* and *māroi*, stick; *pror* and *pror*, wound; *shīnur* and *shānūr*, numb; *tarī* and *tarin*, thorn, etc. Sometimes also *r* interchanges with *t* or *t*; thus, *karo* and *kato*, knife; *per*, *pret*, and *pet*, break; *chaṛā* and *chaṭṭā*, idiot; *rārā*, noise; *raṭṭā*, barks, etc.

The cerebral *r* occurs in all positions, as an initial, however, only in very few words, viz., *ranzann*, he shakes (but *ranzol*, shaking with fever, feverish); *ranzō*, *ranzēt*, shake; *raṭṭatt*, he barks; *rītī*, yellow. It is used as a final in words such as *atsir*, return; *azhir* and *azhir*, hail (S. *āsāra*); *urr*, wing, chakor; *utsēr*, calf (cf. S. *vatsā*); *ber*, *bēr*, foolish; *kūr*, chicken; *kūr*, pigeon; *purā*, smallpox; *shīr*, crop; *sharrā*, goat; *shurū*, waistband; *tor*, ruin; *war*, see (cf. *brāw*). In *widerī*, fear (No. 458), the *γ* probably denotes a very rough *r*; cf. *widerasth*, to fear. The cerebral *r* is also used as a medial between vowels; thus, *ārī*, *parrīr* and *parrēr*, *mārī*, boy (cf. *parmen*, small); *arū*, silver; *arīn*, narrow; *arār*, tight; *bara*, plough; *barī*, blacksmith; *bōr*, *būrī*, bread; *dūrā*, *duru*, blunt; *karū*, trunk; *karrū*, root; *kīrā*, shield; *parē*, veranda; *pārro*, apple, etc. We also find *r* combined with other consonants; thus, *gidr*, sheaf; *kadṛ*, quicksand; *digrī*, shirt; *mṛā*, died; *mṛī*, earth; *wotriš*, is lying; *parché* (and *parchev*), polo-stick, polo; *uderī*, thunder; *arsett*, they are lowing; *kaṛā*, fat; *shurēr*, sport; *amārīt*,
pomegranates; durwā, musician; karwā, strong. An aspirated r apparently occurs in derh, surprised; parhī, letter; wishirworh (also wizhirwor), figure. Such words are, however, scarcely indigenous Bashgali words.

There cannot, after all, be any doubt that Bashgali possesses a cerebral r. The use of this sound as an initial and in cases where it must be derived from an Aryan r (cf. azhīr, hail, S. āsāra; war, see, Greek ὁρῶ; mṛā, died, base mṛi; mṛi, earth, S. mṛid) shows that it is not comparable with the cerebral r of Indo-Aryan vernaculars. In mṛā, died, S. mṛitā; mṛi, earth, S. mṛid, we have the same development of a cerebral r from r and a dental as in Pashtō.

Finally, I may also mention the apparent interchange of r or ŋ and r; thus, wagachī, ragachī, and awégugachī, askest; wasanristai and wasnuvestai, they are gathered.

R and l are, broadly, distinguished as in Indian; compare, however, veli kshī, ask for (cf. S. vṛi); anur, finger, S. anti; garak, neck, S. gaha; parch, burn, S. plush; tur, weigh, S. tul; kurr, bald, S. kula, etc. Of compounds containing an old l we may note pilī, fall, Prakrit pad; wal, speak, S. bhan.

An initial v is kept in Bashgali as in Western Indian and non-Persian Iranian dialects, a new example of what we have seen above, that a certain characteristic does not pervade the whole territory of one linguistic family, but does, on the other hand, extend into the area of another family. Compare wāi, wind, rheuma, S. wāyū or wāta; von, prepare, S. van, Hindi banāna; was, wis, to remain, to spend the night, S. vas; wōs, day, S. vāsara; wosut, spring, S. vasantā; wish, poison, S. visha; wiss, wits, twenty, S. vīṁsati; vishī, neighbour, cf. S. vēsā; vēl, time, S. vēlā. The substitution of b in bosut, spring (No. 831); ba-ben, in the forest (No. 129); bannē tū, the same (No. 1712), S. vāna, is a strong indication that these words are borrowed. If utser, calf, is connected with
S. vatsā, we have a case of a kind of samprasārana. It is possible that it is due to the neighbourhood of a sibilant. Similarly, vi is apparently dropped in shurtā, sport, Persian bishgard, Pehlevi *vīškart; compare also oshī, to knit, and S. vishīv.

A final v and a u between vowels and in consonantal compounds regularly disappear; thus, shī and shev, sew, S. sīv; noi, new, S. nāva; non, nine, S. nāva; dar, brother-in-law, S. dēvara; parōsh, belt, cf. S. parivēśhṭana; shū, rose, cf. S. sēvati; tu, thou, S. tvam; shto, four, S. chatvārī; tī, termination of the gerund, S. tvī; dā, door, S. dvār; dā, duī, two, S. dvau, dvē; dīs, twelve, S. dvādasā; dār, dur, bent, S. dhrī; cf. shū, shūs, breath, life, S. śvāsa; sus, sister, S. svāsṛi. Similar features are found in Persian1 and other Iranian languages. In wā, down, S. āva, a medial w has become initial. Another form of this word is yū, from au (cf. Latin au) with a prothetic y.

ARYAN SIBILANTS. In the treatment of sibilants the Indian and Iranian branches of the Aryan family have gone widely different ways. In India the number of voiceless sibilants has been reduced to one, and consonantal compounds containing a sibilant are simplified in such a way that the sibilant disappears after aspirating the consonant. The voiced sibilants have disappeared or been changed in various ways. In Iranian languages an unprotected dental s becomes h; ŝ becomes s in non-Persian dialects and s or h in Persian; sh is well preserved; sometimes, however, it is confounded with s in non-Persian dialects,2 and sometimes also in Persian.3 The sibilants are well preserved in compounds, and the voiced sibilants have not disappeared.

In most of these features Bashgali marches with Iranian as against Indian languages. There is one important exception: the dental s is retained and not changed to h

1 Grundrisse, I, ii, pp. 51, 298. 2 Ibid., p. 416. 3 Ibid., p. 86.
as is the case in all Iranian languages. Colonel Davidson does not distinguish more than two voiceless sibilants, a dental $s$ and a cerebral or palatal $sh$. The latter sign, however, perhaps denotes two sounds, an $s$ and an $sh$, for we often find $ts$ or similar writings instead of an original $s$. All these sibilants have a strong tendency to be softened, i.e. pronounced with voice. There is, however, in this respect considerable confusion, and the materials available are not sufficient for laying down definite rules in every respect. The difficulty of noting down the sounds of a strange language like Bashgali is so considerable that we cannot expect the orthography in a pioneer work like Colonel Davidson's to give an absolutely adequate image of the actual sounds. Still, it will be possible to define the position of Bashgali within the Aryan family, as evinced by its treatment of the Aryan sibilants, with comparative certainty.

The Aryan $s$ as an initial is represented by a sound which is written $sh$, and which may be a cerebral or a palatal sibilant. Compare $shē$, $shī$, cold, S. $śīlā$; $shī$, horn, cf. S. $śrīṅga$, Avestan $srū$, $srūṁa$, Greek $kēpās$; $shīāl$, jackal, S. $śrīgālā$; $shālī$, rise, S. $śālī$; $shīl$, cold, S. $śītalā$. A voiced $zh$ is apparently used instead in $zhī$, black, cf. S. $śyāma$; $zhuchī$, grievest, cf. S. $śuch$. The etymology of these two words is not, however, certain. Instead of $sh$ we sometimes also find $ts$; thus, $tsā$, branch, cf. S. $śākhā$; $tsuie$, empty-handed, S. $śūnyā$; $tsīr$, head, S. $śīras$; $tsitt$, dung, cf. S. $śākriṭ(?)$. In addition to $tsir$ we also find $sir$, head, and a dental $s$ also represents an initial Aryan $s$ in (host) $sūṣṇī$, a (hand)kerchief, but this word is almost certainly a loan-word.

A medial $s$ similarly becomes sometimes $sh$, $zh$, and sometimes $ts$, $ch$, or $s$; compare $kshul$, clever, S. $kūṣala$;

---

1 Dr. Grierson's remark (Pisāca Languages, p. 131) that the preservation of $s$ in Iranian is typical of the non-Persian dialects, does not refer to the Aryan $s$, but to the Iranian $s$ derived from Aryan $ś$. 

posh, trap, S. pāśa; sho, iṣhā, food, S. āśana; nash, nazh, and nach, to spoil, to loose, S. naś; dots, ten, S. dāśa; vitsī and visī, twenty, S. viṃśati; dīś, twelve, S. dvādaśa; trīts, thirteen, S. trāyōdaśa, etc.

There are only very few examples in my materials of consonantal compounds of which a palatal ś originally formed part. An Aryan śr becomes ch or zh in acha, tear, S. āśru; ozham, to rest, S. viśram. Śv apparently becomes shp (cf. Iranian sp); thus, uṣhp, horse, S. āśva. In shū, shūs, breath, sigh (cf. S. śvas, śvāsā), we probably have a representative of an older sush; cf. Balūchi sāh.

The cerebral sh is very well preserved. Between vowels, however, it often becomes zh (also written j); thus, shu, six, S. shash; shets, sixteen, S. ṭōdaśa; kshē, rub, S. ghrīsh; kshō, drag, S. kris; pṣi, grind, S. pish; dush, fault, S. dōsha; uṣhā, uzhā, medicine, S. oṣhadhi; iash, yazī, morning, S. uṣhās; nishī, nizhī, nījī, sit, S. nīshid; misko, mizho, mijo, lie, cf. S. mrīshā. In tūs, chatī, S. tūsha; mūsā, mūssu, muzuza, mouse, S. mūshika, there is apparently a confusion of s and sh. Similar features are also found in Iranian languages. In mōsh, mōch, manchī, manjī, man, S. manushyā, the actual sound cannot be fixed with certainty.

As in Iranian tongues, the cerebral sh is also generally kept as first part of consonantal compounds. The second component of such compounds, on the other hand, is often dropped, as is also the case in Iranian languages.

An Aryan ksh becomes ch, ts (tz), and sh, and it does not seem to make any difference whether this ksh represents an Indo-European qś or ks. Compare achē, eye, S. ākshi, Awestan ašī; kachkrū, armpit, cf. S. kāksha, Aw. kasha; uchar, empty out, S. ut-kšar; marchī (i.e. māchī), honey, mācherik, bee, cf. S. mākshika, mākshika, Aw. māḵši; īts, bear, S. riksha, Aw. arsha; datziē, right, S. dakhina, Aw. dashina; aish, investigation.

1 See Grundriss, I, ii, p. 416.  
2 Ibid., pp. 354, 416.
S. ikshā, Aw. aeshā; shosh, witness, S. sākshīn; ashú, azhē, a bull, S. ukshan, Aw. ušhun; šá, night, S. kshap, Aw. χσhp. In dros, grape, S. drākšā, s has been used instead, perhaps under the influence of the preceding r.

- Sht is, as a rule, kept as sht; compare isht, spear, S. rishtī; osht, asht, eight, S. ashtav; ushtar, shtur, camel, S. ưṣṭra; yûsht, lip, S. ışṭha; jasht, jisht, eldest, S. jyēṣṭha; misht, hilt, S. mūṣhtī. The t of this compound is occasionally dropped; thus, jash tött, elder father, paternal uncle (No. 1573), cf. jasht, eldest; parōš, belt, cf. S. parivēṣṭana. In pêt, back, S. prīṣṭhā, *prīṣṭhī, the dropping of the ṣh is due to the shortening of the word caused by the accent. Cf. bdī, mind, S. buddhi.

Shp and shm are simplified to sh or zh; thus, pish, pizh, flower, S. pūṣhpā; grish, noon, S. grishmā; šá, you, S. yushmē, Aw. χσhmā.

An initial Aryan s, which is changed to an h in Iranian languages, remains in Bashgali; thus, so, well, S. su; sā, sāi, bridge, S. sētu; sā, sai, sē, sun, S. sāra, sārya; sain, army, S. sēnā, sainya; sott, sutt, seven, S. saptā; sapits, seventeen, S. saptādaśa. Sometimes, however, it becomes sh, i.e. it is treated like the palatal š; thus, shu, sew, S. sīv; shū, rose, cf. S. sēvatī; shiāo, saw, cf. Latin securis; shosh, witness, cf. S. sākshīn.

A final s is sometimes dropped; thus, doī, duī, arm, hand, S. dōs, dōshān; shū, shūs, breath, life, cf. S. śvas; iash, yazhī, morning, S. ushās; ār, chest, S. āuras. Usually, however, a final s remains; compare bās, flame, S. bhās; dus, yesterday, S. hyas; kas, cough, S. kas; mēs, moon, S. mās; was, to stay, to spend the night, S. vas. The final s of the base as, to be, occurs in many different forms; compare edsam, adzum, askim, assum, azzum, I am; ashi, oshish, assi, assish, art; as, ess, oss, az, azz, is; assumish, azzamish, we are; azū, you are; asht, etc., they are. The commonest forms are s and z, and, before i and t, sh. It is possible that forms such as edsam do not correspond to S. āsmī,
but contain an old suffix *sk*; compare Prakrit *achchhai*, is. A medial *s* is treated in the same way, i.e. it is preserved or, before *i*, changed to *sh*, *zh*; thus, *assā*, ashes, S. *āśa*; *wosut*, spring, S. *vasantarā*; *oshī*, knit, cf. S. *śīv*; *ushī*, *wizhu*, unsewn, undone of sewing, cf. S. *vi + sīv*. We have seen above that an old Aryan palatal sibilant sometimes becomes *ch*. The same is also the case with an old *s*; thus the suffix *si* of the 2nd pers. sing. takes the form *ch* or *chī* in the old (indefinite) present. This *ch* is softened to *j* after *n* and before *b*. In the definite present formed from an old present participle in *t* (Aryan *nt*) and in the past and future tenses the suffix is *śh*; thus, *gūchī*, goest; *enjī*, goest; *gūj-bā*, if thou goest; *ētīsī*, art going; *gāshī*, wentest; *ēlōsh*, wilt go.

An *s* as first part of a consonantal compound is commonly changed to *sh*, so that we get *sht* for *st* and *shtp* for *sp*; compare *ashtrith*, bedding, cf. S. *āstāraṇa*; *dusht*, hand, S. *hāṣṭa*; *prusht*, bed, S. *prastarā*; *shtār*, to utter inarticulate sounds, S. *stāṇ*; *shtār*, thief, S. *stēnā*; *shtrī*, *shtarī*, *ishtrī* (occasionally also *istrī*), woman, S. *strī*; *ushpik*, wasp, cf. Latin *vespa*. As in the case of Aryan *sht*, we sometimes find *sh* alone; thus, *dush* = *dusht*, hand. Sometimes *st* alternates, in the same words, with the more common *sht*; thus, *starak* and *shtarak*, to-day; and the common infinitive suffix *sht*.

In the compounds *sht* and *sm* the sibilant seems to disappear in *attī*, seed, stone, cf. S. *āsthi*; *emā*, we, S. *āsmē*. I am not, however, able to lay down rules. Cf. *otīsth*, to remain; *oshtaṇth*, to rise, both of which apparently belong to the base *sthā*, and the forms of the 1st persons of the verb substantive mentioned above.

The history of the compound *sv* is not quite clear. In *sus*, sister, S. *svāṣrī*, *sva* has become *su*; in *pshu*, sleep, S. *svap*, a comparison of Aw. *hvafs* seems to show that the old *sv* has been dropped. If we compare *psūr*,

---

1 Pischel, *Grammatik*, § 480.
father-in-law, S. svāśura < svāśura, it seems probable that sv before a sibilant became p. In yo, yot, self, S. sva, Aw. hvatō; yār, sunshine, S. svār, we find sva changed to yo, yā, where the initial y is perhaps prothetic, and this is perhaps the regular development.

The Aryan voiced palatal sibilant ź has been confounded with the palatal j in India. In modern Persian both j and ź become z, while the two sounds are distinguished as j (zh) and z respectively in non-Persian Iranian dialects. Bashgali seems to agree with those latter forms of speech; compare uzzam, to yawn, S. vi-jrimbh; zār, to know, S. jānā; zamān, son-in-law, Aw. zāmātar, S. jāmātri; zān, knee, Aw. zānu, S. jānu; ziān, damage, harm, Aw. zīāni, S. jyāni, etc. Instead of zār, to know, we also find forms such as n'zhārtish, dost not know (No. 611); n'jārlsam, I do not know (No. 751); Imrā jārlann, God knows (No. 1002); n'jānwl (?), not knowing (No. 1080); nā jānretam, I do not know (No. 1173); na jānretish, dost not know (No. 1176); na jānramish, we do not know (No. 1238). If j is not here simply a miswriting or due to a confusion with the corresponding Indian word, we must compare the change of an old ź or s to ch mentioned above. A medial ź regularly becomes zh; compare wizhanam, I think, I fear, S. vi-jānā; vizhom (and vishtī), having feigned, cf. S. vyāja; nizhē, wash, S. niž. Also here we sometimes find j instead; thus, ninjō, wash; purjanām, purzanām, and purzhānām, I think. Such instances must be judged as in the case of an initial ź. It must, moreover, be borne in mind that the orthography of Bashgali is far from being absolutely exact.

The aspirated voiced palatal spirant źh, which has become h in India, loses its aspiration. As an initial it becomes z; thus, zīm, snow, S. himā; zīra, heart, S. hridāya; zār, zīr, coloured, yellow, S. hārī. If the h in S. hrička, shame, is actually derived from an Aryan
\( \ddot{z} \)h, the \( \ddot{j} \) in \( \ddot{j}e\text{rik} \), shame, is comparable to the initial of \( \ddot{j}\ddot{a}r \), to know, etc.; see above. It is, however, also possible that \( S. \, hr\ddot{r} \) represents an Aryan \( gh\ddot{r} \) in spite of the phonological difficulties.

As in Persian dialects, we sometimes find \( d \) instead of \( z \); thus, \( dus \), yesterday, \( S. \, hy\ddot{a}s \); \( dus\ddot{h}t \), hand, \( S. \, h\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{t} \). The explanation of \( d\ddot{i}\ddots \), tongue, \( S. \, jih\ddot{v}a \), Aw. \( kiz\ddot{a} \), \( hiz\ddot{w}a \), is not easier than that of other Indo-European words for "tongue".

A medial \( \ddot{z} \)h is apparently dropped; thus, \( \ddot{i} \), \( i\ddot{a} \), \( \ddot{d} \), I, \( S. \, ah\ddot{a}m \), Aw. \( azem \), Old Pers. \( ad\ddot{a}m \); \( pr\ddot{o}r \), wound, \( S. \, pr\ddot{ah}\ddot{\ddot{a}}\ddot{r}a \). In \( m\ddot{e}\ddot{h} \), mist, dew, hoar-frost (cf. \( S. \, mi\ddot{h} \), mist; \( m\ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{h} \ddot{a} \), cloud), there is apparently an old confusion with the base \( mi\ddot{h} \), to urine. The final \( h \) in \( m\ddot{e}\ddot{h} \) cannot, in any event, be organic.

**INFLLEXION**

If we now turn from phonology to grammar there is very little to assist us in our endeavour to define the philological position of Bashgali within the Aryan family. Such characteristics as can be found point to a closer connexion with non-Persian Iranian tongues.

**GENDER.** Colonel Davidson has shown (pp. 1 f. and 7) that there are several remnants of a feminine as distinguished from the masculine, but that the two genders are no more strictly distinguished. Bashgali in this respect occupies a position intermediate between Pashtô and the Pamir dialects, which distinguish two genders, on one side, and Persian and the Caspian dialects, where the distinction of genders has been discarded, on the other.

**NUMBER AND OBLIQUE BASE.** Bashgali possesses two numbers, and the plural is sometimes distinguished by adding the suffix \( \ddot{a}n \), \( \ddot{e}n \), \( \ddot{i}n \), or \( \ddot{a}n \) (Davidson, par. 17), which is well known from Iranian dialects. There are also traces of an oblique base, as in non-Persian Iranian and in Indo-Aryan languages; thus, \( m\ddot{a}nch\ddot{\ddot{h}}\ddot{\ddot{\ddot{h}}}\ddot{\ddot{\ddot{e}}}\ddot{t}\ddot{\ddot{\ddot{a}}} \), to a man.
In most cases, however, the oblique base is identical with the nominative, as is also the case in Pashtō, the Pamir dialects, and some Central dialects. Whether it has a separate form or not, the oblique is also used to denote the agent with the past tenses of transitive verbs, which are construed passively as in non-Persian Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages; compare manchī-ē iā ushp brī, man-by my mare taken, the man took off my mare.

PRONOUNS. The common form of the personal pronoun of the 1st pers. sing. is ī, iā, or o, which must be the same word as S. ahām, Aw. azem, Old Pers. adam, Pashtō za. It is impossible to tell which of these forms more particularly corresponds to iā. Old Pers. adam is perhaps the most likely one. There is a fuller Bashgali form ōts, I. The final ts here probably represents some emphatic particle; compare Gāthā dialect aschīt, I. The plural emā, we, corresponds to Persian mā, Baluchi mā, Caspian dialects amā, Aw. ēhmā. "Thou" is tā, to, corresponding to Aw. tā, tām, Old Pers. tuvam, and similar forms in all Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages. The plural form shā, you, on the other hand, is again distinctly Iranian; cf. Persian shumā, Baluchi shumā, Caspian shamā, Central dialects shumō. Nothing corresponding is found in Indo-Aryan. The pronoun yū, yō, yōt (zara), self, corresponds to Persian χud, χod, Baluchi vat, Pamir dialects χat, and so forth, while amo, own, is perhaps identical with S. ātman.

PERSONAL TERMINATIONS. The suffixes added to verbal tenses in order to denote the person are: Singular, 1st pers., m; 2nd pers., sh(ī), ch(ī); 3rd pers., ā, or no termination. Plural, 1st pers., mā, mish; 2nd pers., r; 3rd pers., ā, d, tt. It will be seen that there are two different forms of the suffix of the 1st pers. pl. The form mā is regularly used in the imperative-future and the aorist, the form mish in the present, the aorist (which also represents an old present), and in the past tenses.
There cannot, however, be any reasonable doubt that the two forms have been derived from the old terminations of secondary and primary tenses, Aryan ma and māsi, respectively. The use of the "primary" suffix mīsh in the past tenses is easily explained if we remember that a form such as gāmīsh, we went, is derived from the past participle and corresponds to a Sanskrit gatāḥ smāh. The termination of the 2nd pers. pl. is more difficult. The r of forms such as būr, you are, must be derived from a single n, and the termination perhaps corresponds to Vedic tāno. Compare however, the enclitic pronoun tān of the 2nd pers. pl. in Persian, Caspian, and Central dialects, and the verbal terminations -inī, -on, -in in the 2nd pers. pl. in Caspian dialects. The 3rd persons singular and plural are constantly confounded. The termination ā is probably derived from the suffix of some participle. The termination d only occurs in a certain form of the present in which personal suffixes are added to a participle ending in n; thus, end, they go; bund, they become. It is hardly possible to derive this nd directly from Aryan nt (Persian nd), which would give t or tt in Bashgali. This suffix is probably represented by Bashgali tt in forms such as zārtett, they know. It seems, however, as if a Bashgali t, derived from nt or from other compounds, undergoes a secondary softening to d after nasals. Thus the termination of the gerund is tī (Aryan -tī); compare katī, having done. After an n, however, we find dī instead; thus, achāndī, having run. It is therefore possible that the termination nd is derived from n + t, where the t is the representative of the Aryan suffix nt.

The personal terminations in Bashgali are more in accordance with the old Aryan suffixes than is the case in other Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages at the present day. The preservation of both the primary and the secondary suffix of the 1st pers. pl. is, in this respect, of especial interest. On the other hand, Bashgali agrees with
Iranian in using the personal suffixes, not only to denote the subject, but also to mark other syntactic relations such as the direct and indirect object.

**VERBAL FORMS.** The usual form of the infinitive ends in *sth*; thus, *osth*, to come; *kusth*, to do. It must probably be compared with the Persian infinitive in *-istan*, which has been explained as a compound form containing an infinitive of the base *as*, to be. A shorter infinitive, corresponding to the Persian infinitivus apocopatus, is identical with the base, or, if the negative *na* follows, it also often ends in *n*. This form is commonly used in connexion with the verb *busht*, to become, to be able, just as the Persian infinitivus apocopatus is used with *shāyān*, it is possible, and *bāyān*, it is wanted. Compare *na pā bann*, he cannot go; *phō-n* *n'battam*, I cannot sleep. The final *n* of some of these forms is perhaps only a duplicate of the initial *n* of the negative *na*.

In the formation of tenses Bashgali has struck out lines much similar to those followed in India. With one single exception all the tenses are formed from participles. The exception is a form in which personal terminations are added directly to the base. Compare *gā-m(-bā)*, (if) I go; *gā-j(-bā)*, (if) thou goest; *gā-mish(-bā)*, (if) we go, etc. This form is used as a conjunctive present, as an aorist, and as an imperative. Other tenses are formed from participles, and the number of such participles is comparatively great. As in Indian languages, there is a gerund or conjunctive participle. It is formed by adding *ṭi* or, after nasals, sometimes *dī*; thus, *bīṭi*, having become; *gīṭi*, having gone; *wīṭi*, beating, etc. It is probably connected with Vedic *vṛt*. In some few cases we find a gerund ending in *m*; thus, *ačhūnām ṭe*, running go, go quickly; *bo-m* *azzībā*, becoming be-if, if we become. Compare the corresponding gerund ending in *am* in Old Sanskrit.

1 See Grundriss, I, ii, p. 142.
The most common present participle ends in \( l \) or \( n \); compare \( m\rl \), dying; \( p\tilt l \), falling; \( y\ul \), eating; \( o\ln \), remaining; \( t\in \ p\in \), wine-drinking, drunkard. The forms ending in \( l \) and \( n \) are often used promiscuously; compare \( y\ul -\text{azzam} \) and \( y\un -\text{azzam} \), I was eating. It is therefore likely that they are identical. In that case we may perhaps compare the substitution of \( l \) for \( n \) in Pashtö in words such as \( d\zt\|l \) and \( j\zn \), girl,\(^1\) and the interchange of \( l \) and \( n \) in Indo-Aryan vernaculars.\(^2\) This, then, would furnish a new example of a phonetical tendency affecting both Indo-Aryan and Iranian vernaculars. This participle is used to form a present, an imperfect, and a future. Compare \( y\ul -\text{n-am} \), I eat; \( y\ul -\text{l-ai} \), they eat; \( k\un -\text{n-am} \) and \( k\ul -\text{l-om} \), I do; \( y\ul -\text{n-azzam} \) and \( y\ul -\text{l-azzam} \), I was eating; \( y\ul -\text{l-om} \), I shall eat; \( k\ul -\text{l-om} \), I shall do. It will be seen that both the form ending in \( l \) and that ending in \( n \) are used in the present and in the imperfect. The \( n \)-form is, however, here most usual, while only the \( l \)-form seems to be used in the future. This state of affairs can scarcely be anything but a secondary arrangement, and it seems allowed to assume that \( n \) and \( l \) are originally one and the same suffix.\(^3\) If so, it cannot be derived from Aryan \( n\text{t} \), which becomes \( t\text{t} \) or \( t \). It is also doubtful whether it can be the old Aryan \( -\text{ana-} \), \( -\text{ana-} \), because, in that case, we would certainly expect to find, at least occasionally, a cerebral \( n \) (written \( ^{-}r \)). With verbs meaning “to go” the \( n \)-suffix is often used to form a kind of passive; thus, \( p\er\text{on-ga} \), broken went, was broken; \( w\ar\text{on-end} \), seen go, are visible. This would point to a connexion with \( -\text{ana-} \), \( -\text{ana-} \), or perhaps with Latin \( -\text{ndus} \). The latter explanation would be in best

---

\(^1\) *Grundriss*, I, ii, p. 208.

\(^2\) Grierson, *ZDMG.*, vol. 1, p. 7.

\(^3\) An \( l \)-suffix is also used to form participles in the language called “Tocharisch” by Messrs. Sieg & Siegling, *Sitzungsberichte der Preuss. Akademie*, 1908, vol. xxxix, p. 926, and in Slavonic.
accord with Bashgalî phonology, for, as we have seen, *nd* regularly becomes *n*.

Another present participle ends in *k* or *g*; thus, *âo pi-k* (or *pi-g*), water-drinking, thirsty; *pskui-k*, sleeping, sleepy. It seems to indicate inclination. Formally it is identical with Persian -ā, Pehlevî -āk.¹

A third present participle formed with a suffix *tt* or *t* only occurs in a compound present; thus, *mrē-t-am*, I die; *mrē-tt*, dies; *mre-tt-ett*, they die. This seems to be the regular representative of the old Aryan participle ending in *-nt*.

The past participle passive ends in *ā* or *a*; thus, *uttā*, left; *jāra*, killed; *krā*, done. It certainly contains the old *ta*-suffix. In *wina*, beaten, we apparently have an *n*-suffix; compare S. *bhinnā*. It also occurs in *iyārā*, *iyānā = iyā*, eaten, where it has been added to the old participle in *ā*. Compare Aryan *na*. This participle is used to form the past tenses; thus, *gā-miš*, we went; *mr-issam*, I had died. The pronominal terminations denoting the subject are only added in intransitive verbs. With transitives they denote the object; thus, *iâ tū ē tang ptā-sh*, I thee one rupee gave-thee, thou wast given one rupee by me. In the paradigms in Colonel Davidson’s book, it is true, the personal terminations are also added in transitive verbs; thus, *ptā-sh*, gavest. This is not, however, in accordance with the practice in the sentences. There cannot, therefore, be any doubt that the past tenses of transitive verbs are passives in Bashgalî as in non-Persian Iranian and in Indo-Aryan vernaculars.

**POSITION OF BASHGALÎ WITHIN THE ARYAN FAMILY.** The preceding remarks will have shown that Bashgalî agrees with Iranian languages in most important points, such as the treatment of the Aryan vowels, especially of *yī*; the absence of aspirated sounds; the distinction made between the voiced Aryan palatais and

¹ *Grundriss*, I, i, pp. 278, 306; ii, pp. 146, 172.
sibilants and the retaining of the latter as sibilants; the non-development of a separate cerebral varga from the dentals; the preservation of numerous consonantantal compounds, and so on. All these are of the greatest importance, and some of them, such as the dispiration and the preservation of voiced sibilants, have from the oldest times been the chief distinguishing features of Iranian languages as compared with Indian. I may add some less important features in which Bashgali agrees with Iranian, and especially with non-Persian languages. Such are the preservation of the old semi-vowels ŭ and ů; the weak sense of gender; traces of a separate oblique base and of the same plural termination as is used in Iranian; the passive construction of the past tenses of transitive verbs. The last-mentioned feature is also characteristic of Indo-Aryan vernaculars. One important feature Bashgali shares with the Indian branch of the Aryan family, viz. the preservation of the old dental sibilant s. If we abstract from this, it will be seen that all other points of agreement between our language and Indo-Aryan belong to later stages of development, when the Aryan family had long ago split up into two branches. The most important ones are the development of a cerebral v from a single medial dental n, which Bashgali shares with Western Indo-Aryan, and the general use of participles in the formation of verbal tenses. Such points of agreement would be quite natural even if Bashgali were a pure Iranian language, for grammatical tendencies are not restricted to the area of one single language, but often extend beyond its limits. It must be remembered that up to the fifteenth century Indian tribes and Indian civilization extended up to the very borders of Kafiristan. If it were not for the preservation of the old dental sibilant, I do not think that anybody would hesitate to class Bashgali as an Iranian form of speech. The few instances in which
Bashgali can be compared with European languages, such as the words *ut*, to use, Latin *utor*; *uslpik*, wasp, Latin *vespa* (cf. Balūchī *gwabz*); *vāo*, grandfather, Latin *avus*; *mī*, self, Latin *met*; *p*, *b*, on, Greek *ἔπι*; *va-nam*, take, Gothic *nima*; and perhaps the *n*-participle, Latin *-ndus*, are too insignificant to affect the classification. They must all be considered as inherited from Indo-European times, though they have not survived or have not been discovered in other Aryan forms of speech.

The preservation of the Aryan dental *s* has usually been considered as one of the chief characteristics which distinguishes the Indian from the Iranian branch. It is, however, evident that the substitution of *h* for *s* must have spread gradually, and did not from the beginning affect the whole Iranian area. It would therefore be quite allowed to assume that there did, at some remote period, exist dialects which in every other respect were Iranian, but which did not change the old *s* to *h*. If such dialects could be proved to have existed, they would be just what is wanted in order to explain the curious intermediate position of Bashgali. Now I think it possible to show that such has really been the case, that we possess information of an old Iranian dialect which had preserved the old Aryan *s* as in India. I refer to the language from which the names of the Mitani gods have been taken.

In a treaty between the Mitani king Mattiauaza and the Hittite king Subbiluliuma brought to light by Professor Winckler, the deities of the two countries are invoked as protectors of the treaty. Among the Mitani gods we now find the following:—

1

\[
\text{ilānī mi-it-ra-aš-ši-il ilānī u-ru-w-na-aš-ši-el (var. a-ru-na-aš-ši-il)}
\]

\[
\text{ibu in-da-r (var. in-da-ra) ilānī na-šu-[t-ti-ia-a]n-na.}
\]

It is now commonly recognized that this list contains the names of the well-known Vedic gods Mitra, Varuṇa, Indra, and the Nāsatyas, which must accordingly have been worshipped in Mesopotamia in the fourteenth century B.C. The first three names can be Iranian as well as Aryan; the fourth one, na-ša-at-ti-ia, with its š, militates against the rules of Iranian phonology, the Avestan form of this word being nānhaipia. Professor Eduard Meyer\(^1\) therefore maintains that “the Aryans who pushed forward to the Euphrates and to Syria in the fifteenth century or earlier, did not speak Iranian but Aryan”, and he remarks that “the gods which the inhabitants of the Panjāb worshipped as their principal deities in Vedic times are here met with, four hundred miles farther to the west, as the gods of the Aryans of Mitāni. The differentiation only took place later on, principally as a result of the appearance of the prophet Zarathustra.” He is accordingly of opinion that the gods in question were common Aryan gods, and the language from which they have been taken common Aryan, and neither Iranian nor Indian. This is also the opinion of Professor Oldenberg\(^2\), and apparently also of Mr. Keith.\(^3\) Professor Jacobi,\(^4\) on the other hand, thinks that the Mitāni gods were Vedic, and had been brought to Mitāni from Eastern Iran, where they must have been adopted from India about the sixteenth century. According to him, therefore, the language in question should be characterized as Indian. Now it seems impossible to answer the question about the language from which the names of the Mitāni gods have been taken without considering the nationality of the Mitāni chiefs of Aryan race. Names of Aryan chieftains are, as is well known, found in Cuneiform

---


\(^2\) *JRAS.*, 1909, pp. 1095 ff.

\(^3\) Ibid., pp. 1100 ff.

\(^4\) Ibid., pp. 721 ff.
inscriptions from very early times. Many such names are found in the Tell-el-Amarna letters; thus, Artamanya (‘Atra-éwa), chief of Ziribæsani, probably about Basan; Bawarzana or Mawarzana (or perhaps Mayarzana), chief of Hazi, probably to the north of Palestine; Šubandu or Šubandi, from Philistæa (cf. S. Subandhu); Šuvardata, the adversary of Abdihiba of Jerusalem (cf. S. Svardatta); Šutarña or Šuttarna, chief of Muśihuma, probably in Northern Palestine; Yaśdata or Waśdata, probably from the neighbourhood of Megidda; Zirdamiaśda, probably from Northern Palestine, and so forth. The name of the Kassitic sun-god Śurias (cf. S. sūrya) points to a similar Aryan element to the east of Babylonia. It will be seen that forms such as arta-, -warzana, zirda-, -miasda, and probably also -data are Iranian and not Aryan, while the use of an s corresponding to Aryan s can be both Aryan and Indian. The names of the Mitani kings are of the same kind. They are Sa-uš-ša-tar, Artatama, Šuttarna, Dušratta (or Tušratte), Artašsumara (or Artaššuwara), and Mattiuaζa. Of these, Sa-uš-ša-tar must correspond to an Indian *Saukṣhatra, and the final portion of the name is šatar = Old Pers. ṷaḥra, which, again, is Iranian and not Aryan. Artatama has been explained as a superlative of the Old Pers. arta. Tam can, however, also be derived from a base tam. The Indian Dhatupatha knows such a base tam, to desire. The initial duš of Dušratta is Aryan or Iranian; ratta may correspond to S. ratha (cf. Zurattu or Šurātum, chief of Akko). Scheftelowitz compares S. raddha. Uaza in Mattiuaζa (S. māti-vōja ?), again, is Iranian.¹ I think that the explanation of these facts has been given by Professor Bloomfield,² who considers it possible that

¹ Names such as Mattiuaζa, Birıvazza, Namiavazza, which all occur in Cuneiform documents, betray the same interest in races which is so well known from Vedie India.

"the Mitani and other Western Asiatic Iranoid proper names came from a dialect closely allied to Iranian but not yet exactly Iranian, i.e. a dialect which did not change s to h". It seems as if the change of s to h is not so old as the other Iranian characteristics. It only began after the Iranian branch had separated itself from the common Aryan stock, and did not at once spread over the whole Iranian area. If so, the names of the Mitani gods do not prove anything as to whether they had been inherited from the Aryan period or imported from India. The language from which they have been taken does not differ from the language which has furnished the names of the Mitani kings, and that form of speech was neither Aryan nor Indian, but Iranian. This conclusion is now considerably strengthened by the state of things in modern Bashgali. I hope to have shown that we have here, at the present day, a form of speech which in phonology is mainly Iranian, but does not change s to h. It seems necessary to infer that Bashgali is the modern representative of an Iranian language, the oldest traces of which are found in the names of the Mitani chiefs and other chieftains known from Cuneiform inscriptions. This language was more closely connected with Old Persian than with Awestan, but differed from both in retaining the old Aryan s. It must have been distributed over a wider area¹ than at the present day, where it is represented by Bashgali and connected dialects. The change of s to h must then have spread gradually over most of the Iranian area, just as we see the change of the Aryan ś (Iranian s) to Old Pers. ẓ, New Pers. h, spreading over part of the territory occupied by Iranian tongues.

The tribes who spoke this old Iranian dialect worshipped gods which are well known from India—Mitra, Varuṇa, Indra, and the Nāsatyas. It is of peculiar interest to note

¹ The Mordwin loan-word azor, azoro, lord, has been borrowed from such a form of speech.
that one of these gods, viz. Indra, must have been worshipped by the Bashgalis. I infer this from words such as indrōn, a rainbow, and perhaps indrish, indrisht, an earthquake. Indrōn can scarcely be anything but in-drōn, the drōn, bow, of in, and in would regularly correspond to an old Indra. Compare S. indra-dhanūs, indra-chāpa, the bow of Indra, rainbow. It is, of course, impossible to decide whether this acquaintance with Indra is an inheritance from ancient times or a later loan from India. The former alternative would be quite possible when we consider that Indra was, in ancient times, worshipped by Iranians in Mesopotamia. Moreover, it is doubtful whether a later loan-word would have assumed the same modern form as a direct descendant of the old Aryan name. On the other hand, the influence of Indian civilization must have made itself felt in Kāfiristan down to the Mohammedan conquest of the adjoining districts towards India. To this later influence is perhaps due the idea of garo, the grāha of the Indians, as causing eclipses. Compare sū garo yaristhe dugā, sun garo eating on-account-of, because garo has eaten the sun, owing to an eclipse of the sun (Davidson, No. 325); sū garo n'yāriśs, the sun has not been eaten by the garo (No. 406). Colonel Davidson translates garo in such sentences with “shadow”; there cannot, however, be any doubt that the word is the regular representative of grāha (or *grahaka). It is also possible that some of the instances of correspondence in phonology and grammar between Bashgalī and Indo-Aryan vernaculars may be due to such later influence. At all events, I hope to have shown that Bashgalī is derived from an ancient Iranian dialect, which had still retained the Aryan s and not changed it to h, and that we know of the existence of such a language, spoken by tribes who in the fourteenth century B.C. worshipped gods such as Mitra, Varuṇa, Indra, and the Nāsatyas. While the old Persians, the adherents of Zarathustra’s religion, raised their dialect to the
dignity of an imperial language, the old s-dialect gradually disappeared from most parts of its area, and at the present day we can only trace it in the extreme east, where there are still indications that the worship of Indra has continued down to comparatively modern times, but no traces that the law of Zarathustra has ever prevailed. I may add that the existence of Iranian worshippers of Mitra, Varuna, Indra, and the Nāsātyas well explains the evident animosity against daeva worshippers which so often meets us in the Avesta.
PROFESSOR Nikolsky has been kind enough to send me a photograph and copy of a new and important Vannic inscription which he has published, with translation and commentary, in the Reports of the Imperial (Russian) Archaeological Commission, 37. The inscription was found at Armavir. Its importance for the study of Vannic philology, as well as the fact that I believe I can improve upon Professor Nikolsky's translation, induces me to reproduce it here. In continuance of my previous notation its number will be XCI.

1. Ḡ AN-RI-du-ri-s Ḡ Ar-gis-ti-khi-ni-s
   Sarduris son of Argistis

2. a-li-e DIN a-li-i-ši i-ku-ka-ni
   says: Of the life of the community in this place

3. e-di-ni sa-u-e ma-nu-li-e
   for the sake, (and) for the security public

4. me-i i-ni E-GAL ku-ul-di-a-ni
   of it, of this palace the altar-priests

5. me-i se-bu-ya ar-di-a-ni me-i
   of it, the windows for lighting of it,

6. gi-e-i i-na-ni ar-ni-u-si-na-ni
   (and) a wall of the city for the building

7. la-ku-ya-ni a-lu-ki-e bi-di-i
   as a place of offering at all times of victims

8. Ḡ Ar-gis-ti-ni Ḡ AN-RI-du-ri-ni
   on the part of Argistis (and) Sarduris

JRAS. 1911.
9. gu-bu-us-ta-li a-li is-ti-ni-ni
   after making strong and its limits
10. a-du-li-e tsi-su-li ta-na-ni-ni
    defining and registering (?), of the planting
    of Argistis (and) Sarduris
12. ti-ni e-si-ni te-ir-di la-ni-ni
    what is called the place at the foundation...
13. me-i-e-si me-tsi el-mu-s ma-nu-ni
    of wine native libations has prescribed.
14. AN-RI-du-ri-i-s a-li-e
    Sarduris says:
15. a-lu-s i-ni E-GAL ku-u-li-e
    whoever this palace shall seize,
16. a-lu-s kha-ar-kha-ar-su-li-i-e
    whoever shall dig up,
17. a-lu-s gi-e-i i-na-a-ni
    whoever the city-wall
18. ar-ni-u-si-na-ni la-ku-du-li-e
    of the building shall surrender,
19. a-lu-s gi-e-i i-na-ni KA-MES-ni
    whoever of the wall of the city the gates
20. se-bu-ya-li-e a-lu-s i-ni DUP-TE
    shall open, whoever this monument
21. tu-li-i-e a-lu-s pi-tu-li-i-e
    shall remove, whoever shall remove (its) name,
22. a-lu-s se-ir-du-li-i-e a-lu-s
    whoever shall bury (?) (it), whoever
23. u-li i-ni-li du-li-i-e
    to another it shall assign,
24. ti-u-li-e u-li tu-ri
    pretending (it belongs) to another person,
    tu-ri-ni-ni
    as for that person
25. AN Khal-di-s AN IM-s AN-UT-s AN-MES-s
Khaldis Teisbas (and) Ardinis the gods
26. ma-ni IV IV IV AN-UT-ni pi-i-ni me-i
him 12 times publicly the name of him,
27. ar-khi-u-ru-li-a-ni me-i i-na-i-ni
the posterity of him, (and) the city
28. me-i na-ra-a a-u-i-e u-lu-li
of him to fire (and) water shall deliver.

1. Sarduris gives himself no royal titles, and as he
ouples his father Argistis with himself in ll. 8 and 11 it is
clear that his father was not only still alive, but also that he
himself had not been associated with him in the government.

2. Professor Nikolsky has misread the ideograph,
which the photograph shows to be DIN, "life." The
Vannic equivalent was ulgusiani. For the phrase see
my note on the bilingual inscription, lvi, 13, JRAS., 1906,
p. 622. For ali-ši, from al, "to increase," see JRAS.,
1901, p. 648.¹

3. Sa-u-e has the same origin as sa-na, which is the
rendering of the ideographs E-GI, "stronghold" (JRAS.,
1894, p. 717), and sa-tubi, "I took hostages," and
consequently denotes "security". Hence Schulz's reading
sa-u-e in li, 1, 5, is correct, and the passage should be
transcribed and translated i-ni a-li-i-ši i-ku-ka-ni e-di-ni
sa-u-e ma-nu-li me-i a-se-e-i tu-ur-ta-a-ni kha-i-di-a-ni

¹ The same root is found in the adverb ali-ki, which does not signify
"partly", as we have hitherto supposed, but "in multitudes". It is
also the second element in the verb khasi-al-me in the formula khutia-di
AN Khal-di di EN-di AN IM-di AN UT-di AN-MES-as-te MAT
Biaus-te alan-xi-ni alan-xi-ni alan-a-di khasi-al-me, for which I should
now propose the translation "under the leadership of (or under the
leaders) Khaldis the lord, Teisbas and Ardinis, the gods of Biaina, the
company of the great ones who dwell (there), may the gods continue-
victory" or possibly "O gods, continue victory (to me)". We have the
same construction in xxiv, 6-8, ase askhu-me AN UT ITU AN Khal dici
AN-ris nus, "to the temple may Saris the queen grant food (or O queen
Saris, grant food) daily during the month of Khaldis." "Khaldis the
lord" is parallel to the Babylonian Bel-Merodach.
te-ri-khi-ni-e D.P. AN-RI-du-ri-ni-i ti-i-ni D.P. AN-RI-du-ri-ni-i GIS-U du-li-e-i, "for the sake of this community here (and) its public security, as the revenue (?) of the temple the field (?) planted by Sarduris which is called the pasturage of Sarduris he assigns."

4. Kuludi is "altar" (JRAS., 1906, p. 624); the derivative kuldia would mean "altar-priests". Or does the suffix here denote locality ("altar"), as in sebuya (l. 5) and lakuya (l. 7)?

5. In l. 20 the verb sebu-ya-le is used of the gates of a city-wall in connexion with their surrender to an enemy, so that it must have the sense of "opening". Ardî is "light", hence ardîa would be "light-bringers". Sebuya consequently must signify "opening" or "window".

6. I was wrong in following Dr. Belck and giving gieis the signification of "temple" instead of that of "wall" which I originally assigned to it. Arnî is "work", the suffix -na denotes a place, while -u and -si are adjectival suffixes. Hence the translation of the line will be "a city-wall for the place of the work" or "building".

7. Lakuya, as I stated in 1882, seems to be a bye-form of laqu, "to give." At all events in SAYCE, v, 26, laqu-nî signifies "offer (victims)": "to the neighbouring (qabqarîli) Khaldises of every kind as well as to the foreign gods three oxen and three sheep together with the flesh (khusu) they have offered at various times during the day" (laku-nî aluki ardîni).

The adverbial aluki from the pronominal alus, "whoever," "anyone," must have some such sense as "in any case", "at any time".

For bidi, "sacrifice," "victim," see SAYCE, lxviii, 6, 7, and the compound bidi-adibad (SAYCE, l, 18), which denotes some kind of weapon.

9. Gubus-ta-li is a compound of ta and the Assyrian gubus, "mass," "thickness." Perhaps it means "to enlarge" rather than "strengthen".
Besides the pronoun *isti* there was a verb *isti*, "to mark out," as has been shown by Professor Lehmann (JRAS., 1906, p. 621). Hence in SAYCE, lxii, 7, we have XMVMIIIC *kapi is-ti-ni*; "15,300 *kapi* it measured."

10. *Adu* is used of "counting" in SAYCE, xlix, 26. *Tsi-su-li* is a compound of *su*, "to make," while the first element occurs in the compound *esia-tsiu-li* (SAYCE, lxxxvi, 22), where I rendered it "to prescribe a tariff".

*Tana-nini* has the same root as *tanu-li*, for which I can now offer a satisfactory translation. In SAYCE, v, 29–31, we should read: terwran ardise ase GIS-MES ur aldinie gudali AN Khalidie III LU-MES SUM III LU-MES AN-MES UKKIN-MES ase GIS uldi tanuli AN Khalidie III LU SUM III LU AN-MES UKKIN-MES ase GIS uldi mesuli AN Khalidie III LU SUM III LU AN-MES UKKIN-MES GESTIN mesi ulini mici metsi elnu[s m]anuni, "they have established a sacrificial tariff: when the trees of the temple along with the Khaldis-statues are consecrated three sheep shall be sacrificed to Khaldis (and) three sheep to the foreign gods; when the vine of the temple is planted three sheep shall be sacrificed to Khaldis (and) three sheep to the foreign gods; while the vine of the temple is vintaged three sheep shall be sacrificed to Khaldis (and) three sheep to the foreign gods; the libations of foreign wine and grape-wine they have prescribed."

For *Aldinie* see SAYCE, lvi, 1, etc. That *guduli* refers to consecration is apparent from the word *gudulia*, which in lxviii, 5, is used of a class of priests. The festivals connected with the vine must have taken place either at its planting or its bearing leaves and at the gathering of the grapes. That *tanuli* cannot refer to the bearing of leaves is clear from lix, 1, where the reading is: *uldi švi uli tanu[li], "after planting a vine on another property". *Mesuli* must refer to the vintage, and is doubtless connected with *mesi*, which has the determinative
of "wine" prefixed to it. As metsi also had the ideograph of "wine" attached to it (Topzawa, 14), and is here contrasted with ulini, it would appear that by the first the imported palm-wine of Babylonia was meant, while the native grape-wine of Armenia was denoted by the second expression. Mesi is a genitive after elmus, which must therefore signify "libations", which were naturally offered after the vintage.

12. Instead of la-nini, te-nini is possible. The word perhaps means "customary", "the customary libations of wine." The present passage enables us to restore lix, 2, 3, which should be: [me-i-] si me-tesi el-mu-us ma-nu-u-[ni] [la-ni-]ni, "the libations of grape-wine he has prescribed as usual." Manuni is literally "he has published".

15. Ku-le has the same root as kui (lvi, 35), "occupancy," "appropriation."

18. Laku-du is literally "set for a gift".

19. It is clear from this passage that the ideograph KA-MES, "mouths," must mean "gates", and not "words" as I supposed in JRAS, 1906, p. 613 (where the translation ought to be "they founded the gates"). There may have been a confusion between the two ideographs KA, "mouth," "opening," and KA, "gate."

20. Sebnyali is in parallelism to laku-duili, and since the object of it is "gates" the only signification it can have is that of "opening" them to the enemy. See note on l. 5. The photograph has DUP-TE.

22. The first element ser in the compound ser-duili may be identical with the Cappadocian word siri, which, according to Pliny (N.H., xiii, 73), signified "pits".

As the notes have shown, the new inscription throws a good deal of light upon the mutilated inscription lxviii, which has also received a certain amount of elucidation from recent Vannic research. It is therefore advisable to give a revised translation of it here.
1. AN Khal-di-ni-ni al-šu-i-si-ni, . . . [D.P. Ar-]
   To the Khaldis-gods the mighty . . . as the land
   gis-ti-khi-na D.P. Ha-za-ni eba-ni
   of Argistis the land of Hazas

2. ki-ni MAT Lu-lu-e ma-nu i-u
   who have made in sight of the land of Lulus when
   D.P. Ar-[gis-ti-s D.P. Me-nu-a-khi-ni-s] a-ru-u-ni
   Ar-[gis-ti-s son of Menuas] gave
   su-ga-ba-ra-ni
   a thankoffering

3. i-na-ni u-se u-su-ul-mu-us [ma-nu-ni?
   to the city, (then) juniper-juice libations [he prescribed?
   . . . ] . . . li-u-a-ni bar-za-ni zi-el-di
   . . . ] . . . . in the altar-chapel

   of Argistis the son of Menuas . . . [Of sheep?]
   D.P. khu-su DUP-ni-ni e-ši-ni
   the flesh in the place where the inscription is

5. XX ku-ur-ni D.P. Se-e-lu-i-ni . . . . . . .
   20 priests called Seluians [shall offer] . . .
   [u-]e gu-du-li-a me-li u-li-ni
   with priests . other;

6. a-lu-ki a-ma-ni su-ga-ba-ri . . .
   in all cases a part of the thankoffering [they shall
   . . . . . a-li bi-di as-ta
   receive . .] whoever the place of sacrifice
   nu-la-li
   shall enter,

7. a-li ta-a-se a-ma-ni bi-di
   and to the people the part of the sacrifice
   [u-li-ni . . . ] i-ni te-ir-du-li-ni
   [other they shall give]. Of this place
   e-ši-e
   that has been founded
8. U-ni D.P. Ur-bi-ka-ni-ka-a-s [kha-u-li] 
the pasturage the chief of the Urbikans [shall take] 
... u-e ta-ra-i-u-khi ma-nu-li-e 
together with the second class in common;
9. LU-a-bi ip-dhu-u-ni ma-a-[sa-ni] 
the flocks he has set apart (?) (both) lambs 
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Assyrians. The significations of *manu*, *iu*, and *aru* have been fixed by the bilingual texts.

3. GIS *usu* is the Assyrian *usu*, "juniper" (JRAS., 1901, p. 650), hence *usu-lmus* will be "libations of gin".

*Zili-bi* is "sacrifices", *ziel-du-bi* "I sacrificed" (JRAS., 1906, p. 624). With the locative suffix, therefore, the word ought to signify "sacrificial altar".

4. Like *tisnu*, which has the determinative of "flesh" in lix, 11, *khusu* will signify some part of the sacrificial victim. The next two words are in agreement with *kurni*.

5. *Kurni* is from the root *kur*, "to offer." The name of the Seluian priests seems connected with *sel* in Sel-ardis, "the moon," which may signify "the light of the evening". If *sel* is the same word as *sili* (v, 26) the three words *sili*, *guli*, *tisuldu-ni* would mean, not "dawn", "midday", and "evening" as I supposed, but "evening", "morning", and "midday", and we should have to regard the Vannic calendar as counting the day from evening to evening. But it is difficult not to see in *tisuldu* a compound of *uldis*, "a vine."

For *gudulia* see note on l. 10 above, where the passage quoted from v, 29 makes it clear that *gudu* means "to consecrate".

*Meli* is possibly connected with *mes*, "he"; "other priests belonging to them"?

6. The meaning of *nulali* has been settled by the bilingual texts, like that of *ali*. *Asta*, "within," is from *asis*, "house."

7. *Tasè* has a more extended signification than that of "visitors" which I formerly assigned to it. In ll. 30, 31 we have ALU *Quubitarrin* ALU Tasè ALU AN *Kuerai-tasè*, "the people of the city of Quubitarris and the people of the city of the god Kueras." Hence *tasmus* (xxx, 17) will be "people-heads".

8. The Assyrian equivalent of *U-ni* is *rêtu*, but here the context seems to show that the word is used in the
sense of "endowment", or "rent" derived from pasturage lands. The suffix -ka, as we now know from the bilingual texts, denotes what is "in front"; the verb is khauli, as that is the verb used with U in lxxxvi, 15–17. The final -l occurs in l. 11.

Tarai-u-khi is from tara-ni, "second."

9. The Vannic word was possibly susiya-bi, where -bi is the plural suffix. The meaning of ipdhu-ni is unknown.

10. As susis was "sheep", masa-ni will be either "ewe" or "lamb", and in a sacrificial tariff "ewe" is out of the question. For tisnu see above on l. 4.

11. Burunurudadi seems to be a compound of Buru-ni and urdadi, of which we probably have another form in urdidu (l. 13). With Buru-ni compare bu-ru-li . . . (xix, 8, where we should read: a-li AN Khal-di-[e ni- ip]-si-di-e SUM-e a-li bu-ru-li-[e-ni]-na-u-e su-i-ni-ni bar-za-ni zi-el-[di D.P. Me.-]nu-a, "whatsoever is sacrificed to Khaldis the . . . , and whatsoever to the many spirits of the land of Burulis (?) in the altar-chapel of Menuais"). It will be noticed that there are three classes of priests, the Seluians, the Urbikans, and the Burunurdadians, corresponding with the three divisions of the day (see note above on l. 5). The Urbikans are subdivided into "a chief" (or perhaps "a first class") and a "second" class, and their name signifies "one who is in front of urbi". It is possible that their "chief" was the Ikhaidus mentioned in l. 13.

Vocabulary

A
A-du-li-e. 'Defining.' xci, 10.
A-la-e. 'River.' lxviii, 13.
A-li. 'And.' lxviii, 7; xci, 9.
A-li. 'Whoever.' lxviii, 6, 10, 11.
'Whatsoever.' xix, 7, 8.
A-li-e. 'He says.' xci, 2, 14.
A-li-ki. 'In multitudes'; not 'partly'.
A-li-i-ši. 'Community.' li, 1, 4; xci, 2.
Al-di-ni-i-e. 'Khaldis-images.' v, 29.
Al-šu-i-si-ni. 'Great.' lxviii, 1.
A-lu-ki. 'At any time.' lxviii, 6.
A-lu-ki-e. xci, 7.
A-lu-s. 'Whoever.' xci, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22.
A-ma-ni. 'Part,' 'share.' lxviii, 6, 7, 10.
Ar-di-a-ni. 'Lighting.' xci, 5.
Ar-gis-ti-e-i. lxviii, 4; xci, 11.
Ar-gis-ti-khi-ni-si. 'Son of Argisit.' xci, 1.
Ar-gis-ti-khi-na. 'Land of Argisit.' lxviii, 1.
Ar-khi-u-ru-li-a-ni. 'Seed.' xci, 27.
Ar-ni-u-si-na-ni. 'Place of building.' xci, 6, 18.
A-ru-u-ni. 'He gave.' lxviii, 2.
As-ta. 'In the place,' 'within.' lxviii, 6, 10, 11.
A-u-i-e. 'Water.' xci, 28.

B
Bar-za-ni. 'Chapel.' xix, 9; lxviii, 3.
Bi-di. 'Victims,' 'sacrifice.' lxviii, 6, 7, 10, 11.
Bi-di-i. xci, 7.

D
Du-li-i-e. 'Shall assign.' xci, 23.

E
Eba-ni. 'Land.' lxviii, 1.
E-di-ni. 'For the sake.' li, 1, 4; xci, 3.
El-mu-s. 'Libations.' v, 31; lix, 2; xci, 13.
E-ši-e. 'Place.' lxviii, 7.
E-ši-ni. lxviii, 4; xci, 12.

G
Gi-e-i. 'Wall.' xci, 6, 17, 19.
Gu-bu-us-ta-li. 'Making strong.' xci, 9.
Gu-du-u-li. 'Consecrating.' v, 29.

H
Ha-za-ni. Hazas. lxviii, 1.
H-a-li. 'Sacrificing.' lxviii, 10.

I
Ib-dhu-u-ni. 'Set apart (?)'. lxviii, 9.
I-kha-i-du-s. lxviii, 13.
I-ku-ka-ni. 'In this place.' li, 1, 4; xci, 2.
I-na-ni. 'City.' lxviii, 3; xci, 6, 19.
   I-na-a-ni. xci, 17.
   I-na-i-ni. xci, 27.
I-ni. 'This.' lxviii, 7; xci, 4, 15, 20.
I-ni-li. 'It.' xci, 23.
I-ra-di-ni-ni. lxviii, 12.
I-s-ti-ni-ni. 'The limits.' xci, 9.
I-u. 'When.' lxviii, 2.

K
Ki-ni. 'Appointed.' lxviii, 2.
Ku-ul-di-a-ni. 'Altar-priests.' xci, 4.
Ku-u-li-e. 'Shall seize.' xci, 15.
Ku-ur-ni. 'Offerers.' lxviii, 5.

KH
Kha-i-di-a-ni. 'Field (?).’ li, 1, 6.
Khal-di-s. xci, 25.
   Khal-di-ni-ni. lxviii, 1.
Kha-ar-kha-ar-su-li-i-e. 'Shall dig up.' xci, 16.
Khu-su. 'Flesh,' some part of a victim. lxviii, 4.

L
La-ku-du-li-e. 'Shall surrender.' xci, 18.
   La-ku-ya-ni. 'Place of offering.' xci, 7.
La-qu-ni. 'Offered (victims).’ v, 26.
La-ni-ni. 'Customary (?).’ lix, 3; xci, 12.
Lu-lu-e. Ararat. lxviii, 2.
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M

Ma-ni. 'Him.' xci, 26.
Ma-nu. 'In sight of.' lxvii, 2.
  Ma-nu-li-e. 'Public.' li, 1, 5; lix, 2; lxvii, 8; xci, 3.
  Ma-nu-ni. 'He made public,' 'prescribed.' xci, 13.
  [Ma]-a-nu-u-ni. v, 31.
Ma-sa-ni. 'Lamb.' lxvii, 10.
  Ma-a-sa-ni. lxvii, 9.
Me-i. 'His.' xci, 4, 5, 26, 27, 28.
Me-li. lxvii, 5.
Me-nu-a-khi-ni. 'Son of Menuas.' lxvii, 4.
(GESTIN) me-si-i. 'Wine.' v, 31.
  Me-i-e-si. v, 31; lix, 2; xci, 13.
Me-su-li. 'Vintaged.' v, 30.
Me-tsi. 'Grape' or 'native wine.' v, 31; lix, 2; xci, 13.

N

Na-ra-a. 'Fire.' xci, 28.
Nu-la-li. 'Shall enter.' lxvii, 6.
  Nu-la-li-e. lxvii, 10.
  Nu-la-a-li-e. lxvii, 11.
Nu-nu-li-e. lxvii, 12.

P

Pi-i-ni. 'Name.' xci, 28.
Pi-tu-li-i-e. 'Remove the name.' xci, 21.

S

Sar-du-ri-s. xci, 1.
  Sar-du-ri-i-s. xci, 14.
  Sar-du-ri-e-i. xci, 11.
  Sar-du-ri-ni. xci, 8.
Sa-u-e. 'Security.' li, 1, 5; xci, 3.
  Sa-na. 'Stronghold.' See E-GL
Sa-tu-bi. 'I took securities.'
Se-bu-ya. 'Windows.' xci, 5.
Se-ir-du-li-i-e. 'Shall bury (?)' xci, 22.
Su-ga-ba-ra-ni. 'Thankoffering.' lxviii, 2.
    Su-ga-ba-ri. lxviii, 6.
Su-i-ni-ni. 'Many.' xix, 8.

T
Ta-na-ni-ni. 'Planting.' xci, 10.
Ta-nu-li. 'Planted.' v, 30; lix, 1.
Ta-ra-i-u-khi. 'Second class.' lxviii, 8.
Ta-a-s. 'People.' lxviii, 7.
    Ta-s-mu-s. 'Heads of the people.' xxx, 17.
Te-ir-di. 'Foundation.' xci, 12.
    Te-ir-du-li-ni. 'Founded.' lxviii, 7.
    Te-ri-khi-ni-e. 'Planted.' li, 1. 6.
Ti-ni. 'Called.' xci, 12.
    Ti-is-nu. 'Flesh,' part of a victim. lxviii, 10.
Ti-u-li-e. 'Pretend.' xci, 21.
Tu-li-i-e. 'Remove.' xci, 21.
Tu-ri. 'Person.' xci, 24.
    Tu-ri-ni-ni. xci, 24.
Tu-ur-ta-a-ni. 'Revenue (?)' li, 1. 5.

U
U-e. 'With.' lxviii, 8.
    (GIS) ul-di. 'Vine.' v, 30; lix, 1.
U-li. 'Another.' xci, 23, 24.
    U-li-ni. v, 31; lxviii, 5.
U-lu-li. 'Shall consign.' xci, 28.
Ur-bi-ka-a-s. A class of priests. lxviii, 9.
Ur-bi-ka-ni-ka-a-s. 'Chief of the Urbikans.' lxviii, 8.
Ur-di-du. lxviii, 13.
U-se. 'Juniper-trees.' lxviii, 3.
U-su-ul-mu-us. 'Libations of juniper-juice.' lxviii, 3.

Z
Zi-el-di. 'Altar.' xix, 9; lxviii, 3.

TS
Tsi-su-li. 'Registering (?)' xci, 10.
Ideographs

AN-MES-s. 'The gods.' xci, 25.
AN IM-s. Teisbas, the Air-god. xci, 25.
AN UT-s. Ardinis, the Sun-god. xci, 25.
DIN (ulgusiani). 'Life.' xci, 2.
DUP-TE (armanilis). 'Written monument.' xci, 20.
DUP-ni-ni. 'Inscription.' lxviii, 4.
E-GAL (dhularis). 'Palace.' xci, 4, 15.
E-GI (sana). 'Stronghold.'
GIS-MES. 'Trees.' v, 29.
GIS-U. 'Pasturage.' li, 1, 7. See U-ni.
GUD-ni-ni (pakhini). 'Of an ox.' lxviii, 12.
KA-MES-ni. 'Gates.' xci, 19.
LU-a-bi. 'Flocks.' lxviii, 9.
U-ni. 'Pasturage.' lxviii, 8, 9, 11, 12. See GIS-U.
IVIVIV. 'Twelve times.' xci, 26.
THE BABAR-NAMA

A PASSAGE JUDGED SPURIOUS IN THE HAYDARABAD MANUSCRIPT

BY ANNETTE S. BEVERIDGE

IT is with regret that I now find it impracticable to accept as authentic a passage in the Haydarābād MS. which had been welcomed there, (1) because being with that good text, it accredited the same passage in Ilminsky's imprint and in the Mémoires de Baber, and (2) because, however ineffectually, it provides something to fill the Bābar-nāma gap of 908 A.H.

As it concerns Bābar's escape from impending death it may be distinguished as the Rescue Passage. In the Hay. MS. it begins on fol. 118b, l. 2, and runs on for a folio and a half; in Kehr's MS. it is on fol. 385 [455], in the Kāsān imprint on p. 144, and in the Mémoires in vol. i, p. 255. It occurs also in the St. Petersburg University Codex which is copied from Kehr's MS.

On the other hand, it is not with the Elphinstone MS. (fol. 89b) or with its archetype (a fact learned from a scribe's note, fol. 90). As it is not found in either of the Wāqiʿāt-i-bābāri it is safe to say it was not with their original when they were translated (1586 A.D. and 1590 A.D.). Consequently, it is not with the Memoirs, the lineal descendant of the Elphinstone MS. and of the second Wāqiʿāt-i-bābāri.

A few preliminary words must be said about the gap of 908 A.H. Its presence in the Elph. MS. and archetype does not prove that Bābar left it, but shows merely that the gap existed before the Elph. MS. was copied (1556–67) and before either of the Persian translations was made.¹

¹ JRAS., 1907, p. 137, and 1910, p. 882 [H. Beveridge].

JRAS. 1911.
It appears to me due to loss of pages; in this, however, I regretfully differ from my husband. A textual detail which supports my view is that in the Elph. MS. the sentence before the gap lacks the terminal verb.¹

If for a moment it is considered why the gap of 908 A.H. should have been filled by an annotator (as we suppose it to have been filled) while the next gap, that of 914 A.H., remains empty, an explanation is found in the following salient difference between them. It is well known that the section of Bābar’s writings of earliest date as to contents is a composed narrative put together at the end of his life. It breaks off within 914 A.H. and a gap of some eleven years separates it from the next diary section beginning with 925 A.H. The gap of 914 A.H., even if the broken sentence preceding it suggests some loss of pages, appears due to the author’s last illness. On the other hand, the gap of 908 A.H. occurs within the composed narrative and can reasonably be attributed solely to loss of pages, perhaps during Humāyūn’s wanderings in exile. Its abrupt ending at a critical point of Bābar’s story offers to an annotator the temptation of devising a dénouement.

I. The Previous Context and the English Version of the Rescue Passage

(a) The context in various sources.

Elph. MS., fol. 89b:

قويتهم بلغ كوشة سي غه باريم اوزيم بيله انديشم فيلديم ديديم

Kem Kishy Akriblumy Akrumumk Yashsam Akrumumk

Hay. MS., fol. 118b: Varied ending

آخر اولماب كيرابك

Wāqi’āt-i-bābāri, I.O. 215, fol. 96b, Pāyanda Ḥasan’s trans.:

برخاسه ودرکوشة بلغ فتیم بیخد اندیشز کرده تفتیم که اکر

Kesr سال یا هزارسال عمرداشت باشد آخر کیم است

¹ Pāyanda Ḥasan’s Wāqi’āt supplies the verb, and, moreover, so far supports rejection of the Rescue Passage that it agrees verbally with the Elph. MS. (e.g. it reproduces its word hech); this agreement suggests manipulation of the Haydarabād text for the reception of the Rescue Passage.
It will be noticed that the Elph. MS. and No. 215 agree as to the final.

Wāqi‘āt-i-bābari, I.O. 217, fol. 79, ‘Abdu’r-rahīm M.’s trans.:

The final  آخر is followed by  آینجا, which may be a part of the next heading.

Muh. Shīrāzi’s lith. ed., p. 75, ends with  آخر خود بايد مر

Attention is asked to the peculiarities of the last extract: (1) to its studied verbal changes from the Wāqi‘āt-i-bābari, which yet reproduces Bābar’s own words; (2) to its singular “I brought it to my mind” (lit. caused to come); (3) to its free completion of the broken ending.

(b) English translation of the Rescue Passage.

(Persian couplet, in Kehr’s MS. only.) “If you remain (mānt) a hundred years, on the one day (yakī) it must be gone from this heart-rejoicing palace.”

I steadied myself for death (qarār birdīm). In that (aushāl) (a) garden a stream came flowing (b); I made ablution; I recited the prayer of two inclinations (ra’kat); having raised my head for silent prayer, I was making earnest petition when my eyes closed in sleep (c). I (2) am seeing (d) that Khwāja Yaqūb (3), the son of Khwāja Yahyā, and grandson of His Highness Khwāja ‘Ubaidu’l-lāh, came facing me, mounted on a piebald horse, with a large company of piebald horsemen (e). He said: “Lay sorrow aside! Khwāja Ahrār (i.e. ‘Ubaidu’l-lāh) has sent me to you; he said, ‘We having asked help for him (i.e. Bābar), will seat him on the royal throne (masnād) (f); wherever difficulty befalls him, let him look towards us (lit. bring us to sight) and call
us to mind; there will we be present.’ Now, in this hour, victory and success are on your side; lift up your head! awake!”

At that time (or, in that state, ḥāl) (γ) I awoke happy, when Yūsuf and those with him (κ) were giving one another advice. “We will make a pretext to deceive; to seize and bind (ι) is necessary.” Hearing these words, I said, “Your words are of this sort, but I will see which of you will come to my presence to take me.” I was saying this when outside the garden wall (ζ) came the noise of approaching horsemen. Yūsuf darogha said, “If we had taken you to Tambal our affairs would have gone forward. Now he has sent again many persons to seize you.” He was certain that this noise might be the footfall of the horses of those sent by Tambal. On hearing those words anxiety grew upon me; what to do I did not know. At this time those horsemen, not happening to find the garden gate, broke down the wall where it was old (αι) and came in. I saw (κουρςαμ, lit. might see) that Qutluq Muh. Barlās and Bābā-i Parghāri (δ), who (ε) were my life-devoted servants, having arrived [with], it may be, ten, fifteen, twenty persons (κ), were approaching. Having flung themselves (ταςλάब) (ι) from their horses, bent the knee from afar and showed respect, they fell at my feet. In that state (or, time, ḥāl) such ecstasy (ḥāl) came over me that you might say (γούαι) God gave me life from a new source (ι Βασή). I said, “Seize and bind that Yūsuf darogha and these here (τυργάην) hireling manikins.” These same manikins had taken to flight. They (ιε. the rescuers), having taken them, one by one, here and there, brought them bound. I said, “Where do you come from? How did you get news?” Qutluq Muh. Barlās said: “When, having fled from Akhsi, we were separated from you in the flight, we went to Andijān when the Khāns also came to (ε) Andijān (ζ). I saw a vision that Khwāja ‘Ubaidu’l-lāh said, ‘Bābar pādshāh (μ) is in a village called Karnān; go and bring him, since the royal seat (μασναδ) has become his possession (τα’αλλυγ).’ I having seen this vision and become happy, represented (the matter) to the Elder Khān (ν) and the Younger Khān. I said to the Khāns, ‘I have five or six younger brothers (ν) and sons; do you add a few soldiers. I will go through (διν) the Karnān side (ταρφ) and bring news.’ The
Khāns said, 'It occurs to our minds also that (he) may have
gone that same road (?).’ They appointed ten persons; they
said, 'Having gone in that direction (sārī) and made very sure,
bring news. Would to God you might get true (zāhīrā) (n)
news!’ We were saying this when Bābā-i Parmharī said,
'I too will go and seek.' He also having agreed with two
young men, (his) younger brothers, we rode out. It is three
days (9) to-day that we are on the road. Thank God! we have
found you.” They said (dīdīlār, ? for dīb). They spoke
(atīlīār), “Make a move! Ride off! Take these bound ones
with you! To stay here is not well; Tambal has had news of
your coming here; go, in whatever way, and join yourself to the
Khāns!” At that time we having ridden out, moved towards
Andijān (6). It was two days that we had eaten no food; the
evening prayer had come when we found a sheep, went on,
dismounted, killed, and roasted. Of that same roast we ate as
much as a feast. After that we rode on, hurried forward, made
a five days’ journey (9) in a day and two nights (9), came and
entered Andijān (6). I saluted my uncle the Elder Khān (and)
my uncle the Younger Khān, and made recital of past days.
With the Khāns I spent four months (7). My servants, who had
gone looking in every place, gathered themselves together; there
were more than 300 persons (8). It came to my mind, “How
long must I wander, a vagabond (sar-gardān), in this Farghāna
country? I will make search (talāb) on every side.” Having
said, I rode out in the month of Muharram to seek Khurāsān,
and I went out from the country of Farghāna.

II. REASONS AGAINST THE REJECTION OF THE RESCUE PASSAGE

Two weighty facts urge against the rejection of the passage: (1) its presence with the Haydarābād MS. and
(2) its earlier acceptance by Dr. Ilminsky and M: de Courtelle.

As to the first of these facts, it must be admitted that it
does give value to the passage, and that it gives it the

1 The last sentence here is an adaptation of Bābar’s first of 910 A.H.
A surmise of mine as to this sentence (JRAS., 1902, p. 749) is now
abandoned.
more value because there is no second item of extra matter with this codex. Nevertheless, I hope to show that the passage cannot owe its place of honour to intrinsic merit; that it owes it to distinguished authorship appears probable. Something as to its source may be gleaned by comparing it with other royal writings; Jahāngīr and Shāh-jahān were both prone to annotation. When time allows, it shall be compared in detail with other anonymous writings included in Kehr's volume, notably with the Fragments.

I shall now explain how it seems to me even natural that the two above-named Turki scholars should accept the Rescue Passage without comment. The strong argument, on linguistic grounds, of their acceptance against my own rejection will seem weaker if the specialities of their text (Kehr's) are considered.¹

Of those specialities the one pertinent here is this: Kehr's text down to the entry of the Rescue Passage is corrupt so continuously and in such a manner as to be explicable only by regarding it as a re-translation into Turki of the second Persian Waqī'at.

This being so, its corrupt diction would set up in the minds of those who, like Ilminsky and de Courteille, were initiated in the Bābar-nāma through it only, a false standard of Bābar's style and vocabulary. Most books of any merit demand re-perusal of their earlier portion to give freedom in their authors' style and diction; amongst those imperatively needing this re-perusal is assuredly the Bābar-nāma in European hands. Both the Turki scholars having studied first the corrupt text, would come to the Rescue Passage with impressions differing from those made by the true text; they would the less feel transition to its un-Bābar-like Turki. Their unquestioning acceptance of the passage seems to show that they were not conscious of any transition. On the other hand, a student working

¹ JRAS., 1908, pp. 76 ff.
ab initio on the true text experiences a literary shock when passing from it to the passage.

Of course, to all this it may be opposed that granting a wrong standard would be set up by Kehr’s corrupt text, that standard would or could be corrected by the true text which in his volume succeeds the passage. In words this objection is sound, no doubt, and such reflex criticism is now easy. It was not easy, however, when Ilminsky and de Courteille were working; they had no second text; the Bābar-nāma is a lengthy book, needing time to poise and grasp. It is a difficult book to handle even with the literary gains since the seventies; work on it is still tentative.

I would further point out that few of the grounds authoritative with us for rejection were known to the two Turki scholars; of these it suffices to mention three major ones, viz. the testimony of the Elphinstone and Haydarābād Codices and the collateral help given by Teufel’s critique on the Fragments. Several useful Oriental histories, again, were not easily accessible to them; for myself there is the great gain that my husband’s thought accompanies my work and the guidance of his great knowledge of related Oriental literature is at my service.

In sober truth, looking back to the drawbacks of those two earlier workers on Kehr’s text, their acceptance then appears as natural as our to-day’s rejection.

III. GENERAL GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

These mostly need here only recapitulation from my husband’s article in the JASB., 1910, p. 221. They are as follows:—

1. The passage is in neither of the Wāqiʿāt-i-bābari.
2. The dreams are too à propos and miraculous for credence.
3. Khwāja Yahyā is not known to have had a son named Yaqūb.
4. The names of the rescuers do not appear in the Bābar-nāma.

5. The Khāns were not in Andijān.

6. Bābar did not go to Andijān, but to the Khāns in Kand-badām.

7. He did not set out for Khurāsān after spending four months with the Khāns, but after their deaths and after about a year in Sukh and Hushiār.

8. Not over "300" followers gathered to him, but "under 300 and over 200".

9. The "three days" and a "day and two nights" and "five days" road were some seventy miles.

10. The passage is singularly insufficient for filling a gap of some eighteen months, during which events of the first importance occurred both to Bābar and to his uncles, the Khāns.

11. Khwāja Ahrār's promises came to nothing as far as Bābar's wishes in 908 A.H. were concerned, and those of Yaqūb for immediate victory were closely followed by defeat and exile. Bābar knew the facts; the passage seems the product of an annotator looking back after the conquest of Hindūstān.

IV. GROUNDS OF STYLE AND DICTION URGING REJECION

Between the style of the true text and that of the Rescue Passage stands the gulf between the master's and the tyro's; moreover, as can be seen in the English translation, there is marked change in the choice of the details recorded; e.g., when Bābar mentions prayer, he does so simply; at a crisis he would not note down signs of ceremonious respect; when, as once, he tells a dream one feels that it was a true one. The passage leaves a general impression that the writer did not think in Turki; did not write it with ease; had not Bābar's thoughts; was of the class alien from Bābar who talk of "heart-rejoicing palaces".
The following are some of the many points of divergence in the Rescue Passage from Bābar's habit in the true text. I omit numerous clerical errors and minor phrases unusual to him.

(a) and (b) Hay. MS., fol. 118b, l. 3: 

اوشال بانگدا سو آتيب

The dem. pronoun is rare with Bābar; it occurs seven times in the Rescue Passage. B.'s common phrase is سو آتار.

Cf. fol. 2, l. 2; fol. 3, l. 5; fol. 4, l. 7, etc.

(c) Fol. 118b, l. 5: گوزوم آوبقیغا باریب توبر. Cf. fol. 117b, l. 2 from foot: گوزوم آوبقیغا باریب توبر

(d) Fol. 118b, l. 5: کورا دور مسین: توش کورا مسین توش کورا دوم

(e) Fol. 118b, l. 7: ابلق سوار بیلائین, lit. with piebald horsemen. Three points attract attention here: the odd use of "piebald"; the Persian suwār for T. āṭliq, or āṭliq kish; the form bilān for Bābar's bila.

(f) Fol. 118b, l. 8, and fol. 119b, l. 1. Masnad betrays Hindāstān; Bābar's word is takht. Cf. fol. 28, l. 3 from foot, and fol. 30, l. 2 from foot.

(g) Fol. 118b, l. 5 from foot, and fol. 119, l. 7 from foot. 

Hal, used as though for time, and ħain (fol. 119, l. 4) are both unusual.

(h) Fol. 118b, l. 4 from foot: مصلیت [sic] بیرکا [sic] قیلا دورلار

Here two clerical errors, and qilmāk used for bīrmāk. Hamrāh is not a common word for "companion" with Bābar, who uses some one of several phrases with bila.

(i) Fol. 118b, l. 3 from foot, and fol. 119b, ll. 5 and 7 from foot: 

باغلاماتی — باغلانالر Bābar does not write of "binding", but of taking (ālmāk) or of seizing (tātmāq). He uses bāghlamāq with the sense of putting together, e.g. an observatory or a diwān.

(j) Fol. 118b, last line, and fol. 119, l. 5: diwār for tām.

(k) Fol. 119, l. 6, the triple number for Bābar's 10–20; and fol. 119, l. 6 from foot, for some form of لیک گویا like.

(l) Fol. 119, l. 7: آت تین اوزلر من تاشلالب. For "dismounting", Bābar does not use tāshlāmāq. Twice already he has
used this verb (fol. 94b, l. 5 from foot, and fol. 95, l. 8) as from tāsh "outside", of people who got out of forts by dropping from walls. If, however, it were taken as from tāsh "a stone", it might be metaphorical, i.e. flung themselves, but I have not found it in the Bābar-nāma.

(m) Fol. 119, last line. (Bābar) pādshāh is an anachronism. Cf. fol. 215.

(n) Fol. 119, l. 6: ؛ definite news; Bābar's phrases are made with حقیقه.

V. CONCLUSION

On the various grounds given, therefore, we judge that the Rescue Passage is no part of Bābar's writings.
L'INSCRIPTION FUNÉRAIRE DE TS'OUMAN PAO-TSEU

RESPONSE À M. FARJENEL

PAR EDOUARD CHAVANNES

Le numéro d’Octobre 1910 du JRAS a publié des critiques de M. Farjenel sur la traduction d’une inscription du Yun-nan que j’ai fait paraître dans le Journal Asiatique de Juillet–Août 1909. La place dont je puis disposer ici ne me permet pas de discuter phrase par phrase et mot par mot le texte dans son intégralité; je m’efforcerai cependant de ne laisser dans l’ombre aucun point essentiel; je donnerai d’ailleurs à la fin de l’article une traduction complète de la stèle, ce qui permettra au lecteur de juger des modifications que j’ai apportées à ma première traduction; ces modifications résultent, non des critiques de M. Farjenel, qui me paraissent mal fondées, mais des recherches nouvelles que j’ai faites pour éclairer quelques unes des obscurités de ce texte.

Dans les pages qui vont suivre je reproduirai audessous de chaque phrase chinoise la traduction que j’en ai donnée dans le Journal Asiatique, et j’examinerai ensuite la légitimité de mon interprétation.

§ 1.

晉故振威將軍建寧太守爨府君之墓

“Tombe du gouverneur Ts’ouan, qui eut, de son vivant, les titres de général au prestige redoutable et de gouverneur de (la commanderie de) Kien-ning, sous la dynastie des Tsin.”

Les mots 爨府君 ont été traduits par moi comme signifiant “le gouverneur Ts’ouan”. Double erreur, dit M. Farjenel: d’une part Ts’ouan n’est pas un nom de
famille; c'est un nom qui désigne les aborigènes; d'autre part le titre de 府君 doit être traduit par "préfet"; c'est un titre distinct de celui de 太守 "gouverneur"; le défunt avait une double qualité: en tant que gouverneur, il régissait l'ensemble de la préfecture; en tant que préfet des barbares, il s'occupait spécialement des aborigènes. D'ailleurs, "la règle de position veut qu'on traduise le mot Ts'ouan au génitif"; par conséquent, l'expression "le gouverneur Ts'ouan" est fautive, et il faut lui substituer l'expression "le préfet des Ts'ouan".

Nous possédons un assez grand nombre d'inscriptions funéraires érigées en l'honneur de personnage qui eurent, à l'époque des Han, le titre de 太守 "gouverneur"; voici les titres de quelques-unes d'entre elles:

**漢故博陵太守孔府君碑**

Stèle du défunt gouverneur K'ong, qui fut gouverneur de (la commanderie de) Po-ling, sous la dynastie des Han (Kin che ts'ouei pien, éd. lithographique de 1893, ch. xiv, p. 3 r°).

**後漢桂陽太守周府君紀功銘**

Inscription célébrant les mérites du gouverneur Tcheou, qui fut gouverneur de (la commanderie de) Kouei-yang, sous la dynastie des Han postérieurs (Tsi kou lou de Ngeou-yang Sieou, ch. iii, p. 9 r°, de l'édition du Hing sou tsao t'ang kin che ts'ong chou).

**吳故衡陽郡太守葛府君之碑**

Stèle du défunt gouverneur Ko, qui fut gouverneur de la commanderie de Heng-yang, à l'époque du royaume de Wou (Kin che ts'ouei pien, ch. xxiv, à la fin).

A propos de cette dernière stèle, l'épigraphiste Ts'ien Ta-hin 錢大昕 (1728–1804) nous dit dans son ouvrage intitulé Ts'ien yen t'ang kin che wen pa wei 潛研堂金石文跋尾: "A l'époque des Han, on donnait le nom
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honorifique de fou kiun aux gouverneurs de commanderie et aux conseillers de royaume 漢世稱郡國守相為
府君．” On sait en effet que l’empire des Han était
divisé en commanderies 郡, où l’autorité était exercée
directement par un gouverneur 太守, et en royaumes
國 dans lesquels le pouvoir impérial intervenait auprès
du roi par le moyen d’un conseiller 相. Les gouverneurs
et les conseillers étaient de même importance, et c’est
pourquoi on attribuait aux uns aussi bien qu’aux autres
le titre honorifique de fou kiun 府君. Dans toutes les
stèles que nous venons d’énumérer, le titre de fou kiun
est décerné au défunt parce qu’il fut gouverneur d’une
commanderie; il ne constitue pas pour lui une qualité
nouvelle. Ce titre honorifique se place directement après
le nom de famille, que ce nom de famille soit K’ong, ou
Tchou, ou Ko, ou enfin Ts’ouan, car il est bien évident
que dans le titre de l’inscription de Ts’ouan Pao-tseu
le mot Ts’ouan joue exactement le même rôle que les mots
K’ong, Tchou, et Ko dans les trois autres inscriptions
précitées. J’avais d’ailleurs fait remarquer dans mon
article du Journal Asiatique que le mot Ts’ouan désignait
proprement des tribus aborigènes, mais que les Chinois
avaient tiré de ce nom ethnique un nom de famille.1 En
conclusion, il faut considérer comme entièrement fausses
toutes les observations de M. Farjenel sur la valeur propre
du titre de fou kiun2 et sur la règle de position qui
empêcherait de considérer le mot Ts’ouan comme un nom
de famille.

Mais ces erreurs ne sont pas les seules que M. Farjenel
ait commises sur ce simple titre. Le mot 故 figure sur

1 Cela nous est expressément affirmé dans l’inscription de Ts’ouan
2 Le passage de Ma Tsouan-lin cité par M. Farjenel ne concerne pas
le titre de fou kiun; il est d’ailleurs mal traduit, car, dans ce texte,
le mot 戎 signifie "les militaires", par opposition au mot 民 "la
population civile".
un grand nombre d'inscriptions, car il signifie "défunt"; c'est ainsi que l'inscription de Kul tegin est intitulée 故闓特勤之碑, "Stèle du défunt Kul tegin." Dans certains cas on aura quelque peine à traduire le mot 故 par "le défunt" parce qu'il y aurait accumulation d'épithètes avant le nom du mort; on peut alors tourner la difficulté en traduisant "un tel, qui eut de son vivant les titres de . . ." Par exemple, soit la phrase suivante: 漢 故 邕 州 刺 史 雌 陽 令 王 君 稚 子 之 間 (cf. ma Mission archéologique dans la Chine septentrionale, pl. civ), au lieu de dire "Pilier du défunt, honorable Wang Tche-tseu, qui fut préfet de Yen tcheou et sous-préfet de Lo-yang", on pourra dire: "Pilier de l'honorable Wang Tche-tseu qui eut, de son vivant, les titres de préfet de Yen tcheou et sous-préfet de Lo-yang." Mais, dans l'inscription de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu, lorsque M. Farjeneh traduit "Tombe du préfet des Tsouan, gouverneur de Kienning, général de l'ancien (titre de) Tchenwei, (sous les) Tsin", il commet un contresens formel sur le mot 故 en le rapportant au seul terme 振威將軍.

§ 2.

君 諱 寶 子 字 寶 子。

"L'honorable défunt avait pour nom personnel Pao-tseu, et pour appellation Pao-tseu."

L'appellation, ai-je dit en note, est identique au nom personnel; cette particularité se retrouve dans quelques autres cas. M. Farjeneh affirme au contraire: "Nous voyons ici que ce personnage n'avait qu'un seul nom Paotze, ce qui nous prouve qu'il n'était pas chinois d'origine." Pour établir que j'ai raison, il me suffira de citer un texte où un Chinois de pure race a même nom personnel et même appellation; ce texte, le voici: "K'iong Ngan-kouo avait pour appellation Ngan-kouo" (孔) 安 國 字 安 國 (Tsin chou, ch. lxxviii, p. 2 rê).
§ 3.  

"Quand il fut devenu grand, il maintint une règle de conduite haute et profonde."

M. Farjenel veut qu'il s'agisse, non de conduite, mais d'affaires, et il traduit : "adulte, il mania des affaires importantes et délicates." Le mot 操 me paraît, au contraire, impliquer l'idée de "pratique constante"; par exemple, la phrase 乘仁義之操 signifie "observer la pratique constante de la bonté et de la justice". (Inscription de Lou Siun 魯峻; dans Kin che ts'ouei pien, ch. xv, p. 3 v°.)

§ 4.  

通塗清恪發自天然

"Il était pénétrant et vaste, intègre et respectueux; c'étaient là des manifestations provenant de la nature que lui avait donnée le Ciel."

La divergence entre M. Farjenel et moi porte ici sur la valeur du mot 自. Voici mon mot-à-mot: "pénétration, étendue, pureté, respect, se manifestaient à partir de la nature céleste." M. Farjenel traduit: "L'étendue de son intelligence, le caractère respectable de son intégrité, manifestaient ses qualités naturelles"; son mot-à-mot, pour le second membre de phrase, est, comme nous l'apprenons à la p. 1085: "les qualités naturelles" ou "la céleste essence", 自 "de lui-même", c'est-à-dire du défunt. M. Farjenel comprend donc le mot 自 comme l'équivalent de ce que serait en langue parlée moderne, l'expression 自己的. Les sinologues apprécieront.

§ 5.  

冰絜靜驍，道兼行卓。

"Avec une pureté semblable à celle de la glace et avec une netteté semblable à celle de l'orchidée, sa sagesse réunissait toutes les supériorités de la conduite."
Le second mot est écrit 獬 sur la stèle, mais il est certainement l'équivalent de 潔, de même que dans cette phrase du Che king (Ta ya, vi, ode 5, str. 2; Legge, Chinese Classics, vol. iv, p. 369): 獬 爾 牛 羊 "les bœufs et les moutons étant purs". Le mot 𣑚 est expliqué par les commentateurs du Che king comme l'équivalent de 蕃 (Legge, C.C., vol. iv, p. 148).

J'ai traduit la première phrase par les mots "avec une pureté semblable à celle de la glace et avec une netteté semblable à celle de l'orchidée". M. Farjenel écrit: "Les deux premiers caractères forment un mot composé qui exprime l'idée de pureté, de probité, il n'y a point là de comparatif [je pense que M. Farjenel veut dire 'de comparaison']. Le quatrième exprime l'idée de calme, le troisième celle d'excellence par image." Je ne comprends pas très bien en quoi le mot 𣑚 exprime l'idée d'excellence par image; mais ce qui m'échappe tout à fait, c'est la raison pour laquelle on refuse de voir une image dans les mots 冰 潔 tandis qu'on en admet une dans les mots 蕃 靜.

La seconde phrase a été traduite par moi: "sa sagesse réunissait toutes les supériorités de la conduite." J'avais en effet présent à l'esprit le passage de Mencius (ii, a, 2, § 18; Legge, C.C., ii, p. 68), où, après avoir montré que certains disciples de Confucius possédaient des qualités éminentes, l'auteur ajoute: Confucius réunissait en lui ces qualités 孔子 兼之. M. Farjenel propose de voir dans le mot 兼 une "préposition copulative" (je pense qu'il veut dire "une conjonction"); il traduit donc: "sa morale ainsi que ses actes étaient sublimes."

Pour ma part, ma première traduction ne me satisfait pas parce qu'elle considère l'adjectif 卓 comme un substantif abstrait; quant à celle de M. Farjenel, elle pourrait être exacte si nous avions affaire à un texte en langue ordinaire; elle me paraît peu admissible dans le style épigraphique où l'usage des conjonctions est fort limité. Je proposerais...
donc une troisième explication: le mot 兼 peut être un adjectif; il signifie alors "compréhensif", c'est à dire "qui contient en lui les qualités de plusieurs personnes"; c'est ainsi que, dans le Louen yu (xi, 21), Tchong Yeou est appelé un 兼人; Legge (C.C., i, p. 108) traduit ce terme en disant: "Yeou has more than his own share of energy." De même, dans la phrase qui nous occupe, je traduirai: 道 兼 "sa sagesse était compréhensive", c'est à dire qu'elle réunissait en elle les qualités de plusieurs personnes; 行 卓 "et sa conduite était éminente".

§ 6.

淳粹之德, 戎晉歸仁。

"Grâce à sa vertu sans mélange, Barbares et Chinois se soumettaient à sa bonté."

M. Farjenel dit de son côté: "Par sa vertu sans mélange, Barbares et Chinois revenaient à l'humanité." Il ajoute: "歸 retourner à, revenir à; 仁 la vertu d'humanité, une des cinq vertus cardinales qui consiste à traiter autrui comme on voudrait être traité soi-même." Je ne connais pas cette définition du terme 仁. Confucius a seulement posé la règle négative: "Ne faites pas à autrui ce que vous ne voudriez pas qu'on vous fit à vous-même" (Louen yu, v, 11; xv, 23), et d'ailleurs cette maxime ne définit pas complètement le concept exprimé par le mot 仁.

Confucius a dit (Louen yu, xii, 1): 克己復禮為仁 "se dompter soi-même et restaurer en soi les rites, voilà en quoi consiste la bonté". En d'autres termes, la bonté intrinsèque de l'homme est réalisée par celui qui a su vaincre ses passions et restaurer en lui les rites qui sont les règles auxquelles obéit la nature humaine dans son intégrité primitive. Lorsqu'on traduit le mot 仁 par "humanité" on veut dire par là que ce mot exprime la réalisation parfaite du type humain dans un individu; quand on le traduit par "bonté" on entend par là qu'il exprime
l'excellence de la nature humaine ramenée à sa pure essence. L'une et l'autre de ces deux façons de traduire correspondent à un seul et même concept.

Quant au mot 馳, il peut être compris dans notre texte de deux manières. La première, qui est celle que j'avais adoptée, attribue au mot 馳 le sens de "se soumettre à". C'est ainsi que, dans l'inscription de K'ong Piao (Kin che ts'ouei pien, ch. xiv, p. 3 r.), on lit: (百) 姓 樂 政 而歸于德, "Tous les gens du peuple étaient heureux de son bon gouvernement et se soumettaient à sa vertu."

Mais il y a un autre sens possible et c'est celui que je crois maintenant le plus vraisemblable. Dans le passage cité plus haut du Louen yu (xii, 1), Confucius ajoute ces mots à ceux que nous avons déjà rappelés: "Si, pendant un seul jour, un homme pouvait se dompter lui-même et restaurer en lui les rites, le monde entier lui reconnaîtrait la vertu de bonté" 一日克己復禮天下歸仁焉. Le mot 馳 a ici le sens de "rapporter à quelqu'un", "attribuer à quelqu'un". Ce passage du Louen yu devait sans doute être présent à l'esprit de l'auteur de l'inscription quand il écrivait la phrase 我普歸仁; cette phrase signifie donc: "Barbares et Chinois reconnaissaient sa bonté." Il n'est pas question des rapports de bonne harmonie entre les deux éléments de la population, Barbares et Chinois.

§ 7.

九阜唱於名疆。

"(La cigogne qui crie dans) le neuvième étang le célèbrait dans son pays natal honoré d'un nom."

M. Farjenel dit de son côté: "Le neuvième ciel était rempli du bruit de son nom."—Ici la discussion doit être tout particulièrement approfondie parce que nous arrivons au grief fondamental de M. Farjenel contre moi; voici comment M. Farjenel s'exprime (p. 1099) en un passage dont je me ferais scrupule de modifier le style: "C'est ainsi sur une citation mal traduite que la traduction est
basée, et nous voyons que, comme presque toujours, cette citation n’a aucun autre rapport avec le texte, que quelques mots semblables qui s’y trouvent, sont employés dans un autre sens. Ce sont justement ces références continues qui donnent aux œuvres de M. Chavannes une apparence de si grande érudition, elles sont pour lui une occasion d’erreur de plus.” Ainsi, l’appareil d’érudition qui accompagne mes travaux n’est qu’un trompe-l’œil : en premier lieu, les citations que je fais sont mal traduites ; en second lieu, ces citations n’ont le plus souvent aucun rapport avec le texte que je prétends expliquer par leur moyen. Ces imputations sont graves et mettent en jeu mon honneur professionnel ; voyons ce qu’elles valent.

A propos de l’expression 九 皋, j’ai cité la phrase du Che king (Siao ya, iii, ods 10) 鶴 鴨 于 九 皋 et je l’ai traduite : “La cigogne crie dans le neuvième étang (c’est à dire l’étang qui est au centre du marécage).” Cette traduction est fausse, dit M. Farjenel ; le sens est : “La grue crie dans le neuvième ciel, c’est-à-dire dans l’espace.” M. Farjenel m’accuse d’avoir été induit en erreur par le Dictionnaire du P. Couvreur, qui avait traduit : “La grue crie dans les neuf marécages.”

Il aurait pu aussi bien m’accuser d’avoir été induit en erreur par l’illustre James Legge (Chinese Classics, vol. iv, p. 297), qui a traduit : “The crane cries in the ninth pool of the marsh” ; et qui ajoute en note : “The ninth pool is equivalent to the centre of the marsh.” Mais sans recourir à Couvreur ou à Legge, M. Farjenel aurait pu m’accuser d’avoir été induit en erreur par les centaines de commentateurs et de lexicographes Chinois qui ont glosé ce texte et qui tous ont attribué au mot 鳥 le sens d’étang ou de marais. Tous se trompent, déclare M. Farjenel ; le vrai sens de l’expression 九 皋, c’est “le neuvième ciel, l’empryée” ; en voulez-vous la preuve ? Le mot 鳥 est expliqué étymologiquement par le dictionnaire Chouo wen comme formé de deux éléments qui signifient “la blancheur
qui progresse" 白之進也: il symbolise donc à l'origine le progrès de la lumière du soleil; d'autre part, le caractère 高 est employé parfois pour "élevé", qui est son équivalent phonétique (ce que M. Farjenel appelle "sa phonétique"). Selon ensemble la valeur étymologique et l'équivalent phonétique en réunissant l'idée de hauteur à celle de lumière progressive; nous obtenons "la haute région du ciel où se forme progressivement la lumière". Voilà comment il se fait que 九臈 signifie "le neuvième ciel". Voilà comment M. Farjenel démontre que mes citations sont mal traduites.

Passons au second point: entre la phrase de l'inscription 九臈 唱於名嚮 et le vers du Che king 鶴鳴于九臈 il n'y a que deux mots communs; d'après M. Farjenel, cette coïncidence de deux mots est fortuite; elle ne prouve pas que l'auteur de l'inscription ait voulu faire allusion à ce vers du Che king; il est donc illégitime de supposer, comme je l'ai fait, que la cigogne du Che king est sous-entendue dans notre texte. A cela il est aisé de répondre que ce qui prouve précisément qu'il y a ici une allusion littéraire, c'est qu'on se trouve dans l'impossibilité de traduire si on ne sait pas ce que sous-entendent les deux mots empruntés à l'ode du Che king. Quand on a quelque pratique du style épigraphique, on s'aperçoit que ce style est tout farci d'allusions littéraires plus ou moins visibles; celui qui les méconnait s'expose aux plus lourdes méprises; c'est pourquoi il y a un réel mérite à publier sans erreurs graves une traduction princeps d'une inscription Chinoise d'allure littéraire; une fois cedebrouillement acquis,n'importe qui pourra se donner des airs d'habile homme en rectifiant ici ou là un détail qui aura échappé à son devancier; mais celui qui a accompli une œuvre utile, celui qui a vraiment fait avancer la science, c'est celui qui a le premier résolu intégralement la série des énigmes en sachant dépister dans mainte phrase la citation sous-jacente qui souvent en modifie le sens apparent. Après que la citation a été
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retrouvée, il faut encore expliquer quelle idée l'auteur de l'inscription se proposait d'exprimer en faisant cette citation ; la tâche devient ici délicate ; je vais essayer de m'en acquitter pour le texte qui nous occupe : qu'est-ce qu'on a voulu dire en écrivant les mots 九皋唱于名壇？Les odes du Che king ont presque toutes un sens symbolique ; c'est ainsi que "la cigogne qui crie dans le neuvième étang" signifie, d'après le commentateur K'ong Ying-ta, l'homme qui vit caché mais qui a une réputation éclatante 言身隱而名著也 : c'est une métaphore représentant le sage qui, bien que demeurant dans la retraite, est connu de tous les hommes 喻賢者雖隱居人咸知之. L'auteur de l'inscription, en faisant allusion à ce vers du Che king, a voulu dire que la renommée de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu s'était répandue au loin, quoiqu'il vécût dans l'obscurité de son pays natal. "La cigogne qui crie dans le neuvième étang chantait dans son pays natal honoré d'un nom," cela signifie : Ts'ouan Pao-tseu se trouvant dans l'obscurité de son pays natal, sa renommée d'homme de bien s'était répandue comme s'étend au loin le cri de la cigogne dans l'étang qui est au centre du marécage. Que cette manière de s'exprimer soit alambiquée, nul ne le conteste ; mais elle ne surprendra aucun de ceux qui connaissent les subtilités du style épigraphique.

Si je suis certain que mon explication des mots 九皋 est exacte, je serais moins affirmatif en ce qui concerne les mots 名壇 ; l'interprétation que j'en ai donnée en me fondant sur un texte historique est, cependant, la seule que j'aie pu découvrir jusqu'ici ; je la crois plausible et je la maintiens donc aussi longtemps qu'on n'en a pas proposé une autre. Ce qui me paraît évident, c'est que les mots 於名壇, occupant la même place que les mots 於闇庭 dans la phrase parallèle suivante, il s'agit dans les deux cas du lieu où s'accomplit l'action exprimée par le verbe.
§ 8.

東帛集於闇庭

"Les pièces de soie en rouleau s'accumulaient dans sa demeure."

J'ai ajouté en note : les pièces de soie en rouleau sont le cadeau officiel du gouvernement, et leur présence dans la maison d'un particulier indique l'estime qui est faite de lui en haut lieu. M. Farjanel me reproche de n'avoir pas su "tenir compte des métaphores dont une langue orientale comme le chinois fait un emploi continu" ; il croit que東帛 signifie tout simplement "les richesses". Au lieu donc de louer Ts'ouan Pao-tseu d'avoir été honoré par des cadeaux de ses supérieurs, l'auteur de l'inscription aurait compté l'opulence au nombre de ses vertus. Suivant son habitude constante, M. Farjanel n'invoque aucun exemple pour appuyer son opinion. J'en donnerai qui confirment la mienne : (1) Li ki, ch. Nei tsö : 宰醳負子賜之東帛, "le cuisinier offrait une coupe de liqueurs douces à l'officier qui avait porté l'enfant et lui donnait en présent des rouleaux de soie (trad. Couvreur, t. ii, p. 663)." (2) Tch'ouen ts'ieou (19e année du duc Siang) : 賄荀偃 東錦加璧乘馬, "il donna à Siun Yen un paquet de rouleaux de soie (a bundle of silks, ap. Legge, C.C., vol. v, p. 482), un anneau de jade et un attelage de quatre chevaux." On voit que dans ces deux cas (et il serait facile d'en citer beaucoup d'autres) le terme東帛 exprime, non les richesses en général, mais des paquets de rouleaux de soie donnés en cadeau.

§ 9.

抽簪俟驂，朝野詠歌

"Alors qu'il n'avait pas encore l'épingle de tête, il attendait déjà l'équipage officiel ; à la cour et à la campagne on célébrait ses éloges."
A mon avis, cette phrase est en rapport étroit avec celle-ci que nous trouvons dans la partie versifiée de l'inscription :

弱冠稱仁。詠歌朝鄉。

"Dès que, à l'âge de vingt ans, il eut pris le bonnet viril, on loua sa bonté ; on le célébra par des chants à la cour et à la campagne."

Dans ce second passage M. Farjenel est d'avis que les mots 弱冠 ont été mal compris par moi puisque je les rapporte tous deux à un même moment de la vie ; il faut traduire : "Dans ton enfance et lorsque tu eus la coiffure virile . . ." En effet, "Le premier caractère : faible, exprime, métaphoriquement, l'idée d'enfant ; de même que le second : la coiffure virile, caractérise l'adulte." Cette réflexion prouve simplement que M. Farjenel n'a jamais lu le Li ké ; ce livre classique nous apprend en effet que : "à vingt ans, l'homme est appelé faible ; on lui donne le bonnet viril." 二十曰弱冠 (trad. Couvreur, t. ii, p. 8 : Viginti, dicitur debilis ; virili pileo donatur). La formule 弱冠 apparaît souvent dans le style des inscriptions pour signifier "à l'âge de vingt ans".

Si nous revenons maintenant à la comparaison des deux textes cités plus haut, nous constatons que la seconde phrase de chacun d'eux est la même, à cela près que dans l'un on lit 野, et dans l'autre 鄉 ; ici, ces deux mots sont d'ailleurs équivalents. D'autre part, dans la première phrase de chacun des deux textes précités, il me semble que le terme 抽簪 peut être considéré comme évoquant une idée du même ordre que le terme 弱冠 ; en effet, l'épingle de tête est le symbole de l'entrée dans la carrière officielle, tout comme le bonnet viril est le symbole de l'entrée dans la virilité. "Retirer l'épingle de tête" peut signifier "n'avoir pas encore l'épingle de tête", à tout aussi juste titre que, dans les inscriptions de Wou Leang et de Wou Jong, les mots 環鏡 "manquer du bonnet"
signifient "n'avoir pas encore le bonnet viril". Je crois donc que les mots 抽簪惟髪 donnent à entendre que le défunt, avant d'avoir mis l'épingle de tête de la coiffure officielle, attendait déjà le char qui est le symbole des fonctions publiques. Je maintiens ma traduction jusqu'à ce qu'on en propose une qui soit préférable ; cette meilleure interprétation n'est assurément pas celle de M. Farjene1 : "il retirait sa coiffure pour servir ses chefs" ; le mot 髪 ne signifie pas "chefs", et d'ailleurs, en Chine, on n'ôte pas sa coiffure en présence d'un supérieur.

§ 10.

痹疾喪官

Une maladie qui l'altéra lui fit perdre ses fonctions.

Je commencerai par expliquer ma traduction, puisque M. Farjene affecte de n'en pas comprendre le sens.1 C'est un usage fréquent dans les inscriptions de dire, pour exprimer la mort d'un fonctionnaire : "il cessa de recevoir un traitement" 不祿. Ainsi l'inscription de Leou Cheou 獵壽 (ap. Tsi kou lou, ch. iii, pp. 8v°—9r°) nous apprend que ce personnage cessa de recevoir un traitement (c.-à-d. mourut) le jour kia-tseu du deuxième mois de la troisième année hi-p'ing (174 p. C.) 燕平三年二月甲子不祿; l'inscription de K'ong T'o-jang 孔德讓 (ap. Li che de Hong Koua, ch. ii, p. 10 v°) dit de même : "Il tomba malade et cessa de recevoir un traitement (c.-à-d. mourut) dans le septième mois de la deuxième année yong-king (154 p. C.) 永興二年七月遭疾不祿." Cette locution se justifie par un texte du Li ki (ch. K'iu li, trad. Couvreur, t. i, p. 102) : "En parlant du

1 J'avais écrit dans ma traduction : "On a composé en commun une épitaphe pour bien célébrer sa belle fin et pour la mettre éternellement en lumière sans que jamais elle soit retranchée (de la mémoire des hommes)." M. Farjene1 (p. 1090) interprète cette phrase en prétendant que je fais dire aux auteurs de l'inscription quelque chose de bien bizarre, "à savoir qu'ils veulent mettre éternellement en lumière la perte des fonctions du défunt, sans que jamais elle soit retranchée de la mémoire des hommes."
Fils du Ciel pour dire qu’il est mort, on dit qu’il est tombé comme la cime d’une montagne 崩；en parlant d’un prince, on dit qu’il s’est écroulé avec fracas (comme un grand édifice) 墓；en parlant d’un grand préfet, on dit qu’il est arrivé au terme de sa carrière 卒；en parlant d’un simple officier, on dit qu’il ne reçoit plus de traitement 不禄；en parlant d’un homme ordinaire, on dit qu’il est mort 死。” C’est par analogie avec l’expression 不禄 que j’ai vu dans le terme 墓官 l’idée de mort exprimée par celle de perte de la fonction officielle. D’ailleurs l’expression 寢疾 “avoir une maladie qui force à garder la chambre” implique déjà, par elle-même, que la mort va survenir.

magistrat," ou "une maladie grave emporta ce magistrat")
ne pourrait se justifier par aucun texte.

§ 11.

莫不噬痛。人百其躬。

"Il n'est personne qui ne s'en afflige; chaque homme
centuple sa personne."

En note j'ajoutais: c'est-à-dire que chacun se lamenté
comme cent. Je justifiais cette façon de parler en la
rapprochant de la locution française "courir comme
quatre" qui se trouve dans la Princesse d'Elide de
Molière; mais, comme j'ai rappelé le titre de cette
comédie sous la forme abrégée Princ. d'El., M. Farjenel,
qui parait connaître les classiques français de la même
manière que les classiques chinois, dit que j'ai cité Molière
dans la Princesse d'Elvire.¹

M. Farjenel trouve que ma traduction: "chaque homme
centuple sa personne" n'a guère de sens; il l'aurait jugée
moins singulière s'il s'était aperçu que nous avons affaire
ici à une réminiscence de ce vers du Che king (Kouo fong,
xi, ode 6): 如可贖今人百其身. Couvreur (Cheu
king, p. 140), d'accord avec la plupart des commentateurs
Chinois, traduit en latin: "Si liceret redimere, homines
centuplicarent suum corpus"; et en français: "S'il était
possible de le racheter, chacun de nous voudrait avoir et
donner cent vies pour le sauver." Ainsi, ma traduction
"chaque homme centuple sa personne" est en accord
rigoureux avec la traduction latine, c'est-à-dire littérale,
que le p. Couvreur donne du texte classique.² On peut

¹ La Princesse d'Elvire reparait dans un article de la Presse Coloniale
du 19 Octobre 1910, qui traite aussi de l'inscription de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu.
A la date du 19 Octobre, le numéro d'Octobre du JRAS. n'avait pas
encore été distribué en France.
² Legge (C.O., iv, p. 200, note) adopte une autre manière de voir;
"Choo makes this = 'men would have wished to make their lives
a hundred to give in exchange for him'. But the construction is
maintenant discuter sur la question de savoir comment il faut comprendre, dans notre inscription, cette citation du Che king. Doit-on lui conserver le sens qu'elle a avec son contexte primitif et dire: "Il n'est personne qui ne s'en afflige; chacun aurait voulu donner cent fois sa vie pour le racheter?" ou bien, au contraire, considérant que l'idée de rachat est remplacée dans notre inscription par celle d'affliction, doit-on dire: "Il n'est personne qui ne s'en afflige; chacun se lamente comme cent?" J'ai opté pour la seconde alternative; je ne crois pas avoir eu tort; mais je ne conteste pas la légitimité de la première. L'essentiel était de reconnaître ici la citation extraite du Che king, afin d'éviter l'erreur qui consiste à dire comme le fait M. Farjenel: "Tous multiplièrent leurs inclinations de corps."

§ 12.

山巒吐精。海誕降光。

"Le pic de la montagne ayant craché son essence, et la vaste étendue de la mer ayant fait descendre son éclat."

La première de ces deux phrases peut être éclaircie au moyen d'autres inscriptions: (1) Inscription de Keng Hiuin 耿勛 (174 p. C.; Kin che ts'ouei pien, ch. xv, p. 7 v°): 泰華惟岳 Türkiye. "(Les montagnes) T'ai et Houa sont élevées; leur divin éclat a craché son essence; ainsi a été nourrie cette vertu éminente qui fut donc sage et aussi intelligente." En d'autres termes, les qualités du défunt lui viennent d'une substance surnaturelle émanée du T'ai chan et du Houa chan, les pics sacrés de l'est et de l'ouest. (2) Inscription de K'ong Piao 孔彪 (171 p. C.; Kin che ts'ouei pien, ch. xiv, p. 3 v°): 惟巒下降精。誕生忠良。"Or les pics firent descendre leur essence qui donna naissance au caractère loyal et excellent (du défunt)." (3) Inscription perhaps, 'The price would have been of men a hundred.'"—Mais ce dernier sens n'était pas celui qu'on attribuait à cette phrase au temps où fut rédigée l'inscription de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu.
de Yang Tchen (173 p. C.; Kin che tsonoi pien, ch. xv, p. 1 r°) : 乃台昨。乃藏降精。 “(Si un tel homme apparut), ce fut parce que (la constellation Sun-) tai avait caché son éclat; ce fut parce que les pics avaient fait descendre leur essence.” (4) Inscription de Lieou Hiong (époque des Han orientaux; Kin che kou wen, ch. vii, p. 2 v°): 惟藏降靈。篤生我君。 “Or les pics firent descendre une influence surnaturelle qui, en se solidifiant, donna naissance à notre honorable défunt.”

Comme on le voit, dans tous ces textes, la naissance d’un homme supérieur est expliquée par une émanation provenant des pics; ces pics sont, selon toute vraisemblance, les cinq montagnes sacrées de la Chine, dont deux sont d’ailleurs expressément nommées dans le texte n° 1 (inscription de Keng Hiun). L’origine de cette idée que nous voyons reparaître si souvent dans les inscriptions doit être cherchée dans le Che king (Ta ya, iii, ode 5): 嵩高維嶽。峻極于天。維嶽降神。生甫及申。 “Étendus et élevés sont les pics; leurs masses atteignent jusqu’au ciel; ces pics ont fait descendre des esprits qui ont donné naissance (aux princes de) Fou et de Chen.”

Comme le montre la citation n° 3 (inscription de Yang Tchen), on peut adjoindre aux pics une autre puissance naturiste telle qu’une constellation; il n’y a donc rien de surprenant à ce que l’auteur de l’inscription de Ts’ouan Pao-tseu ait eu l’idée d’associer aux pics la vaste étendue de la mer. Ainsi, comme je le disais dans mon premier article: “ce début ampoulé donne à comprendre que l’apparition dans le monde d’un homme tel que Ts’ouan Pao-tseu ne put se produire que grâce à des influences divines émanées de la montagne (plus exactement ‘des pics’) et de la mer.”

Après ces explications, on pourra apprécier la traduction de M. Farjeneel et les commentaires dont il l’accompagne:

“Eminence qui a rendu l’esprit, immensité d’où descend la lumière. Dans le chinois littéraire, comme dans toutes les langues orientales, la métaphore est très
usitée. Nous sommes ici en présence d'une de ces figures de rhétorique, épithètes placées devant le sujet par emphase ; l'immensité dont il est ici question, de même que l'Eminence, sont le défunt lui-même dont une âme est dans le ciel ou l'espace éthéré, tandis que l'autre est dans la terre, c'est pour cela qu'il peut descendre de la première des rayons éclairant les hommes, les descendants et les amis vivants du défunt. M. Chavannes a confondu le sens propre avec le sens métaphorique, et c'est là ce qui lui a fait dire que la vaste étendue de la mer fait descendre son éclat ; probablement, croit-il, dans les profondeurs océaniques."

§ 13.

宮字數刃。循得其牆。

"Le palais qui a plusieurs fois huit pieds d'élévation — il en trouva le mur qu'il longea."

M. Farjenech écrit : "Il y a ici à signaler une différence entre la stèle et la copie ; la stèle porte **quelques quelque peu** ; et la copie **plusieurs, nombreux**." Sur quoi se fonde M. Farjenech pour lancer une pareille affirmation ? Je l'ignore ; en réalité, le caractère qui est écrit sur la stèle correspond à la troisième des variantes du caractère **數** citées dans le Kin che wen tseu pien yi 金石文字辨異 composé en 1809 par Hing Tchou 賁 素 pour "distinguer les variantes des caractères simples et des caractères dérivés dans les monuments épigraphiques" ; la lecture **數** est donc parfaitement correcte.1

1 Dans quelques autres cas, mon copiste s'est effectivement trompé, mais c'est par simple inadvertance, comme il est aisé de le constater ; ces fautes n'ont eu aucune influence sur le sens de ma traduction ; elles sont néanmoins regrettables, et je dois quelques explications à ce sujet : quand le commandant d'Ollone est venu me demander d'étudier les estampages qu'il avait rapportés de sa mission, je lui ai répondu que, surchargé de besogne, je ne pouvais entreprendre aucun nouveau travail ; devant ses instances, cependant, j'ai cédé, et, comme je l'avais fait précédemment pour les inscriptions de Bodh Gayâ estampées par M. Foucher, pour les inscriptions de l'Asie Centrale envoyées par M. Bonin, pour les diverses inscriptions du Yün-nan que nous devons
Que signifie cette phrase?—"Elle donne à entendre, ai-je dit, que Ts'ouan Pao-tseu comporte quelque peu la doctrine de Confucius; il y a certainement ici une allusion à ce passage de Louen yu (xix, 23): "譬之宮牆...夫子之牆數仞,不得其門而入,不見宗廟之美,百官之富。" Prenons la comparaison d'un palais et de son mur d'enceinte... Le mur d'enceinte de mon maître est haut de plusieurs fois huit pieds; si on ne trouve pas la porte pour y entrer, on ne saurait voir la beauté du temple ancestral ni le brillant spectacle de tous les officiers assemblés." Ce texte, affirme M. Farjenel, n'a aucun rapport avec la phrase de l'inscription; cette phrase signifie: "Ta maison n'avait que quelques toises; on

à MM. Gervais-Courtellemont et Charria, pour une inscription du Kouang-si relevée par M. Beauvais, comme je le fais en ce moment même pour les fiches en bois exhumées par M. Stein dans le Turkestan oriental, j'ai pris sur le temps que j'aurais dû consacrer à mes travaux personnels pour mettre en lumière les résultats des efforts d'autrui. Au moment où j'ai fait exécuter les planches et les copies de l'article du Journal Asiatique, je terminais les deux albums de ma Mission archéologique en la Chine septentrionale, qui comprennent 1179 numéros, c'est-à-dire près de 1200 estampages ou clichés qu'il a fallu choisir, classer, mesurer, réduire à une échelle convenable, numéroté et munir d'une lettre; au milieu de ces occupations très absorbantes, j'ai négligé de vérifier l'exactitude de deux des copies qui avaient été faites des quatre inscriptions de M. d'Ollone, et c'est ainsi que les fautes que présentaient ces deux copies ont subsisté. J'ai d'ailleurs publié dans le Journal Asiatique (Novembre-Décembre 1909, pp. 511-14) une nouvelle transcription, corrigée celle-là, de l'inscription de Che tch'eng. Il ne restait donc plus que l'inscription de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu dont la copie présentait des inexactitudes: c'est celle que M. Farjenel a choisie pour la critiquer dans le JRAS. M. Farjenel, qui à l'œil si exercé pour voir les inadvertances chez les autres, aurait bien dû les éviter dans son propre article; voici la liste des fautes qu'il a commises: p. 1086, ligne 7, 各 au lieu de 名; p. 1088, ligne 26, 寸 au lieu de 才; p. 1090, ligne 3, 於 au lieu de 與 (c'est là une faute de mon copiste que M. Farjenel a fidèlement reproduite), et à la ligne 13, 享 au lieu de 享; p. 1092, ligne 7, 諡 au lieu de 諡; p. 1099, ligne 22, 已 au lieu de 已; p. 1100, ligne 17, 句 au lieu de 句; p. 1101, ligne 13, 番 au lieu de 番; p. 1102, ligne 14, 史 au lieu de 史. Soit en tout douze caractères fautifs: M. Farjenel me paraît avoir assez mauvaise grâce à me reprocher de n'avoir pas remarqué les inexactitudes de mon copiste.
pouvait (facilement) suivre ses murs.” Les rédacteurs expriment l'idée “très simple, suite des précédentes, à savoir que le défunt, modeste, n'habitait qu'une petite demeure”.

Puisque M. Farjene se refuse à voir l'allusion littéraire dans un texte, même quand on la lui montre, je n'ai aucun espoir de le convaincre que j'ai raison et qu'il a tort. Mais, m'adressant aux sinologues dignes de ce nom, je leur ferai remarquer que l'inscription de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu n'est pas la seule qui s'inspire de ce passage du Louen yu:
(1) Dans l'inscription de Kouo T'ai 郭泰 (169 p. C.; Kid. ts'ouei pien, ch. vii, p. 7 vo) on lit: 宮 廟 重 仞。允 得 其 門。”Le mur du palais, mur qui a plusieurs fois huit pieds d'élévation, il en trouva véritablement la porte.” Cela revient à dire que Kouo T'ai comprit la doctrine confucéenne.
(2) Dans l'inscription de Wou Pan 武 班 (147 p. C.; Kid. ts'ouei pien, ch. viii, p. I ro), on lit: 闆 門 見 宮 廟 “on pouvait regarder par dessus le mur d'enceinte de sa demeure”1; cela signifie: le défunt était semblable à Tseu-kong, qui disait, pour comparer sa sagesse à celle de son maître Confucius: le mur d'enceinte de ma demeure ne s'élève qu'à la hauteur des épaules d'un homme, en sorte que chacun peut regarder par dessus; le mur d'enceinte de la demeure de Confucius a plusieurs fois huit pieds d'élévation, en sorte qu'il faut nécessairement en trouver la porte si on veut voir l'intérieur. Ici encore, c'est toujours ce même passage du Louen yu auquel il est fait allusion.

§ 14.

周 遜 絆 馬。鳥 能 散 放。

“On lui obéissait à la ronde comme font des chevaux dont les pieds sont liés,—comment aurait-on pu lui échapper?”

Je comprends maintenant ce passage d'une autre manière: dans la biographie de Pan Tch'ao (Ts'ien Han

1 Le mot qui manque dans le texte est certainement le mot 宮.
chou, ch. lxxvii, p. 2 v°; T'oung pao, 1906, p. 15) on lit que les gens de Khoten, craignant que cet excellent officier ne les quittât, "tenaient étroitement embrassées les jambes du cheval de Pan Tch'ao et l'empêchèrent d'avancer." C'est la même idée qui doit être exprimée dans notre inscription; je traduirai donc: "L'entourant et le suivant, ils entraînaient son cheval (en tenant embrassées les jambes de celui-ci); comment auraient-ils pu le laisser partir?"

Quant aux considérations de M. Farjeneel sur le cheval qui marche à l'amble, j'estime superflu de m'y arrêter. Je ne puis d'ailleurs tout discuter, car autriment j'aurais fort à dire sur la manière dont, dans les deux phrases suivantes, M. Farjeneel explique le mot 保 and le mot 保. Mais mon but n'est pas de faire de la polémique; je me suis proposé seulement de montrer quel est le véritable sens de l'inscription, de justifier ma première traduction et de l'améliorer quand il y a lieu.

§ 15.

"(Il mourut) au moment où il commençait (à verser) son dernier panier de terre." En note j'ai ajouté: C'est-à-dire au moment où il allait atteindre au but de tous ses efforts. La métaphore du dernier panier de terre qui manque au monticule est tirée du chapitre Lu ngao du Chou king: 爲山九仞 功虧一簣.

"En fait," dit M. Farjeneel, "il n'y a ni métaphore, ni panier, ni allusion au Chou king; il n'y a qu'une confusion du traducteur entre le caractère 篋 coffre, cercueil, et 篋 panier et une méconnaissance complète du sens des mots de ce vers compliquée d'une violation des règles de la syntaxe." Il faut traduire, "en un coffre, au commencement, on te mena"; ou, "en un cercueil, de bonne heure, on te mena (au tombeau)."
J'ai donc complètement méconnu le sens des mots en ne traduisant pas "cére" par "cercueil" et "faire aller". J'attends en effet que M. Farjeneil citoit des textes confirmant ces deux sens que je n'ai jamais rencontrés. Mais il y a plus, et ma traduction reposait sur une grossière méprise que j'aurais commise en confondant le caractère "coffre" avec le caractère "panier", qui désigne un panier pour transporter la terre. Voici ma réponse : dans le *Ts'ien Han chou* (ch. xxxii, p. 3 v°) on lit une citation du *Louen yu* (ix, 18) qui est ainsi conçu : "K'ong tseu a dit : Pour prendre une comparaison, si en élévant un monticule je m'arrête au moment où il ne manque plus qu'un panier de terre, c'est moi qui aurai fait échouer l'entreprise." Ici, le mot qui est écrit "panier" dans le Louen yu, est écrit "coffre". Le commentateur Yen Che-kou ajoute à propos de ce passage : "Le mot "coffre" désigne un panier fait en herbes tressées ; on s'en sert pour le remplir de terre." Cette dénition se trouve répétée dans le ch. xcix, a, p. 16 v°, du Ts'ien Han chou, à propos de la phrase "la réussite ne dépend plus que d'un dernier panier de terre." Enfin, dans l'inscription de 626 p.C. sur la salle du temple de *K'ong tseu* (Kin che tsouei pien, ch. xli, p. 5 v°) il est dit : "il suffira de verser le dernier panier de terre pour achever le monticule." Tous ces exemples nous montrent le caractère "coffre" employé à la place du caractère "panier", et, en m'accusant d'avoir confondu ces deux caractères par ignorance, M. Farjeneil s'est mépris sur la qualité de mes connaissances sinologiques. Les mots "coffre" signifient littéralement : "le seul panier dès qu'il commençait," ce qui revient à dire : "(il mourut) au moment où il commençait (à verser) le dernier panier de terre." En d'autres termes, il mourut avant d'avoir pu achever l'œuvre de sa vie.
§ 16.

如何不弔識我貞貞

"Comment pourrions-nous ne pas nous lamerter—de ce qu'a été anéanti notre (concitoyen) homme droit et excellent?"

J'avais mis le mot concitoyen entre parenthèses pour bien montrer qu'il n'est pas dans le texte ; M. Farjenel supprime les parenthèses et a beau jeu pour démontrer que j'introduis un mot qui n'était pas dans le texte. Nous avons ici une réminiscence de ce vers du Che king (Kouo fong, xi, ode 6, str. 1) : 彼蒼者天殛我良人, "O toi, Ciel azuré, tu détruis nos hommes excellents." La substitution du caractère 激 au caractère 戮 pourrait se justifier par de nombreux exemples ; c'est ainsi que, à la date de la dix-septième année du duc Tchouang, dans le texte du Tch'ouen ts'ieou, Kong-yang écrit 激 là où le Tso tchouan et Kou-leang écrivent 戮. Quant aux mots 不弔, ils doivent ici s'appliquer au Ciel, comme dans le Che king (Siao ya, iv, ode 7, str. 3 et 6), et comme dans l'inscription de Wou Jong (Kin che ts'ouei pien, ch. xii, p. 1r°). La traduction littérale est donc : "Comment se fait-il que le sans pitié (c'est à dire, le Ciel) ait anéanti notre homme droit et excellent?" Nous sommes loin de la traduction de M. Farjenel : "Comment ne nous lamerterions-nous pas! Tu nous pénètrais de tes bontés."

§ 17.

回抱聖姿影命不長

"Bien qu'ayant constamment en lui des qualités saintes, son ombre et sa destinée ne durèrent pas longtemps."

Le second caractère est l'équivalent du caractère 抱 "embrasser, enfermer en soi". Le sens de la phrase reste, cependant, peu clair ; il me semble maintenant qu'on peut en donner l'explication suivante : "(Yen) Houei eut en lui la belle forme du saint (c.-à-d. qu'il sut, mieux que tous
les autres disciples, se pénétrer des enseignements de Confucius); sa destinée, qui suivait celle de son maître comme l’ombre suit le corps, ne fut pas longue.” Ainsi, après avoir dit : Comment pourrions-nous ne pas nous lamenter de la perte d’un tel homme? l’auteur ajoute : Il mourut prématurément comme Yen Houei, celui des disciples de Confucius qui avait le mieux compris la doctrine de son maître.

§ 18.

幽湛玄穹携手顏張

“Soit dans le monde souterrain, soit dans la voûte azurée,—il pourrait donner la main à Yen (Houei) et à Tchang (K’an).”

J’ai supposé que le personnage appelé Tchang était Tchang K’an qui, vivait au premier siècle de notre ère; peut-être, cependant, Tchang K’an est-il trop éloigné de Yen Houei dans le temps pour être ainsi associé avec lui. Je proposerais donc d’identifier Tchang avec le disciple de Confucius qui figure sous ce nom dans le Louen yu (xix, 15 et 16); ce Tchang n’est autre que Touan-souen Che 端孫師, dont l’appellation était Tseu-tchang 子張. Yen Houei mourut à 32 ans; Tseu-tchang était un des plus jeunes disciples de Confucius; il est donc assez naturel qu’on évoque leur souvenir à propos de Ts’ouan Pao-tseu mort à vingt-trois ans.

La traduction de M. Farjenel est ici tout à fait extraordinaire : “Dans les mystérieux enfers, sous la voûte azurée, tu tiens en main la feuille de Yen.” 携手 ne signifie pas “tenir en main”; cette expression a le sens de “tenir par la main quelqu’un”; 颜 ne saurait être l’équivalent de 阖王; enfin l’explication que M. Farjenel donne ici du mot 張 rappelle celle qu’il a déjà proposée de ce même mot lorsque, traduisant un seau sur lequel il y avait les mots 富平張如藏金石章, il y découvrit ce sens mémorable : “(Cette) feuille d’égalisation des
richesses est nette et semblable aux compositions sur pierre et métal en magasin." 1 C'est cette traduction au nom de laquelle M. Farjenel condamna celle que j'avais proposée : "Seau de la collection épigraphique de Tchang Ts'ing-jou, originaire de Fou-p'ing ;" Fou-p'ing est une sous-préfecture de la province de Chån-si.

§ 19.

至人無想江湖相忘

"L'homme parfait n'a pas de caractéristiques individuelles ;—il est comme (les poissons) qui dans le grand fleuve et dans le lac n'ont aucun souci les uns des autres."

Le mot 想 traduit, dans le Bouddhisme, le terme samjñá, qui désigne la conscience personnelle s'affirmant, d'une part, dans le moi, et, d'autre part, dans les dénominations qui s'appliquent aux êtres individuels. L'expression 無想定 désigne la contemplation qui est obtenue lorsque l'esprit se dégage de toutes les pensées particulières qui correspondent aux êtres individuels du monde de la forme. L'idée que veut exprimer l'auteur de l'inscription est celle-ci : le défunt n'est point malheureux, car cet homme parfait avait affranchi son esprit de toutes les pensées particulières et s'était uni à la raison universelle où aucune individualité ne subsiste ; il ne regrette donc pas les autres hommes dont il a été séparé par la mort ; il est semblable à ces poissons dont parle Tchouang tseu (ch. T'ien yun) qui n'ont aucun souci les uns des autres dans le grand fleuve ou dans le lac 相忘於江湖. M. Farjenel me reproche d'avoir mal compris ce texte de Tchouang tseu ; libre à lui de le traduire autrement ; pour moi, je me conforme au sens qui a été indiqué par Legge (SBE., vol. xxxix, p. 357) : "When the springs (supplying the pools) are dried up, the fishes huddle together on the dry land. Than that they should moisten one another there by their gasping, and

1 Voyez l'Echo de Chine du 11 Novembre 1909.
keep one another wet by their milt, it would be better for them to forget one another in the rivers and lakes."

§ 20.

於穆不已肅雍顯相

Il y a ici une allusion évidente au début de l’ode Ts’ing miao (Che king, Tcheou song, i, ode 1) : 於穆清廟，肅雍顯相. Legge (Chinese Classics, vol. iv, p. 569) traduit : "Ah! solemn is the ancestral temple in its pure stillness. Reverent and harmonious were the distinguished assistants." J’ai traduit à mon tour le passage précité de notre inscription : "Mais, dans la solennité infinie (du temple funéraire), respectueux et harmonieux sont les aides distingués." Quand M. Farjanel s’exclame d’indignation à propos de cette traduction, il montre simplement qu’il ne connaît pas les classiques chinois.

Je crois utile, en terminant, de reproduire intégralement ma traduction de cette inscription en y apportant les quelques modifications qu’un nouvel examen du texte m’a suggérées :—

TRADUCTION.

Tombe du défunt Gouverneur Ts'ouan, qui eut les titres de général au prestige redoutable et de gouverneur de (la Commanderie de) Kiennin, sous la dynastie Tsin.

L’honorable défunt avait pour nom personnel Pao-tseu et pour appellation Pao-tseu 2 ; il était originaire de (la sous-préfecture de) T'ong-lo (dans la commanderie de)

1 Je ne crois pas nécessaire de reproduire le texte de l’inscription puisque les lecteurs du JRAS. peuvent le trouver dans l’article de M. Farjanel ; mais ils devront avoir soin, en s’y référant, de corriger au préalable les douze fautes d’impression que j’ai signalées à la fin de la note de la p. 94.

2 L’appellation est identique au nom personnel. Cette particularité se retrouve dans quelques autres cas. Cf. p. 78, lignes 25-34.
Kien-ning. Dès sa jeunesse il fut doué de qualités précieuses et éminentes; quand il fut devenu grand, il maintint une pratique haute et profonde. (Il avait un esprit) pénétrant et vaste, (un caractère) intègre et respectueux; c'étaient là des manifestations provenant de la nature que lui avait donnée le Ciel. Avec une limpidité semblable à celle de la glace et avec une pureté semblable à celle de l'orchidée, sa sagesse renfermait en elle celle de plusieurs hommes, sa conduite était supérieure. Eu égard à sa vertu sans mélange, Barbares et Chinois reconnaissaient en lui la bonté. (La cigogne qui crie dans) le neuvième étang chantait dans son pays natal honoré d'un nom; les paquets de rouleaux de soie s'accumulaient dans sa demeure. Alors qu'il n'avait pas encore l'épingle de tête, il attendait déjà l'équipage officiel; à la cour et à la campagne on célébrait ses éloges. Il fut successivement tchou-pou (greffier et comptable) de l'arrondissement, tche-tchong (directeur de l'administration), pie-kia (adjoint); il fut recommandé pour ses qualités

1 La sous-préfecture de T'ong-lo 同樂 était à l'ouest de la sous-préfecture actuelle de Naa-ning 南寧, laquelle dépend de la préfecture de K'lin-tsing.
2 Cf. p. 81, lignes 1-10.
3 Cf. p. 82, lignes 10-22.
4 C'est à dire que, bien qu'il fût resté dans son pays natal, sa renommée s'était répandue, de même que se propage au loin le cri de la cigogne au milieu des marais; cf. p. 85, lignes 6-22. Le terme 名籍 (que je considère comme l'équivalent de 名郷) me paraît pouvoir s'expliquer par le fait qu'on donnait un nom particulier aux endroits illustrés par la présence de quelque homme éminent; c'est ainsi qu'un certain Yao Si-yun 姚樹雲, s'étant fait remarquer par son dévouement à ses parents, on conféra à son district le nom de "Piété filiale et respect envers les frères ainés" 名其鄉曰孝節 (Song che, ch. cccelvi, p. 7 r). L'expression 名郷 donne donc à entendre que le pays natal de Ts'ouan Pao-tseu avait été (ou tout au moins méritait d'être) honoré d'un nom particulier à cause des vertus de ce personnage.
6 Cf. pp. 87-8.
remarquables; il devint gouverneur de sa commanderie. Il calma et entoura de soins la multitude du peuple; tous les êtres furent à leur place naturelle. A l’âge de vingt-trois ans il eut une grave maladie et mourut dans l’exercice de ses fonctions. Il n’est personne qui ne s’en afflige; chaque homme (se lamente) comme cent. L’émotion s’étant produite dans nos cœurs, nous avons composé en commun une épitaphe pour bien célébrer sa belle fin et pour la mettre éternellement en lumière sans que jamais elle soit retranchée (de la mémoire des hommes). Le texte en est ainsi conçu:

Les pâles montagneux ayant craché leur essence—et la vaste étendue de la mer ayant fait descendre son éclat,

Très majestueux fut l’honorable défunt ;—sa renommée imposante sonnait clair comme le jade.

Dès que, à l’âge de vingt ans, il eut pris le bonnet viril, on loua sa bonté;—on le célébra par des chants à la cour et à la campagne.

1 舉秀才. Cette expression peut être rapprochée des expressions 舉孝廉 “promu à cause de sa piété filiale et de son intégrité”, 舉方正 “promu à cause de sa rectitude de caractère”, 舉有道 “promu à cause de la sagesse dont il était doué”, expressions que nous trouvons souvent dans les textes de l’époque des Han. Si le titre de sienou-ts’ai est devenu plus tard un grade dans les examens littéraires, il n’avait point cette valeur à l’époque des Han et des Tsin où les examens littéraires n’existent pas.

2 C’est une idée fondamentale de la philosophie chinoise que le bon gouvernement influe sur le cours de la nature; il n’est donc point surprenant que l’auteur de l’inscription attribue au défunt le mérite d’avoir, par ses vertus, assuré la prospérité de tous les êtres dans le territoire dépendant de sa juridiction.

3 Cf. p. 89, lignes 12-36.


5 Cf. pp. 91-2.

6 L’expression 君侯 se retrouve dans diverses inscriptions funéraires. Voyez par exemple l’inscription de Siou-nam Ping 司馬砰 (520 p. C.; Kiu che ts’ouei pien, ch. xxix, p. 1 v°), où la partie versifiée commence par les mots 君侯烈烈. C’est là une simple appellation honorifique qui n’implique aucunement que le défunt eût réellement le titre de marquis.

7 Cf. p. 87.
Quand il était encore obscur, on approuvait sa conduite harmonieuse; — quand il se trouvait encore dans les profondeurs, il répandait son parfum.

La demeure qui a plusieurs fois huit pieds d’élévation,— il en longea et en trouva le mur.

La bonne odeur (de sa renommée) se propageait avec l’impétuosité du vent; — l’éclat (de sa gloire) s’élevait aussi haut que les nuages.

Il était semblable à l’oise sauvage s’avançant pas à pas, dont les plumes servent d’ornement; — il bondissait comme le dragon; il voltigeait comme le phénix.

Déployant son essor jusqu’au-delà des vapeurs aériennes, — il s’apprestait à être reçu comme un hôte par le souverain,

A faire résonner les clochettes de son attelage à la porte violette; — et à laver les cordons de son bonnet dans la rivière Ts’ang-lang.

1 Il y a ici une réminiscence d’une phrase du Yi king dont le sens est d’ailleurs modifié; la phrase du Yi king est la suivante (61ᵉ hexagramme; Legge, SBE., vol. xvi, p. 200): 鳥鳴在陰其子和之 "La grue criant dans la solitude tandis que ses petits lui répondent."

2 處淵. Cette expression, elle aussi, est une réminiscence du Yi king (1ᵉ hexagramme): 或躍在淵, "parfois bondissant dans les profondeurs." Il s’agit du dragon qui bondit dans les profondeurs avant d’avoir pris son vol dans le ciel; on applique tout naturellement cette image à un homme éminent qui n’a pas encore manifesté publiquement ses talents.

3 Cette phrase donne à entendre que Ts’ouan Pao-tseu comprit quelque peu la doctrine de Confucius. Cf. pp. 94–5.

4 Cf. Yi king, 53ᵉ hexagramme (Legge, SBE., vol. xvi, p. 179): 鳥出於陸。其羽可用為儀. "L’oise sauvage s’avance pas à pas sur la terre ferme; ses plumes peuvent servir d’ornement." Dans notre inscription, cette citation du Yi king donne à entendre que le défunt progressait et qu’il était prêt à servir son souverain dans de hautes fonctions.

5 Je crois maintenant (et c’est ici le seul cas où M. Farjanel ait entrevu une lueur de vérité) que 紫陽 désigne le palais impérial; mais alors il faut admettre que tout ce vers dépend du mot 将 qui se trouve dans le vers précédent: en effet, Ts’ouan Pao-tseu s’appretait à aller voir le souverain, mais il n’y alla pas effectivement, car il fut retenu dans son pays par l’amour de son peuple, qui ne voulut pas le laisser partir.

6 Cf. Mencius, iv, a, 8: "Il y avait un enfant qui chantait: quand l’eau de la rivière Ts’ang-lang est claire, elle me sert à laver les cordons
Mais les gens du peuple vinrent à lui ainsi que des fils (qui viennent à leur père) ; — ils mirent des entraves, ils mirent un licou à leur compatriote.  

L'entourant et le suivant, ils embrassaient les jambes de son cheval ; — comment auraient-ils pu le laisser partir ?

Jouissant par héritéité d'une haute situation et de grandes capacités, — il demeura donc dans son propre pays.

Sa volonté s'appliqua à l'exact accord ; — sa sagesse s'éleva jusqu'à vêtements jaunes.

de mon chapeau ; quand l'eau de la rivière Ts'ang-lang est bourbeuse, elle me sert à laver mes pieds.” Ce passage peut être expliqué de la manière suivante : Confucius engage ses disciples à prendre modèle sur l'enfant qui disait qu'il faisait un emploi différent de l'eau de la rivière Ts'ang-lang, suivant que cette eau était pure ou bourbeuse. De même, le sage doit faire un usage différent de l'époque où il vit suivant que cette époque est vertu ence ou perverse : si le gouvernement est bon, il acceptera des fonctions officielles ; dans le cas contraire, il refusera de participer à la vie publique. L'auteur de notre inscription dit que Ts'ouan Pao-tsen se proposait de laver les cordons de son bonnet dans la rivière Ts'ang-lang ; cela signifie qu'il était prêt à accepter les fonctions officielles qui lui auraient été attribuées par l'empereur. Voilà comment on peut, à mon avis, justifier cette citation dans notre texte.

Il y a ici une allusion à un vers du Che king (Siao ya, iv, ode 2, str. 1) : 繁之維之， “tether it by the foot, tie it by the collar” (Legge, C.C., iv, p. 299). Cette ode du Che king compare à un poulain blanc un officier vertueux que les gens du peuple voudraient retenir dans le service public. Ici, cette réminiscence du Che king s'explique fort bien puisqu'il est question des efforts que firent les compatriotes de Ts'ouan Pao-tsen pour l'empêcher de les quitter et d'aller à la cour de l'empereur.

同 姜 doit être l'équivalent de 同 鄉 (cf. p. 102, n. 3, lignes 3-4).

2 Cf. pp. 95-6.

Le seul exemple que le P'ei wen yun fou (s.v. faug hi) donne de l'expression 方 熱 nous la montre dans la locution 玉燭 方 熱 “L'exact accord de la torche de jade.” La torche de jade est une métaphore qui signifie que les quatre saisons sont en harmonie ; voyez le dictionnaire Eul ya : 四時 和 謂之 玉燭. Ainsi l'expression 方 熱 désigne ici l'exact accord qui existe entre les quatre saisons. Ce doit être un sens analogue qu'elle a dans notre inscription : on loue le défunt de s'être appliqué à maintenir l'exact accord qui est la condition de toute harmonie dans ce monde. Je suis obligé d'admettre que, dans ce passage, le mot 鄉 est l'équivalent de 業 et qu'il a une valeur verbale de même que le mot 隆 qui est symétrique par rapport à lui dans la phrase suivante.

3 Cf. Yi king, 2e hexagramme : 黃裳元吉 "vêtements inférieurs jaunes ; grande bonne fortune." L’auteur de l'inscription me paraît
Il aurait dû conserver (une longévité aussi durable que) les montagnes du sud, — qui ne diminuent ni ne s'effondrent.

Mais, il ne jouit pas de longues années de vie; — (il mourut) au moment où il commençait à verser) son dernier panier de terre.  

Comment se fait-il que le (ciel) impitoyable — ait anéanti notre homme droit et excellent? 

(Il fut comme Yen) Houei qui avait en lui l'image du saint, mais dont la destinée, reflet (de celle de son maître), ne dura pas longtemps.  

Pour tout être qui n'est pas en métal ou en pierre, — c'est une règle constante qu'il y ait l'alternance de l'épanouissement et du dessèchement.  

Soit dans le monde souterrain, soit dans la voûte azurée, — il donne la main à Yen et à Tchang.  

L'homme parfait n'a pas de pensées individuelles; —

avoir voulu dire que le défunt fit progresser la bonne fortune ou la prospérité que symbolisent les vêtements jaunes.

1 Les montagnes du sud sont toujours associées à l'idée de longévité. Une des suscriptions les plus fréquentes sur les amulettes est celle-ci : "福如東海寿比南山" "Que votre bonheur soit vaste comme la mer orientale; que votre longévité soit durable comme les montagnes du sud." C'est cette idée de longévité impliquée dans le nom même des montagnes du sud qui explique l'emploi du mot 保 dans notre inscription; on ne protège pas les montagnes du sud, ce qui serait absurde; on conserve une longévité aussi durable que les montagnes du sud.

2 C'est à dire, au moment où il allait atteindre au but de tous ses efforts. Cf. p. 97, lignes 1 et suiv.


4 C'est là une des idées les plus fréquemment exprimées dans la littérature chinoise; voyez notamment les "Avertissements de l'institutrice du palais" par Tchang Houa (dans T'oung pao, 1909, pp. 80-1).


6 L'expression 無 想 est d'origine bouddhique; elle désigne l'identification de l'être avec la pensée universelle où il n'y a plus aucune caractéristique individuelle. Cf. p. 100, lignes 6-13.
il est comme (les poissons) qui dans le grand fleuve et dans le lac n'ont aucun souci les uns des autres.

Mais, dans la solennité infinie (du temple funéraire),—respectueux et harmonieux sont les hôtes distingués.

Parceque, constamment, nous fûmes accoutumés (à vivre avec le défunt),—nous éprouvons de l'émotion, nous avons de l'affliction.

Quoique Lin-tsong soit mort,—sa belle renommée est restée manifeste d'une manière prolongée;

C'est pourquoi nous avons gravé cet éloge funèbre,—pour conserver (le souvenir d'un homme comparable à celui que célèbre l'ode) Kan-t'ang.

---

1 Cf. Tchouang tsao, ch. Ta tsong che (Legge, SBE., vol. xxxix, p. 242); voyez plus haut, p. 100, lignes 13 et suiv. Dans notre inscription le sens me paraît être le suivant : le défunt, qui est parvenu à la perfection, s'est affranchi de toutes les pensées se rapportant à des êtres individuels et s'est uni à la raison suprême ; dans cet océan de la sagesse, il est semblable, aux poissons dont parle Tchouang tsou, et il n'a plus cure des autres hommes ; mais, comme on l'exprimera dans les phrases suivantes, il n'en va pas de même pour les amis du défunt qui sont pénétrés de tristesse.


3 Lin-tsong 林宗 est l'appellation de Kowo T'ai 郭大, excellent lettré qui vécut de 127 à 169 p. C. ; cf. Giles, Biog. Dict., N° 1073. Pourquoi le nom de Kowo T'ai intervient-il ici ? On peut l'expliquer de la façon suivante : après la mort de Kowo T'ai, on fit en son honneur une inscription funéraire grâce à laquelle son nom est resté célèbre jusqu'à l'époque, cependant assez éloignée de lui, où mourut Ts'ouan Pao-tesuo ; l'exemple de Kowo T'ai prouve donc l'importance des inscriptions funéraires, et c'est le souvenir de la stèle érigée en son honneur qui a encouragé les amis de Ts'ouan Pao-tesuo à faire à leur tour une inscription. Cette mention de Lin-tsong est intéressante parce qu'elle prouve que la stèle de Kowo T'ai était, au commencement du cinquième siècle de notre ère, un monument bien connu. Cette stèle existe encore aujourd'hui ; je l'ai vue dans le Wen miao de Ts'ei-ning tcheou (Chao-t'ang); elle présente, au revers, des sculptures que j'ai reproduites dans l'album de ma Mission archéologique dans la Chine septentrionale, pl. xcvii, N° 182. Le texte de l'inscription se trouve dans le Leang Han kin che ki (ch. xvii, p. 6v*) et dans le Kin che ts'owei pien (ch. xii, p. 7v*).

4 Le Kan-t'ang était un sorbier au pied duquel, dit Sen-ma Ts'ien (trad. fr., t. iv, pp. 134-5), le duc de Chao jugeait les procès et décidait
Hélas ! que cela est triste !

Erigé en la quatrième année ta-heng (405), le rang de l'année étant yi-ss eu, dans la première décade du quatrième mois.

des affaires de gouvernement ; l'ode 5 du Chao-nan rappelle le respect que le peuple avait voué à cet arbre et fait ainsi l'éloge du duc de Chao.

[The Council, while gladly giving M. Chavannes an opportunity of replying to M. Farjenel, are unable to afford further space for the discussion of this matter.—Ed.]
ARYabhata's System of Expressing Numbers

By J. F. Fleet, L.C.S. (Rerd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

Several systems of expressing numbers, used in India, have been explained by Professor Bühler in §§ 33 to 35 of his work on Indian palaeography. There is a system, a highly interesting one, which was not noticed by him, because it has not been found used in inscriptions or in the pagination of literary works; namely, that of the astronomer Āryabhaṭa. It has been mentioned briefly by various other writers. And it was considered in some detail by Mr. C. M. Whish in 1820, and at more length by M. Léon Rodet in 1880. Those two treatments of it, however, scarcely suffice to do justice to it; particularly from lacking any table to make its details clear. And it deserves a full exposition, because it is of special interest in connection with two topics which have been reopened lately by Mr. G. R. Kaye; namely, the

2 In the course of his article "On the Alphabetical Notation of the Hindus" published in the Transactions of the Literary Society of Madras, part 1 (1827), p. 54 ff.
4 A translation of Mr. Whish's article was given in the Journal Asiatique, 1835, 2. 116 ff., and was accompanied by a large "paradigme synoptique", which, however, only shows the 297 combinations with single letters and the values of them from one to a trillion (British); it does not illustrate the principles of the system.
5 See his articles "Notes on Indian Mathematics: Arithmetical Notation" in JASB, 1907, 475 ff., and "The Use of the Abacus in Ancient India", id., 1908. 293 ff. He has noticed this system of expressing numbers in id., 1908. 117-8, in the course of a third article, "Notes on Indian Mathematics: No. 2: Āryabhaṭa": but he, again, has not given a table.
early use of the abacus in India, and the development of the decimal notation, that is, of the system of the nine significant digits 1 to 9, with the zero, cipher, or naught, used with place-value so that any particular sign denotes units, tens, thousands, etc., or the absence of them, according to its position as written in a row of figures. I propose, therefore, to consider it exhaustively here, but without venturing at present to offer any opinion on the two topics which Mr. Kaye has reopened: I only seek to exhibit fully, with a few introductory remarks about Āryabhaṭa himself, a system of numeration which must certainly be regarded as an important factor in considering them.

Āryabhaṭa belonged to a school of astronomers which had its home at Kusumapura, i.e. Pātaliputra, the modern Paṭnā in Behār. He himself tells us that: he says: ¹—

Brahma-Ku-Śaśi-Budha-Bhrigu-Ravi-
Kuja-Guru-Koṇa-bhagaṇāṇ = namaskṛitya 1
Āryabhaṭas = tv = iha nigadati
Kusumapurē = bhyarchitam jñānam ॥

"Having done worship to Brahman, the Earth, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the stars, ² Āryabhaṭa declares here (in this work) the science which is reverenced at Kusumapura."

This verse has been often cited as telling us that Āryabhaṭa was born at Kusumapura. But he does not say that anywhere: and it does not necessarily follow. What he does give us is the more important detail, the school to which he belonged. And, though he has not named any predecessors, this verse tells us, I think, that

¹ Gaṇitapāḍa, verse 1.
² More technically, "the troup of the nakṣatras".
he did not claim complete originality: he expounded an astronomical system which was already established at Paññā. Whether his work was preceded by any similar scientific Hindu production, either in the same school or in any other, is another question.

Āryabhaṭa was born in A.D. 476. There is no question of this being only a point of general acceptance: nor does any element of doubt attach to it. He has marked the date of his birth by the following statement:

Śashty-abdānām śashtīṁ-
   yādā vyaṭitās-trayaś-cha yugapādāḥ ।
   try-ahikā vīṁśatīṁ-abdās-
   tad-ēha mama janmanō-tītāḥ ॥

"When there elapsed a sixty of sixty years and three Yuga-padas, then in this present (cycle of the ages) there expired twenty-three years since my birth."

Here, the expression "a sixty of sixty years" gives us 3600 years, and means of course that number of solar years. It does not (we may observe) contain any allusion to the sixty-years cycle of Jupiter: because sixty of the true astronomical years of that planet do not amount to sixty solar years, and the conventional treatment of the cycle, by which the years are taken as coinciding with either the solar or the lunar year according to the prevailing calendar, did not come into existence till

1 Kālakriyāpāda, verse 10.
2 The commentator explains īha by varitamānē-zhārīmātē chaṭaṛyugē, to which there seems no objection: for īha in the sense of 'now, at present', see the St. Petersburg Dictionary. If, however, because only Vedic references are given, we prefer to say "here (at this place)", it will not affect the bearing of the verse.
3 Moreover, it is questionable whether this cycle was in use in Āryabhaṭa's time: at any rate, he has not mentioned it; he has given only the twelve-years cycle.
about three centuries after the time of Āryabhaṭa. The expression means sixty times the planetary period of sixty solar years, mentioned by Āryabhaṭa two verses farther on, 1 the idea of which is that, while the nearer planet seems to travel more quickly than the next distant one because its orbit is smaller, all the planets really move at one and the same speed, and each of them covers in sixty solar years a distance equal to the circumference of the circle of the nakshatras, the stars and groups of stars which form the so-called lunar mansions or signs of the lunar zodiac.

The term Yugapāda, 'a quarter Yuga', means one-fourth of Āryabhaṭa's exeligmos, his Yuga or calculative period of 4,320,000 solar years, 2 which was arranged by him in four equal parts each of 1,080,000 years. Three-quarters of the total period had elapsed, and 3600 years of the fourth Yugapāda. The fourth Yugapāda is the period, beginning at sunrise on Friday, 18 February, B.C. 3102 (or, according to another school, at the preceding midnight), which subsequently became identified, with a reduction of its length to 432,000 years, with the Kali age. And thus, though Āryabhaṭa does not either here or elsewhere mention that age by name, he tells us practically that he was 23 years old at the end of the 'Kaliyuga year 3600'; that is, on 19 March, A.D. 499. It follows that he was born in A.D. 475 or 476; we may say, in A.D. 476.

We have often been told that this statement shows, further, that Āryabhaṭa was writing at that same time, when he was just 23 years old. And that explanation

1 Kālakriyāpāda, verse 12.
2 For the term exeligmos, frequently a very convenient one to use, we are indebted to Dr. Burgess, who brought it to the front from Geminus and Ptolemy: see this Journal, 1893. 721. It answers to the Roman annus magnus or mundanus, and denotes a period of evolution and revolution in the course of which a given order of things is completed, as, for instance, by the sun, the moon, and the planets returning to a state of conjunction from which they have started.
is in fact given by the commentator, Paramādiśvara. Āryabhaṭa, however, has not actually said that: and his words are at least not explicit like, e.g., those of Brahmagupta: 1—"The Brāhma-Sphuṭa-Siddhānta has been composed by Brahmagupta, thirty years old, when there have elapsed 550 years of the Śaka kings." And Paramādiśvara quotes another commentary to the effect that the statement marks a point of time for which the mean places, apexes, and nodes of the planets, as worked out by simple rule of three from the elements used by Āryabhaṭa, were correct, while for subsequent times corrections established by traditional teaching were to be applied. This latter explanation is perhaps quite as good as the other. However, the age of Āryabhaṭa when he wrote is not of any special importance for our present purposes: we only want to know his period and school.

Āryabhaṭa belonged to the school of astronomy at Pāṭaliputra, Paṭnā, and wrote in or soon after A.D. 499. And from some remarks made by two not much later writers we gather that he wrote, or was credited with, two astronomical works, which did not altogether agree with each other. 2 Only one of them, however, has become known to us. It is the work which has been edited by Professor Kern, in 1874, under the title of the Āryabhaṭīya, with the commentary, named Bhaṭadipikā, of Paramādiśvara. 3 It consists of three

---

1 Brāhma-Sphuṭa-Siddhānta, ed. Sudhakara Drvedi, p. 407, verses 7, 8.
2 Thus, Varāhamihira (died A.D. 587) says in his Pañchasiddhāntikā, 15, 20, that Āryabhaṭa taught in one place that the day begins at midnight, and in another place that it begins at sunrise: but only the latter doctrine is found in the Āryabhaṭīya. Again, Brahmagupta (wrote A.D. 628) says in his Siddhānta, ed. cit., p. 148, verse 5, that Āryabhaṭa laid down in one place a number of civil days in his ezelignos which exceeded by three hundred the number taught by him elsewhere: but no such two statements are found in the Āryabhaṭīya.
3 Or, as the name occurs thus only in verse, should we rather say "Paramēśvara": especially since the colophons style the commentary "Pāramēśvarikā Bhaṭadipikā".
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principal chapters, entitled Gāṇitapāda, Kālakriyāpāda, and Gōlapāda, containing respectively 33, 25, and 50 verses in the Āryā metre. From its total number of verses, it was sometimes known as the Āryāśṭaśata, “the 108 Āryās”, by which name it is mentioned by Brahmagupta. And it is now sometimes spoken of as the First Ārya-Siddhānta and the Laghu or Smaller Ārya-Siddhānta, by way of distinguishing it from a later and larger work generally mentioned as the Second Ārya-Siddhānta. The name given to it by Āryabhata himself, however, is Āryabhaṭiya; in its final verse, And Paramādiśvara has classed it, not as a Siddhānta, but as a Tantra.

The three chapters of the work, named above, are preceded by a preliminary section, consisting of ten verses in the Giti metre, which states the revolutions of the sun, the moon, and the planets, and the other leading elements which were used by Āryabhaṭa. This section is named the Daśagitikasūtra, from the number and metre of its verses, in an Āryā verse, extolling the merit of mastering the ten Giti verses, which stands after verse 10. The Daśagitikasūtra, again, is preceded by two introductory verses. The first of them, in the Āryā metre, runs thus:—

Pranipatya = aikam = anēkam
Kām satyām dēvatām paraṁ brahma
Āryabhataś = triṇi gadati
ganitaṁ kālakriyāṁ gōlam

“Having prostrated himself before Brahman, one (in

2 The words are:—Āryabhaṭiyaṁ nāmnā pūrvaṁ Svāyaṁbhuvaṁ sadā sad-yat: “the foregoing (work) by name Āryabhaṭiya, which is derived from the Self-existent (Brahman) (and) is always good.” They are in the nomin. sing. neuter: and we are left to supply sūtram, tantram, or any other suitable word.
3 See his remarks under that verse and under Gāṇitapāda, verse 1; and the third of his introductory verses to his commentary.
himself, but many (in his manifestations), the true deity, the supreme divine principle, Āryabhata relates three things; Gaṇita (the science of calculation), Kālakriyā (the fixing of time), (and) Gōla (the sphere)."

From this statement it might certainly be argued that the Daśagitikasūtra was not a composition of Āryabhaṭa himself. It has, however, passed as his work from at any rate the time of Brahmagupta (a.d. 628), who assigns to him both it and the Āryāśṭāṣṭāta.¹

There then follows what the commentator terms a Paribhāṣā, an explanatory rule, given in a verse in the Giti metre, which teaches the system of numeral expression which is used in the Daśagitikasūtra, though not in the principal chapters of the Āryabhāṭiya. It runs thus:

\[
\text{Varg-ākharāṇi vargē:}
\]
\[
vargē: varg-ākharāṇi kāt ūmau yah ।
\]
\[
kha-dvinavakē svarā nava
\]
\[
vargē: vargē nav-āntya-vargē vā ॥
\]

"The classed letters (are used) in (any space which is) a square, (and) the letters which are not classed in (any space which is) not a square, from $k$ onwards: $\hat{n}a + ma$ (gives) $yə$ : the nine vowels (are used) in the two nines of spaces square (and) not square, or in the square immediately following the nine."

Such is the rule for the system of expressing numbers which we are considering. But it leaves, as regards the application of it, several details to be supplied by the commentary, partly under this same verse, partly under the Daśagitikasūtra, verses 1 and 3.

We may take first the term kha-dvinavakā, ¹ the two

¹ See, e.g., the verse referred to in note 1 on p. 114 above.
nines of spaces.

This has the same meaning with what other writers term *āśṭādaśa padāni*, 'the eighteen positions', and *āśṭādaśa śāhānāni*, 'the eighteen places', of numbers. The idea is this. There are eighteen units of reckoning, consisting of 1 and successive multiples by 10 up to 10^{17}, which gives us, as the eighteenth unit, one-tenth of the cube of a million (i.e., of the British trillion), or, more in accordance with the Hindū principle, one-tenth of the square of a thousand millions. These eighteen units of reckoning belong, in the same order, to "the eighteen places". And after the general terms *ekā*, 'one', *dāśān*, 'ten', *sāta*, 'hundred', and *sahasra*, 'thousand', each of them has a special conventional name, which (even apart from the use of synonyms) is not always the same in the various lists. Āryabhaṭā has given the names of the numbers only as far as the tenth; apparently because none of the really practical and fundamental elements, which it was absolutely necessary to state in the Daśagitikasūtra, runs beyond ten places of figures; they are found in the Gaṇita-pāda, verse 2, where, after the word *vṛindaṃ*, he has said:— *Śāhānāt-śāhānanām daśaguṇam syāt*; "from place to place each is a multiple by ten." I give his names in the table on p. 119 below, the last column; and, following

1 It seems more conformable to general ideas to use in the sequel the term 'place' rather than 'space': and Āryabhaṭā himself in some words quoted farther on above has substituted *śāhāna* for the *kha* which is used here. But the proper literal translation of *kha* in this verse seems to be 'space': the word is used in that sense in the Kālakriyāpāda, verse 15, where the earth is described as *kha-madhya-sthā*, "situated in the middle of space"; and in the Daśagitikasūtra, verse 4, which, with a view to deducing the orbits and distances of the planets and the *nakshatras*, teaches the measure of the circumference of *kha* in the sense of space, the visible universe, figured (according to the commentary) as the central section of the brahmāṇḍa or cosmic egg.

2 The highest such number is that of the rotations of the earth on its axis in his *eclipseos*; namely, 1,582,237,500 (verse 1). Verse 4 teaches the number of *yojanas* in the circumference of space, which runs to fourteen places: but it does not state the number; it only shows how it is to be arrived at.
the commentary, I supply the other eight names from Bhāskarāchārya’s Lilāvati: in the first ten places the only differences are that Bhāskarāchārya gives the familiar lakṣha instead of niyuta, No. 6, and abja in the place of vṛinda, No. 10.

The eighteen places are divided into nine pairs; each pair containing a place for the indicating unit 1 of, alternately, the number which is a square (varga) and the number which is not a square (avarga). In my table I mark the places by alternate squares and circles. The square places are those of \(1 = 1^2\); \(100 = 10^2\); \(10,000 = 100^2\); \(1,000,000 = 1000^2\); and so on: the not-square places are those of 10, 1000, 100,000, and so on, which numbers are not squares of integers. In other words, the square places are those of the units, hundreds, tens of thousands, etc.; and the not-square places are those of the tens, thousands, hundreds of thousands, etc. And in other terms, again, the commentary explains varga-sthāna by oja-sthāna, ‘odd place’, and avarga-sthāna by yugma-sthāna, ‘even place’.

Each of the nine vowels a to au is used in two places; a square place and the not-square place which comes next to it. Thus the nine vowels govern the eighteen places in nine pairs.

Of the consonants, etc., the varga-aksarāṇi or ‘classed letters’, the five groups of gutturals, palatals, linguals,

1 Lilāvati, ed. Sudhakara Dvivedi, p. 2: a precisely similar list, except in substituting the synonymous mahāmbuja for mahāpadma, No. 13, and vārdhi for jalāthi, No. 15, is given by Ṣemachandra in his Abhidhāna-chintāmaṇi, verses 873, 874. I should have preferred to use some older list, giving all the eighteen names and at the same time agreeing exactly with Āryabhata in respect of the first ten: but I have not been able to find any such.

As regards the time to which this scheme of numbers, or its embryo, can be traced back, it may be observed that the Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa, 9. 1. 2. 16, 17, mentions two high quantities called by it anta and parārtha; but they are not necessarily the antya and parārtha of the list given above.
dentals, and labials, from $k$ to $m$, are used in only the 
varga or square places, the odd places. The avarga-
aksharāṇi, 'the letters which are not so classed', that
is, the semivowels, the sibilants, and the sonant 
aspirate, are used in only the avarga or not-square places, the 
even places.

To the consonants from $k$ to $m$ there belong the powers
1, 2, 3, etc., up to 25, in the order in which they stand 
in the alphabet. But neither have the consonants, etc., 
nor have the vowels, any numerical value in themselves;
this is only by the combination of them into syllables that 
values are arrived at. In the syllable, the vowel marks 
the place to which the consonant, etc., is to be referred;
and the consonant, etc., marks the number of times by
which the number belonging to that place is to be 
multiplied. Thus, neither can $k$ nor can $a$ be used to 
denote 1; this number is expressed by the syllable $ka$, 
meaning $1 \times 1$; similarly, $gi$ means $100 \times 3$, and denotes 
300; and $nu$ means $10,000 \times 5$, and denotes 50,000.

After $m$ a different order sets in. The text tells us that 
$ya$ is equal to $\dot{na} (5) + ma (25)$: that is, it denotes 30. 
For the rest, it leaves us to learn from the commentary 
that $ra$ denotes 40, $la$ denotes 50, and so on up to $ha$
which denotes 100. Here, again, it is only the syllables 
$ya$, $ra$, $la$, etc., which have these values: the powers which 
belong to $y$, $r$, $l$, etc., are really 3, 4, 5, and so on, up to 10;
and $ya$ means 30 only because the vowel $a$ refers the $y$
to the first not-square place, to which the number 10 belongs,
and the $y$ multiplies the 10 by 3. In the same way, $ri$
means $1000 \times 4$, and denotes 4000; $lu$ means $100,000 \times 5$,
and denotes 500,000; and so on.

The vowel attached to a conjunct consonant belongs to 
all the members of the combination. Thus, $khri$ is to be 
analysed, not into $kha$ and $ri$, but into $khi = 200$ and 
$ri = 4000$; and $chyu$ is to be analysed into $chu = 60,000$
and $yu = 300,000$. 
### A.—Powers of the consonants, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>kh</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>gh</th>
<th>á</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sh</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B.—The vowels, the places, and the names of the numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>au</th>
<th>ò</th>
<th>ai</th>
<th>é</th>
<th>li</th>
<th>ri</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>Names of the numbers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 āka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 daśan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 āhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 mahāyuga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C.—Examples.

#### Sun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>khyu-ghri</th>
<th>khu yu ghri</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4, 3</td>
<td>2, 0, 0, 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Jupiter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>khrī-chyu-bha</th>
<th>khi ri chu yu bha</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3, 6, 4, 2, 2, 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Length of vowel makes no difference. Thus, 1 is either *ka* or *kā*; 200 is *khi* or *khī*; 30,000 is *gu* or *gū*; and so on.¹

The concluding words *nav-āntya-vargē vā*, "or in the square immediately following the nine", that is, "in the tenth square place",² are enigmatical. They seem to indicate a nineteenth place (the number belonging to which, the British trillion, would be the square of the *vrindā*, No. 10) and nothing after it. And Alberūni tells us that some of the Hindūs maintained the existence of a nineteenth number, named Bhūri, which they regarded as the limit of reckoning.³ But, as Alberūni himself indicated, the places and numbers are in fact unlimited. And the commentator explains the clause as meaning that, if any numbers, square or not square, are wanted beyond that belonging to the eighteenth place, they may be expressed by using the vowels again with the help of any such device as the attachment of an anusvāra: "but (he adds) the usage of the Śāstras does not go beyond eighteen places." Alberūni does not disclose a knowledge of this particular system: but his statement seems to be ultimately based on the fact that the number for which he has brought forward the term Bhūri (I do not find the word in this sense in dictionaries) is the highest unit of reckoning which can be expressed in this system without some such aid as that suggested by the commentator. The highest such unit falling absolutely within the eighteen places is the *parārdha*, expressed by *nau*: but there is the combination *hau*, in which the *h* multiplies

---

¹ As a matter of fact, however, we find that the only long vowel actually used in the Daśagitikasūtra is *ā*; ten times, in verses 3, 5, 7, 9, 10. Combinations of two consonants, etc., are frequent; but the only combinations of three letters are *klyā* in verse 7, and *cheṣa* as a various reading in verse 10.

² Compare *ashtam-āntya*, 'the ninth; immediately following the eighth'; see the St. Petersburg Dictionary, under *āntya*. The commentary explains *āntya* by *ārdha-gata*, 'gone above, higher'.

the *parārdha* by ten:¹ this is to be actually inscribed in the eighteenth place;² but, when it (or any number including it) is read off for use elsewhere, it runs to nineteen places.

I give on p. 119 above the tabulated arrangement which seems necessary for practically understanding this system of numeration and applying its details: the divisions A. and B. show the system itself; and in C. I give two simple instances to illustrate it, from verse 1 of the Daśagitikasūtra; the revolutions of the Sun and of Jupiter in the *exelīgmos* of 4,320,000 years. It may be said that, in doing this, I am presenting a form of abacus, and am attributing to Āryabhaṭa the use of the abacus, if not also of the cipher, without further inquiry. I do not seek to prejudge by this or any other means the settlement of the questions reopened by Mr. Kaye. But I think that we must always bear in mind a point which has been stated in plain terms by Dr. Gow, in his *History of Greek Mathematics*, § 27:—"The cipher is yet to be invented before the abacus can be discarded." And it seems to me that, even alongside of the use of the cipher, this system postulates the use of a board divided and lettered in some such manner as in my divisions A. and B., with, in its lower part, a table ruled, but otherwise left blank, for resolving the details of any particular statement: some such means seems absolutely necessary to enable anyone to disentangle, interpret into their numerical values, and add them up so as to get the total which is wanted for any particular operation to be worked out on a separate blank board or sheet of birch-bark, palm-leaf, etc., the components of (for instance) the expression which gives

¹ Or, by the means suggested by the commentator, the number thus arrived at might be expressed by *kau*.

² Is it possible that the *vā* at the end of the verse is a corrupt reading for *kau*? In that case we might translate:—"*kau* (stands) in the square at the end of the nine (*pairs of spaces).*"
the number of the rotations of the earth on its axis, i.e. the number of sidereal days, in the exeigmos; namely, \( nisibun\|ikshri = 1,582,237,500 \). In the division B, however, I have entered the ciphers, and pointed them, only with a view to help us to read the numbers off easily in our modern terms: the question remains open, whether Āryabhata, or anyone else of his period, would have filled in those parts of the table either with the cipher, or with the dot which is found used for it in the Bakshāli manuscript, or with any other precursor of it; or whether he would have left them blank, as I have done in the division C. above the totals, contenting himself with the slanting row of ones marking the beginning-point of each successive number.

A few miscellaneous comments which suggest themselves are as follows:—

The system is a decidedly ingenious one, and evinces considerable thought in the devising of it. It was plainly elaborated with a view to being used in verse. If the vowels had been applied so that the short \( a, i \), to \( ti \) should mark square or odd places, and the long \( ā, ō \), to \( ū \) should mark not-square or even places, and if the consonants, etc., had been made all applicable to both the odd and the even places, the result would have been much difficulty in framing syllables to suit a metrical composition; especially in respect of the (in that case) inevitable frequent use of long vowels. It is plainly with a view to avoiding such difficulties that the devices were adopted (1) of ignoring the quantity of vowels; (2) of confining the consonants proper to the odd places; and (3) of assigning special powers to the semivowels, sibilants, and \( h \), and using them in only the even places.

1 Daśagitikasūtra, verse 1. In the third syllable the published text has sru, by a misprint for bu: the mistake is shown by examination of details, as well as by the commentary.
The rules of euphony are disregarded: and we have such combinations as \( khsh \), verse 1; \( chhn \), verse 3; \( hd \), verse 7; and \( \text{śgh} \) and \( \text{śjh} \), verse 10; also, in the latter verse, \( chsg \) in a various reading. This feature has to be borne in mind in estimating the difficulties, in one direction, of retaining the verses in the memory, and in another, of realizing the values of the formulae without the help of a ruled table for resolving them. Another difficulty in the latter direction lies in the point that a framer of numerical expressions in this system was not bound by a certain rule, applying rigorously and for a good reason to two other artificial systems of numeration, regarding the order and direction in which the components of numbers were to be stated.

There are no good grounds for thinking that there was any desire to aim at esoteric mystery. The object of the system was conciseness, which was certainly achieved: its formulae are far more compact than any expressions that could be framed in any other terms. And some of them, such as \( kh�ug\text{ṛi}, khrichen\text{ubha}, \) and \( buphin\text{ach\a} \), for the revolutions of the Sun, Jupiter, and the nodes of the Moon, are free from the objection due to disregard of euphony, and are not difficult to retain in the memory. But the case is different with others; especially the longer ones. And what are we to say about such a verse as this one, No. 10, which gives the table of sines?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Makhi bhakhi phakhi dhaki nakhi nakhi} \\
\text{nark i hasjha skaki}^2 \text{kishga śghaki kighva}^1 \\
\text{ghlaki kigra hakya dhāhā sta}^3 \\
\text{sga śjha nva lka pta pha chha kal-ārdhajyāb}^2
\end{align*}
\]

1 The rule in question is:—\( \text{Aṅkānām vāmatō gatīḥ. \) More may be said about it on some other occasion.

2 The \textit{svaki} of the published text and commentary is either a misprint or a corrupt reading.

3 The metre is faulty here: it is set right by the various reading of another commentary; \textit{dhaha hach-zga} instead of \textit{dhāhā sta sga}. 
Viewing the matter all round, we are not much surprised that this system failed to meet with general approval, so that it did not survive: even Lalla, the early special exponent of Āryabhaṭa, rejected it in favour of the system of numerical words.

The text of the Daśagitikasūtra lies before us, not in the characters in which it was written, but in our modern (and somewhat idealized) Nāgarī type. In verse 1 the revolutions of the moon are given by चयगियविक्षु. Here, the last syllable might at first sight be taken as chh with the vowel ṗi, giving 700,000,000. But an examination of results, coupled with careful scanning (not altogether an easy matter with some of these uncouth formulae), shows that it is to be analysed into chh with ṗi, = 7,000,000, and l with ṗi, = 50,000,000; so that the syllable gives only 57,000,000. On the other hand, in the same verse, in the expression for the rotations of the earth (see p. 122 above), we have मू: and the same double process shows that this can be only Ṽ with the vowel ṗi, = 1,500,000,000.

It would appear, therefore, that in Āryabhaṭa's time there was some means, which the modern Nāgarī alphabet does not possess, of showing at a glance, by a differentiation of forms, the distinction between the subscript vowel ṗi and the subscript semivowel l with ṗi attached.

It is a curious feature that, while various numbers can be expressed in this system in more than one way,\(^1\) the first two numbers of each alternate column from the thousands upwards cannot be named in it in literal terms at all. We can say ki = 'one hundred' (or express the number by ṽa = 'ten times ten'), khi = 'two hundreds', and gi = 'three hundreds'. But, while we have ṽi =

\(^1\) I mean in a direct manner, as in cases given above; not to the indefinite extent to which it becomes possible when it is found convenient to break totals up into somewhat unusual components, illustrated by the following instances: in verse 10, for 106 we have stा = 90 + 16, instead of chaki = 6 + 100 or kicha or ṽcha both = 100 + 6; and for 37 we have ṽta = 21 + 16, instead of chhya = 7 + 30 or ychha = 30 + 7.
three thousands', we cannot say 'one thousand' or 'two thousands', because we cannot use k and kh in the avarga or even place, and there are no other consonants which have the powers 1 and 2: we can only express 1000 by ni = 'ten hundreds', and 2000 by ni = 'twenty hundreds'. We can say ku = 'one anyuta' (or express the number by hi = 'ten thousands'), khu = 'two anyutas', and gu = 'three anyutas'. But, while we have yu = 'three niyutas', we cannot, for the same reason, say 'one niyuta' and 'two niyutas': we can only express 100,000 by nu = 'ten anyutas' and 200,000 by nu = 'twenty anyutas'. And so on, alternately, all the way through. Actual instances of this are found as follows: in the second verse, 2200 is expressed by phi = 'twenty-two hundreds', and 2300 by bi = 'twenty-three hundreds'; in the first verse, 140,000 is dhu = 'fourteen anyutas', and 230,000 is bu = 'twenty-three anyutas'; and in the same verse 17,000,000 is, not 'one kōṭi and seven prayutas', but thrī = 'seventeen prayutas'.

The origin of this system of expressing numbers is not known. We may conveniently call it Áryabhaṭa's system, because, so far, we meet with it only in connection with him. But there is no proof that he did not take it over, and, indeed, the Daśagītikāsūtra with it, from a predecessor: he claims, in so many words (see p. 115 above), only the Gaṇitapāda, the Kālakriyāpāda, and the Gōlapāda as his own work. In any case, knowing the Greek source of the greater part of the astronomy, etc., which we have in the Áryabhatīya and subsequent works, we naturally think of the possibility of a similar origin for this system of numeration. But it is certainly not an adaptation of the Greek system in which α' = 1, β' = 2, γ' = 100, ρ' = 100, α = 1000, δ = 10,000, and so on.

I would find the inspiration of it in another method which the Greeks had for expressing the higher numbers,
by which (see, e.g., Gow, op. cit., § 30), using \( M \), as the initial of \( \mu \nu \pi \io \), for 10,000, they could express, e.g., 20,000 by \( M \) with a \( \beta \) placed above it, or before or after it. They could thus say, in algebraic form, \( \beta M \), \( \gamma M \), \( \delta M \), and so on. Exactly the same idea underlies the whole of Áryabhata's system, except only that he used vowels instead of the initials of specific names, and is very clearly recognizable in a certain part of it: thus:

In this Greek system 20,000 is \( \beta M = 10,000 \times 2 \)
30,000 is \( \gamma M = 10,000 \times 3 \)
40,000 is \( \delta M = 10,000 \times 4 \)
and so on.

In Áryabhaṭa's system 20,000 is \( khU = 10,000 \times 2 \)
30,000 is \( gU = 10,000 \times 3 \)
40,000 is \( ghU = 10,000 \times 4 \)
and so on.
VI

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION IN INDIA, 1909–10

By J. H. MARSHALL, C.I.E., M.A.

BHĪṬĀ

The excavations at Bhīṭā, near1 Allahabad, which I am about to describe, signalize a new departure in Indian Archaeology; for they mark the first occasion on which a serious effort has been made to explore the remains of an ancient Indian town, and the results attained from them consequently deserve a somewhat more detailed description than would otherwise be given here. The site at Bhīṭā is far from being an extensive one, and the old town, of which even the name is uncertain,2 could never have been of any great importance, except perhaps from a military standpoint; yet in spite of this, and in spite, too, of the fact that the digging was confined to a very small part of it, the discoveries that have been made are full of archaeological interest, and serve to indicate very clearly what a rich harvest of finds may be expected when the sites of the great cities like Taxila, Pāṭaliputra, and Vidiśā come to be systematically and thoroughly investigated, as I sincerely hope they will be in the course of the next decade. I myself had hoped to start on the exploration of the last-named city during the past winter, but owing to unforeseen difficulties raised by the Gwalior Darbar the project had to be abandoned, and at the last moment I was reluctantly compelled to fall

1 About 10 miles S.S.W. from Allahabad, on the south bank of the Jumna.

2 General Cunningham (A.S.R.; iii, 47) held that Bhīṭā represented the ancient Bitbhaya-paṭṭanā, but his arguments are not convincing. On the other hand, the place-name Vīchāī occurs on a seal-die which I found at Bhīṭā, and the longer form Vīchhīgrāma on a sealing. The former, at any rate, is unlikely to have been brought from elsewhere, and it probably gives us, therefore, the name of the ancient town.
back on the much inferior site at Bhūtā, where it was manifest from the outset that, whatever other discoveries might be brought to light, little or nothing of a highly artistic order or of great historical value need be looked for. I mention this, in order to make it plain that, in going to Bhūtā, I had no expectation of making any startling finds; what I did hope to achieve there was to throw some light on the ordinary domestic architecture and possibly, also, on some features of domestic life in ancient India.

Space does not permit me to explain here the course which my excavations took or to give an account of all the structures unearthed; so I propose to describe only the single group of three houses of which the plan appears in Plate I, and which may be taken as fairly typical of the rest. This group is near the south-east gate of the town and on the right-hand side of the road leading to it. The earliest complete structure in it is the House of the Guild,¹ which I have ventured so to name from a seal-die of terra-cotta found beneath the floor-level of room O. The legend on this die appears to read Sahijitiyē nigamaśa, in letters of about the third century B.C.² Probably it was buried by chance when the foundations of the house were being laid, but, whether this was so or not, the house must on other grounds be assigned to the Mauryan epoch. The plan of the building is simple. It consists of an open rectangular courtyard in the centre, with twelve rooms disposed around it on the four sides, access to the courtyard being obtained through

¹ I have attached this name to the house for the sake of distinguishing it, though the seal is probably older than the house. In the case of the other houses there is every reason to suppose that the names given to them were the names of their actual occupiers.

² Pl. III, 2; the reading is doubtful. The lettering on this seal is raised, not countersunk. A full account of the many seals found on this site is being prepared by my assistant, Pandit Daya Ram, and edited by Dr. Vogel. To their notes I am indebted for the transcripts of the seals mentioned here.
two entrances (J and M) facing each other on opposite sides of the building. In front of the chamber B is what appears to have been a verandah, while in front of the room P is a later addition, intended perhaps to screen off the door. The resemblance of this plan to the plans of the old Buddhist monasteries is patent, and it may be taken for granted, I think, that the latter were copied from this type of domestic house. As regards construction, this and the other houses which I shall describe are all built of kiln-burnt bricks. The foundations of the walls in the "house of the guild" are set on a layer of broken brick and pottery debris, below which, again, is a thick layer of pounded clay. Foundations of the same kind are found in other structures of the Mauryan epoch, but in some cases the broken brick and pottery is mixed with kankar in alternating layers, and the corners of the walls are protected with massive boulders laid against them under the ground. In the "house of the guild" the walls of the rooms on the south-east side descend some 2 feet lower than those on the other three sides, and their bricks are laid as headers instead of stretchers. This greater thickness and stability were, I think, given to the walls on this side of the house in order that they might carry a second story; for the same phenomenon is observable in other buildings on this site, and it is well known that upper stories were in vogue at that period. All the floors in this house had been destroyed, but in another house of the same epoch (No. XL) they were still almost intact and were found to be composed of a single course of brick laid flat, above which was a layer of pounded clay about 3 inches thick, and above this, again, a layer of concrete. In the same house, as well as in the "house of the guild",

1 The bricks of the chambers on the south-east side average $18 \frac{3}{4} \times 9 \frac{1}{4} \times 2 \frac{3}{4}$, while in the rest of the house they average $21" \times 10\frac{1}{2}" \times 2\frac{1}{4}". The two sizes were, no doubt, used at one and the same time for purposes of economy.
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were found numbers of well-preserved roof tiles, together with some of the pinnacles with which the ridges of the roofs were crowned. The former are roughly fluted on one side, plain on the other, and provided with flanges which overlapped each other at the edges.

The "house of the guild" does not appear to have stood for any great length of time, or to have been rebuilt when once it had fallen to ruin. That its remains had vanished from sight by the end of the third century A.D., is proved by the position and orientation of the well at the side of the courtyard, built about that time; but it is probable that the house had been destroyed long before then, viz., about the time when the neighbouring house of Nāgadēva was being erected. I conclude this from the fact that the antiquities found in the debris above the floor-level, which may be assumed to have been left there when or soon after the house was deserted, belong to the Śū nga period, and are contemporary with those discovered in the foundations of the house of Nāgadēva. Moreover, it will be seen from the plan that in the Śū nga period a circuit wall was put up around the area occupied by the "house of the guild", and it seems likely that the remains of the house were then levelled up, and the site converted into an open courtyard or garden attached to the house of Nāgadēva.

The interior of the rooms and courtyard were excavated to a considerable depth below the floor-level, but only a few objects of terra-cotta were found. These include the seal-die referred to above, a primitive vessel modelled in human shape, the torso of a female figurine, and the wheel of a toy cart. The last-mentioned came from a depth of some 7 feet below the foundations of the house, and, to judge from the deposits above it, cannot be assigned to a later date than the sixth century B.C. The other three objects are probably but little older than the house itself.
Of the antiquities found on the floor-level of the house and belonging, as stated above, to the Śunaga period, the most interesting were: (a) Two wheels of a terra-cotta toy cart, minutely decorated on the outside with spokes, rosettes, and floral ornaments in the characteristic style of the period. Many other remnants of similar carts and their riders were found in other buildings, and from them it is easy to restore these little toys, so interesting in connexion with the well-known play of the Mricchakaṭikā. Usually, they were fashioned like tricycles (see Pl. III, 6), the rider between the two front wheels being sometimes a man or woman, sometimes an animal, while in one case the four horses themselves of the chariot are represented in relief. (b) Three caskets of finely veined steatite, found on the floor-level of the passage M. One of them is spherical and the other two round, with a flat base and lid. All are turned on the lathe, and the spherical casket, unfortunately incomplete, is of singularly fine workmanship. These caskets no doubt, like the Greek ἱππος, did duty in the ordinary way as jewel or toilet boxes, and were adapted by the Buddhists as convenient receptacles for the sacred relics deposited in their Stūpas. A broken specimen of the Early Gupta age was found in another part of the site, and near by it a large number of necklace beads of great variety and interest. ¹ (c) Half of a stone grinding stool, decorated in the Śunaga style with two winged lions rampant.

From the higher strata in the debris came a small ɐyāyapatta slab of green slate, belonging to the Kushāna period, two clay sealings inscribed in characters of the same age, and a number of other sealings dating from the

¹ Some of these beads are unique, being composed of glass laid on in thin layers, with gold leaf between. Among other pieces of jewellery found on this site were: the gold medallion of Gupta date figured in Plate III, 3; a crystal pendant with face in relief, of the same age; a gold serpentine finger ring with vajra device, of the Mauryan epoch; and a beaded earring.
second or third century A.D. onwards. Among the latter I may notice the two following, as furnishing new names of rulers, connected, apparently, with the Andhra line of kings: (a) Oval. Bull standing 1. with crescent under neck, and female figure in front. Behind the bull, a spear (?). In exergue, bow with arrow and caitya. Across middle of field, legend in northern characters of second or third century A.D.: Mahārāja-Gautamiputraśya śri-Śivams[ī]ghasya; of the illustrious Mahārāja Gautamiputra Śivamēgha. (b) Similar to above, but devices transposed. Legend in same characters: [Ra]jña Vasasus[kh]ṭha putrasya śri-Bhimasēna[sya]; “of the illustrious Rājā Vasishṭhiputra Bhīmasēna.”

House of Nāgadeva.—To the north-west of the house described above and separated from it by the narrowest of lanes, is the house and shop of Nāgadeva, which appears to have been built in the late Śuṅga epoch. It is very much the same in plan as the “house of the guild”, the most noticeable differences between them being that in the later structure there is more variety in the relative sizes of the rooms, and that the verandah is considerably larger. The shop consists of three rooms only, divided from the house by what was probably an open court, and in front of these rooms was a raised platform or verandah, such as is commonly seen in the Indian bazaars of to-day. Originally, this platform was divided into two by a passage leading into the central chamber, but in Early Gupta days, when the floor-level had risen several feet, a flight of steps was inserted and a new doorway constructed higher up.1 Considering that they are built of a single course of brick without mortar, the walls of this and of many other houses on the site are remarkably well preserved. In this particular building they were found standing in

1 Lying against these steps was found a coping-stone of a railing with a line of writing in Brāhmi characters of about the second century B.C., to the following effect: na(?) Seliyā-patreṇa Gōmūrēṇ(a) kārītā bhagavatō Nāgasa . . .
places to a height of over 11 feet above the original floor-level. Of course, they were repaired many times, and, as the ground-level rose, the lower courses were effectually protected against damage; but, even so, it seems surprising that they could have held together so well through all the centuries that have elapsed since they were finally deserted.

The stratification in this house and shop of Nāgadēva is singularly well defined, and as instructive as in any building on the site. From the earliest stratum exposed comes the interesting little mould of which an impression is figured in Pl. III, 1. It was found between 6 and 7 feet underneath the foundations of room N, and can hardly be later than the fourth century B.C., though it may be earlier. The device is that of a woman under a palm-tree with an uncertain object on her proper right. To the next, or Mauryan, stratum belong the walls shown in blue, and the well which is partly concealed beneath the wall separating the chambers P and O. This well starts 3 feet below the foundations of the party wall referred to, and was excavated to a depth of 20 feet from its top, a great deal of pottery being found in its shaft. The third stratum is reached in the foundations themselves of the house and shop of Nāgadēva, mixed with which were found a number of terra-cotta figurines, iron implements, and pottery of the Śunāga epoch. Among these may be mentioned: (a) Figurine of male figure, in squatting posture, and wearing a sleeved coat something like the modern chogah, with a head-dress of floral fillet and plumes in the typical Śunāga style (Pl. III, 5). (b) Plaque with four horses facing, in relief, and floral border above. The horses are plumed and harnessed as in the Sāñchi and other contemporary sculptures. (c) Two miniature figures of a camel and elephant. (d) An iron hatchet and chisel. Nothing that can be ascribed to a later date than the Śunāga period was found in the
foundations of this house,\footnote{As to the character of the foundations themselves, they are very similar in buildings of this date to the earlier foundations of the Mauryan epoch, the chief points of difference being as follows: (1) In the earlier foundations, where \textit{kankar} is used, it is laid with broken pottery or brick in alternating courses, while in the later the \textit{kankar} is mixed indiscriminately with broken brick; (2) broken potsherds are almost entirely absent in the later; (3) in the earlier the walls are generally carried deeper under ground than in the later; (4) heavy stones are used to protect the corners in both periods, but in the later they project above the ground-level, whereas in the earlier they are completely buried.} and we may assume, therefore, that the house was erected about the close of that period.

The next, or fourth, stratum is found on the original floor of the house. Among the minor finds in this stratum, all of which belong to the Kushaṇa period, were: (a) Seventeen copper coins of Kanishka and Huvishka; (b) terra-cotta male bust; (c) grinding table of stone; (d) a well-preserved water-bottle of fine clay, painted red; (e) circular clay sealing with device of bow and arrow, as in Andhra coins, and the legend \textit{Gagasa} in Kushaṇa characters; (f) circular seal-die of ivory, with the device of a conch shell and the legend \textit{Nagadeśasya}, apparently for \textit{Nāgadeśasya}, which I have assumed to be the name of the owner of the house and shop. That the house was hurriedly deserted, owing to some catastrophe, in the Kushaṇa period, and afterwards suffered to fall to ruin, seems indicated by the coins and other articles left lying on the floors, and by the subsequent accumulation of debris in the rooms and court; but how long the edifice had been standing when this happened, it is impossible to determine with any degree of accuracy. One fact, however, which seems to assert itself on this site as well as elsewhere, is that a considerable period must have elapsed between the art epoch associated with the dynasty of the Śuṅgas and the epoch of the Kushaṇas. The art of the former was widespread and deeply rooted throughout Northern and Central India, and must have flourished
well on towards the close of the first century B.C., if not longer. Yet, when we come to the well-defined Kushana strata among the buildings on this site, we find no objects whatever even in the most decadent Śuṅga style. How is their absence to be explained, if we place the beginning of the Kushana era in the middle of the first century B.C.? It may, of course, be argued that the sudden disappearance of the earlier naturalistic school is sufficiently accounted for by the political upheavals of the time and by the powerful influence which the foreign art of Gandhāra was then exerting through the medium, particularly, of the Mathurā school. But it is difficult to believe that the widely prevalent traditions of the older school could have been swept away so completely and effectually in such a short space of time. Certainly, the date of 78 a.d. for Kanishka’s accession seems to suit much better the data obtainable here.

The fifth stratum, like the fourth, is also clearly defined by a pakka floor, constructed some 3 feet above the original one, when the deposits inside the house had gradually accumulated to that height. This seems to have happened towards the end of the third century A.D., at which time the additions to the house shown in green on the plan were also made; but the minor objects found on this second floor belong, as we should naturally expect, to the time when the house was again evacuated, not to the period of its restoration. This second evacuation, which took place in the early Gupta epoch, seems to have been as precipitate as the first, and to have resulted from some hostile attack on the city; for many missiles, such as catapult and sling balls, were found in the houses

1 The engines of war used for propelling these balls must have been of considerable power, the balls, which are of stone, measuring as much as 8½ inches in diameter. A large number of them were found on the site, the finest, though not the largest, specimens being those of the Mauryan period, which are perfectly spherical and finished with that wonderful precision which characterizes all the stone-work of the Mauryan period.
and lanes, and most of the houses themselves were burnt, while in the house which I am describing even the sacred images of the gods were abandoned to their fate. These images, numbering seven, were found in room B; one of them is a terra-cotta figure of Śīva with his wife Pārvati, seated side by side on a throne with bull and lion couchant in front; another is a terra-cotta model of a shrine, consisting of a circular dish (diam. 13 inches) with a portal on one side, inside of which are seven female figures seated in a ring, with a pedestal in the centre. The group of figures was damaged by a large sling-stone, which had lodged between them, doubtless during the attack on the city. Other objects found on and above this floor were: a stone grinding table, decorated with leaf designs, quarter lotuses, waves, and dots; a copper tripod intended to hold a tāmraṇḍa; a copper bowl, saucer, and ladle; two copper bangles; an arrow-head in the same metal; and a number of clay sealings, among which may be mentioned the four following: (a) Oval. Śivalīṅga on pedestal with caitya to right and axe trident to left. Below, legend: K[ā]la[m]jara. Apparently from Kālaṅjar. (b) Circular. Ornamental wheel on pedestal. Below, legend: Mahādanāṇāya, followed by illegible name. (c) Oval. Axe-trident with wavy line below and uncertain devices to right and left. In lower half, legend in Eastern Gupta characters: Kālēśvarah priyatām; "may Kālēśvara 1 be pleased." (d) Oval. Lakshmi standing on lotus with elephants, and attendant figures on each side. Below, legend in northern characters of fourth or fifth century A.D.: [Ku]mārāmāty-ādhikaraṇasya; "(seal) of the office of the councillor of the heir apparent."

A singularly interesting problem is presented by the discovery in this house of Nāgadēva, as well as in several

1. The name of a Śiva-liṅga.
other buildings on the site, of a number of celts and other neolithic implements of slate, sandstone, and diabase. They were found in the Kushana and Early and Late Gupta levels, and there can be no mistake as to the periods to which they belong. How, then, is their presence to be accounted for? I think that the most reasonable explanation is that, after being sacked and desolated by enemies, the town was on several occasions occupied by neighbouring jungle tribes, who were still in the neolithic state of culture, and who left these implements behind them. Another possible explanation is that stone implements were still being used for sacrificial or other religious purposes by people who had emerged centuries before from the neolithic state; but this is less likely in view of the variety of the implements, which, if due to artificial conservatism, would reasonably be expected to be of a more or less uniform type. Whatever may be the true explanation, we have here conclusive proof that neolithic implements were in use in India until mediaeval times.

House of the banker Jayavasuda.—This house is of the same age and of much the same character as the house of Nāgadēva, though it boasts of a well in the courtyard, and of a store or treasure chamber beneath the floor of the corner room R. The latter feature is common to several other houses on the site, and recalls the somewhat similar chambers in the Palace at Knossos, though there they are relatively shallow. In this case, the chamber is 13 feet deep, provision being made for descending to the bottom by the insertion of cross beams at intervals; the beams, however, were widely spaced, and in such a confined area

1 Examples of such conservatism are to be found among the ancient Egyptians and the Mexicans. The Jews, too, it will be remembered, continued to use stone knives for circumcision in a metal age (Ex. iv, 25 and Josh. v, 2), while the Romans used them for sacrifice; whence the proverb inter sacrum saxumque stare. But I do not know that the true neolithic types of implements were preserved in any of these cases.

2 In some other houses they are over 20 feet deep,
it must have been extremely inconvenient to climb up and down.

The stratification in this house corresponds precisely to that in the house of Nāgadēva, and there can be no doubt that it was built, destroyed, and rebuilt at the same times. Of the Śuṅga period the most notable find was the terracotta medallion figured in Plate IV, which came from the foundations of room F. The scene, which is repeated on both sides of the medallion, recalls in every feature the reliefs of Sāñchi, but the workmanship of the die with which this medallion was stamped, was infinitely more minute and delicate than any workmanship in stone or marble could ever be. In this case I think it probable that the die was of ivory, the material of several of the seal-dies found at Bhīṭā; but, whether this surmise be right or wrong, I have no doubt that this was just the sort of work that was being turned out at the time by the ivory carvers of Ujjain, who, as we know, were employed upon the sculptures at Sāñchi. On the Kushāṇa level, i.e., on the lower floor, were found a variety of potteries, a female figurine of rough make, and several seals, among which was one with the legend nigama in Kushāṇa characters, and another, reading Puṣamitasa, in characters of the same or a somewhat earlier date. On the second floor, evidences of a conflagration were obvious in all the rooms, but most especially in the verandah and south-west side of the courtyard, where there were great quantities of charred rice and other grain. Here it was that a particularly fine collection of clay sealings, containing twenty-three different types, were found. From the fact that they were scattered about over a thick layer of charred rice and ashes, with other burnt debris above them, I think it likely that they had fallen from the upper story, when it collapsed in the flames. The whole collection is an extremely interesting one, but here I shall give only two examples from it. (a) Circular. In centre,
TERRACOTTA MEDALLION: ACTUAL SIZE.
caitya with circle and crescent above, post on either side, and wavy line below. Around the margin, in beautifully ¹ cut lettering of the third or fourth century A.D.: Śrī-Vindhya-bēdhana-mahārājasya Mahēśvara-Mahāśen-ātisrishta-rājayasya Vrishadhvajasya Gautamiputraśya; “Of the illustrious Mahārāja Gautamiputra Vrishadhvaja, the penetrator (?) of the Vindhya, who had made over his kingdom to the great lord Kārttikēya.” The name Vrishadhvaja is not known from other sources, but the device on the sealing and the metronymic Gautamiputra indicate a connexion with the Andhras. (b) Circular. In upper part, Lakshmi with elephants on lotuses. Below, legend in Eastern Gupta characters: Mahāśvapati-mahādaṇḍanāyaka-Vishnurakshita-pādāṅugrihitakumā- rāmāty-ādhikaraṇasya; “seal of the office of the councillor of the heir-apparent, a recipient of the favour of the Mahāśvapati and Mahādaṇḍanāyaka Vishnurakshita.” From the same floor, room P, came a seal die of ivory with the legend, in Northern Gupta characters; Śrēṣṭhī Jayavasuda; “the banker Jayavasuda”.

Among the smaller antiquities found in the deep accumulation of debris beneath which this and other buildings on the site were buried, special interest attaches to a series of several hundred terra-cotta figurines of men, women, and children, which range in date from the fourth to the sixth century A.D. All are mechanical reproductions from moulds, a few of which were found, but duplicates in the collection are rare. Some are without slip or paint; others are painted in a monochrome—red or yellow, for instance; while others are coated with a slip and adorned with a variety of colours—red and pink and yellow and white. But apart from their artistic interest, these figurines are valuable for the information they furnish as to the fashions in vogue during the Gupta period.

¹ This sealing has the most perfectly cut legend of any yet found in India.
Thus the modes of dressing the hair were as numerous then as they are among women to-day, and perhaps even more startling. The men, certainly, must have been foppish to a degree, with their long curls falling loose on one side only, or elaborated like a full Georgian wig, or coiffured with jewels in the Antoinette manner, or arranged more severely in the regal style of Persia. But the description of the coiffures and dress of these figurines is one which I must defer to another time.

None of the brick buildings that have been excavated on this site can, in my opinion, be assigned to an earlier date than the fourth century B.C., and there seems little chance of finding older ones here, though kiln-burnt bricks seem to have been in use on this site for about a century before that. Several broad trial trenches were sunk deep below the Mauryan level, but in every case the brick debris terminated within a few feet of the Mauryan buildings, though the deposits beneath extended down for 20 feet and more, before virgin soil was reached. I do not regard this as proof that the use of bricks was unknown in India before the fifth century B.C. It may well be that up to that time Bhitā had been occupied by an unimportant village, the houses of which would naturally have been of mud, as they still are in the India of to-day. My excavation of a portion of the city wall proves that it was built of brick, for the first time, in the Mauryan epoch, and it can reasonably be supposed that the place was then growing in importance, and that the erection of the city wall marks, in fact, the conversion of the village into a town. On the other hand, it may be that kiln-burnt bricks were, in fact, unknown in this part of India before the fifth century B.C., and in that case it is quite possible that the town was originally defended, like the city of Pāṭaliputra, by a wooden wall. The total absence of bricks in the lower strata certainly tallies well with the testimony of
Megasthenes about the fortifications of Chandragupta's capital; but the question is one which cannot be settled until some more important city sites have been examined.

In spite, however, of the absence of pakka buildings my excavation of the lower strata was not without interesting results. Thus, concrete was found in use for flooring at least as far back as the seventh century B.C.; while another kind of pavement, which fell into disuse here after the introduction of kiln-burnt bricks, was composed of a thick layer of clay mixed with broken potsherds, the whole being afterwards burnt in situ, so as to form one unbroken slab of terra-cotta. Wheel-made pottery occurred in the earliest deposits of all, which can hardly be placed later than 1200 B.C., and may be considerably earlier; and a fine black lustre ware with highly burnished surface was found, in company with rough terra-cotta figures, in deposits of the seventh or eighth century B.C. onwards.

SAHRIBAHLOL

In the Frontier Province Dr. Spooner returned again to Sahribahlool, where in 1907 he had succeeded in recovering such a splendid collection of Gandhāra sculptures. This year he directed his efforts to another of the largest mounds on the site, and his labours were equally well rewarded. The eastern half of this mound he found to be occupied by a monastic quadrangle, surrounded by twenty rooms; that is, five on each side, four of them being square in plan and the corner one oblong. The foundations of these rooms are mostly kachcha, except in parts of the northern and eastern outer walls. To the south of the quadrangle, and in a line with its western

1 Arrian, it will be remembered, states (Ch. X) that cities situated on the banks of rivers or on the sea-coast were built of wood, while those in higher and dryer situations were built of brick and mud.

2 In the absence of Dr. Spooner, who is on leave in the South Sea Islands, I am indebted to his Assistant, Wasi-ud-din, for the information contained in this note.
wall, was a large conference hall, about 30 feet square, of which, again, only the eastern side was built of sound masonry. The western half of the mound is mainly taken up with an irregular pavement presenting an obtuse angle to the monastic court on the east. On it are two Stūpas in good condition, one being circular and the other square in plan; and not far from them, running north and south, is the eastern façade of a ruined building, set with large figures still in situ. While the round stūpa is comparatively plain, the square one, to the north of it, and another square one still further north-east and beyond the limits of the pavement, are adorned all round with fine sitting Buddha images, in alternating mudrās, and cut in bold relief. On the main square stūpa, too, there is, higher up, a fine stucco frieze; and on both these monuments the Corinthian pilasters, which intervene between the images, and the modillion cornices above, are strikingly well executed.

The sculptures unearthed by Dr. Spooner numbered some 200 pieces in all, of which the most remarkable perhaps are two colossal Buddhas in almost perfect preservation (see Pl. V, 1), lying close by the bases in which they were originally fixed, on either side of a low platform. These two statues stand 9 feet high, and are by far the most perfect of any such colossal figures that we possess from Gandhāra, even their detached right hands having been found along with them. Another unusually fine figure is that shown on Pl. V, 2, which is nearly 6 feet in height. In the note on it furnished by Dr. Spooner's Assistant, the suggestion is made that it represented some royal male person, but I agree with Dr. Vogel in thinking that the contour of the torso and particularly the broad hips indicate a female rather than a male. The figure on the pedestal is, perhaps, an earth goddess. The whole is gracefully executed, and finished with a refinement that is seldom surpassed in Gandhāra.
work, even the rings on the fingers being most delicately delineated. That the arched receptacle held in the hands was intended for some sacred little image seems more than probable, though no traces of the image remain. Yet another sculpture that deserves particular notice, is the portrait head figured in Pl. V, 3. It is of rough workmanship, but decidedly full of character, and we can well believe that with its prominent forehead, aquiline nose, compressed lips, and determined chin, it gives us a very faithful portrait of some abbot in the monastery.

As to the rest of the sculptures, they consist mainly of Buddhas and Bödhisattvas and legendary scenes in relief. The former are of the well-known types, though for the most part in a better state of preservation than is usually the case. The latter are conspicuous for the novelty of many of the scenes portrayed, among them being several that do not appear to be represented in any museum. Their publication by Dr. Spooner will be awaited with no little interest by students of Buddhist iconography.

Western Tibet

While speaking of the frontier of India I must mention some important discoveries made in the remote districts of Kashmir and British India, once comprised in the empire of Western Tibet. The explorer to whom these discoveries are due, is the Rev. A. H. Francke, the well-known authority on Western Tibet, whose services I was fortunate in securing for my department for a period of eighteen months, for the purpose, primarily, of preparing a systematic catalogue of the existing monuments in those little-known regions.

The most ancient remains in Western Tibet to which a definite date can be given, are several inscriptions in the early Brāhmī and Kharos̱ṭhī scripts, which Mr. Francke found at Khalatse, some 50 miles below Leh. The earliest
of them dates back to the second or third century B.C., and they are valuable as testifying to the fact that Indian influence had penetrated into these mountainous tracts at that far-off date. Whether the people who left these records, were Dards who came from Gilgit or Buddhist missionaries from Kashmir, is a point that yet remains to be determined. Another discovery, also made in the Leh district, is that of a series of graves containing numbers of jars filled with human bones and accompanied by many ornaments of bronze and iron and gold. The skulls are of the dolicho-cephalic type, and probably belong to a family of Dard chieftains, who had adopted the unusual mode of burial which, as the Chinese Sui Shu tells us, was practised in the "Empire of the Eastern Women" in the sixth century A.D. "When," says that authority, "a person of rank dies, they strip off the skin and put the flesh and bones mixed with gold powder into a vase, and then bury it. . . . At the burial of the Sovereign, several of the great ministers and relatives are buried at the same time." This, Mr. Francke thinks, may account for the great number of skulls found in a single grave.

To the same pre-Buddhist period of Tibetan history belong various other finds made by Mr. Francke; namely, a manuscript containing a hymnal used on the occasion of human sacrifices at Poo; rock carvings and frescoes illustrating the primitive religion of the people; an ancient Bonpo temple with paintings of Bonpo priests at Lamayuru; and a hymn relating to the now forgotten worship of the Morning Star.

To a later and better known epoch belong some remarkable records, which, among other things, establish the reality of the great Atisha, who figures so prominently in the folk-tales of the country, but whose personality had hitherto been regarded as legendary rather than historical. Atisha flourished in the eleventh century A.D., when, to judge by the frescoes and other antiquities which
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Mr. Francke has discovered, the art of Western Tibet must have reached its zenith. The frescoes referred to illustrate life in the Buddhist monasteries of India during the declining days of that religion, and were probably the work of Indian monks who had been forced to migrate to Tibet. They also furnish us with portraits of the kings of Ladakh and Guge, and with pictures of Tibetan sports, such as falconry. The high quality of art exhibited by these paintings is seen also in wood-carvings of the same epoch brought back by Mr. Francke, which are executed with a delicacy and finish which would do credit to the best Chinese craftsmanship. The spirit which pervades these paintings and sculptures is mainly Indian, and it is important to observe that this strong influence from the plains of Hindustan, which was noticed in connexion with the earliest inscriptions at Khalatse, runs through the whole history of Western Tibetan art and culture. In Mughal days, indeed, it is still more conspicuous than in the mediaeval and earlier epochs. Thus, in a monastery at Alchi Mr. Francke found numerous wall paintings dating from the eleventh century, but renovated in the time of the Mughals. The outlines of many of the original pictures are still preserved, but it is curious to see how strongly imbued the later artists must have been with Mughal ideas of painting, and how they strove to give greater variety to the details, and to add greater brilliancy and effect to the colouring. In part of the frescoes, in fact, where nothing was left of the original picture, the artist has introduced scenes entirely in the Mughal style, depicting Indian houses and gardens, Indian musicians and acrobats, animals and the like, all finely designed and executed, and all resplendent from the free use of gold and silver. No doubt the Mughal tendency was strong in Tibet at this time, and its appearance in pictorial art is merely a reflexion of the political interference on the part of the Emperor of Delhi in the affairs of the northern
frontier. For that the Mughal power reached even to these fastnesses of the Himalayas, is amply evidenced by a treaty between the Tibetan Government and the King of Bashahr State in 1650 a.d., of which Mr. Francke has secured copies giving both the Bashahr and the Tibetan versions. From this treaty it appears that Kehari Singh, the king of Bashahr, had been helped during the conflict by the Mughal emperor, and that he secured from Tibet the cession of a large part of Guge—from Shipki to the Wangto bridge.

Mírpur Khās

The excavation of the big Stūpa at Mírpur Khās in Sind, foreshadowed a year ago in this Journal,¹ has now been carried through by Mr. Cousens, and has been productive of even better results than were then anticipated. "The mound which covered this Stūpa," says Mr. Cousens, "had been so devastated, that I hardly hoped to find any of its walls standing, and, at first, I directed my attention to sinking a well down the centre on the chance of finding a relic chamber. Soon after beginning work, however, I found the lower parts of the walls of the square basement (over 50 feet each way), and, not long after this, came upon the relic chamber itself, 25 feet below the present top of the mound, upon the original ground level and placed exactly in the centre. The chamber measured only 15 inches square and a foot deep, and was constructed of burnt brick. Within this was found a roughly formed circular stone coffer, and placed in the south-west and south-east corners beside it were two little earthen pots. These contained nothing but sand. On raising the lid of the coffer a small crystal bottle was disclosed, standing in a cup-shaped hollow. Around it was a quantity of white sand, in which, as well as on the outside of the coffer's lid, were a number of coral beads and other small offerings,

¹ JRAS., October, 1909, pp. 1080–1.
consisting of crystal, gold, and other beads, seed pearls, a few grains of wheat or other cereal, and ten much corroded copper coins. The crystal bottle contained a small gold and silver case, the one inside the other, and the relics of charred bone and ash.

"As to the outer walls of the Stūpa, they were found to be embedded in burnt brick laid in mud, for a distance of some fifteen feet or more from the walls. On laying bare the original walls down to the ground level, the reason for this became at once apparent. For it was obvious, from the lines of the great mouldings running round the base, that the walls had bulged out, and at the same time had sunk in the centres, owing, no doubt, to the immense dead weight of the superstructure. The danger of the whole building collapsing must have been so imminent, that this wholesale buttressing was necessary to prevent a disaster. And to the burying of the walls is due the good state of preservation in which the remains of the Stūpa, and particularly the images of Buddha, have been found. The most perfect of the four walls is that on the north, which, I think, rises to within some two and a half feet of its original height, which I take to have been about 17 ft. 6 in. It is built of brick with a fine smooth surface. The moulded basement is six feet high, the mouldings, as the photograph shows, being bold and well proportioned. Above this the walls were divided into five spaces by two corner and four intermediate pilasters with bases and capitals. The cornice mouldings above the capitals are gone, and only one pilaster still retains its cap. The corner pilasters are square below and octagonal (fluted) above. Each of the five bays has a large niche with ornamental drip-stone above. In each of the three central bays is a seated Buddha, in the contemplative attitude,

1 In another note on this find Mr. Cousens wrote that these coins were \( \frac{3}{8} \)" square and \( \frac{1}{2} \)" thick, but that, owing to corrosion, it had not been possible to identify them.
while in the outer panel at the east end of the north wall and round the corner on the east wall is a trellis pattern looking like a trellis window. The corresponding one at the west end is missing. The Buddhas are of terra-cotta, and have been painted with fair complexions, red robes and black hair, eyebrows, and pupils of the eyes. The majority have woolly, wig-like hair, while two have straight long hair. Beneath the paint on the images is a thin clay slip, which has peeled off in places. The seat of the image in most cases is a double lotus seat, but the central image on the south side is seated on a four-legged stool.

"The western face of the basement differs from the other three, and would appear to have been the principal side of the monument. In the middle of it were found three cell shrines, built into the body of the Stūpa wall, with remains of seats, upon which images were probably placed. No remains of these images were found, but in the central shrine, standing against the side wall, was a standing image of a male figure in a heavy curled wig, having a wallet tied round his waist, upon which his left hand rests, and holding in his right hand, against his breast, a flower offering of a lotus. This may be a portrait of the prince who erected the Stūpa, the wallet representing the money bag.

"In the débris in front of the west face of the stūpa were found great numbers of votive tablets of unburnt clay, some with seated Buddhas and some with stūpas in relief, but nearly all inscribed with the Buddhist formula. Here, too, were unearthed between thirty and forty copper coins in a much corroded condition, and the two round terra-cotta medallions figured in Pl. VII, 2."

**SCULPTURE FROM HARASNĀTH TEMPLE IN SIKAR**

The interesting sculpture figured in Pl. V, 4, was found by Mr. Bhandarkar when visiting the village of Haras in
the little principality of Sikar in Jaipur, Rajputana. The temple to which it belonged is now an utter wreck, most of its material having been used up in the construction of two modern temples close by. The sculpture represents Brahmā and Vishṇu trying to fathom the linga of Śiva, Brahmā soaring upwards to find the top, and Vishṇu going down in search of the bottom. The same legend is illustrated in a well-known sculpture in the Kailāsa Temple at Ellorā, and is not infrequently met with among the sculptures of Southern India; but in all the examples which I have seen Śiva appears inside the linga, while in other respects the treatment is less elaborate and conventional than in this one.

SCULPTURES OF THE MATHURĀ SCHOOL

Thanks to the unceasing labours of Pandit Radha Krishna, I have been able to purchase on behalf of the Government of India and to place in the local Mathurā museum a great number of interesting sculptures belonging to the early Mathurā school, which the Pandit had collected in the neighbouring districts. For the following note on them I am indebted to Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, who has done so much for the Mathurā Museum, and whose admirable catalogue of the collections there will very shortly be issued:

"Earliest in date are two fragments of a colossal statue (height 4 ft. 2 in. and 2 ft. 5 in.), which were obtained from the village of Barōda, 4 miles from Parkham and 2 miles from Chhargāon. The early date of these fragments may be inferred from their great similarity to the well-known Parkham statue, now in the Mathurā Museum, which bears an inscription in Mauryan Brāhmi. The Barōda figure, when entire, must have exceeded the Parkham one, and can have been hardly less than double life-size.

"Additional proof of the prevalence of Nāga worship
in ancient Mathurā is afforded by an inscribed statuette which was being worshipped as Dāu-ji (i.e. Baldēv) in a temple in the city of Mathurā, but which undoubtedly represents a Nāga. The inscription, which is dated in the year 52, shows that this statuette was made during the reign of Huvishka and is only twelve years posterior to the Nāga statue of Chhargāon, which was set up in the year 40 and in the reign of the same king. This is particularly interesting, as the Chhargāon Nāga is very superior in workmanship and style to the statuette in question.

"The inscriptions found on the acquired sculptures are mostly fragmentary. Nearly all of them are written in Brāhmi of the Kushāna period, the time when the Mathurā school of sculpture flourished. More particularly may we consider the reign of Huvishka as the great flourishing period of Mathurā art. Among the nine newly recovered epigraphs of the Kushāna period no less than six may be assigned to the reign of that monarch, and three of these actually contain his name.

"The sculptures collected by Pandit Radha Krishna also prove that, side by side with Buddhism and Jainism, there flourished in ancient Mathurā the popular cults of the Nāgas and Yakshas. Nāga worship, particularly, must have been very prevalent, considering the great number of Nāga images, all of which are nowadays adored as Dāujī or Baldēv. The Nāgas were supposed to reside in rivers, springs, lakes, ponds, and tanks, and to possess power to bring rain. This explains why they were so extensively worshipped by the agricultural population of India. The Yakshas, like the dwarfs of old German mythology, were regarded as keepers of treasure, and Kubēra, the god of wealth, was their chief. Among the sculptures found in the Mathurā district there are numerous statuettes of a corpulent deity, who may be identified with Kubēra or Vaiśravaṇa. Sometimes he is accompanied
by a female figure holding a child. Sculptures of the latter type remind us of the well-known groups of Kubēra and Hāriti, which have been found in the Peshāwar district.

"Images of the goddess of fertility occur also at Mathurā. I may mention an interesting sculpture obtained from the village of Tāyāpur, 2 miles north of Mathurā on the road to Rāyā. It represents a female deity seated with an infant in her lap and four children between her feet. The pedestal is carved with a group of children at play. There can be little doubt that there exists a close connexion between this sculpture and effigies of Hāriti, the goddess of fertility and queen of Yakshas. The villagers of Tāyāpur worshipped the image as Gāndhāri, the mother of Kauravas.

"In the course of my stay at Mathurā I had an opportunity to visit the site of Mōrā, 7 miles west of the city and north of the road to Gōvardhan. This site has yielded the famous Mōrā slab inscription,¹ which contains the name of the great-satrap Rājūvula. Unfortunately, this inscription was partly defaced at the time of its discovery by General Cunningham, and since then it has become still more obliterated. It is now preserved in the Mathurā Museum. On my visit to Mōrā I noticed the remains of a building, probably a temple, constructed of very large bricks. Round about were considerable fragments of images in the style of the Kushaṇa period. They appear to belong to four standing figures, three male and one female. It has occurred to me that this discovery may be connected with the mention of 'images of the five heroes' (paṁcha-virānāṁ pratimā) in the Mōrā inscription. 'The five heroes' are probably the five sons of Pāṇḍu, and it is a plausible conjecture that the

¹ Cf. Cunningham, A.S.R., vol. xx, pp. 48 f., pl. v, No. 4. The designation "well-inscription" is misleading, as the slab does not appear originally to have belonged to a well.
fragments belonged to the images mentioned in the inscription. If this identification is correct, we may further assume that the female image represents Draupadi, the spouse of the five Pāṇḍava brothers.

"The discoveries of images of the five Pāṇḍava heroes belonging to the Kushaṇa period would, in itself, be a find of considerable archaeological interest. There is yet another historical question to be mentioned. The inscription on the female image is incomplete, but we can still trace the name of Huvishka, in whose reign it was apparently dated. The slab inscription contains, as we saw, the name of the great-satrap Rājūvula, or, properly speaking, it mentions the son of Rājūvula. If, indeed, these two inscriptions are contemporaneous, it would follow that Rājūvula and his son were not independent rulers of Mathurā, but were governors under the Kushaṇa king Huvishka. This conclusion would not only be supported by the palæographical evidence of the two inscriptions in question, but would find a parallel in the Sārnāth Bodhisattva inscription in which two satraps are mentioned, the great-satrap Vanashpara and the satrap Kharapallāna, who evidently were deputies of King Kaṇiṣhka, in the third year of whose reign the epigraph is dated.

"In view of the importance of the questions involved, I have arranged for the exploration of the Mūrā site. It is hoped that excavation round the ruined temple will lead to the discovery of further sculptural remains, and thus enable us to decide whether indeed the fragments found on the surface belonged to images of the five Pāṇḍavas and their consort Draupadi. The work will be carried out under the direct supervision of Pandit Radha Krishna, who has given such signal proof of his intelligent interest in the antiquities of Mathurā."

The sculpture figured in Pl. VIII, 2, which is among those collected by the Pandit, belongs, according to the
inscription on its base, to the reign of Huvishka, and is particularly interesting, inasmuch as the figure is attired in the Indo-Seythian dress depicted on the coins of the Kushaṇa emperors and on the bronze casket from Kanishka's Stūpa at Peshawar. On that casket the emperor Kanishka is shown in precisely the same attitude as this statue, holding a lotus in his right hand and an uncertain object (?purse) in his left, and there can be little doubt that he is there portrayed as the donor of the casket and of the stūpa which enshrined it. A similar figure is that referred to on p. 148 above, which Mr. Cousens justifiably identifies as the donor of the Stūpa at Mirpur Khās. It seems probable, therefore, that this Mathurā sculpture also represents the donor of some Stūpa or other holy memorial, near which it was erected.

RāMATĪRTHAM

In the Madras Presidency, Mr. Rea continued his excavation of the Buddhist Monastery at Rāmatirtham in the Vizagapatam District. "Several other buildings," he writes, "chiefly chaityas and cells for the monks, were unearthed, and the whole range of structures that exist on the long rocky platform on the hill was exposed. Among these remains there was a singular lack of small objects of interest, but in this respect they resembled the Śāṅkaram ruins. At that place, the bulk of the finds of small inscribed and other objects was obtained at the black ashes deposits lower down on the hill side. This being so, similar deposits were searched for at Rāmatirtham, and were at last discovered about halfway down the hill, and directly below the cliff on which the monastery stands. These deposits are of some considerable extent, and are from 10 to 12 feet in depth. They are thickly mixed with broken pottery to the very bottom, and in them were found a number of iron
implements and other small articles. The deposits are formed from the debris of a village once attached to the monastery as well as from the refuse of the monastery itself, which must have been thrown over its walls on to this ground below."

**Yathemyo**

In Burma, the excavations at Yathemyo, in the Prome District, were taken up again by Mr. Taw Sein Ko, and fresh ground was broken at the Singyidaing, Atwin Moktaw, and Kanthonzindaung Pagodas. Of his work on this site Mr. Taw Sein Ko sends the following account: "Among the finds made at the Singyidaing Pagoda, which consisted chiefly of terra-cotta tablets, there is a small headless figure of the Buddha carved in light porous stone, which the Burmese call 'Andagu' (Pl. VIII, 4). It is anatomically well moulded, and its workmanship forms a striking contrast, in neatness and finish, to that of the votive tablets. It is the first of its kind ever discovered at Prome.

"Among the mounds of debris which were discovered at Hmawza, the one marking the site of the Atwin Moktaw Pagoda is the largest. It measures about 174 feet in diameter at the base, and 39 feet in height, and local tradition assigns it to the early centuries before the Christian era. No evidence has yet been discovered to confirm this date, but a find which was made here is well worth some notice. It is a fragmentary stone with the figure of an ogre cut upon it in low relief. Half of the upper part is missing. The ogre is represented as holding with both hands a club placed on his right shoulder. It was discovered in the core of the pagoda, and was probably placed there as a guardian of its valuable contents (Pl. VIII, 3). There is a superstitious belief among the Burmans that such figures become animated with life whenever sacrilege is committed on
a sacred shrine. The figure is much defaced, and its date cannot be determined with any degree of certainty.

"To the south of Hmawza, there is a low range of hills isolating Thayekittaya (Śriṅkṣetra) from the Irrawaddy River. Almost every peak on it is crowned by a pagoda, which is now a mass of debris. There are indications that, at some ancient period, the hillsides were used for burying the funeral urns of the Pyu, who are known as Piu or Piao in the Chinese annals of the T'ang dynasty (618–907 a.d.). They are now used for a utilitarian purpose, that is, for quarrying gravel for the railway and public roads. On the top of a hill, which is known as 'Kanthonzindaung', a small mound of debris was discovered with a low depression in the centre. It was opened and some interesting finds were made, most of which consist of terra-cotta votive tablets. A great number of these were found a few feet below the surface on the eastern side of the mound. One of them is illustrated in Pl. VIII, 1. On its obverse face, is the figure of a Bódhisattva with an aureoled head. On his right, is a small Stūpa, and on his left a flower. The palms of both hands rest on the knees and the right foot hangs down. On the proper right of the figure is a legend which appears to be the Buddhist creed in Sanskrit. On the reverse face of the tablet are some characters in an unknown language, which I imagine may be Pyu."

**OTHER EPIGRAPHICAL FINDS**

In conclusion let me add the following note with which Mr. Venkayya, the Government Epigraphist, has favoured me regarding the latest finds in the epigraphical line, apart from those already mentioned.

"The earliest inscription discovered in the Western

\[\text{[These tablets are of a type frequently met with on Buddhist sites in India, and there can be little doubt, I think, that they were stamped with dies brought from India. They belong to the tenth and eleventh centuries A.D.]—J. H. M.}\]
Circle during the last field season was found at Sakrāi in the Jaipur state. It is dated in Saṃvat 879 and records the building of a mandapa in front of the goddess Śaṅkarā (now called Śākambhari). At Chātsū, 26 miles south of Jaipur, is an epigraph which belongs to an entirely new Guhila dynasty hitherto unknown from other records. The inscription is not dated, but it cannot be later than the tenth century A.D., to judge from the characters. The Guhila king Bālāditya is here said to have erected a temple of Murāri (Vishṇu) in memory of his dead queen Raṭṭavā, daughter of the Chāhamāna prince Śivarāja. From certain short inscriptions at Jīn-mātā in the Śekhāvāṭī province of the Jaipur state (not far from Sakrāi) we get the date Vikrama 1162 for the Chāhamāna king Prīthvirāja I, and Vikrama 1196 for Arṇorāja of the same family. A certain Durgarāja is mentioned with the date Saṃvat 982 in an epigraph from Pushkar, now removed to the Ajmer Museum.

"In the Southern Circle, the Assistant Superintendent and his staff visited 80 villages belonging to eleven different districts, and copied nearly 800 stone inscriptions. As in previous years, several natural caves with rock-cut beds and Brāhmī inscriptions were discovered in the Madura district. In some of the caves, figures of Jaina saints, with Vaṭṭeluttu inscriptions on their pedestals, have also been found. The Brāhmī inscriptions may be assigned to the third or second century B.C.

"An important find is the copper-plate charter of the early Chalukya king Vikramāditya I (obtained from a native of Gadval in the Nizam's Dominions). It is dated in Śaka-Saṃvat 596 (corresponding to A.D. 674)

[1 The temple in which these inscriptions occur was found by Mr. Bhandarkar in the jahaṅgīr of Khaṇḍelā, in the midst of a thick jungle. Only the sabhāmanḍapa and parts of the outside shrine wall are now preserved of the old structure. Mr. Bhandarkar states that the pillars of the hall are "deeply and elegantly carved in the pot and foliage style, and, though perhaps not earlier than the ninth, are certainly not later than the tenth century A.D."—J. H. M.]
and the 20th year of the king's reign. He bears the titles Anivārita, Śrivallabha, Raṇarasika, and Rājamalla, and claims to have caused the destruction of the Mahāmalla family (i.e. of the Pallavas of Kāñchi). The grant recorded in the inscription was made at the request of Queen Gaṅga-Mahādēvi, while the king's victorious army having entered the Chōlika province (vishaya) was encamped in Uragapura situated on the southern bank of the Kāvēri. This invasion of the Chōla country evidently took place after the defeat of the Pallava king Paramēśvaravarman and the capture of Kāñchi. Uragapura, on the southern bank of the Kāvēri, where Vikramaditya's victorious army was encamped, seems to be the Sanskritised form of Urāiyūr, the ancient Chōla capital. In other inscriptions of the Chalukyas of Bādāmi hitherto known, we are told in a general way that the Chōlas, Pāṇḍyas, and Kēraḷas were overcome. But the Gadval plates state specifically that the Chalukyas actually penetrated as far south as the banks of the river Kāvēri during the reign of Vikramāditya I.

"In Southern India considerable importance was attached in ancient times to stone inscriptions. When any temples had to be rebuilt, all the records found on its walls were first copied into a book and then re-engraved on the new walls on completion of the building operations. Re-copying of ancient inscriptions had been noticed in previous years at Tirupati and Tiruvallam in the North Arcot District, and at Tirumalavāḍi in the Trichinopoly District. The last field season has brought to light a fourth case of this kind. During the reign of the Chōla king Kulōttunga I (A.D. 1070–1118) the temple at Siddhalingamadam in the South Arcot District was rebuilt and copies of old inscriptions, which had already existed on the walls of the original building, were re-engraved. Hence we find

1 This inscription resembles closely the Haidarābād plate of the same king in the historical portion. The latter is, however, not dated.
a number of early Chōla and Rāshtrakūṭa records in the temple written in comparatively later characters.

"The other inscriptions discovered in the Southern Circle belong to the following dynasties:—The Pallavas, the Gaṅga-Pallavas, the Western Gaṅgas, the Western Chālukyas of Kalyāṇi, the Rāshtrakūṭas, the Eastern Chālukyas of Vēṅgi, the Chōlas, the Pāṇḍyas, the Kēralas of Koṅgu, the Hoysalas, the Kākatiyas, the Reddis, the Vijayanagara kings, and the Quṭb Shāhīs of Golconda."
VII

ANOTHER UNKNOWN LANGUAGE FROM EASTERN TURKESTAN

By A. COWLEY

IT is only with the greatest diffidence that I offer the following notes on the document, in a hitherto unknown script, of which a facsimile is appended in the accompanying plate. My remarks may appear premature, and in any case the results obtained are very slight, but it was thought advisable to publish them as a preliminary notice, in the hope that some more competent scholar might be able to help in the decipherment.

The document is one of eleven excavated by Dr. Stein in the course of his explorations along the ancient Chinese Limes which he discovered in the desert extending from the oasis of Tun-huang on the extreme western confines of the Chinese province of Kan-su towards Lop-nor, the terminal marshes of the Tarim River. A preliminary account of these explorations carried out in the spring of 1907 has been given by Dr. Stein in his paper "Explorations in Central Asia 1906-08", in the Geographical Journal for September, 1909, pp. 33 sqq.

According to the information supplied to me by Dr. Stein these documents, all of which are on paper, were brought to light by the clearing of a narrow passage within the modest quarters which adjoined one of the ruined watch towers on the ancient border wall, marked T. XII in Dr. Stein's survey. They were found in the midst of a thick deposit of refuse of all kinds which filled the passage, and at about 3 feet above the floor. On a somewhat lower level in the same rubbish heap there were found three Chinese documents on wood, with writing of the Han period. Amongst other Chinese records on wooden slips recovered from adjoining small
rooms, two bear exact dates corresponding to the years 3 A.D. and 20 A.D. The westernmost portion of the *Limes* where this particular ruin is situated is proved by an abundance of accurately dated Chinese records to have been regularly garrisoned from the beginning of the first century B.C. down to the first half of the first century A.D. But the ancient trade route from Tun-huang to Lop-nor and thence through Chinese Turkestan to the West, which the *Limes* was intended to protect, remained in use for caravans during subsequent periods, at least intermittently, and as its line passes within a mile of the watch station T. XII, the temporary occupation of the ruined quarters in the latter by passing travellers during the early centuries of our era appears to Dr. Stein very likely.

With regard to the question of the age of the documents in an unknown script recovered from T. XII, Dr. Stein points out to me that the only other specimen of this identical script discovered by him in this region is a fragmentary tablet of wood showing a few words written in ink. This was found on a ruined watch tower, T. VI c, guarding the western flank of the *Limes* and situated at a direct distance of over 22 miles to the south of the nearest point of the ancient trade-route. A variety of archaeological observations induce Dr. Stein to believe that this fragment must have been left behind during the period when the frontier line was still actually held by a garrison.

Another chronological indication is supplied by the discovery of a small paper fragment, showing the same script, which Dr. Stein excavated in December, 1906, in a large refuse heap of the ancient site in the northern part of the Lop-nor desert, some 350 miles west of Tun-huang (see *Geographical Journal*, 1909, pp. 27 sq.). This site, according to the conclusive evidence of dated Chinese records, must have been finally abandoned in the first half of the fourth century A.D. It is significant that it lay on the northern branch of the above-mentioned
ancient trade-route from Tun-huang to the West, which branch from that period onwards became impassable through desiccation of the desert region. It was the thought of these several local indications which led Dr. Stein in his above-quoted paper (p. 35) to hazard the question: "Are these [documents in an unknown script resembling Aramaic] perhaps in some Iranian tongue, and were they left behind by some early traders from Persia or Western Turkestan coming for the silk of the distant Seres?"

Of the eleven documents excavated at T. XII five were entirely or nearly complete, being found neatly folded and still tied with string. One among them, the largest, measuring when unfolded $16\frac{3}{4}$ by $9\frac{1}{2}$ inches and showing sixty lines of writing, was found wrapped up in silk and thus placed within an inscribed envelope of a stout, probably woollen, fabric. The other six documents were also folded, but were in a more or less fragmentary state. The paper has not yet been scientifically examined, but closely resembles in appearance that of Chinese and Kharoshthi documents discovered by Dr. Stein at the site north of Lop-nor, and belonging to the second half of the third and commencement of the fourth century A.D.

As the paper was very much "perished" the work of opening and flattening it required great skill and patience. It has been most successfully accomplished by Messrs. Maltby and Son, of Oxford, to whom I am much indebted for the interest they have taken in the matter. The partly legible writing on the outside of some of the documents was recognized by Dr. Stein as being in an Aramaic alphabet, and knowing my interest in that branch of palæography he very kindly handed them over to me. I expected to supply a translation of them as soon as they were unfolded, but up to the present I must confess to being defeated.

The alphabet is evidently Aramaic in origin. It has
a curiously familiar appearance, and is perhaps the written counterpart of that found in the Sassanian inscriptions of Hajjiabad and elsewhere. Unfortunately no really satisfactory facsimiles of these inscriptions exist and the legends on coins do not give much help. The ordinary representations of the Sassanian alphabet will, however, explain several characters in this writing, though others are widely different. The direction of the writing is clearly from right to left.

As to the language, the only really certain fact is that it is not Aramaic or any other Semitic dialect. Naturally I looked again at F. W. K. Müller’s excellent papers in the publications of the Prussian Academy, dealing with various fragments from the Turfan region, but none of these seem to have any relation to the present documents. There can be no doubt that the documents are letters or dispatches (see below). They are therefore not necessarily in any language which may have been spoken at the place in which they were found. Considering the character and main purpose of the ancient trade-route along which they occur, their language, as well as their script, is more likely to belong to the West. One or two words can be read with tolerable certainty as Aramaic, although the rest are certainly not Semitic. Taking these few poor facts in connexion with the resemblance of the alphabet to that of the Sassanian inscriptions, we seem forced to conclude that the language is some form of Iranian in which, as in Pahlavi, Aramaic words were used.

It has been mentioned that the documents are letters or dispatches. They are written on one side of the paper only, and on the outside of six of them, as folded, are the more or less legible remains of a few lines of writing arranged like the address in mediæval Oriental letters, thus—
If this is the address, one side must mean "to X" and the other "from Y". As a matter of fact, where the outer inscription is legible, one side always begins with a word which can only be read as מינ, the Aramaic-Pahlavi preposition "from", and the other side with what seems to be the Pahlavi vad = Aram.ע" to". The view that this is really an address is confirmed by the fact that the words introduced by "to" are repeated at the beginning of the document.

The address may be expected to take the form "to his Excellency X from his humble servant Y", or "to X, the general commanding at Z, from Y". As the initial words are used also on the outside, they must be some merely complimentary formula or title. The formula is the same in all the documents in which it is legible, but the following remarks refer only to the text reproduced in the plate, leaving out of consideration for the present the question whether all the letters, which are in different hands, are addressed to the same person. The word after vad begins with an evident מ and ends with a character which elsewhere seems to be a vowel. I suggest that the intervening character is י, and that the word is יבל bagi, which occurs on Sassanian coins, and in the inscription of Naqsh-i-Rustam is translated by the Greek θεός, being a derivative from the Old Persian baga = "God". Originally no doubt it was equivalent to minochetr, used of kings on coins, etc. = "offspring of the gods", but here, if the person addressed was not a king, probably in a modified sense, "excellent." The next word begins with a character like the י, but really different and always distinguished from it, the left-hand stroke being curved, whereas that of י is straight. It is evidently the Sassanian ן. Then follows a character something like the Sassanian י and like (but really distinct from?) the i in bagי; then a Sassanian ן (ך); then a very common letter like the Sassanian א, which may be the vowel a;
and lastly the vowel \( i \) again. The word may therefore be read \( \text{خداان}, \) Pahl. \( \text{khútátí} \) (mod. Persian \( \text{خداان} \)) \( = \) "master". The first three words, then, on the address and in the letter may be translated "to his excellency the governor". If this is right, we have the values of \( \text{ن}, \text{ب}, \text{ر}, \text{ب}, \text{ج}, \text{د}, \text{ج}, \text{ب}, \text{م}, \text{ح} \).

After these three words there follow, both in the first line of the letter and on the address, two words which must be either the names or a further description of the person to whom the letter is sent. Then in the first line and also on the left-hand side of the address there is a word which, since it is followed here, as elsewhere, by \( \text{ن} \) "from", can only mean "sent" or "a missive". The first character is most like a \( \text{د} \); the third, judging from a subsequent word, seems to be \( \text{ش} \); and the fourth is the \( \text{ن} \) as in \( \text{خرد} \). It looks as though the second letter must therefore be a \( \text{ر} \), making \( \text{هرست} = \text{مرست} \) "something sent." After \( \text{ن} \) there are two words which must be the names or description of the sender. Then two words which occur in the same position in the first line of several of the documents, and which must be some form of salutation, since the phrase does not appear in the addresses or elsewhere. The latter of the two words ends with a \( \text{ب} \), preceded by a character which can only be \( \text{ل} \) (obliterated in the facsimile, but clear in other documents). It seems probable that the word is the Aram.-Pahl. \( \text{شلال} = \) "peace", the first character being the same as the \( \text{ش} \) in \( \text{شرش} \). The preceding word, which must be transliterated \( \text{پریال} \), looks as though it might be the Pahlavi corruption of \( \text{شااال} \) "a thousand", but I hardly like to suggest this. If these words are rightly read we have the additional values of \( \text{ل}, \text{ب}, \text{ر}, \text{ش} \).

So far the results seem fairly probable. The proof of them depends on the application of these values to other words in the documents. We ought in fact to be able to
read the rest of the text with at least a small measure of success. This, I confess, I cannot do; but considering the very great difficulty of elucidating the Sassanian inscriptions, I am inclined to hope that the reason lies in my own ignorance. I will therefore only add a few further identifications.

The most commonly recurring word, appearing in every line of the present document, ought, according to the values ascertained, to be read רדס. Since it is used so often, it can only be either the verb "to be" or some common conjunction like "and", "item". It is not likely to be a substantive, since it is found in all the documents, and they can hardly all relate entirely to the same thing. It is natural to think of the Aram.-Pahl. רדס used frequently for "then", amounting to little more than "and". That the same form should serve for ר and ר, as in some forms of Aramaic, would not be surprising, but there can hardly be two forms for ר, namely this and the form in ותרפ. Also the word never occurs in the bare form רדס, but always with two additional letters. The last of these ought to be ר as in ותרפ, but perhaps they are meant to be distinguished, since the forms are slightly different. The word takes suffixes, as conjunctions regularly do in Pahlavi. They are ד- in l. 3 (twice) and l. 4 (twice), ר- in l. 7 and ג- in l. 6, ו- in l. 8. I take these to be the suffixes of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons respectively, corresponding to the Pahlavi -m, -t, -sh, with a conjunction, "and I," "and you," "and he." One of these suffixes, ג-, appears again in l. 6 appended to a word רדס (?), which is used almost equally often in apparently the sense of a conjunction in other documents. It seems to be the Aram.-Pahl. ג with the same termination as in רדס (?). With regard to the termination ר- (l. 7), there can be no doubt that this is a final form of ר, as in the Sassanian alphabet, and not a ל, which it more resembles; note e.g. the latter part of the
fourth word in l. 1 and the sixth word in l. 2. However, the form without a tail is used as final in פָרַשָׁה and sometimes elsewhere. Other words recognizable are Aram.-Pahl. אֵל "not" in ll. 5, 6, 7 (twice), 8; בֵּית "one", "a" (probably not בֵּית Aram.-Pahl. "this"), ll. 2, 4, 7, elsewhere יִבְנֵי, sometimes apparently connected with its noun, as יִבְנֵי הָעֲבוֹדָה (?!) l. 2; Aram.-Pahl. כָּל "all" in ll. 3, 7, 8 (twice), cf. also כָּל "each one", l. 8. Perhaps, too, הד in l. 7=טח "good", and כָּל (with כ for כ as in Pahlavi)=דו "a measure", l. 8.

Further, the numerals appear to be written as in Pahlavi, e.g. l. 2 ס = 4; l. 3 ס ע נ = 8, with a suffix. In fact, in ll. 2–4 we seem to have an enumeration of objects, the higher numbers being in ciphers and ב "one" being used several times. The number in l. 3 preceded by כ is perhaps the total of the preceding, but as the numerals are rather broken it is not possible to be sure of this. In l. 9 (margin) the "one" is written with a cipher, instead of ב, after כ. The line seems to mean "... 3 כָּל יִבְנֵי, each one (being) מִלָּה, (and) מִדָּה (numeral) each one (being). . . ."

In conclusion, I give a table of the probable values of the characters, a hand-copy of the address on the back, a list of words found in the document, and a reduced facsimile of it from a photograph. The table of characters contains all the forms found, seventeen or nineteen in number. No sign has been identified as או or medial י, which must occur, so that some signs must have double values, or at any rate are not distinguishable. Possibly the doubtful equivalents of ב and ב correspond to או and י. There seem to be no signs for י, ו, ע, פ. The last sign in the table is perhaps a final form of the letter doubtfully given as ב, but the larger form of it is used as a cipher. The last but one, which only occurs once, is probably a high numeral, as it precedes numeral units in l. 3.
Alphabet

Address
List of words

(c.f. address) 7 דבוי
5, 2 דבוי
3 יט
8, 3 דבוי

(line 4)
1 ל
5, 2, 2, 2 לrazier
7, 7, 6, 5 לrazier
4, 4, 3, 3 לrazier

(elsewhere רט) 1 ל
8 לrazier
(?) 8, 8 לrazier

(line 4)
4 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
5 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
(ש.ד.א.) 1 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.

3 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
4 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
7, 4, 2 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
2 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
2 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
1 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
1 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
(ש.ד.א.) 1 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
(ש.ד.א.) 1 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
3 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.

(line 4)
2 ל
2 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
2 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
3 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
(ש.ד.א.) 1 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
5 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
6 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
6 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
7 מ.ג.א. מ.ג.א.
Document from E. Turkestan in Aramaic characters.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

THE SANCHI EDICT OF ASOKA

The short and much damaged edict of Aśoka at Sāñchi is not without interest, because it supplements and explains the still more fragmentary Allahabad edict and the mutilated fourth line of the Sārnāth edict. The beginning of the Sāñchi edict is lost, and the legible words of the first and second of the preserved lines do not yield a complete sentence. The end of the second line and the beginning of the third have not yet been deciphered completely.

Bühler in Ep. Ind., vol. 2, p. 367, read:—

[2] . ta pa [3] . [. ikhi(?)(tam)] . m . ri(?) . [ke ?]

M. Boyer in Journal Asiatique, série 10, vol. 10 (1907), p. 123, transcribed the same portion thus:—


His conjectural restoration (p. 124) runs:—


Finally, Professor Venis in Jour. and Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, new series, vol. 3 (1907), p. 4, read:—


A careful examination of the existing traces of letters enables me to state with perfect confidence that the actual reading of the stone is:—


As the facsimile (EI, 2. 369) shows, the first letter cannot be ha or o, but may be pe or pu; more probably the latter, which is required by the context. The first letter of l. 3 is lost, but can be supplied with certainty. The third is kam or ke, more probably the latter. The
fourth is distinctly \textit{cham}, not \textit{tam} or \textit{bham}. The fifth is destroyed, but the outlines of \textit{da} can still be traced. The seventh letter is not \textit{bhe} or \textit{dhā}, but \textit{sū}. The ninth letter is surely not \textit{lo}, but \textit{ya} or, more probably, \textit{yī}. That my reading is correct, can be proved from the circular part of edict 7 on the Delhi Siwālik pillar, l. 10, where Dr. Fleet’s excellent plate (\textit{Ind. Ant.}, vol. 13, p. 310) reads distinctly:

\begin{quote}
\textit{putāpapotike chāndamasyuliyike hotu ti}
\end{quote}

The adverb \textit{chāndamasyuliyike} corresponds to the well-known term \textit{āchandarārkam} of later records, and exhibits, like \textit{putapapotike}, the Prākrit affix \textit{ika}, which we find also in two Pallava inscriptions and on the Kṣaṇamūḍi plates; see \textit{vadhanike} and \textit{vejayike} in \textit{Ep. Ind.}, vol. 1, p. 6, text l. 9, and vol. 6, p. 87, text l. 5 f., p. 317, text l. 8 f.

In the last line the stone does not read \textit{saṅghasa mage}, as Bühler and M. Boyer have transcribed, but \textit{saṅghe samage}.

I now subjoin a translation of the preserved portion of the Sānchi edict:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Translation}
\end{quote}

"... path is prescribed both for the monks and for the nuns.

"As long as (my) sons and great-grandsons (shall reign, and) as long as the moon and the sun (shall shine), the monk or nun who shall cause divisions in the Saṅgha \footnote{1 This translation is based on M. Boyer's explanation of the words \textit{ye saṅghasa bhokhati} (p. 130 f.)} should be caused to put on white robes \footnote{2 M. Boyer (p. 130) quotes a passage from Buddhaghōsa in which Aśoka is said to have given white robes (\textit{setakāni ratthāni}) to the heretical monks whom he expelled: see Vinayapitāka, ed. Oldenberg, vol. 3, p. 312. The proper colour of the robes of a Buddhist monk is yellow.} and to reside in
a non-residence. For what is my desire? That the Saṅgha may be united (and) of long duration."

E. HULTZSCH.

ON SOME IRREGULAR USES OF ME AND TE IN EPIC SANSKRIT, AND SOME RELATED PROBLEMS

In his "Grammatical Notes", JRAS., 1910, pp. 468–74, Mr. Keith undertakes to disprove any alleged uses of me and te in the Rāmāyaṇa other than as datives and genitives. Some other apparent irregularities are also treated by him. This article came to my notice just as I was preparing to take up my new duties as Ethnologist at the Bureau of American Ethnology, so that I have not had the full amount of time that I should ordinarily desire in replying to it. But as there is but little likelihood of my having more leisure in the near future, I think it as well to say a few words now.

I am glad to acknowledge that he has properly corrected me on several individual points (see below), but I regret to state that as a whole I am unconvinced by his arguments. We differ radically in principle.

We read (p. 469) "though in any case arguments from Pāli or Prākrit syntax to Sanskrit are apt to be quite unscientific and lead to unsound results." I am quite sure that a careful perusal of Franke's Die Casuslehre des Pāṇini, BB. xvi, pp. 64–120, would make him exceedingly reluctant to make such a sweeping statement. Compare Delbrück, Brugmann-Delbrück, Grundriss, iii, 86; Jacobi, Erz., p. vi; Kielhorn, JRAS., 1898, p. 18. This last reference may be quoted: "In the so-called epic Sanskrit

1 i.e., a residence unfit for members of the Saṅgha. Professor Venis (loc. cit., p. 3) quotes Buddhaghōsa's explanation of the term anāvāsa: see Sacred Books of the East, vol. 17, p. 388, note 1.

2 The word samaye, as well as bhete in l. 3 of the Sārnāth edict, Ep. Ind., vol. 8, p. 168, supports my translation of bhokhati.
there are not a few forms and constructions which seem to me Pāli rather than Sanskrit.”

On p. 474 we read “The use of these forms [me and te are meant] in other senses in Pāli and Prākrit is of no value for Vedic or Sanskrit”. In so far as both Pāli and Prākrit share a number of lexical and grammatical features with Vedic as opposed to Sanskrit (Pischel, Grammatik, section 6; Franke, Pāli und Sanskrit, pp. 150 ff., and the literature cited in these references), in principle there is no reason why Pkt. me and te (de) cannot be used as arguments in favour of the view that in Veda me and te may be used as accusatives. Cf. Pischel, GGA., 1877, p. 1066. Whether they actually are is an entirely different matter. It is an acknowledged fact that Epic Sanskrit teems with Middle Indic forms (Kielhorn, JRAS., 1898, p. 18; Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 261 ff., especially p. 263, foot-note 2: “I think the more the epic is studied the more Prākrit will be found”). To cite a few such cases: eso (for esa); gāvas as acc. pl.; the accusatives duhitām, svasām; mātā as vocative; mātaras as acc. pl.; durvacas as nom. sing. masc.; -antī for -ati; sma, brumi, dadmi, kurni, sambhriyantu (passive with active termination); gerunds in -ya for -tva; causatives in -āpaya. Citations for all of these will be easily found in my “Linguistic Archaisms of the Rāmāyana”, JAOS., xxv 1, 89–145. Hence the occurrence of me or te in other functions than dat. and gen. in Epic Sanskrit should not surprise us.

Mr. Keith on p. 472 says that the argument available from the use of me and te as accusatives found by Pischel in Rgveda is of no weight. I quite agree with him that there is a great gulf between Rgveda and the Epic; but once admitting this apparently irregular use of me and te in Rgveda (which Mr. Keith does not), I see no reason why per se we should reject the possibility of me and te occurring in the Epic in other functions than dat. and gen., for the reason that we find Vedic archaisms (despite
Bohtlingk and Jacobi) in the Epics. Such are: the sandhi of pragrhya vowels; "double sandhi"; acc. pl. neut. of a-stems in -ā; nom. pl. of u-stems in -vas; acc. pl. of i-stems in -āyas; gās as nom. pl.; nom. pl. of ā-stems in -is; acc. pl. of i-stems in -yas; āpas as acc. pl.; a few isolated agreements in the voice of certain verbs; improper subjunctive; bravīta as 2nd pers. pl. imp.; the participle stuvāna-; sporadic absence of reduplication in the perfect; perfect middle participle; absence of augment (not rare); the use of i in the futures jayīṣya- (J.B.E.; jesya- V. +); svapīṣya- (A.V.R.; svapsya- B. +); mithuna as a masc. noun; sarīṣya as a neuter; rodasi construed with a singular; a number of verbal forms. These will be found duly registered in my "Linguistic Archaisms", etc. Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 261 ff., should also be consulted, as well as Holtzmann's monograph on the language of the Mahābhārata.

Now if the use of me and te other than as datives and genitives is admitted for both Vedic and Middle Indic, then to a still greater degree there is no inherent reason why we should not find use also in the Epic. For there are some, though very few, agreements between Vedic, Epic Sanskrit, and Middle Indic as opposed to Classical Sanskrit. Such are more free sandhi and the stem apsarā- (Pkt. accharā- phonetically). Note too the construction of mā with augmented tense in ŚB., TA., KS.; the shortening of final vowels in compounds in ApŚŚ.; with Epic (R.) patnīsū compare TB. and ApŚŚ. patnībhis.

Now let us turn to the individual cases. First we take up me as instrumental. The only case I claim is at iv, 14. 14: anvāten noktapurvaṃ me cirāṃ kṛcehre tisṭhatā. Mr. Keith here suggests a double construction. In principle this is quite permissible. And Mr. Keith lays emphasis on the fact that me and te as instrumentals in Pāli are by no means certain. I go further, and admit that I have never met either in Pāli where they must be
instrumentals and cannot be simple genitives. And not a single example of me cited by Pischel as instrumental is necessarily to be taken as such. Nevertheless me as instrumental cannot be denied to certain Middle Indic dialects, namely, certain Asokan ones, as Wackernagel pointed out long ago (KZ. xxiv, 599). I may perhaps be permitted to go into this further, and add more proof for his contention, as of recent years I have devoted considerable attention to the Asokan inscriptions. We have in the third edict of the Kālsi, Jaugāda, and Dhauli redactions of the Fourteen Edicts of Asoka, at iii, 7, iii, 10, iii, 9 respectively, me in concord with an instrumental. The Gīrnār version (at iii, 1) has māyā as the correspondent to Māgadhan\(^1\) me, which accordingly must be an instrumental. The Mansehra corresponding passage is nearly valueless as it teems with Māgadhisms, and the Shāhbażgarhi one happens to have a lacuna where we otherwise would find a correspondent to me.

Similarly, at Dh. v, 22 we have me in concord with an instrumental. The Gīrnār text has māyā as the correspondent, the Mansehra and Shāhbażgarhi versions have māya (vowel quantities are not distinguished in the alphabet in which these versions are written), the Kālsi recension has māma[yā]. The Jaugāda redaction has a lacuna in the corresponding passage. It will be seen that me of the Dhauli redaction here, too, must be an instrumental.

And corresponding to Dhauli me at v, 20, the Gīrnār text has māyā as the correspondent, the Shāhbażgarhi

---

\(^1\) For the benefit of those who are not specialists I mention that it is a recognized fact that the Gīrnār, Shāhbażgarhi, and Mansehra redactions of the Fourteen Edicts are translations from an original composed in a Māgadhan dialect, that is, a speech essentially the same as that of the Dhauli, Jaugāda, and Kālsi (Edicts i–ix) redactions of the Fourteen Edicts, and that of the various versions of the Seven Pillar Edicts; and that this dialect has left traces in the translations. Such traces are called Māgadhisms, as the dialects of the above-named monuments were Māgadhan.
and Mansehra recensions have *maya*, the Kālsi text has *mamayā*. Here, again, *me* must be an instrumental.

In the dialects of the various versions of the Seven Pillar Edicts *me* is found in concord with an instrumental: see Delhi–Sivalik, i, 1, 2; iv, 1, 2; v, 1, 2; v, 19, 20; vi, 1, 2; vii, 2, 10; Delhi–Mirat, v, 14, 15; Allahabad, i, 1; v, 20; Radhia, i, 1, 2; iv, 14; vi, 14; Mathia, i, 1, 2; iv, 17; v, 14, 15; vi, 16 (1).

By the analogy of Dh. v, 20 we can be sure *me* is an instrumental at ii, 14 of the D.S. redaction of the Seven Pillar Edicts, and similarly in the other versions. The same applies to D.S. iii, 17, 18, and the corresponding passages of the other redactions.

For the construction of the past participle of √*kr* with the instrumental of the 1st personal pronoun singular see also Dh. vi, 28; J. vi, 1; K. vi, 18; G. vi, 2; Shb. vi, 14; Mans. vi, 27. These references will even further strengthen our belief that *me* can be used as an instrumental.

As I have stated above, Middle Indic forms teem in the Epic, and for this reason, since *me* as an instrumental cannot be denied for certain Asokan dialects, I shall continue to regard *me* in the combination *me-tisṭhata* as a true instrumental. I may add that Pischel adduces but one certain example where *te* is an instrumental in Prākrit; there are a few other cases in which it is either possible or probable. However, Hemacandra (the only native authority to whom I have access at the present moment) vouches for the form as an instrumental; and in view of Asokan *me* the form is unquestionably genuine.

Let us now turn to *te* as accusative singular. The first case is by far the most important: *apāpāh vedmi Sīte te* of the Bombay recension at vii, 40, 10. On p. 470 Mr. Keith remarks: “But Goresio’s edition has *tvām*, and the corruption is obvious.” This shows that he is not acquainted with the interrelation with the Bombay
and Bengal redactions of the Rāmāyaṇa. One of the most prominent features of the Bengal text is the suppression of all grammatical deviations from Classical Sanskrit (cf. Jacobi, Rāmāyaṇa, p. 5, and the literature cited there), typical of the avoidance in the Bengal text of brūmi and bravīhi of the Bombay version (see section 632 of my essay). The very fact that Gorresio has tvām for te, so far from being any argument against te as accusative, in point of fact is one of the most cogent proofs of its genuineness. When we note that te (de) as accusative cannot be denied to Prākrit on the general lines I have indicated above, I think that te as accusative in the Bombay redaction should be accepted without question, quite irrespective of whether or not te is used as accusative in RV. If it is, then we have an additional argument. But our case does not need it.

Mr. Keith then proceeds to say: "After this we will hardly be inclined to take very seriously the use in vii, 53, 21: sa te mokṣayitā śāpāt. The sense is clearly either dative 'for thee', or genitive 'of thee', not an accusative at all." To begin with, I think that I have shown that the previous case of te as accusative is not to be dismissed so lightly as Mr. Keith imagines. As the passage under discussion is a difficult one, I give it in full—

\[
\text{sa te mokṣayitā śapād} \\
\text{rājaṁ tasmād bhavisyasi} \\
\text{kṛtā ca tena kālena} \\
\text{nīskṛtis te bhavisyati.}
\]

An ellipsis occurs in pāda b: a past participle is to be supplied.\(^1\) Then we render the above: "He will release thee from the curse, O king, thou wilt become freed from this curse, and at that time thy expiation will be made." That is, mokṣayitā is the periphrastic future of mokṣay-, requiring an accusative as the direct object. But if

---

\(^1\) The commentary wrongly supplies vrkalāsa (from v. 18).
bhavisyati is to be supplied from pāda d, another ellipsis, then of course mokṣayitā is a nomen agentis and te a genitive.

The parallel of nīskṛtis te to te mokṣayitā does, indeed, rather favour the last view. But native tradition has preferred the first (comm.: sa te tvāṁ sapāṁ mokṣayitā). Under these circumstances I think that an absolute certainty as to whether te is accusative or genitive is impossible. As was to be expected, the Bengal text affords no help. As the correspondence cannot be found in Jacobi's Concordance, I give it here—

Bombay.          Bengal.

vii, 53, 21a.    vii, 55, 21c.
vii, 53, 21b.    vii, 55, 21d (partially).
vii, 53, 21c.    vii, 55, 22a.
vii, 53, 21d.    vii, 55, 22b.

The Bombay edition of 1895 reads—

sa te mokṣayitā rājāṁ

tasmāc chāpād bhavisyati

kṛtā ca tena kālena

nīskṛtis te bhavisyati (vii, 53, 21).

Here all difficulties are removed; te must be a genitive. To Mr. Keith this will obviously be the correct reading. But to my mind it is much easier to suppose a corruption of bhavisyasi in pāda b to bhavisyati than the reverse. The truth is that we have an attempt, and a successful one, at getting rid of a difficult passage exactly as sa tvāṁ cikṣepa as a 2nd singular in the Bombay edition of 1902 at v, 67, 13 is replaced by kṣiptavāṁs tvam (G. curiously agrees with By.: see v, 68, 11).

But at the same time, since the Bombay text can be explained by an ellipsis, this particular passage should not be used to prove te an accusative. Yet it can legitimately be used to show how te came to be felt as such.
In *aham ājñāpayāmi te* at vii, 47, 9, I wrongly followed the commentator in taking *te* as accusative. But Mr. Keith's example from R. vi, 103, 10, taken from BR., to show this, is no proof at all. For *ājñāpayya* in the sense of "assure" takes the genitive. See OB., and Williams under *ājñā* 1.

On p. 471 Mr. Keith discusses *suhrān mahyam*. He says that this is a clear dative as in RV. *cārur āyave*. Though "there is a great gulf between Rgveda and Epic" (p. 472), he is quite ready to bridge this when it suits his purpose. Speyer, *Ved. u. Skt. Syntax*, section 46 Anm., may be quoted: "die Dat. *mahyam* und *tubhyam* im epischen Dialect und in den Volkssprachen; ja, sie übernehmen so gar auch genetivische Function." For Prākrit, see Pischel, *Grammatik*, sections 415, 418, 420, 421; Jacobi, *Erz.*, section 43; for Pāli, Kuhn, *Beiträge*, pp. 85, 86; E. Müller, *Pāli Grammar*, pp. 86, 87; Henry, *Précis*, section 147; Torp, *Flexion*, p. 15; Childers, under *aham* and *tvam*. Hence I see no reason for altering my view. As I have said before, the Epic dialect teems with Prākritisms and Pālicisms.

At vi, 19, 20 I took *me* as an ablative (comm. *mattah*). Mr. Keith (p. 469) says that Homeric *τὸι αύ ἀφεῖλετο* shows that *me* is a dative. Interesting though this Homeric example be, it is unnecessary to go outside the Indie range for the solution of the problem: *me* is a genitive, pure and simple, as is shown by iii, 51, 27 (see Speyer, *Ved. u. Skt. Syntax*, section 73).

Similarly, at vii, 10, 17 I thought *me* was ablative (comm. *mattah*). Mr. Keith again makes use of Homer to prove the form is a dative. From *vāvre prasādam viprendrāt*, i, 30, 31, and *varam ca mat kamcana māna-vendra vṛṇīsva*, Bh.P., iv, 20, 16 (Speyer, *Ved. u. Skt. Syntax*, section 51), it certainly does seem as if *me* were ablative. Or if *me* as accusative were firmly established, one might consider this one; compare *tad vṛṇīsva mām*
Mark.P., 24, 4 (Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, section 95, 5). But inasmuch as Vyāc is construed with the genitive (this rarely; ablative usually) I have little doubt that in this case we have an extension of the ablative genitive (cf. Speyer, Ved. u. Skt. Syntax, section 73).

I am glad to be corrected regarding tubhyam as a variant to tvayā at iii, 49, 39, and yāyam at v, 64, 17; but I would like to register a protest against the citation of a reprint which has different pagination than the periodical in which the article originally appeared, unless this latter is cited as well (see p. 470, foot-note 3; BB. 16 [1890], pp. 82, 83, are intended).

Mr. Keith (p. 472) would amend asyā at v, 16, 11 if it is to be taken as a locative. I am not so sure of that; cikṣepa as a 2nd person singular at v, 67, 13 is fully as great an anomaly. In fact, it seems to me that Mr. Keith's passion for emendation (see pp. 470, 472, 473) is a decided weakness to his case.

I regret exceedingly that I cannot go into the question at full length as to whether me and te as accusatives are to be recognized for the Veda. At present I must content myself with saying R. iv, 20, 10 certainly is not evidence for such alleged use.

In conclusion I add that vol. v of Delbrück's Synt. Forsch. and his Altind. Syn. were not to be had in New York nor in Washington when this was written, so that I could not look up Mr. Keith's reference to each of these.

TRUMAN MICHELSOON.

Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington, D.C.
June, 1910.

Note on the Above

I have had pleasure in reading the proofs of Dr. Michelson's note printed above, which contains some interesting contributions to the Asokan grammar. As he says, the
interpretation which we put on the evidence differs in principle. He sees readily in the Epic on all sides traces of Pāli or Prākṛt syntax, while I, though not desiring to deny the presence of such traces, consider that it is more sound in principle not to resort to Pāli or Prākṛt parallels until Sanskrit parallels fail, and my study of Franke's papers has not altered this view. Of course, if the Epic is a Sanskrit version of a Prākṛt original, to explain its linguistic vagaries by Prākṛtisms is at once natural and proper, but I still feel convinced that Jacobi's arguments against that view are conclusive, though I do not think it necessary to accept his theory of the dating of the epics exactly as he presents it. If, then, the Epic was from the first written in Sanskrit, it is legitimate to seek to reduce its usages to the norm of ordinary Sanskrit, and it seems possible to do that in the great majority of cases without any real difficulty.

I need not review Dr. Michelson's discussion of the individual cases, with regard to all of which I see no reason whatever to modify my opinion, except to say that he has clearly missed the point of my remark as to the alleged te as accusative in apāpāṃ vedmi Sīte te, or he would not have made the gratuitous accusation of ignorance of the relation of the Bombay and Bengal redactions of the Rāmāyaṇa. The point is one of paleography: Sīte te tvām is a corruption of Sīte tvām, which is one of the most obvious imaginable, and the next stage is for a predecessor of Dr. Michelson's in the belief in te = tvām to omit the tvām as a gloss on te. On Dr. Michelson's own theory I cannot see how the presence of tvām in Gorresio's text is a "cogent proof" of the genuineness of te in the Bombay edition. It would only be cogent if (say) the correct form grammatically spoiled the metre or something of that sort, and its whole effect is spoiled by the fact that the preceding Sīte takes away all the value of te as evidence. And the more one
sees of Sanskrit MSS. the more one hesitates to create linguistic atrocities out of variant readings.

I may add that in a note in the October number of the Journal will be found some criticisms on Dr. Michelson's linguistic archaism in the Rāmāyaṇa, which, though written before, answer some of the remarks in his note.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.

October, 1910.

FURTHER NOTE ON THE GENITIVE-ACCUSATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN MARATHI

Mr. T. K. Laddu, in reply (pp. 870-3 of the Journal for July) to my article on genitive-accusative construction in Marāṭhī (pp. 481-4 of the Journal for April), seems to represent a peculiar point of view of philology in general and of comparative philology in particular. May I be allowed to add a few remarks to it?

Mr. Laddu's derivations are doubtful. As regards his etymology of the Marāṭhī termination स (p. 872: “and so स also might have come from another postposition साठो”), Mr. Laddu does not know that Dr. Hoernle showed many years ago (JASB. xlii, p. 61) that the postposition साठो is really a compound of the old genitive termination स and the postposition चाठो (Ap. Pr. चढूँचि, Skt. चत्रो = for the sake of). Dr. Hoernle's derivation, repeated in his still very useful Grammar (A Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages, with special reference to the Eastern Hindi, London, 1880), § 365, has been accepted by other scholars (cf. Beames, A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India, ii, § 57).

Dr. Hoernle further (Gr., § 375) warns us against confusion of two postpositions in Indo-Aryan languages: N. जाइ, S. जार, M. जा (Skt. बामे = for the benefit of) and the
postposition N. लागी, S. लगे, M. लागी (Skt. लपे = in contact with). This notwithstanding, Mr. Laddu, deriving the Marāṭhī termination ला from the postposition लागी (p. 872: “The termination ला has come from the postposition लागी”), confuses them.

Mr. Laddu seems to be astonished (cf. p. 871: “regarding the use of what he (Dr. Lesny) calls the genitive,” or further below: “inflected accusative (which Dr. Lesny calls genitive”)) that I call the Marāṭhī form in स a genitive. He could, however, very easily have ascertained that that is nothing new. See, for instance, Dr. Grierson’s L.S. vii, p. 24, where Dr. Sten Konow says: “bāpās is derived from Prākrit bappasa, the genitive of bappō, a father, the genitive having replaced the dative in all Prākrits.” Mr. Laddu assumes that I have followed in my grammatical studies only Navalkar’s Student’s Marāṭhī Grammar (cf. especially p. 872: “The terminations of the inflected accusative, स, ना, are derived by the Rev. G. R. Navalkar (whom Dr. Lesny has followed) from the Sanskrit ख”), but the case is, it seems, entirely the reverse. J. Beames (Gr. ii, § 59) derives the Marāṭhī termination चा from Skt. चा (also Dr. Bhandarkar), Dr. Hoernle (JASB. xli, p. 139, and Gr., § 374) from Skt. छत:, Dr. Grierson (K.Z. xxxviii, p. 473) again from Skt. tya (+ ka). But Mr. Laddu, disregarding these leading authorities, says (p. 872): “As regards the genitive proper in Marāṭhī, we have the termination चा . . . . which is most probably derived from the Sanskrit ख.” So far as I am aware, only the Rev. G. R. Navalkar derives चा from Skt. ख, an impossible derivation; cf. Navalkar’s Grammar, § 81, note: “The genitive चा is the modification of the Sanskrit genitive inflection ख.” But on p. 873 Mr. Laddu proposes a new etymology: “Perhaps this स has nothing to do with the Sanskrit ख, from which we have य and च through Mahārāṣṭrī. There is also another and better derivation
possible. . . . the accusative plural termination, which was originally अण्स in Sanskrit, was probably modified and taken into Marathi as अण्स (अण्सa) or चा with a nasal on the preceding syllable.” I suppose it is not necessary to refute such an etymology, which would have been more natural a hundred years ago than to-day. On the Indo-Aryan phonology we have to-day Dr. Grierson’s excellent essays, “On the Phonology of the Modern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars,” ZDMG. xlix, pp. 393–421, and l, pp. 1–42. L. Gray’s Indo-Iranian Phonology and Dr. Hoernle’s Grammar can also be recommended.

As to the whole question, I must repeat the views of Dr. Sten Konow (L.S. vii, p. 25), Dr. Grierson (K.Z. p. 490), and other scholars (from the Indian grammarians for instance, Yoshi, Gr. iii, p. 376) that the Marathi form in चा is originally an adjective and no case. Thus when I compared the genitive-accusative construction in Old Slavonic with a construction in modern Marathi everyone sees I must have meant not an adjective but a case, the original old genitive (L.S. vii, p. 24): Skt. devasya, Pkt. devassa, Mar. devās. And in that sense I have used the term genitive. Most of the Marathi grammars call that case according to the Sanskrit syntax dative or inflected accusative, and European scholars have followed this use. In my opinion it would be better to call an accusative only that form of a noun which is equal to the nominative, and which is called now “uninflected accusative”, but the form in म (originally an old genitive) and the new equivalents a genitive; the form चा is a pure adjective, a possessive adjective. As in Prakrits there will be no dative. If less practical such nomenclature would be more philological.

As to the animate and inanimate object of a transitive verb in modern Marathi (in prose), the position is as I have stated in the Journal of April, pp. 481–4. In Marathi English Primer, by Ganesh Hari Bhide, Bombay, 1889,
we read on p. 17: "When a noun denoting a person is the object of a transitive verb, it is always put in the dative case (ending स्, etc.); but when a noun denotes an irrational animal, it is optionally put either in the accusative or dative case. In all other notions the accusative case is generally used." Exactly the same is said in the 2nd edition, 1901, p. 30. Navalkar (Student's Marathi Grammar, p. 43) says the same. Now Mr. Laddu writes that I have misunderstood the Marathi construction (p. 871), that the rule is erroneous and inaccurate, and quotes a few verses from Dnyanesvari from the thirteenth century. On the contrary, it is due to the development of the language that it does not remain the same. His statement concerns the language of Dnyanesvari, but not the Marathi of to-day; to-day the Marathas speak otherwise than in the thirteenth century. Secondly, Mr. Laddu ought not to quote poetry, which differs in all languages from prose. I did not conceal the fact that my instances on pp. 781–2 of this Journal were taken from the reading-books (Mr. Laddu says in the very beginning of his paper (p. 870) a little ironically: "Dr. Lesny has quoted a few sentences from Marathi reading-books and shown ... "). I think the Marathi reading-books prepared by the Vernacular Text Books Revision Committee, bearing the dates 1906–8, illustrate very well the Marathi as spoken to-day, and I observe that the use in these books agrees with the rule as stated by Bhide and Navalkar. Of course, the use in old Marathi poetry and also in Marathi proverbs differs considerably from the use in Marathi prose.

Nevertheless, I am glad to learn Mr. Laddu's opinion, because Marathi is his own language.

V. Lesny.

Prag.
September 5, 1910.
DATTAKA-SUTRA

In almost all the copperplate grants of the Western Gaṅga series, the epithet Dattaka-sūtra-vṛttēḥ pranētā occurs in the description of the second king of the dynasty, who was known as Kiriya-Mādhava or Mādhava II. All the scholars who have dealt with these records have translated this expression by “author of a treatise, or a commentary, on the law of adoption”. I venture to think that this is a mistake, and that the word Dattaka here has nothing to do with adoption.

Among the known works bearing on the law of adoption we may name the Dattaka-chandrikā, *-didhitī, *-mimāṃsā, and *-mayūkha, and the Datta-kaumudi, *-ratnāpaṇa, *-smṛtisāra, *-ādarśa, *-ratnākara, *-saṅgraḥa, *-chintāmani, *-kalpalatā, *-kaustubha, *-ratna-pradīpikā, and *-siddhāntamañjari. Judged in the light of these names, the expression Dattaka-sūtra appears to be too indefinite to be the name of a work on the law of adoption, unless we are sure of the existence of a special work in the sūtra style on the subject. But no such work is known to exist. I therefore take the expression Dattaka-sūtra of the grants as meaning “the sūtras or aphorisms of Dattaka”, and identify Dattaka with a writer on erotics who is mentioned by Vātsyāyana, the author of the Kāma-sūtra. We learn from Vātsyāyana’s preface that the Kāma-sūtras were originally composed by Nandi in 1,000 adhyāyas; that they were abridged into 500 adhyāyas by Auddālaki Śvētakētū; that they were further condensed into 150 adhyāyas by Bābhraya Pāńchāla, who divided the subject into 7 adhi-karaṇas; and that Bābhraya’s sixth adhikaraṇa, entitled Vaiśīka, was made the subject of a separate work by Dattaka at the instance of the dancing-girls of Pātaliputra. We are further told that Chārāyaṇa, Suvarṇanābha, Ghōtakamukha, Gōnardiya, Gōnikāputra, and Kuchumāra similarly dealt with other particular portions of the subject in separate treatises of their own. As the order in which
the authors are named appears to be chronological, Dattaka must have lived some centuries before Vâtsyâyana. He is also referred to several times by Vâtsyâyana in the body of his work:—*iti Dattakah*;¹ *Dattaka-sāsanād uktam,*² *parigrahakasy ēti Dattakasya.*³ Dattaka is likewise mentioned in Dâmodaragupta’s *Kuṭṭanīmata,* written at the close of the eighth century A.D., in a verse which runs thus:—

Vâtsyâyanaṁ ayam abudhaṁ
bāhyāṁ dūreṇa Dattakāchāryāṁ
gaṇayati Manmatha-tantrē
paśu-tulyaṁ Rājaputraṁ cha ||

In Kannāḍa works Dattaka’s name is given as Jattaka. Chandrarāja, the author of a Kannāḍa work called *Madana-tilaka,* who flourished in the middle of the eleventh century A.D., names in the following verses Jattaka and other writers on erotics, and says he has drawn upon their works:—

Anakaṁ Kuṇḍali Babhraviyan ati-laulyaṁ Kūbaraṁ kātaraṁ
kinipaṁ Bhadran arūpi Kētu ku-viṭaṁ Vâtsyāyanaṁ
Gōnikā-|
tanayaṁ nirdayan alpa-viryan enipaṁ Chārāyaṇaṁ
Jattakaṁ
tanu-hinam dorey allar int inibaruṁ pratyaksha-
Kandarpahol ||
Ene negalda Chandran abjā-
nana-chandraṁ Śvētakētu-Jattaka-Vâtsyā-
yana-Pāṃchāl-ādi-mahā-
muni-matamane pēldan eseye posa-Gannadadiṁ ||

There can, therefore, be no reasonable doubt that the *Dattaka-sūtra* of the Gaṅga grants refers to the aphorisms of Dattaka mentioned by Vâtsyāyana; and it was on this

¹ Bombay ed., p. 186. ² Ibid., p. 322. ³ Ibid., p. 331.
work that Kiriya-Mādhava or Mādhava II wrote a vṛtti or commentary.

Nothing is known, however, about the date of Dattaka. If the date of Vātsyāyana can be determined, that will give us the lower limit in time for Dattaka. Vātsyāyana often quotes from the Grhyasūtra of Āpastamba, whose period, according to Professor Macdonell, is 400 B.C. What is more important for fixing his period is his reference to the Andhrabhṛtya king Kuntala-Sātakarni having killed his queen Malayavati. Kuntala-Sātakarni's period is supposed to be about 35 B.C. This may be taken as the upper limit of Vātsyāyana’s period. We shall now try to determine the lower limit. Quotations from Vātsyāyana are found in the works of many of the early Sanskrit poets, such as Kālidāsa, Bhavabhūti, and Māgha: the following two instances are from Kālidāsa:

1. Mitra-kāryam apadiśy-ānyatra śētē.
   Kāma-sūtra, p. 328.

   Mitra-kāryam apadiśya pārśvataḥ
   prasthitam tam anavasthitam priyāḥ |
   vidmahē śaṭha palāyana-chchhalāny
   aṅjas āeti rurudhuh kachā-grahaih ||

   Raghuvamśa, xix, 31.

2. Bhōgēshv anutsēkah | parijanē dākshinyam.
   Kāma-sūtra, p. 239.

   Bhūyishṭham bhava daksiniṇā pariyanē bhāgyēśhva- |
   anutsēkini.

   Śākuntala, iv, 17.3

As it is generally agreed that Kālidāsa was a contemporary of Chandragupta II (A.D. 375–412) of the Gupta dynasty, his period may be taken to be about A.D. 400. We are thus led to the conclusion that the

1 Bombay ed., p. 154.
2 Smith’s Early History of India, Table opposite to p. 202.
3 I owe these references to the kindness of Professor K. B. Pathak, B.A.
Kāma-sūtra was composed at some period between 35 B.C. and A.D. 400, and we shall not be far wrong if we assign Vātsyāyana to the second or third century A.D. And from the way in which Dattaka is mentioned in the Kāma-sūtra it may be safely inferred that he preceded Vātsyāyana by one or two centuries. We may take his period to be the first century A.D., though there is nothing to preclude the possibility of his having lived much earlier than that period.

As the period of Kṛṣṇa-Mādhava or Mādhava II is said to be the close of the second century A.D., there is nothing improbable in his having written, as stated in almost all the known Gaṅga plates, a commentary on the aphorisms of Dattaka, an author who preceded him by at least a century. So there does not appear to be any discrepancy in this statement, at any rate, of the Gaṅga plates, though the authenticity of most of them is called in question by some eminent scholars on palæographical and other grounds.

R. Narasimhachar.

Remarks on Mr. Narasimhachar's Note

Mr. Narasimhachar's explanation of the term Dattaka-sūtra as denoting the aphorisms of Dattaka, a writer on erotics, may be accepted as probably correct. But, even if we should go farther and agree with him in assigning Dattaka to the first century B.C. or A.D., the result is hardly sufficient to prove that there really was a Gaṅga king Mādhava II or Kṛṣṇa-Mādhava, reigning at the close of the second century A.D. A commentary on the aphorisms of Dattaka might be attributed to any person, real or imaginary. And the existence of Mādhava II, Kṛṣṇa-Mādhava, as a Gaṅga king, has no basis, except in the imagination of the persons who evolved the fictitious pedigree presented in records which are unmistakably spurious and were fabricated many centuries after that time. This, however, does not detract from the interest
of what Mr. Narasimhachar tells us in connexion with Dattaka and the Dattakasūtra.

In the spurious records of this series, there is another expression regarding which a remark may be added. Another of the imaginary Ganga kings is Durvinita, who is supposed to have begun to reign in A.D. 482. And the records in question speak of him as Kirātārjunīyasya pañcadasa-sarga-tīkākārah. The customary interpretation has been "author of a commentary on fifteen sargas of the Kirātārjunīya". In editing the record on the Südi plates, however, I pointed out (EI, 3. 166–7, 182) that the allusion might be to the fifteenth canto, quite as much as to fifteen cantos, of the poem. And I entertain, in fact, no doubt that that is what is to be understood. Why should anyone write a commentary on fifteen cantos of Bhāravi's poem, and leave the remaining ones, only three, unnoticed? On the other hand, the fifteenth canto contains various curiosities which present ample matter for comment, such as the following. Verse 45 has three meanings. Verse 29 has no labial letters in it. In verse 5, practically only four consonants were used: s in the first pāda; y in the second; l in the third; and ś in the fourth: but n occurs in the last word, śasān. Verse 38 goes farther, and uses practically only two consonants, ch and r. Verse 14 goes farther still: except in the last word, nut, only one consonant, n, is used in it. In verse 16, the first and third pādas are identical; and so also the second and fourth: so, again, in verse 50. In verse 52, all the four pādas are identical. In verse 18, the first pāda read backwards gives the second pāda; and the third, similarly treated, gives the fourth. And verse 22 read backwards gives verse 23. In these circumstances we may, I consider, decide that the meaning of the expression applied to Durvinita is "author of a commentary on the fifteenth canto of the Kirātārjunīya".

I may add that the Kavirājamārga of Kaviśvara, written
under the patronage and inspiration of the Rāshtrakūṭa king Nṛpatunga-Amoghavarsha I, shows (1. 29) that a writer of gādya or ornate prose, by name Durvinita, flourished in the Kanarese country at some time before A.D. 815. I feel little doubt, if any, that that Durvinita is the original of the Durvinita who was introduced into the Western Gaṅga pedigree. We may perhaps trace, some day, a real author Mādhava, who did write a commentary on the Dattaka-Sūtra.

J. F. Fleet.

The Keladi Rajas of Ikkeri and Bednur

With reference to Dr. Barnett's note on "The Keladi Rajas of Ikkeri and Bednur" in this Journal, 1910, p. 149 f., and Mr. Sewell's reply thereto, pp. 487–9, I should like to say a word or two with regard to the point at issue, viz. whether Basavappa was an adopted son or not. There are three unpublished works in Kannada bearing on the history of the Keladi Rajas, namely, Keḷadi-arasara-pūrvottara, Keḷadi-arasara-vamśāvali, and Keḷadi-nṛpa-vijaya, the first two in prose and the third in the form of a champū. The first work was composed by Chennabhanḍāra Purushottamayya, but the authors of the other two works are not known. Of the three works, all of which appear to belong to the eighteenth century, the Keḷadi-nṛpa-vijaya is perhaps the best, as regards both literary merit and the items of information given. It is divided into eleven āśvāsas, and continues the narrative down to A.D. 1763, in which year the kingdom was overthrown by Hyder. At the end of the work the manuscript in my possession contains the following interesting note:—In Śaka 1727, Krōdhana, Nārāyaṇa Rao, the mutsaddi (writer) of Paraṅgi (European) Major Mackenzie Sāheb, had a transcript made of this work.

I shall now proceed to the point at issue. The Keḷadi-nṛpa-vijaya clearly says that Sōmasekhara's consort
Channamāmbike adopted Mariyappa-setṭi’s son Basava. The verse in the original runs thus:—

Ariyalke Sōmaśēkhara-
vara-nṛpatiya patnī Channamāmbikey emba] |
dharey ariye tad-grhitam
Mariyapa-setṭāra kumāra Basava-mahipām ||

A prose passage in the ninth āśvāsa of the same work gives a reason for selecting this boy for adoption. It says that, as Siddammāji, the consort of Bhadrappa, who was the elder brother of Sōmaśēkhara, and Gauramma, wife of Mariyappa-setṭi, were sisters, the latter’s son Basava, who stood in the relationship of a son to Bhadrappa, also stood in the same relationship to his younger brother Sōmaśēkhara, and that consequently Channamāmbike selected the boy as a fit person to occupy the vacant throne of the Keḷadi kingdom, and adopted him with due ceremony in Śaka 1595, Paridhāvī (A.D. 1672). The expression used in the original is grhīta-putra, ‘a taken son’, which is habitually used in the sense of ‘an adopted son’. So the word tanūja, ‘born from the body’, used by Shaḍakshari, is not to be interpreted literally. As Mr. Sewell rightly observes, a properly adopted son is, according to Hindu ideas, as good as a son of the body.

I may also give here a few more details about the Keḷadi kings, not hitherto published, which are found in the Keladi-nṛpa-vijaya. The pedigree given in this work is identical with that given in Dr. Barnett’s paper as far as it goes. The narrative is, however, continued two steps further. Basavappa, the patron of Shaḍakshari, adopted Channa-Basavappa, who died when only 14 years old. Thereupon Basavappa’s consort, Channavirammāji, adopted Sōmaśēkhara. It was during her time that Hyder subverted the Keḷadi kingdom. It will thus be seen that there were altogether three instances of adoption in this dynasty.
Chaudappa, the first king in the pedigree as given by Shadrakshari, was the son of Basavappa, a cultivator of Hallibail, and Basavamāmbe. He had a younger brother named Bhadrappa, and the two brothers having, by order of Kṛṣṇa-Rāya of Vijayanagar, led a successful expedition against the Kirātas, were invested with the government of Chandragutti, Keḷadi, and six more māganis (or small districts). Chaudappa built a palace at Ikkeri in A.D. 1511. Sadāśiva married Vīramāmbe and Bhadramāmbe, and was crowned in Ikkerī. He was a great warrior and a devout Lingāyat. Doḍḍa-Saṅkanna set up the god Aghorēśvara at Ikkeri, and the god Virabhadra at Keḷadi. He defeated Virupaṇa-Oḍeyar and took possession of Jambūr. He also defeated Bhairasa-Oḍeyar of Kārkāla and Sāluvattimma. Chikka-Saṅkanna was murdered by his nephew Rāma-rāja. The latter had two sons: Vira-Oḍeyar and Basavaliṅga. Venkata’s son Bhadrappa was married to Bhaṅgāramma, daughter of Venkaṭādri-Nāyaka of Bēlūr; and his daughter Hiriyamma was given in marriage to Jambūr Virupaṇa-Oḍeyar, their son being Sadāśivaiya. Venkata defeated Kenge Hanuma-Nāyaka, Narasīṅga-rāya of Benkipūr, and Bhairasa-Oḍeyar of Kārkāla; routed the Chauṭas and captured Mangalore; seized the Bārakūr kingdom, once ruled by the Pandyas; and, having defeated Bamiṟukali(?) Bhairā-dēvi, took possession of her kingdom. He caused the following works to be written by his court Pandits: (1) a metrical translation in Kannada of Śivagnite, consisting of eighteen adhyāyas in the uttarakhaṇḍa of the Padma-puraṇa, by the poet Tirumala-bhaṭṭa; (2) Śivāśṭapadi, in Sanskrit, by the same poet; (3) a commentary on the āgama work called Tantra-sāra, by Raṅganātha-dīkhita; and (4) a large work called Mānapriya, relating to horses, by Āsvapandaṭita. He set up the god Ganapati at Sāgar, and built a fine tank and palace there. He was the first to assume the title viṣishtavaidikādvaita-sthāpanāchārya. Bhadrappa died during
his father's lifetime, leaving two sons, Rāmaliṅga, who
died young, and Vīrabhadra, and a daughter who was
given in marriage to his sister's son Sadāśīvaiya. On
Bhadrappa's death, both his consorts died with him,
I.e. became satis. Siddappa, son of Chikka-Saṅkanna,
also died during Venkata's rule, leaving Śivappa and three
daughters by his first consort and Venkata by his second
consort. Vīrabhadra defeated the king of Bilagi, came
into collision with Bijāpūr, and removed his capital to
Bidarūr (Beḍnūr) in a.d. 1638. During his absence from
Bidarūr on a pilgrimage, Rāma-rāja's son Vīra-Oḍeyar set
himself up as king at Ikkēri, but he died soon after.
Then Vīrabhadra's sister's husband Sadāśīvaiya made
a similar attempt, and, as a preliminary step, mutilated
(aṅga-vikalanaṁ mādi) Vīra-Oḍeyar's brother Basavaliṅga lest he should aspire to the throne. But he had to
flee and take refuge with the king of Sōde, who, not
surrendering him when asked to do so, was attacked and
defeated by Vīrabhadra. Meanwhile Sadāśīvaiya died.
An attempt was then made by the people of Sōde to set
up his son with the help of Bijāpūr, but without success.
On Vīrabhadra's death his consort Kollūrammāji became
a sati. Śivappa was crowned in Vēṇupura (Beḍnūr),
which he greatly improved and enlarged. He had five
consorts, two married before coronation and three after
that event; their names being Liṅgammāji, Sāntammāji,
Bhadrammāji, Basavalīngammāji, and Nāgammāji. The
second was the mother of Bhadrappa, and the fourth of
Sōmaśēkhara. The first and the third had each a daughter,
and the fifth had no issue. Śivappa defeated Kṛṣṇappa-
Nāyaka of Bēlūr, helped the king of Vijayanagar who had
taken refuge with him, and, having conquered and seized
the kingdom of Madhulinga-Nāyaka of Sōde, made it over
to him in response to his prayer. His brother Venkata's
consort was Mallammāji. Bhadrappa married Bommammāji
and Siddammāji. It was the latter's sister, Gauramma,
who was married to Mariyappa-setti, whose son Basavappa was, as stated above, adopted by Somaśekhara’s consort Channamāmbike. Bhadrappa liberally endowed Krśṇandaśvāmi’s matha at Muḷbāgal. Somaśekhara having gone mad, his consort Channamāmbike or Chennammāji carried on the government. During her rule, Somaśekhara’s sister’s husband Basavalinga tried to seize the throne, but Chennammāji had him mutilated and sent into exile. Another pretender, Śivappa, was also similarly punished. Chennammāji waged several wars against her enemies, and ruled for nearly twenty-five years. She defeated the king of Sudhāpura and the Mysore general Timmappa, and took the latter’s son Krśnappa captive. Her adopted son Basavappa, who succeeded her, was known as Hiriya-Basavappa, “the Senior Basavappa.” He had four consorts; Chennammāji, Virammāji, Hebbe Chennammāji, and Chennabasavammāji. The first was the mother of Virabhadra, and the fourth of Somaśekhara. Hiriya-Basavappa was a good scholar, and wrote these three works: (1) Śivatatva-ratnākara, (2) Subhāshita-sura-drumpa, both in Sanskrit, and (3) Śakti-sudhākara, in Sanskrit and Kannada. Somaśekhara had three consorts; Virammāji, Basavammāji, and Nilammāji; but none of them had any issue. He honoured the Śrīgēri guru and cleared his debts. His contemporaries were Sarajā Hanumappa - Nāyaka of Tarikere and the Mahratta general Ghōrpaḍe. Virabhadra married Chennammāji and Mallammāji. The son of the latter, Basavappa, the patron of Shādakshari, was known as Kumāra-Basavappa, “the Junior Basavappa,” to distinguish him from his grandfather Hiriya-Basavappa. Virabhadra died before his elder brother Somaśekhara. Kumāra-Basavappa had two consorts, Chennammāji and Chennavirammāji. He caused a matha to be built in Vēṇupura (Beṇnūr), and made it over to Tōṇṭa-svāmi of the Siddhēśvara-gadduge (or pitha) at Dambaḷa.
It may not be out of place to mention here another Sanskrit author who was also, like Shaḍakshari, at the court of Kumāra-Basavappa. He was a Viraśaiva poet named Mari Tōṇṭadārya. His work, called Viraśaivānanda-chandrikā, was written for the instruction of Kumāra-Basavappa at the instance of Tōṇṭa-svāmi, the same person to whom, as stated above, a maṭha was granted by Kumāra-Basavappa. The author has, also like Shaḍakshari, given at the beginning of his work a pedigree of his patron's family, which is identical with that given by Shaḍakshari. We are told that Sadāsiva was also known as Rāya-Nāyaka, and that he built an agrahāra and the Rāmesāvara temple at Keladi. Of the works caused to be written by Venkata, only three are mentioned:

Tantrādhikāra-nirṇayam
 anyāṁ geyāṁ tathā Śivāśṭapadīṁ
Śivagītā-vyākhyānaṁ
Venkata-saṁrād achikarat kirtyai

Bhadrappa's son Virabhadra is said to have been honoured by the Pādushā of Vijayapuri (Bijāpur). The adoption of Basavappa by Channamāmbike is also mentioned. To the three works of Hiriya-Basavappa, a fourth, namely, a commentary on Siddhānta-sīkhāmāṇi, is added. The colophon of the work runs thus:

Śrīmad-anādi-niraṅjana-Jaṅgamāparāvatāra-Tōṇṭada-Siddhēśvara-prasād-āśādita-Śāmbhavāgamāmbōdhī-
mathana-janita-niruttar-aikōttara-śata-sthala-bhedā-
bbhinna-shat-sthala-tattva-bōdha-sudhāsvādānanda-
sandroha-pradāyak-āchāryavarya-Mari-Tōṇṭadārya-
virachitē Basava-vasudhā-Saṅkrandan-ōpadēśē Viraśaivā-
nanda-chandrikāyām.

R. NARASIMHACHAR.
The Translation of the Term Bhagavat

I wonder why nobody, so far, has spoken in favour of the good old word *holy*, which has the sanction of centuries, like *bhagavat*, and means the same. My objection to *perfect* is that it is too vague in that the relation to religion is not expressly indicated by it but has to be inferred from the context. You may be *perfect* in one respect and *imperfect* in another, and the same holds good with *blessed, glorious, excellent*, etc., but the word *holy* is quite unequivocal, and it implies perfectness, for the Holy One is *eo ipso* perfect, adorable, glorious, etc. The word *bhagavat* is at once recognized as a religious term, and so is *holy*, but *perfect* is not and *adorable* neither. *Holy* has the further advantage over all other renderings that its original meaning coincides exactly with that of *bhagavat*. For *holy* (*hål-eg*) is a derivation, with a possessive suffix, from the Anglo-Saxon substantive *heål* (German *heil*), which means "health, welfare, good luck", etc., that is to say, everything auspicious and desirable; and *bhaga-vat* is a derivation, with a possessive suffix, from *bhaga*, the original meaning of which is also "good luck, health, wealth", etc., as is clearly shown not only by Sanskrit *bhagin, bhageśa*, etc., but also by the undeniable connexion of the word with Old Slavic *bogatů, "wealthy," Avestan bayō, "God," etc. It is also noteworthy that the German adjective *heil* (= English *whole*) has the meaning "uninjured, complete, whole" (*aksata*), i.e. *perfect*.

For these reasons I hold that *holy* is the most exact English rendering of the term *bhagavat* that is possible.

F. Otto Schrader.

Adyar, Madras S.
August 11, 1910.
A CASE OF HINDU SYNCRETISM

A curious instance of Hindū syncretism may be noted for future reference. Saiyad Sālār Masʿūd, the nephew of Maḥmūd of Ghaznī, was slain at Bahraich by the Hindū Rājā Sōhēldēō in 1032 A.D. There is a shrine here in Saiyad Sālār’s honour, said to be on the site of an earlier temple of the sun, and by a pilgrimage to this place the blind daughter of Saiyad Jamālu’d-dīn of Rudaulī is said to have recovered her sight. My friend Bābū Sītā Rām, now a Deputy Collector at Bahraich, writes to me that Saiyad Sālār “is now worshipped with banners by Hindūs of Upper India, as the great curer of leprosy and the giver of eyes to the blind, though the cluster of hair fixed on each of these banners is said to represent the cōfīs (or top-knobs) of Hindūs, which had been cut off by him”.

The Bahraich Gazetteer (p. 150) says, “a very picturesque feature of the fair [at the shrine] are the flags brought by pilgrims, worked in gay colours with figures of men and animals. These are mounted on bamboos of great length with some coins tied up in a knot at the point. The pinnacle of the shrine is touched with the point, and the coin taken. If the pilgrim’s desire has not been fulfilled he takes away the flag, but if the request has been granted the flag is left at the shrine.”

G. A. GRIERSON.

Camberley.
August 27, 1910.

NOTE ON DR. STEN KONOW’S ARTICLE ON BASHGALI

Dr. Konow has very kindly given me an opportunity of perusing the proofs of his “Notes on the Classification of Bashgali” appearing in this number of the Journal. I much regret that pressure of other work prevents my devoting myself to a detailed consideration of this most
interesting paper, with much of which I am in entire agreement.

Dr. Konow considers that he and I differ as to the position of Bashgali in regard to Eranian and Indo-Aryan languages; but to me it appears that the difference is rather one of terms and of their application than one of fact. He quotes me as saying that the "Modern Pišāca" languages (including Bashgali) left the parent Aryan stem after the Indo-Aryan languages, but before all the typical Eranian characteristics, which we meet in the Avesta, had developed. Dr. Konow maintains (p. 46) that Bashgali is derived from an ancient Eranian dialect, which had still retained the Aryan s, and had not changed it to h. Now, as this very change is one of the characteristics referred to by me, I do not see any grave discrepancy between the two theories, except in regard to the use by me of terms such as "branch" and "stem". Whether an Aryan language that is on the way to change an Aryan s to an Eranian h, but has not yet done so, is entitled to be called "Eranian" is a question of nomenclature that is of small importance.

My one great regret in regard to Dr. Konow's article is that he has confined himself to Bashgali, and has not discussed the other languages of the same group. If he had done so, I am convinced that he would have largely modified some of his statements, and perhaps would have not have been so definite in classing Bashgali as Eranian. No one who desired to fix the exact relationship of French to Latin would think of omitting to consider any of the other Romance languages, and so it is with Bashgali. The group to which it belongs, looked upon as a whole, exhibits a number of curious phonetic changes that are strange both to Eranian and to Indo-Aryan. A list of the more important of these will be found on p. 3 of my Pišāca Languages. There is a great deal of information regarding at least ḫōwār, Kalāshā, and Shinā
in the works of Biddulph and Leitner, not to speak of special works such as O'Brien's χῶρ Grammar and Vocabulary. Biddulph gives vocabularies of most of the other minor ones. As for Kāshmirī, it already possesses quite a literature, and more will shortly be forthcoming.¹ I cannot admit that it occupies a place apart, any more than Italian occupies a place apart among the Romance languages. Over and over again in the course of my studies has it thrown light upon puzzles in the other "Modern Piśāca" forms of speech.

Finally, may I take this opportunity of stating that, while I have read with respect and interest Dr. Konow’s paper on "The Home of Paiśāci" in ZDMG., lxiv, I must confess that he has failed to convince me, and that I am still impenitent in my belief that the ancestors of these tribes of the North-West Frontier once spoke a language akin to the Paiśāci of the Indian grammarians. At present I have no time at my command, but I hope on some future occasion to take the matter up and to give a sound reason for the faith that is in me.

George A. Grierson.

Camberley.
November 3, 1910.

Udanam
(Published by the Pali Text Society.)

I beg to invite the attention of Pali scholars to the readings of several verses of Udānam which appeared to me to be incorrect when I was translating them of late into Bengali. My own humble suggestions for the reconstruction of the texts are also submitted to the judgment of scholars.²

¹ The Clarendon Press is now printing a Kāshmirī Manual, and a Kāshmirī–English Dictionary is under preparation for the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The text of the Kāshmirī Śiva Parināya is also in the press for the Bibliotheca Indica.

² [The reader should consult Professor Windisch's notes in the JPTS. for 1890, pp. 91 ff.—Ed.]
1. Udānam, i, 4.—The metre is Indravajrā, which undoubtedly attained perfection in the fifth century B.C. The first portion of the verse from Yo to Dhammo is perfectly faultless, but Niṁhuṁko (— — — — for — — — —) in the second foot, and Vusito (— — — for — — —) in the third, show unexpected irregularities. We may read Vāsito for Vusito very easily, as both forms may represent in Pali the Sanskrit word (vi + usitāḥ) vyusitāḥ. Niṁhuṁko seems to convey no meaning. With reference to the Huhuṁka Brāhmaṇas (who, by the way, were never notorious for haughtiness), it cannot mean “not haughty” as has been suggested by one translator. The Pali word Niṁhismako (= Skt. Niṁ + himsakah), which could be easily misread as Niṁhuṁko, improves the metre and the meaning of the verse. I may also note that the Atharva-vedi Brāhmaṇas were once called Hiṁsakāḥ.

One point is clear beyond a shadow of doubt: the word Brāhmaṇo after dhammena so in the fourth foot crept into the text from a marginal explanatory note. As such this word with three additional syllables must be expunged. Though the verse would not suffer in any way if the whole of the fourth foot were left out, I cannot and should not assert that the whole of the fourth foot is but a portion of a marginal note, for even in later times an Indravajrā verse was composed with an additional foot.

2. Ibid., i, 8.—I need hardly state that the introductory stories for the Udānas (explaining the occasion for the inspired utterances) are not very authentic. I am inclined to reject the story of Saṅgāmaji solely on the ground that the honorific addition ji for a man did not come into vogue in early Buddhistic times.¹

The meaning of the first line of the verse is very clear: "(He) welcomes him not who comes to him, and mourns not his loss who passes away." Consistently with this we expect something to be stated with reference to Saṅga and

¹ [The name Saṅgāmaji occurs in the Netti Pakarana, p. 150.—Ed.]
Asaṅga (Saṅgāsaṅga), and those words are really there. But the words Saṅgā and Saṅgāmajī are rather stumbling-blocks, for even in the light of the introductory story the second line cannot be construed correctly in accordance with grammar. I am strongly inclined to think that the last portion of the compound word saṅgāsaṅga being partially illegible, the early editor introduced the story and brought about a restoration of the text in conformity with his story. This was also done in a slovenly way, as no good grammatical construction is possible.

Consistently with what has been stated in the first line of the verse, I beg to suggest that Ujjhitam is the likely word which formed a compound with Saṅgāsaṅga in the form Saṅgasaṅgojjhitam. There is no doubt that this compound word improves the text in all respects.

3. Ibid., ii, 3. — It is quite clear that the words Sukha-kāmāni bhūtāni have also crept into the text from some marginal notes. The very metre requires that these words should be expunged. Then, again, I prefer paccà (or paccā) of MS. A to pecca, which Dr. Steinthal has adopted, for it is inconsistent with other teachings of the Buddha that happiness as a reward in the other world should be held out as an incentive for doing duties here. Pacca or paccā (=Skt. paccha) as an adverb may mean "afterwards" in the usual sense.¹

4. Ibid., ii, 4.—I think that the text improves if we accept the reading Dasātha of the MS. B in the second line. The meaning then would be: Whether living in a village or in forests, a man who is Sukha-dukkha-phutto thinks in this fashion: Aham sukhi ca, aham dukkhito ca; parena idam mahyam sukha-dukkham uppaññitam—"this has not been caused by me (neva attato), this (atha or itha) condition (dasā) of ours (no) comes from others (parato), etc."²

¹ [Cf. Fausböll's and Hardy's notes on Dhammapada, v. 131, and Netti Pakarana, pp. 130, 134.—Ed.]
² [Windisch, loc. cit., agrees with Steinthal.—Ed.]
Phusseyyum in the fourth line is clearly incorrect. We must read phusseyyu, for the meaning is: "In what way, then (kena), should phassā affect (phusseyyu) him who is nirūpadhi?"

5. Ibid., ii, 5.—I am inclined to read vataṁ (= Skt. vratam) for vata (an Avayya indicating certainty) in the text, as in the first place the metre becomes faultless thereby, and in the second place the meaning of the text improves. We clearly see on reference to the second line of the verse that the words were addressed to one who had recently adopted the Buddhist faith. So he was reminded that vrata (duty) does not become easy of fulfilment merely for the reason of having heard much of religious principles, etc.; and that, in spite of such knowledge, a man may remain sakiṇcana and so may not get salvation.

B. C. MAZUMDAR.

DARJILING.
October 26, 1910.

DOES AL GHAZZALI USE AN INDIAN METAPHOR?

In the Udāna¹ a parable is put into the Buddha's mouth. Shortly it is as follows:—

Long ago a king of Sāvatthi had all the blind-by-birth in the place brought together, and shown an elephant. The attendant who showed it them let some feel its head, some its feet, some its back, some its tail, and so on. The king asked them what an elephant was like. Those who had felt its leg said it was like a pillar; those who had felt its tusk said it was like a ploughshare; those who had felt its ear said it was like a winnowing basket; and so on.² Each one was so sure he was right that they came to blows, to the amusement of the king.

² Nine answers are given.
The parable is directed against the theologians, who wrangle, on insufficient evidence, about such questions as the eternity of the world or the soul.

In the just published English abstract of the Persian abstract of Al Ghazzali's *Ihya*¹ the very same simile is used. But it is used for the theologians against the scientists; and in the abstract it is worded more briefly than the Pali.

Colonel Jacob has shown that the parable became so well known in India that it was referred to in a standing phrase, "like the blind men and the elephant."

It would be very interesting if some Arabic scholar would give us the exact wording, in English, of the original passage in Al Ghazzali's *Ihya*, and discuss the possible connexion.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

---

**Note on the "Unknown Languages" of Eastern Turkestan**

Having had no opportunity of giving a final revise to the footnotes of my paper on the "unknown languages" of Eastern Turkestan, in the October number of the Journal for 1910, the following points need correction. On p. 1285, at the end of footnote 8, for "footnote 22" read "footnote 3 on p. 1286". Similarly, on p. 1286, footnote 3, read "footnote 8 on p. 1285". Also, on the same page, cancel "footnote 6" and substitute "See footnote 12 on p. 1285".

After the publication of that paper Baron v. Stael Holstein had the kindness (on November 3 and 29) to send me offprints of two papers published by him in the *Bulletin de l'Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg*, on "Tocharisch und die Sprache I" (1908)

¹ C. Field, *The Alchemy of Happiness*, p. 36.
and on “Tocharisch und die Sprache II” (1909), as well as a copy of the Bibliotheca Buddhica, xii, the second part of which consists of his “Bemerkungen zu den Brähmiglossen des Tišastvustik Manuscripts”. I regret that I had no earlier intelligence of these scholarly efforts, especially of the small collection of identified words on p. 483 of the second paper, in order to utilize them in my own paper. It would seem that the form khāysā (my footnote 3 on p. 1285) is correct, as it occurs also in some Petrovski manuscript fragments, and that prahauštī (footnote 5 on p. 1286) means, not “to take off”, but “to put on” (a robe). The Buddhist monastic rule is to bare one shoulder when coming into the assembly or into the presence of a superior. Accordingly the phrase ekāṁsaṁ uttaraśaṁgaṁ kṛteā, as Childers’ Dictionary in effect explains, means lit. “making the outer robe single-shouldered”, i.e. placing it so as to cover but one shoulder. Therefore the corresponding E. Turk. phrase āausve civarā prahauštī must mean “placing the robe on a single shoulder”. Some of the identifications in the collection, of course, are still doubtful, and most of them were first suggested by Professor Leumann in his contributions to JGOS., lxi, lxii; but some words, as haḍā = day, were identified by me as early as 1901 (in my “Report”, Extra No. to JASB., lxx, p. 34). The peculiar letter which I transcribed uṇ (p. 1295, 4) would seem, after all, to signify the vowel o. In a manuscript fragment, e.g., to which the Baron has kindly drawn my attention, it appears as the initial letter of the Sanskrit word oṣadhī.

With regard to the alternative spellings balysā and baysā (p. 1297, 11), Professor Leumann reminds me of an opinion communicated to me in 1908, which had escaped my memory, but which, in the present uncertain state of our knowledge, deserves to be mentioned. He at that time suggested that the subscript arc may simply indicate the absence of some consonant which originally closed
a syllable, and which need not always have been \( l \), as e.g. in \( \text{ṭe} \text{ma} \text{nyau} \), Skt. \( \text{caksur} \text{bhī} \), where \( \text{ṭe} \text{ma} \) might = Avestic \( \text{cā} \text{šman} \).

A. F. Rudolf Hoernle.

---

**Tibetan Invasion of India in 747 A.D.**

The "Chinese Riddles on Ancient Indian Toponymy" which Colonel Gerini, in the October number of the Journal (1910), restates from Professor Lévi's notes, have been solved, satisfactorily, it seems to me, in my article on the "Tibetan Invasion of India in 747 A.D." in the Asiatic Quarterly Review for January, 1911.

Ch'a-po-ho-lo, or rather \( T'\text{u}-\text{po-ho-lo} \), is the old capital of Vrijji, Tirhūt, or Mithilā, in the north-west of Darbhanga District.

Ka-p'ī-li River and "Country" are the Kamla River and "Kapila" country of that district.

Shan-lien and Kien-t'o-wei (not "Kan-t'o-wei") are the Rivers Bagmati and the "Old Gandak" or Bur Gandakī, to the south-east of Darbhanga.

In that article I have also shown that this invasion was an achievement of Tibetan and not Chinese arms; that it occurred in the year 747 A.D., and not 748 A.D. as hitherto stated; that King Harsha-vardhana's death occurred not later than the middle or beginning of 747 A.D., and probably in 746 A.D., instead of 748 or "the end of 747 or beginning of 748 A.D." as hitherto calculated; \(^1\) and that both the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet and the reduction of

---

\(^1\) This latter is the reading suggested by Professor Parker, to whom I referred this Chinese form of the name of the chief city captured by the Tibetans, namely, 茶 鋪 和 羅. "The first character," Professor Parker writes, "is probably not \( c'h'\text{u}^2 \), as therein represented, but 茶 \( t'\text{u}^2 \), as \( c'h'\text{u}^2 \), which means 'tea' or 'camellia', was scarcely a common word so early."

\(^2\) The current histories, and especially the latest of all: V. A. Smith's Early History of India, pp. 326, etc.
the language of that country to writing (in the Indian character) were probably the result of that invasion.

L. A. WADDELL.

SEAL OF THE DALAI LAMA

In his interesting "Note on the Dalai Lama's Seal" and his important analysis of the Tibeto-Mongol seal-characters, in the Journal for October (1910), Mr. A. H. Francke publishes a reading of the legend on this seal. Doubt is expressed respecting the third "group" in the second column (pp. 1205–7), which, Mr. Francke states, "consists (probably) of a ra and a u vowel-sign, and has to be read ru . . . The reading of the seal is therefore—

talai blamaı ru thamka rgyal";

and this he translates—

"Standard seal of the Dalai lama, bene!"

To me the legend reads decidedly different from this, both in transcript and in sense. I find that in addition to the obvious misreading of ru two other characters have been omitted, one at the beginning and the other at the end of the sentence.

The omitted initial character is the one which Mr. Francke in his alphabetical list terms "the snake ornament", which represents the Tibetan ཉ. This character, however, is not a mere ornament. It is the recognized abbreviation of the word ཉ, usually transcribed Om, though literally AOM. It appears to me to represent the first limb of the initial letter (A) of that word, with the head modified for cursive purposes; though it might conceivably be a cursive form of the superscribed .gwt or OM, which is somewhat analogous to the anusvāra of its Indian prototype. In any case it is undoubtedly regarded by the Tibetans as representing Om in ordinary literature.

The other omission is the concluding syllable of the
sentence, namely *va*, which conveys a totally different sense from *bene*. That the letter here is clearly a *v* (=Tibetan נד) will be evident by referring to Mr. Francke's Table II, p. 1212. There the basis of the seal-letter for *w* (=Tibetan ウ) will be seen to have as in Tibetan the same form as a *v*, and in both, the addition of superscribed tails converts the *v* into *w*.

The syllable read doubtfully as *ru* by Mr. Francke appears to me to be *rtsa*, meaning "original" or "primary". In the key-alphabet the letter *tsa* has its third horizontal limb from the top joined to the vertical, whilst in the seal this is not so—this is probably owing to a mistake in copying the key-alphabet, as presumably in the case of the seal care would be taken to ensure that the characters were formed correctly.

Thus I would read the legend on the seal as—

*Om ta-lai bla-mai rtsa-t'amka rgyal-va*,

which I translate—

"*Om! The original seal of the Talai Lama, the Jina."

*Jina*, in its Tibetan form of *rgyal-va*, is the commonest of all the titles of the Dalai Lama, who is ordinarily known in Tibet as "The precious *Jina*", or *rgyal-va rin-po-čhe*.1

It is interesting to find that my representation, based upon the literary evidence of the edicts I found in Lhasa, that the correct form of the Grand Lama's title was *Talai* and not *Dalai* (see Journal, 1910, p. 74), is here confirmed by the Grand Lama's own seal.

I feel glad that Mr. Francke has published a revised print of the seal, all the more so as the copy which I published in my *Lhasa* was not reproduced, as I had expressly desired, by a photomechanical process from an original impression of the seal which I provided; but was re-drawn, and in this process suffered slight alteration; whilst my footnote, in which I corrected the defects, was

---

1 My *Buddhism of Tibet*, pp. 228, etc.
accidentally omitted. I have now compared Mr. Francke's revised copy with two originals and find it to be perfect.

L. A. WADDELL.

SEAL OF THE DALAI LAMA

In his most interesting "Note on the Dalai Lama's Seal and the Tibeto-Mongolian Characters", which appeared in the last number of this Journal (p. 1205), the Rev. A. H. Francke observes that "Reproductions of the Dalai Lama's seal are found in Waddell's Lhasa and its Mysteries, p. 448, and in Walsh's Coinage of Tibet, MASB., vol. ii, p. 16. No attempt to read it has as yet been made, and neither of the reproductions is absolutely correct, though Waddell's is by far the better of the two". I feel that a word of explanation is needed as regards the copy of the seal, which I gave in my paper referred to. That copy was taken from the facsimile given in Landon's Lhasa (vol. i, facing p. 1). I had a smaller-size impression of the seal by me, but, as it was indistinct, I copied that given in Landon's Lhasa, which was a larger-size seal and clearer.

My reference to the seal was to suggest that certain meaningless characters on the coins minted in Nepal for currency in Tibet might be an attempt by the Nepalese mint to make a general imitation of the sort of characters on the Dalai Lama's seal as they would appear to be if the lines were looked at as running horizontally, as those accustomed only to Indian script would naturally do, and not vertically, as they are meant to be. I remarked: "The characters on the coin are not any of them a correct reproduction of characters on the seal, which might be expected from workmen who did not understand what the characters were intended to represent, and the resemblances suggest that the Newar artificers took the characters as running
horizontally and not vertically, which is also natural; as they would assume the lines to be horizontal, as in the Indian and Tibetan languages, with which they were acquainted" (MRAS., p. 17). I may mention that I have since found that my suggestion that the meaningless characters on the Nepal minted coins might be meant for an imitation of those on the Dalai Lama's seal was incorrect, and that they are an imitation of the Arabic characters on the rupees of Ghiasuddin Mahmud Shah, who was king of Bengal from 1256 to 1537, as I have noted in my paper on "The Coinage of Nepal", JRAS. 1908, p. 687.

I was not concerned with the characters on the seal itself more than to suggest a general resemblance, so did not compare the facsimile of the seal as given in Landon's Lhasa with the small-size impression that I had or with that given by Waddell in Lhasa and its Mysteries.

Tibetan seals are not stamped in wax, but in red ink on the paper, and consequently the lines of the characters on them are often indistinct. It is, no doubt, for this reason that the facsimile of the same seal from the Tibetan treaty, as given by Landon and by Waddell, do not coincide.

All interested in Tibet are greatly indebted to Dr. Francke for having given a correct facsimile of the seal, and having shown that the characters are Tibetan characters in a special square form, written vertically under one another instead of horizontally.

E. H. WALSH.

December 15, 1910.

ANCIENT INDIAN ANATOMICAL DRAWINGS FROM TIBET

With reference to the above set of drawings discovered in Lhasa in 1904, of which Mr. Walsh has published a detailed description in this Journal for 1910, pp. 1215–45,
I have already pointed out some evidence for the Indian origin of the pictures.

Another point indicating this Indian origin is that the stature of the average man is therein represented as being 96 finger-breadths. This is the identical figure recorded by Āryabhaṭa (circa 500 A.D.) as the standard height for a man in India. That writer states—

1\textit{nṛi} (or man) = 4\textit{hasta} (cubits) = 96 \textit{āṅgula}.

\textit{Āṅgula}, literally “finger”, is more correctly defined in the Tibetan as “finger-breadths”.

\textbf{L. A. Waddell.}

\textbf{The Standard Height of an Indian Man}

Col. Waddell’s reference, in his note given above, seems to be to p. 1232, line 18 f. — “The human body of normal power is 96 \textit{sor-mo}.” The \textit{sor-mo} is defined on p. 1243, last line, as the width of a finger across the second knuckle. And on p. 1221, line 10 ff. from the bottom, we are told:—

“In \textit{Jambudīpīa} [India] the measure of a man’s height is 1 fathom or 4 cubits; deformed bodies have only 3\frac{1}{2} cubits, measured by their own.”

The \textit{sor-mo} is the Hindū \textit{āṅgula}, the finger-breadth, of which 24 make one \textit{hasta} or cubit. And the passage on p. 1221 seems to be based on the \textit{Bṛhat-Saṁhitā}, 68/67, verse 105:—

\textit{As ṣaṭatam shannavatih}

\textit{parimāṇam chaṭurasītir-itī puṁsām}

\textit{uttama-sama-hinānāṁ =}

\textit{āṅgula-saṁkhyā sva-mānēna}

"The measure of the finest man is 108 \textit{āṅgula [ = 4\frac{1}{2} cubits]}, of the normal man 96 [ = 4 cubits], and of the low man 84 [ = 3\frac{1}{2} cubits], by (its) own measure:” i.e. by the own proper measure, the standard measure, of the \textit{āṅgula}

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Asiatic Quarterly Review}, 1910, pp. 336–40.

\textsuperscript{2} Dr. J. F. Fleet, JRAS., 1907, p. 655.
As regards the expression *sva-māṇēna*, it stands to reason that the measures must be taken according to an *āṅgula* or a cubit which is of a fixed standard length; not according to the varying finger-breadths and cubits of individuals who are to be measured, as seems to be suggested by the Tibetan text, or by the translation of it.

Verse 107 tells us that the measure should be taken at the age of 25 years. And Bhaṭṭotpala says, in his commentary under verse 105, that it is to be made for a man standing upright, "from the junction of the ground and the feet to the middle of the head: "i.e. from the soles of his feet to the crown of his head, just as is shown in the drawing from Lhasa at p. 1244.

J. F. Fleet.

---

**EARLY USE OF THE BUDDHIST ERA IN BURMA**

I have no thesis of my own to maintain, and should not venture to say more on this matter if I did not hope that the discussion of it would elicit new facts. I merely entered a respectful *caveat* against Dr. Fleet's conclusion, founded on Ceylonese evidence, which appears to be of a negative character for the period prior to A.D. 1165. It was precisely because Dr. Fleet had not distinguished the issues involved that I thought it necessary, for the sake of clearness, to do so. It is no wish of mine to trouble him with the details of Burmese chronology, which is no more my subject than his. But the issues, though distinct, are more or less interdependent. In a discussion on the origin of the Buddhist era any apparent use of a similar reckoning in any Buddhist country is material evidence. *Non constat*, at present, that the reckoning was not invented in Burma and transported thence to Ceylon, modified there, and subsequently reimported into Burma. (I hasten to add that I am not putting this forward as a proposition to be argued.) My

*J.R.A.S.* 1911.
point is that the Talaing and Burmese evidence is entitled to as much consideration as the Ceylonese.

Dr. Fleet does not appear to take that view. From the fact that no Ceylonese records have been found giving instances of the use of the Buddhist era (revised reckoning) before circa A.D. 1165, he is ready to infer that it was invented about that time. But when one quotes Indo-Chinese inscriptions bearing (or appearing to bear) against that conclusion, he brushes them aside as being probably not synchronous documents, and objects to the arguments by which they are supported as being "hypothetical". When definite evidence is wanting, the use of hypothesis is inevitable. Dr. Fleet's hypothesis is that the three inscriptions I have cited are all of some date later than A.D. 1170–80 (Buddhist reckoning 1713–23), although their sole purport is to discuss certain particular events and circumstances connected with a king, or kings, associated with the Buddhist date 1628 or 1630. I submit that in the overwhelming majority of cases inscriptions, and especially bulky records on stone pillars, are put up soon after the events which they are erected to record: if people do not think it worth while to record them at once, much less are they likely to do so half a century or more afterwards. Should we at this present time be inclined to set up inscriptions giving a full and particular account of the events connected with the death of King William IV?

I submit that Dr. Fleet's hypothesis is far more improbable than mine. As two of the inscriptions do not mention their own dates and I am not yet prepared to deal in detail with the longer one, I cannot put the case higher than that. As regards the third, I regret exceedingly that owing to its present dilapidated condition the date on which it claims to have been made is doubtful, and must perhaps remain so. But as Dr. Fleet has put certain questions on it, I will do my best to answer them.
It is possible that the draftsman misspelt the name of the naksatra, but its initial is certainly ph, not bh. The two letters bear no resemblance to one another in this script. The modern Talaings do not use Indian names for the two lunar fortights, but have terms of their own. Probably the Talaings of the twelfth century also used these. It so happens that (in the modern language) both the words in question end in -k. Dr. Fleet’s discussion about the Indian names seems, therefore, hardly in point. I have already given reasons why I consider it quite out of the question that this record could have been put up in any century later than the twelfth. And what other date than the one suggested will fit the particulars that have been preserved? In any case this Shwesandaw inscription relates to the same matters as the Shwezigon one. If it is long odds against either of them having been put up when those matters had ceased to be of practical interest, the odds against the double event are ever so much longer, I should imagine.

Burmese inscriptions are quite beyond me, and I must leave them to be dealt with by some one who knows Burmese. But I have been at some pains to go through the published untranslated collections of inscriptions from Upper Burma and Bodawpaya’s Mandalay Inscriptions with a Burman, and I find several cases of the use of the Buddhist era apparently before A.D. 1165. Most of these appear to be from copies made by the order of King Bodawpaya. But as the originals are no longer available, and there seems to be no particular reason for suspecting that the dates have been altered, they seem to be as good evidence as we are likely to get. Until they have been critically examined, I cannot venture to say very much more about the use of the Buddhist reckoning in Burma in early times. Whether it is connected in any way with the Ceylonese reckoning is a further point on which it may be advisable for the present to suspend
judgment. I suspect that variations in the initial point of the Buddhist era are responsible for many of the discrepancies in early Burmese chronology of which Dr. Fleet justly complains. That is another reason why, in my judgment, all this evidence, Talaing and Burmese as well as Ceylonese, will have to be considered together before any final conclusions can be arrived at.

C. O. Blagden.

In this Journal, 1910, pp. 474–81 and pp. 850–60, is an interesting discussion on "The Revised Buddhist Era in Burma", carried on between Dr. Fleet and Mr. Blagden, and the latter has asked me to intervene. Most willingly do I comply with his request.

The thesis laid down by Dr. Fleet and questioned by Mr. Blagden is this:—That the reckoning with the initial point in B.C. 544 was devised in Ceylon, was put together in its complete form just after A.D. 1165, and was carried to Burma in the decade A.D. 1170–80.

At pp. 256–7 of the Indian Antiquary, vol. xxiii, 1894, I have discussed about the Burmese eras and the mode of reckoning them. There are three eras, namely, the Era of Religion, which began in B.C. 544; the Šaka Era, which began in A.D. 78; and the Chinese Era, now current, which began in A.D. 638. The Šaka Era was established in its own second year, after wiping out 622 (544 + 78 = Dodorasa) years of the Era of Religion; and the Chinese Era was established after wiping out 560 (Khachhapañcha) years of the Šaka Era.

There appears to be strong evidence to show that the Era of Religion or the Nirvāṇa Era, which began in B.C. 544, was known to the Burmans long before the twelfth century A.D. When they adopted the Šaka as well as the Chinese Era, the year was reckoned in its equivalent of Anno Buddhæ. Further, at pp. 49–50 of the Kalyāṇī
Inscriptions (Rangoon edition) precise dates are given of three principal events: Anno Buddhæ 1601, Sakkaraj 419 = Anuruddha or Anawrata conquered Thaton; Anno Buddhæ 1708, Sakkaraj 526 = Sirî Saṅghabodhi Parakkamabahu, king of Ceylon, reformed Buddhism; Anno Buddhæ 1714, Sakkaraj 532 = Mahâthera Uttarajiva set out for Ceylon.

In order to convert a year of Anno Buddhæ into a year of the Christian era, we have to deduct 544 from the former, and in order to turn a year of Sakkaraj into a year of the Christian era, we have to add 638 to the former. It will thus be seen that in Burma it is customary in all important documents to record dates in Anno Buddhæ as well as in Sakkaraj, the one acting as a salutary check on the other.

The Myazedi inscription, which has been referred to in the discussion, is the earliest lithic record, as yet found in Burma, which is inscribed in the Burmese characters. It has four faces, each of which is engraved in a different language, namely, Burmese, Talaing, Pali, and an unidentified language. Mr. Blagden notes that there are two copies of the quadrilingual epigraph, and Dr. Fleet doubts its being a contemporary record because it states only the year of the accession of King Kyansittha, namely, 1628 Anno Buddhæ (A.D. 1084), and omits the month and day of the erection of the pagoda. As regards Mr. Blagden's query, the following account will show why, unlike the majority of other lithic records, two copies of the same inscription were made.

The stone now in the Pagan Museum appears to be the original. It was found at the foot of a cross-legged image of the Buddha which is on the north face of the Myazedi Pagoda. The palace of the king being situated to the north of the pagoda, its northern face would afford the nearest approach to royal worshippers. The workmanship of the inscription is neat and clear, and the letters are
finely cut. The stone is hard and is closely grained. The letters, as compared with those on the second, are smaller, and on the face of the inscription recorded in Pāli twenty letters take up a space of 12 inches. The stone is cubical in shape; its length, covered by letters, is 3 ft. 3½ in., and its breadth or thickness is 1½ feet.

The second stone, which is an exact replica of the first and which is now conserved on the platform of the pagoda, is soft in grain, and several layers have been peeled off. The letters are larger in size, twenty letters on the Pāli face covering a space of 2 ft. 2 in. Its height is 4 ft. 8 in., breadth 1 ft. 9½ in., and thickness 1 ft. 0½ in. It was found close to the remains of a library which is to the north-east of the pagoda.

The above circumstances explain why there are two exact copies of the epigraph. One, the original, was set up close to the image, whose construction it commemorates. The second, which is a copy of the original record, was put up in the Library for safe custody. In the case of three or four inscriptions found at Pagan, duplicates have also been discovered. This fact disposes of the alleged unique peculiarity of the Myazedzi record.

Dr. Fleet's objection may be met by saying that the Myazedzi inscription only gives the year of the Era of Religion because it records a past fact, namely, the year of accession of King Kyanzittha, and because that era was common to the four communities using the four scripts of the epigraph. It is not customary for the Burmans to incise on stones records which are not contemporary, or to make forgeries of lithic records, for the simple reason that the epigraphs declare the relinquishment of property and its dedication to a sacred purpose, and not its acquisition for a temporal or utilitarian purpose.

It now remains to consider the great historical value attached to the Myazedzi inscription, and how it may
be utilized in revising the chronology, given by Phayre in his *History of Burma*, of the reigns of the four kings of Pagan — Anawrata, Sawlu, Kyanzittha, and Alaungsithu. Phayre based his work on the Hman Nan Yazawin or Mahāyazawin, which was compiled in 1829 during the reign of King Bagyidaw (1819–37). As these chronicles were compiled under Royal patronage, their chronology is generally accepted to be correct throughout Burma, although it does not coincide with the dates given in the older records, both historical and epigraphic. Assuming that the Myazedi inscription is a contemporary record — there are no reasons to the contrary — King Kyanzittha, otherwise called Śri Tribhuvanatitiva-dhammarāj, ascended the throne in 1628 of the Era of Religion corresponding to A.D. 1084. He reigned for twenty-eight years, that is, up to A.D. 1112. The corresponding dates in Sakkara are 446 and 474. These latter figures correspond, in a remarkable degree, with those given in the "Jātā bon Yazawin" or the Chronological Tables based on the Royal horoscopes. As the Burmans, in common with the Hindus, set a great store by astrology and horoscopes, these tables appear to afford us trustworthy chronological data. Relying on the Myazedi inscription as well as these tables and the older records, Phayre’s dates may be revised as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of King</th>
<th>Commencement of Reign</th>
<th>Length of Reign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year of Religion</td>
<td>A.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anawrata</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>1044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawlu</td>
<td>1621</td>
<td>1077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyanzittha</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>1084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaungsithu</td>
<td>1656</td>
<td>1112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Blagden appears to mistake Alaungsithu for Kyanzittha in his later article. Kyanzittha’s title is
"Śri Tribhuwanāditya-dhamma-rājā", and he reigned from A.D. 1084 to 1112. Alaungsithu's title is "Śri Tribhuwanāditya-pavarapanḍita-Sudhamma-rājā-Mahādhipati Narapati-Sithu", and he reigned from A.D. 1112 to 1187. If the dates given above are accepted, Burmese chronology, so far as it relates to the four kings, will rest on a firmer basis, and the elucidation of Burmese history by the light of Talaing epigraphs, which Mr. Blagden has so kindly undertaken to do, will proceed more satisfactorily.

Taw Sein Ko.

REMARKS ON THE PRECEDING TWO NOTES

It is very good of Mr. Taw Sein Ko to comply with Mr. Blagden's request to intervene between him and me. And it is satisfactory to learn that the Myazedi inscription is to be understood (whether it is or is not a contemporaneous record) as placing the beginning of the reign of Kyanzittha (not some other event in his career) in A.B. 1628 expired, i.e., as Mr. Taw Sein Ko tells us, in A.D. 1084; and that, on this basis and others, Phayre's dates for a certain period of Burmese history may be revised to advantage. But it is difficult to see how any of the statements in the Kalyāṇi inscription, which have been long known to me (as also have Mr. Taw Sein Ko's notes on the Burmese eras, to which he alludes), throw any more light on the matter which has been under discussion between Mr. Blagden and me. This record, framed in A.D. 1476 or ? 1479,1 presents a double date in telling us2 that Rāmādhipati, the king in whose time it was framed, began to reign in A.B. 2002 expired, Sakkarāj 820; i.e., as Mr. Taw Sein Ko has told us,3 in A.D. 1458. And in another passage4 it gives another such date, A.B. 1601, Sakkarāj 419 (A.D. 1057).

1 The dates in it run on to Sakkarāj 841, = A.D. 1479-80.
2 Ind. Ant., vol. 22, pp. 34, 155.
3 Ibid., p. 34, note 22.
4 Ibid., pp. 17, 151.
as cited by Mr. Taw Sein Ko. But this is no contemporaneous entry: the date belongs to four centuries before the record. And the point is, is it traceable back to some synchronous record, inscriptive or literary, actually written in or just after A.D. 1057?: or was it arrived at, at some later time, by calculation backwards? We want to know which was the case, and in the former event exactly what its source was, before we can decide whether this date helps to establish the point that a reckoning from the death of Buddha, placing that event in or about B.C. 544, existed in Burma before A.D. 1170–80.

That Mr. Blagden has no thesis of his own to maintain, comes somewhat as a surprise to me. However, the general tenor of his present note seems to be that any further discussion may best be postponed until certain definite evidence, which appears to exist, has been critically examined and placed on record. I should willingly assent to that: I did not open the discussion; and it is hardly worth while to give any more time to it on the inconclusive evidence which, so far, is all that is before us.

J. F. Fleet.

The Khatur or Khattar Tribe

When reviewing the Memoirs of Jahāṅgīr (this Journal for 1910, p. 950) I raised a question about the identity of the Khatur tribe settled between Ḥasan Ābdāl and Aṭak, Memoirs, p. 100. Dr. Grierson has kindly pointed out to me that there is a Kator tribe in the Chitral Valley; and he refers me to Elliot & Dowson, Mahomedan Historians,

1 Mr. Taw Sein Ko has cited the record as if it gives also the double dates "Anno Buddhac 1708, Sakkarāj 526" = A.D. 1164, and "Anno Buddhac 1714, Sakkarāj 532" = A.D. 1170. But it does not do so. After the date A.D. 1601, Sakkarāj 419, it says (ibid., pp. 17, 151):—"At 107 years after that, in Sakkarāj 526": and:—"In the 6th year after that, again, in Sakkarāj 532".
ii, 407, 409; iii, 401, 407, 481; v, 370; and J. Biddulph, *Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh* (1889), pp. 61 and 148. I also find the Kators and their country referred to in the *Ājn-i-Akbarī* (Jarrett), ii, 390 and n. 3, 391, 392, 406 (Ṣūbah Kābul).

At the time he made the entry above referred to Jahāngīr was encamped at Amroli between Hasan Ābdāl and Aṭāk; in other words, in the northern part of the present Attock district. This is, I find, the home-country of a numerous Mahomedan tribe, the Khattars, who have been settled there since the time of Maḥmūd of Ghaznī. They still occupy the country from the Indus at Aṭāk as far east as the western boundary of the present Rawalpindi district; that is, the very country in which Jahāngīr was encamped and where dwelt the Khatturs of whom he speaks, *Gazetteer of the Rawalpindi District*, 1893-4, p. 112.¹

Thus, on investigation, I come to the conclusion that Jahāngīr's Khatturs ought not to be identified with the Kator tribe in the Chitral Valley. In his 14th year Jahāngīr, on his way to Kashmir, visited Sarkār Pakli, and mentions the Kator country as that sarkār's northern boundary (Elliot & Dowson, vi, 370). Pakli itself is quite in the north of the Hazārah district, as shown in Biddulph's map. Thus the Kator country must be still farther to the north, and at least 70 or 80 miles from the location of the Khatur tribe spoken of by Jahāngīr (p. 100); while Chitral, where there is a Kator ruling family, is quite 150 miles to the north-west of Aṭāk and far outside the range of Jahāngīr's contemplation when camped east of the Indus near Hasan Ābdāl. The Dilāzāk Patḥāns, who are coupled with the Khatur in the passage under discussion, are still found in small numbers in the Attock district, *Gazetteer*, p. 104.

¹ Until quite recently the Khattars have been notorious for the turbulence attributed to them by Jahāngīr.
There seems little or no justification for Biddulph's identifying (p. 148) the Kators of Chitral with the Khattars, spelt by him Katār, living east of the Indus near Hasan Ābdal.

WILLIAM IRVINE.

November 2, 1910.

LOST MSS. OF THE "ARABIAN NIGHTS" AND A PROJECTED EDITION OF THAT OF GALLAND

In Richardson's Grammar of the Arabick Language (London, 1776) a considerable extract is printed from a MS. of the Arabian Nights "in the possession of William Jones, Esq." It consists of Night 162 and part of Night 163, and covers, with a translation, pp. 200–9 of the Grammar. There exists also a twenty-page print containing two extracts from the Arabian Nights, Nights 162 and 163 on pp. 1–4 and Nights 57–65 (beginning) on pp. 5–20, but giving no name of editor or place or date of printing. It is known, however, that the editor was Joseph White, D.D., Laudian Professor of Arabic at Oxford from 1775, who died in 1814 as Canon of Christ Church. Comparison of his first extract (The Story of the Barber's Fifth Brother) with the extract in Richardson makes it plain that his source also was the MS. of Sir William Jones. But as to the date of printing of this fragment, which was evidently a specimen of a projected edition, I have absolutely no information.

So much is commonly to be found in the bibliographies (cf. e.g. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca Arabica, p. 487); but Richardson has another reference which has not, I think, been hitherto noticed. On p. 181 he speaks of "... the celebrated tales called حكاية ليلة وليلة (sic), The Stories of a Thousand Nights and a Night (of which we have an imperfect translation of not quite one half, known by the title of The Arabian Nights' Entertainments) ...".

From this it is clear that Richardson had access to
a MS. which contained rather more than twice what is in Galland's translation. But what known MS. of such length was accessible in England before 1776? The Wortley Montagu MS. seems to be the only possibility; but it was written in 1764–5, and passed into the hands of Joseph White only after the death of Edward Wortley Montagu in 1776. From White it passed to Jonathan Scott, and thence to the Bodleian in 1803. It is hardly probable, then, that it could have been known to Richardson before 1776. According to the Dictionary of National Biography (xxxviii, pp. 239 f.) Edward Wortley Montagu died and was buried at Padua, and his MSS. were not sold until 1787.

The MS. which Richardson did know and use, and of which an edition was begun, as I have shown, by Joseph White, was that of Sir William Jones. Since then that MS. has vanished, and is not, as might have been expected, among the books of Sir William Jones in the Indian Office Library. Yet it was a MS. of high interest. Its text is clearly of the same recension as that of the Galland and the Vatican MSS. But these are both very incomplete, and the Jones MS., if it contained more than twice as much as Galland, would be of unique value. My work on the Galland MS., of which I am preparing an edition to be published in the series of Arabic texts projected by Professor Jewett, of the University of Chicago, has convinced me that there was in the mediaeval Arabic world a more or less complete Thousand and One Nights, of which the Galland and the Vatican MSS. are only fragments. Later, after this complete collection had been broken up, various attempts were made to fill out the number of Nights. One of these is the Wortley Montagu MS., and another, much more successful, is the recension which Zotenberg called the Egyptian recension, and which, though no older than the eighteenth century, has become the standard text of the Arabian Nights.
I write, therefore, now to urge anyone who may have access to uncatalogued collections of Arabic MSS., or collections of which the catalogues have never been published, to examine these carefully on the chance that they may contain the lost MS. of Sir William Jones. They should look for a MS. in which the division into Nights and the numbering of the Nights agrees with those in Galland's translation, at least up to the Story of Sinbad, which Galland interpolated. This agreement will indicate a MS. of the Galland recension. A further comparison with the text either of Richardson or White will determine whether it is the Jones MS. or another of the same recension. For there is another lost MS., that of Dr. Patrick Russell, which also agreed with the Galland text. See Dr. Russell's letter in the Gentleman's Magazine for February, 1799, reprinted by Jonathan Scott as Appendix V in his sixth volume. Either of these two MSS. would be of the greatest value for the editing of the Galland MS. which I have undertaken, and I earnestly beg anyone who may come upon a trace of them to communicate his discovery to me.

DUNCAN B. MACDONALD.

HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A.

THE NEWLY DISCOVERED ARABIC TEXT OF "ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES"

The finding of an original Arabic text of the story of Ali Baba is an event of considerable importance. Professor Macdonald is to be congratulated on his discovery of the Bodleian MS., as well as on the way in which he has edited and discussed the text, in this Journal, April, 1910, pp. 327–86. The story is an uncommonly interesting one in itself; there has been an air of mystery about it ever since Galland published his translation; it was even doubted whether an Arabic original of it ever existed. Now
fortunately, there is hardly room for further doubt. Macdonald's conclusions, stated with due caution, will be generally accepted as sound. This version of the story is not a translation from the French, nor from any other Occidental language. It was composed freely in Arabic, as the attempt to put a popular tale into written form, and is independent of Galland's recension, though closely related to it. If, as is possible, the two versions were derived from a common written ancestor, then it is certain, at least in the case of the text now before us, that the tale was reproduced from memory and with considerable freedom.

It is perhaps not surprising that only these two copies should have become known thus far. The story is doubtless a comparatively recent one, though with older affinities, as Macdonald has pointed out. It seems to have taken shape on Turkish soil, and to have been transplanted into Syria. The dialect in which this version is written contains a few forms which are characteristically Syrian: the words اجری (336, 2) and اجریه (333, 12) are certainly not the result of transcriptional errors, but are to be accepted as they stand, side by side with اجریه (366, 18) and other similar colloquialisms. The word جانب (365, 16), which is much used in the Egyptian popular idiom, is expressly designated in Hava's Dictionary as Egyptian in contrast with Syrian; but in view of the other indications, our text must be regarded as giving evidence of its occasional use in the latter dialect also.

The scribe of the Bodleian MS. gives his name, at the end, as يوحنان بن يوسف وارسی. It seems to me very probable that he was not only the scribe but also the author of this recension. This might perhaps be suggested by the colophon itself, which is somewhat unusually prominent, considering the nature of the text, and in the style of its long-winded rhymes resembles the main body of the composition. But a more cogent argument is obtained
from the extraordinary correctness of the whole MS. Here we have fifty-three closely printed pages of Arabic, and in that whole extent only a very few insignificant slips of the pen, just such as would be inevitable in a composition of this length when written down carefully by the author himself; but which would surely be increased many-fold, and with the addition of errors of a more serious character, with every fresh transcription. Macdonald has emended the text in a number of places where the MS., if I am not mistaken, really gives the reading which the author intended. Thus, p. 340, n. 2: The writing of the suffix کی—side by side with ک— is common in such MSS. as this, and is not infrequent in old MSS. of classical compositions. It is by no means to be regarded as a mistake; it may have been chosen here, moreover, because it stands at the end of the sentence. —Same page, n. 1: Here, also, there can be no question of carelessness. This is merely an instance of the passing over of verbs tertiae ی into tertiae یى, which is so common in late Arabic. This text contains a good many other examples of the same phonetic change.—p. 349, n. 2: خروق ی should have been left in the text. It is colloquial, and especially natural before ی. Exactly the same thing occurs on p. 373, and the fact is particularly to be noticed that in both cases the word is found, not in the author's own narrative, but in the speech of one of his characters.—p. 357, n. 1: Macdonald's emendation is a natural one, but is it not more probable that the vulgar adverb یىکمیى, “further,” was intended? The adverb یاد یرجع, “again,” in یاد یرجع, 346, 1, is a good parallel in this text. For the use of بقی (only mentioned in Dozy) compare the following examples in Salhani's Contes Arabes: 8, 1, “he could not speak further”; 9, 10, “where shall another like thee be found?”; 95, 1, یمن بقی یوجد یشلکم, “neither brother nor friend can give
thee further help". See also 38, 16; 59, 21; 89, 22.—p. 359, n. 3: The two verbs are certainly to be retained as they stand in the MS. (so it seems to me), and not emended to the second person, which is not suited to the context; the first person is what the sense requires. The fact that the manner of writing the ending is contrary to rule ought certainly to count for nothing in a text which swarms with vulgarisms, and whose author lays no great weight on classical orthography (on this point see further below).

—p. 361, n. 1: The reading of the MS., "I will accept" (i.e. "I will accept"), is the correct one.—Same page, n. 2: The text-reading is correct, and the form to be pointed 

p. 373, n. 4: See the note on above.—p. 375, n. 1: Is it possible that the phrase is used here as though it were equivalent to alone? If not, then Macdonald has certainly emended correctly.—p. 376, n. 1: I doubt the emendation, as Macdonald himself does. It may seem quite unlikely that even this whimsical writer would employ as a quasi-synonym of ; still, I would rather keep it than attempt to substitute anything for it.—Same page, n. 2: The reading of the MS. is, I think, the original one, "nor inhabiting any dwelling-place in either town or desert." The rhyme is needed, and as for the inelegant repetition of the word, that happens again and again in this text.—p. 377, n. 4: If I mistake not, this is merely the author's own defective orthography for , since he permits himself a good deal of freedom in omitting the mark of the long where the form is unmistakable. Thus we have for , 340, 13, 16; 351, 2, and so regularly elsewhere wherever the word occurs. Similarly, for , 356, 12; for , 382, 2; and for , 347, 9. In like manner the plural , "implements," is everywhere written , (343, 15; 351, 18; 371, 12, etc.), there being nowhere any possible doubt that the plural is
intended.—p. 382, n. 2: The MS. reading is correct and must not be changed to. Translate: "the first (lit., first thing) to be punished will be thou."—p. 384, n. 1: The form should not be emended. It was intended to rhyme with and just preceding. The fact that it is not "grammatical" counts for nothing; what the author wanted was rhetoric. It is a precisely similar case when at the bottom of p. 378 we find (for simply for the sake of the rhyme with and.

With these readings restored the MS. must certainly be pronounced marvellously correct. Some of the forms corrected by Macdonald would pretty certainly have been corrected by any expert copyist, and the argument seems to me strong that we have before us the handwriting of the author of this recension. He seems to have been a well-educated and well-read man, perfectly familiar, of course, with the ordinary forms and constructions of classical Arabic, but not feeling himself in the least bound by them in a popular narrative of this sort. Much of what he writes is in quasi high-flown style, namely, his own embellishment of the story, in a cheap and careless rhetoric, on which, though it is often long drawn out, he evidently spent very little effort. He felt that this sort of thing could not be regarded as literature, and yet felt obliged to make it at least imitate literature. In the long passages on p. 376 f. especially, he treats his rhymed prose as a sort of joke. But in all the dialogue of the story, where the characters are represented as speaking, he throws in vulgarisms with the greatest freedom. In

1 It has occurred to me as possible that the troublesome word 373, 11 (see Macdonald's note), is an instance of this defective orthography, though in that case we must suppose the accidental omission of a word also; that is, the whole clause would have read: بعث نفذه [والى الصوص] 
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fact, his literary proceeding, taking into account the
traditions by which he was bound, is not without a real
resemblance to that of modern writers of popular tales.
I can see no evidence that he "prided himself on his
i'rāb" (p. 332); on the contrary, his frequent neglect of
it seems to me to be deliberate rather than accidental—it
certainly was not due to ignorance. He omits the
accusative ending, for instance, again and again, even
where the substantive is the direct object of a finite verb
immediately preceding. Thus we find such phrases as
حتى ترده; فتحت واحد منهما
369, 13; 374, 13; 338, 22;
راجع الیک
346, 15; 352, 21; 354, 13;
فوجدت... قاعد
356, 11; so
مما زال الزیت موجود عمدا;
336, 16 (contrast 368, 9);
لئن الالم کیل ما کان موجود عندها
339, 18; see also 379, 6;
381, 5, 13;
372, bottom (so 365, 5), cf. 373, 19;
381, 13,
زیت
فعلیم رمان
(noticed by Macdonald); the use of
ذی نا فقتا
for
376, 5; 377, 10; the characteristic vulgarism
(mentioned), 352, 12; 357, 12 (the word occurring once in
the speech of the girl Murjana, and the other time in that
of one of the robbers); the phrase
(и.e.
سوده جاریه
here Macdonald should not have edited with the
dotted ۤ), etc. Beyond all question, the author of this
reception was perfectly familiar with the classical forms
and constructions in these and the many other similar
cases. He dropped easily into "bad grammar", as
a modern writer might in similar circumstances, simply
because the nature of the composition required nothing
more formal.

The text is an interesting one throughout. It contains
numerous words and constructions which will be useful
as further examples in the textbooks of vulgar Arabic.
Such are، for
347, 10، probably not
a *lapsus calami*, 349, 2 (the phrase means "what news dost thou bring?"); the verb تَسْمَر*, be suitable," 350, 13; 369, 13; 382, 15; the use of the adverbs عاد, mentioned above; إنّدِرْج, "chat familiarly" (vii. stem instead of viii.), 361, 21; 364, 4; طَرِق, "remain silent with downcast eyes" (i. stem, not iv.), 363, 9 (Macdonald, note, regards this as passive, but the correlation with makes it much more likely that it is one of the numerous vulgar substitutions of i. for iv.); أَذْرَمْهُ used in the same way as أَذْرَمْهُكُ, 364, 9; 374, 12; the use of دَمَس, "basin," for طَمَس, 368, 4; 369, 14, 17; 373, 1; حَيْثُ (if not an error) for حَتَّى, "so that," 369, 17; طَالٌ مَا, "as long as," 374, 1; the plural أَمْرَار, "times," 374, 16; 375, 13; the form for أَسْيِلَةْ, 376, 13 (cf. 377, 12); رَهْتُ, "tame, subdue, quiet," 383, 1 (not as remarkable as Macdonald's note implies; see the verb in Dozy and Spiro); the plurals كِيسَان (from قَوْس), 334, bottom, 376, 15, and كُتْب (from كُتْبُ), 376, 15; and one or two others which have received mention above.

A few comments on the text and its interpretation may be added.—333, bottom: Is it not possible to emend the corrupt half-verse satisfactorily? Macnaghten's text (i, 141; Bombay lithograph, i, 112) gives the last word in the line as المَكّيَّ, i.e. المَكّيَّ, "wretched, miserable," which is exactly what both meter and sense demand. The form is not classical (the ii. stem being ordinarily used), and was probably employed here merely under the compulsion of the meter. This fact would suffice to explain its alteration or omission in most of our texts. But it is just the sort of form to expect in popular verse.—334, 7: The form intended is مَعَالِه. —341, 6: The use of the article in البِسْمَةُ مَكْيَّه is a remarkable slip of the pen. —344, bottom: Should not the second وَكَلَّما be كَذَلِكْ?
346, 2: Read المعلون. — 347, 10: The form intended was certainly كابه; see also 350, 20.—Line 16: Read فراصى instead of المناخ. — 352, 10: Read بالتعش. — 353, 19: Read بالتعش. — 354, 1: The correct reading is, I think, "and he appeared with her before the qadi." The public part of the marriage is what is described here; see what immediately follows. In the account of the marriage of the son to Murjâna, 384, 21 f., an almost identical clause occurs, and the words above quoted are replaced by عدد قاصى المسلمين. — 358, 10, and note 1: This is the verb خلفي, and has nothing to do with خط. Translate: "until he came to a street, in which he walked along for a few paces." — Same line, read للص. — Line 12: Read المرحوم. — 359, 2: Read of course ختاج. — 360, 4 from bottom: Instead of من أن read على. — 361, 2 from bottom: For لا read الي. — 362, 6, and note 1: خلفي سبيله, in just this sense, is common in classical Arabic. — Line 3 from bottom: Read وسكتت in place of دريب وسكتت. — 363, 4 from bottom: For وعده read عرفه. Cf. 365, 11; 378, 16; 383, bottom. — 367, 8: Read of course والانتظاج. — Line 10, and note 3: على حال does not mean "for a moment". This is an instance of the construction of عرف مع اتفاق with علة of the person and علة of the thing. — 370, 11: The correct reading here is نغى, natural as that seems. Read "so when he drew near to the jars," etc. — 375, 3 from bottom: الكبار is a mistake for الكبار. — 378, 1: Read وطلش. — 380, 15: It would be better to edit عان, since
there is nothing unusual in this writer’s manner of writing the *hemza*, and similar interpretations of it have been made elsewhere in the text.—381, 1: The particle  has fallen out at the beginning of the line.—382, 3: Instead of  read  . See Boethor, in Dozy, on viii: “se donner des grâces en marchant, se balancer.”—384, 5: Read  .

Charles C. Torrey.

---

**LA Fondation de Goeje**


2. Le capital de la fondation étant resté le même, le montant nominal est de 19,000 florins hollandais (39,000 francs); en outre, au mois de Novembre, 1910, les rentes disponibles montaient à plus de 1,850 florins (3,700 francs).

3. Conformément à l’avis de M. le Professeur A. A. Bevan et M. H. F. Amedroz, le conseil a offert à titre gratuit un exemplaire de la reproduction de la Ḥamāsah d’al-Buḥturi à un certain nombre de bibliothèques publiques ou privées, de sorte que maintenant cette publication peut être consultée par ceux qui désirent en profiter pour leurs études. Les autres exemplaires ont été mis en vente à 200 francs par exemplaire, aux conditions des circulaires distribuées; la vente se fait au profit de la fondation.

4. La fondation a subventionné un voyage scientifique que M. le docteur A. J. Wensinck a fait en Angleterre.

Novembre, 1910.

---

**FIRST Universal Races Congress**

A Congress dealing with the general relations subsisting between West and East will be held in London
from July 26 to July 29, 1911. So far as possible special treatment will be accorded to the problem of the contact of European with other developed types of civilisation, such as the Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Turkish, and Persian. The official Congress languages are to be English, French, German, and Italian; but Oriental and other languages will not be rigidly excluded. The papers (which will be taken as read) are to appear, collected in volume form, both in an all-English and an all-French edition, about a month before the Congress opens, and among the contributors will be found eminent representatives of more than twenty civilisations. All schools of thought are hereby invited to take part in the proceedings. Resolutions of a political character will not be submitted.

Object of the Congress.

To discuss, in the light of modern knowledge and the modern conscience, the general relations subsisting between the peoples of the West and those of the East, between so-called white and so-called coloured peoples, with a view to encouraging between them a fuller understanding, the most friendly feelings, and a heartier co-operation.
NOTICES OF BOOKS


Monsieur Chailley has done his countrymen a rare service; he has presented them with an elaborate and impartial exposition of the problems which have to be faced, and if possible solved, by the English in their government of India. What a contrast he forms to the globe-trotting French Chauviniste, who must needs sneer at us even on his title-page, forgetting that his tour, if it could have been made at all, would have been made under very different conditions sans les Anglais. In this English version Sir William Meyer has added to the services mentioned by the author in his Preface, by preserving in his translation a great deal of the clearness and daintiness of good French prose.

The work is divided into two Books; the first devoted to a résumé of facts and a statement of the issues; the second to the subjects of a "Native Policy", the mode of dealing with native states, and the situation in Burma, followed by chapters on landed property and the agricultural classes, Law, Justice, the Education Problem, and the share of the Indians in the administration of the country. Of all these ably treated subjects perhaps Burma and Education are those to which the author has chiefly devoted himself. It is difficult, if not impossible, to criticize where everything is so fairly and so accurately placed before the reader. Of course, there is not much that is new for experienced Anglo-Indian officials to learn; but it can be confidently asserted that no better book could
be placed in the hands of a student commencing the study of Indian administration. It can also be strongly recommended to any English politician desirous of arriving at serious, well-grounded, and unbiassed opinions on a subject too often treated in a spirit of irresponsible ignorance.

Tempted by the vastness and absorbing interest of the subject, it would be possible to convert this notice into a vehicle for setting forth the conclusions of a lifetime, but even if space allowed, the matter when handled honestly would become too polemical for these pages. I content myself with calling attention to one or two points.

Monsieur Chailley seems to think (p. 74) that the English are wrong in asserting that the Hindu and the Mohammedan will never combine. At all events, we see no signs at present of any such approach of the two classes; in fact, it is all the other way, and they seem more openly hostile politically than they have ever been since we entered on the task of Indian government. Mohammedans, as our rivals for rule in India, would be more formidable antagonists than the Hindus, and we can conceive their joining a movement against us. But it would be on one condition only—that they must be the head of it. Such a concession of superiority would not suit the modern English-speaking Hindus, in the frame of mind which they have displayed for years past. They look on themselves as the destined heirs of all the ages; they claim the country as theirs by right of numbers; and are willing to accord Mohammedans only a very subsidiary place in the New India.

What is said on p. 163 about the advanced Indian party is quite true: that they are theorists, puffed up with book knowledge, proud of caste, disdainful of the lower orders; and drawing all their information from that very Anglo-Indian administration which they charge with selfishness, oppression, and ignorance. Their instruments are the Press, local conferences, and the National Congress. The history and activities of all three of these organs are
succinctly but clearly set forth on pp. 166–83. Monsieur Chailley considers that in spite of the narrow class views of its members, the Congress is working for the interests of the masses (p. 177). We look around for these results and do not find them. What has the Congress done, or attempted to do, for the masses? In his next paragraph M. Chailley seems to disprove his own assertion.

The author holds that England intends never to give up India: "She rules India and intends to go on ruling it" (p. 188). He believes that we have abandoned the earlier and better opinion of Elphinstone and Malcolm that our rule is only temporary. It is quite possible that those great men thus expressed themselves, but it must be remembered that they were speaking some eighty years ago. At that epoch the possibility of any such abandonment was so remote that their words were rather vague sentiment than an expression of deliberate intention. Would they repeat those words now, with the prospect before them of having to fix some fairly near date for their fulfilment? I much doubt it. A healthy man in his prime will sigh and say, "All flesh is grass," without that sentiment evoking any lively sense of his own mortality. We all admit that this world must come to an end, without the remotest expectation of seeing that dread day arrive. Elphinstone and Malcolm in the same way expressed a pious opinion, never dreaming of its having any practical bearing on their own conduct. Similarly, we may, and most of us do, admit that some day or other English control over India will cease; but we equally deny that the time has come, or can come before several generations have elapsed. In that case, to proclaim, as Monsieur Chailley thinks we ought, that we are deliberately working for our ultimate exodus, at some period already visible to us, is merely to bring that event upon us without our consent, and possibly at a moment when chaos would result, bringing sore disaster on the
country for which we have made ourselves responsible. In brief, if I read the situation aright, and if I understand in the least my fellow-countrymen, Labour Members and Socialists included, we have no intention whatever of being forced out of India if we can prevent it, and mean to hold on, if possible, until we leave with our own deliberate assent. We must either keep control or clear out of the country, bag and baggage. Half measures are impossible; we cannot, in justice to ourselves, accept responsibility after we have ceased to control.

In summing up, after a long examination (pp. 442–51), the question of separation between judicial and executive powers, the author declares that their union violates all theoretical rules. This finding seems to be quite inadequate for determining the course we ought to pursue. No one seems to have called attention to the fact that such separation was tried in Bengal and abandoned again in 1859. Why did the attempt fail then? The change was perhaps worth trying, at any rate in Bengal. By our legislation of 1793 we had already abdicated our position as rulers in the Oriental conception of that position, and had substituted what we intended should resemble the landlordism and squirearchy of eighteenth century England. The detailed administration was left to the landholding classes, and until recently Bengal seemed the most thoroughly loyal and contented of our provinces, and the Bengali seemed to have cast in his lot entirely with us, to whom he owes everything political that he possesses. During the Mutiny of 1857 he was as much an object of popular vengeance as any European. If the separation of judicial from executive functions was safe anywhere, it could not be safer than in Bengal. Yet, in 1859, even there the old powers of district officers were restored. At the present time, when we find Bengal undermined with sedition, how can it be wise to weaken the hand of the executive, and to make the Calcutta High Court more completely than ever what it
has always been, the real ruler of the Bengal province. The practical advantages of the union of powers quite overweigh any theoretical arguments.

In conclusion, a few minor points may be briefly touched on. To the list of European ascetics given on p. 72, the name might be added of Captain Remington, Indian Army, who within the last forty years dwelt as an anchorite at Lucknow, and, if I recollect aright, proved his title by his nakedness; sanctity and want of clothing have always been closely connected in the East. The note about Jesuits in Agra (p. 91) seems to be erroneous. When the order of the Jesuits was re-established about 1815 the mission of Agra was not restored to them. It has been since 1823, and is still, in charge of the Capuchin Order. I doubt if the present Agra Mission possesses anything beyond the church and other buildings at Agra. It lost the lands at Parel, near Bombay, long ago, in the eighteenth century. The remarks on p. 91 as to the "slackness" of all workers in India have an element of truth, but must not be pushed to an extreme. The better agriculturists, so far as my experience goes, are an exceedingly laborious class, not to be excelled anywhere. The same praise might be extended to the sadly overworked clerical staff in a district office. On p. 383 is the statement that "the Charter of 1833 for the first time constituted a government of India", with this note added: "The Governor-General had previously been Governor-General of Bengal." These statements having been passed by Sir W. Meyer, it is perhaps rash to challenge them. But they are inconsistent with what is said, for instance, in the Imperial Gazetteer of India (1908), ii, 482. As I understand matters, from 1773 the Governor-General in Council legislated for the Bengal Presidency alone, while he governed the whole of India. He governed India as much before as he did after the Act of Parliament of 1833.

William Irvine.

August 3, 1910.
"The Search after God" (Brahma-mīmāṃsā) by the Inspired Saint, Bādarāyana, with "the Holy Interpretation" (Śaiva-bhāshya) of the Teacher-in-God (Śivāchārya), Śrīkānta, known also as Nilakaṇṭha. Madras, 1910, etc.

Until very recently the importance of the Śaiva theological literature was not realized in Europe, and even in India few students outside Śaiva circles had any idea of its antiquity and the influence that it has had in moulding classical Hindu literature. Now, however, there seems to be an awakening of interest, as a welcome token of which we greet the work bearing the above title, which is the first instalment of a translation by Mr. V. V. Ramanan of Nilakaṇṭha's great Bhāshya or doctrinal exposition of the Brahma-sūtra, together with the commentary of Appaya Dikshita. Nilakaṇṭha's work is admittedly one of the earliest and most authoritative treatises on Śaiva theology. Unfortunately his date and literary relations are very obscure. Tradition, perhaps rightly, describes him as the disciple of a certain Śvetāchārya; but it also gives a list of twenty-seven mostly fabulous yogāchāryas who carried on the spiritual succession from the latter, and it has no really historical information on the subject.

Mr. Ramanan himself is a devout Āgamic, and his personal beliefs on the subject of Indian and European mysticism will not be generally accepted in Europe. But he is profoundly versed in the literature of the Āgamas, and his translation, with the exhaustive notes appended to it, is very good. From his notes we extract for the benefit of bibliographers the following list of the twenty-eight Āgamas, referring them to the book itself for the names of the numerous Upāgamas:—

1. Śaiva Āgamas: Kāmika, Yogaja, Chintya, Kārana, Ajita, Dipta, Sūksha, Sāhasraka, Anśumān, and Suprabha (Suprabheda or Suprabodha).
2. Raudra Āgamas: Vijaya, Niśvāsa, Svāyambhuva, Āgneya (Anala), Bhadra (Vira), Raurava, Makuta, Vimala, Chandrahāsa (Chandrajñāna), Mukhabimba (Bimba), Udghita (Prodghita), Lalita, Siddha, Santāna (Śānta), Nārasimha (Sarvokta or Sarvottara), Pārameśvara, Kiraṇa, Para (Pārahita or Vātūla).

L. D. Barnett.


By the publication of this work Professor Geyer has completed his notes and additions to the Dīwāns of the three Rağaz poets al-' أغغاغ, az-Zafayān, and Ru'ba, originally edited by Ahlwardt in his Sammlungen. The notes on the first two appeared in the Vienna Oriental Journal, vol. xxiii. With his customary thoroughness he has brought together all that is attributed to these poets in a large number of works which Ahlwardt had not consulted, and especially he has carefully compared the manuscript copies of the Dīwān of Ru'ba which had belonged to Spitta and are now in the library at Strassburg. Ahlwardt had not used these manuscripts, and the variants found in them will elucidate many obscure passages in the works of a poet who studies the use of words not readily understood even by his own contemporaries. The number of variants is astonishing when we consider that the philologers who were interested in transmitting this class of poetry actually read (ل) the poems under the author; among them are named al-Aṣma'i and Abū 'Amr aš-Šaibānī. As Geyer points out, the Rağaz poetry is really a revival of an antiquated style. To make it interesting the poets had to have recourse to special means to find a hearing; al-' أغغاغ, Ru'ba, and several of their contemporaries literally stuffed their compositions with strange words taken from the vocabulary of the
Bedouins which appealed to the thirst for such things among the littérateurs of the towns, but we find in other Rağaz poets the first attempts at humorous and grossly obscene poetry, two features which are scarcely to be found in the longer Qasidahs; the obscene passages in the Hiğā' differing in being taunts at others, while in the Rağaz of this kind we find that after the manner of Martial the poem is intended for a coarse joke. Abû Tammâm has towards the end of the Ḥamāsa several pieces of this kind, but the Râğiz Ziyâd at-Tammâḫî appears to have made a speciality of it.

It is noteworthy that the Rağaz poetry flourished principally in certain tribes. All three poets treated by Professor Geyer are of the tribe Sa'd, a branch of Tamīm; other Rağaz poets of note of this tribe are 'Umar b. Lağa', the adversary of Gārīr, Himyān b. Quhāfa, al-Qulāḥ b. Ḥazn, Dukain b. Rağa', and Abû Nuhaila; the tribe of Iğl has chief representatives in al- Ağlab, Abû Maimûn al-Iğlî, and Abû-n-Nağm, the latter a contemporary and adversary of al-' Ağgâg; of the tribe of Asad are Abû Muhammad 'Abd Allâh b. Ribî al-Ḥadīlamī al-Faq'âsî,1 Maidân al-Faq'âsî, Mudrik b. Ḥiṣn al-Asâdî; other poets frequently quoted are Gandal b. al- Muthannâ at- Ṭuḥawi, Miqdâm b. Gassâs ad- Dubairî, and Ribî ad- Dubairî. The latest poet who practised this class of poetry extensively was al- Ḥumâni under Hârûn ar- Rashîd. After this the Rağaz falls into disuse except for descriptive hunting poems, and finally it is used principally for didactic poems on law, etc., but these rhymers abandon the same rhyme through the whole poem and employ couplets which rhyme with one another. The Rağaz poems of the classical period all abound in difficulties, and it is to be hoped that Professor Geyer will soon publish the text of what remains of al- Ağlab al- Iğlî and the remains

1 He is quoted under any of these names in the dictionaries and philological works.
of some of the other poets named above, and, if possible, also the commentaries upon the Diwāns of al-ʻAǧgāǧ and Ruʿba.

No doubt many of the fragments collected by Geyer are, as he has indicated in several places, not by the poets to whom they are attributed. The verses in other metres than Raḡaz are without doubt not their property. The fragment Ruʿba No. 176 is by al-Kalḥaba, and is found in the Mufaḍḍaliyyāt, ed. Thorbecke, No. 2, v. 5; the fragment No. 59 found in the Diwān of al-ʻAǧgāǧ is by at-Ṭirimmāh.

We are grateful to Professor Geyer for this further contribution to the understanding of the Arabic literature at a period when it was little influenced from outside, but these contributions show us how much has yet to be brought to light before we can see plainly before us the teeming life of early Arab civilization.

Fritz Krenkow.


This book has appeared at an unfortunate time, for Persia is now in the throes of a revolution, and neither she nor her friends is in a mood for enjoying the light-hearted raillery of a successor to Ḥājī Bābā. To read this book to-day is like reading the tremendous adventures of Major Gahagan during the stress of the Indian Mutiny, or Charles O'Malley in these days of cattle-driving, or witnessing the Mikado after the Japanese victories. But the appearance of the book at this untoward time is not the fault of the very clever author, for it was written more than two years ago. It must also be said that Nūrullah Khān is a much more respectable character than his grandfather Ḥājī Bābā, and that he writes in a much more kindly spirit. He is garrulous and boastful, but he
is not a rascal, and his book might be translated into Persian without much danger of offence to Persian susceptibilities. This is more than can be said of Hāji Bābā's book, which is a satire as clever and as unfair as Le Sage's *Gil Blas*. Surely it was a mistake for the Asiatic Society of Bengal to publish the Persian translation of the Hāji's book for the edification of Orientals and Orientalists. Major Sykes' book is written in a different spirit, and abounds in amusing stories. It also shows great knowledge of Persia and of Persian modes of expression, and might be taken as a sequel to the autobiography of Muḥammad ʿAli Ḥāzin. Only in one place, I think, does Nūrullah make a slip in his statements, and that is where he writes of the saint Shah Niʿamat Ullah's travelling to India to the Court of Ahmad Shah Bahmani. From Ferishta's History and Rieu's Persian Catalogue, ii, 634, it appears that it was the saint's grandchildren who visited the Deccan, and that he himself never went there. The mistake, however, is just such an one as a modern Persian versifier would be likely to make.

Major Sykes' book—for it is really written by him—professes to be the autobiography of a Persian poet, and in particular gives a detailed account of a visit to Mashhad, the glory of the Shia world. It is difficult to believe that so enlightened and good a prince as Al-Māmūn could have been so base as to poison his relative and heir-apparent the Imām Reza, and in spite of the tradition we prefer not to credit the story. It is one that Orientals tell of nearly every great man who died in his bed. D'Herbelot does not mention it in his notice of Al-Māmūn, and in his notice of the Imām he only says that his death was "peutêtre procurée par le poison". What makes the story especially doubtful is that Al-Māmūn's father, Hārūn-ar-Rashid, is also said to have poisoned the seventh Imām, that is, Imām Reza's father. Would the son have accepted grapes from the son of his father's murderer, and would he also, as
Nurullah tells us, have asked to be buried in the same shrine as Harūn-ar-Rashid?

The book contains some excellent photographs; one of them is of the beautiful mosque built by Gauhar Shād, the daughter-in-law of Timur. It is sad to think that this gracious lady was put to death by Abu Sa'id, but it is a comfort to know that this bloodthirsty prince was himself executed by a descendant of her husband.

H. B.


This is a pamphlet of twenty-two pages, dated last April. The author is the second secretary of the Council of Ministers of the Egyptian Government and a Member of the Institut Égyptien. The means he advocates to carry out the object indicated by the title is to extend the collection of Arabic works in the Royal Khedivial Library by supplying photographic reproductions of important books from manuscripts in other places. Thus, in the course of ten years or so, and at a comparatively small expense, all the principal works on Egypt, Arabic literature, and Islamic civilization would be brought together, and as part of the project the Imprimerie Nationale would bring out texts selected for printing.

By way of showing what could be done, Ahmad Bey gives particulars of some fifteen books of which he has obtained photographic copies. Most of the originals are in the Libraries of Constantinople, but some appear to be new discoveries of his. Among the finds are the missing first volume of the Encyclopædia of Ibn Faḍlillāh el Umari, a small Encyclopædia hitherto unknown, by one Furai'in, a disciple of Abū Zaid el Balkhī, and a neo-Platonic
fragment of a translation from a Greek original conjectured to be by Iamblichus.\footnote{In this category our author includes (p. 15) the life of Sultán Jaqmaq, by Ibn ‘Arabshâh. He has apparently overlooked the MS. of this work contained in the British Museum, which the late Professor Strong proposed to print for our Society. The first part of the work appeared in our Journal in 1907.}

It is evident that the execution of the scheme suggested would do much for the study of Arabic literature in Cairo. It is not there only, however, but in every other place that Arabic researches are hampered by the inaccessibility of most necessary books. To meet the immediate need for the multiplication of copies, photography is the best way; and among its other advantages there is the smallness of the cost of copies additional to the first. One may urge, then, that the reproductions should not be limited to Cairo, but that enough should be made for distribution to all the principal centres where Arabic is studied. It is, no doubt, particularly desirable to stimulate Arabic scholarship in Egypt itself, but this object would not be helped in the least by withholding facilities that might easily be given to other countries. On the contrary, activity abroad is likely to have a good effect in Egypt. A hope may be expressed that the Egyptian Government will give their approval to the project and that the necessary financial support will be forthcoming.

A. R. G.

SHINRAN AND HIS WORK: STUDIES IN SHINSHU THEOLOGY.

This little book deserves the serious consideration of all who are interested in Buddhism. It is perhaps wrong to call Shinshuism Buddhism at all—it is more properly Amidism, the doctrine of Jōdo or the Pure Land, the Western Paradise of the Chinese, and of the supremacy
of Amida or Amida Nyorai or Amida Butsu. In the Shinshu Hyakuwa—a Hundred Talks on Shinshu—a sort of catechism recently published by Nishimoto, we are told that Sakyamuni the Buddha was manifested for the sole purpose of introducing Amida, who is the one original supreme Buddha, the crown and glory of the last and highest of the three yānas, the Mahāyāna. So in the Shōshinge or religious poem of which Mr. Lloyd gives the Chinese text, the Japanese paraphrase, and an English translation, we are taught not to strive for salvation by the hard path pointed out by Sakyamuni, the path of painful works and knowledge, but solely by faith in Amida, who may be regarded as a Trinity in Unity, composed of Amitābha the Supreme (=God), Avalokiteśvara or Kwannon (a male form), the Compassionate one, Mediator, Helper, Saviour (=Jesus), and Mahāsthāmaprāpta or Seishi, Wisdom (=the Holy Ghost). The Buddhism of Sakyamuni is not rejected exactly, but rather neglected; there is, it is true, the gate of Wisdom (Knowledge) leading into the paradise of Jōdo, but the better gate is that of the Shinshuist, the Gate of Mercy (Piety), and to enter this latter gate the better way is not shōdo, the practice of virtue, but the way of faith, faith in the Helper, Kwannon, and this way has the merit of being the easier one, for it has been prepared by Kwannon. Such is a brief and imperfect account of Amidism, which, to my mind, like other forms of Buddhism, may be compared to an elaborately carved shell (such as the sculptured coco-nut shells one sees in the East) with a surface of complicated chaising, but with an empty interior.

Of Shinran himself—but his very existence is disputed—there are various popular hagiologies, abundantly illustrated, but to none of these does the book before me contain any reference. They would not probably be recognized by Shinshuist theologians in Japan, where, and where alone, at the present day at least, Shinshuism
flourishes, comprising with Jōdo more than half the Buddhists in Japan. It may well be popular, for it prescribes no ascetic observances of any kind; in a word, its sphere is not the cell but the agora. Shinran Shōnin flourished towards the end of the twelfth century, a period of great disturbance in Japan, and appears to have been an adherent rather of the Minamoto than of the Taira faction-mongers of that unruly time. For the rest I must refer to Mr. Lloyd's book, which is founded on that of Mr. Nishimoto, and is an interesting and learned exposition of that form of Buddhism which comes nearest to the Protestantism of the West, and still preserves its empire over millions of Japanese folk.

F. VICTOR DICKINS.

OUMĀRA DU YÉMEN, SA VIE ET SON ŒUVRE. Par
HARTWIG DERENBOURG, membre de l'Institut.

To review the last book of a scholar whose loss is still fresh in our minds is a sad task. Hartwig Deroenbourg was no one-sided specialist. His studies extended over every important branch of Arab literature, poetry, grammar, history, and epigraphy. His edition of Sibawaihī's famous work on grammar is an achievement of enviable merit and is indispensable to every student of the Arabic language. The last twenty years of his life he devoted to the study of Eastern history of the twelfth century, selecting two persons, distinguished by many gifts and fitting representatives of a great age. The one, Usāma b. Munkīd, was a warrior and politician of repute, and the author of an autobiography which forms an important source for the history of the first century of the Crusades. The other, the hero of the work mentioned above, excelled as jurisconsult, poet, littérature, and historian.

In his last-named capacity, Omāra has been introduced
to English readers by Mr. H. C. Kay's edition and translation of his *History of Yaman*. A sketch of his life had previously been published in De Slane's Translation of Ibn Khalliqān's Biographical Dictionary (vol. ii, pp. 367-72), but a fuller and critical account is given in an article by the late Professor Robertson Smith in the April number 1893 of this Journal. These preliminary studies were supplemented and concluded by H. Derenbourg. He first published, in two Arabic volumes, Omāra's autobiography and a selection of his poems and letters, together with extracts from other writers who dilated on his person and work, and then added a volume in French which epitomises the whole material in a narrative on Omāra's life. The attention which Omāra received at the hand of later Arab authors testifies to the renown he enjoys in Arab literature.

Much greater is the value of this publication to modern students, as it lifts the prose and poetic writings of so interesting a personality above the confines of the student of Arab literature, providing parallel information to that drawn from Usāma's autobiography alluded to above. Both authors lived and worked in different spheres of the Muslim world, both were in almost continual contact with princes and leaders of men, and a combined reading of their memoirs cannot fail to give as vivid a picture of the history of their epoch as can be gained anywhere. Derenbourg makes the interesting observation that his heroes, although they both enjoyed, at different times, the protection of Al-Malik al-Ṣāliḥ b. Ruzzīq, the vizier of Cairo, never met and probably knew nothing of one another. More strange still, that Omāra arrived at Cairo one year after Usāma (who was about twenty years his senior) had left this place where the vicissitudes of life had forced him to seek refuge.

Omāra was a pure Arab by birth, and a Sunni of the Shafeīte school by creed. It is greatly to his credit that
he never wavered in his religious convictions, although he lived at the Shi'ite court of the Fatimide rulers of Egypt. He was animated by strong feelings of gratitude towards his benefactor, the above-mentioned Ibn Ruzzïq, which found vent in numerous poems. In his autobiography Omâra tells of various attempts made by courtiers to convert him. His obstinate refusal, however, did not lose him the favour of the vizier, who greatly admired his poetry. Subsequently he was appointed Kâdi. Omâra’s loyalty to his benefactor eventually cost him his life. When Saladin overthrew the Fatimide rule of Egypt, Omâra, whilst endeavouring to ingratiate himself to the new Sultan, retained a grateful remembrance of his past patron, and composed a feeling elegy on the dethroned dynasty. Later on a conspiracy against Saladin’s life was discovered. Omâra, being rightly or wrongly suspected of having dealings with the conspirators, was put to death.

The volume, with its handsome style, fluent reading, and attractive subject, forms a fitting termination of the lifework of a scholar, and leaves us with keen regret that so fruitful a literary career was cut short before its time.

H. Hirschfeld.


Books not a few have been written and published on the memorable siege in Peking; one at least was prepared but disappeared completely on its road out to civilization. This one has survived, though it is composed largely of letters that never went to those they were written to. A “diary written spasmodically”, as the authoress terms it, amidst all the tragedies of this unique experience,
combines with the letters to give the reader a first-hand account of those terrible eight weeks. In this story of the siege, told as it occurred amidst the exploding bombs and the crack of the rifle fire, one gets as vivid a picture of what the life was at that time as it is possible to obtain: the anxiety, the hope deferred that made their hearts sick, the squeezing into tight quarters, the insupportable heat (the thermometer on the 1st of August at 108°), the picnic style of living, the semi-starvation diet, the levelling of all rank, the treachery of the Chinese, the innocent play of the children, making a game of the dread realities that surrounded them by playing at Boxers—all these and many other incidents are woven into the interesting narrative. But strangest of all that Christian Science was doing its best to try and believe the impossible and urging against reason that the real bullets which flew about were only figments of the brain!

The book is written in a light, easy style, and well illustrated with views and photographs of Sir Robert Hart, Sir Claude MacDonald, Mr. Conger, Generals Chaffee, Gaselee, the authoress, and others.

Mrs. Hooker is an American and, naturally enough, she has a pardonable amount of national pride in her countrymen and their deeds during those trying times when the best or the worst of each individual showed itself.

It seems strange at a time when death was staring all in the face that "exaggerated racial feelings" should so exert themselves as to cause "a possible division of forces", especially as all hope of a successful defence consisted in union. We are told, however, that the danger was averted by one of her nationals who "held both people and things together".

There are but few Americanisms, though some have crept in, such for instance as "whipped" for beaten. We presume "lickety split" is another.
There seems to be some confusion of date and circumstances on p. 13 as to the great massacre of Portuguese in Ningpo. Does not the authoress refer to that in 1542, when 800 out of 1,200 were killed?

It is curious to note how after the city gate names given in Chinese the English word "gate" is added when the Chinese has it already, as "Ha Ta Men Gate" and "Chien Men Gate".

We are glad to see a just meed of praise to the missionaries and the native Christians. The former she describes as collectively a splendid lot of men; of the latter she tells how all worked during the siege, though some amongst them were not accustomed to manual toil. The heathen, when they saw how matters were going to shape themselves, deserted.

The book is furnished with an index, as all books of any value should be, and is tastefully bound with a figure in gilt of one of the redoubtable Boxers on the cover.

J. Dyer Ball.


Mr. Hodson's very handsomely produced volume contains everything that a regimental history ought to give—the constitution of the corps at various periods, its war services, nominal rolls of the officers with their portraits and biographies, and full details on financial matters, establishment, dress, and equipment. There are seven coloured illustrations, besides three in half-tone, and ten portraits. The uniform of 1906 as seen in the frontispiece shows a great advance in taste on the hideous semi-European style of 1815 (p. 76), or even on the more picturesque get-up of 1884 (p. 170).
Contrary to the popular belief that the Body-guard is a merely "processional" corps, we find that their war services during some eighty years were most distinguished. In fact, in the eighteenth century they were the only cavalry the Company possessed. They served in Egypt in 1801-2 and volunteered for Java in 1811. In the first Burmese war they covered themselves with glory in a charge led by a Mohammedan native officer. In 1824 they helped to suppress a Sepoy mutiny at Barrackpore: their last field service was in the Sonthal troubles of 1855.

They were raised in 1773 by Sweny Toone, the great friend of Warren Hastings, of whom we hear so much in Miss S. C. Grier's *Letters of Warren Hastings*. Distinguished officers have served in the corps, such as that *beau-sabreur* Brigadier W. Mayne and the equally admirable Field-Marshal Sir N. Chamberlain. Among them also is the founder of the well-known Anglo-Indian family, the Angelos, who bore originally the truly tremendous names of Anthony Angelo Malevolti Tremamondo; and Mr. E. A. H. Blunt may glean from pp. 298 and 299 some additional particulars about the Chevalier de l'Etang, knight of St. Louis, for his forthcoming volume on *European Monuments and Inscriptions in the United Provinces*.

A strange, one might almost say unknown, fact revealed by Lieut. Hodson's labours is the existence from 1762 to 1772 of a European Body-guard, consisting of thirty-two men and one officer. Just one remark more. In the glossary *Alkhalak* (Arabic) and *Chapkan* (Hindi) are really, I believe, different names for the same thing, perhaps the *alkhalak* being a little the longer of the two in the skirt. This latter is, or was, the name usual on the Bombay side and in the Ḫaidarābād Contingent.

*William Irvine.*

The author offers here a translation of his Urdu work Mw'in-ul-āsār, published in 1894; and although his English is at times erratic and occasionally, as he would call it, too "floral", we accept his plea of its being his first venture in a foreign language the more readily that only rarely is his meaning obscure.

First we are told all about Mumtāz Mahal, Shāhjahan, and their children, collected from the best authority, the Bādshāhnāmah. The Mausoleum is then described with various details. Next we enter on the controversy as to the designer, in which, as was to be expected, the author unhesitatingly adopts the view of Mr. Havell and others that no European was employed. This debateable question has been settled for us in trenchant fashion by a recent German traveller, Professor Rouleux, of Berlin, "Eine Reise quer durch Indien": "The Italian myth must be entirely rejected. From a Persian MS. the following most interesting particulars have been extracted . . ." Then follows a repetition of all the old details about 'Isā Afandi and the rest. These details, mostly derived from the Bādshāhnāmah, ii, 322-30, are found in M. Mo'in-ud-din's treatise and also in Mahomed Latif's Agra, Historical and Descriptive, to which M. Mo'in-ud-din seems to be largely indebted. But the Professor has assumed as proved the very matter in dispute. What is the value of the alleged manuscript, who wrote it and when, where is it now? I have looked at similar works in the British Museum, and the principal one, passing under the name of Mānik Chand, is unmistakably a production of the early nineteenth century. More must be found out about this MS., and the alleged original plans in the possession of 'Isā Afandi's descendants must be examined, before we can arrive at any conclusion.

M. Mo'in-ud-din's dates must be accepted with caution;
they are nearly all out by one year. The statement on p. 25 that the tomb of I'timād-ud-daulah († 1621) was built before Austin of Bordeaux arrived in India, cannot be true, as Von Poser found Austin at Āgrah in 1621, and he probably arrived in 1616. Thevenot (p. 19) is not a good witness about the Tāj; he was never at Āgrah, never nearer it than Aḥmadābād (Gujarat). "Bright Quarter" (p. 55) seems a wrong rendering for Jilau-
khānah, meaning the place where the retinue and led horses assembled. On p. 71 there is a bad misprint; 40 lakhs of ādam equal 1 lakh, not 4 lakhs of rupees; and Mr. Oscar Browning will hardly know himself under the description of Persian professor (p. 79, note). The book has some nice illustrations and gives the original text of all the inscriptions. The most valuable section is perhaps that devoted to the vanished, or fast vanishing, tombs, mosques, and palaces between Āgrah fort and the Tāj.

WILLIAM IRVINE.

A HISTORY OF INDIA. Part I: The Pre-Musulman Period.
By K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, M.A. Longmans, 1910.

Mr. Aiyangar intends this work for use in the higher forms of secondary schools, and in my judgment it is admirably suited for that purpose. Indeed, it may well be retained at their side by more advanced students as a convenient conspectus of the subject, contained in a very small bulk. The appearance of the book is attractive, the paper and print are good, while the twenty-seven illustrations and eight maps are well executed. The English style is remarkably correct and pleasing, and I have come across only one obscure sentence (p 26, ll. 7 and 8).

The author has made excellent use of the most recent
results of modern research, giving also at the end of the book a good list of his authorities. His narrative is direct and simple, devoid of racial bias, and contains no rhodo-montade about an Indian Golden Age. I see he adopts the theory (p. 14) of a separate stream of Aryan immigration over the Pamirs, through Gilgit and Chitral. This hypothesis is founded, I believe, on linguistic evidence only, and is hardly sufficiently established to find place in a school book. The passage on p. 140 about the date of the Tamil poem the *Kural*, coupled with the note on the same page, suggests the inference that the work in question belongs to the first century of the Christian Era, which would make it one of the earliest productions of the human mind which still survive. Adverting, however, to the statement in the *Imperial Gazetteer* (India), 1908, ii, 434, it would seem that the poem could not be earlier than the eighth or ninth century. Naturally, it being the author's home country, the South of India is given due prominence; and he brings out well the great importance of South India in the early commerce between East and West, an importance which it has long lost. It is usual to divide India into two parts, North India (Hindustân) and South India (the Dakhin). Our author subdivides the second of these regions into (1) Dakhin and (2) South India. The dynastic history of the two parts having moved on different lines, perhaps for the author's purpose this unusual distinction was required. Mr. Aiyangar himself admits (p. 140) that the South Indian states so constantly shifted their boundaries that "it is difficult to describe them correctly." This difficulty, judging by my own experience, has not been quite overcome. The position of the northern states and those in the northern half of the Dakhin I can visualize, and have retained them in my memory; for those of South India I have not been able to form any such picture. Another map is, I think, needed, to be devoted solely to South India
(south of the Krishna), and showing by dotted lines and various tinting the position and limits of each state at each change in its fortunes.

William Irvine.


Sir Bampfylde Fuller's articles in recent monthly reviews have shown how well he can write; and the work before us serves to confirm that estimate of his powers. From an intimate acquaintance, official and personal, with the land, he is able here to present a most satisfactory general view of what Sir John Rees calls "the Real India", that is India outside the presidency towns. Every phase of the subject is adequately, if briefly, treated, and from the first page to the last I do not think there is one statement to which serious objection could be taken. I might pick small holes in his historical allusions, but after all these are but superficial things which do not affect the fabric of his arguments.

Sir B. Fuller possesses the gift, denied to most ex-officials, of conveying accurate information in a pleasing unpedantic form. From time to time he mingles with the results of his reading a touch of personal experience, some anecdote which clinches an argument while adding to the effectiveness of the picture. No better book could be put into the hands of any person desiring to know something of India but unable to devote much time to the acquisition of that knowledge. The first chapter on the Indian Monsoon gives in sixteen pages an account of the phenomena which is the easiest to understand I have ever read, without accuracy being in any way sacrificed. Almost as much praise can be accorded to the remaining eighteen chapters.

William Irvine.
THE SUFFIXES \textit{mant} AND \textit{vant} IN SANSKRIT AND AVESTAN. BY HAROLD H. BENDER, Ph.D. Baltimore, 1910.

Dr. Bender's monograph is a careful study of the suffixes \textit{mant} and \textit{vant}, which are so common in Sanskrit. As is often the case, fuller treatment adds little to what has already been determined with regard to the use of the suffixes. They denote possession with its derivate significations, and the former is only from a third or to a fourth as common as the second. What remains doubtful is the question of their original relation. According to Dr. Bender's final results (pp. 34, 35), in Indo-Iranian and Avestan \textit{mant} was used where there was a \textit{u} or \textit{ā} in the last syllable of the word\(^1\) to which it was affixed, and in all other cases \textit{vant}. Avestan retains this use, but Vedic (by which he means the literature anterior to the Brahmanas) also uses \textit{mant} with all the vowels other than \textit{a}, \textit{ā}, and \textit{i}, while in classical Sanskrit the vowel \textit{i} also is followed by \textit{mant}. The evidence is not, however, quite sufficient to establish these views: the preference for \textit{m} after \textit{u} is natural and is clear, but we cannot safely deduce the view that \textit{vant} is original and \textit{mant} a result of dissimilation, nor go beyond the clear interchange of \textit{v} and \textit{m} in the Vedic which has been emphasized by Bloomfield.\(^2\)

As is inevitable in a monograph Dr. Bender is a critic, and sometimes a captious one. In this case his victim is Whitney, who is commented upon for his treatment of the so-called past active participle in \textit{tavant} or \textit{navant}. "The heading of Whitney's chapter," Dr. Bender writes (p. 64), "on this class of possessives, 'Past Active Participle in \textit{tavant} (or \textit{navant}),' would exclude such words as \textit{pakvavant} or \textit{nisiddhavant}, which have as much claim to consideration

\(^1\) Whether as final or as followed by a consonant.
\(^2\) PAOS. May, 1886; JAOS. xxix, 290.
here as has kṛtavant. tā and na belong to the participial stem and not to the suffix." This is simply to ignore the fact that the heading is a mere summary explained in the first words of the section dealing with the matter, and that nṛṣiddhavant is not excluded even by the heading (for it is merely tāvant in euphonic combination), while pākvavant is certainly and properly excluded, since it is not used in the sense of a past active participle. Then Dr. Bender proceeds to criticize the view that "derivate words of this formation are found in Rig Veda, but without anything like a participial value", on the ground that in the few possessives of the type in the RV. the first element is clearly of nominal value (which Whitney does not even implicitly deny), and that in RV. i, 180, 7 hitāvān is derived directly from a past passive participle and yet retains its participial value, Grassmann rendering it as "der sein Gut versteckt hat". But this is merely one of the many cases where Grassmann is a poor guide; the passage runs—

\[ \text{vayām hi vāṃ jaritāraḥ satyāḥ} \\
\text{vipanyāmahe vi pānir hitāvān} \]

The sense seems clearly to be that adopted by Hillebrandt,\(^1\) and approved by Oldenberg,\(^2\) "We boast ourselves to be your true praise-singers; the Paṇī boasts of his hidden treasure," where hitāvān is simply a possessive, "as one who possesses hita (deposited treasure)"; and Pischel,\(^3\) who took it as "wohlwollend," evidently also felt it as a possessive pure and simple. Such cases show how a past active participle developed itself, and are instructive in that light, but to treat them as past participles is quite misleading, and Whitney's

---

\(^1\) Vedische Mythologie, i, 87.
\(^2\) In his Rgveda-Noten ad loc. See also Geldner, Vedische Studien, i, 138. Griffith seems to take it as a passive participle from hā, "abandon."
\(^3\) GGA. 1890, p. 537.
dictum is certainly correct; at any rate, if it is to be impugned it must be on more substantial grounds than a mere citation of a rendering by Grassmann.

One or two smaller points may be noticed. Dr. Bender has evidently overlooked the literature as to the words parasvant and parasvant, in which he sees apparently the suffix vant. Nor is it very satisfactory to treat the suffixes as having a majorative or pejorative value, or to divide these two significations into two categories separated from each other by eight other categories. As Dr. Bender’s own example, the English (or American) slang expression “having a head”, might have reminded him, it is not the suffix which has the majorative or the pejorative value: kesavant means “having hair”; now if one says of a man that he is hairy, it denotes that he has much or long hair, but it is not the suffix which adds the sense: akaravant means “well-formed”, just as “shapely” has that sense and for the same reason: a word in itself by formation of neutral meaning applied to any object takes a sense from that application. So with the pejorative jihvavant as “greedy”, or perhaps as “of evil speech” (cf. the English “she has a tongue”).

On the other hand, the clear case of rujanvant, “having a good king,” and rujavant, “having a bad king,” shows very obviously how much the use depends on the context, not upon the suffix. Agamavant and cankramavant can hardly be deemed examples of pejorative sense: agama in itself has the pejorative sense when used independently, and the intensive cankram already has the sense of “more slowly or crookedly”.

A. Berriedale Keith.

1 See my Aitareya Aranyaka, p. 377, n. 1.
2 See pp. 67 (§ 10), 72 (§ 19).
DAS ŚANTIŚATAKA, MIT EINLEITUNG, KRITISchem APPARAT, ÜBERSETZUNG, UND ANMERKUNGEN, herausgegeben von KARL SCHÖNFELD. Leipzig, 1910.

Dr. Schönfeld’s edition and translation of the Śantiśataka is an excellent piece of work, and presents in an acceptable form a very complete account of that century of stanzas on Śanti which has so often been printed in India, but of which no really critical text has hitherto appeared, except in so far as Böhtlingk, in the second edition of his Indische Sprüche, included 111 verses, and in many cases greatly improved the text.

Dr. Schönfeld deals in the introduction satisfactorily with the question of the origin of the Śantiśataka, and if his conclusion is not novel it is well to have the evidence collected, even if much of it is hardly of any cogency. The Śantiśataka is clearly in great measure a compilation; it owes some twenty-two stanzas to Bhartrhari, and there can be no legitimate doubt that this is a mere case of borrowing. Sometimes, indeed, the changes of the text in the Śantiśataka point directly to deliberate alteration; thus in i, 12 yācnaśūnyam replaces hiṃśasūnyam, and thus accords with the rest of the Sataka, which is frequently concerned with yācna, but not with ahiṃṣā. How far the remainder of the text is genuinely the product of one hand cannot yet be decided. Dr. Schönfeld is inclined to believe that the compiler himself produced some considerable part of the verses, as did Śāṅgadharma and other producers of anthologies. To deny this is impossible, but there is no very good ground for accepting the view.

The date of the compilation is quite uncertain; it is evidently known to the Saduktikaśāmṛta of Śrīdharadāsa, which is said to have been written in A.D. 1205,1 and it is posterior to Bhartrhari’s Satakas, though the date of those

---


JRAS. 1911.
Śatakas as handed down is not absolutely certain. But in all probability the book belongs rather to the period immediately before the Saduktikarnāmṛta than to an earlier epoch.

The name of the author is uncertain; in i, 2 and in a doubtful verse (11) he calls himself according to what seems the best reading, Śilhana or Śilhanamiśra; in a commentary he appears as Śilhanācārya, and in the Saduktikarnāmṛta he is styled Silhana of Kaśmir. Pischel was inclined to see in him Bilhana, the author of the Vikramāṅkadevacarita (about A.D. 1085), the Caurisuratapaṇcāśikā, and the drama Karṇasundarī; and there is a certain amount of support of this view in the fact that, as Aufrecht has pointed out, the name Bilhana is variously read as Silhana and Cilhana, while one verse attributed to Bilhana is found in the Śāntiśataka, at any rate in some versions. The evidence is clearly inadequate to establish any result. Dr. Schönfeld points out that Bilhana in his reputed works is not a compiler or borrower as in the Śataka, and that the complaints of poverty and attacks on erotic poetry contained in the Śataka are hardly consistent with his prosperity as seen in the Vikramāṅkadevacarita and his eroticism as seen in the Caurisuratapaṇcāśikā. These arguments are in themselves by no means conclusive, as the Śataka might well represent the reflections of one tired of mundane pleasures, but in the absence of any real reason for the attribution of the Śataka to Bilhana the authorship cannot fairly be ascribed to him. It is much more doubtful if Silhana is a real name; it is far from being well authenticated, and it may be a corruption. Nor can we follow Dr. Schönfeld in his interesting attempt to make him into a real figure, a Paṇḍit from Kaśmir, who lived in Bengal (whence come nearly all the MSS. of the Śataka), a Viṣṇuite with Vedānta tendencies, for the

1 Bodleian Catalogue, p. 124.
stanzas cannot with any certainty be attributed to his authorship. In one case, indeed, Dr. Schönfeld seems to allow his rendering of the text to be adversely affected by the desire to attribute Viṣṇuism to his author; in i, 27 Böhrlingk sees in kapālam a reference to the skull carried by ascetics, but Dr. Schönfeld rejects this, as the practice is in his view confined to Śivaites (a somewhat doubtful assertion), and therefore should not be read into a Viṣṇuite poem; but this is to forget the remarkable catholicity even of Viṣṇuites, and in iii, 12 the reading Śiva Śiva is clearly to be preferred to Harihara, showing that the collection cannot be treated—whether it is by one or more hands—as being purely Viṣṇuite.

The text of the Śatakas presents many interesting problems; it differs greatly in the various MSS., and the citations in other works also possess considerable variations. On the whole Dr. Schönfeld is wise in simply seeking to restore the best available text from the Śataka MSS. themselves, and both in arrangement of stanzas and in his decision as to the authenticity of the doubtful stanzas his judgment seems sound. Here and there, of course, differences of opinion are inevitable, but on the whole Dr. Schönfeld’s judgment is sound and cautious. In iii, 18 his correction phañamani for phalamanī is probably sound; similarly, in the Kauśitaki Upanisad the version of Śaṅkarāṇanda reads for phalahastāḥ the curious phañahastāḥ, which must be a mere blunder, for phana cannot mean “ornament”. I am more doubtful about the emendation samārjane in v. 8 of the apocryphal verses: the MSS. have duḥkhādikamārjane, and I am not certain that Böhrlingk’s duḥkhādikamajjane is not more probable; the expression is in either case, it may be said, not a very happy one; majjane is good, but duḥkhādika is weak, while on the other hand samārjane is not elsewhere well authenticated nor very easy.

1 i, 4; see my Śaṅkhāyana Aranyakas, p. 19, n. 1.
In i, 27 the author takes \textit{yat praśastam muninām} as denoting "prescribed for sages", and he compares Manu iii, 24:

\begin{center}
\textit{caturō brāhmaṇasyādyān praśastān kavyayo viduh}
\end{center}

But the cases are hardly parallel; it is at least as easy in this case to take the genitive as denoting the authority by which the rule is promulgated, while in the passage from Manu the genitive is really a possessive predicative genitive, and does not depend on \textit{praśastān}; the real sense is, "sages know that it is laid down that the first four are for the Brahmin." Nor do I follow the criticism of iv, 17, as exhibiting a difficult use of the future with the perfect participle as equivalent to a future, which is supported by a reference to Whitney's \textit{Sanskrit Grammar}. The form is \textit{kadaitat saṁpūrṇam . . . bhāvīṣyati}, which with a past participle, not a perfect, is quite in order and normal: "when will it be complete." Again, while Dr. Schönfeld recognizes that the Dvandva \textit{gauravajara} offends against the rule \textit{alpāctaram} in Pāṇini, he does not note that it offends much more seriously in retaining the feminine ending. Nor is it quite fair to call \textit{ayam} in iv, 9 (\textit{satyaṁ sūnur ayam}) a mere verse filler, or to doubt its accuracy; not only is it in all the MSS. and editions, but it has a distinct deictic force, and is far from being otiose or spoiling, as verse fillers do, a verse otherwise good.

It need only be added that the Śāntiśatuka, if clearly inferior to the Vairāgyaśatuka of Bhārtṛhari, is still of substantial poetic merit, and that Dr. Schönfeld's German version is clear and satisfactory.

\textbf{A. Berriedale Keith.}

\footnote{1 2nd ed., § 1075d, a section which really relates to perfect participles; Whitney ignores the usage with a past participle passive, no doubt because syntactically it is not in any way worth notice, being equivalent to a mere adjective plus a verb.}

\footnote{2 ii, 2, 34.}

\footnote{3 See Wackernagel, \textit{Altindische Grammatik}, ii, 2, 165. For \textit{skandha-sīrasi}, clearly a locative of a neuter Dvandva, in iv, 18, see ibid. 164.}
Die Wurzeln der Sage vom heiligen Gral. By

This is a most interesting study of the antecedents of the legend of the grail and an effort to find the origin of the conception in pre-Christian ideas. It must at once be conceded that so far as the general principle is concerned the correctness of the theory can hardly be gainsaid; that the legend of the grail is purely Christian is not in itself probable, and it is far from being supported by the available evidence; much of the legend is plainly taken over from an older tradition.

It is, however, a more doubtful matter when Professor von Schroeder seeks to find the prototype of the grail in the Rgveda. The grail is a magic dish which ever fills itself and has to be won by a spell from its guardian, and its winning involves the restoration of prosperity to the land wherein it is. These characteristic features von Schroeder sees as paralleled by the Vedic conceptions of the sun as an odana or as a caru which confers all desires, and of the moon as Soma, which eaten by the gods yet never fails to supply sustenance; Soma is guarded by the Gandharva or Gandharvas, in whom he finds the prototype of Lohengrin, reminding us of the connexion between Gandharvas and Apsarases, "swan maidens" as they appear in the tale of Purûravas and Urvasî. The spell is illustrated by the Vedic riddles, and the prosperity which follows the finding is none other than the breaking up of the drought by the rain which falls as the result of the Soma sacrifice. Moreover, the fact that the grail is found among the departed dead is meaningless in the Christian tradition, but not when it is realized that the dead in the Veda live in the sun or moon, and the tradition of purity and simplicity in the discoverer of the grail is paralleled in the story of Rṣyaśṛṅga.

It may at once be said that much of this is of interest and importance: the importance, however, is that of parallel
religious conceptions rather than that of a real prototype of the grail legend. It is, for example, by no means improbable that the record of the afflictions of the land of the guardian of the grail and their dispersal by its discovery is a new and altered form of the older legends of the driving away of drought by a rain spell seen in the Rṣyaśṛṅga legend, and the purity of Rṣyaśṛṅga is a simpler prototype of the purity of the seekers of the grail, which varies of course with the conception of the mediaeval and modern poet. The spell also can be illustrated by the Vedie riddles, and von Schroeder does not claim to explain fully the real character of such spells. But the connexion of Lohengrin and the grail, and with it the identification of Lohengrin and the Gandharva who guards the Soma, is very doubtful: Lohengrin is not found in the grail saga as told by Crestien de Troyes; it does occur in the version of Wolfram von Eschenbach, and apparently he claims to have followed a Provençal, Kyot, but some doubt is thrown upon the existence of this Kyot by the fact that he cannot be traced in any other source, and such authorities as Birch-Hirschfeld and Heinzel consider that he is a pure invention of Wolfram’s, and that the Lohengrin legend was originally in no connexion with the grail saga at all. In any case, the parallelism with the Gandharva is by no means adequately made out. The Gandharva is not an Apsaras; von Schroeder himself thinks he is a representation of the horde of the souls of the dead, as indicated in the Assalāyana Sutta,¹ and his connexion with the Apsarases is not sufficient to make up for this difference.

More important is the question whether either the sun or the moon is the prototype of the grail and of the popular tales of the dish which never fails² or the mill

¹ Von Schroeder curiously ignores Windisch’s elaborate discussion of this topic in Buddha’s Geburt; see above, JRAS. 1910, pp. 213 seq.
² This sort of dish is found in the Mahābhārata, iii, 3, 73 seq.
which continually grinds, a version which von Schroeder is no doubt right in holding to be merely a variant of the more simple dish motive. There are other forms of the same conception, and the normal Indian one is of course the wish-cow, but in all von Schroeder (p. 20) sees the sun, or, as indicated elsewhere, the moon, from which perhaps the sun, which does not wax or wane, borrowed its character as an object of consumption which replenishes itself. It is, however, precisely this identification which is the least plausible. The kadadh offers an interesting topic, it has been traced to the bountiful clouds,\(^1\) and this conception may have played its part in the result, but there must also be borne in mind the fact of the importance of the cow in itself to Indian agriculturists and pastoralists, and the conception therefore needs not any attribution to the sun. The evidence of the connexion of the sun with a dish which never fails is very unsatisfactory. It is perfectly true that in the ritual the sun is sometimes represented by a dish: in the Pravargya, as Oldenberg\(^2\) and Hillebrandt\(^3\) have shown, the dish called Mahāvira, filled with hot milk, represents the sun, but there is nothing here about a self-filling dish, and the self-filling dish (p̥iṭhara) which Yudhiṣṭhira in the Mahābhārata receives from Vivasvant cannot be held to prove anything for the Veda. Again, the odana viṣṭārin of an Atharvan hymn\(^4\) is a symbol of the sun; but the fact that the cooking of that odana is said elsewhere\(^5\) to secure to the cook prosperity, union with gods, and fellowship with the Gandharvas, is totally inadequate to show that the sun was deemed a self-filling dish, and yet if this cannot be shown the essence of von Schroeder’s argument disappears. Further, it is very doubtful if the identification of the odana with the sun

\(^1\) Cf. Macdonell, *Vedic Mythology*, p. 150.
\(^2\) *Religion des Veda*, pp. 448, 449.
\(^3\) *Vedische Mythologie*, i, 290; ii, 217 seq.
\(^5\) viii, 66, 6; cf. 58, 14; i, 61, 7.
is more than priestly speculation: von Schroeder treats it as if it represented a popular conception of the sun, but for that there is no hint at all; the Atharvan hymn where it represents the sun is clearly priestly (the practice of calling the whole Atharvan more popular than the Rgveda is simply unwise), and we get no further than we are carried by the Pravargya rite, for the passages of the Rgveda, in which von Schroeder sees a reference to the sun as an odana which Indra rescues from the Gandharva who guards it, are merely references to a cooked mess, and the interpretation of it as the sun is quite needless and most improbable. Nor is it at all strengthened by the fact that Pūsan is called karambhād in ridicule. It is hard to follow von Schroeder’s argument (pp. 25, 26) that this conception is natural if the sun were regarded as a warm mess, and that one of the sun-gods must have been an eater of mush.

The moon, indeed, is more plausible a prototype, but again it is hardly satisfactory, for its connexion with Soma is not a precise parallel to the grail. That the moon had a potent influence over plant life and that it was identified by the priests with Soma because inter alia of its swelling is certain, but there is no adequate trace in Vedic or classical literature of the moon as a dish which satisfies all desires. The conception of such a dish may have some mythological explanation; but such an explanation seems needless, and at any rate the moon or sun explanation must be ranked with the less plausible theories of comparative mythology.

A. Berriedale Keith.

1 viii, 68, 6; cf. 58, 14; i, 61, 7.
2 See also Macdonell, JRAS. xxvii, 166 seq.
3 RV. vi, 56, 1; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 35.
4 Von Schroeder insists on this as primitive, accepting Hillebrandt’s view of the original identity of Soma and the moon, which he thinks he has successfully upheld against Oldenberg. This, however, is most improbable, and needs further support; cf. Macdonell, p. 113; Whitney, JAOS. xvi, p. c.
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OBITUARY NOTICES

DONALD WILLIAM FERGUSON, M.R.A.S.

When Donald Ferguson passed away on June 29 last, under sad circumstances, I personally lost a friend to whom I could always turn in confidence for light on obscure points of Oriental knowledge requiring acquaintance with the languages and literature of the European nations connected with the East. For, besides his knowledge of Sinhalese and Tamil, he was well versed in French, German, Dutch, Portuguese, and Spanish.

His tastes were all literary, and though educated as a medical man he spent the greater part of his life in connexion with the Ceylon Observer, with which his family have had an honourable connexion for about seventy years. Indeed, it is hard to dissociate that well-known paper from the name of Ferguson. Donald Ferguson's father, A. M. Ferguson, C.M.G., was connected with it as chief proprietor and editor from 1837 to 1892, the date of his death in the island. The subject of this notice was co-proprietor and co-editor with his father for many years till ill-health drove him from Ceylon in 1893. The present editor, John Ferguson, C.M.G., nephew and cousin of those just mentioned, is still occupying that position after nearly fifty years of residence in the country.

Donald Ferguson was born at Colombo on October 8, 1853, and died at Croydon on June 29, 1910. Since 1893 he spent his retirement in studying and illustrating works connected with the history of Ceylon, and also greatly in helping others who were engaged in Oriental studies.
The following is a list of his works extracted from the British Museum Catalogue:

2. Enlargement of William Ferguson's *List of Writers on Ceylon.* 1886.
12. *Cartas de Raja Singa II, Rei de Candia, aos Hollandases, 1636–60,* publicadas por D. Ferguson. 1907.

R. C. Temple.

ALEXANDER ROGERS

The Society has lost a well-known and respected member in the person of Mr. Alexander Rogers, who died on the 27th of November in his 86th year. Educated finally at
Haileybury, he joined the Indian Civil Service, in the Bombay Presidency, in 1845. Electing for the executive branch, he served in the Northern Division, and rose to be Collector and Magistrate in 1860, and Revenue and Police Commissioner in 1865. He was appointed a Member of Council in 1872, and he retired in 1879. He was the author of a *History of the Land Revenue Settlement of Bombay*, and of translations of three modern Persian plays and of *Yusuf and Zuleika*, and he edited the *Bostan* of Sadi.
ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY


Aiyangar, K. V. R. History of India. Part i. 8vo. London, 1910. From the Publisher.


Bender, H. H. Suffixes *mant* and *vant* in Sanskrit and Avestan. 8vo. Baltimore, 1910. From the Author.

Bone Fragments inscribed with ancient Chinese Characters. From Mrs. Leslie Milne.

British Museum.


Dictionary of the Pathan Tribes on N.W. Frontier of India. New ed. 16mo. Calcutta, 1910. From the Chief of General Staff, Army Headquarters, India.
From the Publisher.

From the Indian Research Society.

From the Publishers.

From the Author.

From the Publisher.

Gordon, E. A. Messiah, the Ancestral Hope of All Ages, from Ancient Records. Fol. Tokyo, (1910?). 
From the Publishers.

From the Gibb Memorial Trustees.

From the Publisher.

From the India Office.

From the Publisher.

From the Author.

From the Author.

From the Commissioner-General of Japanese Government to the Exhibition.

Johnston, R. F. Lion and Dragon in Northern China. 8vo. London, 1910. From the Publisher.


Parker, H. Village Folk-Tales of Ceylon. Vol. i. 8vo. London, 1910. From the Publisher.


Ramsden, H. A. Corean Coin Charms and Amulets. 8vo. Yokohama, 1910. From Dr. O. Codrington, F.S.A.

Schönfeld, K. (ed.). Śāntiśataka. 8vo. Leipzig, 1910. From the Publisher.


Wieger, L. Bouddhisme Chinois. Tome i. 8vo. Paris, (1910?). From the Publisher.

Younghusband, Sir F. India and Tibet. 8vo. London, 1910. From the Publisher.
EUROPEAN science is indebted to Dr. M. A. Stein's industry for the remarkable document here published. It is one of the many valuable MSS. which fell to his lot through the partial acquisition in 1907 of an ancient library discovered, by a Chinese priest, in one of the Buddhist cave temples of the "Halls of the Thousand Buddhas" to the south-east of the Tun-huang oasis, as described by him in the Geographical Journal for September, 1909. Its excellent state of preservation, and the fact of its being written in the clear unequivocal letters of the Manichaean alphabet, renders this MS. a most valuable help to all interested in the study of the ancient Turkish speech in which it is edited.

The form of the MS. is that of a book-roll composed of

[The MS. which now bears the number Ch. 0015 was found mixed up in a bundle with Chinese manuscript rolls, mainly containing Buddhist texts. It is rolled on a stick of hard close-grained wood, about 4½ inches long and ¾ inch thick, with broader knobs at the ends. The paper is tough and stout, with a very smooth surface, apparently sized; in appearance it seems to resemble the paper of certain dated Chinese MSS. of the T'ang period discovered in the same library.—M. A. STERN.]
a number of leaves of paper, each having a breadth of
4 inches and a length of from 10½ inches to 13½ inches; these
leaves are carefully pasted together, so as to form
a sheet of 4 inches broad and 14 ft. 8 in. long, con-
taining a total of 338 lines. The writing in Manichæan
letters is beautiful and clear; the punctuation shows
the characteristic signs hitherto exclusively observed
in Manichæan MSS., namely, one or two black dots
surrounded by little circles or ovals executed in red lead
or vermilion.

It is difficult to form an opinion as to the age of this
copy, but as the orthography is not carried out with that
strict uniformity for which our best Turkish Buddhist,
Turkish Manichæan, and especially Persian Manichæan
texts are remarkable,¹ and as there are not infrequently
found uncorrected clerical errors,² we may have to adjudge
this MS., as well as some of the Berlin fragments of the
same category, to a relatively more recent date.

This chronological order seems further to be confirmed
by the discovery, amongst the Turkish Buddhist MSS.
brought from Turfan to Berlin, of a number of similar
confession-prayers, which evidently have served as models
for the composition of the Manichæan prayers of the same
character. These latter may be translations from the
Persian, and it is by no means an established, or even
probable, fact that they originated in Turkistan.

A copy of this identical prayer, written in the Uighur
character, has found its way from Turfan to St. Petersburg.
It has been edited under the title "Chnaustuanit, das
Bussgebet der Manichäer", by Professor W. Radloff, in
the publications of the Imperial Russian Academy,
St. Petersburg, August, 1909.

¹ Here are some instances of varying spellings: ākī and īkī, iṣīḍ and (the
presumably older) iṣīḍḍ; ṝyaē and (presumably older) ṝyaē, iērā and iērā.
² For these cf. n. 49; in our more carefully written MSS. clerical
errors are commonly blotted out by an application of opaque white
colour, on which the correction is carefully entered.
The difficulties of the Uighur writing have misled Professor Radloff in many instances, as already in the title, and as the translation also is by no means convincing, a new edition is called for by the importance of the text. The want of familiarity with the Manichaean faith is, however, a great obstacle in the way to a reliable translation; the present attempt is offered with a due sense of the difficulties of the task.

The St. Petersburg text is but little less complete than Dr. Stein’s MS., beginning at about the 28th line of the latter. Fortunately, parts of the identical prayer have been found by my own expedition to Turfan as well; and as some of these fragments contain part of the beginning of the confession, I have availed myself of Dr. Stein’s permission to add them, under a separate heading, to this publication, which thereby becomes the most complete edition of the text hitherto existing. As these fragments are also written in the Manichaean alphabet, the readings throughout are clear and incontestable. The whole of the Berlin fragments is being published in the Anhang zu den Abhandlungen der kgl. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

The contents of the text are important. They consist of an enumeration of possibly committed sins, for which forgiveness is being implored. This enumeration comprehends fifteen articles or counts, each being introduced by the words “the Second,” “the Third,” etc. Some of these articles contain fragmentary descriptions of the combat between the God of Light and his elements, against the Demon of Darkness and his creatures, and of the intermingling of Light and Darkness consequent upon this combat; in others we seem to get a glimpse of


2 For the importance assigned by the Manicheans to repentance cf. Baur, Das manichaïische Religionssystem, Tübingen, 1831, p. 262.
the manner in which the auditores, or Manichaean laymen (for whose use this and similar prayers were intended), could contribute their share towards the extrication of the ensnared Light from the embraces of Matter. For the attempts at explanation of these symbolistic recitals I must refer the reader to the appended notes.

I close this introduction with the expression of my sincere appreciation of the courtesy which has caused Dr. Stein to honour me by entrusting the edition of so valuable a document to my care.

KHUASTUANIFT

THE BERLIN TEXT

(Containing part of the beginning and of the First Article of the Khuastuanift destroyed in Dr. Stein’s MS.)

Additions of vowels by the editor are placed in ( ); destroyed letters and words have been reconstructed and stand in [ ]. The addition of -i, -u, and -h to some words is an expedient to fill spaces.

T. II, D. 178, 1.

1. Xormuzta-h t(a)ngri-i biš t(a)ngri-i 10
   Khormuzta the God and the Five-God

2. birlä qam(a)γ t(a)ngrilär səzinləğ(u)n 1
came descending (from the heavens), with the purity of

3. yäkkä 20 səṅgūskāli-i k’äli-tti-i-h
   all the gods, in order to engage in battle against

4. ‘inti-i . qəri qilinčöli-gγ šınuluγun 2
   the Demon; he battled against the Šmnudom

5. biš tūrləğ yäklərlügüŋ səṅgūḏdi-i.
   inclining to evil deeds, and against the five kinds of Demonry.

6. t(a)ngrilöi yākli-i y(a)rəqli-x qaranši əl
   God and the Demon, Light and Darkness at

7. ədün q[a]lədi-i . Xormuzta t(a)ngri-i-h
   that time intermingled . God Khormuzta’s

8. olan[i-i] biš t(a)ngri-i 10 . bizniŋ üzüt(u)müz
   youth, the Five-God, (and) our souls engaging in
9. suin\textsuperscript{25} \(y[āk]\)lugün sönğüşüp ba\(l(i)\)γ ba\(šl(i)\)γ \((t)\)\textsuperscript{8} combat with Sin and Demony became ensnared (\(?\)) and
10. bolṭi-\(i\) . ym\(ā\) qam\((a)\)γ yâkîlar u\(k(\mathring{a})\)lar inter-entangled (\(?\)). All the princes of the demons
11. to\(ṭun\)esuz ovutsuz soq\textsuperscript{24} yâk [birlâ \(?\)] came with the insatiable shameless Envy-Demon
12. \(yūz\) a\(rtuq\) qir\((q\ t)\)ümân yâk [\(y(a)\)vlaq \(?\)] (and with) a hundred and forty myriads of (lesser) demons united in [evil ?]

T. π, D. 178, iv, 2.

13. biligingâ-h qatîlip ğsüz könğül-knowledge (intent), and bereft of understanding
14. ğsüz k\((āl)\)lti-\(i\) . k\((ū)\)ntu tu\(r\)mîs qıînmiş and sense . He Himself, the Born and Created (i.e. Biş Tangri)

15. mângigü t\((ā)\)ngri yirin un\(t\)u-u 'itdî-\(i\) . forgot (forgetting sent away) the eternal heaven of the Gods
16. \(y(a)\)ruq t\((ā)\)ngrilârدد a\(r\)îlî-\(i\) . antadda- and became separated from the Light-Gods . There-
17. ta baru t\((ā)\)ngrim yâk qıînçînga-h . after, my God! if, because the Šmnu intending evil
18. qıî \(qıîn\)îl\((i)\)γ ̄mnu ğgümûn-\(i\) deeds, has led our thoughts
19. saqînîîm\((i)\)znî-ıaz-yurduqîn a . . . q \((?)\) k \((?)\) . . . \(wun\) . astray . . . to demoniacal actions and if, because thereby
20. biligîsiz őgsüz boltuqumuz \([ū]\)çîn . we have become unwise and void of understanding,
21. qam\((a)\)γ \(y(a)\)ruq üzülårînîng etermined we should have sinned and erred against the foun-
22. \([yîl]\)tizîngâ] . qıî \(y(a)\)ruq æzrua t\((ā)\)ngrik\(ā\)n dation and the root of all bright spirits (namely) against
23. \([kā \(?\)] yazînîm\((i)\)z yangîltîm\((i)\)z ârsâr . pure bright Azrua the Lord .
24. \([y(a)\)ruq\(lî\)\(i\)̄] qaralî-\(i\) t\((ā)\)n\(gri\)lî-\(i\) yâkîlî-\(i\)h [and if thereby] Light and Darkness, God and the Demon [should have intermingled (\(?\))]
Between this and the following leaf there is evidently a lacuna of one or more leaves, which had contained, perhaps, an explanation of the allegorical story of the combat between the Five-God and the Smnu, and had shown its application to the ordinary events of daily life.

T. ii, D. 178, iii, 1.

25. tözi-i yiltizi-i . . . [tidim(i)z] ärşar .
   [if we should have said?] . . . is its foundation and root .
26. tirgüdär t(ä)ngri-i tirgüdär ? . ölürsăr
   if we should have said if (some one?) enlivens (a body), God
   enlivens; if (some one) kills,
27. t(ä)ngri-i ölürür tüddimi[z] ärşar . ädğüg
   God kills . . . if we should
28. qenigay qop t(ä)ngri-i yaratmǐş ol
   have said the Good and the Bad, all has been
29. tüddim(i)z ärşar . mängigü-ü t(ä)ngrilariğ
   created by God; if we should have said, it is He that
30. [yara][t[i]yli-i ol tidim(i)z ärşar . xormuzta
   creates the eternal gods . . . If we should
31. [t(ä)ngril-i] [ś]mnul’t-ı ‘inili-i ‘icili-i ol
   have said: Khormuzta the God and the Smnu are
32. [tidim(i)z] ärşar . t(ä)ngrim suida baru-u
   brothers . . . My God! if in (our) sinfulness
33. [b]ilmātin t(ä)ngrikā ‘ıgdāyū-ū muntaγ
   we should have pronounced such tremendous blasphemous
34. uluγ çulvu-u9 sav səzlədüm(i)z ärşar
   words through our having unwittingly become false to God :
35. mundaγ bu qəncəsz yazuq yaz(i)nt(i)m(i)z .
   and if thus we should have sinned this unforgivable (un-
   changeable)
36. ärşar . t(ä)ngrim amtĩ-ĩ 44 m(ä)n raim(a)st
   sin : My God! now I Raim(a)st

T. ii, D. 178, iii, 2.

37. f(a)rzind9 əgũnür m(ä)n8 yazũqda boşunu
    f(a)rzind, I repent! I pray, cleaning myself
88. ötünür m(ā)n . m(a)nastar hrzá-h.  
from sin: M(a)nastar hrzá! (My sin remit!)

39. qutluğ pads . . . 'ikinti ymā 
qutluğ pads . . . THE SECOND.

Here begins Dr. Stein’s Tun-huang text, the first 15–17 lines of which being torn and mutilated, the editor has been able to reconstruct from the remainder of the page above begun.

**DR. M. A. STEIN’S TEXT**

1. ['ikinti ymā] kün ai ālāngrikā

2. ['i] ki-i y(a)ruq orā[un ‘iörā]

3. olurw'ma t(ā)ngri[lärkā qamā]y

4. burxanlarn(ī)ng [yir suv]*

5. y(a)ruq[un]g y tōzi [yillīzi]

6. tirnägüli-i* . . t(ā)ngri
[ yiringărū]

7. barsar ḍungū-ū qa [pīyī]

8. kün ai t(ā)ngri ol . . biš

9. t(ā)ngriq bošwāli-ī y(a)r[uqwā]

10. q(a)ra-y ad(ī)rāli-ī ēlāgdā

11. toli-ī tāgzinür tört-t

12. bulunuq[1]r yakutū[r] t(ā)n-
grim

[The Second.] When, for the sake of the God of the Sun and the Moon, and of the Gods enthroned in the two resplendent Palaces, the Basis and the Root of the Light of all the Burkhans, of the Earth and [of the Water?] should go to the heaven intended for them (for Basis and Root) to assemble in, then their foremost (first?) gate is the God of the Sun and the Moon.* With intent to deliver the Five-God, and to part the Light from the Darkness, does he roll along from the bottom (of the sky?) in fullness (as full moon) and illuminates the four corners (the four points of the compass).—My God!

* This whole passus (ll. 1–8) differs somewhat from the Berlin MS. The word suv (being destroyed in the Berlin text also) is a suggestion of the editor.
13. suida baru-u bil[matin]
14. kün ai t(â)ngrikâ [‘iki]
15. y(a)ruq ordu-u iêrâ]

16. olurwma t(â)ngrilâr[kü]
17. nâcâ yaz(i)nt(i)m(i)z ârsâ[r]
18. ymâ kirtû ärklig küçûl(û)g

19. t(â)ngri-i tipân kirtû-û-n-
mâd(i)m(i)z
20. ârsâ[r] . . nâcâökûş

21. y(a)vlaq çulvu-u sav*
22. sôzlâd(i)m(i)z ârsâ[r] . . ymâ

23. kün ai ölûr tid(i)m(i)z ârsâ[r
24. . . ärks(i)z(i)n tuvar batar ärki-i
25. bar ârsâ[r tuymazun tid(i)m(i)z
26. ârsâ[r] . . k(â)ntû özûmûznî-i

27. kûntâ aidâ öngi-i biz
28. tid(i)m(i)z ârsâ[r] . . bu-u ikinti

29. bilmâtin yaz(i)mîş yazuq[â]
30. boşunu-u ötûnûr biz
31. m(a)nastar hirza . . .

32. ücûnc ymâ biš t(â)ngrikâ
33. xorm(u)zta t(â)ngri orylanînga
34. bir tintura t(â)ngri . ikinti
35. yîl t(â)ngri-i . . ücûnc y(a)ruq

if, in sins, we should somehow
unwittingly have sinned against
the Moon (and ?) the
Gods enthroned in the
two resplendent Palaces;
if, albeit, we have called him
the True, the Mighty, and
the Powerful
God, we should not have be-
lieved in him . . if somehow
we should have
uttered a many wicked
blasphemous* words . . if we
should
have said: the God of the Sun
and the Moon dies and
his rise and his setting is void
of strength: should he
ownstrength, (then) he shall not
rise . . If we ourselves should
have said
our own bodies have been
created before
the Sun and the Moon, (then)
this second
unwittingly committed sin
we pray to be made void of:
M(a)nastar hirza ! . . (Middle
Pers.: Our sin remit !).
The Third. Because, in de-
fence of the Five-God,10
theyouth of Khormuzta the God,
his five elements, to wit:]
firstly: the God of the Zephyr,
secondly:
the God of the Wind, thirdly:
the God of the
36. \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngri-i . . . törtüncüb suv
\(t(\ddot{a})\)ngri
37. bi\(ş\)inné oot \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngri-i . . . suin
38. yâklügüün sönûşûp
39. bal(i? a?)\(^{11}\) duqin\(^{11}\) q(a)raqat\(\ddot{s}\)ltu-
\(\ddot{\imath}\)
40. qin ücün . . . \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngri yiringärü
41. baru umatûn bu-u yirdâ
42. ârûr\(^{12}\) . . . üzâ o-o-n qat
43. kök asra sâgiz (\!)\(^{10}\) qat
44. yir biš \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngri-i ücün turur
45. . . q(a)m(a)\(^{7}\) yir üzâkin(i)ng quti
46. qüvü-i āngi-i mângzi őzi
47. üzüti-i küci-i y(a)ruqi-i tőzi
48. yiltizi-i biš \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngri-i ol . . .
49. \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngrim suida baru biš
50. \(t(\ddot{a})\)ngrig bilmâtin gnûry\(\ddot{a}\)vlaq
51. biligin nâêâ sûd(i)m(i)z b(i)rti-
m(i)z\(^{13}\)
52. ârsâr . . . tört yig(i)rmi-i türlüğ
53. baî qültim(i)z ârsâr . . . on
54. yilan bašl(i? a?)\(^{14}\) ārngâkin\(^{14}\)
\(\ddot{i}\)ki-i
55. qirq tişin tirig öüzüg

Light . . fourthly: the God
of the Water,
fifthly: the God of the Fire,
. . having battled
against Sin and Demonry . .
have been ensnared and have
intermingled
with the Darkness . . . they
have been unable to go
to the Heaven of God and are
[now]
on this Earth . . . The tenfold
heavens above, the eightfold
earth below stand (exist) on
account of the Five-God.

Of everything that is upon
earth, the Five-God is
the Majesty, the (radiant)
Colour (\?), the Likeness, the
Body,
the Soul, the Strength, the
Light, the Foundation,
and the Root . . .

My God! If, in (our) sinful
condition, we unwittingly
should somehow have been
infractors against, or
causers of discontent in\(^{19}\) (read
bârtûmiz), the Five-God by
a bad and wicked mind . . if
we should have allowed the
fourteen kinds (of our
members)
to rule it over us . . . if,
taking
living bodies (as) food and drink
with the ten snake-headed
finger-ends and
56. aš 'ičkū-ū t(ā)ngriğ nāčā

57. aćiğim(i)z ağırtım(i)z ārsār
58. . . quru'y öl yirkā biş

59. tūrlūg tinl(i)qqa biş tūrlūg

60. ootqa 'ičaça nāčā

61. yaz(i)nt(i)m(i)z ārsār15 . . qmti t(ā)ngrim

62. yazuqda boşunu ötünür
63. biz m(a)nastar hirza . .
64. törtünç süki-i t(ā)ngri-h

65. yalavaçi-i burxanlarqa16

66. buyançî-i bögtâçi-i30 grîɣ

67. dintarlarqa bilmātin nāčā
68. yaz(i)nt(i)m(i)z ārsār . . ymā kirtū

69. t(ā)ngri-i yalavaçi-i burxan

70. tipān ādgü qilinç(i)ɣ grîɣ
71. dintar tip kirtkünmmād(i)-m(i)z

72. ārsār . . t(ā)ngri-i nomān sözlâ-
73. sār biligisz(i)n ötrü (? ) üzād(i)-m(i)z17
74. ārsār . . nomurî törūg

75. yadturnmatın tıdığım(i)z ārsār

76. . t(ā)ngrim qmti-i ökünürbiz
77. yazuqda boşunu-u ötünür
78. biz m(a)nastar hirza . .

the thirty-two teeth, we should somehow have
angered and pained God . .
if somehow we should have sinned against
the dry and the wet earths,
against the five
types of living beings and
against the five
types of herbs and trees: now,
my God!
cleaning ourselves from sin,
we pray: Manastar hirza . .
The Fourth. If, unwittingly,
we should somehow have sinned against the divine
yalavaçi Burkhans16
of the Host [of Light], against the merit-attaining (?)19 pure
Electi . .
If, albeit, we have called them
ture and divine yalavaçi
Burkhans and beneficient pure Electi,
we should not have believed
in them, if albeit we should have pronounced
the word of God, we should foolishly have
broken it . . if by not spreading the
faith, we should have impeded it . .
My God! now we repent!
cleaning ourselves from
sin, we pray: Manastar hir-
za!
79. bišinê biš türlûg tînl(i)γqa
80. bir ymâ âki-i adaqi(i)γ kišikâ
81. âkinti-i tört butluγ tînl(i)γqa
82. ücûnê uÊربma tînl(i)γqa
83. törtûncê suv 'icräki-i tînl(i)γqa
84. bišinê yirdâki baargv yorîvara tînl(i)γqa
85. suida baru-u t(ä)ngrim bu-u biš
86. türlûg tînl(i)γ(i)γ tûrad(i)γ(i)γ ultuγqa
87. kiçikâ t(ä)qi-i . . naczqorqit(i)m(i)z
88. ûrkit(i)m(i)z ârsär naczqorqit(i)m(i)z
89. yûntûnzû ûrsum(i)z . . naczqorqit(i)m(i)z
90. agrihim(i)z ârsär naczqorqit(i)m(i)z
91. ârsär . . munca tînl(i)γqa tûrad(i)γ-
92. qa ûz ûtagi-i boltumuz
93. . . âmti-i t(ä)ngrim yazuqda boshunu
94. ûtûnûrbiz m(a)nastar hîrza . .
95. . . . altînê ymâ
96. t(ä)ngrim suida b(a)ru-u saqinêen
97. sozuñ (for sözuñ) û zilînciñ . . on türlûg
98. suî-i yazuq zilînciñ zarsar

THE FIFTH. If, [misbehaving against] the five kinds of living beings, (to wit)
firstly, against two-legged man,
secondly, against the four-footed living beings,
thirdly, against the flying living beings,
fourthly, against the living beings in the water,
fifthly, against the living beings on earth, that creep on their bellies (livers) :
my God! in (our) sinful state,
these five kinds of living and moving beings, up to
the large ones and down
to the small ones: if somehow we should have frightened or scared (them); if somehow we should have beaten
or struck (them); if somehow we should have angered
or pained (them); if somehow we should have killed
(them); and if thus we have ourselves become tor-
mentors to such living and moving beings:
now, my God! cleaning ourselves from
sin! we pray: Manastar hîrza!

THE SIXTH.
My God! if in sinful state, we should have committed
the ten kinds of sin through
thoughts, words, or deeds;
99. . nāčā igid igidād(i)m(i)z ārsār
100. ymā nāčā igidāyū ant(i)qd(i)- m(i)z
101. ārsār . . nāčā igid kişi-i
102. tanuq-i boltumuz ārsār
103. . . ymā yazıqsuz kişiğ nāčā
104. qovład(i)m(i)z ārsār . . ymā sav
105.  illicit sav kālūrūp kişiğ
106. nāčā kikşûrû-û sözlâd(i)m(i)z
107. ārsār . . kôngûlin biligen
108.  qartûd(i)m(i)z ārsār . . nāčā yilvi-i
109. yilviâd(i)m(i)z ārsār . . ymā nāčā
110.  ʾökûš tînl(i)γ(?)γ tural(i)γ(?)γ ʾölûrûmûz
111. ārsār . . nāčā tâ)vładâd(i)- m(i)z
112.  kûrlâd(i)m(i)z ārsār . . nāčā
113.  āvinng oruncaq  yîdd(i)m(i)z
114. ārsār . . kûn ai t(a)ngri-i tapla-
115.  maz iṣiq nāčā iślâd(i)m(i)z
116. ārsār . . ymā ilki-i özün bu
117.  özün uzuntonlû urilar
118.  öz bolup nāčā yaz(i)nt(i)m(i)z
119.  yang(i)lt(i)m(i)z ārsār . . munca

if somehow we should have coined falsehoods;
if somehow we should have perjured ourselves;
if somehow we should have become a false
man's witness; if somehow we should have per-
secuted an innocent man;
if, carrying
words to and fro (?), we should somehow
have talked people into living in enmity
(and thereby) should have cor-
rupted their hearts and minds . . .
if somehow we should have practised sorcery . . . if
somehow we should have killed a many living
moving beings;
if somehow we should have practised
fraud and deception; if some-
how we should have de-
voured an industrious (?)
[man's] homestead (?);
if somehow we should have
done deeds
displeasing to the God of the
Sun and the Moon;
again, if in our first self
(or) in this self, now that we
ourselves have become
Manichean (?), youths, we
should somehow have sinned
and erred, and should thus have
brought damage and ruin
over so many living beings,
My God!
now, cleaning ourselves from the-
se ten kinds of sin we pray:
Manastar
hirza ! The Seventh.
If one should say, who is he [that comes?] to
the entrance of the two poison-
laden roads
and to the road that leads astray
to the gate of Hell?
The first is he that adheres to false
faiths . . the second is he that, calling the
Demon by the name of God, worships him with prostra-
tions.
My God! if, in (this) sinful state, through our
failing to understand and to comprehend the true God
and the pure Faith, through not believing what
the burkans and the pure Elect might have prea-
chted, and (trtrü ?) having placed confidence (?) in
those that falsely say: “I am a man of God, I am
a preacher,” and having accepted their words, we
should, somehow, have erringly (by mistake) fasted fasts and
should, somehow, have erringly (by mistake) prostrated
ourselves and should, somehow, erringly (by mistake)
have given alms; or if, saying “We will acquire
merit”, we should somehow erringly (by mistake) have
committed evil deeds... or if, invoking the
Demon and the Preta by the name of God,
we should have killed (sacrificed) living and moving
beings and prostrated ourselves (to the demons)
or if, saying: this is the (law of the) Burkhan, we should have
subjected ourselves to a false Law, and
should have worshipped it, by blessing it,
(thus) sinning against God and worshipping
the Demon:
My God! now we repent!
cleaning ourselves from sin we pray:
Manastar hurza!

THE EIGHTH. When we had come to know the
ture God and the pure Law,
we knew the two Roots and the Law of
the Three Times.
The Bright Root we knew to be the Paradise
of God, the Dark Root we knew to be the
162. biltim(i)z .. . ymā yir t(ā)ngri yoq
163. ārkān āngrā nā bar ārmīś
164. tipān biltim(i)z .. . t(ā)ngri lī yākli
165. nādā ātrū sōngūṣmīś ..
166. y(a)ruqlī-i q(a)ralī-i qaltī-i
167. qatilmīs yirig t(ā)ngriq kim
168. yaratmīs tipān biltim(i)z ..
169. ymāqargonyirt(ā)ngri-i31 nādā dā
170. ātrū yoq bol'yi .. . y(a)ruqlī-i
171. q(a)ralī-i q(a)lī-i adr(i)ḻyai-i
172. antada kisrā nā bol'yi tipān
173. biltim(i)z .. . āzrua t(ā)ngrikā kün
174. ai t(ā)ngrikā kūčlūg t(ā)ngrikā
175. burxanlarqa32 īnāntim(i)z
176. tayantim(i)z n(i)γošak33 boltyu-
m(ū)z
177. .. tört y(a)ruq tamṟa34 kön-
gülūmūz-
178. dā tamṟalād(i)m(ī)z bir ʻamran-
maq35
179. āzrua t(ā)ngri-i tamrya-i ākinti-i
180. kirtkūnmāk kūn ai t(ā)ngri-i

Empire of Hell. We knew what had been in existence (at the time) before there was an Earth-God. We knew why God and the Demon had battled against each other, and how (thereby) Light and Darkness had intermingled. We knew who had created Heaven and Earth and by what means the arqon Earth-God34 will again be reduced to nought, and how (thereby) Light and Darkness will (again) be parted; we knew what will happen after these (events). Believing in and placing our reliance upon Azrua the God, upon the Sun- and Moon-God, upon the Powerful God and upon the Burkhans,35 we became Auditores.36

Four bright Seals34 have we sealed in our hearts. One is Love34 (and this is) the seal of Azrua the God; the second (is) Faith (and this is) the seal of the God of the Sun and the Moon;
181. tamγ(a)si-i üčünč qorgmaq
182. biš t(ā)ngri-i tamγasi-i törtünc
183. bilgā bilig burxanlar
184. tamγasi-i . . t(ā)ngrim biligim(m(i)zni-i
185. köngülümüzni-i bu-u tört-t
186. tūrlūq t(ā)ngrilärđā arūtā(i)-m(i)z
187. ārsār . . orninta qamšat(i)-m(i)z
188. ārsār t(ā)ngri-i tamγasi-i
189. ārsār . . qmti t(ā)ngrim
190. bošunu ötünürbiz m(a)nastar
191. hirz(a) . . . . toquezunč on
192. ĉ(a)xFap(a)t tutduqumuzda b(a)ru
193. üč arziń üč köngülün üč
194. āłgın bir q(a)m(a)i özün töktäti-i
195. tutmaq k(ā)rgjak ārti-i . . t(ā)ngrim
196. bilip bilmätin āłöz
197. s(ā)viginč㶭 yorip y(a)vlaq iš
198. tūš adaš qudaš savın
199. aliıp köngülün körüp yiqiqab
200. bar(a)mqa bułup . . azo
mungumuz

the third is the Fear of God
(and this is) the seal of the
five-God; the fourth
is the wise Wisdom (and this
is) the seal of
the Burkhans . . My God!
if, somehow, we
should have caused our under-
standing and our hearts
to drift away from these four
(kinds of) Gods,
if we should have overthrown
them
from their places and if God's
seal(s) should
have been violated: now, my
God!
cleaning ourselves from sin!
we pray: Manastar
hirza . . . . THE NINTH. In
our keeping of the ten Com-
mandments it
was ordained to keep, perfectly,
three
with the mouth, three with the
heart, three
with the hand (and) one with
one's whole self. My God!
if wittingly or unwittingly,
having walked in the
love of the body or having
followed (accepted) the words
and agreed to the intentions
of bad comrades and chance
acquaintances, of (bad) friends
and associates,
(or) if having obtained
cattle and (other) possessions;
or if, having been overpowered
201. taqīm(ı)z t(ā)qip bu on č(a)şap(a)t(i t(i)γ)

202. šid(ı)m(ı)z ārsār . . nācā āgsūtūmūz

203. k(ā)rgātim(ı)z ārsār . . āmtī t(ā)ngriṃ.

204. yazuqda bošunu öltünürbiz

205. m(a)nastar birz(a) . . .

206. onunče künkā tört qılqıš

207. āzrua t(ā)ngrikā kūn ai t(ā)ngrikā

208. kücūlg t(ā)ngrikā bruxanlarqa

209. . . bir biligin grıγ kōngūlūn

210. alqansıγ tōrū bar ārti-i . . .

211. ymā qorgmatın ārmāgūrūp

212. ādgūt-i tōkāt-i alqanmad(i)-m(ı)z

213. ārsār . . ymā alqanur ārkān

214. kōngūlūmızni-i saqınčim(ı)z-ni-i

215. t(ā)ngriğārū-ū tutmad(i)m(ı)z ārsār . .

216. alqışım(ı)z ötūgūmūz t(ā)ngrikā

217. arıqın t(ā)gmādi-i ārsār . . nā yirdā

218. tūdīnī-i tutunī-i ārsār . . āmtī-i

219. t(ā)ngriṃ yazuqda bošunu öltünür
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(lit. "met") by our foolish (worldly) attachments, we should have broken these ten commandments, or should somehow have been found wanting (or) of no avail . . Now, my God! cleaning ourselves from sin!

we pray: Manastar birz! The Tenth. It had been ordained to call down, with an undivided mind and a pure heart, every day, four blessings upon Azrua the God, upon the God of the Sun and the Moon, upon the Powerful God and upon the Burkhas.

If, through want of the Fear of God, or from being lax, we should not have uttered (these) benedictions in a good and perfect manner, or if, while we uttered them, we should not have kept our hearts and thoughts directed upon God:

if (thereby) our benedictions and prayers should not have reached God in a pure manner, (but) should have, somewhere, obstructed their own way, and held themselves fast, now, my God! cleaning ourselves from sin,
we pray: Manastar hirza!

The Eleventh. It had been ordained thus reverently to offer seven kinds of alms for the sake of the pure Faith, (and) it had been ordained that, when the angels collecting the light of the Five-God (and?) the god (gods?) Khroshtag Padwakhtag, should have brought to us (that part of) the light of the Five-God, that, going to God is (there) to be purified (delivered of its dark particles):

(that then) much adorning ourselves, we should cause ourselves to dress in accordance with the Law.

If, because of (our) foolishness, or because we have stinted giving alms, we should have been unable to give the seven kinds of alms perfectly and in accordance with the Law (or "to the Law"),

(or) if we should have bound the light of the Five-God, that is to go to God to purify itself, to our house and household (or) if we should have given it to men inclining to evil deeds or to bad living and moving beings and should (thereby) have spilled it or thrown it away,
thus sending the divine light
to the Bad Place: my God! now
cleaning ourselves from sin,
we pray: Manastar hirza!
The TWELFTH. It had been
ordained to keep (sit
down to) every year a fifty
days' vos(a)nti
after the manner of the pure
Electi;
and it was a prescription to
offer worship to
God by fasting pure fasts.
If, because we have and hold
house and
household, and have obtained
cattle and (other) posses-
sions, or because our foolish
attachments overpower us,
or because of the insatiable,
shameless Envy-Demon,
or because of our irreverent
hearts, we should have broken
the fast,
being faint-hearted and lax, in
strength
or void of strength: (or) if,
albeit,
sitting down to fast, we should
not have
fasted in accordance with Law
and Ritual:
my God! now, cleaning our-
selves from sin,
we pray: Manastar hirza!
The THIRTEENTH. It was a
prescription to pray
262. t(a)ngri-i kūnin sayu t(a)ngrikā nomqa
every day of the Moon-God
to God, to the Law (and) to
the pure Electi
to clean ourselves of our sins and
trespasses. If, in strength
or void of strength, being faint-
hearted and lax, (and)
keeping up (too close) relations
to (worldly) affairs, we
should not have gone [to the
Electi?] to clean ourselves
from sin: my God! now, clean-
ing ourselves
from sin! we pray: Manastar
hirza . . .

THE FOURTEENTH. It had been
ordained to sit
down, each year, (to) seven
yimki and it was
a prescription to keep one
month's čaxšapat.
Further, it was a prescription
that,
sitting down in the prayer-hall

to observe the
yimki (and ?) to fast the fasts,
we should pray, with an
undivided 'mind from (our)
heart (?) to the divine
Burkhan to make void our sins.
My God! if we should have
been unable to sit down to the
seven yimki in a perfect
manner, if we should have been
unable to keep the
one month's čaxšapat in a good,
perfect, and pure manner,
284. ārsār . . ymā ćaidan-ta y(i)mki-i
285. baćağ ādgūti-i nomča tūrūčā
286. oluru umad(i)m(i)z ārsār . . bir
287. yilqi-i yazuqumuznī-i bir biligin
288. kōngültā b(a)ru-u bošuyu qol-
289. mad(i)m(i)z ārsār . . nāčā āqṣūq
290. k(a)yqāk boltī-i ārsār . . t(a)ŋgrim
291. qmti yazuqda bošunu őtünür
292. biz m(a)nastar ńirz(a) . . .
293. biš y(i)girimī kūn sayu nāčā
294. y(a)vlaq saqīnč saqīnurbiz
295. . . nāčā sözlēmāsīq irinčūlūq
296. söz sözlēyūrbiz . . nāčā
297. iślēmāsīq iś iślēyūrbiz
298. qinį qîlînēqa irinčūkā
299. k(a)ntū özumūznī-i āmgātirbiz
300. . . ymā kūnkā așaduqumuz
301. biš t(a)ŋri-i y(a)ruqī-i k(a)ntū özumūz
302. ńızütımūz . . todunēsuz ovutsuz
303. soq ńāk s(a)vigincā yorūdq

if, sitting down in the prayer-
hall to [keep] the yimki
(and the fast?) well and in accordance with
Lawand Ritual, if we should not
have prayed from our heart (?) with a single
intent to shake off our one
year's sins; if, somehow, shortcomings
and unavailability should have been (in our conduct):
my God!
now, cleaning ourselves from sin!
we pray: Manastar hirza!
The Fifteenth. Every day, how many
evil thoughts do we think!
how many miserable
words, that ought not to be spoken, do we speak!
how many
deeds, that ought not to be done,
do we do!
On account of (our) evil deeds
and (our) wretchedness
do we ourselves cause torments
to our own bodies!
Because we ourselves have walked (lived), body and soul,
in the love of the inas-
tiable, shameless, envious De-
mon, (therefore) does
(that part of) the light of the
Five-God, that, every day,
we have absorbed in our food,
go to the Bad Place. Because of this, my God, cleaning ourselves from sin! do we pray: Manastar 

hirza! Because of the divine din-murwa.  

[Follow four empty lines.]  

My God! We are imperfect and sinful! We are tormentors and malcontents!  

For the sake of the insatiable, shameless, envious  
Demon, by thoughts, words, (and)  
deeds: seeing with eyes, hearing with ears, speaking with tongues,  
touching with hands, walking with legs,  
do we long and unceasingly torment  
the light of the Five-God, the dry and wet  
earths, the five kinds of living beings (and) the five kinds of herbs and trees! (Indeed) we are imperfect and sinful! On account of the ten Commandments, these seven Alms, the three Seals do we hold the name of Audiatores: to act their actions we are unable.
323. 

324. 
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336. 

337. 

338. 

If, somehow, we should have sinned or erred against the resplendent Gods, against the pure Law, against the Men of God, the Preachers, (namely) the pure Electi; if, somehow, we should not have walked (lived) according to the letter (sound) and the meaning of God's spoken words; if we should have caused discontent in the hearts of the Gods; if we should have been unable to keep the yimki, the fasts, the benedictions, and the commandments according to Law and Ritual; if, somehow, we have been found wanting and unavailing, (then indeed) do we commit sins every month and every day! To the resplendent Gods, to the Majesty of the Law, to the pure Electi, cleaning ourselves from sin! do we pray: Manastar hirza! (On the 25th day of the 11th month.)

Here follows, after an interval of about five lines, the drawing of a beardless male person standing in a respectful attitude with crossed arms and hands hid in the sleeves of his coat. The costume consists of a long coat (çapam) with a narrow collar (?); it is held together by a cloth tied around the waist. The legs are covered by trousers, the feet by low boots, while the head is protected
by a (fur-rimmed?) cap. Altogether the costume resembles strikingly that worn by the modern inhabitants of these regions.

**Notes**


1. *süzinlūg*. Noun substantive derived, perhaps, from the root *sūz* = "to purify". I cannot explain the way in which it is formed.

2. *sannu*. A word of Soghdian origin; the vowel of the first syllable is not yet fixed with any degree of certitude. It is an appellation of the Demon of Darkness himself as well as of the lesser demons of the dark world. It appears to be interchangeable with the term *gūk*.

3. *bal(i)γ* *bāšl(i)γ*. *bal(i)γ* is perhaps, although the manner in which this word is formed is by no means clear, to be derived from *bā* = "to bind", and should be translated as "bound, ensnared". *bāšl(i)γ* may be from the same root *bā + š* = "to bind one another". Whether the transliteration should be *bal(i)γ* or *bal(a)γ*, etc., we have as yet no means of knowing.

4. *antadita-ta*. This appears to be a clerical error for *antada*.

5. *rām(a)s f(ā)rāk* (ردیک, دریک). The Persian (?) name of the person for whom this text was copied. In Buddhistic confessions the name (or names) of the possessor, etc., of the prayer is frequently inserted in the same manner.

6. *gūnūr*. Clerical error (?) for the common word *ıkūnūr*.

7. *quittry pads...* The mutilation of the second of these words, which are both written in red ink, renders it impossible to guess at its meaning.

8. *tirnāgūli*. Verbal noun formed, perhaps, from a root *tirnā-, which still survives in the (Osm.) *dirīk*, *dirīkt*, "assembly" (Youssef, *Dict. turc-français*). [The interpretation of this entire passage is doubtful.] We cannot as yet decide whether *kiin ai t(ā)ngri* stands for one or for several gods. *Here* only one single deity appears to be meant by this appellation, and this would coincide with the passus B., p. 291: "Sonne und Mond oder der in diesen beiden herrlichsten Lichtwesen thronende Christus." (Cf. also F., p. 256.) The "gods enthroned in the two palaces" are perhaps only the particles of light accumulated in these two purest bodies of light; the exact explanation of this passage must, however, be left to others. In the following lines there begins the description of the road of the light, which, having been rescued from the embraces of matter, is ascending to heaven; unfortunately the recital breaks off at the "foremost gate", namely, *kiin ai t(ā)ngri*. For the hitherto received tradition concerning this road cf. F., p. 341, n. 292. The words *tolī tāgīnīr* seem to describe the moon here as *naθis lucida*, the crescent
being changed into the full moon by the reception of the particles of ascending light (cf. B., pp. 305-7).

The interpretation appears assured by the following passage (F., p. 290): "Der Begriff Gotteslästerung war aber ein weitschichtig und umfasste alles, worin irgendwie ihrer Dämonologie ein Zugeständnis gemacht wurde, z. B. die Behauptung, dass der menschliche Körper von Gott geschaffen sei, war eine Gotteslästerung." The meaning "Zauberwort" which I had suggested in "Köptürkisches aus Turfan", Sitzber., xii, 1909, is therefore erroneous.

The "Youth of the God Khormuzta, the Fivefold God" is to be identified with the "Primal Man" or "Urmensch". The "five gods-fighting in his defence" are his five "elements" or membra, namely, the five gods of the Zephyr, the Wind, the Light, the Water, and the Fire. Cf. F., pp. 87, 88.

Radloff translates "because they were in constant glimmering motion", but does not attempt to explain the form. According to the Führer (cf. F., pp. 87, 88): "After having done battle, the Demon vanquished the Primal Man, devoured part of his light and surrounded him with his generations (Geschlechtern) and with his elements." I therefore propose to derive the word balqduaq from the root ba-, "to bind, to ensnare"; following a suggestion of F. W. K. Müller, one may think of ba + y + la-, by metathesis = balq(a)- or balq(a); the omission, here, of the vowel a, in writing, is, however, an unusual feature.

The "Five-God" or "Primal Man" is on or in this earth, because our world was constructed from the mixed generations of the Light and Darkness, which had come into existence by his defeat. Cf. F., p. 89.

This word is apparently derived from a root bir-, surviving in Osmaanli in the forms: m., myr, partic., imite un bruit très-leger fait à voix basse comme celui d'un chat; meral, myryldamaq, myryldamaq, murmur, balbutier, fig. manifesteur du mécontentement; meral, myryly, murmurer, etc., fig. mécontentement (Samy). Radloff mistook the r in the root-syllable for a and read bat-. Following a suggestion from Vilhelm Thomsen, I now believe it to be more correct to connect this word with tordre, disloquer (Barbier de Meynard).—bůrmeř (l. 309) I would therefore connect with Osmaanli bůrým, "torsion," and propose to translate with "tormentor". As I find òtay ąamyők as synonyms in another fragment (T. ii, D. 173a), òtayei bůřmeři may well be considered a nendedyoin for "tormentor".

Arnug. Radloff reads arákāk. This word still exists in the Chaghatai (irrůk), bout des doigts (Pavet de Courteille).

We have sinned against the light contained in these objects. The enumeration somewhat resembles that of St. Augustine as quoted B., p. 204: "Ipsam partem naturei Dei ubique permixtam... in omnibus corporibus siccis et humidis,... in omnibus seminibus arborum herbarum," etc.
There is as yet no means of explaining the words yazvacı and böglüci. (The Petersburg text has böglügci.) böglüg may be a synonym for logan.

Radloff reads özn(a)dimiz. The verb is apparently the root öz + ä.

The five kinds of creatures of the dark world are enumerated in inverse order B., p. 23, quoting St. Augustine: "novimus etiam animalia serpentia, natantia, volantia, quadrupedia, bipedía." This sounds much like the passages ending with hittimiz in the Eighth Count, l. 156, etc., of the MS.

The meaning of the second word is as yet unexplained. Perhaps it may be translated with "moving", on the strength of the following passage in Baur quoting Turbo (B., p. 312): "an dem Wesen des guten Vaters hat jede Seele und jedes sich bewegende lebende Wesen Teil."


antqdimiz. Radloff's MS. apparently has the form antq.; the interpretation "to swear an oath", cf. Osm. deitä, ant, seems to be unassailable.

Radloff's MS., if correctly rendered, reads aštıp. The verb ašt- occurs several times in other texts, and seems to have the meaning of "to bring" or "to cause to bring", the contrast being yuşturur or tāgīrār, meaning "to cause to come back", "to come back".

yuqēi. This word is frequently accompanied by the word kōnān, and means "(deception by) magical arts". Radloff translates erroneously with "passion".

(ta)ve and kūr- appear several times together in our unpublished texts, and seem to be a hendiadys. The meaning in our Buddhist texts is apparently "to deceive". Another fragment (T.M. 180) shows, as things not to be found "in the other world", the enumeration t(a)ve kūr yuqē (ywiq) arveš, of which the first two seem to have the signification of deception by simple fraud, the two others of deception by magical arts. Radloff translates tilāvādaz (which he erroneously writes tilā-) kūrlādaz with "we have given ourselves up to lasciviousness and greed".

uqāa avinq oruqencq yeddīmiz ārsār. This passage appears to be corrupted. It reads uqāa avinq kīši oruqāqin both in the Berlin and in the St. Petersburg texts. The words avinq and oruqaq do not occur in our other texts. Radloff's Dictionary has the (Uig.) forms ābak, āvak (elīq, unbeständig, flüchtig), which are, perhaps, only mistaken readings for āv(q)ing or ā̱b(q)ing; as the translation suggested by Radloff for this passage seems acceptable, I have followed him in this instance.

uzun tongê appears to be an appellative restricted, in these texts, to Manicheans. urē is a frequent word apparently both in Buddhist and in Manichean texts, meaning "an adult youth".

tiār. Radloff reads erroneously tiār, and translates ti- by "to open a path". Really it is the conditionalis of the verb ti-, "to say."
and its translation ought to be "if one should say". There is a difficulty in the construction of this passage that I cannot overcome.

28 artızıp is another word of which I cannot trace the meaning. It can apparently only mean "to confide, to believe in".

29 buğan höytığ is evidently a hendiadys, of which the first word only has been explained by F. W. K. Müller as a loan-word from Sanskrit puṇya.

30 yak has the same meaning as ʾinun, and is used to designate the Demon of the Darkness and also all lesser demons. The origin of the word is, according to F. W. K. Müller, from the Skt. yakṣas. ičik is the appellation of a special kind of evil spirits, which are probably identical with the pretas of the Buddhists. The mention of animals offered as victims has caused Radloff to suppose that this text was written for Turks recently converted from Shamanism, an idea that appears very strange, for surely it is a translation from the Persian, and its original had been composed for the Manicheans before they had come in contact with the Turks (cf. B., p. 351).

31 arqon yir t(ā)ngri. Perhaps it is not too bold to suppose that this word corresponds to the Greek word ἁρπαξ, which seems to be used indiscriminately for the Demon of Darkness himself and for all the lesser demons of the dark world (cf. F., pp. 7, 8, etc.). The combination of ἁρπαξ and t(ā)ngri, however, sounds so strange that a different interpretation may be found more correct.

32 The four divine beings, or classes of divine beings, here named are identical with the four grosserhlichen Wesenheiten, to believe in whom was the first commandment, to wit, God, His Light, His Power, and His Wisdom (cf. F., p. 95).

33 u(ī)gošak (u(ī)gošak), "hearers," was the designation of the members of the lay congregation, the lowest grade in Manichean hierarchy. The second was that of dinšar, or fully initiated Manicheans. Yet a third term occurs in some of our texts, and seems to be applied to a still higher grade: it is m(ī)yšat. The former two appellations are identified with those of the auditores and the electi (perfecti), while the correct translation of the third has not yet been found. According to the Western tradition, the senior Manicheans were called majores, presbyterii, and diaconi, but there were also seventy-two episcopi, while the highest rank was occupied by the twelve magistri (B., p. 297).

34 tör tamaš. It is rather puzzling to find here an enumeration of four seals, while on ll. 320-1 the number of three seals only is mentioned. According to St. Augustine, three seals (signacula) [B., p. 248], خوارتیم [F., p. 290]) or ordinances contained the whole of the ethics of the Manichean faith: "quum os nomine, omnes sensus, qui sunt in capite, intelligi volo, quum autem manum, omnem operationem, quum sinum, omnem libidinem seminalm." Possibly the expression four tamaš employed here is merely a paraphrase of the commandments contained in the expression the three signacula.

One would be tempted to identify these four seals, to wit, Love, Faith, Fear of God, and Wisdom, with the five spiritual members of the God of Light, but according to the tradition the tale of these members is

32 āmrūmaq = "to love"; āmrūq (adj.) = "beloved". Radloff translates with "quiet, tranquillity". The assumption that "love" is meant seems to be confirmed by the following passage (K., p. 226): "Send schreiben an Abā über die Liebe (الحب), insofern als mit der 'Liebe' gewiss das erste Glied des Lichtgottes nach manichäischen Lehren gemeint ist."

33 qamsat(i)m(i)z. The Petersburg text apparently has qamsatd(i)m(i)z. ālṣiz perhaps = "the carnal body". The words ālṣiz, ālṣilīg seem to be employed for "pertaining to the body, to the soul".

34 bərm. Other texts show the forms bəriṃ. bərm may also be read bəri(a)m, for the form bəram occurs in other texts.

35 bulup. Probably from the root bul, "to find, to attain to"; the construction with the dative is indicative of an extension of the meaning.

36 mungunuz taqi(m)iz. mung is perhaps connected with Osm. كون "sot, idiot"; لوكن "bonquq"; "vieillard tombé en enfance" (Samy); taq: perhaps with Osm. تاق, "fixer, attacher, accrocher" (Samy).

37 k(i)rgūtimiz. Radloff reads kük(i)uštimic or kükâd(y)ümic. The translation "to be nought, to come to nought" is founded upon this passage and l. 290, āqensg k(i)rgūk, which is evidently a hendiadys.

38 āmti. In many texts the spelling is āmti; thus assuring the guttural quality of the initial a, which is further confirmed by the occurrence, in other texts, of āmti-qua. Analogous spellings are ārī, ārī, which very frequently occur instead of āarī, ārī.

42 The four gods named here are identical with the four grossherrlichen Wesenheiten (cf. F., pp. 64, 93), to believe in which was the first commandment, namely, God, His Light, His Power, and His Wisdom.

44 alqasay, an̄çašaį. These forms in sų, sįq, etc., follow here the expressions törū bar ārti and k(i)rgūk ārti, which both appear to have the meaning "it was a rule or prescription". (Indeed, perhaps they were interchangeable, for the Berlin fragment Y. 60b, l. 37, has k(i)rgūk ārti where both Dr. Stein's and the St. Petersburg MSS. have törū bar ārti.) The form appears to be a sort of participium necessitatis. (On ll. 295-7 the same forms are used as adjectives: sözlamasığ sız, ıslamasığ i.) alqasay apparently means "to call down blessings", ališū still meaning "a blessing" in modern Kurki. In other texts (not published as yet) alqas-evidently has the signification of "to combat against", perhaps even "to devour", and it is necessary to mention the fact that many Turkish words, ancient and modern, have several and very divergent meanings. Cases in point are ıq, iʃ, k(i)rgūk, and perhaps ançola-, but the instances could easily be multiplied.

45 puši. According to F. W. K. Müller this is a Chinese word simply meaning "alms". As we know that the electi (dincar) were dependent upon the auditores (n(y)ıgošak, n(y)ıgošak) for their means of sustaining life (cf. B., pp. 269, 283), it is possible that these puši were the food-gifts of the auditores.
48 ančolax and ančola. ančolayu has the significance of "so" or of "acting in such a manner", and this meaning is assured by many passages. (The Sanskrit word lathāgata, for instance, is commonly translated by ančolayu külmiš.) As, however, in F. W. K. Müller, Uigurec, p. 30, there is found the combination tapınzu ančolazun, which one might take for a hendiadyoin, and as the translation of ančolasiq törül bar ārti by "it was a prescription thus to act" appears rather unsatisfactory, it appears admissible to suggest the translation "it has been the rule to thus reverently give the seven kinds of alms". In like manner I should propose to translate the passage (ll. 247-9) avrī bačaq bačap t(u)ngriči ančolasiq k(ī)ngūk ārti by "it was a rule thus to revere God by fasting pure fasts".

47 xrošag p(a)dīwax(t)a(g). These names (which Radloff still writes xrošdrā padīwaxtār) are as yet unidentified with any of the names occurring in the Western and Arabic sources.

48 Radloff misunderstood this whole passage. The words itip yaratip he translates as follows (p. 38, n. 75): "Wörtlich: wir Verschiedenes Verschiedenes tuend und schaffend in die Satzungen Herein-bringungs-Gesetz bestand." This interpretation is the result of his ignoring the meaning of itip yaratip, "adorning one's self," given already by F. W. K. Müller (Uigurec, p. 29). Further, there can be but little doubt that the word transcribed by Radloff kīgūr- (to cause to enter into, to bring into) is to be transliterated k(ī)gūr- (to cause to put on clothes), under the assumption that the change of d to y already had taken place when this text was written down. Examples of this change do occur in other texts.

It is difficult to explain the realia of this passage. It treats of the pūst-alms, which evidently were proffered by the auditores after they had dressed themselves in ritual (nomqa) robes. The "light of the Five-God which, brought to us by xroš(a)g (and?) p(a)dīwax(t)a(g) t(u)ngri, is going to God to be purified" is, perhaps, the light contained in these offerings of food, and the electi by eating this food were the means of purifying it from the gross particles by which it was bound into the shape of fruits, flour, or bread. Cf. B., p. 286: "Auf der anderen Seite waren aber auch die Auditores selbst die Organe, durch welche den Electi das in ihnen sich concentrierende Licht zuströmte, nur kehrte auch hier der Manichäismus seine materialistische Seite recht auffallend heraus. Indem die Auditores die Früchte, die den Electi zur Nahrung dienen sollten, pflückten, und die Electi sie genossen, wurden dadurch die in denselben gebundenen Lichtteile frei, die nach der Wanderung durch verschiedene Körper nun endlich zur Rückkehr in das Lichtreich reifen Menschenseelen. Von den Electi aus konnten sie, da sich diese der fleischlichen Vermischung, wodurch die Seelen immer aufs neue mit den Banden der Materie umschlungen werden, völlig enthielten, ihren Weg nur nach oben nehmen."

49 bardači. This word, derived from the root bar-, "to go," deviates here from the usual spelling by showing p instead of b. The Berlin text T. II, D. 178, v., 1, 11, shows a similar deviation from the rule established in our texts by spelling, once, pačaq for bačaq. As in the
text here treated we miss the strict attention to careful orthography for which the majority of our MSS. is remarkable, these spellings may be mere clerical errors like the following: beroqa instead of beroqa (l. 235), dinohtar instead of dinohtarqa (l. 263), bulumugry instead of bulumugry (l. 12), sozig instead of sükiz (l. 43), soz instead of sük (l. 97), naça åvıng orınçaq instead of naça åvıng kilı orıncaqün (ll. 112-13), etc.

bäd(i)m(i)z. As the light contained in fruits, cereals, etc., could only be delivered through the consumption of these foodstuffs by the electi, this passage may mean that by storing up such articles instead of giving them away to the electi the auditor impedes its purification and so commits a grievous sin.

It is evident that the giving away of articles of food containing light to human beings not belonging to the class of the electi, or indeed to impure lower creatures, caused these light-particles to enter into new and closer relations with the Darkness. St. Augustine, De mor. Manich. (quoted B., p. 286, note), says: "animalia cibum capiunt, que si concumbant, ligant in carne divinum illud membrum, et, a certo suo itinere aversum atque impeditum erroribus erumnisque implicant."

This conception explains the charge of inhuman hard-heartedness brought by the Christians against the Manicheans (K., p. 363, Ab-schwörungsformel).

eva(s)ant, eva(s)ant. Another word of perhaps foreign origin and unknown signification.

soq, suq. ـوـ = eneie (Pavet de Courteille). suq = stroke of the evil eye (R. B. Shaw).

arlinıp ármagür. According to F. W. K. Müller the verb ármagür has the meaning "to be (or become) indolent, weary, or lax". The verb arin- has a similar meaning, and its root has survived in the modern dialect of Turfan in the words ـحـ, "to be, or to become weary," and ـحـ hörun (for ـحـ = arin), "a sluggard." Our MS. writes arinıp (with one alif only), but as in well-known words the guttural a is often expressed by the single alif alone (cf. n. 36), and as moreover the Berlin text T.M. 180, l. 5, distinctly spells aarinıp, I prefer to transliterate arinıp. Whoever in spite of this should prefer to read ārinıp may still do so, for the "light" form ārin- may have existed as well, as it still does in Osm. أَرِينُكَ, se lasser, s'affaissner (Samy). Indolence (or laxness) and laziness were specially prohibited by the Manichean faith (cf. F., p. 96). For qorqonısz cf. B., p. 253.

sui (spelt also tesi in Buddhist texts) is, according to F. W. K. Müller, an expression loaned from the Chinese.

caidan. The Berlin MS. T. n., D. 178, v, 1, 2, has also ızidan. After F. W. K. Müller ızidan is a Chinese word. Its signification is "a hall or room for fasts or prayers, a temple". The view that the Manicheans possessed no temples (cf. B., p. 351) may consequently be safely abandoned, the more so as our finds of religious pictures on the walls of buildings, of votive flags closely resembling those of the Buddhists, appear to confirm the use of such buildings, at least by the Manicheans of Turfan.
This word is as yet unexplained, and may belong to a language other than Turkish.

This passage appears to mean that the more the conduct of the auditories resembled that of the electi in purity, the more were their own bodies capable of purifying, or at least of keeping in its state of purity, the light consumed in their food. The bodies of impious auditories, on the contrary, appear to have injured the light introduced into them, perhaps just as much as the bodies of other impious human beings might have done.

dinmurea. This word is composed of din, "faith," and murea = "omen, prognostic" (Steingass).

ürkâ. Dative of a word ür, signifying "a long time"; cf. Radl., Chauastaniit, p. 42, n. 102.

biş türlüg tıd(i)γ. Another fragment (T. II, D. 171, i, 8-9) shows the passage: biş türlügün bâlgâluq bolumlar = "they become apparent in five manners" (auf fünf Arten). Türlüg therefore appears to be a noun substantive.

Ötâli bilîgî. Evidently "according to the sound and the meaning (letter and spirit)." Radloff writes (p. 42, n. 104): "öt ist ein mir unbekanntes Wort, da die mir bekannten őt- and üt- nicht zum Kontext passen, übersetze ich nach dem Zusammenhang." Samy's dictionary, however, has the verb otmeq = chanteur, résonner, rendre un son, still existing in Osmani. Besides, Radloff's own Versuch eines Wörterbuchs der Türk-Dialekte contains the verb on p. 1263.

östüği. In an unpublished MS., T. II, D. 173a, I find the hendiadys ötüg âmâgâk = "pain", "torment". The words östüği hircimî are evidently synonyms.

LIST OF WORDS

The words occurring in the Berlin text are distinguished by an I before the Arabic numeral.

at, 321. aprovil-, ti, I 16 (see also adril-).
acî- (for açit-), -tîm(i)z, 57; (acî(t)açrî(t-)).
adaş, 198 (adaş qudaş).
adaq, -l(i)γ, 80.
adr(i)l-, -gay, 171.
ady(i)r-, -nalî, 10.
artiz-, -îp, 136.
argon, 169.
ara-ti, 288.
azar-, -duq, I 19.
azar-ûli, 127.
azo, 230.
asra, 48.
as, 56 (aš 'içkû).
asa-, -duq, 300.
-ag (acces.in-ag), agir-ag, I 28.
argî- (for argît-), -tîm(i)z, 57.
90 (acît(i)m(i)z argîti-m(i)z).
argulî, 125.
argît-, -â(i)m(i)z, 186.
arîz (arîzin), 193.
at-, -îp, 187, 199.
altînê, 95.
alqan-, *-ur, 213; *sir, 210;  
-mad(i)m(i)z, 212.

alqiss, 216, 330 (alqis ötük, 216).

anı, 305; aning, 137.
anıda, 172.
antadda, I 16.
ant(i)q-, -d(i)m(i)z, 100.
anıolasıq, 222, 248.

ai, 274.

ar-, -mıs, 327.

giit-, (di)m(i)z, 89.

gidag, 314.
gidruq, 228.
gidunsuz, I 35.
grhat-, *dimız, 108.
grtug, I 12.
gruy, I 22, 66.
grıı-, *ip, 254, 266 (grııp  
ärınıp ärınığı ärınığarıp).

gilqis, 206.
gınç, I 36, 61, 189, etc.
gımrın-, *maq, 178.
gınıy, I 4, I 18, 50, 236, 298  
(accus. ginıy-aq, I 28).

ät'öz, 196.
adığ, I 27, 70.
adıği-i, 212, 257, 285.

är-, *är, 42; -t, 195, 275;  
-sär, I 23; -miš, 163;  
-kın, 163, 218.

ärk, 24; -lig, 18, 255, 265;  
-sız, 24, 255, 266.

ärınıp, -ıp, 211, 255, 266  
(grııp ärınıp ärınığarıp).

ärngık, 54.

äzrua, I 22 (see ä-t(ání)ngri).

äšid-, *ip, 313.

äki (see iki), 80, 125, 158.

äkinti, 81, 129, 179.

ğıis-, *tümüz, 202, 332 (ğıis-  
tümüz k(ái)rgåtim(i)z).

ğıisüg, 289 (ğıisüg k(ái)rgåk).

ğıisüklüg, 308.

śli (hand), 194, 314.

śli (fifty), 245.

ämğâtir-, *biz, 299, 315.

av, 235, 249 (av barq).

avınıg, 113.

u-, *maq, 322; *mad(i)m(i)z,  
233; *matın, 41.

ot, 318 (ot 'ıyaq).

ot (fire), 37.

ot (herb), 60 (ot 'ıyaq).

otuz, 338.

uçuqm, 82.

udun-, tumuz, 149 (uduntumuz  
tap(i)nt(i)m(i)z).

ur-, *tumuz, 88 (urtum(u)z  
yünümüz).

orun, 187.

orunçaq, 113.

ordu, 15.

ürü, 117.

uzun, 117 (uzuntonlur).

orlan, I 8, 33.


olur-, *up, 257, 276; -u, 281;  
-suq, 273; -u'ma, 3.

ulur, I 10, I 34, 86 (ulur  
kiçig, 86).

uq-, *matın, 133 (bilمةın  
ugmatın).

oon, 42; on, 191; *nuñe, 206.

unit-, -u, I 15 (unitu 'itädii).

ovtusuz, I 11, 252, 310 (toänê-  
suz ovtsuz).

ött, 327 (öttä bilige).  

öttäği, 92; 309 (öttäği birümçı).
ötrü, 73, 165, 170.
ötün-, -ür, I, 38; -mäk, 279, etc.
ötüğ, 216.
üç, 158; üçüncü, 181.
üçün, I 20, 40, etc.
öd, 159.
ödün, I 7.
ür, 315.
ürküts, -(d)i)m(i)z, 88 (gorqit-ürküts-).
öz, 46, 92, 118, 299; tirig öz, 55; ilk öz, 116; q(a)m(a)t öz, 194.
üz-, üz-a-dimiz, 73; üz boz, 120.
üzär, 42; -ki, 45.
üzü, I 8, I 21, 47, 302.
üzüksüz, 315.
ükü, 110.
üklün-, -ür, 76, 153, etc.
ügün-, -ür, I 37.
ög, I 18 (ög sağıncı).
ögsüz, I 13, I 20 (ö. köngülsüz, biligsiz ö.).
ölü, 58, 316 (guruy öl).
öl, -ür, 23.
ölür-, -ür, I 27; -düm(ü)z, 90, 110; -sär, I 26; -ıp, 146.
ön (front, fore?), ön-ü, 7; ön-i, 27; önğrâ, 163.
on (colour ?), 46.
öd-, -tim(i)z, 241.
inan-, -tim(i)z, 175 (inan-tim(i)z tayantim(i)z).
it-, -ip, 228 (itip y(a)ratıp).
iç(rü), 15.
içkâk, 145.
irincü, 298; -lüg, 295.

iš, 115, 297; iš köldûg, 267; iš tuš, 197.
işlâ-, -yûr, 297; -mâsig, 297; -d(i)m(i)z, 115.
i ki, 54; ikinti, 34.
igîd, 99, 101; igîdd, 128, 148.
igîdâ-, -d(i)m(i)z, 99; -yû, 100.
igdâyû, 185.
ilki, 116.
ilîtîp, 105.
bar-, -d(i)m(i)z, 236.
bat-, -ar, 24 (twarî batar).
bâca-, -d(i)m(i)z, 188; mâdi-m(i)z, 258; -ap, 247, 276.
bar, 163, 273, etc.
bar-, -ır, 304; -mad(i)m(i)z, 267; -sar, 7; -dačö, 226; -u, I 17, I 32, 13, 41, 49, 85; b(a)rû, 96, 125, 131, 158, 192, 278, 288.
barq, 235, 249 (aü barq).
barm (barîm, baram), 200, 250 (yîlqî bar(i)m).
bâş, 53 (b. qîlmaq), 126 (yol bâşînga).
bâsil(i)ş, 54 (yîlan b.).
bâsil(i)ş, I 9 (bal(i)ş b.).
bâyîr (barîrîn), 84.
bâl(i)ş, I 9 (b. bâsil(i)ş).
bâl(i)q-, balq(a)-(?)-duq, 39.
bu, I 35, etc.
bûtluq, 81.
boz, 121 (üz boz).
bozul-, -îî, 188.
boșu-, -yu, 288; -raî, 9.
bul-, -up (governs -qa), 200, 250.
bol-, -tî, I 10; -tumuz, 176; -up, 118; -yai, 170, 172; -tuq, I 20.
bulunug (clerical error (?) for bulung), 12.
buyan, 141 (buyan bögétait). 
buyanći, 66 (buyanći bög时代中国). 
b(i)rt-, [d]ümüz, 52; -d(i)m(i)z, 329; birimeçi, 309.
bir, 178, etc.
bir-, -d(i)m(i)z, 141; -ü, 233; -gåli, 231.
birlâ, I 2.
biz, 63, etc.
bis, I 5; -inç, 37.
bil-, -tim(i)z, 159, 162, 164; -ip, 196; -mätin, 50, I 33; -tük, 157.
bilig, I 13, 107, 183, 184 (öl bilig, 327; -y(a)laq bilig, 51; bir bilig, 277).
biligisiz, 120 (biligisiz ögsüz); 73.
bilig, 183.
bög时代中国, 142 (buyan bög时代中国).
bög时代中国çi, 66 (buyançi b.). 
p(a)dwaxt(a)g, 225.
pardaçî (for bar-), 234.
puşî, 140, 222, 231, 232, 320.
tapla-, -maz, 114.
tap(i)n-, -t(i)m(i)z, 149, 152 (uđuntumuz t.). 
taq, 201, 251 (mung taq).
tamya, 181, 182, 184, 188; tört tamya, 177; üc t(a)mya, 321.
tamjala-, -d(i)m(i)z, 178.
tamu, 126 (t. yirin, 161).
tanuq, 102.
tut-, -ar, 321; -mad(i)m(i)z, 215; -u, 283, 331; -duq, 192, 249; -urma, 129; -maq, 195, 274.
tutun-, -ti, 218 (tiđinti tutunti). 
todunçusuz, 252, 302, 310.
tur-, -ur, 44.
tural(i)γ, 86, 91, 110, 146 (tiń(i)γ tural(i)γ).
tuș, 198 (iš tuš).
toţunçusuz, I 11.
tuγ-, -ar, 24; -miş, I 14; -mazun, 25 (tuγ barat, 24),(tuγmişqilɛnmiş,114).
toquuzunç, 191.
toli, 11.
tonluγ, 117.
-ti, -ti; aritâ, 283; âdgüli, 212; tökâti, 194.
tiđ-, -tij(i)z, 75.
tiđin-, -ti, 218 (tiđinti tutunti). 
tițlan-, -ip, 267.
tiń-tura, 34.
tiń(i)γ, 59, 79, 91, 110 (tiń(i)γ tural(i)γ, 146).
t(α)trâ, 135.
täg, 10.
t(α)g-, -ip, 201; -mâdi, 217.
tâgsin-, -ur, 11.
t(α)gi, 87.
t(α)ngri, I 6, 56; t. yirinârû, 40; t. yirin, 160.
arag yir t(α)ngri, 169.
ai t., 261.
özrua t., I 22, 173, 179, 207.
oot t., 37.
bis t., I 1, I 8, 32, 44, 48, 49, 182, 223, 226, 285, 301, 316.
p(a)dvaxt(a)g t., 225.
tın-tura t., 34.
xrošt(a)g p.t., 225.
xormusta t., I 1; xorm(u)zta t., 83.
suv t., 36.
süki t., 64.
küçlük t., 174, 208.
kün ai t., 1, 8, 14, 114, 173, 180, 207.
y(a)ruq t., 35.
yir t., 162.
yil t., 35.
t(â)ngriči, 135, 324 (t(â)ngriči nomci).
t(â)ngrikän, I 22.
t(â)ngriλi, I 24 (t(â)ngriλi смкуλi, I 31), (t(â)ngriλi yâkλi, I 6, 164).
t(â)vlâ-, dd(i)m(i)z, 111, (t. kürlâα(i)m(i)z, 111).
tört, 52, etc.; -înc, 64.
türlug, I 5, 52, etc.
töru, 74, 210, 223, 229, 246, 273.
töz, I 21, I 25, 5, 47 (töz yiltız).
tök-, -tümüz, 239 (töktümüz sačtim(i)z).
tökâti, 194, 212, 233, 281, 283.
tümän, I 12.
tünârig, 161.
tî-, -dimiz, I 25, I 30; -鞍山iz, I 29; -sär, 127; -p, 142;
-pân, 19, 180, 145, 148, 164, 168, 172; t(i)gma, 186.
tirig, 55.
tirnâğüli, 6.
tiş, 55.
til (til), 318.
xrošt(a)g, 225.
xorm(u)zta, 33.
xormusta, I 1, I 7, I 30.
-ça, -ça.
ötcâ biligê, 327.
dintarê, 245.
s(â)viginê, 197.
nomča töruê, 257, 285, 331.
c(a)xâap(a)t, 192, 201, 274, 282, 320, 330.
çaidan, 275, 284.
culvu, I 34, 21 (culvu sav).
din murwa, 307.
raim(â)t, I, 36.
-ra, -râ.
asra, 43.
öngrä, 163.
kisrâ, 172.
saqin-, -ur, 294.
saqinê, I 19 (ôg saqinê), 294.
sav, I 34, 21, 105, 187, 198.
sayu.
künin sayu, 262.
kün sayu, ai sayu, 298, 333-4.
sog, I 11, 252, 303, 310.
sun-, -up, 314.
suv, 36, 83.
sui, I 9, 37, etc.
sî-, -d(i)m(i)z, 51, 202, 256
(süd(i)m(i)z b(i)rt(d)i-
- m(i)z).
-si7, -siq, etc.
ančolasiq, 222, 248.
olursaq, 246.
k(d)ygürsüq, 229.
işlâmäsüg, 297.
sözlâmäsüg, 295.
sağız, 48.
sákizinç, 156.
s(d)vig, 197.
söz (soz l), 97; söz, 296.
sözlâ-, -yûr, 296; -dim(i)z,
- sâr, 72.
süzînlûg, I 2.
sûki, 64.
söngüš-, -di, I 5; -miš, 165;
-üp, I 9, 38; -kâli, I 8.
šmnu, I 18.
šmnuvi7, I 4.
šmnuvi, I 31.
'it-, -ddi, I 15.
'ıvaç, 60, 318.
'îcrâki, 83.
'îkû, 56 (aş 'îkû).
'îcîli, I 31 ('inili 'îcîli).
'iqdâyû, I 83.
'ikinti, I 39.
'in-, -ti, I 4.
'inili, I 31 ('i. 'îcîli).
f(d)rzind, I 87.
f(d)riştî, 224.
-lî, li.
t(d)ngrili (q.v.).
šmnuvi.
'îcîli.
'inili.
q(a)ralî.
y(a)ruqî.
yâkli.
qâp(i)t, 7, 126.
qat, 42, 48.
qatîl-, -di, I 7; -miš, 167; -üp,
- 1, 13; -tuq, 39.
q(a)ra, 39.
qarâli, I 6, I 24.
q(a)ralî, 166, 171.
qamu(a)ţi, I 2, I 11.
q(a)m(a)ţi, 45, 194.
qamâsi-, -m(i)z, 187.
qalti, 166.
q(a)li, 171.
qop, I 28.
qut, 45 (qut qîv).
qut qolmaq, 150.
qutluq, I 39.
qudaš, 198 (adaš qudaš).
qorq-, -maq, 181; -matim, 211.
qorqit-, -m(î)z, 87 (qorqiti-
m(i)z ûrkitim(i)z).
qorqunçuz, 258.
quruq, 58, 316 (quruq öl).
qol-, -ma(î)m(i)z, 288; -maq,
- 264.
qulqaq, 313.
quvrat(i)ţi, 224.
quvla-, -d(i)m(i)z, 104.
qirg, I 12, 55.
qizyan-, -üp, 231.
qil-, -ur, 142; -tim(i)z, 53, 98;
- u, 322.
qilin-, -miš, I, 14.
qilinç, I 17; -luq, I 4.
qîv, 46 (qut qîv).
k(d)rgâk, 195, 248, 265, 274,
280 (âqsüg k(d)rgâk, 290).
k(d)rgâ-, -tim(i)z, 208, 332
(āgsūtūmūz ḳ(ā)rgātī-
m(ī)z).
kālūr-, -ūp, 105; -di, 227.
k(ā)ntū, I 14, 299.
k(ā)ygūrsūg, 229.
kūč, 47; -lūg, 18.
kūdūg, 267 (iš kūdūg).
kōr-, -ūp, 199, 312.
kūrlā-, -d(i)m(i)z, 112 (t(ā)vlā-
dāl(i)m(i)z ḳ).
kōz, 312.
kōk, 43.
kūn, 245.
kōngūl, 107, 177, 185, etc.
kōngūlsūz, I 13 (ōgsūz kōngū-
sūz).
kičiğ, 87 (ulur ḳ).
kirtū, 18, 68, 131, 156.
kirtkūn-, -mād(i)m(i)z, 19, 71; -mād(i)n, 184; -māk, 180.
kisrā, 172.
kiši, 80, 101, 103, 105.
kikšūr-, -ū, 106.
kim, 127, 167.
m(ā)nastar hirza (hirz(ā)),
I 88, etc.
muntăr, I 33.
mundar, I 35.
munca, 91, 119.
mung, 230, 251, 200 (mung taq).
m(ā)n, I 36, I 38.
māngiz, 46.
m(ā)ngūgū, I 15.
māngūgū, I 29.
min, 155, 136.
nom, 72, 132, 148, 157, 222,
229, 324 (ūč ődki n., 159);
nom törū, 74, 128.
nomcī, 136, 324 (t(ā)ngirici
nomcī).
nomlā-, -sar, 134.
nā, 168, 172 (nā yırdā, 217).
nāddā, 51, 56, 60, 87, 88, 90,
99, 100, 101, 103, 106,
108, 109, 111, 112, 115,
137, etc.
nāddā, 165.
nāddā, 169.
nu(ī)yośak, 176, 321.
vus(ā)nti, vos(ā)nti, 246.
yadtur-, -matin, 75.
yarat-, -miš, I 28, 168; [-iyli],
I 30.
yarut-, -ır, 12.
y(ar)uq, I 16, 2, 47, etc.
y(ar)uqli, I 6, I 24, 166, 170
(y(ar)uqli q(ā)rali).
yazuq, I 35; -lur, 308 (ōgsūk-
lūg ỵ); -suz, 103.
yazın-, -tim(i)z, I 28, I 35, 61,
68, 118; -ıp, 151 (yaz(i)n-
t(i)m(i)z yangīlt(i)m(i)z).
yalavači burxan, 65, 69.
yana, 135.
y(ar)ng(i)l-, -t(i)m(i)z, I 23,
119; -n, 138, 139, 140, 143.
y(a)vlaq, 50, 197, etc.
yor-, -p, 197, 314; -mad(i)-
m(i)z, 328; -duq, 308;
-γma, 84.
yoq, 162, 170.
yol, 126, 127.
yiğ, 244.
yiyan, 54.
yiğī, 199, 250.
yak, I 8, I 11, I 12, I 17, 129,
152, 253, 311.
yäklär ulevlar, I 10.
yäk ickäk, 144.
yäklärlög, I 5.
yäkläög, I 9, 88.
yäkli, I 6, I 24, 164 (t(a)ngrili
  yäkli).
yüz, I 12.
yükün-, -tümüz, 189, 147,
  150; -ügmä, 180; -ç, 180.
yün-, -tümüz, 89.
yi-, -dä(i)m(i)z, 118.
yiti, 221, etc.
yitinç, 124.
yir, 41, 44, 45, 58, 160, 317;
  -däki, 84.
[yir suv], 4; t(a)ngrí yiri, I 15.
y(i)g(i)rminç (bir y.), 221, etc.
yil, 35.
yiltiz, I 22, I 25, 5, 48, 158;
  y(a)ruq y., çünärig y., 160,
  161 (tüz yiltiz).
yilvi, 108.
yilvila-, -dimiz, 109.
ymä, I 10, etc.
y(i t)mki, 273, 275, 280, 284,
  330.
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KANAUURI VOCABULARY IN TWO PARTS: ENGLISH-KANAUURI AND KANAUURI-ENGLISH

By the Rev. T. Grahame Bailey, B.D., M.A., M.R.A.S., Fellow of the Panjab University, Wazirabad, India

(Continued from 1910, p. 705.)

KANAUURI-ENGLISH VOCABULARY

ā, adv., still, yet.
acī lāmō, n., Thebōrskad's song.
ācō, i.q. atē (Thebōrskad' ) (T.R.).
adārgōn (T.R.), i.q. adāro.
adāro, n., ginger.
adēmo, adj., uncomfortable, badly made or put on.
adēshōs pādēshōs, n., neighbourhood.
adēnōn, adj., half.
ae, conj., and.
agī, n., cave, den.
āgōth, n., income.
agrē, adv., indeed, certainly (T.R.).
aī, aīd, adj., other.
akāhā, n., pain (T.R.).
akhrōūn, n., letter of the alphabet.
alagīn, n., woman who brings bad luck.
alūlon, adj., false; n., lie; — lawmīg', v., lie, tell a lie.
alūlos, n., mace, liar; fem., alūlē.
alīth, n., trap for leopard.
anna, n., mother, mother's sister.
amāts, n., father's sister-in-law.
amī, n., enemy (T.R.).
amjī, n., doctor.
amōliun, n., pretence.
amonūn, n., wild pear, bestrōs.
an, anī, pron., self (objective case), myself, etc.
aū, aūnu, pron., my.
anemīg', v., rise.
anđō, dome.
amē, n., father's sister, mother's sister-in-law.
anēsi, pron., self (nom. case), myself, yourself, etc.
aŋī, n., counting up to a hundred.
anī, see an.
āṅkō', adv., in my direction, towards me.
annē, n., anna (= one penny).
āṇōn, n., corn, grain (T.R.).
ānu, pron., own (H. āpnā); pl. masc., āṇēgānū; fem. pl., āṇēwānū.
ānu, see ān.
anyārōn, n. adj., darkness, dark.
anyārōs, adj., dark (T.R.).
apa, n., father; — tētē, forefathers.
apats, n., father's brother.
apī, n., maternal grandmother, midwife.
ārēmīg', v., call.
argā, n., string of bells on horse.
arī, n., river.
armīg', v. tr., warm.
arpyāmīg', v., keep, preserve (T.R.).
arshīmīg', v., warm oneself at fire or in sun.
āsbāō, n., goods, luggage.
āshā, n., hope (T.R.).
āshān, adj., barren (land).
āshārōn, n., month June–July.
āshvān, n., bad fuel (T.R.).
ashtus, n., mirror.
āsoū u, n., wild geranium, cumbeline.
āsyāmīg', v., endure.
atēmīg', v. tr., bury.
atil, n., plant whose berries are used as soap (Hindi, rēthā). See nakapāṇi.
atīn, n., rites for the dead; — lanmīg', perform the rites.
aū, n., call; — tshārēmīg', proclaim.
aya lai, interj., oh!
ayānōn, n., infant (T.R.).
ayō, n., grand- and great-grandmother (T.R.).
az, male goat.
bačēmīg', v., escape (Hindi, bacānā).
bādārī, n., storekeeper (i.e. watchman); fem., bādārni, his wife, etc.
bādṛōn, n., month, August–September.
bağa, n., mask.
bāg, n., fortune, fate (T.R.).
bāgār, n., labour forced but paid.
bāgarē, man with double teeth (one behind the other); fem., bāgarē.
bāgē, adj., last.
bagits, adj., thin.
bagai, n., share, part (T.R.).
Bāgwān, n., God. Bāgwānū dā'ēz-lumīg', pray to God.
bugyēlōs, n., one who in anger has separated himself from his house and household.
bāi, bāits, n., younger brother.
bājēamīg', v. tr., play (music) (Hindi, bajānā).
bajōn, n., leather belt.
bakkōr, n., female goat.
bakhōs, adj., fat.
baklōs, adj., thick.
baktūts, n., male kid.
bāl(h), n., head, summit, mountain-peak.
bāblōl shō, n., wild strawberry (T.R.).
bālīn, n., sand (Urdu, bālū?).
bālmōṭh, n., small plant with sweet-smelling root.
bālts, n., diminutive of bāl(h), nūnīv bālts, nipple.
bālū, nose-ring.
bām, n., large drum.
bammīg', v., be defeated, lose.
bampī, n., bladder.
bamsutrōn, n., ulcer.
bān, n., oak, Quercus incana.
bān, n., foot, paw, leg, leg of bed; — saṭ', (woollen) sock, stocking; bāna ḍen saṃmīg', rear (of a horse's rearing); shōl bān, leg straight out in sitting; — shēmmīg', sit with legs straight out.
bānārōs, n., miser; fem., banārē.
bān lammīg', v., abolish, stop.
bānārōs, n., monkey; fem., bānārāvīg'.
bāsh, n., cause, reason.
bāsh, adj., similar, like, w. gen. or nom.

bashēnnig', v., bleat, bray, caw, crow, mew, neigh, etc.

bashmig', v. intr., burst.
bāshōn, n., flute.
bāsiū, n., adze.
bāskyōn, conj., prep., than, except, besides.
bāi(h), n., brass vessel.
bāi, n., cooked rice.
bāi(h), n., cotton for weaving.
bāi, n., weight for weighing.

batēshimig', v., converse.
batiū, see batōn.

batīts, n., small brass vessel.
See bāi(h).

batlēamig', v. tr., make round or circular (T.R.).

batlōs, adj., spherical, round; see following words, which seem to imply that there had been other (square) coins of different value; — pōli, three annas; — rupēa, twelve annas.

batōn, n., affair, matter; — cug', conversation; — lammig', converse; ġizāb batīū (or batōn) sea, great talker.

bātrāoli, n., forced, unpaid labour during one week in year.

batśēamig', v., save (Hindi, bācānā).

batshā, n., tinder.

bāṭshērān, n., colt, foal (Pānjabī, wāchērā).
bau, n., father.
bayā, n., younger brother.
bāyāmig', v., fire a gun.
bazān, n., brass vessel.
bāzar, n., town, street of shops.

bazēnnig', v. intr., sound, be struck; hastlōn —, clap hands (Hindi, bājnā).

bazi, n., music, etc. (Hindi, bājā).

bazi, n., vegetable.

becōñ, n., rate of selling.
bēzzāti, n., dishonour; — lammig', v., insult.

be'īn, n., grasshopper.
bēnnōn, adj., loving.
bēnōn, n., Cotoneaster baccillaris.
bēpār, n., trade.
bēpārān, n., trader.
bēr, n., palace.

bergā, n., long stick for gathering walnuts (T.R.).

berīn, adv., out, outside; — lammig', put out, exile.

berīn gōñēn, n., concubine.
bērū, n., blacksmith, carpenter; bērūnīg', female of same caste.

beshāgōn, n., month April—May.

bēshōr, n., plait of hair.
bēsrōs, n., wild pear; i.q. amonōn.
bhōrōrēmnīg', v. intr., spin round.
bī, n., bastard.
bī, n., lower verandah of house.
būz, n., interest, usury;
gūn —, winter interest;
shōl —, summer interest.
bīd', n., shoulder.
bījā, n., kernel of apricot stone (T.R.).
bījēmnīg', v., be fine weather.
bīl(h), n., woollen thread (T.R.).
bīmnīg', v., go, flow, climb (tree).
bīnānōs, n., man of one of the lower castes.
bīnēmnīg', v., choose.
bīnīn, n., brim of vessel, rim of hat.
būmnīg', v., be extinguished.
bīnōs, adj., good.
būn, n., seed.
bīsh, n., a fair held in April.
bīshārēmnīg', v. intr., grieve, repent, be surprised, wonder.
bīshārēn shēmnīg', v. tr., grieve, surprise, etc.
bīshārōn, adj., strange, wonderful (T.R.).
bīshōn, n., poison.
bīsh, n., prime minister; fem., bīshānī, his wife.
bītiñ, n., wall.
bītsārikōs, adj., helpless poor (Hindi, bēchāra) (T.R.).
bītshū, n., bolt of door (T.R.).
bīzēl, n., lightning; — bōn-

nīg', v., lighten (Hindi, bīlī).
bīzēmnīg', v., be fine weather.
bīlāmnīg', v., masticate.
bīlēmnīg', v., slip.
bīlomnīg', v. tr., mix.
bīlūmnīg', v., fall (house).
bōba, n., father.
bōbats, n., father's brother.
bōd, n., skin of man, dogs, cats; peel, rind; — khō-

mnīg', v. tr., skin, take bark off tree or wand; — pīn-
mīg', v. tr., peel.
bōdālnīg', v. tr., change.
bōdēmnīg', v. intr., increase (T.R.).
bōdi, adj., adv., much, very.
bōēmnīg', v. intr., wear out.
bōēsa, n., husband's brother, wife's sister, a woman's sister's husband, a man's brother's wife. Note that in each case the relationship is between a man and a woman. See bōre, shakpō.
bīgāt, n., time (Urdū, wāqt).
boγrōs, adj., coarse, inferior.
bōkh, adj., hot.
bōlbōl, n., chapping of hands and feet. See bōlmīg'.
bölī, adj., mad, crazy; rabid (of dog).
bölk(h), n., two children born same day in different families.
bölmig', v., grow.
bölmig', v. intr., chap (of hands, feet), crack (especially with dāmrīts), split. See bölböl.
bömi, v., run, flee.
bon, bonn, n., father; mann bonn, parents.
bōna, n., dirt, dust.
bōnīts, adj., good, healthy; adv., well.
bōni, n., window in verandah (T.R.).
boniṅ, n., jungle.
bōnīSexy, v. intr., burn.
bönmig', v. intr., be filled.
bōnīmg', v. intr., come; blow (of wind).
bōnīmīts, n., dwarf.
bōnīmō, n., female ass.
bōnprats, n., thumb.
bōnshēs, adj., full; see lub', stub.
bōr, n., banyan, Ficus Indica.
bor(h), n., time, e.g. bodī —, many times, and so with other words for many.
börām, n., suspicion, doubt; —lanmig', suspect, doubt.
börbör, adj., circular.
bōre, n., wife, husband's sister, a woman's brother's wife. See bēsa, shakpo.
börkāt, n., blessing; —lanmig', bless.
börmig', v. intr., disperse (meeting, etc.); bērmī-
shēnngig, v. tr., disperse (meeting).
börmig', v. tr., brush with hand or brush.
bōrshīmig', v. intr., i.q. bōrmig', disperse(meeting).
bör(h), n., fast; —lanmig', fast.
bōsēamig', v., cause to inhabit or be inhabited (Hindi, bāsānā).
bōsēnīmg', v., inhabit.
bōsh, n., rope.
bōshīmig', v., forget.
bōshīmg', v. tr., twist; see thakpa.
bōshōy, n., year.
bōspā, n., earth, soil, ashes.
bōt(h), n., buttermilk.
bōṭhōy, n., tree; gāto —, bush; nish — id: lanmig',
graft.
botia, n., cook.
bōtō, n., large spider (T.R.)
See butukts.
bōtīk, n., duck.
bōtoy, n., button.
bōtuā, n., purse.
brā, adj., forked, cross (of roads).
brad', n., branch, bough.
braje, adj., i.q. bra.
bralam, n., cross road (T.R.).
bralnimig', v., reel, fall (drunk).
bramets, n., rainbow.
brau (Th.), n., sleeve (T.R.).
braspitt, n., Thursday.
brass, n., an inferior grain.
brass, Rhododendron arboreum.
bré, n., oak, Quercus ilex.
bré, a measure; nislo —
one ser; teg —, one ser and a half.
brégulín, n., thorny shrub, Prinsepia utilis.
brennig' (-do), v. intr., get well.
brimé, n., female yak.
brin bimig', v., fall; shennig', knock down.
brölmig', v. tr., say farewell to (T.R.).
brönimig', v. tr., mix (T.R.).
bü, n., leprosy; - sea, leper.
bubun, n., story of house.
bucimig', v. intr., boil; bucim shennig', v. tr., boil.
bucó, n., a medicinal plant, also for dyeing (T.R.).
budårón, n., Wednesday.
budé, n., union (T.R.).
bügyel(h), n., cymbal.
bukhlo, n., intoxicating preparation from bhang.
bukhrinn, n., brass musical instrument (T.R.).
bulon, n., debt; - sea, debtor.
bulös, adj., generous.
bunlig', n., Tibetan character in holy books.
bünculin, n., earthquake (Hindi, hauncal).
bunlig, v., i.q. bánigm'.
burin, n., bribe; - ranmig', v. tr., bribe; - zamig', v., take bribe.
búsün, n., fine straw.
büt(h), n., European shoe or boot.
butukt, n., spider (small), also dúl butukt. See bóto. byan kar(h), Tibetan ram; - khass, Tibetan sheep.
byanlig', v. intr., be afraid; byanlig' bash, danger; byantsea, coward.
byanlig' (-no), v. intr., go away from one's country.
cá, n., tea; ca than, tea water without the leaves.
ca kúi, n., large Tibetan dog.
cakhul, n., iron cooking vessel (T.R.).
cálak(h), adj., cunning, clever.
calšamig', v. tr., strain, sift (T.R.).
cám or cáma tóshimig', v. intr., be silent; cám tóshin, hush!
cámaraig', n., see cámoí.
cámig', see c(y)amig'.
cámna, see cám.
cámoi, n., shoemaker; fem.,
cāmarig', female of same caste.
canālos, n., basket-maker (T.R.).
cānimig' (-go), v. tr., fill full up.
cānimig' (-go), v. tr., break, crush (T.R.).
cārōs, n., headman of village (T.R.).
cāsgū, n., dried ginger.
cākōnimig'. See c(y)ānimig'.
cē, cēr, n. and adv., sixth day (forwards), on sixth day.
cēl, n., line in cloth, line across front of fingers for counting.
cekhānimig', v. tr., crush.
cekōnimig', v. tr., sift in sieve.
cekkūn, n., sieve.
cekī, v. tr., write.
cekūr, n., basket.
cekten, n., pea.
cekōn, n., flour.
cekroō, n., month March—April.
cekōsa, n., clerk. See cēmig'.
chād, n., son-in-law.
chāgsūl, interj., lama's reply to salutation.
chakroō, n., screw of water-mill.
chal tī, n., whitewash. See chalmig'.
chali, n., shawl.
chalmig', v. tr., plaster (wall), whitewash.
chāmba, n., cough, cold (T.R.).
chānimig', v. tr., plaster floor with leaves and mud.
channimig', v. tr., fold (T.R.).
chān, n., child, son, brother's son; chānts, infant, little child; yōcinig chān (play child), doll; chān khūl, uterus.
channimig' (-do), v. intr., lag behind.
chapōō, n., roof of temple.
charbā, n., rain (Thebōrskad').
chāta, n., expense, injury.
chatkōō, n., temple (T.R.).
chatmēts, n., woman who lags behind. See channimig'.
chatpō, chatsea, n., man who lags behind. See channimig'.
chatrolī, n., umbrella; padu chatrolī, bark umbrella.
chatsea, n., i.q. chatpō; fem.,chatē.
chāyūn, n., shade, shadow.
chētkōō, n., chin.
chēts, n., woman (T.R.).
chī, n., gum.
chimā, n., mother's sister (Thebōrskad') (T.R.).
chob, n., vegetables, lentils (T.R.).
chodōō, n., waterfall.
chodpā, n., fine collected by village headman, not inflected by law-court.
chōg rannimig', v. intr., bow
to lama with forehead to ground.

choga, n., reading religious books (T.R.).

chölbā, n., dice-player.

cholmig', v. intr., play at dice.

cholo', n., brass die; cholo yōcimig', play dice.

choñmī, n., man (not woman).

chōs pothī, Tibetan holy books; chōs or chōs pothī tilmig', read these holy books.

chōsten, n., Buddhist shrine (T.R.).

choshtwī, n., amulet.

chot'kōn, n., Buddhist shrine.

choto', n., earthen vessel.

chozgōn, n., waterfall (T.R.).

chū, n., salt-trough, wooden watercourse.

chūā, n., grain; chūā lam-mig' or gonomig', reap.

chub', n., noise of sucking.

chubā, n., long woollen coat.

chūkpo, adj., rich.

chukshimig', v. intr., meet.

chūnpā, n., female servant.

chūr, n., descent; jikpo chūr, steep descent.

chūrā, n., dried curds (T.R.).

cī(h), n., grass, fodder; tshars ci, hay; ci kōto, stack of grass.

cīknsis, n., grease; — shēlmig', v. tr., grease.

cīlčamīg', v. tr., beat, strike.

cīlmig', v. intr., get close to.

čimēd'n, n., daughter, brother's daughter.

čimig', v. tr., wash (not metal things).

čimtā, n., tongs.

čimū, n., Morus serrata.

čīn, n., claw, nail of finger or toe.

čiūmig', v. tr., bite, sting.

čiūnōs, n., pinch; — ranmig', v. tr., pinch.

cipūr, n., crop of birds, sheep.

cištīn, n., kind of lentils.

čismig', v. intr., decompose, rot. See čosmig'.

cis cis, adj., rotten, decomposed. See čoscōs.

cīthra, n., rag.

cīz bāst, n., chattels, goods.

coonmīg' (-go), v. intr., leak, drip.

connig' (-do), v. tr., burn, light (lamp = āwūn).

cōrōs, n., thief; fem., cōrē; cōrōs lanmig', steal.

čoscōs, adj., rotten, decomposed. See cis cis.

čosmig', v. intr., rot, decompose. See cismig'.

čūt(h), a black bird (T.R.).

čūl(h), n., wild apricot, Prunus Armeniaca.

cūnc(h), n., sting.

cūnšt(h), n., miser (T.R.).

c(y)āmīg', v. intr., dance.

c(y)āshimig', i.q. c(y)āmīg'.
dā', prep., beside.
dā da bhimig', v. intr., drop;
— shēnmig', v. tr., drop.
dabṛēmig', v. tr., threaten (T.R.).
dābrin, n., cave, den.
dae, n., woman who brings bad luck (Hindi, dāin ?).
daśnmig', v. intr., run.
dāk, n., post, letters.
dakćimig', v. intr., stop, be incomplete. See rain.
dākdār, n., post-runner.
dakhōn, n., vine, grape; bōn dakhōn, wild grape or vine.
dakhrā, n., small drum.
daklo, n., bracelet.
dakpo, n., master.
dal dal, adj., astray (dalmig').
daljēs, adj., poor, needy.
dalmig', v. intr., go astray.
dalmōn, n., pomegranate.
dolōn, n., plant.
dolōnmig', v., salute with joined hands.
dām, dāmba'sh, dāmkh, adj., adv., good, well, healthy.
dāmās, n., bull.
dāmba'sh, see dām.
dāmkh, see dām.
dāmmig' (-bo), v. tr., draw, pull.
damrīts, adj., small, little.
dān, n., pad under saddle of beast of burden.
dānī, n., fruit remaining after first gathering (walnut, seed of Pinus Gerardiana, etc.).
daṅ, n., pheasant.
daṅ, n., asparagus (T.R.).
daṅēmig', v. tr., punish.
daṅī, n., hill.
daṅkhōr, n., kind of grain.
daṅmig' (go), v. intr., disperse, finish (of assembly).
daṅōn, fine; — lanmig,v. tr., fine.
daṅshūrōs, n., kite.
daph, n., scabbard.
dapšimig', v. intr., pull against one another.
darchōd, n., flag, prayer-flag.
dārgā, n., name of god.
dari, n., beard, whiskers.
darōn, n., beam in ceiling.
darsomōn, n., opening above door.
dārū, n., gunpowder; yaṅ dārū, dust in rotten tree.
darzō, n., grindstone.
dāshimig', v. intr., fight, quarrel; dāshīm shēnmig', v. tr., cause to fight, quarrel.
dāsho, n., fight, quarrel.
datś, n., husband.
daturō, n., thorn-apple (T.R.)
dāyōn, n., flock (T.R.).
de, see dea.
dē ma, adv., no more.
-dea, fem. -dē, suffix, one who is, or has or does.
debash, adj., adv., good, clean, healthy, well.
dékhrā, n., boy; dékhrāts, small boy.
dékur, n., girl.
dékkonimig' (-go), v. tr., fear.
dēla, n., clod.
dēlā, n., threshold.
dēlī, n., 4 anna piece, 4 annas.
Cf. Panjabi dhēlī, 8 annas.
See pōlī.
dēlimig', dēlina, adj., lazy.
dema, adv., then (inferential).
demig', v. intr., go away.
demo, adj., pretty, beautiful (T.R.).
den, dēn, adj., standing; den toshkimig', stand; — sarshimig', stand up.
dēna, n., stick; dēnats, small stick.
dēnō, n., body.
dēōrōn, n., temple (T.R.).
dēri, n., delay; — lanmig', v. intr., delay.
des, suffix, somewhat, 'ish,' added to adj. or adv.
dēs, prep., similar, like, with gen. or nom.
dēshia, n., fellow-villager.
dēshōn, n., village.
dēvi, n., goddess.
dēhom, n., leather box.
diār, n., day.
diāro, adv., daily.
dīg', n., brass vessel.
dīk chās, n., Tibetan holy book.
dikhrī, n., liquor prepared from honey.
dikshimig', v. intr., be transacted.
dikts, n., small brass vessel.

See dīg.
dīl, n., heart.
dīl, limig', v., be well off.
dīlōs. lazy (Hindi, dhīlā).
dīnimig' (-go), v. tr., transact.
dīnōs, adj., smart, clever (bad sense).
dīnyāmōn, i.q. dīnōs.
dishimig', v., enter, lie down.
diwāl, n., retaining wall on road.
do, pron., he, she; — anei, he (she), himself (herself);
plur., dogo, dogoa, dogoga;
plur. with anegāi or anegāi, they themselves;
dōsōn, those two.
dō, n., kind of fern.
dōa', prep., with, beside;
adv., there, thither.
do bānūs, n., a Tibetan holy book.
dobār, n., midday (T.R.).
dōbra, n., large brass or iron vessel (T.R.).
dōrin, n., leak, hole.
dōk', adv., after that, then.
dokha', n., collection of hills.
dokheāmig', v. tr., cheat out of money.
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dōkhōn, n., hill.
dōkə, adv., in his (her) direction.
dōk-is, prep., adv., from, thence.
dōl, n., large drum.
dōlkhī, n., small drum.
dōm(h) (i.q. dhōm), leather box.
dōmig’, v. intr., speak in oracle.
dōmmīdikh, dōmmīdgy, n., female of dōmōn caste.
dōmōn, n., blacksmith.
dōmōn, n., wooden spoon.
dōn, adv., there, thither.
dōn, prep., to.
dōnmīg’, v. intr., emerge, go or come out.
dōnmīg’ (-go), v. intr., start on journey.
dōnmīg’ (-go), v.tr., surround.
dōnmō, n., butter churning cylinder (T.R.).
dono kāshīmīg’, v. intr., invite one another to food.
donōs, n., man of higher caste. (In this word the n is almost አ.)
dōnts, adv., thence.
dopkāmīg’, v. tr., chide, threaten.
dōr, adv., far.
dōr chōd, n., a Tibetan holy book.
dōrēmīg’, v. intr., run (Hindi, daurnā).
dōrī, n., carpet.
dōrī, n., blanket, woman’s skirt.
dorīn, n., retaining wall in field.
dōrjē chōtpae, n., a Tibetan holy book; i.q. dōr chōd.
dōrmā, n., wreath.
dorōn, n., beehive.
dosha, n., evil fate (T.R.).
doshīmīg’, v., go to meet superior on road.
doshōn, n., fault (T.R.).
doyōn, n., cream, curds.
doyōn, n., hole, leak. See doīn.
drāmōn, n., contract.
трāmōn, n., kind of grass (T.R.).
drun, n., plain.
dūa’, adv. prep., there, thither, beside.
dūb dūb, n., charm, incantation; — — lanmīg’, v., pronounce charm.
dūbēmīg’, v. intr., sink.
dūbōn, n., smoke, vapour, mist.
dūbōs, adj. n., deep, deep hole.
dueg’, v. subj., I was; due’, with infin., had to (idea of necessity).
dūg’, v. subj., I am; dū’, with infin., has to (idea of necessity).
dūgna, -fold, e.g. nā dugna, fivefold.
duin, n., lighted lamp (including wick, oil, etc.).
důkhôn, adj., angry, grieved.
důkhrin, n., censer.
dul(h), n., dung (of sheep, goats).
dul butukts, n., small spider (T.R.), i.q. butukts.
důlcimaŋ, v. intr., doze;
důlčim bōnmiŋ, doze.
důlkhôn, n., earthen pot for oil.
dum, n., assembly.
důmākh, n., small drum.
důmgyür(h), n., praying wheel; temple.
dumīŋ, n., clerk (writing Persian Urdu).
dummiŋ (−mo), v. intr., assemble.
dunčhau, n., small shell used as coin (T.R.).
dunérôn, n., halo round sun or moon, lunar rainbow.
dûnyā, n., world.
dupûn, n., incense; — ran-
mīŋ, burn incense.
dûrē, adj., adv., first.
dûrôn, n., first place (T.R.).
dûrôs, dûrûspûn, n., man’s father-in-law’s family.
dûstî, n., perspiration; — 
dûnmīŋ, perspire.
dûtûrî, n., flute (T.R.).
dwâlia, adj., extravagant.
dwârôn, n., door; sîso sea

dwârôn, window.
dyásôn, n., day.
dâzaŋgâl, n., jungle.
dzûgits, adj., small; dûgitsrot, from childhood.
e, ē, n., adj., fifth day, on fifth day (forwards).
eke lâmîŋ, v. tr., collect.
ēkō, adv., only.
ēkur, n., medicinal plant (T.R.).
ēm, n., taste (pleasant); me

ēm, bad taste.
êmi, n., Viburnum stellula-
um.
êmô, n., kind of deer.
érûn, hunting; ērûnô bōnmiŋ.

érûn lâmîŋ, v., hunt;
érûn bitsea, ērûn länzea,
n., hunter.
érûs, n., hunter.
ētshû, adj., alone.
ētwarôn, n., Sunday.
gachôn, n., girdle, servant’s belt.
gachôs, n., forced but paid, labour.
gadûr, n., marriage among lower-caste people.
gadî(h), n., wheelbarrow.
(Cf. Hindi gārī.)
gâlâm, n., bullet.
gâlin, n., abuse; — shēnmiŋ,
v. tr., abuse.
galmiŋ, v. intr., be reconciled; galôm shēnmiŋ,
v. tr., reconcile, mediate; — shetsea, n., mediator, peacemaker.
galshimig', v. intr., be reconciled; galshöm shënnig', v. tr., reconcile, mediate; — shetsea, n., mediator, peacemaker.
gammig' (-bo), v. intr., be pierced.
ganöm, n., smell (generally sweet); mär ganöm, bad smell.
ganthön, n., knot; — tshùnn-mig', v. tr., knot; — thömig' or thörmig', v. tr., untie knot.
gäö, n., amulet.
gar', n., tooth, tusk; — cilmig', gnash one's teeth.
garméö', adv., certainly.
garöö, n., stream, brook.
gärpåth, adj., tight.
gasa, n., cloth, clothes; — salmig', undress.
gató, adj., few, small, narrow; — gató ca, minority.
gatóö, adj., narrow.
ge, n., kernel of walnut, edible part of Pinus Geradiana.
gëtsëhöö, n., non-celibate lama (inferior to gyëlöö).
gëına, n., entrails.
gindöö, n., ball.
githön, n., song; — lonmig', sing.
göö, pron., I; — göö, I myself.
göö tsorös, adj., much.
gööö, n., cabbage.
gööödöö, n., urine of sheep, goats, cattle; — shënnig', v., urinate.
göl, n., mouth.
gölënnig', v. intr., melt, thaw (Hindi, gülñä).
gëlmig', v. dig (for sawing).
gölöö, n., throat; — tsùüm-mig', v. tr., choke; — tsùüm tsùüm sannig', v. tr., choke to death, strangle; — jiùmig' (-ño), v. intr., choke.
gëlpåth(h), n., dog's collar (iron).
göölsöö, n., moon.
gëlùi, n., blunder, mistake; — adj., incorrect.
golthös, n., vulture.
gomphöö, n., one who brings bad luck.
gööna, n., hammer.
göönaöö, n., iron vessel.
gööne, n., wife. See bëriüš goëné.
gööniüöö, n., log, trunk of tree.
göönma, n., mare.
göönmig', v. tr., cut; chëa göömig', reap.
göonmig', v. tr., commit adultery with (with accus. of person); tsùüm tsùüm göonmig', v. tr., rape, ravish.
gûnô, n., foundation.
gênôn, n., flock of birds.
gênôs, n., ape.
gênpâ, n., Buddhist shrine.
gôr, n., churn; — lanmîg’,
v. tr., churn.
gor’, adv., very.
gor burennig’, v. intr., jump about (horse).
gord, n., kind of deer.
gorênîmig’, v. intr., be able,
became well-to-do after having been poor.
gôr’tsea, n., well-to-do (not rich).
gôrgôr, adj., late.
gôrmîg’, v. intr., fall.
gôrsa, n., adj., late, lateness;
— shênîmig’, be late; — hâmîmig’, be late (of time);
— hâm, it is late.
gôshîmîg’, v. intr., commit adultery with one another.
See gonnmîg’.
gôshîtôn, n., herd of cattle.
gôtaûrû, n., snail.
gothôn, n., millstone, wheel;
— kim, mill; has gothôn,
hand - mill; gâ’dî —,
wheelbarrow wheel.
gôtots, n., bundle.
gôt s rõlêâmîg’, v. tr., annoy,
tease.
g’zâb, adj., adv., much, very.
gré, n., death.
grokts, n., man who gives oracle.
gronôn, n., eclipse.
grû lanmîg’, v. tr., cause to crumble; — bûnîg’,
v. intr., crumble.
grugu, n., crumb.
grûnênig’, v. intr., growl.
gu, see gûd’.
gûh, n., witness.
gûd’, n., hand, arm; gu sab’,
glove; i gûd’, one hand-
ful; gûd shênîmig’, touch;
gûdês khoyâmîg’, touch;
nish gûd’ ipôn lanmîg’
(make two hands one,
join hands), entreat.
gûî, adj., nine; gûvî, ninth.
gûî râ, 900; guî râ’î, 900th.
gûláb, n., nose-ring.
gûláb, n., rose.
gûlâm, n., rein (Urdu, lâgâm).
gûm, n., bow (for arrows).
gûn, n., winter.
guptî, n., dove.
gûrâm, n., coarse sugar, gur’;
— shiû, sugar-cane.
gûrgûr, n., thunder.
gûrmîg’, v. intr., thunder.
gûstakhî, n., rudeness.
gûthû, n., tub.
guzôr, n., mosquito, large brown stinging insect.
gwûlûs, n., cowherd.
gwûnûs pûû, n., Pleiades.
gyâbôn, n., male ass.
gyalmîg’, v. intr., win.
gyalmo, n., queen.
gyaltsha, n., lower country near Rampur and below.

gyāmig', v. tr. and intr., wish, desire, love, require, be advisable, be necessary; ma gyāmig' or ma gyāshēs or ma gyāshid, unloved.

gyāts, it is advisable. See gyāmig'.

gyēlōn, n., non-celivate lama (inferior to tūarg lama).

habā, n., doctor.

hacimig', v., become.

hak, n., call; — shēnnig', v., call, proclaim.

hākdār, n., heir.

hākōm, n., governor.

hakōta, n., enemy's loss (causing joy to hearer).

hāl, adv., quickly.

hala, halē, adv., how?

haleko̱, adv., whither?

haliāna, adv., however, in whatever way.

hālkara, n., post-runner.

hālōn, n., plough; — līmig', v., plough.

halō, n., potato.

ham, adv., where? hamī ma, nowhere; hamīāna, where, wherever.

hāmēsh, adv., always.

hamī ma, hamīāna, see ham.

hañar pōn, n., Orion's Belt.

harēnmig', v. intr., be defeated, lose.

har bīmig', v. intr., elope (of married women).

hārkēn, n., yew, Taxus baccata; i.q. nyamdāl.

hārōn, n., bone.

harulē, n., eloping woman; harulea, man with whom she elopes. See har bīmig'.

hāsal, adv., quickly, fast.

hash, n., yawn; — kamshi-mig', v. intr., yawn.

hastlōn, n., palm of hand.

hathu, n., an iron vessel.

hāt, pron., who? hāti ma, no one; hātiāna, who, whoever; hātsōn, which two; hāt gyāma li, whoever wishes.

hateko, adv., in which direction?

hātī, n., shop.

hazār, adj., thousand.

hē, adv., again.

hēd, adj., other, more; — mēa, next year; dē hēd mēa, in two years (mēa, probably, i.q. myā, q.v.).

hicu pūa, n., name of a small bird.

hidāks, n., miser.

hige, n., Tibetan epistle.

hōd, n., barley bread.

hōdē, adv., thus, in this way.

hodei sābēbōs, adv., for this reason, therefore.
hodērōn, adv., then, at that time.
hodo tēnēs, adv., for this reason, therefore.
hōdōn, adv., there, thither; hōdōnts, thence.
hojōn, here; hojōnts, hence.
hēlāi, v., sweetmeat seller.
hōlāshōn, n., Rhus Panjabensis.
hōldō, n., flood.
hōlmig', v.tr., scratch, scratch oneself.
hōlskimig', v. intr., scratch oneself.
hōlu telōn, n., varnish; — shēlmig', v., varnish.
hom, n., bear.
hoń, n., caterpillar; mé hoń, mé hońts, fire-fly.
See mé.
hōné', adv., this way, thus.
hōnnig', v. intr., laugh; adj., amusing; honnigu, amusing.
hōnōn, adv., there, thither; hōnōnts, thence.
hēriā, n., log of wood (one man's load).
horkū, n., Rhus Wallichii.
hozā, n., potter; hozēnik' (g'), female of the caste.
hōzo, adv., quickly, fast.
hūkm, n., command; — ran-
mig', v., command.
hulōs, n., breeding ram.
hūn, hūnā, now; hūnokstōn, up to now. (Cf. Panjabi hūn, hūnē, now.)
hūnē', adv., in that way.
hunokstōn, see hūn.
hunnig' (-do), v. tr., teach.
hūržāmig', v. tr., close, shut.
hūrōn, n., wooden bolt or latch.
hūrškimig', v. tr., deny.
hushimig', v., learn, read.
i, id', one; ijōb', once; īmyā, one day, once on a time; idē, first; i pōn lanmiğ', unite.
imig', v. tr., ask; sālā imig', consult.
indrōmōn, n., month September–October.
itrits, adj., small, little.
jablē, n., liar.
jāb', n., good.
jalbōlē, n., very wide-meshed coarse cotton cloth.
jāmig', v. tr., collect cow's urine.
jammig', v. intr., come down, descend.
janeṭōn, n., marriage among higher castes.
jaṅgā, n., silk.
jaṅro, n., dizziness; — hacimig' or lanskimig', become dizzy.
jashkḥān, n., trap for bear.
jekó', adv., in this direction, on this side, near.
jemčamig', v., taste.
jeschmón, adj., eldest.
jeshtón, n., month May–June.
jikpo, adj., good; — chur, steep descent; — tán, steep ascent.
jičó, n., root of tree.
jičamig' (-no), v. intr., be entangled, wear out. See gólón.
jíti, jíttits, jitrítis, adj., small, little; n., infant.
jób', n., time, as in three times, four times, etc.; i.q. yób'.
jókts, adv., hence.
jón, adv., here; jónts, hence.
já, he, she, this; plur., júgo, júgoa, júgoga, these; júsoí, these two.
já, n., cloud.
jáá, here.
jyá, n., what remains after drawing off buttermilk.
jyátl', n., stick for oxen, goad. See jál'.
jyáró, dumb.

ka, pron., thou; ka kaí, thou thyself.
ka', than.
ká, n., walnut, Juglans regia.
kácón, prep., towards.
kácóns, adv., on behalf of, for sake of; kácóns batón dáم lanmig', intercede for.
kaeya, n., news.
kaq, adj., bitter.
kaq', n., crow.
kaq', n., part.
kaqú, n., letter, paper (Urdu, kágház).
kaqún, n., ring.
kaitání, n., female of kaitós class.
kaitós, n., clerk (Hindi writer). See kaitání.
kakcut(h), n., kind of small bird.
kakshoz, n., Lonicera hypoleuca.
kak'ts, n., neck; kaktsú bós, halter.
kališón, n., Salix elegans.
kambál(h), n., blanket.
kameik (Thébórskada'), n., matter, affair.
kamnimig' (-bo), v. tr., pierce, dig.
kamón, n., work, deed; — lanmig', v., work.
kamshimig', v., see hash.
kan, adj., thy.
kána, adj. (see kánó), blind.
kánáre, n., edge, side; pó kanáre, on all sides.
kangyúr(h), n., temple.
káníú, n., mortar for pounding.
kániham shénmig', v., annoy, give trouble to.
kankōsh, n., instrument for
e xtracting wax from ear.
kau nimg, v. tr., bring.
kau nimg' (-go), distribute,
divide; cithī kaktsea or
cithī kago ketsea, postman.
kānō, adj., blind (Hindi, kānā,
one-eyed). See kānā.
kānōn, n., ear; — kho, wax
in ear.
kānōrē, see kānōrīn.
kānōrīn, n., adj., Kanaur,
Kanaur; Kānōrōs, pl.
Kanōröa, Kanaur man;
Kānōrē, pl. Kānōrīzh,
Kanaur woman; Kān-
ōriūn chēsmī, Kanaur
woman; Kānōrīn skad,
kanōrēanu skad, Kana-
auri language.
kānōrōs, see kānōrīn.
kār(h), n., ram; byau kār(h),
Tibetan ram; kārts, male
lamb.
kargyōlı(h), n., cup.
kāsh, n., root used as soap.
kāshīn, n., beehive, honey-
comb.
kāshōn, pron., we two (thou
and I); kashōnū, our
(thine and mine).
kastīn, n., Indigofera Ger-
diana.
kātał, n., book.
katēa, n., peach.
kātēnimg, v. tr., spin thread
(Hindi, kātnā).
kathōs, n., miser.
kātiın, n., month October-
November.
katsā, katso, adj., raw, un-
ripe (Hindi, kāccā).
katsbāl, n., Pyrus baccata.
katsrī, plait of hair; —
kermig, plait hair.
kayōn, n., festival, fair.
keb, n., needle.
kēdī, n., prisoner, captive.
kēmig, v. tr., give (especially
with indirect object in
first or second person).
kermig, see katsrī.
kes, n., armpit.
kēs, than.
kēsōn, n., white or yolk of
egg.
khaḍēlōn, bank of river.
khačōn, n., mouth; bōdī
khačōn sea, great talker.
khalēri, n., sweeper, “mihtar.”
khāmcū nakpo, n., Tibetan
holy book.
khān, n., three-quarters of
a ser.
khāniın, n., mine.
kha nimg, v. tr., seize, catch.
khānnūn, n., Ephedra vulgaris.
khānōn, n., half.
khāsdār, n., groom.
khāss, n., sheep; byau khāss,
Tibetan sheep.
khātēbs, n., like wild fig,
Viburnum rotundifolium;
i.q. tāstūs.
khāts, n., female lamb.
khaū, n., food.
khātī, n., itch; — hōrmig', v. intr., itch.
khēr, adj., slanting, crooked.
khērmig', v. intr., be slanting, crooked; mig —, squint; khērtsea, squinter.
kherōnū, n., milk; — sh̄ān-mig', wean.
khēsī, adj., separate; — lanmig', separate.
khīmig', v. tr., look, see.
khiss, n., pocket.
khlog, n., Abies Webbiana or pindrau.
khō, n., waist.
khō, n., excrement of dog or bird, wax in ear.
khub, n., cover.
kēbōr, n., news.
khōcīmig', v. intr., boil; khocim shēmig',v. tr.,boil.
khōcōb, n., hoof; in divided hoof each half is khōcōb.
khōjīmig', v. intr., die off (of whole family).
khōjōnū, adj., left (not right); — kō, to the left.
kholōnū, n., threshing-floor.
kholōp, n., bark of tree.
khowig', v. tr., skin, peel, with accus. of word for skin or peel.
khommig' (-bo), v. tr., cover.
khōnū, n., earthen cooking vessel.
khōnā, n., plain.
khōnīmig', v. tr., bend.
khōnshīmig', v. intr., be bent, bow oneself, stoop; khōnshēs, bent.
khorī, n., native lamp.
khorō, adj., lame.
khorēts, n., expense; — lanmig', v., spend; yar khōrts, extravagance.
khotākts, n., mushroom.
khotōs, adj., counterfeit (coin), deceitful.
kētsōr, n., mule.
kētsrō, n., measles.
khōyōn, n., rust; — lēgēn-mig' or tūpei'mig', v. intr., rust. See tāmīg'.
khrā khhrā, adj., late; — hacīmig', be late. See khrāmīg'.
khrāmīg', v., delay.
khula', n., well.
khūl ā, n., a thorny shrub.
khūl(h), n., skin (of sheep, goats,birds); khūlkhōmig', v. tr., skin; chaun khūl, uterus.
khāmīg' (-bo), cover.
khūndī, khūndits, n., nose-ring.
khuṇū, n., murder.
khuṇkhrī, n., Gurkha dagger.
khuṇmig', v. tr., steal.
khuṇnūn, n., forced unpaid labour.
khar, khūrts, n., knife.
khārōn, n., earthen floor of lower story.
khumōnts, n., razor.
khumōnts, leopard-trap.
hūrsa, n., fruit-stone.
hūrsī, n., chair.
hūrts, see khūr.
hūshī, khūsī, n., joy, delight.
hūvār, adj., much.
huvās, n., raja’s concubine.
khāyāmīg', v. tr., look, see, look at; sā —, take one’s pulse.
khyampō, adj., extravagant.
khyēr khyēr, n., gentle ascent or descent.
khyāmīg' (bo), v. intr., give oneself airs.
hwyā pyā, n., eagle.
kī, pron., thou (respectful).
See kīn.
kīm, n., house.
kīn, pron., thy (respectful).
See kī.
kīnā', kīnapōn, you (plur.);
kīnānū, your.
kīshi, pron., you two; kīshū, of you two.
kīshōnā', kīshōna pōn, we (all of us); — nū, of us (all of us).
kīshū, see kīshi.
kīsmat, n., fate.
-kō', suffix, towards, direction of.
kōbzā, n., hinge.
kōbd, n., dried cattle-dung.
kōdā, n., a very small grain.
kōe . . . kōe, conj., either . . . or.
kōe, n., wedge.
kōgī, n., wild fig.
kōkāne, n., ant.
kōkōr, kōkōrts, n., jackal.
kōlān, n., stone.
köhāmīg', v. intr., seem, appear.
kōlēm, n., pen.
kōlös, adj., loose, soft.
kōmo, adv., inside.
kōndī, n., basket, kilta.
kōneō, n., kind of small bird.
kōnekhvōn, n., wheat-flour.
kōnos, n., friend.
kōnsōn, adj., youngest (son, etc.).
kōntai, n., earring.
kōntalī, i.q. kōntai.
kōrkhtū, n., dried cattle-dung.
kōrnūl, n., curved trumpet.
kārtshī, n., spoon.
kōsh, n., oath; — tāumīg', take oath; — tāunām shēnuig', administer oath.
kōshīsh, n., effort; — lan-
mīg', attempt.
kōshōn, n., effort.
kōshū, n., fault, error; — sea, culpable.
kōth, n., box (wooden).
kītha shēnuig', v., preach.
kōthī, n., house; shū kōthī, temple.
kōthōn, n., comb.
kötämig', v. tr., dig.
kotō, n., stack; ci kotō, stack of grass; shīn kotō, stack of wood.
kotöl, n., testicle; kotölū pōtō, testicle.
kōtsōn, adj., bad, difficult.
kozia, n., violence, rudeness; — lanmig', be violent, rude, attack.
krā, n., hair; — sea, hairy.
kramāl, n., poplar, Populus ciliata.
krammig' (bo), v. intr., weep, cry, mourn, mew; krapshimig', v. intr., weep together, mourn.
krapshimig', see krammig'.
krī, n., dirt; — sea, dirty.
krīn tod', n., fever.
Krīshṭān, n., Christian.
krūn, n., bird cherry, Prunus padus.
krūngol, n., wasp.
kū, Celtis Australis.
kūṭi, adv., absolutely, altogether.
kucōn, broom (for sweeping); — lanmig', sweep.
kūg (kūkh'), n., owl.
kūi, n., dog, plur., kōe; ku chaunts, puppy.
kūkh', see kūg'.
kukhri, n., hen; — chaunts, chicken.
kukhrōs, n., cock.
kūldōn, n., lake, tank.
kūlī, n., forced but paid labourer.
kūlmig', v. tr., beat, strike, pound.
kulupshimig', v. intr., be strained.
kūm, n., head of bed.
kunāl, n., brass vessel.
kūnd, n., pond.
kūndā, n., image; — tonmig', make image.
kūnkh, adj., wide, broad.
kūnnig' (do), fut. kūtōg', v. tr., call.
kūnōn, n., large earthen vessel.
kūroī, n., adv., seventh day, on seventh day (forwards).
kūrtī, n., shirt.
kurūkt(h), n., elbow.
kāshēāmig', v. tr., wipe.
kushog', n., head lama (celibate).
kusht, kushtits, n., Spiraea bella.
kāshūr, i.q. kōshūr.
kūtā, adj., bent, crooked; — lanmig', bend; — hacimig', be bent.
kutli, n., penis (not polite word).
kyalmōn, n., cedar, Cedrus Libani deodara.
kyālokā, adj., much.
kyānol, n., jaw.
kyānth, n., spark.
kyō, adj., male.
kyōs kyōs, adj., drunk, intoxicated. See kyōsmig'.
kyōsmig', v. tr., drink or smoke intoxicants.
kyumming', v. tr., lift load.
kyūshimig', v., meet; ma kyūshid mi, enemy.

lá ù, n., saxifrage (T.R.).
lab', n., flame.
labrōn, n., Buddhist shrine.
lācemig', v. intr., look at oneself in glass.
ladrōn, n., Picris ovatifolia.
lag', n., sleeve.
lagennig', v. intr., rain.
lāgēts ti, lāget ti, n., rain.
lāgōn, n., temple.
lai, n., day (not night); see lē; om lai, forenoon.
lak, adj., good, adept, clever, worthy.
lajōn, n., shame (T.R.).
lākh, adj., 100,000.
lalci, adj., covetous, avaricious.
lalots, n., avarice, covetousness; — lamming', covet.
lamā, n., lama.
lama pyā, n., a red bird.
lāmbārdār, n., headman of village.
langīds, adj., light (not heavy).
lammig', see chūā.
lamōs, adj., long, high; — thishimig', lie resting on one's elbow.
lamthā, n., brass vessel.
lān, n., wind, air; — kannig', v. tr., fan.
lān, n., cow.
lān, n., jump; — tshārēmig', jump.
lambō, n. (Thēbōrskad'), dried cow-dung (T.R.).
lan pyā, n., kind of bird as large as crow.
laniūn, n., pine needle; butuktsi —, spider's web.
lammig', lānmig', v. tr., do, make, cook.
lānimig', v. tr., wait for.
lānṃets, see tī.
lā patrōn, n., ivy, Hedera helix.
lāss, n., mud.
lasta, n., axe.
lāta, adj., dumb.
lathōn, latōn, n., kick; — cileāmig', v. tr., kick.
latī, girl. See latā.
lāts, n., shadow.
latā, n., boy. See latī.
lē, day (not night), by day.
lē, n., tongue; tsokōs lesea, great talker.
lēmig', v., thaw.
lēaz, n., shame.
lēm, lēmna, adv., undoubtedly, at once (T.R.).
lēmmig' (-mo), v. tr., lick.
lēph, n., mattress.
lēsh, n., penis (not polite).
li, adv., too, also.
li pyā, n., bird about as large as crow.
lid(h), n., horse-dung.
lik, heavy.
likpā, n., penis (polite word).
likšimig', v. intr., clothe oneself.
lim, n., blue pine, Pinus excelsa.
limig', dil —, be well off; halōn —, plough.
limmig' (-bo), take off as jewels on death of husband, load, etc.
immo, n., mushroom.
lin, n., penis (polite word).
līnkt(h), n., kind of edible fern.
līnmig', v. tr., dress anyone (generally as an honour) with obj. of thing put on, shoes, flowers, clothes.
lipčāmig', v. tr., plaster (floor with leaves and mud).
līshōnt, n., kind of small bird.
līss, n., cold.
lit(h), n., egg.
līts, n., medlar, Pyrus communis; i.q. shēgūl(h).
lō, adv., on this side, near; lokō, on this side, in this direction, near.
lōn, prep., with, along with.
lonmig' (-do), v. tr., say,
Do majôño, in the meantime.


mâl, n., poplar, Populus alba.

mâlû, n., property.

mâlî, n., one who gives oracle.

mâlî, n., gardener.

mân, n., dream.

mânû, n., month January–February.

mándêal(h), n., wreath; i.q. mûndêal.

mándêamig', v. tr., wash clothes in gûthû, tub.

manê, n., hand prayer-wheel.

manjo, n., bed (T.R.).

mâulag', n., sleeve.

mâûmig', v. intr., dream; mûûmig' (-nû), v. tr., conceal.

mânn, n., mother; — bûnn, parents.

mânûl, n., remission of forced labour to orphan (T.R.).

mânshâmig', v. intr., conceal oneself, disappear.

mânthôn, n., flat mud roof.

maû tôs, adv., secretly. See maûmig'.

mûp lanmig', v. tr., forgive (Urdu, mû'âf).

mapûn, n., mother's house and family.

mûr, adj., bad.

mûr, n., ghi (clarified butter); mar tô (Thêbôrskad'), oil.


mâri, adj., feeble (T.R.).

marpôl, n., Pyrus lanata.

marshêmig', mashêmig' (Thêbôrskad'), give oneself airs (especially of poor man).

marshêmig', v. tr., plaster (floor with leaves and mud).

mâsâlô, n., torch.

mash, n., kind of lentils.

mâshâzôm, n., inkstand.

mashêmig', see marshêmig'.

mashkûts, adj., bad.

mashtits, mashtós, adj., smooth.

mâtêkpa, adj., conceited, proud.

mâtî, n., sweeper, house-cleaner (not mihtar).

matûn, n., earth, soil.

matôn, n., pearl.

mâtûs, n., female kid.

matshî, n., fish; — tsâmêmig', v., fish; matshî tsâmzea, fisher.

mâyâ, n., property.

mazêmig', v. tr., scour (metal vessel).

mâzo, n., bed (for sleeping).
mē, n., fire; — hoū, — hoûts, fire-fly. See mēpyâts.
mē, adv., yesterday; — sha, yesterday evening (T.R.).
mēch(h), n., table.
mēl, n., mile.
mēliû, n., earthen fire-place.
mēmē, n., paternal grand-father (used in Upper Kanaur).
mēpyâts, n., ashes (lit. fire-bird ?).
mērā, n., flint (for fire).
mērâ, n., mica.
mēsaû, mēsaûts, adv., slowly, gently; — lōnmîg', whisper; — šōthēûmîg', pour.
mēsh, n., buffalo.
mēshinû, n., Lonicera obovata.
mēshpâ, adv., last night.
mētvûû, n., complete outfit of tinder and flint.
mētēûmîg', v. tr., wrap.
mētiû, n., woman’s parents’ house.
mēts, suffix meaning woman. See pā.
mî, n., man.
mîg', n., eye; — stēnnîg', blink, wink; — spâ or — tsam, eyelashes; migrâ, spectacles. See mitti.
mīg'pā, n., horse-shoe, horse-shoe shaped iron on man’s shoe; — pā shennîg'. See shoe.
mînchad', adj., remarkable (T.R.).
mînchâûû, mînchānûû, n., Koci nickname for Kanauri language (Koci being spoken round about Râmpur).
mîsrî, n., sugar.
mîthàû, n., sweetmeat.
mîtti, n. (= mig' tî, eye-water), tear.
mö, n., mushroom, toadstool.
mō chāû, see mōmîg'.
mō, pron., our, my (reflexive like Hindi âpûû).
mód', n., footprint.
mōdnû, n., willow.
mōg', n., grain given to birds (T.R.).
môh, n., arrow.
môkhâr, n., beehive.
môkhîrûû, n., month November–December.
mōl(h) [almost mûl(h)], n., silver.
mōlâm, n., ointment; — shēnîg', apply ointment.
mōlûûû, n., elm, Ulmus Wallichiana.
moliûû, n., Hindu pigtaiil.
môlmîg', v. tr., cut.
môlûûû, n., price.
môlûûû, n., cattle-dung.
môlthûûû, n., flat mud roof; i.q. mûnthûûû.
momā, n., mother's brother, father's sister's husband.
mŏmĭg', v., pay for damage done by cows in field; mō chāā, grain given in payment (T.R.).
mănāyamĭg', v. tr., persuade, cause to believe.
mŏndēal, n., garland offered to god (T.R.). See mŏndēal.
mŏnēamĭg', v. tr., agree to, believe, obey; ma —, disobey, etc.
mŏnĭn (almost mŭnĭn), n., jewel.
mŏnlărōn, n., Tuesday.
mŏnŏn, n., attention; — shĕnnĭg', pay attention.
mŏnŏn, n., plait of hair.
mŏnth, adj., female.
mŏnthŏn, n., flat mud roof, i.q. mŏlthŏn.
mŏnriŭn, n., woman (T.R.).
morchań, n., man (not woman).
morgŏn, n., oak, Quercus dilatata.
mŏrĭ, see mŏrŏs.
mŏrŏs, n., f., mŏrĭ, peacock.
mŏrthliń, n., Hindu burning place.
mŏrts, n., black pepper.
mŏs, n., Desmodium floribundum.
mŏslĭń, n., pestle.
mŏl, n., death.
mołŭs, adj., fat, thick.
mŏzŭrĭ, n., day labourer.
mugŏn, n., lentils (Panjabi, mŭngî).
mŭkhīa, n., headman of village.
mŭkhŏn, n., upper part of front of body, chest.
mŭkhŏn, n., god's silver necklace, with eighteen rings.
mŭkŏn, n., spade with inverted head.
mŭlchă, n., mercury.
mulĭ, adv., very, absolutely, altogether.
mŭlŏk, n., country; mŭlŏk-hia, fellow-countryman.
mŭmēsĭ, n., piles (illness).
mŭndĭ, n., ring.
mŭnŭmĭg', v. tr., plaster (wall).
mŭnshĭ, n., clerk; fem. mŭnshiăni.
mūrdă, mūrŏ, n., corpse.
mūrŏ, see mūrda.
mūshkil, adj., difficult.
mūsŏr, n., kind of lentils.
mūth, n., handle.
mŭtshē, n., moustache.
mŭtthŭ, n., fist.
mŭtŭmĭg', v. tr., wring out.
mŭzorĭ, v., obstinacy, contumacy.
mūzro, n., salam to raja (T.R.).
myă, n., time, in three times,
etc.; ictus, once, once on a time, one day.

myag', n., kind of grass (T.R.).

myūmig', v. tr., swallow.

nā, adj., fire; nās, fifth;
nārā, 500; nā ṛā, 500th.

nāes, n., barber; fem. nāēnikkh (g'), female of same caste.

nāgāro, n., drum.

nagōs, n., hunter.

nāits, n., navel.

nakapani, n., black stone in athal, q.v.

nakits, small, fine; n., two annas (a secret word).

naksā, n., picture;—ton-mig', draw picture.

nākūi hacimig' or bimig', v. intr., die off (of whole family).

nālōn, n., stream, brook.

nām, n., gift (Urdu, in'am).

nāmig', v. intr., be hurt; nām shēnig', hurt.

nām nām, n., mould (from damp).

namōn, n., name.

namōnā, adj., wonderful.

nān, n., brass vessel.

nān chōs, n., Tibetan book of spells.

nāne, n., father's sister, mother's sister-in-law.

nāpā', napā', napōn, adv., in that direction.

napā', see nāpā'.

napōn, see nāpā'.

nār, n., wife.

Nārān, n., God (Hindi, Nārāyaṇ).

nārāsi, n., orange.

nārāz, adj., displeased;— hacimig', become displeased.

nārmig', v. tr., count.

nāshimig', v. intr., rest.

nāsimi, n., morning.

nasum, adv., to-morrow.

nēgi, n.; fem. nēgānē, state servant of inferior rank.

nēkō, adv., in that direction.

nēmig', v. tr., know.

nērōn, adv., near.

nērpa, n., one who burns incense.

nēs, adv., in that direction.

nēskō', adv., in that direction, thither.

nēsneši, adv., thither.

ni, adv., yes.

nīchōl, adj., loving.

nimig', v. intr., become; with infin. of other verbs = to have to, to be necessary to.

nimtāi, adj., weak.

nīnā', pron., we (all of us except thee); gen. nīnanū, of us, our.

nipi, adv., after that, then.

nipōn, pron., we.

nirā', 200; nirās, 200th.
nish, nĩ, adj.; two; nish², second; — dũgnũ, double; — nizã¹, forty; — niz³, fortieth; — id¹, fortieth-one; — nish, forty-two; — slũm, forty-three; — pô, forty-four; — nã, forty-five; — tũg¹, forty-six; — stish, forty-seven; — rai, forty-eight; — zgũi, forty-nine; — sai, fifty; — sigid¹, fifty-one; — sũnishi, fifty-two; — sũrũm, fifty-three; — sapõ, fifty-four; — sũnã, fifty-five; — sũrug¹, fifty-six; — sũstish, fifty-seven; — sũrai, fifty-eight; — sũzguĩ, fifty-nine.

For ordinals add ġ to last numeral in each case, except in the case of nizã¹, which changes â to ġ.

nishi, pron., we two (he and I); gen., nishu, of us two, our.

nislo brẽ, n., one ser.

nizã¹, pron., twenty; niz³, twentieth; — id¹, twentieth-one. The numerals 21 to 39, niz³ id¹ to niz³ sõzguĩ, are formed in the same way as 41 to 59, see under nish nizã¹.

nizâr, n., pitch.

niz³, adj., twentieth.

nizróũ, n., dozing; — bůnnig¹, v. intr., doze.

nõliũ, adv., n., last year.

nõmig¹ (almost nõmig¹), v.tr., rub, massage, stretch.

nõũ, adv., there, thither; nõnũts, thence.

nõn³, prep., with, along with.

nõrõũ, n., deceit; — luõmig¹, cheat, deceive; — sea, n., deceiver, cheat.

noskõ, adv., in that direction.

nã, pron., he, she, that; plur., nůgo, nůgoa, nuguogu, they, those; nûsõũ, those two.

nã, than.

nã³, adv., there, thither.

nûksãn, n., loss.

nûnũ, n., mamma, either breast; nûnũiũ balts (lit. little breast of mamma), nipple.

nûnnâzig¹, n.; pl. nûnnâzig, full sister.

nûzhãz, n.; pl. nûza baza, full brother.

nyam, n. and adj., Tibetan; nyamẽd¹, Tibetan woman; nyam mûlõk, Tibet.

nyamõl¹, n., yew, Taxus baccata, i.q. hârkũũ.

nyamẽd¹, see nyam.

nyamtsõ, n., Caragana brevii-spina.
nyar, n., kind of lentils.
nyoklēmīg', nyoklēnīg', v.
tr., chew.
nyōlīts, n., musk-rat.
nyotōn, n., couple, pair.
nyū, n., Ulmus nepalensis
and nitida.
nyūg, adj., new, young.
nyumlai, n., afternoon (lit.
behind light).
nyums, adv., behind.
nyuskō', adv., back, behind.
ō, adv., yes.
ōldō, n., accusation; adj.,
difficult; — phīmīg' or
lanmīg', accuse.
ōlgō, n., kind of grain.
om, n., path, way.
ok, omē, omē, adv., at first,
formerly.
omlai, n., forenoon (lit. fore
light).
ōmlīn, adv., three years
ago.
oms, adv., in front.
ōn, n., hunger.
ōntōn, n., relation (T.R.).
ōntōs, adj., hungry.
ōrēnik(h) (g'), see ōrōs.
ōrgyāmīg', v. tr., request,
petition.
ōrōs, n., carpenter; fem.
ōrēnik(h) (g'), woman of
same caste.
ōrū, n., entreaty, request;
— lanmīg', entreat.
ōrī, n., resignation; —
ranmīg', resign.
ōshōn, n., dew.
ōskō', adv., before, in front
of.
ōtār, see bhang.
ozrū, n., lock of hair.
-pā, suffix meaning man,
generally with place-name,
e.g. Rōgpā, man from
Rōgē; Ṭūkpōkpā, man
from Ṭūkpa; Rāpā, man
from Rārōn. The fem. is
mēts.
pabōn, n., treeless grass
jungle in Tibet.
pāch, n., help; — lanmīg',
help.
pad', n., bark of shyag',
Betula utilis, used for
roofs, umbrellas, etc.; padē
chatroli, bark umbrella.
pāē, n., adv., fourth day, on
fourth day (forwards).
pāg, n., turban.
pāglōn, n., hoar-frost.
pakāth, n., ankle.
pakhor, n., fan, feather,
bird's tail; — rūlēmīg',
v. tr., fan.
pakits, adj., ripe; ma —,
unripe.
pālāngi, n., salutation to
Brahman.
palē, n., apple; palē bōthōn,
apple-tree.
palō, n., piece of cloth in coat-tail.
palōs, n., shepherd; ra'pēlōs, groom.
Palshimīg', v. tr., warm oneself at or in (acc. of fire or sun).
Pāmīg', v. intr., go, walk; pāō, on foot.
Pan, n., large flat stone; pants, small flat stone.
Panjkōn, pnehkha, n. (fan).
Pannīg', v. tr., spin thread.
Pānīg', v. tr., boil (food).
Pānīg', v. tr., build.
Panthōn, n., wooden floor of upper story.
Pantīg', n., pheasant.
Pantsī, n., decision; - lannīg', decide.
Pāō, see Pāmīg'.
Pēōnōkōs, n., guest.
Pāp, n., sin.
Paprōn, n., Buxus sempervirens.
Pāpū, n., kiss; - rannīg', v., kiss.
Pāmēsōrōs, n., God.
Pārmīg', v. tr., burn (wood); - shin', firewood.
Parōn, n., scar; - hacimīg' or karmīg', v. intr., heal.
Pāshīn, n., bone die; - yōcīmīg', play dice; - yocīzea, dice-player.
Pāshīmīg', v. tr., break (stones); sūrōngōs —, blast.
Pātē, adj., paralysed; - hacimīg', become paralysed; - lannīg', paralyse.
Pathōn, n., custom.
Pātra, n., harlot.
Patrōn, n., leaf.
Pātūts, n., earthen vessel (like lōtā).
Pēdā lannīg', v. tr., create; - hacimīg', be created (Urdu, paidā).
Pēlē, adv., at first, formerly.
Pērā', pērōnā', n., kindred.
Pērōn, n., relative. See pērā'.
Pērōnā', see pērā'.
Pēthōn, n., kind of lentils.
Pēti̇n, n., stomach; pēti̇nā chañ sē, pregnant.
Peto tonmīg', v., appoint day (of consulting oracle).
Pēts, n., raja's shoe.
Phad', n., bag, sack, gift-bag.
Phāda, n., advantage, blessing; - lannīg', bless.
Phaisāla, n., decision; - lannīg', decide.
Phalōn, n., ploughshare.
Phammīg', v. tr., defeat, win.
Phammīg' (-no), v. intr., be useful; phanzea, useful; ma phants, useless.
Phanē, adv., long ago (T.R.).
Phamīg' (-go), v. tr., split (wood), incise (surgically).
phaũňōũ, n., month February–March.

phaũśi shēnmig', v. tr., hang (execute).

phānts, see phammig'.

phapō, n., stammerer.

pharmig', v. tr., burst, tear; dig (with word for hole).

phāsāyāmig', v. tr., entangle, entrap.

phāshōũ, n., cattle-itch (T.R.).

phasmig', v., vomit.

phāsūr, n., liquor prepared from cereals.

phats, n., bag, gift-bag.

phēts, n., vagina, with surrounding parts.

phikēmig', see thupōũ.

philrā, n., Deutzia corymbosa.

phīm, n., opium.

phimig', v. tr., take away, remove.

phūsmig', v. tr., knock down (house).

phō, n., deer.

phōdgār(h), n., earthen vessel (Hindi, ghārā).

phokshēmig', v. tr., clothe oneself (with acc. of gasā, clothes, etc.).

phōlāũ, n., fruit.

pholmig', break (T.R.).

phōmig', v. tr., put clothes (gasā) on anyone.

phōrāk, n., difference, blemish.

phōrōrēmig', v. tr., spin round, turn round.

phōsēmig', v. intr., be entangled (Hindi, phāsnā).

phōts, n., ass.

phrāmig', v. tr., knock down.

phrēskē, adj., rough (not smooth); n., coarsely ground flour.

phūkrēmig', v. intr., blow (with mouth).

phāmig', v. tr., wash clothes with feet.

phūt, n., human dung.

phūsā lān, n., whirlwind.

phyā, forehead.

piāz, n., onion.

pīg', adj., yellow, pale (face, etc.).

piliũts, n., calf of leg.

pǐn, n., cheek.

pinjōr, n., cage.

piūmig' (-go), v. tr., extinguish. See bod'.

pipli, n., red pepper.

pīpōlōũ, n., Ficus religiosa (Hindi, pīpāl).

pīr, n., raja's or wazir's flock of sheep or goats.

pīšži, n., cat; — chavūts, kitten.

pīštiiũ, n., back.

pītāl, n., brass.

pīthā, adj., bald.

pīthōs, n., fine cloth.

pītōũ, n., door.
pîlînts, n., breast piece of coat.
pitsu', n., clasp, brooch.
pîl(h), n., mouse.
plâmig', v. tr., spread (carpet, grain).
pö, four; pöö, fourth. See pönizä', pörä'.
pôcimig', v. tr., seek.
poglön, n., lot; — shënning', draw lots.
pôl(h), n., feather.
pôldäng, n., bed (for sleeping).
pôlats, n., blood.
pôle, n., capati cooked in oil.
pôlî, n., two annas. Cf. Panjabi pãlî, 4 annas. See dêlî.
policôkts, i.q. pôle.
pôlâcimig', v. intr., return (Hindi, pâltûnā).
pôn, prep., to.
pôn, n., small number of men, cattle, stars.
pônizâ', pônizâ', 80; pônizö, pônizö, 80th; pônizö id', 81. The numbers 81 to 99, pônizö id' to pônizö sõgû, are formed like nish nizö id', etc., q.v. The ordinals add ö to the last number, except in the case of nizâ, which changes -ä to -ö.
pônning', v. tr., sew.
pônning', v. tr., burn, sting (of nettle).
pôûning', v. tr., fill.
pônning', v. intr., arrive; pôpô shënning', cause to arrive.
pônöû, n., hide.
pôntsênniû, n., tail (see pakhöû).
pôpô shënning', see pônning'.
pôrâ, 400; pôrâö, 400th.
pôrîtos, n., breeding male goat.
pôrdeshî, n., stranger.
pôrê, n., scales, balance.
pôrênýning', v. intr., be obtained (Hindi, pûrnû ?).
pôrînû têpûn, small Kanauri cap.
pôry(y)ämig', v. tr., persuade, cause to believe.
pôsh, n., dry pine-needles.
pôshmig', v. tr., saw.
pôshpôn, n., knee; — tsûûmig' (go), kneel.
pôténnig', v. tr., believe.
pôtînû, n., sole of foot.
pôřêks, n., ball (v. kôtôl).
pôtrôps, n., kidney.
pôtshênning', v. intr., arrive (Hindi, pûhûncûnã).
pôzôrkits, adj., cross-legged.
prâl, n., message; — phîmig', bear message; — phîtsea, messenger.
prâna, n., written licence.
prâts, n., finger, toe.
préy, n., nail.
prînd, n., Buddleia paniculata.
praśs, n., cone of Pinus Gerardiana.
pū, n., horse - chestnut.  
Æsculus indica.
pūd', n., cow's teat.
pūlōs, n., policeman.
pūreūtiū, n., dust.
pūrkha, adj., brown.
pūtōl, n., cone of fir-tree.
puzā lanmiq', v. intr., pray; worship.
pya, n., bird; pyats, little bird; kim pyats or kotūn pyats, or kothōn pyā (lit. house bird) sparrow; khyān pyā, eagle.
pyaṃmiq', v. tr., frighten.
pyār, n., love; adj., beloved.
pyaū baū, n. (lit. bird's foot), maidenhair fern.
pyuūd', n., woof.
pyuūto, n., boil.
rag', n., rock, stone.
rāg', adj., blue, green.
rai, adj., eight; rai', eighth; rairā, 800; rairā', 800th.
raino', n., necklace.
raksōs, n., demon.
rakt(h), n., liquor, prepared from gūr or grapes.
rāl(h), n., rice (grains).
Rām, n., God.
Rām rām, n., Hindū salutation.
rammiq' (-bo), grind, crush (food with hand).  
rāū, n., hill, mountain.
raū gyūl, n., Rosa macrophylla and Webbian.
raū reg', Pyrus foliosa, also Rhamnus dauricus and purpureus and triqueter.
raū, n., horse; raū palōs, groom; raūusaza, harness.
rāndōlē, see rāndōlōs.
rāndōlōs, n., widower; rāndōlē, widow.
rān, n., colour.
rān, adj., high.
raṇmiq', v. tr., give (especially to third person).  
See kēmiq'.
raṇol, n., hornet.
raṇshīn, n., straight trumpet.
raṇsīlī, n., very small lizard.  
rapēa, n., dove; adj., destitute; — ei (lit. dove-grass), anemone; — shō (lit. dove-berry), Daphne oleoides, i.q. ziko.
raśhīn, n., long shadow or ray; — binni', v., dawn.
raśhōn, n., heap.
raśhōn, n., pain.
rāsk, adj., sharp; ma —, blunt.
raśmiq', v. tr., grind (knife); raśmiq kōn, grindstone.
rātī, n., buttermilk.
rāṭīe, see rāṭūa.
ratiū, n., night; — sanmiq', v. intr., dawn (lit. night end).
rats, n., calf; ratsū kaññū (lit. calf’s ear), a small plant.
rāṭāa, n., fem., rāṭie, wanderer.
raula, n., beggar.
razaī, n., mattress.
rāzi, adj., content.
reddo, n., mushroom.
regī, n., Prunus persica.
reğen, adj., high.
rek(h), rekōn, n., straight line.
rekōn, see rek(h).
remig, adj., beautiful (in both character and appearance).
remō, n., kernel of fruit-stone.
renā, n., oath; — lamigg, take oath, repent; — ranmīg, administer oath.
renaīm, n., season of spring.
reennig (-do), v. intr., set (of sun).
reennig (-do), v. tr., sell.
re, adj., eighth, i.q. rai.
See rai.
reṣām, n., silk.
retor, n., saw.
ri, n., adv., day before yesterday.
ri, edible pine, Pinus Gerardiana.
rib, n., rib.
ridu, n., twine, cord, thread.
rique, adv., up.
rigrā, n., servant.
rihōnts, n., tortoise.
rim, n., field.
riu, n., debt; rinia, rinsea, debtor.
riu', n., forearm, cubit.
riu, adv., up.
riu, n., warp.
rina, see rin.
riūmīg, v. tr., say.
riūsā, n., breath.
rinsea, see rin.
riūz, riūze, n., sister.
risūr, n., melting snow falling into river.
rits, n., a kind of small bird.
ritsōmyāi, n., adv., fourth day; on fourth day (back).
riyyen, adv., up.
ro, rōts, n., board, plank.
rocmig, v. tr., hear.
roē, n., Picea morinda.
roen skar, n., evening star.
rōkēmig, v. tr., hinder.
rōkēshimig, v. intr., be hindered.
rōkh, adj., black; rōkshyā, mole on body.
rōkshimig, v. intr., graze.
rōkshyā, see rōkh.
rōl(h), n., name of a tree with edible berries.
rōlēmig, v. tr., or gōts —, annoy, tease.
rōlin, adv., two years ago.
rōmi, n., adv., day after to-morrow.
rōmig, v. tr., say.
römōn, n., goat hair.
ron, n., iron, fetter; ronā
mōh, arrow; ronpan',
iron vessel.
roh, prep., with, along with.
ron ti, n., water flowing
very gently.
ronēnig', v. intr., echo (with
nom. of echoing place).
ronmig' (-gō), v. tr., graze.
ronpan', see ron.
roshōn, adj., angry; — tan-
ming', frown, be displeased;
— lanmig', — tanōm
shēnig', displease.
roth, n. (plur. rōte'), bread.
rōthōn, n., idol.
rots, n. musk-deer.
rots, see rō.
ra, n., father-in-law.
rad', n., horn; — tshūmig',
v. tr., cup, bleed; sōnī
rad' sea, barasingha deer.
rūi, n., cotton, cotton wool.
rūkṣhēmig', v. intr., agree
with, resemble.
rūdeēmig', v. tr., shake.
rūmēmig', v. intr., chew cud.
rūndōn, n., animal born
without testicles.
rūnkō, n., iron for flint, tinder
with flint and iron.
rūnimig', v. tr., guard;
rūnīn, n., guard.
rupee, n., rupee.
rūzā, adj., old (not used of
woman).

sā, n., pulse (in body); — khyūmig', feel pulse.
sabh, see baū and ġūd'.
sābāb, n., reason.
sādhē, adj., half more than,
e.g. — ġā, 5½ (Hindi,
sārēh; Panjabi, sādēh).
sā kho, n., otter. See shāphō.
sai, ten; saī, tenth.
sāl, n., harvest.
sālā, n., advice; — īmig',
consult.
salām, n., salutation.
sālēt, n., slate.
salī, adj., naked.
salīmig', v. tr., take off
(clothes, gasā).
sāṃbu rishā, n., salt.
samōn, n., soap.
sān mūsālō, n., torch.
saū skar, n., morning star.
sānāl, n., flute.
sāṅgā, n., ladder.
sānīmig', v. tr., kill, murder.

See gōlōn.
sapō, fourteen; sapō', fourteen.
sapōs, n., snake; tūa —
worm.
sapōs ci, n. (lit. snake-grass),
a small plant.
sapūsā dakhōn, n. (lit. snake's
grape), strawberry.
sar(h), n., kind of deer.
sarmeig', v. tr., lift, carry, bear.
sarshēmig', v. intr., rise;
den —, stand up.
sásōn, n., breath; — kunnig' or būnnig', breathe.
sāthirā, n., beam.
sawā, adj., quarter more than, e.g. sawā nish, 2½ (Hindi, sawā).
sawāl, n., question.
saza, see ra4.
sea, fem. sē, suffix meaning one who is or does, or is connected with. See dea, zea.
sedū, n., earring.
ṣejdār, n., file.
ṣesārīrāl, n., shrub whose leaves are burned in religious rites.
shabāsh, n. intr., praise, applause, well done!
shachob', n., soup.
ṣāgi, n., empty.
shakpo, n., wife's brother, man's sister's husband.
shāli, n., a small bird.
shāλīn, flock of sheep or goats.
sha, n., very small stone.
shaŋd', n., man with one big and one small testicle.
shaŋgar, n., shin.
shāνčumig', v. intr., freeze.
shaλilīn, n., chain.
shaŋo, n., throat.
shaŋŏn, n., lock of door; — šeñosig', lock.
shaŋpho, n., porcupine.
shara, n., boy.
shārōn, n., small field, garden.
shēṇ(l)h, n., medlar, Pyrus communis, i.q. lits.
shel, n., medicine.
shēlēacimig', v. intr., feel pain.
shēlēamig', shēlēašēnnig', v. tr., expel.
shēlmiq', see hōl.
shēnnig', v. tr., send, insert, put; (with verbal noun) permit, allow, cause; me —, forbid.
shēnnōn, n., house in fields.
šēr, n., town.
shi-, infix, passive or middle, or with reciprocal sense, e.g. shōnposig', cause to ride; shōkshimig', ride; sāmig', wash (tr.); sūshimig', wash oneself; suāmig', spoil; suāshimig', be spoiled, get spoiled; kraṃmig', weep; kraškšimig', mourn together; tsūm-mig', seize, embrace; tsūmšimig', embrace one another, go to law with one another.
shikts, n., vagina.
shimig', v. intr., die.
shīn, n., liver.
shīn, n., wood; — lōτōn, bier; — kōτō, wood-stack; — thon', woodpecker; — tōmcing', divorce (lit. break stick); — paming', split firewood.
shishē tāmig', v. tr., hang up.
shishīri, n., Urdu shishām,
Dalbergia sisu.
shismig', v. tr., recognize.
shīk, n., Cornus macrophylla.
shīkam, n., clay.
shīkōl(h), n., yoke.
shīkonmig(-do), v. tr., acknowledge, agree to.
shō, n., berry, acorn, etc.
(with name of tree).
shō shēnnig', v. tr., destroy, lose; — bindig', be destroyed, lost.
shokrōn, n., orphan.
shōkshīmig', v. intr., ride.
shōl, n., summer.
shōl kūrā, long loose hair.
shōlīmig', v. tr., scratch.
shōlū, n., locust.
shōmig', v. intr., ripen; sho sho, ripe.
shōn, n., sackcloth.
shōn, adv., down.
shōn, adj., alive. See shōmig'.
shōmig' (-go), cause to ride.
shōmig', v. intr., live; shōn, alive.
shōnōn, n., month July—August.
shōnshīrōs, n., Saturday.
shōrdār, adj., clever (Urdu, sārdār, chief, etc.).
shōrā, n., hailstone.
shōdhēamig', v. tr., throw
(Panjabi, sāttū); mēsā', —, pour.
shōz, adj., ripe; ma —, unripe.
shīprag', n., kick of horse; — cilēamig', or kēmig', v. tr., kick.
shīpōg', n., flea.
shōpōn, n., shoe.
shītanmig', v. tr., wean (acc. of kērōn, milk).
shīt, n., red pine, Pinus longifolia; i. q. tsīl.
shītin, n., trap for rats.
shītūg', n., breast.
shū, n., god; kim —, house-god; — kōthi, temple.
shub', n., foam, froth, bubble.
shūlīonmig', v. intr., whistle.
shukrōn, n., Friday.
shūm, adj., three; shūmī', third; shūm nizā', sixty.
The numbers 61—79, — nizō' id to — sōẓ̄gū, are formed like 41—51, see under nish nizā'.
Ordinals are formed by adding ő, nizā' changes -ā to -ō.
shūm rā, 300; — rās, 300th.
shūmmig' (-bo), slaughter.
butcher (animals); zēd shūbțsēa, butcher.
shūnig', v. tr., finish.
shūpā', n., evening.
shūpānāts, n., dwarf.
shupēlōn, n., twilight.
shupyath, n., butterfly.
shūr, n., Juniperus excelsa.  
shūrēnumig', v. intr., turn, eddy.

shūrōs, adv., quickly.

shutōn, n., a kind of liquor.

shwīkh' (g'), adj., red.

shyā, n., game, meat.

shyag', n., Betula utilis.

shyāl, n., fox.

shyarē, adj.; fem. of shyarō.

shyarō, adj., beautiful.

sīaī, n., ink.

sīgīd', adj., eleven; sīgīdī, eleventh.

sīri bācān, Brahman’s reply to salutation.

sīrōn, n., artery, vein.

sīso, n., glass; sīso sēa dwārōn, window. See tsīso.

sītēnumig', v. intr., be cooked.

sitōn, n., wax for candles.

sitōn, n., furrow.

skad', n., language, noise; — tōnnig', shout, scream.

skan, n., vegetable.

skar(h), skaro, n., star; roču skar, evening star; saun skar, morning star.

skar, n., thirst (including desire to smoke).

skarmig', v. intr., be thirsty (including desire to smoke).

skaro, see skar(h).

skin, n., kind of deer (called in Kōcī āskin).

skōltō, n., urine of man, dog, horse, bird; — shēnnig', urinate.

skolmig', v. tr., change.

skrapshīnumig', i.q. krapshīnumig'.

skūmig', v. tr., comb.

skūmmig' (-mo), v. tr., put to sleep.

skyō, i.q. kyō.

sōcī, adj., true (Hindi, sāccā).

sōdu, adv., always.

sēdkh, n., cold.

sōkēnumig', v. intr., be able (Hindi, sākuñā).

sōko', n., scorpion.

sokoū, earring.

sōllōs, adj., level, straight.

solo', n., half ser.

sōltā, n., tree when it is of the height of a man.

sōm, n., morning.

sōmūdrōn, n., river.

sōmzāyamig', v. tr., explain (Hindi, sāmjhānā).

sōmzēamig', v. tr., understand (Hindi, sāmjhānā).

sōn, suffix meaning two (used with pronouns).

sōnā, fifteen; sōnā', fifteenth.

sōnāriē, n., fem. of sōnārōs.

sōnārōs, n., goldsmith.

sōnāyyā, n., friend.

sōndāk, n., box (wooden).

sōnīsh, adj., twelve; sōnīshī, twelfth.

sonniū, n., basket (‘kīta’).
sōnōn, n., shade.
sōnyām, n., alms.
sōrai, adj., eighteen; sōrai, eighteenth.
sōrgōn, n., heaven.
sōrm, n., shame; sōrmēamig, sōrmēāshimig, v. intr., be ashamed.
sōrmig, v. tr., break (thread, string).
sōron, n., large tank.
sōrtsavāmig, v. tr., reconcile.
sōrug(k), adj., sixteen; sōrug, sixteenth.
sōrūm, adj., thirteenth; sōrūm, thirteenth.
sōsta, adj., cheap.
sōts, n., wild cat.
sōts, adj., true (Hindi, sāc).
sōzgūi, adj., nineteenth; sōzgūv, nineteenth.
spalmig, v. tr., change.
spawmig, v. tr., press down (used of demon in nightmare).
spiümig, see piümig.
spīthā, see pīthā.
spāśhimig, v. intr., wrestle.
spred, adj., level.
spriümig, v. tr., wrap.
spĪs, see ēpras.
spū, n., fine hair on body or clothes. See mig.
spyaümig, see pyaümig.
slōg, n., pus.
stammig (-mo), v. intr., give forth smell.
stēm, see tēm.
stēmig, v. tr., knead.
stēn, see tēn.
still(h), see til(h).
still(h), n., ice, perpetual snow.
stī, see tī.
stō, see tō.
stōkōl tī, n., wave.
stoō, prep., up to.
stoṣ wēmig, see toṣ.
stoṣ stos, see toṣ.
stoṣmig, see toṣmig.
stub bōn, n., handful in one closed hand.
stoūmā, n., amulet.
stoūmig, v. tr., give milk (mother to child).
stoūmig, v. tr., push.
sāamig, v. tr., spoil; suāshimig, get spoiled, wither.
sāārēamig, v. tr., mend.
sāārōn, n., Monday.
suāshimig, see suāmig.
sūkh zōng, adj., happy.
sūkhī rō, reply of Kānet to salutation from man of lower caste (Hindi, sūkhī rāhō).
sūkōn, n., consolation, ease; adj., easy; — ranmig, console.
sūmig, v. tr., wash.
sūmig, v. intr., spring up (plants).
sūmprōn, n., name of a constellation.
sūncēmig, v. intr., reflect.
think (Hindi, sōcuā); also sūntsēnign'.
sund, n., elephant's trunk.
sūnrōs, n., pig; bōniū —, wild pig.
sūntsēnign', i.q. sūncēnign'.
surkh, adj., sour.
sūrō, n., thorny plant with cone and poisonous seed.
surts, n., Hippophae rhamnoides and salicifolia.
sūrūng, n., tunnel; sūrūngōs pashmign', blast (v. tr.).
sūshkīmign', v. intr., wash oneself. See sūmign'.
sūsīmign', v. intr., dry up; crumble (of inside of tree).
sūst, adj., lazy.
suth, n., dried ginger.
suthān, n., Kānaurī trousers.
sutrānjī, n., carpet; — pōsh shēnnign', spread carpet.
sut(h), n., bug; plur., sute'.
swī, n., tailor.

tālōn, n., — shēnnign', v. tr., patch.
talōn, n., leather, hide (cut, incomplete); — khōmign', v. tr., skin.
tēmāth, n., measure of two to eight sers.
tēmign', v. tr., set, place, appoint; yokpō —, employ servant; chaū —, bear child.
tān, n., ascent; jikpo —, steep ascent.
tānā, n., jewellery.
tāṁmā, adv., then (in-ferential).
tāmign', v. tr., look.
tāmign', v. tr., weave (object gas, cloth, etc.).
tāmign', v. intr., ascend; tiō —, v. tr., wet, pass through water.
tāmign', see bānth.
tār, n., wire.
tārākūlī, n., balance, scales.
tātā, n., pony.
tē, adv., how many?; testōn, for how long time? See stōn.
tē ca (for teg' ca), see teg'.
tēār, adj., ready; — lāmign', prepare.
teg', adj., big; tē ca (for teg' ca), majority.
tēgo, n., grandmother (paternal or maternal).
télōn, n., oil; — shēnumig', v. tr., oil.
tēm, n., daughter-in-law.
temmiig', v. tr., press.
tēn, n., memento, gift.
tēnēs, prep., on behalf of, for sake of.
tē pirōn, n., smallpox.
tēpōn, n., hat; pōrinā —, small Kānauri cap.
tērōn, adv., when? ever; — ma, never; — tērōn, tēsterōn, sometimes.
terōna, adv., when.
tēsterōn, see terōn.
testōn, see tē.
tēlē, n., grandfather (paternal or maternal).
tetrā', adv., how much or many?
tetrīāu'a', how many soever, as many.
tha, adv., not (used with imperative).
thach, n., sheepfold.
thāgāyamig', v. tr., cheat out of money (Hindi, thāgna).
thaig, n., Tibetan character in holy books.
thaikpā, n., rope; — bōshmig', wind or twist rope.
thaikār, n., praying-wheel.
thailos, adj., old.
thaimgōn, n., wooden pillar.
thsain, n., adj., darkness, dark.
than, n., price of labour, hire.
thān tī, n., tea-water with leaves extracted.
thānumig', v. tr., sacrifice (bread, etc.) to evil spirit for recovery of sick child or other object.
thann'mig', v. tr., feel, touch.
thaonōn, n., ice, perpetual snow.
thāntī, n., verandah.
thapēron, n., slap; — cīlēamig', v. tr., slap.
that, n., hyena.
thatā, n., forced and unpaid labour (one month in year).
thatmig', v. intr., push one's way on.
thatsmig', v., hear, listen.
thatē, n., jest; — lamig', mock.
the, pron., what? thediana, whatever, what.
Thēbōrska'd, n., Kānauri dialect, spoken in Upper Kanaur, in the district covered by the villages Lippā, Āsrān, Kānām, Labrān, Shūnnām, Shāsā, up to the Tibetan area.
thaluts, n., teetotum.
tha ma, pron., nothing.
thatī, adj., sweet.
thatlāpts, n., child, bigger than ayānōn (T.R.).
thismig', v. tr., beat, strike.
thiss, adj., wet.
that(h), n., charcoal, cinder.
thō, pron., what? thōdiāna, whatever, what. See the.
thōl(h), n., hill.
thōmig', v. tr., pick up (said of bird), pluck (e.g. vegetables).
thōmig', v. tr., untie, i.q. thōmig'.
thōmig' (-go), v. tr., roll up (bedding); take down (bridge, load).
thōn̄mig', v. tr., fold; zupri —, become wrinkled.
thōnöl, n., heel.
thōrmig', v. tr., untie, i.q. thōmig'.
thōskō', adv., up.
thōsh bān, n., Desmodium floribundum or concinnum, i.q. mōs.
thopēamig', v. tr., vaccinate.
thōsē, adv., most; — dām or dēbā'sh, best; — ma, pron., nothing.
tha, adv., why?
thaōū, adj., upper.
thaō, thēg, adv., up.
thaullu, adj., without hands.
thām, n., arms; thāmo, in one's arms.
thum, n., Fraxinus xanthonxyloides.
thāmbū, n., brass vessel.
thāmmā, n., metal spoon.
thupōn, n., saliva; — phikēamig', spit.
tī, n., water, rain, juice, sap; tīō bībī shōmig', be drowned; tīū dēn tōshimig' or bēmig', float; tī lānṃēs, rainbow; rōn tī, very gently flowing water; stōkōl tī, wave; chāl tī, whitewash; thān tī, tea-water with leaves extracted. See mig'.
tīg', n., partridge.
tīl(h), n., gum (in mouth).
tilmig', see chōs pothi.
tīniū, n., smoke-hole in roof.
tīūtā, n., kind of grain.
tiplōkth, n., frog.
tipōl(h), n., blister.
tīsh, adj., seven; tīshō, seventh; tīsh rā, 700; — rāō, 700th.
tīshām, n., slug; gato —, leech.
tithōn, n., pilgrimage.
titsik mitsik launmig' or shēnnig', excommunicate.
tō, n., face.
tō, v., is (3 s. of tog', am), with verbal noun to', means, has to, is necessary.
tōb, adj., correct.
tōd, n., disease, illness; kriū tōd, fever.
tog', v., am.
toke', see tokeg'.
tokeg', v., was (3 s. toke'), with verbal noun, means had to, was necessary.
tôkhyåmig', v. tr., throw stones at house.
tôks, n., edge.
 tôktôkhyåmig', v. tr., knock, peck at.
tol, n., weight, heaviness.
toléåmig', v. tr., weigh.
tolìèn, adv., this year.
tôbol, n., pay.
tênâkû, n., tobacco.
tênùsho, n., fun.
tômôn, n., tent.
tômôôn, n., division.
tôn, prep., up to, i.q. stôn.
tônèsmig', v. intr., groan.
tênkhû, n., pay.
tônìmig', v. tr., take out, dismiss, bring down (= Hindi, àtârnâ), pluck (flower); skad', shriek, scream.
tônìmig', v. tr., beat, strike; tônìmig', v. tr., open; tônìshès, open.
tônìmig' (-go), v. tr., break.
tônìmig', v. intr., be ill.
tônìmig', v. tr., massage.
tônôôn, n., balcony.
tônô, adj., deaf.
tônâhîmig', v. intr., cross, cross over (Hindi, târnâ).
tôrô, adv., to-day.
tôrôôn, n., bridge; thakpo, rope bridge; rônô târô, wire bridge.
tos, see tosmig'.
tsaũ bōn ū, n., everlasting
(a flower).

tsāt, n., lodging.

tsē, tsea, i.q. sē, sea.

tseī, adj., all.

tseīa, n., disciple.

tsēmmig', v. tr., sew.

tšērmig', v. tr., tear.

tshā, n., salt; — rāg' (tsa ?
see tsaddk), mica; — pā,
salt merchant; tshārōn,
salt trough.

tshabrōn, tshaprōn, n., roof
of wood, stone, or slate.

tshāl, n., violently flowing
water.

tshalē, n., borax; — pā,
— merchant.

tshalshi, n., straw.

tshāmig', v. tr., light (T.R).

tshamm, n., bridge; — lan-
mig', build bridge.

tshany, n., thatched temporary
hut in fields.

tsharēmig', v. tr., leave,
divorce (Hindi, chornā).

tsharmī, n., autumn.

tsharmig', v. tr. and intr.,
dry.

tshars, adj., dry.

tshēmār, n., lizard.

tshēmiũ, n., chisel (T.R).

tshēmmig', v. tr., pluck
(vegetables, etc.) (T.R).

tshērēp, adj., adv., little, a
little.

tshēshētā (Th.), n., plait of hair.

tshēsmi, n., woman.

tshētshāts, n., girl.

tshirkyāmig', tshit —, v. tr.,
cord cotton.

tshitkī, n., carding instrument.

tshitkyāmig', i.q. tshirkyā-
mig'.

tshitsho, n., white mud; —
shēnig', plaster, white
mud, whitewash.

tshō, n., perpetual snow.

tshōbo, tshōp, adj., little
(latter word probably
tshōb').

tshōn, n., trade.

tshōnpā, n., trader.

tshōrēmig', v. tr., leave.

See tsharēmig'.

tshōs, adj., fat.

tshā, n., handle of whip.

tshālmig', v.intr., bark (dog).

tshānig', v. tr., bind, tie.

tshūtēmig', v. tr., set free.

tshwāmig', v. tr., leave
(T.R.).

tsig', n., joint (in bones);
pratsū —, knuckle.

tskār, n., mud, mire (Pan-
jabi, cikkār; Hindi, kīcār).

tsīl, n., red pine, Pinus longi-
folia.

tsil(h), n., marrow.

tsilim, n., huqqa.

tsimta, n., tongs (Hindi,
cīmta).

tsinādiu, n., wick.
tsinîn lanmîg', v. tr., recognize.
tsîso, n., mirror, glass. See sîso.
tsô(h), n., thorn, brier; tsôshô (thornberry), blackberry; tsôbôthôn(T.R.), raspberry.
tsô, suffix apparently having idea of place, added to words indicating place or building, e.g. kim —, house; raîn —, mountain; bôînî —, jungle; shënnôn —, hut in fields.
tsôcônî, n., wart, corn (on foot, hand).
tsôkôs, adj., sharp; — lê seen (sharp-tongued), talkative.
tsôkôs, adj., safe; — lanmîg', keep safe.
tsôkôsôs, adj., safe; — tâmîg', keep safe.
tсолî, n., jacket.
tsсолâ, n., long cotton coat.
tsom ketsea râg', stone magnet; tsom ketsea rôn, iron magnet.
tsonê ma, adv., never.
tsënê, n., gram (Hindi, cänâ).
tsonmîg', v. tr., stretch, extend.
tsonmîg' (-go), shave (krâ, hair).
tsôntî, adv., jestingly, falsely (T.R.).
tsôprônî, n., butter.
tsôr, n., fence.
tsoruedar, n., groom.
tsôshô, see tsô. tsôt(h), n., wound.
tsôtrûm, n., thorny plant, Berberis aristata.
tsôya, n., nettle.
tsû, n., cough.
tsâkshîmîg', v. intr., commit adultery. See tsâûmîg'.
tsûlînî, n., hump of bull.
tsûm pâlânts, n., nurse (T.R.).
tsûmîg', v. intr., cough.
tsûnnîmîg', v. tr., seize, catch, embrace.
tsûmshîmîg', v., embrace one another, go to law.
tsûno, n., lime for building.
tsâûmîg' (-go), v. tr., insert (e.g. pole in ground, etc.);
rûd —, cup, bleed; pôshpôn —, kneel. See tsûkshîmîg'.
tsûrmîg', v. tr., milk, with acc. of 'milk' or 'cow'.
tsût kön, adv., quietly, silently (T.R.).
tsûts(h), n., hook.
tûa sâpös, n., worm.
tûâlâ shûb, n., scabbard.
tûarg lamâ, n., head lama (celibate).
tûbâkh, n., gun.
tûbâl(h), n., kind of very tall grass.
tûg', six; tûg6, sixth; tûagrâ, 600; tûgrâ6, 600th.
tûkrâts, n., piece.
ística, v. tr., knock, peck at, i.q. töktókyámig'.

tümig' (tăo-), v. tr. and intr., swell, squeeze out (with object of thing squeezed or thing squeezed out).

tummgig' (-bo), v. tr., stick to, attach to (Hindi, lágānā); also intr., stick, be attached, be caught (of disease), be contagious.

tándăn, adj., without hands.

túnnig', v. tr., drink, smoke; tuń, ranngig', give to drink. See kōsh.

tunón, n., lip.

tupecimig', v. intr., be attached, stick, be caught (disease), be contagious; khoyón —, get rusty; túpecidea, túpecitsea, sticky, contagious (disease).

tur, tūro, n., adj., dark, darkness.

ůrōn, n., log (one man's load).

tūr pěats, n. (for tūr pyats, darkness-bird), bat (animal).

tūstūs, n., like wild fig, Viburnum catinifolium, i.q. khatēbs.

tililu, n., stammerer.

țuyāmig', v. tr., appoint (day) (T.R.).

tyōn, adj., more; — zāsea, glutton. See zāmig'.

u, n., flower.

ukhyōn, n., a fair held in September.

űncimig', v. tr., beg.

unnmig', v. tr., take.

unnig', v. tr., beg. See űncimig'.

uṇrs, n., box for grain.

āshk, adj., old.

ūšterēmig', v. tr., complain of.

ūt, n., camel.

ūth, n., brooch.

ūṭpaū, n., fine not inflicted by court but collected by village headman.

uwa, n., den, nest.

uámōn, adj., mistaken, wrong, upside down.

uamtham, adj., absurd.

uanda, n., climbing plant, with strongly scented flowers.

uannig', v. intr., laugh;
wan shēnnig', amuse.

uautéūn, n., child's swing;
— yōcinig', v. intr., swing oneself.

war(h), n., kind of deer (called in Kóci bōrd).

wark, adv., adj., far, distant.

uws, n., honey; — yāith, bee.

wasab, n., small plant.

uwo, n., room of house.
yabcēn, n., stirrup (T.R.).
yad, n., memory.
yag, n., yak.
yal, n., wild rose, Rosa moschata.
yalmīg, v. intr., get tired;
yal yal, weary.
yammīg, v. intr., fly; yam shēnnīg, cause to fly.
yān, n., old age; — zeā, old man; — ze, old woman.
yān, yānth, n., fly, bee;
kim yān, house-fly; wās yānth, bee.
yānlīks, n., shawl.
yamīg, v. intr., sleep.
yannīg, v. intr., waken;
yan yan, yanshēs, awake.
yanshēs, see yannīg.
yānth, see yān.
yanyan, see yannīg.
yar, adj., other.
yarbahō, n., paramour (man or woman) (T.R.). See zār.
yōb, n., time, in three times, four times, etc.
yōcimīg, v. intr., play.
yōcū, adj., law.
yokpō, n., servant.
yōliū, n., twin.
yōunīg, v. tr., nourish, rear.
yōskō, yuō, yūg, adv., down.
yūdd, n., a barley drink (ū almost ū).
yūg, see yōskō.
yūm(h), n., a Tibetan holy book.
yume, n., mother-in-law.
yunēg, n., sun.
yānnīg, v., go, walk;
yūnō, on foot.
yānnīg (-do), v. tr., grind corn.
yānnīg (-go), v. tr., brush (with hand or brush).
yūnō, see yānnīg.
yūthōn, adv., beneath, below.
za, n., palsy; zāsea, man with palsy.
zābāb, n., reply.
zacōs, n., centipede.
zāga, n., place, space.
zakhyā, zokhyā, n., friend, friendship; — kāshīmīg, invite one another to food.
zakōn, adj., right (not left); — kō, — kacōn, to the right.
zālōrū, n., Hindu water-carrier.
zāmīg, v. tr., eat; zāmū ranmīg, give to eat; būriū zāmīg, take a bribe.
zōd, n., gold.
zānchāg, n., pilgrimage, in which the pilgrim covers the distance measuring his length on the ground the whole way; — lanmīg, performsuch a pilgrimage.
zāngāl, n., jungle.
zānī, n., I do not know.
possibly a Kőci word, meaning "knows", or may know, with the word "God" understood.

zañmig', v. tr., show.

zar, n., mistress, concubine.

záráb, n., sock.

zárári, adj., necessary.

zaš, n., food.

zāšhé, n., Lonicerana angustifolia.

zhe'n, i.q. bi'n.

zhi, i.q. bi, bastard.

zblómig', i.q. blómig'.

zbermig', i.q. bérmig'.

zbrškimig', i.q. brškimig'.

zbyšr, n., camphor-scented plant (T.R.).

zdómig', i.q. domig'.

zdómig', i.q. domig'.

zę, ze'a, i.q. se, sea, one who does or is connected with.

zęb', n., stallion.

zęd, n., sheep and goats.

zermig', v. tr., tear.

zethrō', n., sickle.

zgimig', v. tr., sight (gun).

zgāi, i.q. gāi.

zgyl, n., mistletoe, Viscum album (ū almost ū).

zhān, n., heat, summer.

zhbañ, n., Abelia triflora.

zhgā, n., saddle.

zhörnig' (-go), v. intr., be broken.

zi'd, n., enmity; — sea, enemy.

ziko, n., Daphne oleoides, i.q. rapčašhō.

zimīdar, n., farmer.

zi'r, n., corner.

zilēnimig', v. tr., win (Hindi, jītnā).

zō, adj., adv., most (superlative); zōdām, zō dēbāšh, best.

zō, n., hybrid yak (male).

See zomo.

zoā, zochog', zom, n., wooden vessel.

ződ', n., corn (for eating).

zokhyā, i.q. zakhyā.

zom, see zoā.

zōma lanmig', v. tr., collect (Urdu, jāmā').

zomo, n., hybrid yak (female).

See zō.

zōmshimig', v. intr., go together (many people); from zōma?

zōph lanmig', v., pray (especially Hindus).

zōr, n., strength; — sea, strong; — mā tsea, ma zōr sea, weak.

zori, n., adj., anxiety, anxious; — hacimig', be anxious, become anxious.

zōrnēnig', v. intr., be born.

zōrnig', v. intr., rise (sun).

zōrōp, zōtptēl, adv., immediately, suddenly.

zōthe, n., quarrel.
zūīā, n., heart (Hindi, jī);

lamgids zūīā sea, irritable.

zukyāmīg', v. tr., shake; bāl
—, nod.

zūl(h), n., lichen.

zūmrēa, n., one of musician caste.

zūmrōnik' (-g'), female of zūmrēa, caste.

zūngā, n., earthquake.

zuṅlēmīg', v. tr.; zuṅlēnnīg', v. intr., shake, swing.

zuṅmīg' (-do), v. tr., like (person, food).

zuṅmīg' (-go), v., begin.

zuprī, n., crease, wrinkle;
— thōūmīg', become wrinkled.

zuṛgoṇ, n., fever.

zuśhīmīg', v. ref., like one another. See zuṅmīg'.
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE FOURTH TEXT OF
THE MYAZEDI INSCRIPTIONS

BY C. O. BLAGDEN

HAVING dealt in JRAS., October, 1909, and July, 1910,
with the Talaing text of the inscriptions of the
Myazedī pagoda at Pagan (Burma), I propose to offer
a few suggestions here upon the hitherto undeciphered
fourth text of this polyglot record. This text, like each
of the others, exists in two copies, on two separate pillars.
On the one it measures about 39\frac{1}{2} by 13 inches, on the other
about 45\frac{1}{2} by 11 to 12 inches. I shall call the former A,
the latter B, when a distinction has to be made between
them. The script is an old form of the Indian alphabet.

I have to thank M. L. Finot and Mr. Taw Sein Ko for
valuable assistance in dealing with this text. The former
lent me two photographs and an estampage of it, the
latter also furnished me with photographs and estampages,
both of this text and of others which might throw some
light upon it. Each also gave me useful hints and
information, for which I am much indebted to them.

I am informed that this text has puzzled a good many
people, and that a number of views have been held as to
the language in which it is written. It has variously
been conjectured to be in some old form either of Assamese,
Tibetan, Cambojan, or Shan. These suggestions appear
to have been purely hypothetical: they are certainly not
confirmed by the internal evidence of the document itself.
It did not seem to be practicable to make a start by
attempting to identify the language of the text, there
being too many languages that might conceivably have
been used for epigraphic purposes on this occasion. Yet,
as a matter of fact, one circumstance that made the
inscription the more mysterious and interesting was just
this, that apart from Pāli, Burmese, Talaing, and Sanskrit, no language was known to me as having been so used in Burma about this time; and it was certainly none of these, so that all a priori theories were necessarily of the vaguest kind.

My own method has been to study the text itself, in both copies, compare it with the parallel versions and endeavour to analyse it as far as possible. It seemed to me that when this process had determined a certain number of words and thrown some light on the structure of the unknown language, there would be a reasonable chance of identifying it, supposing that it still existed. For one must not lose sight of the possibility that in the eight centuries or so which have elapsed since the engraving of this record the language may have become absolutely extinct, leaving no direct descendant or closely related collateral to represent it. In that case, unless further material for its study is made available, it does not seem likely that a complete analysis of this short record can ever be made. If, on the other hand, the language has survived in some modern form, a careful comparison of it with our text will probably (as in the case of the Burmese and Talaing versions) succeed in solving all or nearly all the problems presented by this inscription.

The script being Indian and the parallel versions containing a number of proper names and Indian loanwords, there was no lack of clues to help towards the reading of the alphabet; and the first step was to pick them out and thus identify as many of the letters as could be determined in that way. A first glance at the A text brought out two leading facts: one, the very frequent use of symbols resembling the visarga Ꞓ and anusvāra Ꞓ (and also

1 Sometimes written on the right of the character, when by reason of the presence of vowel symbols there is no room for it on the top. A similar reason appears to account for Ꞓ (but there is apparently one case of Ꞓ ).
a subscript form of anusvāra  and various combinations of these,  and  ); the other, the division of the text into clauses by marks of punctuation || similar to those of the other versions, and also in some cases by a simple stroke |, which is not, as has sometimes been supposed (e.g. in Haswell's *Grammatical Notes and Vocabulary of the Peguan Language*, 2nd ed., p. 12), a modern invention, but quite a common feature in the Talaing inscriptions of this period. Next a comparison with the other versions of the Myazedi record brought out the proper names and some of the loanwords which are common, mutatis mutandis, to all or more than one of them. They are the following 1:

**FOURTH TEXT (A).**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 2. Rimadhanabū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3. Sri Tribhuvanadj tyadhamaraja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4. Trilogavadasadagadēvij</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5. 6, 8, 18, 22. Rajaguma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15. mahaṭhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Migalubūdadisaṭhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sūmedhabadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16. Vrahmaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vradeyos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>17. Sagasivarabadi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OTHER TEXTS.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Arimaddanapur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Śrī Tribhuvanādityadhammarāj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Trilokauṭaṁṣakāḍewi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rājakumār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>mahāṭher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Muggaliputatissatther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sūmedhapandit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Brahmapāl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Brahmani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Saṅghasenawarapandit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The forms in the first column are transliterated to the best of my ability, having regard to the shapes and probable values of the letters. Those in the second column are taken from one of the other versions, usually the Burmese, as spelt therein and transliterated (except that I here write \(i\) instead of \(e\)) in the ordinary way, without any reference to the modern peculiarities of Burmese or Talaing pronunciation. I leave the visarga and anusvāra symbols (and their variants and combinations) in their original shapes for the present.

2 The line-references throughout are to A unless otherwise stated.

3 The engraver forgot the \(Sū\) and put it afterwards below the line, adding a small cross to mark its proper place.

4 A mistake for Vrahmadēyōs: v. infra.
FOURTH TEXT (A).

1. 20. Samana lo
   Rabai
   [?] ivu
23. saveno dehe
   brehe
26. Medeya

OTHER TEXTS.

Sakmunalon
Rapay
Henbuiw
sarwawañutañan
prajña
Metteya

I need not detail the various steps by which these words were identified: of course it was not all done at once, but these were the points to which inquiry was first directed, and their identification produced a goodly array of letters of the alphabet. In l. 26 the two words preceding Medeya were presently recognized as Budha Ari (i.e. Buddha Ariya, in the Burmese text Ari), thus discovering two more letters, a new b (oblong in shape, rather like the other b, but with a cross-bar), evidently related to and perhaps borrowed from the Talaing b, and an initial a (a most archaic form, closely resembling the a of the fourth century Venäi script) which apparently does not occur elsewhere in our text.

The variants of the above words presented by the B text are curious and instructive. They are: (B) l. 3, Trilô-
gavadasagadëvi; l. 15, mhaṭhe, Mûgalubüdi-saṭhe; l. 16, Saumedhañadi, Vrahmadeyo; l. 20, Samana lo, and l. 21, Jiävû (or, possibly, Jïvû).

Before attempting to decipher any more of the text I think it will be as well to set out in tabular form the letters thus identified, together with their equivalents in the other versions and their probable phonetic values in this text.

1 The o has a hook on the top turning to the right, the force of which I do not know; it looks like o + au, an improbable combination; perhaps it is meant to denote o (or à?).

2 I distinguish it conventionally by a dot underneath, as I have previously done in the case of the Talaing equivalent.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apparent Paleographical Values</th>
<th>Corresponding letters of other versions</th>
<th>Probable Phonetic Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Consonants.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>k, (gg), (ngh)</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>j, h</td>
<td>j (and ś?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ŋ, (j ŋ)</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>th, (tth)</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>t, (nd), t, (tt), d</td>
<td>t, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dh</td>
<td>dh, (ddh), (dd)</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bh</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>bh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>m, (mm); (km)</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y, (eyo = iw)</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>r, (ar)</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>v (Pāli), w, (rww), b, (nb)</td>
<td>v (or w?), b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s, s, (ss), (ms)</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>b, p</td>
<td>b (or p?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Vowels.

| a (initial)                  | a                                      | a                        |
| a (inherent)                 | a, (am), (ak), (an), (añ), (am), ā, u  | a                        |
| i                             | i, (it), i, (iya), (en), (ena)        | i (and i?)               |
| u                             | u, i                                   | u                        |
| ū                             | u, (ug), (ut), (ud), (ur), (uiw), (on)| ū                        |
| e                             | e, (et), (en), (er), a, (aj), ā, (añ), (eyo = iw) | e |
| o                             | o, u, (eyo = iw)                       | o                        |
| ō (?)                         | (on)                                   | ō (?)                    |
| ai                            | āy                                     | ai                       |
| au                            | u                                      | ū (?)                    |

¹ These and some of the other groups in parentheses are of course alternatives to some of the double letters similarly grouped in the first
I shall not attempt to discuss in detail the palæographical characteristics of the script. I have compared it with the various forms of the Indian alphabet given in Holle's *Tabel van Oud- en Nieuw-Indische Alphabetten* (Batavia, 1882) and with a good many Indian inscriptions without finding anything quite like it. But I am struck with its extremely archaic character, especially as regards the letters *dh*, *b*, initial *a*, and subscript *y*. This fact was also pointed out to me by M. Finot, who drew my particular attention to the last-named letter, which in its anchor-shaped form (he informs me) is characteristic of the early period of the Indian alphabet, up to *circa* 350 A.D., and is quite exceptional in an inscription of *circa* 1100 A.D.

It appears further from the table of letters just given (1) that the letters are not used consistently but interchangeably, so that it looks as if the traditions of correct spelling had almost died out, (2) that there is a tendency to use the sonants as surds,¹ from which it may perhaps be inferred that the language had had time since its first acquisition of this alphabet to suffer considerable phonetic changes, some of its original sonants having become surds.²

In view of all these facts I think it may reasonably be inferred that this script had been in use for several centuries for writing this particular language, and that the people who wrote and spoke it had an ancient but part of the Table. The object in displaying them thus is to draw attention to the peculiar phonetic character of the language pointed out *infra*.

¹ I am not quite sure that the letter I have rendered *d* may not (in some cases, at any rate) be *f*.

² Or, alternatively, that the language of our text derived its alphabet not direct from India, but through a language in which this phenomenon had occurred. In Talaing similar changes have taken place; but whether they can be dated as far back as some centuries before the date of this inscription is a question that needs further inquiry. In any case the form of this alphabet is much more archaic than the contemporary Talaing.
rather decaying civilization (of Indian origin, like all
the civilization of western Indo-China) and lived in some
little backwater of their own rather outside the main
current of progress and change. It also seems to follow
that the language of these people (1) did not draw a very
clear distinction between long and short vowels, (2) did
not tolerate closed syllables at all, and therefore objected
to final consonants and also such medial combinations
as km, Ṛgh, Ṛd, etc., and doubled consonants such as
mm, ss, but (3) allowed combinations beginning a syllable,
if they were of the type ty, tr, br (= pr), vr (= br), and
(4) tended (like the languages of Indo-China in general)
to abbreviate long Indian words by cutting off the last
syllable. These facts, so far as they may be confirmed
by the rest of the record, when ultimately deciphered in
its entirety, must be taken into account in any speculation
that may be made as to the identity of the language.

Going back now to the beginning of the text and
applying these ascertained results, we find the Indian
word siri, “prosperity,” occurring near the beginning of
l. 1. The name of Buddha does not occur close to it, as
it does in the Burmese and Talaing versions, but instead
of it is a group which appears to read Dathagada, for
Tathāgata, a title of the Buddha. The second letter,
conjecturally recognized as th by its characteristic form,
will be found confirmed later on. The word Bādha,
however, occurs passim in the text with reference to the
Buddha-statue which the prince Rājakumār made. It
will be found in ll. 10 (twice), 11, and 22; and in l. 19

1 Aspirated consonants do not count as two but as one. This may
serve to explain the apparent exception hm in Vrahma-; or it may have
sounded Vrahama- (cf. the variant spelling mahaṭhe for mahaṭhe). It is
noticeable that even s and ñ are unrepresented in the language of this
text. This goes to show that its anusvāra does not stand for either of
these.

2 And even sr in Sri; but this may be merely a conventional way of
writing. There are some subscript letters in the text where a vowel
must be supplied.
occurs gūdha, which I take to be a mistake for the same word (in the variant spelling Būdha). 1 Transliterating the other words that can now be read more or less completely, we find after Rimadhanabū in l. 2 a formula of which the first letter is as yet undetermined. It looks rather like an initial u. 2 The vowel over the next letter is evidently a form of i, but as it appears to have an extra hook I take it provisionally for i, 3 and tentatively read the whole formula as umī bi 5 si. The same expression occurs after Sri Tribhuvanadityadhamaraja, the king’s name, in l. 3 and in the variant form bi 5 si umī after Trilokavadasagyadevi, the queen’s name, and Rajaguna, the prince’s (vide ll. 4, 5, 8, 19). Evidently it means something like “(was) named”, and consists of two parts, umī and bi 5 si. (But what is meant by bi 5 si alone in l. 14 is not clear, unless it means “exclaimed”. It may be a mere expletive.) As we find the prince’s name repeatedly preceded by the formula maya 3 u (?) sa 3 (in ll. 6, 8, 21, where this formula is preceded by a word bā 3, and in l. 18, where it is not), the natural inference is that this formula means “the queen’s son”. Testing this, we find that maya 3 precedes the queen’s name in l. 3 and u (?) sa 3 occurs just before the prince’s name in l. 4, where they are respectively introduced. Therefore maya 3 means “queen” or “consort” and is the mayā of the Burmese version, the modern Burmese ကွဲ, “wife,” and sa 3 means “son” and is the Burmese 4 sō, modern ကော်, and the syntactical order here is the same as in Burmese, but contrary to the Talaing idiom. This conclusion is confirmed by the phrase in l. 24, where we find qi (probably to be pronounced ki)

1 B rightly has Būdha here.
2 Or initial i?
3 Perhaps, however, the hook is merely a prolongation of the left part of the m, and the vowel symbol stands for i.
4 Hereafter, when giving a word in the Roman character and calling it simply Burmese I imply that it occurs in the Burmese text of the Myazedi record.
saʔ with the meaning "my son" or "my child", as the parallel versions require. From this it follows that gi, which occurs thrice in this line, means "my" and precedes the noun it qualifies (as in Burmese, not in Talaing), and that in the phrase mayaʔ u (?) saʔ the word provisionally read u is a possessive affix or particle.

From the analogy of the corresponding Burmese words it also appears highly probable that the visarga symbol is used in this text as a tonal mark; and it seems not unlikely that the Burmese (who did not use it in the parallel version) subsequently borrowed its use as such from the people who spoke the language of our text. This use of the visarga symbol as a tonal mark is confirmed by the proper names in which it occurs. Similarly, the proper names show that the subscript anusvāra can only indicate some slight peculiarity in the pronunciation of a vowel, while a combination of it with an anusvāra symbol placed rather higher and to the right of a letter-group also has some such effect. These are therefore apparently also tonal marks.

We should expect to find a word for "city" somewhere near Rimadhanabā in l. 2, and looking for it we find a group which apparently reads priʔ. The close analogy of the Burmese praʔ, modern ကြော, sufficiently confirms this reading, but it is to be noted that the order is different from the Burmese, for the word priʔ precedes the proper name instead of following it. Reverting again to l. 24, we see that the word occurring immediately after the second gi must be the equivalent of "grandchild" and looks like pli, which compares very well with the Burmese mliŋ, modern ကြော, and also confirms the reading priʔ above.

Going back now to ll. 20–1, which contain the names of the three villages, Samanalōz, Rabai, and [ʃ][i]vũʔ, we see that each is followed by a similar pair of characters, which on the analogy of the Burmese and Talaing versions
may be supposed to mean "village" and "one" respectively, reading the second one tā. To test this we look a little further on in l. 21 and find the other character in a phrase, which must mean "those three villages of slaves", between a word traḥ and something that looks like hoḥ; and looking back at ll. 5, 6, and 12 we see that these same three words have also been used there in the same order and with the same meaning of "three villages of slaves". Therefore the middle one, which may be conjecturally read o, though this is a mere guess founded on its shape, must mean "village", and the other two, traḥ and hoḥ, must mean "slave" and "three". But which is which? Line 24 tells us that traḥ means "slave", for it occurs there without any of the other words. Therefore hoḥ (if that be the right reading) means "three" and may be compared with the Burmese suṁ, modern ɔξ, and tā means "one". Burmese tac, modern ɔɔξ. Moreover, the language uses the order "slaves villages three", not like the Burmese and Talaing "slaves three villages", and in this respect apparently resembles Chin, Lushai, Miri-Abor (and Kachin, sometimes), but differs from Shan and Karen.

Going back to l. 10 we find a phrase Bāḍha u (?) cha 2 bo bradima tha. The long word bradima suggests an Indian loanword, and my friend M. Cabaton, to whom I referred it, at once identified it with the Sanskrit pratimā, "statue." The natural inference is that tha means "golden" and is a loanword from the Talaing thar, modern ɔɔξ. Testing this by reference to l. 19, we find tha there twice, once after gūḍha (for Būḍha) and again after a word which must mean "spire". It also occurs in l. 11 after Būḍha and in l. 13 after bāḥ kra. Therefore the word really is tha and means "gold" or "golden"; and the language, though it follows

1 The ch is a new letter, conjecturally identified by its characteristic shape, which is not unlike the older Indian forms and the contemporary form in the parallel Burmese and Pāli versions.
the Burmese order in putting the possessive before the principal noun, nevertheless agrees with Talaing in putting this descriptive word (which may, however, be regarded as being primarily either noun¹ or adjective, though here used as the latter) after the principal noun. Incidentally this identification also confirms the reading Dathagada in l. 1. The words chażą bo may be compared with the Burmese achañ, modern əño, “likeness,” “image,” and the modern Burmese ə, “shape”; the whole phrase must mean “golden image in the likeness of the Buddha”.

Before gudha [sic] in l. 19 we find what looks like stabana (to be pronounced stapana), clearly the Sanskrit sthāpana, “placing,” here with the special meaning of “enshrining” (like the Talaing thāpanā). The use of the Sanskrit instead of the Pāli form used by the other versions is quite in harmony with the other archaic characteristics of our text. We need have no hesitation now in identifying go in the same line with the Sanskrit guhā, “cave” (i.e. a particular type of pagoda), for this is confirmed by its recurrence in ll. 20 and 22. Clearly also the word for “spire” which follows almost immediately in l. 19 can be read stau (probably to be pronounced stū or stu, cf. Sωmedha in B), and it would seem to be the Sanskrit stūpa. These words are supported by the Pāli version with its guham kañcanathāvipakañ, and thus the reading stabana receives corroboration.

Going back to l. 18 we find a phrase of three words which must mean “that having been done”, or the like, as the other versions show. The second and third words are biżą tadā. The inference is that tadā is a participle denoting the past tense, and this is confirmed by its occurrence, mostly at the end of clauses and just before punctuation marks, in ll. 5, 7, 18, 20, and 22. We may provisionally assume that thadā in l. 2 and dā in ll. 9, 14,

¹ Probably primarily a noun: cf. traž hāž sagha, infra.
and 21 are mere variants of the same word. The first word of the phrase of three above referred to suggests the meaning "that". Testing this by l. 4 we find that when followed by the possessive affix u (?) it means "her". Conjecturally one may compare the Burmese thuiv, thiw, modern ḍi, and having regard to the form of the letters one may provisionally read the word ḍhau. The consonant agrees well with some of the older forms of ḍh and with the modern Burmese form. The vowel is the same as in stau and Saumedha (B), and the pronunciation was probably thū or thu. Anyhow, the use of the word (as appears from ll. 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 17, 18, 20) is parallel to that of the Burmese word which resembles it so closely. The word yā (ll. 2, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 24, 26) appears also to be a demonstrative and may perhaps be compared with the Burmese iy, iy, modern ḍi. Both these words precede the nouns they qualify, as in Burmese. In Talaing such words usually follow their nouns.

Another word very frequently used in our text is ḍhāz, which we find before maya (ll. 5, 6, 8, 21), before Būdha (ll. 9, 10, 11, 26), and preceded by another symbol (possibly to be read tra)z, and in that case apparently identical with the word for "slave") before the names of each of the ecclesiastics mentioned in ll. 14–17, and again in the same combination before what looks like saha (probably representing saṅgha, "church") in l. 17. The inference is that ḍhāz is an honorific prefix or title, meaning "lord" or "lady" as the case may be. It is to be noted that the Burmese version also uses what appears to be an honorific (pay or pāy) before its mayā, "consort." As

1 Very possibly "slave" is here used as in Burmese to replace a personal pronoun of the 1st person, so that the combination tra: ḍhā: would mean "my lord." It must have some such meaning in any case, however arrived at. Note that the syntax is analogous to that of possessive pronouns (which precede) but contrary to that of descriptive words (which follow the principal noun).

2 The ḍh is a new letter conjecturally identified by its shape.
this ba in ll. 7 and 13 precedes a word which looks like tda (also occurring in ll. 9 and 17) where a word for "king" must occur, we infer conjecturally that tda means "king". If rightly read, this can only be pronounced with a short indeterminate vowel after the t-, as tda is unpronounceable.

Going back to l. 7, we see that the words for "28 years" must be found somewhere between this tda, "king," and the tada (past participle) at the end of the clause. Comparing the intervening symbols with the corresponding ones in ll. 1, 2, where equivalent words must occur, we are forced to the conclusion that hr means "eight" and the word beginning with s and ending with s means "year". If the subscript letter can be n the word is to be read sni, and we may compare the Burmese anhae, nhae, modern əəδ, əδ. With hr, "eight," we may compare the modern Burmese əδ; but the contemporary Burmese spelling, curiously enough, was het. (The Burmese h- must have been almost a palatal sibilant: cf. Henbu = Fifv.)

As the word for "death" or "to die" must occur with reference to the king and queen in ll. 5 and 7 respectively, we look for what the clauses have in common and find a word hi, which in l. 5 is immediately followed by tada, denoting the past tense. Therefore hi means "to die", and one may compare the Burmese equivalent siy, modern əəə, which goes some way towards confirming our former equation ho = Burmese sum, modern əə. In the clauses which contain the word for "to give" (ll. 5, 6, 12, 13)

1 It is possible that the subscript anusvāra in this and other such words is the tonal mark of the first, indeterminate, syllable. But as I have at present no means of deciding the point I transcribe them just as I find them.

2 Unfortunately it appears that different expressions for "twenty" are used in these two places. Consequently I have not been able to identify either of them with certainty, and cannot be quite sure of the equivalents for 1,000, 6, and 100 which should occur in l. 1.
we find the form pāz recurring and infer that it means “to give”. The Burmese piy, modern koz, is apparently a distant relative; and there are somewhat similar equivalents in other languages of the family.

The king's speech in l. 14 gives us a phrase of three words, repeated. This must mean something like “good deed”, and the reading appears to be ha pra choz. As the word pra appears to recur in l. 23, where a word “deed” or the like must occur, it seems likely that pra means “deed”. Perhaps one may compare the modern Burmese §; but I note that the contemporary forms are plu and plö' and that in the Burmese version they mean “to make”. Here, on the other hand, the word for “to make” appears to be se (l. 10, bi8 se kyaë(?); l. 11—12, 19, bi8 se). The syllable bi8 is found constantly before verbal roots. Thus, besides the cases already quoted (and others as yet unexplained) we have bi8 hi tādē, “died” (l. 5), bi8 pāz, “gave” (l. 5, 6, 12), bi8 stabana, “enshrined” (l. 19). It would seem that this bi8 is some sort of verbal auxiliary or prefix. In view of the other words which have proved to be more or less closely related to Burmese equivalents, it is now perhaps legitimate to assume (at any rate provisionally) that umi (if rightly so read) is related to the modern Burmese kōz, “name.” The old Burmese formula corresponding to umi bi8 si is mañ su, while mañ e' corresponds to our bi8 si umi.

Besides the points of syntax already noted a few more are illustrated by the portions of the text which can now be made out. The direct object generally precedes the verb (as in Burmese; not Talaing, as a rule, though exceptions do occur). Thus, in l. 10 we have Būdha u cha8 bo bradima tha tū (?) bi8 se kya8 (?), “made a golden image in the likeness of Buddha.” Likewise in l. 6 we

1 I cannot explain kya8, which may be a verbal affix helping out the sense of se. The letter k is a new one, conjecturally identified as such by its resemblance with old forms in various Indian alphabets.
find \( m\text{aya}\) \( u \) \( t\text{ra} \) \( o \) \( h\text{o} \) \( b\text{i} \) \( p\text{a} \) \( h\text{a} \) \( m\text{aya} \) \( u \) \( s\text{a} \) \( R\text{ajaguma} \) uvå, "gave the queen's goods and the three villages of slaves to the queen's son Räjakumār." (see also ll. 5, 12, 23, 26). But there appear to be instances to the contrary in l. 19. It is almost certain that the language, like Burmese but unlike Talaing, uses postpositions for prepositions. This seems to follow from the order of the words in l. 17, where after enumerating the names of the several ecclesiastics the next clause begins \( d\text{ha} \) \( t\text{ra} \) \( h\text{a} \) \( s\text{agha} \), "these church dignitaries" (?). The equivalent of "in the presence of." must be found in the words that follow this phrase.\(^2\) On the whole the syntax comes fairly close to the Burmese without, however, being actually identical with it. The language is largely monosyllabic, and it evidently possessed a fairly developed system of tones, some of which (perhaps all) are indicated in the script by the visarga and anusvāra symbols and their combinations.

At this stage it seems desirable to make a provisional summing up of the results arrived at up to the present. As the language is certainly not Indian, the Indian loanwords can have no bearing on its identity, and I leave them out of count, like the proper names. There then remain the following words (I add a query to such readings or interpretations as seem to me at all doubtful):—

1. \( s\text{a} \) = son (Burmese sā, modern \( \text{COC} \)).
2. \( m\text{aya} \) = wife, consort (Burmese mayā, modern \( \text{COC} \)).
3. \( h\text{i} \) = to die, death (Burmese siy, modern \( \text{COI} \)).
4. \( h\text{rā} \) = eight (Burmese het, modern \( \text{C2}\delta \)).
5. \( p\text{a} \) = to give (Burmese piy, modern \( \text{CO} \)).
6. \( t\text{ā} \) = one (Burmese tac, modern \( \text{CO} \)).

\(^1\) This \( t\text{ra} \) may represent Sanskrit \( d\text{vaya} \), "goods."

\(^2\) On the other hand there is the curious position of the word \( t\text{i} \) (apparently = "in ") between the demonstrative \( y\text{a} \) and the noun \( p\text{ri} \). Cf. its use in ll. 23, 24, 26.
7. priʔ(?) = city (Burmese prañ, modern စမ).  
8. hoʔ(?) = three (Burmese sum, modern သဦး).  
9. smiʔ(?) = year (Burmese anhae, modern စီဒဆ).  
10. pli(?) = grandchild (Burmese mliy, modern မဂျိ).  
11. u(?) = possessive affix (cf. modern Burmese ပါ).  
12. qhan(?) = that, the (cf. Burmese thuig, thiig, modern သိ).  
13. umi(?) = name, called (?) (cf. Burmese mañ, modern မှန်).  
14. yá(?) = this, that (cf. Burmese iy, iy, modern ကျ).  
15. chaʔ(?) = likeness (?) (cf. Burmese achañ, modern အခွင့်).  
16. bo(?) = shape (?) (cf. modern Burmese ပါ).  
17. traʔ = slave.  
18. gi = my.  
19. bāʔ = honorific prefix or title.  
20. o(?) = village.  
21. tadaʔ, thadəʔ(?), dəʔ(?) = past auxiliary or participle.  
22. tdəʔ(?) = king.  
23. ha pra(?) choʔ(?) = good deed (?).  
24. se = to make (?).  
25. hiʔ = verbal prefix (?).  
26.atha = gold, golden (Talaing thar, modern ရော).  

A large proportion of this list of words is related to Burmese. In the first few words on the list the relationship appears to me to be quite certain, in other cases it is at least probable. There should be clues enough here for the identification of the language, assuming that it still exists. But one thing is plainly proved even by this preliminary survey. It is that we have before us a specimen of a language of Burma, not some distant and foreign tongue. Moreover, the language must have been in some kind of contact with Talaing: the Talaing loanword and the peculiar letter ḫ necessitate that inference. It seems therefore probable that it was spoken
somewhere on the northern fringe of the Talaing languagesphere, which at this time must have extended nearly to the latitude of Prome. Curiously enough, the only other specimens of the script in which our text is written have been found just there. They consist of two much dilapidated inscriptions discovered at the Bèbè pagoda and Kyaukka Thein referred to by General de Beylié\(^1\) in his work *Prome et Samara* and a small clay votive tablet more recently found by Mr. Taw Sein Ko at Hmawza, near Prome.\(^2\) Mr. Taw Sein Ko was good enough to send me estampages of these inscriptions. The two former are practically illegible, at any rate in our present state of almost complete ignorance of the language. But from a few combinations of letters that can be made out pretty clearly, I think it is likely enough that they are in the language of our text. The votive tablet is plainer; but though I can identify some of the letters, I am not able to make any sense out of it. Provisionally, however, I think the language of our text may with much probability be ascribed to the neighbourhood of Prome, and it is not an extravagant conjecture to suggest that it may have been the language of the Pyu (or Pru) tribe which is said to have inhabited that region at an early period. Mr. Taw Sein Ko informs me that "Pyu" is the name applied to Burma by the Arakanese as late as the twelfth century A.D. and by the Chinese in the eighth and ninth centuries. He says that the Pyus appear to have been converted to Hinduism and that they burnt their dead and buried the ashes in earthenware urns. He suggests that they were probably of Shan origin.\(^3\)

\(^1\) The recent death of this explorer (by drowning in the rapids of the Me Khong) is a great loss to Indo-Chinese exploration and research.

\(^2\) The latter is illustrated in *JRAS.*, Jan., 1911, Plate VIII. 1 (facing p. 150).

\(^3\) See also his Report of the Superintendent, Archaeological Survey, Burma, 1910, pars. 44-5. He there quotes some remarks made by the late Professor Bühler on our text. But that eminent epigraphist only
On this last point I should be inclined to disagree with him. So far as I have been able to make out this Myazedi inscription, I have found no evidence of any close relationship to the Tai languages. What is quite certain is that the language of our text (though assuredly not a mere dialect of Burmese) is either a Tibeto-Burman one or has been deeply modified by some member of the Tibeto-Burman family. If the second alternative is the correct one, then such modifying influence would almost certainly be that of Burmese. But both the nature of the Tibeto-Burman words found in our text (which include such common words as "to die", "to give", "son", "wife", and the like, to say nothing of the numerals) and also their form make me regard the language as an independent member of the Tibeto-Burman family. I am not myself familiar with that vast group of languages and am therefore not qualified to pursue the inquiry much further. But I believe that enough has been done in this preliminary survey to open a path for other explorers who may be better equipped than myself.

A complete interpretation of this record will throw some light on the historical ethnography of Burma. It would seem as if the Burmese had been preceded by other Tibeto-Burman tribes who had got down to the neighbourhood of Prome long before the Burmese arrived there. But apart from legendary traditions of an ancient kingdom in that region, next to nothing appears to be known about them. They must, however, have received some measure of civilization from India, probably through the Talaings of the coast districts, for their possession of this peculiar script cannot otherwise be explained. This inscription may therefore be of considerable importance in its bearing on the date of the introduction of Indian culture into

glanced at the inscription and did not attempt to study it, as he at once recognized that the language was not Sanskritic. His remarks are therefore not very helpful. As to the votive tablet, see ibid., par. 38.
Western Indo-China. The forms that survive in its alphabet are so archaic that they point to an importation of it from India at a fairly remote period. But I cannot deal with these matters, and I therefore leave the field to the palæographers and the Tibeto-Burman scholars who (I hope) will presently succeed in solving most of the remaining problems which this curious inscription presents.

I append a tentative transcription of the A text, divided into sections, with a conjectural translation added after each. It may be of use to other students, but I recommend them to regard it with a critical eye.¹ The lines are numbered according to A, and the B variants are added below.

²³ Siri ²³ Dathagada ba do ḫaṣ bi ḫu pdū sgu da ḫa tva cū jha (2) e ḫrā u sni ḫi tvā ḫa thada ||³—Prosperity! 1628 years after the Tathāgata’s parinivāna—yā ti pri ḫimadhanabū umi bi si || (3) Sri Tribhuvanadi tvadhamaraṇa umi bi si || u do da ḫa uvo ma(4)ya Trilogavadagadgadevi bi si umi ||—in this city called Arimaddanapur Sri Tribhuvanādityaḍhammarāja so-called was lord, his queen consort was called Trilokawatamsakādewi—dhau u sa Rajaguma bi (5) si umi ||—her son was called Rājakumār—uvā tra o ho bi pā to ||—(the king) gave her three villages of slaves—dhau ḫa maya ḫi tada (6) ma[ya] ⁷ u tra tra o ho bi pā tḥa ḫa maya u sa Rajaguma uvā ||—when the queen

¹ Many letters are still doubtful, and there are also in several places marks above or between the lines to which I cannot at present attach any definite meaning.

² This and the three or four preceding words are somewhat of a puzzle. They must represent “1620” . I am not at all sure that what I have transcribed is not the old numeral figure for “20”. The readings cū and jha are also very doubtful. Perhaps the latter is really ḫna or jhā. The former might possibly be thū.

³ B omits ||.

⁴ I am by no means sure of the final vowel.

⁵ B reads Trilogavadagadgadevi.

⁶ B inserts || ḫaṣ.

⁷ B reads maya.
had died, he gave the queen’s goods and the three villages of slaves to the queen’s son Rājakumār—(7) dhau ḫa² tṇā² sν² hrā bī³ tādā || bī³ sri² bī³ hṅi² hṅi² hi u mtu dū (8) ro³ ||—when the king had reigned twenty-eight years, he fell sick nigh unto death—dhau ḫa² maya² u sa² Rajagumā bī³ si umi || udi³ (9) bī³ mtau ma dhau tṇā² to⁴ u lo² tro² dī² bī³ mdaṅ ha² da² dā ||—the queen’s son named Rājakumār, being mindful of the benefits wherewith the king had nourished him—dhau ḫa² (10) Būdha u cha² bo bradima tha tū⁵ bī³ se kya² ||—caused this golden image in the likeness of the Buddha to be made—dhau ḫa² Būdha⁶ bī³ tu² (11) thmū⁴ lo⁵ yā na bī³ tdi² to⁵ ||—and brought this Buddha into the presence and spake thus—yā ḫa²⁷ Būdha tha bā² ra² sa² bī³ (12) se maḥu² bā² uvā pā² che cho² ||—I present to my lord this Buddha which I have made on my lord’s behalf—yā tra² o⁸ ho² bī³ pā² (13) maḥu³ ||—the three villages of slaves that my lord gave me—yā ḫa² hrā tha uvā pā² che ||—I give to this sacred image of gold—dhau lo⁵ ḫa² tṇā² bī³ ri²⁹ (14) pa¹⁰ dā bī³ nu ha pra³ ha pra¹¹ cho³¹² bī³ si ||—thereupon the king was delighted and exclaimed, “A good deed, a good deed!”—dhau u do² tra² ḫa² (15) mhaṭhe¹³ tra² bā² Mūgalubūdadisaṭhe¹⁴ tra² bā² Sūmedhabadi¹⁵ (16) tra² bā² Vrahamaba | tra² bā² Vrādeyo¹⁶ | tra² bā² Sū | tra² bā² (17) Sagasivaraṇabadi² || dhau tra² bā² sāgha

1 B wrongly reads bī².  
2 Very doubtful reading, perhaps dū.  
3 B has || o || for ||.  
4 A appears to read tō, but the mark under the line may be accidental.  
5 B has to, only.  
6 B reads Būdha.  
7 B omits bā².  
8 B omits o.  
9 B perhaps reads ri².  
10 A appears to read pha, a doubtful letter; B has pa.  
11 B omits this pra.  
12 A appears to have cho² here. I have followed the B reading.  
13 B reads mhaṭhe.  
14 B reads Mūgalubūdīsanṭhe.  
15 B reads Saummedhabadi.  
16 B reads rightly Vrahamadeyo². (The o is doubtful in both copies.)
tvo u hnu di² du tdà² (18) tu bà² bî³ cha to² tdù || — then (in the presence of) my lord the chief monk, my lord the senior monk Muggaliputtatissa, my lord the scholar Sumedha, my lord Brahmapāl, my lord Brahmadiw, my lord Son, my lord the eminent scholar Saṅghasena, in the presence of these lords of the church the king poured water (on the ground)—dhau bî³ tadà maya² u sa² Raja(19)guma bî³ si umi ma ||¹ bî³ stabanà² gūḍha³ tha bî³ se go u stau tha bî[²]⁴ (20) tadà || —that having been done, the queen’s son named Rājakumār enshrined the golden Buddha, and having made the golden spire of the cave-pagoda—dhau go u hluā bî³ sa³ to² || SamanalÒ⁶ o tà[²]⁷ Rabai o tà[²] [J][²] [²][²] [21]vû² o tà[²]⁹ yà tra² o ho² di² bî³ di² dà³ || —he pronounced the dedication of this cave-pagoda, and having assembled (the men of) Sakmunalon, one village, Rapāy, one village, and Henbuiw, one village, these three villages of slaves—yà bà³ maya³ [u sa³]¹⁰ (22) Rajaguma yà go¹¹ Būdha uvà tdû bî³ chai tadà || —the queen’s son Rājakumār, having poured out water to this cave-pagoda and Buddha—yà na bî³ di² cho [||]¹² spake thus—[yà]¹³ (23) ma gà³ pra bû³ saveñodeñe breñe bî³ bî³ pà³ che na³ ti² plà³ pa¹⁴ || —may this my act be a cause for giving me omniscience and wisdom—(24) yà tra² ti² mtu kû³ dû¹⁵ gi sa³ da | gi plî da¹⁶ gi sru³ da¹⁶ mra ja hnu da¹⁷ yà (25) [Būdha]¹⁸ uvà gà³ hî³ to² ma

¹ B has ||. There is a blur in A.
² B reads stabanà.
³ For Būdha: B reads Būdha.
⁴ B rightly reads bî³. A has bì only, no trace of any ß.
⁵ B reads ma ro³ instead of to² (which is not quite distinct in A: it might be ro²).
⁶ B reads Samanalò³.
⁷ B has || instead of ||.
⁸ B reads Jî²vû³ (or, possibly, Jî³vû³).
⁹ B has || instead of ||.
¹⁰ B inserts bà³.
¹¹ B inserts bî³.
¹² B reads yà.
¹³ Or perhaps pi or pau, though I hardly think so. It has one of the unexplained marks over it.
¹⁴ Conceivably these two words may be read kû³ dû.¹⁶ B inserts ||.
¹⁵ B inserts || or ||.
¹⁶ B reads Būdha.
di² | ga jhi¹ chi ga bro pda₃ ma ta₃ nú₃ hú₃. ||—as for these slaves, be it my son, be it my grandson, be it my kinsman, or any other person, who shall do violence to those that I have dedicated to this Buddha—(26) yá ba₃ Budha Ari Medeya dá ba₃ di² chi³ ti³ tmu₃ ma pà₃ che cho₃ ||²—may he never be permitted to approach the presence of the lord Budha Ariya Metteya.

The following may be regarded as more or less probable identifications:—tvá² (l. 2) = "to elapse"; u do³ (l. 3) = "therein", do³ (l. 14) = "in" (dhau u do³ = thereupon"); da, perhaps to be read la³ (l. 3) = "was", (l. 24) = "be it"; uvá (l. 5) = "to her", (ll. 6, 12, 13, 22, 25) = a suffixed particle forming the dative; to³ (ll. 5, 11, 18 (20), 25) = a verbal affix (cf. Burmese tuñ, modern ɕɔ); hnu³ (l. 7) = "to be sick" (cf. Burmese nà, modern ʃɔ); u mű du (l. 7) = "near unto", ti³ mű (l. 24) = "as for", di² du (l. 17) = "in the presence of"; ro³ (ll. 8 (20)) = a verbal affix (meaning "when"?); tu³ (l. 10) = "to bring"; lo³ (l. 11) = "into", (l. 13) = "in"; thmů³ (l. 11), tmu (l. 26) = "presence"; na (ll. 11, 22) = "manner" (yà na = "thus"); tdí³ (l. 11), di² (l. 22) = "spake" (but this will not account for di² in ll. 9, 21, 25); che (ll. 12, 13, 23, 26), cho³ (ll. 12, 14, 26), and perhaps cho (l. 22) = particles used together and separately, mainly as verbal affixes (with the former cf. Burmese ciy, modern ce); ha (l. 14) = "good", "worthy"; tvo (l. 17) = a plural affix (cf. Burmese tuñ, modern ɕɔ); cha (l. 18), chai (l. 22) = "to pour" (? cf. Burmese ɕɔɪɺu³u³); tdů (ll. 18, 22) = "water"; hlu³ (l. 20) = "dedication" (Burmese lhot, modern ɕɔɔ); gà³ (ll. 23, 25) = "I"; kû³ du (if it can be so read, l. 24) = "in the future"; sru³ (l. 24) = "kinsman"; mra ja hnu (l. 24) = "other men" (but the

¹ Very doubtful transcription; perhaps hnu should be read.
² B has some more punctuation marks to indicate the end of the text.
³ If la is the right transcription here, then da³ in l. 9 is probably to be read la³.
hūu in l. 17 is not quite explained); hlīs (l. 25) = “to dedicate, to give to pious uses” (cf. Burmese lhū, modern ဟု), but the hlīs in l. 7 seems to be a different word; ga (l. 25) = “if”; hnl chi (l. 25, if it is the right reading) = “violence, oppression” (cf. Burmese anhip acak, modern ညိုကြည်). Other possible identifications will suggest themselves to anyone who studies this text and compares it carefully with the parallel versions. But I feel that I have already dealt rather too freely in conjectures, which at this stage of the inquiry are at least somewhat premature, and I must refrain from throwing out any more hints that might perhaps only serve to mislead other students.

I take this opportunity of correcting two slight misprints in my last paper (JRAS., July, 1910, p. 806):—

1. 20, for စစ်ဝှက  read စစ်ဝိွာ.
2. 21, for စစ်ဝိွာ  read စစ်ဝိာ.

Also (with reference to JRAS., October, 1909, p. 1042) with the Talaing expression bhah goh, “this having been done,” “thereupon,” compare Bahmar bhoh, l’un des signes du prétérit; “c’est fait, c’est réussi, c’est fini; déjà, oui,” Cham blauh, “puis, ensuite, après; fini, achevé, fin, c’est fait.”

Finally, I have to thank Mrs. Bode for the following corrections and emendations of Pāli words and phrases in my article in JRAS., October, 1909:—

p. 1022, l. 26, for patithāpiya read patithāpiya.
ibid., ll. 27, 32, for patimāya read paṭimāya.
ibid., l. 28, for nibbinno bhavasaṅkhate read nibbinno bhavasaṅkhate.
ibid., l. 29, for karentena read karontena.
ibid., l. 36, for Metteyya-dipa-dinnasa read Metteyya-dipadinnassa.

p. 1033, l. 17, for māran’ antikarogassa read māraṇan-tikarogassa.
p. 1035, l. 11, for mahantaguna saṅcayaṁ read mahantagunasaṅcayaṁ.

p. 1038, l. 30, for tutthahattho read tutthahattho, with the meaning "glad and joyful", not "clapped his hands". (This emendation, I may remark, brings the Pāli version into line here with the Burmese and Talaing texts, an additional proof of its correctness.)

p. 1042, l. 20, for jalam... sakkhintu vasudhātalam read jalam... sakkhiṁ tu vasudhātalam.

ibid., l. 31, for ḍhāpanā read ḍhāpanaṁ.

p. 1048, l. 30, for upadduvāṁ read upaddavaṁ.

p. 1050, n. 2, for Tilokavatamsikā read Tilokāvataṁsikā.

POSTSCRIPT. Since the above was written, I have received from Mr. Taw Sein Ko estampages of another inscription in the script and (apparently) the language of our text. It consists of a few words on the back of yet another votive tablet recently discovered at Hmawza, near Prome. The discussion of this and the other "Pyn" documents must be deferred to a future occasion, but it seems as though we were on the eve of interesting discoveries. If the evidence accumulates, a completely new line of research will be opened up, and our text will acquire additional importance as the only available clue to it.
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ANCIENT HISTORICAL EDICTS AT LHASA

BY L. A. WADDELL, C.B., LL.D.

(Continued from JRAS., 1910, p. 1282.)

V. LHASA TREATY-EDITCH INSCRIPTION B OF 783 A.D.
(The so-called "Mu-Tsung joint edict of 822 A.D.")

THIS edict is displayed on the western face of the great monolith pillar standing in front of the Jo-k'ān temple of Lhasa, the eastern face of which bears the joint treaty-edict between the Emperor Tē-Tsung and King K'ri Sron-lde-btsan of 783 A.D., already published by me in the first article of this series. Like the latter edict it is in bilingual form, Tibetan and Chinese.

It is already known through three translations of its Chinese version from Peking. Firstly, one into French in 1789 by the Jesuit missionary M. Amiot, from a Chinese history of the time of Kang-hsi; one into Russian about a century ago by the Archimandrite Hyacinthe; and a more precise one into English by Dr. Bushell, from a rubbing (which I understood him to say had been made by a mandarin at Lhasa), and published in this Journal in 1880. Although not dated, nor any Chinese emperor specified by name, either regnal or dynastic, Dr. Bushell, following

1 JRAS., 1909, pp. 923, etc.
2 Mémoires des Chinois, par les missionnaires de Pekin, vol. xiv, pp. 209-13, Paris, 1789. M. Amiot does not specify the title of this work, but states that it was edited by Kiang-fan, a doctor of the Hanlin, and completed in 1696.
3 JRAS., pp. 535-8.
4 The introductory paragraph quoted by Amiot is not represented in the text, and appears to be a gratuitous note by the抄写. It is "La première année de Tchang-tsing, l'Empereur des Tang et celui des Tou-fan ont juré l'observation exacte ce que est gravé sur cette pierre". Tchang-tsing, or properly Ch'ang-k'ing, is the title that Mu-Tsung gave to the years of his reign, the initial year of which corresponded to 821 A.D.

JRAS. 1911.
M. Amiot, believed it to be the treaty of the Emperor Mu-Tsung of 821 A.D.¹

An examination, however, of the Tibetan version, here translated for the first time, renders it practically certain firstly, that it is an integral portion of the joint treaty-edict of Tê-Tsung and K'ri Sron-lde-btsan, which is inscribed on the same pillar; and, secondly, that it is a record of the more technical articles of that treaty of 783 A.D.

This position for it is indicated by external as well as internal evidence—

1. The official Chinese chronicle of 1792² positively records that the Mu-Tsung treaty-edict tablet no longer existed.

"Before the Jo-k'a'n there were two tablets of the T'ang period. One the tablet of the Tê-tsong treaty, the other that of the Mu-tsong treaty or the 'Tablet of long happiness'. At present there remains only the Tê-tsong tablet."³

2. The complete official list of extant Chinese inscriptions at Lhasa, published in 1851, contains no reference whatever to the Mu-Tsung edict⁴ whilst enumerating the Tê-Tsung.

3. The name of the Tibetan king in the text, although defaced in its first portion, is clearly legible in its concluding portion, which reads "-lde-brtsan", and is evidently no other than K'ri Sron-lde-btsan,⁵ the final syllable of whose name is spelt in the Tê-Tsung as well as in the Potala edict indiscriminately both as "brtsan" and "btsan". On the other hand, the Mu-Tsung treaty was concluded with King Ral-pa-chan, the grandson of K'ri Sron-lde-btsan, the "Kolikotsu" of the Chinese, whose name, as

¹ That treaty was made in 821 A.D. and ratified in Tibet in 822 A.D., when the pillar was erected.
² The Wei Tsung t'u chih, dated 1792. Rockhill, JRAS., 1891, pp. 2, 121, 193, 281.
³ Ibid., p. 281.
⁴ Ibid., p. 264.
⁵ The "Ch'i-li-tsan" of the Chinese (Bushell, loc. cit., p. 439).
we know it, contains neither of the two syllables in question. 1

4. The title of the Chinese emperor which is used is identical with that employed in the Tê-Tsung edict, where the name of the emperor is not specified but only the general Chinese title, namely, "the lord of China Wân-wû hêû-tî Hwang-te, or 'the learned, warlike, filial, and virtuous emperor.'" 2

5. The signatures of the witnesses appear to comprise the names and titles of several known officials who are recorded as having signed the Tê-Tsung treaty.

6. The place where the Tê-Tsung treaty sworn ceremony was performed on the frontier, namely Ch'ingshui, is conspicuously mentioned by name in our edict, and this name is not found anywhere in relation to the Mu-Tsung treaty.

1 The Mongolian historian Ssanang Ssetsen, writing in the latter half of the seventeenth century, confuses this king with his grandfather and gives him the title of "Thi-bTsong-Tê" and "Thi-aTsong-Tê-hĐsan Chongho-tsoktu", whilst he calls the grandfather "Thi-srong-Tê-Dsan" (Schmidt's Geschichte der Ost-Mongolen, pp. 47, 49, 358). Direct proof, however, that this writer confused these two kings is clearly seen, to my mind, at p. 48 of his MS. (as translated by Schmidt, p. 49), where he states that Ral-pa-chan "killed the emperor Tschotsong [=Su-Tsung] of the Tang when he conquered China in the field and took great booty". Now Su-Tsung we find from the Potala Treaty-edict B died the year before Ral-pa-chan's grandfather (i.e. K'ri Sroû-lde-hûtsan) "conquered China in the field and took great booty", namely, on the occupation of the imperial capital in 763; whilst if Chao Tsung be intended, this emperor was assassinated in 904, i.e. about sixty-six years after Ral-pa-chan's death. Thus Ssetsen's, as well as Sumpa's (see n. 2, p. 405), confusion of the two names may be set aside.

2 Properly Wên-wu-hsiao-tê. See Art. I, p. 930, n. 3. It is probably, at least, the first two syllables of it, the stereotyped title used in Tibet for every T'ang emperor, after the famous Wên and Wu, the founders of the earlier Chou dynasty; as we find it applied in Edict A to Tai Tsung (Art. I, p. 932). It is translated by M. Amiot (op. cit., p. 209) as "Empereur Suprême, sous lequel fleurissent les lettres, les armes, la doctrine, et la vertu", and by Bushell (loc. cit., p. 534) as above. Professor Parker kindly informs me that "Most, if not all, Chinese emperors of most dynasties seem to have the complimentary Wên Wu added to their posthumous titles in some form or other. The late emperor (1908) was also Wên and Wu". Here, in the edict, it seems applied to the reigning emperor, and not posthumously.
7. The style of composition in the Tibetan version of this edict is similar to that of the Té-Tsung joint edict on the eastern side of the same monolith. Several phrases and expressions are identical.

8. The matter of the text nowhere conflicts with that of the Té-Tsung, already published by me, which latter, indeed, requires these supplementary articles to complete it as a working document, and to complete its text in accordance with the manuscript record of the Té-Tsung treaty as preserved in the Chinese annals.

9. Finally, the text of this edict is essentially different in several particulars from that recorded in the T'ang annals and elsewhere as forming the actual text of the Mü-Tsung treaty.

The reason why there should have been two separate edict pillars and treaties, like the Té-Tsung and Mü-Tsung, dealing with practically the identical subject, within the space of only two generations, is well explained in the terse words of the Tibetans of those days themselves. The Tibetan king writing in 726 A.D. says ¹: "The tsanp’u [i.e. himself] and his officers wish to make a sworn treaty and engrave it on stone," because "the chief ministers of the T’ang whose names are engraved upon the [former] treaty [of twenty-two years before ²] are all dead, and the present ministers do not follow the former treaty; therefore it is necessary to repeat the ceremony". Exactly similar to this is the political experience of our own British Government at the present day in regard to the warlike tribes on the north-western frontier of India. It is invariably found that the new generation of those tribes which have previously been utterly defeated do not abide by the treaties concluded with their fathers, but commit the same depredations and demand a new settlement, albeit on the very same lines as their fathers; so that history goes on

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 460.
² See p. 422.
repeating itself. Even in the West, too, at the present day the younger generation unfortunately is less guided by the wise and dearly bought experience bequeathed by its ancestors than by what it learns at first hand for itself, however dearly it has to suffer for it.

The best source of the text of this inscription that is available at present is the ink-estampage or "rubbing" which was obtained by Dr. Bushell at Peking, of which a very good photographic reproduction was published by him in this Journal, as an appendix to his translation of the Chinese text. It was taken about a hundred years ago—so it was ascertained—by a mandarin keenly interested, as many of the Chinese literati are, in the ancient history of their country and in the ancient form of the letters of their alphabet. In this latter study some of the mandarins are in the habit of taking impressions of ancient inscriptions, and to this palaeographic instinct we owe the rubbing in question. In addition to a careful examination of this rubbing, which was very kindly lent to me by Mrs. Bushell, I have compared it with my own eye-copy of the original inscription taken whilst I was at Lhasa. This has enabled me to decipher several letters barely legible in the rubbing.

The dimensions of this inscription are 11 ft. 3 in. long by 31½ inches broad. Each incised Tibetan letter averages an inch in height, and the lines average 16 inches in length.

The language of the Tibetan version, here translated for the first time, is of the early classical period, like that of the Tê-Tsung edict. The orthography, as in the latter, is entirely free from the archaic final ȳ, the "d-drag"; but an archaic ỹ is prefixed frequently to i, and the same differentiation is made between the long and the short i by reversal of the superscribed limb, a practice which was early dropped, and is not found in the sacred scriptures.

See my previous articles, I, pp. 942-5, and II, pp. 1250, etc.
of the classical period, that is after the last quarter of the eighth century A.D.

The text, as deciphered by me, is also appended (see p. 418).

Translation.

Curved brackets enclose doubtful readings and restorations of the text, whilst explanatory interpolations are placed within square brackets.

"The great king of Tibet, the enchanted divine ruler,¹ and the great king² of China, the lord of China, Hwang-te,³ the two [allied] as nephew and maternal uncle,⁴ having united their dominions in friendship, have made a great and important peace-meeting.⁵ In order that this [peace] shall never become shaken all the gods and men . . . . have been called to witness, and that to all time . . . it shall be clearly recorded, and never be . . . . ([?forgotten the sworn text is engraved] on this stone pillar.

"The enchanted . . . . . . . (divine ruler K'ri Sron)-lde-brtsan of . . . . (Great Tibet and) Wūn-wū-heū-ti . . . . (of Great China) the two [allied] as . . . . (nephew) and maternal uncle having . . . . (desired that no) misfortune whatsoever (may befall) the happiness[of the people]

¹ btsan-po, the same as in opening sentence of Lhasa Edict Inscription A. See Part I of my article in Journal, 1909, p. 930.
² Here the same title is applied to the emperor of China as to the Tibetan king, namely rgyal-po.
³ The Tibetan phonetic for Hwang-ti or supreme ruler. There is nothing here in the Tibetan text equivalent to the Chinese title of "the learned, warlike, filial, and virtuous" of Bushell's translation, loc. cit., p. 536.
⁴ The expression dpon-z'aṅ, whilst ordinarily meaning "nephew and maternal uncle", may also mean "father and son-in-law"; cf. Jaeschke's Dict., p. 389. "Son-in-law," says Yule (Marco Polo, 1st ed., i, p. 253), was a recognized title of honour conferred by the Chinese on those who married into the imperial blood—in Mongolian this title is "Gurgan". In this regard Professor E. Parker writes to me: "I think Kŭn and Shēng [the Chinese equivalents], though often meaning 'maternal uncle and nephew', throughout mean 'father-in-law and son-in-law': even now they are so used colloquially."
⁵ There is nothing in the Tibetan text here regarding "to unite the gods of the land and of grain", as translated by Dr. Bushell from the Chinese version. See p. 395, n. 5.
and having great compassion, with gracious consideration, without distinction of native and foreign, in order to cause happiness to everyone of the multitude (of families), they have resolved to form an alliance, and to complete by this conference a great reconciliation and long lasting good deed. They desire . . . [a renewal of] the ancient (friendship), and to cement this union it is [hereby] declared that the [following] great and important peace-agreement has been made.

"The two [countries], Tibet and China, shall keep whatsoever countries they possess and the frontiers as [they exist] at present. All to the east of that is the country of great China. All to the west is absolutely the country of great Tibet. From these [frontiers] there must be no intercourse in enmity or fighting; neither soldiers nor the peasantry must encroach on any part.

"If any man is properly suspected, he shall be captured his business be inquired into, a dispatch be sent, and he be permitted to go outside [the frontier].

"Now that the vast dominions have become united by

---

1 It is noteworthy that here the title of the Buddhist "God of Mercy", *Avalokita*, or "the one with great compassion", is applied to both sovereigns; and especially to the king of Tibet, whose latter-day successors, the Talai Lamas, pose as the earthly manifestations of that deity. See further, p. 417.

2 suna-pa.

3 "The Chinese versions in books," says Bushell, p. 538, "give here 'to the east of T'ao and Min' the names of two cities in the south of Kansu," but this obviously refers to the Mu-Tsung treaty and not to this one. T'ao-chow stands in 34° 21' N. and 103° 14' E., and Min-chow 34° 15' N. and 104° 1' E.; but the Ch'ingshui or Ts'ing-shui is 106° 15' E., or about 130 miles further east. If, therefore, T'ao-Min occurs in the Chinese version of this edict, it must refer to the districts of that name, and not the mere towns. Professor Parker suggests that T'ao and Min may perhaps refer to the two rivers of the name passing through those districts. See further, n. 3, p. 399.

4 There is nothing about "clothes and food" to be supplied.

5 There is no mention in the Tibetan text of "the gods of the land and grain" as translated by Dr. Bushell from the Chinese version; but Professor Parker tells me that this phrase is often used elliptically as "dynasty" or "dominion".
means of this great peace-meeting, it is the command of the gratified nephew and uncle that it is all the more necessary henceforth to cultivate friendship constantly. Envoys for intercommunication, shall go forth freely on the ancient roads according to former custom.

"Between Tibet and China, the horses [of envoys] will be changed below Chang-kun [?] pass. 3 From sTse-z'ung-ch'eg [barrier] 8 China shall respectfully provide for missions proceeding downwards in China. From Cheng-shu-hywan, 4 in Tibet, Tibet shall respectfully provide for missions proceeding upwards in Tibet. Every ceremonial honour shall be shown. This shall be duly performed befitting the near kinship of the [royal] nephew and uncle, so that inside both countries, no smoke or dust [of conflict] will arise, neither dread of suddenly uprising hostilities, nor even the name of war shall be heard.

"Henceforward no guards of the frontier [are needed]. Since this beneficent event has been achieved, there is nothing to fear. In each bed in each home 6 shall be the happiness of stretching out fearlessly [undisturbed].

"This gracious decree of happiness shall produce fruit

1 p'o-hua, literally "man+woman", with reference, as I believe, to the envoy being often a eunuch. See p. 416. This phrase in Part I of article, l. 6, p. 934, should be altered to "envoy".
2 "At the Chiang-chun pass" in Chinese version (Bushell, p. 537).
3 "Suiyung barrier" in Chinese version (Bushell, p. 537); ch'eg is obviously the Tibetan form of the Chinese word ch'ié, the ordinary word for "barrier", which Professor Parker informs me is the actual word used by Dr. Bushell here—and that in modern Chinese it is usually pronounced cha or sha or ch'ak. Professor Parker further tells me "in my T'ung-chi copy, borrowed in 1893, the words 'east of Tao Min' take the place of Bushell's 'east of Suiyung barrier'; but that copy had many other places where it added and omitted sentences or words not in or added by the T'ung-chi used by Bushell to amend his text.".
4 "The city (i.e. hsien) of Chi'ing-shui" in Chinese version (Bushell, p. 537). See p. 407 for discussion on this site.
5 The word employed p'u-duu is now almost obsolete. It literally means "bowing to superiors".
6 This expressive phrase, sa-sa mat-mat, is not met with now in literature.
unto ten thousand generations. The sound of their [the
two sovereigns'] praises will penetrate [all] the frontiers
wherever the sun and moon travel. Tibet happy in [its
own] land of Tibet, and China happy in [its own] land
of China, each in [its own] great dominion shall keep
[this] official sworn oath\(^1\) so that it shall never become
changed.

"They each have begged\(^2\) the Three Rarest Ones\(^3\) and
all the Saints,\(^4\) the unchanging\(^5\) sun and moon, and planets
and stars to be their witnesses that they each have sworn
again and again the agreement [against breaking], and
this they have done by swearing on oath after having
slaughtered\(^6\) the living victims. Accordingly, should
anyone not obey this decree . . . (fully) or break it,
whether Tibetan or Chinese, may there come [to him]
misfortune and painful plague—only if broken by a rebel,
even though belonging to one [of the contracting parties]
it shall not count.

"Thus the sovereigns and ministers\(^7\) of Tibet and China
have explained this important decree in writing and
sworn [it] on oath. By the sign-manual\(^8\) of the two great
kings themselves it has been witnessed. The ministers
who ascended the peace-meeting earthen altar\(^9\) have

---

\(^1\) The Chinese version has "sworn oath", and the Tibetan text, which is slightly indistinct here, is read by me as *bro-'bor*, which has that sense.

\(^2\) *gsol-te*. There is nothing about "looking up", as translated by Bushell. Professor Parker tells me that the character *sang*, which Bushell translates "looking up", also means "in face of", and that in his (Parker's) copy of the *Tang-chi* the word *tang*, "in the presence of," is substituted for *sang*, so that "have begged" is really translated in effect.

\(^3\) This is not necessarily the Buddhist Triad, see p. 417.

\(^4\) This term, *'phags-pa*, includes nowadays Buddha and the celestial Bodhisattvas as well as the earthly saints.

\(^5\) *Ba* is here so translated: it may, however, merely mean "also".

\(^6\) This word *bsad* is the ordinary word for "killed" or "slaughtered", and is not the one now employed for "sacrifice".

\(^7\) *rje-blon*: but we know from the Chinese records that both of the sovereigns were absent at the public ceremony.

\(^8\) Literally "seal of hand", namely *p'yag-rgya*.

\(^9\) Literally "earthen throne", *sa-k'ri*, see p. 413.
written here their signatures of hand.\(^1\) A copy of this document has been deposited in the sealed treasury, as a witness."

To facilitate the comparison of this translation from the Tibetan version with that from the Chinese text of this bilingual edict, I here translate, from the French, M. Amiot's rendering, as it is not easily accessible for reference.\(^2\) I have noted wherein it differs from Dr. Bushell's more precise translation of the Chinese version.\(^3\)

"In the first year of Tchang-tsing,\(^4\) the emperor of the Tang and he [the emperor] of the Tou-fan have sworn to observe exactly everything which is engraved on this stone. [N.B. This seems to have been a paragraph introduced by the copyist who wrote the Chinese work from which M. Amiot extracted this document, and it is non-existent on the stone.]

"The great emperor Ouen-ou-hiao-te-hoang-Ty,\(^5\) and the great emperor of the Great Fan\(^6\) Cheng-chen\(^7\). Tsan-pou, regarding themselves as uncle and nephew, and desirous, the one and the other, that the affairs of the two powerful empires [at present] out of shape may be discussed without any obstacle, in a manner according to their respective usages and governments, after mature reflection and repeated deliberations have made this written [declaration] that they themselves and their descendants will observe it. They have sworn in the presence of the spirits and the saints, and in order that posterity may be instructed exactly in accordance with what [agreement] has been made between them, and conform to it, they have ordered that the articles be engraved on this stone.

---

1 These "signatures" form Lhasa Treaty edict: Inscription C, p. 422.
4 "Tchang-tsing est le nom que Mon-tsouny, douzième Empereur de la Dynastie des Tang, donna aux années de son règne."
6 Tu-fan = Great Fan, or Great Po[t], i.e. Great Tibet.
7 This is spelt in the next paragraph without the g—the proper form, however, Professor Parker informs me, is Shên-shêng, meaning "divine and holy"."
"Ouen-ou-hiao-te-hoang-Ty and Chen-chen-Tsan-pou, the two great emperors, whose foresight extends to the remotest future, and whose profound wisdom takes every means to guard against all inconveniences [to their people], having resolved to procure a peace as lasting as the universe, without any regard to their own personal interests, as they have only at heart the [good of the] community both inside and outside [i.e. native and foreign], wishing above all that their respective subjects may enjoy all the advantages which contribute to the happiness of the people, after mature reflection and repeated deliberation, of common consent and with full and entire liberty, have made between themselves the treaty of which these are the articles.

"In the present settlement, the Han [= Chinese] and the Fan [= Tibetans] shall have limits fixed as boundaries between the two empires. All to the east of Tao-Min belongs to the great empire of the Tang, and all to the west of Tao-Min shall be under the rule of the great kingdom of the Fan. Content with this partition, the two empires shall never seek to encroach the one on the other by means of arms, under any pretext.

"The sovereigns of the one and the other empire will never credit anything which may be reported to them contrary to what has been here decreed. But if any altercation happens, some disturbance or some fight between their respective subjects residing on the frontiers, that one of the emperors who believes himself to be wronged will neither take his own revenge nor do himself justice by himself. He shall inform or send word to the [other] emperor his ally, sending him those subjects he considers culpable, [who] if Chinese will be sent to China, if Fan

1 Han and "The Son of Han" has come to be a synonym for the Chinese, so called after the famous Han dynasties (202 B.C. - A.D. 221), whose epoch is considered to be the most glorious of the purely Chinese dynasties, so that we find here even the Tang emperors (also a pure Chinese dynasty) proudly describing themselves as "Han". Even now, says Professor Parker (in epist.), the Cantonese always call themselves "Men of Tang", and the Cantonese dialect Tong-wa (= Tang-hwa) or "Tang speech".

2 The character Fan = "barbarian", but was more expressly applied by the Chinese to the Tibetan and associated tribes.

3 "Tchao-min ou Tao-min. C'est le nom général des lieux qui sont sous la dépendance de Koung-tchang-fou d'aujourd'hui. Tao est la ville qu'on appelle aujourd'hui Tao-tcheou-ouei; et Min est ce qu'on appelle aujourd'hui Min-tcheou-ouei." See my n. 3, p. 395, above.
they will be sent to their own country. He will inform himself
of the truth of the facts without prejudice, and if they are found
guilty he will punish them, each according to the laws of his
country. On the exact observation of this article in particular
will depend the good understanding between the two empires.

"Although the two emperors are related between themselves
as uncle and nephew, it will nevertheless be difficult for them to
give preference one to the other by force. To make up for their
being unable to converse in the living voice, they must write
letters to each other with that confidence which parents or
persons of the same family have between themselves. They
must exhort each other mutually by their good counsels. They
will themselves lend every helping hand to those who depend
on them, and will never forget to maintain an intimate
 correspondence between the two courts.

"When a party of couriers from China to the court of the
Tou-fan arrives at Tao-Min, the Chinese couriers shall place
their dispatches in the hands of the Tou-fan officers, who shall
be charged with the duty of forwarding them to their destination.
Similarly, when the Tou-fan couriers charged with dispatches
from their masters will arrive in the same way, the Chinese
officers to whom these dispatches are handed shall charge them-
selves on their side with the duty of delivering them to the court
of their master. In other words, when the Tou-fan couriers will
arrive on the frontiers of China, the Chinese officers shall charge
themselves with the rest, and when the Chinese couriers arrive
at Tsing-chou-hien ¹ they shall discharge their packets and hand
them to the Tou-fan officers.

"The people of the two empires, instead of provoking or
insulting each other by words of reprisal, ought to lay aside all
sentiment of defiance; they ought to anticipate each other by
their good offices. They ought always to speak well of each
other and avoid every occasion for disputes and quarrels. In
this way travellers will be able to pursue their route tranquilly
without fear of being arrested in the midst of their course. The
inhabitants of towns and villages will enjoy the sweet fruits of
a constant peace. Those of the country will not be apprehensive

¹ "Les Couriers Tou-fan pouvoient s'avancer jusqu'à Tsing-chou-hien,
on apparemment il y avoit des Officiers Tou-fan," etc. This is Ts'ing-
shui, the identity of which is discussed on p. 407.
of parties of the enemy coming to ravage their lands just as they are on the point of recompensating their labours. And our descendants, full of gratitude to a government which procured for them the welfare they enjoy, will compare it to the brilliant splendour of the sun and moon, and will regard them as deserving all their praises.

"Everyone ought to regard all that is declared here as if he himself had sworn to observe the same exactly. After having called to witness the heavens, the earth, and the Three Priceless Ones, the great officers deputed by the emperor of China and the great officers deputed by the emperor of the Tou-fan have slaughtered a victim, they have prostrated their faces to the earth and have sworn in the name of their masters and the two empires that they shall rigorously conform with all that is contained in this treaty. If it happens that anyone violates these articles, [then] may the powers who have been invoked to attest this see to it and submit him to the penalty he deserves!

"The deputies of the two empires have themselves sealed this monument. The words which it contains are published to all the world; they are clear and without ambiguity, so that everyone may conform to them."

The Tibetan version, it will thus be seen, follows very closely the Chinese one as translated by M. Amiot and Dr. Bushell. Where the differences are of consequence I have referred to them in footnotes to my translation. In keeping with the independent spirit of the Tibetans, the Tibetan king is given precedence over the Chinese emperor in the Tibetan version.

The point for us now to determine is whether this text is the Mu-Tsung treaty of 822 A.D. or merely a portion of the Tê-Tsung treaty of 782 A.D. on the same pillar. The array of facts already indicated (p. 390) is overwhelmingly against our regarding it as the Mu-Tsung treaty-edict.

---

1 "Dans le texte Chinois il y a seulement les trois Pao, c'est-à-dire, les trois choses qui n'ont point de prix, ou qui sont d'un prix inestimable."
These are not necessarily the Buddhist triad, see p. 417.
2 Élevé here is obviously a mistake for scellé.
3 See n. 1, p. 389.
We are now in a position to see how the text in question differs specifically from that of the Mu-Tsung treaty, as recorded in the Imperial Chinese annals and elsewhere.

The Mu-Tsung text, as recorded in the Chinese books, differs almost completely from the foregoing for a document dealing avowedly with a practically identical subject; and these two certainly differ from each other to a very much greater extent than the book-version of the Tê-Tsung treaty does from its pillar-version. The form of the Tê-Tsung treaty as found in the Imperial annals¹ does not purport to be a verbatim reproduction of the joint pillar-edict, but a record of the treaty for the information of the Chinese. Thus in saying, "The Emperor compassionated his black-haired people [it is obviously referring to the Tibetans]."² and again, "the Government have alienated their ancient territory," it is China alone that speaks—an *ex parte* statement, and not a joint declaration to which Tibet could subscribe, such as we have on the pillar. Still, both versions of the Tê-Tsung treaty, in the books and on the pillar, display a remarkable agreement in detail as well as in the general sense, and are in great part paraphrases of each other. Not so, however, the edict in question with the Mu-Tsung treaty of the books.

The book-version of the text of the Mu-Tsung treaty is thus given³:—

"The T'ang have received from heaven rule over the eight points of the compass, and wherever their wise commands penetrate, all come to their court, and with awe and reverence, fearful of punishment for their misdeeds. Successors of Wu and imitators of Wên,⁴ each emperor has acquired additional fame,

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, pp. 488-90.
² "The black-heads" is a common Chinese term for the Chinese, but I have shown (in Art. II, pp. 1254, 1258) that it was applied to the Tibetans by their own kings.
³ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, pp. 516, etc.
⁴ See n. 2, p. 391.
and excelled in showing deeper wisdom, and none have failed in
the glorious succession of twelve reigns during two hundred and
four years. The great founder of our dynasty issued wise
commands, and his rules are not to be broken; he acquired
wide-spreading fame, and it will be handed down for ever.
They worship the high God and receive a favourable response;
they pray to the souls of their imperial ancestors and obtain
abounding happiness; how can there be a break?

"In the cyclical year Kuei-ch'ou in the winter, on the cyclical
day Kuei-yu of the 10th month of the year, the Wên-wu-hsiao-tê
Huangti decreed that the ministers of state, his servant Chih,
his servant Po, and his servant Yuan-ying, should conclude
a sworn treaty with the great general, the Fan envoy, Lunnalo,
President of the Board of Rites, and his colleagues at the capital,
on an altar built in the western suburb of the city, with a pit
dug on the north side of the altar. We have recited the oaths,
sacrificed the victims and buried them together with the written
text, reverently ascended and descended the altar, and performed
all the proper ceremonies without omission.

"Now, therefore, weapons shall be put by, and men be
given rest, the bonds of kinship be honoured, and friendship
re-established; the far-reaching policy has been carried out, and
will produce abundant fruits. As the vault of heaven above
overspreads the yellow earth below, so the swarming multitude
of men look for rulers towards the ministers and high officers,
for if left without leaders they would prey on and destroy each
other. What the Chinese now rule shall have the T'ang as the
sovereign, and the country of their western race shall have the
great Fan as ruler. From this time henceforth both shall put
by weapons and armour, forget their differences and old
grievances, and respect the honoured kinship of their sovereigns
and the ancient bonds of mutual aid. The frontier guard-houses
shall be left ungarrisoned, and the watch-fires no longer lighted;
in danger and difficulty they shall think of each other, and
oppression and plunder be stopped; the barrier stations and
fortifications shall be disused, and invasion and plunder shall
cease. The important strong posts of defence shall be carefully
kept as of old; they shall not plot against us, and we will make
no preparations against them.

"Ah! Love men with benevolence, protect your country with
loyalty, worship heaven with wisdom, and serve the gods with
reverence; for if any one of these duties be neglected, it will bring down misfortune upon the body.

"The frontier-mountains are lofty, the river flows on unceasingly. On a propitious day and favourable season have we fixed the two boundaries: the west to belong to the great Fan, the east to be ruled by the great T'ang. The great ministers, holding up the sworn treaty, proclaim it afar to the autumn country."

Although stating that the above was "the text" \(^1\) of the Mu-Tsung treaty, the Chinese annals go on to mention other articles than the above which were in the Tibetan version. The T'ang shu says\(^2\)—

"The tsanp'u of the great Fan [i.e. the king of Tibet] had sent the treaty beforehand, the important articles of which were: 'The two countries, Han and Fan, shall keep the borders which each one now rules, and neither shall fight with nor attack the other; they shall allow no plundering raids into each other's border nor secret plots to acquire territory. If any persons be suspected they shall be taken alive and their business inquired into, then they shall be given clothes and food and sent back into their own country. All now fixed shall be followed; there shall be neither addition nor change. The officers who take part in the sworn ceremony, seventeen persons, shall all sign their names.'"

This portion certainly bears a general resemblance to part of the contents of the edict text now under examination. Such resemblance, however, does not necessarily exclude the Tê-Tsung, as it is only reasonable to suppose that some such practical and elementary provisions must also have formed part of the Tê-Tsung treaty, and be repeated in the Mu-Tsung text. For the Tibetans, like the Chinese, are sticklers for precedent and for the repetition of ancient forms of expression.

\(^1\) In regard to Dr. Bushell's use of the word "the text." Professor Parker notes: "I doubt if 'text' was meant. The Chinese always say 'it ran' in a vague sort of way."

\(^2\) Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 518.
The Mongolian account of the Mu-Tsung treaty preserved in the Bodhimôr, a Kalmuk work of the seventeenth century, translated by I. Schmidt, though not professing to give the actual text verbatim, but merely a description of its contents and of the sworn ceremony attending the conclusion of the treaty, nevertheless throws some valuable light on the subject. As this account has been manifestly misinterpreted in an important detail by Schmidt, and still further complicated by some later writers who have quoted him, I have consulted Schmidt's

---


2 The chief confusion has occurred in regard to the term rMe-ru or "The Mark", where the Mu-Tsung-Ralpachen edict pillar was erected on the Chinese frontier. This place was suggested by Schmidt to be the Mt. Meru of the Indian Buddhists, i.e. Kailas in the North-West Himalayas, an impossible misinterpretation which nevertheless was somewhat excusable at that early period over eighty years ago, though the Sanskrit "Meru" is never spelt by the Tibetans with a prefixed r. Subsequently the matter was further complicated by a writer interpreting the word gung-gui, which occurs in the same sentence as "the Ganges" with the sense of "Meru of the Ganges streams". I find that a Tibetan historian, Sumpa, writing in the eighteenth century and generally following the Mongolian account as used by Schmidt so closely as to suggest that he either copied it or referred to the same source, uses this identical expression in regard to Ralpachen's reign, but in a clearer sense. The paragraph reads (Calcutta text of 1908, p. 151, l. 10) : "Mr-gyag so-so da:n bar-gyi rme-ru rdo-ri:n gsum-la mi:a ch'od bko:pa sogs-khis kya:n bod-la drin-che la." This I would translate: "Since China and Tibet [in Ralpachen's reign] each on their own land [and] on a spot [or 'mark', rMe-ru] between, [i.e.] at the three stone pillars, pledged themselves by oath and other ceremonies, there has been great benefit to Tibet." Fortunately Sumpa, in a note to so-so, says that that word = the Chinese gung-gui. Now so-so, though ordinarily meaning "each separately", also means "each land or country"; and Professor Parker suggests that kung might be either "both" (i.e. each), or "publicly", and that gui is most likely a kwei of some kind. In any case, this effectually disposes of the misreading of "Meru of the Ganges". A somewhat curious coincidence is that I was informed many years ago by a lama at Darjeeling that at the great cloister bearing the somewhat similar name of Mu-ru in the north-west of Lhasa, at the Gya-bum-ka'n Chorten, was an inscription recording a great victory of the Chinese; but on my visit there in 1904 I could find no trace of any such inscription. See my Lhasa and its Mysteries, pp. 331, 402.
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translation of the Bodhimör, and give here my revised
translation of his, which affords, amongst other things,
positive information in regard to the location of the
Mu-Tsung—Ralpachan joint edict-pillars. The Bodhimör
says—

"At rMe-ru' [or 'The Mark'] between the boundary posts,
a temple was erected by both sides and a great stone set up
as a jurisdiction [mark], upon which the sun and moon were
figured, to indicate that as the sun and moon wandered in
friendship in the heavens without touching each other, so also
should it be between both kingdoms, so that from rMe-ru [or
'this Mark'] downwards no Tibetan, and from there outwards
no Chinese, warriors shall enter by force. Further, a boundary-
line between both kingdoms was drawn and demarcated by
thorough masonry, by loose stones set down, and again by earth
mounds. On the conclusion of the treaty the Three Precious
Ones, the sun, moon, planets, and the avenging Tenggeri
 [= Tengri or Heaven] were invoked as witnesses against its
breaking, for [in that event] their denunciation. After this,
under the seal of each great monarch to conform accordingly,
a peace-alliance was made and confirmed by oath by the great
officials] and the subjects of both kingdoms. And the selfsame
words were engraved upon three great stones. One of these is
near the Jô [temple of Lhasa], the second is in the palace of the
emperors of China [at Ch'ang-an], and the third is on the boundary
at rMe-ru ['The Mark'], where the jurisdiction [mark] was
set up."

The reference here to the sun and moon, it will be
observed, is in quite a different sense to that found in
the eighth paragraph of the edict, where, by the way,
the edict terms itself "This gracious decree of happiness
shall produce fruit unto ten thousand generations". This
description might almost justify its claim to be considered
"The Tablet of Long Happiness", a Chinese appellation
of the Mu-Tsung edict, though this title could even be

1 See n. 2, p. 405.
2 aufgerichtet (Schmidt, op. cit., p. 361).
3 Rockhill, JRAS., 1891, p. 281.
applied to the general tenor of the undoubted Tê-Tsung peace treaty-edict. On the other hand, the concluding paragraph of the latter in the manuscript version recorded in the Chinese books is almost identical with the concluding sentence of our edict now under examination; as it states: "The text of the covenant shall be preserved in the ancestral temple, and the officers in charge, according to the regulations of the two nations, shall always keep it."1

The spot where the great sworn compact for the Tê-Tsung treaty was concluded was at Ch'ing-shui,2 and the text of that treaty expressly states that that place was on the frontier. Now this edict in question mentions this place under the name of Ch'ing-shui-hien in the Chinese version,3 and "Cheng-shu-hywan" in the Tibetan version, as being situated on the Tibetan side of the frontier and the place where Chinese dispatches were to be handed to the Tibetan officials (par. 6). On the other hand, the sworn ceremony of the Mu-Tsung treaty was made at rMe-ru on the frontier (a place which I have shown in n. 2, p. 405, is nowhere near India, where it has been located by the mistaken reading "Meru-Ganga"), as noted in the above Mongol history as well as in the Tibetan ones.4 As, however, the boundary appears to have remained the same from the Tê-Tsung until the Mu-Tsung treaty, it seems to me probable that rMe-ru or "The Mark" was in the pass a few miles to the east of the city of Ch'ing-shui-hien.

The identification of this city of Ch'ing-shui-hien, the Cheng-shu-hywan of our Tibetan edict, where the sworn compact of the Tê-Tsung treaty was performed, is of much importance, as supplying us with a sure key to the frontier line of those days on the chief route of

1 Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 480.
2 Ibid., p. 488; Rockhill, loc. cit., p. 193.
3 Both M. Amiot and Dr. Bushell agree in this reading.
4 See details, p. 405. There is no note in the Chinese books of any ceremony on the frontier in respect to the Mu-Tsung treaty.
communication between the two capitals. The only attempt at locating it of which I am aware is that by Dr. Bushell, in which he identifies it with "the modern city of Ch'ingshuihsien in the prefecture of Kungch'ang fu in Shensi". He says it is called after a small river of the same name, and adds—

"The geographical description of this district city published in 1687 says that the river is outside the western suburbs, near the Hsiao Lung Mountain, which the Governor-General of Lungyu made the boundary with the T'ufan. The district was reconquered in 847."\(^1\)

Kungch'ang, I find from the map, is in the modern province of Kansu, over 100 miles west of the border of Shensi. Possibly Dr. Bushell intended Ts'ing-shui in Kansu, 15 miles from the Shensi boundary. At any rate, from a study of the topography on the maps, I would identify this city in lat. 34° 37' N. and long. 106° 15' E. with the Ch'ingshui of the treaty.

This position for it is clearly indicated in the book-version of the Tê-Tsung treaty, which says \(^2\) [N.B. I have interpolated my identifications and interpretations within square brackets]—

"The boundary that the government [Chinese] now keep are: On the west of Chingchow [=Kingchow in Kansu, lat. 35° 10', long. 107° 18'] the western mouth of the T'an-tsên pass, on the west of Lung-chow [=Lung-chow in Shensi, lat. 34° 45', long. 106° 55'] the city of Ching-shui-hsien [=Tsing-shui-hsien in Kansu, as above located], and on the west of Feng-chow [=Feng-hsien?] on the Tung River, lat. 33° 54', long. 106° 37'] the city of Tung-ku-hsien, while in the western mountains of Chien-nan [=Ch'eng-tu] the bank of the Tatu River is the Han [=Chinese] boundary. The Fan [=Tibetan] nation rule over Lan [=Lan-chow-fu, capital of Kansu], Wei, Yuan [=Wei-yuan, lat. 35° 7', long. 104° 12'], and Hui [=Hei-shui] River in Kansu, lat. 33°, long. 104° 55'], reaching on the west to Lin T'ao [=Taochow in Kansu, lat. 34° 21', long. 103° 14'] and on the east as far as Chêngchow [=Chêng in Kansu, lat. 33° 49', long. 105° 32']," etc.

\(^1\) Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 532, n. 49.  
\(^2\) Ibid., p. 489.
Its location here is not only fixed definitely by its specified direction from Lungehow, from which it is about 35 miles nearly due west, but it is confirmed by its relative position in the line of the other boundaries enumerated on either side of it, from the north to the south. This line forms a natural frontier to some extent, following as it did the water-parting of the Lung Mountain range and the corresponding range to the south of the River Wei.

The city stands on the western slope of the Lung Mountains on a small river, doubtless the Ts’ing-shui, from which the city takes its name, shui, the Chinese word for "water" and "river", being the same root, by the way, as the Tibetan ch’u, which is the ordinary Tibetan term for "water" and "river". The river on which the city stands is a tributary of the Niotow River, itself an affluent of the Wei, on which the Imperial capital Ch’ang-an (Si-angan) stands about 150 miles lower down.

In the above translation of the Chinese book-version of the Tê-Tsung treaty, the city of Ch’ingshui is stated to belong to China; and in keeping apparently with this is the statement, in the same record, that the sworn ceremony was performed to the west of Ch’ingshui, whereas our Tibetan edict text, in both its Chinese and Tibetan versions, expressly places that city within the Tibetan side of the border. We have positive proof in the same narrative that Ch’ingshui was outside the Chinese barrier or fortified frontier, for it states (at p. 488) that a pig could not be got for the sacrifice because "there were no pigs outside the barrier". The fact that the ceremony was performed "to the west of Ch’ingshui" was doubtless an arrangement prescribed by the astrologers to secure favourable omens and proximity to the river. Besides, it is improbable for strategical reasons that a city lying on the western or Tibetan side of the mountain range,

1 Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 488.
which here till the present day separates Shensi from Kansu, should belong to the Chinese. Indeed, the same Chinese account implies that it was Tibetan territory when it states\(^1\) that "the district was reconquered in 847 A.D.", that is, sixty-four years after the Tê-Tsung treaty.

Whilst the name Ch'ingshui thus occurs prominently in the Chinese manuscript text of the Tê-Tsung edict, and also in our edict in question, it is nowhere mentioned in connexion with the Mu-Tsung treaty in any of the known manuscript records and accounts. Neither is it met with in the text of the Mu-Tsung treaty as recorded in the T'ang annals, nor, as we have seen, in the Kalmuk account in the Bodhimön; nor is it found in the Tibetan manuscript accounts, which generally confirm the Mongolian.

The rGyal-rabs says\(^2\): "In the time of this king [Ralphchan] the eastern frontier marched with that of exhausted China at the P'o-lon Shan," a mountain range, rising like a white curtain. Here, by means of a stone pillar which was erected, this matter of the power [of Tibet] was set down in writing."

Sumpa in his history, writing of Ralphchan's reign and the Mu-Tsung treaty, says\(^4\): "Since China and Tibet each on their own land and at rMe-ru [= a spot or mark] between, [i.e.] at the three stone pillars, pledged themselves by oath and other ceremonies, there has been great benefit to Tibet."

The geographical indication here given, namely, the "P'o-lon Shan," which I have obtained from the Tibetan history-books, is important as fixing the furthest eastern point of the ancient Tibetan empire when at its zenith. This mountain range is obviously a part of the great Lung or Dragon range, about longitude 108° E., which bends the

---

\(^1\) Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 532, n. 49.
\(^2\) Text, E. Schlagintweit's ed., p. 12.
\(^3\) This is clearly a proper name, a Tibetan phonetic reproduction of the Chinese word. Schlagintweit has taken it etymologically as a Tibetan literary phrase, though without any aptness in sense. Professor Parker tells me pei, pēh, or po means "north" in the Mandarin dialects.
Yellow River to the north. It may also be the "Ho-lan Shan" of the Chinese records, which state that the Tibetans wished to fix there the frontier for the treaty of 783 A.D. after their occupation of the imperial capital and the "valleys of the Lo and Ho Rivers" to the north of the latter.

"In the second year Chien-chung (781 A.D.) the T'u-fan requested that the frontier be fixed at Ho-lan Shan (賀蘭山). In the fourth year (783) they sent officials to make a treaty at Ch'ing-shui, and in front of the Ta-chao (i.e. the 'great' Jo temple Lhasa) is the tablet of the treaty between the nephew and uncle."  

The "Ho-lan Shan", stated by the T'ung-ch'i to be west of Ning-hia, may possibly be the "P'o-lon Shan" of the above Tibetan text, and the "Pai-lan Syan" of the Nepalese itinerary of Hodgson, which is placed two days march to the east of Singan Fu (the Sing-ha-p'u of that itinerary), and thirty-two days march from Peking, that is to say, apparently near the Lo River about Tungchow. Now all these areas, within the northern half of Shensi, comprising the entire valley of the Lo, were held by the Tibetans after 756 A.D. The Lo rises in the "Pai-yu" Shan range, 108° 9' E. longitude, and one of its main tributaries, joining it about 35° 7' N. latitude, is named Ts'ing-shui, which possibly may be the Ch'ing-shui of the edict. This word "P'o-lon", therefore, I consider to be "North Lung", and possibly the semi-legible name in l. 9 of the treaty-edict, which I proposed to read "mts'o-sñon", and for which I would now substitute the "P'o-lon" Mountains.

1 Rockhill, JRAS., 1891, p. 193.
2 Essays, ii, p. 189.
3 Between it and Singan Fu the Nepalese Mission crossed in a journey of 14 kos, i.e. about 30-40 miles, four lakes, eight rivers, seven bridges, and passed two forts.
4 Bushell, loc. cit., p. 475.
5 It is not probably so, as it is not on the route between the two capitals of China and Tibet.
It is noticeable, too, in connexion with the Mu-Tsung treaty, that there is no record of any sworn ceremony having been performed on the frontier at all, except in the last-quoted extract from Sumpa, who is not authoritative on such a matter. The T'ang annals merely speak of a sworn ceremony "at the capital" of China,¹ i.e. at Ch'ang-an, and another "at the T'ufan capital chief camp";² which I should think was Ralpachan's summer quarters, about 10 miles below Lhasa, on the right bank of the Kyid River, which I have visited and described.³

The Mu-Tsung–Ralpachan joint treaty-edict, it will be seen from the above, was inscribed on three pillars. One of these stood within⁴ the Imperial palace at Ch'ang-an (Si-ngan-fu), the second at "The Mark" or ẾMe-ru on the frontier near Ch'ing-shui (Ts'ing-shui) on the western border of the Shensi province of China, and the third near the Jo temple of Lhasa, the Jo-k'ân; the last is the one now in question. The vernacular narratives do not expressly say that these pillars were new ones specially erected, but they imply that they were so, and that the inscriptions were not merely engraved on the old Tê-Tsung–K'ri Sron-lde-btsan pillars. In particular it is on record that the Ch'ing-shui pillar was destroyed in 787.⁵ Then we have the positive statement of the Chinese official record of 1792,⁶ confirmed by the 1851 list, that the Mu-Tsung treaty-pillar at Lhasa had disappeared and no longer existed, as already detailed.

Finally, we find, as is pointed out to me by Professor Parker, that Dr. Bushell's own account furnishes almost absolute proof that the edict is Tê-Tsung's, and not Mu-Tsung's. Dr. Bushell notes that the Tibetan

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 517. ² Ibid., p. 519.
³ Lhasa and its Mysteries, p. 320.
⁴ Bodhinâr, see above, p. 405. The sworn ceremony at Ch'ang-an was performed on "an altar to the west of the capital" (Bushell, loc. cit., p. 491).
⁵ Bushell, loc. cit., p. 494.
⁶ See p. 390.
sovereign’s name is a blank in the Chinese text of the rubbing, but he supplies the name himself from the Yih-t’ung-chê, namely 德之黎賢陛下, i.e. "His Majesty Tê-chê-li-tson". Now the Tibetan king in 780–97, who made the treaty of 783 A.D. with the Emperor Tê-Tsung, is called in the Chinese record, translated by Dr. Bushell, “Ch’i-li-tsan,”¹ which is sufficiently near “K’ri Sroû-lde-btsan” for a Chinese translation of the name of a barbarian.

Altogether, therefore, the above reasons and the weighty facts before cited (p. 390) seem to warrant us in considering that the edict in question forms part of the Tê-Tsung treaty-edict of 783 A.D., which is engraved on the other side of the same pillar, and that it is not the treaty-edict of Mu-Tsung of 822 A.D. It thus may be called the “Tê-Tsung—K’ri Sroû-lde-btsan joint edict Inscription B” to distinguish it from the two others on the same pillar.

The other more noteworthy points respecting this edict, to which I will here refer, relate mainly to the sworn ceremony, as throwing light on the pre-Buddhistic indigenous religion of Tibet—the Bon. Sacrificial rites were also invariably performed by China in the ratification of treaties. These involved the killing of an animal and the throwing of a part of it or of its blood into a ditch in order that the "Spirit of the Earth" might bear witness to the deed, and the rest of the blood was rubbed on the lips of the contracting parties.²

The altar for the sworn ceremony is described in our edict text (last paragraph, p. 397) as "an earthen throne" or a "mud platform", upon which the treaty officials ascended. It was a temporary structure, the Chinese annals tell us,³ erected to the west of Ch’ingshui for the pagan indigenous sacrifice and not for Buddhistic purposes. This is made clear by the statement: "after the conclusion

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, pp. 439, 485.
² Parker’s Ancient China Simplified, p. 95.
³ Bushell, loc. cit., p. 488.
of the sworn ceremony Chieh-tsan [the Tibetan general] proposed to Yi [the Chinese plenipotentiary] to go to the south-west corner of the altar into a Buddhist tent to burn incense and make oath. It was evidently raised in an open plain on the bank of the river, for the same narrative relates that the Tibetans and Chinese "agreed that each party should proceed to the place where the altar was raised with 2,000 men, half of them to be armed and drawn up two hundred paces outside the altar, half unarmed attendants to be distributed below the altar. . . . Seven persons all in court costume; . . . also seven persons ascended the altar together to perform the sworn ceremony". In this a minister of state "on his knees read aloud the covenant". A similar altar was erected near Lhasa for the ratification of the Mu-Tsung treaty, of which more precise particulars are given.

"The ceremonial altar was ten paces wide and two feet high. Our [Chinese] envoys stood opposite the ten and more Tibetan great ministers, while over a hundred chiefs were seated below the altar. Upon the altar was placed a wooden bench, on which stood the Po-ch'e-p'u [elsewhere called Po-ch'an-p'u, evidently the head Buddhist priest or lama] as he recited the sworn treaty, a man standing at his side to translate it for those below. When he had finished the blood was smeared, but the Po-ch'e-p'u did not smear his lips. After the conclusion of this ceremony another oath was taken before Fut'u [Buddha], when sumbul water was poured out and drunk.

The living victims sacrificed at this sworn ceremony were a wild ram, a dog, and a sheep, but these were substituted for larger animals.

"It had at first been agreed that the Han [=Chinese] should sacrifice an ox, the Fan [=Tibetan] a horse; but Yi [the Chinese envoy], ashamed of his part in the ceremony, wished to depreciate the rites, and said to Chieh-tsan [the Tibetan general], 'The Han cannot cultivate the ground without oxen, the Fan cannot travel

1 Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 490.
2 Ibid., p. 491.
3 Ibid., p. 521.
without horses; I propose, therefore, to substitute a sheep, pig, and dog as the three victims.' Chieh-tsan consented. But there were no pigs outside the barrier, and Chieh-tsan determined to take a wild ram, while Yi took a dog and a sheep."¹ It adds the "victims were buried" in a "pit" by themselves.²

The text of the [other (?) portion of the] Tê-Tsung treaty states³ that they had "as a sacrifice split asunder the dead bodies [in front of?] the grain and the gods, the [spiritual] peaceful helpers on the altar, [and] have by this means made the country, the dwellings, and the lakes to be more thoroughly united into one kingdom".

The oath, we are told in the text, was taken "after having slaughtered the living victims" and before calling on "all the gods and men to be their witnesses". For this solemn ordeal we read that the generals and ministers of the two countries "fasted [for three days ⁴] and purified themselves in preparation for the ceremony", and they "proclaim to the gods of heaven and earth, of the mountains and rivers, and call the gods to witness that their oath shall not be broken".⁵ The nature of the oath itself seems to have been an asseveration that the individual who took part in it might meet with a bloody death like those victims in the event of breaking their covenant.⁶ There is nothing in the above ceremony in Professor Parker's opinion which is not to be found in Chinese practice. Afterwards the two principal representatives went to a Buddhist tent at the request of the Tibetans to make an affirmation. "When this was finished they again ascended the altar, when they drank wine and both gave and received ceremonial presents, each offering the products of his country as a mark of liberal friendship."

Smearing of the lips of the covenanted individuals

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 488.
² Ibid., p. 490.
³ See first part of my paper, p. 933.
⁴ Ibid., p. 491.
⁵ Ibid., p. 490.
⁶ For forms of such oaths see my Buddhism of Tibet, p. 569.
with the blood of the sacrificed victim is seen to have been an essential part of the ceremony for rendering the oath binding. This practice still survives at the present day amongst Mongoloid tribes in Eastern Asia and Malaya, and also, so Professor Parker tells me, in China, for oaths and as part of the initiation for blood-brotherhood. It is found in Tibet, amongst the tribes of Eastern Nepal, and just as I write comes the news from New Guinea that a party of European travellers were not admitted to the friendship of the savage tribe of the interior until the savages "sacrificed a pig and smeared each of us on the forehead with the creature's blood".

The Tibetan word used in the edict for "envoy" or "messenger" is curious and suggestively neutral. It is p'o-ña, literally meaning "man + woman", and is the word adopted by missionaries in translating the "angel" of the Bible. It seems probable, however, that the envoys or imperial messengers in those ancient days were usually eunuchs. Persons of this class of palace official appear to have been the confidants of the Chinese emperors and empresses from time immemorial. In particular we find it recorded in the T'ang annals that in the treaty negotiations with Tibet in 730 A.D. the emperor sent "the eunuch Chang-Yuan-fang on a mission of inquiry to the Tufan [= Tibetans]". In 780 A.D., i.e. only three years before this edict, the same authority states "when captives were taken eunuchs were always sent in charge of them to take them" back. And four years after this edict, in 787, we read: "The emperor sent the eunuch Wang Tsüheng with dispatches to Chieh-tsan [the Tibetan general];" and a few months later a eunuch is

---

2 On this Professor Parker notes that "Eunuchs as envoys were sent to the Huns, but never to the Tibetans or Turks, only as messengers".
3 Bushell, loc. cit., p. 465.
4 Ibid., p. 485.
5 Ibid., p. 498.
mentioned¹ as being, after the Chinese generals, the chief captive and envoy.

Evidence of the predominance of Buddhism at this early period is possibly afforded in the ninth paragraph, where the first place in the invocation of witnesses is accorded to "the Three Rarest Ones". The word used (dkon-mch'og-gsuma) is that now employed to denote the Buddhist triad, the Tri-ratna or Three Precious Ones: namely, Buddha, His Word (Dharma), and His Assembly (Sangha). But the Chinese triad as represented in the Chinese version usually connotes another triad: namely, Heaven, Earth, and Men. (Cf. Mayer's Manual, p. 300, No. 43.) That it was used in the Buddhist sense is in keeping with the Tibetan king, K'ri Sron-lde-btsan, who, as we have seen, is the reputed founder of the Order of the Lamas, and who at the date of this edict (i.e. as we take it at 783 A.D.) had a large staff of learned Indian and Tibetan monks engaged in translating the Indian Buddhist scriptures into the Tibetan. This also would confirm the Chinese narrative of the Tê-Tsung treaty that "after the conclusion of the [pagan] sworn ceremony" the principals went "into a Buddhist tent to burn incense and make oath".²

Upon the question of the origin of the priest-kingship in Tibet, this document provides us with the earliest allusion to that office, and the earliest record of the assumption by the predecessors of the Talai Lama of the epithet of Avalokita, the Buddhist God of Mercy, whose invocation-formula is the "Om-maṇi padme Hum". In this edict of 783 A.D. both of the sovereigns of the joint-treaty, Tibetan and Chinese, have applied to them the epithet of that god, namely "The one of great compassion". This title, which was believed to have originated with the first of the Sovereign Grand Lamas of Lhasa about the middle of the seventeenth century A.D., is now seen to

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 500.
² Ibid., p. 490.
have a very much earlier origin. As regards China, Professor Parker informs me that the reigning Emperor, at any time, is usually called "Old Buddha"; and the late Empress Dowager (died 1908) was always popularly called "Old Buddha"; indeed, Messrs. Bland & Backhouse in their recent book give a photograph of her posing as Avalokita.

I now append my reading of the text, which may be compared with the Tibetan version in the copy of the rubbing of that bilingual inscription attached to Dr. Bushell's translation of the Chinese version.

**Text of the Tê-Tsung Joint Treaty-Edict of 783 A.D.**

**Inscription B**

*Note. The lines are numbered as on the pillar. The distinction of the short i by reversal of the superscribed limb has been preserved. My doubtful readings are placed within curved brackets and restorations within square ones. Each dot in mid-line represents an illegible letter.*

1. ํๆ ํๆ
2. ํๆ ํๆ
3. ํๆ ํๆ
4. ํๆ ํๆ
5. ํๆ ํๆ
6. ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ
7. ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ
8. ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ
9. ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ
10. ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ
11. ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ ํๆ

1 Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 536.
2 For ः or ः.
12. ༦༠ བླ་མོ། [ཕྲུར་ཕྲུར་ཕྲུར་ཕྲུར་]  
13. རོ་སྤྲུལ། [བོར་བོར་]  
14. རྒྱ་ལྕེ་[དོན་ཆེན་]  
15. བླ་མོ། [བ]  
16. སི [བ]  
17. སི [བ]  
18. བླ་མོ། [བ]  
19. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
20. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
21. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
22. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
23. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
24. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
25. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
26. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
27. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
28. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
29. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
30. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
31. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
32. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  
33. སྤྱི་ཟིམ་ཐོབ། [བ]  

1 The Chinese version according to Bushell has here "of the great Fan", loc. cit., p. 536. The same word recurs in l. 30.  
2 The Chinese version has here "of the great Han", ibid., p. 536.  
3 Here the སི has the modern form, though in l. 4 the same word has the reversed form.  
4 The སི is doubtful.  
5 There is a dot (ཚེན ts'eg) here in addition to the comma or vertical stroke (shad).
34. བ | བོ་དཱ་མོ་ལ་་མ་ད་མ་་མ་མ་ས.
35. ཤེལ་མ་ས་མ་པ་ས་མ་
36. ཁེ་ལ་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
37. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
38. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
39. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
40. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
41. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
42. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
43. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
44. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
45. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
46. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
47. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
48. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
49. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
50. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
51. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
52. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
53. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་
54. ས་མི་མ་མ་མ་ས་མ་

1 This $d$ I take as a separate syllable, and as the adverb $da$, "now," and not as a "$d$-drag", its preceding dot seems to be below the line like that of the word $sne$ immediately following it.
2 The mark on the $d$ like a subjoined $r$ is apparently an accidental scratch.
3 Yog for modern 'og="down"'.
4 $m$ with correlated $s$ (l. 46) is used for modern $m$ and $m$ = "lower" and "upper".
5 $P'u-dud$ is an almost obsolete word. See note 5 in translation, p. 396.
55. མ་བུད་གཞན། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
56. ལོ་བུད་གཞན། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
57. སྲོང་༌དཔོན་པོ་བློ་གཞན་བློ་གསལ།
58. རུ་པོ་། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
59. སྲོང་༌དཔོན་པོ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
60. སྲོང་པོ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར། (ད་)
61. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས་བསམ། ་དཀའ་བཞག་
62. སྲོང་པོ་། ་ལྷ་དོན་ཁྲིམས་(ད་)
63. ནམ་ཐོབ་པར་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
64. སྲོང་༌དཔོན་པོ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
65. (ད་)ཡུ། ་ོ་ལོ་དོན་ཁྲིམས་གླུ་མི་རིམ།
66. (ལྷ་)དོན་ཁྲིམས། ་ལྷ་དོན་ཁྲིམས།
67. (ཕ肺)ལྷ་དོན་ཁྲིམས། ་ལྷ་དོན་ཁྲིམས།
68. སྲོང་པོ། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
69. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
70. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
71. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
72. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
73. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།
74. སྨྲིས་པའི་ཚིགས། ་བོད་པར་ཐོབ་པར།

1 This is not clearly legible; it may be read ཤིན་པོ་, or possibly ཤིན་
   སྒྲིག་ ་ to swear an oath. The Chinese version in this place reads
   ཕེ་ཏོ་ "to swear."
2 A dot here in addition to the vertical line.
3 Here རི་མོ་ seems to mean "unchangeable or eternal", a possible
   meaning according to the vernacular dictionaries.
4 Possibly ལོ་ = "to swear."
5 Same as n. 1.
6 Perfect of རི་ཐོབ་.
VI. Lhasa Treaty-Edict Inscription C

Signatures of the Witnesses

The edict pillar at the door of the great Jo-k'an temple in Lhasa, in addition to the two treaty texts already detailed (inscriptions A and B), displays on one of its remaining faces, the northern, the "signatures" of the chief Tibetan ministers and others who took part in the treaty ceremony and officially witnessed it.

Although no mention is made in the Chinese narrative in respect to either the Tê-Tsung or Mu-Tsung treaty that the names of the chief witnesses were engraved on the pillars, it was clearly the practice to do this. For we read in the T'ang annals for the year 726 (i.e. half a century before the Tê-Tsung edict), in connexion with the proposal for a new treaty expressly to be "engraved on stone", that "the emperor Hsiao-ho granted a sworn treaty, and at that time the T'ang ministers of state ... in all twenty-two persons, concluded a sworn ceremony with the Tufan sovereign and officers ... But the chief ministers of the T'ang whose names are engraved on the treaty are all dead, ... therefore it is necessary to repeat the ceremony".

The original sworn ceremony for the treaty of 783 was, as we have seen, performed at Ch'ingshui, near the

1 The 持 here is evidently not an archaic form, but a mistake for 持, which is the form of this word which occurs in the same connexion in l. 2 of inscription VI (p. 433), giving 持扵持 = "an upholder", also "a treaty" itself in the sense of a "binding or holding" agreement.
2 Bushell, loc. cit., p. 460.
3 Hsiao-ho = "the late Ho". Bushell does not explain who he is. The late emperor in 726 A.D. was Jui Tsung, whose regnal title was Yen Ho.
frontier between the two countries, in the first month of that year. This ceremony, as customary, was repeated at the capital of each of the two powers. In the seventh month it was repeated at Changan, the Chinese capital; and in the same month the emperor sent an "envoy to Fan [Tibet] to conclude the sworn covenant". At each of these three spots an edict-pillar appears to have been erected. The one at Ch'ingshui manifestly was destroyed in 787, as the T'ang record of that year says that "because of the destruction of the monument fixing the boundary . . . it was necessary to repeat the ceremony at Ch'ingshui". No positive reference, however, is made in the T'ang records to the one erected either at Changan or Lhasa, though the latter by its three inscriptions, including the list of signatories, speaks for itself.

This inscription of the signatories covers an area of 11 ft. 2 in. in length by 14½ inches in breadth. A photographic reproduction of a "rubbing" of it accompanies the rubbing of inscription B attached to Dr. Bushell's article, but no attempt has hitherto been made to decipher it.

It consists of twenty bilingual paragraphs, each in a Tibetan and Chinese section. The text is badly defaced. Several paragraphs are obliterated, and a good deal of the remainder is illegible. Enough, however, remains to show the designation of the offices of the chief ministers and some of their names and titles, and thus afford insight into the administrative machinery by which the government in those early days was carried on. The ancient territorial names of certain of the nobles are of some geographical interest.

The signatures are restricted to Tibetan witnesses; no Chinese are included. The names of the Chinese witnesses

---

1 Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 490. 
2 Ibid., pp. 490, 495. 
3 Ibid., p. 541. It is cut in two halves to print it within the limits of a folded page. The left-hand one is the top half.
would doubtless in like manner be engraved on the corresponding pillar in the Chinese capital, in accordance with the practice as above recorded. The Chinese section of each paragraph will be seen from the accompanying translation kindly furnished by Professor Parker to be a phonetic transliteration of the Tibetan names into Chinese characters.

The number of the signatories is apparently seventeen; there is some uncertainty as to the exact number of persons specified owing to the obliteration of two paragraphs. At the Ch’ingshui ceremony only seven Tibetan officials are mentioned by name as having ascended the altar for the sworn ceremony in the Té-Tsung treaty.

No details whatever are recorded in respect to the Lhasa celebration of the Té-Tsung treaty; nor are any names given of the Lhasa witnesses to the Mu-Tsung covenant. Indeed, there is no mention in the T’ang annals that any edict-pillar was erected in Lhasa for either of those treaties. But with reference to the Mu-Tsung, it is recorded that the Tibetan king requested that “The officers who take part in the sworn ceremony [in China ?], seventeen persons, shall all sign their names”¹ to the manuscript treaty. And the Chinese emperor, on his part, on dispatching his envoy to Lhasa to complete the treaty, “commanded Yuanting [his envoy] on his arrival [in Tibet] to instruct the ministers and the lesser officers all to write their names below the text of the treaty.”¹

The coincidence of the number of the Chinese witnesses to the Mu-Tsung manuscript treaty with the number of the Tibetan witnesses whose names are engraved on this Lhasa pillar is certainly remarkable. It may probably, however, be merely another instance of the formal adherence to precedent, which is so marked a feature of political procedure, not only in Tibet and China, but in all countries.

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 518.
In keeping also with such official formalities we find the order of the names in our list arranged according to the rule of precedence which is still observed in Tibet. According to this usage the lowest in rank comes first, and the higher ranks later and later according to their order of precedence, the highest coming last of all.

The seventeen signatures are divided into two groups. The first nine are special treaty commissioners to whom brevet rank has been granted to give them increased status for the occasion, whilst the last eight are substantive ministers of State.

In the following translation of this text, the first apparently hitherto attempted, I have inserted after each paragraph of my translation from the Tibetan the translation of the Chinese text, as kindly deciphered for me by Professor Parker. This latter has proved most useful in confirming the Tibetan and in supplying deficiencies in the blurred or illegible text of that version, as well as displaying the phonetic pronunciation of the Tibetan words in those early times—a matter of great importance with reference to the origin and affinities of that language. The semi-legible and doubtful words which have been provisionally translated have been placed within brackets or referred to in footnotes.

The Tibetan text as deciphered by me is appended at the end of the article.

Translation

[I have numbered the paragraphs for convenience of reference, and have placed the personal names in capitals, and Ñ is expressed in full as NG to facilitate comparison with the Chinese form of transliteration. The Chinese text as translated by Professor Parker, with his remarks, follows each paragraph in smaller type and marked C.]

1. "The great ministers of great Tibet, the holders of
the agreement at the peace-meeting, who ascended [the altar], their official rank, name, and lineage.

C. "Great Fan ministers (tsai-siang), treaty of peace mounting-the-altar, to set up sworn treaty-officials, names, and ranks.

2. "The special commissioners, the great ministers of State of great Tibet, with their official rank, name, and family.

C. "... Ministers to handle government department (p'ing-chang) business" [the words practically mean "with brevet rank added as Secretary of State"], names, and family. [The two first words are rubbed out, but probably were "Great Fan" (Ta Fan).]

3. "The high special commissioner holding the rank of Secretary of State in the land-governing department, the great minister dPAL-CH'EN-PO. O.

C. Only one word is visible—chang, i.e. "with".

4. "The army commander, the minister of (military) ceremonies C'HE.

C. Only three words visible, "command... army with" (tu... shih chang).

5. "The great minister bLON LO.

C. Illegible.

6. "The great minister, the army commander bZ'ANG.

C. Only three words visible, "army (shih) with government" (p'ing-chang).

7. "The great minister bLON rGYAL [LI?]

C. Illegible.

1 巴 for modern 巴。
2 bkā-la gtoregs = literally "rank by (special) command", which the Chinese shows to have the sense of brevet rank.
3 Literally "holding state[office]."
4 Sa-la spha z'iin.
5 Ch'o-ya gi (possibly ch'og gi); the latter = of the adorned or excellent (mchog), the former = of the rites or ceremonies.
8. ["The great minister of State] . . . [ZANG rGYAL bTSAN . . . JE].
C. . . . "with government department (business), Shang-chiiec tsan . . . je.
9. "The great minister of State ZANG(K'RI-L)I-K'OD NE sTANG.
C. "Minister with government department business, Shang-k'i-li . . . tsan" (last word doubtful) and chang (to handle or manage).
10. "The great minister of State ZANG-K'RI bZ'I LHA m'TONG.
C. "Minister with government department business, Shang-k'i-li-je . . . t'san-tung.
11. "The great minister of State bLON rGYAL bZANG 'DUS KONG.
C. "Minister with government department business, Lun-chiiec tsang Nu-si ? kung. [Nu is quite certain.]
12. "Ministers [of substantive rank] of Great Tibet who ascended [the altar], their official rank, name, and family.
C. "Great Fan all officials, mount altar, those who, names and ranks.
13. "Minister of Interior (nang-blon) mCHIMS-ZANG rGYAL-bZER K'OD-NE br-TSAN.
C. "Nang-lun Chim-shang chiec-jé k'uh-ming-tsan.
14. "Minister of External [Affairs] by Command (p'yi-blon bkä-la gtogs-pa) CHOG-RO(I) bLON-bTSAN-bZ'ER LHA-GONG.
C. "P'i-lun K'a-lo-tuh-po Chuh-lu Lun-tsan-jé Ch'ieh kung.
15. "Ministers of External [Affairs, substantive] mCHIMS-ZANG br-TAN-bZER sTAG CHANG.\(^2\)
C. "Lun-p'i-po Chim-shang . . . je chung (no-pu ?).
\(^1\) Chuk in Cantonese still (as with chim in No. 13).
\(^2\) The title of this office differs from the previous one in the absence of "by Command" (i.e. by special appointment), and also in having blon-p'yi-pa or minister + external instead of p'yi-blon or external + minister.
\(^3\) Or Cha-ba.
16. "The lord of cursing (mngan) called the ?lama of civil ceremonies BAL-bLON KU-bZANG MYES-rMA.

C. "Ngan-mang . . . su . . . lun . . .

17. "The proclamation-issuing great minister bLON-sTAG bZER-HA(B)-(?)EN.

C. "Kih (or chi)-shih-chung (a Chinese title) knower or governor of (? T'ien) chou.

18. "The Accountant- (or Commissary) General, the minister of flour bLON sTAG-ZIG rGYA NO-LA.

C. "Po . . . (?)t'ung . . . lun . . . k'uh.

19. "Minister of external [affairs, i.e. p'i-blon] the director ZANG . . . bZANG [rJE-WO] . . . (?) CHE.

C. "P'i . . . (?) ta.

20. "Great (?) deputy of the king, his honourable mouth-piece for the treaty, ZANG-bLON rGYAL . N-LAM BTSAN."

C. "Shang-lun chieh . . . ."

The signature occupying the leading place of honour in the list, namely the last of all (par. 20), is clearly and indisputably the name of the chief Tibetan minister of the Tê-Tsung treaty negotiations, as recorded in the

---

1 This word is doubtful, as the second element is blurred; if correct, it is the first instance of the occurrence of the word "lama".
2 Literally "of the rites of the land". Cf. with title in paragraph No. 4.
3 rtsam-pa = barley meal, the staple food of the Tibetans.
4 Or rGyan O-la.
5 The text seems to read here [Z-AN] (or AN), literally "mouth + wise mind or counsel (or if AN = saying or interpreting"; but as a compound meaning "steerer or governor").
6 The last word is possibly btsan.
7 This manifestly reads rgyal-tsab ch'en-po; the modern spelling of the second syllable as read would be t'sab (tsN).
8 In this sentence z'al-che appears for the modern "z'al-lche" = the honourable tongue or a judge or magistrate.
The T'ang annals of that time, namely "Shang(-lun) chieh-tsan." Here in the Tibetan portion of the bilingual inscription he bears a title which seems to read "the king's deputy and honourable mouthpiece for the treaty". The Chinese version of the inscription, as read for me by Professor Parker, gives "Shang-lun chieh...", and the proper form of the name, thus phonetically rendered by the Chinese, is given in the Tibetan of the inscription as "Z'ang-blon . rgyal ... btsan ", which is pronounced nowadays as "Shang-lon-jyé ... tsan", which is practically identical with the Chinese phonetic transcription. The Tibetan chief envoy of the Mu-Tsung treaty, on the other hand, was named Shang-chi-li-t'ossû.¹

This of itself is conclusive evidence that the signatures belong to the Tê-Tsung treaty and not to the Mu-Tsung. This position is confirmed by the undoubted occurrence of the names of others of the officials who are recorded in the T'ang annals to have witnessed the treaty of 783 A.D.

"Shang Chieh-tsan" was the chief Tibetan minister in charge of the peace negotiations of 783. "At this time," says the T'ang annals,² "the T'ufan chief minister Shang Hsi-chieh, who was tyrannical and fond of slaughter, having been overthrown and beaten in Chien-nan[Cheng-tu], was anxious to wipe out his disgrace and unwilling to make peace. The second minister, Shang Chieh-tsan, an able and politic man, reported to the tsanp'u [king] to ask him to fix the boundary and to conclude a treaty so as to give rest to the inhabitants on the borders. The tsanp'u consented and appointed Chieh-tsan chief minister in place of Hi-chieh [= Hsi-chieh] to negotiate the treaty of peace and friendship." It was he who headed the Tibetan officials at the sworn peace compact at Ch'ingshui in the first month of 783 A.D.² "Shang

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 516.
² Ibid., p. 488.
Chieh-tsän, with the generals and ministers of his nation, Lun-hsi Chia-tsang, Lun-tsän-je [par. 14 of our inscription], Lun-li, To-ssa, Ku-an-chè, and Lun-lih-sū, also seven persons ascended the altar to perform the sworn ceremony, at Ch'ingshui." ¹

In examining the bilingual list of names for others of the above witnesses it will be seen that the Chinese have rendered the Tibetan words merely by their sounds, i.e. phonetically; and have omitted the silent consonants which were present in the Tibetan spelling even of those very early days. Thus the Tibetan word for "minister", namely blon, in which the initial letter is silent, is written by the Chinese lun; so too the Tibetan rgyal (presently pronounced jye), is systematically rendered chieh in the Chinese, btsan as tsan, and so on. Moreover, the letters g, d, and b are wanting in the Chinese alphabet, and so are transcribed in the harder form of k, t, and p.

It is also to be remembered that the above-named seven officials were the Tibetan officers who took chief part in the treaty ceremony at Ch'ingshui, not at Lhasa; so it is not to be expected that all of them en bloc proceeded thereafter to Lhasa, about a thousand miles distant, to attest the treaty in that place, which is the one we are now concerned with. Indeed, the T'ang annals record that the Chinese mission to Lhasa to conclude that ceremony differed in composition from that which went to Ch'ingshui. We therefore must not expect to find the names of all these Ch'ingshui witnesses present in the list of subscribers to the Lhasa edict, especially as several of the names therein are more or less illegible in both their Tibetan and Chinese versions.

Comparing these lists in our search for the remaining names, it seems to us possible that the second name of the manuscript record, Lun-hsi Chia-tsang, may be the second

¹ Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 488.
last one of our inscription (par. 19), of which the first two syllables and the last three might be so pronounced by the Chinese. The third of the list, Lun-tsang-je, is a certainty. It is undoubtedly the same as in the fourteenth paragraph of the inscription. There the name as given in the Chinese version is absolutely identical in every detail, and it is there shown to be the Chinese phonetic rendering of the Tibetan bLon-btsan-bz'er (pronounced nowadays Lontsan-she [or zhe]). The fourth and seventh of the Ch'ingshui list may be one or other of those names containing the element li in paragraphs 7 and 9. The fifth, T'o-ssū, may possibly be that of the eleventh paragraph, where 'dus of the Tibetan is rendered Nu-si in the Chinese. Kuan-che may possibly be the name in paragraph 4, where only che is visible.

Amongst the additional names in the inscription those of paragraphs 13 and 15 are noteworthy. Both of these officers were probably of the royal race in bearing the title of mChims-z'ang. mChims is a district near Samyās, the summer residence of the king of this edict, K'ri Sron-lde-btsan, and it gave a "princess" to the latter to wife. One or other of the two officers so named may be the general of the Potala edict (inscription B), who shared with Lui-kōn the command of the victorious Tibetan army which occupied the Chinese capital in 763 A.D. He was therein called "Z'ang mChims of the royal race Shu-teng", and the one here in paragraph 13 bears the title of rgyal or "royal". Z'ang literally means "maternal uncle", also the name of a district in Western Tibet. It is possibly used here in the former sense, that he was "of the Queen Consort's family". With the addition of the word for "minister", namely blon, it then means, as I have already noted,² a sort of privy councillor. The new T'ang-shu (eleventh century A.D.)¹ defines "Shang-lun" as being the

¹ Cf. previous article JRAS., 1910, p. 1274.
² Bushell, loc. cit., p. 440.
title of "those who have the control of state affairs", and that it includes all the chief ministers, "Nang-lun," etc.

Possibly No. 14 was the Lun-chiamu-tsang who was a Tibetan envoy at the Ch'ingshui treaty, and No. 18, "bLon . . . rGya No-la," is the Lun-hsi No-lo who was Tibetan envoy to China in 781, and who afterwards emigrated with his retainers to China in 796; probably he was of Chinese stock, as suggested by the rGya in his title, which literally means "China".

The family titles and lineage, we are told in paragraphs 1, 2, and 12, are specified in the inscriptions. Of this character, in addition to the two above cited, I find the following territorial names: Chog-ro (par. 14) is a place in Eastern Tibet in the district of Tsang-dkar. 'Bal (par. 16) is an epithet of the Dong tribe of Eastern Tibet, rMa (in par. 16) is a district in North-East Tibet, near Koko Nor, and apparently named after or giving its name to the upper course of the great Yellow River of China, Hoang Ho, which is called in Tibetan rMa Chu.

For philology too, upon the vexed question of the origin and significance of the silent consonants, which form such a conspicuous feature of Tibetan orthography, this bilingual series of personal and place names offers exceptionally favourable criteria for ascertaining the phonetic changes and orthoepic decay. The Tibetan proper names have been rendered phonetically into Chinese, thereby fixing the ancient pronunciation as it existed about twelve centuries ago. The function of the silent consonants is obviously determinative, and to express differences of tone in homonyms. For the present, however, I must postpone the results of such an analysis.

1 Bushell, JRAS., 1880, p. 490.
2 Ibid., p. 485.
3 Ibid., p. 506.
4 It may possibly be rGyan, see text.
5 See Article II, JRAS., 1910, p. 1253.
The following is my reading of the Tibetan version of the text:—

**TEXT OF THE ATTESTATION**

*Tibetan version*

In this reading of the Tibetan text, as deciphered by me, I have numbered the paragraphs on the margin for convenience of reference. The length of the lines is transcribed as in the text.

1. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

2. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

3. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

4. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

5. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

6. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

7. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

8. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

9. 〜[Paragraph in Tibetan script]〜

---

1. For modern ༣༦. The word recurs in par. 12.

2. Might read བ༄.
10. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

11. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་པོ་འོག་བཙུན་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

12. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་པོ་འོག་བཙུན་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

13. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

14. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

15. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

16. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

17. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

18. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

19. སྨྲི་ཐོ་ཤེས་པ་གཞི་སྤྲིལ་བོ་བོ་ཅན་ཡོད།
   ཤེས་པ།

1 Or མབâ.  
2 Possibly མབâ.  
3 Compare with same letter in par. 1, l. 2, sixth letter from end.  
4 Or མབâ.  
5 This may read མདོ (= s), in which case the name may be "Blas", which was the second name or surname of the chief minister of K'ri Sroé-de-étsan's father (see Article II, p. 1254, etc.); but it seems more likely to belong to the following word, which would then read 'Bal, an epithet of the Dong tribe of Eastern Tibet (see my Article II, JRAS., p. 1253).  
6 The བཟ here may be a contraction for བམ་.  
7 The last word here may be བམ་.
20. ए ॥ (क)जव(ज) जेन्स्मुज्जवु हिही ॥ 

1 This possibly might be युन, which has the same meaning as "treaty" or "agreement".

2 This letter is blurred and resembles य, which here has no meaning; युन would mean "possessor of land".

This important series of inscriptions, comprising the earliest historical Tibetan documents yet known, and all, with the exception of one of the later ones, here published and translated for the first time, will, I hope, form the nucleus of a Corpus Inscriptionum Tibetcarum.
CHINESE RIDDLES ON ANCIENT INDIAN TOponymy

II. NAN-NI-HWA-LO

By COLONEL G. E. GERINI, M.R.A.S.

Chao Ju-Kwa, in his famous ethnographical work published during the first half of the thirteenth century (between 1205 and 1258 A.D.), mentions, among the one hundred and more countries of Western India (Hsi-T'ien = the Sind of Edrisi and later Arab writers), that of Nan-ni-hwa-lo, of which he gives an interesting account. This has been made readily accessible to non-Sinologists through a translation by Professor Hirth which appeared in an earlier number of this Journal.¹

Though from the description given of this country its location may be vaguely inferred to be somewhere in the West of India, possibly towards the Western Frontier, its exact site has not yet, that I am aware, been determined, nor its puzzling name Nan-ni-hwa-lo explained. The hybrid rendering "Southern Ni-hwa-lo", put forward by the learned translator, far from furnishing a clue to identification, is, on the contrary, as will presently be seen, misleading.

No supplementary information appears to be available in Chinese literature about this mysterious country, except in later works which merely reproduce, more or less closely, Chao Ju-kwa's account.² Fortunately, however, this drawback does not affect identification, for in fact I have long since readily recognized in Nan-ni-hwa-lo the

¹ JRAS. for 1896, pp. 495-6; see also p. 494 for a passing reference.
² See op. cit., p. 495, n. 2. The San-ts'ui T'u-hwei was published in A.D. 1607, and the T'u-shu-ch'i-ch'êng, which reproduces the same version, also belongs to the seventeenth century.
well-known mediaeval kingdom of Nahrwāla, Anhilwāra, or Anhilvāda in Gujarāt, which flourished between c. 746 and 1298 A.D. The toponomastic correspondence is so evident as to discountenance objection; and it is indeed a wonder the coincidence has not struck other inquirers before this.

As it seems unnecessary to repeat here the translation of Chao Ju-kwa's account of the country, to which the reader may easily refer, I shall limit myself merely to a few remarks on some of its leading passages, in view of the sidelights that may thereby be thrown on the history of that wellnigh forgotten State.

It is gratifying and withal not a little interesting to have Chao Ju-kwa's account of it and its capital at a period when the latter, although taken by Bhojadeva of Dhārā, Paramāra of Mālava (c. 1020–30), sacked by the hosts of Māhmūd of Ghaznī (c. 1026) and again by those of Ḥūtbū-d-Dīn (1195), still retained most of the magnificence for which it was justly celebrated. Chao Ju-kwa did certainly not live long enough to hear of its fall, still less of its walls being levelled to the ground, which latter event happened at the vandalic hands of the Muḥammadans under Khilji ʿAlau-d-Dīn in, or soon after, 1298. It is probable that his information was gathered early in the thirteenth century, and may chronologically go back to an even earlier period. At any rate it is, I believe, the earliest we have on that country after the somewhat meagre account from Edrisi, of which more anon.

Chao Ju-kwa states that the capital "has a threefold wall", a particular which has probably not been handed down in the records so far available from both Western and local sources. At the same time he speaks of Hu-ch'ā-la (Gujarat) as a distinct State with a distinct capital, which could hardly be the case at this late period, as we shall see further on. In common with Edrisi he seemingly is in error as regards the worship obtaining among the
people of Anhilvāda, for he says that they [as well as in Hu-ch'au-la (Gujarat ?)] were Buddhists, whereas the ruling class at any rate, from 941 down to 1143 and even later (1242), were Śaivas in religion, being especially attached to the temple of Somnāth.

He is, however, correct in mentioning putchuck (Costus) and fine white flowered and spotted cotton cloth (patolas) as the principal productions of the country, which is even nowadays the case. Su-lo, one of the articles of food much indulged in by the people, is probably neither kumiss nor ghee, as surmised by the translator, but some variety of millet or pulse (masūr = lentil ?), if actually not chorā = Dolichos catiāng ?

The road, Chao Ju-kwa goes on to say, leads to the Western Regions (Hsi-yū), whence raids are made into the country by light horsemen. These were undoubtedly Muḥammadans from the desert of Rājputāna, to whom our author alludes in a neighbouring passage as frequenter of the country, terming them "foreigners of Ta-shih" (Tājik, Tājika, i.e. Arabia).

Discouraging is the closing statement as to the unmanly behaviour of the inhabitants in the face of such raids. "All the resistance they offer," he says, "is to lock their gates. In a few days provisions run short and [the intruders] withdraw of their own accord." Alas! for such passive tactics. No wonder that Anhilvāda was tottering to its fall!

That Chao Ju-kwa's information on Nan-ni-kwa-lo was considerably hazy is exemplified by the fact, already pointed out above, that at the same time he mentions Hu-ch'au-la (Gujarat ?), to which he devotes a separate

1 Su-lo is presumably a rendering of some native term. I am unable to suggest, besides the above, any nearer approach than: (1) shalū = Holcus saccharatus; (2) shaluk = (a) Nymphaea Lotus (white); (b) root of the kasul; (3) shātu, not explained but given as the name of a crop in the Imperial Gazetteer of India, vii, 81.
chapter of his work, while in another section he refers to the same *Hu-ch'a-la* among the States subject to *Nan-p'î* (Malabar?). Now, it is well known that in our author’s time, and, broadly speaking, from the tenth to the thirteenth century, the whole of Gujarât was part and parcel of the Solanki kingdom of Anhilvâda, of which this city was the capital.

Notwithstanding this Chao Ju-kwa tells us that “the country of *Hu-ch’a-la* rules over more than a hundred chou [cities]; its [main] city has a fourfold wall”, and that *Hu-ch’a-la* connects with *Ma-lo-hwa*. As the *Ma-lo-hwa* here referred to is presumably Mâlava or Mâlwâ (and seemingly not Mârwar), the *Mâlwa* of Edrisî and later Arabic writers, Chao Ju-kwa’s *Hu-ch’a-la* appears to mean more particularly Southern Gujarât, with its later capital *Ashâval* or *Ashâul* (the modern Ahmadâbâd); and it would, indeed, not be surprising that *Hu-ch’a-la* was, in his mind, intended to render the term *Ashâval* rather than the name Gujarât, as it has hitherto been assumed.

These observations made, it will be interesting to compare Chao Ju-kwa’s account of *Nan-ni-hwa-lo* or Anhilvâda with the earlier one left us of the same country by Edrisî (c. 1154), as there are points in which the two agree pretty well, while in other respects they complete one another. For the place-names occurring in Edrisî’s account which have remained so far unexplained (and these are the majority), I have suggested identifications of my own, which, it is hoped, will now make Edrisî’s narrative of more practical value. To these I shall limit my remarks; other particulars may be looked up in Edrisî’s treatise.

5 For Edrisî see Jaubert’s transl., t. i, pp. 175, 182, Paris, 1836.
In short, then, Edrisi says that the city of Nahrwāra (as he calls it) is ruled by a great prince taking the title of Balhāra, who is a Buddhist. It lies on the western bank of the Ganges (read Sarasvati), in a desert plain, and at—

(a) Eight days' march from Barāh or Barūṣ (Bharōch).
(b) Seven days' march from Mādyār on the Ganges (Mathurā on the Jamnā ?), which lies at five days from Mālwah city (= Dhār, p. 181).
(c) Five days by cart-road from Kandahar (Ghandhār, in the Bharōch district, p. 182).

Between Barāh (Bharōch) and Nahrwāra there are two towns about equal in size and distant from one another little more than one day's march, viz.:

1. Hanāul or Janāul (= Hālōl; less probably Kālōl, 7 miles further to the north).
2. Dūlka (= Dholka). This lies on the bank of a river (the Sābarmavati) which falls into the sea, where it forms a gulf, to the west (read south) of which is Barāh or Barūṣ (Bharōch).

Both these towns lie at the foot of a mountain range stretching northwards of them and called the Undaran (Uttara ?) Mountains (the Arāvali range), which are of a yellowish hue.

In the neighbourhood of Hānāul is the town of Asāul (= Ashāval, the modern Ahmadābād).

The people of Nahrwāra eat rice, peas, beans (probably Phaseolus radiatus), kidney beans, lentils, māsh (= Phaseolus Mungo), fish, and meat.

This almost tallies word for word with Chao Ju-kwa's statement that "the people eat much su-lo (lentils ?), rice, beans, and vegetables; they will rarely eat fish or meat".

The two writers again agree in describing the people as Buddhists; while Edrisi's statement that "the town of
Nahrwāra is frequented by a large number of Musalmān merchants who resort there on business" elucidates Chao Ju-kwa's mention of foreigners from Ta-shih coming to the country.

Strange to say, nowhere in Edrisi does the term Gujarāt occur, whereas it appears over a century later on in Ibn Sa'īd (1274) and Abū-l-Fedā (1321), not to mention Marco Polo, who, though having sailed past the west coast of India in 1298, does not speak of Anhilvāda, but only of Semenat (Sommāh), Gozurat, and Cambaet (Cambay). In former writers, as well as in local records, Gujarāt, or at any rate its central and southern parts, is designated Lār, Lāta; while the Gurjjara kingdom proper (Hwên Tsang's Kū-che-lo, as well as Al Birūnī's doubtful Guzurāt, for which see below) lay farther north in what is now called Rājputānā. This further intensifies the doubt I have already expressed above, as to Chao Ju-kwa's Hu-ch'a-la being a rendering of the term Gujarāt.

Abū-l-Fedā calls this country Jazarat, and locates Nahlawārah (or Nahrwālah) in it. He then proceeds to say that according to Ibn Sa'īd (1274) Nahrwālah is the capital of Jazarat, which is quite true at this stage when Gujarāt had already become a Muḥammadan province governed from Anhilvāda. He adds, moreover, that, according to a certain traveller, Nahrwālah is a port situated at three days' march from the sea; but, he hastens to observe, it is Cambay which is, properly speaking, its seaport. This is correct, as even since the eleventh and twelfth centuries Cambay appears as one of the chief ports of the Anhilvāda kingdom.

According to the same unnamed traveller, adds Abū-l-Fedā, Nahrwālah lies to the west of Malabar and is larger than Cambay: the dwellings in the town are separated from one another by orchards and watercourses.

The only other reference Abû-l-Fedâ has to Anhilvâda is in connexion with a town called Jâlûr, which, he says (p. 115), is situated on a hill between Nâkûr and Nahrainwâlah. Jâlûr, he adds, is the only town of Jazirat (Gujarat) which has not yet submitted to the King of Delhi. He locates Nâkûr at four days' march from Delhi (p. 115), which latter he places at about one month's march from Nahlawârah (p. 120).

I have identified Jâlûr with Jâlûr fort, standing on a hill, one of the most famous strongholds in Rajputâna, which was captured by ʻAlau-d-Din in about 1310; and Nâkûr with Nâgaur, north-east of Jâlûr.

Dimashki (c. 1300) almost ignores Nahrainwâra, but mentions Gujarat with the following cities, of which my identifications are appended:

1. Kos, very considerable, with a port and a large trade (= Kaceh).
2. Kir, near by on the seaboard (= Khâraghoda?).
3. Bazâna, on the coast, with a port (= Bajâna on the Rafl of Kaceh). 2
4. Rakla, near the sea (= Rawal up the Miâni River?).
5. Manjaruru (= Mângrol). 3

1 See Mehran's Manuel de la Cosmographie du Moyen-Âge, Copenhagen, 1874, p. 230.
2 Al-Birûnî (1031) refers to a "Bazâna, the capital of Guzarât. . . . called Nâröyan by our people" (see Professor Sachau's Alberuni's India, vol. i, p. 202, London, 1910), which Cunningham (Ancient Geography of India, London, 1871, p. 338) has identified with Nârâyana (or Nârâyanjur), the capital of Bairât. This Bazâna in Rajputâna can evidently have nothing to do with Edrisi's seaport of Bazâna on the coast—the more so as Al-Birûnî adds (loc. cit.) that "after it [Bazâna] had fallen into decay the inhabitants migrated to another place called Jadûra". This is, I believe, the same as Abû-l-Fedâ's Jâlûra (= Jâlûr, see above). It is interesting in this connexion to notice that Hwên Tsang places the capital of Kû-che-lo (Gurijara) at Pi-lo-mi-lo (most probably Bhûnmâl) near by.
3 This the translator rashly identifies with Mangalore, which is positively absurd, also in view of the fact that Mangalore is referred to further on (p. 234) as Manjarûr. It is therefore here a question of Mângrol, or Mângarol Bandar the "Surati Mangalor" of Barbosa (1516).
After the coast of Gujarát, Dimaşkii proceeds to say, comes the coast of Lār with the kingdom of Sumenat (Somnāth). He then passes on to describe Cambay and Barūs (Bharōch).

For him Nahāwar (= Nahrwāra, Anhilvāḍa) and Mālvah are parts of the Karūrā kingdom stretching between the eastern boundary of the country of Sind and Coromandel. By Gujarát, on the other hand, he evidently means only what we now call Kāṭhiāvar.

The first—and probably the last—appearances of Anhilvāḍa in Western mediaeval cartography are in the Medicis (or Catalan) map of Florence (c. 1380–1400) under the form Nervallia, and in the Catalan map of Paris (1375) as Nervula. In the last-named document, around the Gulf of Cambay are marked—

1. An unnamed city.
2. Barochi (= Bharōch).
3. Cambetum (= Kambāyat, Cambay), at the head of the Gulf.
4. Nervula, in the interior, to the north or north-east of the preceding.
5. Hocibelch (or Hacibelch), near both to Nervula and Bharōch (= Ashāval).

Professor Fischer, in his elucidation of the Catalan map of Florence, has supposed Nervallia to be identical with the modern Nadiād (which he spells Neriad, north-east of Cambay and north-west of Baroda).¹

In so far as local records are concerned, it seems worth while noticing that Anhilvāḍa is still mentioned (though prefixed with its new name Patan) as Patan Nahrwāla in Bābur’s Kandahār inscription of 1522–7 (see JRAS, October, 1898, p. 801).

¹ Sammlung Mittelalterlicher Welt- und Seekarten Italienischen Ursprungs, Venedig, 1886, p. 133. See also Hallberg’s L’Étrême Orient dans la litt. et la cart. de l’Occident, Göteborg, 1906, p. 370, s.v. Nervalla.
Evidently, it was now high time that something more rational should be suggested in the place of so many fanciful interpretations of mediaeval geography, extending over the documentation of two centuries, and ranging from the Nan-ni-hwa-lo of the Chinese to the Nervula of European cartographers. Hence I venture to hope that the foregoing necessarily brief notes will have cleared the roughest part of the ground for the benefit of future inquirers.
SINCE writing the article in the October number of the Journal for 1910 (pp. 1283 ff.), I have been further examining some of the manuscript treasures which Dr. Stein succeeded in recovering from the immured Temple Library near Tun-huang. In that article I gave extracts from two “bilingual” texts which I discovered among those treasures, and which promised to furnish us with the key to the southern of the two unknown languages of Eastern Turkestan. ¹ In the present article I propose to report another discovery, which seems to throw light on some phonetic peculiarities of that language.

Among the Stein MSS. there are a number of rolls, varying in length from about 2 to 23 feet, and in breadth from about 10 to 12 inches. They are inscribed on one side with Chinese and on the other with Eastern Turkestan characters.² The latter are not that species of upright Gupta characters of the essentially Indian type in which the two “bilingual” texts are written, and of which a specimen is shown in the Plate accompanying my article in the Journal for 1910. They rather constitute a development from the Indian Gupta characters, which has never been found in India, but which appears to have originated among the Eastern Turkestanis themselves. Moreover, in our present state of knowledge, this

¹ It is the “Sprache II” of Professor Leumann; see his articles in JGOS., lxi, p. 651; lxii, p. 83. His “Sprache I” is the Tokhari of the German savants mentioned below.
² They present, however, in no case anything bilingual; so I am informed by Dr. Stein, who has had the Chinese writing examined by M. Chavannes.
essentially Eastern Turkestanian species of Gupta characters, which in my early report on them, in 1897, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. lxvi), I have named "cursive", appears to have been restricted to that relatively southern area of Eastern Turkestan in which the language of the two "bilingual" texts was current. In the relatively northern area of the other "unknown" language of Eastern Turkestan, to which the Berlin savants propose to give the name of Tokhari, the Indian Gupta developed what, in my still earlier report on the Weber MSS., in 1893 (ibid., vol. lxii, p. 4), I named the "slanting" species of it; and this species appears to have been limited to that area. We have, therefore, in Eastern Turkestan three species of Gupta characters: (1) the upright Gupta of the Indian type, (2) the "slanting" Gupta, and (3) the "cursive" Gupta, both these latter species being of Eastern Turkestanian origin, and apparently restricted to the relatively northern and southern parts of Eastern Turkestan respectively. In the sequel, I shall, for the sake of brevity, provisionally distinguish the two still undefined languages of these two areas as the "northern unknown" and the "southern unknown".

Further, according to our present knowledge, the "slanting" species originated at a very early period (c. fourth century A.D.); for it appears in manuscripts which, so far as we know, are practically contemporary with the earliest written in the upright Gupta species. On the other hand, the "cursive" species appears to have originated at a much later period, about the sixth or seventh century A.D., if we may judge from the

1 e.g., in the Weber MSS., and in Dr. Stein's palm-leaf MS. from Miran, of the third or fourth century A.D.

2 According to the testimony of Chinese pilgrims of the sixth and seventh centuries, the script of Khotan and its district was that of the Brahmans. This, however, may, and probably does, refer to the upright Gupta script, which was current in those parts of Eastern Turkestan alongside of the "cursive" Gupta. See Dr. Stein's Ancient Khotan, vol. i, p. 90, where the authorities are quoted.
age of the Chinese documents, together with which the
documents in "cursive" Gupta have been found, and
which belong to the eighth century (see Dr. Stein's
Ancient Khotan, vol. i, p. 271). There is a curiously
suggestive similarity of ductus between the Kharoshthi
and "cursive" Gupta types of writing found in Eastern
Turkestan. Both favour an elongated form of letters, as
compared with the squat form of the upright or Indian
Gupta. This similarity suggests that the "cursive"
Gupta may have developed under the influence of the
Kharoshthi script, which was current in the same
area at a much earlier period, and that the "cursive"
Gupta came in when the Kharoshthi went out of
fashion.

Our acquaintance with the "cursive" Gupta script dates
from the year 1895, when the Godfrey MSS. fell into
my hands. The first specimens of it were published by
me from those manuscripts in 1897, in the Journal of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. lxvi, pp. 225 ff., pls. iv-
vii). Additional specimens from them were published
in 1901 in my "Report on the British Collection of
Central Asian Antiquities", pt. ii (published as an Extra
Number of JASB., lxx, pp. 30 ff., pls. vi, vii), and by
Dr. Stein in his Ancient Khotan, vol. ii, pl. cx (D. iii, 12).
In my description of the documents in which the script
occurred, I said that "the characters of the writing are
evidently Brāhmi of a very cursive type" (JASB., vol. lxvi,
p. 229), and in my Report (p. 32) I spoke of the script as
"a species of cursive Brāhmi". The main reason for thus
designating the script was that it represented a very
degraded type of the upright Gupta script, and that
its use seemed to be confined to documents, public or
private, semi-religious or secular, to the exclusion of
all literature proper, whether religious or secular. The
latter distinction still holds good. Even now, with all
the mass of manuscripts, literary and documentary,
which Dr. Stein has brought back from his last tour of exploration, the "cursive" Gupta script has not been found employed in any literary work, nor in any pothī. The single exception I know of are the two folios, 7 and 8, which have been inserted into the pothī of the Aparimilāyukṣa Sūtra, to replace two lost folios which had been written in the ordinary literary upright Gupta of the rest of the work (see this Journal for 1910, p. 834). Still, though provisionally I retain it, because of its convenience, the term "cursive" is hardly appropriate, because the letters of the script, however quickly or badly written, are not "running", that is, not connected with one another. In this respect they do not differ from the letters of the upright or slanting species of Gupta. Moreover, as may be seen from the illustrative plates accompanying this article, they may be written with any variety of neatness or coarseness.

The initial difficulty in reading the letters of the "cursive" Gupta script was that some of them had grown so similar to one another and others had wandered so far away from their original Gupta form that their identity became almost unrecognizable. As explained in my Report of 1901 (loc. cit., p. 32), it took some years before the identity, e.g. of the signs for ma and bha, was recognized. In these circumstances it was a most welcome discovery to find on the back of some of the rolls, which Dr. Stein submitted to me for examination, more or less complete tables of the Eastern Turkestani cursive alphabet and its syllabaries, which were evidently modelled on the similar tables current in India. For an account of the latter I may refer to Bühler's Origin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet (2nd ed., 1898, pp. 27 ff.), and of their Eastern Turkestani counterparts, to Watters' remarks in his Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, vol. i, pp. 154 ff., and to Dr. Rosthorn's letter in the Vienna Oriental Journal,
vol. x, pp. 280 ff., also to Dr. Takakusu's Translation of Itsing, pp. 170–1. From the report of the Chinese writers about these tables, which they call si-t'an-chang, i.e. siddham-sections, it appears that they commenced with the word siddham, followed by the alphabet, or series of radical signs (Sanskrit mātrkā), that is, the twelve (so-called) vowels, a ā i ī u ū e ae o au am ah, and the thirty-four consonants, k kh g gh n, c ch j jh n, t th d dh n, t th d dh n, p ph b bh m, y r l v, ś s s h, ks. Huilin, a native of Kashgar, who wrote his account at some time between 788 and 810 A.D., adds the four vowels r l l l, which he calls supplementary. From this it may perhaps be inferred that the rolls, none of the alphabets of which includes these four supplementary vowels, must be referred to a date earlier than Huilin. The alphabet was followed by a set of syllabaries, the first of which gave the combinations of the consonants, singly, with the vowels, while the others gave the same vowel-combinations with the consonants in various ligatures. All Chinese accounts agree with regard to the first syllabary, which comprised thirty-four series of combinations, beginning with the series ka kā, ki ki, ku kū, ke kai, ko kau, kam, kah, and ending with the series ksa ksā, kṣi kṣī, etc. Regarding the other syllabaries the accounts do not agree. Hiuen Tsiang (seventh century) gives their number as twelve; but the number usually given (e.g., by Itsing, seventh century, Huilin, ninth century) is eighteen. The precise reason for this difference does not clearly appear from the accounts; but according to Bühler the tabulated ligatures included those made with y, r, l, v, and the five nasals; and that much the rolls tend to confirm. The whole siddham-chang, then, would appear to have been a long statement, consisting of a number of "sections" (chang), which began with the alphabet and continued with a varying number of syllabaries, the whole statement being headed by the word siddham, which served as its
name. The term *siddham-chang*, accordingly, would mean "the sections of the siddham".\(^1\)

Now the rolls discovered by Dr. Stein in the main confirm those Chinese accounts. The most important, for our immediate purpose, is the Roll Ch. cviii, 007, which is 10 ft. 9 in. long by 10 3/8 inches wide. On its back it is inscribed with a very long statement, which practically covers its entire length. It is divided into three sections, the first of which gives the alphabet, while the two others contain syllabaries. See Plate I, which shows the alphabet in ll. 1–6, and the commencements of the two syllabaries in ll. 8–10, 42, and ll. 43, 44. Of the two syllabaries, the first gives the vowel combinations of the single consonants (l. 9), ka kā ki kī ku kū, and so forth, down to (l. 42) kṣa kṣā kṣī kṣī, etc., while the second gives the syllabary of the conjuncts made with *y*, that is (l. 43), kya kyā kyi kyī, and so forth down to lyā lya l yi lyī, etc. It is not complete; the series of vowel combinations of the last six ligatures, vy, śy, sy, sỹ, hy, kṣy, are wanting. Why they should have been omitted is not apparent, for there is just sufficient blank space left at the bottom of the roll to have taken them. But whatever the reason may have been, the omitted six series are found at the extreme top of the back of another roll, Ch. xc, 002. See Plate II, ll. 1–6 (the original size of the portion shown is 19 by 10 1/2 inches). The line of the first series (*vya vyā vyī vyī*, etc.) stands so close upon the upper margin of the roll that its edge cuts through some of the vowel marks, thus proving that at one time the roll must have been somewhat larger than it is at present, its present length being only 6 ft. 5 in. (with a width of 10 1/2 inches). As, however, the papers of the two rolls are of entirely different make—Roll 002

\(^1\) There has been some dispute as to the precise meaning of the Chinese word *chang*, whether it means "table" (Legge) or "section" (Julien) or "chapter" (Watters) or "composition" (Takakuw). The evidence of the rolls supports the meaning "section". But the translation "table", if not literal, is at least more suggestive of what the thing really was.
is soft, while Roll 007 is hard—they cannot have constituted two portions of a single roll torn asunder. At the same time, the handwriting in the syllabaries on the two rolls is so strikingly alike as to make it impossible to doubt the identity of their writers. Roll 002 is so short that it may be suggested that originally it was some 10 feet longer, and that the portion now missing carried the alphabet and the complement of the syllabary. The upper portion being torn away and lost, the missing portion of the statement was rewritten on Roll 007. This would explain the abrupt ending of the second syllabary on the latter roll. Following immediately on the completion of the syllabary of the conjuncts with ỳ, on the back of Roll 002, there comes the syllabary of the conjuncts with r. It begins (l. 7) with the series kra krā kri krī, etc., and ends (l. 39) with the series kṣra kṣrā kṣri kṣrī, etc., each series occupying a separate line. There are, however, only thirty-three lines instead of thirty-four, because the series with the vowel notations of the conjunct bhr is omitted—whether intentionally or not will be considered in the sequel (p. 464). At the end of this third syllabary there is appended the following remark:—

viṃjilakī byaṃ di ni tsa nrvi (?) há yaṃ ni dau la ni pa
ja dra à ysā ja ga tca sni pi ka sadham

This remark concludes the statement of the alphabet and syllabaries, which commences on the back of Roll 007 and continues on the back of Roll 002; for what follows the remark on the back of the latter roll is written in an entirely different hand, and refers to a different statement, which will be explained further on (p. 457).

The precise meaning of the remark is at present not intelligible, but one point is fairly certain, namely, that the term viṃjilakī must denote the preceding "statement", and is probably equivalent to the Chinese term chang or siddham-chang, "sections of the siddham." For we meet with that term, variously spelled vajalaka or vajalaka, also
on other rolls, but always in immediate reference to statements of the alphabet and syllabaries. Thus (below, p. 457) it occurs twice on the back of Roll Ch. 0042, by way of introducing a siddham statement. It is found also in a like connexion on three minute fragments of the Roll Ch. 0046 in the phrase

(1) eysa vaïjalaka sūhaṁka,
(2) . . . vaïjalaka sūhaṁka,
(3) eysa sūhaṁka vaïjalaka.

We have, then, here on the back of the Rolls 007 and 002 an example of the siddham-chang as described by the Chinese witnesses, comprising the initial siddham, the alphabet, and a varying number of syllabaries, in the present case only three. But our example amplifies their testimony in two particulars. In the first place, the word siddham stands at the head, not only of the whole statement, but introduces also each of the "sections" (chang). In fact, our example interpolates a sentence between the alphabet and the series of three syllabaries. The latter are introduced thus (Pl. I, l. 7):

siddham nta nta mahājṣa pyũ,
i.e. "listen to this siddham from me".

In the second place, the alphabet includes not only the radical signs of the letters, but also those of the numerals. It runs as follows (Pl. I, ll. 1-6):

1. 1, siddham a ā e i ā u e ai o au aḥ a
2. 2, k k h g ṣ h ū • c ch j j h ū • ṭ th ṇ ḷ
3. 3, ṭ h ṃ • nt th d dh n • p ph b b h m
4. 4, y r l v ā s s h ḷ s kṣ - ∞ ॐ
5. 5, t ā 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30
6. 6, 40 50 70 60

There are some peculiarities in this scheme of radical signs, to which I shall return later on. With regard to my transcript of the radical signs of the consonants, it should be observed that, as written in the original (viz., without the virāma attachment), they represent, considered from the Sanskrit point of view, not radicals
(k kh, etc.), but syllables (akṣara, ka kha, etc.). But the Chinese accounts explain that in the alphabet the signs express "half-sounds", while in the syllabaries they express "full-sounds" (VOJ., x, 281). Thus the "full-sound" of a syllable (akṣara), e.g. of ka, consists of the two "half-sounds", the consonantal element k, and the vocalic element a.

The second peculiarity, regarding the composition of the alphabetical table, is fully confirmed by another roll. This is Roll Ch. xe, 003. It is very long, measuring 22 feet, with a width of 10 inches; but with the exception of the small space (about four inches) at the top of the roll, occupied by the alphabetical table, the remainder is blank. The table is shown in Fig. 1, reduced to about one-third of the original.

![Fig. 1](image_url)

It runs as follows:

1. 1, sidham a : u k kh g gh h . c ch j jh h . t th
2. 2, t̠h dh n : nt th d dh n : p ph b bh m : y
3. 3, r l v s s h k̠ s T̠a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4. 4, 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 1000 10000 100000

It will be observed that in this table the series of the numeral radicals is more extended; and that it places the radicals for 60 and 70 in their proper order. In the table of Roll 007 they are misplaced, probably by a mere scribal error. The syllable t̠a which introduces the series of the numeral radicals in both tables may possibly be the
Eastern Turkestani term (or the initial syllable of it) for "numeral". On the other hand, our present table apparently omits the vocalic radicals altogether; for the two solitary radicals a and u probably represent merely the mystic syllable om (i.e. aum).

Attention may be called to the calligraphic execution of the "cursive" Gupta writing in the alphabet and syllabaries of the rolls 002, 003, and 007. They were evidently written by a practised hand. The appearance of the writing is very different in the rolls to which we now proceed. In them it is exceedingly coarse, and points to an illiterate person or to one who was quite unfamiliar with the "cursive" Gupta script.

This coarse handwriting may be seen on the back of Roll Ch. 0042. The roll measures 6 ft. 5 in. in length by 10 inches in width; but only about 16 inches (from the top) are inscribed; the remainder is blank: see Plate III.† The inscribed portion commences with seven lines of most disorderly writing. Then follow five lines (ll. 8–12) of more orderly writing, beginning with—

1. 1, Sidham nta nta majsa vā pyūṣa he bye khu spa namau
2. 2, diśabhala (ca)† cakravantri Śakyamuni gyistibaisy, etc.

i.e. "Siddham. Thus it has been heard by me. Salutation to Daśabala, Chakravartin, Śakyamuni, the Blessed", etc.

After this comes (ll. 13, 14) an attempt at the table of radical signs, which reads as follows:—

1. 1, abayā daṁ vaijalaśa Sadham a (u)² u k kh g gh
2. 2, a c ch j jh ṛ (th)† th
3. 3, Ṛ Ṛ n nt th d dh n p dh

Then follow other five lines of text (ll. 15–19), commencing with—

1. 1, Sidhama ūma śava budārave suhā
i.e. "Siddham Ou to all Buddhas svāhā",

and ending with garoṇḍa (i.e. Garuḍa) buje kabaṁāṁvarana buja suha.

† The roll is in a very soiled condition, and has not come out in the photograph as clearly as one could wish.

² Bracketed letters are badly written and cancelled.
The term vaïjalaka (l. 13), the probable meaning of which has been referred to previously (p. 453), occurs also among the disorderly lines, in the statement in the upper right-hand corner, which runs as follows:—

l. 1, ḍānī vajalaka
l. 2, sidhama a u k kh g
l. 3, gh ū c ch j ḷō

The same, or a very similar, coarse handwriting appears on the back of Roll 002, immediately below the remark, above referred to (p. 453), with which the three syllabaries conclude. It consists of an exceedingly ill-executed and incomplete siddham-chang (Pl. II, ll. 42–6), which runs as follows:—

l. 1, sidhama a ū ū k (kh) ¹ kh g gh ū c ch j jh
l. 2, ū t th nţ dh ū nt th d dh n p ph b bh
l. 3, my r l v s s h ks ∥ sadhama
l. 4, ka kā (ka) ¹ ki ki ku kū ke kai ko kau kaũ ka kha khā
l. 5, khī khī (kha) khu khu khe khāi kho khau (kha) ¹
l. 6, khān kha ga gā gi gi gu gū go gau gaũ ga gha ghā
l. 7, ghi ghi ghu pu ghe (gha) ¹ ghai gho ghu ghaṁ
l. 8, gha ūa ūa ūe ūē ūu ūu ūe ūi ūo ūau ūaṁ (ũa) ūa ca că
l. 9, ci ci cu cu ce cai co ² cau caũ ca cha chā chi chi chu
l. 10, chu cho chan che chai chaṁ cha ja jā ji ji ju jē
l. 11, jai joi joi jau jai jha (jha) jhā jhi jhi jhu jhā
l. 12, jhe jhai jho jhau jhaṁ pa sa (dha) ³ dhama a

That this statement was written by an illiterate person is shown not only by its coarse execution, but also by its numerous errors; ge gai is omitted in l. 6, cho chau and che chai are misplaced in l. 10, kha, ūa, and jha are superfluously repeated in ll. 5, 8, and 11; khu khu, nu nu, cu cu, chu chu, ju ju stand for khu khū, nu vū, etc., in ll. 5, 8–10; pu and pa are wrongly written for ghū and jha in ll. 7 and 12; the virāma is omitted in sidhama in ll. 1 and 12. Occasionally i is hardly distinguishable from e, as in khī, l. 5; it is better in chi, l. 9, jhi, l. 11.²

¹ See n. 2 on p. 456.
² co had originally been written cu; afterwards ū was crossed through, and o substituted.
³ After the siddham-chang there comes a short text, in twelve lines, at present not intelligible, which, however, is written again in fairly good cursive Gupta characters.
There is still another roll, Ch. 0046, which deserves notice on account of the striking peculiarities in its scheme of the alphabet and syllabary. It is a mere fragment of a roll, measuring 15 by 10 inches. The inscription on its back has the unusual arrangement that it commences with the simple syllabary, and then proceeds, in the concluding three lines, to the alphabet. The latter (Pl. IV, ll. 17–19) runs as follows:—

1. l, Sidham a a e i a u e va ai au va au a a k kh g g h a c ch
2. l, j j h h n t th d dh n p ph b bh m y r l va s s s h
3. l, ks

Here the following points are noticeable: (1) The entire omission of the group of cerebral radicals; (2) the dissociation of the aspiration in g-h for gh, and in j-h for jh; (3) the identity, or practical identity, of ù with j, and of d with s. Turning to the syllabary (ll. 1–16), the most striking point is that the radical elements of the several syllabic series are arranged in a very unusual and apparently fanciful way,¹ and that some of them apparently are wanting. This may best be seen from the subjoined table, in which the radicals are placed in their normal order, while the raised numbers indicate their actual order on Roll 0046. The missing radicals are within brackets.

```
a a²² | k k² kh² g²² (gh) (ù) | c c² ch² c² j² (jh) ù ù² | (t t d dh ùa) |
nt²² th² th²² dh²²² n²² | p²² ph²² b²² bh²² (m) | y² r²²² v²² |
ù²² s²² (s) | h h² | ks²² | ys² |
```

It will be noticed that (1) the cerebrals are entirely omitted, (2) the aspirates gh and jh are omitted; but they are so only in appearance, for owing to the dissociation of their aspiration in the table of radicals there was no need of showing gh and jh in the syllabary, seeing that their dissociated elements, g, j, and h, were already exhibited; moreover, as we shall see (p. 464), the

¹ On a still smaller fragment of the same roll, measuring only 6 by 4 inches, the commencement of a syllabary in precisely the same peculiar order is repeated, viz., ka, ca, ya, kha, ca, la.
Stein mss—Entire Roll, Ch. 0046.

Orig. size 10" x 15"
existence of gh and jh seems doubtful in the "southern unknown" language, which appears to have an aversion to aspirates. (3) For a similar reason, ŋ, m, and s are omitted, for their forms are practically not distinguishable from those of j, b, and d respectively. (4) bh has the same peculiar form as in the table of radicals; and (5) e, ā, and au are substituted for i, u, and o respectively in the alphabet; but in the syllabary u and e are omitted altogether. Thus, e.g. in l. 2, we have yā yē ye yī yū yai yau yau yam ya instead of yā yē yī yī yū yē yai yo yau yam ya. Substantially therefore in all the five points the syllabary agrees with, and confirms, the evidence of the alphabet. The only striking point of difference is that the syllabary adds a series of vowel notations for the conjunct ys (ll. 4 and 5), apparently treating that conjunct as a radical exactly as the conjunct ks.

What precisely the significance of the substitution of e, ā, au, and a, for i, u, o, and ah may be, remains to be discovered. The full tale of radicals is shown only in Rolls 007 and 0046. The others apparently omit the vowels entirely, for their mention of a u may have reference to the mystic syllable om. The substitution of a for ah is probably a mere formality; for the Sanskrit visarga, in all probability, did not exist in the languages of Eastern Turkestan, as little as it does in the vernacular languages of India; thus we have, e.g., nama sarva for namah sarva, in l. 10 of the Dhāraṇi on Roll 0041 (p. 462). The omission of the u-syllables from the syllabary of Roll 0046, and the substitution of e and au for i and o respectively, would seem to indicate that the southern unknown language of Eastern Turkestan did not distinguish particularly between the sounds of u and ā, e and i, o and au; and this explanation would seem to be confirmed by the fact that in their proper places the e-syllables are omitted in the syllabary, so that in it the single e
represents both $i$ and $e$. Somewhat similar phenomena may be observed in the vernaculars of India. Numerous illustrations, on all these points, are furnished by the Dhāraṇi on Roll 0041. The curious interpolation of $va$ (or $v$?) in the vocalic series of radicals on Roll 0046 is also a point, the explanation of which remains to be discovered.

The most striking point in all the alphabetic and syllabic tables is that they uniformly write $nl$ and $nt$ in the place of the simple cerebral $q$ and dental $t$ respectively. It seems to me probable that the intention is not so much to indicate a nasal conjunct consonant, as a simple consonant nasalized, or in some other way modified; but I must leave it to experts in phonetics to determine what the precise significance of the graphic notation may be. All with which I am now concerned is to show that those tables really represent a truth, namely, that the people who spoke the language which is now under discussion always spoke $nl$ and $nt$, where others (e.g. Sanskrit speakers) pronounced $q$ and $t$. Among Dr. Stein's rolls there is one, Ch. 0041, measuring 10 ft. 10 in. by 10½ inches, the back of which is covered, from top to bottom, with a long Buddhist Dhāraṇi, or rather with a pair of Dhāraṇis, or mystical litanies for protection from evils, which extend to 151 lines. The first ends in the middle of the tenth line, and bears no name. It is, however, the well-known Usṇīṣa-vijaya-dhāraṇī, the Sanskrit text of which has been published by Max Müller in the Anecdota Oxoniensia, vol. i, pt. iii, pp. 9, 22, 35, 36; and a copy of which exists also in the Hodgson Collection of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 79, pt. iv. The second comprises the

---

1 In this connection it may be worth noting that, as Dr. Waddell points out in his Buddhism in Tibet, p. 353, in Japanese Skt. vaidūrya becomes bījavara. The southern unknown language has vaiṇḍarya (see pl. v, l. 23 of the Dhāraṇi on Roll Ch. 0041).
remainder of the Dhāraṇī, from the middle of l. 10 to the end of l. 151. Its name occurs repeatedly in the body of Dhāraṇī, e.g. on ll. 105 and 126, where it reads ntathā-gantauṣṭā-saintāntapantra-nāmāparājanta-mahāprantyagārā, i.e. Skt. tathāgat-ousṇḍha-sitātapatra-nāmā Aparajitā mahāpratyāṅgirā. A Sanskrit copy of this Dhāraṇī exists in the same Hodgson Collection, No. 77, as well as in the gigantic roll of Dr. Stein's collection, which will be noticed in the sequel (p. 471). The Eastern Turkestani text, however, appears to be mutilated in two places, and in some others it differs not considerably from the Sanskrit text of the Hodgson MS. Both the Dhāranīs were originally written in Sanskrit (of a kind), but on Roll Ch. 0041 they appear in the form in which their Sanskrit was "transmogrified" in the mouth of the natives of Eastern Turkestan. It is this transmogrification which constitutes their interest, for they are written, one might say, phonetically, and thus illustrate the phonetics of the language. Plate V shows the initial twenty-three lines, which give the whole of the Uṣṇīṣa-vijaya and the commencement of the Aparājita-mahāpratyāṅgirā Dhāraṇī. I give the Eastern Turkestani text from the roll, and below it, in italics, the Sanskrit text from the Anecdota Oxoniensia and the Hodgson MS., No. 77.

[l. 1] Sadhahama Namau rahna-ntriyāya namau bagavante ntraile-(Namo ratna-trayāya) namas (bhagavate) trailokyanta prantaviśāśṭaya bādha[l. 2]ya bagavante ntadyathā auma kya pratitiśāṭya buddhāya bhagavate tadyathā oh viśaudiya viśaudiya sama sama samantāvabāsa [l. 3] (spha) spharaṇa viśodhaya viśodhaya sama sama samantāvabhāsa spharaṇa ganta gahana svabhāva viśudhe abhaśatantā mā suganta vara vante gati-gahana svabhāva-viśudhe abhīṣiṣacatu mā m sugata-vara-vacana

1 Anec. Oxon. om. bracketed words.
2 See n. 2 on p. 456.
3 Apparently wrong for vara-vacana.
a[1.4]mrantābaśaikai; 1 mahā madra padā āhāra 2 āhāra āyū sādāraṇe. 1
amṛtābhishkeśaḥ mahā-mudrā-padaśāhāra āhara āhara āyūḥ-sandhāraṇa
śādha[1.5]ya śādiya gaganā viśuddhe uṣṇi 2 viṇaya viśuddhe saha[1]sra 3
śādha ya śādiya gaganā-viśuddhe uṣṇiṣa-viṇaya-viśuddhe sahaśra
raśmi sacāda[1.6]nte sarva ntathāganta hṛdayādheśṭhānādheśṭhānta
raśmi saṃcoddite sarva-tathāgata hṛdayādheśṭhānādheśṭhīte
mādrc vajra kāya sagāntanaviśā[1.7]dhe sarvāvana viśuddhe prantarā
mucdre vajra-kāya-saṃghatana-viśuddhe sarvāvarena-viśuddhe pratirā
vartta y āyū viśuddhi samayādheśṭhānte mahā[1.8]mane ntadyathā
viṇaya ayuv-viśuddhe samayādheśṭhīte mahā-muni tadyathā
būnta kauti parasūdhi vaisphuṭinta būdha śādhi he he jīya vajrya
bhūta-koti-pariśuddhe visphuṭita buddhi-śuddhe he he jāya viṇaya
vā[1.9]jya smara smara sarva ntathāganta būdhaḥdeśṭhau būdhi
viṇaya smara smara sarva-(tathāgata) 5 buddhaḥdheśṭhīte suddhe
vajre vajrc a parasūdha sarva ntathā[1.10] l gantā hṛdayādheśṭhaun-
vajre vajre pariśuddhe sarva-tathāgata hṛdayādheśṭhān-
adheśṭhau nta mādrc svāhā | Sadhama namau rahna-triyāya nma
ādheśṭhīte mādrc svāhā | (Śiddham namo ratna-trayāya namaḥ
sa[1.11]rva-būdha-baudhasatvehya] namau bauḍhāya namau dharmāya
sarva-buddha-bodhisatvehyāḥ) 4 namo buddhāya namo dharmāya
namau sagāya namau sapṭānā[1.12] l samya sabaudha kautoṁ namau
namo saṅghāya namo sapṭānā samyak-saṅghāya-kotīnā namo
lake arhantānā namau 7 sprāntapannaṁ namau sakṛantagau[1.13]minā
loke arhantānā namah śruta-prāpannāṁ namah sakṛyāgamināṁ
namau anāgraṁinā namau lake samya gantāna samya prantapanāṇā
namo anāgamināṁ namo loke samya-gatānāṁ samyak-prātipaṇāṇāṁ
namau def[1.14]ya raśīṇā śāpana grahaḥ] 4 ha samarthāna namau saida
namo deva-guṇān (śāpanaḥ) 8 graha-samarthānāṁ namo siddha-

1 The double dot and single dot appear to be marks of interpunctuation; they do not signify the visarga and anusvāra respectively.
2 Note the peculiar serpentine mark under ḷ in ll. 4, 15, 17. It seems to correspond to the semicircular mark which is found in the upright Gupta script.
3 Wrong for uṣṇiṣa.
4 See n. 2 on p. 456.
5 See n. 1 on p. 461.
6 The bracketed passage is not found in the Hodgson MS., No. 77. Instead, it has the usual conventional opening: ece avā mayā śrutaṁ kasmīn samaye bhogavaṁ devesā-trayastirnāṁ viharati sma | sadhārmāyaṁ deva-sabhāyaṁ mahatā bhikṣu-sāṅghena mahatā bodhisattva-sāṅghena Śakrēṇa devinām Indrēṇa sārdhaṁ ||
7 na is inserted below the line; and the insertion is marked by a cross above the line.
8 The Hodgson MS., No. 77, has sāpāyādhanāṁ namo sīyānugraha.
vidyādhara raśīnā namau brāhma[l. 15]nā namau Ađrāyi namau vidyādhara-[ṛṣīnā] namo brāhmaṇabhṛyāḥ namo Indrāya namo bagavante Rau(dra)drāya Umāpanta-siśāya namau bagavante [l. 16] bhagavate Rudrāya Umāpati-sahītāya namo bhagavate Nārāyanāpa 4 ca mahāmādra namaskṛtāya namau bagavante Nārāyanāya ca mahāmādra-namaskṛtāya namo bhagavate mahākālāya utra[l. 17]pura vekṣanapānā karāya adhimūḥ[ANTA śamasāna- mahākālāya triprāva-(vikṣeṣaṇa)]-karāya adhimuktika8-śmasāna-
 vāsane māntra gana nama(skṛta)6-skṛntā[l. 18]ya namau bhagavante vāsīne mātr-gaṇa-(namaskṛtāya)7 namo bhagavate
ntathāganta kūlāya namau padma kūlāya namau vajra kūlāya [l. 19]
tathāgata-kulasya namo padma-kulasya namo vajra-kulasya
namau manā kūlāya namau gaja kūlāya namau kūmāra kūlāya namau namo mani-kulasya namo rāja-kulasya namo kunāra-kulasya namo
nāga kūlāya [l. 20] namau bagavante draṁdi śurasena praharana rājāya nāga-kulasya namo bhagavate dṛśa-śurasena-praharana-rājāya
ntathāgantāyārahente samya[l. 21]sabādhāya namau bagavante
tathāgatāyārhaṭe samyak-sambuddhāya namo bhagavate
Amintābāya ntathāgantāyā rahente samya sabādhā[1. 22]ya namau
(Amintābhāya tathāgatāya arhaṭe samyak-sambuddhāya namo
bagavante Aksubhāya ntathāgantāyārahente samya sabā(dha)6dhāya bhagavate Aksobhyāya tathāgatāyārhaṭe samyak-sambuddhāya
namau ba[l. 23]gavante baisaja gūra vaiṇḍarya praba rājāya ntathā-
namo bhagavate bhaiṣajya-guru-vaiśīṣyā-prabha-rājāya tathā-
gantāyārahente samya sabādhā[1. 24]ya, etc.
gatāyārhaṭe samyak-sambuddhāya, etc.).8

It will be seen from the preceding extract that every Sanskrit t becomes nt in Eastern Turkestani. Either singly or in ligature, t occurs upwards of 400 times in the Dhāraṇī, and with two exceptions it is in every case

1 Hodgson MS., No. 77, om. the bracketed words.
2 See n. 2 on p. 456.
3 See n. 2, p. 462.
4 Wrong for Nārāyanāya.
5 Hodgson MS. reads vidrāpama for vikṣeṣaṇa.
6 The full reading of the Hodgson MS., No. 77, is : adhimuktika
kāmīra-mahāśmakānā. The Eastern Turkestani adhimūhanta = Skt.
adhimukt, with its hanta for kata = kta.
7 The Hodgson MS., No. 77, reads vandita-sahītāya for namaskṛtāya.
8 The Hodgson MS., No. 77, omits the bracketed final three clauses.
Dr. Stein's gigantic roll omits the first and second clauses, but it has the third clause referring to bhaiṣajya-guru.
spelled *nt*. The two exceptional cases are the conjuncts *tv* and *st*. In these the simple *t* appears to be preserved regularly; thus we have—

**Fig. II.**

1. 372 849 zt 2 872 798 3 875 971 8 672 798 7 829 672 8 927 682 3 875 672 8 927 682 8 672 798 7 829 672 8 927 672 8

1. 11 (Plate V), baudhāsatvebya = bodhisatvebyah.
1. 101 (Fig. II, 1), namas = tathāganta = namas = tathāgata.
1. 114 (Fig. II, 2), vasta-śūla = vasti-śūla.

The cerebral *d* does not occur so often, but whenever it does occur it appears as *nd*. Thus we have—

1. 23 (Plate V), vaiśājaryā = vaisājaryā.
1. 52 (Fig. II, 3), garunḍa-grahā = garuṇḍa-graha.
1. 102, vaiṅtāṇa-nilākñāni = vetāṇi-nilākñāni.

Another example, garunḍa = garuṇḍa, occurs in the passage quoted above (p. 456) from Roll 0042.

Another striking point, which however is not so prominently indicated in the alphabetic and syllabic tables, is the loss of aspiration in *b* for *bh*; e.g. in Plate V,

1. 1, bagavante = bhagavate.
1. 3, svabhāva = svabhāva.
1. 8, būnta-kauṭi = bhūta-koti, etc.

This loss of aspiration is practically absolute in the Dhāraṇī, for in a total of about 150 cases there are only two exceptions; these are—

1. 18 (Plate V), bhagavante = bhagavate.
1. 118, bhayaupadrāvebya = bhayaupadravebyah.

In this connexion it may perhaps be noted without significance that in the syllabary on Roll 002 (as noticed on p. 453) the line referring to the vowel notations of the conjunct *bhr* is entirely omitted, though, of course, the omission may be due to an error.

In the case of *gh* and *jh*, probably disaspiration was equally regular; still, those two aspirates are of infrequent occurrence, and hence examples are rare; but we have, e.g.,

1. 6 (Plate V), saṅkantaka = saṅghatāna.
1. 11 (Plate V), saṅgya = saṅghāya.
1. 130, vajña-vanijya = vighna-vinayya.
The case of dh is peculiar. It is often disaspirated, as in
1. 2 (Plate V), visāudiya = viśodhayā,
1. 4 (Plate V), sādāraṇe = saṣṭhāraṇī;
but equally often aspiration is retained, as in
11. 6, 9, 10 (Plate V), adheśṭāna = adhiśṭāna,
1. 11 (Plate V), dharmāya = dharmāya,
1. 14 (Plate V), vaidyādhara = viḍyādhara,
specially when dh stands for Skt. ddh, as in
11. 3, 5, 7 (Plate V), visūḍhe = viśuddhe.
1. 9 (Plate V), būḍha . . . sūḍhe = buddhi . . . suddhi.
1. 10 (Plate V), sadhama = siddham.

On the other hand, occasionally dh is introduced in the
place of d, e.g.,

**Fig. III.**

1. 50 (Fig. III, 1), udhaka-bayā = udaka-bhayā.
1. 51 (Fig. III, 3), rāja-dhanḍi-bayā = rāja-danḍi-bhayā.
1. 134 (Fig. III, 5), gagā-nadhi-vālakā = gaṇaṇa-nadi-vālukā.

Altogether the treatment of aspiration in the case of d and
dh appears to be very capricious; thus we have, e.g.,
1. 73 (Fig. III, 6), vaidyādrāiḥya = viḍyādrāiḥyaḥ.
1. 85 (Fig. III, 4), kāla-danḍiye = kāla-danḍine.
1. 104 (Fig. III, 2), udaka = udakā.

Of the dissociation of aspiration we have an example in
l. 1, sadhahama for siddham, where one would rather expect sadaham, to represent the usual spelling sadham.

The Dhāraṇī illustrates also some other curiosities of
spelling in the southern unknown language of Eastern Turkestan previously noticed, such as the substitution
of e, ā, and au for i, u, and o respectively. Thus,
i occurs eight times in the 23 lines shown in Pl. V, viz.,
l. 5, uṣṇi and raśmi; l. 7, viśūdhi and samayādhi; l. 8, paraśūdhi and būdha-sūdhi; l. 10, hradayādhi; l. 17, adhimūhanta. In some cases the writing is not sufficiently distinct; e.g., l. 8, kauṭi or kauṭi; l. 20, draṅḍi or drainḍi, etc. Generally long ī takes its place, as in l. 5, vijaya- viśūdhe (= vijaya-viśūdhe), etc.; but occasionally ē, as in ll. 6, 9, 10, adheṣṭānādheṣṭānta (= adiṣṭhānādhiṣṭhita), or āi, as in l. 1, viśaiṣṭāya (= viśiṣṭāya); l. 3, abasaicantu (= abhisaicatu); l. 8, vaiphutoṭnta (= visphuṭita); l. 14, saidha-vaidyādhara (= siḍḍha-vidyādhara); l. 15, Aidrāyī (= Indrāyī). Not uncommonly it is represented by a, as in ll. 1, 7, prānta (= prati); l. 15, Umāpanta (= Umāpati), etc.; exceptionally also by ā or au, as in l. 6, adheṣṭānta, and l. 10, adheṣṭhaunta (= adhiṣṭhita). Again, ō never occurs at all; we have, e.g., regularly namau and auma (= nāma and om); l. 8, kauṭi (= koṭi), etc.; and in l. 1 even ntrailekyanta apparently represents a barbarous Sanskrit trailokita (for trailokya). Again, ā takes the place of u in ll. 11, 21, 22, bādhāya (= buddhāya), and occasionally of o, as in ll. 4, 5, śādiya (= śodhaya), and, as above noted, even of ī. But occasionally u is represented also by ō or au, as in ll. 8, 9, būdha (= buddha), ll. 18, 19, kūlāya (= kūlāya); or ll. 11, 21, baudhāya (= buddhāya), l. 15, Raudrāya (Rudrāya).

A noticeable curiosity is the spelling gn for Skt. jū, as shown below.

\[ \text{Fig. IV.} \]

\[ \text{vādāya-rāje} = \text{vidyā-rājāyai.} \]

This may be compared with the pronunciation of Skt. jū in the vernaculars of India, e.g. gy in Hindi and gny in Gujarāti.

Finally, attention may be drawn to the peculiar form of kh in all the rolls, and of bh in Roll 0046. The more
original form of kh may still be seen in the syllables khu and khū. Both forms of kh occur in the Dhāraṇī, but bh, as already observed, never occurs but twice, and in those cases it is the ordinary form of bh (Fig. 1, l. 2, as in Pl. V, l. 18, bhagavante).

When I published, in the October number of the Journal for 1910, the extracts from the two "bilingual" texts, I had not yet seen the rolls. The information of the latter on the phonetics of the southern unknown language of Eastern Turkestan is borne out to a considerable extent, though not altogether, by those two texts. Thus the pronunciation nt for t is illustrated by the pronouns nta, ntye, ntiṇa, etc., the nouns ntiṇā-ja, pāntara, bisāpirmānta; the verbs paraunta, untaipastisa, etc. Per contra, the spelling of the conjuncts τv and st (without the nasal) is illustrated by the words baṇḍhisatva, gyasta, mista, dasta, etc. On the other hand, in certain words, t is preserved, where one would expect nt, as e.g. in napatata (for napantanta?). The nasalization of d (as nd) is entirely absent, e.g., in yudai, haṃda-
dana, beḍamī, etc. What the true explanation of this discrepancy may be has yet to be ascertained. Further research among the manuscript treasures, brought back by Dr. Stein from his recent tour of exploration, may furnish us with the answer. In the meanwhile I suspect that the discrepancy may be due to the fact that the rolls were inscribed by natives of Eastern Turkestan, who wrote exactly as they spoke, while the translations from the Sanskrit which we have in the "bilingual" texts were written by "pandits", men from India, who wrote under the spell of Sanskrit phonetics rather than Eastern Turkestanī, a suggestion which is supported by the fact that the Eastern Turkestanī "bilingual" texts are written in the upright Indian Gupta characters, while the rolls are inscribed in the peculiar Eastern Turkestanī "cursive" script. There is also another possibility, viz. that of clerical
errors. For example, the word (above referred to) which I have transcribed napatata (JRAS.; 1910, p. 1286, l. 5), is transcribed napanata from another manuscript by Professor Leumann (JGOS., lxii, p. 107, l. 32). Both transcriptions, as such, are undoubtedly correct, but obviously the original spellings cannot both be correct: there must be a scribal error in one of the two manuscripts. The graphic signs for n and t, in the upright Gupta script as current in Eastern Turkestan, are, in some manuscripts, rather difficult to distinguish. They are so in the manuscript fragment (Dr. Stein's Ancient Khotan, vol. ii, pl. ex, D. iii, 1, obv. of fol. 8, l. 2) from which Professor Leumann transcribed. His transcription I believe to be correct; yet the n and t are so nearly alike that the real reading might be napanana. In the Vajracchedikā manuscripts, from which my transcription was made, the signs for n and t are easily distinguishable, for t is written with a very elongated left limb, while n has two short and equal limbs.¹ There can be no doubt, therefore, that the reading of the Vajracchedikā manuscript, as it now stands, is correctly represented by napatata. Yet, after all, there might be a clerical error, and the true form of the word might be napanana; and if that were so, there would be no violation of the rule that t becomes nt in Eastern Turkestani.

Some confirmation of the view above expressed is afforded by the fact that the two folios 7 and 8 of the Aparimitāyukh Sūtra, which are written in "cursive" character (of a rather slovenly kind), absolutely agree with the Dhāraṇī and alphabetic and syllabic tables of the rolls with respect to the spelling nt. There is also much agreement with reference to the treatment of the vowels. The main difference from the Dhāraṇī is in

¹ Compare, e.g., tā and nā, sixth and third letters from the right, on l. 3 of fol. 3 rev. on the accompanying plate; or ti and ni, third and fourth letters from the left, on l. 2 of fol. 32 obv.
respect of the aspirate bh, which is regularly preserved, as in the tables. All the other folios of the manuscript are written in well-formed Indian Gupta characters, and exhibit all the peculiarities of the Vajracchedikā manuscript. The two folios 7 and 8 were evidently added subsequently by a native of Eastern Turkestan in order to supply a lacuna. They are shown in Plate VI, and read as follows, Sanskrit equivalents being added occasionally in bracketed italics:—

[Fol. 7a, l. 1] samāṇḍaganta (samudgate) sūbhāva vaśūde mahāniyam paraṇvare svāhā: nāṛ vā pā nca span ra (nca) ¹ caī śna na yā [l. 2] nta ja śna bhe ysa haṁ mye a-ysmūṁ-jṣa ha mye bi jā śṅa ntu Aparāṁ-

mintāyaṁ śuntra (Aparimīṣṭaṁ ṣūtra) ḍvārāda: naman bhagavante aparāṁ [l. 3] mintāya jāṁnaṁ sūvānāśeśanta ntejāṁ (suṣmīśeśeṭejo) rājāyaṁ uttāṇaṁ rājāyaṁ (uttāṇaṁ) rahente samyaṁ-sabaudāyaṁ ntadyethā [l. 4] agama sarva saskāra paśūde (sarva-sāskāra-parisūddhe) darmante gaganne (gagana) samāṇḍagāṁha sūbhāva śude mahāniya parvare.

[Fol. 7b, l. 1] svāhā: nāṛ vā pā nca gagāṇaṁ gri nce sye ḍsa haṁ ma gi na yā nta ja śna be ysaṁ ha mye a-ysmūṁ-jṣa ha [l. 2] ha mye bi jā śṅa ntu aparāṁ-mintāyaṁ śuntra ḍvāra namān ² bhagavante aparāṁ-tāyaṁ jāṁnaṁ sūvānaṁ [l. 3] ṣeṁanta ntejāyaṁ uttāṇaṁ rājāyaṁ rahente samyaṁ sabaudāyaṁ ntadyethā aguma sāva skāra paśūde: [l. 4] dharmanta gaganae saṁmāṇḍagāṁha sūbhāva vaśūde mahāniya parvare svāhā: ³

[Fol. 8a, l. 1] kāṁ ma śa ha mā ve caṁ ntu aparāṁ-mintāyaṁ śuntra pi rī ntye ja śtāṁ na jāi na sūvānāli pa skyā śta u kha [l. 2] ṣeṁ: namān ² bhagavante aparāṁ-mintāyaṁ jāṁnaṁ sūvānaṁśeṁanta ntejāyaṁ rājāyaṁ uttāṇaṁ rājāyaṁ [l. 3] rahente samyaṁ sabaudāyaṁ ntadyethā aguma saskāra paśūde darmante gaganae saṁmāṇḍa gaganae sūbhāva [l. 4] vaśūde mahāniya parvare svāhā.

[Fol. 8b, l. 1] kau ma śa haṁ mā ve nca ntu aparāṁ-mintāyaṁ śuntra pi ye: ntu na dā jāe ve u na bṛi yā [l. 2] naṁ ntrai śū u na ha śḍā a ha kṣa:

* * *

In order to complete the present preliminary account of the rolls, I may add a few interesting particulars of a different kind.

I. Four of the rolls contain dated statements. Thus at the bottom of the back of Roll Ch. 0042 there are six

1 Apparently cancelled.
2 The original text seems to read nammā, but the apparent ḍā is merely a very crudely formed cursive āu.

JRAS. 1910. 31
or seven very brief entries, one of which gives the following date, three times repeated:

 \[ \text{iši silya (so twice, but once aša salya) ḫadyaja māste kṣausimya haḍe (rabici)} \]

 i.e. "in the first year, in the ḫadyaja month, on the sixth (or sixteenth?) day ". Signature in oval.

Again, the back of Roll. Ch. 0048 is inscribed with a Buddhist text in seventy-one lines, which begins with the following date:

 \[ \text{ssə salya cūvija māste nāmai haḍa} \]

 i.e. "in the sixth year, the cūvija month, the ninth day ".

Again, on the back of Roll. Ch. evi, 001, there is some text, which begins with the following date:

 \[ \text{maḍala (?) salya cvāvaja māsti bistimye haḍai} \]

 i.e. "in the maḍala year, the cvāvaja month, the twentieth day ".

Again, among Dr. Stein's manuscripts there is a gigantic roll, about 70 feet long, entirely covered on one side with 1,108 lines of writing. On it there occur the following four dates:

1. On l. 196-7, sahaicä salya puhye māsti paḍanyse 1 haḍai ārdra nakṣantrā
 i.e. "in the sahaicä year, the fifth month, the first day, the ārdra lunar asterism ".

2. l. 846, ši sūntri puhye māsti 20 mye haḍai
 i.e. "this sūtra, in the fifth month, the 20th day ".

3. l. 1038, sahaici salya naumye māsti puhye haḍai
 i.e. "in the sahaici year, the ninth month, the fifth day ".

4. l. 1102, sahaici salya dasamye māste 8 haḍai purva-bhadriva nakṣatri
 i.e. "in the sahaici year, the tenth month, the 8th day, the pūrva-bhadrāpāda lunar asterism ".

In the foregoing series of dates we have the mention of the following two months, (1) ḫadyaja, (2) Cvāvaja or Cūvija. The names of other nine months are quoted in my "Report on the British Collection of Antiquities from Central Asia", pt. ii, p. 35 (Extra Number 1 to JASB., vol. lxx, pt. i, 1901), and shown there in pls. ii, 6; vi;

1 See Professor Leumann's remarks in JGOS., vol. lxii, p. 87, footnote 1.
and vii, 1, 2 (see also JASB., vol. lxvi, pl. v). They are (1) Skarhvāri or Skarihvāri, (2) Cvābhaja or Cvuābhaja, (3) Mūnana, (4) Khahsāja or Khahsā, (5) Hamdyaja. (6) Šahaja or Šaha, (7) Jera, (8) Kaja, (9) Pānīja (or Mānīja?). The names of three months are mutilated, viz., (10) ..khaja or ..caja, (11) ..ija, (12) .vāraja. As the names ḫadyaja and hamdyaja, and the names cvāvaja (or cūvija) and evābhaja (cvuābhaja) are evidently identical respectively, we thus have the names of twelve months, nine complete and three mutilated. The months in the four dates of the gigantic roll are not named, but numbered, viz., pūhya or puhya, fifth; naumya, ninth; and dasumya, tenth. Among the names Skarhvāri is clearly identical with the old Persian Kṣatravairyā, and the modern Persian Shahrivār; but none of the others has as yet been equated. The days (bāda) in the dates are always indicated by numbers; so also the years (sālya, modern Persian sāl). The term iṣi, or asa, in the date of Roll. Ch. 0042 I take to be connected with su, one (see JRAS. for 1910, p. 1297, note 10), and ssa to be six; but sahaicā and madala (the reading is not quite certain) I cannot explain for the present. Two nakṣatras, or lunar asterisms, are mentioned in the date of the gigantic roll, viz. ārdra and pūrva-bhādrapāda.

II. The gigantic roll, above referred to, is one of the proceeds from the Temple library of T'un-huang. It is made of tough buff-coloured paper, and measures, in its present condition, 70 ft. 10 in. by 11½ inches, but about 3 or 4 inches are torn off at the top. The interior side is entirely covered with 1,108 lines of writing. The exterior side is blank with the exception of a parti-coloured figure at the top. This figure consists of two geese, standing on two open lotuses, facing each other, and holding in their bills flowering tendrils. The whole of the writing is in fair upright Gupta script, excepting three interspersed

1 My readings of the names in JASB. have to be amended as above.
paragraphs which are written in "cursive" Gupta characters. The contents are as follows:

ll. 1–197 are a long Dhāraṇi, in corrupt Sanskrit, named, in ll. 193–4, tathāgatausnīsa sidhāṃtapatram nāmāparājita mahāpratyagirā, i.e. Skt. tathāgatoṣnīsa-sitātapatram nāma aparājita mahāpratyāṅgirā. A manuscript of this Dhāraṇī is in the possession of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 77 in its Catalogue. Another is described in R. Mitra's Catalogue of Sanskrit Buddhist Literature, No. B, 46, p. 227. It is practically identical with the long Dhāraṇi, in "cursive" Gupta script, on the back of Roll Ch. 0041, but the opening passage, down to the middle of l. 5 (uṣṇi vijaya viśūdehe), is torn away. It ends with the first of the four dates above quoted. Its name is spelled variously sitātapatra, or white umbrella, in l. 178, or sitāmtapatra in ll. 91, 158, 169, or setāmtaptra in l. 190, or satāmtapatra in l. 136, or sidhāmtapatra (apparently Skt. siddh-ātapatra) in ll. 58, 72, 193, or siddhāmtapāndrī (Skt. siddh-ātapatra) in l. 841.

ll. 198–220 are a story of the communication of the 1,000 names of Buddha, in the southern unknown language, and in upright Gupta script.

ll. 221–728 contain the enumeration of the 1,000 names, in corrupt Sanskrit and upright Gupta script. At the end, however, in l. 728, there are the numeral figures for 1,000 and 5 (i.e. 1,005), though the names actually enumerated are only 1,000.

ll. 728–754 give the text of the Buddha piṭai bhadrakalpya-suntrā, i.e. Skt. bhadra-kalpa-sātra, followed in

ll. 755–840 by an enumeration of classes of superhuman beings (such as 12 koṭi of Ratnottama, 18 koṭi of Ratnāvabhāsa, etc.) ; the whole in the southern unknown language and in upright Gupta script.

ll. 841–8 contain a short statement with reference to the preceding two texts (the sitātapatra and the bhadrakalpa with its enumeration), including the second date
previously mentioned; the whole in the southern unknown language and in cursive Gupta script.

ll. 848–1058 give the text of *Sumukha-nāma-mahāyāna-sūtra*, in the southern unknown language and in upright Gupta script.

ll. 1058–60 contain a statement referring to the preceding (third) text, with the third, above-quoted date, in the southern unknown language and cursive Gupta script.

ll. 1060–1100 practically repeat the enumeration of classes of superhuman beings which was given in ll. 755–840, in the same language and script.

ll. 1100–5 contain a statement referring to the preceding enumeration, nearly alike to that in ll. 841 ff., with the fourth above-quoted date, also in the southern unknown language and cursive script.

ll. 1106–8 conclude with a few salutations to *Ratnātraya*, etc., in corrupt Sanskrit language and in upright Gupta script.

As a curiosity it may be noted that the frequently occurring term *gyasta* is once (l. 841) spelt *jasta*, while in other places it has the usual spelling *gyasta*.

III. On the upper portion (about 5 feet) of the back of Roll Ch. 0044, which measures 23 ft. 10 in. by 10 inches, there are seventy lines of writing in cursive Gupta script and in corrupt Sanskrit language. They contain the text of the *Kauśakī Prajñāpāramitā*, the end of which may be compared with the ending of the *Prajñāpāramitā-hydaya-sūtra*, printed in the *Anecdota Oxoniensia*, vol. i, pt. iii, pp. 50, 54, and in R. Mitra’s *Catalogue of Sanskrit Buddhist Literature*, No. A, 15, p. 192. It runs as follows, the Sanskrit version being in italics:—

Namāḥ praṇāpā[ll. 66]ramintāyai ntadyathā gante gante pāragante
Namαḥ praṇāpāramitāyai tadyathā gate gate pāragate
pārasagante baudhī svāhā[ll. 67] idam avacant bhagavān ātmamanā
pārasamgate bodhi svāhā| idam avocat bhagavān ātmamanā
Notice the invariable substitution of nt for t.

IV. Roll Ch. 0048 is one of the smallest. It measures only 7 ft. 11 in. by 12½ inches. Its back bears seventy-one lines of writing in the southern unknown language and in exceedingly crude cursive Gupta script. The initial thirteen lines are introductory prose, and are followed on ll. 14–71 by a Buddhist story which opens in the conventional way, except that here the opening statement is not in the usual prose, but in verses (one and a half), as follows:—

[ll. 14] Siddham Nta pyuṣṭi śau bāṁ de ḛayṣi • śrāvasti kṣiri śa māṁ de • jinirispūri udāmāva • pharāṃkṣya [ll. 15] parṣijisa hansa • 1 Dharmi sai nāva misti • Sāripūtra sthirī ntā kāṁ la •

After these verses the story proceeds in prose. In the prose portion the word baysi appears several times spelled biṣyi. Perhaps the versified opening may hereafter lead to the identification of the Sanskrit version of the story.

V. Roll Ch. cvi, 001, which is only a sheet of thick, tough, dun-coloured paper, measuring $24\frac{1}{2} \times 13$ inches, is remarkable also on account of being inscribed, not in Chinese, but in Tibetan. The obverse, or what appears to be the principal side, is covered entirely with thirty-one lines of writing in extremely crude cursive Gupta script, and in the southern unknown language. It opens with the date, above quoted, and is continued on the reverse side with eight lines of similar writing. This is followed by fifteen lines of fair writing in Tibetan script and apparently Tibetan language, which runs, however, in the
opposite direction to the cursive Gupta inscribed above it. Below this again, and finishing the reverse side, there is another Tibetan inscription of nine lines, which again runs in the opposite direction to the Tibetan above it, and therefore in the same direction as the cursive Gupta inscription at the top of the reverse side.

On the obverse side, on the eighth and ninth lines from the bottom, there is a cancelment of eleven syllables (aksara) of the cursive writing (crossed through), and below is written interlinearly, in Tibetan script, manana with an unintelligible mark after it. On the same side, on the ninth line from the top, there is what looks like the indication of a fresh paragraph in the cursive writing which here begins with uñ, and below it is written, interlinearly, am (or ama) in Tibetan. The corrections in Tibetan seem to indicate that the Tibetan inscription on the sheet was made at a date subsequent to the inscription in cursive script. If that be so, and if the Tibetan inscription contain a date (which I have not been able to make out), it may furnish a key to the identification of the era and the system of dating of the documents in cursive script.

VI. Towards the end of the Aparajitā Pratyaṅgirā Dhāraṇī there occurs a curious clause enumerating the different kinds of writing material which was in use at that period of time. The clause runs as follows:—

(1) Roll Ch. 0041, ll. 125 ff., ya imā ntathāgantausnīsa-saṁśānta pañca-
(2) Gigantic Roll, ll. 158 ff., ya imān tathāgatausnīsa sitāntapatraṁ
(3) Hodgson, No. 77, fol. 17b, — imā tathāgatoṣṇīsa-sītātapatrd
(4) Sanskrit: ya imān tathāgatoṣṇīsa-sītātapatra-
(1) nāmā-parājanta prantyagara lakkhatvā buvyā-pantraiv vā vastre vā
(2) nāmāparājitaṁ pratyaṅgirā likhitvā bhūja-patre vā vastre vā
(3) nāmāparājitaṁ pratyaṅgirā likhitvā bhūrja-patre vā vastre vā
(4) nāmān aparājitaṁ pratyaṅgirāṁ likhitvā bhūrja-patre vā vastre vā
(1) kalke vā kāyagante vā karyagante vā likhatvā dhāriyasyante |
(2) kalke vā kāyagate vā kaṇṭhagate vā likhitvā dhārayesyate |
(3) bhūvatkare vā kāyagataṁ vā kāthegatā vā kṛtvā dhārayisyantī |
(4) kalke vā kāyagate vā kaṇṭha-gatāṁ vā kṛtvā dhārayisyati |
(1) ntasya yāva-jīva vasa na kramaśyaante, etc.
(2) tasya yāva-jīvanā viśaṁ na kramaśyate, etc.
(3) tasya yāva-jīvanā viśe na kramaśyaṁti, etc.
(4) tasya yāva-jīvanā viśaṁ na kramaśyati, etc.

i.e. "who, having written this powerful Pratyaṅgirā (Dhāraṇī), named the white sunshade of the Tathāgata’s crown, either on birch-bark, or on cloth, or on paste, or on paper, or having committed it to memory, makes use of it; him throughout life no poison will injure ", etc.

This clause names four kinds of writing material—(1) bhūrja-patra or birch-bark, (2) vastra or cloth, (3) kalka or paste, and (4) kāyagata or paper. There can be no question about the identity of the words for birch-bark and cloth. The form buvyū, if the reading is correct, would seem to be the name of the birch in the southern unknown language. As to kāyagata or kāyaganta, it is clearly identical with the Arabic word kāghadh, or, as it is pronounced in India, kāghaţi (Urdu) or kāgad (Hindi). This word, as I have shown in this Journal for 1903, p. 669, on the authority of Professor Karabaček, is a mere loan-word in Arabic, into which it was introduced from the Chinese kok-dz’ through Eastern Turkestan in the middle of the eighth century. Dr. Stein’s rolls would show that, by the natives of Eastern Turkestan, the Chinese word was pronounced kāyaganta (or kāganta, p. 477); and in that case the Arabic pronunciation of it, as kāghadh, might throw light on how the Eastern Turkestanis pronounced their kāyaganta. Of kalka I am unable to make anything, unless it may be an error for valka, and unless the latter may signify skin or parchment. The ordinary meaning of the word is “paste” (e.g., made of powdered dry, or crushed fresh drugs, in medicine). Might it here refer to mortar, or beton, which when plastered on a wall would make an inscribable surface? The reading bhūvatkare (bhūvalkale?) of the Hodgson MS. is equally puzzling. The reference of the fifth alternative to memorizing seems clear from its version in the gigantic roll and the Hodgson MS. That version, however, is the
lectio facilior, and the version in Roll 0041 seems to point rather to a fifth kind of writing material, but what that material might be I am unable to suggest. It seems possible that the name of paper should be kāganta or kāgata, the existing reading kāya-ganta, or kāya-gata, lit. "gone into the body", being erroneously due to the following phrase kaṇṭha-gata, or "gone into the throat", the well-known Sanskrit idiom for "committed to memory".
THE KALIYUGA ERA OF B.C. 3102

By J. F. Fleet, I.C.S. (Retd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

The Kaliyuga era is a Hindu reckoning beginning at mean sunrise, 6.0 a.m., Lankā or Ujjain time, on Friday, 18 February, B.C. 3102. Its 5013th year will have begun just before the time when these pages come into the hands of readers of this Journal.

In consequence of the seeming antiquity of this reckoning, there has been manifested recently in certain quarters a desire to demonstrate that it is a real historical era, founded in Vedic times and actually in use from B.C. 3102. But any such attempt ignores the fact that the reckoning is an invented one, devised by the Hindu astronomers for the purposes of their calculations some thirty-five centuries after that date. And it ignores, not a theory of the present writer or of anyone else, but a position which was clearly established as soon as the Hindu astronomy had been well explored, and was fully recognized at least half a century ago. There is, however, this to be said; that the statements of the fact are mostly confined to writings which are not often consulted or even seen now, except by specialists who are concerned more with the study of the Hindu astronomy than with that of the calendar and the eras and other reckonings.

1 It may be useful to note that in terms of the Julian Period beginning with Monday, 1 January, B.C. 4713, and regarded as having its days running for Indian purposes from sunrise (instead of the preceding midnight), the first civil day of the Kaliyuga era, the Friday mentioned above, is the day 588,467 current, or, as it is taken for purposes of calculation, the day 588,466 elapsed.

In these circumstances, the present article is given in order to bring the matter into an easily accessible publication, and to show, without entering into the complex question of the antiquity of the Vēdas and the various topics connected therewith, the real nature of this reckoning and the circumstances in which it was established. Also, taking the matter farther, to show the leading part which the reckoning has in the Hindū system of cosmical periods, and the extent of its connexion with historical chronology, legendary and real.

The Kaliyuga or Kali age is the Hindū Iron Age. It is the last and worst in each cycle of the Four Ages in the Hindū system of cosmical periods. Nevertheless, it is intrinsically the most important item in the whole scheme, since, as will be seen, the beginning of it is the pivot of the entire system.

Each cycle of the Four Ages, called sometimes Chaturyuga, 'the four ages', sometimes Mahāyuga, 'the great age', sometimes simply Yuga, 'the age', has the duration of 4,320,000 solar years or, as some of the books explain, years of men; that is, years beginning at the Hindū nominal vernal equinox, and measuring 12 minutes and a few seconds more than 365½ days. According to the view now prevailing, which is traced back to the time of Brahmagupta (wrote A.D. 628), each Chaturyuga is divided in the descending scale of 4, 3, 2, and 1 tenths, into the Kṛita or Golden Age of 1,728,000 years, the Trētā or Silver Age of 1,296,000 years, the Dvāpara or Brazen Age of 864,000 years, and the Kali or Iron Age of 432,000 years. Each age opens with a 'dawn' and

1 As regards the method of stating the lengths of the ages, Brahmagupta (ed. Sudhakara Drivedi, p. 3, verses 7, 8) first gives the length of the Chaturyuga, 4,320,000 years, which, he says, comprises "the four, the Kṛita and the others, with dawns and twilights." He then takes
closes with a ‘twilight’, each of which measures one-twelfth of the whole period assigned to the age, and is included in that period; so that what we may call the full daytime of the age lasts for ten-twelfths of that period: and it is from this point of view that the Kali age is sometimes mentioned as measuring 360,000 years. The divisions of the Chaturyuga on these lines are shown on p. 483 below. And the table shows also the constitution of the cycle on the principle of ‘divine years’, the basis of which is the idea that one year of men is a day of the gods, and 360 such days are one divine year.

the tenth part of that, viz. 432,000 years: and he multiplies this latter figure by 4, 3, 2, and 1.

A different course is taken by Lalita, an early exponent of Áryabhaṭa, who may or may not have come before Brahmagupta. He differs from his master regarding the divisions of the Chaturyuga (for Áryabhaṭa’s arrangement of this matter see p. 486 below), and agrees with Brahmagupta, but fixes the lengths of them by other means. He takes the orbit of the moon, 216,000 yojanas, as stated by Áryabhaṭa on the assumption that the moon is at such a distance from the earth that one minute of arc along her orbit round the earth measures ten yojanas; and he gets the figures for the ages by multiplying this figure by 8, 6, 4, and 2: see his Śiṅghadhirṛddhida, ed. Sudhakara Drivedi, p. 3, verse 14, with p. 27 f., verses 2, 3 (there are rather serious mistakes in some of the explanatory figures interpolated by the editor here).

1 I follow Whitney and other scholars in using the terms ‘dawn’ and ‘twilight’. The original texts sometimes discriminate by presenting संध्या where the term ‘dawn’ has been adopted, and संध्यान्त where ‘twilight’ is used. But in other places they use the term संध्या in both senses, and also another term, सम्भ, which, however, is perhaps used more specially in connexion with the Manvantaras, to which we shall come next.

The term संध्या, lit. ‘a holding together, union, junction’, occurs freely in literature in the sense of both the morning and the evening twilight. संध्यान्त, lit. ‘a portion of संध्या’, seems to have been selected simply in order to obtain, for the purpose of the ages, संध्या in the sense of the opening ‘twilight’, and another term for the closing one. सम्भ, lit. ‘junction, connexion, place or point of contact’, appears also to occur in the sense of ‘twilight’, both of the morning and of the evening. But the सम्भ are not parts of the Manvantaras, as the संध्या and संध्यान्त are of the Ages; and the idea seems to be more that of ‘a junction-period’, and to be better taken in this way: see, further, p. 482 below, and note 2.

2 For instance, in the Vishnu-Purāṇa, 4. 24. 41: trans., vol. 4, p. 236.
Such are the divisions of the Yuga, Mahāyuga, or Chaturyuga. In the other direction, 71 Chaturyugas constitute a Manvantara, 'the period of a Manu or patriarch': and during each Manvantara the Four Ages run on, in cycle after cycle, without any break; the 'twilight' of one age gliding straight into the 'dawn' of its successor, and the events proper to each age beginning at once to repeat themselves. There are 14 Manvantaras, each presided over by a different Manu, who is the progenitor and protector of the human race of his period: and the first of them is preceded by a 'junction-period',1 of the same length with a Kṛita age, which seems to be the time that was originally allotted for the process of creation, before the Śūrya-Siddhānta found reasons for greatly lengthening that time; and each of them is followed by a 'junction-period' of the same duration, which appears to be a time of abeyance of existence.2

The 14 Manvantaras, with the 15 'junction-periods', constitute a Kalpa or aeon, which thus measures 1000 Chaturyugas or 10,000 Kaliyugas. The Kalpa is the daytime of a day of the god Brahman; and his night is of the same length.3 At the end of the daytime of a day of Brahman everything is destroyed: during his night a state of chaos prevails: and then creation is renewed by him. This process of creation and destruction alternates during the whole life of Brahman,

1 The term is vasudhi, regarding which see note 1 on p. 481 above.
2 The Śūrya-Siddhānta, 1. 18, says that the vasudhi at the end of a Manvantara is a jālapāla, 'a deluge'. The Vaiṣṇava-Purāṇa, 61. 136, says that there is a saṁkhāra, 'a suppression, destruction', at the end of a Manvantara, and a saṁbhāra, 'a birth, production', at the end of the saṁhāra.
3 The astronomers had no need to go beyond the Kalpa: and neither does Āryabhaṭa nor does Brahmagupta seem to have done so. The Śūrya-Siddhānta, 1. 21, however, found it worth while to add that the extreme age of Brahman is 100 (years) of such days-and-nights, and that half of his life has passed.
The divisions of the Chaturyuga

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The ages</th>
<th>Years of men</th>
<th>Divine years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kṛita :—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn</td>
<td>144,000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>1,440,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>144,000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,728,000</td>
<td>4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trätā :—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn</td>
<td>108,000</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>1,080,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>108,000</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,296,000</td>
<td>3,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvāpara :—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>720,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>864,000</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali :—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>360,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>432,000</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yuga, Mahāyuga, or Chaturyuga | 4,320,000 | 12,000 |

which is known as the Mahākalpa and lasts for 100 years, each composed of 360 such days and nights. Then everything is overwhelmed by a final destruction and resolution into ultimate sources, and apparently remains so until another Brahman comes spontaneously into existence.\(^1\)

\(^1\) This part of the matter is obscure. But it was recognized at an early period (see, e.g., Āryabhaṭa’s Kālañkriyā chapter, verse 11) that, though time is measured by the courses of the planets (including in this term the sun and the moon), time itself has no beginning and no end: and it was consequently seen that even the life of Brahman, as specified above, would not cover the duration of time. The idea seems to be that even Brahman himself dies, and is followed by a new Brahman; not that he sinks into quiescence and becomes revivified. Thus Bhāskarāchārya, writing in A.D. 1150, says that at the end of the 100 years, which period, he tells us, was named Mahākalpa by early people, there comes “another Brahman”; on the point as to how many such beings there may have been, he adds:— “Since this same time had no beginning, I know not
It may be added that we are held to be now in the Kaliyuga or Iron Age of the twenty-eighth Chaturyuga or cycle of the Four Ages in the seventh Manvantara in the first Kalpa in the second half of the life of Brahman.¹ But we are still in only the 'dawn' of the Kali age: this dawn lasts for 36,000 years; and the daytime of the age, with all its depraved characteristics fully developed, will not begin until A.D. 32,899.

The general idea of the Ages, with their names, and with a graduated deterioration of religion and morality how many Brahmans have passed away: see his Siddhántasiríomani, and his own commentary on it, edited by Bapu Deva Sastrī, p. 10, verse 25.¹ See, e.g., the Sūrya-Siddhánta, ed. FitzEdward Hall and Bapu Deva Sastrī, 1. 21, 22; where we are further told that the Manu of the current Manvantara is Vaivasvata. See also the Vishnu-Purāṇa, 1. 3. 26, 27, which adds that the present Kalpa is named Vāraha, and the last preceding one was Pādma; in verse 4 it uses the terms Para and Parārdha to denote respectively the whole and the half of the life of Brahman.

There has been, however, a difference of opinion on this point. Bhāskarāchārya says in his Siddhántasiríomani, ed. cit., p. 11, verses 26, 27, and his own commentary thereon: "How much of the life of the existing Brahman has gone, I know not; some say half of it; others, eight and a half years. Let the tradition be: there is no use for it either way, because the planets are to be calculated only according to the elapsed time of his current day. Since they are created at the beginning of such a day and are destroyed at the end of it, it is proper to examine their courses only for the time during which they exist: those persons who, on the other hand, consider their courses for times when they were not, — I give my compliments to those great men!"

The Sūrya-Siddhánta, 1. 21, teaches that half of the life of Brahman has elapsed, and that we are now in the first Kalpa of the second half. The other view appears to be taught by some followers of the Brāhma-Siddhánta.

The Lashkar Pāñchāṅg, printed at Gwalior, says in the introductory passages of its issue for the Vikrama year 1966 and the Śaka year 1831, expired, = A.D. 1909-10, that the view that half of the life of Brahman has passed is the Saura-mata, the opinion of those who follow the Sūrya-Siddhánta (see just above), and the other view is the Brāhma-mata. It adds that in the first day of the remainder of his life there had elapsed, up to the year of its issue, 1,972,949,010 years, or, in terms of the time of Brahman, 13 ghaṭīkās, 12 palas, 3 vipalas; that is, 5 hrs. 28 min. 49.2 sec. Some other almanacs make similar statements: but it is enough to cite this one as an example.
and shortening of human life,—with also some conception of a great period known as the Kalpa or aeon, which is mentioned in the inscriptions of Aśoka (B.C. 264–227),—seems to have been well established in India before the astronomical period. But we cannot refer to that early time any passage assigning a date to the beginning of any of the Ages, or even allotting to them the specific lengths, whether in solar years of men or in divine years,

In rock-edict 4 we have:—"And the sons of the king Dēvānāmi-piyadassi, and the sons' sons and their sons, will cause this observance of dhamma to increase throughout the aeon." The Kāśi text, line 12, has āva karpa, = yēvāt  karpam: and the Shāhbazgarhi and Mansehra texts yield the same expression. The Gīrānī text, line 9, has āva saṃhṛta-karpā, = yēvāt saṃhṛta-kalpāt, "until the aeon of destruction"; which indicates a recognition of an ensuing aeon of non-existence, following the aeon of existence in which we now are.

In rock-edict 5, again, Aśoka speaks of "my sons and sons' sons, and my offspring after that throughout the aeon." Here, also, we have āva karpa in the Kāśi text, line 14, and in the Shāhbāzgarhi and Mansehra texts; while the Gīrānī text, line 2, has again āva saṃhṛta-karpā.

The Dhauli text has in edict 5, line 21, āva karpa, but in edict 4, line 17, ā-karpā, which may be of course a mistake for āva karpa, but also may represent quite regularly ā-karpam. In the Jaugada text both the expressions are lost.

Early epigraphic references to the system of cosmical periods are rare; but two instances may be cited. The Junāgūṭh inscription of Rudradāman, dated in A.D. 150, says (Epī. Ind., vol. 8, p. 42, text line 6–7) that the dam of the great lake Sudarśana was burst by the effects of a great fall of rain, which swelled to excess the rivers that filled the lake and was accompanied by "a wind of a most tremendous fury befitting the end of the Yugas." And the Gaṅḍhār inscription of A.D. 423 (Gupta Inscriptions, p. 74, text line 7–8), describes the king Viśvavarman as "surpassing in brilliance the most unendurable saṃhṛtaka-fire". These allusions may be explained from the Mahābhārata, 3, Vanap., § 188. 12869–90. At the end of the 1000 Yugas (which make the daytime of a day of the Creator) there will appear seven blazing suns, which will dry up all the waters in the rivers and the oceans. They will be followed by the saṃhṛtaka-fire, 'the fire of destruction', accompanied by a great wind, which will invade the earth, already dried up by the suns, and will burn up everything that is left, penetrating even through the earth down to the nether regions. This fire will be quenched eventually by a tremendous fall of rain, lasting for twelve years, from vast masses of clouds driven by the same terrible wind, which will flood the whole surface of the earth. Then, when the clouds are exhausted, the Self-existent One will drink up that terrible wind, and will go to sleep.

Jras. 1911.
mentioned above. And as regards their lengths, taking the earliest evidence to which a definite period can be assigned, we find a different scheme of the system of cosmical periods presented to us by Āryabhaṭa, who wrote in or soon after A.D. 499. He had the period of the Chaturyuga, called by him simply Yuga, with the same duration of 4,320,000 solar years of men. But he took the Manvantara as consisting of 72 (instead of 71) Yugas, = Chaturyugas; so that his Kalpa, consisting similarly of 14 Manvantaras, but without the fifteen 'junction-periods', measured 1008 (instead of 1000) Yugas, = Chaturyugas. And, in the other direction, he has not mentioned or indicated the graduated division of the Yuga into the four ages, but has divided it into four equal parts, called by him Yugapādas, 'quarter Yugas', each consisting of 1,080,000 years. Further, he has not assigned names to the Yugapādas, but has given us his date by saying that he was 23 years old when there had expired, not 3600 years of the Kali age, but three Yugapādas and 3600 years of the fourth Yugapāda.

To the above account we must add that Brahmagupta mentions still another scheme of the Kalpa, according to which it was composed of 14 Manvantaras, each of 71 Chaturyugas, without the fifteen 'junction-periods'; so that it measured 994 Chaturyugas. This represents

1 Detailed remarks on this point must be held over; but the following may be said. The original scheme of the Yuga seems to have been on the decimal system of notation; a cycle of 10,000 years (Atharvasvēda, 8. 2. 21), which was then divided, when the idea of the Ages with fixed decreasing periods arose, into four parts of 4000, 3000, 2000, and 1000 years. It was subsequently recast on duodecimal lines; by adding 2000 years, which were divided in the same proportion into 800, 600, 400, and 200, and were attached to the Ages as their 'dawns' and 'twilights', thus making 4800, 3600, 2400, and 1200, = 12,000 years. This enabled the primitive Yuga to be adapted to the astronomical Yuga of 4,320,000 years, by multiplying the 12,000 years and the divisions thereof by 360.

2 See page 111 above.

Ed. cit., p. 4, verse 11.
The three systems of cosmical periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The system of Brahmagupta and the present day</th>
<th>1,728,000</th>
<th>1,296,000</th>
<th>884,000</th>
<th>482,000</th>
<th>4,330,000</th>
<th>71</th>
<th>396,720,000</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>4,294,080,000</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>25,920,000</th>
<th>4,320,000,000,000</th>
<th>Yuga × 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kṛita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yuga × 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teṣātā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvāpara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manvantara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25,920,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṛita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate system</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>4,320,000</th>
<th>71</th>
<th>306,720,000</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>4,294,080,000</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>25,920,000</th>
<th>4,320,000,000,000</th>
<th>Yuga × 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The divisions of the Yugas in this system are not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Āryabhata's system</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>1,080,000</th>
<th>4,320,000</th>
<th>72</th>
<th>312,040,000</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>4,354,500,000</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>25,920,000</th>
<th>4,320,000,000,000</th>
<th>Yuga × 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Yugasādha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manvantara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
an intermediate stage in the development of the scheme favoured by him from that presented to us by Āryabhaṭa.

The divisions of the Chaturyuga according to this intermediate system are not known. In other respects, the table on p. 487 above presents a comparison of the three schemes.

The settlement of the Hindū system of cosmical periods, first in the form in which it is given by Āryabhāṭa, and finally in the form which it now has, is due to a combination of astronomical necessities with the pre-existing popular ideas. And it was in these circumstances that there were developed the features which distinguish the Hindū from the Greek and Roman systems. The Ages of the Greeks and the Romans had no specific duration: their Golden, Silver, and Brazen Ages included the whole period from "the beginning of years" to the commencement of the Iron Age, and were past and done with for ever; and their Iron Age was to last until the end of everything. But the Hindū Ages are of definite lengths, and recur again and again; and the cycle of them constitutes a unit in the measurement of time, with the result that, by means of the initial point assigned to the current Kali age, the beginning of any other age in the life of Brahma, or any other point in his existence, can be determined. The circumstances in which this distinguishing feature was introduced were as follows:—

At some time not long before A.D. 400 the Hindūs received the principles of the Greek astronomy and astrology, and developed their own application of them.¹ Amongst other details, they adopted the idea of a solar year beginning at the vernal equinox as marked for them

¹ There is, I believe, now a tendency to refer this receipt of the Greek sciences to a somewhat earlier period. As far as the matter is clear to me, it cannot be placed before about A.D. 225-50, and A.D. 350 seems more probable.
by the entrance of the sun into their constellation and sign Mēsha, the ram, which answers to our Aries, though it does not coincide with our constellation Aries, and much less with our present astronomical sign Aries. And, as that equinox was then occurring in their synodic lunar month Chaitra, they adopted also a lunar year beginning with Chaitra śukla 1, the first day of the bright fortnight of Chaitra, and bound it to that solar year by the system of lunisolar cycles and the intercalation of lunar months.

Like other Oriental peoples, and like the Greeks themselves and the Romans, the Hindūs had had the system of lunisolar cycles and intercalation from a great antiquity. But, so far, all that they had been concerned with was the harmonizing of the courses of the sun and the moon, and the keeping of a lunar reckoning as closely as possible in agreement with the natural seasons, by those means. Now, however, under the influence of the Greek sciences, they had to compute, both for astronomical and for astrological purposes, the courses of the planets as well as those of the sun and the moon. And to this end they required bases for calculation going far beyond any ordinary lunisolar cycles.

In the first place, for laying down their elements in integers and for introducing refinements of them in the

1 The first point of Mēsha is the fixed initial point of the Hindū sphere: it is either at, or 10° on the east of, the star ζ Piscium, which is about 10° west of the beginning of our constellation Aries. Our "first point of Aries", i.e. of our sign Aries, which gives the tropical equinox, is now about 18° farther to the west from ζ Piscium.

The Hindū mean vernal equinox is the time when their mean sun comes to the first point of Mēsha. According to the Hindū bases, this was, in B.C. 3102, on 18 February: now, as a result partly of the Hindūs maintaining the sidereal solar year and disregarding the precession of the equinoxes in connexion with their calendar, partly of our introduction of New Style in A.D. 1752, it comes on 13 or 14 April. The Hindū true vernal equinox occurs two days and a few hours earlier, when their true sun comes to the first point of Mēsha.
same convenient form, they required a large calculative period of the kind called by the Greeks an *exeligmos* and by the Romans an *annus magnus* or *mundanus*;¹ that is, a period of evolution and revolution, in the course of which any given order of things runs through an appointed course and is completed by returning to the state from which it started. And they adopted an *exeligmos* beginning and ending with a conjunction of the sun, the moon, and the planets, at the first point of Mēṣha; which conjunction of course involved a new-moon and the vernal equinox.²

The Hindū astronomers themselves may have determined the precise length of time which they assigned to their *exeligmos*, and the all-important date to which (as will be shown) they referred the last occurrence of this conjunction before their own time. But the suggestion for the particular nature of the conjunction seems plainly

¹ As I have said on a recent occasion, for the term *exeligmos*, which is frequently a very convenient one to use, we are indebted to Dr. Burgess (this Journal, 1893. 721), who brought it to the front from Geminus and Ptolemy in the course of his instructive article entitled "Notes on Hindu Astronomy and the History of our Knowledge of it."

² This conjunction is usually indicated, perhaps not too clearly, by statements such as that made by Aryabhata in his Kālakriyā chapter, verse 11:—"The Yuga (i.e. the Mahāyuga or Chaturyuga), the year, the month, and the day began all together at the beginning of the bright fortnight of Chaitra;" which is to be read in connexion with the statement in the Daśagitikasūtra, verse 2 (a part of his work, whether he himself composed it or not; see p. 115 above), that the revolutions of the sun, etc., laid down for the Yuga in that verse and the preceding one, are counted from (the first point of) Mēṣha and from sunrise on a Wednesday at Lāukā.

But it is defined in very plain terms in the *Sūrya-Siddhānta*, l. 57. This work purports to have been revealed by the Sun to the great Asura Maya when the Kṛita age was being superseded by the Trētā: and we are here told that:—"At this same end of the Kṛita age, all the planets, by mean motion, but excepting (their) nodes and apsides, have come to equality (conjunction) at the beginning of Mēṣha." The term 'planets' here includes, as usual, the sun and the moon. The sequel will show that the conjunction thus referred to the end of the Kṛita age, that is, to the beginning of the Trētā, comes also at the beginning of the Kaliyuga.
to have been obtained from Greek or other sources: a passage found by Professor Jacobi in the De Die Natali of Censorinus (A.D. 238) tells us thus:—"There is also the year, which Aristotle [B.C. 384–322] calls maximus rather than magnus, which the orbs of the sun, the moon, and the five wandering stars bring to an end when they are all together carried back to that same sign in which they once were at one and the same time; and of which year the midwinter is a cataclysm which our people call a deluge, and the summer is a conflagration which is a burning of the world: for in these alternate times the world is perceived to be turned now into fire, now into water."¹

Whatever may be the origin of the idea of this conjunction, the Hindū astronomers adopted it. And, as regards one of the details of their system, it was necessary, in view of the number of the heavenly bodies concerned, that the exeligmos to be used in connexion with it should be a very long one, to admit of assigning a sufficiently great number of revolutions to the sun, the moon, and the planets, to bring them all together again at the end of it, and at the same time to state those numbers as integers without the inconvenience of fractions. Now, the Hindūs have sometimes used the Kalpa as an exeligmos. But that was laid out and adopted expressly with the same object of avoiding the introduction of fractions in making refinements in the elements.² The more general exeligmos has

¹ The passage has been given by Professor Jacobi in the Acts of the Tenth Oriental Congress, Geneva, 1894, part 1 (1897), p. 106, in his article "Contributions to our Knowledge of Indian Chronology." See also this Journal, 1893, 721, note 2, where it has been given by Dr. Burgess, to whom it was communicated by Professor Jacobi. It goes on to say:—"Aristarchus [between B.C. 280 and 264] estimated this year at 2484 successive years; Arctes Dyrrachinus at 5552; Heraclitus [about B.C. 513] and Linus at 10,800; Dion at 10,884; Orpheus at 120,000; Cassandrus at 360,000. But others have expressed the opinion that it is infinite and cannot ever complete itself."

² An example may be given, to make the meaning clear. For the planet Jupiter, Āryabhaṭa had 364,224 revolutions in the Yuga, giving
been the Yuga, Mahāyuga, or Chātriyuga of 4,320,000 years. And this was the earlier *exelīgmos* of the two, and was nominally the *exelīgmos* of Āryabhaṭa. But, except in the case of the apsis and node of the moon, all the figures for the principal elements, taken for that period by him and his successors, are exactly divisible by four. And it is recognizable from this that the true original Hindū *exelīgmos* was the quarter of that period, namely, Āryabhaṭa’s Yugapāda of 1,080,000 years, with the conjunction recurring at the beginning of each Yugapāda.1

A certain rate of motion and a certain length in years for each revolution. Brahmagupta found reasons for making the motion of the planet somewhat quicker and the period of its revolution somewhat less; and he did this by increasing the number of revolutions in a given time. With the Yuga as the *exelīgmos*, he would have had to state the number of revolutions, taken by him, as 364,226\(\frac{1}{4}\); but, using the Kalpa, he was able to put it as 364,226,455.

Further, the *Śūrya-Sūdhanāta*, while using the Yuga as its *exelīgmos* for all ordinary purposes, had to adopt the Kalpa for stating (1. 41-44) the revolutions of the apsis of the sun and the apsides and nodes of the five planets; because the numbers are too small to be stated as integers for the Yuga.

1 Before the publication of Kern’s edition of the Āryabhaṭīya in 1874, Āryabhaṭa was known only from quotations from him in other Hindū works; and even in those quotations he was confused with the author of the later work, the *Ārya-Sūdhanāta*: the real Āryabhaṭa, in fact, was so little known that Colebrooke thought it possible (see *Essays*, 2, 429) that he might be placed even before n.c. 58. Whitney, however, recognized and illustrated that the Yugapāda might be substituted for the Yuga for purposes of calculation: see the *Śūrya-Sūdhanāta*, trans., p. 160f.

The reason for the precise length of the Hindū *exelīgmos* in either form, Yuga or Yugapāda, does not come within the scope of this article: it has been much debated, but is still a matter of conjecture, and seems likely to remain such. In respect, however, of any suggestion that it was selected to suit some particular rate of precession of the equinoxes (see, e.g., Cunningham, *Indian Eras*, p. 4), it may be observed, in the first place, that (as may be seen, loc. cit.) more rates of precession than one can be manipulated, according as we deal with any fractions that are involved, in such a manner as to yield the period of either a Yuga or a Yugapāda; and in the second place, that it is tolerably certain that the Hindūs did not pay any attention to precession, even if they knew exactly what it is, until about the tenth century, and that, when they did take the matter up, they fixed their estimates of the annual rate of
As regards another detail, the Hindu astronomers found that they required also a specific date to which they could refer the conjunction or some fairly recent recurrence of it, so that they could state the positions of the heavenly bodies for any desired times. And, applying themselves to this detail, and working, let us say (simply taking a convenient year at any time more or less near the real period) in A.D. 399, they found, whether by calculations of their own or from some extraneous hint, that the said conjunction had occurred exactly 35 centuries previously. There was not, indeed, really such a conjunction, or even a close approximation to it: nor, apparently, is it even precession at 54" and 1' simply because these rates gave periods which go without fractions into the period of their ezelignos. And it may be noted that the Greeks had an ezelignos of 10,800 years (see note 1 on p. 491 above); also, that the Chaldaeans had a period of 432,000 years, extending from Creation to the Flood, which was supposed to represent the reigns of ten kings, but seems more likely to be of the nature of an ezelignos: the Hindu ezelignos, either the shorter one, the Yugapada, or the longer one, the Yuga, may have been an adaptation by extension of one or the other of those two periods.

There can, however, be little doubt, that, as was intimated by Dr. Burgess in this Journal, 1893. 722, it is a natural development of the system of sexagesimal subdivision, which is ancient enough: its ultimate origin lies in such facts as that there are 10,800' in 180', and 21,600' in the whole circle, and also, by the Hindu divisions of time, 21,600 nadis or ghatis, periods of 24 minutes, in 360 days. And, if the subject should ever be taken up again, attention might be paid to the manner in which Lalla obtained the figures for the subdivisions of the Yuga from 216,000 as the number of yojanas in the orbit of the moon (see note 1 on p. 480 above): this item was used also to determine the circumference of space, in the sense of the visible universe lit up by the sun, and to deduce from that the orbits and distances of the sun, the planets, and the nakshatras. That the moon was an important factor in the determination of the period seems also to be indicated by the point that the numbers of the revolutions of her apsis and node are integers only for the Yuga: divided by four, they give fractions, three-quarters and one-half.

1 The Kaliyuga era was known to the Arabian astronomers as the Era of the Deluge: see Alberuni’s Chronology of Ancient Nations, trans. Sachau, p. 29; also the Ain i Akhari, trans. Jarrett, vol. 2, p. 22. It is not impossible that some tradition about the Flood, obtained from the Greeks or the Romans, may have indicated to the Hindus the period in which, in a general way, they should look for the date of the great conjunction.
the case that the sun was actually at the first point of Mēsha at the moment arrived at. But there was an approach to such a conjunction, which was turned into an actual conjunction by using the mean instead of the true positions of the sun, the moon, and the planets, and by taking liberties with some of them. And, partly from the reckoning which has come down to us, partly from the statements of details in the astronomical books, we know that the moment assigned to the assumed conjunction was according to one school mean sunrise at Lāṅkā–Ujjain on Friday, 18 February, r.c. 3102, and according to another school the preceding midnight.

1 It cannot be said safely, off-hand, as has been said, that no such conjunction ever did or ever will occur: as Albērānt observed (see his Chronology of Ancient Nations, trans. Sachau, p. 30), it must have occurred and must occur again, if only our solar system lasts long enough. This, however, is a question which must be left to the astronomers in consultation with the geologists.

2 Whitney gave the mean places of the planets for mean sunrise at Ujjain on Friday, 18 February, r.c. 3102, in accordance with three of the Hindu books: of those three, the Arya-Siddhānta gives the nearest approach to a conjunction; and according to it the sun, the moon, Mars, and Saturn were exactly at the first point of Mēsha; Venus and Jupiter were 2° 52’ 48” west of that point; and Mercury was 8° 38’ 24” west of it: see Sūrya-Siddhānta, trans., p. 425. For the true positions of the planets for the preceding midnight at Ujjain, furnished to Whitney by Professor Winlock, see ibid., p. 162.

Two items may be added, as worked by Schram's Kalendarigraphische und Chronologische Tafeln (1908). The true new-moon in February, r.c. 3102, was at about 7:13 a.m., for Ujjain, on Thursday, the 17th. The true vernal equinox of r.c. 3102 was at about 1:25 p.m., for Ujjain, on Sunday, 17 April.

2 Āryabhaṭa belonged to the sunrise school; the midnight school is represented by the original Sūrya-Siddhānta, which existed before the time of Varahamihira (died A.D. 587), and by the present work of the same name, which dates from probably about A.D. 1000. Brahmagupta also placed the conjunction at sunrise: but his position in respect of its connexion with the Kaliyuga seems to have been an anomalous one which cannot be conveniently examined here.

Colebrooke said (Essays, 2, 384):—“A third school began the astronomical day, as well as the great period, at noon.” But that is a mistake. In the place alluded to by him, Bhaṭṭotpala dealt with a different matter, and mentioned four views as to the moment—sunset, midnight, sunrise, and noon—at which a planet becomes the lord of
This difference, however, is only a technical point of detail for purposes of calculation: all the Hindu books agree that the civil day runs from sunrise: and for all purposes of chronology the period beginning with this conjunction runs from the sunrise on the Friday.

For the rest, the case is as follows. To suit the pre-existing notions about the Ages, which involved the understanding that the Kali age had already begun, the Hindus took the moment of the conjunction, fixed in B.C. 3102 as stated above, as the initial point, not of the Yuga, but of the last Yugapada or quarter Yuga, which accordingly became the Kali age. Further effect was given to the same notions by redistributing the period of 4,320,000 years into the unequal Krita, Treata, Dvapara, and Kali ages, in the proportion of 4, 3, 2, and 1 tenths. And the result was the peculiar position which marks the beginning of the Kali age as the pivot of the whole system of Hindu cosmical periods: namely, the conjunction taken as the starting-point of the entire Yuga now recurs, as originally, at the beginning of each Kali age; in a Dvapara age, it does not occur at all; in a Treata age, it occurs twice, at the beginning and at 216,000 years before the end; and in a Krita age, in spite of that age being always the first and the best of the ages, it occurs, not at its beginning, but after the lapse of 648,000 years from its beginning.

We may add, however, that though the Krita age was thus at first left without any particular occurrence to mark its arrival, the deficiency was subsequently supplied. The next Krita age, and of course each Krita age after it, a day: see the Brihat-Samhita, ed. Vizianagram Sanskrit Series, vol. 1, p. 32.

1 It is a curious point that the length of the daytime of this age is the same with the length of the true original eoligmus, the Yugapada, 1,080,000 years. This, however, is perhaps a mere coincidence, a natural result of the period which had to be redistributed and of the principles on which that was to be done.
is to be attended by a conjunction of the sun, the moon, the planet Jupiter, and the nakshatra Tishya, perhaps better known as Pushya, which is part of the constellation and sign Karka, the crab (Cancer). But it must be noted that every Krita age, like all the other cosmical periods, must begin at the vernal equinox: and such a conjunction as this one can only happen shortly after the Hindū summer solstice; it is only at that time of the year that the sun is in Karka.

1 See, e.g., the Vāyu-Purāṇa, 99. 413:—
Yadā chandraśccha sūryaśccha tathā Tishya-Brihaspati
ekā-rāśau bhavishyanti tadā Kritayugaṁ bhavēt

The Matsya does not seem to include this statement: at any rate, it is not found in the passage, 272/273. 27 ff., where in agreement with the other Purāṇas it should be. The Brahmāṇḍa, however, has the verse, 74. 225, word for word the same.

The Vishnu, 4. 24. 30, has the first half of the verse in the same words: its second half runs:—ekā-rāśau samēshyanti bhavishyati tatāḥ Kritam.

The Bhāgavata, 12. 2. 24, follows the Vishnu, except that its last pāda runs:—tatā bhavati tat Kritam.

The verse is found also in an interpolated passage in the Mahābhārata, 3, Vanaparvan, § 190. 13099: here it agrees with the Vishnu and the Bhāgavata, except that the last pāda runs:—pravartsyati tadā Kritam.

This verse does not exactly assert what is technically known as a conjunction: it only says that the sun, the moon, Jupiter, and Tishya "will come together, or will be (together), in one sign." But a conjunction is obviously implied; because otherwise the occurrence would be too common. Jupiter spends nearly one year out of every twelve in Karka; and, on each occasion while he is there, he will be in conjunction with Tishya, and the sun and moon will be in conjunction with each other in that same sign once if not twice; but it is only at very long intervals that all the four will be in conjunction.

(To be concluded in the next number.)
NOTE SUR LA LANGUE ET L'ÉCRIPTION INCONNUES DES DOCUMENTS STEIN-COWLEY

PAR R. GAUTHIOT

Le fascicule du mois de janvier 1911 du JRAS, contient un mémoire de M. A. Cowley intitulé "Another Unknown Language from Eastern Turkestan", dont il paraît impossible de dire qu'il n'est pas "sensationnel". Il nous apporte en effet une écriture inconnue d'origine araméenne, une langue mystérieuse, des documents d'un type précieux et rare puisqu'il s'agit de lettres et non de textes publics religieux ou civils ; il nous fournit enfin des textes dont il est possible de déterminer l'âge de façon approximative, dont la haute antiquité est à peu près certaine et qui proviennent du li mining chinois lui-même, d'un point situé, il est vrai à l'ouest de Touenhouang mais à l'extrême limite de ce que l'on peut appeler le Turkestan. Pour tous ceux qui s'intéressent à l'histoire de l'Asie, à la résurrection des langues, des peuples, et des civilisations qui ont vécu entre la Chine, la Perse, et l'Inde, que d'attraits nouveaux et de problèmes irritants !

Avec une conscience et un sang-froid des plus remarquables, M. Cowley s'est gardé d'insister dans son travail sur le caractère nouveau, l'aspect imprévu ou l'intérêt actuel des documents qu'il présentait au public pour la première fois. Il s'est attaché, au contraire, à fournir à ceux que les textes rapportés par M. M. A. Stein devaient intéresser des documents sûrs, des résultats critiqués avec soin, des lectures que chacun peut contrôler sur un fac-similé joint à l'article. Il a agi aussi en véritable savant en publiant ce qu'il savait, bien qu'il fût d'avis que c'était peu de chose, en se refusant à garder par devers lui ce que d'autres plus heureux pourraient
peut-être lire un peu mieux. Et il ne faut pas perdre de vue que les quelques notes et indications qui suivent reposent en entier sur les travaux préliminaires de M. Cowley ; elles se présentent à l'examen et à la critique compétents de la même façon et dans les mêmes conditions que celles de M. Cowley ; elles aussi ne visent qu'à être utiles à l'œuvre commune.

Deux points doivent être considérés comme définitivement acquis : Tout d'abord il est hors de doute après l'examen fait par M. Cowley des originaux et pour quiconque veut bien examiner le fac-similé publié dans le Journal que l'écriture des documents épistolaires trouvés par M. M. A. Stein est d'origine araméenne, mais qu'elle est d'un type fortement aberrant ; d'autre part il reste établi que la langue qui se dissimule sous cette graphie n'est pas un dialecte sémitique ; M. Cowley, qui fait autorité en la matière n'y a retrouvé que ce que l'on est convenu d'appeler des “cryptogrammes”, c'est à dire de ces mots sémitiques fossiles qui étaient écrits mais non lus en pehlvi par exemple et qui faisaient partie de l'écriture araméenne, comme des sortes de sigles. Il a reconnu ainsi de façon à peu près certaine ܡ Mundo (loc. laud., p. 163) et la négation ܢ l' (loc. laud., p. 166). Il ne nous a pas été possible non plus de découvrir dans la langue “inconnue” un parler sémitique, et M. Israël Lévi, qui a bien voulu examiner le fac-similé publié par M. Cowley, n'y a pas réussi davantage. Dès lors il y avait deux possibilités dont il fallait tenir compte avant tout, et d'ailleurs de façon inégale : celle que la langue en question fût turque ou iranienne. Déjà M. Cowley avait été amené tout naturellement après avoir trouvé des “cryptogrammes” à l'hypothèse qu'il avait à faire à du pehlvi : suivant cette idée, il avait cru reconnaître 𐭦𐭫𐭦 xuṭaṭ (loc. laud., p. 164) et 𐭫𐭫 yāk (loc. laud., p. 166) c'est à dire les mots “maître, seigneur”, et “un” précisément sous leur forme persane la plus caractéristique :
ailleurs qu’en Perse le nom de nombre “un” et le mot “maître” affectent en effet des formes tout différentes. On aperçoit de suite l’importance de pareilles identifications : si elles étaient exactes les lettres retrouvées par M. M. A. Stein nous fournissaient les spécimens les plus anciens que nous possédions du pehlevi des livres, et nous attestaient l’usage de cette forme particulière du moyen persan en Chine, à l’est de Tourfan, d’où les expéditions allemandes avaient rapporté les précieux documents qui témoignent qu’au 3e siècle de notre ère la sourde intervocalique t de ㎞ή ㎢ par exemple était déjà devenue la sonore d. Malheureusement les cryptogrammes si nombreux du pehlevi des livres restaient impossibles à retrouver ; les graphies sémithes des conjonctions, des pronoms, et des verbes demeuraient méconnaissables bien qu’elles fussent connues par ailleurs. En fait cette amorce de solution aboutissait à ajouter de nouveaux mystères aux anciens.

D’autre part l’examen de l’alphabet que M. Cowley avait dressé, à titre d’hypothèse bien entendu, mais tel qu’il résultait en fin de compte de la somme des identifications qu’il avait cru pouvoir faire révélait deux lacunes singulières : on n’y trouvait de ꞑ que final et point de ꞑ. Or ꞑ et ꞑ existent l’un et l’autre en turc comme en iranien (cf. loc. laud., p. 166) et sont, on le sait, très abondants en pehlevi. En revanche le second des deux caractères que M. Cowley lisait ꞑ, celui auquel il joignait d’ailleurs un point d’interrogation, devait être selon toute vraisemblance un ꞑ : au point de vue paléographique il apparaît sur le fac-similé et dans les diverses reproductions que M. Cowley a données comme fort voisin du ꞑ araméen et M. Israël Lévi auquel cette hypothèse a été communiquée de suite l’a couverte de son autorité en s’y ralliant aussitôt. Il y a là, au premier abord, une observation intéressante et une probabilité ; à y regarder de près au contraire, un changement grave dans la lecture de M. Cowley tout entière et une quasi certitude.
Alphabet

Address
En effet en substituant simplement la valeur de $n$ à celle de $y$ on obtient de suite une indication précieuse sur la nature de la langue des documents en question et sur la direction dans laquelle il convient de chercher la clef de l’écriture. Dans l’adresse même, dans la partie de gauche où figure le nom de l’expéditeur, on lit à la deuxième ligne le mot attendu (cf. loc. laud., p. 163) de “serviteur” sous sa forme sogdienne de یابن which qui se trouve répétée fréquemment dans les documents bouddhiques en écriture sogdienne, et qui apparaît aussi sans l’élargissement en -k- dans les textes chrétiens publiés par M. F. W. K. Müller (Sitzungsberichte de l’Académie de Berlin, 1907, pp. 264-7). C’est là une forme nettement dialectale qui s’oppose au bandak du pehlvi (pers. بنده) et au bardaka du vieux perse. Le mot correspondant du côté droit de l’adresse, le mot “seigneur” se trouve aussitôt confirmé : seulement c’est le sogdien ناھا which qu’il faut lire, qui dans les textes bouddhiques en écriture sogdienne est یوتوَت, prononcé xutaw, selon la supposition faite par M. Andreas et moi dès janvier, et non le ناھا which suspect qu’y avait cru reconnaître M. Cowley, préoccupé de retrouver le correspondant du pehlvi ناھا et du persan خداei (v. loc. laud., p. 164). Du coup se trouve enfin éliminée la distinction sûrement artificielle, tant elle était ténue et incertaine, que M. Cowley avait été amené à établir entre deux variétés indéfinissables et interchangeables d’un même caractère qui est en fait un $w$, ی.

Ainsi l’on se trouve en présence de cette conclusion, provisoire encore, mais qui va se vérifier avec une rapidité singulière que les lettres rapportées par M. M. A. Stein des confins de la Chine propre et étudiées par M. Cowley sont en langue sogdienne notée au moyen d’un système graphique qui est à peu près à celui des manichéens et des chrétiens de langue sogdienne ce que le pehlvi est au pazend. Or il importe de noter avant tout qu’une écriture à cryptogrammes sémitiques a existé pour le sogdien
comme pour le persan, avec cette différence que le nombre des "sigles" étrangers y était singulièrement moindre ; c'est dans cette écriture que sont fixés les textes bouddhiques que les expéditions en Asie centrale nous ont révélés et dont des spécimens précieux se trouvent à Berlin, à Londres, et surtout peut-être à Paris ; c'est dans cette écriture qu'est rédigée l'inscription sogdiennne de Qara-Balgassoun, où M. F. W. K. Müller a reconnu dès 1909 un texte iranien parsemé de cryptogrammes (Sitzungsberichte de l'Académie de Berlin, 1907, p. 726 et suiv., et surtout p. 729). Il n'y a donc rien de surprenant à retrouver dans les documents de M. M. A. Stein les termes sémitiques ل and م à côté des mots sogdiens بفرن and شیه : c'est au contraire une constatation qui s'accorde avec les données historiques et linguistiques connues, et qui est conforme aux probabilités.

C'est en outre une observation essentielle au point de vue de l'écriture. L'usage des cryptogrammes est particulier, comme nous venons de l'indiquer, non pas à un dialecte ou à un peuple, mais à un système graphique ; il appartient en commun aux textes bouddhiques les plus anciens et à l'inscription manichéenne de Qara-Balgassoun. Si les textes manichéens déchiffrés et publiés par M. F. W. K. Müller avec la maîtrise que l'on sait n'offrent pas de cryptogrammes, c'est qu'ils sont notés en écriture estranghélienne modifiée dite manichéenne. La conclusion s'impose : les textes épistolaires dont il s'agit ici doivent être en écriture sogdiennne, s'ils sont vraiment en langue sogdiennne avec cryptogrammes ; ou plutôt, conformément aux conclusions d'une étude dont les principaux résultats ont été communiqués à la Société Asiatique de Paris à la séance du 13 janvier 1911, et qui est actuellement sous presse, ils doivent être notés en une cursive araméenne intermédiaire entre l'araméen proprement dit et l'écriture sogdiennne d'où est issu l'alphabet ouïgour. Il ne faut donc pas essayer de les lire en partant des systèmes graphiques des langues.
sémithiques, ni surtout en s'inspirant de leur évolution propre et du sens dans lequel ils se sont développés; c'est du point d'arrivée, l'écriture sogdienne, qu'il faut partir en remontant.

A procéder ainsi la ressemblance entre l'écriture du facsimilé publié par M. Cowley et celle des plus beaux textes bouddhiques sogdiens d'Asie centrale apparaît tout à coup à qui a pratiqué suffisamment ces derniers et a étudié de près leur graphie et leur ductus. Les quelques ligatures encore rares, du document dû à M. M. A. Stein sont particulièrement claires: \( \bar{\mathbf{d}} \) par exemple montre déjà la liaison du \( \bar{\mathbf{d}} \) avec le \( \bar{\mathbf{i}} \) suivant par le trait d'en haut, et non de gauche, comme cela se fait en syriaque. Les ligatures du \( \bar{\mathbf{n}} \) avec le \( \bar{\mathbf{l}} \) ou le \( \bar{\mathbf{j}} \) qui suivent annoncent déjà le ductus sogdien ; de même celles du \( \bar{\mathbf{v}} \) et du \( \bar{\mathbf{j}} \) avec le \( \bar{\mathbf{l}} \). La forme du \( \bar{\mathbf{d}} \), celle du \( \bar{\mathbf{d}} \) sont déjà toutes proches de celles du \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) et du \( \bar{\mathbf{k}} \) sogdiens ; celle du \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} \) est quasi identique. Il y a plus : on sait que, sauf quelques exceptions le \( \bar{\mathbf{j}} \) et le \( \bar{\mathbf{l}} \) sont confondus en écriture sogdienne ; si l'on admet une confusion pareille dans le document publié par M. Cowley on retrouve aussitôt le cryptogramme \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) qui vient remplacer de façon toute naturelle et singulièrement avantageuse ce \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) purement persan que M. Cowley avait été obligé d'admettre et qui ne pouvait trouver place en un document sogdien. L'on sait que ce \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) est le cryptogramme par excellence et que son absence suffirait presque à faire douter du caractère "pahlvi" ou "cryptographique" d'un texte (cf. loc. laud., p. 166).

Voici d'autres conséquences plus graves qui aboutissent toutes à des résultats importants. Après les changements de lecture qui ont été admis jusqu'ici, il se trouve que si le \( \bar{\mathbf{j}} \) et \( \bar{\mathbf{l}} \) sont représentés, le \( \bar{\mathbf{i}} \) en revanche ne l'est plus. D'après la direction générale de l'évolution des écritures sémitiques on s'attend d'ailleurs à le voir noté par un signe de dimensions extrêmement restreintes ; et il n'y a plus de caractère réduit à tel point dans le système
graphique nouveau que M. Cowley met sous nos yeux. Mais l'étude de l'alphabet sogdien nous apprend que dans l'Iran du nord le Ɂ a suivi un développement différent : il ne s'est pas rabougri comme en hébreu, en syriaque, en palmyrénien, il a au contraire grandi. Il y est représenté par un trait oblique large et fort qui ressemble assez à un ⟨ ⟩ syriaque tronqué et se termine par une petite barre disposée verticalement par rapport à la haste principale. Bref, il est tout pareil dans son ensemble au caractère nouveau que M. Cowley a lu Ɂ. Quant à celui-ci, qui maintenant fait défaut, il se retrouve lui aussi si l'on remonte de l'écriture sogdienne bouddhique à celle des lettres en question au lieu de chercher à reconnaître en celle-ci les caractères sémitiques : il est représenté par le signe où M. Cowley a cru voir un Ɂ, qui ressemble en effet au ⟨ ⟩ de façon exceptionnelle et ne diffère de lui que par la dimension de sa queue, exactement comme le fait le r par rapport au k sogdien bouddhique. Et, de fait, si l'on substitue ces valeurs nouvelles aux anciennes, celle de Ɂ à celle de Ɂ, et celle de Ɂ à celle de Ɂ, tout en tenant compte de ce qui a été dit plus haut du Ɂ et du Ɂ, on voit l'aspect du texte se modifier singulièrement, se préciser et gagner en clarté ; ainsi on lit immédiatement, sans autre difficulté, au lieu des monstres Ɉ et Ɉ (v. loc. laud., p. 165) les beaux cryptogrammes Ɉ et Ɉ, qui fourmillent dans les documents sogdiens bouddhiques et qui sont formés des conjonctions sémitiques Ɉ et Ɉ suivies de leur traduction Ɂ (nê) en sogdien (cf. p. ex. Müller, Sitzungsberichte de l'Académie de Berlin, 1909, pp. 727–8). Ces identifications sont d'une importance toute particulière, non seulement parce qu'elles portent sur des mots sogdiens bien établis pour la forme comme pour le sens, mais encore parce qu'elles confirment l'un des traits les plus caractéristiques de la langue des textes étudiés ici. M. Cowley a fait ressortir très justement que ces mots, qui restaient inintelligibles pour lui,
étaient munis souvent, comme le sont les conjonctions en pehlvi, d'affixes qui devaient être sans doute les formes enclitiques des pronoms personnels, ֶּל pour la première, ַת pour la seconde, ַט for la troisième personne; or, ce sont bien là des formes nettement iraniennes et sogdiennes, comme, par exemple, ַט, qui est particulièrement fréquent et alterne avec ָט. De la même façon on arrive à lire dans l'adresse ֶּה יפ "something written" au lieu de ֶה יפ "something sent" (loc. laud., p. 164).

Un dernier point à éclaircir, pour compléter l'alphabet nouveau, est celui de la notation du ַת, dont la place est vide momentanément, et qui est un son relativement fréquent en sogdien. Nous n'hésitons pas à admettre que, comme dans l'écriture sogdienne proprement dite, c'est le caractère qui vaut ַת dans les mots sémitiques, dans les cryptogrammes, qui sert à noter ַת dans les mots sogdiens. Ceci nous permet d'ailleurs immédiatement de lire le début de la partie gauche de l'adresse qui devient : ֶּה יפ מ נפּ בּ נָח ֶּה יפ c'est à dire pyšt MN hypš βntk, en transcrivant lettre pour lettre et en notant les cryptogrammes par des majuscules, ce qui signifie sans doute "écrit de son serviteur..."; car hypš qui était prononcé à peu près ḫηαδ est la forme correcte du réfléchi en sogdien où il signifie, placé devant les noms, ce que veulent dire en français "son, sa, ses". De la même façon on arrive à lire ֳר כ kš "si, quand" le mot où M. Cowley voyait הב cryptogramme du sens de "tout" (loc. laud., p. 166); on retrouve la forme sogdienne ֶּה אָ נָאָא du verbe "aller" aux lignes 2 et 4 du fac-similé, celles de ֶּה ב of "tenir, obtenir" aux lignes 2 et 5, et ֶּה נָא of "acheter" à la ligne 5 et d'autres encore. Tout, il est intéressant de constater que la ligne 1 du document, qui contient la formule d'introduction devient

1 Nous avons maintenu ici, comme on le voit, la distinction faite par M. Cowley entre ֳר et γ, quoiqu'elle nous paraisse très ténue et peut-être bien artificielle.
tout à fait intelligible ou peu s’en faut, sauf la part à faire aux noms propres possibles. Le destinataire est introduit pas les mots אַרְנָה יִבְנָה רַע soi ‘א בֶּרְיָבּוֹד הַמֶּלֶךְ מֹשֶׁה où e est un cryptogramme reconnu par M. Cowley (loc. laud., p. 163) mais faussement transcrit par vad selon une tradition qui croit devoir lire un י là où il y a en réalité un ו cursif et rattaché à la lettre qui se trouve à sa gauche, où בֶּרְיָבּוֹד est tout comme הַמֶּלֶךְ une belle forme sogdienne attestée dans les textes bouddhiques comme aussi sur le monument de Qara-Balgassoun (cf. F. W. K. Müller, Sitzungsberichte de l’Académie de Berlin, 1909, p. 728). Suit l’indication de l’expéditeur dans les mêmes termes que sur l’adresse et qu’il est inutile de répéter ici. En fin vient la formule de salutation qui est très intéressante. Elle se termine en effet par un mot, jusqu’ici inintelligible, mais qui n’est autre que יִבְנָה בֶּרְיָבּוֹד um’ëyw, c’est à dire un terme sogdien bien connu qui signifie dans les textes bouddhiques où il apparaît fréquemment “hommage, adoration” et qui traduit ici tout simplement le cryptogramme sémitique מֶלֶךְ qui le précède. Devant celui-ci enfin est un nom de nombre où M. Cowley a reconnu, non sans hésitation (loc. laud., p. 164) une forme altérée du sémitique מַלְאָךְ “mille” ; il lisait, en effet, מַלְאָךְ, ce que, d’après les conclusions exposées plus haut, on doit lire מַלְאָךְ. Or, tandis que מַלְאָךְ était non seulement anormal mais inexplicable et isolé, מַלְאָךְ est précisément la forme du nombre mille en sogdien bouddhique et peut s’expliquer comme une altération cursive de מַלְאָךְ sous les doigts d’hommes qui ne prononçaient plus rien qui fût en rapport avec ce qu’ils notaient et qui ne pouvaient plus voir qu’un chiffre dans ce qui avait été un mot. En effet le passage de מַלְאָךְ à מַלְאָךְ est inexplicable, et presque impossible dans l’écriture sogdienne des documents bouddhiques aussi bien que dans la cursive des lettres rapportées par M. M. A. Stein ; au contraire le changement de מַלְאָךְ en מַלְאָךְ s’explique dans l’un et l’autre système graphique par une simple oblitération et par la perte d’un petit trait
transversal planté sur le principal. Il est à noter que la même altération s'est produite précisément dans l'alphabet sogdien tardif, en ouïgour, où, sauf des cas déterminés, l'" ne se distingue plus de l'α. On voit comment dans le détail le rapprochement se confirme entre la langue et l'écriture sogdiennes que nous connaissions déjà et celle que les découvertes de M. M. A. Stein nous révèlent. Tout le système des chiffres est le même dans les documents de l'un et l'autre type : dans la lettre publiée par M. Cowley on trouve les groupes d'unités, les signes pour 10 et pour 20 que l'on connaît déjà par les textes bouddhiques et qui sont d'ailleurs apparentés à ceux du syriaque.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

Scraps from the Saddarsana

Study, extending through many years, in what is to me the most attractive section of Indian literature, namely the philosophical systems, has naturally brought to light many points of interest. Amongst these are the nyāyas, which play such an important part in this class of literature; but there are others, not immediately connected with philosophy, which come in incidentally, as it were, and with a few of these I now propose to deal, confining myself chiefly, though not exclusively, on the present occasion to a work of the thirteenth century, viz. Amalānanda’s Vedānta-kalpātaru, a commentary on Vācaspati-miśra’s Bhāmati, itself a commentary on Śankara’s great bhāṣya. It was published in the Vizianagram Sanskrit Series in 1895–7.

1. The first scrap is a grammatical one. In the Dhātupātha, in addition to the well-known जज् “to be ashamed”, we find also जज् with the same meaning, and Westergaard (in 1841) quoted Bhattikāvyā, xiv, 105, namely—

कबितांतुकुकुत्भीतां लेखिरे स्फे परावगिता:

as an example of it. No others seem to have been discovered by later lexicographers, and Monier-Williams asserts that the verb is restricted to the third person plural of the perfect tense, as above. I am glad, therefore, to be able to furnish another instance of it, in the same tense indeed, but in the singular number. It occurs on p. 213 in the following verse:—

जीवायप्रिये जस्तबाय सकारामिति थ्रम्
चिपन्न समन्यां जीवे न लेजे वाच्यति: कधम्
2. At the beginning of Chhāndogya Upaniṣad, 1, 10, 1, we are told of the devastation of [the crops in] the Kuru country, which had been brought about by मटी, a term which translators, following Śankara, have rendered "hailstones". The passage is quoted by Śankara in his bhasya on Brahmaśūtra, 3, 4, 28, and there Anandagiri gives रक्षवणाः: चुऽपराविब्विश्वा: as an alternative equivalent. This is adopted by Amalānanda (on p. 496) as the correct meaning, and I suggest that these "red-coloured winged creatures" are no other than locusts, which, even in our own time, have so often laid waste the fields of India. I know of no other passage in which the word occurs, and it looks like an importation from outside Āryāvarta.

3. The author of the Bhāmatī, when elucidating the bhasya on Brahmaśūtra, 2, 1, 14, wrote न चेयमवर्गविद्विन्नीचीराग्राया, "this knowledge is not [an imaginary thing] like turtle’s milk," and Amalānanda (on p. 238) expounded it thus: जुळि: कच्छी। न ताह्या: चीरमधं ख़ुळ्या हि साप्ताहः पोषयति. He omitted, however, to explain the process of nourishment by smṛiti, and I cannot supply the deficiency.

We are indebted to Venkatānātha Deśika, a distinguished writer of the Rāmānuja school, for another interesting bit of natural history in connexion with the flying-fox. In the vṛtti to his Tattvamuktākālāpa, iv, 37, he says: कथ तर्हि मान्यालेश्वालादिविन्दिक्षवृत्तिसंबर:। मान्यालो हि मुखे-नैवाल्यवहरति निहरति च। Again, on verse 110: मान्यालाना-माहारिंहरमरण्योरर्रक्षाणवर्त्तिध। Then, on p. 22 of the Nyāyaisiddhānta, he quotes from the Nyāyatattva the words यथा वा मान्यालानां माक्षिकेन विसमूच्चविसर्गि रति। How could this strange belief have arisen? It seems to be on a par with the कामक्षेऽक्षक्षाय.

4. In the revised edition of the Second Handful of Popular Maxims I included Kumārila’s saying सक्तप्रमृत्ताया: निमित्तगुणेऽन, and we assuredly have an echo of it
in Amalānanda’s *ṣaṇḍhavṛttatam* . . . *vavguṇḍatmahāvāt* at the top of p. 492. And is there not a reminiscence of Patanjali’s *pāyati* *va* *piṭhāt* (under vārtika 3 of *Śivasūtra* 2) in Jayanta Bhaṭṭa’s vigorous utterance (in *Nyāyamanjari*, p. 236): *māṁsaka yah: pibantu pāyati va piibantu vibhāṣyaṇa- nyānāya grānḍhīṇaṁ va piibantu vedaṇā pūṣṭaprajñeeva eva nātṛ śānti:*

In view of the prominence given recently to the *Tantrākhyāyikā* it may be of interest to note that the above quotation from Amalānanda forms part of an interesting discussion (under sūtra 3, 4, 23) as to the kind of stories to be recited at the *Pārīplava* of *Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa*, 13, 4, 3; and it is decided by the commentators that they are to be of the type of those in the *Tantrākhyāyikā*, or *Tantropākhyāyikā* as Amalānanda calls it.

5. I will give one more “scrap” from Jayanta Bhaṭṭa’s most interesting book. It is a description of a performance called *nīlāmburavrrata*, which a king named Śankaravarman considered to be improper and therefore suppressed. The verses are found on p. 271, and read thus:—

*śravamāṅgavatīvāṅgavatāṅkineśvāṃktasāṃspūmsvāhhitavabhaṇḍahem |
 śrīnāmaśrīnāmatātītī śrīnāmśrīnāmaśrīnāmatātītī |
 tadbhūmiṁcātwaṇivārṣyaśāh paridhavitā tānā |
 rāja śrīnāmatāmāḥ pūrvāṇādīvādāvagamām ν*

From the concluding words it would appear that the king was a Jain. Is anything known of him? I do not know Jayanta Bhaṭṭa’s date, but the “ācārya” to whom he attributes the words *vātānt vā vasāṃd vā śvalikā: kalā:* on p. 312, l. 13, is clearly Vācaspatimisra, in whose *Nyāya-vārtikatātparyāṭikā* (p. 267, l. 5) we find the expression *vātānt vā vasāṃd vā śvalikā: kalā:* in a similar context (editor’s preface, p. 1). If the Jayanta whose name is twice mentioned in *Tārākikarakaṇa* (pp. 347, 355), in conjunction with that of Viśvarūpa, is the author of the *Nyāya- manjari*, as is most probable, we then have a limit for
him in the other direction. Vācaspatimiśra is assigned to the latter part of the tenth century, and Mr. Arthur Venis thinks that "possibly Varadarāja [the author of the Tārkikarakaṇa] may have to be placed not later than the first half of the twelfth century".

6. Amalānanda quotes several authors of whom little or nothing is known. Who, for example, is the Ācārya Sundarapāṇḍya to whom three verses are attributed on p. 429? Then, on p. 263, we have a reference to an ācārya named Vyomaśīva, our knowledge of whom is limited to the fact that, in a commentary on the Nyāya-kandaṇa, a work named Vyomavatī is ascribed to him, and that he is mentioned in the commentary on verse 67 of Saddarśanasamuccaya (see Catalogus Catalogorum, s.v. Vyomavatī). Under sūtra 4, 1, 19 a certain Amrītānanda is cited as the setter forth of strange views regarding mukti, namely, that even after attaining to that condition the subject of it might be compelled to return to earth again; but who he was I cannot say. The identical words in which this writer's views are expressed by Amalānanda are found in Ānandagiri's tikā also, but without being attributed to any particular ācārya. Lastly, on p. 227, an author named Brahmānandin is mentioned, together with his work entitled Chhāndogya-vākyā; and the views attributed to him here are identical with those with which he is credited in the commentary on Sankṣepaśārīraka, iii, 217, etc.; but beyond this we seem to know nothing of the man or his work (see Catalogus, s.v. Brahmānandin).

7. On p. 82 of the Kalpataru we have a definition of laksanā in the following verse, which is ascribed to Śālikanātha, the well-known exponent of the teaching of Prabhākara. It reads thus—

वाच्यार्थवाच्यच संसमगनुपपत्तिः |
तसतत्ववच्यमानकार्यवाक्षण्योचने ||

It is not to be found, however, in the Prakaraṇapancikā,
the only work of Śālikanātha's which has been published, and that in a somewhat incomplete condition. It may be traced, however, to the missing parts of the work which have been recently discovered by my friend Dr. Gangānātha Jhā, or even to the Rījuvimalā, another treatise of his to which he refers on p. 142 of the Prakarana-pancikā. Dr. Jhā is now in possession of portions of the Rījuvimalā, and also of some chapters of the Brihatī, a commentary on the Mīmāṃsā sūtras by Prabhākara himself; and with these materials he is now giving in Indian Thought a sketch of the tenets of that school. In his Tanjore Catalogue Dr. Burnell wrote: "The atheistic Mīmāṃsā of Prabhākara (or Guru) has been almost completely lost, and is chiefly known by the quotations in the Śāstradīpikā and similar works." He of course knew nothing of the works named above; and, as for the Śāstradīpikā, I can say with a considerable degree of confidence that Prabhākara's name is not to be found in it.

8. In his bhāṣya on Brahmāsūtra 3, 3, 37, Vijnānabhikṣu quotes the nyāya शिरोवेदनानांगुल्मा नारसिकाप्रवेशवत्, which is found also, in a slightly different form, in the Laukikanyāyasangraha in conjunction with others expressive of a roundabout way of doing things. After giving a short explanation of it Raghunāthavarmā says ब्रहमेव वैविष्ठ द्रविडप्राणवायामवायो बिध्यते, and on turning to Molesworth's Marāṭhī Dictionary (for the Sanskrit lexicons give us no help) we find the expression द्रविडप्राणवायम defined as "a circuitous or devious mode of speaking or acting". Now how came it to have that meaning?

G. A. JACOB.

PS. Since writing the above I have found in Kumārila's Tantravārtika (pp. 852–3) the three verses which Amalānanda ascribes to the unknown Ācārya Sundarapāṇḍya,
and they are preceded by the words भाइ च, "and some one has said." If Amalānanda’s statement is correct, then that ācārya was indeed an ancient writer; for Professor Max Müller and Dr. Bühler both held that Kumārila could not be placed later than 700 A.D. (Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxv, p. 613).

G. A. J.

Brihaspati and Tishya

The balance of opinion, if not quite a general consensus, seems to be that no mention of any of the planets can be recognized in the Vedic literature. But has the matter ever been considered by anyone who is interested in the by-ways of astronomy, as much as in the interpretation of texts in accordance with general appearances and the technical explanations of commentators? As one who is so interested, I venture to offer some remarks.

From the time when the Hindūs received the Greek astronomy and astrology, the Indian Brihaspati, the preceptor of the gods, has been undeniably identified with the planet Jupiter; or, if it is preferred, with the regent thereof. Whether they had before that time the full list of the planets which were known to the ancients—Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn—is a moot-point. But it is incredible that even the Vedic Hindūs should not have known at any rate the two bright planets Venus and Jupiter. It is difficult to believe that, knowing them, they should leave them altogether unnoticed in their bulky literature, which deals so much with celestial phenomena. And, while the general characteristics of the Vedic Brihaspati, also known as Brahmanaspati, are certainly those of a priest and a promoter of prayer and sacrifice, still, like other Vedic deities, he is associated largely with celestial myths: and there are two passages relating to him which seem to me to mention him distinctly as a celestial luminary or as the regent of one.
One is the *Rig-Veda*, 4. 50. 4:—

Brihaspatiḥ prathamam jāyamāno
mahō jyōtishaḥ paramē vyōman ||
sapt-āyas= tuvi-jātō raviṇa
vi sapta-raśmir= adhamat= tamāmsi ||

"Brihaspati, when first being born from a great light or brightness in the highest heaven, seven-mouthed, of a powerful nature, seven-rayed, with a deep sound blew away the darkness."

The other is the *Taittiriya-Brahmana*, 3. 1. 1. 5:—

Brihaspatiḥ prathamam jāyamānah ||
Tishyaṁ nakshatram= abhi saṁbabhūva ||
srēṣṭhō dēvānāṁ pṛitanāsu jīshūḥ ||
diśō-nu sarvā abhayāṁ nō astu ||

"Brihaspati, when first being born, came into existence over against the nakṣatra Tishya,—he the best of the gods, victorious against hostile armies: let us be free from fear in all directions!"

It is to be noted that the second of these verses occurs in a passage which is certainly of an astronomical nature, dealing with all the nakṣatras and their presiding deities. The expression "Brihaspati, when being born", establishes an intimate connexion between the two verses. And the application of them becomes clear enough, I think, as soon as we look closely into the nature of Tishya and its surroundings.

The nakṣatra Tishya, perhaps better known as Pushya, and also called Bārhaspatya because its regent is Brihaspati, is a part of the zodiacal constellation and sign Karka, the crab, Cancer. It consists according to some authorities of three stars; according to others, of one. And it or its principal star has been identified with ē Cancri, and is certainly to be placed in that position or very close to it.

Now, the Crab is not a conspicuous constellation: it

---

1 Text in *Bibl. Ind.*, vol. 3, p. 2. The verse also occurs, I think, as *Taittiriya-Saṁhitā*, 4. 4. 10. 1.
includes no stars of a greater magnitude than 3.7. And an object in it quite as noticeable as any of its stars is Praesepe (Praesaepe), the beehive or manger, which is an important star-cluster at a small distance on the north-west of δ Cancri, and is regarded by some writers as the most striking feature in the whole constellation. This star-cluster is visible to the naked eye, as a misty patch, on a clear night. A telescope of small power, even a good opera-glass, will resolve it. Though its components are by no means great in number as compared with those of some other clusters, still they contrast favourably in magnitude, and no fewer than 151 of them have been counted: and its central star is a double one. Among the Arabian astronomers,¹ according to one school this star-cluster is a component of their mansion which answers to the Hindū Tishya, and according to another school is itself the mansion. Attention was evidently paid to it from very early times, since Aratus (B.C. 270) and Theophrastus (B.C. 322) tell us that its disappearance was reckoned by the ancients a sure presage of rain.² And a verse which will be quoted below makes it practically certain that the Vedic Hindūs also watched it, whether from that same point of view or from some other, and noted its disappearances.

We know what happens now and again in star-clusters and nebulae: a temporary star, a nova, suddenly shines out, attaining sometimes to the first magnitude or even more, remains visible for a while, and then fades out more or less completely. And I venture to suggest that it is

² A. M. Clerke, *System of the Stars*, p. 241: the references are, for Aratus, *Diosemeia*, verses 160–80, 265; for Theophrastus, *De Signis Pluriarum*, ed. Heinsius, p. 419. We may compare Pliny, *Nat. Hist.*, 18. 89:—"In the sign Cancer there are two small stars, known as Aselli (the Little Asses, 7 and 8 Cancri), the small space between them being occupied by a cloudy appearance which is known as Praesepia: when this cloud is not visible in a clear sky, it is a presage of a violent storm."
to some notable occurrence of this kind in Praesepe, happening of course in the winter when the skies are clearest and probably at a time when the Crab was on or near the meridian at midnight, that the two Vedic verses quoted above refer. My suggestion is that Jupiter was at the time quite close to Praesepe, perhaps apparently in actual contact. The association would add exceptional lustre to the outburst; producing “the great light or brightness in the highest heaven”

\textsuperscript{1} It would of course be seen in a very short time that the planet was moving away from the new star, which may have begun already to fade. And this would not unnaturally suggest the poetical idea that the planet, to which perhaps not much attention had previously been paid except in its part as a morning and an evening star, was then “born for the first time”. In short, in these two passages, certainly, I would find a distinct mention of a planet in the Védas; the planet in this case being Brihaspati, Jupiter.

The nakshatra Tishya or Pushya consists according to the older books of one component, according to the later books of three.\textsuperscript{2} And the latitude and longitude given in the astronomical works place it, or, if it consists of three components, its yōga-tārā or ‘junction-star’, the star which would represent it for determining conjunctions, closely about δ Cancri, a star of the 4th magnitude, which is on the ecliptic or practically so and is now in R.A. 8 hrs. 40 mins., nearly.

Colebrooke and Whitney knew only the statement that Tishya consists of three components. They both identified its yōga-tārā with δ Cancri. For the other two stars, Colebrooke selected γ Cancri (magnitude 4·8), which is about 3° north by a little west from δ, and β (3·7), which

\textsuperscript{1} Anyone who has watched the stars in winter in India will appreciate the kind of appearance that I indicate: especially if he saw the meeting of Venus and Jupiter some twenty years ago.

\textsuperscript{2} See Thibaut, in \textit{Ind. Ant.}, 14. 43-5.

\textit{Jras.} 1911. 34
is about 13° 15' towards S.W. by S. from γ: Whitney preferred γ with θ (6°0), which is a little south of the ecliptic and about 3° 45' south-west from γ.

Praesepe is slightly to the west of a line from γ to δ, and is on the north of the ecliptic and somewhat nearer to γ than to δ. And alongside of the attention which the Greek and Roman writers show was paid to it, as mentioned above, we have now to note the latter half of the verse Rig-veda, 5. 54. 13, which says:—

Na yó yuchchhati Tishyó yathā divah
asmē raraṁta Marutaḥ sahasriṇam ॥

"Give us, O Maruts, (wealth) a thousandfold which (will) not (disappear) as Tishya disappears from the sky!"

It is difficult to recognize here an allusion to anything except the occasional disappearances of the star-cluster Praesepe. And it would seem, now, that we should preferably take Praesepe as Tishya itself if the nakshatra is regarded as consisting of only one component, or as one of the three components, and as the 'junction-star', if we are to treat the nakshatra as having three members.

J. F. Fleet.

The Use of the Abacus in India

In an article published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1908, 293-7, Mr. Kaye has pointed out that, while various writers have said that the abacus was in common use in ancient times in India, they have not given any proof of their assertion. As he has remarked, from the fact that a form of abacus is now in use in India we cannot safely affirm that the appliance dates from any early times there. Nor, I think, can we draw such a conclusion definitely even from the point (see p. 121 above) that the system of expressing numbers presented by the astronomer Āryabhāta (wrote in or soon after A.D. 499) seems plainly to postulate the use of the
abacus in some shape or another. What is wanted is distinct evidence. And I would draw attention to a passage which perhaps yields such evidence.

The passage is found in the *Divyāvadāna*, which is regarded, I believe, as dating generally from before A.D. 100, though parts of it may be placed two centuries or more later. It is in chapter 19, entitled *Jyotishkāvadāna* (ed. Cowell and Neil, p. 262 ff.), the story in which begins thus:—

There lived at Rājagriha a rich householder named Subhadra, who greatly favoured the Nirgranthas, the Jains. On a certain occasion Buddha, wandering through Rājagriha for alms, came to Subhadra's house, and in the course of conversation told Subhadra that his wife was about to bear a son who would devote himself to the Buddhist faith and attain the condition of an Arhat. The interview was witnessed by a person named Bhūrika, who apparently was the owner or keeper of a charitable hall, and was entitled to expect that Buddha should have applied to him for alms rather than to Subhadra. When Buddha, having his alms-bowl filled by Subhadra, had gone away, Bhūrika went to Subhadra, and asked what had occurred. Subhadra explained. And then, we are told (p. 263, line 8):—

Sa Bhūrikō gaṇitrē kṛtāvī śvētavarnāṁ grihitvā gaṇayitum-ārabdhah.

"He, Bhūrika, who was skilled in the gaṇitra, took a śvētavarna and began to count or calculate."

The upshot was that Bhūrika confirmed the prediction—an unwelcome one to him, at any rate—made by Buddha: and, though Subhadra, led on by Bhūrika, actually brought about the death of his wife in an attempt to falsify the prediction, there was ultimately born from her, after she had died and had been almost entirely cremated, a boy who became the Jyotishka who is the hero of the story.

It seems clear that Bhūrika was an adept in making
and testing predictions by means of calculations. And the editors, regarding him as an astrologer, have explained *ganitri* in their index of words as meaning 'an astrologer's instrument, an abacus', and *śvētavarna* as meaning also 'an astrologer's instrument'. There can, however, be little doubt, if any, that the appropriate meaning for *śvētavarna*, lit. 'having a white colour', is 'a piece of chalk', as assigned to it in Monier-Williams's Sanskrit Dictionary; perhaps as qualifying *śalākā*, 'a small stake, stick, or rod of wood, bamboo, etc., or other pointed instrument', in short 'a pencil', or some similar term, understood. The question is, what precise meaning is to be attached to the term *ganitri*.

I have not succeeded, so far, in finding this word anywhere else. I can find only *ganayitrikā*, with irregular forms *ganatrikā* and *ganitrikā* and the Prākrit form *ganettiyā*, used in Jain literature in the sense of 'a rosary'. But, while the beads of a rosary might well be employed for counting or calculating, even to test a prediction, the use of the term *śvētavarna*, 'a piece of chalk', seems to render that meaning unsuitable here, even if we might take *ganitri* as still another form of *ganayitrikā*.

Taking, however, the word *ganitri* in a natural way, we recognize that it is formed with the suffix *itra*. For this we turn to Pāṇini, 3. 2. 184, which teaches the use of this suffix in the sense of 'instrument' to form such words as *khanitra*, 'an instrument for digging, a spade', *aritra*, 'a rudder', *lavitra*, 'a sickle', and *dhavitra*, 'a fan'. This gives an appropriate meaning for *ganitri* in our passage, which we may accordingly take as saying:—

"He, Bhūrika, being skilled in the use of the appliance for counting or calculating, took a piece of chalk and began to count or calculate."

1 Compare *pāṇḍulēkha*, 'chalk', lit. 'white writing'; see Bühler, *Indian Palaeography*, § 87, C; and Burnell, *Elements of South-Indian Palaeography*, p. 87 and note 2.
This distinctly seems to suggest the use of some form of the abacus, in the shape of a board—the well-known phalaka.\(^1\) — coloured black and ruled ready for use so that calculations could be made on it with a piece of chalk.

Perhaps some of our Buddhist and Jain specialists can tell us more about the ganitra. Perhaps, also, they or others can adduce other literary passages which may be interesting in connexion with the general question of the use of the abacus in ancient India.

J. F. Fleet.

**Velurpālaiyam Plates of Nandivarman III**

Velurpālaiyam is a village in the Arkonam division of the North Arcot District, about seven miles from the Arkonam Railway Junction. The existence of a copper-plate grant at this village was made known to me by a certain Subrahmanya Dēśīka who is collecting materials for a history of the Tondai-nādu and its twenty-four districts (kōṭtam), and the plates were eventually obtained by me for examination.

The inscription on these plates is engraved partly in Grantha characters and partly in Tamil. The portion in the Grantha characters is in the Sanskrit language, and the rest is in Tamil. The former opens with the usual mythical genealogy of the Pallavas. Then we are introduced to Aśōkavarman.\(^2\) Virakūrcha is said to have married a Nāga princess and to have obtained the insignia of royalty with her. Then there was Skandaśishya, who took possession of the ghaṭikā of the Brāhmaṇas from Satyasēna. Kumāravishnu, who took Kāṇchīnagara (Conjeeveram), came next, and after him was Buddhavarman, who defeated the Chōla army. After the death

---

\(^1\) See Bühler, *Indian Paleography*, p. 5 and § 37, C.

\(^2\) It is worthy of note that kings like Śivaskandavarman and Vishaṅgōpa are not even referred to.
of Vishnugopa and other kings came Nandivarman (I),
who, by the grace of the god Śiva, made the serpent
Drishtivisha dance. Then came Simhavarman, from
whom was born Simhavishṇu, who conquered the Chōla
country. His son was Mahēndra, who was succeeded by
Narasimhavarman I, the conqueror of Vatapi (Badami).
Paramēśvaravarman I is reported to have conquered the
Chalukya army, and Narasimhavarman II is said to
have built a temple of Śiva resembling Kailāsa.
His son was Paramēśvaravarman II. Nandivarman (II) is
said to have subsequently obtained, together with the
goddess of the earth, the goddess of the glory of the
Pallava family. His son was Dantivarman, who married
the Kadamba princess Aggālanimmaṇī. And their son
was the donor, Nandivarman (III), called Kō-Vijaya-
Nandivarman in the Tamil portion of the record. He is
reported to have obtained the kingdom by killing his
enemies in battle. The object of the record is to register
the gift of the village of Tirukkāṭṭupallī in Nāyaru-nādu,
a subdivision of Pularkōṭṭam, to a temple of Śiva named
Yajñēśvara built by a certain Yajñabhṛṭa, who seems to
have been the priest of the king. The vīṇāpti was made
by a Chōla-Mahārāja called Kumārāṅkuśa.

The importance of the inscription for the history of the
Pallava dynasty will be clear from the foregoing brief
summary of its contents. This is not the place for a
lengthy discussion of the historical facts furnished by
the grant, and I intend to publish the record in full, with

1 Virakūrcha, Skandavarman, Kumāravishṇu, Buddhavarman, Vishnugopa, and Nandivarman are mentioned in the earliest Sanskrit charter of the dynasty; Ind. Ant., vol. 37 (1908), p. 283 f.
2 His son Mahēndravarman II is omitted here.
3 Narasimhavarman II is described as the son's son (putra-sānu) of Paramēśvaravarman I.
4 This evidently refers to the Kailāsanātha temple which was called in ancient times Rājasimhēśvara after the builder Rājasimha (also called Narasimhavarman (II), Narasimhavishṇu, and Narasimhapōta-
varman).
a photo-lithograph, at an early date in the Epigraphia Indica. But we may note here the following points. The usurpation of Nandivarman Pallavamalla on the death of Paramēśvaravarman II, which is hinted in the Kāśākudi plates, seems to be confirmed by the present grant. The successors of Nandivarman Pallavamalla appear to have been in power until the Chōlas became supreme in the Tamil country about the end of the ninth century. And Kō-Vijaya-Nripatūṅgavarman of the Bāhūr plates was apparently the son of Nandivarman III, the donor of the Vēḻūrpāliyam grant. This branch of the Pallavas Dr. Hultzsch has called the Gaṅga-Pallavas for want of a better name.

Either the successors of Chitramāya-Pallava who was killed by the usurper Nandivarman (II) Pallavamalla according to the Udayēndiram grant, or the descendants of Paramēśvaravarman II, seem to have continued some sort of rule in the ancient Pallava dominions. To this branch may be tentatively assigned Dantivarma-Mahārāja of the Triplicane inscription, Dantivarma and Nandivarman who belonged to the Pallavatilakakula, and Nandivarman who conquered (his enemies) at Tēḷḷāru. Perhaps the Gaṅga-Pallavas were not always supreme; and it is not unlikely that the other branch occasionally asserted itself. This may account for the fact that the inscriptions of Kō-Vijaya-Dantivikrama and Kō-Vijaya-Nandivikrama are not found over any very large extent of country.

1 South. Ind. Inscrip., vol. 2, part 3, p. 344.
2 The word vijaya prefixed to the names of Dantivikrama, Nandivikrama, Nripatūṅgavikrama, and other kings of this series, may be taken to show that the first king of their line acquired dominion by victory. The word was probably added to distinguish Dantivarman and Nandivarman from their namesakes of the other line. It is worthy of note that Nandivarman (II) is altogether omitted in the Bāhūr plates. Besides, Vimala and Koṅkanika are mentioned as the ancestors of the dynasty.
5 Ibid., p. 293, n. 4.
6 Director-General's Annual Report for 1906-7, p. 240.
The political relationship between these two series of kings cannot be satisfactorily made out at present. And much of the history of the Pallavas during the eighth and ninth centuries is still obscure. It would be easy to identify Kö-Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman with Dantippōttarasar or Dantivarman-Mahārāja, and Kö-Vijaya-Nandivikramavarman with Tellārēryinda-Nandippōttaraiyar, i.e. "Nandippōttaraiyar who defeated (his enemies) at Tellāru", or even with Nandippōttaraiyar of the Pallava-tilaka family. But the available facts do not warrant any such identification. We have to keep the two series of kings quite distinct until their identity is established beyond all doubt.

V. Venkayya.

The Origins of Bengali

May I venture to call the attention of members of the Society to the work that is being done by Bengalis in the investigation of the origin and history of their native speech? It seems to me that their inquiries might often be aided and directed to practical ends if they had the advice of Europeans acquainted with similar studies in the West. Dr. Grierson in his work on The Languages of India has told us that Bengali is a secondary Prakrit, into which, in comparatively recent times, was imported an enormous number of pure Sanskrit words, so that the difference between the literary speech and the language spoken by common folk is far more marked than in any other Indian language. The result is that the dictionaries of Bengali are practically Sanskrit dictionaries, from which all but a few popular and domestic words are banished.

1 Even if Dantivarman and Nandivarman are disposed of in this way, there will still be left Kö-Vijaya-Narasimhavarman, Vijaya-Īśvaraivarman, and Kö-Vijaya-Skandasīshyavikramavarman, who seem to have been Gaṅga-Pallavas, but whose relationship to the other members of the Pallava family remains to be disclosed by future researches.
But indigenous students, chiefly no doubt as an indirect result of Dr. Grierson's great Survey, have become aware of the extraordinary interest and importance of the spoken dialects. The "Vaṅgiya Sāhitya Pariṣad" has been working for some years now in collecting ancient MSS. of the literature of pre-English days, with a view to the preparation of an historical account of the language, and the last issue of the Sāhitya-Pariṣat-Patrika has an excellent extra number from the pen of Mr. Yogęś Candra Rāya, which contains a special study of the phonetics and dialectical peculiarities of the bhāṣā of the Rādh country, of the part of Bengal, that is, lying to the west of the Ganges. He has found many remarkable survivals of the ancient speech as it is recorded in old poetry, many interesting coincidences with the pronunciation or idiom of Uriyā, Marātha, and Hindi. This kind of study is likely to be even more interesting and remunerative in Bengal and Assam than in other regions of the Outer Dispersion of the Indo-Aryan languages. There, as elsewhere, there must have been a time when the mass of the people spoke their indigenous pre-Aryan speech, and, again, a later period when the common folk, as distinguished from the immigrant Indo-Aryan aristocrats, were bilingual. In the Rādh country the aborigines, one supposes, must have had a strong Dravidian element, and perhaps introduced Dravidian idioms into the language of their Hindu invaders. In Eastern and Northern Bengal (the seat of the old Koch kingdom) the native element must have been Tibeto-Burman, and this may account for the marked difference of idiom and pronunciation between the people of Western and of Eastern and Northern Bengal. Indeed, the Hinduizing of the race in speech and creed is not yet complete, and all over Eastern Bengal and Assam are Tibeto-Burman communities, some still speaking only their native languages and practising their indigenous religion, some coming
under Hindu influences and becoming biglot. Hence it is possible actually to watch the process which is gone through when a race changes its language. It is analogous to what is happening in Celtic Brittany, except that in North-East Bengal and Assam the change is not from one Indo-European speech to another, but from a language still partly agglutinative to a language almost as analytic as our own. Perhaps I may be allowed to explain briefly what happens in the case of speakers of Bodo who have come into contact with Indo-Aryan Bengali or Assamese. They do not at first abandon their own vocabulary. They import into their speech such Western luxuries as the relative pronoun, conjunctions, adverbs, and (very sparingly) a passive voice. But the chief difficulty is in dealing with their very interesting and expressive "agglutinative" verb. The nature of this verb is best explained by giving an example or two. The normal verb, nowadays, consists of stem plus suffix. But between these two can be "infixed" or "agglutinated" an almost unlimited number of monosyllables, which are sometimes themselves verbal stems and sometimes only exist as "infixes", as modifiers of the meaning of verbal roots. Thus thāṅg-bai is "go-did" = went; thāṅg-ā-bai is "did not go"; thāṅg-ā-hāi-bai is "did not go from a distance"; thāṅg-ā-hāi-thī-bai is "did not pretend to go from a distance"; etc., etc. But this habit of infixing monosyllables into a verb seems to be early recognized as a barbarous and impolite mode of speech. Bilingual Kacharis split up the agglutinative verb. Where the infixes have no separate meaning or existence in the pure vernacular, they tend to assume an adverbial form and meaning. Where they are themselves verbal stems they are converted into conjunctive participles. For instance, in a folk-tale told to me, I came across the following queer string of such participles: bī-khō (him) hōmnānai (seizing) lāngnānai
(taking) ṭōpānai (burying) dinnānai (leaving) fai-naise (came). This, in the pure vernacular, would have had the much compacter, and at least equally expressive, form of bī-khōhōm-lāng-fōp-din-fai-naise—"They seized him, and took him, and buried him, and left him, and came away." Now I venture to think that this habit of turning an agglutinative verb into long strings of participial forms has left traces in even literary Bengali. For instance, in one of Baṅkim Candra Chatṭopādhyāya's novels I came across the following phrase: āmi tomāke sānge kariyā laiyā baliyā diyā āsiba, which is literally "I you together having-made having-taken having-spoken having-given will come", or, in a free translation, "I will take you with me and will speak (to some one about you)." Sometimes a string of participles like this is used as a mere expletive, to take the place of the "hums and haws" of an unready English speaker. An old friend of mine, a Brāhman pleader (now dead), was in the habit of inserting into his pleadings, whenever he was at a loss for breath or for an appropriate word, the expression giyā miliyā sāriyā, which is as if an Englishman were to interject "having gone, having met, having finished" into his oratory when words or breath failed him. My friend was quite unconscious of his little peculiarity. In fact, he offered to pay a fine into the dispensary poor-box every time I caught him out. He had very soon to withdraw his rashly generous offer!

These examples are taken from now distant memories of the speech of North-East Bengal. But they may be worth recording as giving a possible clue to some of the idioms of Eastern Bengal. The great mass of the people must once have been, many of them still are, bilingual, and thus afford a probably unique opportunity of studying the transition from a monosyllabic to an Indo-Aryan language. Now that the Bengalis have
themselves seriously taken up the systematic study of the origins and history of their language and literature, any hints, however trifling, may lead to fruitful fields of inquiry.

J. D. A.

**HERO AND RAO**

Mr. Fleet's identification of Héro, the name of a goddess on a coin of Huvishka (see this Journal, 1908, p. 62), with the Babylonian Ḫuru reminds me of my deriving Rao, 'king', found (I maintain) on the same set of coins, from the Semitic root ḫērū (see Vienna Or. Journal, 1888, p. 242), inasmuch as this root exists also in Assyrian, a fact I have only lately become aware of, viz. ḫēru, ḥē'u, 'to pasture, to rule,' ḥē'ū, 'herdsman, ruler' (see Delitzsch, Assyrische Handwörterbuch, p. 602). I think that the two hypotheses endorse each other in a very satisfactory manner.

J. KIRSTE.

**THE DALAI LAMA'S SEAL**

In his note on the Dalai Lama's seal, pp. 204–6 of this Journal, Colonel Waddell suggests a new interpretation of the seal, based mainly on the addition of two characters omitted by myself. He reads—

"Om talai blamai rtsa thamka rgyalva"

and translates—

"Om! The original seal of the Talai Lama, the Jina."

Even if his reading of the seal were correct, his translation would still be wrong. The word rGyalwa, Jina, if placed after thamka, seal, could only be understood to refer to the seal. It would mean that the seal was a Jina. If the man who composed the legend intended to express the idea that the Talai Lama and not the seal was a Jina, he would have placed the word rgyalwa either
directly before or directly after the title of Talai Lama. The legend would then run thus—

"Om rgyalva talai blama thamka,"
or—

"Om talai blama rgyalvai thamka."

But there is no need to say anything about a Jina at all, for the word *rgyalva*, Jina, does not occur in the legend. It reads simply *rgyal*, and the sign after *rgyal* is either a full-stop or an ornamental sign without any meaning. This sign is used to fill up empty spaces at the beginning or end of a column. Let me refer to my reading of a Tibeto-Mongolian seal from Bhutan (ZDMG., vol. lxiv, p. 553), where the same square figure is found at the end of columns 2 and 3. If in this case we should have to read a *vu* at the end of those lines, the sense would be obscured.

Now as to the *om*. I am very glad Colonel Waddell has nothing against my identification of the angular snake-ornament with the rounded form of the same (see my Table I, p. 1211 of this Journal for 1910). But when he says that both of them have to be read *om* I cannot help feeling a little doubtful. This sign is found at the beginning of every chapter. If it has to be read *om*, why, then, do not the Tibetans read *om* whenever they see it? Why do not all the translators write *om* whenever the sign occurs in the Tibetan text? Well, I have never heard a Tibetan say *om* when he saw this sign in the text he was reading. But the most extraordinary thing is this, that Colonel Waddell himself does not translate this sign by *om* in his translation of the Te Tsung edict. At the beginning of the text of this edict the sign is plainly written (see p. 948), but in his translation of the edict (see p. 930) an *om* cannot be found. Well, if Colonel Waddell himself does not read the sign as *om*, how can he expect me to do so? The interpretation of this sign as a snake-ornament (relating to Nāga worship) was advanced by Dr. B. Laufer
on p. 26 of his edition of the Klun 'abum bsduspat snyingpo (Mémoires de la société Finno-Ougrienne, No. xi).

Now as to Colonel Waddell’s reading rtsa instead of my reading ru. The latter is doubtful, as stated before. I should with much pleasure accept his reading rtsa if it were confirmed by an examination of the original seal. But unfortunately it is not, for Colonel Waddell, to my entire satisfaction, says that he has compared my revised copy with the original seal and finds it to be perfect. But then he says: “In the key-alphabet the letter tsa has its third horizontal limb from the top joined to the vertical, whilst in the seal this is not so—this is probably owing to a mistake in copying the key-alphabet, as presumably in the case of the seal care would be taken to ensure that the characters were formed correctly.” No; I am fully convinced that in the case of the key-alphabet care was taken to ensure that the characters were formed correctly. I therefore prefer to stick to my reading ru, standard (compare ru dar, ru thson, banner, ensign, colours). But I readily admit that this syllable is the most doubtful part in my interpretation of the seal. Let me add that meanwhile I have succeeded in reading the seal of the West Tibetan king rDorje thse dpal mi i'ag yur don grub rnam rgyal. This again proves the usefulness of the key-alphabet.

A. H. Francke.
NOTICES OF BOOKS

LION AND DRAGON IN NORTHERN CHINA. By R. F. JOHNSTON, M.A., F.R.G.S., District Officer and Magistrate, Weihaiwei, formerly Private Secretary to the Governor of Hong Kong, etc., author of From Peking to Mandalay. With map and illustrations. London: John Murray, 1910.

This is a goodly volume of 461 pages octavo, which the author informs us is a description of "The people of Weihaiwei, their customs and manners, their religion and superstitions, their folk-lore, their personal characteristics, their village homes"; and he eschews all desire to enter into political controversy as to the place, its strategic importance, or commercial possibilities.

This little portion of country which is thus dealt with is a miniature of the greater whole of China, though customs and manners differ to some extent in different districts. Mr. Johnston was stationed for some years in Hong Kong, and this has doubtless made him keen to notice the differences. He describes the curious custom of the living marrying the dead. Marriages also take place between the dead who "neither marry nor are given in marriage", so the living in China perform the ceremony for them. Archdeacon Gray informs us that he was present at such a ceremony in Canton, when two defunct spirits were united in matrimony. The manner in which it was done was somewhat different from that described by Mr. Johnston in the marriage of a living girl to a dead man.

Another curious practice mentioned by our author, also connected with ancestral worship, is the burying of a man's soul when the body is not available for the purpose.
It is by a systematic and careful study, such as the author has employed, that many an old-world usage is brought to light, and we could wish that all our officials abroad took as intense and keen an interest in the people they govern.

Ancient legend and present-day fact are blended together, and the compound makes very pleasant reading. Indeed, many a page is most intensely interesting, and the book is replete with information. Mr. Johnston has availed himself of the native topographical works on the district in which Wei-hai-wei is situated to cull incidents bearing on the past, etc. How trustworthy these old chronicles are may be judged from one fact, though it comes to us in the vehicle of a legend. It is the statement that that part of China was once upon a time under the sea. Now our modern geologists, who know nothing about the legend, inform us that such was the case. Content with stating the fact, the legend proceeds to relate the marvellous, as to how the princess, drowned and turned into a bird, in revenge for her death dropped stones into the sea, and thus the dry land, which now exists, was formed, so we find a grain of wheat amidst a bushel of chaff.

In chapter four a number of paragraphs are translated in their bare detail from these Chinese chronicles. These present to us in strong aspects the vicissitudes of Chinese agricultural and village life; for floods, storms, snow, great famines, epidemics, locusts, pirates and brigands, and robbers and wolves are plentifully sprinkled over the pages, as well as astronomical phenomena, such as parhelia and comets. One of the latter, noted as appearing in 1682, was possibly, or probably, Halley's. Evidently the Shantung peasantry have not an easy life with their incessant toil and battle with Nature in her roughest and sternest moods; and yet, most surprising for China, Mr. Johnston tells us there is not a beggar to be seen in the territory.
One of the beneficent results of the British occupation is the vaccination of the children, with the result that, instead of half of them dying from smallpox, as used to be the case, these little lives are spared. When vaccination is once introduced the Chinese are fully alive to the benefit of it, but unfortunately have yet to learn that re-vaccination is necessary in later years to render themselves immune from the dreadful scourge.

The more we know of China and the Chinese the less do we find them to be a people set apart by themselves with no links to connect them with the rest of the world. Our author enjoys tracing similarity of custom between East and West, and many a footnote contains references which to the folklorist and the student of human nature will be found most instructive.

In a notice of the drama Mr. Johnston does not state the opinion held by some that the Chinese drama was derived from the Greek. He also seems to dissent from the generally received opinion that the Chinese are pre-eminently a people fond of supplementing their speech by gesture.

Mr. Johnston evidently holds the same views as a former writer on China who said—"It is the misfortune of the Chinese government and people to be weighed in a balance which they have never accepted, and to have their shortcomings, so ascertained, made the basis of reishments of varying degrees of gravity." The actions and beliefs of the Chinese are put in this book in the best possible light that can be turned on them. We think that the author in his enthusiasm carries this too far at times, and lays himself open to criticism in the attitude which he takes. Much of what he thus says must meet with well-deserved approval, but some of the conclusions that he arrives at will not always carry conviction.

Many of the gods of the Chinese would be equally
well described as saints, but we question if, in all respects, he has—notwithstanding his exceptional facility to look at things from a Chinese standpoint—quite entered into the Chinese mind, the mind of the mass of the Chinese, as regards their objects of worship. He would appear to try to argue that the images are simply aids to devotion; for he says, "unless the goddess is endowed with multiple personalities, it is obvious that she cannot possibly be present in every image." This, of course, is the view which one surrounded by Christian influences and not brought up in the midst of idolatry naturally takes; but the heathen mind is better shown in the practice of other heathen nations, such, for example, as that of the ancient Egyptians. Speaking about statues in the temples, Sir G. Maspero says they "were not inanimate images solely commissioned to eternize the features", but had a soul attached to them, the priest holding a service over them when they were erected "by virtue of which a particle of the life of the donor was infused into them". In the same way proper measures, as they think, are taken by the Chinese to ensure the presence of the god or goddess, and then they are worshipped as the Egyptians also worshipped the images mentioned above; for the spirit of the deity, god, or saint—call it what we like—is believed to be enshrined within the image, just as one of the souls of a deceased person is supposed to be present in the ancestral tablet. The god of a temple near which we lived in Canton was invited to leave the image while extensive repairs were undertaken in the temple, and after these were effected a similar ceremony to the one which preceded the departure of the spirit took place to reinstate him in his abode in the idol.

Our author takes a very lenient view of ancestor-worship. Without entering into any discussion on the subject, one may just quote what Professor Giles has
said on it—"I feel bound to say that in my opinion these ancestral observances can only be regarded, strictly speaking, as worship, and as nothing else." De Groot also speaks of "this sacrificial worship of the dead, the real religion of classical China".

As to the worship of Confucius: homage, reverence, worship so blend into one another in the Far East that there will always be found those of Western descent who will hold to the opinion that it is not worship. If it is not worship, it is perilously near it. The Christian Chinese consider it as such, they hold the same opinion as to ancestor-worship, and their verdict is more worthy of acceptance in such matters than that of those of our own countrymen from the West who have doubts.

One gathers that Mr. Johnston believes that ancestor-worship and Confucianism are moral forces that could still in the future prove of incalculable value to China; but surely, surely, it is too late to write as if they could be saviours of China, if that is what he means. They have been in many of their aspects and results, especially Confucianism, good, very good, and China owes much to them we admit; but both have been tried for thousands of years and China is feeling the lack in them. We trust with the author that all that is good in them may be retained, such as, in the one, the family ties that bind the clansmen together, and the respect for the aged, and the high ethical maxims of the Great Sage in the other; but a higher motive-power to make for righteousness than either possesses is required ere the corruption of official life and the other evils which Mr. Johnston calls attention to can be adequately overcome. This dynamic force is making itself felt increasingly every day. The uplift which China is experiencing is largely due to it.

J. Dyer Ball.

The present volume is an instalment (the first, I believe) of a series entitled Documents Historiques et Géographiques relatifs à l'Indochine, which is appearing under the editorial direction of MM. Henri Cordier and Louis Finot. These names, as well as that of the author of the volume under review, a well-known contributor to the excellent Bulletin de l'École Française d'Extrême-Orient, are a sufficient guarantee of the scholarly character of the work. Supplemented, as it is to be hoped it will soon be, by a similar catena of extracts from Arabian geographers, the book should serve as a useful introduction to the obscure ancient history of the Far East and its early relations with the West.

Though the series, by its running title, indicates that Indo-China (i.e. Further India) is the point of view taken up by the editors, the present volume includes references to China as well. Indeed, it is not easy, nor would it have been advisable, to keep these two spheres of interest apart. In the writings of the early geographers and travellers they merge into one another; it is difficult to say precisely where the one leaves off and the other begins. Their history and culture are also to some extent interwoven; Chinese influence was even then beginning to prevail along the eastern coast of Further India, and for the early navigators and traders the latter country was rather a stepping-stone to the economically far more important Chinese empire than of special importance on its own account.

That is one reason, I suppose, why it is so difficult to build up a clear retrospect of Further India from the data handed down by these early writers. One can follow more or less exactly the coasting route along which they
travelled, one can identify with more or less certainty and accuracy the ports and marts where their ships put in. But on the interior of the country, its inhabitants and their conditions and modes of life, these scanty notices throw very little light. Then, again, for China we have in this period native sources of information which are sufficiently ample in detail to enable a connected history of the country to be constructed. China, in spite of wars, dynastic changes, and shiftings of frontier, has long been a stable and in a great measure a unified and well-defined entity. But Further India has always been in a state of flux; its history presents to our view a congeries of relatively small states with shifting borders and varied ethnographical contents, eternally engaged in the exhilarating pastime of attempting, with more or less success, to conquer, enslave, or exterminate one another. States were formed and settled down into something like civilized stability, only to be overthrown after a few generations by new incursions of alien invaders. Thus there was a succession of kaleidoscopic changes, a continual shifting of landmarks, and of course a repeated destruction of the materials from which ancient history might have been reconstructed. The result is that for the greater part of this period we have hardly any trustworthy and connected native histories. The past has to be recovered, as in India, by the laborious piecing together of all sorts of broken threads. Fragments of more or less authentic chronicles, traditions, and legends have to be supplemented (and in most cases superseded) by the detailed researches of archæology, epigraphy, and numismatics.

A good deal has been done in these directions, but it may well be doubted whether the half of what is necessary has been achieved. French scholars have done excellent work in Camboja and Champa, and the ancient history of these countries is gradually being brought into the light of day. In Burma an understaffed and insufficiently
supported department has done a good deal in the way of putting archaeological and epigraphic material on permanent record, but of the latter very little has been made available to the ordinary reader by translation into English. In Siam it would seem that there should still be much ungathered material; indeed, throughout the whole of Indo-China it is to be expected that excavation will produce results of great value. I mention these things in this connexion because they illustrate the difficulty of appraising such a work as the one under review in its relation to the past history of Further India. At the most it can only be expected to throw a somewhat dim sidelight on certain parts of that region, and at present we know so little about the whole country from other sources that it is very hard to make use of the scanty data handed down to us by classical and mediaeval writers. This is bound to be the case so long as the past of Further India remains in a sort of penumbra; but when new materials locally collected have thrown fresh light upon it, these notices (scanty though they be) will acquire a new value. It is not, perhaps, unreasonable to hope that in time it will be possible to trace in local sources the place-names that have been preserved to us by the older European authorities, and thus establish their identity with a much higher degree of certainty than is now attainable. That in itself would be an object well worth striving for, and I imagine that the editors of this series and the author of the present volume have undertaken their work largely with this end in view.

The authorities from which extracts are given extend from Ctesias of Cnidos to the Byzantine historian Nicephorus Gregoras, and include a long series of writers lying chronologically between these two. In reading through them one is struck by the somewhat unpleasing, but very natural, circumstance that in a great measure they copy one another. The silk of the Seres and the
geographical details furnished by Ptolemy run more or less through the list. This aspect of the authorities is reviewed and discussed by M. Cœdès in an Introduction which adds considerably to the value of the volume. He also gives us a general bibliography and several useful maps to illustrate the works of Strabo, Pomponius Mela, Ptolemy, and other authors, as well as an index of the authorities cited and an index of geographical names. It is rather to be regretted that an index of subjects has not been included, for it would have been very useful; but I suppose that if it had been at all a full one it would have involved considerable labour and must have added a good deal to the size of the volume.

The author discusses several points of interest in his Introduction. I note that he confidently accepts the identity of the ῥυσι (sc. ἱπείρως, not νῆσος) of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea with the Suvarṇabhūmi of Indian literature. I am disposed to agree with him, for I have never been able to appreciate the difficulty which some recent writers seem to feel with regard to this identification. ῥυσι is undoubtedly the western coast-land of Indo-China, beginning a little beyond the mouth of the Ganges and therefore equivalent to Burma, broadly speaking; and local tradition in that country claims the term Suvarṇabhūmi for itself. I fail to see why this should not be accepted, at any rate until it has been definitely proved to be wrong. Of Ptolemy's geography, and the attempts which have been made to make it tally with the facts derived from other sources, M. Cœdès has a good deal to say. He is not at all favourably impressed by those attempts. He urges that, having regard to the arbitrary and purely hypothetical manner in which the Alexandrian geographer sometimes handled his materials, it is hopeless to endeavour to extract mathematically accurate conclusions from his maps. It must certainly be admitted that many of Ptolemy's data were only vague
estimates of marching or sailing distances, that he pieced them together as best he could, and in the process sometimes made rough-and-ready allowance for deviations from the straight line, and so forth. One need only look at his maps to realize the distortion which all this compilation inevitably implies, and which the preconceived ideas of the compiler only helped to accentuate. But I am not quite sure that that concludes the whole matter. M. Coësdès commends the historical and linguistic method which in some cases has established the identity of Ptolemy's place-names. What if, starting from this relatively safe ground, a further investigation should tend to show that for certain localities Ptolemy had more accurate data to deal with than mere reports of travelling distances and directions? May not astronomical observations, the measures of the relative length of shadows at midday, and other particulars have been available in some cases? It is difficult otherwise to understand how it comes about that a number of Ptolemy's errors appear to be fairly constant over considerable areas, so that their reduction in such cases by uniform formulæ of rectification seems to yield results agreeing very closely with verifiable facts. To attribute this to mere coincidence requires a stronger imagination than I for one can claim to possess. But I have already had occasion to say something on that point, and am not prepared at present to add anything to the remarks I made on it in reviewing Colonel Gerini's recent monograph for this Journal last year.

Be this as it may, the alternative method still remains and is capable of considerable development, if favoured by new archaeological discoveries. Some day, I trust, local research penetrating further back into the dim past of this region will succeed in linking up many of its ancient sites with the names handed down to us by classical writers. Of China itself little can be said; as M. Coësdès himself observes, "le sinologue n'a pas appris grand chose
sur la Chine" from the texts collected in this book. The same may be said of the Eastern Archipelago, a region even obscurer than Further India during that period. For this collection, of course, does not include Marco Polo and the later mediaeval travellers who visited Sumatra and other islands of that neighbourhood. Their reports have been discussed elsewhere and do not fall within the scope of this work. In turning to them one seems to be entering into a new world. We get personal experiences instead of literary tradition. But the latter is not altogether without importance; as M. Cœdès rightly remarks, "la critique de ces documents n'est pas achevée," and it may be that the real value of the classical data is yet to be revealed. It is beyond my competence to offer any new contributions towards the attainment of that end. I can only express the hope that a careful comparison of all the evidence, Eastern and Western, may gradually solve the many problems that still remain to be dealt with, and in the meantime I commend M. Cœdès' work as a convenient and useful one which will be of assistance to further research and comparative study.

C. O. Blagden.

**Schets van een Soembaneesche Spraakkunst (naar 't dialect van Kambera). Door D. K. Wielenga. Batavia: Landsdrukkerij, 1910.**

This is a manual of the Kambera dialect of the language of Sumba, one of the smaller islands of the Eastern Archipelago (also known as Chêndana or Sandalwood Island), and is issued by the Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, which has done so much useful work in that region. The volume under review comprises a grammatical sketch, a number of texts in prose and verse (including a curious collection of riddles), and a fairly long vocabulary. References are in many
cases given to other dialects of Sumbanese and to corresponding forms in neighbouring and cognate languages, so that apart from its primary purpose the work includes a certain comparative element which undoubtedly adds to its scientific value.

It is, of course, impossible for anyone who does not himself know the particular language illustrated to deal adequately with such a work as this. I can only say that an examination of it from the general point of view of a student interested in Indonesian linguistics seems to indicate that it is a scholarly performance. Indonesian languages differ very much in the relative complexity of their grammatical systems. In this respect Sumbanese seems to come more or less midway between the simplicity of Malay and the highly developed and archaic complexity of Sangirese and the Philippine languages. The chapter on the verb exemplifies this point. In Sumbanese we find a number of the well-known Indonesian prefixes, but most of them are in a fossilized state, that is to say, they have become attached to particular stems and can no longer be freely used to build up new formations. The system throughout bears evidence of having degenerated from a fuller and more complex organization. Yet there is much in it that will appear very strange to anyone who looks at Indonesian languages only through Malay spectacles. It is true that substantives in Sumbanese, as in Malay, take no account of the changes of number, gender, and case to which we are accustomed in Indo-European and Semitic grammars. But Sumbanese possesses a definite article with distinct forms for plural and singular, and (like some other Indonesian languages) it has a completely inflected set of personal pronouns.

There is much besides that points in the same direction, and goes to show that the apparent grammatical simplicity of Malay and some of its cognate neighbours is a secondary phenomenon, like that of modern Persian or
English. Some day, I suppose, a comparative grammar of the Indonesian languages will be written, though it may be doubted whether its time is as near as we might be disposed to wish. When that day arrives, grammatical sketches like the above will be the foundation of the work, and its value will depend largely on their accuracy and completeness. It is just that consideration which invests a book of this kind with a certain importance other than its intrinsic one. The dialect which it illustrates may be spoken only by a few thousand half-savage inhabitants of an insignificant and remote island, who have contributed nothing (or hardly anything) to the world’s history and civilization. But, for all that, their language may be an indispensable element in the reconstruction of the past history of their linguistic family, a family which extends from Madagascar to Easter Island and from Formosa to New Zealand, and has played a great part in the colonization and settlement of that vast geographical area.

C. O. Blagden.


Mr. Grant Brown altruistically warns the student that he is firmly of the opinion that Burmese should be learnt not from his or any other book, but with the aid of a native. This is true of any language, but it is especially true of such languages as Burmese and Chinese. The student at his desk is apt to adopt combinations of sounds for himself which seem eminently reasonable, and when he has acquired, as he thinks, a quite creditable command of the language, he is discomfited, and, unless he is of an eminently equable disposition, apt to be enraged when he finds that no native understands him. The Germans are fond of telling everyone, whether it concerns or interests
them or not, that their language is pronounced exactly as it is written. There are those who dispute this, but at any rate it ignores the existence of stress, as Mark Twain found for himself after he thought, as the result of considerable study, that he had thoroughly got hold of one word. He put the accent on the wrong syllable, was misunderstood, and remained a Germanophobe ever after.

The probability of similar mishaps is immensely increased in Burmese, because the alphabet is a foreign importation and not by any means suited to the Burmese sound system. It never was well suited, and since it was adopted Burmese has altered very much in its pronunciation, with the result that nowadays the number of words that are pronounced as they are written is quite insignificant. The Burmese alphabet has not the fascination about it that Chinese characters have. There are people who may have quite a creditable knowledge of several thousand Chinese characters and yet might just as well know no Chinese at all for all the use it is to them in the outside world. Mr. Grant Brown therefore impresses upon the learner that though he cannot learn the alphabet without the sounds, he can very well learn the sounds without the alphabet. Therefore he is a strong supporter of the system of phonetic writing, by which means the sounds may be fixed on paper and recalled to memory at one's leisure.

He therefore devotes a great deal of trouble to phonetics, and is met by the ordinary Englishman's difficulty in pronouncing k, p, t. The national tendency is to aspirate these. The Chinese teachers of the Legations in Peking get over the matter with least trouble to themselves by persuading their pupils to use b and d for the unaspirated letter. This may be slovenly, but it is characteristic of the modern student interpreter. Mr. Grant Brown is more helpful. Briefly speaking, he advises the
learner when he has to tackle the aspirated letter to think of the vowel and when it is unaspirated to think of the consonant. This may not be more effectual, but it is at any rate less humiliating, than the method of the Chinese munshis. The Burmese w and y are always true consonants. In English they are semi-vowels, and when Burmese is written in English characters the result is somewhat uncouth-looking. The Burmese k is intermediate between our g and k, and when this is combined with y it produces a sound which according to the Government system of transliteration is written ky or gy. Mr. Grant Brown prefers to write this ty or dy, and when his manual reached Burma last year there was an immediate acrimonious correspondence in the Rangoon papers as to whether he was justified in doing so or not. Whether tywet was better than kywet as the Burmese for a rat, and whether gyi was a better way of writing the Burmese word for "big", or dyi, was discussed at considerable length, and there were nearly as many natives of the country on one side as on the other. We are distinctly inclined to agree with Mr. Grant Brown that less slovenly pronunciation is likely to be the result of the adoption of his system of pronunciation than would come of strict adherence to the authorized version. Nothing is commoner than to hear an English officer call out "Maung Po Tchê" (as the French would write it) and to notice that it is passed on by the Burmese peon outside as "Maung Po Tyè" (as Mr. Grant Brown would have us write it).

For this reason of accuracy of pronunciation also Mr. Grant Brown would have nobody begin learning the written language before he can talk the colloquial with accuracy and fluency. Unfortunately this would interfere very emphatically with the Departmental Examination Syllabus, and young Assistant Commissioners, at any rate, are not likely to listen to him. He advises them to
keep to the spoken language alone for the first three or four months of their six, but it would imply considerable aptitude for languages to have a fluent and accurate command of Burmese in four months' time.

Mr. Grant Brown's dialogues are a great improvement on the ordinary Ollendorfian sort of stuff one finds in such books. He might with advantage expand it into an emulation of the Japanese *Kwan hwa chih nan*, which is beyond comparison the best of all compilations for the acquiring of a foreign language. Wade's dialogues in the *Tzu Erh Ch'i* are clever, but they have not the range of the Japanese instructor in Chinese. Mr. Grant Brown's book may be commended to all who are beginning the study of Burmese in this country, and it would be wise for all to have it by them when they are beginning in earnest in Burma itself. The characters from the Kammawa-sa on the cover are a welcome relief from the peacock or pagoda which one usually sees on the outside of books about Burma or Burmese.

J. G. S.

**SHANS AT HOME. By Mrs. LESLIE MILNE, M.R.A.S.**

John Murray, 1910.

It is an indisputable fact that Government officers very seldom give us a readable description of the countries of which they have charge. The British Tai States have now been nearly quarter of a century in our hands, but there has been no work published which gives us an account of the manners and customs of the people. This may be due to the fact that officials have not the leisure to undertake anything of the kind, or that when they do undertake it they are apt to consider an account of the management of the country and of its resources of much more importance than a description of its ways and traits. Or it may be due to the fact that the official very seldom
comes in real contact with the people. Mr. Putnam Weale accuses British civil servants of being entirely lacking in sympathy with Orientals, of priggishness, and sheer incapacity, from previous training, of doing anything but learn their work at the expense of the coloured races. This may be so, and it may account for the fact that they do not write readable books about them, but it may be noted that it is the same with the officials of other countries. The best books about the Tonkingese are certainly not those by French residents and commissaires. Thus it happens that the first book about the Tai is written not merely by a person who is not an official, but by an English lady.

Mrs. Leslie Milne made exceedingly good use of her time. She spent five months at Hsipaw, where the Tai native is a good deal sophisticated by the presence of a large alien population connected with the Mandalay-Lashio Railway, and then she very wisely moved north to Namhkam, one of the Môngs of the North Hsenwi State, but formerly ruled over by a Myosa, who was something more than a sub-feudatory. Mrs. Leslie Milne's primary object was to study the language of the Rumai, better known to most people as the Palaungs, who are of an entirely different race from the Tai, and ethnologically connected with the Wa, some of whom are still head-hunters. But the Rumai only come to Namhkam on market days, every fifth day, and Mrs. Milne very profitably spent the off days in studying her immediate neighbours, the Tai.

At first sight one might think that Namhkam was hardly central enough for a study of the Shans—the name by which the British section of the Tai race is known—but, as a matter of fact, there are many Tai across the border in Chinese territory, in Mông Mao, Nantien, and a number of other states, stretching up to T'êngyüeh (the Shan Mông Myen), and Yung Ch'ang. Namhkam is only
half a mile or so from the Shweli, which forms the boundary, and every market day there are hundreds of visitors from across the border. Namhkam is therefore very probably a better place to study the Tai in than Mông Nai or Lai Hka would be, or even than Kěngtúng. Mông Nai was too much Burmanized in the old days, and the Lao influences are very strong in Kěngtúng. At any rate, Mrs. Milne's book shows no trace of being local, except in her very excellent photographs, which certainly, as far as the ladies are concerned, represent a dress which is confined to the Shweli Valley. The panel skirt would immediately attract attention as something unusual in any other part of the British Shan States, and so would the exceedingly massive armlets—they can hardly be called bracelets—which seem suited rather to a militant suffragette than to a submissive house-wife.

The Tai know very little about their origins, but what little knowledge exists all points to the north as the first home of their race. The Siamese are the strongest body of the Tai now existing, but their history does not begin before the thirteenth century, and the small amount that they have preserved in the way of tradition points to the north as the dwelling-place of the older Tai. They may think little of the Ngio, as they call the inhabitants of the British Shan States, but far birds have fair feathers, and they are persuaded that the Tai Nô, the Upper or Northern Shans, are a very much superior race. The Lao of the Northern Siam provinces are equally convinced that the north-countrymen represent all that is purest and best and most national, and the British Tai to a less degree share the same conviction. Whatever we may think of the theory of learned Western students that the Tai are the descendants of the great T'usu nation, which between eight and nine hundred years before Christ controlled what is now Central and Southern China, and were succeeded by the Tsen kingdom, which had been shifted farther to the
south, there can be no doubt of the existence and of the power of the Mao Shan kingdom, and it was established in the valley of the Shweli, whose Tai name is the Nam Mao. There are the traces of many old capitals all along the river basin, and one of them, at Sêlan, not a dozen miles from Namhkam, may well have been the residence of Hsö Hkan-hpa, the greatest of the Mao Shan chiefs. It is also at no very great distance, as distances are counted in these countries, from Tali-fu, the old Yangtsûme, which was the old capital of Nanchao, the country of the Tai when the Tai were a very considerable power and came near to establishing themselves as the lords of China.

Mrs. Leslie Milne's choice of Namhkam, therefore, whether accidental or designed, was very fortunate. The Tai race, like the negroes, has a tendency to break up into tribes rather than to unite into a nation. Whether this is due to the physical character of their country or to inherent natural defects is another matter. It has prevented them from taking the position in Asia which at one time seemed open to them, but it does not seem to have greatly affected their manners and customs. Mrs. Milne has studied these with great diligence and zeal, and there are none that she records that would not be true in the main of the Tai of Mawkmai or those of Kêngtûng. Her industry is proved by the enormous amount of information which she records, and her indifference to loneliness and discomfort could only be paralleled by Mrs. Bishop. When she first reached Namhkam she took up her abode in the ordinary way in one of the local rest-houses or sarawps. She had, however, very soon to leave this, because a family of pigs from a neighbouring monastery had acquired the habit of sleeping under the floor and could not be prevailed upon to give it up. She had therefore to get a bamboo house built for herself. Possibly this was the occasion when she made a note of a custom which we do
not remember to have heard before. When the house-
posts are put in position the holes are at first not quite
filled. The posts are put in, but before the earth is
rammed down the master builder and his assistants chew
betel-nut with particular energy and perhaps a little more
lime and spices than usual. "This is to ensure a large
supply of saliva, to which the little devils which hide
under house-posts have a strong objection. The men
chew, then they expectorate copiously into each hole, and
when the little devil has fled in disgust the hole is quickly
filled to the top with earth, the earth being pounded hard
to prevent its return." This method of keeping off devils
is certainly not universal, and may possibly be peculiar to
the Chinese Tai, or even to Naumkam and its neighbour-
hood. It was possibly also at this period of her story
that Mrs. Leslie Milne scored down the call to the pigs
to come home at night. It compares quite favourably in
its cadences with the specimen serenade most affected by
young lovers with their flutes when they are out courting
at night. She also does not disdain to give some Tai
cookery receipts, including the proper way to cook snails
and frogs, how to make green mustard pickle, and the
preparation of beef to be eaten raw, which is not nearly
so simple as might be rashly assumed.

The chapters on Shan history and literature have been
furnished by the Rev. Wilbur Cochrane of the American
Baptist Mission. Mr. Cochrane has been a long time in
the Shan States, both North and South, and it is not
a little disappointing that he has not been able to add
to the facts already known. The late M. Terrien de
Lacouperie's conclusions were largely the result of great
learning and are interesting rather than conclusive.
Mr. E. H. Parker's deductions from Chinese Annals were
much more valuable and indeed form the structure on
which later students must work. It is now practically
certain that no Tai chronicles will be found in the British
Shan States. Very little is to be hoped from the Lao States. The only hope remaining seems to be a discovery in the monasteries of the Chinese Tai, much more permanent structures than those of our Shan States. Mr. Cochrane seems inclined to follow the Burmese in their assertion that Buddhism was introduced among the Tai by Buyin Nawng and other Peguan kings. It seems much more probable that the Northern form of Buddhism was introduced by the apostles of Dhammathawka, and that all that Burmese kings did was to reform the heresies that came from Tibet, just as Anawrat'a reformed the Ariya of Pagán. The book may be confidently recommended to all who wish to learn something of an interesting race.

J. G. S.


This contribution to our knowledge of the customs of the people of South Shantung is a brochure in folio of 116 pages. It contains an Introduction, Foreword, and four chapters. These latter deal (1) with the feasts and customs during the year, (2) the customs at birth and in connexion with infancy, (3) those at betrothal and marriage, and (4) those at deaths and funerals. There are nearly a score of illustrations and reproductions of Chinese documents, which include pictures of several of the Chinese gods.

It must not be supposed that China is divided in regard to customs and objects of worship into watertight compartments, and that in passing from one district of country to another everything changes as in ancient Gaul, where "Hi omnes lingua, institutis, legibus inter se differunt", as Caesar said. At the same time there are differences, to instance only one case, that of the important
marriage documents, which are drawn up in various ways according to where they are prepared. The Chinese themselves say that their customs differ every ten Chinese miles, and that there is a difference in speech every hundred.

It is well that books, like this under review, should be written dealing thus with different sections of the country. Especially would it be well that all resident in China who know the language should note customs, manners, and superstitions in the districts in which they live, as with all the changes that are now taking place in the empire it may in the future be more difficult to gather such information, nor should any think that as others are doing this there is no need for anything more to be done.

A recent writer, who has devoted a book to a similar small portion of China, expresses the opinion that the day for general description of this empire and its people is well-nigh past, and that future writers on the Far East will find it better to concentrate their efforts on parts of the country instead of scattering their endeavours over the whole extent of this vast land with its teeming populations. And there is on these lines an extensive and wide field open for research in all subjects connected with the customs, manners, and practices of the Chinese. There are large tracts of country unexplored in these directions, untouched, and of which we know in these respects practically nothing, and looked at from the standpoint of the folklorist and student of mythology instinct with interest. Knowing both language and people, one may live for many years in China and be constantly finding out something new about the people and their ways.

The present work has been preceded by a similar book by Professor W. Grube entitled *Zur Pekinger Volkskunde*, and we trust that many others from the scholarly pens of our German neighbours will follow. In the *Vorwort*
lists are given of the twenty-four Chinese hours, the names of the twelve animals which are supposed to govern the years, and a useful table of the sexagenary circle for a century and a half, commencing with the year 1804.

In the first division of the book we are taken all through the Chinese year, and descriptions of saints' days and feast days follow each other in rapid succession; but it is impossible to give a lengthy description of all that appears between the two paper covers of this large pamphlet. Most interesting little rhyming saws from the Chinese are interspersed. Most quaint and curious some of them are.

As to the illustrations, they are good. One of the most interesting is the bride in her wedding garments and crown, with the large "small feet" prevalent in the north of China.

We note that of the Taoist Yü-huang-shang-ti it is said, "jetz vielfach die Stelle des Tien-lau-ye-ye vertretend." This we do not think is the case in the south. The idols of this deity are not very common in Kwong-tung, nor are his temples.

On p. 33 we have the picture of a god with an attendant. If we mistake not, it is the god who has to do with official appointments; but he is described as "Fu-lu-schou, ein Glücksgott (Turbild)". The three, represented by the Chinese words, are three distinct personifications, and have each a god assigned to them, at all events in a great part of China.

Du Bose, in his The Dragon, Image, and Demon (p. 412), gives the name of the protector of children as Chang Sien. He is shown on p. 63 of this book, and described as "ohne bestimmten Namen (Turbild)". Doolittle in Social Life of the Chinese omits all mention of his name.1

J. Dyer Ball.

---

1 We also find in a native work published in Canton a picture of this patron saint of children, with his name given as Chang Hsien, the genie Chang.
Pathamaṁ Sudhammawatī, Gawampatī, Rājādhīrat.
Edited and published by the Superior of Kruṇ Cin Monastery, Paklat, 1910.1

The above, as the title indicates, is a first volume of historical or quasi-historical records in the Môn language of old cities of Lower Burma, recently printed at the Elephant Creek Monastery (Bhā Kruṇ Cin), Paklat, Siam. These works, which would no doubt be brought over by the forefathers of the present-day Mōns of Siam when they fled from the oppression of the Burmese conqueror Alaungphra about the middle of the eighteenth century, and which have hitherto been in circulation only in palm-leaf manuscript copies, are now made accessible to a wider circle of readers.

The volume is printed in clear type on good paper, and is well bound in a kind of half leather. At the beginning there is a table of principal contents, giving page and line where the matter named is mentioned. A few pages of corrections give evidence alike of the difficulties of printing and the care taken to represent the text accurately. A number of misprints still remain unnoticed. At the end of the volume there is a summary of events in Peguan history showing the different parts of the volume where each matter is treated. It thus also serves as a kind of index.

Like all Talain or Mōn books, written as they are either by monks or scholars with monastic training, there is a strong religious element all through. What takes the place of a preface or introduction to the volume serves the double purpose of exalting the Buddha, and showing how in a former existence the Bodhisat reached the region of Suvannabhūmi and so started its history. This name

1 The following minor works in the Mon language have been issued by this monastic press: Likh Bodhisat Cah (1908-9), Likh Blāi Bhā (1909-10), Likh Pārami Kān (id.), Lik Kyāk Trai Bā Coh Deān (id.).—C. O. B.
is usually taken to represent Burma, simply or more strictly that part of it which was originally under the domination of the old kings of Thatun; but according to an authority cited by Childers it comprises also Siam and Cambodia. This view is quite in keeping with the references in this volume to the visit supposed to have been made by Gotama Buddha to the region in question, where places in the Malay Peninsula and in Siam are distinctly mentioned.

The two shorter sections of the volume, which purport to relate, each in its own way, the origin and history of the old Talain kingdom of Thatun, and between which two varying accounts the wise reader is desired to make his choice, seem to our ideas anything but historical. Buddha on his personal visit to the country is made to foretell through his disciples Ananda and Gawampati events which were to happen after his Parinibbāna. Yet these forecasts represent the facts of history as known to the writers, and the careful reader by setting aside the embellishments may easily reach the plain facts.

The larger section, Rājādhirāt, or the History of the Kings of Pegu, occupying some three-fourths of the entire volume, is in more strictly historical form. In fact chapter viii of Phayre's History of Burma, after the first three paragraphs, forms a very good summary of this part of our book. Phayre in some dozen pages gives in a rapid glance the main facts of our three hundred and odd Mōn pages. It begins with the story of Magadū, who afterwards became king of Martaban under the name of Warerō. Whereas, however, Phayre makes him of Shan race, the native history distinctly makes him kōn Mōn, of Mōn race. So in Schmidt's Rājāwaṇi he is called smin Mōn moā, a Mōn king. The story ends practically with the death of Rājādhirāt. The incident of the famous Buddhist monk dissuading Rājādhirāt from continuing the attack on Ava, mentioned by Phayre, is very fully
reported in the Môn work. Indeed, the details throughout the work are at times so minute that one is forced to the conclusion that the author must often have largely drawn on his imagination. Some stories and sayings current amongst the people are very evidently made use of.

The work is of use alike to the student of Burmese history and to the scholar interested in the languages of Indo-China.

R. Halliday.


The Dīgha-Nikāya, important in so much of its contents for the history of custom and belief in India, is at length complete in its English edition, twenty-one years having elapsed since the appearance of the first volume. The Pali Text Society may well hail its going forth with relief and self-congratulation, for, though the whole work stands first in canonical order among the four Nikāyas, it has proved a laggard compared with its brothers, all of which were completely edited eight years ago. With the publication of this volume the whole of the Sutta Piṭaka has now been edited in Europe with the exception of the two Nīdesas and the Apadāna. These last laggards have also long been placed in hands too busy as yet to be occupied with them, but a transcription of both Nīdesas from the Siamese by Miss Noakes is very nearly completed, forming an excellent basis for collation.

We cannot afford to do without any part of the Piṭakas if we would obtain a right scale of historical values. We need to know fully, and not only for the most part, the nature and range of the several records which the editors of the Piṭakas, either deliberately or in deference to current taste, held worthy to be gathered up into the canonical casket. The miscellaneous nature of the Suttas or Suttantas in the Dīgha-Nikāya is well maintained in
this concluding volume. There is not the *Leitmotif* of a graduated ethics of morality and insight that runs through the Sīla-vagga of vol. i. Nor is there even the grouping of suttas entitled "Great" this or that, which make up one-half of the Mahā-vagga of vol. ii. No sequence of subjects is discernible, and the range is wide. They constitute not so much novel contributions to the materials already edited as interesting complementary developments and adjuncts to points raised elsewhere. In the Pāṭika-Suttanta the power and the reluctance of the Buddha to work wonders or miracles forms a complement to the Kevaḍāha-Suttanta in vol. i. In the Udumbarika-Suttanta a searching criticism of the morals of ascetics forms a good pendant to the Kassapa-Sihanāda-Suttanta in vol. i. The Lakkhaṇa-Suttanta is the fullest exposition of the lore of the "Great Man"—world-monarch or Buddha—treated of in the Mahāpadāna-Suttanta of vol. ii, and in the Brāhmaṇa-vagga of the Majjhima-Nikāya. The Āṭānātiya-Suttanta¹ is an elaboration of the simple naïve charm or protecting spell to avert harm from snakes which we find in the Vinaya. Both of these it is instructive to compare with the method and spirit shown in the long tale of spells in the Atharva-Veda. In the Cakkavatti-Suttanta we meet with the legends, not elsewhere arising in the Piṭakas, of the sun-myth of the wheel and its travels, and of the Buddha who "is for to come", Metteyya. The striking cosmogony of the Aggaṇṇa-Suttanta is used as a weapon against caste, that is, against the social claims of the brahmins. The Sampasādanīya- and Pāśadika-Suttantas constitute a summary and review of the methods and merits of the Teacher and the Doctrine respectively, Jainist schisms arising on the death of Nātaputta serving as a foil, as in the Majjhima. The Singālovāda-Suttanta,² with which

¹ Edited in 1876 in Grimblot's *Sept Suttas Pāli*. 
² Edited by Grimblot, op. cit.
Childers's translation, "The Whole Duty of a Layman," rendered us familiar, is ethically the freshest departure in the volume, and affords a charming development of fragmentary themes in the third and fourth Nikāyas.

The most striking departure from the prevailing methods of the Dīgha is found in the last two Suttantias: the Sangiti and the Dasuttara. The discursive cadences of the Dīgha refrains in argumentation and admonition are set aside. The rosary methods of the Anguttara and the Dhamma-Sangani are substituted. The dread of schisms like those (here again) ascribed to the Jains is upon the young Sangha. And we find in these discourses, by Sāriputta and the Master, two of those, to us, pathetic efforts of a bookless, yet deeply thoughtful society to sift and classify every conceivable phase and aspect of the moral and intellectual consciousness, and so to achieve that Cartesian ideal: *vulde clare et distincte percīpere*, to which it aspired. The classifying cannot be said to have been worked on any principle worthy of the name. It was, as elsewhere, by way of the accident of number. But in early thought, as is well known, the significance and gravamen in a number ranks next to that in a name. Enclosed in the shell of number were all the thousand and more names of notions or dhammas pregnant with meaning in the Dhamma. A comparison of the order and structure of these groups with those in the Anguttara-Nikāya may possibly throw a little light on the question of the literary dependence of the two works. Here I would only note that the one case of 'eko dhammo' in the Sangiti-Suttanta, as compared with the number of single notions in the Anguttara, is that given in the Khuddaka-Pāṭha (and in the Anguttara Dasa-Nipāta), with an interesting addition: Sabbe sattā āhāraṇṭhitikā, sabbe sattā sunktāṇṭhitikā; "all beings are sustained by food, all beings are sustained by activities"—not, I believe, met with in this form elsewhere. The
commentary has a discursive paragraph on the two phrases. "Food" or "intake" (āhāra), understood as material and mental, covers for the Buddhist, as we know, practically the whole field of "paccaya", that which conditions, or comes into relation with, the personality, modifying it in its never-ceasing change and becoming. Similarly, our doing and compassing yield results that modify us no less: "attano phalassa karaṇato sankharaṇato sankhāro ti." It also tries to meet the case of beings other than human, gods and those in purgatory, who also are "sustained" by conditions, though these may differ from the "four nutriments" conditioning life on earth. Absolute existence, self-dependent, static, was rejected for gods as for men. The scope and force of these two terse propositions (of the former, any way) was not discerned by Childers when, in this Journal some forty-two years ago, he rendered the Pali by "Food is the sustenance of all animals".

There are in these last two Suttantas, not to mention others, many terms and phrases one would gladly have had at hand ere this, when engaged on Abhidhamma phraseology. The facile guess that this or that is "later Pali" may find itself confuted. The seven Bojjhangas, for instance, are in this Nikāya already (and not only in the Vibhanga) as well as in Saṃyutta v, called "bodhipakkhiyā dhammā". "Buddhi," in the general sense of wisdom, which I had imagined a late term (e.g. in Nettipakarana, 122 ff.), occurs in a line of poetry. No technical meaning relating it to psychology or metaphysic is attached to it, as in other Indian philosophies of later development. And the psychological and Jhānic phraseology in this volume are all of the older type—the type wherein we do not find such distinctions as the bhavanga-sota and cittacetasikā, any more than we find kammaṭṭhāna, upacāra, appanā, etc. There is one notable exception: the term viññāna-sota (p. 105), "stream of consciousness." And it
is the more interesting because it was never, I believe, perpetuated by the Hinayāna culture. Sota became associated not with conscious, but with un-, or sub-conscious flux of being (bhavanga-sota) which was intercepted (upacchinna) by conscious states. Nevertheless, Buddhaghosa talks past it unperturbed: viññānam eva; (it means) "simply viññāna".

But this is not the place to prolong discussion of details. More incumbent is it on the reviewer to revert to the Buddhist virtue of muditā orσυγχαροσύνη, and felicitate Dr. Carpenter at so excellently carrying to completion the work so long associated with his name and that of the founder of the Pali Text Society. We should only expect finished workmanship from him, but one cannot refrain from specifying the considerateness shown in the double references (by nipāta and section, and also by volume and page) to passages in the Anguttara. Seeing that proposals are on foot to publish in Ceylon the whole of the Tipitaka in Sinhalese type, and in India parts of it in Devanāgari type, this careful editing may prove the more useful. The full indexing is also a very great boon. If he could only be persuaded, for the further "weal and happiness of gods and men", to see through the press his completed and collated transcript of the Commentary, now, as in the past, so kindly placed at our service for purposes of translation of the text!

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.


Bunyiu Nanjio's classic catalogue, published in 1883, although compiled from a Japanese reprint of the Ming
Collection of A.D. 1368–1644, is still our chief authoritative list for the works contained in the Chinese translation of the Buddhist Canon. Intended primarily for the information of Indianists, it was furnished with an index of the Sanskrit titles of the works as far as these could be elicited—which was only in respect to about one-fourth of the total 1,662 works specified. But no index to the Chinese titles was provided, with the result that the contents have not been easy of reference to Sinologists, on whom we are dependent for the detailed examination of the various works.

This want is now supplied by Dr. Ross, who has added elaborate references to another Japanese edition, namely, the modern reprint of the Ming Collection published at Kioto in 1905, an edition which is now easily procurable, and doubtless the one which European scholars will mostly consult. References to the latter are greatly facilitated by a simple arrangement of figures and letters, by which the particular work can be promptly located in its fasciculus and case in the bulky series.

Some little confusion is likely to be experienced, especially by beginners, by the substitution of the Wade system of transliterating the Chinese names for the Wells Williams system as employed by Bunyiu Nanjio, without, however, any table or note having been provided as a guide to the manner in which the one system is to be converted into the other. Thus the Vajracchedikā has its Chinese title transcribed by Nanjio, following Wells Williams (whose system generally resembles that adopted by Max Müller in the Sacred Books of the East), as "Kin-kân-pân-žo-po-lo-mi-ki̇n", whilst it appears in Dr. Ross’ Index as "Chin-kang-pan-jo-po-lo-mi-ching", without any cross reference to connect it with the form

1 The original from which it was compiled is the copy of the edition of 1678–81 A.D. in the India Office Library, which was procured through the Rev. S. Beal.—Abstract of Four Lectures, etc., 1882, p. vii.
in the Catalogue. It seems a pity, too, that this Index was not printed of the same size as the Catalogue itself, so as to permit of it being bound up with the latter.

L. A. WADDELL.


This is the first volume of what promises to be a considerable series, dealing exhaustively with Buddhism as it is expounded in the Chinese texts. For this purpose extensive extracts are translated from the canon and commentaries, supported by the text itself in Chinese characters, which latter form indeed nearly half of the letterpress of the volume. The work embodies a considerable amount of research, and should prove helpful to Chinese readers, especially to those who are desirous of becoming specialists.

For the general reader the more interesting portion of the book will doubtless be the introduction. In this the author points out that Buddhism is not to be considered an isolated religion, apart by itself; but merely a link in a chain of many antecedent and subsequent creeds. Its antecedent factors he traces briefly from Indo-Iranian Mazdeism and Vedism, through the Upanishads, which he terms a realistic pantheism and first attempt at philosophy; the Vedanta, systematic and idealistic pantheism; the Sāṃkhya or atheistic multianimism; and the Yoga or theistic asceticism.

L. A. W.

Under the able direction of the well-known scholar Professor Strack, a new series of "Keys of Semitic Languages" is now appearing. It differs somewhat from the older series, and also the material dealt with is somewhat different from that treated in the aforementioned. Professor Strack himself is the author of the Hebrew Grammar, Dr. Ungnad has written the Babylonian (Assyrian) Grammar, and Professor Margolis presents us with a Manual of the Aramaic language of the Babylonian Talmud. It is the eastern dialect of the Aramaic language, and in some points it reminds us of the Syriac, and in others helps us to understand the Mandaic spoken in the same locality, viz. Babylon, where the former was also spoken close to the eighth or ninth century, when it was supplanted by Arabic.

It is a difficult undertaking to reconstruct a reliable system of grammar and syntax out of texts which are not always absolutely reliable.

A critical study of the Aramaic language is of comparatively recent date, and the discovery of the different forms of pronunciation of the Targum MS. compiled from Yemen has had a profound influence in moulding the new presentment of the grammar of this language. Dalman undertook on the basis of these texts to write a grammar of the Palestine or Western Aramaic language, a book which within a short time appeared in a second edition. The real problem is to define exactly which of the monuments belong to the Western or which to the Eastern branch of Aramaic; it does not seem to have been satisfactorily solved even by so keen an investigator as Professor Dalman, for a pure text uninfluenced by other dialects would form a standard or point of departure for
such investigation. But there is not a single text that can confidently be pronounced to belong exclusively to the West or to the East, still less to the West than to the East; not even the Targum, which he takes as the basis for his grammar, can be said to be pure Western text.

It is curious that in an old document from the Genizah in my possession a Pentateuch was presented to a synagogue in Cairo, and it is distinctly said that it had a Babylonian Targum. Now no such Targum is known to the Pentateuch, and this could therefore refer only to the Targum which goes under the name of the T. Onkelos. Of course it is not impossible that the donors should have desired to emphasize the fact that the Targum in that volume was not the one known as the Jerusalemite. The very fact that one Targum was called after its local origin or supposed local origin (Jerusalem = Palestine) shows that the other was not considered to be Palestinian or Jerusalemite. Once this foundation gone, much of what is called Western Aramaic remains somewhat doubtful, and the Targum to the Prophets might be said to be just as much Babylonian as Palestinian, as far as the language is concerned. The mixed character assigned by Dalman to most of the documents is rather perplexing, in spite of his trying to explain this curious form as being an artificial language and not representative of the living language. If that be so, then what reason was there for writing such a Targum? Unless it was a translation of the Hebrew into the vernacular better understood by the people, because it was no longer understood by the people, there would be no reason for a Targum at all. I am mentioning these facts in order to raise the question. "Why did Professor Margolis not include some of these so-called Western texts in his grammatical survey?" He may have thought it advisable to eschew doubtful problems, and to limit his investigations to a text which at any rate is expected to present one single dialect
uninfluenced by linguistic tendencies of the Palestinian dialect. But this text has also suffered, for it has passed through so many hands that the linguistic character must have suffered considerably.

These texts, moreover, have come down to us with practically no vocalization, the pronunciation being more or less traditional. It differs besides, as I have been able to ascertain, between the Jews of the East and those of the West. There seems to be a somewhat different tradition as to how the Talmudic texts ought to be read, among the Jews of Yemen, Palestine, Bagdad, etc., and the pronunciation in the schools of the West in modern times in Russia, Poland, and Hungary. This difference runs parallel with that between the so-called Sepharadie and Ashkenazic pronunciation, and affects not only vowels, but also consonants, the pronunciation of the Shewa, and the grammatical forms.

A good number of MSS. have also since come to light in which scarce words, technical expressions, and proper names have been punctuated: among these the Arabic commentary of the Mishna, by Maimonides, which probably dates from his lifetime (twelfth to thirteenth centuries), in which a number of words so punctuated occur. A careful examination of these will help to establish the Eastern tradition, and will prove of no small assistance in settling the pronunciation of the language of the Babylonian Talmud. There is also another important and very voluminous MS. in existence, dating from the beginning of the fourteenth century, the famous "Sephar Assufoth" (Cod. Montefiore, No. 134), of which I have given a full description in the Report of the Montefiore College (1893, pp. 31–74). This MS. of an halachic character is fully vocalized, and it is surprising that it should have escaped Professor Margolis's attention, as it is the only one which, to such an extent, has preserved passages from the Talmud with a full vocalization. If stress is laid by me on these
points, it is because they affect to a great extent the Phonetics and Morphology of the grammar, e.g. the value and rôle of the Shewa, the question of the pricks (Daggesh) in the six letters נרבל, which thus become Rafeh and Hazak, and the peculiar use of certain vowel-signs may be an indication for the accent; all these are points in which even tradition fails us, and for which we cannot rely, as the author does (p. 15), on the accents of the Bible.

It is a fact that in old MSS. and first prints, some even of a later date, the Targum Onkelos is endowed with accents which, however, are mere copies of the corresponding accents in the Hebrew text; they are probably only notes for the cantillation of the Targum in accordance with the system of the Hebrew text. It might be of interest to compare these two systems, for it sometimes happens that there are more words in the Targum than in the Hebrew, and then additional accents are inserted in the latter. But so far as the word-accent itself is concerned, I do not believe that much reliance can be placed on these signs; and for the Aramaic passages in the Bible there are also various traditions in existence, and there is not sufficient material to settle the accentuation of the Aramaic words. Professor Margolis evidently did not know this fact, which might have been of use to him, and in spite of it he has endeavoured to grapple with the problem before him and has gone to the ancient MSS. and fragments both for the purpose of obtaining a reliable text and also to note those passages where from time to time words are vocalized.

The book compiled by Professor Margolis is the very best that has yet appeared. Within a very short compass, perhaps too short, he has been able to give a concise, clear, and complete scheme of the Aramaic grammar of the Talmud. By an ingenious system of cross-references he is able to condense his material, and by referring backwards
and forwards the different rules explain one another, although it is somewhat difficult for a beginner to master these intricacies. The various tables of paradigms are drawn with conspicuous scholarship and skill, and we owe thanks to the author for his first attempt at the syntax of this language. He follows, no doubt, the example of Nöldeke, but he is able to group the material in a lucid and satisfactory, and withal independent, manner. He has added a graduated chrestomathy, following step by step the rules laid down in the preceding pages. Professor Margolius has shown admirable discrimination and full mastery of his subject in the careful selection of the pieces printed. He has selected pithy sentences, elaborate stories, and halachic disquisitions so as to introduce the student to the manifold contents of that vast Encyclopædia known as the Talmud. It is a pity that considerations of space have induced him to omit references to the sources and variants of readings. In these texts he has been very sparing with the vowel-points, and he has preserved the orthography in most cases as he found it in the ancient documents, which were written with the so-called Matres lectionis indicating the pronunciation. For he rightly says in the Introduction that to add vowel-points to these texts would cause confusion. What is missing in the grammar is fully supplied in the elaborate Glossary, in which all the words and stems are systematically arranged and explained. Here the author has ventured to vocalize. Of course, it still remains an open problem, in some places at least, whether he has been justified, by analogy or by personal deduction, to fix the pronunciation in the way in which he has done it; but this hypothetical element is not of sufficient weight to diminish the great value of this excellent book, almost the first of its kind, which is a solid, comprehensive, reliable, lucid, and independent investigation and presentment of the language of the
Babylonian Talmud. It can safely be recommended to
the students of Aramaic as one of the best books
hitherto written on that subject.

M. GASTER.

MISSION FRANÇAISE EN CHALDÉE. INVENTAIRE DES
TABLETTES DE TELLO CONSERVÉES AU MUSÉE
IMPÉRIAL OTTOMAN. Tome I: Textes de l'époque
d'Agadé (Fouilles d'Ernest de Sarzec en 1895). Par
Fr. THUREAU-DANGIN. Publié sous les auspices du
Ministre de l'Instruction Publique et des Beaux Arts.

Again we have, from the pen of M. Fr. Thureau-Dangin,
a most useful work, testifying once more not only to his
boundless industry, but also to his unflagging zeal for the
science of Assyriology. The present work consists of
30 pages of matter descriptive of the tablets in the
Imperial Museum at Constantinople, comprising the
running numbers 1040-1476, and 30 plates of text—
about 125 inscriptions in all. All are tablets of the
period of A.-ga-de, forming a homogeneous collection, and
were discovered by Sarzec, piled in confusion on the
remains of a baked brick pavement 3 m. 70 cm. deep, in
the centre of a mound lying about 200 metres SSE. of
mound K, and now known as "the tablet-mound". Their
date may be set down as being about 3,000 years B.C.
The whole collection is of unbaked clay, and testifies to
the durability of that seemingly unstable material.

To all appearance there is nothing of a really literary
nature among these tablets—they consist mainly of sales,
receipts, lists, accounts, notes or letters, messages, and similar
short communications or documents. They are mostly
very clearly written, and furnish a few historical details in
the date-colophons which a small number of them bear.
The following examples will show the nature of some of these inscriptions:

1042, obv.  
- **Gi dušu**
- *mu lugala im-du-a*
- **Gi dušu**
- *mu mina-kam*
- **U-ia gin ku-babbar**
- *mu eša-kam*
- rev. **U-mina gin ku-babbar**
- **gi dušu**
- *mu lama-kam.*
- **Uru-uru engar**

1 ass,  
year the king came.  
1 ass,  
the 2nd year.  
15 shekels of silver,  
the 3rd year.  
12 shekels of silver;  
1 ass,  
the 4th year.  
Uru-uru, the farmer.

The doubtful word in the above is ** ssize", `dušu**, which seems to indicate an animal of the horse kind—it is translated by the Assyro-Babylonian *ágalu*, and occurs in a Sumerian saying where yoking it to a *parú* is referred to. These words have hitherto been translated "heifer" and "mule" respectively.

As an example of a note or letter the following is interesting:

1100, obv.  
- **Gu-sil-la**
- *dumu Sag-a-du*
- **Dingira-mu-da**
- *an-da-ti*
- **Du-lugal-ú-n**
- *ab-duru*
- **Lugal-nam-dag**
- *dumu Ur-te*
- **Enim-ma**
- rev. **nu-bandá**
- *an-da-ti*
- **Bara-si-qa**
- *ab-duru*
- **Dumu Nipri**
- *(and) wish to dwell*
- **Lagáš**
- *ab-duru-duru(n)-ni-eš*
- **ba-mu-ra-ne-šum-mu**

Gu-silla,  
son of Saga-du,  
with Dingiramu  
has been living—  
in Du-lugal-ú  
he dwelt:  
Lugal-nam-dag,  
son of Ur-te,  
(with) Enima,  
the overseer (?),  
has been living—  
he dwelt in Bara-siga.  
They are Nippurites,  
(and) wish to dwell  
at Lagáš—  
may they be given to thee.

Nothing is said about payment, but it seems hardly
likely that the writer would have made the proposal (if such it be) that Gu-silla and Lugal-nam-dag should stay with the person to whom he was writing unless some advantage was to accrue from it. Du-lugal-úu and Bara-siga were probably villages in the neighbourhood of Lagaš. As citizens of Nippur, they would naturally prefer to dwell in the capital, small as it may have been.

With regard to the city-names Barsiga and Du-lugal-úu, it is to be noted that the former may be a variant of 𒇼𒇺𒇿, with the same pronunciation, and would, in that case, mean "the strip" or "bandage"—here "the outskirt", "suburb", or the like. The meaning of the latter is "the king rider", and the question arises whether it may not be a bird of some kind. The birds called "riders"—ú-sig and ú-giš—I formerly regarded as being ducks (P.S.B.A., June, 1886, p. 245), and if the same sense for ú be intended here perhaps the swan may be meant. A figure of a swan appears in The Amherst Tablets, vol. i. No. 57 (p. 114), and it is to be noted that the ideographic group for Lagaš itself is simply a lengthening of one of the groups for "raven", according to an entry in a four-column syllabary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Name of Group</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bu-ur</td>
<td>𒀐𒈺𒈱</td>
<td>sir-bur-musennu</td>
<td>áribu, raven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La-ga-aš</td>
<td>𒀐𒈺𒈵𒈱</td>
<td>sir-bur-lá-kiku</td>
<td>𒈺, i.e. Lagaš.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question therefore naturally arises whether Lagaš may not have been regarded as "the raven-city", which would be a parallel to such a name as "swan-abode", if that turn out to be the meaning of Du-lugal-úu.

But one could continue long making quotations from and finding important comparisons in this noteworthy book, which so well sustains the author's renown as the foremost Sumeriologist in France.

Theophilus G. Pinches.
SUMERIAN ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTS, DATED IN THE
REIGNS OF THE SECOND DYNASTY OF UR, FROM
THE TEMPLE ARCHIVES OF NIPPUR PRESERVED IN
PHILADELPHIA. BY DAVID W. MYHRMAN, Docent of
Semitic Languages at the University of Uppsala.
(Vol. III, Part I, of the Babylonian Expedition of
the University of Pennsylvania. Series A: Cuneiform
Texts, edited by H. V. HILPRECHT.) "Eckley Brinton
Coxe, Junior, Fund." Philadelphia: published by
the Department of Archaeology, University of
Pennsylvania, 1910.

The texts contained in this volume belong to the period
of that dynasty which begins with Ur-Engur, and includes
the names of Dungi, Bûr-Sin, Gimil-Sin, and Ibi-Sin.
A large number of inscriptions of these reigns have been
already published, most of them from the French excava-
tions at Tel-loh. The present work, however, deals with
tables found at Niffer, and which differ, to a certain
extent, from those hitherto published.

It is needless to say that the work is done with all the
thoroughness for which the publications of the Depart-
ment of Archaeology of the University of Pennsylvania is
renowned. The present volume consists of 146 pages of
letterpress, and 70 plates of copied texts, followed by
12 plates of tablets reproduced by means of half-tone
blocks. In the fourteen sections or chapters into which
the letterpress is divided various points in connexion
with these tablets are treated of—the subject-matter, the
dating, the names and order of the months, the cuneiform
signs and their readings, the various terms used in the
different classes of documents, etc.; a list of names and
titles; descriptions of the tablets, lists of signs, and an
alphabetic list of their transcriptions. To this must be
added the most interesting part for the general reader,
namely, specimen translations of twenty-four of the tablets
given therein.
One of the most interesting documents of the collection is that first translated (No. 1, p. 52), under the heading "Court Proceedings". It reads as follows:

(1) Sir-ka (2) ār Ā-la-la-kam (3–4) Ā-la-la igi-ni-ni-igi + gar (5) mu lugal [u]d-ba ḤA-Ā gé- (6) na-mà (7) ner-da še-a (8) ne-[i]n-du(g) (9) Za-an-me-ni ama-ni (10) ʾu Gin-ʾEn-zu nin- (11) na-ni (12) šu-tu(r) nu-ḤA-Ā-da (13) ba-an-gub-šu. (Here follow the names of seven witnesses and the month: Še-gur-kud mina.)

Translation: Sirka is slave of ʾAlala, ʾAlala has caused him to appear. "By the name of the king, the day when he shall make an escape, a nerda may he be," he said. Zan-me-ni, his mother, and Gin-Sin, his sister, for (his) remaining (?), that he shall not run away, they shall stand. (Witnesses, followed by the words "Month Adar 2" (2nd Adar), the last (intercalary) month of the Babylonian year.) There is no day of the month, and also no year-date.

In another text, a certain Galu-Enlilla (I read simply Lu-Enlilla) swears that he will not run away from the house of Ur-Nusku.

Other texts include sales, purchases, receipts, promissory notes, accounts, inventories, and memoranda.

In the chapter upon the chronological data, the author mentions the text published by me in the Journal of this Society, October, 1905, pp. 821–2, in which, if the texts of the envelope and the tablet itself be correct, there is no escape from a correction of the received chronology. Dr. Myhrman's opinion is that "in any case there must be a mistake on the envelope. Perhaps the scribe wrote mu for mu uš-su. The explanation offered by Pinches, that the en Kur-ki(d)-da formula must designate the 2nd year of Gimil-Sin, and has to be taken away from Bur-Sin, cannot be maintained. It would upset the whole order of dates."

I have no objection to accepting the received chronology,
but I feel that more evidence is needed on the subject. I would only note here, that Lau's date, "Year after he invested the lord of Nanna-kar-zida," might come just as well during the reign of Gimil-Sin as at the end of that of Bûr-Sin, his predecessor.

The whole book is a publication of considerable value, and the remarks upon the words and signs are especially noteworthy. The copies too, are excellent. No. 13 has a royal cylinder-impression with the name of Lu-Utu (Avel-Šamaš), ruler of Adab (Udab), now Bismaya. He was vassal of Gimil-Sin. No. 14 has a seal of Ur-Dumu-zida, servant of Dungi; and others impressed are Nos. 32, 39, 62, and 65.

T. G. Pinches.

BABYLONIAN LEGAL AND BUSINESS DOCUMENTS FROM THE TIME OF THE FIRST DYNASTY OF BABYLON, CHIEFLY FROM NIPPUR. By ARNO POEBEL, Ph.D., formerly Harrison Research Fellow in Assyriology, University of Pennsylvania. (Vol. VI, Part II, of the Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, edited by H. V. Hilprecht, etc.) 1909.

Though published before the preceding (fourth) volume, this work is part of the sixth volume of the series, and consists of 164 pages of letterpress, followed by 60 autographed plates (138 inscriptions) and 10 plates of half-tone reproductions. The sections or chapters consist of an introduction, the scheme of legal documents from Nippur, the seals, the date-formulas of the reigns from Hammurabi to Samsu-ditana, the naming of the years after events, the political history from Sin-muballit's seventeenth year to the end of the dynasty, concordance of proper names, etc.

The greater part of these inscriptions were excavated at Nippur, and belong to the reigns of Warad-Sin,
Rim-Sin, Hammu-rabi, Samsu-iluna, and Ilima-ilum, embracing a period of eighty or ninety years. That the various tablets here published are in many respects closely connected, is clear from the fact that they name to a large extent persons connected with the temple of Enlil at Nippur, and that there are several documents among them belonging to one and the same person.

The formulæ of the various legal documents from Nippur are a feature of this book which will be greatly appreciated by many. We find, for example, the legal forms used in the purchase of house property, with the variant wording employed at Babylon, at Sippar before and after the time of Hammu-rabi, etc. Documents referring to redemption, exchange, adoption, manumission, loans, leases, acquittance, confirmation, etc., with similar comparisons, follow.

Among the most important information obtained from these documents, however, are the colophon dates, and of these Dr. Poebel has published the most perfect list, with translations, that has yet appeared. These go from the time of Hammu-rabi to that of Samsu-ditana, a period of about 160 years. Many historical events are recorded therein, and they form excellent material for an outline of the history of that period in Babylonia. The completion of the year-dates of the reign of Hammu-rabi is very important, as the invasion of Palestine in alliance with Chedorlaomer, Tidal, and Arioch ought to be referred to therein. Up to the present time, however, this has not been discovered, and if Hammu-rabi be in reality Amraphel, some other explanation of that expedition will have to be found. As the ruler of Larsa with whom he came into conflict was called Rim-Sin, it seems probable that the explanation will be that Hammu-rabi warred in the west in alliance with the kings mentioned before he came to the throne; but more light is needed, not only on that portion of Babylonia over which Hammu-rabi
ruled, but also on the political history of Larsa and the
district understood by the Hebrews as constituting the
domain of the "Goim" or "nations".

Though the language of Hammurabi's Babylonian
domains was Semitic, it is noteworthy that at this period
it was the non-Semitic Sumerian which was used in the
documents of this class. The following marriage contract
will serve as an example:—

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) mu lugal ur-bi

"Enlil-idzu, priest of Enlil, son of Lugal-â-zida, has
taken Ama-sukkal, daughter of Nirig-manšum, to wife.
Nineteen shekels, the silver of Ama-sukkal, she has brought
to Enlil-idzu, her husband. When later Enlil-idzu says to
Ama-sukkal, his wife, 'Thou art not my wife,' he shall
return the 19 shekels of money, and shall pay half
a mana as her divorce-money. And when Ama-sukkal
says to Enlil-idzu, her husband, 'Thou art not my
husband,' she shall forfeit the 19 shekels of money, and
pay half a mana of silver. In mutual agreement they
have invoked the spirit of the king."

Here follow the names of twelve witnesses and the date—

Iti Bara-zag-gar û-niš-usa, mu Samsu-iluna lugale
dug Enlilla-ta Kišur-ra Sabum-bida-ge KA-sillaž-nen-
tura, "Month Nisan, day 28th, year Samsu-iluna the
king, by the command of Enlil, brought Kišurra and
Sabum to obedience." (The thirteenth year of Samsu-iluna.)

For the denying (divorcing) of a husband, the penalty was generally death, but in this case the wife is on an exact equality with the husband, a noteworthy departure from the custom elsewhere. Another and more elaborate document translated by Dr. Poebel ordains in a like case the sale of the unfaithful wife as a slave.

It seems probable that in the list of dates of Hammurabi's reign 38b is really identical with 39. They read as follows:

Mu Hammu-rabi lugal ugnim Turukku Kagmum u Subé-bi-ta, "Year Hammu-rabi the king (went forth with) the army of Turukku, Kagmum, and Subé."

Mu Hammu-rabi lugale kilib gu duabi Su-edinne sag-giš-neria, "Year Hammu-rabi the king subdued the district of Su-edin, all of it."

The texts are excellently copied, and the impressions of the cylinder seals, which are very numerous at this period, are always given. The work is a worthy companion to its fellow-volumes, and the author shows a power of analysis which many a scholar might envy.

T. G. Pinches.

SUMERIAN HYMNS AND PRAYERS TO THE GOD NIN-IB FROM THE TEMPLE LIBRARY OF NIPPU. BY HUGO RADAU. (Vol. XXIX, Part I, of the Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, etc., edited by H. V. Hilprecht.) 1911.

This portion of the great publication of the University of Pennsylvania consists of 88 pages of letterpress and 15 autographed and 6 half-tone plates, the drawings of the tablets being executed in the usual careful style adopted for the series. The dedication is noteworthy—
"To Eckley Brinton Coxe, Junior, President of the Department of Archaeology and founder of the 'Eckley Brinton Coxe, Junior, Fund', Who, By his liberal support of Archaeological investigations and his profound interest in Sumeriological and Assyriological studies (has) made the publication of this volume possible, (it is) Gratefully inscribed." Many English Assyriologists will probably wish that there were such generous patrons of their subject in this country, and envy the Assyriological school of the United States their good fortune in possessing such an enthusiastic supporter.

The study of the ideas of the Babylonians concerning the god Ninip is a very fascinating one, and not without its importance, in consequence of the mysterious nature of that divinity. In the first place, there is considerable doubt as to the reading of his name, notwithstanding the discoveries of its (Semitic) Aramaic form on contract-tablets found at Nippur (Enu-réstū by Professor J. D. Prince and myself; En-úsāti by Dr. Radan in other works—with regard to its non-Semitic pronunciation, I still look upon the dialectic Urib as indicating a possible non-dialectic form Nirig). In many respects he was the prototype of Merodach, who seems only to have attained to the lordship over the gods when Babylon became the chief city of the empire. Ninip is described as "the son of Bel", "whom Bel caused to be greater than he himself is", "the royal son, whose father he had caused to bow down the face to him from afar, when he sat on the throne in the royal chamber, when he raised on high his splendour", etc.

Passing over the prayers of Gimil-Sin and Bûr-Sin his father to Ninip (notwithstanding that they are exceedingly interesting), a very noteworthy text is the hymn given on pp. 65-70. Here we see that Ninip, son of Enlil, was the god who protected his land, to whom prayer was made that the small rivers (canals) should be made to flow
with fullness, that the innocent should not be cast down in the dust, that arid and dry fields, and the lands where corn stood not, should be made glorious with crops at harvest-time. But among his titles are some which are especially noteworthy, the most striking being that which Dr. Radau renders as the "rock of ages" in the following lines:

"The 'mighty waters' with stones he has conquered;
Now, the waters, though from hades, against the 'rock of ages' could not prevail."

This, as the author remarks, is a very noteworthy expression, recalling, as it does, Matt. xvi, 18. It is written cε r, kur-da-ri, "everlasting mountain," a form which is found with the determinative prefix for "god" in Cuneiform Inscriptions from Babylonian Tablets, xxv, 12, 10, and with the variant Kur-da-ru in ibid., xxiv, 6, 37–23, 132a. There can, then, be no doubt as to what is meant. Kur, however, has been hitherto supposed to stand for "mountain" or "country" only, so that there is apparently not such a complete parallel, as far as our knowledge goes, as might be wished. Nevertheless, the rendering may turn out to be correct.

But it would be impossible to give a list of all the interesting things which this book contains, and all the suggestive statements and comparisons made—Dr. Radau's wealth of illustration is too great for that—but it may at once be said that, modest as its dimensions are, it is such that no Assyriologist can afford to neglect it. Like the others of the series, it is divided into sections, but on a somewhat different plan. The author speaks of the Sumerian gods in their human and their divine aspects; treats of the epochs in the history of the Babylonian religion, including the prehistoric or An epoch, with An as the first "Mother-Father"; An differentiated; and Enlil, the "Son", in his genealogies, his nature, and his seven manifestations. I was engaged in indicating the
importance of Enlil when this work appeared, so that I was able to quote just a little from it; but Dr. Radau promises more material still, and this will doubtless be looked for with interest by all students of Babylonian religion.

A defect common to most modern Assyriological publications is that works referred to in the course of the arguments adduced are indicated simply by one or more of the initials of their titles, and I, for one, find it utterly impossible to carry in my head, and recall (with or without an effort) the works intended. Paper is cheap, and the few extra lines needed would not take up very much more room. In this work, however, I have been unable to find even a reference-list or key to the abbreviations used. But that is a detail which does not detract from the excellence of Dr. Radau's work.

T. G. Pinches.
I.—General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society

January 10, 1911.—Sir Raymond West, Director, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society:

Mr. A. B. Miller.
Hon. Tikka Sahib Ripudaman Singh.
Mr. Bihari Lal Shastri.
Mr. Wali ul-Haque.

Seven nominations were announced for election at the next General Meeting.

February 14, 1911.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society:

Mr. M. Sakhawat Ali.
Mr. H. C. P. Bell.
M. l'Abbé A. M. Boyer.
Mr. Mirza Kazim Namazi.
Babu Padmini Mohan Neogi.
Rai Bahadur P.M. Madooray Pillai.
Mr. Surendra Narayan Roy.

Four nominations were announced for election at the next General Meeting.

Sir Charles Lyall, K.C.S.I., read a paper entitled "Abid of Asad, an Ancient Arabian Poet".

A discussion followed, in which Professor Margoliouth, Miss Ridding, and Mr. Dames took part.
March 14, 1911.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair. The following were elected members of the Society:—
Mr. C. C. Seton.
Mr. F. S. Tabor.
Mr. F. G. Whittick.
Professor Ghulam Yazdani.

Two nominations were approved for election at the next General Meeting.
Dr. H. Hirschfeld read a paper entitled "Recent Theories on the Origin of the Alphabet".
A discussion followed, in which Professor Hagopian and Professor Margoliouth took part.

II.—Principal Contents of Oriental Journals
Hartmann (R.). Die Strasse von Damaskus nach Kairo.
Haupt (P.). Elul and Adar.
König (Ed.). Die babylonische Schrift und Sprache und die Originalgestalt des hebräischen Schrifttums.
— Die zoroastrischen Gottheiten auf den Münzen der Kusāna-Könige.
Schulthess (Fr.). Noch einmal zum "Buch der Gesetze der Länder".
Jacobi (H.). Eine zweites Wort über die vakrokti und das Alter Danḍin’s.

II. Journal Asiatique. Tome XVI, No. i.
Martin (F.). Le juste souffrant babylonien.
Berchem (Max van). Sur la routes des villes saintes.

No. ii.
Nau (F.). Notes d’astronomie syrienne.
D’Ollone (M. le Commandant). Stèle de Sa Lien.

Cordier (H.). La politique coloniale de la France au début du Second Empire.
Saussure (L. de). Les origines de l’astronomie chinoise.
Marquart (J.). Die Nichtslawischen Ausdrücke in der Bulgarischen Fürstenliste.

Perera (E. W.). The Age of Sri Parākrama Bāhu VI.

V. JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY. Vol. XXXI, Pt. i.
Jacobi (H.). The Dates of the Philosophical Sūtras of the Brahmans.
Bloomfield (M.). Some Rig-Veda Repetitions.
Conant (C. E.). The R.G.H. Law in Philippine Languages.
Kyle (M. G.). The “Field of Abram” in the Geographical List of Shoshenq I.

Part ii.
Edgerton (Franklin). The k-suffixes of Indo-Iranian. Part i: The k-suffixes in the Veda and Avesta.
Blake (R.). Vocalic r, l, m, n in Semitic.

Pillai (J. M. Nallasvāmi). Śri mantra nālikā.
Govindāchārya (A.). Nammāḷvār’s Tiru-viruttam.
Chakladar (H. C.). Maritime Activity and Enterprise in Ancient India.
Ramana Śāstrin (V. V.). Mrigendra-Āgama (continued).
— Jnāna-pada of the Sūkṣhma-Āgama (continued).

VII. ANNALS OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY.
Vol. III, No. iii.
Pinches (T. G.). Notes upon the Fragments of Hittite Cuneiform Tablets from Yuzgat.

VIII. RIVISTA DEGLI STUDI ORIENTALI. Vol. III, Fasc. iii.
Meloni (G.). Alcuni temi semantici tratti dalle vesti presso i Semiti.

IX. CALCUTTA REVIEW, July, 1910.
Mitra (Sarat Chandra). Some Bihari Modes of Trial by Ordeal.
Chatterji (J. L.). The Origin and Traditions of Kathis.

X. NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE, 1910, Part iv.
ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Adyar Library. List of the Sanskrit and Prakrt MSS. by the Pandits of the Library. 8vo. Madras, 1911.

From the Adyar Library.


Bombay City and Island. Gazetteer. 3 vols. 8vo. Calcutta, 19—. From the Government of India.

Brandstetter, R. Sprachvergleichendes Charakterbild eines Indonesischen Idiomes. 8vo. Luzern, 1911. From the Author.


Chapman, F. R. H. Urdu Reader for Military Students. 8vo. London, 1911. From the Publisher.

Coedès, G. Textes d'Auteurs Grecs et Latins relatifs à l'Extrême-Orient. 8vo. Paris, 1910. From the Publisher.

Dautremer, J. La Grande Artère de la Chine, Le Yangtseu. 8vo. Paris, 1911. From the Publisher.
*From M. le Vicomte D'Ollone.*

*Purchased.*

*From the India Office.*

*From the Author.*

*From the Government of India.*

*From the Royal Upsala University.*

*From the Author.*

*From Sir H. Risley, K.C.I.E.*

*From the Government of India.*

*From the Publisher.*

*From the Trustees of the Gibb Memorial.*

*From the Publisher.*

*From the Publishers.*

*From the Royal Upsala University.*


Printz, W. Bhāṣā-Wörter in Nilakantha’s Bhāratabhāvadipa, usw. 8vo. (Göttingen, 1910.)


Thatcher, Rev. G. W. Arabic Grammar with Key. 8vo. London, 1911. From the Publisher.


1908–10.

Path of Light . by L. D. Barnett.
Way of Buddha . by H. Baynes.
Awakening of the Soul . by P. Bronnle.
Book of Filial Duty . by Ivan Chên.
Bustan of Sadi . by A. Hart Edwards.
Alchemy of Happiness . by Claud Field.
Confessions of al-Ghazzali . by Claud Field.
Sayings of Confucius . by L. Giles.
Instruction of Ptah HoteP . by B. G. Gunn.
Conduct of Life . by Ku Hung Ming.

Wortham, B. Hale. The Enchanted Parrot. 8vo. London, 1911. From the Publisher.
THE recent establishment of a fund in the University of Oxford for the encouragement of the study of the Georgian family of languages may in the course of time attract the attention of British philologists to the Western Caucasus, and an increasing stream of travellers will doubtless find their way thither seeking knowledge, health, sport, and scenery; it is for such visitors that the following vocabulary has been compiled. More than twenty years ago the late Mr. D. Peacock included Svanetian among the five languages of which he published vocabularies in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, but the material was scanty, and a large number of errors are to be found in it. Most of the books on the subject are in Russian, and the script into which the Svanetian words are transliterated is troublesome and is inconsistently used. What is required is an exact record of the spoken language by means of the phonograph, and it is to be hoped that some British student may undertake the task before long. All that is attempted here is to give a starting-point for serious study. As many forms as possible have been included, and no
attempt has been made to distinguish the dialects of Upper and Lower Svanetia. The spelling is phonetic as far as may be. The abbreviation G. shows that there are Georgian words strikingly similar, and generally, though not always, having the same meaning; many of such words are borrowed by the Georgian from other languages.

The following bibliographical note may be useful, though it does not claim to be by any means a complete list of the books on the subject:

1. Lushnu Anban, Svanetskaya Azbuka. Tiflis, 1864. Published by the Society for the Propagation of Christianity in the Caucasus. Baron Uslar is believed to be its author. It is still a most useful book to a student of the language, but copies are rare. Among its merits may be mentioned the Georgian translation of every word, as well as the Russian. It gives several specimens of the language in the form of prayers, Bible history, and a few phrases.

2. Vol. x of Sbornik materialov diya opisaniya . . . Kavkaza, containing four lists of words collected by I. Nizheradze (himself a Svanetian), M. Zavadskii, A. Stoyanov, and A. Gren; the systems of transliteration employed are inconsistent and irritating. There are also ethnographical, statistical, and other sketches, folk-tales, folk-songs with music, etc.

3. The Proceedings (Trudy) of the Fifth Archaeological Congress, Tiflis, 1881, with an article by A. I. Stoyanov.


The above are only of use to those who read Russian.


The following authors of works relating to Svanetia, but not dealing especially with the language, may be mentioned:—

The late Miss Marjory Wardrop left in manuscript an English translation of a collection of Svanetian folk-tales which may be published shortly.

Able (to be), liimade, libets; I can, mi mibits; thou canst, si achihibits; he can, achas khobits; I could, maymada; thou couldst, dchaymada; he could, khaymada; he was able to bring water, achas khaymada nitsi likhde.

Abode, latzigal (lize, to live), sadgem (G. sadgomi).
Accompany (to), linkhri.
Account, reckoning, angiarish (G. angarishi).
Acorn, shqvib.
Advantage, lisargebel (G.).
Afterwards, echungho, achungho, amungho.
Again, dchuaad, adgqagh, zhid.
Agree (to), lit’hankhne (G. dat’hankmeba).
Aim, target, nishani (G.): to take aim, limtzuina, linshani; he aimed, lekhmetsuna.
Air, haier (G. haeri).
Alarm: do not (thou) be alarmed! ghanunp’hesheni.
Alder (Alnus incana), balqach, bökôsh.
All, mag, mak, chi, chie; more than all, chid, chinmashenam.
Allow (to), limbe, likhvie; he allowed, kat’hnebe (G.); allow me! (sing.), khakhvi.
Alms (to give), limkheeri.
Alpenstock, midchvra, mudchvra, mudchru, pawu.
Already, ser.
Altogether, hadurd, mehad.
Always, chigar, chigarmek.
Ambush, lipezh, lalp’har (G. sap’har).
Amusing, lasht’hbin.
And, i.
Angry (to be), likhtsi, list’hike, litsval; he was angry, adsest’hke.
Animal, kuinlymgene, piryutkh (beast) (G.); tskhovel (living thing) (G.).
Ankle, purskal.
Annual, yearly, luza (cf. za, year).
Another, ishqen.
Answer (to), lipsukhe (G. pasukheba).
Ant, dchindchvil (G. dchindchvela), morshk, myshk.
Anvil, kwadch.
Appear (to), it appears, esrenish.
Apple, apple-tree, visgv, vusgv, vusk (G. vashli).
Archangel, t’hargrezer, t’harigzela, t’harigdzeva (G. mt’hava-rangelozi).
Arm, mekhar (G. mkhari).
Arms, weapons, havedch (G. avedchi, household goods, furniture).
Army, lashgar (G. lashkari).
Around, girkid.
Arrive (to), likhed, lizi, liqed; he arrived, emquedi, anqad, at’hqedun; he has arrived, lakhagan; they arrived, anqadkh.

Arrow, tsku, tskhui, tzukhend.

Artisan, ostat (G.).

As if, mugvda.

Ascent, slope, lamlezha, lamelzha.

Ashamed (to be), lishgvre.

Ashes, tyt.

Ask (to), lidched, likural, likhir, lishguem; ask! (thou), isgalakhuran.

Aspen, yerkhv (G. verkhvi), elkhvra.

Ass, tsel, tsanika; she-ass, dchak tsel, i.e. mare-ass (cf. horse); foal of an ass, tseli sabel.

Assembly, korvan (? caravan), lakhori, lakhor, lizvre; to assemble, linzore, lizvri, lilkhere; they assembled, adzurenkh; folk-moot, djan nazuran, lukhor, luzor; place of assembly, lakhor.

Astonish (to), liskurelal; to be astonished, limbazhe; he was astonished, ambazhini, lakhumbazhan.

Attack, lishgeb; to attack, lidchvad.

Aunt, giga.

Autumn, muzhghura, muzhghver.

Avarice, litsingvil.

Axe, kada, kagda, nassol (a large axe).

Azalea pontica, hadrá.

Baby, chinchvlid.

Bachelor, uchizha, uchizhala.

Back, shiq, shikha, siki, chagar; back of the neck, qintekkh.

Backside, posteriors, sadrak.

Backwards, qveshy, qheshgnav, qheshgnavghak, osh, osht’h, goshkht’h, gosht’h, oshkmagd, oshkmal, ueshkmal, uveshyman.

Bad, khola, leg; badly, kholamá.

Bag, dzadzra (sack); leathern bag, katsi, khalt’ha.

Baggage, load, barg (G.).

Bake (to), roast, linge.

Bank, shore, dzgid (G. cide).

Barberry, gotskhir (G. cotsakhuri).
Bare, naked, metqop'he.
Bark, rind, tzil.
Bark (to), likhshde.
Barley, chomin, chemen (cf. Russ.), kere (G. keri; cf. Gerste in German).
Barn, kalv (cf. G. calo).
Barrel, sagomela; small cask, okhri.
Basin, tashd (G. tashti).
Basket, kuid, lashyg. Kuid is a measure of 2 poods Russ.;
kuidol (dim.) is half a pood; leghvliak one-third or one-fourth of a kuid. (Cf. M. Kovalevsky, vol. ii, p. 14 note; guvdot (kuidol) is 2 poods 17 lb. Russ.)
Bastard, bush, byushv (G. bushi).
Bat, mat'hkhap'h (G. machkateli).
Battle, lizuriel.
Be (to), tirde, lide: it is, ari, li; they are, arikh; thou art, khi, khe; we are, khuid; I was, michde; he was (Lat. erat), arda; they were, erdekha, at'hasdakh; he will be, gueri; it will be, ira, iri.
Beads (string of), dzivar (G. mdzivi, bead).
Beak (of bird), nisqari'h, niskert (G. niscarti).
Beam, joist, dir, shdukhir.
Beans, rogv, rog, geder (cf. peas).
Bear, dasht'h, dashte, dashov (G. dat'vhi).
Bear a child (to), lit'hne; she bore, akht'hanan.
Bear fruit (to), lishne; it bears fruit, khashne.
Beard, ver (G. tsveri), vere, vare, chadsh, chardsh, lazpura; bearded, luver.
Beast, khets (G. mkhetzi).
Beat (to), liger; beat (thou) him! khatqatzdas; beat ye him (or them)! khakhidd.
Beautiful, sqvam, lamas (G. lamazi), musquen.
Because, adjghere.
Bed, takht (G.); bedding, laqvrav, lakura, lakhura, lerchal, lerkuali; bed-cover, saban (G.), shkartuin; feather bed, bumbyl (G. bumbuli, down); to make a bed, laqvrash lirshi.
Bee, mer, laghveba.
Beech (Fagus sylvatica), tsipra (Mingr. tsipelli, G. tsipheli).
Beech forest, letzp'her.
Beef, zer, leghv.
Beer, uorash.
Before, in front, syvebin.
Before, previously, mankvi.
Beg (to), entreat, likhural.
Begin (to), libne; I began, akhui-bin; they began, lagsibuds; from the beginning, first of all, chiq.
Behind, veshgin; from behind, gheshkim, goshkin, ghoshgin.
Believe (to), lidjrai (G. djera).
Bell, zara (G. zari); little bell, rozhven (G. ezhvani).
Belly, kadil, kadu, khat’h, khad (G. cudchi).
Below, beneath, anchu.
Belt, lartq (G. sartqeli); below the belt, beneath the waist, lartq anchu.
Bench, seat, sqam (G., Lat.).
Better, khochamdi, makhecheni; better than all, chidmachere, chinmachere, khecheni.
Between: between the legs, nabrakhs.
Beyond, qamchu.
Big, dzkhod (G. didi), khosha (elder).
Bind (to), (cf. tether), lildjeni; he bound him (or them), at’hladi; to bind up, bandage, lit’hle.
Birch-tree (Betula alba), zhakhver, yokora, yokver (G. arqi).
Bird, nep’hal, nepol, napr, p’hrinvel (G.); chick, tzindav.
Birth, chva’dquash.
Bitch, jua (G. dzucna).
Bitter, mykhim, myny, modzib (G. mtsare, mdzaghe).
Bitterness, linzhyme.
Black, meshkhe, neshkhe.
Blacksmith, myshkid (G. mchedeli).
Bless (to), lidjiry, limziry; blessed, namzur, choth’mexira; bless! (imp. sing.), choth’hmozurad; a blessing, lamzur.
Blind, t’havir (cf. eye), teral lignikhar.
Block, lump, clod, khunv.
Blood, ziskhe, ziskh (G. siskhli).
Blood feud, vendetta, litsvri.
Blow, stroke, nager (G. garda-nacari).
Blue, urzhi (G. lurdchi, azure); sky-blue, detsemb’herish, detsep’herish (cf. sky and colour).
Blueberry (see whortleberry).  
Blunt, luwe (? G. dalabra).  
Boar (wild), velurkham, varulkham, valyur (cf. G. veluri, wild),  
t'akhk, takh (G. takhi) (cf. pig).  
Boast (to), lip'shstv; he boasts, ip'hashtiel.  
Body, tan, ten (G. tani).  
Bog, dchib (G. dchaobi).  
Boil (to), lidchab; boiled, mudchab.  
Boiler, kettle, ts khuad.  
Bold, mobqavi.  
Bolt, bar, hurdum (G. urduli).  
Bone, dchidchtsi, dchidchmi, dchudchu, dchidchv.  
Book, lair (Lat.), tzingi (G. tsigni).  
Boots, chequmar, chekmaral (G. chekmebi); footgear generally,  
byshkhem ledisk.  
Borrow (to), livleni (cf. lend).  
Bosom, lap, kholesh.  
Both, erguda, yerqyda.  
Bound, tied, lotzirkhe, lutzkhsna.  
Boundary, zghvid (G. zghude, wall).  
Bow (archery), khemad.  
Box-tree (Buxus sempervirens), sakal.  
Boy, dchqint'h, bep'hsh (G. baevshi).  
Bracelets, kheshnauri.  
Brain, marrow, t'hael, t'hvel (G. tvini).  
Bran, gat, giad (G. kato).  
Branch, arshkhal, ashkhal.  
Brass, chei.  
Bravery, lymarg, lymargv.  
Bread, diar (gen. sing. diri); bread for the priest after the  
liturgy, tablash.  
Break (to), liseshe; they broke, akushekh.  
Breakfast, ulup'h (any meal), khevsā (morning meal).  
Breast, mudchod, mudchved, mudchvet'h.  
Breastplate, cuirass, abjar (G.); breastplate of a horse, chap'hrid.  
Bride, lekhkhuri, letsvile.  
Bridegroom, lechzheri, lechshori (lichizhe, to marry).  
Bridge, bog (G. bogiri).  
Brilliant, myklyne.
Bring (to), likhdekh, likhdune, li, likhde; he brought, kokhkud; bring hither (sing.), anikhd; to bring up, rear (a child), litskhnume.

Broad, masheri.

Brother (of a sister), achimil, pl. nom. ladchmila, pl. gen. ladchmitre; (of a brother), mukkhbe, pl. lakhuba, lakhua; brother-in-law (wife's brother), semun, pl. lasmuna; brotherhood, limkhub.

Brow, nep'hkui, nebqua, nagvba, nigba.

Brush, kuindchil.

Brushwood, kuadal.

Buckle, khardjik.

Bud, kuimpr.

Builder, myshnavi (G. sheneba, to build).

Bull, bughra.

Bullet, p'hunt'hukhv, p'hindukh, p'hindigh, tzkhv (G. tqvia).

Bundle, ladcher, k'hap; to bind, lidchreni.

Burn (to), lishkhi, zhilibdine; it was burned down, akhkshikhena.

Bury (to), lisht'khkui, lishdkhv, lishdghvi; they buried, asht'hukhek; burial, chvashtukh.

Business, gvesh.

But, mare, mar, yago.

Butt (of a gun), dzur.

Butter, letzemi (?) G. chumi.

Butterfly, parpand (cf. G. pepela, p'harp'hara, and Lat. papilio).

Button, legem, ghil, pl. p'hokar (G. p'holaki).

Buy (to), liqdi.

Cake, pie, kut'h, kubdar (G. cupati); cake made of millet and cheese, dchishv't'har.

Calf, ghun, ghunua.

Calf of the leg, pashvd, paasht.

Call (to), summon, litiuli.

Calm, shvidbian (G. mshvidi).

Campaign, expedition, nalashgari (cf. army).

Candle, letvere.

Cannon, jazail (G.), zarbazani (G.).

Cap, hat, p'haqv (papakh), luqundip'haqv (of sheepskin).

Carbine, qut'hkhva.
Carefully, cautiously; mekvbad.
Caress (to), lip’herebal (G. p’hereba).
Carpenter, mutabé.
Carpet, nokh, nekhv (G. nokhi).
Carry (to), lighuane.
Cat, tsitsv (G.), dim. tsitsuld; kitten, kitav.
Catarrh, cold in the head, machkhuna.
Catch (to), lirmi; he caught, at’horma.
Cattle, kumash, vetkhmaval.
Cave, kvab (G.).
Caw (to), croak, liquilhune.
Ceiling, lydcher (G. dcheri).
Cellar, dinleg, gem.
Certain one (a), ierkhi (G. ert’hi).
Chaff, libale.
Chain, nadcha (G.); chained, lushkad (cf. blacksmith).
Chair, skam (G.), saskam.
Chalice, cup, bardzim (cf. G. Bardzimiani, the Holy Grail, bardzei, blood of Christ, bardzimi, cup, chalice).
Chamois, yersken.
Change (to), litsadi.
Charcoal, shiikh; live coal, ghueryghad, ghvirch, ghyrch, mughvaz.
Cheap, iep’h (G. iep’hi).
Cheat (to), lighrovi.
Cheek, aqba, haqba.
Cheese, t’hesh, tash.
Cherry, heb, gaébe (both fruit and tree).
Chest, box, skivr (G. scavri).
Chestnut (Castanea vesca), guidchi, gvidj, quich.
Chicken, tsitsil, tsintsil (G. tsitsila).
Child, bebshi, bebshe, bobsh (G. bavshvi), dehqint’h, pitsqil; children, bobshar; childhood, ligzel.
Chin, niktza, nikare (G. nicapi).
Chintz, chint’h (G. chit’hi).
Choose, elect, prefer, tilique, litskhane, zhililqve, lit’hshi; chosen, elected, nalqui; choose (imp. sing.), zhakhulkvih.
Christ, Kristes.
Christening, lepristi (? cf. Christ).
Church, mezra, lakuam, lakhvam, lakhumi.
Churchyard, *sasp’hlav* (G. *sasap’hlao*).
Clay, *ogal* (G. *aqalo*); made of clay, *voglar*.
Clean (to), *lishdbune, likvtzani*.
Clear (sky), *matzkhe*.
Clearly, in order, *lumskadad*.
Cleft, chink, crack, *phutu*.
Clever, *bashian, chqvian* (G. *dzheviani*).
Climb (to), *zhilizi*.
Cloak (of felt), *ghart’h*.
Cloth, *skalat* (G. *sclati, Gr. skarlatton*), *kuli*.
Clothing, *lerseq, lerkuad*.
Cloud, *lamerua, mere, mare*; clouds, *marolar*.
Coat (of sheepskin), *keesh*; overcoat, *uosare*.
Cock (bird), *qvech, quich, momal* (G. *mamali*).
Cock (of a gun), *chakhvakh* (G.).
Coffin, *kub* (G. *cubo*).
Cold, *mytskhi* (both subst. and adj.).
Colic, *khaawmezgi* (cf. belly and disease).
Collect (to), *limaral, zhilindchome, lizvri, lizvriale, lizvreni*; he collects, *inzaralad*.
Colour, *p’her* (G.), *ruhi, hab* (cf. cherry).
Colt, *sabel*.
Column, *sot* (G. *sveti*).
Comb, *latskhnir*.
Come (to), *tiqdi, lizi, linkhri, likhed*; I come, *uri*; they come, *agrikh*; they had come, *agrit’hakh*; come here! *agher*; come with me! *minkher*; to come in, *liched*; he came in, *chod*.
Command (to), *liqanni*.
Companion, comrade, *ap’hkhnek, amp’hkhni* (G. *amkhanagi*), *atzkhneg, pl. atzkhnegar*; travelling companion, *munkhri*.
Complain (to), *lichvile* (G. *vuchivi, I complain*).
Complexion, *heb* (cf. colour).
Condition, agreement, *pirob* (G.).
Conquer (to), *zhilitznovi, limtzir*.
Conscience, *namu* (G. *namusi*).
Consent, approval, *geru*.
Contradict (to), *litskhide*.
Conversation, to converse, *ragiad, limgual, limbual* (G.).
Copper, spilendj (G.); made of copper, cheish (cf. brass); copper vessel, t'living.
Copse, dzigir (G. dchagnari).
Corn, grain, it'hq; corn-bin, kibden (G.), kibduen.
Corner, kut'kkhv (G. cut'kkhe).
Corpse, dvver (G. mdzovri).
Couch, takht'h (G. takht'hi).
Cough, khvash (G. khvela); to cough, liqshieli.
Count (to), lishildani (from sheld, number).
Country, land, khev (G. khevi—glen).
Court (to), beg, supplicate, limkhal.
Courtyard, yard, qor.
Cousin, lakhbagezliir.
Cow, p'hyr, p'hyrv (G. p'huri).
Cowardice, limqal; cowardly, maqlyvar.
Crack, crevice, p'hu't'hu.
Cradle, aquan (G. occani).
Crawl (to), creep, libolal.
Cream, nagheb (G. naghebi).
Croak (to), caw, liquilhune.
Cross, dchvari (G.); sign of the Cross, starvin (Gr. stavros).
Crust (of bread), dzgid.
Cry (a), shout, kil (cf. G. cilo, tune).
Crystal, brol (G.), mintzora, mutzura (? G. mina, glass).
Cuckoo, giago (G. guquli).
Cunning, trickery, heriob; adj. hyria.
Cup, t'has (G.), pl. t'hasar, p'hakian; large cup, kob, bardzim (cf. chalice).
Curd, tot.
Currant (bush, fruit), muntskhar (G. motzkhari).
Curse (to), lichte, lidcht'hune, litsval; may be curse, ot'hadchat'huna.
Cut (to), litseni, litsqeni; to cut off, liqtsure, lichkvere, liqtsve; he cut off, kat'hkuits; to cut down, lidchgori.

Dagger, khandjar (G.).
Damage (to), mushuriaas.
Dance (a), dchishkash, lishparè; to dance, lisbi, lishushpari.
Darkness, mubur, mubvir, libure; to get dark, libvre.
Daughter, dina; dim. dinol.
Dawn, ruhi (cf. colour), lirhal, iburghan; to dawn, lirhal.
Day, ladegh (G. dghe); in the daytime, ladeghn: to spend the day, lildeghi.
Deacon, dikven.
Dead, ludgar, lydgiar (G. movdari).
Deaf, gormandji, qurmendj, quk, qurman (G. qru).
Dear, expensive, dzvir (G.).
Death, dagra, chvadgan.
December, Barblash.
Deep, skodi, nachtzu; depth, naskodi.
Deer, lachv, liachv, irem (G.).
Deformed, kholalatsvash (cf. bad).
Demon, devi, djinn, dav (G. devi).
Deserter, namched.
Desire, wish, hadv, likved.
Despise (to), lisge.
Devil, eshmag, ashma (G. eshmaci), qadj, kadji (Ar.), horia (cf. Jew), mäbeger.
Dew, tsuar (G. tzvari), riv, dusar, bibkh.
Die (to), lidgari, lidgiari: he is dead, chuadgan, chuadugan; dead, ludgar.
Difficult, t’hemi.
Dig (to), liburdje.
Diminish (to), limyrkelde.
Dinner, sadil (G.), utup’h (any meal).
Direct, straight (adv.), metsvind.
Direction, namtsvin.
Disappear (to), be lost, lit’hpye; he disappeared, at’huipl’h, at’huaph, uodchlekedí.
Discover (to), find out (about something), likvhe; he found out, adkvih.
Disease, mazig, legmerdè.
Dish, djar, qveb.
Dislocation, luxation, liqvech, ligeb.
Displease (to), lilone.
Dissolute, dissipated, bozai (G. bozi, a whore).
Distant, dchuedia.
Ditch, trench, t’kkhril(com. G. t’kkhrili).
Divine, ghert’ha (cf. god).
Do (to), make, lichem, lisht’hab; do! (sing.), khak; to do anything to anybody, ligrine.
Doctor, akim (G.).
Dog, qurcha, zhig, zhegh (G. dzaghli); bitch, dehua; pup, p’hakvna; kennel keeper, mezhegh.
Door, kari (G.), qor, qore.
Dough, khitz.
Dove, mukv, mugv.
Down, chukuan.
Dowry, nachvlash.
Dragon, gveleiarshap (G. gveleeshapi).
Drawers (of men), arshule; (of women), zuralash arshuil.
Dream, isnau, istam; to dream, liistam, listam; I dreamt, lamistam; he dreamt, lakhistam.
Drink (to), litre, lit’hre (cf. G. vit’hverbi and mt’hvrali); drinking, lat’hra; drinking vessel, lat’hra; to drink up, chulitre; to get drunk, chulishdme.
Drop (of liquid), tsvet’h (G. tsvet’hi).
Drought, gvai (G. gvaiva).
Drowned (to be), lishgodt; you will be drowned! esshgudand.
Drunk, intoxicated, mashdmarr; drunkenness, lishdume.
Dry, p’huri.
Duck, multz, milts, tsqashind.
Dumb, blu, bliv.
Dust, birghe.
Dyer, mykhpore (G. mghebari).

Each, mag, t’hvit’h (G.), t’huit’hzin, chi, chie; each other, ushquare, ushhkhar, ushhkvar.
Eagle, uerb (G. orb). 
Ear, sht’hum, sht’henum, net’hunen, shtish, shtam, chimrale, shdim, pl. shdumar; ear of corn, shda.
Early, dosd.
Ear-rings, lesht’hmarar, leshtmaral; ear-ring, leshtdim.
Earth, gimas, gim, ver; earthen, voral.
East, lesh, lezhe, lezha; eastern, zhabe.
Eat (to), lizveb, lizob, chulidiaral (diar, bread), livlup’hal.
Eclipse (of the sun), betzelibure (? detselibure, cf. heaven and
darkness), mizhemlibure (cf. sun); (of the moon), doshilali-bure (cf. moon).

Edge, pil (G. piri, mouth).

Egg, ligre, pl. ligraal; white of egg, tsil (G. izila); yolk, gei (cf. heart); egg-shell, kian.

Eight, ara (G. rva).

Elbow, chit'kkh.

Elbraz (Mount), Yalbus.

Elm (Ulmus campestris), stskyrnra.

Embrasure of a tower, shdul, shdur, santzkhvir.

Emperor, keser (G.), khentsipe (G.).

Empty, lergene, tsariel (G.).

Enclosure, fence, dzghuidi (cf. boundary).

End, khem, pilu, pil (cf. edge); to end, lig'thavi (G.); finally, khomas, ghoshqunpils.

Enemy, amakhs.

Enough, masard, kali, bizli; to be enough, lire; it was enough for him, kat'hkha'de; it will be enough for us, qaguar.

Enquire (to), lidchvael.

Entertain a guest (to), lakhnie (cf. G. lkhini) (cf. feast).

Environs, zghudil (cf. boundary and enclosure).

Eternally, ivas.

Evening, naboz; in the evening, nabos.

Everywhere, chiag (cf. chi, each, all).

Ewe, laila.

Ewer (copper vessel like a coffee-pot), t'hving (G. t'hungi).

Exchange (to), litzadi.

Excrement, faeces, nasken.

Exhaust (to), lishtkhe.

Eye, t'he (G. t'hvali), let'he, pl. t'herar; a man with eyes in his head, lute; to cast the evil eye, bewitch, nat'halquen; pupil of the eye, tsughvaz; white of the eye, kak; eyebrow, nekdeha, nikhtsha; eyelash, t'halap'ha, t'halap'hal.

Face, vishkv, uishkv.

Faith (religion), dehruli (G. radjuli).

Falcon, shevarden, shavarden (G.), mimil (?)..

Fall (to), lishqed, lip'heshvet; he fell, kamchu, gamchu; they fell, ashqadkh; to fall down, ligvramal, ligruanal.
Famous, lup'hash, lahrak.
Far, dchodia, dchodian, dchedia, dchvedia, djodiash, djuedias.
Farewell (to bid), lishdobal.
Farmer, cultivator, motskhne (cf. to plough).
Fast (a), markhv (G. markhva), lilchal; to fast, liudchmi.
Fat (subst.), chqan (G. koni), adj. megre; to grow fat, likvashgi.
Fatal, fateful, leshti.
Father, mu (G. mama), gen. sing. muve, nom. pl. mular; father-in-law, mimit'hil (G. mamant'hili); stepfather, muenatsad (G. maminatzvali); grandfather, baba.
Fatigue, lip'hash.
Fear, maqal.
Feast, banquet, to feast, lakhedal, lakhiadal (G. lkhini).
Feathery, shkhlar.
Feed (to), lidiarne (diar, bread).
Felt (material), nabald (G.).
Fence, zghvid, dzghvid (cf. boundary, enclosure, environs); to fence in, lidzghdi.
Fern, qymor (G. qvimra).
Festival, vitvm (G. ukmi) (cf. holiday).
Fettered, chained, lushkad (cf. blacksmith and chain); to fetter, liburkile; fetters, berklier (G. borgili).
Fever, mattzkhia, maat'hva.
Fidelity, lirt'kulk (? G. ert'hguloba).
Field, mindor, mindver (G. mindori); cornfield, dab (G. daba, village).
Fifty, vokhvishdeshd.
Fight (to), lishal.
Fill (to), ligershli.
Finally, khomas, ashkhunechkhav.
Find (to), likhvie; you found, adjkhuid; he found, okhuida; to find out, zhilinkhare; find out! (pl.), zhakhmekhred.
Finger, t'hi (G. t'hit'hi), p'hkhole, p'hkhole; finger-nail, tzkharal, tzkharrar.
Fir (Abies orientalis), ghumir, gummur, maghra; (Abies Nordmanniana), nense (G. nadzvi).
Fire, lemes, lemesg; to light a fire, lishve.
First, eskhhu, t'khuem, mankui; first of all (previously), mankwel, chiq.
Fish, qalmakh, calmakh (G. calmakhi, trout); fishing-rod, ankes (G. ancesi).

Five, vokhvisdā.

Flea, zysq (G. rtsqili).

Flint (for striking fire), kadch (G.), tol.

Flock, herd, dchueq; flock of birds, kharvan (? caravan).

Flood, litzilitzkhem (cf. water).

Floor, lydcrave.

Flour, p’hek (G. p’hkvili); flour-bin, kibdven; flour-mill, legver (ligweh, to grind).

Flow (to): it was flowing swiftly, ghuarsemisda.

Flower, dadil, dim. dadilud (?); flowers, mughuai.

Fly, meer (G. mtseri).

Fly (to), liper, liperiel, (frequentative) lipanal.

Foam, per (G. peri).

Fodder, lezveb (cf. eat).

Fog, dindgvil.

Follow (to) (run after), lidchem; he is following me, madchim.

Food, luzzub, lezveb (cf. eat).

Foul, dau.

Foot, dchishk, dchish, dchisk, dchishekh, kishk; on foot, kweti’h (G.); foot of a hill, dzir (G. dziri, root); footpath, lakdaban.

Forbid (to), lidurvani.

Ford, lad’t’hkhel, p’hion (G. p’honi).

Forehead, nebyva, nep’hkui, nigba.

Foreign, khevisht (cf. country); foreigner, ishknemi.

Forest, tskheq, tskhek (G. tge); woody, tskheqi.

Forever, ivas, chigarishd (cf. all).

Forget (to), chulishdne.

Forgive (to), lizhri, lishdobal.

Fortress, castle, muqwam.

Fortune-telling, lalobwal (stone on which divination is practised);

to tell fortunes, lilobwal.

Forward, sgebin.

Foundation, khun.

Four, vosht’h, voshdkhv.

Fox, mal (G. mefa).

Fracture, likvesh.

Fraud, lighrovail (cf. cheat).
Free, t’havisup’hal (G.) (lit. lord of head or self); freedom, lit’havisup’hel ; liberated, lit’havisup’huieli ; freely, t’havisup’hald.

Freeze (to), likvremi (cf. kvarem, ice); hoar-frost, duser.
Friday, uebish, vebish, vobish, mebish.
Friend, tsal, pl. latsla, abkhneg (G. amkhlanagi), kertz ; friendship, mykt’hop’h.
Frighten (to), ligalve (cf. fear, maqal).
Frog, ap’hhkv, amp’hhkv (G. baqaci).
From, ka.
Front (in), squeuebin.
Frost, kvarem (cf. freeze and ice); frozen, lukvrame.
Froth, per (see foam).
Fruit, khil (G.); to bear fruit, lishne; mixed fruits, khilmakhil.
Fugitive, deserter, namchad.
Full, qveshi, queshi, qoshi, goshi, bingoshia, imgoshili, ingoshili; fullness, ligvshile.
Funeral, nashtghun, lashdkhval; funeral feast, lagvan.
Fur cloak, keesh (cf. coat).

Game (hunting), nat’hhkhuare.
Gamecock (? ptarmigan), musur.
Garden, bagh (G.); vegetable garden, lart’ham (G. bostan).
Garlic, niva (G.).
Gate, hazuaqor.
Gentian (Gentiana cruciata), djager.
Gentleman, phust’h, lebsugh.
George (St.), Djurag, Djughurag, Dehguaragi.
Gift, sachukar (G.); zhir, zhyr.
Gild (to), linkrovi (cf. gold).
Gird (to), lilortqe; girdle, lartq (G. sartqeli).
Girl, simaq.
Give (to), livde, likhvdi, lihvdi; he gave, ivomune, kaulamome; give! sing. lame, pl. lukhuend; let him give! kovlakhuem;
I shall give, qakhuvadi, qadchaudi; give us, qalano;
I shall give thee, ladchodi; he gave to him, kahvedda.
Glad (to be), libazh, lichone; he was glad, at’humbazhun.
Glass (material), dchik (G. dchika); (tumbler), kat’hhkul.
Glitter, lustre, muqure.
Gloves, kheshmar, khelt’hat’hmar (G. kheli, hand).
Gnat, kughnar.
Go (to), lizi, liqrab, lishegh (to go forward); I come, ghuri;
I come hither, enghuri; he went, khozhoghda, amched; go
there! adgher (sing.); go! (pl.) oskhurid; to go thither,
chulizi; he goes, esghuri, eskhri; they are setting out,
esghurikh; I shall go, esghurine; to go in front, lizhuegh;
he went in front, emzhogha; to go out, kalizi (ka, from).
Goat, dakhul, p’huik, zurai; wild goat, yersken; young goat,
neghshti, neghasht.
God, ghertem, gherti, ghmerti (G.), ghermet, gherbed.
Goitre, quich.
Gold, okvr, vokr, vokvr (G. okro); golden, okvresh, okvremish.
Good, khocha, dadil (cf. flower), ezalli, ezar, khochemi, bednieri
(good-hearted, cf. G.); very good (used of gold in fairy
tales), khalas; good fellow, bednier.
Goose, gharghlad, gharghad, bat (G.).
Grain (cereals), diar (cf. bread), kakal (G. cacale, nut, grain).
Granary, maran (G.).
Grandfather, baba; grandmother, dada, tata; grandson, nebashi,
gezlash, gezal.
Granite, gurna.
Grapes, qurzen, qurazzen (G.).
Grass, chqivar, balakh (G.).
Grasshopper, myntzla.
Gratitude, madil (G.), hasham.
Gravel, gub.
Great, dzhkod (G. didi), khosha.
Green, irzhi (cf. blue).
Grey, parv; greyish, momprev, kvishemperish; grey-haired,
khosgiar.
Grind (to), ligweh.
Groan (to), likvets.
Group, dehurti (G. dehgup’hi).
Grow up (to), zhilitzkhem; to grow, litskhem.
Guard (to), liqrule (G. qaraul).
Guest, mushgwa, mushgvari; to be a guest, limshgvar, limshgoral.
Guide, squebin, muzhegh.
Guilty, danashavir (G. shavi, black).
Gun, t'hep'h, t'hop'h; rifle, carbine, gut'khva, kolaquat'kh, kolaquat'khva; gun-barrel, stvir (cf. Russ. stvol); muzzle, khuru; flint, tol(G.) (see also cock, butt, ramrod, powder, etc.).

Habit, custom, limt'khve.
Hail, skarkhal; to hail, liskurkhali.
Hair, p'hat'hv, pl. p'hat'hvar, lust'hgu; plait, tress, braid of hair, lusdigv.
Halter, hap'hshara (G. avshara).
Ham, lerv, lor (G. lori).
Hammer, tsurol, tsirol (G. ts'erakvi), qwaba, qveba, kuat'hkh, quer (G. everi).
Hand, shi, pl. shiar, shun, t'hot'h, t'hot'hil, tvet, gen. sing. toti, pl. nom. totar; right hand, mursghven t'hvet'h; left hand, mirt'hen t'hvet'h; nails, tskharal; fingers, p'khuliar; palm, mimig guigv.
Handkerchief, lep'hkhvnash, lakotzan.
Hang, intr. lirkune, tr. ligue.
Happen (to), ligrine; it happened, dcheqar, khochinda.
Happy, lukchev; happiness, libdenier (G. bedniero),
Hard, bygi, bygiear (G. magari).
Hare, rach, rache, dim. rachulid.
Harrow, ladchadir, ber.
Harvest, mosawal (G.); to harvest, lit'hi.
Hat, p'hsaku (cf. cap).
Hate (to), lissege; hatred, orgulob (G.).
Have (to), lighvane; I have, mara, mar; I have (an inanimate object), mighva, mughwe, mughwa; thou hast, djigva, djiri; thou hast much money, si djiri khvai t'het'hr; I had, mighvanda; thou hadst, djighvanda, dchughwan; he had, qonda (G.); I have a horse, khad maqa chazh; I have money, mughw t'het'hr.
Hawk, tskhakv.
Hay, chem; hay meadow, lare.
Hazel (Corylus avellana), shtukhund (cf. nut).
He, adcha, adja, edji.
Head, t'khhum, tkhvishi, t'khvim; from head to foot, t'khhum, dchishkkhe; on the head, t'khumishi; big-headed, ashvorblian; headlong, ut'kmul; occiput, lakhmir; skull,
t'khvimihaqar: crown of the head, lat'hat'hiel: temple, 
laghadchir: headache, thkhumi mazig (cf. disease), 
t'hkhumish mazig.

Health, lishduebi, khochamndari.

Heap, dchurti (cf. group and herd).

Heart, gwi, gui, gu (G.): I wish, gvimar (mar, I have).

Hearth, kera, kerai (G.).

Heat, at'hu.

Heaven, dets (G. setza).

Heavy, t'hym, gvami (G. mdzime).

Heel, hagva, haguar.

Height, didab (G. dideba), naklat'khki.

Heir, emsede (? Pers.).

Hell, dchochkheet'h (G. dchodchokhethi, ? cf. dchodcho, lizard).

Hellebore (Helleborus orientalis), karsin (G. kharis dzira).

Helmet, azrunchi, zuirch.

Help (to), lished, litse, limurdjvi; help! (pl.), loguesht'h; let him 
help, eshulogsheda, euilogsheda, adchugulogsheda; helpful, nad.

Hemp, kane (G. canap'hi, cf. Lat. cannabis); hemp-seed, gimbash.

Hen, kat'hal (G.).

Hence, amkhenchu, amkhanga, amkhan.

Herd, flock, dchueg (G. djogi).

Here, amech, amechu, ame; down here, amechu: local, amechunash.

Hero, dchabigvi (G. chabuki).

Hide (to), lishkhvni, lipezh (G. p'hareba).

High, kyli't'khhi, kiitkhi, koltkhe; higher, khosha, kiitkhi; 
highest, gun kiitkhi.

Hill, zuq (cf. place-name Zugdidi).

Him, misi; himself, cdj, cdja (in Lower Svanetia), adj, adja 
(in Ushkul); his, micha.

Hither, iska, amkhav, adjkhav, amkhal.

Hitherto, at'khkadv.

Hive, laghob (G. rogo).

Hoar-frost, duser.

Hold (to), liqdan; hold! (sing.), lekhqeden; I held, mi miqdanan; 
thou heldest, si dchiqdanan; he held, achas khoqdanan.

Hole, gap, rent, latsige, khuru (G. khvreli).

Holiday, viqvm (G. ukmi), lisvresh (cf. festival).
Holly (Cratagus), santsi.
Holy, tsxilian.
Home, argi; homewards, korvad (cf. house).
Honesty, namyrta.
Honey, saradj, t’hvi.
Honourable, patiosani (G.).
Hoop, chilk (G. chiliki, djlici), p’hol.
Hook, ghilk (G. khriki).
Hoop (for casks), betq.
Hope (subst.), imed (G.); to hope, limedi.
Horn, mudchu, midchv, karakhs (G. rka).
Horse, chazh, chash, daidj (G. Tatar—taidji); bay horse, mytzram; piebald, dappled horse, amlik; flying horse (in fairy tales), rash (G.); horse with white spot on forehead, saghari chash; stallion, kuaril, quaryul; unbroken horse, lenchq; mare, dchag; mounted, equestrian, lalsgura (from lsgvre, to sit); foal, sabol, sabel; ambler, t’hukvrig (G.); on horseback, mychazi; to mount a horse, chazh liskvre; to dismount, chazhi likekh; to saddle, lihingre; to unsaddle, hingirliked; to shoe, lishkadi; horseshoe, nashkadun; belly-band, musurtan; horse-tail, haquad, haquuet.
Hostage, dzeval (G. mzevali).
Hot, at’hu, at’hvi (cf. heat).
Hour, sat’h, saat’h (G.); half an hour, saat’hiygynsga.
House, aqi, kor, gor; uninhabited house, uktsire, ukvtsir (G. okheri); little house, kuruld; lower story, machula; upper story, darbaz.
How, imzhi; how much, uosha, isava.
Howl (to), litskul.
Hundred, ashir (G. azi).
Hunger, maid; hungry, maidar; to be hungry, libune.
Hunt (to), lit’khvart; hunting-ground, lat’hkhuert; hunting, chase, lat’h, khuial, lat’hkhuiar; hunter, met’hkhvar, met’hkhiwar, met’hkhveri.
Husband, dchash, dchashmi; future husband, lechshori.
Hut, sadgem (G. sadgomi), karavi (G. caravi) (cf. abode).

I, mi (G. me).
Ice, ol, uol, hol, kuarem.
Iconostasis, *samkar* (? G. *sami*, three, and *cari*, door).

If, *ekhi*, ere, *he*, *hessa*.

Ill, sick, *legmerde*; to be ill, *lizge* (cf. disease).

Image, icon, *khat’h* (G.).

Immediately, *shishd*.

In, *ska* (suffix).

Incense, *sakmel* (G. *sacmelè*).

Indecent (to be), *lishyde*.

Inexhaustible, *usht’hikha*.

Inform (to), *likmari*, *libzhine*.

Ink, *melan* (Gr., G.).

Inside, *iska*, *ska*, *isgan*, *isga*, *isganchu*.

Instead, *muqap’h*.

Interpreter, *monin* (cf. tongue).

Interrupt (to), *lizhme*.

Into, through, *lisga*.

Invite (to), *litsse*, *litznavi*.


Itch, *makhra* (G. *mghierè*).

January, *Kuagh*, *Kvakh*.

Jar (large), *kets*; jar, *stama*, *staman* (a liquid measure).

Jesus Christ, *Eshu Kriste*, *Kristesua*.

Jew, *viria* (G. *uriiai*) *uriiai*.

Joke (to), *iligatsal*, *likhomarat*.

Journey, *gzavroh* (G.); to start on a journey, *lingzavre*.


Jump (to), *lisknal*; to jump out, up, *lisqe*; he jumped up, *okhosquina*; he jumped over, *kaisqine*.

Juniper (*Juniperus sp.*), *dechkeru*.

Just, right, *mart’hal* (G.).

Keg, *vokhar*.

Kettle, *tskhuad*, *tzkhvadv*.

Key, *kel*, *kyl* (G. *clite*, cf. Pers. and Lat.).

Kick, *ishvd*.

Kill (to), *lidgari* (cf. die, death); he killed, *adgar*, *adghar*, *chukhodgara*; they killed, *chadhgarkh*, *chuadgarkh*. 
Kind, sort, rigi (G.).
Kindle (to), light a fire, lishve.
King, kheltzip’h (G. khelmtzip’he).
Kinsman, tzam.
Kiss, kalemqaen; to kiss, likhhaal.
Knee, ghula, gulai, kutulai, hulaika, ghualait’khum, chveq; he knelt, cheschoqve; knee-breeches, zedkhar.
Knife, giađ.
Knock, byrgyn.
Know (to), likhal, litzukh; not to know, madma likhal; I know, mitzokh, chumit’hra; you knew, dchikhaldakh; not knowing, ukhla.
Ladder, kichkh.
Lady, princess, lup’hkel.
Lake, myh, tob (G. tba).
Lamb, zhinagh, zhingh; to lamb, lizhneghi.
Lame, short’ha, kvachkhai, mykli.
Lance, spear, shub (G.).
Land, ver; plot of land, adgil (G.).
Landslide, zheh.
Large, khosha, dzghid (G. diđi).
Lasso, balir.
Late, to be late, lirage.
Laugh (to), litsnal, litsvnal, litzunal (G.); laughter, latsu (G. sitzili).
Laurel (Daphne glomerata), madjora.
Lazy (to be), limchire, limchirval; lazy, mamdjirval; laziness, limchir.
Lead, tqe, tkhö (G. tqvia); leaden, tqemish.
Lead (to), li; he led, esqa.
Leaf, bale.
Leather, t’hup’h, gwüäre.
Left (hand), lart’hen (G. martzkhena); when of the 1st per., murten.
Leg, thigh, makudshage.
Lend (to), livleni (cf. borrow).
Length, nadchvdi.
Lentils, kirs, kirtzi.
Leprous, scabby, khuarsa.
Lie (to), lay, liqvre, lide; he lies, khas; he lay, khadena; lying, meqvre.
Life, to live, lirde: I live, khviri; thou livest, khiri; he lives, iri; living, merde, luvar.
Light (not heavy), hashi.
Light, daylight, ryhi.
Lightning, megh, mekh (G. mekhi, cf. Arab. and Arm.), lihlal.
Like, alike, khadjesh, madjona, khal; like him, I . . . khal adcha, adchzhi mi . . .
Like (to be), resemble, lip’hesh.
Linen, sqvir, skyr (G. shira).
Lip, pil; lips, mouth, pilar (G. piri).
Listen (to), overhear, spy, livnari, lifnari, lihnari: I listen, khovnari; listen! (sing.), lokkhunar.
Litter, stretcher, chat’hr.
Little, kotol.
Live (to), lizge; he lived, khilzigal; living, alive, lyjar.
Liver, qvizhe (G. ghvidzli).
Lizard, hashi’hakv.
Load, baggage, bary (G.).
Load a gun (to), lisqe, lisqene.
Loan, limpshten.
Lock of a door, kyliar (cf. key).
Long, djodi.
Look (to), lisgdi, isgdi, zhilitsvane; he looks, kot’hdzgi; look!
(pl.), kaiakhsgiddal, zhakhtsvaned.
Lord, God, p’hust.
Lose (to), likravi.
Louse, tish (G. tili).
Lousewort (Pedicularis atropurpurea, Nord.), menkel.
Love, lilat; to love, lilat; O beloved Christ! ai lilo Qriste; thou lovedst, dhchaltan.
Low, lekev (G. kvena); lower, chube, dzurmu.
Lung, pershevda (G. philtvi, phirtvi).
Madder (Rubia tinctoria), handra (G.) (cf. azalea), (Mingr. endro).
Magpie, khavich.
Maize, simind (G.), simidi; maize straw, chala (G.).
Make (to), do, lichem, lisjem, lisht'hab, lichume, lichme, lisqi; they made, achminkh, okhsqekh.

Man, mare (homo), amsuald, gvaajmare (vir); little man, marol; manliness, limar.

Mane, p'hap'hal (G. p'hap'hari).

Manger, gval.

Maple (Acer campestre), pychvra.

 Mare, chag, pl. chagar.

 Mark, sign, nishani (G.).

 Marriage, nishnoga (cf. nishani, mark).

 Marry a wife (to), tiqi, lichizhal, lachizhal, lichizhe; he married, iqi, kauachizhe; to perform the wedding ceremony, liguryne (G.) (cf. G. gvirgveni, crown); unmarried man, uchizha; married man, lykkekhv; man who wishes to marry, mechizhal; not every man can marry, liakhval chi mad khobits.

 Marry a husband (to), litzvile, litzvilal; married woman, qalutzuile; unmarried woman, utzvila.

 Marsh, bog, dchib, chuib (G. dchaobi).

 Marten, qwen (G. overna).

 Mary (St.), Lamaria, Lamria.

 Mass (to celebrate), litbuli.

 Master, lord, p'husad, p'hust'h.

 Mead (liquor), rang (G. raki).

 Meadow, ladchma.

 Meal (breakfast, dinner), ulup'h; slight meal, khevs.

 Measure, lazma (G. zomi); to measure, lizme (G. zomiereba).

 Mediator, metzkhuil, motzkul (G. motzikuli, envoy, apostle).

 Medicine, zhagar, zhagiar; medicine man, melt'her, qad.

 Medium, central, nesga, manesgure.

 Meet (to), limkhvi, likhvien; meet us! (sing.), enkhvid; to go to meet, lizzvi.

 Meeting (of people), lakhor.

 Melon, nesvi (G.); water-melon, harpuzak.

 Melt (to), thaw, lipzhune.

 Mention (to), lirshveni.

 Merchant, qhvadchar (G. vadjar). 

 Merciful, maldian (G. madlighi).

 Mercy, blessing, lamzur.
Merry, khyrul (G. mkhiaruli); merriment, khin (G. lkhini); to be merry, ilkhe (G. lkhinoba).
Michael Archangel, Mukem T'haringzel.
Midnight, isgle't'h (cf. night).
Milk, ludjo, ludje (G. rdze); sour milk, martsven (G. matsoni); to milk, gali; milker (masc.), mushqi.
Mill, lekveer (G. tsiskvili); millstone, shira.
Millet, p'hatv, pötu, pötv (G. p'hetvi).
Mind, wit, t'hvel, t'hvel; intelligent, t'hvelian.
Mingrelia, Zane; Mingrelian, Luznu; native of Mingrelia, Muzan.
Miracle, sakvel (G. saovirveli).
Mirror, sark (G. sarce) (cf. Russ. zerkalo); to look in the glass, lisurkal.
Miserly, tsinguil.
Misfortune, ochir (G. djiri, plague), ubdorob (G. ubeduroba); to become poor, lidchir.
Mist, dinqvil, bintv, nisl (G. nisli).
Mistake (to make a), liqed, likiad; you have made a mistake, adjqat’hkk.
Mistress (leman), lelat.
Mix (to), lichdune, lichdine.
Moisture, myzhir.
Monday, Deshtish, Doshtish, Dueshdish, Deshdish, Doshdish (cf. moon).
Money, t'het’hr (G.); varchkhil (G. vertzkhi, silver).
Monk, ber (G.).
Month, dosht’hol, makhe, t’hev (G. th’hev), pl. t’hevar.
Moon, dosht’hol, doshdul; moonrise, doshdalakhad; eclipse of the moon, doshdalibure; full moon, gveshi doshdul; new moon, mokhe doshdul (cf. young).
Morning, gham, ham, dziner, dzinar (G. dila), dzunar, dzurva; in the morning, ghamas, hams.
Moss, khavis (G. khavsvi).
Mother, ti, did (G. deda), dia, di (in caressing form, dede, dialu).
Mother-in-law, dimt’hil (G. dedamthili).
Mountain, t’angh, zagar, t’hanagh, pl. t’anghar; to cross a mountain, lit’hnaghi; mountainous, t’anghiash; mountain chain, zaghar, zagiar; mountain top, t’anghakunchil; mountain foot, t’anghadriz (G. dziri, root).
Mourn for (to), laguan.
Mouse, shdug.
Moustache, uimash, urmash, ulmashar (G. ulvashi).
Mouth, kharkh, lakra, uishkv, pilar (lips); gums, virialal.
Move (to), likhquetunal, likthune; he moved (himself), etkhut-
th'an; we moved, kat'khut'hand; they moved, kalai
kut'khakh.
Mow (to), reap, liti, lichne; mower (fem.), mtashi.
Much, khvas, khvai, khuai, masard, vobash, obash; as much,
mazu, osha.
Mud, talakh (G.); muddy, talkhaar.
Multiply (to), lip'hsheire.
Mushroom (edible), tkobut.
Music, lashmar.
Musket, qurmil, t'hop'ha (G. t'hop'hi).
Mutton, uitiakiashleghv (cf. sheep and meat).
Muzzle, bore, nichleheva.
My, mishgu, myshqvi, mishku, mishkui, mishgua, pl. nishgvei.

Nail (of iron), dchkuaral, musmar, lusmar, lurtsman (G.).
Naked, bare, metqop'he, metqvp'he, ghverkle.
Name, zhakhe (G. sakhel).n
Narrow, nakhutsi.
Nastiness, veb.
Nausea, khola quimiz (cf. bad, heart, and disease).
Navel, chip (G. djipi), shtikhv.
Near, p'hedia, p'hedi, p'hedias.
Necessary, khaku, chukhaku; he needs bread, achas khaku
diar; for marriage a good man is necessary, liakhvats
khocha mare khaku.
Neck (throat), qia, qea (G. qeli), qinchkh, kinshe (nape of neck)
(G. cints); necklace, lebar, dzivar (cf. beads).
Needle, nesqal (G. nemsi), nofske.
Neigh (to), lichirkhine (G.), lit'hyrtyne.
Neighbour, mezbel (G. mezobeli).
Nephew, nibashin, nebashi (cf. grandson).
Nest, sabdar (G. bude, sabudari).
Net, dchachui (dchadjvi, G.).
Nettle, merchel (Mingr. dchudchele).
Nevertheless, eshi.

New, makhe (cf. young).

News, ambav, ambau (G. ambavi).

Night, let'h; midnight, isglet'h; to-night, bazi; in the night, laat'hshv.

Nine, chkhara (G. tzkhra).

No, not, dessa, madma, nom, num, deme, dem, dom, desh, demis, mad, made, madeo, madu, mama; do not, num as prefix with imperative; do not do that (sing.), nom khich alas.

Nobleman, var (G. vargi, worthy).

Nobody, daar, der.

Noise, tq bip'h.

Noon, isgladeh (cf. day and midnight).

Nose, nafkhvna, lopkhna, nepkhuna; nostrils, neshtral.

Nothing, madma, mama.

November, Sasish.

Now, at'kkhe (G. ekhla, ats).

Nowhere, deme, demeghm; no whither, demt'he.

Number, sheld; 1, eskhnu; first, mankyv; 2, iori, heri, iervi; second, merve; 3, sem; third, mesme; 4, voshtkhv; fourth, mesht'kkhev; 5, vokhvisd; fifth, mekhvshde; 6, usgva, usgvasdra; 7, ishqvad; 8, ara; 9, chkhara; 10, ieshd; 11, ieshd eskhnu; 12, ieshd iori; 20, ierveshd; 21, ierveshd i eskhnu; 30, semeshd (sawveshad, ervesh'ti, esht'h); 40, voshtkhvshed (urinervesh'thi); 50, vokhvishdeshd; 60, usgvashad; 70, ishqudashd; 80, araashd; 90, chkharashd; 100, ashir; 101, ashir eskhnu; 200, ioriashir; 300, semashir; 1,000, at'has; 10,000, iesht'hat'has.

Nurse (wet), dzidza (G. dzidza).

Nut, sh'heksi, shtukhund, shdikh, gak (cf. hazel).

Oak, dchihra, djigra.

Oath (to take an), lymanal.

Oats, zint'hakk, suntkho, magdenar.

Obedient, muhnari.

Offended (to be), lisdike; they were offended, at'hsastkunkh.

Offering (an), namzurun.

Often, khvai (cf. much).
Old, mechi, djunel; older, mashen, makhvshib; old age, limachv; old man, mechi; old woman, mechi zurul; to grow old, limche; elected village elder, makhvshi.

On, zhi (suffix).

One, eshku, ieskhku, esho, eshu, eskhhvi; one at a time, t'huít'hi (G.).

Onion, khakhv (G.).

Only, gar, alaqiar.

Open (to), tikrè; open! (pl.), kared, miqared; they opened, miqarekh; wide open, mukar.

Opinion (hope), imed (G.).

Or, ed.

Osset (an), musvi, saval, musav; ossetian, savash, saviash, lusu.

Other, another, merba, merme, ishgen.

Our, gevshgvei, gevishkve, gevishge.

Out, outside, qa: from the outside, kamen; out of doors, qam.

Ox, khan (G. khari), gan; an ox that has never been yoked, uskhvai; an ox with a white spot on the forehead, shkhari.

Pace, step, brakh; between the legs, nabrakhis.

Pail, gab, seqāda.

Pair, tqub (G. tqubi).

Palm, span, kamin.

Pan (frying), tap'hai (G. tap'ha, tap'haci).

Paper, kalghard (G. kaghaldi).

Paradise, somet'khhv (G. samot'khkhe).

Part, portion, nat'hi, naqvil (G. natsili).

Part (to), separate, tiqule.

Pass, defile, gorge, t'huip'h, t'huibi, t'hubi, t'huba, t'huber, twib (dat. tubas), twib (G. kheoba).

Pasture, bavarr; mountain pasture, lakhoard, lakhv; hayfield, lare.

Path, lakdaban, qashan.

Patient, mot'hmine (G.).

Peace, lisqal.

Peach, atam (G.).

Peacock, p'harshmagi (G.).

Pear, itzkh, bytsikh, ystz.

Pearl, marglit, margli, margali (G. and Pers.).
Pearls (string of), on woman's costume, grekhel.
Peas, gheder, ghedar, netsing geder (cf. small and beans).
Pebble, gravel, gub.
Pen, kalam (G.).
Penis, qom (G. qie).
People, khalkh (G.).
Perhaps, igebs, igebe.
Permit (to), likhvie; permit me! (sing.) khakhvi.
Phesant, dakhokhu, khokhueb (G. khokhobi).
Pig, khom, kham, takh; sow, nezv (G. nezvi); sucking-pig, guech (G. godji).
Pigeon, mukv, mugv.
Pillow, balish (G.).
Pine-tree (Pinus silvestris), ghugib, gogib.
Pipe (for tobacco), lat'hral (cf. drink and smoke).
Pistol, tanbacha (G. dambacha), laghlatar.
Pitchfork, p'hitsal (G. p'hutzkhi).
Pity, mazhr; to pity, litklabe.
Place (room, quarters, abode), lardia, mukab; place (generally), adgil (G.).
Place (to), put, ldisig, lid, ligem; I place, masda; thou placest, djasda; he places, khasda; he placed, esust'ha, adge (G.), umast'handa.
Plague, zham (G. zhami).
Plane (to), litabce.
Plank, p'hitzar (G. p'hitzari).
Plate, sain (G.) (i.e. ? Sinensis).
Play (to), lighral, lishtraal.
Pleasant, sasiamun (G. sasiamovno).
Pledge, bet, wager, dzevel (G. nadzlevi).
Plough, ghantshvisch, gentzish; to plough, likhni; ploughing-time, likhnie (G. shkhnine, I plough).
Plum, kliav (G. kliavi), bargen.
Pocket, dchib (G.).
Poisonous, kharal, shkhamian (G.), shkhamar; to poison, lizhgeni.
Poor, dchirar; to become poor, lidchir (G.), lighnib; poor man, gharib (G.).
Poplar (Populus tremula), iekhura.
Porter, bearer, mukap'hi.
Pot, tunu (G. kot'hani).
Potato, kartofil.
Pound (lb.), girvanqa (G.).
Pour (to) out, ligoshe; pour out! (sing.), khagvhas.
Powder, zhag, dchage; powder-horn, vaznai.
Power, strength, khamshash; powerful, lokmash.
Praise, zhakhe (cf. name); praiseworthy, latakh; to praise, lip'hashdè, lip'hashwèdi.
Pray (to), limzyri, linzuri, likhural; prayer, lotz (G.).
Precipice, bhuti'h, nadzgvib.
Prepare (to), limare; prepare! (pl.) lamarad.
Present, gift, sachukar (G.).
Press (to), crush, oppress, linqli.
Price, p'has (G.).
Priest, bap, pap.
Prince, vary (cf. G. to be worthy), t'haud, (G. t'havad).
Princess, lady, lup'hkèl; princess in fairy tales, nanul.
Prisoner, tqve (G.); gen. tqvemi; to take prisoner, lirmi.
Probably, gheurd, heurd.
Promise, lip'htze (cf. G. p'hitzi, oath).
Property, lenglheni.
Provisions, lexia.
Prudence, lynt'hkhal.
Pudendum muliebre, budum (cf. p'huþu, G. muteli and Lat.).
Pumpkin, kuakhne.
Punishment, sasdchel (G.); to punish, lisyrâjeli.
Pup, p'hakvna.
Pupil, let'hvri (cf. teacher).
Pure, tsqilian; purest, matsquiline; Holy Ghost, Tsqilian Qvin (cf. soul).
Purse, djurdan.
Pursue (to), follow, run after, lighvch, lichem.
Put (to), lidisq, lidesq, lidi, ligem, likche, zhiligem (cf. to place); put! (sing.), eskach, zhatag, to put on, laide, likvem.

Quail, shqazh, shqazhv.
Quarrel, lashal, qargash, litzual; to quarrel, lishal.
Queen, dedp'hal (G.).
Quickly, chqard (G.).
Quiet, tsqnar (G.).
Quite, mehad.
Quoth he, eser, roqv, uv, u, v (cf. affixed G. o).

Rain, wuchkha, uckkha.
Rainbow, detziliartq (cf. heaven and girdle).
Raise up (to), likche; he raised, ankache, akhkachin.
Rake, lishdik, lap'htzkhir (G. p'hotzkhi).
Ramrod, chkhir.
Ransom, sakhsar.
Rare, dut'khhel; rarity, dzvird (G.).
Raspberry, ingha, vykh.
Rat, madshidai.
Raven, ghvemal, dchwer (? crow).
Raw (beef), ziskhi (cf. blood).
Razor, tzabv, tsab.
Read (to), lichedi; he read, tsvekitkha (G.).
Ready, lumarad.
Real, dadil (G.) (cf. flower and good).
Reap (to), mow, liti (cf. mow); mower (masc.), myt'hi.
Recognize (to) (a person), liter.
Red, tzine (G. tsil'hiel), tzunu, tzurni, tzurnu, tsorny.
Refusal, var.
Rejoice (to), lichone, likhiadal.
Related, akin, tsam.
Remain (to), lised; he remained, amsad, asad; they remained, amsadkh.
Remember (to), zhilishqed, lishqad; he remembered, zhilakhshqad.
Repent (to), likhdyre.
Reproach, mandrev (G. tsaqvedreba).
Request (a), shgom, likhyral.
Resemble (to), lidchem; he resembles him, khadchish; thou resemblest me, si madchish.
Respect (to), likitzkhav, lishgural.
Rest (to), lishen, lishvem, lishuem; unresting, vismeqali.
Return (to), come back, litekh, goshtitekh, limekh; they returned, osh't'hat'hakh, vont'hakh; he has returned, lakhtakh.
Revile (to), litsral.
Rib, kip (G. tsibo, cf. thread); ribs, lesg (cf. side).
Rich man, didar (G. mdidari); to become rich, liddari.
Ridicule, litze; ridiculous, latzunar (G. satzinari).
Rifle, quthkhva.
Right hand (cf. hand), lersgven, lersgvan; when of the 1st pers., mursgven; on the right, lerskuankhen, lersguankhen.
Ring, muskad, mysakiad (cf. blacksmith, wrought iron, horseshoe, chained, fettered).
Ringworm, mykhchyly, lekhchi.
Ripe, muhi.
Rise (to), get up, lignal.
River, lits, dehala, dehalaishu (cf. water); rivulet, litsuld, tsqaro (G.), sarak, tuibra, ? sargel.
Road, shuq, shuqa, shugv, shuk, shukv, gen. shukwi, pl. nom. shukwar; to make a road in the snow, lichabi; to make a road, lishkwi.
Rob (to), lighlati (cf. G. ghalati, treachery).
Rock, kodj, godja.
Roof, lyqaar, ? lasq.
Root, bechashuam, dzir (G.).
Rope, t’hoqi, t’hoge (G. t’hoci).
Rose (Rosa sp.), quar (G. vardi).
Rosy-faced, p’herish (G., cf. colour).
Rotten, mekvre.
Round, circular, quabai, girgold, murgyel, myrgual (G. mrgvali); round about, metzkhep’he.
Row, series, tzkwer.
Ruin, destruction, khatsa, akra; ruin (building), meryhve.
Run (to), lichvme, lichume, lint; to run away, liched.
Rye, manash (winter rye), kale, kul (summer rye).
Sack, dsadsra.
Sacrifice (to), lilgeni; sacrifice, larjena, qevzh.
Sad (to be), litskhwe.
Saddle, hangir (G.), kekh; pack-saddle, kap’h; to saddle, lihinge, zhilihungiri.
Salt, dcchim; salted, lydjm.
Saltpetre, guardshild (cf. geardjila).
Sand, kwhsah, kwhse (G. kvisha); sandy, kvishar.
Satiated, bamzar, mubiz.
Saturday, Sabt'hin, Sap'htin, Samtin.
Save (to), lished.
Saw, file, kherkh (G.)
Say (to), liqvisg, likvisg; you told me, maqved; I say, chuidch;
he said, lakhekun, qalaqv (G.), qakhaqv, laqv, khaqv; let
him say, khaqves; what hast thou to say? ma dchugs leqvisg?
Scabbard, uerchkh.
Scarcely, vedn.
Scatter (to), throw, lishte, lishde, lqvrimbe.
Scissors, t'kurked, t'hrkiaq, turkte (G. macrateli).
Screw, dchakhrak (G. khrakhnili).
Scythe, merchil.
Sea, dzughva (G. zgkhva).
Seal, bedched (G. and Russ.).
Secretly, ukba, uukbad, lyupzhunad, ushdvind, vuqbad.
See (to), litzed; I saw, amad; thou sawest, dchidjva, adjad; he
saw, akhad, naukhe (G. nakhva).
Seed, lashi.
Seek (to), lat'hkhel, lit'hkheli.
Seize (to), lirmi; they caught, seized him, adirmkh.
Seldom, mervkhald.
Sell (to), lifdi, lhfdiv; to sell dear, lhdvi dzvird (G.); to sell
cheap, lhdvi iep'hd (G.).
Send (to), lizzi lit'hone; he sent, kavadzuze, kadzuze, adzuze;
send them here! (sing.), at'hzuz.
September, Mykakh.
Sermon, qadaq (G. kadageba).
Serpent, udch, uidech, uidechel, vidch, hertsem, vich, hich.
Servant, moznan, p'hamli (? famulus), momskhvir (G. samsak-
huri); travelling servant, moyakh: maidservant, moakhl (G.).
Serve (to), limskhvre (G.), lisip; I serve, khvensakhvre (G.).
Seven, tshqvid (G. shvidi).
Sew (to), lishkhbi, zhilishkkbi.
Shadow, shade, mahera (? chimera), mahvera.
Shaft of a cart, markhil (Arab., G. markhili, sledge).
Shame, shquirrel (G. sirtzkhvili).
Sharp, skyre.
Shave (to) (act.), liitsburi; shaven, lutsbure.
Sheaf, lenchver (G. mdccheleuli).
Sheath, uerchkh.
Shed, keshg.
Sheep (ram), oliak, gholaka, ghveliak: (ewe), gits.
Sheepskin coat, keesh.
Shelter, sadgem, sadgomi, sadguem (G.), lagna.
Shepherd, muldegh, andav.
Shining, brilliant, mykyre.
Shirt, p'hatan.
Shoes, ber, chap'huil; bast shoe, dchabr (cf. boots).
Shoot (to), mat'hkuep'hi, lit'hvep'h (cf. gun).
Shore, pitu, dzgid (G. cide).
Short, mekeshde.
Shoulder, bardj, bardchili, lagleash; shoulder-blade, lintgan, bardjial.
Shout, cry, kil (G.).
Shovel, berg, bergied, laghir, lakhir, laukhe, nichap'h (G. nichabi); to shovel snow from the roof, lilghahi.
Shut (to), linkhueni.
Sickle, nashtak, nashtk.
Sickness, lizye (cf. disease).
Side, t'hgeb, lesy (ribs); from that side, eckkhen; from this side, amkhen; on that side, eckkhan.
Silent (to be), lichume (G.), likutse.
Silk, qadh.
Silver, vorckkhil (G. vertskhli); silversmith, varckkhili mishkjd; made of silver, varckkhilish, tsgenlish.
Sin, tsodv (G.), tsod, pl. tsodar.
Sing, tighral (cf. play).
Sister, dachvir, pl. dadchura, udil, pl. lavdia (cf. G. da).
Sister-in-law (daughter-in-law), tehghra, pl. lat'ehghra.
Sit (to), lisqvre, lisqvre, zhilisqvre; sit down! (pl.), chesgurdal; he was sitting down, lakhsqurd; he sat down, zhilakhsgurd; mounted man, lalsgura.
Six, usqua, usgna, usqva (G. ekvsi).
Sixty, *wusgvashd*, *wusgvashd*.

Skin, hide, *t’hup’h*, *tup’h* (gware), *kesh*.

Skinny, thin, *djaghm*.

Skirt, *kalt’ha* (G.).

Skull, *t’hhvimi haqar*.

Sky, *detz*, *deg*.

Slab of stone, *sbendik*.


Sleep, *uzh*; sleepy, *makduar*; to sleep, *livzhe*; to put to sleep, *livzhuhe* (*uzh* in the verb is *uzh* in the noun).

Sleeve, *dchvenezh*.

Slip (to), *ligeb*, *lizert*.

Slipper, *koshul*.

Slope of a mountain, *p’hap’hul* (cf. ascent).

Slowly, *tsqand* (G.), *t’hamasgd*.

Small, fine, *netsin* (? G. nazi), *khokhra*.

Smallpox, *mughvai*, *bogir*; pock-marked, *namghavar*, *nabgvir* (*mughvai*, flowers, so in G. flowers and smallpox are both *khvavilni*).

Smell, odour, *qvin*, *kuin* (cf. soul); to smell, *likhane*; there was a smell of, *lamkanda*.

Smith, *mushkii*; smithy, *lashkdash*.

Smoke, *kuam* (G. *cmuli*); to smoke (of a chimney), *likuami*; to smoke tobacco, *t’hu’huni lit’hre* (i.e. to drink).

Snaffle, *heghvii*.

Sneeze (to), *lichchkhune*.

Snore (to), *likhyrtuna*, *lit’hkholi*.

Snow, *mus*, dim. *musul*, *shtur*; snowstorm, *kuse* (? also snow-drift); frozen snow, *hol* (cf. ice); to snow, *lishdve*; it is snowing, *shdvce*; to make a road in the snow, *lichabi*; snowshoes, *tkilmare*.

Snub-nosed, *bant’ha*.

So much, *adjzum*, *amzum*, *echsheld* (cf. number).

Socks, *kheral*.

Sofa, *lurgim* (cf. couch and for root, round).

Soft, *menshgyve*, *menshgyvar*.

 Sole of foot or boot, *ghokerid*.

Solid, durable, *p’harsag*. 
Somebody, darghal, or, ere, iarvale.
Something, mezesir, invvale, male, uvma.
Sometimes, esesiny, esesyn, khuaí dinas (cf. much).
Son, gezal (adult), bep'hsh (boy); adopted son, gezal'd lugne; son-in-law, chizhe, pl. chizhal and lachzha.
Song, lighral (G. singhera) (cf. play and sing), lagral.
Sorcerer, qad (cf. medicine man).
Soul, qvin, kuin (cf. smell; in Mingrelian shuri has also this double sense, and cf. dükû in Russ.).
Sour, zavo (G. mzhave), mokhim (G. tsmakhi).
Sow (to), lilashi (cf. seed).
Sow, nezv, nezu (G.).
Span, kamin (cf. hand).
Sparrow, quinch.
Speak (to), say, limbavi, linbwai, ligurgali, lirgad (cf. say) (cf. G. ambavi); speak! say! (sing.), khonubav.
Spend (to), likhirdjavai (G.), likhmari; to squander, libake.
Spider,? op'hop'hai (in G. op'hop'hi, hoopoe).
Spirit, qvin (cf. soul).
Spirits, liquor, haraq (G.).
Spit (for cooking), shampuiur (G.), and cf. ramrod in Russ.
Spit (to), litbyne; to spit upon, khatbuna.
Spoil (to), damage, lirashvi.
Spoon, kis (G. kovsi).
Spring, fountain, mazuab, mazvab, sarak (keed).
Springtime, lup'hkhv, kamlizal.
Spur, des (G. dezi).
Staff, stick, club, lakht; ironshod staff, midchvra (cf. alpenstock).
Stag, lachu, lachv.
Stammerer, bekrai (G. brgu, bryvili).
Stand (to), ligne; standing, megne; I stand, mi khvag; thou standest, si khag; he stands, a'dcha khag.
Star, ant'hkhhuask (G. varsevlavi), antquesga, antqvasg.
Starling, parpand.
Stay (to), lised (cf. remain).
Steal (to), liket'her; they stole, t'kuit'hkh.
Steel, p'holad (G.).
Steel for striking fire, mort'hav, lakhach, lakech.
Steep, kach, tsap'hkh.
Stern, severe, mukhdji.
Stick, p’hawu, p’havu.
Stinking, mukvnia (cf. smell).
Stirrup, avzhand, abzhand (G. avzhand’a).
Stocking (of cloth), ber (cf. shoe).
Stomach, madchik.
Stone, bach, lurn, mukokh; big stone, boulder, gurna (cf. granite); white stone, mugkhu; stony, bachaar.
Stool (three-legged), bodchq.
Store, provision, khordchi (G.), leziz.
Storm, moota, bikhv.
Story-teller, narrator, membnaďdu (cf. speak).
Straight, direct (adv.), metsvind.
Straw, chal (G.), part.
Strawberry, basq.
Strength, khamsha.
Stretch (to), ligt’hkhune, libit; stretched, lugzune; in order to stretch, lagt’hikhunad.
Strike (to), likulp’hi; I strike, qaliqulp’hi; he struck, kakhakhud.
Stroke, naqer (G.).
Strong, badagi, lokmash, lykhmash, magar (G.); bygi.
Stump, bik.
Stupid, udjkviv (G.); stupidity, umbazh, udchkviv (cf. wit).
Succeed (to); he succeeded, adjisr.
Such, amguar (G.).
Suck (to), litssdani; suckling, isgamechem.
Suddenly, esnar.
Suffer (to), lit’humine (G.).
Suffice (to), liri; it will be enough for us, qagvar.
Sugar, shakar (G.).
Suit (to), limarg.
Sulphur, gogir (G. gogirdî).
Summer, zai, amzav (cf. year).
Summit, t’hkhum (cf. head), kvindchil.
Sun, muzh, mizh (G. mze), ?mlok; sunlight, mizhi narhi, mizhimnarhi; sunrise, mizhi lakahd, mizhi latsad; sunset, mizhi lahar, mizhi laz; eclipse of the sun, mizhi libure.
Sunday, Mishladeg (cf. sun and day).
Superfluous, masar, nametan (G.).
Supper, vakhshham (G.).
Surprised (to be), liskvrale; he was surprised, at’hsakeralunda.
Surround (to), litskhep’h; to be surrounded, litskhap’h; he
surrounded, akhtskhep’ha.
Suspect (to), librali (G.).
Svanetia, Shevan; Svanetian, Mushir, Mushvni; native of
Svanetia, mushvan.
Swallow, shdaval.
Swallow (to), lirtqvi.
Sweet, mudechkhvi, khoja gömasch (i.e. good taste).
Swelling, tumour, myskir.
Swiftness, lynchkar (G.).
Swim (to), litzrevi.
Sword, dashna, dim. dashnil (G.), khmal (G.); hilt, midchv;
blade, berezh (cf. iron); edge, uishkv.

Table, tabag (G.), stol (Russ.); round table with three legs,
p’hichk; tablecloth, chithish tabag.
Tail, hakved, hak vad.
Take (to), liked, lipshe, li, libishd; let us take, lelkuded; he
took, enie, adie; take! (sing.), akthha; to take out, lishgvene,
litkhe; they took out, it’hkhekh; to take away, likhi, lighi;
he took away, emkhin; to take off, likeche, likedi; he took
off, chokhokida.
Tall, khocha tanish (cf. great and tani G., form).
Tape, ribbon, suinai (G. zonari).
Tar, p’hise (G. p’hisi).
Tea, chain (G. chaiz).
Teach (to), lit’hvri (cf. pupil); teacher, mat’hvri.
Tear, kum, pl. kunrar, kim; to shed (throw) tears, likvane.
Tear off (to), litqep’he.
Teat, nipple, lus, lysus, dudul (G. dzudzu).
Telescope, spyglass, milionka, milynen.
Tell (to), say, liqvisg, limbui, likiadi (cf. say, speak); tell me!
mekv’t’h, greeb’t’h (sing.), akhambuet’h (pl.); they told,
kokhumbavekh; you told me, maqved; he will tell thee,
dcheqveni.

Temple (of the head), laghachir.
Ten, eshd.
Tether (to), libem (G. bma, to bind); the tethered horse broke loose, lube chazhd anqvis; he is tethered, khab.
Thank (to), likhuami.
Thankful (to be), libazh; he will be grateful, khebzhi.
That (dem.), edchi (G. ese).
Thaw (to), melt, lipzhune.
Then, at that time, eurdiser, echka, echkas, achqa.
Thence, echon, echkhvan.
There, chughal, echichu, eche (a long way off), echa, echau, echkhe, echchevvin (near at hand).
They, adjiar, edjiar, min; their, adjiaresh; them, mine.
Thick, skel (G. skeli).
Thief, kvit'h.
Thigh, p'hoq.
Thimble, sat'hat'hr (G. sat'hit'huri) (cf. finger).
Thin, netsin (cf. small), dotchöl; to grow thin, chulichkhep'h, lichkhep'h; I have grow thin, chvochkhap'h.
Think (to), lichne, lichkvarai; they thought, eschinekh; let him not think! garesen.
Third, mesma (G. mesame).
Thirst, map'hun; to thirst, lip'hne; thirsty, ubza.
This, al, ali, aia, ale, am, ami (G.).
Thither, enqad, echad (a long way off), echkhav (near at hand), echkhvan.
Thorn, tzag.
Thou, si.
Thought, opinion, mind (azri G.), saazr.
Thread, kip, kip'h (see rib).
Threaten (to), likhuznal.
Three, semi (G. sami); thrice, sandchel (G.).
Threshing-floor, kevr, kiavir, kal; to thresh, liklavi.
Throat, qinchkh, qia (G. qeli), kharkh (G. qarganto).
Through, lisga.
Throw (to), likvane, liqvane, lip'hshtva, lishde, likeri; he threw, adkvar, akhp'husht; I shall throw, ot'hqvane; thrown, meshde.
Thrust in (to), lidzgrin, litzqere.
Thunder, to thunder, lirkhunal; lightning, megh (G.).
Thursday, Tsash, Ts’aash.
Thus, adjzhin, adjzhi, ash, esh (G. aset’hi).
Thy, isgu, iskeu, isgui, isgua, isguau, isgey.
Tick (insect), dchghibar.
Time, årev, årev (G. droeba), ona, khan (G.).
Tin, kalai (G. Gallia) (G. cala).
Tinder, kobed (G. abedi).
Tired (to be), lip’hash.
To, at, tsakhan (suffix).
Tobacco, t’hu’t’hi, t’hu’t’hyen.
To-day, ladi, ladghi (cf. day).
Toe (see finger).
Together, ashkhv’d; we went together, na ashkhv’d ochadd.
To-morrow, mukhar, makhar, mkhar; day after to-morrow, mykhar ochkhan (cf. thence).
Tongue, nin (G. ena).
To-night, bazi.
Too much, suru.
Tooth, sh’t’huq, shduk, shtig; molar, lelygvi (cf. heart); tooth-ache, shtyqre mazig (cf. disease).
Touch (to), libik, lip’hde.
Towel, lakvtsan, pirsakhots (G.).
Tower, murqvam, murkma, muqvam, qoshqi (Turk.).
Town, kalak (G.).
Trace, track, nazu.
Trade (to), lighvchari (G. vajari, merchant).
Transform (to), lispe.
Translate (to), interpret, lit’hirgmani (G.).
Tree, meqam, meghiam; trunk, dchirk.
Tribe, t’hem (G. t’homu).
Tripod, three-legged stool, bodchq.
Trouble (to), lip’hesh; do not trouble thyself, nun p’hesheni; do not trouble yourselves, nom p’heshnidi.
Trough, sargil (? root, rg, cf. round).
Trousers, sakhshur, sakhshvir.
Truth, samtsun; in truth, really, ttkitzd; it is true, samtsvind.
Tuesday, Th’agash, Thakhresh, Thakhat.
Tumbler (wooden), kat’khk, p’haken.
Tumour, swelling, mysh (cf. swelling).
"Tur" (Aegoceros Pallasii), ghvash, ghuash, washer, qvitsra.
Turkey-cock, qyrma, quich; turkey-hen, qyrma kat’hal.
Turn (to) (intr.), lisip.
Tusk, kil, lelqui (cf. tooth, molar).
Twelve, ieshtieru, eshyervi.
Twenty, yarveshd.
Twist (to), litsurkhi, lisplane.
Two, ieri, yervi (G. ori).

Uncle (on father's side), buba; (on mother's side), pidzai.
Under, underneath, chuqa, chukvan, chubul.
Undying, udgara (cf. die).
Unexpectedly, t’hei.
Unhappy, sabral (G.), sabrila, sabrala, ubdeir (G. ubeduri).
Unpleasant, maidchale (cf. maid, hunger).
Unripe, ugha, uha.
Unsuitable, it is unsuitable, mat’khhaqa (?) cf. not and necessary
Until, echkad, vod.
Up, zhibav, zhikan.
Upon, lokkhvem.
Upper, zhibe; upper floor, darbaz (G.).
Upright, kach (on end).
Urine, nasen.
Useful (to be), limkakhal; useful, sargeb (G.).
Useless, in vain, ughuri, tsvidd.
Ushkulian (native of Ushkul), Muvshqvel.

Vain (in), to no purpose, tsvidd (G. tzudad); vain chatter,
tsviði mugurgali (cf. speak).
Valley, minordi (G.).
Variegated, chire (G.).
Vein, dsarghual (G. dzarghvi).
Velvet, khaverd (G.).
Very, gun, gunu, suru (cf. too much), mawar, mevar.
Victory, litsre.
Village, sop’hel (G.); village green, sup’h, svip’h; member of
village council of twelve, mybari.
Vine, vaz (G.); vineyard, menakh (G. venakhi); grapes,
qurdzen (G.).
Vinegar, *dzmar* (G.).
Voice, *tq bip’h* (cf. noise), *ker*.
Vomiting, *lishkhune*.

Wail, lamentation, *zar* (G. and Pers.).
Waist, *lartga* (cf. girdle).
Wait (to), *lidranal, lighli, lighalve*; he waits, *khedranal*; he waited, *ighalva*.
Wake up (to) (intr.), *litskhine, litskhine, lietzkh*; they woke (themselves) up, *t’hotskhastakh*; to wake up (trans.), rouse, *litzkhune*.
Walk (to), *lizelal, izelal, lezna*; walking, *mezalal*.
Wall, *chvad*.
Walnut (*Juglans regia*), *gak, kak* (G. *cacali*).
Want (to), wish: I want, *mitzga*.
War, *lashkrianaob* (G.) (cf. army); warrior, *lamargiash*.
Warm, *tobdi* (G.).
Wash (to), oneself, *libral, labral*; he was washing himself, *ibraldia*; to wash clothes, *lishqvei*.
Wasp, *bizik*.
Watchman, guard, *melcha, qareil* (G. *qaraul*).
Water, *lits, nits* (cf. river); to bring water, *liltsi*; water running through a trough or conduit, *saraq* (cf. spring); mineral water, *skim, sgimer*; to water, *lit’hvne*; water-carrier, *myltsi*; waterfall, *mach, khap’h* (G.); water-jug, *vokhar*.
Wax, *djvid*.
We, *na, nai*.
Weak, *umbets*; weakness, *listve*.
Wealth, *get’hui* (G. *cethili, good*), *lymdidre* (G. *simdidre*).
Weather, *dar* (G.); good weather, *khocha dar*; bad weather, *kholo dar*.
Wedding, *gortzil, kvertsil* (G.).
Wedge, *t’hal*.
Wednesday, *Dchimash*.
Week, *naqzi, naqza*.
Weep (to), *ligvni*; I weep, *khvigvni*; he weeps, *igvni*.
Weigh (to), *litsni* (G.).
Well, *khochand* (cf. good).
West, lekva, dasavlet'h (G.); westward, lakva.
Wet, zyski; to wet, lizhre; moist, moisture, myzhir.
What, ma (G. ra), mai, maghal, maroq, im: what art thou doing? im khicho?
Wheat, kuetsen, quetzien, diar (bread); winter wheat, namzhghor.
Wheel, barbeld.
When, zhilakh, shoma, lakh, lakhasa.
Whence, iman, imkhan.
Where, imeg, imegue, imeva, ime.
Whetstone, lasheer.
Whey, tsak.
Which, kheda.
Whilst, zhi (as suffix to verbal noun).
Whip, mudrakh, madrag (G. matrakh).
White, t'het'hne, t'het'hna, t'heet'hvne (G. t'het'hri); white stone, mugkhu; whitish, mot'ht'hwan; whiter, khot'ht'hwana; whitest, mat'ht'hwana.
Whither, imav, imt'he.
Who, iar; to whom, ias; whose, isha.
Whortleberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), melgumá (Vaccinium arctostaphylos), tzinka.
Why, ma, imgha, imghai, imghesir; why not, kaimghadom.
Wide, lygan, masheri; to widen, stretch, limshari; widened, lurnshare.
Widow (to become a), likerive (G.).
Wife, khekhe, iekhul, iekhet, ekhet, oekh; wives, lalukha; house of wife's family, lamtil.
Willow (Salix sp.), bagura (the tall broad-leaved variety), gynchish (bush).
Wind, bikv (cf. storm), biyk, biklo.
Window, lakvra, lakhwra, lakhura, sennai.
Wine, ghvinal, ghwine, ghuinol (G. ghvino); wine-cellar, kets; Eucharistic wine, zedash.
Winter, lint'hv, amlint'hv.
Wish, desire, hadu; to wish, likved; I wish, gvimar (cf. have and heart); I do not wish, mamaqu; thou wishest, djaku; thou wishedst, dcikwad; they wish, khakud. I wish, mi maku; thou wishest, si dchaku; he wishes, achas khaku.
Wit, intelligence, bash, dchkuiv (G. dchkuia), tgel.
Witch, gudmetsar.
Without, u as prefix and ad as suffix, e.g. udiarad, without bread.
Wolf, t'khhere, t'khherem, t'khhare, t'khheril.
Woman, zural.
Wood, forest, tzkhek (G. tqe); wood, firewood, zek; wooden, zekish, megmemish (cf. tree).
Woodpecker, muqune, maqguna.
Wool, matq (G. matqli); woollen cloth, shart'khvin.
Word, naku.
Work, limshai (G. mushaoba), ligirdje; to work, limshiel.
World, qveqana (G.).
Worm, myt (G. matli).
Worthless, leg (cf. bad).
Wound, lyqiach; to wound, likcheni; wounded, lukach; he wounded, chdakache.
Wrath, riskhv (G.).
Wrinkled, lukhudche.
Wrist, mekhu.
Write (to), liri (cf. book).

Yard, farmyard, courtyard, hazv, haz (G. ezo), sup'hi; churchyard, sasp'hiav (G.).
Yawn (to), likshiel.
Year, za, zai, zau (cf. summer).
Yellow, qviti'hel (G.).
Yes, adu, ho (G.).
Yesterday, lat'h; day before yesterday, sguebi ladegh (cf. day).
Yield (to), liqekh.
Yoke, ughva (G. ugheli).
You, sqa, sqai; your, isqvei.
Young, makhe, ghvazhi (G. vazhi); younger, khokhra, maghrene; young man, makhe uazh.
THE MAZALIM JURISDICTION IN THE AHKAM SULTANIYYA OF MAWARDI

By H. F. AMEDROZ

MAWARDI'S chapter on the office of Kādi in the Ahkām Sultāniyya, ed. Enger, dealt with in JRAS., 1910, p. 761, is followed by that on Walāyat-al-Mazālim; the substance of this chapter is as follows.

The Mazālim jurisdiction is defined as compelling those who would do each other wrong — mutazālimūn — to mutual justice, and restraining litigants from repudiating claims by inspiring fear and awe in them. The moral qualities required in the person exercising the jurisdiction are set out: practically he is to combine vigilance with firmness (p. 129). Viziers and governors with full powers have the jurisdiction inherent in them; if their power be restricted, they require a special mandate; and, inasmuch as the jurisdiction is general in scope, the nominee must be apt for the offices of successor-designate to the Caliphate, vizier, or governor of a large province. If, however, the jurisdiction be restricted to supplementing the deficient authority of the Kādis, persons of lesser rank are eligible so long as no suspicion of injustice or bribery attach to them.

The jurisdiction was exercised by the Prophet in the case of a dispute about priority of right to irrigation, and his decision, given in resentment at an imputation of favouritism, is variously regarded, either as a positive rule or a permission.

1 The distinction in a vizier's powers is explained by Ostrorog, Ahkam Sultāniyya, i, 197 ff.
The omission of the four succeeding Caliphs to exercise the jurisdiction (p. 130) is attributed to the sufficiency of moral sanctions in the early age of Islam, when doubtful questions were solved by the Kādi, whilst Arab lawlessness yielded to admonition and reproof. Their enforcement of the judicial sanction was submitted to: nevertheless, 'Ali in the later and disturbed days of his reign felt the need of firmer rule and a closer adherence to the niceties of legal forms, and he did not have recourse to this jurisdiction. Two decisions of his are mentioned.2

After his time open acts of lawlessness necessitated recourse to a form of jurisdiction (p. 131) in which the vigour of the executive arm was combined with an observance of judicial principles. 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwān was the first to fix a day for going into the case of persons complaining of unjust treatment (mutazālimūn)—not hearing them in person, but by his Kādi Abu Idrīs, who, in dread of his master's close knowledge and attention, cleared up doubtful points and did what was necessary to enforce the decrees made.

Later the number of excesses on the part of governors and other insubordinate persons called for firm and effective repression, and the first Caliph to sit in person in the Mazālim Court was 'Omar b 'Abd al-'Aziz, who checked acts of injustice by members of the ruling family, repressing them severely, and that in spite of the fear of their retaliating on him. Succeeding Caliphs also sat in person, from Mahdi to Muhtadi,3 and restored to

---

1 For فصل, p. 130, l. 7, read فصل, as also Cairo, 74, l. 7.

2 One of them seems to turn on contributory negligence: it is explained in the Lisān, viii, 338, l. 1. The other, which seems akin to the Judgment of Solomon, is described as amounting to a settlement of the law.

3 For the Caliph's zeal and efficiency in this duty see Tab. iii, 1736, l. 11, and Masūdī, viii, 21. He used to have the Court warmed for the suitors' convenience (Baihaki, Mabāsin wa Masāwi, 577, l. 17). A decision by him on giving bounty out of the poor rate is mentioned in Hilāl, Wuzūr, 232.
rightful owners their property according to the practice of the Persian sovereigns (pp. 132–4) and of the Kuraish tribe, whose efforts before Islam to repress acts of violence by means of concerted action by the various tribes led to the creation of the “Hilf al-Fudul”,¹ to which the Prophet by his approval gave legal sanction.

Unless the Judge (nāzir) be appointed exclusively to deal with Mazālim matters he should assign to these certain fixed days when the parties should attend, leaving the rest of his time to his other duties. He should be accessible to people, and his Court should include these five sets of persons: (p. 135) Guards (ḥāmi and ‘auūn), for the use of necessary force; judicial persons (kāḍī and ḥākim), for ascertaining the principles of law and the procedure applicable; jurists (fakih), as referees on doubtful or difficult points; scribes (kātib), to note down what passes between the parties, and what is decided for or against them; and approved witnesses (shāhid), to show by evidence where the right lies and what the judgment should be.

Matters proper for the cognizance of the Mazālim tribunal are next specified under ten heads—

1. Acts of injustice and tyranny committed against people by Governors (wāli), a matter essentially the province of this Court, whose duty it is to scrutinize their actions very closely with a view to encouraging or restraining the same, or, if necessary, superseding the Governor. And an extract is given from the first pulpit

¹ See Lane, 2412, Aghānī, xvi, 65–6, and Ibn Khall., transl. iii, 611, n. 4. The origin of the league is also stated by Maqrizi, Muhajjil (Paris, Ar. 2144, 1911), in the life of ‘Abd Allah b. Jad‘an, at whose house the Prophet is said to have witnessed the compact. Here the term “Fudul”, said by Lane, 2412, to be of uncertain meaning, is explained on the authority of al-Zuhri (Ibn Khall., Sl. Eng. ii, 581); the two existing leagues, the Mutatayyibin and the Ahlaf (Lane, 1902) having refused from mutual fear to assist a wronged man, the Kuraish said:

تعالوا ولكن حلقاً فصول دومن المتتليين دون الأحلاف
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address of 'Omar b. 'Abd al-'Azīz, in which he refers to
denials of justice on the part of Governors.¹

2. (p. 136) Injustice in the levying of taxes, to be
remedied on the just principles which governed the
administration of the early Caliphs, any excessive levy
to be refunded by the Treasury, or by the revenue
official if he has retained it. Muhtadi² had occasion
to consider the question of the sufficiency of payments
of taxes made in the coins of Khosroes, and the history
of the matter was explained to him by Sulaimān b.
had made the land-tax of sundry conquered provinces
payable in coin, and coin of that date was struck on
either the Persian or the Byzantine model. Payment
was habitually made by number without regard to the
coins' actual weight. With the decay of primitive virtue
the "Tabari" dinars, which contain but four dānak,
were alone paid in, whilst those of full weight were
retained.³ Ziyād, when Governor of Irāk, required payment
to be made in coin of full weight, and imposed liability

¹ p. 135, l. 3 a.f., for "حتى أقندى منهم فداء" Cairo, 76, l. 6 a.f., reads
"حتى أقندى منهم قدأ" the sense being that Governors denied justice
until it had to be purchased from them, and distributed injustice (al-bātīl)
until it had to be avoided "by the payment of ransom".

² "Mahdi" in both texts, but clearly an error, for in both the name
appears correctly at the story's close; moreover, Sulaimān b. Wahb was
contemporary, not with Mahdi, but with Muhtadi.

³ In an account of 'Abd al-Malik’s coinage in a MS. which is probably
part of the Muntazam of Ibn al-Jauzi, given on the authority of Waki’,
d. A.H. 197 (Nawawi, 614), the equivalent of Māwardi’s Tabari dirham
is the jariyya, the Tabari there weighing, not four, but nearly five
dānak. The text is as follows:—

وضرب الدنائير عبد الملك واذا الدرجات فكانت ثلاثة أصناف
الوانیة وهي المبلغة وزن الدهم الواحد مثقال والصنف لاخر الجرى
وزن الواحد نصف مثقال وكان يتعاقد سل بها في المشرق والصنف
الثالث منها الطبري وزن العشرة منها ستة مثقال فجميع عبد الملك
for deficiency—an injustice which was continued by the Omayyad Governors, and, after the adjustment of the coinage under 'Abd al-Malik, also by al-Hajjāj and onwards, except under the second 'Omar, who discontinued it. Under Mansūr the desolation of the Sawād led to the tax being levied mainly in kind instead of in money, and this was still the case as to most of the crops (p. 137). On hearing these facts Muhtadi, in spite of an anticipated loss of revenue to the amount of twelve million dirhams, refused to follow the practice described, and ordered the deficiency not to be exacted.

3. Supervising the acts of the secretaries of the Government offices (diwān), since they are in a fiduciary position towards Moslems in respect of what they receive and disburse from their property: they should therefore be kept strictly to rule, all irregularities in their receipts or outgoings restrained, and all excesses punished. Mansūr is recorded to have chastised forgery and alterations on the part of this class of officials.

The foregoing three heads of complaint can be dealt with in the absence of an actual complainant (p. 138).

4. Claims by regular troops in respect of reduction in, or withholding of, their pay. These should be closely attended to, and the proper sum to be allowed should be settled by the Diwān, unpaid arrears to be made good either by the officials, if accountable, or by the Treasury. Ma'mūn declared that mutinous movements among his troops would cease on their being promptly paid, and saw this done.

5. Restoring property taken by force. If the taking be official and be the act of an unjust governor with the

الطلائة الأصناد عشرة عشرة فضارة ثلاثون درهمًا عددًا وزنًا احدى
(BM. Add. 7320, 30b.)

The Tūj. iii, 355, 1. 4 a.f., has:

والطيب ثلاث الدرهم وهو مربع
دوانيش شامية يستعملها أهل نصيبين
object either of acquiring the property or of spiting its owner, then, if the act be manifest on inquiry into the case, restoration may be ordered forthwith; otherwise only after complaint made, when the matter may be referred to the Diwân, and if the seizure be registered there¹ restoration may be ordered without further proof, the entry in the register being sufficient (p. 139). A case is mentioned where ʻOmar b. ʻAbd al-ʻAziz acted on this view.

On the other hand, if the taking be by private act of violence and arrogated power, redress must be preceded by a complaint, and restoration must be justified, (a) by the wrongdoer's admission; or, (b) by the Court's own knowledge, which is sufficient to proceed upon; or, (c) by proof adduced either of the violent seizure or of the complainant's title; or, (d) by the concurrent effect of the whole evidence, coupled with the absence of any suspicion of collusion or of doubt, for such corroborating evidence being receivable in cases of title to immovables (umâlak) it may a fortiori be acted upon by the Mazâlim Court.

6. The case of pious foundations (wâlîf), whether public or private. The former should be supervised even in the absence of complaint, and be brought into conformity with their declared objects. These are to be gathered from the register of legal decisions kept for the purpose; or from the state register as shown by the dealings (mû'amala) or entries (thîbt) recorded there; or (p. 140) from relevant documents rendered trustworthy by reason of their age, although not regularly deposed to by approved witnesses, inasmuch as there is no precise question at issue, and the jurisdiction here is wider than in the case of private foundations. In these a plaint on some disputed point is requisite to enable the Court to act, and no reliance can be placed on the state register and its entries, nor on

¹ That the register in question was that of the Diwân al-Ṣawâfî, or confiscated estates, is shown by the case before ʻOmar.
old documents unless they be confirmed by approved testimony.

7. Enforcing decisions given by the Kâdi which have remained unenforced by reason of the overmastering arrogance and position of a defendant. In such a case the Mazâlim Court, having the greater means of compulsion, should proceed against the party in fault either by ousting him from his possession or compelling him to perform his obligation.

8. Open evil doing which the Muhtasib is not strong enough to repress; this should be restrained in accordance with revealed law, and the wrongdoers should be brought to account.

9. The care of public worship, and of religious practices in general, and seeing to the due performance and observance of the same.

10. The hearing and decision of disputes generally, in which cases (p. 141) the decision must proceed in accordance with the law as administered by the ordinary Judges (kâdi and hâkim), for it often happens that the Mazâlim Court misconceives its jurisdiction and oversteps proper limits.

Next are set out, under ten heads, the respects in which the jurisdiction of this tribunal differs from that of the Kâdi's Court.

1. Superiority in dignity and power, enabling it to check groundless denials on the part of litigants and restrain acts of violence on the part of wrongdoers.

2. A jurisdiction wider and more unfettered, both in scope of action and in sentence.

3. Greater power of intimidation and of eliciting and getting at the facts of the case, a task which judges find difficult, and of thus arriving at the truth.

4. Power of checking open wrongdoing and visiting overt transgression with correction and discipline.

1 The Hisba jurisdiction is the subject of chapter xx (Enger, p. 404).
5. Power of deliberation, by recalling the litigants to attend when a case is doubtful and making searching inquiry into the facts, whereas a Kādi is bound to adjudicate when required to do so by a litigant without any such delay.

6. Power to refer the litigants, if they be obstinate, to an amin, as referee, to settle the dispute without the need of any consent, whereas the Kādi can do this only by consent of the parties (p. 142).

7. Full power of securing the attendance of a litigant (mulāẓama) in cases where an absence of good defence is apparent, and of requiring security when that is admissible, to the furtherance of justice and discouragement of false defences.

8. Power to hear the evidence of persons leading a retired life (mastūrīn) on matters beyond the Kādi's means of knowledge, through approved witnesses.

9. Power of putting the witnesses on oath where they seem to be wanting in their duty from complaisance, or where their number is very great, so as to remove doubt and suspicion. This again a judge (hākim) has no power to do.

10. Power, at the outset, to summon the witnesses and to interrogate them as to their knowledge of the dispute, whereas the practice of the Kādi is to require the complainant to bring forward his witnesses, and they are heard only after being examined by the complainant.

These are the main points of difference between the two jurisdictions, which in other respects are uniform in their practice. These general differences are then set forth in some detail.

On a hearing in the Mazālim Court elements may exist to either strengthen or weaken the plaint, or these may be absent. The former are of six sorts, varying in their degree (p. 143).

1. A document supported by the evidence of approved
witnesses who are present. The Court may either summon these to testify, or it may disallow the denying party his right (i.e. to meet the claim by his oath), having regard to the facts. In the first case regard is to be had to the rank of the person exercising the jurisdiction, as (for instance) a Caliph, vizier of full powers, or governor, and if so, whether the rank of the disputants justifies his hearing the case in person, or whether a Kādi should not be deputed to hear it, and that either in his presence or not, according as the party be of middle or of lower rank. This is illustrated by a plaint before Ma’mūn (p. 144), to which his own son was defendant; which the Caliph caused to be heard before him by a deputy, forbidding an official’s attempt to check the plaintiff’s vehemence; and the plaint was redressed. Ma’mūn’s course of proceeding was guided by the above rule, and was furthermore in conformity with the rule which disqualifies from adjudicating on a son’s case, or, at any rate, in his favour¹ (p. 145).

2. In the case of a document in support of a claim the witnesses to which are absent the Court has four courses open: (a) intimidating (irhāb) the defendant so as to overawe him into an admission and avoid the necessity of hearing the evidence; (b) ordering the witnesses’ attendance if their whereabouts be known and the inconvenience be not excessive; (c) securing the defendant’s attendance (mulāzama) for three days, or longer if the Court deem it right, having regard to the cogency of the evidence against him; or (d) to pay regard to the nature of the claim, and if it be on a money liability to require a surety; or, if on account of a specified object such as land, to sequestrate it, leaving at the same time the possession unaffected and making the rents payable to

¹ This story is told also by Baihaki, Maḥāsīn wa Maṣāʾīn, 530. To decide a case against a son is declared permissible to a Kādi (text, Enger, 128).
an amīn to be held on behalf of the party entitled. If the witnesses' attendance be long delayed or become impossible, the Court may interrogate the defendant, with intimidation, as to his claim to possession. And although on this head the schools differ, yet the Court's power clearly extends to what is permissible and not merely to what is obligatory; moreover, it may be too that the defendant's answers may terminate the litigation, but failing this the ordinary law must prevail.

3. The witnesses to such a document, although present, may not have been approved by the judge presiding (p. 146). In that case they must be summoned and the facts about them must be probed into to see in what degree they are trustworthy, whether good, bad, or indifferent, when the presence of the first or of the second class will tell for or against the claim as the case may be. An oath may be required of them as a precaution either before or after they are heard. Moreover, the hearing may be either by the Court itself and be acted on, or by a Kādi to whom it may be referred to report thereon, in which case all action thereon is deferred, for, be it observed, it is not open to the Kādi to act on the evidence of witnesses other than those who have been approved by himself. Or, again, the hearing may be referred to approved witnesses to report thereon, in which case, if the terms of the reference be that they should report the evidence to the Mazālim Court, they are under no obligation to inquire into the sufficiency of the deponents, whereas if the terms of the reference be to satisfy the Court on this head, then they are bound to inquire into their sufficiency, so as to be able to certify the same on their own knowledge with a view to judgment following thereon.

4. The witnesses to the document, although approved, may be dead, and the document may require to be authenticated by them. In such case it is open to the
Court to use intimidation so as to force the truth from the defendant; or (p. 147) it may make inquiry of him as to his possession (of the disputed property) on the chance of his answer disclosing the truth; or, again, it may inquire into the state of the case from those living near, whether to the property or to the parties, so as to get at the truth as to the person entitled. If these means fail the matter should be referred to some person of respectability (muhtashim) who is under the Court's control and is acquainted with the matter of the dispute, so that the consequent deliberation and delay may force either an admission or a compromise. Failing this the matter must be decided by the ordinary law.

5. The claimant may possess a written admission by the defendant of the claim. If the latter admit the writing to be his, and the admission to be true, judgment will follow, but if he deny its validity the practice differs. Some Courts, in spite of such denial, give judgment on the admission in the writing, treating the denial as merely a legal element in the case, and laying stress on the acknowledgment. The opinion of very precise jurists is as follows: some hold this course to be not open to the Court; others, that the admission in the writing may be acted on only if followed by proof of the truth of its contents, inasmuch as the Mazālim Court must not deal with what is the province of positive law (p. 148). And the Court may reconsider the admission in a writing; the defendant may allege that the writing implied a letting to him not carried out, or a sale at a price still unpaid, as sometimes happens; in such a case the Court can resort to intimidation as the probabilities may require, and then refer the case when, failing a compromise, the Kādi must decide by putting the defendant on oath. If the denial be persisted in, some Courts proceed to a comparison of other documents undoubtedly in the defendant's hand, and so numerous as to exclude the
possibility of forgery, and decide by the result. This is the view of those who hold that judgment should follow on an admission of handwriting; but very precise judges do not hold this to be a ground for judgment, but only for intimidation, for the doubt which remains after the denial is weaker than that which remains after the admission, and it is removed altogether if the handwritings do not correspond, whereupon the intimidation becomes applicable to the plaintiff with subsequent reference and eventually decision by the ḫāḍī on the oath of the party.

6. The production of a stated account (ḥisāb) which bears out the claim—a matter of constant occurrence in commercial transactions (mu'āmalāt). Its effect varies according to whether it proceed from the claimant or the defendant. In the first case its effect is the less strong, and the Court will take into consideration its form; and if this be irregular (p. 149) and so open to suspicion, it is rejected and tends to weaken the claim, but if it be regular and clear, it commands confidence and affords ground for applying intimidation or for subsequent reference or decision by the ḫāḍī, as the case may be. If it proceed from the defendant as either in his own hand or that of a clerk of his, the claim is thereby strengthened. If he admit the writing to be his, that he is aware of its purport and that it is correct, he is bound thereby; but if he admit only the writing, then some Courts act as in the case of the written admission (supra), holding indeed an account to be of greater weight than a mere written document, for in a stated account credit is given only for what is in fact received. Very precise judges, with whom some jurists are in agreement, hold that judgment should not be given on an account the contents of which are not admitted, but that it justifies a greater amount of intimidation than does a mere writing on the ground of its greater
certainty. The next steps are the reference, or judgment by a Kādi.

If the account be in the hand of the secretary, the defendant is questioned in the first instance, and if he acknowledge it he is bound thereby, otherwise the secretary is questioned (p. 150), and if he deny it his denial tells against it, with a liability on his part to intimidation if his character be open to suspicion, but not if he be of good repute. His acknowledgment of its correctness is evidence against the defendant and judgment may follow thereon, provided the secretary be himself an approved witness, and the case is determined on the evidence of one witness or on the defendant’s oath as the case may be, either under the tenets of the school to which the judge adheres¹ or on the law as administered by the Court, according to the circumstances. For the varying circumstances of Mazālim cases require variety of decision, each admitting of only a certain degree of intimidation, to be determined by the circumstances.

Next are noticed, and in the same order, the six converse cases which result in the claim being not strengthened, but weakened, whereby the liability to intimidation is shifted from defendant to plaintiff.

1. A document supported by approved and present witnesses, and calculated to displace the claim by showing, for instance, (a) that the plaintiff had sold the subject of the claim (to the defendant); (b) admission by him of no title; (c) or by his father, under whom he claims (p. 151); or (d) ownership by the defendant of the subject of the claim: such defences negative the claim (bat’al), and expose the plaintiff to punishment (tu’dib). If it be contended that the alleged sale was due to fear, and was a voluntary creation of tenancy to get a powerful

¹ The divergent views on this question are stated by Goldziher, Vorlesungen ü. d. Islam, 1910, pp. 38-9. Instances of the practice are given in Kindi, pp. 345, l. 1, 384, l. 2, 552, l. 20, and 584, l. 8.
protector—a matter of not uncommon occurrence—the document of sale either negatives this or it does not; and the claim becomes strengthened or weakened accordingly, and intimidation is applicable to the one or to the other party, with power of seeking information from neighbouring proprietors. If the result be to displace the apparent effect of the document, that result must follow; otherwise effect must be given to its terms as testified to by the witnesses to the sale. Opinions differ as to whether the defendant can be required to swear that the sale was a genuine one and not as above stated, some holding the affirmative, because his contention is a plausible one; others the negative, on the ground that the first contention (viz. no sale) is inconsistent with the later case (viz. a sale, but impeachable). Each case must be judged by its own special circumstances. Thus, if the claim be on a personal liability to which a release be pleaded, and the reply be that the release was perfected before the claim was satisfied (the claim being still unsatisfied), then the question of putting the defendant on oath is to be decided as above (p. 152).

2. Absence of the defendant's witnesses to the document. Here, if the denial of the claim be precise and definite in character, as, for instance, purchase from the plaintiff and price paid and purchase deed produced, then the defendant becomes, as it were, plaintiff on this document with his witnesses absent, and the procedure appropriate to that state of things is followed. Nevertheless the defendant is entitled to wide powers of possession and management, for both facts and indicia are in his favour, although they fall short of actual proof of ownership. Intimidation follows as may be required, and if possible the witnesses are made to attend within a fixed period, during which

1 see Dozy. The Mafāṭīḥ al-'Ulūm, 62, has this definition:
a reference can be ordered with a view to compromise, whereby the claim will abate and the witnesses be dispensed with, failing which a searching inquiry should be made from the adjoining owners. In the interval the Court may, in its discretion, and on a survey of the facts and probabilities of the case, either give possession to the plaintiff pending proof of the sale or to an amīn to hold the profits on behalf of the person entitled, or may leave the defendant in possession with a restraint on his disposal of the profits, these being made payable to the amīn. Matters will thus rest on one of these alternatives as the Court may think right, until the truth be established either by inquiry or by evidence (p. 153). If these means fail the law must decide, and the defendant may require the plaintiff to be put on oath, which is conclusive. If, however, the denial be not precise, but a mere traverse of the plaintiff's right, the evidence in support of the document may either go to this, or it may assert ownership in the defendant. In such case he should not be deprived of possession, but his management should be restricted, and the profits safeguarded pending inquiry and reference as the Court may direct, having regard to the facts of the case.

3. That the witnesses to the document are not of the approved class. In such case the same procedure is followed as in the similar case of the plaintiff's witnesses, having regard to whether the denial be precise or not, and to the Court's discretion on the facts.

4. That the witnesses are approved, but dead. Here judgment can only follow on the extent of intimidation implied by a very close inquiry, and the Court's decision must be governed by whether the denial be precise in its character or not.

5. If the defendant meet the claim with a document under the plaintiff's hand which involves disbelieving him, the procedure is similar to that in the case of written
admissions, and intimidation depends on the facts of the case.

6. (p. 154) The production of a stated account which negatives the claim is treated on the same principles as one supporting it, the inquiry, intimidation, and postponement of the decision depending on the facts of the case. If these fail the Court must give a decision with a view to finality.

A claim, however much divested of strengthening or of weakening elements, must be affected by the fact of the Court's opinion leaning in favour of plaintiff, or of defendant, or being evenly balanced. The result will be that intimidation and close inquiry will become applicable against one or other party, for the actual decision of a case cannot be affected by inclination of opinion. Now if opinion incline to the plaintiff and doubt rest on the defendant, it may happen, apart from any conclusive proof of the claim, that the plaintiff is of mild and friendly disposition and the defendant the reverse; this raises a presumption that a claim, e.g. for the forcible taking of property, would not, by such a plaintiff and against such a defendant, be put too high. Again, if the plaintiff be of known integrity and the defendant be notoriously the reverse, this tells in favour of the honesty of the claim. Or, again, the litigants' characters may be on a par (p. 155), but the plaintiff may be known to have exercised in the past possessory acts, whilst no motive can be assigned for the defendant's interference. In all such cases the Court may either intimidate the defendant because of the suspicion attaching to him, or it may require an explanation of his possessory acts and of his sudden accruer of title. A Kāḍī, according to Mālik, may do this in any case which raises suspicion; a fortiori therefore the Mazālîm Court.

It happens, too, that a defendant of high rank may
recoil from being put on the same level as his litigant in a suit, and may therefore make a voluntary surrender to him. An instance is given of this happening under Hādi, where a defendant preferred to keep his distance from the plaintiff by abandoning to him the property claimed.\(^1\)

For the Mazālim tribunal will strive to grant a complainant redress in such a way as will save the face of the defendant, or it will induce the defendant to so act as will bring about the result and avoid the imputation of injustice and of the withholding of right. Thus a claim by the inhabitants of a place near Basra against successive Caliphs (p. 156) was decided in their favour by the action of Ja'far the Barmecide in buying for them the subject-matter of the claim, and this he did either spontaneously, or, more probably, in collusion with Rashīd. In either case the result inured to the furtherance of justice and the safeguard of reputation (p. 157).

On the other hand, if opinion incline to the defendant by reason of his character for integrity being better than that of the plaintiff, or because the latter is of low and mean repute whilst the defendant is a man of austerity and dignity,\(^2\) and it be sought to put him on oath with the object of disparaging him, or it so incline by reason of his acts of ownership being intelligible whereas the plaintiff's acts are not, in all these cases suspicion attaches to the plaintiff. Mālik requires as a preliminary that a prima facie case should have been established to immovable property, or proof of mutual dealings in a claim on personal liability; the other doctors do not admit this even as regards the Kādi, and in the Mazālim Court, where the jurisdiction is based on expediency, and which is guided rather by what is permissible than

\(^{1}\) Id., Ibn al-Jauzi, \textit{Adhkiyya}, ed. Cairo, 1304, 60.

\(^{2}\) p. 157, l. 4, for \textit{\textit{Massūa}} read \textit{\textit{Massūi}} (Dozy, Supp. i, 60\(^{0}\), \textit{sub بذل}).
by what is obligatory, it is allowable in cases where suspicion attaches, or obstinate disobedience is attempted, to make stringent inquiry with a view to getting at the truth, and to protect the defendant by all available legal methods. And if the matter comes to a mutual oath by the parties, that is the final and conclusive test which cannot be denied to a litigant either by Kādi or by Mazālim Court whenever intimidation and exhortation have proved unavailing.

If a claim be split up, and it be sought to impose repeated oaths in regard thereto (p. 158), with the object of distressing and disparaging an adversary, under Kādi practice this is allowable, but under Mazālim practice a plaintiff may be compelled to combine his claims wherever they appear oppressive, and an oath is imposed such as will cover the whole.

If the litigants' merits and evidence be of equal weight both as regards proof and presumption, they must be exorted to agree, and this under both the practices, but the Mazālim practice allows also of intimidation, inquiry, with a transfer of possession, and, if the right remain in dispute, a reference of the case to neighbours of repute and to leading kinsfolk, failing which the ultimate resort is the Kādi's interposition in person or by deputy for the decision of the matter.

In case of difficulty and doubt the Mazālim judge will often welcome and act on the advice of learned persons present. 'Omar, in a case which raised a nice point between husband and wife (p. 159), on receiving advice from one present forthwith called on him to decide it, approving afterwards his decision and (p. 160) appointing him Kādi. This case further illustrates the fact that the

---

1 p. 160, l. 3, for تبند read as گ Cairo, p. 89, l. 17, تبند. The story occurs in the Kitāb al-Aswā'il of Abu Hilāl al-'Askari, Paris, Ar. 5986, 1868, and in Adhkiyyā, 49, on the authority of al-Sha'bi, d. A.H. 104 (Ibn Khall., Sl. Eng. ii, 4).
Mazālim jurisdiction is guided by what is permissible, not by what is obligatory.

Where orders are made to inquire into petitions addressed to the Mazālim Court, the person to whom the order issues may or may not have inherent power to carry out the order. In the case of a Kādi, the order may empower him to decide the question, or merely to inquire into it and to act as referee. If the order be to decide, he can do this under his inherent jurisdiction, the order being affirmative merely and not restrictive in this respect; if the order be to inquire into the facts, or to act as referee between the parties, and it prohibit him from giving a decision, such prohibition effectively restricts him from so doing (p. 161), but in other respects his general jurisdiction remains, for just as the conferring of jurisdiction may be twofold, general and special, so may be the restriction. If the order do not prohibit a decision except in so far as it specifies an inquiry, some hold that a decision is allowable under the general jurisdiction, for an order as to a part does not imply a prohibition of the rest; others hold that it is prohibited, as the order is limited by its terms to an inquiry and to a reference, and its scope is defined by those terms.

Under an order referring a matter no report of the facts to the Mazālim Judge is required, but it is otherwise under an order for an inquiry, as an inquiry requires to be answered. But if the person to whom the order issues have no inherent power, such as a jurist or an approved witness, then the order may be either to inquire, or to act as referee, or to decide the case. In the first case he must make such a report as will enable a judgment to be founded thereon, and if the contents of the report fall short of this, the Court may yet treat it as matter which affords ground for applying

1 For 161, l. 1, نيم عداها, read as Cairo, 90, l. 4, نيم عداها.
intimidation or for making inquiry as against one or other of the parties. In the second case, that of a reference, the referee need not concern himself with the exact terms of the order (p. 162), for no special appointment or conferring of power is needed; the order requires merely the choosing and indicating a referee and imposing him on the parties. And if the result be a compromise, no report is needed, for the evidence can be deposed to by himself, if summoned to do so. If, on the other hand, no compromise follows, the referee can adduce the parties' statements as evidence to the Mazalim Court if the proceedings there continue, otherwise not. And in the third case, that of an order to decide, this is not equivalent to a conferring of jurisdiction, and the true meaning of the order must be considered and given effect to. It may empower the satisfying a litigant's claim; in such case it must be scrutinized and the relief be limited thereto. For instance, if the plaintiff claim a reference or an inquiry and this be ordered, the relief must be limited thereto, and that whether the order be imperative in form, or consultative, for no power to give a binding judgment being required the order does not go to this length.

Where a complainant asks to have his case decided, both the litigants and the dispute must be specified, failing which the jurisdiction does not arise, for it does not fall under the general jurisdiction, and the uncertainty ousts the special jurisdiction. Provided the dispute be duly specified (p. 163), then, if the order to grant relief be imperative, this authorizes a decision thereon; if it be consultative in form, this according to state practice is equivalent to an imperative order, and it is customary to act on it. But as regards matters of revealed law there is on this head a conflict of opinion; some hold to the strict letter and require the order to be imperative in its terms. And even if the plaintiff
ask for judgment and the order be to satisfy his claim, this according to ordinary practice confers jurisdiction, but on the strict meaning of the terms it does not do so, for what has been claimed is an order for judgment, and not a judgment itself.

On the other hand, if the order be to grant the claimant's petition, then the matter has its inception in the actual terms of the order, and on those terms depends the conferring of jurisdiction. Such an order may be in form a full one, combining an order to inquire with an order to decide; this is effective, for to decide implies a decision according to law: the term is descriptive merely (p. 164) and not restrictive, and the order confers full jurisdiction. Or, the order may be permissive and fall short of the former in that it orders a decision but does not order inquiry: this also operates to confer jurisdiction, because to decide presupposes a previous inquiry which is involved therein. But if the order be limited to an inquiry, this will not be effective to confer jurisdiction, because to inquire between the parties is equally consistent with a permissive reference and with a binding order. And it is doubtful whether the addition of the words "according to law" cures the defect, for both a compromise and a reference are matters of law, although they be not obligatory.

Māwardi's account of the Maẓālim tribunal suggests that what in its origin was an exceptional appeal for redress to the sovereign in person, came to be an every-day application to his representative to be dealt with according to a settled practice. 1 He dates the system from the time

1 Described by Makrizi, de Sacy, Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., i, 132, who translates Maẓālim by "plainte de quelque vexation"; Ostrorog, Ahkam Sultaniyya, i, 209, has "torts", restricted in meaning to such as the ordinary Courts are unable to repress. The equivalent "affaire criminelle" given in PRAIRIES d'Or, viii, 21, is scarcely appropriate, yet the term does bear the sense of criminal responsibility. Māwardi,
of 'Abd al-Malik; Baihaki, *Māhāsin wa Masāwi*, pp. 525–8, gives indeed Omayyad cases, mostly decisions of 'Omar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, but his character and acts were largely idealized in later times, and in some of the instances he is made to grant the applicants consequential, and rather remote, damages. Under the Abbasids the jurisdiction was regularly exercised, and more and more by viziers apart from the Caliphs. For the inevitable increase in the volume and complexity of the applications found some of these either unfit or disinclined for serious business. Baihaki wrote under Muktadir, but Mażālim cases of that Caliph he has none to relate: it is Ma'mūn alone of the dynasty who provides him material.\(^1\) Of his successors,

\(^{1}\) The story on p. 531 is that given by Māwardi, *supra*, p. 643. That on p. 529 tells how Ma'mūn shamed Ahmad b. Hishām into repairing his wrong done; that on p. 530 (cf. Yākūt, *Buldās*, iii, 847) contains 'Omar's appreciation of a Nabathorean. Both these are told by Ibn Taifūr, B.M. Add. 23318, 29a and 40b, with two others, 41a, ed. Keller, transl. 46–7. The last of Baihaki's stories (p. 532, and, shortly, in Ibn Ḥamdūn, *Tadhkira*, B.M. Or. 3179, 187a–b) tells how the seller of a jewel claimed its price from Ma'mūn on the ground that it had been bought for him, and been left unpaid by his agent. The Caliph raised a good defence, but ended in making a politic submission. It is to be noticed that on p. 533, l. 14, the claimant quotes the passage from 'Omar's letter of instructions that "the claimant must produce evidence, from the defendant an oath may be exacted" (JRAŠ, 1910, p. 311), as though from a legal Magna Charta, and another passage is quoted in the letter of instructions from Tāhir b. al-Husain to his son (Tab, iii, 1056, l. 1). Ma'mūn appears again before us in Mażālim, and not to his advantage, in al-Kindi, ed. Guest, 506. Al-Hārith b. Maskīn, attending as Kādi-designate in Egypt before the official sitting in Mażālim, was appealed to by the complainant as to the reputation of his wrongdoers. He declared them to be of bad character. The Court sought to evade his testimony, but he persisted. Thereupon he was summoned by Ma'mūn and admitted he had neither suffered at their hands nor had any dealings with them, but said he had spoken from common knowledge (which was,
Muhtadi, as one of his reforming efforts, resumed Mazālim
sittings (Tab. iii, 1736), and was found engaged thereon
when overawed by his Turkish troops (ib. 1738).

Muktadir preferred to act by deputy, and was represented
in the various quarters of Baghdad by jurists chosen by
the head of the Shurta, but in Rusafa by the stewardess
Thumal, chosen by his mother for the purpose. At first
public disapproval left her Court deserted, but a Kādi
attended and kept matters straight, which satisfied the
public ('Arib, 71), so it may well be that the president's
aequiescence in his proceedings was expressed by her
quiescence. But the singularity of the appointment must
have struck Makrizi, for it is recorded in the Sulūk in
the brief notice of Muktadir's reign.1 Previously, under
Mutawakkil, we find the poet 'Ali b. Jahm presiding
over Mazālim at Hulwān (Agh. ix, 108), and nothing
that we are told of him suggests any special fitness for
judicial duties. To attend to Mazālim was one of the
Caliph Kāhir's promises of amendment (Ibn al-Athir,
viii, 193).

As a rule Abbasid viziers heard the applications in
person. Aḥmad b. Abi Khalid, Ma'mūn's voracious vizier,
allowed the attractions of a litigant's table to so entirely
outweigh the demerits of his case that complaints led to
the Caliph allowing him a thousand dirhams daily for
table money (Ibn Taifūr, B.M. Add. 23318, 88a). A story

indeed, the legal method of testing credibility of witnesses). Nevertheless Ma'mūn ordered him to leave Eṣṭegh for good. This episode is
a specimen of the interesting matter added by Mr. Guest to the text of
al-Kindi.

1 Hist. d'Egypte de Makrizi, by E. Blochet, 1908, p. 72. Thumal's
character is described by Ibn Miskawaih, Tajāriḥ al-Umam, v, 164,
as follows:

كانت تُسمى بـالشر لآنها كانت قد رُمِّضت أحمد بن عبد
العزيز بن أبي كثير وكان أحمد يسلم إليها من سيفه من
جواريه. كهدمه فأمتهت بالفساة والسرف في العقوبات
in the Kitāb al-Awā'il¹ depicts Ibn al-Zayyāt sitting jointly with Aḥmad b. ‘Ammāra in a case where a complaint of the forcible seizure of property was met by the inquiry whence it had been derived. The Court had better have been content with the evidence of lawful possession in the applicant, for his explanation was that it represented profits made by a father and an uncle in the respective trades practised by the parents of the presiding officials. This so amused Mu'tasim that he granted redress. In another case Ibn al-Zayyāt was protected against all misconception of evidence by the claimant’s suggesting that it was of no real use: better disregard it altogether (Agh. xx, 47).

¹ The author, Abu Hilāl al-‘Askari (Brock. i, 126), was writing in a.h. 395; see Irshad al-Arib, iii, 135. Ibn al-Zayyāt is mentioned as the first vizier who served three Caliphs. Ibn ‘Ammāra, who appears in Tabari, iii, 1183, as Ibn ‘Ammār, was charged to supervise the falling vizier al-Fadl b. Marwān, on whose fall Ibn al-Zayyāt became sole vizier. The text is as follows:—
Mu'tadid's vizier, 'Ubaid Allah b. Sulaiman, heard Mazalim cases, for it was an application by a son of Ibn al-Zayyat that gave him occasion to obey his own father's injunction to befriend him. The incompetent al-Khakani acted as his deputy (Ibn Misk. v, 88), and it must have been under his vizierate, or that of his son al-Kasim, that Ahmad b. al-Furat is described as cleverly parrying Mazalim claims by thrusts both administrative and legal (Hilal, Wuzarâ, 253).

The neglect of Mazalim matters by Mu'tadir's first vizier, al-'Abbâs b. al-Hasan, was regarded as a dereliction of duty ('Arib, 25, 1. 18); and his successors, Ibn al-Furat and 'Ali b. 'Isa, held regular sittings, for several of their decisions are recorded by Hilal. Some of these are mere begging applications (pp. 144 and 222); one was a dispute about shops, dakâkin (p. 143); another between districts as to the width of a bridge (p. 256). But the grievances were mainly fiscal, in respect of the land, e.g., a complaint of the basis on which it was taxed (p. 163); of an oppressive assessment, on which 'Ali b. 'Isa wrote a letter of instructions (p. 345); and of the takmilia, i.e. the liability for the quota of the land-tax attributable to those who had left Fars owing to the Saffarid occupation (p. 340), on which a letter of 'Ali b. 'Isa is set out, which Ibn Miskawaih refers to as widely known and admired.3

1 Faraj ba'd al-Shidda, ed. 1904, i, 107-10; a version by Ibn Hamdan (Tadhkira, B.M. Or. 3180, 231) discloses that the grievance was against Ahmad b. Isra'il and about landed property. The deficiencies of this edition of the Faraj are as abundant as its inaccuracies. The original MS. is not indicated, but a comparison of Leyden, No. 449 (Cod. 61 Gol.), and of Bodl. Poc., 64, shows how much matter is wanting—inter alia the story of the thirteen millions sought to be exacted from Ibn al-Furat (Hilal, Wuzarâ, 103-5).

2 Vol. v, 93. On p. 92 he gives the text of a general letter of instruction by the vizier on the getting in of taxes, as follows:

وكتب إلى العمل فامر المعظام كتابا يسمى: بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم سبيل ما يرفعه ال[left insertion: ان تنتمى؟ من مظالمي وبدعى أنه تليف بالله ان تمثله ان تعتمده في كشفه]
One case relates to Badūrayā (p. 346). By the statement of an official its population was known for powers of endurance and for an abundant supply of grievances. Their governor, having exhausted the means in his power for recovering arrears of taxes, asked the vizier’s leave to proceed to stronger measures. But Ḥāli replied that his only lawful remedy was *mulāzama* (supra, p. 642), and that he must not exceed it. This equitable ruling caused an increase in the taxes’ yield of 20 per cent.1 Ḥāli acted when out of office (‘Arib, 150, l. 19), and when al-Kalwadhānī was vizier (Ibn al-Athīr, viii, 166), but the next vizier stipulated that he should not act (Misk. v, 354, l. 11). The Fatimide General Janhar on entering Egypt in a.h. 358 forthwith sat in Mazālim as representing his sovereign al-Murizz (al-Kindī, 298).

It is at this point in his history that Ibn al-Athīr reflects that in general it was the prospect of gain alone, and no sense of duty, that led viziers and other high officials to concern themselves with people’s grievances, and he adds that this was borne out by his own personal

---

1 The grievances so prevalent at Badūrayā are described as connected with *wuqūf*, *rusūm*, and *karāfts*. Charitable endowments have ever been fruitful in litigation. *Rusūm* must signify binding usages with regard to taxation, for we find a complaint (Hilāl, 163) that land was assessed on the ordinary footing of the district, *ustān*, whereas it was really a *kaṭʿa*, with a *rusūm*, usage, of old standing. And among the acts of misgovernment of al-Khakānī is mentioned (p. 263) that he made a corrupt profit by abrogating usages (*isḥāf al-rusūm*). On *karāfts* I can find nothing.
experience. That experience was just commencing at the
time when Nūr al-Dīn Maḥmūd b. Zangi died, A.H. 569,
and of that exemplary Moslem's Maẓālim decisions an
instance has been preserved in a legal treatise dedicated
to Saladin.¹ We read that from the reign of Muhtadi
onwards the eclipse of the Caliphs' authority under their
Turkish troops led to inquiries into Maẓālim being
delegated to their viziers, but that when Nūr al-Dīn
ruled over Syria he heard the cases in person with
jurists in attendance for points of doubt, and that he
disposed of the whole within the day. And he him-
self related how, when examining the land-tax of
Maʿarrat al-Nuʿmān, he resolved to deprive the inhabitants
of their land on the ground that he had been told it
had been acquired by each having backed up his
neighbour's claim by evidence—a state of things which
recalls the population who earned a livelihood by taking
in each other's washing. Nūr al-Dīn's hearer objected
to this barely credible and unsupported story being
acted on; still he persisted, and ordered his secretary
to write accordingly. But, as the document awaited his
signature, he heard a voice on the river bank singing
verse in praise of justice; this he regarded as a warning
from above, and contrite and humble he tore up his order.

Acts of injustice by courtiers and officials, especially
in respect to tax-gathering, are in the forefront of
Māwardī's list, and represent a large majority of the
cases recorded by Baihaḵī. The cases covered by headings
3 and 5 are such as call especially for a tribunal at
once more powerful and more unfettered in procedure
than ordinary law courts. In the former the entire
community is the aggrieved party; in the latter, a single

¹ Al-Mīnākī al-Muḍākī fī Siyāsat al-Mulūk, Cairo, 1327, brought to
my notice by Professor Margoliouth. Apart from the anecdote here
given the contents of its chapter on Maẓālim are copied from Māwardī.
The author, 'Abd al-Rahmān b. 'Abd Allah, I cannot identify.
and maybe lowly member thereof; and it might well happen that a weapon of irresistible force lacked an individual arm to wield it, or that an arm eager to strike was held back by deficiency of strength. In both cases this tribunal could supply what was wanting. As regards heading 4, it is to be feared that the troops imperfectly realized their lawful remedies thereunder, for I can find no instance of their appealing to the tribunal. Occasion was not wanting, but they preferred the simpler weapons, revolt and violence.

Headings 6 to 8 suggest matters which were the peculiar province of our Courts of Equity, e.g. trusts, charitable and private, and mandatory and prohibitive injunctions in aid of the defective powers of the common law.

In heading 9 it is again the community which is aggrieved by the irregularities in religious practice which the Court is to check.

Heading 10 states a general jurisdiction in aid of the ordinary courts, like English equity, or the Star Chamber until it came to supersede the ordinary courts where they were too weak to act. But whereas the rules of equity, like the Pretor-made Roman law, differed from the common law, Māwardi lays it down that the Mazālim rules should conform thereto. In respect of the letter of the law this must have been so, having regard to the divine origin of its provisions, but in respect of procedure Māwardi himself goes on to indicate points of divergence under further headings.

He had indeed already touched on their respective spheres in ch. iii (Enger, p. 51), saying that, whilst a judicial decision already pronounced might be enforced by the Mazālim Court against a dilatory or recalcitrant party, in cases which still awaited decision the jurisdiction was ousted. But this rule, like many others of Moslem law, may have been little more than theory. For it is
recorded of Egypt that the zeal shown by Aḥmad b. Ṭūlūn in dealing with Maẓālim matters caused the people to desert the tribunal of the Ḥādī Bakkār (Kindi, 512, l. 21); that the same result followed later from similar activity by Kāfūr, so that the Ḥādī became "as though under interdiction", makhjar ʿalaihi (ib. 584, l. 2); and that a seven years' hiatus in the succession of Ḥādīs in Egypt under Khumārawah proved of no moment, as the Maẓālim tribunal continued its sittings (ib. 515, l. 11).

None of the headings expressly includes proceedings by way of appeal from a legal decision, but every appellant is an aggrieved person, and success shows his grievance to be well founded. In the notice of al-Ḥārith b. Maskīn (ib. 504), is an account of a litigation carried before a succession of judges with varying result, and terminated by an application by way of Maẓālim in Baghdad where the jurists, to whose decision Mutawakkil referred the case, held the latest Ḥādī decision to be wrong. Again we find successive and similar decisions on a hubs referred by the Fatimide Muʿizz, as a Maẓālim matter, to the Ḥādī al-Nuʿmān, whose decision was probably intended to be final (ib. 586).

Hariri, born four years before Māwardī died, has also a passage bearing on the concurrent jurisdiction of legal tribunals. In the Makāmāt (de Sacy, 2nd ed., 311) is the story of a debtor who, finding his creditor resolved on taking him before the Ḥādī, deliberately assaulted him in order that his case might come rather before the Wāli al-Jarāʿīm than before the Ḥākim fi-l-Maẓālim. Chenery translates (p. 261): "the Governor having authority over offences," and "the judge of civil wrongs", i.e. the criminal and the civil tribunal. Hariri thus identifies the Ḥādī with the Maẓālim Court, where he did, in fact, very frequently preside (al-Kindi, passim). The commentator of Hariri says that jarāʿīm were the concern of the shikhna, and Māwardī, when dealing with
the matter in ch. xv (Enger, p. 375), says, on pp. 376–8, that assaults are peculiarly matters of *ahdāth* and *ma'āwin*, i.e. of police—cases which would be dealt with by the *shihāda*, or in earlier times by the *shurta*. The reason he gives is, that this official has better means of discovery than either Kādi or Hākim; their province it was to pronounce judgments (*ahkām*), whereas government (*siyāsa*) was the concern of the Amīr. It is apparent too that at Baghdad in a.h. 331 crimes liable to the fixed penalties (*huḍūd*) were habitually dealt with by the *Ṣāhib al-Shurta*.¹

That a Kādi could act with vigour against a high-placed wrongdoer appears from the story how Abu 'Ubaid Ibn Ḥarb, Kādi in Egypt a.h. 293–311, dealt with Muḥammad b. 'Ali al-Mādarā'ī, a very powerful personage. Having refused a woman’s claim to exercise the right of pre-emption (*shuf'a*), he sought to evade meeting it on oath by dilatory tactics suggested to him by the jurist al-Ṭahāwi (Ibn Khall., Sl. Eng. i, 51), but in the end he had to yield (Kindi, 529–30). Abu 'Ubaid’s predecessor, Ibn ‘Abda, had exercised the Mazālim duties before being appointed Kādi, and it is not apparent from the narrative in which capacity Abu 'Ubaid was appealed to by the woman. His intention was, he states, to meet the defendant’s continued

¹ Ibn al-Athīr, viii, 302, where Nāṣir al-Daula the Hamdanid, then in power at Baghdad, is described as performing the duties of the office, including the infliction of *huḍūd*. The passage appears more fully in what is evidently Ibn al-Athīr’s authority, the *Tajārib al-Umm*, vi, 74, thus:—

وكان ناصر الدولة ينظر فيه فنص احتجاج الجنایات من العامة وفيما ينظر فيه صاحب الشرطة ونظام الجدد الواجهة عليهم من نسر وقطع يد ورجالة حضرته وتعذر عليه الإبدى والرجل إذا تغلب ونغر حضرته ونسفوا العدد عليهم لولا يرغفق أصحاب الشرطة من الجناية ويطلقوا من غير علماً

In Egypt in the time of Mānṣūr the *huḍūd* were inflicted by the *Ṣāhib al-Shurta* (Kindi, 119).
contumacy by closing his court and applying to be relieved of his office. And it is noticeable that a full century earlier the same method was adopted at Kūfa by the Kādi Sharik (Ibn Khall., Sl. Eng. i, 622) against the Hashimite Mūsa b. 'Isa, Mahdi’s cousin. He had wronged a woman by destroying her boundary wall and annexing her property to that purchased from her brothers, and had met a summons to attend the court by sending the Sāhib al-Shurta to remonstrate. He went reluctantly, and had the foresight to provide himself with necessaries in the prison in the belief that he would be sent there. This happened, and Mūsa’s chamberlain coming later was sent to join him. Mūsa next sent a number of the Kādi’s own friends, but they, too, were imprisoned for bringing a message from a zālim, and these Mūsa released by force. Next day, when Sharik, sitting in his court, heard of this he sealed his official bag (kīmātī), and, ordering his luggage to follow, set out for the bridge of Kūfa and for Baghdad, saying that he had been induced to accept office against his wish in the belief that it was hedged by dignity. Mūsa overtook him, and he yielded to his entreaties only on condition that the prisoners all went back to prison, and he did not move until they had done this. He then returned to his court in the mosque, had the parties before him, and gave the woman full redress. In this case, although the woman is referred to as mutazallima, it is stated that Sharik was sitting as Kādi, and it may be that Abu 'Ubaid b. Harb was doing likewise.

Some idea of deference to the person of a Kādi, apart from his office, seems to have been implied by an attendance on his summons, for in Egypt, temp. Rashīd, a man whom the Kādi had affronted declared that he would never attend, and that the Kādi might decide any Mazālim

1 Paris, Ar. 5903, 9th, in the notice of Sharik sub a. h. 177. The Ismā‘īlī make it probable that the MS. is a part of the Muntakām of Ibn al-Jauzi, rather than of his grandson’s work, the Mīr‘ūt al-Zamān.
claim against him, with liability for any damages he pleased (Kindi, 389, l. 9).

The Mazālim tribunal's edge was sometimes turned, and vindictively, against a disgraced Kādi. One who had petitioned Ma'mūn against appointing his brother Mu'tasim to be Governor of Egypt, felt the latter's displeasure in proceedings against himself by way of Mazālim (ib. 441, l. 4); and it is stated that Ahmad b. Tūlūn gave vent to his resentment against Bakkār by inviting Mazālim complaints against him, and that with small success (ib. 513). Under Omayyad rule, 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Malik, Governor of Egypt, having been lampooned by the Kādi, ordered him to be publicly exposed (yūkaf) in a paper shirt inscribed with his misdeeds, but he was saved from this by the governor's dismissal (ib. 328–9). And a Kādi who, after turning a deaf ear to an orphan's complaint (tazallam) that his property had been wasted by his guardian, the 'arīf of his tribe, imprisoned the orphan for writing satirical lines on his case, was dismissed by order of the Caliph Hishām (ib. 341).

The later and larger part of the chapter is concerned with certain typical cases in which the Mazālim tribunal strove, on what we term equitable grounds, to exclude the operation of the ordinary law. By law the burden of proof lay on the plaintiff to be met by the oath of the defendant; and proof meant the oral deposition of witnesses possessing the qualification of 'udāl. Māwardi gives two sets of instances of a presumption of right existing in favour, first of the plaintiff, and then of the defendant. Headings 1–4 presuppose a document tendered in evidence by the plaintiff which constitutes prima facie proof, with indications of various methods whereby the tribunal can evade the necessity of its strict proof in cases where the witnesses are either present and available,

1 This Kādi had ordered a man who neglected to attend a Mazālim summons to be flogged in the mosque (Kindi, 439, l. 16).
or else absent, or unqualified, or dead. Where the presumption is in favour of the defendant, the object is to avoid the necessity of putting him to his oath.\(^1\) Headings 5 and 6 presuppose a written admission binding on a litigant; how effect is to be given to it, and how in certain cases it can be displaced. All the instances seem well founded in reason, and some are of familiar occurrence in our own legal system. For instance, the allegation that the release of a claim was anterior to its satisfaction and that the claim is yet unsatisfied we describe as delivering a deed as an escrow.

The tribunal’s methods for making the weight of its inclination tell in a litigant’s favour were, according to Mālik, open likewise to the Kādi’s Court. This does not appear, however, from the published excerpts from the Risāla, an authoritative exposition of Mālikī tenets by a follower, called “the little Mālik”, d. a.H. 389.\(^2\)

To contrive to grant redress without thereby causing disparagement to the wrongdoer was the course adopted by Ma’mūn both in the case of Ibn Hishām (ante, p. 656) and of his favourite ʿIshāk b. Ibrāhīm, as told in the Kitāb al-Diyārāt of al-Shābuahī.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) The efficacy of the oath is illustrated by a case which Ahmad b. Tūlūn, following ʿOmar’s example, referred to the decision of the Kādi Bakkār. The litigant was sworn by Allah, as was customary, whereupon his opponent asked that he should be sworn, further, on the head of the Amir; and this he refused. Bakkār was aghast, but the incident did the man good service in the eyes of the Amir (Kindi, 511, l. 12).

\(^2\) Abu Muhammad ʿAbd Allah b. Abī Zaīd ʿAbd al-Rahmān, noticed by Dhahabi, Taʿrīkh al-Islām, B.M. Or. 48, 212\(^1\), who says that he composed the Risāla when aged 17 years. The publication is First Steps in Muslim Jurisprudence (Russell & Suhrawardy, 1906), pp. 61–5.

\(^3\) MS. Ahlwardt Cat. vii, 309, No. 8321. For the author see Wust., No. 153 and Brock, i, 523–4. The text is as follows:—
Commissions to a Kādi to inquire into Mazālim cases are subjected in the chapter's close to a somewhat technical treatment. I have not come across any form of commission, nor any mention of one which was restricted in its scope. They are of frequent occurrence in al-Kindi's history and in the matter added thereto in Mr. Guest's edition, but it is always an appointment only that is recorded. Nor have I found any trace of objection by litigants to the Kādi's jurisdiction, and it may be suspected that the discussion in the text was, and remained, purely academical.

It may indeed be surmised that it was "Kādi justice", as we understand the phrase, that prevailed largely in legal proceedings which, with the parties conducting their case in person, must have been

ما في هولا الدوام عن كل طاعون ومسجد السحق بعدين ومن تخضه

مجب ولم يخفط لعدا احلما أبدا. تتم كتاب إلى السحق رفعة فيها;

من موظف مشتق إلى حصيف متادب يا بني من عثر توافق ومن

قدر عنف ومن راعي أنصف ومن رابط حذر وعابرة الدالله غير

(berlin, We. 1100, fol. 13b.)

1 No mention of advocacy in Moslem legal procedure is known to me: had it existed it would assuredly have furnished anecdote in Adab literature. Wākil seems to be the equivalent of "attorney", in its strict sense of alter ego. A claim by al-Mādarā'ī to be represented by his Wākil was rejected by the Kādi Ibn Harb, on the ground that he would be incompetent (as would be likewise an attorney) to depose on oath in his stead (Kindi, 530). The gain to judicial decisions from the arguments and criticism of advocates is unquestionable. A Kādi of great repute in Egypt held, soon after the Fatimide conquest, that a child born of infidel parents, whose mother had adopted Islām, was not a Moslem. Popular outcry made him reverse his decision, which the text says was contrary to both Shafite and Shi'a doctrine (Kindi, 586). The Kādi was a Malikite, but no diverging view of the law on this head is suggested in the Hidāya. It may be that some Shāhid in attendance should have reminded him of the law, for, apparently, judgments were read over to them, and they could raise objection (Kindi, 593). One case is indeed recorded where a Shāhid cross-examined a witness closely on his evidence, but his object was to vindicate a previous and conflicting decision by a rival Kādi in the case, as against the proposed judgment.
informal, and often incoherent. The opening scene in a lawsuit has been preserved in Dhahabi’s notice of the Kādi Abu Bakr b. Sayyār in the Ta’rīkh al-Islām sub A.H. 368. The litigants were women, and the Kādi was a man of venerable but somewhat forbidding aspect, with a long beard. On his calling on the defendant for her defence, she exclaimed: “I am frightened at your face and your beard and your head-dress, each of them a cubit in length.” Thereupon the Kādi removed his cap, masked his beard with his sleeve, and saying that he had thus abated two-thirds of the alarm, invited her to proceed. The result may have been to extract from her an intelligible case which the Kādi grasped and appreciated, and we may indulge the hope that justice ensued.

The note in my previous article (JRAS. 1910, p. 780) needs amending. The name of the Kādi of the Shawārib family dismissed by Mu‘izz al-Daula (A.H. 352) on an Alide’s advice is given by Ibn Miskawaih (Tajārib al-Umam, Bodl. Marsh, 357, 23v) when recording his appointment (A.H. 350) as Abu-l-‘Abbās ‘Abd Allah b. al-Hasan. He says that the Caliph refused his concurrence, or to ever admit him to his presence, on the ground that he had

(Kindi, 588). And the only apparent sanction to support his action was the right (which the Shāhīds at times exercised) of refusing to attend a tribunal—in fact, of going on strike.

1 قال عبد الكريم بن محمد الشيرازي: سمعت ابنا أحمد أحمد بن أبي طاهر السفارديني يقول: كان يبغداد قاضي يعرف بالخادم بن سيدار وكان له هيئة وجميلة ونحاسة طويلة. فقلدهše Kādi امرئان ادعت احدهما على الآخر فقال: ما تقولين في دعواها. قال: اسأله أيا الله القاضي. قال: ممّا ذا. قالت: لم يثبتها طولها ذراع ووجه طولها ذراع وذات طولها ذراع فأخذه تسهيمه. فوضع القاضي عليه وقطع بك منه لحية وقطر: قد نقصت ذراعي أجباني عن دعوتي

(B.M. Or. 48, 104v).

JRAS. 1911.
procured office through the influence of the Amir's cupbearer \(jâmdâr\) on the condition of paying 200,000 dirhams yearly into the treasury. And he adds that this led to the \(hisba\) and the \(shurta\) likewise becoming venal. Dhahabi \(Ta'rikh al-Islâm, B.M. Or. 48^a, 251^a\) gives a similar account of the matter, and concludes with a prayer that Mu'izz al-Daula might never be forgiven. On the margin attention is drawn to this novel form of imprecation \(mubtada\). In Ibn al-Athir's account the Kâdi's name appears wrongly as Abu-l-'Abbâs Ibn 'Abd Allah (viii, 399), and Ibn Ḥajar \(Rafî' al-Iṣr, MS. 107^a, Kindi, 545–6\), in error, makes him to be Muḥammad b. al-Husain, who had died \(a.h. 347\) (Ibn al-Athir, viii, 393, called there Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan); it was this that caused the difficulty of date. Ibn Miskawaih records also, \(sub \ a.h. 352\) (ib. 28^b), that he was superseded by 'Omar b. Aktham, without mention of the Alide's advice, but he gives his name there as Abu-l-'Abbâs, whilst Ibn al-Athir (viii, 407) has merely Ibn abi-l-Shawârib.

The Alide adviser, Abu 'Abd Allah Muḥammad b. al-Dâ'i, a more important personage, was son of the Dā'i Ṣaghîr al-Ḥasan b. al-Ḳâsim, and he is himself recorded as one of the Zaidi Imams \(al-Ḥadâʾik al-Wardiyā, B.M. Cat. Supp. 534, Or. 3586, fols. 60–8\). The partial and one-sided account there given may be checked by the rather full details of his career in the \'Umdat at-Ṭālib\ (lith. 62–5, MS. B.M. Add. 7355, 27^a). There his descent from the Sibṭ al-Ḥasan is traced from a great-grandson, al-Ḳâsim, through both his sons, 'Abd al-Rahmân al-Shajari and Muḥammad al-Baṭḥāni. The \(Ḥadâʾik\) adopts the former pedigree; it is followed in the general table to Kay's \(Yaman, and the \'Umdat\) (lith. 51–2, MS. 23^a, b) declares it to be supported by Persian, i.e. local tradition, although it sets out in full the other descent. The narrative of the \'Umdat\ says that he arrived at Ahwāz when Mu'izz al-Daula was residing there (i.e. after \(a.h. 326\), in the
pursuit of learning. Some Dailamites acknowledged him as Imām, whereupon he was sent off to ʿImād al-Daula, who imprisoned him (the Ḥadāʾik says honoured him greatly). In a year he was released on condition of adopting the garb of the kabā and the dashni (?) and of departing for Kirmān. Thence he went to Mukrān, where the Zaidites acknowledged him, so the ruler, Ibn Maʾdān (Istakhri, 177, and Ibn al-Athīr, ix, 281 bis), sent him to Basra. There an accession of adherents led Abu Yūsuf al-Barīḍī (d. a.H. 332) to quiet him with an income. Later he settled in Baghdad and studied under Abu-1-Ḥasan al-Karkhi and Abu ʿAbd Allah al-Bāṣrī, gaining great repute as a legist, although in his speech his Tābaristān origin was evident. In 348 he yielded to Muʿīzz al-Daula’s pressing invitations to his court, on condition that he might come in his tālasān, and he was appointed Nakīb of the Alides, who prospered greatly under him. (The Ḥadāʾik says that he accepted the office only after repeated pressure, and on condition that he was never to be required to attend on the Caliph Muṭfī nor wear the sawād.) He was highly favoured by the Amir and was admitted at all hours, even during his siesta, and once, as the Ḥadāʾik records, on the occasion of his having in a Mazālim complaint (which the Nakīb dealt with—Ibn al-Athīr, ix, 54, 129, 184) inflicted a penalty on the Alide Abu Ahmad al-Husain al-Mūsūwī (father of al-Raḍī and al-Murtuḍā and himself later Nakīb), whom the vizier al-Muhāllabī sought to shield. In natural disposition (khilka) he was said to resemble ʿAli. Al-Tanūkhī dates his birth in 304, and an anecdote is given (ʿUmdat, lith. 206–7, MS. 75†), from that author’s Nishwār al-Muhādara,† of a member of the ʿAl al-Malī, descended from a grandson of Mūsā Kāzīm, who waylaid the Mecca caravan and led the life of a lawless brigand, but did not,

† The MS. of this work (Paris, Ar. 3482) is now being edited by Professor D. S. Margoliouth.
at any rate, adds the author, claim the Imamate or head a religious rising. Repenting his course of life, he came to Baghdad and asked Ibn al-Dāʾi to induce the Amir to appoint him head of the Mausim. The Amir liked not the security, but proposed that Ibn al-Dāʾi should be appointed and that his protégé should act as his deputy. This Ibn al-Dāʾi declined, but said he would guarantee his man, so he was appointed, and the Pilgrimage never fared better than under his lead. Let us picture him ending his career, without surprise on his part, "a holy man."

Ibn al-Dāʾi is described as resisting constant invitations to head the Dailamites, and the ‘Umdat, lith. 165, MS. 61, gives a story of Yahya Mansūr, son of the Imām al-Nāṣir Ahmad, sending an envoy to Baghdad to inquire about him, saying that were he the worthier he would readily acknowledge him. His acceptance was brought about by reproaches incurred from ‘Īzz al-Daula, when deputy during his father’s absence at Mosul, by reason of certain Alide disturbances, and he left Baghdad by stealth in 353. The Haddāʾik describes Muʿizz al-Daula as distressed at finding him gone, and reproaching his son as being the cause. The flight is recorded by Ibn al-Athīr, viii, 411, following Ibn Miskawaih, 36a, 37a. He forthwith adopted ascetic habits and proclaimed himself as al-Mahdi līdin Allah. The Haddāʾik says his departure was aided by the Malik al-Dailam, Abu-l-Fawāris Mānādhīr b. Justān, who sent troops under his nephew Bākālijār to support him. Quitting the hills for Hūsam (Yākūt, Buldān,

1 Mānādhīr is thus identified as the son of Justān (murdered by his uncle Wahsūdān in 349, Ibn al-Athīr, viii, 395) who figures on Dr. Marquart’s “Probable Pedigree of the Sallāri and Rawwādi Rulers of Ādharbijān and Ganza” (JRAS. 1909, p. 174), and, further, as the father of Khusru Shah (JRAS. 1905, p. 472), and the spelling of the name there quoted from Ibn Khalidān, B.M. Add. 23272, 254, is thus justified. The name Bākālijār, too, borne by the late Buwayhīd ‘Imād al-Dīn, is in his case often written Bākālinjār, but against the name on the margin of the Haddāʾik, B.M. Or. 3786, 65, is a gloss in an ancient hand, which negatives the other form.
iv, 996, "ハウスム")，he was resisted by its governor, Abu Muḥammad al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad b. al-Thāir (Ja'far), known as Aмирکا، but he took the town and was joined by his sister's son, Abu Muḥammad al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad b. al-Naṣir Aḥmad (the late Imām). Amīrkā next attacked with fresh troops, and took the Imām prisoner, but he had to release him (cf. Ibn al-Αthīr, viii, 443)، and the release is attributed in the 'ʿUmdat to his great repute، for even the Hanbalīte section of the Dailamītes، the followers of Abu Ja'far al-Tharmī، although differing in creed yet respected his character. Amīrkā now submitted، and gave the Imām his daughter in marriage. The proposed attack on Ẓabaristān was met by a force sent under Naṣr b. Muḥammad al-Isfīdār، and the Imām، deserted by his nephew from jealousy of Amīrkā (cf. Ibn al-Αthīr، viii، 411)، was checked at Shālūs و had to retire to Hūsam. Probably this is the warfare with "Ibn Washmaγhīr" referred to by Ibn al-Αthīr، viii، 424، following Ibn Miskawī، 418، and thus، apparently، inverting the dates of this warfare and of that with Amīrkā؛ the Ḥadāʾik says only that the Ṣāḥib of Ẓabaristān was in great dread of the Imām، whom، however، fortune did not befriend. The 'ʿUmdat puts his death in a. h. 359، from poison administered by Amīrkā by means of his daughter؛ the Ḥadāʾik gives a. h. 360، and also mentions poison as the cause.

That the latter narrative was intended to edify no less than to inform is apparent from some of its contents. For instance، Mu'īzz al-Daula، when inquiring of some adherents of the Imāmiyya sect when their Imām was likely to appear، was asked where، after all، was his own Imām: he said he would soon disclose him، and on Ibn al-Dā'i entering he said that there he was (fol. 63a، b). This، in spite of his Alide proclivities، was a bold statement to make when almost within earshot of Muṭi، but bolder still is what he is represented (fol. 62b) as telling the Alides;
who were clamouring to have Ibn al-Dā'i as their Nakib, that he held him too great for the office, as he ought to be occupying the place of Muṭṭī'.

The narrative of the Ḥadāʾīk purports to be based on traditions derived from the Zaidi Imām al-Nāṭīk bil-Ḥakī Yahya, d. a.h. 424, and I am told by M. C. van Arendonk, of Leyden University, who is collecting material for a work on the Zaidi Imāms of Yaman, that its text accords with that of the Imām's own work al-Ifāda fi taʾrikh al-Aʾimmat al-Sāda, MS. Leyden 1974 (Rev. Cat., ii, p. 63, No. 912), on which see R. Strothmann, Die Literatur d. Zaiditen, Islam, 1910, p. 358. Ibn al-Dā'i is the latest Imām noticed in the work.
THE KALIYUGA ERA OF B.C. 3102

By J. F. FLEET, L.C.S. (Retd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

THE case set out in the first part of this article, pp. 479-96 above, will, it is hoped, make it clear that the Kaliyuga era is not of historical origin, dating from the occurrence of any actual event in B.C. 3102, and running in actual use from that time. It is nothing but an artificial reckoning — (almost as much so as is our Julian Period, beginning 1 January, B.C. 4713) — devised by the Hindu astronomers some thirty-five centuries after the initial point which they assigned to it; that is, roughly, at some time about A.D. 350-400. And it is the principal Hindu astronomical reckoning (the other being the Śaka era beginning in A.D. 78);¹ used in particular — (just as we use the Julian Period) — for the ahargana or sum of days from the beginning of the reckoning down to any given time.

Still, the Kaliyuga reckoning having been once set going and having required more or less publicity, it is not surprising that some of the ancient Hindus should have believed, as some of their descendants do now, that it really dated from its apparent initial point, and proceeded to find an origin for it in their traditions. They did this by connecting it with the events of the great struggle for supremacy between the Pāṇḍavas and the Kurus, which is the topic of their greatest epic, the Mahābhārata.² But, while agreeing on the general

¹ For a note on the Śaka era and its adoption by the astronomers, see this Journal, 1910. 818.
² It is perhaps desirable not to omit to remark, though the point is not exactly relevant to our present topic, that another school differed radically from those which interest us here, and placed the Pāṇḍavas and the Kurus 653 years after the beginning of the Kaliyuga; that is, in B.C. 2449. This view is presented by Varāhamihira (died A.D. 587)
principle, they adjusted the connexion on different lines, on the bases of three of the leading events in the epic story.\(^1\)

One view (not necessarily the earliest, though it is convenient to mention it first) treated the Kali age and reckoning as dating from the time when Yudhishthira mounted the throne. In accordance with this, an inscription of A.D. 1798 in Rājputānā (see p. 694 below) is dated 4898 years after the time when Yudhishthira seated himself on the throne: the Vikrama and Šaka dates, given in the same record, showing that these 4898 years were reckoned from B.C. 3102, and are in fact years of the Kaliyuga era. In further agreement with this and with a practice which is traced back to at any rate the sixteenth century, the Hindū almanacs call the first 3044 years of the Kaliyuga —(the period from its beginning to the beginning of the Vikrama era in B.C. 58)— the era of Yudhishthira. And, as they proceed to say that he founded his era at Indraprastha, Delhi, this view plainly dates it from the first occasion on which he was enthroned as king; namely (see p. 685 below), at the new capital in the Khāṇḍavaparāṣṭha territory which he made when the kingdom had in a well-known verse in which, quoting, he tells us, the opinion of a previous writer, Vṛiddha-Garga, he says (Bṛhat-Saṁhitā, 13. 3):—

"The Munis (the Saptarshis, the seven stars of the Great Bear) were in the nākṣattra Maghā when king Yudhishthira ruled the world; and the Šaka time is joined with 2526 (years) of that king." The verse was given to furnish the means of finding, by the Šaka reckoning, the nākṣattra for the Saptarshis at any given time, on the basis that they entered Maghā when Yudhishthira began to reign, and that that event took place in 2526 - 77 = B.C. 2449.

This view was adopted by Kalhaṇa for the chronology presented in his Rājatarangini, which he wrote in A.D. 1148-50; he says (I. 48-56, and compare 8. 3407) that some people had built up a false chronology through being misled by a statement that the Bhārata affair took place at the end of the Dvāpara; and, following Varāhamihira's verse, which he quotes, he tells us that the Pāṇḍavas and the Kuru lived when there had elapsed 653 years of the Kali.

\(^1\) Regarding the order and indicated chronology of these events, see the Special Note A, p. 684 below.
been divided with him by Dhritarāśtra. The Mahā-bhārata seems plainly to take practically the same view: according to it, shortly after that enthronement of Yudhishṭhira there came the exile of him and his brothers in the Kāmyaka forest on the banks of the Sarasvatī; and one of the earliest occurrences there was a visit by Hanumat, who delivered a discourse on the moral characteristics of the four ages, in the course of which he observed that the Kali age had recently begun.¹

Another view selected for the starting-point of the Kali age an event which came some thirty-six years later, and treated the age as beginning when Yudhishṭhira, having anointed his grand-nephew Parikshit to reign in his place, started with his brothers and their joint wife Draupadī on the journey to heaven. This was the final occurrence in the story of the Pāṇḍavas and the Kurus. We may, no doubt, refer to this school Rāvikṛtī, the author of the Aihole inscription of A.D. 634 (p. 689 below, No. 1), which is dated in the year 3735 expired after the Bhārata war and in the Śaka year 556 expired, which latter detail identifies the year 3735 after the Bhārata war with the year 3735 of the Kaliyuga reckoning: we could hardly understand the words “after the Bhārata war” as indicating a reckoning running from the end of the fighting, which was no well-defined point; we take them as meaning “after the last of the occurrences connected

¹ État = Kaliyugam nāma achirād = yat = pravartatē = 3, Vanap., Calcutta text, § 149, verse 11261; Kumbakonam text, § 151, verse 39. So also, 9, Salyap., § 61, verse 3364, speaks of the Kali age as having arrived (prīptam Kaliyugasa vidhi); this is one of the excuses made by Kṛiṣṇa for the unfair fatal blow dealt by Bhima to Duryodhana in their flight with clubs.

On the other hand, another statement, 1, Ādiṣ., § 2. 282, speaks of the great war as taking place in the interval between the Dvāpara and the Kali (antarē Kali-Dvāparaayāṅ). But this statement, made in the general introduction to the epic, is plainly nothing but a broad one which is not to be taken literally, any more than the statement in the same passage, verse 272, that (Parsu)-Rāma slew the Kshatriyas at the junction of the Trāṭa and the Dvāpara (Trāṭa-Dvāparaayāṅ samudhau).
with the Bhārata war". And it seems probable that the astronomer Āryabhaṭa, who wrote in or soon after A.D. 499, belonged to this school. At any rate, the Daśagitikasūtra, verse 3, mentions as Bhārata Gurudivasa, "the Bhārata Thursday", the day before the day with which there began his fourth Yugapāda, which is in other terms (not his) the Kali age. And his commentator Paramēśvara remarks:—

Bhārata Yudhishtir-ādayah I tair-upalakshito Gurudivasō Bhārata-Gurudivasah! rājyaṁ charataṁ Yudhishtir-ādīnāṁ antyō Gurudivasō Dwāpar-āvasāna-gata ity-arthah I tasmin-dinē Yudhishthir-ādayo rājyaṁ utsrijya mahāprasthānam gata iti prasiddhiḥ II

"The Bhāratas are Yudhishṭhira and the others; the Thursday distinguished by them is the Bhārata Thursday; the meaning is the Thursday at the end of the Dwāpara which was the last day of the time during which Yudhishthira and the others were occupied in reigning: it is well established that on that day they laid aside the sovereignty, and went on the great journey."

The third view is that of the Purāṇas, which adopted an occurrence somewhat earlier than the abdication of Yudhishṭhira, and treated the Kali age as beginning on the day when Krishṇa died.1 This is another event of leading importance in the story of the Pāṇḍavas and the Kurus. Krishṇa was an incarnation of Vishnū and was friendly to both parties, being in fact connected by descent with both. When the preparations were being made for the great battle, Arjuna on one side and Duryodhana on the other went to Dwārakā to secure Krishṇa as an ally. He was not willing to fight on either side. But he gave them a choice: either of them might have him as an adviser, or his army as combatants. And Arjuna chose Krishṇa himself, and Duryodhana obtained the army. Krishṇa survived the war, and died not very long before

1 See the Special Note B, p. 688 below.
the abdication of Yudhishthira, which seems, in fact, to have been largely induced by the death of his old friend and counsellor.

While, however, so much importance came to be attached to the Kali age and its reckoning from the legendary point of view, the reckoning has not played any leading part in real historical chronology and other practical affairs. Its running year is shown, indeed, along with the Vikrama and Śaka years and the year of any local reckoning, in most, if not quite all, of the leading Hindū almanacs. But this seems to be done simply because it is the principal astronomical reckoning: it is agreed on all sides that the era is not now in any general use, if it is quoted at all, for practical purposes of civil dating. And as regards the custom of previous times as indicated by the inscriptive records, which furnish a good guide in view of the large number of them that we have, the position is as follows:—

From Southern India we have one inscriptive instance of A.D. 634, one of A.D. 770, one of A.D. 866, three of the tenth century, and then, from the twelfth century onwards, but more particularly from the fourteenth, a certain number of instances, not exactly very small in itself, but extremely so in comparison with the number of cases of the use of the Śaka era and the other reckonings which prevailed in those parts.

From Northern India the earliest known inscriptive instance is one of A.D. 1169 or 1170; and the later ones number only four.

1 So, also, our leading almanacs and diaries show the running year of the Julian Period: but little practical use, if any, is made of the reckoning for the record of current events.

2 For the inscriptive instances see the Special Note C, p. 689 below. If any readers of this article can adduce any other such dates ranging from before A.D. 1100 for Southern India and A.D. 1169 for Northern India, and any literary dates earlier than A.D. 976, their contributions to the history of the reckoning will be welcome.
Literary instances are not at all common, even in astronomical writings; because the Śaka era was so soon adopted by the astronomers for laying down epochs and stating dates. The earliest available one seems to be one of A.D. 976 or 977 from Kashmir: it is the year in which Kayyaṭa, son of Chandrāditya, wrote his commentary on the Dēviṣataka of Ānandavardhana, when Bhīmagupta was reigning.

It seems also worth adding that the era is ignored as a practical reckoning of civil life in a passage in the Akbaranāma, written in A.D. 1584, which specifies the Lakṣmīnaśeṇa era as the reckoning of Bengal, the Śaka era as the reckoning of Gujarāt and the Dekkan, and the Vikrama era as the reckoning of Mālwā, Delhi, and those parts.

The popular view divides the Kaliyuga into six eras. Some of the leading Hindū almanacs quote to this effect a certain stanza which is apparently a floating verse not traced to any particular source, and supplement it by a statement in prose. Others give the prose statement

1 That is, after the statement in which Āryabhaṭa indicated his date and age; and, while he gave what is virtually a year of the Kali reckoning, he did not cite it as such: see p. 111 f. above.
2 The verse giving the date, which I quote from the Kāryamālā, part 9 (1893), p. 31, runs thus:—

Vasu-muni-gagan-ōdadhi(4078)-sama-
kāle yātē Kalēś-tathā Lōkēl
dvāpaṇchāśē varshē
rachitēyam Bhīmagupta-nripē

The details of the month, etc., not being given, the date does not admit of actual verification. The given Kaliyuga year, 4078 expired, means A.D. 977–78; but the Lōkakāla or Laukika year 52 indicates A.D. 976–77, unless, as was suggested by Professor Kielhorn (Ind. Ant., 20, 154), we may understand that, contrary to the usual custom for this reckoning, it is here cited as the expired year: on this point compare the date of A.D. 1428 or 1429, p. 693, below.

3 See the translation by Beveridge, vol. 2, p. 21 f.
4 See the Special Note D, p. 694 below.
without citing the verse. The prose statement is presented with some slight differences. But the general purport of it is as follows:—

First there came the era of Yudhishthira, or Dharma as he is called in one version. He founded his era at Indraprastha, Delhi. And it lasted for 3044 years; that is, from the beginning of the Kaliyuga to the beginning of the so-called Vikrama era in B.C. 58.

Next there came the era of king Vikrama. He founded his era at Ujjain, in Málwā. And it measured 135 years: that is, from B.C. 58 to the beginning of the so-called Śaka era in A.D. 78.

Then there came the era of king Śālivahana:¹ that is, the Śaka era beginning in A.D. 78. He founded his era at Pratishthāna, Paithan on the Gōdāvari in the Nizam’s Dominions. It is to have a duration of 18,000 years.

The next will be the era of king Vijayābhinandana, which is to last for 10,000 years. This king is located by some Vaitaranīyām sīndhu-samgāme, which might perhaps mean at some place named Vaitarani at the confluence of the Indus and the five rivers of the Panjāb. But another version places him Gautami-sāgara-sambhede; that is, apparently, at the place where the Gautami branch of the Gōdāvari flows into the sea, which is at Point Koringa near Coconada, in Madras. And this suggests that the other expression may mean “on the Vaitaranī, at the place where it flows into the sea.” The Vaitarani rises in the north-west part of Orissa, and, joining the Brāhmaṇī near Cuttack, after which the joint river is known as the Dhāmrā, flows into the Bay of Bengal at Palmyras Point.

The next will be the era of king Nāgārjuna, which will

¹ This is an imaginary king, whose name first figures in connexion with the era in an inscription of A.D. 1272, and seems plainly to have been introduced in imitation of the coupling of the equally imaginary king Vikrama, Vikramāditya, with the era of B.C. 58.
last for 400,000 years. He is located by some at Dhārātirtha in the country of Gauḍa, or, roughly, Bengal; apparently with reference to a place of this name somewhere near the beginning of the delta of the Ganges. But the other version places him on the bank of the Kāvēri, in Mysore or Madras.

The last will be the era of Kalkin: this will endure for the 821 years which are the remainder of the 432,000 years of which the Kaliyuga consists. One version styles Kalkin a king, and locates him vaguely in the Gauḍa country. Another, styling him an incarnation (of Vishnu) in accordance with the more general view, places him at the city Karavīra in the Karnāṭaka country; that is, at Kōlhāpūr, in Bombay. A third version, which again marks him as a king, places him, in accordance with some of the Purāṇas, at a village named Sambhala or Śambhala, which is held to be Sambhal in the Mōradābād District, United Provinces.

The Jyotirvidabhāraṇa (see p. 696 below) gives the same lengths for the six eras, but in other respects puts the matter somewhat differently. There will be, it says, in the Kali age, in the land of the Bhāratas, many warrior kings; amongst them, the Śakas. Any prince who slays half an abja and five koṭis (550,000,000) of Śakas, becomes the founder of an era, a universal king, and a slayer of founders of eras. There are to be six such in the Kali age: Yudhishṭhīra at Hastināpura; Vikrama at Ujjain; Śālivāhana at the mountain Śāleya; Vijayābhīnandana at Chitrakūṭa; Nāgārjuna at Rōhitaka, Rōhtak in the Panjāb; and Bali (so, instead of Kalkin) at Bhrigukachchha, Broach in Gujarāt, Bombay. After that the Kṛita age will come, and there will be the kings of the Solar Race again.

To what time the idea of this division of the Kaliyuga

---

1 Perhaps Chitōr in Udaipūr, Rājputānā; perhaps Chitarkōṭ in Bānda, United Provinces.
may be carried back, is not known. But it is mentioned by Abul Fazl in his Āin i Akbari, in a passage written in A.D. 1595,\textsuperscript{1} which gives the names of the six founders of the eras and the duration of each era just as we have them in the almanacs, but does not state the places to which the almanacs refer them. And it is perhaps carried back to a somewhat earlier time by the spurious record on copperplates at the Bhimankaṭṭi Matha near Tirthahalli in Mysore,\textsuperscript{2} which purports to record a grant made by king Janamejaya (son of Parikshit) in the Plavanaga samvatsara which was the 89th year in the Yudhishṭhiraśaka, "the era of Yudhishṭhira"; that is, in the Kaliyuga year 89 (current), in B.C. 3014. But it is not likely to be of any early origin; since no trace of it is found in the Purāṇas, etc., which do not assign the foundation of an era even to Kalki or Kalkin; they only mention him as the future incarnation of Viṣṇu, destined to pave the way for the next Kṛta age.\textsuperscript{3}

In connexion with the general topic of the Ages, the following remark may be added in conclusion.

According to the astronomical scheme, every Age, Manvantara, and Kalpa begins at the Hindū nominal vernal equinox, as marked by the entrance of the sun into the constellation and sign Mesha, which occurs in the amānta lunar month Chaitra,\textsuperscript{4} the first month of the principal lunar year, but of course not on any fixed tithi.

\textsuperscript{1} Translation by Jarrett, vol. 2, p. 15. As regards the first era, the passage says: "In the beginning of the present Yng, Rāja Judhishthira conquered the universe and being at the completion of an epoch [i.e., at the end of the Dwāpara age], constituted his own reign an era."

\textsuperscript{2} No. 41 in my List of Spurious Records, Ind. Ant., 1901. 219.

\textsuperscript{3} See the Special Note E, p. 697 below.

\textsuperscript{4} The amānta month is the synodic lunar month, beginning and ending with the new-moon. The pārvaṁānta month begins and ends with the full-moon.
or lunar day in that month. The popular practice, however, for some reason which is not apparent, treats the matter otherwise, and observes certain fixed *tithis* as anniversaries of the beginning of each of the great periods. For the Ages, the days as shown in almanacs are as follows:—

The Kṛitayugādi *tithi*, or lunar day which is the anniversary of the beginning of a Kṛita age, is Kārttika śukla 9. The Trētāyugādi *tithi* is Vaiśākha śukla 3. The Dvāparayugādi *tithi* is the new-moon *tithi* of the *amānta* Māgha or *pūrṇimānta* Phālguna. And the Kaliyugādi *tithi* is the 13th of the dark fortnight of the *amānta* Bhādrapada or *pūrṇimānta* Āśvina.

This practice dates from at any rate the beginning of the eleventh century, since it is mentioned by Alberūni, writing in a.d. 1030. But he has given the details differently, except as regards the Kaliyugādi *tithi*; according to him the “3rd Vaiśākha” is Kṛitayugādi; the “9th Kārttika” is Trētāyugādi; and the “15th Māgha” is Dvāparayugādi.¹

It is also alluded to in the *Vishnu-Purāṇa*, 3. 14, 12, 13, but without full details:—“The 3rd *tithi* of Vaiśākha, the 9th in the bright fortnight of Kārttika; the 13th in the dark fortnight of Nabhasya (Bhādrapada), and the 15th in Māgha; these have been declared by the ancients to be Yugādyā *tithis*: they are four *tithis* of infinite merit.”

**Special Notes**

A: see p. 676 above.—The chronology of some leading events in the story of the Pāṇḍavas and the Kūrūs

Yudhisṭhira ascended the throne twice. The first occasion was as follows:—

After the death of their nominal father, Pāṇḍu, who abdicated and ended his days in retirement in the forests

of the Himalaya Mountains, Yudhishṭhira and his four younger brothers, Bhima, Arjuna, Nakula, and Sahadeva, were taken to the capital Hastinapura, and were brought up there with the sons of the reigning king, their uncle Dhritarāśṭra. And, when they had completed their education and attained years of discretion, Yudhishṭhira was installed by Dhritarāśṭra as Yuvarāja or heir apparent associated in the government:¹ this was done partly in recognition of Yudhishṭhira's many good qualities, but also in view of the facts that his father Pāṇḍu had reigned before Dhritarāśṭra,—the latter having been passed over, though he was the elder brother, because he was blind,—and that he himself had been born before Dhritarāśṭra's eldest son, Duryodhana. When Yudhishṭhira had been installed as Yuvarāja, the people, to whom he quickly endeared himself, wished, for the reason that Dhritarāśṭra, being blind, ought not to reign, to take a further step and anoint him as king. This inflamed the jealousy and enmity of Duryodhana, which had existed from an early time: and he began to plot to secure the sovereignty for himself. Eventually Dhritarāśṭra sought to arrange matters by dividing the kingdom: he gave Hastinapura to his sons, the Kurus, and assigned to the Pāṇḍavas, Yudhishṭhira and his brothers as the sons of Pāṇḍu, a territory named Khāṇḍavaprastha, where they founded the city Indraprastha, Delhi. And after various occurrences, including a conquest of surrounding kingdoms on behalf of Yudhishṭhira by his brothers, Yudhishṭhira celebrated a Rājasūya sacrifice, and had himself anointed as paramount king of Indraprastha and the territories which were thus added.² This was the first occasion on which he ascended the throne.

The second occasion on which Yudhishṭhira mounted the throne came some fifteen years or so later. Even the

¹ Mahābhārata, Calcutta ed., 1, Ādiparvan, § 139. 5517.
² 2, Sābhāp., § 32. 1230, 1247; § 35. 1307; § 45. 1628-30.
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partition of the kingdom made by Dhṛitarāśṭra failed to satisfy Duryodhana: and by his conspiring with Śakuni, the skilled gambler and cheat, there was brought about the great gambling match which ended in Yudhishthira losing all his possessions to Śakuni on behalf of Duryodhana, and going into exile with his brothers for thirteen years, the first twelve of which were passed in the Kāmyaka forest on the banks of the Sarasvati. There followed, ultimately, the great war, at the end of which there remained alive, on the Pāṇḍava side, Yudhishthira and his brothers, with Sātyaki and Krīṣṇa, and, on the other side, the aged king Dhṛitarāśṭra, with Aśvatthāman, Kripa, Kṛitāvarman, and Bhishma, who lay dying on a bed of arrows on the battlefield. A reconciliation was effected between Dhṛitarāśṭra and the Pāṇḍavas. Yudhishthira proceeded to Hāstinapura, and was there enthroned as king of the united kingdom of Hāstinapura and Indraprastha, with Bhīma as his Yuvarāja.¹ And thus Yudhishthira mounted the throne for the second time.

The death of Krīṣṇa came about twenty years after the last event noted above. Some intermediate occurrences were as follows. Bhishma died when he had lain for fifty-eight nights on his bed of arrows.² After some unstated interval there was born Parikshit, the posthumous son of Abhimanyu son of Arjuna.³ A year was then occupied with an Aśvamēdha sacrifice.⁴ Some little time after that, and when fifteen years had elapsed since the anointment of Yudhishthira as king at Hāstinapura, Dhṛitarāśṭra withdrew from the world, to spend his remaining days in the forest.⁵ Apparently about a year later, Yudhishthira and his brothers paid a visit to

¹ 12, Śāntip., § 37. 1386-92 ; § 40. 1443 ; § 41. 1475.
² 13, Anuśāsanap., § 167. 7732 ; § 168. 7765.
³ 14, Aśvamēdhikap., § 66. 1943.
⁴ 14, Aśvamēdhikap., § 72. 2095 ; § 89. 2644.
⁵ 15, Āśramavāsikap., § 1. 6 ; § 3. 71-2, 84. 96 ; § 15. 428.
Dhritarāṣṭra in his retirement. Two years after their return, the sage Nārada came to Yudhishṭhira, and reported that Dhritarāṣṭra had perished in a forest fire. And we are told farther on that, when Dhritarāṣṭra died, he had spent three years in the forests and fifteen in the city. The epic then tells us that, when thirty-six years had elapsed, Yudhishṭhira beheld unlucky portents: this has been understood to mean thirty-six years after the great war; but we would suggest thirty-six years after the first anointment of Yudhishṭhira as king at Indraprastha. And it was apparently not long after this that Kṛṣṇa died, being slain by the hunter Jarā, who mistook him, seated in yellow robes engaged in meditation, for a deer. Thus, we are told, the lord Nārāyaṇa (Vishṇu, of whom Kṛṣṇa was an incarnation) went back to his own abode.

The news of the death of Kṛṣṇa must have taken some little time to reach Yudhishṭhira, since it was carried to him by Arjuna, who first went to Dvārakā to perform the funeral rites and make some other arrangements, and then visited the sage Vyāsa on the way to his eldest brother. As soon, however, as he heard it, Yudhishṭhira made up his mind to withdraw from the world; in which resolution his brothers joined. Accordingly, he anointed Parikṣhīt to reign in his stead. And with his brothers, their joint wife Draupadi, and a dog, he started from Hāstinapura on the journey which landed them one by one in heaven.

1 15, Āśramavāsikap., § 23. 624.
2 15, Āśramavāsikap., § 37. 1011.
3 15, Āśramavāsikap., § 39. 1102.
4 16, Mausalap., § 1. 1. 13; § 2. 52.
6 17, Mahāprasthānikap., § 1. 1. 2.
7 17, Mahāprasthānikap., § 1. 6.
8 17, Mahāprasthānikap., § 1. 24-5.
B: see p. 678 above.—The connexion of the beginning of the Kali age with the death of Kṛishṇa

On the subject of the Kali age beginning on the day on which Kṛishṇa died, there is a standard verse, which in the Vāyu and Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇas runs thus:¹—

Yasmin = Kṛishṇo divaṁ yātas = tasmāṁ = ēva tadā dīnē ! pratipannaḥ Kaliyugas = tasya sāṁkhyāṁ nibodhata !

The Matsya-Purāṇa gives tad = ēhāni for tadā dīnē, and presents the second line thus:²—

pratipannaḥ Kaliyugam pramāṇaṁ tasya mē śrīṇu !

The Bhāgavata-Purāṇa agrees with the Matsya in the first line, and presents the second thus:³—

pratipannaḥ Kaliyugam = iti prāhuḥ purāvidah !

The Vishnu-Purāṇa agrees with the Matsya and the Bhāgavata in the first line, and presents the second thus:⁴—

pratipannaḥ Kaliyugam tasya sāṁkhyāṁ nibodha mē !

The Vāyu, Matsya, and Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇas confine themselves to the statement:—"The Kali age arrived on that same day on which Kṛishṇa died."

The Bhāgavata says:⁵—"(When) this lustre of the lord Vishnu, by name Kṛishṇa, went to heaven, then Kali ⁶ entered the world, whereby people delight in sin. As long as he, the lord of Lakshmi, touched (the earth) with feet beautiful as water-lilies, so long indeed Kali availed not to invade the earth. Those who know the events of

¹ For the Brahmāṇḍa I quote the text printed at the Śrī-Venkaṭeśvara Press, Bombay, in Samvat 1963, Śakē 1828 (A.D. 1906–7); chapter 74, verse 241. For the Vāyu, the edition in the Ānandāśrama Sanskrit Series (1905); chapter 99, verses 428–9.
² Ed. Ānandāśrama Sanskrit Series (1907); chapter 273, verses 49–50.
³ Text printed at the Nirmayasāgar Press, Śakē 1826, San (A.D.) 1905, book 12, chapter 2, verse 33.
⁴ Text printed at Krishnasastri Sarman Gurjara’s Press in the Kashaya sāratātara (A.D. 1866–67); book 4, chapter 24, verse 40.
⁵ Loc. cit. in note 3 above, verses 29–33.
⁶ The Kali age is personified as Kali, an evil spirit presiding over it.
former times say that the Kali age arrived on that same day on which Krishṇa went to heaven."

The Vishnu, expanding the topic more, says:¹—"When indeed, O Brāhman!, the portion of the lord Vishnu which was born in the family of Vasudēva went to heaven, then indeed Kali came. As long as he touched this earth with feet beautiful as water-lilies, so long Kali was not able to have contact with the world. When the portion of the eternal Vishnu had gone from earth to heaven, Yudhishṭhira, the son of Dharma, with his younger brothers, laid aside the sovereignty. And, having seen unlucky portents, he, the Pāṇḍava, when Krishṇa had gone, performed the anointment of Parikshita. . . . . . . The Kali age arrived on that same day on which Krishṇa died."

C: see p. 679 above.—Some inscriptive dates in the Kaliyuga era

The earliest known South-Indian dates in the Kaliyuga era, six in number, referred to on p. 679 above, are as follows:—

(1) The inscription of the time of the Western Chalukya king Pulakēśin II at Aihole in the Bijāpūr District, Bombay, is dated:²—

Trīṁśatsu tri-sahasrēshu Bhāratād-āhavād-ītaḥ [I*]
sapt-ābdāśata-yuktēshu śatēshv³-ābdēshu paṁchasu [II*]
Paṁchāśatsu Kalau kālē shaṭṣu paṁcha-śatāsu cha [I*]
samāsu samatītāsū Śakānām-āpi bhūbhujām II

"When thirty, three thousand, (and) five years, joined with seven centuries of years, have gone since the Bhrātata war: when fifty, six, and five hundred years of the Śaka kings also have elapsed in the Kali time."

¹ Loc. cit. in note 4 on p. 688 above, verses 35–8, 40.
² Epig. Ind., vol. 6, p. 7.
³ Read gatēshv.
The mention of the Śaka year shows that the 3735 years since the Bhārata war are the first 3735 years of the Kaliyuga era. Accordingly, this record gives the Kaliyuga year 3735 and the Śaka year 556, both expired. As the details of the month, etc., are not stated, the date does not admit of actual verification. But the year is A.D. 634–35.

(2) An inscription of the time of the Pāṇḍya king Parāntaka at Aṇāmalai in the Madura District, Madras, is dated:

Kalēḥ sahasra-tritayē-bda-gōcharē gateśhṭa-satyām-api saikasaptatau [I*] . . . . . Paushnē-hani māsi Kārttikē [II*]

"When there have gone, in the range of the years of Kali, three thousands and eight centuries together with seventy-one, . . . . . on the Paushnā day in the month Kārttika."

This gives the Kaliyuga year 3871 expired, with a certain day in the lunar month Kārttika. The expression "the Paushnā day" is of course capable of being taken to denote a day of Pūshan, the sun, i.e. a Sunday, in which sense it was taken by the editor: but this rendering leaves the date vague, since there would be four or five Sundays in the month. The expression is made definite if, in accordance with a frequent custom in Chōla and Pāṇḍya dates by which the dates were denoted by the nakshatras, we take it as meaning the day of Rēvati, the regent of which is Pūshan. The result, however, suggests that the words Paushnā ahan may have been used here intentionally, in preference to the name Rēvati, in order to give a double meaning. Thus, the day of Rēvati in the given year and month was Sunday, 4 November, A.D. 770: this was the civil day of the eleventh tithi of the bright fortnight of Kārttika; and the moon was in Rēvati at sunrise and up to about 9.45 p.m.

1 Epi. Ind., vol. 8, p. 329. 2 See, e.g., No. 4 below.
(3) The record of a king Karunandañakkan, inscribed on copperplates which were found in the Huzûr Office at Trivandrum in the Travancore State, is dated:—

Kaliyuga-kkottu nāl padināngu-nūr-āyirattu nārpattu onbadin-āyirattu enbattu ēḷu senra nāl.

"The day on which there have elapsed fourteen-hundred-thousand, forty-nine thousand, and eighty-seven days of the number of the Kaliyuga."

This specification of the day 1,449,087 elapsed in what is known technically as the aharyana or sum of days of the Kaliyuga reckoning, takes us to 8 July, a.d. 866, in the year 3968 current.

(4) The inscription of the time of the Chōla king Parantaka I at Grāmam in the South Arcot District, Madras, is dated:—


"The Kaliyuga year four thousand and forty-four, the 36th year of king Parakesarivarman who took Madirai, on the day fourteen-hundred-thousand, seventy-.... thousand, and thirty-seven, ....... on the day of Rēvati corresponding to a Saturday of the month Makara in this year."

This gives the Kaliyuga year 4044, not specified either as current or as expired, with a day in the solar month Makara which is marked as the day 1,47·,037, not specified either as current or as elapsed, and is further described as the day of the nakshatra Rēvati and as

1 See the Travancore Archeological Series, No. 1 (1910), p. 5. The editor has wrongly placed the record in a.d. 864–65.
3 Read varsham.
4 Read Iravadi.
a Saturday. Professor Kielhorn has shown that the date is Saturday, 14 January, A.D. 943, in the year 4044 current: it was the day 1,477,037 current of the reckoning, and the twenty-third day of the solar month Makara; and the moon was in Rēvati at sunrise and up to about 3:12 p.m.

(5) An inscription of the Chōla king Parakēsarivarman-Uttama-Chōla at Uyyakkonāṉ-Tirumalai in the Trichinopoly District, Madras, is dated in the year Śaka 901 and Kaliyuga 40[8]0.2

The record does not state the month, etc. But, with the given years both taken as expired, it belongs to A.D. 979-80.

(6) An inscription of the same king at Tiruvidai-marudūr in the Tanjore District, Madras, is dated Kaliyuga 408[3].3

Here, again, the record does not give the month, etc. But, with the year taken as expired, it belongs to A.D. 982-83.

As regards the five instances of the inscriptiveal use of the Kaliyuga era in Northern India, referred to on p. 679 above, the case is as follows:—

Dr. Vogel’s forthcoming volume of inscriptions in the Chambā State will present one of these dates, of the Kali year 4270 expired, with details falling in A.D. 1169 or 1170, recorded in an inscription at Sai, and will mention two others from Mando and Kashmir; namely, one of the year 4530 (current), in A.D. 1428; and one of the year 4622 (current), in A.D. 1520.4

The other two, the only ones that can be given here in full, are the following:—

An inscription on a stone found lying at the mouth of

1 *Epi. Ind.*, vol. 8, p. 261.
2 See the Annual Report on Epigraphy, Madras, 1908-9, para. 41.
3 See the Annual Report on Epigraphy, Madras, 1907-8, para. 53.
4 I am indebted to Dr. Vogel for being able to notice these three here.
a spring known as the Bhuvanēśa or Bhuvanēśvari at Khummōh in Kashmir refers itself to the reign of Zainu-l-ʿabidin, son of Sikandar, and is dated:—

Sam 4 Mārga śuti 5 Śukrē . . . . . . Trimś-ādhikē cha śata-bhūta-yutē Kalasya 2 yātē sahasra-chaturē śaradām . . . . . . Mārgasyūrśe 3 sitē pakshē chaturthē-py-api vatsarē1 . . . . . . pañchamyaṁ Śukravāsarē II

"The year 4, the 5th day of the bright fortnight of Mārga, on Friday: . . . . and when there have gone four thousand years of Kali joined with five centuries (and) increased by the thirtieth: . . . . . . in Mārgaśīrsha, in the bright fortnight, and in the fourth year; . . . . . . on the fifth tīthī, on Friday."

This gives the year 4 of the Laukika or popular reckoning, also known as the Śāstra reckoning, the Kaliyuga year 4530 expired, Mārgaśīrsha śukla 5, Friday. The date, however, is not satisfactory. The specification of the Kaliyuga year as expired would place the actual day in A.D. 1429: but the given year 4 of the Laukika reckoning places it in A.D. 1428.1 And in neither year does the given tīthī work out for a Friday: in A.D. 1429 its civil day was Thursday, 1 December, and it cannot by any possibility be coupled with the Friday; and in A.D. 1428 it was what is known technically as an expunged tīthī, beginning and ending in between the sunrise at the beginning, and the following sunrise at the end, of Thursday, 11 November.2 We can only say that the record may be referred to either A.D. 1428 or 1429; with a preference for A.D. 1428 if we may assume

1 See Mr. Marshall’s Note on Archaeological Work in Kashmir, 1908, p. 19.
2 Unless we may correct the reading into Kaleśṭu or something like that, we can only find here an imaginative genitive invented to suit the verse.
3 Read ʿsīrshē.
4 Compare the date of A.D. 976 or 977, p. 680 above.
5 The results are the same both by the tables in Sewell and Dikshit’s Indian Calendar, and by Jacobi’s tables in Epî. Ind., vol. I.
that the person who computed the date carried the tithi on to the Friday by making it end not less than about an hour later than the ending-time given by our tables.

An inscription at the temple of Hanumat at Jaisalmēr in Rājputānā is dated:¹—

Śrī-Yudhishthirasya ājāta-satrōḥ simhāsan-ādhyaśanāt varsha-vrīndā 4898 gate Vikramārka-rājyāt saṃvat 1854 Śālivāhana-śakāt śakē 1719 uttarāyana²-gate.

"When a total of 4898 years has gone since the glorious Yudhishthira, having no enemies, seated himself on the throne; in the year 1854 from the reign of Vikramārka; in the year 1719 from the era of Śālivāhana: . . . . ."

The given Vikrama and Śaka years show that the year 4898 expired since the time when Yudhishthira ascended the throne is the Kaliyuga year 4898 expired. The corresponding year is A.D. 1797–98. And, if uttarāyana-gate means "when the winter solstice has just gone by", the actual day is 10 January, A.D. 1798.

D: see p. 680 above.—The six eras in the Kali age

A certain verse, apparently not traced to any particular source, says:—

Yudhishthirō Vikrama-Śālivāhanau
   tatō nirpaḥ syād=Vijayābhinandanāḥ ¹
   tatas=tu Nāgārjuna-bhūpatilī Kalau
   Kalkī shaḍ=etē śaka-kārakāḥ smṛitāḥ ²

"Yudhishthira, Vikrama and Śālivāhana, then king Vijayābhinandana, then king Nāgārjuna, (and) Kalkin; these are declared by tradition to be the six founders of eras ³ in the Kali age."

¹ See Professor S. R. Bhandarkar’s Second Report on Sanskrit MSS., 1907, p. 98.
² Read "šaṅg.
³ As a result of being the standing name of an era of very leading importance, the word śaka, also its derivative śaka, came eventually to be used in the general senses of 'an era' and 'a year'.
This verse is given in the introductory parts of some of the Pañchāṅgs, Pañjikās, Tithipatras, or Hindu almanacs. And in the almanac which is published in Bombay by the Ganpat Krishnaji Press Company, and in the Paṭwardhani Pañchāṅg, started by Professor Kero Lakshman Chhatre, which also (it is believed) is still published in Bombay, it is supplemented by a passage in prose which runs:

Prathama Indraprasthe Yudhishthiras-tasya śakāḥ 3044 1 Dvītiya Ujjayinyāṁ Vikramas-tasya śakāḥ 135 2 Tritiyah Pratishthānē Śālivāhanas-tasya śakāḥ 18000 3 Chaturthō Vaitarinyaṁ 4 Sindhu-saṅgamē Vijayābhinandanas-tasya śakāḥ 10000 1 Pañchamō Gauḍa-dēśē Dhārātirthē Nāgarjunas-tasya śakāḥ 400000 5 Shashtthāḥ Karavira-pattanē Karnāṭakē Kalky-avatāras-tasya śakāḥ 821 6 Ėvaṁ shat 6 śaka-kartārah

An almanac prepared by astrologers of Uppina-Betgērī in the Dhārwār District, and printed at the Prasādarāghava Press at Dhārwār; does not present the verse, but says:


With the Uppina-Betgērī almanac there agrees practically an almanac prepared by astrologers of Savanur and Kaḷas in the Dhārwār District, and printed by Khanolkar & Co. at their Karnāṭaka Book Depot Press. It differs only in beginning: — Ėtat-Kaliyuga- madhyē shaṇripāḥ śaka-kartārah adāv-Indraprasthe Dharmāḥ 3044; and in

1 Read śraṇgāṁ.
2 For the copies of this almanac and the next one, from which I quote them, I am indebted to Mr. R. K. Tarigoudkar, Nazir of the District Court, Dhārwār.
3 Read Pratishthāna-nagarē.
4 Read Śraṇgēṁ.
5 Read shaṇzuripāḥ.
giving, throughout, on the same lines, Vikramaḥ 135, instead of Vikrama-śaka-pramāṇam 135, and so on. It has the same mistake, Pratishthānagarē for Pratishthāna-nagarē: on the other hand it has the correct form Vaitaranyakāndam, instead of "vinyām.

An almanac printed at the Electric Printing Press, Gwalior, and known, I think, as the Lashkar Pañchāng,1 also does not present the verse, but says:—


The Jyāōirvidābhārarā, a spurious astrological work, of late but unknown date,2 which claims to have been written by the poet Kalidāsa in the Kaliyuga year 3068 expired, in u.c. 34, when king Vikramārka was reigning, says, in chapter 10, verses 107–13:—


1 For the copy from which I quote I am indebted to Mr. Hira Lal, Extra Assistant Commissioner, C.P., and Mr. Prem Shankar.
2 Except that a commentary on it was written by Bhāvaratna in the Vikrama year 1768 expired, in a.d. 1711 or 1712. The pretended date of the work is given in chapter 22, verse 21. A translation of chapter 22, the last, by Dr. Bhau Daji, may be seen in JBBRAS., 6. 26. Weber proposed to refer the work to about the sixteenth century: Sanskrit Literature, p. 201, note 8.
Nihanti yo bhūtala-mandale Šakān=
sapañcaköty-abjadala-pramān=Kalau
sa rājaputraḥ śaka-kārakō bhavēn=
nripādhīrāj=ōdyata-śāka-kartṛi-hā || 109
Yudhishthirō Vikrama-Śālivahana
narādhināthau Vijayābhinandanaḥ ||
imē tu Nāgārjuna-medicīvibhur=
Bāliḥ kramāt shat śaka-kārakāḥ Kalau || 110
Yudhishthirād=veda-yug-āmbar-āgnayāḥ (3044)
kalamba-viśvē (135)=bhra-kha-kh-āṣṭā-bhūmayaḥ
(18,000) ||
tatō=yutam (10,000) laksha-chatushtayām (400,000)
kramād=
dharā-dṛg-ashtāv (821)=iti śaka-vatsaraḥ || 111
Yudhishthirō=bhūd=huvi Hastināpurē
tath=ōjjayinyāḥ purī Vikram-āhvayaḥ ||
Śāleya-dhārābhṛiti Śālivahanaḥ
su-Chitrakūṭe Vijayābhinandanaḥ || 112
Nāgārjunō Rōhitakē kshītāu Balir=
bhavishyat=indrō Bhṛgukachchha-pattane ||
Kṛita-pravṛttī=景德-anantaram bhavēt=
tadā bhavishyantā=avanibhṛtō-rkaṭaḥ || 113

E: see p. 683 above.—Kalkin, Vishṇuyāsas, and the village Sambhala

What the Purāṇas, the Mahābhārata, and the Harivamśa say about Kalkin and his surroundings is as follows:—

The Vāyu-Purāṇa, 99. 396–7, the Matsya, 273. 27–8, and the Brahmāṇḍa, 74. 206–7, only say, in almost identical words, that Kalkin will destroy the Mālēchchhas in the ‘twilight’ of the Kali age.¹ They make no mention of Vishṇuyāsas and the village Sambhala.

The Vishṇu-Purāṇa, 4. 24, prose paras. 26–9, says that, when the Kali age is nearly ended, a portion of the lord Vāsudēva (Vishṇu) will descend to earth in the form of

¹ For what is meant by the ‘twilight’ of an age, see p. 481 above.
Kalkin in the house of Vishnuyaśas, a leading Brāhmaṇ at the village Śambhala, and will destroy the Mlecchhas and other wicked people, and will re-establish the world in righteousness; after which, at the end of the Kali age, the minds of people will become as pellucid as crystal: and from these renovated people there will arise offspring which will follow the practices of the Kṛita age.

The Bhāgavata announces in 1. 3. 25, that in the 'twilight' of the Kali age Vishṇu will be born as Kalki from Vishnuyaśas. For the rest it says, in 12. 2. 16–23, that, when the Kali age is almost gone, Vishṇu will manifest himself as Kalki in the abode of the Brāhmaṇ Vishnuyaśas, a chief man of the village Śambhala, and, riding a swift horse and armed with a sword, will slay all evil people; and so the Kṛita age will come.

The Mahābhārata, 3, Vanap., § 190. 13097–106, says that in the troublous times at the end of the Yuga the Brāhmaṇ Kalkin, also named Vishnuyaśas, deputed by Time, will be born at the village Sambhala, an auspicious Brāhmaṇ settlement; and, conquering by religion, he will become a universal sovereign, and will lead back the world to tranquillity, and, exterminating the Mlecchhas, will bring about the passing of this Yuga into the one which is to follow it. But this is part of a passage which has been adjudged an interpolation and could hardly be regarded in any other light.

The Harivamśa, 2367–73, mentions the Brāhmaṇ Kalkin, also named Vishnuyaśas, of the village Sambhala, who is to be the tenth incarnation of Vishṇu in the 'twilight' of the Kali age; after which, that age being destroyed, the Kṛita age will come again. But, whether this statement was contained in the Harivamśa which was known to Bāna and Subandhu at the beginning of the seventh century, may be regarded as very doubtful.
NOTES ON THE DISPOSAL OF BUDDHIST DEAD IN CHINA

By W. PERCEVAL YETTS

IN China the corpse of a Buddhist priest is commonly disposed of by one of three methods, viz.: cremation, burial, or preservation by drying.

The first is the most general, and is the one honoured by ancient usage of the Order.

From the dawn of their history the Chinese have considered it a sacred duty to endeavour to preserve the bodies of their dead, though their efforts to ward off decay have rarely gone beyond providing massive coffins and elaborate mausolea. Classical literature, much of it prolix on the subject of death rites, makes no mention of cremation occurring before the advent of Buddhism, except in a solitary passage,¹ which is considered unreliable.² It seems certain that the introduction into China of the use of the funeral pyre was brought about during the opening century of our era by the first effective Buddhist mission from India.

Cremation spread in China with the growth of the exotic religion, and there is evidence that during periods of Buddhist prosperity the funeral pyre became a popular institution even among the laity.³ From time to time

¹ It occurs in a chapter on funeral rites by the philosopher Mo 內 (c. 500 B.C.), which Professor De Groot has translated. The passage runs thus: "And the people of I-khū, a state to the west of Ts'īn, at the death of a relative piled up fuel and brambles, and converted the body into ashes, saying, when the smoke whirled up, that the deceased was ascending to distant regions; and they did not become fully qualified for the title of filial sons ere they had done this." (Religious System of China, vol. ii, p. 680.)
² Ibid., p. 682 et seq.
³ Ibid., vol. iii, p. 1393 et seq.
Confucianists have conducted crusades against a custom so contrary to the principles of their creed, but it was not till A.D. 1370 that it was forbidden by imperial edict. The reigning dynasty, in its wholesale assumption of the Ming code, adopted this law amongst others directed against heretical practices, and so at the present time cremation is officially tolerated only within the ranks of the priesthood.

The following notes are concerned with the actual disposal of the corpse, and make no attempt to deal with the religious ceremonial, which has been described by Professor De Groot in his learned work *Le Code du Mahâyâna en Chine.*

At approach of death many monks compose themselves in the *ch'an-ting* (Skt. *dhyâna*) posture, thus to await their release, but in every case directly life is extinct the body is washed, shaved, clothed, and finally arranged in the correct attitude of Buddhist meditation. It is considered expedient not to delay the preliminary toilet because manipulation is more easily performed before *rigor mortis* has set in. The *dhyâna* posture consists in sitting cross-legged, the back of each foot resting on the opposite thigh, while the soles are turned upward. The hands lie in the lap. Preparatory to cremation, however,

2 Ch. vii, pp. 144, 145.
3 Priests have assured me that occasionally their dying brethren are placed in the *kang* or other receptacle, and the lid closed actually before death. The Rev. Wilfrid Allan kindly contributes the fact that it is the custom at the Wu-ch'ang Monastery to place upon the pyre moribund monks seated upon a board. Just as the final release is about to happen, the pyre is kindled and fire is thus allowed to take the place of the man's spirit as it leaves the body, and also to help it on its journey to the “Western Heaven”. This idea seems curiously like that expressed in one of the hymns of the *Rgveda* addressed to the god Agni. See Monier-Williams, *Indian Wisdom*, 4th ed., p. 16.
4 It is the classical and ideal attitude of Buddhist devotees and saints, and one chosen as being the most helpful to meditation and to acquisition of mental as well as of bodily equilibrium.
the hands may be tied together, palm to palm, in front of the breast.

The body is enveloped in the chia-sha 裹裳 (Skt. kāśāya), which covers any under-garment and leaves only the head, neck, and hands visible. It is often a brilliant crimson-vermilion colour, and is made of a material resembling satin.\(^1\) Outside all a very characteristic article of Buddhist attire is sometimes draped round the body. It envelops the left arm and shoulder, passes round the back, and then to the front under the right arm, the two ends hooking together upon the left breast. This is the yü-to-lo-sěng 郁多羅僧 (Skt. uttarāsāṃghāṭi or saṅkākṣikā), a shawl made of cotton or silk, which is covered with a network of lines dividing it up into a number of oblong panels. By thus presenting a patched appearance it formally obeys the command of the Buddha that the garments of Bhikshus should be pieced together from valueless rags picked up on dust-heaps or in cemeteries.

Often the corpse is crowned with the head-dress worn by monks on ceremonial occasions.\(^2\) This consists of two

---

\(^1\) Except in as far as it is dyed and occasionally patched, the chia-sha conforms to none of the stringent rules laid down in the Vinaya texts. The material is generally cotton, though sometimes silk is used in spite of the prohibition against wearing articles the preparation of which entails destruction of life. In colour the chia-sha varies: it may be blue-grey, black, brown, yellow, or crimson-vermilion; the first is the one most generally met with, while robes of the last-mentioned gorgeous hue are seen only on special occasions. To judge from a lengthy exposition on this subject, written in the seventh century by the famous pilgrim I-tsin, it appears that from the first the costume of the Chinese church was unorthodox. See I-tsin's Record of the Buddhist Religion, Takakusu's trans., pp. 53-82. In referring to the three orthodox garments I-tsin says (p. 54): "In the countries of the North these priestly cloaks are generally called Kāśāya from their reddish colour. This is not, however, a technical term used in the Vinaya." Cf. De Groot, Le Code du Mahāyāna en Chine, p. 74.

\(^2\) A head-covering was unknown to primitive Buddhism. Like much of the attire of Chinese priests, its adoption was necessitated by climatic conditions.
parts, viz. a cap called p’i-lu mao 昔盧帽, and an article
called wu-fo wei 五佛帷. The former—the “Cap of
Vairocana” 1—fits the skull and has an upturned flap
behind. Its apex is furnished with an ornamented spike
representing the “Diamond Baton” 金剛杵, an “emblem
of Buddha’s power over evil” 2—the Chinese form of the
well-known vajra of Indian mythology.

The wu-fo wei, or “Veil of the Five Buddhas”, 3 is
composed of a broad band carrying five tongue-shaped
leaves which bear a representation of a highly important
group of deities. 4 Upon each leaf is either painted or
embroidered the figure of a Dhyāni-Buddha seated on
a lotus-bloom and with a nimbus of flames encircling his
head. The material may be paper, cotton, or silk. The
“veil” is tied round the brow in front of the cap, so that

1 Vairocana is regarded as the Dhyāni-Buddha of the fabulous being
who was the first in chronological order of the five chief human Buddhas
of the present age. See note 4, infra. This metaphysical creation,
held to be the personification of essential bodhi and absolute purity, is
the highest of the Trikāya. See Eitel, Handbook, pp. 178 et seq., 192.
3 See De Groot, Sectarianism in China, vol. i, pl. iii, for a picture of this
article.
4 In response to the instinctive craving of mankind for personal
deities accessible to prayer, Northern Buddhism has invented Dhyāni-
Buddhas as ethereal counterparts of earthly Buddhas, whose destiny is
on attainment of their nirvāṇa to fade away beyond the ken of human
petitions and sympathies. This special group of Five represents
celestial reflexes of the human Buddhas allotted to the present age,
viz., Gautama, his three fictitious immediate predecessors, and Mi-lê Fo
彌勒佛 (Skt. Maitreya), the Buddha-designate, whose advent on
earth is expected when some five thousand years shall have elapsed since
the death of Sākyamuni. Of these the historical Buddha occupies the
place of chief importance, and likewise does his reflex in the domain of
the spiritual, O-mi-t’o Fo 阿彌陀佛 (Skt. Amitābha), who is,
perhaps, the most popular figure in the Chinese Buddhist pantheon.
O-mi-t’o has lost his abstract nature as a Dhyāna-Buddha, and has
materialized into a deity possessing the attributes of a personal saviour,
the “Guide to the West” 西方接引—to that glorious paradise
which offers to the Chinese mind more tangible and attractive joys than
does the negative bliss of nirvāṇa. For an excellent picture of the Five
Dhyāni-Buddhas see Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, p. 336.
an observer facing the combined head-dress is struck by its resemblance to a crown. On either side of the wearer's face there is a streamer which hangs down just in front of the ear.

To complete the equipment of the corpse, two articles of religious significance are sometimes added. A rosary may be placed in one hand, while the other is made to grasp a fly-whisk.

The rosary is an essential adjunct to the outfit of every pious monk, who uses it, like his Christian brother, as a means of checking the performance of his daily devotions. Primitive Buddhism knew it not. "As a Buddhist article," to quote Col. Waddell, "the rosary appears only in the latest ritualistic stage when a belief had arisen in the potency of muttering mystic spells and other strange formulas."¹ The Chinese rosary is called by various names. Sometimes it is simply "a string of pearls" 素珠, or the first character may be replaced by 念 "repetition", or by 誦, which means "to hum over", "read in a sing-song voice",² two expressions, the aptness of either of which must strike anyone who has watched monks at their devotions.

It is outside the province of this paper to discuss the size and material of rosaries, of which there is great variety. Suffice it to say that the beads of uniform size vary in number from 18 to 540, and, in the case of the longer strings, several larger beads may be attached also.

¹ See Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 202-10, where the learned author fully describes the rosaries used in Tibet. Much of his account applies equally to those of China. Indeed, Chinese have informed me that their rosary originally came from Tibet. It is well known that to a Lamaist source is attributed the adoption during Manchu rule of the necklace 朝珠 worn as a part of the regulation costume of officials. The use of the rosary is not confined to the Buddhist among Oriental religions, for worshippers of Siva and Vishnu have the same custom. See Monier-Williams' essay, "Indian Rosaries," in Modern India and the Indians, p. 108.

² Giles, Dict., No. 10,456.
Strings of 108 are the most common. Though multiples of 9 seem to be the rule, it is interesting to find it stated that in Japan a rosary of 112 uniform beads is the one most generally used. Various explanations have been given of the numerical symbolism of the beads.

The fly-whisk, called "yak's tail" or "brushing-away-tail", is made of a bunch of horsehair or of vegetable fibre fixed to the end of a short stick. It is of great interest, both on account of its ancient Indian origin, and because it is employed as a religious emblem. In the Vinaya Pitaka the Buddha is recorded to have given permission to Bhikshus to use the fly-whisk, but to have forbidden the use of one made of a yak's tail, presumably because unwilling to usurp an appanage of royalty.

The fly-whisk has come to symbolize obedience to the first and greatest of Buddhist commandments, for by its gentle agency insects are brushed away and saved from destruction. The Bodhisattva Kuan-yin is sometimes represented holding one in her hand, and images of Buddhist worthies are often furnished with fly-whisks. From early times the Taoists have borrowed this emblem, and they still use it as an instrument of magic, sometimes with the addition of a bell at the end of the handle.

In some temples a square box-like chair is kept ready to receive the remains of any monk immediately after death, and this may itself be used to convey the body to the burning and be consumed together with it. More often the corpse is packed into a square wooden chest, furnished with a sliding front, which is shut down before

---

2 Literally chu is the Chinese elk (Elaphurus Davidii), which is wrongly believed by some to furnish the hair for these whisks. See Williams, Dict., p. 88; and Giles, Dict., No. 2,541.
5 A monk enclosed in a receptacle and awaiting cremation is referred to by the phrase 坐 禪 和 僧.
the pyre is lit. An iron chair to seat the body during cremation is described by Mr. Hackmann. There is often employed yet another kind of receptacle, which does not seem to have been mentioned by writers, although, if my information be correct, its use is widespread. I refer to the covered earthenware tub or kang 罐 to be described later. Certainly my own observation proves that this mode of enclosing the corpse is practised throughout the region of the Middle and Lower Yangtse (i.e. approximately of the last 1,000 miles of the river).

Sometimes the corpse is merely seated unenclosed on the pyre, and burnt in full view of the onlookers. This may happen in places remote from a religious house of importance, but every monastery of any size is provided with a crematorium, generally built a short distance outside the precincts. These crematoria are all constructed on the same simple plan of a many-sided or circular chamber, about seven feet high and a little less in diameter. Except for four stone blocks acting as supports for the bier, its interior is bare. The roof may be made of ordinary tiles resting on an iron framework, and is pierced by a vent-hole. The entrance is about five feet high and three and a half in width. There is a large monastery, the Kuei-yüan-ch' an Ssū 歸元禪寺, close to Han-yang 漢陽府. Its crematorium is an unimposing hexagonal hut, built on some waste land to the south of the temple precincts. Since the monks in residence number between four and five hundred, it follows that a funeral is not a very infrequent occurrence. The following account is based largely on the procedure followed there.

The process of cremation 鬧維 may take from six to twelve hours before incineration is complete. Sandal-wood 檀 is the ideal form of fuel, but, for sake of economy,
ordinary firewood is generally used, and bits of the more expensive and fragrant kind are thrown on the pyre from time to time. On one occasion at the Han-yang monastery when I was a witness, ignition of the logs was assisted by the ubiquitous, and in that instance somewhat incongruous, tin of kerosene. As soon as the pyre is well alight, the entrance to the crematory hut is closed by a screen of bricks, which, being loosely piled up, admit a free draught of air. A lay brother is left in charge of affairs after the monks have performed the initial ceremony.

A cremation always draws a large crowd of onlookers who, though apparently attracted more by curiosity than by pious motives, yet are willing to throw cash into an alms-box displayed in a prominent position by the priests, who are nothing loth to improve the occasion by collecting contributions to temple funds.

Generally less than a day is allowed to elapse between the demise and cremation of a monk, but sometimes, when an abbot or priest of conspicuous sanctity dies, the body is kept for a week or more while special masses are being celebrated. In such a case the corpse is quickly fitted either into a kāng (see Plate III, b), or into a wooden box, and packed round with charcoal mixed with fragments of sandal-wood. The receptacle is made quite airtight. When the time for burning comes the bier and its contents are put on the pyre just as they are, except in the case of a kāng, when the vent-hole in its lid is opened. After cremation a handful or two of relics 靡利 are collected from among the ashes and deposited in an urn or in a red calico bag, which is then consigned to a room set apart for the purpose. At the Han-yang monastery the urns consist of a heterogeneous collection of jars, some of which bear with strange incongruity the character for "wedded joy" 喜, showing that they were originally intended for a very different purpose. The ashes may be thus stored for months or even years, but ultimately the ashes are
committed to a pit\(^1\) over which has been built a pagoda-like structure called the "All-mingling Tower" 聲同塔. It stands often about ten feet high and has a small opening just large enough to allow of a bag of ashes being passed through. Relics of distinguished monks may escape the fate of the majority beneath the "Mixture Pagodas", and be honoured with an individual tomb. This usually takes the shape of a mound surmounted by a monument\(^2\) 支提 exhibiting the symbolic forms used by Northern Buddhists.\(^3\)

**Burial.**

Professor De Groot in his classic work on disposal of the dead states that the coffins of the Buddhist clergy do not differ from those used by the laity.\(^4\) It is, however, a fact that receptacles capable of containing a seated figure are employed widely for the burial of priests. Such a receptacle is called a \(k'an 良\). It takes the form either of a square wooden box, or else of a covered earthenware tub. This tub or \(kang 睑\) resembles that commonly used for holding water or for storage of manure. In fact, occasionally two ordinary domestic \(kang\), joined mouth to mouth, are made to act as a coffin, though usually tubs specially manufactured for funeral purposes are obtained. These are made in pairs, and are so designed that the rim of the lid or uppermost \(kang\) fits closely over the rim of the other, producing a joint easily rendered airtight by

---

\(^1\) Often called \(ch'an k'an \) 禪龕. It is said that the ashes of no more than 5,048 monks should be buried in one such receptacle.

\(^2\) See Chavannes, *Mission Archéologique dans la Chine Septentrionale*, pls. 385-7, for illustrations of these monuments.

\(^3\) A series of superimposed symbols is found with slight variations in the Buddhist grave monuments of China, Japan, and Tibet. In its simplest form it is composed of five symmetrical parts, which, it is said, represent the elements into which the body is ultimately resolved. The apex, pear-shaped and tapering upwards, is emblematic of ether; next below is a bowl-like figure—the inverted vault of heaven; this rests on a cone representing fire; next, a globe typifies water; and a square block for the base stands for solid earth. See Rémuèsat, *Foé koué ki*, pp. 91, 92.

the aid of cement. A pair thus joined together forms a chamber resembling a barrel in shape. In cross-section the tubs are generally circular, though some are made polygonal. Upon the lid is cemented a simple ornament that probably represents the distinctive finial of Buddhist monuments (see Plates II, III, B). It is said that most of these vessels come from the potteries of Wu-hsi 無錫 縣 on the Grand Canal.

Burial in earthenware coffins is a very ancient practice. It is referred to in the Book of Rites as having been in vogue more than 2,000 years B.C. Dr. Bushell quotes a record of the discovery in A.D. 506 of an ancient coffin which is almost identical with that now used for Buddhist priests; "it was described as five feet high, over four feet in circumference, wide and flat-bottomed below, and pointed above, opening in the middle like a round box with a cover; while the corpse was found buried inside in a sitting posture." The passage in the Book of Rites cited above goes on to state that wooden coffins replaced the earthenware kind under the Yin 殷 dynasty (B.C. 1766–1122), many centuries before Buddhism existed.

But, apart from ancient precedent, there are obvious reasons why the kung should be utilized for this purpose. It offers a cheap, efficient, and ready means of constructing an airtight chamber of the required size and shape.

---

3 In view of the theory of the Chaldean origin of Chinese civilization, it is interesting to note that excavations in the Babylonian Plain have brought to light countless numbers of earthenware coffins. Though most of them bear evidence of having been used to contain the body during a process of partial cremation, yet some are found almost identical with the Chinese kind of the present day. Taylor, describing finds on the right bank of the Euphrates, says: "In other trenches I exhumed numerous coffins, formed of two large jars, precisely of the same shape as the largest kind at present used in Bagdad for containing water, joined together by a bitumen cement. ... In each was a skeleton" (JRAS., Vol. XV, p. 413, 1855; see also ibid., p. 414, where a woodcut is given of one of these coffins).
With the priesthood, as with the laity, interment may be postponed for months or even years, until a suitable site and auspicious day are found. In such a case the receptacle with its human contents is kept in a corner of one of the temple buildings.\(^1\) That this can be done without giving offence to the living is due to the fact that the vessel is airtight—if a box, it has been efficiently caulked with putty, or if a kung, it has been hermetically sealed with cement. The deceased under these conditions is spoken of as “a priest sitting in the k'an” 坐龍和尚. Usually burial takes place in the vicinity of the temple to which the priest in his lifetime belonged.

**Preservation by Drying**

This practice is specially interesting because, notwithstanding it is very common, no writer, as far as I know, has done more than merely mention its existence. Mr. H. Hackmann, in his valuable book *Buddhism as a Religion*, p. 229, alludes to it as follows: “Some strict ascetics also shut themselves up in small caves of mountains, devoid of all daylight. When the inhabitant of such a prison dies, his body (which has become greatly emaciated by the scant nourishment it has received) is embalmed and prepared in a special manner, then painted and gilt, and set up in the temple to be worshipped under the name of ‘flesh-body’ (*jou shên*).”

The custom of preserving the remains of Buddhist saints intact may be attributed chiefly to two motives: first to the ancient belief in the corporeal immortality of persons who have attained great sanctity, and secondly, to a pious desire to keep, in their most perfect form, relics of revered and distinguished exponents of the faith. As I hope to

\(^1\) Nearly three years ago I found in the Tung-nèng Ssō 東能寺 at Wuhu two sealed funeral kung containing bodies of priests. They had been already some months in the temple, and were still there about a year and a half later. A correspondent informs me that they were buried recently.
show later, this conservation custom has also its worldly side—an aspect of relic cult not confined to China.

Belief in the incorruptibility of the corpse of a saint is prevalent among Mahāyāna Buddhists. A conspicuous Chinese example is that of the human prototype of the Bodhisattva Ti Tsang 地藏, the over-lord of hell, to whom special reverence is paid throughout the province of Anhui. On earth this important deity became, during the eighth century, incarnate in a Siamese prince, who, tired of worldly vanities, wandered as a mendicant till he settled on Mount Chiu-hua 九華山, where he eventually died. Chiu-hua Shan has long ranked as one of the four great Buddhist Sacred Hills of China, and the chief of its many shrines is the “Precious Mortal Body Hall” 閃身寶殿, in which, it is said, the undecayed earthly frame of Ti Tsang is still preserved.

However, the Buddhists are not alone in this belief. Referring to universal cremation among Hindus, Monier-Williams says: “It is true that the bodies of great Hindu ascetics and devotees are exempted from this rule. They are usually buried—not burnt. Not, however, because the mere corporeal frame is held in greater veneration, but because the bodies of the most eminent saints are supposed to lie undecomposed in a kind of trance, or state of intense ecstatic meditation (samādhi).”

Sākyamuni no less than the Brahmans regarded the earthly frame with repugnance, and insisted on the fact of its impermanence, and, though cremation was consistent with his teaching, he was merely following the custom in

---

1 This beautiful group of hills is in Anhui, about thirty miles due south of a small town on the River Yangtse, called Ta-t'ung 大通, and nearly twice that distance east of the capital of the province. It is said that upwards of 80,000 pilgrims visit Chiu-hua Shan yearly. Its temples contain four or five “dried priests.” Except during winter-time it can be approached by boat from Ta-t'ung along a stream that winds through the most enchanting scenery.

2 Buddhism, p. 496.
vogue when he directed that his body should be burnt. The Buddha is not recorded to have given instructions as to the disposal of the ashes or other relics of his person. Indeed, it is a curious fact that the Vinaya Pitaka, though explicit in rules regulating the daily life of Bhikshus, lays down no law concerning the mode of dealing with the dead. On the contrary, there is evidence that the Buddha regarded death rites as of small importance. As Burnouf pointed out, it was the disciples of Gautama who made the departure from long-established funeral procedure by preserving relics of their Founder. The cult of relics became a prominent feature of Buddhism, and in the particular process under discussion we find its most complete development.

Buddhist priests in China differ in their accounts of the motive for this custom. Some deny that artificial means are employed to preserve the corpse, and maintain that it is the exalted sanctity of the individual alone that defies corruption—in short, their explanation tallies with that given in the passage by Monier-Williams quoted above. Others frankly admit that the bodies are carefully prepared with the express purpose of manufacturing relics. Probably there is truth in both explanations. With regard to the first: surely it must be admitted that nothing but profound religious fervour would induce a man voluntarily to undergo starvation severe enough to produce the degree of emaciation almost essential to the success of post-mortem drying. Sometimes, this self-imposed starvation is carried even to the extent of causing death. That such ascetics do exist is no less wonderful than the fact that at several Buddhist centres in China there are to be found monks who have sought a living martyrdom by immurement in a dark cell lasting for years, or, in some cases, for life. Further, in proof that some “dried priests”

1 See SBE., vol. xi, p. 91.
2 Introd. du Budd. Indica, p. 354.
are not intentionally produced by artifice, there are the instances when the discovery of them has been a matter of chance and quite innocent of any preconcerted plan. See the history of the Yang-chou specimen described below (Example No. 4).

Secondly, there seems no doubt that the majority of "dried priests" are specially prepared with intent to provide popular relics—relics that will not only attract the public to the temples, but also inspire them to generous contributions. The interesting temple notice found at Wuhu clearly shows that the relic it refers to was prepared in order to fill this catchpenny capacity. (See Example No. 2.)

The actual preparation of a body for the drying process is briefly as follows. It is first subjected to the same treatment as that described above for cremation. Most of my informants agree that the preliminary toilet ends there, but some have stated that the viscera are removed. On this point Mr. Hackmann has kindly given me information concerning a "dried priest" preserved in the P'u-hsien T'a 善賢塔 on Mount O-mei1 禹眉. He says that a priest of the temple told him that in that case the abdomen had been opened, its contents removed, and the cavity washed out with a certain decoction of herbs.

From all accounts it seems that the viscera are taken out only when the deceased is not emaciated sufficiently for the success of desiccation to be ensured.

Before packing the body into the kang, the bottom of the vessel is filled to the depth of about a foot with the ash either of rice-straw or of incense-sticks. There is always plenty of the latter to be found accumulated in the temples. Upon this bed of ash the body is arranged

---

1 In his account of O-mei Shan, Mr. R. F. Johnston mentions that there are several "dried priests" to be found on this sacred mountain. From Peking to Mandalay, p. 98. The author kindly informs me that one of these is reputed to be 500 years old.
seated in the dhyāna posture. Around it is then packed charcoal and wadding and, according to some accounts, salt is included.¹ Finally the lid of the kāng is cemented on, and should there be a hole in the lid, that is closed; the greatest care being taken that the vessel is hermetically sealed.

The kāng is not opened for two or three years, and in the meanwhile is either kept in a corner of one of the temple buildings or else buried. The opening of it is made a ceremonial affair, and if the body is found then to be undecayed a subscription list is started for the gilding and enshrining of the relic.

There is another and less common method of preserving Buddhist dead, concerning which the Rev. Wilfrid Allan, of Wu-ch'ang, has kindly sent me a most interesting account written by a convert who was formerly a noted leader of a vegetarian society.² Mr. Allan is able to vouch for the reliability of the informant, whose statement runs as follows: “I have received your letter, and know something about the subject of men becoming 'Carnal Body Immortals' 肉身仙. A few years ago I had a disciple named Li Kao-fu, who afterwards became one of these 'Immortals'. Influenced by my teaching, he not only

¹ This use of salt is a point in common with the process of embalming practised by the ancient Egyptians. An essential part of all the three methods described by Herodotus is the steeping of the body in a saline fluid. See Rawlinson's *Herodotus*, vol. ii, p. 141. But the closest analogy to be found in the West is the method used till recently by the Capuchin Order to preserve their dead. The bodies were subjected for several months to the action of a clayey limestone soil (supposed to have been brought from the Holy Land) which had desiccating powers. The dried corpses were then arrayed in the clothes worn during life and arranged in life-like attitudes within a crypt. The best-known examples are to be found near Palermo.

² Strict vegetarianism, the logical outcome of obedience to the commandment "Thou shalt not kill", is the chief principle of numerous semi-secret religious societies which probably owe their existence to the influence of Buddhism. The question of how far these sects can be said to come within the pale of the Buddhist Church is discussed by Professor De Groot in his *Sectarianism and Religious Persecution in China*. 
refrained from animal food, but evinced a passionate desire to push his self-denial to the utmost extent. He therefore gradually left off eating rice, taking a little less each day till he gave it up altogether. After that he had a small quantity of biscuit or pulse, and by degrees this also was discontinued.

"Next he restricted himself to water, which he took for a double purpose—to maintain life and also to flush out his bowels. Thus he became moribund, and a drop of warm water was given just to keep him alive. In this way he gradually died, the process of dissolution, from first to last, extending over a period of several months.

"After he was dead we took a hundred catties of cedar-wood and forty catties of sandal-wood, which we split up and mixed with incense-powder. This compound was burnt in a censer placed between the thighs and feet of the dead man, who thus was smoked. The corpse was enveloped in a hood or cloak, but if any worshippers came the covering was removed and the smoking process stopped, and was not recommenced till after the departure of the visitors. When the body had been thoroughly dried we pasted over it varnish, lime, and wood-oil, together with other things. Afterwards we bound it firmly with cords. It now sits upright and is an object of worship.

"This is the method by which a man becomes an 'Immortal', and it differs little from that followed in the curing of pork."

The preservation process finished, the body has become what is commonly called a kan-ho-shang, a "dried priest". More reverential names are jou-shen-hsien, a "Carnal or Material Body Immortal", or simply hsien, an "Immortal". In the Nanking

---

1 The oil pressed from the nut of Elaeococca vernicifera (Williams, Dict., p. 934). When mixed with lime it forms the putty used by Chinese carpenters, which when dry becomes extremely hard and durable.
"DRIED PRIEST" AT PU-KOU
district the term jén-kan 人乾, "dried man," is generally used in preference. This is explained by an anecdote that is still recounted locally concerning the famous fourth emperor of the present dynasty. During one of his visits to Nanking he heard of a gilded priest preserved in the San-tsang Tien 三藏殿, a temple then standing outside the South Gate. Out of curiosity he visited the temple, but on seeing the relic exclaimed with disgust, "He is no Buddha, but merely a jén-kan."

The gilding of these relics is in accordance with Indian tradition, for a skin of golden lustre was one of the thirty-two characteristics described in Vedie lore as appertaining to a great hero, and naturally Sākyamuni possessed these signs of greatness. Hence the ideal colour for Buddhist images has always been gilt. Before gold-leaf is applied the body is varnished, and any weak spots may be built up with a composition of clay or putty and powdered sandal-wood. The lobes of the ears are often enlarged to the size prescribed in Buddhist iconography (see Plate I). An aṅga may be added to the forehead (see Example No. 3). The dress and equipment of a "dried priest" is similar to that allotted to a dead monk awaiting cremation, and has been already described.

Sometimes, in the case of specially distinguished saints, memorials are forwarded to the throne praying that titles

1 This emperor visited Nanking seven times between the years 1751 and 1789.
2 It was destroyed during the T'ai-p'ing Rebellion.
3 See Burnouf, Lotus de la bonne Loi, appendix viii, pp. 568, 569.
4 It is interesting to note that an analogous process is practised in Burma in the disposal of dead members of the Buddhist clergy, though it is used but as a temporary expedient to preserve the body until cremation can take place. After death the viscera are removed and the cavity filled with hot ashes, sawdust, spices, or honey. The body is then swathed in strips of linen, and after being varnished is often gilded. Thus protected it may lie in an ornamented sarcophagus for weeks, months, or even more than a year. See Spence Hardy, Eastern Monachism, pp. 322, 323; Bigandet, Life of Gautama, pp. 328, 329; Shway Yoe, The Burman, pp. 578–83.
of canonization may be conferred. In response titles are occasionally given. An example is that of a "dried priest" near Wuhu who is called "The Buddha who gazes upon the River" 望江佛. Memorials requesting recognition for two priestly relics at the town of T'ung-ch'êng 桐城 in Anhui arrived at the capital within the space of a few months, and afforded a certain emperor the opportunity of displaying a cynical wit. The first he named K'o-shih Fo 可是佛, "Is he really a Buddha?" The second was endowed with the title Yu-shih Fo 又是佛, "Yet another Buddha?"

As to the antiquity of this custom of drying corpses I regret to have no definite data to offer. It may be coeval with the Buddhist church in China, since there is a tradition concerning the two Indian monks who were brought back by the envoys of the Emperor Ming Ti (A.D. 58–76) to the effect that their bodies after death remained undecomposed and were kept in a building at Lo-yang. It has been mentioned above that one of the "dried priests" on O-mei Shan is reputed to be 500 years old. There seems no doubt that a specimen on Tai Shan, described by M. Chavannes, dates back to the year 1703.

An article in China's Millions for May, 1910, gives an account of two examples, which, if genuine, must be among the oldest in existence. These dried bodies are

---

1 This tradition is mentioned in a recent article by M. H. Maspero, in which the writer quotes a passage from a Chinese work explaining the origin of the use of the character 當 (sā) to denote Buddhist edifices. According to this authority the building at Lo-yang, in which the incorruptible remains of the two Indian missionaries were housed, was one of the Government offices. At that time sā was the term used for buildings of that class. The repository of these relics was regarded as a shrine of the new religion, and hence it followed from this connexion that sā came to be adopted as a generic term for the Buddhist temples that later sprang into being. See Bull. de l'Ecole Française d'Extême-Orient, tome x, No. 1, p. 107, note 3.

2 Le Tai Chan, p. 91. These are the remains of a Taoist priest. So far as can be judged from the short account of it given, this relic does not differ from the Buddhist kind.
supposed to have been those of a brother and sister who lived at the beginning of the fourteenth century, and they are said to be now preserved in a Hunan village about fifty miles from the capital of the province. The history of their lives is a long record of ascetic practices and searchings after drugs with miraculous properties, and so successful were they that they attained to corporeal immortality. The pair were evidently votaries of Taoism, yet now their shrines are in charge of Buddhist priests, and this fact together with the close relationship existing between the two religions brings them within the scope of these notes. It must be added that the writer of the article did not verify the existence of the relics.

My own search for examples has been confined to the valley of the Middle and Lower Yangtse, a region that was devastated half a century ago by the T'ai-p'ing rebels, who signalized the decade of their power by practising a ruthless iconoclasm that was directed specially against objects of Buddhist devotion. It would be surprising, therefore, if this region possessed any specimens of "dried priests" of a date prior to 1860. I have met with one relic only for which a greater age was claimed, and then there was every reason to doubt its authenticity (see Example No. 5).

Below will be found accounts of six representative examples, which have been picked out for detailed description in order to illustrate various aspects of this custom.

Example No. 1. On the north bank of the Yangtse, opposite to Nanking, is the ruined walled town of P'u-k'ou 浦口, which has lately come into prominence as the southern terminus of the Tientsin Railway. Near the north gate is a small temple, the San-yüan An 三元庵, in the entrance hall of which there is enshrined a good specimen of a "dried priest". Fortunately it was possible to open the glass-panelled door in front of the
relief, and I was therefore able to get excellent photographs (Plates I and II).

Seated in the dhyāna attitude upon a lotus dais, the body is enveloped in red cotton gown and draperies, his face, neck, and hands alone being visible. I must confess to the sacrilegious act of having, for purposes of photography, lifted the robe from over the legs. He is unshaven, and his long hair is confined by the metal circlet called ku 謎 which crowns his head. These signs proclaim him to have reached the enlightened rank of lo-han 羅漢.1

Apparently the body has been subjected to little preparation beyond the drying and gilding processes. The sunken cheeks have been artificially filled out, and the ears have been enlarged to the traditional size assigned to Buddhist notables.2 Otherwise, the state of the relic probably has not changed since it was taken from the kang that now stands by the side of the shrine (see Plate II).

Above the door of the shrine is nailed a piece of yellow silk inscribed as follows: "In the autumn of the year 1848 he forsook the world and joined the priesthood. Freed from anxiety and undisturbed by mundane cares, he used to sit, garbed in a chia-shat, in the Hall of Meditation, the while an understanding of the Sacred Doctrine gradually illuminated his soul. Just as a struggle is necessary to overcome the dragon and tiger, so he by striving succeeded in quelling his mortal passions, and now, tranquil and happy, he has attained his true reward and walks in the realms of Ju-lai."3

1 Lo-han represents the Sanskrit arhat, and is a term applied to one who has attained distinction as a zealous follower of Buddha's teaching. It is also the stage of Buddhist enlightenment next below that of a bodhisattva. See Eitel, Handbook, p. 16. Hermit and immured monks come under this heading.

2 This feature is not peculiar to Buddhist imagery. There is a saying current in China, "Both ears hanging to the shoulders,—a most illustrious man." See Smith, Chinese Proverbs, p. 306.

3 如來 is the Chinese equivalent of Tathāgata, a Sanskrit title applied to Gautama as well as to other Buddhas.
So far as could be learnt from an ancient monk, the sole occupant of the temple, the history of the "dried priest" is as follows: He was a native of Hupeh. Pao-hua Shan was the place of his novitiate and ordination. He remained in the San-yüan An for some twenty years, and died about ten years ago. On account of his superior piety he was dried for two or three years, and after being taken from the *kang* was varnished and gilded.

*Example No. 2.* Outside the East Gate of Wuhu is a group of small temples. One of these is a one-roomed building called the Chieh-t'a Ssü 覺塔寺, in which the principal object is a glass case containing the dried and gilded body of a priest. The case occupies a pedestal in the centre of the room with a clear space around it. The body sits huddled up in the usual attitude and is attired in a faded red satin *chia-sha*, which leaves only his head, neck, and hands visible. Round the forehead is tied a "Veil of the Five Buddhas", and the right hand grasps a fly-whisk. A board hangs on the wall of the temple bearing a most interesting notice, of which the following is a rough translation:—

"**INSCRIPTION TABLET CONCERNING THE ‘MORTAL BODY BUDDHA’ 肉身佛.**

Within the T'ai-p'ing Garden in the eastern suburb of Wuhu there once stood an ancient fane named the Lang-shu An 龍樹庵 which was erected during the last dynasty. Having been destroyed at the time of the Rebellion, it was generously restored about the year

---

1 This important and historic monastery (called also 慧居寺) is the headquarters of the "Discipline School" 律宗. It is said to have accommodated no fewer than 1,800 monks previous to its destruction by the T'ai-p'ing rebels. Within recent years it has been rebuilt and has regained somewhat its former splendour. Many priests are still ordained there, and many pilgrims make it their goal. It is beautifully situated on a hill some 800 feet high, between Chinkiang and Nanking.
1862 by a benefactor belonging to the T'ai-p'ing district. The Magistrate, moreover, appreciating the profound benevolence and conspicuous merit of our preceptor the Worthy Yao 耀, commissioned him to take charge of the scheme and to canvass subscriptions for rebuilding the temple. In spite of wind and rain he carried out his arduous task with loyalty and zeal. After much hard work he collected a sufficient sum, and at the time of the defeat of the T'ai-p'ing Rebellion he began building operations. He vowed he would erect the main hall, but, as is generally known, died before his wish was fulfilled.

"The Worthy Yao, our preceptor, entered the priesthood as a pupil of the Worthy K'ai-yüeh of the Ch'ung-shih Temple.

"In middle life he made pilgrimages and travelled in search of expounders of the Doctrine. Also, he fasted and obeyed the ordinances with exemplary strictness. During the vicious Rebellion the rebels invaded this district and he was made a prisoner. In spite of captivity he still fasted, and never allowed his Buddhist heart to falter. What a rare example!

"He was chosen by the gentry and elders of the T'ai-p'ing district to manage the Lung-shu Temple. Here he laboured in hundreds of ways and strove to improve its fortunes. Not only did he worship Buddha morning and evening, but his very thoughts were constantly with Buddha. Whilst engaged in burning lights and incense he cultivated spiritual affinity.

"Having lived to the age of 78 he fell ill and died in the first month of the year 1900. His body was washed and then placed in a k'un 箏 with the knees bent. That was three years ago, and his body remains undecomposed. What a marvellous occurrence!

"According to rule, we have gilded and enshrined our preceptor's remains. Devotees of both sexes who come to view the body, may perceive its crystal and jade purity
and its complete innocence of dishonesty or fraud. This proves the purity of his mind, his enlightenment in the Doctrine, and his attainment of true Buddhahood—an example of cause and effect.

"We are anxious to fulfil the desires of our preceptor, and would appeal to the gentry, officials, elders, and almsgivers in general to give practical expression to their benevolent thoughts and generous hearts by opening their purses and presenting contributions. Thus will they accumulate a store of merit. Their gifts may be offered in the form of money to be spent in regilding the Buddhas and other dilapidated images, or they may take the shape of bricks and tiles for the rebuilding of the main hall. Thus our preceptor's wishes may be carried out and the donors will be silently blessed by Buddhist power. Also, their illustrious progeny will continue for countless ages to be distinguished scholars and to enjoy glory and riches.

"The appeal for alms is made by Hui-hai, resident priest of the Lung-shu Temple.

"The preface is respectfully prepared by Hui-t'ung, resident priest of the Ch'u-shih Temple."

Example No. 3. About twelve miles from Wuhu is the town of San-shan 三山鎮. There is a small temple there, the Ting-yün Ssŭ 定雲寺, a part of which is occupied by a "Mortal Body Hall" 肉身殿, where there is preserved a gilded priest inside a glass-fronted case. Except for the head and neck, the relic is concealed beneath a faded red satin chia-sha. It is seated upon the usual lotus dais. A knob has been placed on the centre of the forehead. This represents the 眉間白毛 (lit. "white hair between the eyebrows"), corresponding to the Sanskrit úrṇā. The brow is crowned with a paper "Veil of the Five Buddhas". The history of this "dried

1 Eitel, Handbook, p. 188. The úrṇā is one of the thirty-two signs characteristic of a great man. See Burnouf, Lotus de la Bonne Loi, app. viii, p. 563.
priest", as given me by one of the resident priests, is briefly as follows: His name was Shan-kên 善根. He originally came from the Pai-sui Kung 百歳宮, a well-known temple on Chiu-hua Shan. All his life he remained a vegetarian. He died, aged 97, in 1896, and was placed in a kang. After two years the kang was opened. His body was taken out and gilded, and money was collected to repair the temple. His posthumous title is "He who awaits canonization as Buddha of the Yangtse" 待封長江佛.

Example No. 4. This relic is kept in the Kao-ming Ssū 高冥寺, a large temple standing on the west bank of the Grand Canal, about six miles south of Yang-chou Fu 揚州府. There is nothing specially noteworthy in its appearance. It is clothed in a red chia-sha, and is furnished with a "Veil of the Five Buddhas", and with a fly-whisk. Its history obtained from the priests on the spot is interesting. The priest's name was Hui-ch'ao 慧超. He joined the monastery at the age of 27, and remained there till he died in 1876 aged 72. He was buried inside a closed kang on the opposite bank of the canal. There he was left undisturbed for seventeen years, till, the ground where he was interred being required for some other purpose, it became necessary to exhume him. The kang was cleared of earth, but, to the surprise of all, it was found impossible to move it. In searching for the cause of this difficulty the lid of the kang was slightly lifted, when the body was seen to be undecayed and still sitting upright. This discovery led to a discussion, and it was decided to collect money to gild and enshrine the body. It is said that directly this resolution had been made it became possible to move the kang easily.

Example No. 5. In the Pao-t'ung Ssū 寶通寺 at Wu-ch'ang 武昌府, a temple that has been already referred to, there is preserved a most curious relic. It is gilded, and to this extent is similar to the usual
dried priest", but in other respects it is strikingly abnormal, and therefore it merits a detailed description.

Instead of being in the attitude of meditation, this figure is perched upon a raised seat, the right foot planted on the ground, while the bent left leg is held horizontal by being supported at the ankle upon the opposite thigh. The body leans slightly forward, and the head rests upon the left hand, which holds a rosary;¹ it is undraped except for a small skirt,² which is gilded like the figure and appears to be made of the same material. (See Plate III, A.)

An examination proved that it is not a genuine "dried priest"; at any rate, it can be affirmed that no portion of human remains recognizable as such is left visible. I was led to this conclusion chiefly by the fact that the relations of the bony prominences are anatomically incorrect. The priests state that the body was swathed with strips of calico and fortified with plaster before being gilded; but, allowing for this method of preparation, certain significant bony points should remain recognizable had an actual corpse been the basis of the figure.

It is claimed that these are the remains of an abbot of the monastery at the time of the T'ang 唐 dynasty. However, the priests are unable to give a satisfactory explanation of how this relic has escaped the vicissitudes of some ten centuries, and especially the demolition of the temple by the T'ai-p'ing rebels about sixty years ago. The bogus abbot has received canonization under the title of "The Penitent Buddha" 罪 惭 佛.³

¹ This attitude is a rare one for Buddhist figures. There is a picture of a Japanese image of Padmapani in a similar pose to be found in Grünwedel, Mythologie des Buddhismus, p. 27.
² This garment probably represents the Indian nirūsma, one of the "Thirteen Necessaries" that any priest is allowed to possess. See Takakusu, I-tsing, p. 55.
³ Professor Parker kindly informs me that 罪 惭 often occurs in the poetry of the T'ang dynasty in the literal sense of "bitter regrets", the same meaning, in fact, that it has in colloquial use at the present day. He suggests that the expression refers to the remorse for his past life
"dried priest", but in other respects it is strikingly abnormal, and therefore it merits a detailed description.

Instead of being in the attitude of meditation, this figure is perched upon a raised seat, the right foot planted on the ground, while the bent left leg is held horizontal by being supported at the ankle upon the opposite thigh. The body leans slightly forward, and the head rests upon the left hand, which holds a rosary; it is undraped except for a small skirt, which is gilded like the figure and appears to be made of the same material. (See Plate III, a.)

An examination proved that it is not a genuine "dried priest"; at any rate, it can be affirmed that no portion of human remains recognizable as such is left visible. I was led to this conclusion chiefly by the fact that the relations of the bony prominences are anatomically incorrect. The priests state that the body was swathed with strips of calico and fortified with plaster before being gilded; but, allowing for this method of preparation, certain significant bony points should remain recognizable had an actual corpse been the basis of the figure.

It is claimed that these are the remains of an abbot of the monastery at the time of the T'ang dynasty. However, the priests are unable to give a satisfactory explanation of how this relic has escaped the vicissitudes of some ten centuries, and especially the demolition of the temple by the T'ai-p'ing rebels about sixty years ago. The bogus abbot has received canonization under the title of "The Penitent Buddha"苦 悔 佛.  

1 This attitude is a rare one for Buddhist figures. There is a picture of a Japanese image of Padmapani in a similar pose to be found in Grünwedel, *Mythologie des Buddhismus*, p. 27.
2 This garment probably represents the Indian *nicāsama*, one of the "Thirteen Necessaries" that any priest is allowed to possess. See Takakuwa, *I-ting*, p. 55.
3 Professor Parker kindly informs me that苦 悔 often occurs in the poetry of the T'ang dynasty in the literal sense of "bitter regrets", the same meaning, in fact, that it has in colloquial use at the present day. He suggests that the expression refers to the remorse for his past life
Example No. 6. This account was given me by a native of Shanghai, and is interesting chiefly because it describes an instance of an official causing the prompt destruction of one of these sacred relics. It serves, moreover, to illustrate the contempt often shown by members of the Chinese mandarinate for anything connected with Buddhism,\(^1\) and also the fact that the fortunes of the heretical faith in any district depend largely on the religious proclivities of the local officials.

Just outside the west gate of Shanghai native city there stands the Hsi-fang An 西方庵. A certain priest, named Jung-k'ung 容空, died there in the year 1895, after having served in the temple for fifty-four years—ever since the day when his parents dedicated him to the priesthood at the tender age of six. According to custom his remains were placed in a k'ang, and when three years later the k'ang was opened the body was found to be still undecayed. It was therefore varnished, gilded, and enshrined in the temple. Huge crowds came to view the relic, some attracted by curiosity, others by desire to burn incense before it. So great a number flocked to the temple that the Chief of Police intervened after a few

felt by Gautama at the time of the Great Renunciation, and thus in this particular instance to the abbot's regrets for his unregenerate days in imitation of the Buddha. Cf. 苦行 used for Skt. tapasākhi, "Penitence," one of the "Four Causes of Longevity." See De Harlez, T'oung-pao, vol. viii, p. 132, 1897.

\(^1\) On the other hand, there are officials who do all in their power to further Buddhist interests within their jurisdiction. In the Chuêh-t'a Ssā at Wuhu, which contains a "dried priest" (see Example No. 2), there is posted a long proclamation by the District Magistrate in which he places the shrine under his special protection. It concludes as follows: "All persons must understand that reverence and silence should prevail in a temple, and that rowdy behaviour cannot be allowed. After the issue of this proclamation, should any lawless characters, whatever their pretext, assemble and clamour loudly, or hustle the crowd, or create any other disturbance, the monk in charge is empowered always to report them by name to the Magistrate. Thus the matter may be inquired into, and the delinquents be arrested for severe punishment without lenience. Let all reverently obey! A special proclamation!"
days and ordered the "dried priest" to be burnt, giving as the reason for this action the fear of a riot.

**Note on Disposal of the Dead in Tibet**

Since Tibet might now be considered an integral part of the Chinese Empire, this article would be incomplete without mention of the disposal of Lamaist dead. Writers describe four methods, viz. cremation, burial, preservation of the body intact, and lastly, the most common mode, that of dismemberment followed by distribution of the fragments, either by giving them to dogs and vultures or by casting them into running water. It is stated that cremation is rare on account of the scarcity of fuel, and that burial is practised only after death from smallpox.

The preservation method bears a striking resemblance to that described above; indeed, perhaps it was from Tibet that the custom reached China. Were this so, it would be by no means the sole instance of Lamaist practices being adopted by the Chinese Church. Bodies of none but reincarnate Lamas are preserved. The process is briefly as follows:—The corpse, attired in ceremonial garb, is placed in a sitting attitude inside a metal chest, and is surrounded with a packing of salt. The vessel is then hermetically sealed, and left unopened till at least three months have elapsed. When the body is removed it is found to have "become hard and dry". As in the case of the Chinese relics, a protective compound is applied to its surface, the sunken or shrivelled parts being filled in so as to give the figure a life-like contour. Finally the relic is gilded, and it is then ready to be enshrined.


2 One writer states that salt after being used for this purpose is much prized as a panacea for all ills. Kawaguchi, op. cit., p. 395.
THE EPIC USE OF BHAGAVAT AND BHAKTI

By E. WASHBURN HOPKINS

O doubt Dr. Grierson is right in translating the first of these words as "Adorable" (JRAS., 1910, p. 159 f.), in so far as that translation expresses to the devout believer the supreme divinity of his adored God. Nor is there any objection to the view taken by Govindācārya Svāmī in his paper on the Artha-Pañcaka (ibid., p. 591), that, to the same believer, Bhagavat is the perfect God possessed of the five (or six) attributes—knowledge, power, etc. In a later paper (ibid., p. 861), Govindācārya Svāmī shows that Blessed, Perfect, Glorious, or God, anything, in short, to render approximately the content of the native word, would be sufficient in a translation, which is at best a makeshift, and, because it is devoid of the connotation of the original, can never really translate it to the heart. Any merely etymological translation would, of course, be as unsatisfying to a worshipper of Bhagavat as "loaf-holder" would be if offered as an equivalent of our "Lord".

But while the religious sense must be satisfied, it will scarcely do to turn from that position, the impregnable fortress of sensibility, and interpret the sacred word as if it had always connoted what it does to-day, a point made by another native writer whose article follows the one last mentioned. In this paper Mr. V. V. Sovani, endeavouring to trace back the meaning of Bhagavat (ibid., p. 866), says: "First it was used of great spiritual teachers and inquirers, as we find in the Upaniṣad. Then it came to be used as an epithet to those persons who had acquired spiritual powers. Then it came to be used of the emancipated souls, and then of God." I pass over
the etymological analysis offered in this article as being unessential; though the fact that an etymology is offered seems to show that the various stages of meaning were intended by the writer to present a series without a break, from "endowed with merit" to "God" (as the) "Perfect" one.

I trust enough has been said to show that, without pretending to be a worshipper of the Bhagavat, I fully appreciate the dislike of resting content with any merely etymological rendering of this word, and I will add that a merely historical view of the concept would doubtless be equally distasteful. The Blessed Lord of any faith means far more than can be conveyed by the radical or historical meaning of his name. But apart from what such a word means as a symbol of faith, the history and etymology of any divine name or epithet may be studied with profit as a problem purely historical, etymology itself being only a corner of the historical field.

Looking at the matter from this point of view, I venture first to suggest that the idea of merit does not lie in the word bhaga; and then to propose for the word Bhagavat itself a stage which seems to have been omitted in the analysis mentioned above. Before the word was used in the Upaniṣads it was current in the Samhitās, where it is used, for example, of a man's hand, ayām 'me hāsto bhāgavān, RV. 10, 60, 12; or of a man, cakāra bhadrām asmābhyaṁ abhagó bhāgavadhīyaḥ, AV. 5, 31, 11. At this period bhaga means a share and so a lucky share (cf. bhagatti). Bhagavat, then, is the one who has luck, or, in other words, the fortunate one; so that he whom the luckless wight has made fortunate is described as getting what is bhadrām. Somewhat the same process goes on when this word is applied in the Upaniṣads to the priest or learned man, e.g. varam bhagavate Gāntamāya dadmaḥ (BA. 6, 2, 4), as when Śri, another word meaning fortune, is used as an honorific title. But the Upaniṣads
do not confine the use to teachers and inquirers, as would seem to be implied by Mr. Sovani’s “then”. The use in Śvetāsvatara is significant. Let us put side by side 3, 11, and 6, 6: sarvavyāpi sa Bhagavān and dharmāvaham pāpanudam bhageṣam, where the last word paraphrases the word Bhagavat, and “the universal lord of blessings” would unite the two. In Śiras, 6, vyāpako hi Bhagavān Rudraḥ expresses the same idea. It does not seem to me that the advance in application indicated by teacher, spiritually gifted persons, emancipated souls, God, can be maintained as a strictly historical fact.

But my main object is rather to question whether we can legitimately divorce the meaning of Bhagavat as it appears in the sacred scriptures from its ordinary meaning. The sacred scriptures of the Bhāgavatās know no better authority than the Bhagavat himself as revealed in his gospel Gitā (which is not song but recitation, or rather that intoned chant inseparable from śloka verse). Now, of course, Bhagavat as used in the Gitā cannot be so very different from bhagavat as used elsewhere in the epic poetry of which the Gitā forms the crowning glory.

In 3, 302, 1 f., Karna addresses the Sun-god in the following verses:

* Bhagavantam aham bhakto, yathā mām vettha, gopate, tathā, paramatigmano, nāsty adeyam katham cana:
  na me dārā⁠¹ na me putrā na cātmā suhṛdo na ca
tatheṣṭā vāi sadā bhaktiḥ yathā tvam, gopate, mama:
iṣṭāṇāṁ ca mahātmāno bhaktānāṁ ca, na samśayah,
kureṇti bhaktim iṣṭāṁ ca, jāniṣe tvam ca, bhāskara:
  iṣṭo bhaktas ca me Karna na cānyad dāivatam divi
jānita iti vāi kṛtvā Bhagavān āha maddhitam.

It is clear from this, which is a typical epic passage illustrating the use of bhakti in what may be called a sectarian but not Bhāgavata use, that bhakti is devotion

⁠¹ dārā, “darling” (etymologically connected?), means as such not wife alone but “delight”; so dāraka and dārikā are epic words for son and daughter (cf. sandini, etc.; plural like delicie).
to any god conceived as the special object of worship. Similarly Aśvapati’s devotion to the goddess Śāvitri is manifested by eighteen years of ascetic practices (3, 293, 12), and the goddess formally acknowledges her pleasure in the vows, fasting, and whole-hearted bhakti of the king by the usual formula “choose a boon”.

But bhakti may be used of devotion to other than divine beings, as, in the farther course of the Śāvitri-story, sneha expresses a wife’s love, preman is (rather oddly) used of a man’s affection for his daughter’s expected father-in-law, and gurubhakti is devotion to parents, teachers, and other venerable persons (3, 295, 11; 297, 22).

At this point it is necessary to indicate a certain leaning to sense-devotion (one hesitates to say sensuousness) on the part of bhakti. It may perhaps be explained best as connoting affection rather than faith. In the theological religious sense of the Bhāgavatas, bhakti, as was well expressed long ago by Barth, is “faith, humble submission, absolute devotion, love for God”. Now faith, to a Christian, means intellectual conviction, and the Gitā shows clearly enough that Barth is right in including this element in the Bhāgavata conception of bhakti. The only questions in my mind are whether, from the Bhāgavata’s point of view, intellectual conviction ought to stand at the head of the definition, and whether faith anyway belongs to the conception of bhakti as usually employed in the epic.

If Śacī says to “Bhagavat Bṛhaspati”, bhaktāyaḥ kuru me dayām, when she is escaping from the attentions of the evil-minded Nahuṣa (5, 15, 24), Nahuṣa himself says to her, bhaktam mām bhaṣa (ibid. 7), and this use of bhakta is current in similar situations in every part of both epics (e.g. 1, 214, 29). Compare R. (SI) 7, 80, 15, prasādāṁ kuru . . . bhaktam bhaṣava mām, bhīru, bhajamānaṁ sūviḥvalam; evam uktvā tu tām kanyāṁ dorbhyaṁ gṛhya balād balī visphurantiṁ yathā-kāmam maithunāyo ‘pacakrame. Urvaśī says to Arjuna,
bhaktāṁ ca bhaja; Rāvana to Sītā, bhajasva mām (3, 46, 44 and 281, 9); in general, istān dārān ātmabhogān bhajadhvam (5, 48, 97). There is neither kittenish nor monkeyish dependence in the attitude here; only it is to be observed that the same word also denotes a wife's exclusive devotion. To be sure, in 1, 118, 32, the Sati, who will follow her husband to the pyre, will do so (owing to a curse) in rather special circumstances: kāntā . . . bhaktya tvā 'nu gamisyati, and the passion which makes bhakta almost equal to rakta cannot be gainsaid. But let us take a passage where the wife's love (here bhāva and premāṇ) is expressed by (her husband's words) sāvātmānā māṁ bhajati (3, 234, 4–7). Here we have what is given in one word as bhartībhaktī or bhaktī bhartī, which from the context (R. 5, 59, 34 and 6, 117, 12; 6, 119, 16) refers to a wife's attitude toward her husband. The passage in Vana is especially interesting because this conduct is that which should be adopted toward Kṛṣṇa himself, and if practised is bhagadāivataṁ or (3, 235, 12 of the southern text) bhagavetanam (also ibid. 234, 9=B. 233, 8); the general directions here being given in the words sā Kṛṣṇam ārādhaya sāuhṛdena, premāṇ ca nityam pratikarmāṇa ca (“kāyakleśeṇa”).

Now to take up cases where women are not concerned, Arjuna is bhaktāṅgkampī, kāntāś ca priyaś ca, but as this is held out as a bait to Urvasī (3, 45, 12), it will be better to cite his attitude toward the Gandharva, parayā bhaktyā (pūrṇacandra ivā 'babhānu, 1, 174, 1); or the attitude of Bhagadatta toward the Pāṇḍu, snehabaddhāś ca manasā pīrvad bhaktivāṁ svayi (2, 14, 16); or that of Yuyudhāna, adya sneham ca bhaktim ca Pāṇḍavesu . . . dvāsāyisyāmi (7, 119, 36).

But the nearest approach to the attitude of the worshipper is shown in the love of the people toward the king, who unites different divinities. As any god is bhaktavatsala, “fond of his devotees,” such as Kṛṣṇa (7, 83, 12), or Durgā
(4, 6, 26), so the king is bhaktavatsala (1, 172, 23). The devoted servitor of a king is called a bhṛtya bhaktā (5, 37, 22), and “loyalty” is expressed by rājabhakti (3, 59, 15; 92, 22). Bhaktimati is the converse of bhagavat; and as bhaktimān tam (accusative! 6, 77, 30) means “devoted to this man”, so rājabhaktimati is “loyal”. This loyalty is, however, no cold fidelity but a warmer feeling. Compare the description of the people’s devotion to their king in 1, 222, 10: atipītyā . . . na tu kevala-dāvēna prajā bhāvena remire (sc. on the king); where atipīti and bhāva are equivalent to rājabhakti. Prīti is pleasure (“there is no pleasure like seeing foes in distress,” 3, 237, 18-20, synonymous here with sukha and śrī); but it is much more, for in 1, 172, 20 it expresses sensual love (often of family relations, however, such as that of a man for his brother), and atipīti is in fact the equivalent of the rare word atibhakti, which is found in 1, 75, 33: atibhaktyā pitṛn arcan devāṇā ca prayataḥ sādā, of Yayāti (compare, for the ati-idea, the expression sā Jīśvan adhīkam bheje, Southern text, 1, 242, 41, of Subhadrā). The same idea is expressed by dydhabhakti, of citizens devoted to their king Rāma (R. 7, 107, 16, etc.). Probably in Mbh. 5, 37, 37, adydhabhaktika expresses this also, though from the context it may refer to one “not firm in affection” toward the gods (bhakti is not otherwise used).

Animals as well as men may have bhakti. Thus Rāma entreats Brahman for all those who have followed him through love, snehāt, and says in explanation of his request, bhaktā hi bhajitavyāś ca (that is, I must show the same affection for them), and Brahman, granting the request, says that all the animals that have died for Rāma because of their bhakti, shall live in a world next to the Brahmaloka (R. 7, 110, 20).

In 3, 2, 7, the king says he has the highest bhakti toward priests, as the priests say they are devoted to him
and add "even deities show pity to their devotees", anukampām hi bhaktesu devatā hy api kurvate, where the Southern text has the rather striking variant snehakarmāni bhaktesu dāivatāny api kurvate (3, 2, 6 f.). The same text has vṛtti for bhakti at 3, 26, 20 (also brāhmaṇesu). The verb bhajate means in many cases simply favours. "Lakṣmī favours the Pāṇḍavas" (3, 237, 4); or favours "him who worships the sun on Sunday with bhakti" (3, 3, 64, "does pūjā on the seventh or sixth lunar day"). Sugrīva is one whom the bears prefer, favour, love, bhajanti (3, 282, 6). Bhakti leans to love very perceptibly, even to erotic passion, but it expresses affection of a pure sort as well as that of a sensual nature; which latter aspect, however, is to be found and cannot be ignored. In fact, the danger of bhakti, become too ardent and lapsing into mystic eroticism, is apparent in the mediaeval expression of this emotion. It is not intellectual, yet the play of meaning between faith and love (perhaps trust) is generally present. It may indeed be illustrated by another word, śraddhā, as it appears in such phrases as yathāśraddham, "according to your inclination," as compared with śraddadhasva mama, "put faith in me" (3, 215, 10); so that eventually yuddhaśraddhā means "love of fighting" (passim). Hence bhakti and rāga appear together, of a woman's devoted love (3, 57, 23). But especially frequent is the use of bhakti in respect of human devotion to the gods, not by any means to Bhagavat alone. Thus the House-goddess says, yo mām bhaktyā likhet kudye, "who with bhakti paints me on the wall" (of the house, will be prosperous, 2, 18, 3). Again, Yudhiṣṭhira, ignoring all other gods, says of the creator iṣvara dhātṛ (=Brahman), "Blame not the lord creator through whose grace, prasāda, a mortal devoted to him, tadbhaktah, gets immortality" (3, 31, 41 f.). This conjunction of the two great words of the Gītā is by no means unusual. Hanumat says in general to Bhima,
(mānyāni . . . baliḥomanamaskarāir mantrāiś ca) dāiva-
tāni prasādaṁ hi bhaktya kuṟvantī, Bhārata (3, 150, 24),
that is, the divinities should be respected by man, with
offerings, etc., and then, because of man's bhakti as thus
shown, they become gracious to him. Neither here nor in
the case of Brahman already cited can be intended that
special love characteristic of the Bhāgavatas.
The title Bhagavat is one commonly employed for
various gods in the epic. Brahman is Bhagavat (1, 63, 64;
3, 276, 2), as he is also Jagannātha (7, 53, 14). He is
besought, as a god prasādamukha, by Rudra-Siva not to
destroy the world (ibid.). So Agni (5, 15, 29) and Indra
(1, 34, 15) are each called Bhagavat, as are various priests
and worthies. Cf. 3, 294, 31, gurur hi bhagavān mama,
"you are my guru." Each god on occasion is the object
of bhakti, as need arises. Skanda gets happiness by seeing
Śiva and by bhakti toward him (3, 231, 57). Bhagavat
Hara, who is pāriṣadapriya, "fond of his followers,
"protects them as if they were his own sons, if they are
devoted to him in thought, word, and deed," manovāk-
karmabhīr bhaktān pāti putrān ivāurasān. This is Śiva,
"lord of past, present, and future" (10, 7, 8 f., and 43).
The special importance of this statement lies in the fact
that Śiva's followers are not his human worshippers, but
the host of horrible demons that surround him (described
here). Bhakti towards Śiva is shown by a horse-sacrifice,
according to R. 7, 90, 17.

Why is a god called Bhagavat? Obviously, tracing the
word from its first use in the Rgveda, we must say that
the one who is fortunate, he who possesses bhaga, has that
title. Cf. RV. 7, 41, 4—

utēdānim bhagavantaḥ syamotā prapitvā utā mādhīye āhnām
utōdītā maghavan sūryasya vayām devānām sumatān syāma.

Indra in the epic is Bhagavat and Maghavat (cf. in Vedic
phrase bhagatti and maghatti). As he has fortune, so has
he gifts (to give). The bhaktas are rewarded by the boon,
varam vrnisva, to which allusion has already been made, and which is the common accompaniment of the statement that they are bhaktas. As Sri-Bhagavat says that "no one who does well comes to an evil course", durgati (Gitā, 6, 40), so Dharma says, varam vrnisva . . . datā hy asmī tava, and adds, ye hi me puruṣā bhaktā na teṣām asti durgatiḥ (3, 314, 11).

The constant proclamation of their bhakti is what makes Keśava so prone to favour the Pāṇḍavas, according to the accusation of Duryodhana (bhaktivādena, 5, 127, 3). What that bhakti consists in, is explained long before the Gitā, when the same unbeliever scoffs at the bhakti of Sañjaya toward Bhagavān Devakīputraḥ, and the question is formally put: kā bhaktir, yā te nityā Janārdana? The answer is given thus: māyāṁ na seve . . . na vrthādharmam ācare, suddhabhāvan gato bhaktyā śastraḥ vedmi Janārdanam (5, 69, 4 f.). The devotion to the god is shown by renouncing delusions (such as works) and all wrong practices. This devotion gives purity of heart, and study gives knowledge of the god.

God is the Blessed One, not because he gives gifts (maghayvât), but because he has in himself all good things (bhagavat). But originally in the simpler application of bhagavat to man, the good things one gets are conceived as portions or parts given to him by the power that has and shares, portions out (Bhaga as god). Conversely, man is partial to one god and so is bhakta. Thus bhakti is what influences an unjust judge, who is partial (R. 2, 75, 57). Hence too bhaj is like English (apportion to one self) take, take to (diśo bhejire, "they took to the quarters," took to flight), take for oneself, choose, hence favour, and so on to love, just as dīlectus and dīlectio, love, come from diligo, choose. The man chooses out, elects, dīligit, or loves, a woman or a god, and he is then bhakta, partial to, devoted to, that woman or god. In Latin we say quem di diligunt, "whom the gods favour."
So as a matter of fact either man or god may favour the other. Bhāgavata from the beginning (RV., loc. cit., v. 5) shows that the owner of bhāga may by implication be the giver: Bhūga evā bhāgavān astu devās tēna vayām bhāgavantaḥ syāma, "may we be blessed through him."

Thus bhakti is used of gods or of man, and is convertible with prasāda, a meaning impossible of course in the Bhāgavata sense. The passage where the old priests entreat Rāma shows the approach to the use of bhakti which is now to be illustrated—

bhaktimantaḥ hi bhūtānī janāgamā 'jaṅgamāni ca
yācmaṇeṣu, Rāma, tvam bhaktim bhaktēṣu darśaya.
(R. 2, 45, 29.)

Here bhakti = sneha, but it is from the superior to the inferior. This, however, is what was to be expected. If the goddess Lakṣmī bhajate (above), she must show bhakti. And so in fact we find that the gods have bhakti to men as men have towards gods. Thus in the story cited at the outset of this paper, as Kṛṣṇa is bhakta and has bhakti toward Śūrya, so the god says to Kṛṣṇa, mamāpi bhaktir utpānna (3, 301, 9). Again, when the god Yama wishes to express his kind regard for the young woman who has followed him and entreated him so insistently, he says: "As you have been speaking to me, tathā tathā me tvayi bhaktir uttama, varam vṛṇisva" (3, 297, 51). In such cases bhakti is not faith at all, nor is it humble, adoring love.

A peculiar locution may perhaps be mentioned here, that of using bhakti in the plural for emblems of devotion, as in R. 5, 49, 4, where Rāvana is described as svanuliptaṁ vicitrābhīr vividhābhīṣaḥ ca bhaktibhiḥ. The scholiast says, śāivātripurāndra vatacanaśīsaiḥ (like the ash-marks on the forehead of a Śivaite). Compare bhaktis as "adornments" (PW. s.v.). The Itiḥāsa of R. 6, 120, 33 would of course make the bhaktimantaḥ of this epic the adorers of that Rāma who is both Rāma and Kṛṣṇa;
ibid. 29: *Sitā Lakṣmīr bhavān Viṣṇur devaḥ Kṛṣṇah Prajāpatiḥ, vadhartham Rāvanasye'ha praviṣṭo mānasūṁ tarnum.* They are described as in the Gitā: *amoghaṁ te bhavisyanti bhaktimantaṁ ca ye narāḥ, ye tvāṁ devaṁ dhruvam bhaktāḥ purāṇam puruṣottanam, prāpnuvanti sadā kāmāṁ.

Although the bhaktas of the epic are manifold, those of the Bhagavat are naturally more often mentioned than any others, and are by no means confined to the Gitā. Thus we read of Bhagavadbhaktāḥ in 1, 214, 2, nominally before the Gitā was proclaimed, and of course long afterwards, as it is said in 12, 47, 33: *nānyabhaktāḥ kriyāνto yajante sarvakāmādam (Kṛṣṇam), yaṁ devaṁ Devakī devī Vasudevād ajanat (29); eko yaṁ veda Bhagavīn dhātā Nārāyaṇo Hariḥ;* the eulogizer finally acknowledging himself as *prapanna and bhakta* (97). The Bhagavat here and elsewhere is clearly Devaki's son; though this has been denied by some scholars.

Apart from Kṛṣṇa the same bhakti is shown to Viṣṇu. For only a sectary could find in 3, 163, 23–4, an allusion to Kṛṣṇa, where Hari Nārāyaṇa or Viṣṇu dwells to the east of Meru (20), and is reached not by seers but by Yatis through bhakti: *yatayaṁ tatra gacchanti bhaktyā Nārāyaṇam Harim pareṇa tapaṁ yuktā bhāvītāḥ karmabhiḥ subhāḥ, yogasiddhaḥ, etc.* Such a passage is interesting in showing that bhakti is directed wholly toward Viṣṇu as supreme god, above Brahman, without any indication whatever that the author of the description recognizes the identity of Kṛṣṇa with the deity, though Gitā, 8, 10, *bhaktyā yukto yogabalena cāi 'va,* has the same idea.

Finally, in the part of the epic devoted to the exaltation of Śiva, Viṣṇu himself shows his bhakti toward the greater god. Here, however, Nārāyaṇa is distinctly Vāsudeva Keśava. He sees Śiva, becomes bhaktimat, and (in 7, 201, 77 f.) says: *bhaktam ca mām bhujamānam*
bhajasva . . . abhiṣṭutaḥ pravikārśiṣ ca māyām. The
language is that of despairing passion, as in 1, 172, 8, the
lover to his mistress, bhajasva bhajamānam mām, prāṇā
dhi prajahanti mām; ibid. 15, bhaktam mām bhaja.
This is, of course, a late passage, probably an interpolation.

To sum up, from the point of view of the epic poets,
who also wrote the Gītā, bhakti is affection rather than
faith. It may belong to man or god and have for its
object man as well as god; its nearest human equivalent
in the latter case is the love of a wife for a husband. It
inspires animals as well as men. It interchanges with all
words of deep affection, prīti, bhāva, rāga, sneha. As to
Bhagavat, I should prefer to retain, as nearest to the
original sense, the translation Blessed, he who is blest
with the possession of all good attributes, and, by
implication, makes blessed his bhaktas, those who have
made him theirs, and are devoted to him.
XXI

THE ETHIOPIC SENKESSAR

BY PROFESSOR I. GUIDI

THE Synaxaria, as also the Menologia, are not among the oldest of hagiographical texts, and consequently their use in public worship in Oriental churches is relatively modern. In the case of the Coptic-Alexandrine Church with which I am now dealing, at the date when its Synaxarium was composed, Arabic had for long past taken the place of Coptic as the living language; indeed, in my view, its compilation was an outcome of that religious and literary movement which, from the thirteenth century onwards, gave fresh life and improved order to the Church of Alexandria. The question of the immediate sources of this work—one not as yet ripe for treatment—cannot be dealt with in this place; it may, however, be pointed out that the Synaxarium, as the product of Arabic-speaking people, could be easily put together from all the hagiographical works in use throughout Eastern Christendom by speakers of that tongue. Hagiographical literature is to a great extent a monastic product, and its Greek branch had for its main centre Palestine, and the convents of St. Sabas and of Sinai—witness the names of Cyril of Skythopolis, of John Moschos, of Sophronios, Patriarch of Jerusalem, etc.

As far back as in 1888 I pointed out in my memoir Sulle traduzioni degli evangeli in Arabo e in Etiopico the fact, now generally admitted (cf. Graf, Die christ. arab. Lit., p. 6, and Brockelmann, Die syr. und d. christ. ar. Litt., pp. 67–8), that it is precisely in this quarter that Arab-Christian literature had its birth and development; it was to a great extent made up of hagiographical legends derived, directly or indirectly, from the Greek;
and it was by this channel that the abundant stream of Byzantine hagiographies reached Arabic speaking Christians. It reached them, as was natural, not in independent rivulets from the various sources, such as the Acts of the Martyrs, the éρχόμεια, and the βιοί, but in a flood of mixed matter. This primary supply of Graeco–Arabic literature was augmented later on, in Egypt, by other texts, such as the apocryphal Acts of the Apostles in their Coptic form (the Arabic translation of which dates back certainly to the fourteenth century), the Coptic legends of martyrs, whether of Diocletian's cycle or otherwise, the Apophthegmata Patrum in some one of its forms, etc.; and that these Arabic texts were already in existence in the thirteenth or in the fourteenth century is proved by the actual age of many of the MSS., e.g. Paris, Nos. 253, 259, 260, 266, 278, 283, and others.

There existed, therefore, an ample supply of hagiographic material in Arabic for the use of the compilers of the Copto–Arabic Synaxarium of Egypt. But, again, this is not the place to consider the precise sources of the Synaxarium, nor the question of priority of date between it and the Dīfnār, on which Mr. Crum's remarks may be referred to; it is enough here to say that late in the fourteenth or early in the fifteenth century the Synaxarium of the Coptic Church, but in Arabic form, was in existence in the Patriarchate of Alexandria.

The translation of the Synaxarium into Ge'ez must have taken place at no great interval of time in the course of the fifteenth century, when Abyssinian literature was enriched by many a hagiographical text; this rendering of it into Ge'ez may be assigned to the second half of the century, for it is mentioned in the time of King Na'od (1494–1508), and the age thus attributed to it is fully confirmed by the MS. D'Abbadie No. 66, assignable paleographically to precisely this period.

1 Cat. Copt. MSS. Coll. Rylands Lib., p. 213.
Nevertheless, to find other MSS. of the Senkessâr we must pass on to the beginning of the seventeenth century, for not until that date do they become at all numerous. Not a few copies of the work exist in the libraries of Europe; several are mentioned by Dr. Conti Rossini in his Note per la Storia letteraria di Abissinia. Since then other copies have come to light, e.g. those of Keren and of Berlin; and the Khedivial Library at Cairo possesses a magnificent although imperfect copy, the conclusion of Genbot and the whole of the last quarter of the Abyssinian year being wanting. These MSS., however, present a text which diverges from that of the earlier one, the result either of modification or of addition of various sort. This is distinctly so in the case of the three months of Sanê, Hamlé, and Nahasê, and the same is doubtless true of the remaining portions of the work. It is clear, therefore, that in the history of the Ge'ez Senkessâr two periods must be distinguished—(1) that of the first translation (second half of the fifteenth to beginning of the seventeenth century), and (2) that of revision and added matter (seventeenth century onwards).

I

It appears from a note on the MS. D'Abbadie 66, communicated to me by Dr. Conti Rossini, that the early translation was the work of one Simon the Egyptian, priest and monk in the monastery of St. Anthony. The note is as follows:—

1 Rendiconti della R. Accad. d. Lincei, 1900, p. 630.
4 The doubt expressed by Zotenberg (Cat., p. 152) as to whether the recension by John of Burlos (Borollos, Ḡeḇeḇel) is that contained in the later version of the Senkessâr is unfounded; the name of John together with that of Mika'el appears already on the MS. D'Abbadie 66. Cf. Duensing, Liefert d. äthiop. Synax., etc., 8.
The first question which arises is this: which one of the available Arabic MSS. was that which was used by the Abyssinian translator? On this I can say nothing, for it is only the three last months of the Abyssinian Senkessär that I have studied—Sanē, Hamlē, and Nahasē (Paoni, Abib, and Mesori)—whilst the two critical editions of the Arabic Synaxarium now in progress, that of Basset in the Patrologia Orientalis (Graffin & Nau), and that of Forget in the Corpus Scriptorum Christ. Orient. (Chabot), stop at the month of Kihak and of Meehir respectively. As for the Vatican Codices Arab. 62–5, although they are free from any great discrepancies, they certainly do not contain the precise text which the Abyssinian translator must have had before him.

The translation is a literal one; at times the meaning of the Arabic is not grasped: thus, at S. 606, the words نيثما وجديتها are erroneously made to refer to the Old and New Testaments; p. 670, 7, الجزيرة, viz. Mesopotamia, is rendered "the island". Abba Nob is described as wearing a "garment of iron", p. 663, the Arabic being ثوب جديد, viz. a "new garment", and it may be that in the translator's original the dot of the ج was wanting, and that he failed to notice the obvious correction. Again, H. 372, 14, St. Sisinnius is said to have been كثير الرحمة والمعروف, which is rendered that he was compassionate and "knew everyone"; in the statement that Patriarch Simon, H. 397, 11, ate only bread, salt, and herbs, لغير, "and nothing besides," the last words are rendered "not cooked at the fire", perhaps reading them as (?) لغير; and the words on

---

1 S. = Sanē, H. = Hamlē; the page numbers refer to Patrol. Orient., vols. i and vii.
the same page relating to the convent of Abbā Severus were misunderstood by the translator. Still less can we expect corrections of corrupt passages in the original Arabic, such as H. 330, 4, where the obviously faulty passage

\[\text{not found in text}\]

has been retained and rendered by Ṣayḥ : Ṣayḥ.

The elegance of the Ge'ez idiom is destroyed, for example, in the passage at H. 273, 1, where is rendered ḥəčəni : ḥəčəni, just as the often repeated ḤN : ḤN (ṣəfr) *passim*. More will be said later on the corrections thus occasioned, whether verbal or by grammatical forms of unusual character. The matter is, however, more serious when well-known and well-established rules of Ge'ez, both as to form of words and syntax, are disregarded; thus we read ṭənəm for ṭənəm, H. 263, 13; ḧəlt for ḧəlt, H. 290, 14; ḤN : ḤN, H. 291, 1, etc.

Again, ḤN is found with the nominative in cases where its explanation as proposed by Dillmann is less easy (Dillm.-Chrichton, p. 442). Cf. S. 573, 10; 666, 14; 676, 12; H. 260, 6; 276, 12–13; 330, 4; 340, 7; 392, 13–14. The accusative is wanting, too, in the second object, S. 571–2. The substantive in the accusative case is often found combined with the adjective in the nominative, S. 677, 14, and *passim*; this last form cannot, indeed, be termed faulty, but it affords evidence that the text has not undergone correction by the "Mammerān". Some forms are, however, undoubted wrong; the ḤN final with the indicative, e.g. ḤN : ḤN : ḤN, S. 606, 7; ḤN : ḤN : ḤN, H. 228, 4; ḤN : ḤN : ḤN.

1 As to this not uncommon occurrence in old MSS. see Bezold, *Kebra Nagast*, xviii. That the age of MSS. is no adequate criterion for judging the regularity of the forms occurring therein, may be gathered from what Dr. Conti Rossini says in the Preface to the Acts of Basalota Mikā'el (Corp. Script. Christ. Orient. Script. Ethiop., ser. ii, t. xx).
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The text begins with a discussion of the form and substance of the work, noting its defects and the omission of the mention of the saints most revered in Abyssinia. It is mentioned from the renowned Nine Saints—Aragāwi, Garimā, Pantalēwont, etc.—down to Takla Háymānot and Ėwostatěwos, with many others. Even the apostle of Abyssinia, Abbā Salāmā, is hardly noticed. It was perhaps this reason which, in addition to its bulk, prevented the work from becoming current in Abyssinia; during some two centuries and a half it was but rarely copied; for any copies destroyed by the Grān and Moslem invasions might easily have been replaced in the sequel by others. Another, and as it seems to me, an important fact is this, that the Jesuit missionaries, who undoubtedly took much interest in Abyssinian hagiography, never mention the Senkessār. When they have occasion to refer to Abyssinian saints such as Pantalēwont, Takla Háymānot, etc., they quote, not this work, but the individual lives of those saints. This appears clearly in their most important work, the history of P. Paez. The texts which he translates relating to Kāleb and Abbā Salāmā have no connexion with the narrative of the Senkessār; his knowledge of the Nine Saints is derived from another source, but he is unable to furnish any precise details about them; and this he could assuredly have done, had the Senkessār been known to him. He does indeed give a translation of the life of Takla Háymānot, but as to Ėwostatěwos he admits he
can tell nothing, on the ground that he had been unable to procure a copy of his life, owing to the reluctance of the monks of Ėwostätewos, and in spite of his own efforts to procure it. Now the monks' reluctance could have been no bar to his using the Senkessār, where Ėwostätewos is dealt with at length (18 Mask., 21 Hamlē). The same argument holds good in the case of D'Almeida, whose knowledge of this saint is not derived from any written source, and on this account I am led to surmise that his very name has been wrongly transcribed by these authors as "Stateus". The life of Lālibalā (Paez, i, pp. 616–17) may indeed appear to tell against my view, inasmuch as it accords exactly with the text of the Senkessār, but Paez states that he had taken it from a work "which narrates the life of this emperor", and that could scarcely be the Senkessār; moreover, the opening words would have run rather "on this day" than "on June 19th", were they a translation from the Senkessār. This consideration has greater weight than may appear at first sight, for Paez' translation is a verbatim one, and it is therefore to be presumed that he had before him the very text which was afterwards included in the Senkessār. It is therefore evident from the above that in the early part of the seventeenth century the Senkessār had hardly spread at all in Abyssinia, nor is it matter for surprise that of this first translation only a single MS. should be known in Europe.

II

During the sixteenth century and the first decades of the seventeenth, Abyssinia was the scene of events which had an important influence on the religious life of the country. Struggles with Moslems on the one hand, and on the other, strife with the Jesuits, coupled with religious persecution, had given renewed life and energy to the large body of clergy attached to the Church of Alexandria,
a state of things which, in my view, could not fail to react on public worship in that Church by bringing about improvement in its mode of celebration. Among the results I am inclined to include the revision of the Senkessăr, for it is just at the opening of the seventeenth century that copies of the work became numerous. The dates of the London MSS. of this period, which extend over rather more than half a century, fall many of them within the years of the pious sovereign John (1667–82); the Berlin MS., No. 66, dates from this period also, and so in all probability does the Khedivial MS. at Cairo, whilst the Keren copy dates from the time of Fāsilidas (1632–67). But by that time the work had undergone profound modification, so that its form now differed widely from that of the first translation.

As above stated, the main defects of that translation consist, as regards form, in incorrectness of expression, and as regards substance, in the omission of numerous name-days, those of Abyssinian saints in particular. Both these defects were remedied by the new recension; it then became widely current in Abyssinia, and it is represented in Europe by many MSS. For shortness the first translation is henceforth called A, and the new recension B.

A comparison of the two texts shows clearly that the basis of B was A. The language is everywhere the same, saving some corrections to be noticed later. Moreover, the passages wrongly translated in A, have either remained so, or have been emended conjecturally in places where a comparison of the Arabic original would have readily disclosed the true meaning. On S. 606, 8 (cf. supra), A misunderstood قدما وحدينا, and rendered it by a phrase which does not run properly; B corrects this by a conjectural reading which deviates widely from the Arabic text. At H. 406, 9–10, اَلْفِهْلَا ءُبِّثْيَتُ and نظرا of the Arabic, and B inserts a ( الل)8ُ۷۹۷, which
is superfluous. Again (S. 667, 10–11), the words "مَعْتَبَرٌ بالرَّمَاد" were not clearly rendered in A; B simply omits the "هَمِّ", instead of correcting the phrase with the easy aid of the Arabic. Similar passages are H. 301, 11; H. 310, 1, where perhaps the MS. D'Abbadie should be altered to "ذَلِكَ", but where the mention of soldiers, inserted in B, is a mere conjecture ("ذَلِكَ"). The trifling mistake in A, H. 384, 14, "ذَلِكَ" for "ذَلِكَ" ("اَمْلَاَكَ" or "اَمْلَاَكَ"), is corrected in B, contrary to the sense, into "ذَلِكَ". On S. 575, 1, the name of the city "جَمْعَان", a transcription of the Arabic جَمْعَان, has been changed to "جَمْعَان". And this change ("جَمْعَان" to "جَمْعَان"), notoriously of likely occurrence in Ge'ez script, is not so in the Arabic; this shows that B proceeds from a Ge'ez text, and not from a fresh translation. The same reasoning holds good in the case of "قَرْطَاسَ" written for "قَرْطَاسَ" by the change of "ت" to "س", S. 609, 8, where the Arabic has "قَرْطَاسَ", and again in the case of "نُبَوِّيَة". On S. 609, 4, which in A is "نُبَوِّيَة", corresponding to "نُبَوِّيَة", that is, "νοβέαζ" (cf. the well-known martyr and bishop of "Θεοδώρος" in Lower Egypt).

Nevertheless, the MS. D'Abbadie 66 was not the copy in fact used for the revision B, for certain passages which occur therein are wanting in the MS., whereas they are to be found in their proper place in the Arabic. Such omissions are: S. 651, 4, "فَجَادَ عَلَيْه" and "بَعْضَ عِلْمِه"; H. 268, 2, "بَعْضَ عِلْمِه"; H. 443–4, "وَعُوِّدَ بِذَلِكَ", etc., with some due to homoteleuton, as S. 600, 1, "ذَلِكَ—ذَلِكَ"; 691, 4, "ذَلِكَ"; 688, 8–9, "ذَلِكَ". Such omissions not only prove that the MS. D'Abbadie was not the one used by the revisers of B, but also raise a presumption that it is not the autograph of the translator.

In recension B all the verbal mistakes are corrected.

We find, for example, an accusative after ው; cf. the passages cited above, and they might be multiplied; and the adjective to a word in the accusative is put regularly in the accusative. With ውObjectId final is combined the subjunctive; moreover, the above-mentioned errors are corrected, as also the bad errors of concordance such as H. 224, 17, ይግታ: የሚንዳት ወንደት; H. 301, 9, ወሎት: ወሎታ.

Not merely actual errors of grammar, but incorrect or antiquated expressions also have been removed and others substituted; such are ውጠጡ by ውጠጡ. H. 260, 1; ውጠጡ by ውጠጡ, passim; ውጠጡ in a meaning which it does not bear in Ge'ez, by x70, S. 620, 17; ውጠጡ by ውጠጡ, S. 563, 5; 565-6; 648, 15; 662, 14; ውጠጡ by ውጠጡ, S. 635, 1; 636, 1, and passim; ውጠጡ by ውጠጡ. H. 224, 15; ውጠጡ by ውጠጡ, H. 340, 16; 341, 2, etc. (401, 6). Generally, too, in place of ውጠጡ is substituted ውጠጡ (iv, 2, in the schema of Praetorius), S. 552, 18, etc.; and for ውጠጡ, ውጠጡ, H. 211, 8; 332, 1, etc., ውጠጡ is often replaced by ውጠጡ, S. 570, 9; 647, 3; 615, 8.

On S. 579, 2, A reads ውጠጡ, which is the verbal equivalent of ውጠጡ, but in B it appears as a singular, ውጠጡ, which is far more in accordance with usage; for ውጠጡ (א) stands ውጠጡ, H. 331, 15; and at times ውጠጡ (א) is suppressed as untranslatable into Ge'ez; on H. 232, 13, the ከፋ:አንፋ:አንፋ (አብ ወረል) is corrected into ከፋ:አንፋ:አንፋ; and the Arabic ወረል in the sense of "to cause to receive, to make a present of", which, translated in A merely by ከፋ, is rightly emended in B by ከፋ. Sound emendations are: S. 533, 10, ውጡ:አንፋ, changed into ከፋ:አንፋ; S. 605, 4, ከፋ in place of ውጡ; and more especially S. 615, 3, 4, ከፋ in place of ከፋ, thus restoring the imperfect in the apodosis of a simple conditional
proposition, whereas A, in violation of correct Ge'ez usage, repeated the duplicated perfect of the Arabic. On H. 393, 16, the ለሔሑ, which is determinate, has been corrected to የሔታ: ወሔሑ (= ወ), and, H. 398, 10, where እርን had been translated merely by የሔታ, B adds (የሔታ:) እርष in accordance with the rules of Ge'ez.

Sometimes, however, the corrections in B are not justified; e.g., H. 343, 10, እሔ is changed into እሔ, which is contrary to the Arabic. Another superfluous emendation occurs H. 359, 4, where St. Pantaléwon is described as thrown to "the lions", and the እንግሱት of A has been changed into እንግሎት. It may be that the recensionists of B were surprised at the plural, in their ignorance of the "venationes" of antiquity and of the penal condemnation "ad bestias". And similarly, H. 399, 15, እሔም, viz. the little town of Helwān (Hélouan), near Cairo, now so well known, is wrongly changed into እሔም.

Some passages corresponding to Scriptural texts are in B made to accord more closely with the Ethiopic version of the Bible, from which A deviated somewhat. Thus, S. 571, 5, እክሱስ has been changed to እክሱስ in accordance with 1 Kings (Sam.) iii, and in S. 586 the passage 1 Cor. ii, 9 has been brought nearer to the ordinary Ethiopic text. Many analogous examples of correction could be found in the month of Nahase, but I refrain from citing them as the text in question is as yet unpublished.

Another change is in the name of Jesus Christ, which appears generally in Arabic as السيد المسيح, the equivalent of which in A is እሔሶስ; for this B, in closer accord with the forms usual in the prayer books, substitutes (አንስሹስ) እስሶስ: እስሶስ; እስሶስ. To some extent the festivals are transposed: that of St. Mary Magdalene, for instance, which is fixed in A for the 28th Hamlé
(H. 433), as it is by the Coptic Calendar (Nilles, Calend., ii, 722–3), whereas the ordinary Abyssinian Calendar makes it fall on the 6th Nahasë (at the outset it was a "commemoratio").

As above stated, A had, besides its defects of form, yet more serious defects of substance in omitting so many anniversary festivals and obituary notices, especially those of Abyssinian saints. Their absence was the more felt from the fact that during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Ge'ez literature had been enriched with many hagiographical works. The lives of some of the famous Nine Saints, such as Aragäßi, Garimä, Pantalëwon, had already been told at length in the form of ḫyōma; so also the lives of many saints of the following period, Lālībalä, Na'akueto Lä'ab, Gabra Manfäs Qeddu, Takla Háymānot, and later Ŭostātēwos, Samuel of Waldebbâ, and many others. The unabridged legends of the Apostles, the "Gadla Hawāryāt", had long since been translated into Ge'ez. The festivals introduced or fixed by Zā'ā Yā'qob had encouraged the composition, or the translation, of Homilies—those of St. Michael, for instance, which included not a few legends. Non-Abyssinian saints, too, belonging to the Coptic Church, such as Ebsyq possessed their "Gadl". Such an abundance of hagiographical literature, especially on the national saints, must have emphasized the feeling aroused by the omission of so many anniversaries and lives in the Senkessâr, and especially at a moment of reaction in the national religion. It was, indeed, impossible that with struggles going on with the Jesuits and the West, the commemoration of saints of the Church of Alexandria, who were themselves Abyssinians, should be matter of indifference to the numerous clergy in the land.

It was natural, therefore, that the authors of recension B, besides making verbal corrections, should have sought to complete A by recourse to the numerous sources indicated. What may have been the additions made at
the outset, on the completion of recension B, might be ascertainable from the oldest MSS., such as those in the British Museum, Oriental 667, 670, 660, etc. Later MSS. naturally received considerable addition, e.g. it was not long before, the well-known saint, Walatta Pēṭros, herself a devoted student of the Senkessār, obtained her place in the work, on the 17th day of Hedār.

The compilers of B made, too, a further addition, viz. the "Salām", at the close of each life or anniversary. These, in my belief, were not then drawn up expressly for the Senkessār, but were taken for insertion therein out of some collection of hymns. This was done apparently in the case of another work (cf. Zotenberg, Cat. 60-1), the "Ta’āmera Māryām" or Miracles of the Virgin, for in the oldest MSS. (cf. Paris, 62) the Salām are absent. (The MS. Lady Meux No. 2, ed. Budge, Miracles of the Virgin Mary, has the Salām, but it can scarcely be of any great age.)

My view is based on various circumstances. Sometimes these Salām are not connected closely enough with the Senkessār’s text. For example, the Salām of St. Menas, S. 613, refers to the legend of the pig restored to life, which forms one of the saint’s miracles in Abyssinian texts; now it is nowhere mentioned in the Senkessār. The same holds good as regards the miracle of the fishes, which is alluded to in the Salām of Theodore I, S. 696. In the second Salām of St. Ananias, S. 681, the saint is only incidentally mentioned, the Salām being actually composed for the Holy Sepulchre. Thus it comes about that occasionally the forms of the names in the Salām and in the Senkessār differ. In the Salām of the Martyrs of Esneh, H. 352, the Oxford MS. has “Esnā”, whilst the text has “Esnē” or “Ensenē”; in that of Hilarion, S. 538, the Paris MS. has “Ilāryon”, whilst the text has “Keryon”; and in the case of the Salām, at S. 697, the names differ from the forms they bear in the texts of some MSS.
Besides, the Oxford MS. does not insert the Salām after the commemoration to which it relates, but they are put together one after the other at the close of each day, and at times out of place, as is the case with the Salām of Theodore of the Pentapolis, which comes after the commemoration of Theodore of Corinth, H. 302. It may be that the Salām was not inserted at the outset at the end of every commemoration, and that some were added by hand. We find, indeed, many a Salām to be missing in the Oxford MS., such as those of Ishāq, H. 253, of Masqal Kebrā, H. 255, of St. Thomas, H. 215, of the Trinity, H. 369, of Pāwli, H. 296, of the prophets of Israel, H. 232, and many more. Some, again, are wanting in the Paris MS., such as that of Elüwa Krestos, H. 374. On the other hand, many a Salām added in the last-mentioned MS. is wanting in that of Oxford and in D’Abbadie 163; such are those in honour of Bāsalota Mikā’ēl, S. 602, of Za-Iyasus, S. 617, of Tāsfā Mikā’ēl, S. 641, of Amonēwos (Ammonius), H. 354; indeed, at S. 633 is added a poem, which is rather in the style of a “qenē” than of a Salām. The MS. D’Abbadie 163 possesses its own peculiar Salāms. It may, indeed, be surmised that many a proper name of unwonted form occurring in A, has been converted by the revisors of B into the shape in which it appears in the Salām, as, for instance, (يبة), which in B appears in the same form as in the Salām, viz. Beyok (H. 212).

These considerations seem to me to make it excessively improbable that the Salām were the work of the revisors of B, and intended for the Senkessār; it is far more likely that they were taken from some already existing collection, such as the “Egzi’ābeher nagsa”, properly so called, of Zar’a Ya’qob, and the “Weddāsē Samāwyān wamedrāwyān”; another collection of Salām and other hymns exists at St. Petersburg in a MS. of the fifteenth

1 Εβιοπακια ρυκομισι πις С.-Петербург, ρ. 14 (MSS. Ethiop. at St. Petersburg).
century, whilst there is another in Rome belonging to Dr. Pietro Ambrogetti. These collections are all arranged in accordance with the sacred calendar of Abyssinia, and it was thus an easy matter, to extract the hymns relating to any particular saint and to insert them in the Senkessâr. The question remains, to what collection did those hymns belong, but the hymnology of Abyssinia is as yet too little known for the answer to be forthcoming. Some few hymns of the "Egzi'ab. nagsa" of Zar'a Yâ'qob have passed into the Senkessâr, that of Azqir for instance, as I have been informed by Dr. Conti Rossini. Nevertheless, as has been often pointed out, it is the "Weddâsê Samâwyân" that discloses such close affinity with the Salâm of the Senkessâr. MSS. of this work are preserved at Paris and at Tübingen (cf. ZDMG., i, 37), one of the eighteenth century and the other of the opening years of that century; the MS. D'Abbadie 133 is probably of the eighteenth century, and the Oxford MS., which was used by Ludolf and is known to have been in the possession of Pococke, may have been acquired by the latter in the East, before 1640. In any case, it may well be earlier in date than revision B, although only an actual examination of the MS. could ascertain the date more closely. Another collection of Salâm exists in the MS. B.M. Or. 534. The MS. is dated in 1586, but the Catalogue does not specify its relationship to the Weddâsê nor to the Senkessâr. The Salâm in Cod. Vatic. 43 seem to be quite different from those of the Senkessâr. But were it established that the Weddâsê proceeded from the Senkessâr, none the less would it be necessary to look to some already existing collection for the source of the Salâm which the Senkessâr contains.

These, then, are the modifications and additions characterizing recension B, which, representing as it does the texts of all the known MSS., excepting only D'Abbadie 66, may well be termed the "Vulgate" of Ethiopian
Senkessār. It would be well if the spot where this revision B was made, could be fixed, but as to this I have no certain knowledge. The fancy at once suggests Gondar as the spot, then Abyssinia's principal centre, with the convents adjacent or connected, and the surmise seems confirmed by the fact that whenever in the MSS. of the seventeenth century, and they are the oldest, the church or the convent for which they were destined is specified, it is generally a church of Gondar. The MS. B.M. 667 was destined for the church of St. Michael; B.M. 660, for Our Lady of Gemgābēt, etc.; and it must be added, too, that the saints of Northern Abyssinia are unknown to the revisors of B, who seem to have been under the influence of Dabra Libānos.

As is indeed natural, and as I have ascertained to be the fact from an examination of four MSS., which I had at my disposal for the edition of Sanē, Hamēlē, and Nahase, each MS. has its own special additional matter, additions being readily made when all that was needed was to this end was a Φηδή. Thus, in D'Abbadie 163 commemorations are added which often bear relation to Abyssinia, e.g. that of Abbē Endreyās, the superior of Dabra Libānos, H. 345; of Filpos of the same convent (in the Paris MS. he is scarcely mentioned), H. 438; of Gabra Iyasus, disciple to Ēwostatēwos, H. 369; and of Jonah, H. 339. This MS. also contains corrections which are not always justified; e.g., in the legend of St. Peter, H. 240, “Altabyos” is changed into “Awsābyos”, whereas the former retains the original “Albinos” in its Arabic form (البيذوس التبيوس); again, “Aksetnā” (Xanthippe) is changed into “Aksetyānā”, H. 255; likewise the Φ Constant of other MSS. (قارة) should not have been converted into ΦΦConstant (cf. Dillmann, Lexicon, s.v.).

Greater variants occur in the Paris MS. There, not unfrequently, the commemoration is extracted from the
Salâm relating thereto, and is repeated in a few words. This is done in the case of the Commemorations of the Trinity, H. 269; of Argis (Giyorgis, ibid.); of the dedication of the church of Ebsoy, H. 324, where the Oxford MS. actually omits the Salâm, of the martyrs of Esne, H. 355, etc. The absence of these commemorations in other MSS., and of any fresh additions therein to the Salâm, (of which, indeed, as a rule, they are abridgments), show such commemorations to have been subsequent interpolations peculiar to that MS. It possesses, too, this further feature, that its narrative is sometimes abridged, as in the curious story of Abbâ Misâʾèl, H. 281; again, in the commemorations of Ėwostâtêwos, H. 375–6, and of Filpos of Dabra Libânos, H. 438. Especially is this the case in the passages taken from the apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, as in that of St. Thomas, H. 212; of St. Thaddeus, H. 216; of SS. Peter and Paul, H. 233–40, S. 240; of SS. Peter and Paul with King Parâgmon, H. 334; of St. James the Less, H. 347; and of the miracle of SS. Andrew and Matthew in the land of the Anthropophagi, H. 447. And seeing that these lengthy narratives of the Gadla Hawâryât occur likewise in the most ancient MSS. of B (British Museum, 667, etc.), I feel no doubt that the Paris MS. represents an abridgment of later date. One good correction in this MS. occurs on S. 672, 1, where “Vespasian” is turned into “Justinian”, whereby the gross anachronism occurring in other MSS. in respect of the exile of the Patriarch of Alexandria, Theodosius, is removed. Noteworthy, too, is the passage where this MS. retains the words Θεο-ντις — ἀνθρωποφαγός, H. 327, 12–13, which, corresponding, as they do, to the Arabic, must have been present in the original translation; their omission in the other MSS. is due to homoteleuton.

The Oxford MS. has fewer variants; it is, however, very carelessly written, with frequent omissions due to
homoteleuton, and errors, some of them ludicrous, as, for example, H. 382, 6, where the town of Satanuf appears as ὁθήν, “a book,” and 399, 15, where in place of Ὁναζας, “and the monastery,” is written Ὁναζε, “and he did”; and again, in reference to Andronicus and Athanasia, H. 437, 7, the statement that Abbā Daniel spoke to them of their ἀνάγκη ἀρέων, “their soul’s hunger,” instead of ἀνάγκη ἀρέων, “the salvation of their soul.”

Another type of additions are those relating to the church or convent to which the MS. belonged. Thus the ancient MS. D’Abbadie 66, having been the property of the renowned sanctuary of St. Stephen on the island of Daga, we find on its margin remarks relevant to that sanctuary, one, for instance, referring to Gabra Krestos, the abbot of the monastery, H. 372, another to Figtor and to a certain Henoch (?), the sons of King Minas, who were interred in the sanctuary, etc., H. 329, 445.

The story, then, of the Senkessār, as told up to this point, on a basis in part well established and in part probable, may be summed up thus. It was one of the many Arabic works translated in the fifteenth century, but was not widely known until the revival of religious activity, and improved service and creed in the Church of Abyssinia, drew increased attention towards it. It was then emended in Gondar or in its neighbourhood as to form, and completed as to contents, by the addition of many commemorations, more especially of Abyssinian saints whose names, in spite of the great veneration in which they were held, had found no mention in the early Senkessār. The same period saw the addition of the Salām, or brief final hymns, taken in all probability from some pre-existing collection and arranged in conformity with the calendar. This recension spread rapidly, and in spite of its bulk was very largely reproduced. But the reproductions, although belonging all of them to this one recension, yet present differences
due either to the addition of commemorations or of Salām, or to abridgment. A perusal of the MSS. hitherto unexamined would doubtless yield further instances of this, and of the contamination of some of their texts. It must, too, be born in mind that a given MS. may have been copied in part from one original and in part from another, and may thus offer example, as it were, of intrinsic diversity.

These considerations show how difficult would be the task of preparing a really critical edition of the Senkessār. If the first translation may be taken to be adequately represented in the MS. D'Abbadie 66, it is no easy matter to decide the form in which revision B first appeared, and it may be plausibly assumed that it is the most ancient MSS., Oriental 667, 660, etc., that conform most closely to the original. Of the three MSS. examined by me to the extent of the months of Sanē, Hamlē, and Nahasē, that of Oxford, although very inaccurate, seems to be the nearest, for the MS. d'Abbadie 163 already discloses certain corrections and special additions, whilst the Paris MS., as already stated, bears evident trace of late reconstruction.

Before bringing this brief article to a close I must make one observation. The colophons to Ge'ez MSS. show how numerous were the translations into Ge'ez made by Abyssinian monks resident in Egypt, or in the Coptic convents of St. Anthony, of Quesquām, of Hāra Zuwēla at Cairo, etc. It may be that in these spots the Abyssinians formed, as it were, a separate community, although in the case of Hāra Zuwēla no local record of the fact remains. We now find the Senkessār translated in Egypt, and by a "Gebṣāwi" or an Egyptian; whether the name was due to birth or to long residence in Egypt, or to some other reason, is uncertain; but at any rate the man was not proficient in either of the two languages, Arabic or Ge'ez. The same is the case with
the text of the martyrdom of St. Cyriacus (the pretended Bishop of Jerusalem), with that of the story of King Claudius, and others besides, and this raises a doubt whether the mother tongue of their respective authors can have been Ge'ez; the well-known Embaqom, the translator of Abū Shākir, al-Makīn, etc., was a native of Yemen. This serves to explain, on the one hand, the want of correctness in the Ge'ez of many texts, and, on the other, the curious fact that so many Abyssinian works should have been revised and emended from the seventeenth century onwards.
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DOCUMENTS SANSCRITS DE LA SECONDE COLLECTION

M. A. STEIN

By L. DE LA VALLEE POISSON

NOTE PRELIMINAIRE

1. Je suis très reconnaissant au Dr. M. A. Stein de m'avoir confié l'étude de la plupart des documents sanscrits qu'il a découverts au cours de sa seconde expédition en Asie Centrale, au prix de quels labours, et grâce à quelle ingéniosité prudente et hardie, il nous a permis, avec autant d'humour que de modestie, de le deviner.

Je ne suis pas moins obligé à M. L. D. Barnett, qui m'a montré la plus désintéressée amitié : car, classant ces documents, il a vu du premier coup qu'ils contenaient de précieuses reliques du Dharmapada (de son vrai nom Udānavarga), de la littérature de Rakṣa, de la littérature de Stotra, du Saddharmapundarika : je lui sais grand gré, dussent nos confrères le regretter, de ne pas s'être réservé ces petits trésors de sagesse indienne si heureusement conservés dans le sable de l'oasis abandonné au désert ou dans les ténèbres de la library des Mille Bouddhas à Touen-houang.

Avec infiniment d'obligence, M. R. O. Franke a identifié, dans la littérature pâlie qu'il connaît si bien, un grand nombre des stances de l'Udānavarga : je ne distinguerai pas dans la table de références que je joindrai aux douze feuilletis que nous possédons de ce texte, celles qu'une connaissance vulgaire des textes pâlis m'avait fournis, de celles, plus curieuses sinon plus nombreuses, qu'il a ajoutées à ma liste primitive.

Les petits fragments, où domine la Prajñā, seront négligés dans la présente étude ; tout ce qui paraît
intéressant, au point de vue littéraire ou paléographique, sera relevé. Par exemple, le superbe MS. sur palm-leaves, d’écriture si archaïque (Touen-houang, Ch. 0079A), où j’ai été si navré d’apercevoir le fatal nom de Subhūti, et qui ne contient, hélas, qu’une recension un peu abrégée de la Śatasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā.

2. Si on excepte deux MSS. sur palm-leaves, qui sont en Upright Gupta indien, tous les autres MSS., sur papier,1 sont en divers types de Upright Gupta d’Asie Centrale et en slanting.

On sait que le Dr. Hoernle, de qui nous tenons ces désignations (Report on the British Collection . . . JASB., lxx, Table ii, 1901), plaçait, en gros, les MSS. en Gupta indien au vième siècle, les papiers en Gupta d’Asie Centrale (Macartney, i, 7; ii, 3) au viième, la slanting (Weber, 5; Macartney, i, 2) au vième. Il semble, dans ses dernières publications, porté à reculer légèrement ces dates, notamment en ce qui concerne la slanting, “circa fourth century” (JRAS., 1911, p. 448).

Un document comme le “drame” récemment publié par M. H. Laiders, dont le m triangulaire nous reporte aux épigraphes de Mathura (150–100 B.C.), des Kushan, etc. —sans parler de ses autres caractères archaïques—écarte tous les scrupules que pourrait provoquer l’antiquité attribuée à ces fragiles feuilllets.

Le terminus a quo peut donc être reporté très haut : peu importe que soit mal assurée la relation établie par M. Hoernle entre la slanting et l’upright d’Asie,—ni pour m, ni pour y, l’antériorité de la slanting n’est évidente (voir JASB., xlii, 1893, p. 8); peu importe que les variétés, la répartition géographique, l’histoire de ces écritures ne soient pas encore élucidées.

Cependant, les block-prints de Grünwedel (Idikutsari, Pischel, Sitzungsberichte de Berlin, 1904, pp. 807, 1137)

1 Les “papiers” peuvent être très vieux, témoin le Macartney, i, 6 (JASB., lxvi, 1897, p. 244).
montrent que la slanting est demeurée, a dû demeurer longtemps en usage.

Je ne pense donc pas qu'on puisse actuellement, du seul point de vue paléographique, fixer le terminus ad quem des feuillets en slanting, ni de nos feuillets en général.

Ici interviennent des considérations d'un autre ordre.

Nos documents proviennent de Khadalik, endroit situé au nord de Domoko, à l'est de Khotan (marqués Kha.), de Farhad-Beg (marqués F.), au nord-ouest de Khadalik, et de la Grotte des Mille Bouddhas (Touen-houang, marqués Ch.).

Si le lecteur se reporte à l'article du Dr. M. A. Stein, "Explorations in Central Asia" (Geographical Journal, July–Sept., 1909, p. 17 et suiv. du tiré à part), et à ses observations sur Dandân-Uiliq, où il a exhumé des documents chinois datés de 781–90 A.D. (Ancient Khotan, p. 283), il conclura avec lui que l'abandon et la ruine de Khadalik doivent être placées vers la fin du VIIIᵉ siècle. Nous avons ici un terminus ad quem solide pour les documents en Upright Gupta. Il n'y a pas, ce semble, de slanting à Khadalik.

Pour ce qui concerne Touen-houang et sa pothi de slanting, aujourd'hui inégalement partagée entre le British et la Nationale, le Dr. M. A. Stein pense que la grotte-library a été murée peu après l'an mille (Explorations, p. 42). M. Paul Pelliot précise : "... la niche a été murée dans la première moitié du Xᵉ siècle, et probablement à l'époque de la conquête si-hia qui eut lieu vers 1035" ("Une bibliothèque médiévale" dans Bulletin de l'École d'Extrême Orient, viii, p. 506, 1908). Sans doute, comme le prouvent les stèles de 1348, 1351 et le témoignage de Marco Polo sur l'idolatrie des gens de Tangut (Explorations, p. 39), le site, avec ses 500 grottes, ses stèles, et ses peintures, est resté bouddhique ; mais "les derniers

¹ La ruine d'Endere est encore plus ancienne, voir Hsüan-tsang allégué Explorations, p. 25.
nienhao que portent les documents chinois sont ceux des premiers règnes des Song (976-83, 995-7)—ce qui fournit le terminus ad quem—et tous les autres indices (stèles de 698, 776, 851, 894, etc.) indiquent que la collection est plus ancienne. Le MS. sur palm-leaves dont nous parlions ci-dessus, permet d’en reporter assez haut les origines. Le fait que “la grande stèle de pierre gravée en 851” fut trouvée dans la cachette, rend bien vraisemblable l’explication de MM. Stein et Pelliot : la niche fermée, dans la crainte de quelque danger, après qu’on y eut entassé—peut-être à coté d’un fonds primitif, “500 pieds cubiques” de rouleaux, feuillets, et peintures.

COLLECTIONS M. A. STEIN: CH. VII, 001B; ET PAUL PELLIOT, TOUEN-HOUANG, 3510, FOL. x

FRAGMENTS DU Śatakāṅcāsatkastotra d’Aśvaghoṣa-Mātrceta

MS. sur papier; slanting brāhma; trois folios plus ou moins mutilés, numérotés au verso, ne portant plus de numéros lisible, semblables aux folios contenant l’Udānavarga (Ch. vii, 001A), à celui contenant un fragment de stotra non encore identifié (Ch. vii, 001C), à celui contenant un fragment du Daśabalaśūtra (Ch. vii, 001D); 367 x 88 mm., 6 lignes à la page.

Des folios faisant partie de cette poṭhi (ou de ces poṭhis semblables) ont été rapportés par M. Paul Pelliot, et ont été publiés par M. S. Lévi (J.A., 1910, ii, pp. 433 et suiv.), notamment un demi-folio contenant la fin de notre texte

1 M. Paul Pelliot me dit que sa collection comprend un ou deux fragments de Mātrceta (2 juin, 1911).

2 Nos feuillets sont bien en slanting. Remarquons que M. S. Lévi, dans sa note sur les MSS. Paul Pelliot (J.A., 1910, ii, p. 435) confond les différents MSS. Macartney et leurs écritures très différentes, et fait dire au Dr. Hoernle des feuillets Macartney en général (slanting compris): “not later than the middle of the fourth century . . .”, ce qu’il dit en effet d’un MS. déterminé de la collection Macartney (“. . . this Macartney MS. . . . the oldest existing Indian MSS. . . . “): JASB., lxvi, 1897, p. 245).
dans un état très fragmentaire. Le colophon porte les syllabes cārya—ṭr ; d'où la conjecture de M. Lévi Mātrceṭa. La version tibétaine (P. Cordier, Cat. du fonds tibétain de la Bibl. Nationale, p. 9) désigne comme auteur Rta-ḥyāṇaś, c'est-à-dire Aśvaghoṣa. Sur les relations de ces deux personnages ou de ces deux noms, voir, outre les particles de M. Lévi (J.A., 1897, i, p. 40, et 1910, ii, p. 433), l'étude de M. F. W. Thomas, "Matriceṭa and the Mahārāja-kanikalekha" (Indian Antiquary, 1903, p. 349 ; Album Kern, pp. 405 sqq.).

J'ai comblé les lacunes, à l'aide du tibétain, partout où la restitution paraissait vraisemblable, quelquefois ailleurs. Je traduis, dans les notes justificatives, là où le tibétain, seule ressource, est douteux.

D'après la version tibétaine, le Śutapaṇcāṣatka est divisé en treize chapitres—

1. Introduction (bstd pa gleś bslaṅ: stot rakathodghāṭa?).
2. Hetustotra.
4. Adbhutastotra (rmad du byun bai, citra° ?).
5. Rūpastotra (sku la bstd pa).
6. Cittastotra (thugs la = cetaḥstotra ?).
7. Vākstotra (gsun la).
8. Louange de l'enseignement (bstan pa la = deśanā° (?) mais deśanā = bčags-pa, Cordier, Cat., p. 11).
10. Mārgapravesastotra.
11. Louange de l'enseignement (bkā ba mdzad pa la, sāsana, śāstr ?).
12. Louange du prudent (mkhas pa la = kuśala, dakṣa, praviṇa, etc.).
13. Louange du sans-dette (bu lon med par = anṛṇa-stotra).

Nos fragments contiennent la fin de 4 (jusque stance 51), le 5 (52-7), le 6 (58-66), le commencement de 7, la fin de 11 (jusque 125), le commencement de 12.
Premier feuillet


aho te suprasannasya balasya pariṣuddhata h  

49 indriyānaṁ prasādena nityakālānapā[yinā 

cet]o nityaṁ prasannam te pratyakṣam eva drṣyate h 50 

abhālebhyaḥ prasiddhyante matismrtivisuddhayā[ḥ 

uttama]bhavapīṣunaiḥ suvāhārtsuṣeṣṭitaih 51 

upāsāntam ca kāntam ca diptam apratīghāti ca .

 nibhr[ta ] ce[dam] rūpaṁ kam iva nākṣipet 52 

yenāpi śataśo drṣṭam yo pi tat pūrvaṁ ikṣate .

rūpam prīnāti te caksuḥ samaṁ [tadubhayor idam] 53 

asecanakabhāvād [dh]i saumyeabhā[v]āc ce ta vaṇaḥ 

darśane p[r]jītm[.]j[i]  

na]vāṁ na vā . 54 

ru ya 5[5]

48. dgra becom pa dañ mu stegs la j rjes su chags dañ khoñ kho bar ]

khyod kyi thugs ni mi hgyur na khyod la . . .

"Votre esprit ne se modifie ni vers la sympathie ni vers la colère 

t l’égard de l’arhat et de l’héritique . . ."

c. so transcription fort approximative d’une graphie de seconde main ;

d. MS. ka statir.

49. drṣṭo na = bzhed mi múa = mato ; MS. suprasannasya teṣāya = khye 

ma o khyod kyi thugs stobs ni | rab dad yoña su dag pa lags ;—bala = 

cetobala.

51. rañ bzhin dam pa . . . bsgrags pas—piśuna = manifestant.

52. dul la rāom brjūd che ba yis | sku hdis su zhig dad mi mdzad :

"Par une grande gloire (ṣṣi, kānti, etc.) dans un humble (nīḥyta), ce 

corps qui ne convertira-t-il pas ?" (MS. rupam).

53. sku de . . . de goñas ka hdra bar = samayā tadbhayor idam.

54. b. MS. sāmya = mdzes pa ;—mthoñ no cog ni phyi phyir zhiñ | dga ba skyed par mdzad pa lags. Il manque quatre akṣaras au MS.

55. rṭeņ gyi yon tan dag dañ ni rten pai yon tan phan thsun du 

hthsam pas khyod kyi sku dañ ni yon tan phun thsogs mchog dañ idan :

"Comme les qualités qui reçoivent [en lui], et les qualités de leur 

réceptacle, s’harmonisent, votre corps possède la meilleure bénédiction 

(sampad) de qualités."

1 Ce sigle représente, d’ailleurs sans exactitude, les traits qui figurent 

le visarga, mais font aussi office de ponctuation, concurremment avec le 

point allongé en virgule (•).
Deuxième feuillet

pî karunâparavattayā
kāritas tvam padañ nātha kuśilavakalāśv api 62

56. mthsan dañ dpe byad bzañ bhar ba | khyod kyi sku las ma gto gs pa | de bzhin gcongs pa yon tan hdi | gthan gañ zhig la legs gnas hgyur : “Si on excepte votre corps qui brille des signes principaux et secondaires, où ailleurs se trouve bien plaçée cette qualité de Tathāgata ?”

57. c. ies legs bkod = svayam . . . Le MS. devant yam de svayam, porte l'empreinte d'une autre feuille. Comparer le trait au-dessus de pra dans pratayah.

58. khyod ni hgro bai بون moñs dag | dgrol lad yun riñ thugs rjes bsdams. bsdams = smayatah, niyatah, yatah.—Peut-être arthodyatah.

59. c. skyon mkhyen yun riñ de lta bur. api n'est pas représenté dans le tibétain.

Je crois la lecture ksun nu certaine ou très probable. Une graphie analogue (peut-être une) a dérouté M. S. Lévi (J.A., 1910, ii, 438).

60. dben pai bde ba spāñs gyur khyod | mañ poi mañ du bzhugs pa gañ | de khyod thugs rjes dus hdas pa | glags cig thod nas bgyis par bas = “Quand, abandonnant la béatitude de l’isolement, tu entres au milieu de la foule, le temps ainsi passé est regardé par la pitié comme opportunité”. Le sanscrit porte : “Le fait que toi, qui as pour essence la béatitude de l’isolement, entres . . . est regardé . . . par la pitié, qui obtient une [opportunité pour] expansion . . .” —ma de matam est peu lisible.

61. dgon pai zhi nas grūñ gi mthar = aranyakānter grāmāntam.
c. MS. śūndā ? ranyidg ; d. MS. vidyayeśā = rig pa yis ni . . . slad du drañas.

62. a. śer zhi mchog la gnas bzhin du = paramopakāmaśto.
[ ...] y sva[guṇo]dbh[āv]anāś ca yāḥ
vāntecchopavicārasya kārṇyanikāsaḥ sa te 63
parārthaikā[ntabhadrāpi svārthe dhny]āśayaniśthuṛā
tvavyeva kevalam nātha (karunā)karunā bhav[et] 64
tathā hi kṛtvā ba[ ...]m iva kva cit
paresāṁ arthasiddhyartham tvāṁ vikṣiptavati diṣāḥ 65
tvadiechayaiva tu vyaktam[ ...] vartate
tathā hi bādhamānāpi tvā[ṃ] sati [nā]parādhyate 66
supadānī mahārthānī tatthyāṇī ma[dhurāṇī ca]
[sam]ā[sa]vyāsavaṇ[t]i ca 67
ekasya na syād upa[ṛu]tya vākyāṇy eva[ṃ]vidhāṇi te
bh[ ...] sarvajāna iti niścayah] 68
pr[āyo na ]madhura sarva kiṇcid tha
vākya[ṃ] tav[ar]thasiddhyāpi sarva[ṃ]m e[va subh]āṣitam 69

63. a-b. rdzu hphrul seũ geĩ sgra daň ni | nīd kyi yon tan brjod pa
gaň : rddhī ca niśhurtama ca svavigna . . . Le MS. porte anāś ca yāḥ ou
bhunāś ca yāḥ.

64. gzhan gyi don du rab bzaň gi | nīd kyi don la brtse med pas
mgon po khyod ṇīd hba zhig la | thugs rjes thugs rje mzdad ma gyur—
"Tout favorable à l'intérêt d'autrui, sans pitié pour ton intérêt propre,
O protecteur, c'est pour toi seul que, par compassion, tu ne fais pas
compassion." L'akṣara qui précède sava, d'une seconde main, peu
lisible; MS. niśhurā . . . nātha karunā bhavet. Je comprends: karunā
. . . bhadrā . . . niśhurā . . . akarunā bhavet.

65. hdi ltar res hga brtan pas gaň | gzhan don bsgrub pa mzdad slad
du | khyod ni lan bṛgyar phyogs dag tu | gtor ma bzhin du btaň ba lags.
Le sanscrit indique que le sujet est karunā: "Si, de la sorte, pour le
bien d'autrui, la pitié, immobile quelque part, t'a cent fois projeté aux
points cardinaux, comme une offrande" (bali).

MS. tathā mo ve (seconde main) pareśām. kṛtvā: le tibétain semble
exiger satakyteva? tathā hi satakyte vad (= gaň) dhruvā balim iva kvaeti |
pareśām . . . ? ? ?

66. de ltar khyod la gnod mzdad kyan | noñs pa can du mi rtse bas | khyod kyi bzhed pa kho na daň | mthun hjing pa ni lags par gda = "Elle
etait mal, mais ne t'offense pas, c'est par elle ne que se conformer
à ton désir".

67. madhurāṇi ca = sāṇa pa daň, zab gsal guñis kai don ldan daň | bsdu
sañ spras pa daň ldan pa = "douës du double sens profond et clair, douës
de concision et de développement". gambhāravyakta . . .

68. . . khyod kyi dgra bos . . . thams cad mkhyen pa lags so
zhes | su zhig ūes pa skye mi hgyur = trcchatroḥ = teutparipāñthanakasyāpi ?
bb, au troisième pāda, est probable.

69. maũ po ril gyis sāṇa ma lags | bcos ma hga tsam sāṇa pa lags |
yac chlakṣṇa[m] y[ac ca] parusam yad vā tadubhayānvitaṃ sarvam evaik[arasatāṃ vicārya] yāti te vacaḥ 70
aho supariṣuddhānaṃ karmanāṃ naipuṇaṃ param yair idaṃ [vākyaratnānaṃ i]drṣaṃ bh[āja]nam kṛtam 71
asmād dhi netrasubhagād idaṃ śrutimanoharam mukhā[ vacanaṃ] candrād dr[avad] ivāṃ[r]tam 72
rāgareṇuṃ praśamayad vākyam te jaladāyate vainateyāyate dve[śasarpam ] 7[3]
madhyamāṇa[yatae bhūyo hy ajñānatimirimaṇaḥ nudat śakrāyudhayāyaṃ mānagirin abhivid[ārayat] 74

*Troisième feuillet*

mā mā kṣuṇṇāḥ supto gokanṭakeśv api 117
prā[jy]ākṣepā kṛtā sevā visabhāṣāntaram kṛtān nātha vain[e]yavatsalyā[ā]t prabhunāpi satā tvayā 118
prabhūtvam api te nātha sadā nātmanī vidyate vaktavya iva sarvāṃ svārthe niyuḥyase 119
yena kena cida eva tvam yatra tatra yathā tathā coditaḥ svāṃ pratipadaṃ kalyanīṃ nātivartate 120

khyod kyi gsuṅ don grub pas kyaṅ | thams cad legs gsuṅs kho na lags = “La plupart des discours dans l’ensemble ne sont pas agréables ; quelques-uns, fictifs, sont agréables . . . ”—artha-siddhyā tu?
70. nām brtags na . . . ro ge gi Müd du hgyur.
71. de yis (tire gau gis) rin chen gsuṅ rnam kyi | snod hdi hdra ba hdi gyis so.
72. khyod zhal bta na rab sdug pa | de las mān na sān pa yi | gsuṅ hdi dag ni zla ba las | bdud rtsi hdzag pa bzhin du gdā = “De cette votre face agréable à voir, ces paroles agréables à entendre sont comme l’effusion d’ambroisie de la lune”. Les lectures candrād . . . sont incertaines.
73. zhe sdaṅ sbrul ni gdon pa phyi = de pasasarpam . . .
74. rab riṃ hjom pa g glands daṅ hdra. glands = parasol, midi. Avant yate bhūyo le MS. paraît porter une lettre souscrite n? madhyāḥnāyate bhūyo pi hy (?)

117. nam nāi cul du an gčegs mdzad ciā | rad rod can du an mnal ba mdzad : “Allant même dans des chemins dangereux dort sur des terrains inégaux.” gokanṭaka, voir Divya, pp. 19 et 704.

118. skū ās (?) brdo (?) daṅ gcem thsul daṅ | skad daṅ cha lugs sgyur ba an mdzad. Malgré l’incertitude du tibétain, je crois que F. W. Thomas lit bien le premier pāda : “Tu supportes un service plein d’insultes.” Le second pāda est écrit de la manière la plus nette du monde ; le tibétain indique : “Tu changes de vêtements (cha-lugs = veṣa) et de langage.”

prabhunā (gtso bo) paraît certain malgré la graphie fort peu claire.
nopakārapare py evam upakāraparo janaḥ
apakārapare pi tvam upakāraparo yathāḥ 121
ahitāvahite satrau tvam hitāvahitaḥ[ḥ] suhṛt
dosānveṣananyeyi tvam guṇānveṣanatparatpaḥ 122
yato nimantraṇaṁ te bhūt savīṣaṁ sahutāśanan tatrābhūd abhisamyānam sadayaṁ sāmrtaḥ ca te 123
ākrobdhāro jitaḥ ksāntyā drugdhāḥ svastyayanena ca satyena čāpavaktāras tvayā maṁtryā jighāṁsavaḥ[ḥ] 124
anād[i]k[ā]laprahaṭa bahvyāḥ prakṛtayo nrṇāṁ
tvayā vibhā(vi)tāpāyāḥ ksanaḥ parivartitāḥ 125
yat soratyam gataḥ tikṣṇāḥ kadaryās ca vadaṁnutām
krūrāḥ pesalataṁ yātās tat tavopāyakausalam
126
indriyopasaṅo nande mānastadbhe ca sam[naṭ]iṁ
ksamitvaṁ cāṅgulimālē kan na vismayam ānayet
127
bahavas tṛṇāsavyāsu hitvā śayyā hiraṁmay[āḥ]
āserate sukham dhīrās trptā dharmarasasya te 128
prṣṭenāpi kva cin noktam upetyāpi kṛtā kathā
tarpayītvā [ ] ktam kālāsavyāvidā tvayāḥ 129
pūrvaṁ dānakathādyābhīsī cetasī utpādyā sauṣṭhavam
tato dharmo gatamale vestre raṅga iv[ḥ]
130
na ko p[ya]pāyaś s[ak]yo [st]i yena na vyāyatam tvayā
ghorāt samsārapātālād uddhartum[ṃ] krpanaṁ jagat
131
bahūni bah

122. MS. ahitāvahite . . . hitācahitah.
125. MS. vibhātāpāyāḥ = āna soṁ nrṇam bhag usṛt nas.
127. saṁnatiḥ = hduḍ. MS. deuxième main : ṣamo ; naṁto (dga bo) maṁaḥ : aṅgulimālam.
129. res hga zhus na aṅ mi gsuṅ la | spros gyur gzhag la bstan pa daṅ |
druṅ du gnyes nas bṣod pa aṅ mdoṣad = "Quelquesfois, même interrogé, tu
ne dis rien ; un autre, l'ayant satisfait (excité, encouragé), tu enseignes,
et, abondant, . . ."
130. d. Deuxième main rāṅga. Le mot qui manque doit correspondre
dăstam : "est enseigne,""est imprimé."
131. upāyāḥ . . . MS. peu lisible na so . . . ṭā . . . yo. Le tibétain
thugs daṅ spyod pa = upāyacāritram.
Feuillet P. Pelliot

parârtham ev[e]me dharmarûpakâyâ[ḥ kṛtā iti
tvayā viśvâsiloke śmin nirvâṇam upadarśitam 147]
] ? i ? satsu saṃkṛāmya dharmakâyam aśesataḥ
tilaśo rûp[am āchidyā tvam eva parinirvâtaḥ 148
aho nitir aho sthânam aho rûpam] aho guṇâḥ
na nāma buddhadharmâhām [asti kaś cid avismayaḥ 149
hitakṛṇmetrasubhage śântavâkkâyaka]rmanī
tvayy api pratihanyante paśya mohā [amarśanâḥ 150
punyodadhim ratanidhim dharmaśim guṇâkaram
] ? tvā namasyanti tebhyo pi sukṛtāṃ namah 151
akśayāns te [guṇā nātha kṣīnam tu vetanāṃ mama
] ? ad avitrptitaḥ 152
aprameyam asaṃkhyeye[ya]m acintyam anidarśana[m
bhavato hi svarūpatvам tvayaiva jñâyate svayam. 153

147 et suivi. Voir la photographie et la version tibétaine, J.A., 1910,
ii, pp. 434, 454.
147. Le traducteur tibétain a lu ime (hdi dag). c. Le texte porte :
yid ches dga.—yid ches pa = viśedsin, yid-dga = sumanās. Peut-être
viśabdhâ, etc.
148. i paraît certain ; satsu, possible. de slad ... sras kyi mehog
la gtaṅ mdzad do = atâh satasva vare saṃkramya ?
149. ya mthsan che ba = ativismaya.
150. netrasubhaga = bita na sng, cf. 72.—rmanī, lisible.
151. c. tvāṃ ye satvā ; mais les traits qui précèdent tvā ne peuvent
être, à en juger par la photographie, ni sa ni ye (satvā ye tvāṃ, l'anuvâra
est peut-être marqué).
152. b. zho-ba = vetana, le tribut à payer aux qualités. bas hthsal
ba = “qui prend fin”, comme dans Parinirvânasutra, cité par Foucaux :
sku thei thsad kyan bas mi hthsal bar rig par bgyio= “la durée de
sa vie aussi est imminable”.
152-c-d. des na hjigs pa mehis slad du | glo ba la ni gcags bzhin mehis.
On a : gcags pa = saṅga, sakta, affection (ch. chags-pa) ; glo ba dga
ba = être satisfait, voir son souhait réalisé (Schmidt). Cet attachement
constitue avitrpti, “non satiété.”
M. Lévi lit (yat ta)d a°. Ni les deux premiers akṣaras ni le d ne
paraissent très nets sur la photographie.
153. acintya, lisible.
COLLECTION M. A. STEIN: Kha. I, 188

FRAGMENT D'UN BUDDHACARITA

MS. sur papier; Upright Gupta d'Asie Centrale. Deux fragments, milieu et droite, d'une feuille très endommagée (120 et 140 sur 93 mm.). Sept lignes visibles. La feuille devait avoir environ 380 sur 150 mm.

Contient, plus ou moins visibles, les stances 68-75, 81-6 d'un neuvième chapitre (navamo varga) identique par le sujet au septième varga du Buddhacarita attribué à Asvaghosa. On peut supposer, par l'étendue de la lacune entre les derniers mots de la stiance 86 et la partie conservée du colophon, que ce neuvième chapitre était intitulé Tapovanapraveśa : Visite du Bodhisattva aux pénitents qui lui désignent Arāda comme maître de philosophie. Par le fait, le dixième chapitre commence par le nom Arāda.

Stances 68-83, jagati ; 84 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ; 85-6, praharsini. On comparera 70 et Buddhacarita, vii, 38 ; 82 et vii, 48 ; 84 et vii, 54.

Particularités graphiques : une forme anormale de d (sadanāt, st. 84) ; double forme de i après consonne (upright, et bouclé à gauche) ; double forme de r : tantôt il est écrit au-dessus de la ligne (svargāya, st. 86 ; arjana, st. 75), tantôt au-dessous (sarvesu, st. 83). Remarquer ādhya, st. 85, et st. 68, une graphie dont la lecture me paraît difficile. On a pprasāntaye, st. 82, et sakkhyam, st. 70 ; ṛ pour r, st. 84 ṛśa".

sah
tvayo ?i te smin dhṛtimā[―――――] 68

.... à hi tapasvi — —

..... na v[. .]y[a — — pa]rikṣyate vapus

68. tvayo ? ite (?).

bha]veṣu sarveṣu na khalv aham rame
davāṅnidipteṣu tarusv i[yāndajah 83
— — — — — — ] arāḍam āśramibhyo
]jananaparikṣayadṛṣṭamārgam aśrauli
tad adhiṣam [— — — — — — ] munjisanadād rśasatvaro jagāma . 84
lakṣmyādhhye naravṛṣa[he gate vanāntāt
— — — — — — ] pi tāpasair vanam [tat]
[—]māṇadyutī na babhau yathāntarikṣam
nakṣatra[riva — — — — — — ] 85
mokṣāya prasṛtām avekṣya taṃ ca nūnam
naivāgni [— — — — — — — — — ]
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
svargāya vratam iha te [— — — — — —
tapovanapraveś]onāma navamaḥ sargabhi
arāḍāsī

83. tavi et arhatha paraissent sûrs.
85. Il n’est que trop facile d’achever vigate niśākare hi ou ’kare stam, etc.

Ch. XLIII, 001
NAGAROPAMASUTRA ET RAKSA

MS. sur papier; slanting brāhma. Trois folios numérotés au verso 130–2, 368 × 88 mm., 6 lignes, 46 aksaras à la ligne environ.

L’écriture est du type ordinaire de “slanting”. On peut attirer l’attention sur les graphies de dhā (fol. 231a, l. 1), de da, udā (kumbhändā, śāundika, fols. 231a, l. 5, 232b, l. 3); on a trpadaksini et ‘trpadaksini (231a, l. 5, b, l. 4). Le visarga est représenté par _raises, mais ce signe est aussi, souvent, “a mark of interpunctuation” (Hoernle, Bower, p. 225, n. 39). Le 5 et le 10 différent assez sensiblement des formes du MS. de l’Udāna (Ch. vii, 001a), la base du 10 étant une ligne droite. Nous marquons entre ( ) les syllabes omises par le scribe, entre [ ] les syllabes illisibles ou détruites.
Ce MS. contient 1° la fin d’un sūtra dont nous connaissons le titre par le colophon Nagaropamaṃ sūtram (fol. 132a), et qui est aussi nommé dans le texte Nagaropamaṃ vyākaraṇam ; 2° le commencement d’une Rakṣā contre les serpents.


La Rakṣā présente d’étroites relations avec la Khandhāparittā (Cullavagga, v, 6, 1 ; Aṅguttara, ii, p. 72 ; Jātaka, nr. 203 ; Milinda, p. 150), dont nous connaissons une rédaction septentrionale par le MS. Bower, part vi (“really an extract from Pañcarakṣā.” Bendall, Śīkṣāsamuccaya, p. 192, q.v.).

Il faudrait faire quelques recherches dans la Bibliothèque népalaise.

Fol. 130

... purata ime mantrapadā bhāsitavyah
buddha sreṣṭho na sreṣṭhas tvam nāsti sreṣṭhas tathāgataḥ
pūrvvatvā yāvat anyatra pūrvakeṇa karma(2)[nā] ||
athottarāyāṃ diśi niḥśṛtya vaiśravaṇo mahārājā ḥ yena bhagavāṃs tenāṃjaliṃ praṇamyā bhagavantaṃ gā[tha]yā abhyabh[ā]ṣat (3)
aho vidyā mahāvidyā kleśavisaprāghātani
bhāṣitā te mahāvīra nirjvarā jvaranāṣani
santi māriṣa [uttārā]yā(4)ṇ diśi bhaumā yaksāḥ aneka-
yakṣasahasrāḥ parivāra prativasāṃti te mānuṣīkāṃ prajavāṃ

1 Sic.
2 Voir ci-dessous, B, l. 2.
rakṣaṁ guptiṁ balaṁ phalaṁ¹ su[kha]²(sparśa)viṁśahāra-
tāyai paripālayanti • pathagataś api utpathagataś api ārāma-
gataś api śunyāgaragataś ² api cat[— — pa][6]risado bhikṣunāṁ bhikṣunināṁ upāsakānāṁ upāsikānāṁ (3) tadany(e)sāṁ ca manusyaṁ añī tatreme mantrapadā bha-
vanti yena teṣ[a]ṁ ākārṣa[B]ṇāṁ bhavati tadyathā bhāvini bhāvini jātini • jātini • maraṇi • maraṇi • svāhā || āgamisyati mārṣa māra pāpiyāṁ (2) tasya purata ime mantrapadā bhāsitavyaḥ ²

buddha śreṣṭho na śreṣṭhas tvam nāsti śreṣṭhas tathāgatāt buddho hi śreṣṭho lokasya dharmarājaḥ [hy anu]-[3]-
ttaraḥ
dharma śreṣṭho na śreṣṭhas tvam nāsti śreṣṭho tra-
dharmataḥ
dharmo hi śreṣṭho lokasya virāgopāśamaḥ sukham samgha śreṣṭho (4) na śreṣṭhas tvam nāsti śreṣṭho tra-
samghataḥ samgho hi śreṣṭho lokasya punyakṣetro hy anuttara[h]⁴

yah kaś cin mā[risa] i[(5)maṁ na]garopamaṁ vyāka-

Fol. 131

[— — — — —]ṣyaṁti corā na muṣisyamṭi • rājakula-
madhyagato pi svastinottarisyati⁶ gādhabandhanabaddho pi muccisyatiāsannassamāga(2) ?? • abhyavakāsagato bhavisyati

¹ Cf. Mahāvastu, i, 323, 20.
³ Sic.
⁵ Sīkṣāsamuccaya, p. 104, n. 5.
sarve ca kṛtyākākhordamantravetāda\textsuperscript{1} pratīvīgamisyanti sarve ca bhūta[ga]nā na vihe[tha]isyāṃ(3)ti anyatra pūrvakena karmanā ||

atha catvāro mahārājānāḥ yena bhagavāṃs tenāṃjaliṃ praṇāmya bha[gava]nta[m i](4)dam avocan\textsuperscript{2} aho subhāṣīta vidyā śākyasīṃhena dhīmatā dvādaśāṅgasamāyuktā sarvabhūtanivāra[ṇ]i sa(5)rve devā nāgā yaksā pretā kumbhāṇḍā kāḍapūtanā\textsuperscript{3} yo ime atikramen mantrāṇ\textsuperscript{4} mahārājñā mukhanirgamatam saptadhāsyā spha[lec chīrṣaṃ](5)\textsuperscript{5} daśadhā hṛdayaṃ sphalet

idaṃ vaditvā catvāro mahārājāno bhagavatpādau śirasā vanditvā bhagavantaṃ trpaḍakṣiṇikṛtvā\textsuperscript{6} ta[B]traivānt-rhītā] [atha bhagavāṃs tasyā eva rātryā atyayāt purastād bhikṣusamāṃghasya prajñāpta evāsane nyoṣidat nisadya bhaga[vā]m(2) bhikṣun āmantrayatiyī athādyā bhikṣavo brahmā sanatkumāro tīkrāntavarnaḥ abhikrāntāyāṃ rātryaṃ yenaḥm tenopasaṃkrānta [upe](3)tva mama pādau śirasā vanditvā ekānte asthād ekāntasthitah brahmā sanatkumāro mama purato gāthām babhāse [aho vi](4)dyā mahāvidyā pūrvavad yāvad idaṃ (vadi)tvā sanatkumāro mama pādau śirasā vanditvā māṃ trpaḍakṣiṇikṛtvā [tatraivā](5)ntarhitah atha catvāro mahārājāno tīkrāntavarnaḥ bhikrāntāyāṃ rātryaṃ yenaḥm tenopasaṃkrānta upetya ma[ma] pādau śirasā [vandi]tvā (6) [— — —] kāṃ[ ]am niḥsr[tya] ekānte tath[u]r ekāntasthitā pūrvavad yāvad idaṃ vaidtvā catvāro mahārājāno mama pādau śirasā vanditvā māṃ [132A]

\textsuperscript{1} Sic. See Bower, p. 227, n. 8 (kṛtyā, khaḥkhorda); Śikṣāsamuccaya, p. 192, l. 8 : Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 240 (kṛtya) ; Stein, Rājatarāṣṭrapīni, i, p. 25 (kṛtyaka) et p. 128.

\textsuperscript{2} MS. avocat?

\textsuperscript{3} Bower, kāta pūtana.

\textsuperscript{4} See JRAS., 1908, p. 52.

\textsuperscript{5} Cf. Dīgha, iii, p. 203 ; Lotus, xxi, st. 1, etc.

\textsuperscript{6} Below, B, l. 4, trpaḍa".
[tṛṇapra)kṣiṇikṛtvā tatraivāntarhitāḥ udgrhnātā bhikṣavo nagaropamaṃ vyākaraṇaṃ dhārayata grāhayata vācayata paryavāp[nu](2)ta manasikuruta tat kasmād dheto arthopasamhitam nagaropamaṃ vyākaraṇaṃ dharmopasamhitam ādibrahmacaryasyābhijñāyai [saṃ]bo(3) dhaye nirvānāya saṃvartate 1 atha ca punaḥ kulaputreṇa śraddhāpravrajitena śraddhāyā agārād anāgārikam [pavrajī](4)tvā nagaropamaṃ vyākaraṇaṃ sādhu ca suṣṭhu ca udgrhnītavyam dhārayitavyam grāhayitavyam[v] vācayitavyam [svādhyāyi](5)tavyam paryavāptavyam manasikartavyam idam avocat || nagaropamaṃ sūtraṃ samāptalḥ rakṣam bhavatu prṣtagautamāya 2 ||

|| [maitri] kha[6]dṛṛtirāṣṭresu 3 maitri kharāvanaṃ ca chimbaputreṣu 4 me maitri kambalāsvataresu 5 karkotakesu me maitri kṛṣṇagautamakesu ca 6 na[ndopa][B][na]nd[o]y[e]nāgatesu[maitri ca me]sadā 2 apādakesu me maitri mai(trī) me dvipadesu ca 7 catuspadesu me maitri maitri bahupadesu ca 8 [sarva](2)nāgeseu me maitri ye nāgā udadhinīhīrtā 9 sarvasatvesu me maitri yatā sāstāvarāscayet 4 10

1 Cf. Sampyutta, ii, pp. 75, 223, etc.; JASB., lxvi, 1897, p. 243 (Macartney).
2 Sic, kṛṣṇagautamāya ??
3 Kha peu lisible ; conjecturé d’après kharāvaneṣu (M.Vyut., § 167, 18, rāṃo nāgarājā), Bower, p. 224, 1 : maitri me dḥṛtirāṣṭresu maitri nairāvanaṃ ca (le MS. porte seulement narā). Voir p. 231, No. 2. Khandhaparittā : virūpakkehi me mettaṃ mettaṃ ērāpathehi me.
4 ch peut être lu ry. La graphie de chanda dans un de nos MSS., Udānavarga, ii, 9, rend la lecture certaine. Cf. le Chiṃbasuta de Bower, p. 224, 5 (?), et les Chabbayasṭra du Pāli.
5 Bower, pp. 224 f.
6 Khandhaparittā : chabbayasṭtehi me mettaṃ kaṅhāgotamakehi ca. Bower, p. 224, 1 : virūpakkeṣu me maitri kṛṣṇagautamakeṣu ca.
7 Bower, p. 224, 12b–c ; Khandhaparittā.
8 Bower, p. 224, 13a–b ; Khandhaparittā.
9 Bower, p. 225, 14c–d (jalanīṣrītāḥ ; ailleurs sīta).
sukhinaḥ sarvasatvā hi sarv[e bhontu](3) nirāmayāḥ
sarve bhadrāṇi paśyantu mā kaś cit pāpam āgamet 5
sarpaśauṇḍikapraṇghāre nityaṁ viharato mama
āśi(4)viśo ghoraviṣajīvitāṁ uparudhyatu 6
yena me satyavākyena sāstā lokeṣv anuttara
tena me satya[vākye]na(5)[  ]kāya viṣāṁ kramet 7
rāgo dveṣaś ca mohaś ca ete loke trayo viṣām
nirviṣo bhagavāṁ buddha satyabuddhahataṁ viṣām [8]
rāgo [— —(6)— —]ha[ — ] ete loke trayo viṣām
nirviṣo bhagavāṁ samghā satyasamghahataṁ viṣām 10
hatam viṣāṁ ghoraviṣāṁ kṛto rakṣ

1 Khandhaparittā; Bower, p. 225, 16a–d.

(To be continued.)
SOME time after the descriptions of the coins collected by Mr. G. P. Tate were published in the Journal for 1904 and 1905 Sir Henry McMahon brought home the collections which he had made during the time he was the Boundary Commissioner in Seistan, but unfortunately there has been much delay in giving a description of them.

The varieties of classes of coins represented were as numerous as those gathered by Mr. Tate, and although the great majority were in poor condition and many hardly recognizable, some rarities were found, as will be seen by the following list; and again the wondrous field for numismatic finds offered by that wind-swept region of shifting sands is evidenced.

**Umayyad Khalifs.** Ār. Wāsiṭ, a.h. 96, 105, 123.
Eight pieces apparently cut to divide dirhems into fractional parts, which is not a common practice, it is thought, with Musalman coins.

**Abbasid Khalifs.** Ār. a.h. 167.
Sījistān. Ār. a.h. 174 (Tiesenhausen, 1184). No date. ĀE. a.h. 367.
Madinat al-Salām. Ār. a.h. 167, 183.
Baṣrah. Ār. a.h. 182.
Madinat Zarīnj. ĀE. a.h. 192.
Balkh. Ār. a.h. 183.
No mint. ĀE. a.h. 163.

**Sassanian.** Hormaz II. 1 ĀR, 1 ĀE. Firuz. 1 ĀR.
Vargharsh. 1 ĀR. Kōbad. 1 ĀE. Hormaz IV. 1 ĀR.
Ardeshir II and Shapur III. 4 ĀE, uncertain, 2 ĀR, 1 ĀE.

**Parthian.** Orodes I. 3 ĀR. Mithradates IV. 4 ĀR.
Goterzes. 1 ĀR. Vardanes II. 2 ĀR. Vologeses I. 1 ĀR.

**Samanid.** Manṣūr b. Nūḥ. ĀE. Bukhāra, a.h. 354; no
mint, a.h. (3)56; 1 no mint or date. Nūḥ b. Manṣūr. A.E. No mint, a.h. 376.

**Kart of Harat. Husain.** Harāt, no date (B.M. Cat., No. 592).

**Timurid.** Timūr. 1 A.E. Shāh Rukh. A.R. 1 no mint, a.h. 830; 1 overstruck doubtful.

**Tāhirid.** Silver dirhem. Ṭalḥa. Madinat Zarinj, a.h. 209. (Fig. 1.)

**Obv. Area.** لا الله إلا الله وحده [[لا شريك له.**

**Margin.** بسم الله صرب هذه الدرهم بمدينة زرخ سنة تسع ومائتين.

**Rev. Area.** إلَّهُ مَلَكُ الْعَالَمِينَ أُمِّيْرَ الْأَمْرِ يَا عِبْدَ اللهِ نَسِئْ اللهِ بِنَجَّاحٍ

**Margin.** وَلَوْ كَرِهَ المَشْرَعُون.*

**Obv. Annulets** ₣ ₣ ₣ ₣ ₣. **Size** 9. **Weight** 41.

E. von Zambour devotes several pages of *Contributions à la Numismatique Orientale, Deuxième partie*, to the history and coinage of the Tāhirids, and gives a list of pieces known to him struck between a.h. 200 and 211, none of which seem to correspond with this one. The **rev.** of the coin of Zarinj, dated a.h. 209 in his list, is thus described in Tornberg, *Numi Cufici*, p. 130, Area II: مَسِيدُ الْرَّسُولِ [[اللهِ بِنَجَّاحِ supra **طلحه** infra **طحه**. Other coins in the list have **طلحه** above or below the Area legend, but on this coin the name is in the adjectival form with the article **ال** attached, indicating, it is supposed, Ṭalḥai coinage. Whether the name ‘Abd Allah is added as an indication of Ṭalḥa’s acting under the authority of his brother, or whether it is the name of some other person, a governor or prefect such as the Muhammad on the coin of Tornberg, is doubtful. The former seems probable.

According to Tabari’s account, on Tāhir’s death, a.h. 207, Mā’mūn named Ṭalḥa governor as deputy for his brother ‘Abd Allah, then at Rakka fighting Nasr b. Shabath, but
sent the patent of governor over Khurasân and all that Ṭahir had held to 'Abd Allah in Syria, and further that Māmūn sent his vizier to Khurasân to establish Ṭalḥa in his office. Kindi’s history shows that ‘Abd Allah returned to Baghdad from Egypt only in a.h. 212. The Kitāb al-Dirārāt of Shabastî says that ‘Abd Allah remained a year at Court and was then sent, against his wish, by Māmūn to fight Babak, stipulating that, this done, he was to remain at Court and choose as his deputy over Khurasân any one of his brothers; and the account adds that his stay in Khurasân at the date of his death, a.h. 230, had lasted fifteen years, that is, he went there in a.h. 215. It is evident, therefore, that he was not in Khurasân nor in countries beyond it in the East in a.h. 209.

GHAZNAVID. Mahmud. 6 AR of common type. Masʻud. 1 AE.

GOVERNORS OF SIJISTAN

Abū Jaʻfar Ahmad b. Muḥammad. 1. A number of copper coins similar to No. 34, B.M. Cat., vol. iii, with dates 339, 340, 341, 344.

2. Zarinj (?), a.h. 334. AE. (Fig. 2.)
Obv. Area. لا الله إلا الله وحده لا شريك له أبو جعفر
Margin. Within a plain circle and an outer one of annulets.
Rev. Area. محمد رسول الله احمد بن محمد

3. A considerable number of small copper coins with the name Abū Jaʻfar on them. All are in poor condition, but Figs. 3 and 4 may give a general idea of the obv. and rev. of two different coins. There are three or four varieties of a common type.

Obv. Area. لا الله إلا الله وحده لا شريك له أبو جعفر
Margin. ...
Rev. Area in a circle of annulets. الله محمد رسول الله احمد بن محمد

JRS. 1911.
One has the obv. filled with a star of six leaves radiating from a central circle with pellets between the rays and a marginal circle of annulets between two of plain lines. Rev. as above, its date being سنة ثمان و ثمانية و ثمانية. AE. Size 9. Weight 48.

Doubts as to the attribution of these Abū Ja'far coins have been removed by the kindness of Mr. Amedroz, who has found the following passages concerning Aḥmad b. Muḥammad:

Aḥmad b. Muḥammad b. al-Laith was in the service of the Samanid Aḥmad b. Isma'īl at his (Isma'īl's) death, A.H. 301. (Ibn al-Athir, viii, 58, l. 19.)

Khalaf b. Aḥmad is noticed by Dhahabi in Tarīkh i Islām as Amir of Sijistān, and son of its Amir. Born A.H. 326, died A.H. 399. (Dhahabi, B.M. Or. 48, 257a.)

The poet Badi' al-Zamān al-Hamadhāni (d. A.H. 398), in lines quoted in 'Uthī Kitāb Yamīnī, lith. Sprenger, 207, describes Khalaf as descended from both the Saifārids 'Amru and Ya'kūb, sons of al-Laith, and Ibn al-Athir, ix, 57, makes him to be great-grandson of 'Amru by his grandmother Banū, daughter of 'Amru.

Ibn Miskawaih, in the Tajārib al-Umam, sub A.H. 354, describes the investiture of Khalaf thus: "In this year Abū Ahmad Khalaf b. Abī Ja'far, the son of Banū, attended on the Khalif by the introduction of Mu'izz al-Daula, and the Khalif appointed him Governor of Sijistān and conferred on him a robe of honour and a banner" (Bodl., Marsh, 357, 37a). And Khalaf is mentioned again later on (ib., sub A.H. 357, fol. 72a): "And when 'Adud al-Daula had terminated the conquest of Kirman, and the news of this had reached the ruler of Sijistān, the latter wrote to him and an exchange of letters followed, and he came to terms with him, acknowledging him as his overlord. The ruler in question was Abū Aḥmad Khalaf b. Abī Ja'far, who was known as the son of Banūya."

In the Irshād al-ʿAmr, iii, 100, l. 11, the grammarian
Abū Saʿīd al-Sirāfī (ob. a.h. 368) is described as receiving a letter from “Abū Jaʿfar Malik Sijistān”, containing a list of Kuranic and literary queries. It is evident from the dates that Abū Jaʿfar was the Malik in Sijistān a short time before Khalaf, whose rule began in a.h. 354, and from all the above extracts that he was the father of Khalaf b. Aḥmad and his predecessor; but it is remarkable that the known gold, silver, and one type of copper coins should be struck in the name of Aḥmad b. Muḥammad, and another type of copper in that of Abū Jaʿfar. Possibly the explanation is that the latter was a local currency for Sijistān.

The gold coin of Aḥmad in the Tate Collection described in JRAS., 1895, but not then figured, is now given (Fig. 5), as is also No. 2 copper of Mr. Tate, the reading of the rev. of which is now made out to be مَا أُمَرْيَ ابْو جُعْفَر ابْنَ عَمْرُو أُمَرْيَ إِبْدَ الدِّلَّ (Fig. 6).

Khalaf b. Aḥmad. Gold. Sijistān, a.h. 378, as B.M. Cat., No. 40, but marginal legend in full: ضرب سجستان سنة ثمان و سبعين و ثمانين. (Fig. 7.) Fig. 8 is the gold coin of the Tate Collection described JRAS., 1905, p. 550, which differs somewhat from this one. Copper. 3 as No. 2 of Tate Collection, JRAS., 1905, p. 550. (Fig. 9.)

Harb b. Muḥammad. Copper. 2 as B.M. Cat., Nos. 42 and 42m.


Ov. Arabesque pattern of interlacing curved lines with floriated ends.

Rev. خرب نيمروز in plain circle. A.E. Size .75. Weight 53. (Fig. 10.)
KOHWARIZM SHAH.  'Ala al-Din Muḥammad. Gold. No mint or date.

Obv. Area in plain circle, ornament above, annulet and pellets at sides. 
لا الله إلا الله محمد رسول الله
النادر بالله. Margin illegible.

Rev. Area in circle with annulet and pellets at side.

للل السلطان الاعظم علاء الدنيا والدين
ابو الفتح محمد بن السلطان تكش

No marginal inscription. A'. Size 1. Weight 50. (Fig. 11.)

SHAHS OF PERSIA. Gold.  'Abbas I. Isfahan. Silver.

Isma'IL I. Nimruz, no date. Tahmasp I. Harat, no date.


'Abbas III. No mint or date. Mahmūd. Isfahan, no date.

Copper. Fals of Nimruz with obv. two curled fishes.

AFGHANISTAN. Fals of leaf pattern and one of Kandahar, a.h. 92x.

GANDHARA. Copper. Samanta Deva.

GRECO-BACTRIAN. Pacores. Copper.

GREEK. Athens. Owl. Silver, corrupt.

English brass token. "To Hanover."

Imitation of a sequin of Doge Aloyses Mocenigo. Stamped "Made in Austria". This curious piece would appear from its stamp to have been made in Austria for the British market. We know that the Venetian sequin has been a popular ornament in India for three centuries or so, being used to decorate horse harness, as well as the persons of men and women, that the poorest woman in Bombay and Western India usually has one of sorts hung round her neck, and that imitation pieces are largely made in the native bazaars; but that they should be made in Europe for export to the East is somewhat of a surprise.

By Sir Henry McMahon's desire the above coins which are of sufficient value to be so kept are to be deposited in the British Museum.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

Asoka's Fourth Rock-Edict

In the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the R.A.S., vol. xxii, pp. 395 ff., Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar has shown in a convincing manner that the first rock-edict is in perfect order if the word samāja is taken in its proper sense of "banquet", and that Pischel and Bühler were not justified in assigning to this word the meanings of "battue" or "assembly". Another case in which I consider it necessary to revert to an earlier translation is the following passage:—

Girnar rock, fourth edict, lines 2-4.

ta aja Devānāṃ-priyasa Priyadasino rāño dhamma-
charaṇena bheri-ghoso aho dhamma-ghoso vimāna-darsanā
cha hasti-dasanā cha agi-khamdhānī cha aṇāni cha divyānī
rūpāni dasayitpā janaṁ.

This sentence was translated by Burnouf (Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 731) as follows:—

"Aussi, en ce jour, parce que Piyadası, le roi chéri des Dévas, pratique la loi, le son du tambour (a retenti); oui, la voix de la loi (s'est fait entendre), après que des promenades de chars de parade, des promenades d'éléphants, des feux d'artifice, ainsi que d'autres représentations divines ont été montrées aux regards du peuple."

In his Jaartelling der Zuidelijke Buddhisten Professor Kern published a totally different rendering, which was translated in the Indian Antiquary, vol. v, p. 261, as follows:—

"But now, when king Devānāmpriya Priyadarśin practises righteousness, his kettle-drum has become a summons to righteousness (and not to war, as is usually the case), while apparitions of chariots of the gods, and
apparitions of celestial elephants, and fiery balls, and other signs in the heavens, showed themselves to the people.”

M. Senart did not adopt Professor Kern’s views, but followed Burnouf. The English translation of his French version (Ind. Ant., vol. x, p. 84) runs thus:—

“But now king Piyadasi, dear to the gods, being faithful in the practice of religion, has made the noise of drums to resound (in such a way that it is) as the (very) sound of religion, pointing out to the people the processions of reliquaries, elephants, torches, and other heavenly spectacles.”

Finally, Bühler (Ep. Ind., vol. ii, p. 467) translated the same sentence thus:—

“But now, in consequence of the fulfilment of the sacred law by king Priyadarśin, beloved of the gods, the sound of drums, or rather the sound of the law, (has been heard), while the sight of cars of the gods, elephants, and other heavenly spectacles were exhibited to the people.”

To the two last renderings apply all the objections which Professor Kern had urged against Burnouf’s translation.

1. The word vimāṇa does not designate elsewhere “a car used in processions”, but is restricted to the aerial chariots of the gods. I may add that the very expression vimāṇa-darśana, “the apparition of aerial chariots,” is mentioned in Varāhamihira’s Brihatsamhitā, xlvi, 90, among the portents which are believed to be auspicious in autumn.

2. “The expression divyāṇi rāpāṇi might in itself be sufficient to convince us that celestial phenomena are meant” (Kern, p. 262).

3. The proposed renderings of agi-khamdha are quite arbitrary. As neither vimāna nor divyāṇi rāpāṇi are terrestrial objects, it must mean “a ball of fire, a meteor”.

1 The word “illuminations” seems to have dropped out here. Cf. Bühler’s German translation, ZDMG., vol. xxxvii, p. 257.
4. Consequently *hastin* cannot refer to terrestrial elephants. Professor Kern reminded us of *airāvata* (neuter), which is employed as the designation of a certain kind of rainbow; see his edition of the *Bṛihatsaṁhitā*, xxx, 8, and xlvii, 20.

5. Another point, which Professor Kern did not state specially, because he considered it self-evident, is this: namely, the sentence as understood by Burnouf, Senart, and Bühler, remains a torso, without a verb, if *aho* is taken either as an interjection (Burnouf) or as an equivalent of *athavā* (Senart, Bühler, and Pischel, Göttinger *Gel. Anz.*, 1881, p. 1328). Professor Kern solved this problem by explaining *aho* as a Prākrit form of *abhavat*. In his *Dialekt der sogenannten Shāhbāzgarhi*-Redaktion, pt. i, p. 32, Professor Johansson showed that *aho* is a perfectly justifiable equivalent of *abhot*, just as the Girdharī version uses *hoti* for *bhoti = bhavati*. He added that *aho* cannot be derived from *athavā*, because *th* is never represented by *h* in the Aśoka inscriptions or in Pāli.

6. As the four accusatives depending on *dasayitpā* are celestial objects, I venture to proceed one step farther than Professor Kern, and to refer *bheri-ghoso*, which is the subject both of *aho* and of *dasayitpā*, to the sound of the “heavenly drums”, i.e. of thunder. A reference to the article *dundubhi* in the St. Petersburg Dictionary and to *devadundubhi* in Childers' Pāli Dictionary will show that this meaning is not far-fetched, and it seems quite natural that Aśoka in his naïve faith believed some thunder and other atmospheric phenomena, which happened to take place at the time of his conversion to morality, to be signs of approval on the part of the gods themselves.

7. There remains *dhamma-ghoso*. It is easiest to take the word *ghosa* in this compound as an adjective formed of *ghōshayati*, “to proclaim.” I would then translate the whole sentence as follows:—
"But now, in consequence of the practice of morality on the part of king Dēvānāmpriya Priyadarśin, there has arisen the sound of (celestial) drums, proclaiming morality (and) showing the people apparitions of aerial chariots, apparitions of (celestial) elephants, balls of fire, and other heavenly signs."

E. HULTZSCH.

THE KATAPAYADI SYSTEM OF EXPRESSING NUMBERS

In this Journal, 1901. 121, Dr. Barnett brought to notice some Pāli chronograms from Burma, based on a certain use of the letters of the alphabet. The system is one which is popularly known as the Kaṭapayādi system. It has been described by Professor Bühler in his Indian Paleography, § 35, B. But, like some other published notices of it, that one is imperfect; particularly in not stating what value attaches to initial vowels, — a detail which Dr. Barnett consequently found not clear. It may be useful, therefore, to give a note on the system here.

The verse which defines this system was given by Mr. Whish, from some unspecified source, in the Transactions of the Literary Society of Madras, part 1 (1827), p. 57, in the following form:

Nanyāvacaxea xūnyāni sankhyāq katapayādayah
misrētuvaṇyahalsankhyana ca cintyō halaswarah

In this we recognize:

Na-ñāv-achaś = cha śūnyāni samkhyaḥ kaṭapay-ādayah
miśrē tv=ēv=āntya-haḷ=samkhyaḥ na eha chintyō haḷ=asvarah

"N and ñ and the vowels are ciphers; the numbers are k, etc., t, etc., p, etc., and y, etc.: in a conjunct consonant it

is the last consonant which is the number; and no attention is to be paid to a consonant which has no vowel."

To the definition thus given we must add that in accordance with a certain rule Ankānāṁ vāmatō gatiḥ, which applies rigorously to this system and to that of numerical words, the numbers must be stated with the lowest figure, the unit, on the left, but are to be applied in the opposite direction, with the unit on the right. It must also be noted that, as intimated by Dr. Barnett, the Pāli alphabet, having only one sibilant, requires a different arrangement of the last row of letters, and that there is sometimes a confusion between ḷ and ḷ. The results are as shown in the table on page 791 below.

This system of expressing numbers being used in the astronomical work known as the Second Ārya-Siddhānta, we shall be better able to estimate its general utility when that work has been edited, and perhaps may then carry back the use of it to an earlier time than is known for it now. Meanwhile, the earliest published instances of the use of it seem to be as follows:

Shadguruśishya gave the date of the completion of his Vēdārthadipikā thus:

Khagō-ntyān= Mēsham=āp=ēti Kaly-ahargananē satī
Sarvānukramaṇi-vrittīr= jātā Vēdārthadipikā
Lakshāṇi pañchadaśa vai pañchashashti-sahasram
sa-dvātriṃśach-chhatam ch=ēti dina-vāky-ārtha īrītalḥ

This statement, quoted and explained by Professor Kielhorn in Ind. Ant., 21. 49, No. 4, tells us that Shadguruśishya finished his work when the ahargana

1 That is, the system which uses, e.g., the word bhūmi, ‘earth’, to denote ‘one’, nayana, ‘eyes’, to denote ‘two’, and so on.
2 Bentley said that the work in question is dated in its first chapter in Kaliyuga 4423 (expired), A.D. 1322: see his Hindu Astronomy (1825), p. 138. But Sh. B. Dikshit said that its date is not given, and expressed the opinion that it belongs to about A.D. 950: see Indian Calendar, p. 6, note 4.
or sum of days of the Kaliyuga era was 1,565,132. The ahargana is given twice. (1) By the clause—

\[ \text{kha}(2)-\text{gō}(3)-\text{ntyā}(1)-\text{numē}(5)-\text{sha}(6)-\text{mā}(5)-\text{pa}(1). \]

In addition to giving the number, this says:—“The sun passed on from the last (sign) to Mēsha”; by which it marks the day as the day of the Hindū vernal equinox. (2) In ordinary words, as “fifteen lakhs, sixty-five thousand, one hundred and thirty-two”: this statement is added as giving “the meaning of the dina-vākya, the sentence for the day”, that is, the clause khagō, etc. In this instance, the number gives the current day, not the elapsed day: and it takes us to 24 March, A.D. 1184, on which day the Hindū true sun entered Mēsha. Professor Kielhorn was of opinion, however, that Shadguruśishya simply took the number of the day from some almanac which presented it as giving the initial day of the solar year, and meant that he finished his work, not actually on that day, but at some time during the year which then began.

An inscription at the Arulāla-Perumāl temple at Conjeeveram\(^1\) tells us that the Kērala king Samgrāma-dhira-Ravivarman was born—

\[ \text{Dehavyāpya-Śak-ābda-bhāji samayē}. \]

This means “in the time which had the Śaka year \(dē(8)-\text{ha}(8)-\text{vyā}(1)-\text{pya}(1)\)”: i.e. in Śaka 1188 (expired), A.D. 1266–67. Here, the composer of the verse evidently selected the expression \(dēha-vyāpya\), “which should be pervaded by a body”, to suit the event which he was recording, as well as to mark its date.

The two instances given above, and others, indicate that it was the custom to use, at any rate for civil dating, not a mere jumble of artificial syllables, but real words having a meaning, and to select, if practicable, words

---

\(^1\) Kielhorn’s Southern List of Inscriptions, \textit{Epi. Ind.}, vol. 7, appendix, No. 939.
Values of the consonants, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>chh</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ś</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Pāli:—

| y | r | l | v | s | h | l |

Rules.

1. Initial vowels, a to au, are ciphers.

2. In a conjunct consonant, only the last member of the combination has value.

3. A consonant without a vowel—that is, a final consonant at the end of a formula or a sentence; e.g., the t of āsīt and the m of puram—has no value. This applies to also Visarga and Anusvāra.

4. The numbers are to be applied in the opposite direction to that in which they are stated.

giving a meaning suitable to the particular idea. But it is not always easy to see how the words are to be translated in individual instances. And still less easy is it to realize that practice permitted the use of even the cardinal numeral words in this manner. Such, however, was the case; since Mr. Whish quoted from a work entitled Jaiminisūtra an astrological passage beginning (loc. cit., p. 58):—Atha svāṁśo grahandāṁ pañcha muśhika-māṟjārāḥ; in which pañcha means, not 'five', but 61.

On these lines we may have ēkam as meaning, not 'one', but 10; daśa in the sense of 58; satam in the sense of 65; sahasram in the sense of 287; and so on; with results which might easily be very confusing if we should not be on our guard.
It was supposed that this method of expressing numbers was confined to Southern India. It is therefore interesting to find Dr. Barnett adducing instances of its use from Burma. He has obliged me with the full texts of two of them, from which he gave in his note only the words themselves which express the numbers.

One—apparently the oldest that he can cite—is from the Saddasāratthajālinī, a grammatical work by Nāgīṭa: it runs thus:

Chakkē pattē gunaggaram Sakkē pana alappāyam
Māghē māsē su-nilāhitō taṃ sādhavō vichārentu

Here, the figures for the Buddhist era show that the figures for the other reckoning must be, not 0311 (i.e. 1130), but 0711 (i.e. 1170), and that alappāyam must be amended into alappāyam. With this correction, the verse tells us that the work was finished in the month Māgha, when the Jinachakka, the reckoning from the death of Buddha according to the later treatment, had reached the year gu(3)-na(5)-gga(3)-ra(2), i.e. 2353, and the Sakkarāj, the common Burmese era, had reached the year a(0)-la(7)-ppā(1)-ya(1), i.e. 1170. In Sakkarāj 1170 the said month Māgha, i.e. Tabodwe, began in Burma on 16 January, A.D. 1809.¹

The other is from the Saṁvēgavatthudipani, a religious work by Jāgara: it runs thus:

Sabba-khattiya-dhammēna Dhammarājēna yāchītō
māpita-Ratanapunēna katā Saṁvēgadipani
Niţṭhitō ēsō sampattē Sakkarājē raṭṭhakkhayam
bhānuvakkham Jinachakke Phagguna-māsa-paṇčhamē

This tells us that the work was finished on the fifth day of Phālguna, when the Sakkarāj had reached the year

¹ It is to be noted that the equation between the two eras differs here by one year from the equation used in the next date.

It may also be noted that the SāsanaVAbhāsa says (p. 89) that Nāgīta, otherwise known as Khanṭakakkipathēra, wrote the Saddasāratthajālinī in the time of king Kittisihasūra, who began to reign in Sakkarāj 713, = A.D. 1351-52.
ra(2)-tttha(2)-kkha(2)-ya(1), i.e. 1222, and the Jinachakka had reached the year bhā(4)-nu(0)-va(4)-kkha(2), i.e. 2404. In Sakkarāj 1222 the given day, the fifth of Phālguna, i.e. Tabauung waxing 5, was 13 February, A.D. 1861.

The Dhammarāja at whose request this work was written was king Mindōn Min, who became king of Burma by dethroning his half-brother Pagan Min early in 1853. He is mentioned here as the founder of Ratana-puṇṇa: this name, which takes in Burmese the form Yadanaśon, is the Pāli literary and official appellation of Mandalay, which town Mindōn Min founded in 1859.

When this work was written, the events were culminating which resulted in our permanent acquisition of the Province of British Burma, which was placed under a Chief Commissioner in 1862. And that, no doubt, is why the Sakkarāj year which included the date 13 February, 1861, was called ratītha-kkhaya, 'loss of territory'. But, why the Buddhist year was called bhānuvakkha, meaning apparently 'the chest or the eye of the sun', is not apparent. Nor is it evident why the two years in the other date, of A.D. 1809, were expressed by gunagagā and aḷappāyā.

The following item may be added as a curiosity. Mr. Whish cited a work entitled Sadratnamālā as telling us that the proportion of the circumference to a diameter of one parārdha (one tenth of a trillion: see p. 119 above) is expressed in this system by—

bhadrāmbudhisiddhajanamaganitaśraddhāsamayadbhūpagīth.¹

This is tantamount to saying that the value of π is—

3.14159265358979324,

which is practically correct; the last figure is properly 3, followed by 8, and the decimal runs on to infinity.

¹ Mr. Whish, loc. cit., p. 60, gave sidha, ganita, xraddā, and gih. In these details I have had to amend his transliteration.
The expression is a line of a verse in the Śārdūlavikrīḍita metre, the first syllable of which was not given. It comes from a work which is probably of quite late date: and its value of \( \pi \) was taken, no doubt, from the work of some member of the European body of "\( \pi \)-computers", one of whom in the last century carried his value of \( \pi \) to over six hundred places. And it appears to have no connected meaning as a whole. But it is easy to remember, whereas the figures themselves (after the first six) are not so: and it seems an interesting sample of what can be done with this system of notation.

J. F. Fleet.

THE PLANET BRHASPATI

In the last number of the Journal (pp. 514–18) Dr. Fleet has, from the point of view of one interested in the by-ways of astronomy, revived the theory of the connexion of the Vedic Brhaspati with the planet Jupiter. So much interest attaches to the question of the Vedic knowledge of the planets, and so much weight attaches to any opinion of Dr. Fleet's, that no excuse is needed for an examination of the hypothesis from the standpoint of the general principles affecting the interpretation of Vedic texts.

It should, however, first be noted that there is in favour of the identification of Brhaspati and Jupiter the high authority of Dr. Thibaut. But Thibaut does not give the reasons for his belief in this view, and it is therefore impossible to estimate precisely what weight should be assigned to his opinion on this point. On the other hand, Mr. Tilak asserts the identity, but only for the Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa, though he finds other mentions of planets in the Rgveda itself. But these other references need not

2 Orions, p. 161.
here be discussed; that the planets are really meant in any case is most improbable.

Dr. Fleet’s argument is much more ingenious than that of Mr. Tilak. He takes together the passages in the Rgveda and the Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa referred to by Mr. Tilak, and reads the two as referring to one event, the sudden shining out of a temporary star in the cluster Praesepe at a time when Jupiter was quite close to Praesepe, perhaps apparently in actual contact.

Now what are the facts? The Rgveda verse tells us that “Brāhaspati, when first born, from a great light in the highest heaven (or perhaps ‘in the highest heaven of the great light’), seven-mouthed, mighty, seven-rayed, with thunder dispelled the darkness”. The Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa tells us that “Brhaspati when first born came into being over against (or rather ‘became lord of’) Tīṣya the Nakṣatra, best of gods, victorious in battle—throughout all the quarters be safety ours!” Unless the two verses are read together I think it will be admitted that Dr. Fleet’s hypothesis falls to the ground and that we are left in the position of Mr. Tilak, who recognizes Brhaspati as a planet in the Brāhmaṇa but not in the Rgveda.

Now, argues Dr. Fleet, the identity of the first quarter-verse in each verse establishes an intimate connexion between the two verses. With this I quite agree, but it is hardly a connexion which helps his argument. That requires us to assume that the relation of Tisya and Brhaspati as contained in the Brāhmaṇa is to be read into the Rgveda, but the simple solution is that the first quarter-verse is merely a normal case of borrowing by the Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa from the Rgveda or from the earlier part of the Brāhmaṇa, where the verse also occurs.

The whole matter becomes clearer if it be remembered

1 iv, 50, 4.  
2 iii, 1, 1, 5. The verse does not occur elsewhere.  
3 Not also in the Taittiriya Saṃhitā, as suggested on p. 515, n. 1.  
4 ii, 8, 2, 7; Maitrāyanī Saṃhitā, iv, 12, 1; Kāṭhaka Saṃhitā, xi, 13.
what this passage of the *Brāhmaṇa* is. It is patently a late passage (it is significant that it has no parallel in the *Kāthaka* or *Maitrāyaṇī Samhītās*) in which the regents of the Nakṣatras are invoked to grant protection, and for the regents we have much earlier and better authority, the concurrent authority of the *Yajurveda Samhītās*, which all give Bṛhaspati as the regent of Tisya. If the hymn in the *Brāhmaṇa* is regarded in the light of this fact, it will be seen at once to be a conglomerate of Vedic tags, and the borrowing of *Bṛhaspātih prathamāṁ jāyamānah* ceases to have any significance whatever. We cannot with any logic for a moment say that the content of the *Rgveda* verse is to be read into the *Brāhmaṇa*; the verse as it stands in the *Brāhmaṇa* makes perfectly good sense; Bṛhaspati from birth is the regent of the Nakṣatra Tisya, a doctrine taken over from the *Samhītā*, where it has no connexion with the *Rgveda* passage at all.

Mr. Tilak, indeed, argues that the *Brāhmaṇa* passage as it stands shows Bṛhaspati as Jupiter, but probably Dr. Fleet would decline to put forward this argument, unless, indeed, in rendering *abhi sambabhūva* as “came into existence over against” he desires to press the space relation. It is certainly untenable: there is a long list of twenty-seven or twenty-eight Nakṣatras and regents in the *Yajurveda Samhītās*, and to assert that the connexion of one special pair is due to an actual observation of a connexion of Jupiter and Tisya is totally unscientific. There is no reasonable room for doubt that the Nakṣatras are merely borrowed by the Vedic Indians from some other people; there is no trace in the Vedic literature of any real astronomical observation or science, and in any case no ingenuity can make any theory by which the regents generally are due to astronomical facts.

1 *Taittirīya Samhītā*, iv, 4, 10, 1; *Kāthaka Samhītā*, xxxix, 13; *Maitrāyaṇī Samhītā*, ii, 13, 20.
As for the *Rgveda* passage, its meaning is plain at a second glance; Brhaspati here appears in his true light, Agni conceived as the priest. He has seven rays, and so has the sun (and Agni is sun as well as fire); he has seven mouths, and so has Agni. He is born in the highest heaven, as Agni is born. He smites away the darkness with his thunder, as Agni smites it away. There is not an obscure phrase in the verse; it is perfectly in harmony with all we know of Brhaspati as a priestly Agni. There is no place for the interpretation of Brhaspati as a planet. It is, of course, possible to hold that everywhere Brhaspati is a planet, but a mere ungrounded possibility is of no real value.

It is possible that stress may be laid on the force of *abhī saṁbhāhāva* as meaning “came into existence over against”. But this is hardly more than a mistranslation. With *abhī* and *sam* the root *bhā* regularly has the accusative in the sense of “obtain mastery over” or some similar sense, and this sense is perfectly in place here; from birth Brhaspati was lord over, was the regent of, the Nakṣatra Tiṣya. Sāyana, it is true, in his commentary accepts *utpannaḥ* as a synonym of *saṁbhāhāva*, but he does not take *abhī* as denoting place, but in the sense of *abhilaksya prītiyuktah san*, and in the absence of strong reasons for the contrary rendering, it is advisable to lay aside the established sense of *abhisaṁbhāhā* which is very common in Vedic literature. Perhaps the writing of the text *abhī saṁbhāhāva* may seem to give *abhī* an independent prepositional value, but it must be

---

1 *RV.* viii, 72, 16: *sāryuṣya saptā saṁbhāhīkā.
2 Cf. *RV.* iii, 6, 2; Vājasaṇeyi Saṁhitā, xvii, 79; Taittiriya Saṁhitā, i, 5, 2, 4; Kāṭhaka Saṁhitā, vii, 14, and often.
3 See Macdonell, *Vedic Mythology*, p. 92. The lightning is born from the celestial Agni. It may be noted that *jyotiṣṭhā* is most probably gen., not abl. Cf. *RV.* vii, 30, 3: *mahī dīviḥ śidhante jāyamānāh.*
4 Ibid., p. 90.
5 See Böhtlingk & Roth’s Dictionary, v, 332; *Aitareya Āraṇyaka*, i, 3, 8; ii, 3, 7, and i, 1, 2, note 10 in my edition.
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remembered that it is the rule (when the second prefix is not ā or aya) that if the verb is as here unaccented, both prefixes are accented. This is the rule of the Rgveda, of the Taittiriya Samhitā, and I may add of the Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa; there is an excellent example in iii, 1, 1, 7, upa śāṁ viśema, and similarly here the text is abhi śāṁ bahbāva, not as the editions like to write, (abhi) śāṁbahbāva as one idea.

There remains, however, one passage which, if rightly interpreted by Dr. Fleet, tells in his favour. In the Rgveda he finds a passage in which it is difficult to recognize an allusion to anything except the occasional disappearance of the star cluster Praesepe. If the rendering is correct, we must of course revise our theory of probabilities, and the equation of Brhaspati and Jupiter will assume a new aspect. But is it correct? Dr. Fleet’s version is, “Give us, O Maruts, (wealth) a thousandfold which (will) not (disappear) as Tishya disappears from the sky,” and the text is—

ná yó yuḥcati Tisyō yāthā divāh
usmé rāranta marutah sahasriṇam |

Clearly the reference is to the Maruts granting wealth (rāyōḥ occurs in the preceding part of the verse) which is abiding, and a parallel is put in to strengthen the statement; the wealth is described as wealth which disappears not, just as Tisyā (disappears not) from the

1 See Macdonell, Vedic Grammar, p. 107; Delbrück, Altindische Syntax, p. 47. Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, §1083a, is less precise than usual. The same rule prevails in the Atharvaśeda, Whitney, AVPr. 185.
4 Rāranta, as on p. 518, seems to be a misprint. The rendering “gave” is hardly strictly correct; the form must be a perf. imper. from ran, not rauhd or rā; see Oldenberg, Rgveda-Noten, i, 351, and cf. Macdonell, Vedic Grammar, p. 362, Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, §813; rāraunhi in RV. x, 59, 6; the sense is “make wealth enjoy itself with us”.
5 Yuchati is not desirable (cf. Oldenberg, loc. cit.), for the present gives a perfectly good sense, describing the kind of wealth, and accords best with the sentence, making the construction of the comparison simple and easy.
sky". There can be no doubt that this is the natural sense both logically and grammatically; logically it is extremely feeble to describe wealth as not being like some object which sometimes disappears but is normally there; a comparison with a fixed object or a contrast with what is notoriously unstable is reasonable, but not a comparison with an object which occasionally disappears: grammatically it is excessively harsh to read the sentence as nā yó—yúchati Tisyó yathā divāh, supplying very awkwardly a future or subjunctive for a predicate of yó; and on the other hand if the sentence be read nā yó yúchati—Tisyó yathā divāh all is simple and in order; nā yúchati is supplied as the predicate to Tisyó without the slightest difficulty,¹ and in accordance with the natural and normal usage of the language.

It may, however, be objected that if Tisyá is the same as the Nakṣatra of that name, it is not a very happy example of permanence, and indeed, apart altogether from the question of occasional disappearances of Praesepe, it is true that the Crab is not a conspicuous constellation, as it includes no star of a greater magnitude than 3.7. But we have no right to equate the Tisyá of the Rgveda with the later Nakṣatra. One of the few practically certain things about the Nakṣatras is that they are not known to the Rgveda: the only exception occurs in the wedding hymn of Sūryā,² where Aghās and Arjunis are clearly priestly variants of Maghas and Phalgunis as read in the Atharvaveda,³ and that that hymn is late is not questioned by any Vedic scholar.⁴ That Tisyá is really the Nakṣatra

¹ Cf. Delbrück, Altindische Syntax, pp. 594, 595. Cf. also RV. i, 143, 5; ná yó vādāya marātām ica svādā sēnevā svātā divā yathāsārāh, where na likewise must be taken with the comparison.
² RV. x, 85, 13.
³ xiv, 1, 13. See references in Whitney's translation, p. 742.
⁴ See e.g. Arnold, Vedic Metre, p. 287; Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 34. RV. v, 54, is one of the Atri collection, and though perhaps not a very early member of that group, is certainly older than x, 85.
is thus most improbable; Sāyāna takes it as the sun, but we need not say more than that some bright constellation must have been meant.\(^1\) The only other occurrence of the name in the Rgveda\(^2\) is colourless and affords no assistance.

My conclusion is that the new evidence adduced by Dr. Fleet does not really help us towards proving the Vedic knowledge of the planets: it may be incredible that even the Vedic Indians should not have known Venus and Jupiter, but it is impossible to accept, as evidence that they did know Jupiter, a view which (a) involves the bringing into close connexion in sense of two passages which have only an external bond of union, and (b) necessitates the wholly unnatural translation of a Vedic verse. If the planets are mentioned in the Rgveda, other passages must be found to serve as proof.\(^3\)

A. Berriedale Keith.

The Birthplace of Bhakti

The statement that the religion of Bhakti, in its modern forms, spread from Southern India to the North is not accepted by all scholars.

The Bhāgavata Māhātmya is a supplement to the Bhāgavata Purāṇa of considerable authority, and is usually printed at the end of Indian editions of the latter work. In i, 27 ff. Nārada relates how in this Kali Yuga he has wandered over the whole of India and has failed to find righteousness.\(^4\) At length (36) he arrives at the bank of

---

\(^1\) For the question of Tisya = Tistrya = Sirius, cf. my Sāṅkhâyana Āraṇyaka, p. 77; Max Müller, SBE. xxxii, 331, and other references in SBE. i, 582, 583.

\(^2\) x, 64, 8, with Krśānu. See Weber, Nāṣatra, ii, 289 seq. Ludwig identifies him with Krśānu, but cf. Hillebrandt, Vedic Myth. ii, 267, 208.

\(^3\) For further discussion of the question of the planets and the Nāṣatrás in the RV., I may refer to the forthcoming Vedic Index (i, 243, 244, 409 seq.) of Professor Macdonell and myself.

\(^4\) A long list of defects is given. One is that the dāramas are obstructed (rudhā) by Yāvanas.
the Yamunā, the scene of the exploits of Hari (i.e. Krṣṇa). There he finds two old men dying, and a young woman (taruṇī) lamenting over them. In response to his inquiries she says (44)—

"I am Bhakti. These two are considered to be my sons. They are Knowledge (Jñāna) and Freedom from Desire (Vairāgya), and are become decrepit through the influence of (the present) time . . . (47) I was born (utpanna) in Drāvida; I grew up in Karnāṭaka [sic]; I became old as I dwelt sometimes in Mahārāṣṭra and sometimes in Gurjara. There, under the influence of the terrible Kali Yuga, my limbs were mutilated by heretics (pākhanda), and with my sons I fell into a long continued feebleness. Since I came to Vṛndāvana I have recovered and am now young and beautiful." She goes on to ask why her two sons have not also become young. Nārada explains that she has been rejuvenated by the holy influence of Vṛndāvana, but that (61) Knowledge and Freedom from Desire still remain old, as there is no one who will accept them.

It is clear from the above passage that the author of the Bhāgavata Māhātmya considered that Bhakti was first taught in the south, and that its teaching in the north, centreing in Vṛndāvana, was a later development and a revival.

G. A. Grierson.

Cambridge,
May 6, 1911.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE KAMBOJAS

The Kambojas were a North-Western tribe, always mentioned in Sanskrit literature in connexion with Yavanas, Śakas, and the like.¹

Muir (Sanskrit Texts, ii, 152) quotes, in another connexion, a passage from the Nirukta which throws light upon the nature of their language.

¹ See e.g. Viṣṇu Purāṇa (Wilson-Hall, ii, 182).
Yaska (II, i, 3, 4), speaking of dialectic forms of Sanskrit, says that śavati, in the sense of "going" is used only in the language of the Kambójas;¹ while its derivative, śava, is used in the language of the Āryas.

Without discussing the correctness of the statement that śava has a connexion with śavati, we can gather from this that Yaska considered that the Kambójas were not Āryas, and that they spoke Sanskrit, but with dialectic variations of vocabulary.

Śavati does not occur in Sanskrit, but it is a good Eranian word. There is the Old Persian Všiyav-, and the Avesta Všôav, šavaitê, to go. Cf. Persian śudan, Skr. Vcyav.

In other words the Kambójas, a barbarous tribe of North-Western India, either spoke Sanskrit with an infusion of Eranian words, to which they gave Indian inflexions, or else spoke a language partly Indo-Aryan and partly Eranian.

G. A. Grierson.

CAMBERLEY.
May 6, 1911.

THE TAKRI ALPHABET

On pp. 67 ff. of the Journal for 1904 there is a paper on the modern Indo-Aryan alphabets of North-Western India.

The alphabet current over the lower ranges of the Himálaya north of the Panjáb is known as Ṭakri, with variants such as Ṭákri, Ṭakkari, and Ṭhákari. The origin of this name has not been, so far as I know, discussed, though there are traditional interpretations connecting it with the Ṭhákurs of the hill country.

I think that the most probable signification is that the word means "the alphabet of the Ṭakkas". Dr. Stein's

¹ Athápi prakrtaya èrvákeśu bhávyanté, vikrtaya èkógu. śavatir gatikarmá
Kambójéṣe èra bhávyatê . . . vikáram asyáryéṣu bhávyanté śava iti.
note to Rājatarāṅgini, v, 150, gives a summary of what is known about this tribe. In Huien Tsang's time the Takkas ruled the greater part of the northern Panjāb. Their capital, the famous Śākala, appears to have been somewhere between the Cināb and the Rāvi.

Assuming the derivation of the word to be correct, its proper spelling would be "Takkari" or "Ṭākri", not "Tākri" or "Ṭākari".

G. A. Grierson.

Camberley.
May 6, 1911.

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING RIGVEDA X, 86

The hymn Rigveda x, 86 is discussed at length by Geldner in the Vedische Studien, vol. ii, p. 22, where it is said that every trace of the itihāsa on which the dialogue in the hymn was originally based has been lost to the later tradition. This is true as regards brahmanical books, but in the Brahma Purāṇa is narrated a fable about Indra, Indrāṇi, and Vṛṣākapī, which has a close connexion with the hymn, and as it does not appear to have been noticed before, it may be of some interest to Vedic scholars. It is not my intention to enter upon a discussion of the hymn, but merely to set out the fable and offer some general remarks upon both compositions.

A large part of the Brahma Purāṇa, namely chap. 77 to 175, consists of a māhātmya of the R. Godāvari, which is highly exalted under the names Gaṅgā and Gautamī. In chap. 129 is extolled the tīrtha at its junction with the Phena or Sindhuphenā, which may be the Penganga. That tīrtha had the names Mārjāra, Hanūmata, Vṛṣākapa, and Abjaka. The former two names are explained by a fable which I will notice afterwards; and the latter two by the following fable in verses 11, etc.

Hiraṇya, the first-born of the Daityas, became through austerities invincible by the gods. He had a mighty son
Mahāśani, who is styled more ancient than the ancients.\(^1\)
Mahāśani conquered Indra, and binding him with his elephant presented him to his father, who then kept Indra secured. Mahāśani then went against Varuṇa, but Varuṇa prudently gave him his own daughter and gained his friendship. Being deprived of Indra the gods took counsel thus: "Let Viṣṇu give us Indra and slay the Daitya, or let him see the mantra and he will make another Indra." But Viṣṇu said he could not kill Mahāśani, and begged Varuṇa’s help. Varuṇa went to his son-in-law Mahāśani and induced him to give up Indra. Mahāśani dismissed Indra with a most contemptuous harangue and ordered him to behave as Varuṇa’s servant. Indra returned home in great shame and consulted Śaci how he might rehabilitate himself. Although Mahāśani was her uncle’s son, she advised Indra to seek aid from Viṣṇu and Śiva by worshipping them with her on the Godāvari in Daṇḍaka forest. So they went there and praised Śiva and asked for his help to conquer the Daitya. Śiva replied that he could not accomplish that alone, and told him to worship Viṣṇu also. So Indra and Śaci with the assistance of Āpastamba worshipped Viṣṇu at the confluence of the Godāvari and Phenā, and Viṣṇu granted him the boon asked for. There, through the favour of Śiva, the Godāvari, and Viṣṇu, a man was born from the water, who had the nature of Śiva and Viṣṇu; and he went to Rasātala and killed Mahāśani. "He became Indra’s friend; he was Abjaka Vṛṣākapi. And Indra, although dwelling in the sky, follows Vṛṣākapi. Seeing him devoted (āsakta) to the other, Śaci was enraged at his affection (prāṇaya), and Śatamanyu (Indra) soothing her laughingly spoke thus (verses 97–100):

> "I am not a protection, O Indrāṇi, without my friend

\(^1\) पूर्वेषां पूर्ववर्त्तरः, verse 16.
Vṛṣākapi, whose water or oblation always gives pleasure to Agni. I will not go elsewhere, and I swear to thee, my dear, by a member. Therefore deign not to speak to me with distrust regarding another, O beautiful one. Thou art my dear devoted wife, my helpmeet in righteousness and holy verse; thou hast borne a child and art of noble family. What other woman is dearer to me than thou art? Therefore by thy advice I went to the great river Gaṅgā (Godāvari), and by the favour of the discus-armed god of gods Viṣṇu and of the god Śiva, and by the favour of Vṛṣākapi, who sprang from the water, my friend, world-famous Abjaka, I have escaped from misfortune. Hence I am Indra the steadfast (verses 101-6). (Then follow verses extolling a good wife, Gaṅgā, Śiva, and Viṣṇu, 106-13.) And through the favour of Śiva, Viṣṇu, and Gaṅgā (Godāvari) my Indra-hood is firm henceforward, I believe, and through the might of my friend. Vṛṣākapi is my friend, who was born in the waters. And thou art my dear friend continually. I have none other more dear (verses 113-15)."

Then follows a blessing on the tirthas Indreśvara and Abjaka (verses 115-24); and among multitudes of tirthas on the R. Gautami "Abjaka is called the heart of the Godāvari" (verses 125-7).

The only other references that I have found in this Purāṇa to Vṛṣākapi in this connexion occur in chap. 70, verse 40, where Vṛṣākapi arin-dama is mentioned as one among various kings and rishis who had established tirthas, and in the other fable which will be cited.

This fable is directly connected with the Rig-Vedic hymn in that Indra begins his soothing answer to Indrāṇi

---

1 Or perhaps "body". नाहमन्य गुणाद्यो घाति चालेन ते घपे।

2 Abjaka is also mentioned in chap. 128, verse 82.
by using words which closely resemble the 12th verse of the hymn. That verse runs thus:—

Nāham Indrāṇi rāraṇa sakhyur Vṛṣākaper ṛte
Yasyedam apyaṁ haviḥ priyaṁ devesu gacchati.

And the corresponding verse in the Purāṇa stands thus:—

Nāham Indrāṇi sāraṇam ṛte sakhyur Vṛṣākapeḥ
Vāri vāpi havir yasya Agneḥ priya-karaṁ sadā.

In the first half of the verse the Purāṇa has substituted sāraṇam for rāraṇa, no doubt because rāraṇa had become unintelligible and did not suit the sloka metre. The second half varies considerably, yet retains some of the words of the hymn and conveys a similar meaning. Further, while in the hymn Indrāṇi avows her affection for Indra and her repugnance to Vṛṣākapi in very plain terms, the fable makes Indra handsomely acknowledge her affection, though insisting on his great debt of gratitude to Vṛṣākapi; and this modification of Indrāṇi’s part may have been due to a later feeling that the situation required a more restrained treatment.

In other respects there is a wide difference between the fable and the hymn, yet the plot in both is Indrāṇi’s jealousy of Indra’s attachment to Vṛṣākapi. I will not enter on a detailed comparison of the two stories, but will leave that to Vedic scholars, and only offer some general remarks, touching only the chief points briefly.

The fable is narrated in rather a matter-of-fact way. Indra cuts a sorry figure in it, and its treatment of him seems to verge on familiarity and something akin to humour. The tirtha is hardly said to have obtained its sanctity from him, but rather the success of his quest for revenge on Mahāśani is largely attributed to the prior merits of this confluence of the two rivers. The easy way in which Indra is treated in this fable appears as ribaldry in the hymn, for, if the refrain, “Indra is supreme above all,” with which each verse ends and which ill accords
with much of the hymn, be put aside, Indrāṇī is made to speak in the manner of the commonest folk.¹

Such a fable and such a hymn could hardly have originated in a part of India where Indra and the other gods were objects of genuine worship as in Madhyadeśa, and we should presumably look to some outlying region where popular belief, while gradually accepting the brahmanic gods, yet failed at first to receive them with deep reverence. Such a region might well be the Dekhan, where the Dravidians must have had their own deities before the Aryan religion superimposed itself and ultimately ousted them. In this direction also points the connexion between the names Hanūmat and Vṛṣākapi in the Purāṇa.

In chap. 84 occurs the other fable. One Kesarin had two wives, Aṅjanā and Adriṅkā; they were apsarases under a curse, and the former had a monkey’s head and the latter a cat’s head. By Vāyu and Nirṛti they had sons: Aṅjanā bore Hanūmat, and Adriṅkā bore Adri king of the Piśācas; and by the favour of those gods they were delivered from the curse thus. Adri took Aṅjanā and caused her to bathe at a tīrtha which then gained the names Aṅjana and Pāśāca, and Hanūmat took Adri (i.e. Adriṅkā) to the Gautami (Godāvari) at its junction with the Phenā, which tīrtha thus obtained the names Mārjāra, Hanūmat, and Vṛṣākapi. This fable is referred to and completed

¹ The comparative expressions employed in verse 6 have a general reference, and therefore the last expression implies an allusion to some custom and may perhaps find an explanation in a custom common among the lower classes, which may be cited: वइङ्केद्रीतिकथाप्रभारो 8थे प्रायश्चितत्त

This custom is widespread in India and may perhaps have belonged to the aborigines. Cf. perhaps verses 16 and 17.
in chap. 129, verse 9, where it is said that Hanu̇mat's upamātu (that is, mother's co-wife) by bathing there was freed from her cat-condition.

The point to be noticed in this fable is this, that, although nothing is said about Vṛṣākapī in it, yet this tirtha at the confluence of the Godāvari and Phena, where Hanu̇mat took the cat-headed Adrikā, obtained in consequence not only the names Mārjāra and Hanu̇mat (or rather Hanu̇matā as in chap. 129, 1) but also that of Vṛṣākapī (or rather Vṛṣākapa, ibid. 1 and 11). The former fable explains how it obtained the names Vṛṣākapī and Abjaka. There would appear, therefore, to have been some connexion between Hanu̇mat and Vṛṣākapī. Now Hanu̇mat was admittedly a denizen of the Dekhan, and in these fables we have a tirtha which claimed an interest in both those personages. Moreover, it may be noted that a king named Mahākapī is mentioned as ruling at Krau̇neapura in the Dekhan. ¹

I would therefore venture on the following suggestions. The Dravidians probably worshipped monkeys, Vṛṣākapī represents some ancient Dravidian monkey-god, and this fable about Indra and Vṛṣākapī grew up in the Dekhan, at the time when the Aryan religion was gaining a footing there, but Vṛṣākapī was still a greater deity than Indra. There would be no difficulty in its so originating or its being incorporated in a modified form in the Rigveda. The Aryans had extended their influence into the Dekhan long before the time of Devāpi, who lived about a century before the Pāṇḍavas and whose hymn has been admitted into that collection²; because Rāma, who was much earlier, found rishis in the Dekhan, and the kingdom of Vidarbhā was founded by a branch of the Yādavas long before Rāma's time. The fable is probably the more ancient

¹ Hariv. 96, 5333. A graha or demon, named Sumahākapī, is mentioned, id. 168, 9562.
² See JRAS., 1910, pp. 6, 53.
version, in that it represents Vṛṣākapi as Indra's deliverer, and the hymn is probably later since it inverts their position. After the Aryan religion obtained the ascendance that change would naturally have taken place, and the altered story might have been thrown into dramatic form in the dialogue which we have in the hymn, while the outspoken language would have suited the people of that region. Finally, by the addition (often incongruously) of the refrain ascribing supremacy to Indra, it might have been deemed admissible into the Rigveda.

F. E. Pargiter.

Mahishamandala

Mahishamandala is associated with Māhishmati in a recent article (1910, p. 425) on the assumption that the latter was the capital of the former. After rejecting a long-standing identification of Māhishmati with Mahēśvara or Mahēshwar on the Narmadā, it is proposed to identify Māhishmati with Māndhatā, higher up on the Narmadā. Whether or not this be so, no connexion, it would seem, necessarily exists between the two places save the similarity in the first component of their names.

Mahisamandala or Mahishamandala (with slightly variant forms, as noted in the article) was beyond dispute one of the nine countries to which Buddhist missions were sent in the third century B.C., in the time of Asoka. And it may be remarked that they were all countries, and in no case only cities. Mahisamandala occupies the second place in the list, followed by Vanavāsa or Vanavāsi. That the countries were all strictly border lands, contiguous to the Buddhist Middle land, cannot be upheld in the face of one being Lankādīpa or Ceylon and another Suvaṇṇabhūmi, which has been taken, whether rightly or

1 Yāska's and Śāyāna's explanations of Vṛṣākapi seem so fanciful that it may be doubted whether they were not meant to cloak the fable.
wrongly, to mean Burma, or rather Pegu. We are therefore not restricted to the location of all the countries in that manner. The only requirement is that they should be Indian and beyond the borders of the Maurya empire. With regard to Vanavāsi, which appears as the next neighbour to Mahisamaṇḍala, though the order does not seem to count for much in the list, the name is so distinctive and so well attested from early times that there is no difficulty in assigning it to the well-known Banavāsi on the north-west of the Mysore country. It is true that Banavāsi is called in some records Jayanti or Vaijayanti, but these seem to be only Brahmanical names of the city, and are not, I believe, anywhere applied to the province.

There remains, then, the question as to Mahisamaṇḍala, which has commonly been understood as meaning the Mysore country; not, of course, the existing Mysore State, but the tract or territory of which Mysore (Maisūr, Mahishūr) was then the principal town. In support of this allocation of Mahishamaṇḍala we have references in the earliest Tamil literature to Erumai-nāḍu, the equivalent in Tamil of Mahisamaṇḍala, and to Erumaiyūran, the chief or king of Erumaiyūr and Erumai-nāḍu.

Thus, Māmūlanār, who is assigned to the period 100–30 A.D., among countries visited by him mentions Erumai-nāḍu, which he describes as being to the west, that is of the Tamil country. Nakkirār, a contemporary of his, tells of a war of the Pāṇḍyan king Ne đu njel iyan (reigned 90–128) against a league of seven kings, of whom one was the Erumaiyūran or king of Erumaiyūr. And he is said to be of Vāḍuga descent, a reference to the Baḍagas

1 Agamāṇāru, 115, 252. This paper has been delayed in order to obtain from India the references to these authorities, which exist only in manuscript. The original poems seem to be lost, but numerous extracts are found in this anthology.

2 Id., 36, 253.
or "northerners" of the Nilgiris
(Kanarese), the language of Mysore, which has been called Badaga. In
the period, who became a Nirgranth, his Śilappadikāram of the same
king, a Čhāra king, on his journey near
the Nilgiris and witnessed with eight
Kannadas (Kannadigas or people)
amongst those who fought against
Erumaiyūran is mentioned
(said to be Dharmapuri in the South), to be a title corresponding with
which we meet with in connexion with
inscriptions. It appears that in
the time of the Chola king Rājarāja
in Gangavādi and was given to
Brahmādirāja. The donor's father
of Ariyūr in Puramalai-nādu who
nālgānumund, or Gānumā of Eru-
nādu was a district bordering it
and actually included in it.

These references serve to show
according to ancient Tamil records
may be placed in the southern part
of the country. The presentation of the
language in its own language
objection, as it is in accordance
more suitable to poetry in the verse
form was in use in the country, as
the mention in an inscription
Emmeyara-kula. 1

1 Badagas hardly occur away from the
ix, 92).

2 Madras No. 204 of 1909 (Rep. for
a Tagatūr in the Nanjangud talq of Mysore).
who speak Kannada there, or a dialect of it known as adikal, of the same period, that Sengaṭuvan, or Jaina monk, says, in the third century, that Śengāṭuvan, northwards halted in the region of the dance of the Tagadur (of Mysore). Again, in the twelfth century, Neţiñjėliyan along with Adigamaṇ of Tagadur (in Melkote District). This seems to be the same region that of Adiyama which rivalled in early Hoysala power in the tenth century, in the thirteenth century, Tagadur was included in the jāgir to Panchavan. Puramalai, said to be a native of this region, had the title Erumaiyanaiya-nādu. Puramalai lived in Mysore, though not there in the early part of the second century, the Seringapatam of the present Mysore. The name in the familiar usage is not a ground for comparison with Tamil usage and significance. That a similar name may be seen from the Seringapatam of the

vilgiri plateau (Imp. Gaz. Ind., 1910, p. 88). There is also a hiliana-nādu in Mysore, described as hiriyana-nādu


Additional support of this allocation is found in my discovery of edicts of Aśoka in three places in the north of the present Mysore country. These are clear evidence that in the third century B.C. that part of what is now Mysore territory was included in the Maurya empire. For it is an unheard of proceeding that any State should set up its decrees in a country foreign to it. To this it is objected that these edicts now in Mysore, unlike the similar ones in Northern India, are prefaced by a preamble, a greeting addressed by the Aryaputra and Mahāmātras of Suvarṇagiri to the Mahāmātras of Isila, which indicates that they were being sent to a foreign country. But, as already said, the idea is preposterous that any State should issue and have its edicts engraved on rocks in a country which did not belong to it, still more that it should address itself to local officials and not to the ruling power. The reasonable explanation of this feature is that this southern province of the Maurya empire was not, like the northern one, under the immediate jurisdiction of the Mahāmātras of Suvarṇagiri, who therefore, in accordance with official usage, communicated with the officials of equal rank with themselves in the province to which the edicts were transmitted. Moreover, the Mahāmātras were a special order of officials created by Aśoka in the Maurya empire, and there is no evidence that the designation was in use elsewhere at that time. On these grounds we may conclude that a portion of the northern part of what is now the Mysore State was included in the Maurya empire, of which Mahisamandala and Vanavāsa or Banavāsi were border lands, and that Mahisamandala was situated in the southern part of the present Mysore country.

It may farther be pointed out that a record exists in a stone inscription that Kuntala, an extensive province which included the north of the present Mysore country, was once ruled by the Nandas, the predecessors of the Mauryas; while another traces the origin of the
Kadambas to Nanda. And it is a question whether we have not some evidence of Nanda rule, though not very decided, in certain coins recently found near Chitaldroog. Some of these bear the legends Raṉo Mudā Naṉḍasa and Raṉo Chuṭukadā Naṉḍasa, and similar coins have been found at Karwar in North Kanara. Of course, the mere existence of such coins at these spots does not prove that the country belonged to the Nandas, any more than the antique Chinese brass coin found with them at the former place shows that it belonged to China, or the Roman silver coin of Augustus shows that it belonged to Rome. But we have the testimony of the Sātakarṇi inscriptions at Malavallī and at Banavāsi, in which occurs, as one of his titles, Vinhukaḍḍa Chuṭukulā Naṅḍa. These inscriptions may, it would seem, bear witness to an occupation of the country in which they exist by Nandas, or by kings in some way of Nanda connexion. It must be stated, however, that although even Professor Rapson read the legends on the coins at first in this sense, which had suggested itself to me some time before I knew that he had done so, he has since adopted the reading of the latter part as kulāṅanda, "joy of the family." Of course this can be justified. But it may be remarked that in the limited field of a coin only essential terms or titles are likely to be inserted. The expression āṇanda adds nothing to the meaning and is quite superfluous, whereas the name Nanda would be of historical importance. The former word does not occur in any of the coin legends given in the catalogue. Chuṭukulāṅanda yields an intelligible meaning certainly, but what are we to say of Muḍāṅanda, unless we adopt a rather forced interpretation? And how are we to account for the omission

1 Ep. Carn., vii, Sk. 225, 236.
4 Cat. Ind. Coins: Andhras, W. Kshatrapas, etc., Introd., p. 83.

JRAS. 1911.
of kula here? Mauryas and Guptas are mentioned as in the Southern Bombay and Northern Mysore districts, the former in the sixth century and the latter in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.\(^1\) If so, there is no reason why Nandas should not be met with. And yet another inscription\(^2\) expressly tells us that Nāgakhandâ, a district corresponding more or less with the present Shikarpur tāluq in the north-west of Mysore, was "protected by the wise Chandra Gupta". It is singular too that the kistvaens and similar structures which are generally known in the other parts as Pāṇḍu-kolli, or cells of the Pāṇḍus, should, in the north of the Mysore country and by the Baṇḍagas of the Nilgiris be called Mōryaramane, houses of the Mōryas or Mauryas. These various items, though not all of equal value, can hardly be set aside as having no meaning, and to what do they point but to an occupation of the north of the present Mysore country, not only by the Maurya Government, but perhaps even by the earlier rulers who preceded it.

In the south of the present Mysore country, Mahisamanḍala, or the territory, whatever it may have been, to which Maisūr or the present city of Mysore gave its name, was probably the most accessible and populous part, occupying a physically well-defined situation between the River Kāvērī and the Nilgiris, which form the junction of the Western and Eastern Ghats.

An objection is made that the name Maysūr-nāḍ, leaving aside the evidence of the Tanjore plates,\(^3\) which profess to be of the third century, does not appear till the tenth century, and that Mysore city itself does not present any remains of antiquity. But there is a Hale Maisūr or Halli Maisūr a little to the north of the Yeṭatore tāluq which may possibly be a relic of the early period. And apart from other reasons, the want of old remains in the

---

\(^2\) *Ep. Carn.*, viii, Sb. 263.
\(^3\) *Ind. Ant.*, viii, 212.
city can be accounted for by the deliberate demolition of set purpose to which the place was subjected by Tipu Sultān towards the close of the eighteenth century. When the Gangas had established their rule, and fixed the capital at Talakāḍ in the third century, the prominence of Mysore as a centre naturally fell into abeyance, the two places being only 28 miles apart. At the same time the whole dominion of the Gangas, which extended far beyond the original Mahisamaṇḍala, came to be known as the Gangavāḍi Ninety-six Thousand, a designation which is met with as so thoroughly well established in the eighth century that the latter part sufficed to describe it, as in the case of the Seven and a half Lakh country and similar terms. When, at the opening of the eleventh century, the Ganga power was overturned by the Chōlas from the Tamil country, these gave Chōla names to the provinces in the south and east of the country, which were the only ones they conquered. And although they continued to use the name Gangapāḍi, the present Mysore District was denominated the Muḍikonḍachōla-maṇḍala and the Kolar District the Nikarilichōla-maṇḍala. But, notwithstanding this, the Maysūr-nāḍ had appeared again, as above stated, in the tenth century, showing that it was not extinct. The remaining parts of the Mysore country, beyond the Chōla districts, were at the same time known as the Hoysala-rājya, the capital of which was at Dōrasamudra (Halebiḍ, in the Hassan District). After the overthrow of the latter in the fourteenth century, the name Karnāṭa was often applied to the country under Vijayanagar, and Karnāṭak under Bijāpur. But Mysore again came into notice, though for a time Seringapatam, which is only 10 miles distant, was more prominent. The disuse of any general name derived from Mysore during the Ganga period from the third to the tenth century was owing to the seats of power being established elsewhere. But that
the place had continued in existence evidence may be
gathered from the statement that when the Kshattryiya
princes from Kathiawar, who became the progenitors of
the present royal family, arrived from the north, they
found Mahisha-pura or Mahiśūra-pura ready to their hands
in which to settle.

L. Rice.

Remarks on Mr. Rice's Note

There are few people, I think, who would now dispute
the points, that Māndhātā is the Māhishmati of Patañjali
and of the Mahābhārata, the Suttanipāta, and the
Raghuvaṃśa; that the name Māhishmati marks the place
as the city of people called Mahishas or Māhishas; and
that the territory of which it was the capital would be
naturally known as Māhisharāṣṭra, Māhishamandala.
For the rest, it is unnecessary to discuss in full arguments
which find bases, on which to build up views about
historical matters of the third and fourth centuries B.C.,
in wrong readings of legends on coins of the third century
A.D., and in fanciful statements made in inscriptions
ranging as late as from A.D. 1174 to 1342 or 1402 when
some of the great families of Southern India were still
elaborating pedigrees connecting them with the north.
I will ask only for space enough to notice two details
which can be treated at no great length.

Mr. Rice's belief in a connexion between the Mauryas
and Mysore is based ultimately on a wrong reading of
the plain unmistakable text of an inscription of the
eighth century A.D. at Śravaṇa-Belgola.¹ The record is
the synchronous epitaph of a Jain teacher named
Prabhāchandra, who died at Śravaṇa-Belgola. That part
of it which is concerned with his death begins:— Atah

¹ The inscription was first brought to notice by Mr. Rice in Ind. Ant.,
vol. 3 (1874), p. 153. It was re-edited by him in Epî. Cuts., vol. 2,
It has been discussed on various occasions; and I have referred to the
ächtaryyāḥ Prabhāchandrō nām-āvanītala-lalāmabhūtē; in which he is distinctly mentioned as “the Āchārya by name Prabhāchandra”. Mr. Rice, however, would still suggest, on the strength of legends strung together into a complete story in quite modern times, that we should find here the expression Prabhāchandrēṇ=ām=āvāni", "the Āchārya along with [ama] Prabhāchandra"; that the Āchārya is the Śrutakēvalin Bhadrabāhu I, and Prabhāchandra is Chandragupta, the grandfather of Aśoka, though the record contains no allusion of any kind to him; that the inscription commemorates the death of Bhadrabāhu; and that we thus have evidence that Chandragupta went with Bhadrabāhu to Śravana-Belgola, and ended his days in religious retirement there. This needs no further comment.

In support of the claim that the Mysore territory was known in ancient times by some name answering to the Tamil Erumai-nādu and the Sanskrit Mahishamandala or Pāli Mahisamandala in the sense of ‘buffalo-country’, Mr. Rice has said (p. 811 above):—“That a similar form was in use in the country itself may be seen from the mention in an inscription near Seringapatam of the Emmeyara-kula.” He has omitted to state the date of this inscription and to give the ordinary reader any means of considering what importance, if any, may attach to its mention of a family called Emmeyara-kula. But with the reference which he furnishes, we find that the inscription is a record dated in A.D. 1175 which registers the making of a tank at the village Māḷānahlī, the building of a temple, and a grant of some land to the god thereof, by a village-headman’s son who is mentioned as:—Kuruḍkī -nāḍa Māḷānahlīya Emmeyara - kolada Chāka-gāvunaḍana maga Harada-gāvunḍa. This is translated thus:—“Harada-gāvunḍa, son of Chāka-gāvunḍa,

1 Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions (1900), p. 5 ff.
2 Epi. Carn., vol. 3 (Mysore), translations, p. 32.
of the Emmeya (buffalo-keeper's) family of Málanahallí in Kurukki-náḍ." The authority for altering kola into kula, 'family', is not apparent. However, whether reference is made to a family or to some place called Emmeyarakola, we may, I suppose, accept the first member of the compound as the genitive of emmeyaru in the sense of 'keepers of female buffaloes'. But what possible value, in the direction in which Mr. Rice would apply it, can attach to this mention of buffalo-keepers near Seringapatam in A.D. 1175?

The so-called "edicts" of Aśoka at Brahmagiri and in its neighbourhood are not administrative orders, indicative of sovereignty over the locality in which they are: there is not even anything in them to mark them as emanating from a king: they are simply precepts about morality such as any friendly State would readily allow to be published by any of its subjects interested in them. There is no good reason for thinking that the dominions either of the Mauryas or of the Nandas extended into Southern India; except in so far as that Aśoka conquered the Kalinga country on the eastern coast. The facts adduced by me in my article referred to by Mr. Rice make it certain that the present city of Mysore stands on a site which down to at least the eleventh century was occupied by a mere village incapable of furnishing an appellation for the entire territory in which it lay or even for any appreciable part thereof, and that no such name as Mahisharāśṭra or Mahishamāṇḍala can have been used to denote the province of Mysore or any portion of it before at least the seventeenth century. And it is tolerably plain that, even if the Erumai-náḍu of Māmūlanār may be located anywhere outside the Tamil country, it was some small district, in or bordering on the extreme south of Mysore, which, again, cannot have furnished an appellation for the whole province or any appreciable part of it. The identification of Mahishamāṇḍala with Mysore has nothing at the bottom of it, except the point
that the first part of the vernacular name, Maysūr, Maisūr, Mayisūr, of a village which began to rise to importance about A.D. 1500 and eventually became the name-giver to the province, lent itself naturally in that period to be represented in Sanskrit by mahisha as giving the nearest approach to it in sound, and was thought by archæologists of the last century to have been actually derived from that word.

J. F. Fleet.

"Genitive—Accusative" in Marathi

Dr. Lesný (pp. 179–82 of the Journal for January) appears to raise three objections to my criticism on his first note: (1) that my derivations are doubtful, (2) that he meant by genitive that case which Marāṭhī grammarians call dative or accusative, and (3) that he is correct in maintaining what he had said in his first note about the use of animate and inanimate objects of a transitive verb. And he sums up by informing me that Marāṭhī prose of to-day differs from Marāṭhī poetry of the thirteenth century. Will you allow me to offer my final remarks on the subject?

1. My derivations were only suggestions, and I do not see how the enumeration of the names of the "leading authorities" who do not agree in those derivations can disallow other derivations. To prove the existence of a genitive construction, we must examine the Marāṭhī literature of all periods—from the thirteenth century onwards—and I think if Dr. Lesný studies it more critically he will find no justification for the assumption of such a construction as far as Marāṭhī proper is concerned. Confusion between old genitive and modern dative or accusative is likely to be found, if at all it existed, in the oldest Marāṭhī literature, and it is for this that I quoted from नामेच्छरी. As far as the meaning is
concerned, such a confusion exists no more in old than in modern Marathi, because accusative or dative forms are used in old Marathi precisely as they would be used to-day, and the terminations जा and ते are as common as the termination स. As regards the form, its connexion with the Sanskrit genitive is doubtful, and even if it be admitted the confusion must have taken place before the language could be called Marathi. Dnyānēśvari is written in चोची metre, which is hardly different from prose, in so far as the structure of the sentence is concerned.

2. The so-called genitive is formed by one of the terminations स, जा, ते, and is called by native and European grammarians dative or accusative according to the relation actually expressed by it in the sentence. From this point of view, Dr. Lesny's nomenclature was not clear to me, and the same impression was produced on some other readers. But after Dr. Lesny's explanation as to what he means by genitive, I have no further comments to make regarding this point.

3. Dr. Lesny's statement in his first note was that a transitive verb "governs the accusative case, when the object is a thing, . . . but . . . genitive, when the object is a human or other living being". The rule now quoted is: "when . . . a person is the object . . . it is always put in the dative case . . . but when . . . an irrational animal [is the object], it is optionally put either in the accusative or dative case. In all other notions the accusative case is generally used." These two statements are not the same. The first is more inaccurate than the second. Dr. Lesny in his first note had classified all living beings into one group, and all inanimate things in another group, and had assigned the inflected case to the former and uninflected accusative to the latter. Such a classification is not correct. But even the rule quoted in the second note from Bhide's Primer is not quite accurate. To make it
accurate we must substitute “generally” in the place of “always”; otherwise the examples given by me in my last note (such as पीर विख्यात, मूलबापाज, etc.), though quite correct and common in the prose of to-day, will not be covered by the rule given by Bhide.

I am well aware of the difference between prose and poetry and between old and modern Marathi. If Dr. Lesný desires to make a more critical study of the Marathi construction, it would be advisable for him to compare old prose as is found in books like the मरा भवांची रात हासोंची साधनें, ज्ञानबरी, एकमाची भागवत, etc., with the standard Marathi of to-day in works like the निष्मालिमा of Chiponkar and other modern writers.

T. K. Laddu.

January 25, 1911.

THE GENITIVE–ACCUSATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN MARATHI

Dr. Lesný’s remarks on this subject, both in his first note in JRAS., 1910, p. 481, and in his reply to Mr. Laddu in JRAS., 1911, p. 179, call for one or two remarks.

1. Dr. Lesný has used the term “genitive” for the Marathi inflexion in ओम on the strength of the origin of the termination. But there is no evidence that I know of to show that the termination in question ever bore a genitive signification in any period of Marathi. For the purposes of Dr. Lesný’s argument we must consider the inflexion in the signification which it bears, and has always borne, in the minds of persons who use Marathi as a mother tongue.

2. It is true that the poetical language of all nations differs from the prose language. But in Marathi we have no early prose, and the old poetical grammatical forms which have been perpetuated to some extent in modern verse probably represent fairly accurately the spoken language of the early Mogul period.
3. Dr. Lesný justifies his use of the expression "genitive-accusative" on the ground that the termination is derived originally from the Sanskrit genitive. But this is only one out of the many dative terminations in Marathi, all of which are or have been used in the objective sense, e.g. mod. ओळा and ओळा, old ओळै, ओळी (the earlier form of ओळ), and the crude form in the long vowel, and coll. ओळचि. I suppose none of these forms except ओळी can be referred to Sanskrit or Prakrit genitives.

That the advantage of what I (obstinately) prefer to call the dative-accusative or dative-objective in Marathi is to prevent ambiguity is undoubtedly true, as all who have been compelled habitually to use that elaborate and difficult language know by experience. And as a matter of fact in the modern colloquial language, wherever it is possible to use the accusative of a noun (not of a pronoun) without danger of ambiguity, the latter is preferred. For instance, व्याळेइ रळॉळे पाठवा, "send him here," but कूलकर्णः रळॉळे पाठवा, "send the accountant here," in which latter case the dative would have been the literary form. As regards the origin of the use, there seems some reason to suppose that the crude form in the long vowel, e.g. पुरुषः, वधू, पुष्पवी, which, as I have said above, is normally used both as the dative-objective and as the true dative in poetry, was originally not a dative but an objective, and when it dropped out of use its place was naturally taken by the dative, which had always been somewhat interchangeable with it, and which in all languages is nearer in sense to the objective than the genitive is.

L. J. Sedgwick.

Poona.
March, 1911. [This discussion is now closed.]

The Dalai Lama's Seal

In the January number of the Journal (p. 204) I had occasion to suggest a different reading of the legend on
this seal from the version published by the Rev. A. H. Francke in a previous issue (1910, p. 1206). That new reading, I regret to observe from his note at p. 528 of the current issue, is not acceptable to Mr. Francke, who nevertheless adduces no conclusive arguments against it.

In Mr. Francke's opinion, two out of the three characters in question are "without any meaning". Such an assumption, however, seems to me to be a priori improbable, for these characters form one-fifth of the entire inscription, which is in an imperfectly known variety of Indo-Tibetan script, and the Tibetans are not in the habit of introducing meaningless elements into their practical documents, least of all into their personal seals, which on the contrary I have found to contain, as a rule, contracted and concentrated sentences. Indeed, I shall show here conclusively that one at least of these two represents the recognized form of one of the commonest words current in Tibet, although unrecognized as such by Mr. Francke.

As my fresh reading was based mainly upon two characters omitted by Mr. Francke, and on a different interpretation of a third which is almost illegible, it is desirable in the interests of accuracy to re-examine these three characters.

The initial character omitted by Mr. Francke in his translation is unmistakably Om. Mr. Francke defends his omission of it on the assumption that it is merely a "snake ornament", and therefore untranslatable. Such a view, however, is altogether indefensible. In Indian epigraphy the character in question represents the commonest form of Om, and its Tibetan form is absolutely identical with that found in the inscriptions and manuscripts of mediaeval India from which the Tibetan form of script is derived. This character is invariably translated as Om by the best scholars (see Dr. Fleet's Corpus Inscription. Indicarum, iii, pp. 198,
204, *et passim*). I found, in Tibet also, that the more literate lamas recognized it as *Om*, and usually pronounced the initial one accordingly.\(^1\) Owing, however, to its extravagant reduplication in later times as a *Maṅgala* or auspicious sign, in accordance with Brahmanical precedent, its subsequent repetition in the texts is disregarded by readers; and in my translation of the Lhasa edicts I likewise disregarded it, as it did not affect the historical sense of those documents, though strictly, it should have been expressed therein. In noticing this symbol Professor Bühler wrote: \(^2\) "Since the fifth century we find also new symbols consisting of highly ornamental forms of the ancient O of the word *Om*, which latter is a great *Maṅgala*. They are used both at the beginning and at the end of inscriptions, and occasionally even on the margin of copper-plates." This symbol, then, is clearly and indisputably *Om*.

The second element in question is defaced and doubtfully legible in all the available impressions and faœsimiles of the seal inscription. In my note (p. 205) I stated my reasons for the alternative reading therein suggested, and I shall be very pleased to accept a more likely reading if one is forthcoming.

The third element which Mr. Francke considers to be "without any meaning" appeared to me, for the reasons already noted (p. 205), to represent *va*. This would form with the preceding stem the word *rgyal-va* as the concluding word on the seal, and this word would be peculiarly appropriate as it is the ordinary and commonest of all the titles of the Dalai Lama, whose seal it is. This interpretation I felt inclined to give to it notwithstanding that its position in the sentence was obviously

---

\(^1\) At p. 529 Mr. Francke writes: "I have never heard a Tibetan say *om* when he saw this sign in the text he was reading."

\(^2\) *Indische Paleographie*, 1896, p. 85; also English edition of Dr. Fleet in *Indian Antiquary*, 1904, p. 90.
not in the strict syntactical order of the Tibetan idiom, as
I had found that ordinary personal seals exhibit some
laxity in such respects. I am not alone in so reading it.
Dr. Bushell, to whom belongs the credit of having first
published the reading of this seal—a fact overlooked by
Mr. Francke 1—has independently read it as I have done. 2
It is not impossible that, as is conjectured by Mr. Francke,
it may be a symbol "used to fill up empty spaces at the
beginning or end of a column"; but this use for it remains
to be proved. There is some presumption that it is so
used in the Bhotanese seal in the same script which
Mr. Francke has published in the ZDMG., lxiv, p. 553,
and of which he has courteously sent me a copy.
Bhotanese manuscripts, however, I have found generally
correct and not quite trustworthy or authoritative.

As conclusive light on this question is doubtless to be
gained at Darjiling, where the Dalai Lama is at present in
exile, I have now written to an official connected with the
staff of that dignitary to elicit, if possible, the points in
respect to the latter two symbols which still remain
doubtful. But in regard to the identity of ᪛m there can
be no question whatever.

L. A. Waddell.

Oriental Numismatics

The medal of the Royal Numismatic Society has this
year been presented to Dr. Oliver Codrington in recognition
of his long and important services to Oriental Numismatics.
Many articles have been published by him in our Journal,
that of the Bombay Branch, and in the Numismatic
Chronicle. His Manual of Musalman Numismatics is
widely known.

1 JRAS., 1910, p. 1205. 2 JRAS., 1906, p. 478.
NOTICES OF BOOKS

THE QUATRAINS OF ABÜ SA‘ĪD S. ABU KHAIR. Edited from a beautiful MS. belonging to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, by MAULAVI ABDUL WĀLĪ (JASB. for 1909).

The Maulavi has done well to publish these quatrains, for some of them are beautiful, and the whole series of 228 tetristiches is interesting on account of the author’s having been one of the earliest mystic poets of Persia. As remarked by Dr. Ethé, 1 Abū Sa‘īd, whose proper name was Fażl Ullah, is the first Oriental who devoted his powers to the service of a mystical pantheism, and may justly be regarded as the real founder of the Persian quatrain. For though Rudagi and others used the measure, Abū Sa‘īd was the first to develop it and make it the exclusive vehicle of a poet’s thoughts. He was born at Maihana, which seems to be the Miania of Johnston’s map, a village in the district of Dasht Khāvarān, in the north-east corner of Persia. It apparently was not far from Nādīr Shah’s birthplace, or from his famous fortress, and was situated among the mountains. It is stated by Rieu that Mahna, i.e. Maihana, was also the birthplace of the poet Anwārī, who was about a century later than Abū Sa‘īd. Abū Sa‘īd’s birth took place in December, 967 A.D., and he died in January, 1049. He was educated and spent several years at Merv and Sarakhs, and also visited Nishāpūr, Mashhad, and Āmul, but he spent thirty 2 years in seclusion at his native village, during which time he is

1 He is noticed by Chardin, and described as the founder of Sufism (vol. v, p. 155, of 1723 ed.). At p. 15 of the same volume Chardin seems to refer to Umar Khayyām. He calls him Omarel Ssufi, and says he was a gnomic writer;

2 The Aṣrār says seven years.
said to have done nothing but repeat the words "Allah, Allah," night and day, until the very walls repeated the sacred name. And it was at Maihana that he ended his long life. He was a precursor of Umar Khayyām, who was probably his junior by half a century, but if Umar was, as Mr. Pickering supposes, of the school of Abū Sa‘īd, he was one whom his teacher would have abhorred. Had they been contemporaries, Abū Sa‘īd would probably have denounced him even more than he did Avicenna. For there is no evidence that Abū Sa‘īd had any tincture of science, or that he had any sympathy with Umar Khayyām’s spirit of revolt and infidelity. On the contrary, he was, and still is, regarded as a saint, and some of his verses are employed as charms for the cure of diseases, e.g. No. 198 = 45 of Ethé. See also Rieu’s Cat., ii, 826, No. iv. It was on account of his sanctity that Farīdu-d-din ‘Aṭṭār included him in the following century in his Biographies of Saints. No such place does he assign to that “large infidel” Umar Khayyām. Abū Sa‘īd really was a Ṣūfī in temperament and in mode of life, though from two quatrains, slightly varying in form, which appear in the British Museum MS. Add. 7822, and also from No. 72 of the collection under review, it seems that he did not always regard himself as belonging to that order.

“The Sultan says, ‘Mine is the full treasury;’
The Ṣūfī, ‘Mine is the woollen garment;’
The Lover, ‘Mine is the hidden wound;’
I and my soul know what is mine.”

In reply, however, to some one who asked him what was the essence of Ṣūfism, he said, “Suppress all that is in the brain (all desires), give all that is in thy hands, start not at whatever befals thee.” To another who asked him where he could find God, he replied, “Where

1 Aṣrār, pp. 443 et seq.
2 The word is najaḥ, نحو. The Aṣrār, p. 373, of Zhukovsky’s ed., has naranjī, نرنجي, “do not grieve,” but there is the variant najaḥi.
have you sought Him that you could not find Him? If you had taken one honest step in search, you would have seen Him in everything that you beheld" (Tazkiratu-l-Auliya).

Though at one time the Musalman commonality had doubts about his orthodoxy, and the women pelted him with filth, all Abū Sa‘id’s biographers say that he was an ascetic and a deeply religious man. But his overstrained pietism could not fail to produce a reaction, and so he was succeeded by Umar Khayyām, who bears the same relation to Abū Sa‘id that the author of Ecclesiastes does to the Psalmists. It is possible that as a young man Abū Sa‘id may have felt, like Martin Luther, the joys of Wein, Weib, und Gesang, and one or two of his quatrains may be evidence of this, but there is no sign of blasphemy in his verses. In one, addressed apparently to a girl of Ṣarāz, a lost city of Turkestan, famous, like Arles, for the beauty of its women, he says—

"Lamp of Saraz, since I saw thy face
I do no penances, I fast not, I pray not.
While with thee, all profanity (ma‘āz) is prayer;
While without thee, all prayer is profanity."

It seems possible that the expression shama‘-i-taraz does not mean "Lamp of Saraz", but "Lamp of Beauty" or "Ornament of the Lamp". It may also refer to some saint of Ṣarāz, and not to a girl. Certainly, the quatrain has a mystical air, and this view is corroborated by the circumstances under which, according to Jāmi, it was uttered. For he represents it as having been spoken by Abū Sa‘id on his death-bed, after he had recited a religious quatrain of which the first line was "In the path of Oneness (īgānīgī) there is neither Faith nor Infidelity", and also after he had recited and expounded the quatrain which he wished to be pronounced over his bier. The word kār in the second line of the "Lamp of Saraz" quatrain seems to have the technical meaning
of ascetic exercises, such as holding the head downwards, scourging oneself, etc. See the Tazkīru-l-Auliyya, ii, 324 and 328, Nicholson’s edition. But it is also used in the sense of “deeds, not words” in the quatrains for his funeral, as his explanation of his meaning, in Jāmi’s work, shows.

In another quatrains Abū Sa’īd taunts the Hindu with his worship of the cow. He tells him that, if his eye cannot see God, it would be better for him to worship a maiden of 14, who in her beauty resembles the moon of the fourteenth day of the month (the full moon). Sun-worship, he says, is better than worship of the cow-stall. There are also some quatrains in praise of wine, but probably these are to be understood in a mystical sense.

I subjoin some prose translations of the quatrains.

No. 1 of A. Wālī, 65 of Eshē.

“The world to Jamshed, the Sultan, and the Great Khān, To angels Glory, and to Heaven’s gatekeeper Purity, Hell to the Bad, Paradise to the Good, To me my Love, and my soul to my Beloved.”

No. 7.

“In the ka’aba, if your thoughts are astray
Your devotion is false and the ka’aba a church;
Be your heart with God and be you in a pagoda,
Rejoice, for ’twill be well with you at the last.”

No. 36, 5 of Ethē.

“The ghāzi strives after martyrdom,
Oblivious that Love’s martyr is greater than he:
How will they appear on the Resurrection-morn,
The one slain by his foe, the other by his friend?”

No. 64, 50 of Ethē.

“O God, send life’s nourishment to all living things;
Send divers favours from the table of Thy bounty;
Send from the cloud-nurses the milk of rain
For the parched lips of the daughters of the fields (the plants).”
No. 98.
"Sometimes they call me a bead-telling ascetic,
Sometimes they call me a reprobate and a tavern-haunter;
O woe for my hidden nature
Should they call me what I really am!"

With this No. 19 of Ethé may be compared.

No. 109.
"O God, leave nought in my heart but Thee;
Leave no dust of desire in my eyes.
I said again and again, no good work comes from me;
Mercy, mercy bestow upon me."

No. 120, 36 of Ethé.
"My sins were in number more than raindrops,
And from shame I had cast down my head.
A voice came saying, 'Peace, dervish,
Do thou thy part, We do ours.'"

In the third line A. Wáli has šādbāsh, "rejoice," but Ethé has sahl, and this agrees with the British Museum MS. and seems preferable.

Quatrain No. 49 of Ethé is a fine one and is not in the Maulavi's collection—

"Till the soul be freed from earthly bonds
The pearl may not enter our being's shell;
The head's cup of desire cannot be filled,
For never may an inverted cup become full."

The last line is a conceit based on the resemblance between the cranium and a cup set upside down. I should never have understood the allusion had I not remembered an interview I had nearly fifty years ago with a Mufti or Muhammedan law-officer who was retiring from the world. Discouraging on the vanity of human wishes he said, pointing to the crown of his head, "The head is an inverted cup, and so can never be filled or satisfied." The last two lines of the quatrain occur in Umar Khayyám's quatrain No. 179, p. 120 of Whinfield's translation, 2nd edition. But if Umar really stole them, and the
lines be not a copyist's interpolation, he has marred them in the stealing, like as Campbell is said to have done with Blair's line about angels' visits. For instead of *hawas*, desire, Umar's quatrain has in the third line the somewhat inept word *saūdā*, melancholy, or madness.

The following quatrain, No. 57 of Ethé, is not in Abdul Wálī's collection:—

"Possible to flush the cheek of a saint (*shaikh*) with wine; Possible to sound the Armenian's gong in the ka'aba; Possible to import true religion (Islam) from Europe; But not possible wholly to comprehend Thee."

In the second line Dr. Ethé follows his MSS. by reading *ba qaum*, "with a crowd," and this has been taken by Mr. Pickering to be an allusion to the small dimensions of the ka'aba. But the reading in the British Museum MS. is *nāqūs*, that is, the wooden gong still used in Eastern churches, and this makes a much better sense.

No. 197, 45 of Ethé, beginning

"O Thou, in presence of whose Attributes
High and low are bewildered",

is remarkable because used as a charm when there is an attack of fever. See *Khazīna Asfīyā*, ii, 229, and the *Šufīnau-l-Auliyyā* under the article Abū Khair.

Quatrain No. 122, beginning

"I cast fire with my own hands into my granary",

was, as Badayūnī (Lowe, ii, 260) tells us, often quoted by Abūl Fazl, and is to be found in the second book of the *Akbarnāma* and in the *A'in-i-Akbarī*. No. 169, beginning "I have not the good fortune to commune with the friend", is also quoted by Abūl Fazl, *Akbarnāma*, ii, 388.

The merit of introducing the quatrains of Abu Sa'id to the Western world belongs to Dr. Ethé, who, in two valuable papers¹ read before the Bavarian Academy in

¹ See also Dr. Ethé's article on "The Mystic and Didactic Poetry of Persia" in Geiger & Kuhn's *Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie*, vol. ii, p. 273.
1875 and 1878, gave an account of the poet, taken chiefly from the \textit{Haft Iqlîm}, and quoted ninety-two quatrains, furnishing at the same time metrical translations. These papers were the foundation of Mr. Pickering's article in the \textit{National Review} for March, 1891. Maulavi ʿAbdul Wâli is not the first person to publish the quatrains in the East, for it appears from Dr. Ethe's article in Geiger and Kuhn's \textit{Grundriss}, p. 275, that a series of ganz eigenartig (characteristic) quatrains of Abû Saʿîd was published at Tehran in lithograph in 1277 a.h. (1860–1). This publication I have not seen. Maulavi ʿAbdul Wâli proposes to publish hereafter a prose translation of the quatrains along with notes and a biography. I hope that he will soon be able to do this. When doing so he will doubtless collate the MSS. of the quatrains even more than he has already done, and will add to their number. He should also omit No. 94, for it is not by Abu Saʿîd, but by his teacher Abû-l-Qâsim Gurgâni, that is, of the district of Jûrjân (\textit{Tazkîrât-ı-Auliya}, Nicholson's edition, ii, 323).

In 1899 Professor Zhukovskii published at St. Petersburg two volumes dealing with Abû Saʿîd's life. The first volume consists of a lengthy biography called the \textit{Asrâr-i-Tauhid fi Maqâmât al-Shaikh Abî Saʿîd}, written by a descendant of the poet named Muḥammad b. al-Manawwar al-Mâihâni, and of a short commentary by another writer on one of Abû Saʿîd's quatrains. The second volume contains a shorter biography of Abû Saʿîd, and is entitled \textit{Ḥalât u Sukhna-n S. Abû Saʿîd Fazl Ullah}. It is based on a MS. in the British Museum, Or. 249. Unfortunately for me, though the texts are in Persian, the introduction and notes are in Russian. The \textit{Asrâr} consists of nearly 500 pages, and I cannot say that I have read the whole of it or of the \textit{Ḥalât}. As far as I have gone, however, the two volumes, which seem to have been most carefully edited by Professor Zhukovskiii,
are, I think, tedious and wanting in interest. Probably the cream of them has been given by Faridu-d-din 'Attār in his Tazkīrātul-Auliyyā. They do not say much about Abū Sa‘īd’s poetry, though a few quatrains of no greater importance are quoted at p. 428 of vol. i. At p. 251 there is an interesting account of an interview between Avicenna and Abū Sa‘īd at Nishāpūr. They discussed together in private for three days and three nights. At the end each was asked by his disciples what he thought of the other. Avicenna said, “Whatever I know he sees”; and Abū Sa‘īd said, “Whatever we see he knows.” It is added that Avicenna became a disciple of the saint, and witnessed his miracles. We are told in the Ṭṣrār that Abū Sa‘īd’s father was called Bābū (said to be a title for a wandering monk) Bū-al-Khair, and that he was a druggist by trade. He was in the habit of attending a weekly service in Māhiana where a number of dervishes met, and listened to or took part in hymns and then spent the rest of the night in dancing. On one occasion Abū Sa‘īd’s mother begged her husband to take their son to the meeting so that the glance of the dervishes might fall upon him. He did so, and the child heard the preacher read a mystical hymn in praise of the religious life, which was rapturously received by his auditors. When he came home Abū Sa‘īd asked his father what was the meaning of the hymn, but he was curtly told that the understanding of it was a matter with which he had nothing to do. It was after the deaths of his father and mother that Abū Sa‘īd went out into the wilderness for seven years. At one time, according to Abū Sa‘īd’s own account, he was greatly revered by the countryside, the husks of his gourds were sold for twenty dinārs, and the droppings of his camel were gathered by some of his followers and rubbed on their faces and bodies. But there came

1 The story is also told in the Ḥalāt, p. 68, and at p. 65 ibid. there is given a letter of Abu Sa‘īd's to Avicenna.
a reaction. He was accused of heresy, and the failure of
the crops was ascribed to his malign influence. When he
was praying in the mosque, the women would get on the
roof and throw filth on him.

When he was on his death-bed his followers asked him
what verse should be recited over his bier. He recited
in reply—

"Khūbtar andān jahān azīn ch būd kār
Dost bar-i-dost raft u yār bar yār
Ān hama andāh būd, u īn hama shādī
Ān hama guftār būd u īn hama kardār."

"What within the universe can be better than this?
The friend has gone to the friend's bosom, the lover to
the loved.
All that was sorrow, all this is joy;
All that was talk, all this is act."

The quatrain is given, with some variations, in the "Nafāhātu-l-
Uns and the "Ṣafīnāu-l-Auliyā."

The Aṣrār was dedicated to Ghiāṣu-d-dīn b. Sām, who
is interesting to Anglo-Indians as being the brother and
supporter of Shihābu-d-dīn, the Ghoride prince who
conquered India. It seems probable that the book was
not written till 1180, or even later, for in the dedication
Ghiāṣu-d-dīn is styled Abu-l-Fatḥ, a title which, according
to D'Herbelot, he obtained on account of his victories, the
most of which occurred after he had been twenty years
on the throne. If this be so, Professor Zhukovski may
be wrong in supposing that Farīdu-d-dīn 'Aṭṭār borrowed
from the Aṣrār. Under any circumstances Farīdu-d-dīn
had little need to borrow from the author of the Aṣrār.
He was born near Nishāpūr in 513 A.H. = 1119-20, and
was probably the older man of the two. One at least of
his stories, namely, that about Abū Sa'īd and the hot loaf,
I do not find either in the Aṣrār or the Hālāt. Professor
Browne notices that the Aṣrār refers to the death of
Sultan Sanjar, which shows that the book was written
not earlier than 552 A.H. or 1557, for that is the date of Sultan Sanjar’s death. The inference might be carried still further, for at p. 451 of the Azurär mention is made not only of Sultan Sanjar’s death, but also of two defeats sustained by his nephew and successor, Sultan Mahmund.

The preface of the author of the Azurär is interesting on account of its pathetic description of the sufferings of the inhabitants of North-Eastern Persia at the hands of the Ghazz or Turkamans. It states that in Maihana alone 115 of the descendants and other relatives of Abū Sa‘id suffered martyrdom. At p. 119 a story is told to illustrate the dislike of bigoted Moḥammedans to Abū Sa‘id, and to show how victoriously he overcame their prejudices. He was then in Nishāpūr, and there was an Imām there who was always abusing and cursing Abū Sa‘id as a heretic. Nevertheless Abū Sa‘id resolved to visit him, and having ordered his horse he sent a messenger to let the Imām know he was coming. The latter replied that Abū Sa‘id had nothing to do with him, and bade the messenger tell him that he should visit instead the Christians’ church, as that was his proper place. The day happened to be Sunday, and so Abū Sa‘id took him at his word and went to the church. The Christians (Tarsīān) were all assembled there, and marvelled at his presence. Inside the church were the figures of the Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ, and the congregation was worshipping them. Abū Sa‘id cried out, “You say that you and your Mother are Divine; if Muḥammad and his religion are true, fall down at once and worship God.” Immediately the figures fell to the ground with their faces pointing towards the ka‘aba. The result was that forty Christians tore off their girdles (zinnār) and became Moḥammedans, and that the Imām begged Abū Sa‘id’s forgiveness.¹ Though, as I have said,

¹ This story is also told, with some unimportant variations, by Farīdu’d-dīn ʿAttār; see Nicholson’s edition, ii, 333.
the Asrār is not generally interesting, the account of Abū Saʿid's last illness and death (pp. 443 seq.) has its charm. After his last appearance in the pulpit he bade them saddle his horse, and then he mounted and went round his native village and took leave of every spot and every tree in it, especially of every place where he had prayed or sate in retirement. Doubtless, like St. Columba in Iona, he took leave of his horse also, and gave his blessing to the villagers and their fields.

Professor Zhukovski's book was reviewed by Professor Browne in our Journal for 1900, p. 352. The same scholar has also given a notice of Abū Saʿid, and metrical translations of some of his quatrains in the second volume of his Literary History of Persia. There is also an interesting article on Abū Saʿid by my friend Mr. Whinfield in the Calcutta Review of April, 1896.

Until the appearance of Zhukovski's volumes the fullest account of Abū Saʿid in Persian was that in the Taṣkīrātū-l-Auliyyā, ii, 322, of Faridu-d-dīn, who was a druggist, just as Abū Saʿid's father was. There is also a sympathetic notice of Abū Saʿid in Prince Dārā Shikoh's Ṣafīna. There is a somewhat lengthy account of Abū Saʿid in the Naṣfahātū-l-Uns, p. 192, of Newal Kishore's edition, and there is a reference to the saint at p. 189 of the same volume.

The commentary on one of Abū Saʿid's quatrains at the end of vol. i has the merit of brevity. The quatrain begins with—

"The Hūris formed line to behold my Darling,
Heaven's gatekeeper smote his palms in surprise."

Or, in Mr. Whinfield's translation—

"The Hūris stood in ranks my Love to see,
And Rizwān clapped his hands in ecstasy."

And it is said to be used as a charm in case of deadly sickness.
The commentator says he was much puzzled to understand the appropriateness of the verse, but that at last he understood it as follows. A truly pious person, he says, is delighted to die, because then there will be no longer a barrier to union with the Beloved (God). This quatrain dwells on the happiness of such an union, and so pleases and exalts the apparently dying man. Joy, say the physicians, relaxes the tension of the bodily elements and produces sleep, and so is a means of restoring the patient to health, or, at least, of lessening his sufferings.

But the commentary is surely an instance of misplaced ingenuity, for it seems very doubtful if the quatrain is a mystical utterance. Jāmi', himself a poet and a mystic, gives in the Nafahātu-l-Ums a much more natural explanation of the quatrain, and of the reason why it should be regarded as a charm for the removal of sickness. He says (p. 195 of Newal Kishore's lithographed edition, Cawnpore, 1893) that the saint's reader, Abū Šāliḥ, fell ill. Probably he was a youth, such as the neophyte to whom the Venerable Bede was dictating the last verse of his translation when on his death-bed. Naturally, the aged saint—he was 1,000 months old, that is, he was 83 years 4 months old when he died—was much grieved at his disciple's illness. So he called to Khwāja Abū Bakr, his children's tutor, for paper, pen, and ink, in order that he might dictate something for the benefit of Abū Šāliḥ. He then recited the quatrain in question, and the Khwāja having written it out, it was taken to Abū Šāliḥ's bedside and laid upon his face. On the same day he recovered and went out. I cannot believe that what Abū Sa'id dictated at such a solemn moment was a frigid piece of mysticism. I would therefore translate the last two lines of the quatrain thus:

"A dark mole threw a veil over his countenance,
The ascetics (abdāl) in alarm took into their hands (chang) the Holy Book."
The word *khāl*, a mole, may also mean a veil, and the word in the fourth line is *chang*, "grasp," and not *jang*, "battle," and the meaning is that the abdāl or abdāls took refuge in the Koran against being dazzled by the young man's beauty. It is quite possible that the young disciple was the "lamp of Ṭarāz" of the other quatrain, for the two seem to have been composed about the same time. The idea of a beauty hiding her face lest it should be too dazzling (the "vultus nimium lubriæus aspici" of Horace) occurs also in quatrain 3 of Abdul Wāli's collection—

"Yestreen that Moon combed her tresses,
She laid a musky curl over her face;
By this device she hid her beauteous cheek
So that no profane person might recognize her."

Presumably the abdāls are the men of insight who could perceive the beauty maugre the veil, and so were obliged to have recourse to their scriptures for protection. The use of the quatrain as a charm in time of sickness is probably more due to the happy effect it had on Abū Ṣāliḥ than to its supposed mystical meaning.

H. Beveridge.


This admirable monograph by Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy relates chiefly to the Sinhalese arts and crafts of the eighteenth century, and it may be that exception will be taken to the term "mediaeval" in the title of the volume. The author's reason for adopting it is explained in his "Foreword". Mediaeval conditions, he says, survived in full force in Ceylon until the British occupation of Kandy in 1815, and what he actually describes is the work of
Sinhalese craftsmen under mediaeval conditions, mainly as those conditions survived in the eighteenth century, and, in a lesser degree, even to the present day. Whether the title, however, correctly describes the contents of the volume or not, the latter will be found to be full of substance and variety. Indeed, it would hardly have been possible for the author to treat his subject more thoroughly or comprehensively. His object has been not merely to figure and describe specimens of the work of Sinhalese craftsmen, but to provide his readers with a picture of the environment and conditions in which those craftsmen worked; and he has omitted nothing which could help to make that picture complete. The first chapter of the book summarizes the political history of the Sinhalese, and introduces us to the more important monumental remains of the island. Then follows a well-thought-out dissertation on the social economy of the people in the eighteenth century, to which is added an appendix on education and books. This leads on to an account of the artificers and their guilds, and in the appendices to this chapter Dr. Coomaraswamy deals at length with the teaching of drawing in Ceylon, with the Nêtra Maṅgalya ceremony, with the tenant holdings of artificers, with Vihāra grants, and with Viśvakarma. Chapter iv is devoted to an explanation of all the chief elements in Kandyan decorative art, the names used by the craftsmen themselves being given and the majority of the motifs freely illustrated. This closes the introductory chapters, and the author proceeds to describe systematically and in detail all the various arts and crafts to be found on the island: architecture; wood- and stone-work; figure sculpture; painting; ivory, bone, horn, and shell-work; metal-work and jewellery; lac-work; earthenware; weaving; embroidery; and dyeing. Finally, he sketches the history of Sinhalese art from its first beginnings down to the present day, gives a lengthy
glossary and index, and closes the volume with fifty-three plates of illustrations beautifully reproduced and carefully described.

The value of such a complete monograph to art students and archaeologists can hardly be over-estimated; it will also prove of great use, as the author has intended it should, to anthropologists and students of sociology and folk-lore. Dr. Coomaraswamy protests that scholarship has not been his aim in writing this work, and that any pretensions to finality are out of the question in such a pioneer effort. No doubt there is much yet to be learnt and much to be written about this particular branch of Indian art; yet, in spite of his modest disclaimers, it is likely to be a very long time before a more solid or, on the whole, more scholarly work is produced in the same field.

That Dr. Coomaraswamy holds extreme views on many questions connected with Indian and Sinhalese art, and on the subject of British administration in the East, is known from his previous writings. Unfortunately, these views rather obtrude themselves again at the beginning of the present volume, and it may be that, after perusing the Foreword, some readers will be disposed to close the volume and lay it aside. May I warn them, therefore, that the body of the work cannot be judged by its introduction? Dr. Coomaraswamy’s prejudice against England as the ruling power in Ceylon is not difficult to understand, and may well be forgiven on the score of his patriotism. So, too, may his lack of appreciation of Western art, for which he appears to have little real sympathy. The only pity is that he should feel himself constrained, particularly at the outset of a work of this kind, to give such uncompromising expression to his convictions.

The same prejudice against the West manifests itself in the concluding chapter of his book and its appendix, where he discourses on the origins of Indian art—a subject with
which he is obviously less familiar than with Sinhalese art. In this question he follows the lead given by Mr. Havell, and contends that in its spirit and aims Indian art is fundamentally different from Greek art, and that the influence which the latter exerted on it is an almost negligible factor. Indian art long stood in need of champions against those writers who, wholly misunderstanding its genius and creative power, persisted in judging it by the standards of classical art and in denying to it all independence and individuality. One cannot but feel sorry, however, that in attacking this older school of critics—already, be it said, sufficiently discredited—Dr. Coomaraswamy should go to the opposite extreme. For, by doing so, he undoubtedly weakens a good case and gives a handle to his opponents for justifiable criticism. Let me take, for example, his special pleading in support of the proposition that Gandhāran art played no part in evolving the ideal type of the Buddha. One of his arguments is to the effect that literary evidence proves that images existed in India before the Gandhāra epoch, but that such images were invariably made of some precious metal or of some impermanent material, and have not, consequently, been preserved to us. Dr. Coomaraswamy is unaware, apparently, that there are stone images in the round in India of a date long anterior to the Gandhāra sculptures. These stone images, however, though executed on a grand scale and brought to a high technical finish, have little affinity with the ideal types of post-Gandhāran art, and consequently they militate directly against Dr. Coomaraswamy's theory. That many of the divine types of the Gupta and later ages possess a great dignity and impressiveness is, or ought to be, beyond dispute. But, surely, it is possible to appreciate their beauty to the full without decrying the classic art which helped to pave the way to their creation. If Indian art owed nothing to Hellenistic influence in the invention of these
types, how comes it that there is no trace of such types having existed in India before the advent of that influence? I do not wish to imply that Greek art pointed the way to transcendentalism. That was a peculiar quality of Oriental art, and the Greeks themselves would, no doubt, have ridiculed the idea of suppressing physical beauty in order to express the beauty of the soul. But the conclusion to which all the evidence at present available leads us is, that it was under the influence of Hellenistic iconism that the chief standard types of the Buddha were first evolved, and that it was reserved for Indian artists to infuse those types with their own spiritual conceptions. Of a truth, it was no reproach to Indian art that it was able thus to borrow forms and ideas from the Greeks. On the contrary, it was its particular merit that it had strength enough to convert those forms and ideas so completely to its own purpose without losing its own vitality and character in the process of assimilation.

J. H. MARSHALL.

MICHAEL JAN DE GOEJE. Par C. SNOUCK HURGRONJE.
Traduction française de Madeleine Chauvin; avec portrait. Leiden: Brill.

The life of a scholar, especially one passed throughout in peaceful labour at the same University, offers little in the way of adventure. It is not, therefore, surprising that Professor Snouck Hurgronje has found it possible to give, in this memoir presented to the Amsterdam Academy, within the compass of seventy-two pages an admirable sketch of the personality and achievements of the late Professor M. J. De Goeje, his predecessor in the Chair of Arabic at Leiden.

De Goeje was born in 1836, the second son of a country clergyman, in the Frisian village of Dronrijp, the native place also of Sir L. Alma Tadema. One of eight children,
his early life was for many years a struggle with insufficient means. His father died in January 1854. Jan, in August of that year, was admitted to the University of Leiden as a student of theology, and on the death of his elder brother Bernard in 1856 the burden of providing for the education of his remaining brothers and sisters devolved to a large extent upon him. In 1856 Jan, finding that he had no vocation for the clerical profession, passed from the faculty of theology to that of literature; and in the same year he commenced the serious study of Arabic with Reinhart Dozy, the celebrated historian of the Mussulmans in Spain, and one of the greatest Arabic scholars of his day. His studies were pursued in concert with W. H. Engelmann (whose early death in 1868 was a great loss to Arabic learning) and our own William Wright († May 1889), to whom De Goeje was bound by the most intimate ties of friendship. But of all those whose fellowship he enjoyed the greatest was Theodor Nöldeke, who, already a Doctor, spent the winter from October 1857 to March 1858 in the study of the great Warner Collection of Arabic MSS. at Leiden. From 1858 to his death in May 1909, for more than half a century, De Goeje maintained an active correspondence with Nöldeke; and this memoir owes much to his letters to his brother scholar, who generously permitted the writer to make use of them—carefully preserved as they were almost from the first to the end as a sacred memorial of fraternal affection and intimate interchange of ideas.

De Goeje obtained his Doctor's degree summa cum laude in October 1860. Already, in 1859, he had been appointed Adjutor Interpretis Legati Warneriani; in 1866 he was named Extraordinary Professor, and in 1869 he became, on the departure of De Jong for Utrecht, full Professor and Interpres Legati Warneriani. In 1877 his title was changed to that of Professor of Arabic, and
he held this post until, in 1906, he retired on attaining the age of 70.

His first original work was his dissertation of 1860, an account of the North-West of Africa (al-Maghrib), taken, in text and translation, from al-Ya‘qūbi, one of the earliest of Arabic geographical writers. Thus was determined from the outset one important field of his activity, the study of Arabian geography. His great Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum (1870–94), in eight stately volumes, includes all the most important works of the third and fourth centuries of the Hijrah on this subject, which, as Nöldeke observes, is "in many respects the most brilliant department of Arabic literature". All of the authors treated were furnished with complete indices and glossaries, and of one (al-Muqaddasi) a second edition appeared in 1906. In addition he produced, in 1866, in collaboration with Dozy, an edition of that part of Idrisi's great work, named after the Norman king Roger II of Sicily, dealing with Africa and Spain, with text and translation, notes and glossary.

Side by side with geography the kindred study of history occupied him from an early date. In 1863–6 he published his edition of al-Balādhuri, the most important source of information for the early conquests of Islam. This was followed, in 1869–71, by the Fragmenta Historicorum Arabicorum, in two volumes. In the following year he began the preparations for the second great enterprise of his life, the monumental edition of the Annals of Tabari, which fills thirteen volumes of Arabic text, with two more containing (1) an introduction and glossary, and (2) the indices (1879–1901). In this work he was aided by a number of collaborators, among them his lifelong friend Nöldeke; but nearly one-sixth of the text (1,553 pages out of 10,108) was prepared by himself, and of the whole he had the editorial supervision, while every proof passed under his hand; and to him alone is
due the immense labour of preparing the introduction and glossary (803 pages) and indices (708 pages). To Ta'bari he added the work of his continuator 'Arib, edited by himself in 1897.

In the field of poetry, he published, in 1875, the Diwan of Muslim ibn al-Walid, a poet of the second century of the Hijrah; and in 1904 he edited the Book of Poetry and Poets, by Ibn Qutaibah.

The work of his life was the production of texts, rather than the exposition and discussion of results in a European language; and in this field he became, and will remain, the Master of all the Arabists of his time. For this there were two reasons: the first and the more important was his conviction of the necessity of establishing, as the foundation of all accurate study, the best possible versions of the original sources. The record of the exploration of Oriental history and literature teems with uncorrected errors, false deductions, hasty and premature generalizations. For these, with the few and imperfect texts available, the writers to whom they are due are not severely to be blamed. But De Goeje felt that before any great edifice could be planned and built it was necessary to supply better material; and to this his activity throughout his life was devoted. For translations, in the great mass of texts to be edited, he had no time. The second reason was (as he once said to the writer of this notice) that, although he wrote fluently in Latin, and was also master of an excellent pedestrian style in English, French, and German, he felt that original composition in his native Dutch appealed to but a small circle of readers. Notes and comptes rendus in an alien language were easy to put together; but true literary work could be done only in one's own mother tongue. For this reason he confined himself, in elucidating his texts, to introductions, notes, and glossaries.

One great region of his activity was the full and ready
assistance he gave to others. Of his great master Dozy he edited a number of posthumous works, and was the most important contributor to the Supplément des Dictionnaires Arabes. For his deceased friend Wright he completed the Kāmil of al-Mubarrad (part xii, critical notes, 1892), and he revised and issued the third edition of the Arabic Grammar (1896–8), besides preparing, for the Gibb Trust, a second edition of his Travels of Ibn Jubair. But, as Professor Snouck observes, "besides the enormous amount of work for which he was himself responsible, de Goeje had in addition to correct, in the last resort, almost all the critical editions of Arabic works which appeared during his time." How helpful he has been those only know who have experienced his unfailing kindness and generosity.

His last great enterprise was the planning and starting of the Encyclopædia of Islam. To this failing health prevented him from personally contributing, except the article on "Arabia", vol. i, pp. 367–77; but the lines of the work were laid by him, and he cheerfully undertook the ungrateful task of inviting contributions and corresponding with Governments and Academies.

Professor Snouck gives a list of 272 articles and minor contributions from his hand to journals, Proceedings of learned Societies, encyclopædias, and reviews; and it is probable that even this list is not exhaustive.¹ "These admirable editions of Arabic works, with their apparatus of textual criticism, their indices, their glossaries and introductions; all these memoirs and articles on literary, historical, and geographical subjects; all these essays published on festal occasions, these biographies and reports—speak to us of an inexhaustible ardour for work, of conscientiousness, patience, penetration, of knowledge enlarged from day to day; they speak to us also of

¹ The list contains no mention of the important article on "The Caliphate" in the Encyclopædia Britannica, 11th ed., vol. v, pp. 23–54.
a goodness of heart, of a modesty, and of a simple straightforwardness which nothing ever impaired."

Honoured and respected by all, surrounded by affection and returning to the full the affection of his friends, his life, simple and strenuous, was beautiful and happy; and the final passages of the memoir give touching and fitting expression to this conclusion in language which, in its restrained pathos and dignity, recalls in some degree the closing sentences of the Agricola of Tacitus.

The French translation of Professor Snouck's work is admirably done, and—to a foreigner at least—does not read like a rendering from another language.

C. J. Lyall.


This is an edition for the use primarily of the university student in India of Paricchedas I and II and of that part of Pariccheda X of the Sāhityadarpana which deals with Arthālaṃkāras. Mr. Kane has evidently been at great pains to explain the text, he has consulted with care the Alāṃkāra literature, and he has certainly succeeded in rendering the Sāhityadarpana less difficult to follow. This is what he has aimed at, and to criticize his work from the basis of the requirement of a strictly scientific edition would be out of place. But it is to be regretted that a more modern transliteration has not been adopted.

It is Mr. Kane's wish to interest in the study of Sanskrit rhetoric not only the student but also the general reader, but it may be doubted if Viśvanātha's work will achieve this result. It is true that Viśvanātha is by no means destitute of judgment; his definition of poetry as rasātmaka, "consisting of sentiment," is no doubt faulty, but it is decidedly more to the point than Mammaṭa's, preferred by Mr. Kane (p. 15), which defines a Kāvyā as adoṣau
śabdārthanā sagunāv anālaṃkṛtī punah kvāpi, and Viśvanātha’s criticisms on adosau are both sensible and ingenious. But Viśvanātha’s textbook suffers, as do all works on Alamkāra, from the author’s devotion to system and the inordinate love of subdivision, which insists on a rigid classification, obscuring the essential similarity of the examples classified under sub-heads. A simile is a simile, and as a figure of speech there is not the slightest difference between a simile carried out by the use of particles like yathā, vā, or īva, and one carried out by the use of tulya compounded with the object of comparison; and minute subdivisions, like Mammatā’s sixteen classes of buptopamā and nine of pārnopamā—subdivisions which Viśvanātha does not fully accept—are of no real interest or value. No doubt rhetoricians’ rules serve only to aid analysis, but when based on broad considerations they are invaluable as assisting the appreciation of poetry; but the Sanskrit writers on Alamkāra have clearly lost all taste for literature in their search for minute distinctions and in their far-fetched analyses of expression. The verses most admired by the rhetoricians seem to us frigid or stupid and their criticisms on them pointless; to take an obvious example, the verse cited by Ānandavardhana as a model of Dhvani (nyakkāro hi ayam eva me yad arayas tatārpy asau tāpasah | so ’py atraiśa nihanti rāksasakulam jivaty aho Rāvanaḥ | dhig dhik chakra-jitam prabodhitatatā kim kumbhakarnena vā | svarga-grāmatikāvilaṃthanavṛthochochānaśāh kim etair bhuṣaṇāḥ |) is a poor and mechanical production, but nothing can be more absurd than the vidheyyavimarśadosa found in it by the rhetoricians in the position of ayam after nyakkāraḥ, although ayam is subject and not predicate.

In a brief introduction Mr. Kane adduces the evidence 1

1 The older dating was about 1450 A.D.; see Weber, Indian Literature, p. 231, n. 244; Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 434; Eggeling, India Office Catalogue, p. 337. The uncertainty of the tradition is noted by Oldenberg, Die Literatur des alten Indien, p. 205, n. 1.
for the dating of Viśvanātha in the fourteenth century. There exists at Jammu a MS. of 1384 A.D., and Viśvanātha mentions the king Alāvadāna, i.e. the Sultan ʿAlāu-d-Din, who was poisoned in 1315 A.D. or rather 1316 A.D. Moreover, Viśvanātha quotes from the Gitagovinda of Jayadeva (first half of twelfth century); the Nyāyakusumāṇjali of Udayana, whom Mr. Kane identifies with a pupil of Govardhana, a contemporary of Jayadeva and author of the Āryāsaptati, and dates in the first half of the twelfth century A.D.; the Alamkārasarvasva of Ruyyaka (probably after 1150 A.D.), and the Naisadhiyacarita of Śrīharsa (about 1170 A.D.), while his grandfather, Nārāyana, was a contemporary of Narasimha, King of Kaliṅga. It is true that there were several Narasimhas, but the total evidence is quite adequate to fix the century of Viśvanātha’s work. But the date and identification of Udayana can hardly be correct, for reasons which we have given elsewhere.

A. Berriedale Keith.


This is a handsome volume and a valuable record of the building erected by Jahāngir to his father’s memory. The photographs and plans are excellent, and the technical details, of which I am no judge, are full, and are, I presume, perfectly correct. The literary part of the work is less satisfactory, and is not so accurate or informing as it should be. This seems partially due to the unfortunate circumstances under which the book has been prepared. Mr. Edmund Smith, the primary author of the report, died

2 See JBRAS. x, 31 seq.; xi, 279 seq.
4 See JRAS. 1908, pp. 522 seq.
before his manuscript was "little more than a rough preliminary draft", and his successor, Mr. Nicholls, left the department before he could see the proofs through the press.

On p. 2 it is stated that Sher Shah was "succeeded by a son and grandson". But the grandson was a boy of 12, and was almost immediately murdered by his maternal uncle Mubāriz Khān, who took possession of the throne, and became known by the name of 'Adalī. On p. 11 it is stated that one of the tombs at Sikandra is that of a daughter of Jahāngīr. It should have been added that her name was Sultānu-n-Nisā, and that she was Jahāngīr's eldest child and the full sister of the unfortunate Khusrau. She died at Agra in September, 1646 (see JRAS. for 1908, p. 164). Her aunt Shakarūn-Nisā, who is also buried at Sikandra, lived to a great age and died in Shāh Jahān's reign in 1652. She was the wife of the Badakhshān chief Mīrzā Shāhrukh. As regards Aurangzeb's daughter the poetess Zebu-n-Nisā, referred to in the report, she was buried, according to Beale, near the Kabuli gate of Delhi. In Appendix I, p. 28, an account of Arām Bānū, one of Akbar's daughters, and the full sister of Shakarūn-Nisā, is given as if it were the writing of Jahāngīr. The passage occurs in Saiyid Ahmad's edition of the Tāzuk, but it is not by Jahāngīr, but by a late writer named Muḥammad Hādī, and is verbally copied from the Iqbalnāma, p. 225. The statement that "she departed (in the same condition) as she had come into the world" simply means that she died unmarried. In writing of Mīrzā Sulaimān Shikoh it might have been mentioned that he was a distinguished Urdu poet (see Garçin de Tassy, iii, 172). He died at the age of 82. The translation "descendant of the spiritual guide of the world" is wrong. It is Sulaimān Shikoh who is called murshidzāda-i-āfāq, i.e. "pupil of the horizons", the allusion being either to his scholarship or to his spiritual
guide. At p. 32 the epithet Abū-l-Ghāzī given to Akbar is explained as meaning that he was the father of Jahāngīr. But surely Abū-l-Ghāzī merely means one possessed of the dignity of a Ghāzī, that is, a Ghāzī. When Sultan Ḥusain Baiqara of Herat was styled Abū-l-Ghāzī Bahādur, there can have been no reference to his sons, who never did any fighting. Nor could the historian of the Moghuls, Abū-l-Ghāzī of Khiva, have got his title from any allusion to his son, who was a mere boy when Abū-l-Ghāzī died. The point of the last couplet in 'Abdu-l-Haqq's verses about Akbar is rather lost by the omission to point out that the allusion is to Akbar's title after death, 'Arsh Āshiyānī, "Nested in Heaven." The word "denizen" is "bird" in the original.

The translation of Jahāngīr's account of Akbar's tomb in Appendix I is stated in a note to p. 7 to be a literal one. But the last words of it, "People called the building after me," are quite wrong. The meaning of the original is simply "They reported to me" (that the cost of the building was so and so). See the Tūzuk, p. 73, and Elliot's History of India, v. 320. Instead of the coarse translation at p. 33, "Time has the cup in the hand, and the corpse on the back," the rendering should have been "Time hath in his hand the cup, [equivalent to hour-glass] and on his shoulder the bier".

Another instance of mistranslation is on p. 31, where l. 30 is rendered "How well said the eloquent sage [the poet Sa'di], in the jewel of whose wisdom he found a treasure". The correct translation is, "How well said that perfect critic (of life), who gathered a treasure out of the materials of knowledge."

It is satisfactory to learn that Mr. Smith was able to dispose of the myth about the tomb in the crypt of the Bāradārī's having a cross engraved on it. It is almost certain that it is not the tomb of a wife of Akbar, but there does seem to be some evidence that Akbar had
a Christian wife. See p. 324 of the Tāzuk, where Jahāngīr states that a daughter of ‘Abdu-l-Ḥai, an Armenian, was in service in his father’s harem, and that Akbar afterwards gave her in marriage to Iskandar the Armenian, by whom she had two sons.

With reference to Jahāngīr’s visit to his father’s tomb, it might have been noted that he paid another visit to it in the fourteenth year (p. 278 of Tāzuk). On this occasion he was accompanied by all his ladies. Apparently the building had been completed by this time, for he speaks of it as being very grand. According to the report, p. 14, Finch visited the tomb about 1611, but according to the Imperial Gazetteer, xxii, 363, the visit was paid in 1609.

Father Botelho states that when he saw Sikandra in Shāh Jahān’s time there were many portraits in the vestibule, and that among them he recognized the likenesses of the Jesuit fathers who had introduced Christianity during Akbar’s reign. See Father Hosten’s paper on “The Marsden MSS.”, JASB. for 1910, p. 457.

H. B.


Through the generosity of Sayyid Ḥusain Bilgrāmī I have before me this monumental work on traditionists, the last volume of which has just issued from the press.

The author explains in the preface that his work is a critical extract from the Tahdīb of al-Mizzi, and that he was induced to write this work because he found that ad-Ḍahabi in his work on traditionists, which also has the title Tahdīb at-Tahdīb, had dealt very partially in dealing with the biographies he had selected, and that he intends to treat the subject with impartiality. Then he gives a list of the abbreviations used and the arrangement of

1 Extracts from this work have been published by A. Fischer, Biographien von Gewährsmännern des Ibn Ishq. Leiden, 1890.
the biographies which follow. This short introduction fills the first seven pages; then the biographies follow in fairly strict alphabetical order, e.g. Aḥmad heads the letter Alif and Muḥammad the letter Mīm. The contents of the twelve volumes are as follows:—


IX. The Miḥammadūn. Muḥammad b. Abān b. 'Imrān b. Ziyād b. Ṣaḥīḥ (or Ṣalīḥ) as-Sulami—Muḥammad b. Yūsuf an-Nasāʿi (followed by two M. whose fathers' names are not known). 888 biographies, 546 pages.


The aim of the author is to establish the identity of all traditionists mentioned in the Isnāds of the six canonical works on Muḥammadan tradition, giving in each biography the principal authorities (but not all) of each traditionist, as well as his principal pupils, and wherever possible the date of his death. He also gives short notices concerning their trustworthiness, corrects errors, and, as a special feature of his work, he claims the mention of the names of relatives, who are also known as traditionists.

Ibn Ḥaḡar states in the Ḥātimat, vol. xii, p. 493, that Ḍahabi completed the composition of his work in 712 a.h. after having worked at it for seven years and eleven months, and that he (Ibn Ḥaḡar) completed his redaction on Wednesday, the 9th of Ḡumādā II, 808 a.h.

It will be seen from the scope of this work what valuable service the Haiderābād Society for the Publication of Arabic Works has rendered to Arabic science, and to that of Muḥammadan traditions especially. The paper and execution also are much superior to those of the earlier issues from the same press. I am confident that the publication of this work will be highly appreciated by all students of Arabic, and it is to be hoped that the works issued from the press at Haiderābād will become more
generally known in Europe. We wish the undertaking, which has unlocked already so many treasures lying in Indian libraries, every success for the future.

F. KRENKOW.

W. H. VALENTINE. MODERN COPPER COINS OF THE MUHAMMADAN STATES. With 77 plates and 6 maps. London: Spink & Co., 1911. 10s. 6d.

Muhammadan copper coins have not hitherto received the attention which their historical interest deserves; collectors and writers on numismatics, with the notable exception of the late Mr. C. J. Rodgers, have been as scornful of them as was al-Makrizi. It can hardly be denied that they are not so attractive as their intrinsically more valuable contemporaries; they are usually more carelessly struck and in poorer condition, but the chief cause of their neglect has been the want of aids to their study. The object of the present work is to remedy this defect and to encourage the study of Oriental coins by providing a book which will enable a person ignorant of Arabic to obtain all particulars of any specimens he may have. The work contains seventy-seven plates of coins accompanied not only by the transcription, but also by the transliteration and translation of their legends. It is divided into a number of sections, each of which has an historical introduction and a map illustrating the mints. The cost of printing such a work in the ordinary way would have been prohibitive; the example of the Berlin Catalogue of Oriental Coins has therefore been followed and the whole work, text as well as plates, has been lithographed. Thanks to the remarkable neatness with which the author has prepared his manuscript, the result is quite as pleasant to read as a printed book, and there are no printers' errors. The author has spared no
pains to collect coins to illustrate his book; besides the
British Museum Collection, numerous private collections
have been examined and many rare and interesting coins
brought to light.

The title "Modern Muhammadan Coins" gives rather
a limited idea of the scope of the work, which begins with
the coinage of the Othmanli Murad I, and comes down to
the present day. Going from west to east, the author
describes in convenient sections all copper coins with
legends in the Arabic character, that have been struck
from Turkey and Morocco to the borders of China, with
the exception of India, which it is proposed to treat of
in a separate volume. The series of Othmanli coins is
particularly fine and will be found of great value, though
the author's rigid adherence to his geographical arrange-
ment rather breaks up the series. The coins of the petty
dynasts of South Arabia are mostly published for the first
time. The author has collected a remarkable series of
the autonomous copper coins of Persia: their types are
of special interest; the majority appear to be zodiacal in
origin, but some, like the Sword of Ali, are of religious
origin, while others, like the bull and stag, may be traced
back to Achaemenid times. The Afghan series includes
a number of rare coins struck by the Mughal emperors at
Kabul. The final section of the work gives a full account
of the bilingual and trilingual coins of Chinese Turkestan.

Besides the usual indices the work contains a list of
mints, numerous genealogical lists, metrological notes,
tables of the Arabic and Georgian alphabets and numerals,
and a list of Arabic words occurring on coins with trans-
literation and translation. The volume is, therefore, much
more than a mere catalogue of coins; it forms a most
valuable introductory textbook to Muhammadan numis-
matics and should do much to encourage this study. Mr. Valentine has earned the gratitude of all interested
in Oriental coins, and we trust the reception of this work
will be such as to encourage him to proceed with his proposed volume on similar lines on Indian coins.

J. ALLAN.


Students of Persian and students of comparative religion, especially those of the latter who have devoted some attention to that mystical tendency characteristic of the Oriental religious mind, will congratulate themselves on the means for further study which these two volumes of Professor Wilson offer them.

It is indeed strange that as yet no complete translation exists in any European tongue of a book which, as Professor Pizzi in his Storia della Poesia Persiana points out, serves as a text for all Oriental mystics from the Ganges to the Bosphorus, and which is certainly, in spite of many obvious defects, not only the masterpiece of the poetical genius of its author, but is one of the noblest and greatest works in Persian literature.

The Mathnawi is on the whole not an exceedingly difficult poem so far as translation and superficial understanding is concerned. Its author, Jalālu’D-Dīn-i-Rūmī, writes simply and without linguistic affectation. His individual verses are direct, concise, flowing, and wonderfully expressive. It is the subtlety of his thought, the abstruse allusions, the incoherence of the matter that constitute the real difficulty, as well as the fact that he presupposes that the reader has already made considerable advance along the Şūfi path.

Though there is no complete version, there have, however, been various attempts at translating portions. The
magnificent Song of the Reed, as Palmer calls the introduction to the Mathnawi, has always attracted and defied the skill of versifiers. Rosen and Redhouse and Whinfield have made the most sustained efforts as yet; the first two in verse (Redhouse translates Book I only) and the last in an abridgment of the complete work in prose. Professor Wilson in his preface suggests that a translation of the Mathnawi should be in prose; and certainly unless the translator himself be a poet, or at least have fully mastered the technique of English versification, that is the better course to follow. His regret that Redhouse did not translate into prose is quite justifiable, for that translation is neither poetry nor good verse. Yet it should not be impossible poetically to render the Mathnawi. Rosen’s German translation is good; and both Professor Browne and Professor Nicholson have shown how excellently in English verse Persian verse not less abstruse and mystical than that of the Mathnawi may be given.

Professor Wilson’s translation is in prose. He has given an excellent literal and accurate rendering. His aim has been to set forth the meaning pure and simply without any pretension to style. Persian scholars will recognize how well he has succeeded in doing so. This desire, however, has led to some inconsequential slips: to mention two, the words (vol. i, p. 184) “thick stone”, سنگی سخت, and (p. 256) “Look reiteratedly at this celestial sphere”, اندرین کردند مکرّر کن نظر, grate rather on the English ear, when “heavy” and “repeatedly” or simply “again and again” would have served as well.

The texts on which the translation is based are those of a Turkish translator and of the Turkish commentator Anqiravi. There are, however, a number of verses found in other texts (they may or may not be interpolations) which would have been worth while incorporating in the translation. The eleven abyāt found in some texts
beginning with the words "through love," do not, I think, merit reduction to three. But a thoroughly critical text of the Mathnawi is a desideratum.

Vol. ii of Professor Wilson's work is most important. With infinite labour and diligence he has explained practically every difficulty to be met with in the text. He has pressed into his service Turkish, Persian, Urdu, and Arabic commentaries, and the result is that the darkness of the subtlety and obscurity of the thoughts and allusions of Jalālu'd-Din has been lightened as only such a thorough method and laborious work could lighten it. The commentary takes the form of notes on difficulties as they occur in each verse. One could have wished that he had confined his explanations to the commentary, but his evident desire that the meaning should not be mistaken has led him to what one must think is an excessive use of parenthetical suggestions and additions in the text itself.

The two books, as already intimated, are not meant for beginners in the study of Sufiism. The Mathnawi is no systematic treatise; it was written for those already disciples. Hence, unless one has acquired some knowledge concerning Sufiism elsewhere, much of the excellency of Professor Wilson's work, both of the translation and commentary, will fail of proper recognition. The work is one to be studied, not read merely. Professor Horn well says, with regard to the Mathnawi as a whole, "In einem Zuge hintereinander soll es auch nicht gelesen werden, bruchstückweise wird es seine grosse Wirkung auf den Leser nicht verfehlen." Otherwise the reader without the magic of the syllables of the Persian will pay no heed to the warning of Jalālu'd-Din himself—

\[ \text{تا نکولی مومرا دسیارکو من زصد یک کویم و آن هم جومو} \]

and miss the "hair". If he do, the blame will not attach to Professor Wilson or his work.

J. S. Haig.

This annual report of the Archaeological Survey of Java and Madura, issued by the Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, is chiefly concerned with the Residency (or administrative area) of Kédiri, though it also contains supplementary information relating to Madura, Surabaya, and Madium. It enumerates and describes a large number of antiquities, the most interesting being perhaps the bas-reliefs on a ruined temple at Panataran. The descriptions are supplemented by quotations from the works of earlier authorities who had written on the subject. The Panataran bas-reliefs, of which illustrations are given at the end of the volume, apparently represent scenes from the Rāmāyaṇa, and attest the widespread popularity of the old Indian epic; it has had a considerable influence on Indonesian literature, and various recensions of it exist in Javanese and other Indonesian languages.

A few other objects of antiquarian and artistic interest are illustrated in the plates accompanying the report, and among them a fine statue of Durgā deserves special mention. The number of statues of Hindu deities enumerated or described in the report itself is very large. Śiva, Durgā, and Gaṇeśa figure very often; Viṣṇu, Pārvati, Lakṣmī, and Brahma also occur. Besides these there is a fair sprinkling of Mahāyānīst Buddhist divinities, such as Amitābha, Akṣobhya, Mañjuśrī, and Padmapāṇi. If we may draw any inference from their relative numbers, it would seem that the prevailing form of faith among the people was Hinduism, though in some places Buddhism was no doubt the fashionable religion. The latter seems to have been much favoured at times in Court circles. But it plays a very small part in Bali,
where the conditions of mediæval Java have survived to this day. In any case the Buddhism of Java accepted the Hindu deities as Bodhisattvas, and there was much fusion between the religions.

It is regrettable that there are so few plates in this volume relatively to the large number of objects described in the text, and also that there is nothing to connect the illustrations with the descriptions. As the former do not face the text, one has to hunt through the latter in order to identify any object. On plate 102 there is an illustration of an inscribed stone (apparently described on p. 43, No. 63) which has not been deciphered. As the lettering seems to be sufficiently clear, I presume the difficulty in deciphering it must be due to the use of abbreviations. Another inscription, of no very great intrinsic interest, is dealt with at some length (pp. 273–6).

Considering that the bulk of this volume is concerned with the antiquities of a single Residency only, one is deeply impressed with the wonderful wealth of Java in archaeological material. Much of it is unfortunately in a state of hopeless dilapidation and decay. It is worth noting that in many cases the sacred sites and images are objects of veneration to the neighbouring villagers even to this day. But the legends they tell about them have as a rule little or no relation to their original import: the conversion of the Javanese to the Muhammadan religion which they now profess, imperfect as it may be in some respects, has sufficed to blur and confuse their old traditions.

C. O. Blagden.

Sprachvergleichendes Charakterbild eines Indonesischen Idioms. (Renward Brandstetter’s Monographien zur Indonesischen Sprachforschung, vii.) Luzern: Buchhandlung Haag, 1911.

The Indonesian idiom illustrated in this monograph is Bugis, the language of a people whose homeland is in
the south-western peninsula of the Island of Celebes, but whose adventurous spirit has carried their influence far and wide throughout the Eastern Archipelago, to the Malay Peninsula at the one end of it and New Guinea at the other. During the eighteenth century these Vikings of the Eastern seas raided the islands and the Peninsula, and carved out for themselves amongst the rather decadent Malay States a number of new principalities, some of which their descendants still possess. In the old Johor empire, whose centre had shifted from Malacca to the Land's End of the Peninsula and thence to the Riau-Lingga Archipelago to the south of it, the Bugis pirate chieftains played the part of Mayors of the Palace to an ancient but effete Malay dynasty, to which they were content for a while to leave the semblance of royalty without the reality of power. In modern times the representatives of these high-spirited raiders have in their turn dwindled into phantom kinglets under the protecting aegis of the Dutch or British flag. But they have not forgotten their origin, and one of them, the late Sultan of Selangor, who in his youth, if fame speaks truly, possessed to the full the warlike prowess of his ancestry, and in old age preserved a singular dignity and personal charm, is reported sometimes to have said: "Don't speak to me of Malays! I am a Bugis." In these days, however, it is chiefly as prosperous inhabitants of their own country and enterprising traders in other islands that the Bugis are known; and their language, though neither the vernacular of many millions, like Javanese, nor the lingua franca of a whole island-world, like Malay, has a certain local, and more than local, importance.

It appears plainly from Dr. Brandstetter's brief exposition of its leading characteristics, that Bugis is not exactly a simple form of speech. It possesses a fairly elaborate system of prefixes and suffixes, the common heritage
(more or less being preserved) of all the Indonesian languages. But to these it adds another system (also not peculiarly its own but much less important in some other languages of the family) of proclitic and enclitic words. These are pronouns, demonstratives, articles, conjunctions, particles conveying emphasis, or what not. But the trouble is that they coalesce with the main word into a complex kind of word-sentence, within which phonetic phenomena of assimilation, ellipsis, interposition of a consonant to avoid hiatus between vowels, and the like, seem to have free play and singularly increase the difficulty of analysing the "complex" into its component parts. Fortunately the syntax, as usual in Indonesian languages, is fairly transparent and straightforward, and the phonetic system is on the whole simple. But even so, the language must present formidable difficulties to the beginner, especially as its alphabet is one of the most inadequate kind, a very degenerate descendant of its Indian prototype.

This treatise is not, however, written merely for those who wish to learn Bugis, either as a written or a spoken vernacular, but rather to set forth its structure for the benefit of linguistic students in general. It is a clear, comprehensive, and succinct piece of work. The author has made a good use of the comparative method, and his illustrations are drawn from Old Javanese, Makassar, Tontemboan, Bontok, the Kambera dialect of Sumbanese, Malagasy, and Malay, as well as from Bugis itself. The languages chosen are sufficiently typical of the main divisions of the Indonesian family, and Dr. Brandstetter uses them with his accustomed skill and erudition to explain the characteristic features of Bugis. Thus the work is a valuable contribution to the comparative philology of the Malayo-Polynesian family as a whole. And though not intended to replace a specifically Bugis grammar, it will certainly make that language easier to
learn, if the student is versed in the elements of linguistic method.

To criticize Dr. Brandstetter is always a difficult task; his range is wide and his accuracy and soberness of judgment are exemplary. In the present treatise I have noticed little to find fault with; indeed, to review it critically would require a preliminary study of the various languages which he cites and a mastery of them equal to his own. I should not myself have instanced Malay as a language in which the genitive construction formed with the possessive pronoun occurs. That brief statement is rather ambiguous; for while, for example, kuda-nya is perfectly typical Malay, such an expression as kuda-nya Si Ali (which I remember to have heard used by a Boyanese sais in my employ) is a foreign idiom, derived in this instance, I suppose, from Madurese. The usual and typical Malay would omit the pronoun. The only other thing that strikes me as odd is the meaning "near" given to madoh in Old Javanese; if I mistake not it means "far", just as doh (= Malay jauh) does in modern Javanese. Presumably this was a mere slip which somehow escaped correction, for the sentence in which the word occurs is rightly translated, the phrase tan madoh dahat saka nke being rendered "nicht gar weit von hier".

C. O. Blagden.

Giuseppe de Lorenzo. India e Buddhismo Antico. 2a edizione, riveduta e notevolmente aumentata dall'autore. Bari: Laterza e Figli, 1911.

After an interval of seven years Professor de Lorenzo has once more carved out sufficient leisure from his professional scientific studies to republish his very charming study of Indian Buddhism. The new issue is considerably longer, and is included in the publishers' "Library of Modern Culture". The original volume was published at
the time of the Russo-Japanese war. In his revised
Introduction the author holds up the spectacle of the virile
and progressive Japanese, educated for a millennium and
a half on Buddhist doctrine, more than holding their own
against a Western power, as a refutation of the cheap
theory as to the "effeminate immobile East". That theory
is no doubt unsound. And yet—and yet, somehow, we
don't seem to hear the Exalted One ratifying cause and
effect with his Śādhu, sādhu, Lorenzagotha!

The genial author has not, as he tells me, found sufficient
leisure these seven years to learn to know his texts in the
original. Hence his book, if revised and enlarged, is still
a study of Buddhism in translations, i.e. in his case in the
translations of Dr. K. E. Neumann, almost exclusively.
For him there is practically but one intermediary between
Pali and Europe who deserves to be named, and prior to
whom, before 1890, there was virtually no one. This
delimitation of study has its advantages. The narrowed
data can, with greater ease and clearness, be wrought up
into a series of images and concepts of a movement and its
doctrines. And this series is set forth both clearly and
attractively, and, so far as I can judge, with great charm
of diction. It has also its drawbacks. Somehow the
"otherness" of the Buddhist Indian standpoint is softened
down over much. The founder and his elect seem on the
whole, as their converse and aspirations are here depicted,
too little distinguishable from a group of West European
patricians. Resemblance, of course, there is and plenty of
it. And possibly a popular work cannot be better employed
than in breaking down the barriers of race-allofness by
bringing out resemblances in all that is great and good
and interfraternal in humanity. It needs the wider and
deeper inquiry to see points of difference, to make them
felt, and to hail them as the greater educators.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.
K. SEIDENSTÜCKER. PALI BUDDHISMUS IN ÜBERSETZUNGEN. Breslau: W. Markgraf, 1911.

In twenty chapters and 464 pages we have here a very laudable and excellently carried out effort at popularization, corresponding to the English pioneer work published fifteen years ago by Henry Warren. There is this difference: *Buddhism in Translations* included excerpts, too indiscriminately introduced, from canonical and from scholastic Pali. Mr. Seidenstücker confines his attention to the former sources, and among them entirely to the five Nikāyas, i.e. to the whole range of the four first and to a few books of the fifth. In them he believes he has the “ancient genuine documents of Buddhism face to face”, a faith that engenders much peace of mind. But of Warren’s book he has evidently not heard. In Part I we have fundamental doctrines: four truths, three signs, Khandhas, dependent origination, Karma, *samsāra*, Nibbana; in Part II, the path, knowledge, *sīla*, and *samādhi*; in Part III, Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha. The all-useful Index is omitted. The work is well compiled and carefully printed. There are a few good brief footnotes on renderings, and, in their absence, the Pali word is sometimes added. This is especially reasonable where the renderings, for the most part scrupulously literal, are free, for instance, in *Kämpfer* and *Wahrheitskenner* (warrior, fighter, and truth-knowing), by which the author renders *sek(k)ha* and *asek(k)ha* (p. 460). I much regret the author’s choice. There are few terms in Buddhist diction so unambiguous as this, so free from secondary and tertiary implications. The word is tied so tightly up to *sikkhati*, “to train,” that Buddhaghosa introduces not a single synonym (*Asl.*, 44; cf. Childers s.v.). And whereas the *sek(k)ha* is occupied with the four Paths and three lower Fruits, the *asek(k)ha* has, besides, won the highest Fruit, is an Arahant (*Pug. Pañña*, 14). “Other persons are neither the one nor the other.” Why, then,
drag in "fighting" and "truth" with a capital W? It was so needless.

This is, after all, a slight blemish to a good piece of useful work. Yet it is on all fours with what has been said above respecting the greater value in seeing differences. Warlike analogies appeal on the whole more to the Christian than to the Buddhist. Truth, it is true, appeals to both. But the asekha is a sort of glorious *graduate*.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.

**IAN C. HANNAH, M.A. EASTERN ASIA, A HISTORY.**


Any work that tends to a better understanding between East and West should be hailed with gratitude. Mr. Hannah's history enables the general reader to gain some insight into the past of the great East Asian nations, and thereby does the cause of inter-racial amity an important service.

The scope of this volume is ambitious indeed; it attempts to outline the story of about half the human race from the earliest times to the present day. It is obvious that in achieving such a stupendous task within the compass of some 300 pages the picture drawn can be at best nothing else than a superficial sketch, yet the author has succeeded in making his sketch more vivid and illuminating than many histories of greater elaboration.

Over such debatable ground as the origin of the Chinese race Mr. Hannah wisely treads with caution; "possibly," he writes, "they were connected with the Akkadians of the Mesopotamian Valley." Several writers have attempted to trace the Chinese back to a hypothetical colony that migrated from the West, but not one has been able to adduce convincing proofs of his theories. As early as 1764 De Guignes located the cradle of the race in Egypt, basing his arguments on resemblances between
Egyptian hieroglyphics and Chinese characters. Some later writers placed it in Chaldea. Foremost among these was T. de Lacouperie, who, though he failed to prove conclusively a Western origin for the Chinese, brought together a vast amount of evidence which effectually dispelled their claim to a splendid isolation and a self-developed civilization dating from remote antiquity.

In early times foreign culture made its influence felt through the channels of trade, and since the beginning of our era this transmission of ideas was aided by a still more potent agency—that of religion. Missionaries of Christianity (Syrian and European), of Manichæism, of Islam, and—above all in importance—of Buddhism received a welcome in China, where they inevitably became apostles not only of their respective creeds but also of their national culture.

Mr. Hannah might well have given greater prominence to the subject of Buddhism. As Dr. Eitel said, "The history of Eastern Asia is the history of Buddhism." And when it is remembered that this great religion exerted a civilizing influence over all the nations dealt with in the book under review, and was, moreover, the one feature common to the histories of them all, it is disappointing to find no more than some fifteen pages devoted to its study.

With regard to its influence in China, the summary given on p. 74 seems hardly adequate, even allowing for the limitations of space—

"Sometimes favoured, sometimes persecuted by the Government, it has made great progress among the people, introducing Indian architecture, evolving the ubiquitous pagoda from a mingling of styles, and covering the country with monasteries. So unsusceptible to foreign influences, however, are the Chinese, that the religion which transformed Japan has done little to modify their national character. They almost universally affect to despise Buddhism to-day: 'The image-maker doesn't worship Buddha: he knows too much.' 'Not shaven no priest, no priest no scoundrel.'"

During the first nine or ten centuries of our era many
thousands of foreign Buddhist priests settled in China. They came from the Himalayan States, from Central Asia, and from India. No doubt various motives led them to make these arduous migrations, and it is likely that desire to escape persecution and hope of patronage influenced them as much as did disinterested religious zeal. They brought with them a knowledge of Indian arithmetical notation (learnt from Babylonian sources), of Indian art (copied from the Greeks), of astronomy, of astrology, of medicine, and of grammar. Translations of Sanskrit sūtras led to a phonetic analysis of the Chinese language and to the discovery of the four tones, results which have left a permanent impression on the national lexicography. Moreover, the record of Buddhism as introducer of foreign culture does not end here. The famous monk Fa Hsien (c. 400) was the first of a long succession of Chinese pilgrims, who, as we know from inscriptions found at Buddha-Gaya, continued for six centuries to journey to the Holy Land of the religion. These travellers must have carried back to their native land great store of alien knowledge—in fact, their writings prove that several of them did so.

A great revival of Buddhism took place about the middle of the fifth century and awoke the admiration of neighbouring and even distant states. Embassies of congratulation arrived from ruling princes of India, Burma, and Ceylon. But it was not till A.D. 502, the date of the Liang dynasty, that the golden age of Chinese Buddhism began. It is recorded that the first Liang emperor, who eventually adopted the manner of life of a priest, pushed his veneration of Buddhist principles to such extravagant extremes that in 517 he issued a rescript forbidding in the official factories the weaving of figures of genii, birds, and beasts, lest in the cutting up of the fabric these might become mutilated.

Lo-yang, then the Wei capital, regained its former
religious importance, and even rivalled the southern capital, Chien-k'ang (modern Nanking), as a centre of Buddhism.

In the year 526 an event occurred which added to the prestige of China in the eyes of the Buddhist world. Bodhidarma, the twenty-eighth successor of Šākyamuni, came and settled in Lo-yang, thus transferring the seat of the patriarchate from India to China.

Korean missionaries carried Chinese Buddhism to Japan about A.D. 550, and, as Mr. Hannah points out, laid the foundation of its civilization and of the wonderful art which is to-day the admiration of the Western world.

In A.D. 618 the great T'ang dynasty established itself on the Dragon Throne, and a period began which is associated with all that is best of China's poetry, music, and painting. The debt that Chinese letters owe to Buddhism has been alluded to; the music shows traces of Western influence that was probably brought to bear through Buddhist intercourse; and there is no doubt that the Greco-Buddhist art of India dominated the development of Chinese painting.

A strong light upon this last-mentioned phase of Buddhist influence has been thrown within the last twenty years by the remarkable series of excavations carried out in Eastern Turkestan by MM. Klementz, Grünwedel, Sven Hedin, Stein, von Le Coq, and Pelliot. Their discoveries, viewed in conjunction with those of M. Chavannes, made during his recent archaeological survey of Northern China, demonstrate in the clearest manner the transmission of ancient Mediterranean art to the Far East via Assyria, Persia, Bactria, Gāndhāra, and Turkestan.

A fifth century temple image found by M. Chavannes at Lung-mén in Honan illustrates to what an extraordinary extent the practice of indiscriminately copying Greek models existed at the time of the great Buddhist revival. This figure is endowed by its maker with attributes of no
less than three distinct Greek deities. The thyrsos of Dionysus is held in its right hand, the trident of Poseidon in its left, while the winged petasus of Hermes crowns its head.

Enough has been said to indicate the considerable part Buddhism has played in the development of Chinese culture. In order to complete my criticism of Mr. Hannah's summary it remains but to add a few words concerning the ethical results of the religion. The annals of the church in China show a large preponderance of adversity, yet persecution has never succeeded, even temporarily, in stamping it out. Indeed, during the greater part of three centuries Buddhism remained indubitably the predominant faith. In view of these facts can it be doubted that this exalted code of universal love has effected some amelioration of society and some mitigation of Oriental cruelty? Further, Mahāyānistic teaching disclosed a glorious vista of salvation beyond the grave, a prospect denied by Confucian materialism. It was just this spiritual function of the heretical church that has enabled it to hold its own to the present day. Degenerate and corrupt though it be, Buddhism in China still occupies a place in the hearts of the bulk of the people.

In outlining the features of the least important of the "Three Religions" our author again fails to grasp the most salient points. To quote the words of Professor De Groot: "If we may ascribe to Taoism some merit in the life of the human race, it is certainly this, that it has endowed East Asia with ideals about a future life of bliss, accessible by a first life of virtue and self-abnegation."

Exception must be taken to the statement (p. 186) that "the title Dalai, a Mongol term meaning Ocean, was conferred by the Chinese". Authorities differ as to the circumstances connected with the inception of this title, but they agree that it was originated by a Mongol chieftain. The donor is identified by Rockhill as the
redoubtable Altan Khan, the recipient being the third successor of Tsongk'apa, and the date of investiture 1576. Waddell gives the name of the chief as Gusri Khan, and the date 1640, thus making the fifth Grand Lama of the established church the first bearer of the title. In 1650 and on subsequent occasions Chinese emperors included Dalai among the numerous grandiloquent titles they conferred upon the Popes of Lhasa.

There must necessarily be many omissions of important events in a book with such a wide range as this, yet it is probably due to an oversight that no mention is made of the fact that on August 29, 1910, Korea was formally annexed and became a Japanese province called by the ancient name of Chosen.

W. Perceval Yetts.

Amurath to Amurath. By Gertrude Lowthian Bell, author of The Desert and the Sown, etc. Illustrated. London: W. Heinemann, mcmxI.

This is an exceedingly interesting book of travels, beginning at Aleppo, extending as far as Babylon, and ending at Konia in Asia Minor; and in its eighteen score pages and twelve score pictures the reader will find much to amuse and instruct. All those acquainted with Miss Lowthian Bell's work know it as that of a born traveller, aware, not only of the general interest, but also of the literary, historical, and antiquarian value of things. It is a book which has all the charm of the Orient in it, enhanced by the fact that the Semitic East has been the author's life-study.

And of the value of the book there is hardly any doubt; it is the work of one going about with the eyes open, intent in finding out all that is possible concerning the people in whom she, in common with her fellow-countrymen, is interested. In the matter of the political changes
which have taken place her testimony is disappointing. The majority of the people of the Turkish empire, it is to be feared, were, and are still, not only unprepared for it, but unsuited for it. They do not see how the franchise can possibly be of use to them. As for the Christians, the sects are so hostile to each other that they have no chance of electing a member of their own, and are therefore outvoted by the Mahommedans. They are of opinion that a strong hand is needed to govern, and they would like better a government which they know rather than one full, to them, of uncertainties. The hoped-for reforms are slow in coming, and the new regime is such an uncertain factor. Such sentiments, however, are not to be wondered at; they are bound to exist in the early years of a political change such as that which has taken place in Turkey, for a nation cannot be educated for such a thing in advance: the majority of the population, ignorant of constitutional government, is certain to look upon it with suspicion, and even to imagine that things are worse than they were before.

More information is needed concerning Aleppo than is at present available. That the city existed during the Hittite period seems incontestable from the Hittite lions first identified by Mr. Hogarth, of which photographs appear in Miss Bell's book. Whether the name gives any evidence of the origin and antiquity of the place, in the present state of our knowledge, is doubtful. Assyriologists are agreed in regarding it as the Halman (Halwan) of the Monolith of Shalmaneser II (850 B.C.). The pictures supplement the historical sketch and description of the city most interestingly. The authoress left Aleppo through "a world of mud", when the corn was beginning to sprout; but there were signs of another crop—that of the locusts—which the natives were making ineffectual efforts to root out by destroying their eggs. To all appearance it is a promising district for the discovery of antiquities, but
it is an open question as to whether any of real importance will be found except on the sites of the great cities, where the architectural remains at least are worth study, if only for the sake of the plans of the buildings. The authoress points out that Kiepert does not mark the tenth part of the existing villages, and those indicated on his maps are not always rightly placed.

Corruption seems to be still rife in some places, and the conflict between the East and the West, the former symbolized by the Semites and the latter by the (more or less Europeanized) Turks, still continues. "Open your eyes, O sheikh," says the Qadi, whose sympathies are with the townsman who is the sheikh's opponent. "Asia, open your eyes," re-echoes Miss Bell.

Approaching Babylon, the authoress gives a graphic account of the bitumen springs at Hit, several of which she visited. A striking feature of the town, even in that land of dirt, is its dirtiness: "a more malodourous little dirty spot I hope I may never see . . . The sun was setting as we came down to the palm-groves by the river. The fires under the troughs of molten bitumen sent up their black smoke-columns between the trees; half-naked Arabs fed the flames with the same bitumen, and the Euphrates bore along the product of their labours as it had done for the Babylonians before them. So it must have looked, this strange factory under the palm-trees, for the last 5,000 years; and all the generations of Hit have not altered by a shade the processes taught them by their forefathers."

After that the full description of the glories of ruined Ukhedir come as something most refreshing, with the plans and photographs which the authoress gives in such profusion. It is a wonderful series of erections of the Sassanians, the walls and the palace being of an admirable symmetry. The description of this ruin is excellent, and excellent also is the discussion of its date.
The first portion of the ruins of Babylon which the authoress saw was that which retains even to-day the ancient name—the northern palace, called Babil. When the German expedition, which has been engaged in exploring the site for the last twelve years, will be able to attack it, would seem to be doubtful. They estimate the work remaining to be done on the great palace of Nebuchadrezzar as likely to occupy them eight or ten years longer—a tale of continuous effort which would be well imitated in this country. What a show-place for the Ottoman Empire it would have made if its structure had not been the quarry for those who needed building material for the last 2,000 years! "Greek, Persian, and Arab used it as a quarry, and as you climb the stairs of the German house (the headquarters of the explorers) you will become aware of the characters which spell the king's name upon the steps beneath your feet." Whether the great hall be that in which Belshazzar made his feast or not is uncertain—the kingdom was "numbered, weighed, divided" so long ago that the tradition has been lost. There, in any case, King Nebuchadrezzar must have sat, in the niche provided for the throne, and all his successors must have made use of it too. There is an excellent picture of the great stone lion of Babylon, but the glazed brick reliefs of the bull and the šir-huṣṣū of Babylon, introduced by the great king as decoration for the walls at and near the great festival-street and the gate of Ištar, have not come out so well, apparently on account of the unfavourable light. The temple of Ištar itself the authoress describes as raised on a high platform and commanding the city below.

But in this enjoyable book there is more than can be referred to in a mere book-notice, however complete one may strive to make it. And then the pictures. Ctesiphon is followed by the architectural beauties of Bagdād; the
walls and the ruined spiral minaret of Samarra, reminding us of the pictures of the Tower of Babel in the Bibles of old time, carry us on to the divine statue at Tel-Nimrud; the ruins at Qal'a-Shergāt, Assyria's old capital, are followed by views of Mōsul and Nineveh, Assyria's later capital. The writer of this would like to deal with them all, but time and space are limited. Many more books of this kind from Miss Bell's pen are probably in store, but there is room for other travellers, and such as have youth, strength, and the needful funds would do well to flatter her in the way which the proverb suggests. But to all interested in the near East, whether prospective explorers or stay-at-homes, the advice to give is: read the book, and read at least some portions of it more than once.

T. G. Pinches.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER

(April, May, June, 1911.)

I.—GENERAL MEETINGS OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

April 11, 1911.—Sir Raymond West, Director, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society:

Professor E. Washburn Hopkins.
Don Richard Wijewardene.

Three nominations were approved for election at the next General Meeting.

Sir George Scott read a paper on “The Religions of the Shan States”.

A discussion followed, in which the Rev. F. Penny, Mr. Sewell, Mr. Blagden, and Sir Charles Lyall took part.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING

The Anniversary Meeting was held on May 9, 1911, Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

The following were elected members of the Society:

Professor Sarat Chandra Bhattacharya.
Mr. Akhil Kumar Chatterji.
Sirdar Nihal Singh.

One nomination was approved for election at the next General Meeting.

The Secretary then read the Annual Report.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR 1910–11

In the year 1910 the Society mourned the loss of its Royal Patron King Edward, who had been a member of the Society since 1863.
The Council regret to report the loss by death of ten other members—

Mr. Sheik Mahomed Ali,  
Mr. F. H. Baynes,  
Mr. Lewin B. Bowring,  
Mr. Donald Ferguson,  
Captain C. T. Hatfield,

Mr. M. Sakhawat Husain,  
Major J. S. King,  
Mr. Vincent J. Robinson,  
Mr. Alex. Rogers,  
Mr. R. Froude Tucker.

The name of the Right Hon. Lord Lovelace has been taken out of the list: Lord Lovelace died in 1906, and his name was left in the list in error.

The Society has also lost by retirement—

Dr. D. Anderson-Berry,  
Mr. S. E. B. Bouverie-Pusey,  
Mr. J. E. Bridges,  
Professor A. Fischer,  
Mr. Sanjibhan Ganguli,  
M. J. Grosset,

Mr. T. Hart-Davies,  
Sir J. J. Digges La Touche,  
Mr. H. D. Graves Law,  
Mr. Terence Zetland Oung,  
Mr. J. P. Rawlins.

Under Rule 25 (d) the following cease to be members of the Society:

Miss Shaila Bala Das,  
Professor Hem Chandra Das Gupta,  
Mr. M. Krishnamachariar,  
Mr. Maung Ba Soe.

His Excellency Sir Abul Kasim Khan, G.C.M.G., Nasir-ul-Mulk, Regent of Persia, was elected during the year as an extraordinary member. And fifty-seven ordinary members were elected, as follows:

Khan Bahadur Ahmad Din Khan,  
Maulvi Makbul Ahmad,  
Mr. H. M. Anthony,  
Mr. E. R. Ayrton,  
Mr. S. A. Aziz,  
Babu Ras Bihari Banerjea,  
Babu Rakhal Das Banerji,  
Mr. Warren D. Barnes,  
Mr. M. Roy Chowdhury,

Rev. W. W. Cochrane,  
Mr. H. W. Codrington, C.C.S.,  
Mr. F. C. Conybeare, M.A.,  
Lady Davis,  
Mr. Alfred W. Domingo,  
Mr. D. L. Drake-Brockman, I.C.S.,  
Nawab Framurz Jung, Bahadur,  
Priya Lal Ganguly, Rai Bahadur,
Mr. S. C. Ghatak, M.A.,
Mr. W. A. Graham,
Mr. W. F. Gunawardhana,
Mr. Krishna Gobinda Gupta, C.I.E.,
Mr. Mg. Maung Gyi,
Rev. J. S. Haig,
Mr. Wali ul-Haque,
Mr. A. H. Harley, M.A.,
Mr. Harry G. Hillas,
Pandit Hirachand L. Jhaveri,
Mr. T'ien Cheng Kong,
Pandit T. K. Laddu,
Mr. Bihari Lal, M.A.,
Mr. Shyam Lal, M.A.,
Dr. V. Lesny,
Mr. C. H. H. Macartney,
Rev. Donald MacGillivray, M.A., D.D.,
Mr. A. B. Miller,
Maharaja Sriram Chandra Bhanj Deo of Mourbanj,
Rev. J. Arbuthnot Nairn,
Mr. A. H. Nomani,
Mr. J. E. O'Conor, C.I.E.,
Mr. Saw Hla Pru,
Mr. Hakim Habibur Rahman,
Mr. F. J. Richards, M.A., I.C.S.,
Mr. E. T. Richmond,
Rev. Alexander Robertson,
Mr. Parames Prasanna Roy,
Pandit C. N. Ananta Ramaiya Sastri, M.A.,
Dr. Edward J. L. Scott,
Mrs. Alicia Simpson,
Hon. Tikka Sahib Ripudaman Singh,
Professor V. V. Sovani, M.A.,
Dr. D. B. Spooner,
Baron A. von Staël-Holstein,
Rev. Father A. M. Tabard,
Babu Nogendra Nath Vasu,
Mrs. Elaine Wölker,
Surgeon W. Perceval Yetts, R.N.,
Ahmed Zeki Bey.

The total number of members at the end of 1910 was 624, showing an increase of thirty during the year. The subscriptions received exceed those of the previous year by £53, and the Journal account shows an increase of £24. The receipts show a net increase of £160 over those of the preceding year. The total receipts over expenditure are £290 : £70 of this, being due to composition fees, has been transferred to capital account.

The Journal has appeared regularly, and has totalled some 1,400 pages.

A Subject Index has been made for the books added to the Library since the compilation of the Printed Catalogue in 1892.

No volume has actually appeared in any of the three series of publications: but the Council are able to announce
that Dr. Hultzsch's edition of the Meghadūta is practically ready for publication in the Prize Publication Fund, and that they have accepted for the Oriental Translation Fund an edition by Professor R. A. Nicholson of the collection of mystical poems by Ibn al-ʿArabi entitled the Tarjumān al-Ashwāq, with a translation and abridgment of the Commentary, as well as a translation by the late Miss Marjory Wardrop of the Georgian poem "The Man in the Panther's Skin" by Shota Rustaveli, both of which will appear during the present year.

The Annual Dinner was held on May 2 at the Hotel Cecil. In the absence of the President the chair was taken by Sir Mortimer Durand.

The Public School Gold Medal for 1910 was won by Mr. C. E. Wade, of Merchant Taylors' School, for his essay on "The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great." The presentation of the medal was made by the President on May 30.

The usual Statement of Accounts is appended. The Council recommend that a vote of thanks be passed to the Auditors—Mr. Keith, Mr. Crewdson, and Mr. Waterhouse.

The recommendations of the Council for filling vacancies on the Council for the ensuing year, 1911-12, are as follows:—

Under Rule 29, Lord Reay retires from the office of President.
The Council recommend his re-election.
Sir Raymond West resigns from the office of Director.
The Council recommend the election of Sir Mortimer Durand in his stead.
Under Rule 30, Sir Robert Douglas retires from the office of Vice-President.
The Council recommend in his stead, and to fill the other vacancy caused by the nomination of Sir Mortimer Durand as Director, the election of
The Right Hon. Syed Ameer Ali,
Sir Charles Lyall.

Under Rule 31, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Fleet, and Dr. Codrington retire from their respective offices of Hon. Treasurer, Hon. Secretary, and Hon. Librarian.

The Council recommend their re-election.

Under Rules 32 and 33, the following Ordinary Members of Council retire:—

The Right Hon. Syed Ameer Ali,
Dr. Gaster,
Mr. Keith,
Mr. Pargiter.

The Council recommend in their stead, and to fill the other vacancy caused by the nomination of Sir Charles Lyall as Vice-President, the election of—

Dr. Hoernle,
Mr. J. H. Marshall,
The Right Hon. Sir Ernest Satow,
Sir J. George Scott,
Dr. M. A. Stein.

Under Rule 81,

Mr. Crewdson,
Mr. Sewell,
Mr. Waterhouse,

are nominated Auditors for the ensuing year.

The Council recommend that Sir Raymond West and Sir Robert Douglas be elected Honorary Vice-Presidents.

It is with great regret that the Council lose Sir Raymond West as Director. His long association with the work of the Society on the Council, and for the last four years as Director, has proved of invaluable service to his colleagues and will be appreciated by the Society at large.

Sir Robert Douglas also will be much missed from the active list of the Council, of which he has been so long a member.
### Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure

#### Receipts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Members — 92 at £3 3s.</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance Subscriptions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Resident Members —</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 at £1 1s.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 at £1 10s.</td>
<td>325</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance Subscriptions</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrears received</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Resident Compounders — 3 at £2 3s. 6d.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Subscriptions, etc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>971</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Rents received                                 | 270| 11 | 0  |
| Grant from India Office                        | 210|    | 0  |
| **Journal Account**                            | 310| 18 | 0  |
| Subscriptions                                  | 216|    | 0  |
| Additional copies sold                         | 82 | 5  | 6  |
| Sale of Pamphlets                              | 4 | 8  | 9  |
| Advertisements                                 | 7 | 8  | 9  |
| Sale of Index                                  | 0 | 15 | 0  |
| **Total**                                      | 310| 18 | 0  |

| Dividends                                      | 48 | 17 | 4  |
| New South Wales 4 per cent. Stock              | 30 | 4  | 8  |
| Midland 2½ per cent. Debenture Stock           | 5  | 0  | 0  |
| Local Loans Stock                              | 13 | 12 | 8  |
| **Total**                                      | 48 | 17 | 4  |

| Interest on Deposit Accounts                   | 18 | 1  | 4  |
| Lloyds Bank                                    | 15 | 7  | 2  |
| Post Office Savings Bank                       | 2  | 14 | 2  |
| **Total**                                      | 18 | 1  | 4  |

| Sundry Receipts                                | 5  | 15 | 5  |
| **Balance as at January 1, 1910**              |    |    |    |
| **Total**                                      | 1,835| 5 | 3  |
| **Sundry Receipts**                            | 589|    | 0  |
| **Total**                                      | 2,424| 5 | 3  |

#### Funds

- £802 13s. 10d. New South Wales 4 per cent. Stock.
- £212 8s. Midland Railway 2½ per cent. Debenture Stock.
- £454 16s. 9d. 3 per cent. Local Loans Stock.
## PAYMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1910.

### PAYMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>House Account</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repairs</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting, Heating, and Water</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Expenditure</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total House Account</strong></td>
<td>454</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salaries and Wages</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Salaries and Wages</strong></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office Expenses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Office Expenses</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Library</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Books</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogue, Card Index</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Library</strong></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journal Account</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrations</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase of out of print Copies</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Journal Account</strong></td>
<td>623</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donation to Pali Dictionary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Donation to Pali Dictionary</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Postage</strong></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sundry Payments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sundry Payments</strong></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balance as at December 31, 1910, being cash at Bankers and in hand</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Balance as at December 31, 1910</strong></td>
<td>1,540</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>883</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Payments</strong></td>
<td>2,424</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have examined the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments with the books and vouchers of the Society, and have verified the Investments therein described, and we hereby certify the said Abstract to be true and correct.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH, for the Council.
W. CREWDSON, for the Society.
N.E. WATERHOUSE, F.C.A., Professional Auditor.

J. KENNEDY, Hon. Treasurer.

London, March 8, 1911.
## SPECIAL FUNDS.

### ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Jan. 1. Balance...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Sales...</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£261</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INDIA EXPLORATION FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 1. Balance...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Subscriptions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£129</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PRIZE PUBLICATION FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 1. Balance...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Sales...</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£116</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MONOGRAPH FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 1. Balance...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Sales...</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£80</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PAYMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Dec. 31. Vol. II, Binding</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vol. VI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balance carried to Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£261</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Balance carried to Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£129</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Vol. II, Printing, etc.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vol. I, Book Plate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balance carried to Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£116</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec. 31. Vol. I, Printing, etc.</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balance of Cost...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deficit carried to Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£80</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contribution of £100 towards cost of publication of Vol. I is to be received from the Royal Geographical Society within two years.
SUMMARY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oriental Translation Fund</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India Exploration Fund</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prize Publication Fund</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monograph Fund, Deficit</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£383</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Funds—£600 Nottingham Corporation 3 per cent.
Irredeemable Stock (Prize Publication Fund).

We have examined the above Statement with the books and vouchers, and hereby certify the same to be correct. We have also had produced to us certificates for Stock investments and Bank balances.

March 8, 1911.

J. KENNEDY, Hon. Treasurer.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH, for the Council.
W. CREWDSON, for the Society.
N. E. WATERHOUSE, F.C.A.,
Professional Auditor.

MEDAL FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£34</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Funds—Nottingham Corporation 3 per cent.
Irredeemable A Stock, £325.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MEDAL FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£29</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Funds—Nottingham Corporation 3 per cent.
Irredeemable B Stock, £645 11s. 2d.

A. N. WOLLASTON,
January 1, 1911.

J. KENNEDY, Hon. Treasurer. LONDON, March 8, 1911.

We have examined the above accounts with the vouchers and have verified the Investments above described, and we hereby certify that the said accounts are true and correct.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH, for the Council.
W. CREWDSON, for the Society.
N. E. WATERHOUSE, F.C.A.,
Professional Auditor.
 MR. BLAGDEN: I wish that the duty of moving the adoption of the Report had fallen upon more capable shoulders, but I am somewhat reconciled to the difficulties of my position by the fact that the Report is so excellent that it speaks for itself. I notice that every year we continue to add a substantial number to our membership. I have looked at the figures for the last twenty years, and I find the average increase to be about twelve or thirteen; but for last year the number was thirty. That is a substantial increase, and I hope it may be maintained.

In the matter of finance, too, we are in a prosperous condition. Our current revenue has grown in a very satisfactory way, and I have been a member of the Society long enough to know that finance is a very important item. Scholarly enthusiasm could not go far without funds to back it; and I am glad to note that our revenue for the past year exceeded our expenditure by almost £300.

The house expense is a considerable item and will be larger in the future, but it is in a great measure met by the rents we receive from our sub-tenants. Then there are salaries, wages, and office expenses. I am sure that we shall all agree that the salaries and wages are a very small item considering the work that is done. We have a secretary, Miss Hughes, whom we all know. She does not stand in need of any words of praise from me. If I have ever had any difficulty, if I have wanted advice, I have gone straight to Miss Hughes and I have never gone in vain. We have also an assistant secretary, who is doing his best. Then there is the housekeeping staff.

The most substantial item of our expenditure is the Journal. Last year it cost us over £600; this is a record, but a very gratifying one. The bulk of the Journal exceeded 1,400 pages, which is very good value for 30s. Looking back about twenty years I find that at that time it consisted of 700 to 800 pages. Even allowing for this increase the Journal pays its way; it is our financial
mainstay as well as our most important literary output. Then as to its quality, I may well say that the high standard set by the Society has been maintained with good and varied contents. The Indian Empire takes the lion's share, as usual; but this is as it must and as it should be. India is the greatest of our Eastern Dependencies, and must always be the central and special interest of the Society. But other Asiatic countries have not been neglected; there have been articles on Tibet, Persia, Assyria, Arabia, and China, amongst others. I should like to mention the importance to our Society of such expeditions as that of Dr. Stein to Chinese Turkestan; material has been brought back which has been distributed among several experts; it finds its way into our Journal, and the experts have sufficient matter to keep them busy supplying us with articles for several years to come.

Another point I should like to mention is the more or less international aspect of our Journal; foreign scholars seem to look upon it as a convenient vehicle for the publication of their researches; it stands foremost among publications devoted to Oriental scholarship and research. Speaking lately to an Oriental scholar in a European capital—I refrain from mentioning names—I said that our Journal was sometimes rather hard reading. "Yes," he replied, "but I wish we had anything as good in our country." Our Journal is thoroughly appreciated on the Continent, where it is regarded as the leading Asiatic periodical.

There is a subject in which I am personally interested—I do not know whether I ought to mention it here—but coming from a part of Asia that is not India, though included in her sphere of culture, I have often regretted the scarcity in our Journal of articles dealing with the Far East—with China, Indo-China, Japan, Korea, the Malay Peninsula, the Eastern Archipelago, etc. It is not our fault; I am sure that the members and the Council
would welcome such articles; but they do not come in. If any influence can be brought to bear through members at this meeting upon our members in these countries an assurance may be given them that their contributions would be welcome; the Society and the Journal would benefit thereby. We wish to be representative of Asia as a whole and to avoid any particularist tendency. But I know it is easy to preach and difficult to practise in this respect. Our subject-matter is limited by our Charter to the science, literature, and arts of Asia. Unlike some of our Branch Societies, we have not done anything with natural history; such subjects as geology, botany, zoology we have left to technical societies. But with regard to man, we must take care that our sphere is not narrowed. Subject to our geographical limits, we may fairly claim quidquid agent homines as our motto. It is sometimes objected to our Journal that it contains special technical articles which few but the writers can be expected to understand. But specialization is a necessary condition of modern progress; we cannot have scientific work without it. So long as we are not unduly restricted in the range of our subjects no such objection holds good.

We were told last year that the Journal showed too much of an antiquarian tendency, and that we ought to do something more for modern subjects, such as the living languages of Asia. But I would point out the difficulty in this matter. Up to now contributions of antiquarian interest are most generally offered. You cannot make bricks without straw. We open our pages to the articles which do come in. If a modern article is offered of sufficiently high standard it is welcomed.

One suggestion has occurred to me which might be fruitful. We could well do with articles from time to time which are not, strictly speaking, pioneer work, as are most of our articles. If a writer, taking a particular subject, would bring together up to date all that has been
written on the subject, scattered in different languages in the back numbers of various publications, so that scholars could see how matters stood at the present moment, with bibliographical references so that it would be possible to look up fuller information, a great service would be rendered to research. I take some interest, for instance, in Indonesian linguistics. If anyone would take the trouble to work up what has been written on that subject I should be extremely obliged. But I deprecate anyone asking me to do it: it would be a big undertaking. It is for members to send in articles; the matter concerns individual members. The Council has been extremely fortunate of late; such good material has been sent in that there has been much from which to choose; in fact, it has been, as our French friends say, l'embarras du choix. One article is always welcome, and that is the annual article on the Archaeological Survey of India. These articles make a wide appeal; though they are technical they are also of great general interest.

I should like to say a few words upon one or two other points. The way in which our special funds have been used will be found in a separate account; they are self-supporting and do not need any comment from me. They are an important part of the Society's work, and though they were not actively in operation last year we are to begin at once to publish other works by these means. The amount spent on our library is exceptionally small, and I hope that a larger amount may soon be available. But we are very fortunate in having many books presented by the writers, editors, and publishers, and on this matter we may well congratulate ourselves. We are largely indebted for this courtesy to the fact that reviews and notices of books appear in the Journal; they are written with care, and publishers have now come to realize that a favourable notice in our Journal is a hall-mark for a book, and so they find it worth while to send us copies
for review. We also get many periodicals through our system of exchanges; we are liberal, I think wisely liberal, in this matter. It is our duty to spread the light and to keep in touch with the good work that is done everywhere.

All that I have said up to now has been pleasant hearing; I have something to say now which is not so pleasant. I have been comparing our position with regard to membership for the past twenty years, and I regret to find a lamentable decrease in resident members. Twenty years ago we had over 150 resident members; now we have barely 100—a decrease of one-third. I do not know why. It cannot have been due to the supertax or the undeveloped land duty, for it has been going on for years past, long before the new-fangled legislation was heard of. To what is it due? I do not know precisely. But is it not partly our own fault? As individuals, are we doing all we can to recruit our membership? Learned societies cannot very well advertise themselves; they must leave their increase of membership to individual members. When we find friends who take an interest in the subjects with which we are concerned, we should press the claims of the Society. The more members we have the better it will be for our finances. The Journal helps to make the Society better known, and in the same way the annual dinner serves a useful purpose as well as being enjoyable.

We are extremely fortunate in our President, Lord Reay; he has rendered us great service in the past, and will, we know, continue that excellent service in the future. We have also an efficient set of officers.

I should like to ask the President if he can tell us anything to-day as to the position of the project for a School of Oriental Languages in London; it is a subject in which the Society is deeply interested, and we all know that Lord Reay has taken a most active and practical part
in bringing it forward. We should be glad if he can tell us what progress has been made.

I have much pleasure in moving the adoption of the Report.

Colonel Plunkett: After the clear statement of the proposer there is not much for me to say. But on a few points I should like to make some remarks. If a Society is in difficulties or if there is contentious matter in a Report, it is not easy to propose or second the adoption of a Report. But here, on the occasions of our annual meetings, we have nothing of that sort. We go on quietly, prosperously, and satisfactorily. The Council is on excellent terms with the members, and the members with the Council, which is always a matter for congratulation.

As regards the accounts, although they are flourishing, we must feel a certain regret that there is not a larger number of resident members. We have not the income we ought to have to enable the Society to do all it should, being the one Society in this country for encouraging the study of Asiatic languages, literature, history, and religion. Since such a very important part of the British Empire is formed by India, not to mention minor Oriental States, we ought to receive from the nation, or at least from a larger section of the public, the means to carry on our work. Our library merits help on a larger and more liberal scale; when we consider the large funds given to many other useful Societies, which are, however, not so valuable as this, the support we get is totally inadequate. As regards special funds, the Oriental Translation Fund flourishes, but it pays its own way. It has already brought out nineteen volumes of valuable matter, and two more are coming; twenty-one volumes of work of a very high quality is a reason for great congratulation, but, as I have stated, the work is efficiently carried on without expense to the Society, and the public ought to know that much more valuable matter is waiting to be brought out.
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if only funds were available. This is one reason for which we ought to get more support.

As regards membership, there are not enough resident members, and we ought to get more. We are glad to see Indian gentlemen join the Society; it is a great advantage when we are discussing the literature, traditions, or arts of Eastern countries to have with us those to whom these subjects are, as it were, their mother-tongue, and not simply acquired by years of work. And, similarly, our Indian members will also feel the advantage of association here or in India with those who know European literature by being born to it; the reaction of the association is advantageous to both, and it is a great pleasure to know that the Society is encouraging friendly contact between scholars of both East and West.

It is a matter of surprise to me how few Englishmen who have spent many years in India join the Society when they come home. There was a larger proportion in former years. I do not know whether it is because they stay for shorter periods or do more work in England than formerly, but the civil and military officers do not join in the numbers they ought. English officials in India, if they are anything like the men I used to know, take great interest in the people among whom they live, in their arts, religion, and languages, and I regret that they do not join us in larger numbers, for it would be to their advantage and ours. I hope those of our members who have opportunity will suggest to friends serving in India, China, Japan, the Malay States, Asia Minor, and elsewhere, the desirability of joining this Society.

The proposer has said something as to the scope of our Journal and of our meetings. It is limited in a great measure to philological, historical, and archaeological work, though not confined to it, and it is not the fault of the Council that we do not have more papers on vernacular languages or general knowledge. If we had more of such
contributions sent in I am sure that the Council and the Editor of the Journal would welcome them. I speak as a member of the Society, not as a member of Council, but I know that the Council would be glad to widen the sphere of influence of the Journal and to increase its popularity. Anything which encourages the study of modern languages of the East would be welcomed.

There is matter of special interest to us to which the President has rendered great service for many years in trying to inaugurate a school in London of Oriental languages. It is a perfect disgrace to the Empire that there is not a properly established and easily accessible school of Oriental languages. We all know how Lord Reay has pressed the need of it on the Government, the Treasury, the Universities, and various other ruling bodies. In many years a small measure of success has been achieved, not so great as we could have wished for, and the school is not yet on the footing everyone hoped it would be by this time. It is extraordinary, considering our long connexion with the East and the number of Englishmen who show a real interest in Eastern languages, that there should be no properly established school in London, where men going out to the East or men at home on leave can work up the languages they desire. The difficulties met with here as regards teachers and expenses do not exist in other capitals of Europe, and they ought not to exist in London.

As for this Society, any increase of interest in the modern languages or the antiquities of the East, or any extension of work which will tend to popularize the Society with the public and gain recruits, and make the Society more useful in many ways, must be of value.

There is another subject to which I may refer, namely, our premises, the lease of which will expire within two years. The question arose whether we should leave these premises and remove to others which might be more
convenient, or stay on here. A committee was constituted to deal with the matter. We met many times, and I can assure you it was not with prejudiced minds. First we went carefully into the question of staying in this house; then we tried others; we saw many, but found no place where we could rest our heads or our books; then again we considered the possibility of staying here. Our indefatigable Secretary, Miss Hughes, furnished us with more orders from house agents; we went out again on the quest, but we found that rents were high and accommodation such as we require difficult to find at a moderate price, so, after further consideration, we found the best thing would be to remain here. We had all heard of the enormous rents asked; some thought reports were exaggerated, and seeing many houses empty we thought we could find premises for which the rent would be moderate. But it was impossible. So we have decided to pay the enhanced rent and have improvements made, and to stay here. It is not for want of careful inquiry or from deciding in a hurry. We shall be more comfortably housed by reason of the improvements, and we hope the funds of the Society, which are so well managed, will leave a little surplus, and that if we are a little more prosperous we shall be able easily to meet our extra liabilities.

But we must make a wider appeal for members. It should be pointed out to the public and to the Press that the Society occupies a unique position in bringing together Western scholars and the scholars of our great dependency; and not only scholars, but those who, like myself, only take an intelligent interest in Oriental studies.

As to the Report, it is, I think, very carefully got up, but I trust I shall not be wrong if, speaking in the presence of gentlemen concerned, I say a word or two more. That Lord Reay should retain his office as President is a desire that comes naturally to us all; we
know the useful work he has done with so much ability and energy, and it would be impossible to replace him. He has wide knowledge of the East, he is a successful practical administrator, he has a great love for languages and for literary work. The Society is most fortunate in having had the privilege of his services, and our only anxiety is whether we shall be able to retain him.

We are losing Sir Raymond West as our Director, and many members feel that we are losing an old friend, not merely one who has devoted much leisure, time, and thought to the Society, but one who has been a friend to many members. We are glad that Sir Raymond remains with us, although he retires from his post as Director.

I have much pleasure in seconding the adoption of the Report.

Lord Reay: Ladies and gentlemen, it is my first pleasant duty to-day heartily to welcome the Tikka Sahib of Nabha, the Heir-Apparent of the Nabha State. We are always pleased to see members of the highest Indian aristocracy appearing in our midst; all the more so in this case, as the Tikka Sahib takes great interest in Oriental languages; he has already distinguished himself in this respect; and, although he is happily in the earlier part of his career, he has succeeded in passing through the Viceroy's Council a Bill which contained advantageous conditions for the community he represents—a community loyal to the British Crown, as the Sikhs always are.

Mr. Blagden and Colonel Plunkett have given various details of our work in the Society, so my remarks will be short. The past year has shown no decrease in the activity of the Society, the numbers keep up satisfactorily, and the election of fifty-eight new members has filled up the vacancies caused by our losses and added over thirty to our previous year's total. I confess that I agree with what has been said with regard to the number of resident members; I think steps should be taken to increase such
members. It is regrettable when we take into account the large number of those who return home to enjoy a well-earned rest after their labours in India that so few enter our ranks.

We have sustained some specially heavy losses by death. The year 1910 was a mournful one in the history of the Empire, and this Society suffered no less than the country at large in the loss of our beloved Sovereign, who for fifty-seven years was a member, and who showed, on many occasions, special interest in the Society. His Majesty always took a deep interest in everything connected with his Indian Empire. It gives me great pleasure to be able to say that we have again secured Royal patronage for the Society. King George has shown his interest by accepting the office of Patron, and we hope he may, in the Providence of God, be spared many years to remain at the head of our affairs.

Among those who have done good work for the Society, and whose names appear in the list of losses, mention may be made of Mr. Lewin Bowring, Mr. Donald Ferguson, Major Stuart King, our old friend Mr. Alexander Rogers (the Bombay official, whose loss we recall with regret), and Mr. Vincent J. Robinson.

We welcome as an extraordinary member the distinguished scholar and statesman, H.E. the Nasir ul-Mulk, the Regent of Persia, for we value friendly relations with Persia.

The ever-increasing size of our Journal is satisfactory, inasmuch as it shows the desire of scholars to be represented in its pages; but its size of late has become almost a source of anxiety to members, who must begin to fear whether it will not soon be too heavy to handle—in bulk, I mean, not in contents. But the great wealth of material received and the scholarly character of the articles have caused the Council to decide to publish as much as possible rather than keep back for a long period the results of research.
We hope that, in the near future, the Journal may revert to a more normal size.

A pressing want in connexion with the library has been supplied this year by the compilation of a complete Subject Index to the Additions to the Library since the Catalogue was printed twenty years ago. Anyone who has had to do with cataloguing will realize the time and patience expended by Dr. Codrington on this Index, and will wonder at his untiringness when I also add that he is now performing the same task for the old printed catalogue, the index to which is most inadequate. Our best thanks are due to Dr. Codrington for his indefatigable zeal in thus serving the Society. Mr. Blagden has alluded to the fact that the more money we can spend on the library the better; we ought not to be dependent only on those publishers or authors who send us books.

I hoped to have had on the table to-day a copy of Professor Hultsch's edition of the *Meghaduta*, but it will not be many days before it is finally ready for publication. The two other books which have been accepted by the Council will prove of unusual interest.

Our Public Schools' Medal has this year been won by Mr. A. L. Jenkins, of Marlborough College, for an essay of special merit on the administration of Lord Dalhousie, and it will be a great pleasure to me to present the medal to the successful competitor after the Society's annual dinner next Monday.

You will see by reference to the accounts that are before you that the finances of the Society are flourishing, and this is specially necessary now that the Council have decided to renew at an increased rental the lease of these premises which terminates next year. The Society has occupied the house for more than forty years, and although in some respects it is not everything we might desire, yet a large committee, consisting of members of the Society, together with some of the Council, recommended, after
much deliberation and inspection of many houses, that we should remain where we are. It is in a central position; there was some idea of migrating to the precincts of the British Museum, which has become the Mecca of Orientalists in London. But I am pleased that there will be no change of itinerary, and that we may still turn our footsteps to the familiar spot.

The house will be thoroughly redecorated this year and electric light installed. Our meetings suffer from want of space, and it is proposed to enlarge the meeting-room by an expensive alteration, which involves the removal of the wall between the two libraries. This we are enabled to do owing to a generous gift of £100 from Mr. Walter Morrison. The thanks of the Society are due to the House Committee for the amount of time and trouble they have bestowed upon this most important matter, and also to our Hon. Solicitor, Mr. Wilson, to whose never-failing kindness we owe so much, and who in this instance undertook the negotiations with our landlords.

I should now like to express our sincerest acknowledgments for the signal service rendered to the Society by our able Secretary, Miss Hughes. We do this every year with an increasing sense of gratitude. Miss Hughes is ever ready to assist us in all sorts of ways; her knowledge of all the affairs of the Society and her sound judgment have made her an invaluable Secretary.

A question was addressed to me by Mr. Blagden, in the course of his interesting speech, about the School of Oriental Languages. I am sorry it is not possible to say anything definite at the moment, but I may explain that we are awaiting with keen interest the results of a Committee and a Commission still sitting and investigating the question from somewhat different points of view. There is the Departmental Committee, presided over by Lord Cromer, of which Lord Curzon is a member, which is still considering the form that the School or Institute
should take. Then there is the Commission under the Chairmanship of Lord Haldane, which is dealing with the complicated state of things of the University of London. I trust that the prolonged negotiations will lead to some result. Every day bears witness to the fact that the present position is untenable. Without betraying any confidence I may also say that there is a feeling among Missionary Societies that something must be done on this question. A Board of Studies has been appointed to go into the matter of the preparation of missionaries before they go to the East. I have always held that one of the interesting duties of such a School as we have in view would be to train missionaries before they leave this country in a practical knowledge of the conditions of life they are likely to experience and in a knowledge of the languages and religion of the people to whom they will be sent. This idea is now accepted by the Societies themselves; it is one of the results of the remarkable World's Missionary Conference which met last year in Edinburgh.

We are to-day parting with our Director. On the last occasion on which I bade good-bye to Sir Raymond West it was when I left Bombay: he remained. To-day I perhaps remain and he is going. But though he vacates the position of Director he is not going to leave the Society, to which he has rendered so much valuable service. Few men can boast such a record in an Indian career as Sir Raymond West. He directed with knowledge and sagacity trials and legal proceedings, and he laid down the principles of jurisprudence. We shall still be able to consult Sir Raymond West, and we know that his talents will be at the service of the Society, and we trust that he will be able to give us advice for many years to come. We also wish him many years of *otium cum dignitate*, which no one deserves more than Sir Raymond West.
Sir Raymond West: The first step, on which we are all unanimous, is to proceed to the election of Lord Reay as our President. It is with the fullest appreciation of his very great services that we ask him to accept the office again. Lord Reay has been the honoured President of this Society for eighteen years; he has been re-elected again and again, showing the complete confidence felt in his services and the gratitude of the Society for the way in which he has furthered our interests and the manner in which he has represented us before other nations of Europe. No one could have filled the position with so much learning, dignity, and knowledge of affairs as Lord Reay. We are specially fortunate in having him as our President; there is no need to go into all the matters in which he has done us service.

Lord Reay: I am very much obliged to you all, and especially to my old and distinguished friend Sir Raymond West, for the way in which he has proposed that I should continue to be President of this Society. I have considered whether the time has not come for new and younger blood to be introduced into the office, but as you urge me with such kindly insistence to remain, I shall be glad as long as health and strength suffice to be your President, and I hope to devote myself to the best of my power to the service of the Society. I should like to add a word of gratification that Sir Ernest Satow now becomes a member of our Council for the first time. You have heard what Mr. Blagden has said about the representation of the Far East in our Journal, and, with Sir Ernest on the Council, you will have a guarantee that China will not be overlooked, nor anything of importance connected with Japan.
Presentation of the Public Schools' Medal

May 15, 1911

On the conclusion of the speeches after the annual dinner at the Hotel Cecil on May 15, Lord Reay, the President, made the presentation to Mr. A. L. Jenkins, of Marlborough College.

Lord Reay: I saw Lord Minto recently and he greatly regretted that he could not come to the dinner this evening, as he had hoped to do, and give our Public Schools' Gold Medal to the fortunate winner, Mr. A. L. Jenkins, of Marlborough College, because he regarded Mr. Jenkins' father as one of his most valuable coadjutors in the Government of India. It would have been a great pleasure to Lord Minto to have borne his personal testimony to the merits of the father, and to have wished the son a prosperous career.

This year the medal goes to Marlborough for the first time, and I congratulate Mr. Fletcher, the Head Master, that he has been successful with one of his boys in obtaining the medal after a somewhat severe competition. It has given me the greatest pleasure to read the essay on my countryman, Lord Dalhousie: you all know the pride with which one Scotsman reads of the achievements of another. I can assure you that it is a most promising essay, and if the writer pursues his studies in the same spirit in which he has begun them, he may blossom out into a good historian unless he decides to become a member of the distinguished Indian Civil Service. He may be all the more pleased in his success because one of the judges of the essay was Sir William Lee Warner, the distinguished author of the Life of Lord Dalhousie. I should like to congratulate Sir William Lee Warner most heartily on having obtained the highest distinction in the power of the Crown to bestow upon a civilian. When years ago I gave Sir William his first promotion I did not foresee
that one day it would be my good fortune to congratulate him on his highest honour, as I do this evening.

But, to come back to the essay. It is a remarkable essay; it does not err on the side of cocksureness, as is often the case with young essayists, somewhat to the surprise of those who have grey hairs. It shows a modesty that is most commendable; the writer is prepared to leave certain questions open for decision in more mature years. I may also tell you that Lord Dalhousie comes out of the examination very well. I hope Mr. Jenkins will apply to his own career the same industry and devotion to duty which were strong characteristics of the Viceroy, whose administration he has so well studied. The Head Master of Merchant Taylors', a school which has twice won the medal, will be glad to know that his boy, though beaten, came second in this year's competition. Dr. Nairn will probably next year make an extra effort to win. There is one matter of regret with regard to the competition, and that is, that it does not produce an essay from each Public School. I am sorry that we do not find all the Schools sending in competitors.

I will now ask Mr. Jenkins to come forward in order that I may hand him the Gold Medal.

After the medal had been handed to Mr. Jenkins a reply was made for him and for his School by Mr. Fletcher, the Head Master of Marlborough.

Mr. Fletcher, the Master of Marlborough, in responding, said: My function is to represent my pupil and myself.

I should like to say one thing for myself as representing on this occasion the Public Schools. Naturally it is your wish that we should endeavour to bridge over with our boys the extraordinary and immense gulf which separates East and West. Whether we can do anything of this kind at their age, anything to make boys realize what the East, and more particularly India, means, I am not quite sure. But we of the Public Schools can and do
prepare boys for great imperial duties in the future. We
cannot teach them much of Oriental thought or anything
of Oriental languages, but we can and do teach them the
great principle of administration so nobly exemplified in
the history of the Indian Civil Service, that "to rule is to
serve". So long as India is served by men who have
passed through our Public Schools, and have spent their
full time there—a matter of great importance—that lesson
will have been taught. So much for myself. Now a word
for my friend and pupil. He would wish me, I know, to
thank you warmly and to say that he has long ago chosen
his career; unless the examiners are adverse he will join
the Indian Civil Service and follow in his father's footsteps.
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OBITUARY NOTICES

DUDLEY FRANCIS AMELIUS HERVEY, C.M.G., M.R.A.S.

Though a member of this Society for more than thirty years, the subject of this obituary notice was seldom seen at our meetings and was not one of our contributing members. But he was one of the founders and supporters of our Straits Branch, which some years ago conferred on him the distinction of honorary membership. This he had well merited by many services, and particularly by contributing to its Journal a number of valuable papers, mainly on the history, topography, and ethnography of the southern part of the Malay Peninsula.

It is in connexion with that field of research that Dudley Hervey's name will be remembered. Few men had a more thorough and intimate knowledge of it or were more keenly interested in it from every point of view than he. As an authority on the Malay language he was probably unsurpassed by any Englishman of his time. But unfortunately the world has never had an opportunity of fully realizing the depth of his knowledge in this department, for with the diffidence of a true scholar he was inclined to hide his light under a bushel, and his critical instinct often deterred him from publishing material which, though of undoubted value, might be still further improved by subsequent revision. In the linguistic field, therefore, his publications were in no way commensurate with his acquirements, and he allowed himself to be outstripped by men who were his inferiors in knowledge, scholarly accuracy, and critical acumen. But he collected and published a considerable amount of lexico-graphical matter illustrating the dialects of the wild tribes.
of the South of the Peninsula. He was also greatly interested in folk-lore, native law and custom, in short in every aspect of Malay and aboriginal life, and he had much more than an average acquaintance with the geology, botany, and zoology of the country. In fact, his knowledge of all matters connected with Malacca, the Négéri Sembilan, and Johor was almost encyclopædic.

Dudley Hervey was a son of the late Rev. Lord Charles Amelius Hervey, rector of Chesterford, Essex, and a grandson of the first Marquis of Bristol. He was born at Chesterford on January 7, 1849, educated at Marlborough, and entered the Straits Settlements Civil Service in 1867, being the first "cadet" of that newly established service, which thus by his death loses its doyen and one of its most distinguished members. In 1882 he became Resident Councillor at Malacca, a post he continued to hold till his retirement in 1893. During these years he was ex officio a member of the Executive and Legislative Councils of the Colony, and for some time he also superintended the affairs of parts of the Négéri Sembilan. In 1892 he was created a C.M.G. After his retirement he married and settled at Aldeburgh, Suffolk. He became a County Councillor and J.P. for the county, with which his family has long been associated, and took a leading part in local political, municipal, and educational matters, besides keeping up his connexion with a number of learned societies. His death occurred unexpectedly on June 1, 1911, at his residence; it was due to heart failure, accelerated by the shock of a carriage accident which had taken place a week before.

Since his retirement from the East he had become so much engrossed in other matters that Orientalism ceased to be the first object of his thoughts, being thrust into the background by the pleasures and duties of family life and the new interests of a different environment. But he never quite lost touch with Asiatic studies, and a chance
meeting with an old friend or colleague from the Straits sufficed to revive his interest in them. It has been my good fortune to meet him occasionally during the last few years, and I shall always remember the cordiality of his welcome and the charm of his conversation. Having had the privilege of serving under him at Malacca, I knew him well, both in his official capacity and personally. There never was a more amiable man, or one that was more considerate and tactful towards his subordinates than Dudley Hervey. As an administrator he possessed in a high degree the invaluable gift of guiding without interfering, and his influence stimulated and encouraged all who worked under him. My own indebtedness to him is greater than I can find words to express. I can but apply to it the Malay saying: *hutang emas dapat di-bayar, hutang budi di-bawa mati*; it was a debt that could in no wise be repaid, the sort of debt that creates a lifelong obligation.

C. O. Blagden.
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IN a very excellent book on the *Shans at Home*, recently published by a member of this Society, Mrs. Leslie Milne, it is stated that "the chief source of early Shan Buddhism was probably the Talaings and Cambodians." This is the opinion of the Rev. Wilbur Willis Cochrane, who at the same time states that it is his conviction that the Tai got their alphabet and early literature probably from the same sources. Mr. Cochrane is an American missionary, who has spent something like twenty years among the Tai and is an accomplished Tai scholar. There is a quite considerable Tai literature, mostly of a religious kind, but with a very creditable amount of folk-tales. Unfortunately there is nothing that throws any light on the early history of their country. Previous to our occupation of the Shan States, as a consequence of the annexation of Upper Burma, the whole of the States had been involved in almost incessant civil war, and for a century before that the wars between China and Burma and Burma and Siam had led to the marching and counter-marching of armies through the hills. The troops were Buddhists, no doubt, but they had very little
regard for sacred things, and the result is that most of what writings there may have been on the history of the country perished with the monasteries.

It is therefore quite impossible to say with any certainty where the Shans had their original home, and it is equally impossible to be certain whence they got their religion and their written character. Whether they were the Ts’u or the Pang or Pan-hu race, as Professor Douglas and Mr. E. H. Parker would have us believe, and whether this can be proved by the eight or ten words which the industry of the late M. Terrien de Lacouperie collected in his *Languages of China before the Chinese*, is a matter of doubt. We are, however, on surer ground when we come to the Ai or Ngai-lao of Southern Yünnan, concerning whom Mr. Parker has given so much information to us, derived from Chinese annals. It seems to be generally accepted now that the Nan-chao kingdom, which had its capital at Tali-fu, formerly called Yang-tsʻüme, was the first historical appearance of the Shans. That was a powerful confederation, and it held its own in alternate struggles with the China of those days and with Tibet. But the Tai always seem to have had an inclination rather to tribal than to racial rule. They were never intended to become a great nation. They could join together for resistance or for the purpose of punishing aggression, but they could not consolidate their successes. They raided as far as the Great Plain of China and the Han River, and they sent colonies far down the Mékhong River and west of the Irrawaddy, but the raiders apparently settled down there and forgot their connexion with the parent kingdom. Nevertheless Nan-chao nominally ruled over all Yünnan, a part of Ssu-ch’uan and of Kwang-hsi, extended far westward to Magadha (the modern Oudh), included most of Northern Burma and parts of Assam, and bordered Tongking and Cambodia on the south. The most notable Ngai-lao chieftains or kings were
Koh-lo-féng and I-mou hsün, who reigned in the eighth century of our era. The Ngai-lao kingdom fell more and more under Chinese influence from the tenth century onwards, and was finally broken up by Kublai Khan with his Mongolian hordes in 1254 A.D.

The disruption of the Ngai-lao kingdom was the opportunity of the Mao Shan kingdom. It had existed alongside of and almost as long as the Tali-fu branch of the Tai. The two ruling houses were connected by marriage, and they had also had wars with one another, but when Tali-fu fell the Mao Shans became the undoubted chief representatives of the Tai race. They were reinforced by the fugitives from Tali, and they pushed west and gave kings for a time to Burma. Another swarm of the Ngai-lao went south, and either drove before them earlier settlers, or themselves went on to the Gulf of Siam and founded the kingdom of Siam, the beginning of which Bishop Pallegoix fixes in 1350.

The interference of the Shans of Mêng Mao in Burma led to the final breaking up of the Tai as a great power. They remained prosperous and formidable until the sixteenth century. In 1562 Bayin Naung, the king of Pegu, sent up an army said to have numbered 200,000 men. This is no doubt an exaggeration, but whatever the strength of it was it was enough to destroy the city of Mêng Mao and to reduce the kingdom to vassalage. According to the Burmese this was the beginning of the Buddhist religion amongst the Tai. It is expressly stated that teachers of Buddhism were left behind to instruct the Shan priests in the worship of Gautama and to convert the people. This may have implied the introduction of the Southern Canon, but it can hardly have meant any more. Probably it is no more correct than it is to say that Nawra'ata, the great hero king of Burma, introduced Buddhism into Pagān when he destroyed Thatôn and carried off king, monks, people, and holy
books to the capital on the Irrawaddy. It is certain that there were Buddhists there before. Their Buddhism may have been as corrupt as that of Tibet is now, and their monks, the Ariya, may have been as dissolute as Burmese chronicles say they were, but they certainly were followers of the Northern Canon. It was almost certainly the same in the country of the Mao Shans. We are expressly told that there were priests among them, and if the people were not Buddhists they were animists, and animists have no priests.

We may therefore take it as quite certain that the Burmese theory is wrong. They may have reformed the Buddhism of the Tai, but they did not give it to them. There are other items of information which confirm this. The Tibetans have two theories as to the introduction of Buddhism into their country. One is that it was introduced by a Tibetan king's Chinese wife, the daughter of a Chinese emperor. Books and relics came from India, but it was the personal influence of the Chinese princess which seems to have had the greatest practical results in establishing Buddhism. Another theory is that it was introduced by a lama, who converted Kublai Khan to Buddhism. The Chinese claim that Kublai Khan annexed Tibet, but it is a question of high politics whether Tibet was ever annexed at all, and the date would not be till the middle of the eighteenth century. At any rate there is evidence of lamaism among the Mongols and in the train of Kublai Khan two hundred years and more before the Peguan king came with his Buddhism to the Mao Shan kingdom.

It seems therefore very clear that Buddhism existed most probably in both the Ngai-lao and Mèng Mao kingdoms at least as early as it did in Burma, and that it was of the Northern Canon, just as the Buddhism of Upper Burma was till it was reformed by Nawra'ta. The great king Asoka (Dhammasawka as the Tai call
him) was, we know, both a Saul and a Constantine. It seems probable that it was he who introduced Buddhism into Tibet. He sent apostles north and south and east and west, and if they did not penetrate directly into Tibet they very probably did so by way of Chinese Turkistan and Mongolia. The Nan-chao kingdom had wars and alliances and frequent communication in various ways with Tibet. It seems reasonable, therefore, to suppose that it got Buddhism from this direction and not from the south. If we assume the Buddhism we must also assume that it brought literature. The missionary enterprises of Asoka included the building of pagodas, and we are told that 86,000 of them were built throughout the world known to him. In many of the Shan States there are shrines which claim to be among this number. The object of all pagodas is to enshrine sacred relics or sacred books. It does not seem probable that MSS. of some kind did not form part of the sacred things deposited in these pagodas, and it is reasonable to suppose that the writing of the country was modelled on these examples. The Môn or Talaing alphabet, and not impossibly that of Chiampa and Cambodia, were equally founded on Indian models, and it seems at any rate quite probable that the original Tai developed it for themselves and did not have to get it from neighbours on the south, long after they themselves would seem to have adopted Buddhism.

Some old Ahom (Tai) MSS. from Assam have recently come into the hands of the Rev. Mr. Cochrane. It may be hoped that more will follow, but in the meantime one of them proves to be a Mao Shan chronicle from the reign of Hsö Hkan-hpa through the earlier part of Burman-Shan history. Hsö Hkan-hpa was the greatest of all the Mao chiefs, and it is gratifying to find that the Assam chronicle confirms in most points the story of the Hsen-wi chronicle in Mr. Cochrane’s possession, as well as another
chronicle translated in the *Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States*. The chief matter of interest from the point of view of this paper is that it confirms the assertion that the early rulers of the Mao Shan kingdom were invited to come there by the "Elders" who first administered the country from Mông Hi-Mông Ham. It is quite impossible to identify these two principalities, but they are supposed to have been on the Nam Hkawng, the Cambodia River. It was quite a common affair in later days for Shan States which had no direct or no suitable heir to send to Mông Mit (Momeit) for a ruler. The direct line of Tai chiefs was supposed to be maintained untainted by outside alliances there, and it may be noted that the Shweli River, the Nam Mao, which gave its name to the Tai kingdom, or took its name from it, flows through Mông Mit. In the same way Mông Hi-Mông Ham may be assumed to have best preserved the ruling house either of the Mao Tai or of the Ngai-lao. Mr. Cochrane points out that *Hi* is an old Shan word, now only used in poetic compositions, meaning "long", and *Ham* is the ordinary Tai couplet, so that the whole phrase may mean "the great country", and may be applied equally to China or to the kingdom of the Ngai-lao, or to the Wying Lông, the great Tai principality on the Nam Hkawng River. If chiefs were sought for from the south, it would be a reversal of the later process, which considered that the true and most purely national Tai were those of the north.

But there is another point. The Ahom chronicle expressly says *Ton taw pai tai lik pa bwe hhao*, which, literally translated, means "Their Excellencies marching brought letters (or manuscripts) with them". This, of course, may mean that they first brought letters, in the shape of script or alphabet, to the north country, but if it does it is a reversal of everything else in the history of the Tai race. Their original home was certainly in the
north, possibly or probably in Yunnan and parts of Ssu-ch'uan, and it was from there that they extended, so far as we know, in all directions except the north. There is no suggestion that religion was brought, as well as letters. Such evidence as we have seems rather to point to the introduction of Buddhism, either direct from India or from Mongolia. If religion was introduced it seems more than probable that it came, not in the mere form of sermons and addresses, but with written texts to support it.

The Ahom chronicle gives no dates, but when it is read with the Hsen-wi chronicles, which it confirms, we can fix them. The latter say that Hkun Lai’s reign ended in 239 B.C., which is 817 A.D. He had no issue and was succeeded by the “Elders”, who when they became old were wearied of official cares and sent to Mông Hi-Mông Ham for the princes of the Tai ruling line to succeed them. This may bring the date up to the middle of the ninth century of the Christian era, or a little later. Mr. Cochrane says: “there is nothing improbable in this date, though it brings the introduction of Shan letters into the Mao kingdom at least two centuries earlier than my suppositions.”

The matter is only one of minor interest. It is indisputable that the alphabet of our Tai of the hither Shan States has been greatly modified by the connexion of these Tai states with Burma. A very large number of the more earnest monks went down to study in the well-equipped monasteries of Burma, near the great shrines of the faith. The much more elaborate alphabets of the Siamese, Lao, Hkiin, and Lű may possibly be more characteristically Tai, and they may have reversed the national trend and have come up from the south, as no doubt the purer form of the Buddhist faith itself did come from the south and not from the north. That may be conceded; but it does not prove that Buddhism of
a kind, the Buddhism of the Northern Canon, debased, like that of Tibet, largely with devil-worship, did not exist long before.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the most outwardly fervent Buddhists are at heart really animists. This is true of the Burmese, and it is still more true of the less highly civilized Tai. True Buddhism is essentially the religion of the thinker. It is a system of philosophy or a code of morality rather than a religion, and it does not satisfy the heart-searchings of ordinary mortals. It does not fit the everyday life of the modern Burman or Shan, and still less can it be supposed to have suited the conditions of a much less civilized age. The people have a much greater faith in the calculation of lucky and unlucky days and in the deductions from their horoscopes than in the virtue of almsgiving and the efficacy of worship at the pagoda. Dragon-worship overlaid the Buddhism of Pagan before it was reformed by Nawra'ata, and the Shan cycle of ḫpēwan is still used by the more northerly of the British Tai States, just as it is used by the Chinese, Siamese, Annamese, Cambodians, and Lao. It was the original Indo-Chinese form of chronology, but it is now much more commonly used for the less dignified purposes of fortune-telling, though Siam in certain connexions still talks of "the year of the rat" and "the year of the pig". The system is doubtless the same as the Jovian cycle of the Hindus, and both Hindus and Chinese probably got it from the Chaldees, but in any case it is animistic and not Buddhistic, and it came from the Chinese to the Tai and went southwards. It did not come up from the coast.

Animism covers all sorts of religious beliefs besides the belief in spirits; it covers fetishism, tree and animal worship, and the doctrine of transmigration. The Tai, like the Burmese, worship chiefly the spirit of the house and the spirits of the village, and their tree-worship is
rendered more respectable by the legend that the Buddha Gautama attained supreme wisdom under the bo-tree. Their country is divided by parallel ranges of hills running from the eastern end of the Himalayas down to the sea. This produces a series of valleys, some of them narrow, some of them broad, and some of them flattening out into what may be called downs. It is in these valleys that the Tai live. The hill-ranges are inhabited by tribes that are most of them in no way related to the Tai and belong to quite different sub-families. These are all of them animists, and they keep alive the tendency to spirit-worship among the Tai themselves. Some of them worship the dead, or at any rate propitiate disembodied spirits, like the head-hunting Wild Wa. There are signs that the Tai, like the Burmese, themselves did this in the old days. Most of the rest worship trees and rocks and natural phenomena generally, and it may be noted that the Wild Wa, in addition to their head-hunting practices, also follow the cult of the pipul-tree, the *Ficus religiosa*, under which the Buddha attained supreme knowledge.

There is, however, one particular race which shows signs of having been at one time Buddhistic, and so adds ground for belief that Buddhism was adopted in the early years of the Ngai-lao and Mao Shan monarchies, and was not adopted from the south, whether from the Môn or the Khmér. This race is the Lahu, which is the name they give themselves. They are called Lawhê or Lôh-érh by the Chinese, and Muhsô by the Shans and Burmese. They have wandered far, and settlements of Lahu are to be found away down with the Lao or Siamese Tai States. The farther south they go the more they seem to become like the ordinary spirit-worshippers of the hills. In the great Trans-Salween State of Kêngtûng they worship Tiwara, who are spirits of the ordinary type, guarding houses, villages, mountains, rivers, trees, and so on, and the offerings are of the usual kind. But even in the
farthest strayed villages they say that they also worship
one great spirit who dwells in the skies, and so far as one
is able to judge from, up to the present, very scanty
information, this is the only religion of the parent stock.
They say their original home was on the Irrawaddy,
probably far up at its sources, and that while their fore-
 fathers still lived there they were ruled by fu. Now Fu
is the Chinese name for the Buddha, and the fact that these
fu of the Lahu were spiritual as well as temporal rulers
immediately suggests the Dalai Lama and the Tashi Lama
of Tibet, and hints at the early connexions of the race.
In the Nan Cha Töng-chu settlement of the Lahu there
were thirty-six of the fu, and over them were set ta fu
yè, or Great Buddhas or Lamas, whose number is not
clearly established. These thirty-six fu were, it is
asserted, established at the instance of a great teacher,
Kyan Sit Fu, who appeared mysteriously and ordered the
construction of thirty-six fu-fang or sacred Buddhistic
houses. When they had been built he disappeared as
mysteriously as he came. There were originally 360
huyè or priests in charge of these fu-fang. These are
insignificant numbers compared with the huge communities
of the Tibetan lamasseries, but the Lahu are now broken
up into small settlements and their ideas may have shrunk
with their surroundings. There is also no suggestion that
the huyè lived in the fu-fang, but the story told that they
abstained from eating flesh and practised asceticism of
various kinds seems to hint at it.

The only ta fu yè known still to exist, or at any rate
who has been met with, is the Chief of Mông Hka,
a village on the summit of a huge ridge, a few miles
farther north along which is Nawng Hkeo, the sacred
lake of the Wild Wa. This ta fu yè is not only the chief
of the village, but is also, if not himself the actual object
of worship, at any rate the chief ministrant during the
annual festivities, which fall at about the same time as
the Chinese New Year. He lives in a house which is the last of a series of squares, arranged in a line from east to west, and marked out by loose stone walls. They are all absolutely empty, like the entrance courts leading up to a Confucian temple, except for the second, which has in the centre a rudely squared cubical altar or block of stone. Similarly squared altar-stones crown the knolls round about. At the time of the New Year festival each of these is visited in turn by processions firing guns and beating gongs, and lighted candles and burning joss-sticks are deposited before them. There are also a series of small sheds—they are too insignificant in material and flimsy in construction to be called anything else—with no adornments of any kind, nothing but a board with an inscription in Chinese, the purport of which has not been ascertained. These constructions are called alternatively kaw-mu and fu-fang. Kaw-mu is almost certainly the Burmese kaung-hmu, which means a work of merit and is commonly applied to a pagoda, and fu-fang is the ordinary name for a Buddhist shrine in Chinese.

The main fu-fang at Mong Hka stands on the top of the ridge behind the village. This also is approached through a series of bare courts outlined by low loose-stone walls, but in several of them stand the formal white umbrellas and long poles, with pennants or streamers attached, such as are familiar in the enclosures of Burmese and Shan pagodas and monasteries. The shrine itself is in the farthest court, and consists of no more than a couple of long low barrack-like sheds, of the most modest possible construction. They stand in a line with one another, and the entrance to each is in the middle of the side. There is nothing within except a line of tables or altars, with erections on them like troughs reared on end and inscribed with Chinese characters. There is no suggestion of an image of any kind. The offerings of food, fruit, and flowers are placed on the tables, as they might be in any
ordinary spirit-shrine, and candles and joss-sticks burn
outside the shed and at the foot of the pillars, but there
is no priest or monk in charge, and there appear to be no
regular services or days of worship. The whole in its
simplicity and vagueness recalls the altars in the courts
of the Temple of Heaven in Peking, with its worship of
the Tien or Huang-tien, the vast concave expanse of
heaven, rather than a Buddhist shrine.

The name ta fu ye', and the sacred character of its
bearer, inevitably suggests something less than the Dalai
Lama of Lhasa and something more than the ordinary
lama of the monasteries. At any rate both temporal and
religious power are concentrated in the person of the Lahu
ta fu ye'. There is nothing in their history or their
traditions, so far as they are known, that connects them
with Tibet, but they may well have been made prisoners
in the wars of the Ngai-lao with Tibet, which went on
for long years. The change of climate might account for
the change of architecture, but there is nothing whatever
that suggests a lamassery in any Lahu village that has
so far been seen.

Temples such as that at Mong Hka are striking
rather because they are deserted than because they are
crowded like the Tibetan monasteries. Apparently, too,
the Lahu fu-fangs can only exist where there is a ta fu
ye', which may account for the fact that the ordinary
Lahu village, at any rate in the parts where they have
lately settled, not only do not build them, but seem to be
steadily becoming more and more like their hill neigh-
bours, who are all elementary spirit-worshippers. At any
rate there is no record of any fu-fang except that at
Mong Hka. The head-quarters of the Chinese prefecture
of Chên-pien, established at the expense of the province of
Burma and of the Lahu, is now at an old Lahu fu-fang.
Lahu information directly asserts it, and indeed it is proved
by the Shan name of Chên-pien, which is Hpu-hpien,
and in Chinese Shan the aspirated p is always pronounced f. Whatever the character of the shrine may have been it is entirely built over by the ordinary Chinese official yamén.

There is much about the Lahu customs which suggests that they must at one time have been Buddhists. Their religion has, at any rate in the outskirts of the race, been influenced on the one hand by the Taouism of China and on the other by the spirit-worship of their immediate neighbours. Where they have not been broken down by oppression and misfortunes, mostly brought upon them by the Chinese, they are a greatly superior race to most of the mountain tribes.

Mr. Warry, who was for a good many years the exceedingly able Chinese adviser to the Burma Government, says that the Chinese call them Loh-érh out of pure mischief. "Lahu would have been an equally easy sound, but to the Chinese mind it would not have been so appropriate a designation, for it would not have conveyed the contemptuous meaning of Loh-érh. Loh-érh may be translated Lo or La 'niggers'. The translation 'Black Lo-lo' is incorrect and also very misleading, because it suggests that the Lahu are akin to or identical with the black-bone Lo-lo, the 'tall, handsome, oval-faced, Aryan-like race' of Western Ssu-ch'uan described by Colborne Baber. The Lahu are a very different people. They are of small stature, with sharp prominent features, and a keen and distrustful expression. Dressed in Chinese costume, which they usually affect, the men are very like Chinamen in reduced circumstances. Their women are somewhat better-looking, with bright, intelligent faces, and figures well set off in their picturesque national dress. As a rule the Chinese have two names for aboriginal tribes on their borders; one contemptuous, if not contumelious, for general use, and the other euphemistic, and employed only in the presence of members of the tribe, or when the
speaker is superstitiously apprehensive of some hurt from them. This second designation in the case of the Lahu is  
*Fu-chia*, or the 'happy family'. The unintentional irony of this term cannot fail to strike anyone who has seen the wretched discomfort in which the Lahu live and recollects that for several years past they have been remorselessly hunted and oppressed by the Chinese and robbed of whatever happiness might once have been their lot. If they are in any way related to the Moso tribes of North-West Yunnan, whose ancient capital was at Likiang-fu, they have lost all tradition of the connexion, and indeed the Mosos of that region, as described by Cooper and others, seem to have little or nothing in common with them."

Prince Henri d'Orleans, on the other hand, found that in some places the Lahu called themselves Lo-lo, and he was told that they had a written character which was like the writing on mandarins' seals. The people of a village near Mien-ning told him that the Lahu, like the Lo-lo, came from near Nang-king ages ago, and the Lissu who inhabit the Salween Valley between latitudes 26° and 27° N. have a similar tradition. They have marked aquiline noses and straight-set eyes, with a copper complexion, and at their New Year's feasts they have *lao-tien shu*, firs like our Christmas trees. It may be remarked in this connexion that at the New Year time the Chinese of the Yunnan province have a custom of carpeting their floors with pine needles.

The Mosos have a king at Yet-che, near the Nam Hkawng, a little south of Tseku, about the 28th parallel. In the view of Terrien de Lacouperie the Musus or Mosos would be of the same Tibeto-Burmese group as the Jungs or Njungs, who appeared on the frontiers of China six centuries before Christ, coming from the north-east of Tibet. Chinese historians mention the Mosos 796 years after Christ, the epoch of their subjection by the King of Nan-chao. They regained their independence for a time
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and were then again conquered by the Tali kingdom, and when that fell before Kublai Khan they came under Chinese rule. They and the Lo-lo probably have the same origin. The names of both races are Chinese. The national name of the Lo-lo is Ngosu, and the Moso call themselves Nachi. The dialects have many points in common. Formerly their influence extended far into Tibet beyond Kiang-ka. There is a popular Tibetan poem, the Keser, which celebrates the prowess of a warrior who strove to drive back the Moso.

Moreover, they have a New Year's festival. A pig which has been fattened on peaches is sacrificed. Nothing but the Moso language is talked, and if any Tibetans are in the village they are excluded. This at once recalls the Lahu New Year's feast, which is called the Waw-lông. At Mông Hka at this season jingals are fired at sunset for three days, and during that period at frequent intervals parties firing guns and beating gongs make the round of the shrines and deposit wax candles and lighted joss-sticks. In other Lahu villages where the old traditions have been forgotten, the festival is kept, but it is purely animistic. The sacrifices are made to the spirits and there is much playing on the ken, the reed mouth-organ, and dancing by both men and women. During the festival, however, no stranger is allowed to enter the village, and if by chance one happens to be there he is detained till the feast is over and is then sent away deprived of everything he has, even to his clothes. No language but Lahu may be spoken while the Waw-lông lasts. The Lahu also celebrate another festival a fortnight later, which they call the Little New Year, the Waw-noi, which only lasts a single day, and it is worth noting that Mr. R. C. Bourne, of the Chinese Consular Service, found that in some places the Lo-lo have a similar festival, while elsewhere some of the Lo-lo tribes have adopted Buddhism, even to the extent of building monasteries. Prince Henri d'Orleans
made a superficial study of the languages of the Lahu, the Lo-lo, and the Lissu, another tribe which inhabits the western portions of much the same tract of country reaching up towards Tibet, and he found general resemblances in all three dialects.

The Lissu have no written character. The Moso writing has no real existence as such. The Lahu, at any rate in the British Shan States, have none. The Moso written character is only known to their "medicine men", who may be compared with the *tu fu ye* of the Lahu. Their manuscript books have the pages divided into little squares running horizontally from left to right. These partitions are filled with hieroglyphics or rough drawings of men, houses, animals' heads, and conventional signs for the sky, lightning, and other natural phenomena. They are prayers beginning with the mention of the creation of the world, and ending with an enumeration of all the ills which menace mankind, which man can avoid if he is pious and gives alms to the magicians, or religious teachers.

The Lo-lo, as we know, have, or perhaps it would be more correct to say had, a written character which Terrien de Lacouperie found to have resemblances with that of the Bugis and Mankassars of Sumatra, as well as with the Indo-Pali characters of the Asoka fragment. Their writing is a sort of ideographic system based on picture-writing, and the difficulty of studying it is vastly increased by the disconcerting fact that few of their literary men nowadays are able to read any but their own particular MSS.

The resemblances to Indo-Pali script, however, are distinctly suggestive. Asoka we know sent missionaries far and wide. The equally great, and perhaps even more zealous, Kanishka some generations later also sent apostles north and south and east and west. It was these missioners who introduced Buddhism into Tibet and
Mongolia and beyond. It is impossible to believe that they came only to preach by word of mouth. They would certainly take their texts with them, and where the creed was taught it is not likely that the means of recalling its details would be omitted. The fact that all these texts have disappeared proves nothing, for fighting in these parts was continuous for centuries and the conquering soldier has no respect for anything. The Chinese in their recent movement into Tibet destroyed lamaseries in preference to anything else, and it is one of the most grievous complaints of the Dalai Lama that they used religious MSS. for resoling their boots. The Chinese annals speak of the Ngai-lao kingdom as being quite a reasonable approximation to their own civilization, which is a concession that they are not too free in making, in much later times. Some of the details given certainly suggest Buddhism. When the Tai were overthrown at Tali-fu they were exterminated quite as effectually as the Hui-hui, the Panthes, were six hundred years later, when the Mohammedan insurrection was quelled. It is not surprising, therefore, that there are no remains of their Buddhism or of their literature to be traced, but the suggestions of Buddhism still to be found among the surrounding hillmen inevitably create the belief that it must have existed, and if they had the religion they must also have had written characters of a kind, probably not known to the mass of the people, because religion always has tried to keep to itself an esoteric character—witness the Vulgate, the Abhidhamma, written in the Pali, which never was a spoken tongue, and the Granth. The matter is one quite incapable of proof at the present time, but very little is known about the Tai; Mrs. Leslie Milne's book is likely to remain the standard work about them for a good many years, and it seems desirable to enter a caution against the adoption of the belief that the Tai derived their religion, and with it their writing and
literature, from the south. It was they who colonized the south country; more than likely they got their present form of Buddhism from there, but that is no more a proof that they had neither Buddhism, literature, nor written character before than it is true that Buddhism and literature were first introduced to Upper Burma when King Nawra'ata destroyed Thatòn and carried off every-thing living and portable to Pagàn on the Irawaddy.
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THE PANCARATRAS OR BHAGAVAT-SAstra

By A. GOVINDACARYA SVAMIN, M.R.A.S.

PART I

1. The synonymy of what is well known as the Pāñcarātra is thus given in the Pādma-tantra (one of the 108 Tantras or Saṁhitās):—

Sūris suhṛd bhāgavatas sātvataḥ pāṅca-kāla-vit ¹
Ekāntikas tanmayaḥ ca pāṅcarātrika ity api ||

(iv, 2, 88.)

From this it is evident that Pāñcarātra = Bhāgavata = Sātvata = Ekāntika.

2. This Śāstra or Science (of the Worship of the One God = Monotheism) is also called Ekāyana, which means the Only Way (Monotheism). For, as is stated in Īśvara-Saṁhitā, Nārada tells the Sages—

Mokṣāyanāya vai panthā etad anyo na vidyate |
Tasmād Ekāyanam nāma pravadanti maniṁśaḥ ||

(i, 18.)

i.e. “Whereas there is no other Path than this One to Emancipation (mokṣa), the wise call this by the name Ekāyana”.

3. This Science is also known as the Mūla-Veda or Root-Science (or Root-Knowledge), inasmuch as Vāsudeva is at the Root of all Knowledge, as the following verse explicitly says—

¹ See par. 7 infra, where the term Pāñca-kāla-parāyana occurs. For explanation, see par. 9 infra. The confusion of this with Pāñcarātra must be avoided, as in footnote 53, p. 16, Dr. G. A. Grierson’s Nārāyanīya (Ind. Antiq., 1909, Reprint).
Mahato Veda-vṛkṣasya mūla-bhūto mahān ayam |
Skandha-bhūtā Rg-ādyās te śākhā-bhūtās ca yoginaḥ ||
Jagan-mūlasya Vedasya Vāsudevasya mukhyataḥ ||
Pratipādakataḥ siddhā Mūla-Vedākhyataḥ dvijāḥ ||
Ādyam Bhāgavatam dharmaṃ ādi-bhūte kṛte yuge |
Mānava yogya-bhūtās te anutisthanti nityaśaḥ ||
(Id. i, 24–6.)

i.e. "This (Science) is the root of the Veda-tree; the Rg and others are its trunk and branches. This (Science) is called by the name Mūla-Veda (= Root-Veda), because it is an exposition of Vāsudeva, the Root of the Universe. This is the Original Bhāgavata-Dharma,¹ which in the Kṛta age worthy men observed always ".

4. That this Ancient Science is Ancient, and not originated by Vāsudeva, the Son of Vasudeva = Kṛṣṇa, is evident from the word Vāsudeva, meaning "He who permeates all", though grammatically it is also a patronymic, viz. "son of Vasudeva". For firstly, the word Vāsudeva occurs in the Taittiriya - Upaniṣad passage known as the Viṣṇu-Gāyatrī. Secondly, we have in the Pādma-tantra—

Vasudeva-sutasyāpi sthāpanāṁ Vāsudeva-vat ||
(iii, 29, 28.)

i.e. "The installation of the Son of Vasudeva (Kṛṣṇa) is like that of Vāsudeva (the Ancient One) ".

Thirdly, that the Ekāyana Science is one of the Ancient Sciences learnt by Nārada, is evident from what Nārada himself tells Sanatkumāra in the Chāndogya Upaniṣat—

"Rg-Vedam Bhagavo 'dhyemi Yajur-Vedam Śāma-Vedam Ātharvaṇam eaturasīṁ Itihāsa-Purāṇam pañcamam Vedānāṁ Vedam Pitryaṁ Rāsim Daivāṁ Nidhiṁ Vāko-vākyam Ekāyanam." (vii, 1, 2.)

¹ From such Upaniṣad passages as "na khalu Bhāgavata Yama-vaśayan gacchanti ", oft quoted by the ancient Ācāryas, it is further evidence of the eternity of the Bhāgavata Religion.
i.e. "O Sanatkumāra, I have learnt Rg-VEDA, Yajur-Veda, Sāma-Veda, Atharvaṇa... Ekāyanam."¹

Also see the word occurring in the same Upaniṣat, vii, 1, 4; 2, 1; 5, 2; 7, 1.

Fourthly, Śrī Kṛṣṇa Himself says in the Bhagavad-Gītā (vii, 19)—

Vāsudevaḥ sarvam iti sa mahātmā sudurlabhaḥ.

i.e. "That great soul is hard to find who knows 'Vāsudeva is all';"

showing that the Bhāgavata or Vāsudeva Religion was not originated or invented in Kṛṣṇa's days, but was existent from time primeval.²

Further, Śrī Kṛṣṇa confirms this position, viz. the eternity of the Bhāgavata Religion, by telling Arjuna that what he taught him now was the Ancient Religion, which from time to time is forgotten by men, and He comes and revives it. Read Bhagavad-Gītā, iv, 1–3—

Imaṁ Vivasvatye yogāṁ proktavān aham avyayam ||
Vivasvān Manave prāha Manur Ikṣvākave 'bravīt |
Evam parampara- pruptaṁ imam rajarṣayo viduḥ ||
Sa kālen-eha mahatā yogo naṣṭaḥ Parantapa |
Sa ev-āyam mayā te 'dya yogāḥ praktaḥ puratanaḥ ||

i.e. "It was I (the Ancient, not merely as Kṛṣṇa now) who taught this Divine Science (Yoga) to Vivasvān (the Sun). Vivasvān taught Manu; and Manu taught

¹ Ekāyanā appears to have been one of the Upaniṣads, or the crown of all Upaniṣads, of which the whole Pāṇcarātra literature appears to be a vast commentary. So do we learn from the Śrī-prāsaṇa Sanhitā, ii, 38, 39—

"Vedam ekāyanam nāma Vedānāṁ śirasi sthitam
Tad arthakam Pāṇcarātram mokṣadām tat-kriyāvatām,
Yasmin eko mokṣa-mārgo Vede proktas sanātanaḥ,
Mad-arādhana-rūpeṇa tasmād ekāyanam bhavet."

² Śrī Kṛṣṇa's reference here is to the primeval Vāsudeva Dharma, not to Himself as the son of Vāsudeva, to which latter He Himself alludes in the Bhagavad-Gītā, v, x, 37, viz. "Vṛṣṇināṁ Vāsudeva 'ham'.

Also see my note on Vāsudeva in the Indian Antiquity, p. 319, November, 1910.
Ikṣvāku. That this is thus traditionally derived, the Royal Sages know. But by long lapse of time the Science was lost. And this Ancient Science has again by Me now told thee, O Foe-dread (Arjuna)"

Here "Royal Sages know" does not mean that only the Royal Sages or Kṣatriyas know, and that Brāhmaṇas therefore do not know; nor does it mean that Kṣatriyas originated it without reference to the Brāhmaṇas. Also, the term "Royal" is also interpretable as "those Sages who have attained royalty or eminence in the Divine Science"; and therefore need not necessarily mean Kṣatriyas. Besides, if the Ancient, as He says, taught Vivasvān, may it be adduced from this that the Ancient was a Kṣatriya, or that Vivasvān (the Sun) is a Kṣatriya? It is simply Nārāyaṇa, the Primeval God, teaching Nārada to begin with—Nārada, the mind-born son of Brahmā and therefore a divine Brāhmaṇa (Brahmarṣi)—as may be seen from Īśvara-Saṁhitā, i, 4 ff.—

Nārāyaṇaṁ tapasyantau Nara-Nārāyaṇāśrame
Saṁsevantas sadā bhaktāṁ mokṣopāya-vivitsavaḥ.
Saṁsthītā munayas sarve Nārāyaṇa-parāyaṇāḥ
Kālena kena cit svargāt Nārāyaṇa-dīrķṣayā
Tatrāvatīrya devaṁsiḥ Nāradas sa kutāhalaḥ
Dṛṣṭvā Nārāyaṇaṁ ṛevaṁ namaskṛtya kṛtaṁjaliḥ
Pulakāṅcita-sarvāṅgāḥ prahṛṣṭa-vadano muniḥ
Stutvā nānāvidhāḥ stotraiḥ praṇāmya ca muhur muhuḥ
Pūjâyāmāsa taṁ Devaṁ Nārāyaṇam anāmayam
Athe Nārāyaṇo devaḥ taṁ āha munīpūngavam
Munayo hy atra tiṣṭhanti prārthayānā Hareḥ padam
Eteśāṁ Sātvataṁ sāstram upadeśtuṁ tvam arhasi
Ityuktvā-āntardadhe Śrīman-Nārāyaṇa-munis tadā.

i.e. "The Sages (muniṣ) lovingly served Nārāyaṇa absorbed in meditation at Nara-Nārāyaṇ-āśrama (Badari

1 Similarly Rāja-vidyā of Bhagavad-Gītā, ix, 2 does not mean "the Science of the Kings (i.e. Kṣatriyas)", but means "Royal Science or Princeely Knowledge".
in the Himalayas). Wishing to see Nārāyaṇa, Nārada descended from Svarga; and seeing Him, prostrated and stood up with hands clasped, with joy beaming in his face and thrilling in his frame. He burst forth in praise, again and again casting himself at His feet. He worshipped (thus) the Holy Nārāyaṇa. Then spake Nārāyaṇa to the sage-chief thus: 'The sages sit here praying for Hari's feet, and Thou art fit to teach them the Sātvata-Śastra (= Pāṇca-rātra)." So saying Śrīman-Nārāyaṇa made Himself invisible ».

Also read Bhāradvāja-Samhitā cited under par. 6 infra, as also iii, 41 (id.), and its Pariśiṣṭa, i, 88.

As to the primordial or primeval character of this Bhāgavata (= Vāsudevic or Pāṇcarātra) religion, further reference is invited to Mahā-nārāyaṇa, Brahma-bindu, Mukti, Rāmatāpani, and Vāsudeva Upaniṣads.²

5. That Pāṇcarātra is Vedic and possesses Authority (so that its precepts and practices are to be followed by all those who own allegiance to Veda) is expressed in the Pādma-tantra verse—

¹ The whole literature of the Bhāgavata Religion is called the Sātvata-Śastra in a generic sense. In a specific sense Sātvata is also the name of one of the 108 and odd Pāṇcarātra-Samhitās or Treatises comprising the Āgamic Science. The Sātvata-Śastra is again divided into two branches, the bigger of which is called the Pāṇcarātra, and the smaller the Vaihānasa, probably the fifty-third in the list of the Samihitas given infra, par. 13. ReadĪśvara-Samhitā, i, 62: "Tat syāt devedhā Pāṇca-ratva-Vaihānasa vibhedataḥ." It is not borne out by orthodoxy, to consider Sātvata and Bhāgavata as of two different schools, for Sātvata = Bhāgavata. The term Sātvata is thus derived: "Sat Brahma, sattvam vā; tadvantas Sātvantah Brahma-vidah, sātvikā vā; teṣām idam karma, śāstram vā, sātvatam; tat-kurvānāh tad-ācaksānas ca vā; sātavyati sukhyaty aśrītān iti sāt Paramātma; sa eteṣām astītī vā sātvataḥ; sātvanto vā mahā-bhāgavatāḥ" [Viṣṇu-Sahasra-nāma-bhāṣya by Parāśara-Bhattārya].

² See par. 7 infra. We wish to invite the attention of Dr. G. A. Grierson (and other Oriental scholars as well) with reference to his opinion, reiterated again in JRAS. for April, 1910, p. 284, note, viz., "It is an historical fact that the Bhāgavata religion took its rise, not amongst the Brahmans, but amongst the Kṣatriya caste." (italics ours. See n. 3, p. 942).
Śruti-mūlam idam Tantraṁ pramāṇaṁ Kalpa-sūtravat.
(i, 1, 88.)

i.e. “This Tantra is Śruti-origined or Śruti-rooted, and is an Authority like, for example, the Kalpa-Sūtra”.1

6. The meaning of the term Pāñcarātra is thus explained:—(a) Pādma-Tantra. The question is put—

Mahopaniṣad2-ākhyasya śāstrasasy-āsyā mahāmate!
Pāñcarātra-samākhy-āsau katham loke pravartate.
(i, 1, 68½–69.)

i.e. “How, O wise sire! is this Mahopaniṣat currently known in the world as Pāñcarātra?”

To which Samvarta is made to answer thus:—

Pāñc-etarāṇi śāstrāṇi rātrīyante mahānty api
Tat-sannidhau samākhyāsau tena loke pravartate.

i.e. “Because the Five Other Great Śāstras are like darkness in the presence of this (Pāñcarātra), thence is it currently known by the term Pāñcarātra”.

The other Five Śāstras are—

1 Yoga (author Vīraṇca or Hiranya-garbha).
2 Sāṅkhya (author Kapila).
3 Buddha (author Buddha-mūrti).
4 Ārhaṭa (author Arhaṭa or Jina).
5 Kāpāla, Suddha-Saiva, Pāṣupata (a group—author Śiva).

(Vide op. cit., i, 1, 47–50.)

Or it may be also thus interpreted:—

Pancatvaṁ athavā yadvat dīpyamāne divākare
Rechanti rātrīyas tadvat ītarāṇi tad-antike.

(Id., i, 1, 71.)

1 We would also recommend our readers to a perusal of the subject-matter, viz. Pāñcarātras noticed in chapters 20–49 of the Agni-Purāṇa (Pāṇa Anandaśārama Series).

2 Read Mahābhārata, Śānti-Parvan, Mokṣa-Dharma, 340, 111—

“Sātvatam vidhim āsthyāa gitas Saṅkaraśaṇena yah
Idam Mahopaniṣadam sarva-Veda samanvitam.”
i.e. "As when the Sun rises, the nights die, so others die in the vicinity of this (Pāñcarātra)".

(b) Nārada-Pāñcarātra—
Rātram ca jñāna-vacanaṁ jñānaṁ pañca-vidhaṁ sunṛtam
Tēn-edam Pañca-rātram ca pravadanti maṇiśiṇaṁ.

i.e. "Rātram is a term signifying knowledge, and because of this there are five (pañca) kinds, therefore the wise call it Pañca-rātram". (i, 1, 44.)

The Five Kinds of Knowledge (read op. cit., verses 45–56) are said to be—

(1) Tattva (this is sāttvika).
(2) Mukti-prada (also sāttvika).
(3) Bhakti-prada (this is naivṛgyuna).
(4) Yaugika (this is rājas).
(5) Vaiṣayika (this is tāmasa).

(c) Śrī-Praśna-Samhitā, ii, 40, states—
Rātrir ajñānam ity uktam
Pañc-ety ajñāna-nāsakam.

i.e. "Rātri, night, means nescience, and pañca, derived from the root pac, to cook, means that which 'cooks', i.e. destroys that nescience." Hence Pañcarātra is the science which dispels ignorance.

Also (d) Ahirbudhnya-Samhitā, xi–64, 65, 66 (?), and (e) Kapiṇḍala-Samhitā, chap. i, may be referred to.

7. The Ācāryas or Teachers in succession who promulgated these doctrines (omitting Nārāyaṇa and Nārada, vide par. 4 supra) are thus stated:—

Purā Totaṇḍri-śikkhore Śauḍilyo 'pi mahā-muniḥ
Samāhita-manā bhūtvā tapas taptvā mahattaram
Anekāni sahasrāni varṣāṇāṁ tapaso 'ntataḥ
Dvāparasya yugasy-ānte ādau kali-yugasya ca
Sāksat Samīkṣaṇāt labdhvā vedam Ekāyanābhidam
Sumantum Jaiminim caiva Bhṛguṁ caiv-Aupaṭṭyanaṁ
Maṇḍyāyanaṁ ca tam Vedam samayag adhyāpayat purā.

(Iśvara-Samhitā, i, 38–41.)
i.e. “In days past, on Totādri peak, Śāndilya the great sage sat fixed in severe austerities (tapas) for many many years. In the end he obtained from Saṁkarsana—in the interim between Dvāpara age and Kali age—the Veda going by the name of Ekaśyana, and taught them well to Sumantu, Jaimini, Bhṛgu, Aupagāyana, and Mauṉjyaśyana”.

And then in viii, 175–7, of the same Saṁhitā, Nārada tells—

Ekāṁino mahābhāgāḥ Śaṭhakopa-purassaraḥ
Kṣoṇyāṁ kṛt-āvatārā ye lokojñāvina-hetunā
Śaṇḍilyādyāś ca ye c-ānye Paṁcaratā-pravartakāḥ
Prahlādaś c-aiva Sugrivo Vāyusūnur Vibhīṣaṇaḥ
Ye c-ānye Saṇakādyāś ca Paṁcakāla-parāyanāḥ

i.e. “Śaṭhakopa and others, great devout saints, became incarnate on earth to save creatures. Sanaka and others, Śaṇḍilya and others, Prahlāda, Sugriva, the Wind-Son (Hanumān), Vibhīṣaṇa and others—the strict observers of the Five-Timed Injunctions (Paṁca-kāla)—(these) are the Promulgators of the Paṁcaratā”.

With reference to Śaṇḍilya, attention is invited to No. 10, Śaṇḍilya-Vidyā, and No. 32, Śrīman-Nyāsa-Vidyā, in the Table of the 32 Vidyās, pp. 129–30 of our Bhagavad-Gītā with Rāmānuja’s Commentary.

Next, after Śaṭhakopa and others, comes Rāmānuja. For Nārāyaṇa tells Bala-bhadra (or Bala-rāma, the brother of Kṛṣṇa) thus (Īśvara-Saṁhitā, xx, 278–80):—

1 Thus the descent of the Bhāgavata Religion is, in the Kṛta Age, from Nara-Nārāyaṇa to Nārada; at the end of the Devasara Age, from Saṁkarsana to Śaṇḍilya; in the Kali Age, from Viśvakṣena to Śaṭhakopa, as will further appear.

2 Cf. the term Paṁca-kāla-vit in par. 1 supra.

3 From this it is evident that a succession of Brāhmaṇa teachers preceded the Kṣatriyas as the promulgators of the Bhāgavata doctrine. Nor need the monopoly be solely accredited to the Kṣatriyas (see note 2, p. 930 supra) or even to the Brāhmaṇas. For among the exponents of the doctrine figure archangels (Viśvakṣena, etc.), angels (Stakumāra, etc.), Reśi (Śaṇḍilya, etc.), Rākṣasas (Prahlāda, etc.), men of all castes (Śaṭhakopa, etc.), and even monkey-gods (Sugriva, Hanumān, etc.).
Asti te vimalā bhaktiḥ "Mayi Yādava-nandana! |
Prathamaṁ Śeṣa-rūpo Me kaimkaryam akarod bhavān ||
Tatas tu Laksmanaḥ bhūtvā Mām ārādhitavān iha ||
Idānīm api Mām yaśtuṁ Balabhadra! tvam arhasi ||
Kalāv api yuge bhūyah kaścid bhūtvā dvijottamāḥ |
Nānā-vidhār bhoga-jālair arcanaṁ Me kariṣyasi ||

i.e. “O Son of Yadu-race (Balarāma)! thou hast clean (or pure) devotion (or love) for Me. Thou, first as Śeṣa, didst great service for Me. Then next didst thou worship Me as Laksmana. Thou art now serving Me as Balabhadra. Thou shalt again in Kali age be born as a great Brāhmaṇa (= Rāmānuja), and shalt worship me with many things of joy”.

Bṛhad-Brahma-Śamhitā (ii, 7, 66 ff.) makes this clear, thus:—

Dvija-rūpeṇa bhavitā yā tu Śaṁkaraṇapābhidhā ||
Dvāparānte kaler ādau pāṣaṇḍa-pracure jāne |
Rāmānuj-eti bhavitā Viṣṇu-dharma-pravartakaḥ ||
Śrīnāgasea-dayā-patrām viddhi Rāmānujam munim ||
Yena sandarsitaḥ panthā Vaikuṇṭhākhyasya sadmanaḥ ||
Pāram-aikāntiko dharmo bhava-pāṣa-vimocakaḥ |
Yatram-ānanyatayā proktam āvayoh pāda-sevanam ||
Kalen-āchhādito dharmo madiyo 'yam varānane! |
Tadā mayā pravṛttto 'yam tat-kāl-ācita-mūrtinā ||
Viṣvaksen-ādibhir bhaktair Śaṭhāri-pramukhair dvijaiḥ |
Rāmānujena muninā kalau saṁsthām upesyati ||

i.e. ‘‘My Śaṁkaraṇa part (O Śrī),’ says Nārāyaṇa, is the form of a Brāhmaṇa, by the name Rāmānuja, which it is going to take, after the Dvāpara age and in the Kali age, to expound the Viṣṇu-dharma (= Bhāgavata Religion), when the world will be full

1 Cf. Rāmāyana, vi, 131, 121—
Adi-devo mahā bāhuḥ Harir Nārāyaṇo vibhuh |
Śaṅkṣād Rāmo Raghu-āreṣṭhaḥ Śeṣo Laksmana ucye te ||
i.e. Nārāyaṇa Himself becomes Rāma and Śeṣa becomes Laksmana.

2 Cf. the verse cited in our Bhagavad-Gītā, Introd., p. xiv—
Anantaḥ prathamam rūpaṁ Laksmanaṁ ca tataḥ param |
Balabhadras tṛtiyās tu kalau Kaścīt (Rāmānuja) bhaviṣyati ||
of heretics or renegades (pāṣaṇḍa). Know that Rāmānuja will be the specially favoured of Śrī-Raṅga (-nātha), and he will show the Way to the Realm known as Vaikunṭha. The One-pointed Religion exclusively to be rendered to Thee and Me (=Śrīmān-Nārāyaṇa)—the religion which delivers (creatures) from the bonds of samsāra (material existence)—becomes dimmed by age, O fair-faced one! According to the requirements of the age, I take many forms, and act by means of My devotees such as Viṣṇuksena, Śaṭhakopa, etc., and Rāmānuja in the Kali age’’.

_Bhāradvāja-Samhitā_, iv, 92, teaches—

Abhyarthitō jagad-dhātryā Śriyā Nārāyaṇas svayam
Upādīṣad imam yogam iti me Nāradā śrutam.
i.e. “Prayed to by Śri, the Universal Mother, Nārāyaṇa Himself taught (Her) this yoga. So did I hear from Nārada”.

From the above it will be seen how the hierarchy (Guru-paramparā) of the Śrī-Vaiṣṇavas or Śrī-Sampradāyins came to be constituted thus:—

(1) Nārāyaṇa] = [Sriman-Nārāyaṇa, or Universal
(2) Śrī] = [Mother-Father or Father-Mother.

1 Curiously enough, theosophists [for example read C. Jinarājādāsa’s “Lives of the Initiates” in the April (1910) number of the _Theosophic Messenger_, p. 386] affirm that he who was Apollonius Tyana and subsequently Jesus the Christ became Rāmānuja thereafter in India. The following extract is made therefrom to incite inquiry: “In India, next to Śrī Kṛṣṇa, who proclaimed the Path of Devotion, Śrī Rāmānuja holds a unique position among his brother philosophers. When we realize that the gentle Jesus of Palestine, after a life as Apollonius of Tyana, later took birth in South India about the twelfth century as Rāmānuja, we can account for the intensely devotional trend of his philosophy. Indeed, as we study his life and work, we can see that he took birth there for the special purpose of reviving the idea of Bhakti that was being lost to Indian thought.”

2 Read—

“Śrī-Visṇu-loke Bhagavān Viṣṇur Nārāyaṇas svayam
Proktavān mantra-rāj-ādīn Lakṣmyai tāp-ādi-pūrvakam.”
(Cited in Comm. on Vākya-Guru-paramparā.)
(3) Viśvaksena\(^1\) = Seneṣa = the Lord of Hosts (the Eternals).

(4) Śaṭṭhakopa or Śaṭṭhagopa\(^2\) (the Mortal-Immortal).

(5) The others between (4) and (6).

(6) Rāmānuja,\(^3\) Succession after (6), up to one's own Holy Preceptor.\(^4\)

In a work called Vārtā-mālā (or Garland of Talks), p. 98, 202nd Talk (Telugu edition, Madras, 1887, Sarasmāti - Bhandāra Press), a question was asked how the efficaciousness of the Apostolic Pedigree would be affected by the omissions of many names between. The answer was that it would not be affected, inasmuch as the efficaciousness of the Patriarchal Pedigree would not be affected by the omission by a Brāhmaṇa, of the Parentage beyond the Great-grandfather, the Grandfather 'and the Father, when he offers to these ancestral libations such as Tarpana and Śrāddha. Inter alia, the story of Viśvaksena is told in Pādna-tantra, iii, 32, 113 ff. Thus he comes next to Śrī. And his worship is enjoined (inter alia) in Lakṣmī-tantra, ch. 40, and Bhāradvāja-Saṁhitā, i, 84. Also see JRAS,

\(^1\) Read—
"Sv-opadiśtaḥ ati-prityā tāpañ-punḍr-ādi-pūrvakam
Viṣṇu-loke (a)vatirṇāya priyāya satatam Hareḥ
Seneśāya Priyā Viṣṇoḥ mūla-maṇtra-dvayādikam."
(Op. cit.)

\(^2\) Read—
"Seneṣas svayam āgatyā prityā Śrī-nagārim śubhām
Śaṭṭhagopāya munaye tintriṇi-mūla-vāsine
Tāp-ādi-pūrvakam mantra-dvaya-sloka-varān kramāt
Viṣṇu-patnyā Mahālaksmyā nyogād upadiśṭavān
Punaḥ ca Nāthamunaye pañca-saṁskāra-pūrvakam
Bhaṭṭa-nātha-prabhrītibhiḥ nirmitair divya-yogībhiḥ
divyaivar vimśati-saṁkhyākaiḥ prabandhais saha desīkaiḥ
Svokta-Drāmida-Vedānām catuṛṇāṃ upadeśa-kṛt."
(Op. cit.)

\(^3\) Read p. 270 with footnote, JRAS. for April, 1910, by Dr. G. A. Grierson.
Read—
"Ādāv upadiśed Veda-Khila-Rg-Veda-saṁjñīkam
Asmad-gurūbhya ity ādi vākya-trayam Arindama !"
(Op. cit.)
January, 1910, p. 108 (G. A. Grierson). \textit{Ahirbudhnya-Saṁhitā}, 6, 40, also narrates the fight between Viṣvaksena (called Śeṣāsana also here) and Madhu-Kaiṭabha.

8. The Dikṣā, or what may be called the Masonic initiation for the Śrī-Vaiṣṇavas, consists of—

(1) Tāpa (the fire-marking with Holy Divine Symbols).
(2) Puṇḍra (the paint-marks on forehead and body).
(3) Nāma (the name-taking, like christening and baptism).
(4) Mantra (receiving the Holy Formula).
(5) Yāga (Divine Worship).\(^1\)

A man may belong to any caste, and still be eligible for becoming a Vaiṣṇava mason (or freemason). \textit{Īśvara-Saṁhitā}, viii, 179, says—

Sva-sva-varṇaśram-ācāra- sadṛśākṛti-ceṣṭitān
Lāṁchitān Cakra-Śaṅkhābhyām bhujayor dakṣiṇāditaḥ

i.e. "They remain severally in their own Varṇa (caste), Āśrama (sacramental stage), and Ācāra (customs), but are all impressed (without distinction) with the Cakra (discus) and Śaṅkha (conch)."

\(^{1}\) These are called the \textit{Pañca-Saṁskāras}, or the Five Vaiṣṇava Sacraments, the esoterics of which it is not the purpose of this paper to deal with. These several symbols represent cosmic truths. See the chapter on "Symbology" in our \textit{Lives of Saints}. Freemasons or simply Masons know that symbols have each their meanings. With reference to Vaiṣṇavite masonry and the Holy Symbols employed by it, the best English article that has yet been written is the one by Dr. G. A. Grierson, viz. "The Auspicious Marks on the Feet of the Incarnate Deity" (JRAS., January, 1910, pp. 87 ff.), to which particular attention is invited, especially of the \textit{Masonic} world. This is what a certain writer says: "These symbols were not picked up, discovered or invented by men in ancient monasteries or temples. They were given to men directly from on High by the ministers of God. Their deeper meaning is so recondite that it could never have been discovered by man without such aid" (\textit{A Primer of Theosophy, Masonry,} 1909, p. 60, Rajput Press, Chicago, U.S.A.).

Also, like the ritualism of Masonry, these Five Sacraments are of great value to those who know and practise them.
Also Pādma-tantra, iv, 23, 113 ff., may (inter alia) be read.

That all are eligible for this Dikṣā without distinction, says further, Īśvara-Saṁhitā, xxi, 40, 41—

Sarve samānās catvāro gotra-pravara-varjitāḥ |
Utkarṣo n-ūpakaṛasā ca jātitas teṣu saṁmataḥ ||
Phaleṣu niḥ-sphās sarve dvādaśākṣara-cintakāḥ |
Mokṣa-aika-niścayās sāva-sūtakāsauca-varjitāḥ ||

i.e. "There is no distinction of Gotra or Pravara (i.e. racial, clannish, and such other guild-denominations); all the Four (i.e. Brāhmaṇa, Kṣatriya, Vaiśya, and Śūdra) are equal. There is no high and low (distinctions) of caste (jāti). They are (all) meditators of the (Holy) Dvādaśākṣari (or the twelve-syllabled Bhagavad-Vāsudeva formula), unconcerned in other fruits than that of sure Mokṣa; and to them no (sacramental) impurities consequent on births and deaths (of kin) attach".

Also read Bhāradvāja-Saṁhitā, i, 14–16; Sudarṣan-opaniṣat and Mahā-Sudarṣan-opaniṣat.

Viṣṇu-Tilaka, iv, 189–90, gives the verse—

Tāpaḥ pundras tathā nāma man tro yāgaḥ ca pañcamaḥ |
Pañca-saṁskāra-dikṣa-aiśā Deva-deva-priyāvahā |
Pañca-saṁskāra-dikṣāvān mahā-bhāgavatas smṛtaḥ ||

i.e. "Tāpa, etc., are the Five1 Saṁskāras or Initiations (dikṣā) dear to the God of Gods. He who receives these is called the great Bhāgavata".2

For elaborate treatment read Bhāradvāja-Saṁhitā, Pariśiṣṭa, ch. ii.

9. The term Pañca-kāla or Five-time-(observances) has already occurred (vide pars. 1 and 6 supra). These are observances enjoined on the pious Bhāgavatas. The Pādma-tantra devotes a whole chapter to this, viz.

1 Vide enumeration of these above.
2 Also see Pariśara-Saṁhitā, ch. iv, and Tāpta-cakraṅkana-Vijaya.
iv (Caryā-pāda), 13, which may be read. Briefly they are, as Bhagavān tells—

Ādyam karm-ābhigamanam (1) upādānam (2) atah-param | Iyyā (3) ca pāscāt svādhyāyas (4) tato yāgas (5) tatah-param ||
(1) Abhigamana (morning prayer, outing, ablution, etc.).
(2) Upādāna (earning things for Divine worship).
(3) Iyyā (Divine worship).
(4) Svādhyāya (study of sacred works).
(5) Yāga or Yoga (meditation on the Divine).

The day, commencing at about 4 a.m. and closing at about 10 p.m., is to be appropriated, in five different divisions, for each of the Five Holy Acts enumerated above—

Pañc-aite vidhayas teṣāṁ kālāh pañc-aiva te kramat ||
(Pādma-tantra, iv, 13, 4.)

Also read the third chapter of Bhāradvāja-Samhitā.

Śāndilya, who, as found in previous pages, was a strict Bhāgavata, enters elaborately into a disquisition on this part of that religion in his Smṛti, the Śāndilya-Smṛti. Also consult Vṛddha-Hārīta-Smṛti, a great authority on the Bhāgavata religion, and in whose ancestral line is Rāmānuja born. Of Hārīta it is written in the Brahma-Samhitā (iv, 10, 75)—

Hārīt-ādyāś ca munayaḥ śrutv-edam Brahma-bhāṣitam | Pravartayāmasur ime smṛtrī ekāntinām priyāḥ.

i.e. “Hārīta and other sages (initiated all into the Vaisṇava-dīkṣā) heard this Word of Brahmā, and promulgated these Smṛtis (Sacred Codes of Creed and Conduct)“.

10. Śāthakopa,1 Rāmānuja, and such other saints (Āzhvārs) and sages (Ācāryas) were born in Southern India to teach men the Bhāgavata religion. That the

1 Same as St. Namm-āzhvār, whose life read in our Lives of Āzhvārs or Drāvidā Saints.
former Śaṭhakopa did so in the Drāvīḍa language (Tamil)\(^1\) is borne out by such texts as—

(a) *Brhad-Brahma-Saṁhitā*, i, 4, 94—

Drāvīḍesu janīṁ labdhvā Mad-dharma yatra tiśṭhati |
Prāyo bhaktā bhavanti 'ha Mama-pād-āmbu-sevanāt ||

i.e. “Taking birth in the Drāvīḍa land, where My (Bhāgavata) Religion prevails, mostly My devotees come into existence here, by drinking the water of My (holy) Feet”.

(b) *Īśvara-Saṁhitā*, xi—

Gāyabdhir agre Devasya *drāmīdīṁ śrutim uttamāṁ* (v. 235) ||
Pāṭhayed *drāmīdīṁ ca-āpi stutim Vaiṣṇava-sattamaṁ* (v. 252) ||

i.e. briefly, “The Drāvīḍa Scriptures (revealed by Śaṭhagopa, etc.) shall be recited before God by the Vaiṣṇavas.”

(c) References to Pādma and other Puranic literature are also available; but Śrī-Bhāgavata (v, 38–40) summarizes the matter thus:

Kṛtādiṣu mahā-rājjan Kalāv-icchanti sambhayam |
Kalau khalu bhavisyanī Nārāyaṇa-parāyanāḥ ||
Kvācit kvācit mahārāja ! *Draviḍēṣu ca bhūriśaḥ* |
Tāmraparṇi-nadī yatra Kṛtamālā Payasvini, |
Kāverī ca mahā-puṇyā, etc. ||

i.e. “Men born in the Kṛtā, Tretā, Dvāpara ages, wished to take birth in the Kali age, because they knew that in this age would be born great souls devoted to Nārāyaṇa. But these souls would be thinly scattered here and there; but in the Drāvīḍa (i.e. Drāvīḍa) Land

---

\(^1\) How among the main Drāvīḍa languages, Tamil, Telugu, and Kannada (Kanaresse), Tamil alone comes to be sanctified and has been chosen as the medium of spiritual instruction, and is ranked on a par with Sanskrit (hence the dual or Uḥhaya-Vedanta of the Śrī-Vaiṣṇavas), may be learnt from a Sanskrit work called *Śambhu-Rahasya*, and from the *Ācāra-Hṛdaya* by Azhagiya Maṇavāla-p-perumāl Nāyānar, the younger brother of Lokācārya, the author of *Artha-Paśca* (ed by JRAS for July, 1910). He is numbered 48 in the Succession List (see our *Life of Rāmānuja*).
they would be found in some numbers, living by the side of such rivers as Tamraparni, Kṛtamāla, Payasvini, Kāveri the Holy ".

The Bhaktamāla, written by the men of the North of India, tells us how the Science and Traditions of the Bhāgavata Religion were carried North, from South, by Rāmānanda the disciple of Rāmānuja, and spread by his disciples again.¹

PART II

11. The antiquity and authoritativeness of the Pāñcarātra may be gathered from—

(1) The summary of its doctrines given in the Mahābhārata, Mokṣa-Dharma, Nārāyaṇīya,² ch. 336–53.

(2) Vedānta- or Brahma-Sūtras, in which the Sūtra Utpatti-asambhavat (ii, 2, 40 ff.)
takes up the question, and both Saṅkara³ and Rāmānuja
have commented on it.

(3) Yāmunācārya's Āgama-Prāmāṇya.⁴

(4) Rāmānuja's Nitya.

(5) Vedāntācārya's Pāñcarātra-Raksā.

¹ In this connexion the article "Notes on Tul'si Dās", by Dr. G. A. Grierson, in the Indian Antiquary, vol. xxii, p. 266, 1893, narrating the list of succession, beginning from Śrīman-Nārāyaṇa, streaming down to Tul'isi Dās, through Lakṣṇi (Śrī), Senāpati, Kāri-sūnu (= Saṅhagopa), Nāthamuni, Yāmunācārya, Rāmānuja, Lokācārya, etc., Rāmānanda, etc., is very interesting, as proving the solidarity of the Bhāgavata Religion throughout Bharata-khaṇḍa (India). JRAS, for April, 1910, p. 270, has already been referred to.

² A neat and faithful translation of this has been recently made by Dr. G. A. Grierson (vide Indian Antiquary, vol. xxxvii, September, 1908).

³ Also in Ānandagiri's Saṅkara-Vijaya references occur; and it is chronicled therein that two of Saṅkara's disciples were specially ordained to teach Vaiṣṇavism.

⁴ In another work written by Yāmunācārya, viz. the Siddhi-Traya, he mentions Saṅkara as a Brahma-Sūtra-Bhāṣyakāra. The year of Yāmunācārya's birth is A.C. 916 (see Hierarchic Table in our Lives of Saints). Hence, from this internal evidence, Saṅkara must go to the ninth or eighth century at least. In the work Agama-Prāmāṇya, Yāmunācārya refers to a Kāśmir-Āgama.
(6) References in the Purāñas, such as the Viṣṇu and Śrī-Bhāgavata.

(7) Madhva’s or Ānandatīrtha’s Tantra-Sāra.

(8) Utpaladeva’s Iśvara-pratyabhijñā-darsana, a Śaiva author, outside the pale of the Bhāgavata Religion, refers to the Pāñcarātra thus:

Śrī Pāñcarātra-Śrutā api . . . . evam, etc.

i.e. “In the Blessed Pāñcarātra Veda also . . . . thus”.

If the Śaṅkara-Bhāṣya on the Brahma-Sūtras were closely studied, Śaṅkara’s predilection for Nārāyaṇa—which in other words is of the Bhāgavata Religion—will be made manifest.¹

12. The creed of the Bhāgavata System is summarized in the Nārāyaṇīya, Mahā-bhārata, as pointed out in par. 10 above. The cult of it may be learnt from the four divisions in which the subject-matter is treated. These are—

(1) Jñāna-pāda.
(2) Yoga-pāda.
(3) Caryā-pāda.
(4) Kriyā-pāda.

Briefly the first, or Jñāna-pāda, treats of the nature and attributes of Brahman (God), the nature and purpose of Creation, the several regions of space, and so forth. The second, or Yoga-pāda, treats of the constitution of man or the Microcosm, and how by austerities and meditation, Self and God may be realized. The third, or Caryā-pāda, treats of the selection of places for building.

¹ A special paper is intended in due course to be presented on this part of the subject to the Royal Asiatic Society. The following short extract from Śaṅkara-Bhāṣya, however, will suffice now, as illuminating our contention here: “Tatra yat tāvad ucyate yo ‘sau Nārāyaṇaḥ Paro vyaktat prasiddhah Paramātmā Sarvātmā, sa ātmanā (ā)tmānan anekadhā vyūhaya vyavatiṣṭhata iti, tan na nirākriyate” (ii, 2, 42). Also in ii, 2, 45, “vipratisedāc-ca.” Śaṅkara writes: “Veda-vipratisedha ca bhavati, caturṣu Vedēsu evam sreyo (a)labdhvā Saṃdilya idān Śāstram (Pāñcarātram) adhitavān ity ādi.” See reference to Saṃdilya in par. 7.
temples, the architectural details connected with them, the method of making the several holy statues, and the ritual connected with their consecration, to render them fit for worship, and so forth. The fourth, or Kriyā-pāda, takes up the qualifications of the Temple celebrants (the worshippers), the daily, monthly, yearly, etc., modes of worship, and processions of various kinds, in cars, etc., and celebrations of other casual festivals; the measure, meaning, efficacy, and method of applying various Vaiṣṇava mantras, and so forth.

It will be seen from this division that the first two divisions constitute the theoretical, and the second two the practical, side of the Bhāgavata Religion. From another standpoint the former half deals with abstract or inner worship, and the latter half with concrete or outer worship.

After treating the first half, the Pādma-tantra prefaces the second half thus:—

Brahmā asks Nārāyana—

Bhagavan! Deva-devēśa! Śaṅkha-cakra-gadā-dhara! Jñāna-Yogau ca kārtsnyena nirvāṇa-phaḷadau śrūtau ||

Tayor aviduṣām Deva! nādhikāraḥ kaḍācana ||

Ajñānīnāṁ ca bhaktānāṁ gatim tvāṁ icchatāṁ nṛṇāṁ ||

Yen-opāyena nirvāṇa-phaḷāṁ svarg-ādi c-etarat ||

Bhavaty upāyaṁ tam ājum upadeśtuṁ Tvam arhasi ||

(iii, 1–3.)

i.e. "O Bhagavan! God of Gods! Wearer of Discus, Conch, and Club! heard (by me) have been the Jñāna and Yoga (parts, of the subject), the Givers of salvation (nirvāṇa). But the ignorant are not qualified, Lord, for these (ways), and Thou desirest them also, Thy devotees, to win Svarga, etc., and Nirvāṇa (material heavens and the ultimate spiritual state). Which, then, is the way for these? Prīthēe, teach me."

After this the Outer or Objective Worship, constituting the Kriyā-pāda and Curyā-pāda, are explained.
13. "How can the All-pervading Spirit be limited within any required dimensions, how can the Infinite and Abstract be confined within the limits of a concrete object, symbol, or image?" Such is the question Brahmā puts to Bhagavān (Nārāyaṇa).

Vyāpino Deva-devasya pratiṣṭhā kidṛṣṭi matāḥ
Bhagavan saṁśayānasya mama niścayato vada ||

(Pādma-tantra, iii, 26, 1.)

i.e. "Blessed Lord! I have a doubt how to an all-pervading Lord (God of Gods) there can be pratiṣṭhā, or fixture or fixing, in a particular spot? Prithee, unravel the truth ".

To this question Bhagavān thus replies:—

Sarva-bhūtasya jātasya Harir ātmā sthito 'pi san ।
Mantra-vīryāceca māhātmhyaḥ sthāpakasya guros tathā ॥
Pratimāyām prakārṣeṇa saṁnīdhatte Haris svayam ।
Kāmān aśeṣāṁs tatraiva Harim arthayate janaḥ ॥
Tena pratiṣṭhā-nām-edam anvarthaṁ vartate bhuvi ।
Yathā ca vahnir dahano na dahan vyāpya tiṣṭhati ॥
Araṇī-mathanād bhūyo jāyamānaḥ pradrṣyate ।
Dahan-ādīni karmāṇi karoti ca yathā-tatham ॥
Tathā sarva-gato Viṣṇur adṛśyaḥ prākṛtair janaḥ ।
Dṛṣyate ca pratikṛtau mantriṣo mantra-gauravāt ॥
Tasmāt sarvātmanā Viṣṇum pratiṣṭhāpy-ābhīpūjayet ।
Śilpibhir nirmite bimbe Śastra-dṛṣṭena vartmanā ॥

(Pādma-tantra, iii, 26, 2–7.)

i.e. "Though Hari (Viṣṇu or Nārāyaṇa) is the soul of all existing things, He condescends to (specially) dwell in Symbols by the Power of Invocations (mantra) and the Power of the Invoker. Creatures intreat the Lord (Hari) in this form for what they wish to possess. Hence this Installation (pratiṣṭhā, of the Lord) is full of meaning. As the Burner Fire permeates (objects) but burns not, but burns and becomes practically useful for other purposes when evoked by attrition of two pieces of wood, so does Viṣṇu, the All-Pervader, invisible to
worldly men, become visible in the counterpart (i.e. the Symbol or Image), to the Evoker, by the strength of the Invocation (mantra). Hence by all means install Viṣṇu (in His Representative Forms), by means of statues, sculptor-made, according to rules laid down by Śāstra.  

14. According to the Pādma-tantra the chief number of Sanhitās or Compendiums devoted to the exposition of the Bhāgavata religion are 108; and the list given therein is as follows:


1 Read Rationale of Image-Worship by Yogi Pārthasārathi.
2 This is perhaps not to be confounded with what goes by the name of Nārada-Pāṇcarātra, until they can be proved to be the same. Also, there are two editions called by this name, one published by Banerji in 1865 (Bibliotheca Indica), and another by Bhuvanacandra Vasāka in 1887, in the Jānarnarntākara Press, Nimtala, Calcutta.
3 Vaihānasa (?).
4 Parama-pūruṣa (?).
(74) Kārsṇya, (75) Bodhāyana, (76) Bhāradvāja, (77) Nāra-
simha, (78) Uttara-Gārgya, (79) Sātātapa, (80) Āṅgirasa, 1
(81) Kaśyapa, (82) Paṁgala, (83) Trai洛克ya - vijaya, 2
(84) Yoga, (85) Vāyaviya, (86) Vāruṇa, (87) Kṛṣṇa,
(88) Ambara, (89) Āgneya, (90) Mārkaṇḍeya, (91) Mahā-
Sanatkumāra, (92) Vyāsa, (93) Viśṇu, (94) Ahirbudhnya,
(95) Rāghava, (96) Mārkaṇḍeya, (97) Pārisada, (98) Brahma-
Nārada, (99) Śuka-Rudra, (100) Uma-Māheśvara, (101)
Dattātreya, (102) Śarva, (103) Vārāha-Mihira, (104) Saṅkar-
sana, (105) Pradyumna, (106) Vāmana, (107) Kali-rāghava,
(108) Prācetasa. (Pādma-tantra, i, 1, 96-111.)

Of these, No. (18), Śrī-prāśna, is said to be the same as
the Lakṣṇi-tantra, but there are two separate treatises of
these names also; and (98) Brahma-Nārada is probably
the same as the Brhad-Brahma Saṁhitā (?)

In another list, in the place of (9) Dyānadiya, (15) Viśva,
(26) Śrīkara, (37) Ananta, (50) Āṅgiras, (53) Vaihāyasa,
(74) Kārsṇya, (87) Kṛṣṇa, (88) Ambara, (97) Pārisada,
(98) Brahma-Nārada, (99) Śuka-Rudra, (106) Vāmana, and
(107) Kali-rāghava, are given: Kāṇva, Arjuna, Śridhara,
Kāṇva, Madhura, Vaikhānasa, Jiyottara, Jaīmini, Kṛṣṇa-
camara, Saṁhitā-Saṁgraha, Kalki, Vārāha, Śuka, and
Kapiṅjala. 3

In the list given here, Mārkaṇḍeya (96) and Vāmana
(106) are repeated; in their place I would safely substitute
Vārāha, Kāṇva, and Kapiṅjala of the second list; and if
(50) Āṅgiras and (80) Āṅgirasa are both the same, I would
replace one of them by Vārāha. But the number of Saṁhitās
need not be strictly 108.

According to the Pādma-tantra (iv, 33, 197v.) the Six
Gems, out of this Ocean of Bhāgavata Literature, are said
to be—

(1) Pādma,
(2) Saṅatkumāra,

1 See No. 50. 2 Also called Bharata (?).
3 See Introduction to Mantra-Śāstra by S. E. Gopālāchārulu, pp. 33-5.
(3) Parama,
(4) Padmodbhava,
(5) Māhendra,
(6) Kāṇva.

And according to the Īśvara-Saṁhitā (i, 64) the chief Saṁhitās are said to be three—

(1) Sātvata,
(2) Pauṣkara,
(3) Jaya.

Īśvara, Pārameśvara, and Pādma are said to be the expansions of these three respectively.

15. Bibliography. The Saṁhitās (=Tantras = Āgamas) which have so far been printed are—

(1) Pādma (in Telugu type).
(2) Īśvara (Telugu).
(3) Laks̄mi-tantra\(^1\) (Telugu).
(4) Bhāradvāja, with Pariśīṣṭa (Telugu).
(5) Ahirbudhnya (part) (Telugu).\(^2\)
(6) Nārada (Devanāgari).\(^3\)
(7) Sātvata (Devanāgari).
(8) Viṣṇu-tilaka (Telugu).
(9) Pārāśara (Telugu).
(10) Kapiṇjala (Telugu).
(11) Bhṛhad-Brahma (Telugu).\(^4\)
(12) Śrī-praśna (Grantha).
(13) There is a Viṣṇu-Dharma, printed in Telugu characters, which may or may not be one of the Pāñcarātra Saṁhitās.

\(^1\) This is probably the Mahā-Laks̄mi-Tantra of the list given in the first chapter of the Kapiṇjala-Saṁhitā.

\(^2\) Dr. Schrader, Ph.D., Adyar, Madras, has taken up a Devanāgari edition of this Saṁhitā, and is collecting rare MSS.

\(^3\) It is doubtful whether this is the same as No. 8, Nārādiya-Saṁhitā, of the list given above.

\(^4\) This name is not found amongst the 108 of the Pādma enumeration. This may, after examination, happen to be No. 49, or 74, or 98, as the Saṁhitā is also known by the name Kṛṣṇ-ātreyi. The Bhṛhad-Brahma is also popularly known in the Gujarati country as the Nārada Pāñcarātra.
16. It will thus be seen how meagre the published literature is compared with the enormous volume betokened by the lists given. It was Colebrooke who first drew attention, I believe, to this monotheistic system; but till Dr. G. A. Grierson eloquently spoke in his paper "The Monotheistic Religion of Ancient India, etc.", read before the Third International Congress of the History of Religions, held at Oxford in September, 1908, and reported in the Asiatic Quarterly Review, July, 1909, scant courtesy seems to have been paid, and little countenance to have been given, to this subject by Oriental scholars, nor am I aware of any serious or zealous attempt made so far to search and secure manuscripts. Here, then, is a large field for investigation. I have but broken a trail in the ice-seas leading to the North and South Poles of Bhāgavatism, by means of this paper; and it is for the Oriental Pearys and Scotts not to lose sight of it. There is much food for the Royal Asiatic Society yet, and much more provender for its valuable pages. The harvest is vast, the labourers are as yet few. A practical move in this direction would be for all libraries in India, Europe, and America to publish lists of all Pāncarātra works they may have secured, in the pages of the JRAS., for universal information and enable Oriental heroes to plan and conduct a campaign thereon. The Adyar Library of the Theosophical Society (Madras) is in a peculiarly favourable situation to engage its attention to this work. The benefits that would accrue to the world by this investigation cannot be better expressed than by the weighty as well as sympathetic words of Sir Herbert Risley, who presided at the Royal Asiatic Society's annual gathering in May, 1910:

"Perhaps I have said enough to demonstrate the necessity of a knowledge of Eastern thought, if the new developments that are taking place in the East, both in India and elsewhere, are to be fully understood. For nearly ninety years this Society
has laboured to add to the sum of that knowledge and to disseminate it in Europe. It has attained the influence that Colebrooke foretold for it, and its mission continues to grow in importance as time goes on. To draw closer the ties that bind India to England, to remove the misunderstandings that arise from ignorance, to promote mutual sympathy and confidence, to bring home to the English people the true significance of their Eastern dominions and their obligations towards them—these are no unworthy aims for a learned and patriotic Society to cherish.”

17. I append two extracts bearing on the subject from the Indian Antiquary—


“In the next section Dr. Bhāṇḍārkar discusses the contents of the philosophical works purchased, among which those on Rāmānuja’s system and on Kāśmirian Śaivism are particularly interesting. Here we have also, pp. 69–74, the nucleus of his new theory on the Bhāgavata sect, which has been set forth more fully in his valuable paper inserted in the Abhandlungen der Arischen Section des VII. Intern. Orientalisten Congresses, pp. 101–9. He shows that the Viśishṭa-Advaita system of Rāmānuja is a somewhat modified and more methodical form of the ancient Bhāgavata, Pañccharātra, or Śāttvata religion, which is named and described in the Śāntiparvan of the Mahābhārata. This creed, which inculcates the worship of the supreme Vāsudeva and teaches the doctrine of bhakti, has originally nothing to do with the Vedas and Upanishads. It arose from the same current of thought from which the Bhagavadgītā sprang. Its sacred books are the Saṁhitās of the Nārada-pañccharātra, some of which turned up at Aṣṭhivād, while one has been printed and known long ago. Its founder was a Kshatriya, like Sākyamuni-Gotama and Vardhamāna, the Jñātīrīka who originated the systems known as Buddhism and Jainism. He seems to have been Vāsudeva of the Śāttvata

1 The Hindu, Madras, May 30, 1910.
subdivision of the Yādava tribe. Or it may be that this Vāsudeva was a king of the Sāttvatas, who after his death was deified, that a body of doctrines grew up in connection with his worship, and that the religion spread from his clan to other classes of the Indian people. In its origin this religion must have developed into the Pāñcharātra system of the Saṁhitās. Then it was mixed with other elements, indicated by the names of Vishnu, Nārāyaṇa, Krishṇa, Rāma, gods and deified heroes, who were identified with Vāsudeva. Hence arose the various forms of modern Vaishṇavism. In order to prove the great age of the original worship of Vāsudeva, Dr. Bhāṇḍārkar points to the often-quoted Sūtra of Pāṇini, iv, 3, 98, where the formation of the name of a devotee of Vāsudeva is taught, and to the remarks of Patañjali thereon, who states that the Vāsudeva meant is tatra-bhagavat. He further shows that the Pāñcharātra system was known to Śaṁkarāchārya as well as to Bāṇa, and that one of the Saṁhitās is quoted by Rāmānuja.¹

¹ I believe that Bhāṇḍārkar is on the right track, and that if he fully works out his ideas with the help of all available materials, he will be able to offer the outlines of the earlier history of Vaishṇavism. The task is of course a very difficult one. It will require a careful study of the Saṁhitās, and of their history, and a careful utilization of the hints contained in Brāhmaṇical, Jaina, and Buddhist literature, as well as in the inscriptions.

² It will, I firmly believe, eventually appear that both Vaishṇavism and Śaivism, which Dr. Bhāṇḍārkar too declares, p. 76, to be perhaps as old as the worship of Vishnu, are co-eval with even the earlier portions of the so-called Vedic period. Already in my discussion of the great Nānāghāṭ inscription of Queen Nāyanikā, Arch. Surv. W. India, vol. v, p. 74, I have pointed out that the invocation namo Saṁkṣaṁsana²-Vāsu-devānām Chandasū(tā)nam furnishes additional proof for the age of the worship of Krishṇa in India. Of late an apparently still older inscription has been discovered in Rājputāna and published by Kaviraj Śyāmaladāsa and Dr. Hoernle in the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. vi, pp. 77 ff.
in which 'the worship of Bhagavit Saṁkaúmsana' and Váṣudeva', and a Vaishnava Temple, are mentioned. This is another valuable piece of evidence for the antiquity of the worship of Váṣudeva. The earliest mention of the Sátvata sect, known to me, occurs in the Tuśām rock inscription, Corp. Inscr. Indic., vol. iii, p. 270, where an āryya - Sátvatta - yogāchārya is mentioned; Mr. Fleet assigns it to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century A.D. Professor Kern, who too is convinced that Vaishnavism does not date from modern times, states, Geschichte des Buddhismus, vol. i, p. 17, that the Ajjivikās, who existed in Buddha's times, and who received caves from Aśoka, and from his son Daśāratha, were Brāhmaṇical ascetics, worshipping Nārāyaṇa. Dr. Bhāujārkar will, perhaps, be able to say in a future report whether this assertion receives support through the Saṁhitās of the Pāñcharātra religion.

"G. BÜHLER.

"VIENNA.
February 20, 1889."


"Still more irreconcilable with the theory that the literary activity of the Indo-Aryans began about 1200 or 1500 B.C. is another point, which, I think, can be proved, viz., that the ancient Bhāgavata, Sátvata, or Pāñcharātra sect, devoted to the worship of Nārāyaṇa and its deified teacher Kṛṣṇa Devakiputra, dates from a period long anterior to the rise of the Jainas in the eighth century B.C. To give the details here would unduly lengthen this already long note. And I reserve their discussion to my Indian Studies, No. iv. The essentials may, however, be stated. They are (1) that the recovery of the Vaikhānasas Dharma Sūtra permits me to fully prove the correctness of Professor Kern's (or rather Kālakāchārya's and Utpala's) identification of the Ajjivikas with the Bhāgavatas, and (2) that the sacred books of the Buddhists contain passages showing that the origin of the Bhāgavatas was traditionally believed to fall in very remote times, and that this tradition is supported by indications contained in Brahmānical works. It is even possible

1 Saṅkarṣaṇa (A. G.).
that ultimately a *terminus à quo* may be found for the date of its founder, though I am not yet prepared to speak with confidence on this point.

G. Bühler.**

---

1 Also see R. Garbe's *Philosophy of Ancient India*, pp. 83, 84, quoted in my *Vade Mecum of Vedānta*, pp. 21 ff. See also Colebrooke, Barth, and Hopkins. Also read anent the antiquity of the Bhāgavata Religion, and conversion of Greeks to it, as revealed by the Besnagar Inscription, the revised translation of the latter as given on p. 817, JRAS. for July, 1910, runs thus:—"This Garuḍadhvaja of Vāsudēva, the god of gods, has been caused to be made here by Hēliodōros, a votary of Bhagavat, a son of Diya (Diōn), a man of Takshasilā, a Yōna ambassador, who has come from the great king Antalkidas to king Kaśiputra-Bhāgabhadra, the saviour, who is prospering in the fourteenth year of (his) reign." Also refer to *Indian Antiquary*, p. 13, 1911, re this inscription.
XXVI

RECENT THEORIES ON THE ORIGIN OF THE ALPHABET

BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELD

FEW people ever give a thought to the origin of the alphabet they use beyond the Latin or perhaps Greek characters, and fewer still are aware that many letters in daily use now have scarcely altered their shapes in the last 3,000 years. This would mean that the inventors have given finality to some letters and all but finality to others. Nothing could be more satisfactory than this, yet the question of the origin of alphabetic writing remains a profound mystery. Many famous scholars have attempted to solve this mystery, have displayed amazing ingenuity and profound learning, yet the result thus far has only been divergent opinions and theories which flatly contradict one another.

What I propose to place before the reader will hardly be more than a brief survey of these opinions, reflecting the difficulties and perhaps possibilities of the task. Ideogrammatic and syllabic writing was, as is known, practised long before alphabetic writing. Had the former system prevailed it is easily conceivable that the art of writing would not have spread so rapidly as it has done, nor would it have penetrated to the lowest strata of civilized mankind, as is the case in our time. It is therefore of the greatest interest to ascertain when and where the step was made of devising simple signs and creating simple consonantic sounds by detaching it from the accompanying vowel.

It is well known that both ancient Egypt and Babylon held sway in turns over Palestine, Syria, and the neighbouring countries. Both were possessed of elaborate
systems of writing, but of quite heterogeneous character. It is therefore not unnatural that scholars of high repute, devoted to either of these branches of study, claimed to find the primordia of alphabetic writing in the system which they happened to represent. To treat here of all endeavours in this respect would take much more time than is allowed to me, and I will therefore confine myself to the most important.

Egypt entered the field first. A certain prejudice favourable to the Egyptians was created by Tacitus (Annales, xi, 14), who credits the Phœnicians with having derived their alphabet from the hieroglyphics. In the earlier half of the past century scholars were all but agreed that the letters had been evolved from the hieroglyphics. This view was modified by Emmanuel de Rougé,¹ who, whilst maintaining the Egyptian origin of the alphabet, replaced hieroglyphic writing by the more cursive hieratic characters. An excellent résumé of this attempt is given in the first volume of Isaac Taylor's History of the Alphabet, and fully endorsed by this author.²

Unfortunately this theory, however ingenious it may be, did not meet with general approval. It was fiercely assailed by the late P. de Lagarde,³ and less decisively by the late W. Robertson Smith ⁴ and others. The strongest objection advanced is that by de Lagarde, who maintained that he failed to see a sufficiently close resemblance between the two groups of characters to acquiesce in a filial relation of the one to the other. This is undoubtedly correct. But there is another point to be considered. De Rougé operated on one side with the cursive, i.e. somewhat unsettled Egyptian characters, and on the other with

¹ "Mémoire sur l'origine de l'alphabet phénicien," Paris, 1874 (read before the Académie des Inscriptions in 1859).
² New edition, London, 1899 (pp. 89 seqq.).
³ Symmicit, i. p. 113.
those of the Moabite Stone. Now, however ancient the latter is, the writing it exhibits does not represent the oldest type of Semitic alphabet, because several letters show a slight tendency to cursiveness in their curved tails. It is just these curves which are essential for comparison with the hieratic characters, but being unessential in themselves it is clear that they cannot give a basis upon which to work. The Moabite Stone dates from the ninth century B.C. Its alphabet manifests a maturity which could only have been acquired after a practice of several centuries. There exists a small Phoenician inscription, found at Cyprus, the letters of which are much more rigid and evidently more primitive than those of the Moabite Stone. In this inscription, called that of Ba'al Lebanon, not the slightest trace of cursiveness can be detected, and any alleged resemblance to the hieratic characters becomes non-existent. No one will ascribe the invention of the alphabet to the Moabites. This honour belongs to the Phoenicians.1 The Ba'al Lebanon inscription dates, in my opinion, from not later than 1000 B.C., and there is so much firmness in its letters that it must have passed far beyond the initial stage of writing. Apart from all this the hieratic writing is syllabic, and even an occasional consonantic use of its characters is far removed from systematic and exclusive employment of letters as consonants.

Practical expression to the general disapproval of de Rouge’s system was given by the renowned French

---

1 Evans, *Scripta Minoa* (Oxford, 1909, pp. 79 seqq.), is inclined to assume that the Phoenician inventors of the alphabet might have been influenced, through the medium of the Philistines, by ancient Cretan "linear or quasi-alphabetic writing". Some of these Cretan characters show, indeed, a striking resemblance to Phoenician ones, but the latter represent a much younger type. This resemblance is therefore a mere accidental one, and has probably grown out of quite heterogeneous elements. Thus far there exists no indication of any literary influence exercised by the Philistines on Canaanite culture, no inscriptions having been found on Phillistine soil.
Orientalist and epigraphist, Joseph Halévy. While maintaining Egyptian origin, he rejected the derivation of the alphabet from hieratic writing, and returned to the hieroglyphs, from which he derived eleven Phœnician signs direct. The remaining eleven were, in his opinion, evolved from several of the former group by a process of modification, i.e. either strengthening or weakening. But to find common features between two corresponding characters is even more difficult than in de Rouge's system, as the following few examples will show: Phœnician $<$ is supposed to have been evolved from $\|$, $\exists$ from $\square$, $\times$ from $\Delta$, and $\$ from $\equiv$. Even in the eleventh, $\u1$ = $\omega$, the resemblance is exceedingly remote. Finally, here, too, remains the further change from compound syllables to simple consonants to be explained.

In 1877 Dr. W. Deecke published an article in which he discarded the Egyptian theory altogether and claimed to have found the elements of alphabetic writing in Assyrian cuneiform characters. But a glance at the parallel columns of his tables reveals an artificiality which is unconvincing. The Phœnician characters are simplicity itself, and it is not credible that they should have arisen from a condensation of complicated ones that express whole words and syllables. So this system was abandoned soon after it had been published.

At this juncture Professor Friedrich Delitzsch entered the lists. "All attempts," he says, "to derive the Phœnician alphabet from hieratic or hieroglyphic script of the Egyptians have ended in fiasco; for all this," he

1 (1) Mélanges d'épigraphie sémitique, p. 168. (2) "Nouvelles considérations sur l'origine de l'alphabet": Revue sémitique, ix, pp. 356-70. (3) "Un dernier mot sur l'origine de l'alphabet": ibid., x, pp. 331-46. See also Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i, pp. 128 seqq. and 261 seqq.
2 ZDMG., xxxi, pp. 102 seqq.
adds, "one cannot say that Phœnician writing was an absolutely new invention." Yet so far from completely abandoning an Egyptian origin of the alphabet, he steered a middle course and advanced a new theory, maintaining that it was the result of blending Egyptian and Babylonian characters. Forgetting his words just quoted, he says that a series of Phœnician characters has been invented, by Canaanite picture writers, but Babylonian influence cannot be denied completely. This is as vague and unsatisfactory as can be. A serious flaw in his theory is that he, like de Rougé, takes his stand on the writing of the Moabite Stone, which alone is sufficient to render his deductions inconclusive.

Meanwhile a discovery was made which for the moment promised to bring the question of alphabetic writing considerably nearer its solution. I allude to the Tell-al-Amarna tables found in 1887. These are several hundred clay tablets containing official correspondence between the King of Egypt and a number of princes and governors in Syria, Phœnia, Palestine, and Asia Minor. The most remarkable feature of these tablets is that, although the correspondents belong to different nations and races, all the writing is in Babylonian uniform characters. Even the Egyptian king and some Hittite princes used the same language and script. This points to the far-reaching Babylonian influence during the fifteenth century, from which these tablets date. As they contain many Canaanite names and occasional explanatory glosses, one would expect to see some of these rendered in Canaanite writing. This, however, is not the case, and the inference is drawn that at that time alphabetic writing was not yet known. Of course it is just as possible that mixed writing was avoided in official dispatches from other reasons. However that may be, the tablets offer us no clue as to the origin of the Phœnician alphabet.

1 The italics are mine.
The Babylonian theory was nevertheless revived afterwards by Professor Hommel of Munich. Identifying, as others before him had done, the origin of the alphabet with that of the *names* of the letters, he sees in *aleph* the "head of a bull", being the symbol of the moon, in *beth* one of the stations of the moon, in *dáleth* the gate between the constellation of Taurus and the Milky Way, in *'ayn* the eye of Taurus, etc. On the whole he finds astral origin for eighteen letters. The four missing ones he derives from as many cognate ones. For the rest he considers his theory as final, confirming an earlier view of his of the Chaldaean origin of the alphabet. "One should," so he concludes, "particularly observe *aleph* and *beth* as overture and *shin* and *taw* as finale of this grand astral symphony, which, like the music of the spheres from remote times, even now strikes the ear at the recitation of the alphabet as soon as our senses are but properly attuned to understand it."

This sounds grand enough, but the theory is poetical rather than convincing, and teaches us absolutely nothing as to when, how, and by whom both shapes and names of the letters were introduced. It is hardly conceivable that the alphabet, which was of purely utilitarian make, should have so lofty an origin. It is the astral theory run wild, and I can only concur with the criticism levelled against it in Lidzbarski's *Ephemeris.1*

Now the last-named scholar has advanced another theory on the origin of the alphabet. He considers it to be based on the Egyptian system of writing, and the creation of a Canaanite man who had some knowledge of the existence of a system of Egyptian writing, but whose acquaintance with the same was not so extensive as to enable him to borrow single letters from it. Had he been more familiar with it he would not have invented new signs, but would

---

1 Vol. i, pp. 269 seqq.
have done the same with the Egyptian writing as the Persians did with the Babylonians.

However that may be, Lidzbarski is undoubtedly right in dissociating the origin of the signs of the alphabet from the names of the letters. This, I believe, is the principal reason why all previous theories failed. The alphabet did not spring, Athene-like, in a finished state out of the head of a Phoenician inventor. Lidzbarski is also correct in maintaining that a thoroughgoing system of adaptation cannot be discovered. It now remains to be seen whether in the two new theories which have been published during the last five years any such system can be found.

In 1905 Professor F. Praetorius, of Halle, offered a new and rather startling solution of the question of the alphabet. While rejecting Babylonian as well as Egyptian origin he maintained that he had discovered it in the Cypriote epictorian syllabic writing,¹ adding that the Canaanite consonants were not in reality simple consonants, but syllables. Now in order to understand this theory we must first try to get an insight into the origin and nature of the Cypriote syllabic signs, and examine their possible or probable relation to the Phoenician alphabet. Ever since the first discovery of Cypriote inscriptions scholars have endeavoured to find its affinity with older scripts. Dr. Deecke, who, as we have seen before, derived the Phoenician alphabet from Babylonian arrow-headed writing, did exactly the same with the Cypriote characters. Subsequently, however, he abandoned his theory in favour of Sayce's. This scholar recognized in it a member of what he called the Asyrian family of scripts which have their origin in the Hittite hieroglyphics.

The language of the Cypriote inscriptions is a Greek dialect, and the characters, as we know them, cannot but represent a later type. Praetorius is, indeed, driven to admit that the real origin of the Phoenician alphabet was

an older form of Cypriote writing. But there are several grave objections to his theory.

First, it is well known that the Phœnician alphabet was communicated to the Greeks of Asia Minor not later than about 1000 B.C. It is therefore inconceivable that the Phœnicians should have learned their writing from the Greek-speaking inhabitants of an isolated island. On the contrary, Phœnico-Greek influence on Cypriote writing can be shown with at least equal probability.

Secondly, Phœnician is always written from right to left, and so are the oldest Greek inscriptions. The practice of *boustrophedon*, or writing every second line in the opposite direction, is of later origin, and led subsequently to the adoption of writing from left to right only. In the Cypriote writing the *boustrophedon* prevails. From this we infer (1) that the custom had come to Cyprus from the Greeks; (2) that in the form as we know Cypriote writing it must be of later date than the beginning of the Phœnician alphabet.

Thirdly, a comparison between Phœnician and Cypriote characters reveals a striking difference. Whilst nearly all Phœnician letters offer a side view facing towards the left, the Cypriote ones offer the reader, so to speak, an open front, and can be shaped and read equally well from the right and from the left. Thus Phœnician \( \underline{\sigma} \) differs entirely from Cypriote \( X \). One of the most conspicuous Cypriote characters is the sign for se, viz. \( \omega \) or \( \nu \). The oldest form of the Phœnician \( sh\in \), however, is \( \varpi \), whilst a later form is \( \varphi \). This instance shows clearly the affinity of the Cypriote character to the later Phœnician one, and that the former cannot possibly be the parent of the latter. Something similar can be shown concerning the Cypriote sign \( \leq (li) \) and the Phœnician \( \leq (lamed) \); or the Cypriote signs \( \mid \mid (ta) \) and the Phœnician \( \dagger (t\ae) \), later \( \ddagger \). The resemblances in other letters are most difficult to detect.
Fourthly, Praetorius maintains the syllabic character of the Phœnicians alphabet, which would offer another argument in favour of its being developed from the Cypriote system. Now the latter consists, as far as we know, of about sixty signs, so that syllables of the same consonant but with a different vowel are expressed by quite different signs, e.g. ＊ mi, 乳房 mo; ￥ pi, ￥ pa; ❮ ta (or ❱); ￥ te, etc. On what system these signs were condensed to the twenty-two letters of the Phœnicians alphabet does not become clear. If, as Praetorius maintains, these letters were in reality syllables, each of them would have at least the three vowels a, i, u, and perhaps two diphthongs besides. The question whether the Phœnicians letters are syllabic or purely consonantie will engage our attention a little later.

There is only one more theory to be considered, a theory which deserves the most careful consideration, not only for the name attached to it, but also because it is the most recent. Only a few months ago Professor Sayce read before the Society of Biblical Archaeology ¹ a paper on "The Origin of the Phœnicians Alphabet". His analysis culminates in eight propositions, the main points of which are that the characters are of pictorial origin independently invented by persons who were acquainted with the Hittite hieroglyphics, that these persons were a West Semitic tribe of semi-nomads, who knew the ox and the camel, and whom the Babylonians called Amorites, and lastly that we must recover the primitive forms of the letters through their names.

It is curious that Professor Sayce speaks in the heading of his paper of the "Phœnicians alphabet", yet it does not follow from his remarks that the Phœnicians were the inventors. Moreover, he, also, uses the letters of the Moabite Stone as his base of operations. We might agree

with him that "the names prove them to have been of pictorial origin". But the question of the names itself is still an open one, and as long as they are not philologically explained, a real connexion between the name and the letter which it denotes cannot be established. Here, however, all is as obscure as possible.

Aleph, so Sayce reasons, is generally taken as meaning an "ox" or "head of an ox"; its Hittite hieroglyph being \( \mathcal{A} \). From this sign the Phoenician \( \mathcal{A} \) is supposed to have developed. This is, however, as uncertain as can be. We do not find the remotest connexion between the form of the letter and its sound, nor why it should find its place at the head of the alphabet. \( \mathcal{J} \) is supposed to have been developed from \( \sqrt{\mathcal{J}} \); but in Sayce's own opinion it has no Babylonian or Hittite model. The Phoenician sign for gimmel (\( \Lambda \)) does not, unfortunately, occur in the Ba'al Lebanon inscription. If it is meant to represent the camel, I would not, as Sayce seems to assume, see in it the neck as well as the head of the camel, but its hump. Yet even here one fails to see any connexion between the name of the letter and its nature.

Without going further into details we will now briefly survey the results of his investigations, of which the most important are: (1) "The names were given to the characters before they became cursive," i.e. they were not added later on from supposed resemblances to animals or other objects. (2) The Semitic dialect from which the names were derived was possibly a Canaanite one spoken in Northern Syria by a semi-nomad people which knew the ox and the camel. (3) The three characters zayin, yod, and kaph reveal acquaintance with Hittite hieroglyphs. (4) To judge from the shapes of mem and shin, the Phoenician pictorial system of writing was a separate and independent invention. (5) He draws up an ingenious double column of the twenty-two Phoenician characters
headed by *aleph*-bêth = ox and tent, *gimel*-dâleth = camel and door (of tent), hê-wâw = house with the nail, *zayin*-bêth = weapon and fence, *tet*-yôd = cake and hand, *kaph*-lâmêd = open hand (or arm) with ox-goad; *mem*-wân = water and fish, *ayn*-pê = eye and mouth, *sâdé*-qôph = trap and cage, *resh*-shên = head and tooth. Lastly come *samekh*-tâv, which find no place in the foregoing arrangement.

Although this system is most fascinating, we must admit that it is also somewhat fantastic, and it is not without regret that I am unable to acquiesce in it. Is *aleph* really “the ox” and is hê “the house of stone, brick, and wood”? Whilst in Sayce’s opinion *tet* (ט) is the picture of a cake, and stands for Assyrian tênu, “to bake a cake of wheat-flour,” Lidzbarski 1 derives the same word from רֵעַ of the root רע, and translates it “a parcel”. One etymology is as acceptable as the other, yet one excludes the other. Coupling “cake” and “hand” is not more convincing than “packet” and “hand” or any other object of daily use made by or carried in the hand. Sayce takes *sâdé* as “bird-trap”, connecting the root with Hebrew רָע “to hunt”; but *sâdé* would be a participle of the Aramaic root *s’dâ*, which means “to be desolate”. In qôph he sees the hieroglyph of a “cage”; Lidzbarski, however, sees in *sâdé* the sign of a “stair” מ, and explains פ (פ) as “headgear”.

I cannot help thinking that all this is exceedingly unconvincing and makes one doubt the historic connexion of the letters with their names. Now, philologically speaking, the unity of the names cannot be maintained, nor is it even possible to classify every one under a certain Semitic group. Several of them have a common Semitic ring, others sound Aramaic or Hebrew, and nearly all of them have suffered some modification through phonological

---

1 *Ephemeris*, ii, 128 seqq.
influences, so that the original form cannot longer be ascertained. Even the Greek forms of the names help us little, as can be seen by the change of the gutturals into vowels, by the $\delta = \theta$ and others.

All those who have dealt with the question seem to consider the invention of the alphabet as the deliberate work of an inventor or of inventors. I cannot share this view, and feel inclined to take the alphabet as the result of gradual evolution. This, as I believe, took its beginning with the isolation of the pure consonant from its concomitant vowel. We know that in the pre-alphabetic period the smallest units of speech were open syllables, and it was left to the Phænicians to make the split. How did they set about it? I am under the impression that they were led to do so by the peculiar nature of the gutturals in their speech.

If we consider the Semitic guttural letters we find a double pronunciation according to either closing up the windpipe or letting a stream of air pass through. In the first case a slight pressure produces the aleph (spiritus lenis), a stronger one produces the 'ayn, and a still stronger one the ghain, which is preserved in Arabic. On the other hand, if the air current is allowed a free passage the result is $h\tilde{e}$, and with increased energy we produce $h\tilde{eth}$ and $kh\tilde{a}$, which again still exists in Arabic only. We thus gain two groups of three gutturals each, forming a climax of either retaining the air in the windpipe or letting it pass through. Now when uttering a sound in this way one will automatically produce it without any vocalic elements, and there is therefore no need to assume that some Phænician psychologist first speculated on the abstractness of the vowel and then detached it from its consonant, in a manner suggestive of Peter Schlemihl's separation from his shadow. A similar spontaneous detachment of the consonant element was also possible with some palatals and perhaps one or two
sibilants and liquids. But this is not even necessary, since as soon as the possibility of isolation of a few consonants became clearly understood the same process could systematically be applied to all others. The result was a great simplification of the system, and I should even think that at this early period the alphabet consisted of considerably less than twenty-two letters.

Now as to the graphic expression of the consonant sounds, I see no necessity for borrowing picture-writing from anywhere. I am under the impression that the sign $\mathcal{F}$ is nothing but the outline of the open mouth looked at sideways, whilst the point at the left side would correspond to the closed up windpipe. On the other hand, the sign for $\mathcal{H}$ shows a similar outline with windpipe open, whilst the perpendicular line was added in order to give the characters greater stability. The upper horizontal line, which is not essential, was probably added later on by a bend of the perpendicular line, thus $\mathcal{H}$. So here also we probably have gradual development from small beginnings. Thus the sign for $\text{heth} \mathcal{H}$, as already suggested by the late Dr. M. A. Levy, is but the strengthened $\mathcal{H}$. The completely closed sign for $\text{ayn}$, viz. $\mathcal{O}$, perhaps arose from writing $\mathcal{F}$ with one movement and rounded off. The open mouth probably suggested the sign for $\mathcal{W}$, "row of teeth," and this might have been done quite deliberately as soon as a basis was given. The further increase of the number of letters was then a comparatively easy task. To speculate on the way they were invented is to my mind futile, and unless inscriptions are found older than that of Ba'al Lebanon a solution of this question is scarcely to be hoped for.

What I principally object to are cut-and-dried rules alleged to have been followed by the inventors of the alphabet. It is quite possible that in one or two cases

---

1 Phoenizische Studien, i, p. 49.
the name was evolved with the sign, but this could only happen after several others had, so to speak, suggested themselves. It seems to me that the creation of the names of many letters were largely left to chance. In five of them, viz. aleph, gimel, daleth, lamed, and samekh, the first consonant is, in the Hebrew spelling, followed by either of the liquids lamed or mem; sixteen names of letters, viz. bet, he, waw, zayin, het, teth, yod, kaph, mem, nun, ayin, pe, qoph, reish, shin, and tav, were formed by the addition of one consonant only with a long vowel between them. It seems to me that this second consonant was in most cases chosen at random, the selection being supported by the result giving a complete word, as in bet = house, yod = hand, etc.; the names he, het, teth, and tav probably never had any meaning. In far the most cases, however, the name was given a posteriori as a help for the learner.

The Phoenicians must have perceived at an early period that the modes of writing practised by the great conquering nations such as the Egyptians, Babylonians, and Hittites did not answer their purpose. For their commercial intercourse with their Semitic neighbours as well as with the foreign peoples of Asia Minor and Europe they required a kind of shorthand writing which could be easily learned by everybody. When this was procured, it was absorbed by its votaries so rapidly that even in Palestine and Syria each nation developed distinguishing features of their own. The writing of the Ba'al Lebanon and later Phoenician inscriptions differs from that of the Moabite Stone (ninth century B.C.), and this from the Aramaic inscriptions of the kings of Sam'al in North-West Syria, known as the inscriptions of Zenjirli (eighth century B.C.), and these again from the ductus of the Siloam inscription (700 B.C.). The firm hold which the new style of writing held over those who adopted it is best illustrated by the inscriptions of Zenjirli. The kings
of Sam'al speak on several occasions of their overlords, the kings of Assyria, yet their obedience did not go so far as to employ cuneiform writing.

The independent origin of the Phoenician alphabet has not, as yet, been irrefutably disproved, and there is no sufficient reason to deprive the Phoenicians of the credit of having provided the world with a serviceable mode of writing.
THE VEDIC AKHYANA AND THE INDIAN DRAMA

By A. BERRIEDALE KEITH, D.C.L.

The chief cause of the undoubted monotony of the Rgveda is, of course, its essentially sacerdotal character. In the case of the vast majority of the hymns there can be, and has been, no doubt as to their purpose: they are praises of the gods who are worshipped in the ritual, and the native commentator, whose work, with all its defects, has done much to render the study of the Rgveda fruitful, provides us with references to the passages in the Sūtra where the ritual use of the verses is laid down. It is true that we cannot believe that the later ritual really gives us an accurate idea of the employment of the hymns which make up the Saṃhitā: without postulating any very violent change of practice, we can yet readily feel that the ritual has deviated from the form in which it must have appeared when the Saṃhitā was brought into being, but at any rate it is certain that there was a ritual, and that the hymns normally found a natural place therein. All the more interest attaches, therefore, to the comparatively small number of hymns for which Śāyaṇa gives no technical ritual employment, and which have generally a dialogue form, or may legitimately be deemed to have that form. The Brhaddevata\(^1\) shows that the technical term for such hymns was Saṃvāda, but there seems no doubt that

\(^1\) Cf. ii, 88; iv, 44, 47 (dialogue of Indra and the Maruts); v, 163, 184 (a dialogue of Agastya, Vasiṣṭha, their sons, and Indra, RV. vii, 33); vi, 154 (dialogue of Yama and Yamā, RV. x, 10); vii, 29 (dialogue of the seer and Indra, RV. x, 28); 153 (dialogue of Purūravas and Urvaśī, RV. x, 95). vii, 140, given in Macdonell's Index of Words (i, 192), is an erroneous reference to Saṃvāda.
they could also be included in the more general term Itihāsa and perhaps Ākhyāna.¹

Now these hymns have served as a main support of the very brilliant Ākhyāna theory, which is associated with the name of Professor Oldenberg,² and that theory until quite recently seemed to be becoming a fixed part of the theory of early Vedic literature. Although it owed its vogue to Professor Oldenberg, it had earlier been set out by Professor Windisch,³ who has remained firm to his belief in its genuineness, and has adduced evidence from Pāli texts in its favour. Moreover, it has won acceptance by two critics who are by no means ready to accept without examination Professor Oldenberg’s theories: Professor Pischel⁴ and Geldner⁵ adopt it as a basis of Vedic interpretation, and Professor Geldner, in a very careful investigation of the evidence, came to the conclusion that actually there existed at one time a literary work called the Itihāsa, a term which, with some justice, he preferred to the term Ākhyāna chosen by Professor Oldenberg to designate the literary genus which he conceived he had discovered. Mention should also be made of the careful

¹ Thus RV. x, 95 was called a Saṃvāda by Yāska, according to the Brhaddevatā, viii, 154 (though, as Macdonell points out, this view cannot be found in the Nirukta, v, 13; x, 46, 47; xi, 36). In iv, 46 the “Indra and Maruts” dialogue is described as an Itihāsa, and even if the line is of doubtful authenticity (see Macdonell, i, 138) it shows that Saṃvāda and Itihāsa were naturally interchangeable. So in the Epic; see Winternitz, VOJ. xxiii, 126. For Ākhyāna and Saṃvāda cf. Nirukta, xi, 25, devasunindreyā prahītā pañībhīr asurāh samāda ity ākhyānam, and Brhaddhāravatā, i, 53, with vii, 154.


³ Verhandl. der 33 Philologenversammlung, pp. 28 seqq.; Māra und Buddha, p. 128. On the other hand, Charpentier, VOJ. xxiii, 50, takes the Māra and Bhikkuni Sanyuttas as dramatic.

⁴ Vedische Studien, ii, 42 seqq. (he so explains RV. iv, 18).

⁵ Ibid., i, 284 seqq. (RV. x, 95); ii, 1 seqq. (RV. x, 102); 22 seqq. (RV. x, 86). It should be noted that Hertel, VOJ. xxiii, 346, claims to have converted Geldner, but the treatment of RV. x, 95 in his Saryeda, Kommentar, p. 191, seems hardly adequate evidence of the conversion.
work of Dr. Sieg,¹ who accepted the theory as the foundation of a valuable series of studies on the mythology of the Ṛgveda, and in England the theory has won wide acceptance from its adoption by Professor Macdonell in his Sanskrit Literature.² It must suffice to add to the names of those who have adhered to the theory those of Professors Hopkins,³ Winternitz,⁴ and von Bradke.⁵ It is not without justification, then, that Professor Oldenberg claims that his theory is the generally accepted one.

Nevertheless I must admit that it has never appeared to me even plausible, although it is impossible to ignore the great ability with which it is put forward and defended by its parent. Quite recently it has been assailed more or less independently by two scholars of high standing—by Professor Leopold von Schroeder,⁶ who has rendered

¹ Die Sagenstoffe des Ṛgveda und die indische Itihāṣatradiation (Stuttgart, 1902). Sieg, at pp. 17 seq., analyses the terms used of these narrative or dialogue hymns, and discusses the question of the existence of an Itihāsa-Purāṇa as a collection, a fifth Veda, which is asserted by Geldner. He arrives at a positive result, but he admits that no such collection had a finally fixed form, and, what is much more important, it must be noted that there is nothing to hint that the form of this collection was a blend of prose and verse. The passage in favour of Geldner's view, cited by Hertel, VOJ. xxiv, 420, from the Kautiliya Sāstra, i, 3, is of no cogency, as it does not go beyond the expressions found in Vedic texts of much greater authority. The disputes as to the nature of a hymn as an Itihāsa or Saṃvāda are explained by him to refer to the question of the deity; see p. 27, a passage overlooked, as it seems, by Winternitz, VOJ. xxiii, 103, for it is more satisfactory than the explanation either of Oldenberg, ZDMG. xxxix, 80 seq., or of Geldner, Vedic Studien, i, 292 seq. It may here be noted that Professor Oertel, in a note to Dr. Hertel (VOJ. xxiv, 121), points out that A. Holtzmann in 1854 anticipated in some measure Windisch's theory, and he holds the view that there were "nicht nur vorbrahmanische itihāsa-Sammlungen, sondern auch fest redigierte exegetische Sammlungen"; see also AJP. xx, 446; JAOS. xviii, 16; xxiii, 325.

² pp. 119, 120.
³ The Great Epic of India, pp. 266 seqq., 386.
⁴ In his Geschichte der indischen Literatur, see i, 103; VOJ. xxiii, 102 seqq. See also Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, pp. 180 seqq.
⁵ ZDMG. xxxvi, 474 seqq.; xlvi, 445 seqq.
⁶ Mysterium und Minus im Ṛgveda (Leipzig, 1908).
to Vedic scholarship the invaluable assistance of his editions of the Maitrāyani Śaṃhitā and the Kāṭhaka, and by Dr. Johannes Hertel,¹ who has cast quite a new light on the fable literature of India by his researches into the earlier forms of the Pañcatantra and his publication of the Tantrākhyāyikā. But the opposition of these scholars to Professor Oldenberg is very far from being a mere negative: they object to the Ākhyāṇa theory—for so, in deference to Professor Oldenberg, we may continue to call it—not because it seems to them to be inaccurate, but because they think that they have a truer account to give of the hymns in question; that in short these hymns are ritual drama. Dr. Hertel ² claims that already his theory has prevailed over the view of Professor Oldenberg, but, so far as I can judge, his claim to have convinced Professor Geldner is not made out, and von Schroeder’s presentation of the theory has received severe criticism from Professor Oldenberg,³ while Professor Winternitz ⁴ in a very careful and lucid study of the whole issue has, while admitting the validity of the new theory in certain cases, maintained that it merely provides an alternative to and not a substitute for the Ākhyāṇa theory, which in certain other cases he still maintains. At first sight this via media seems attractive and safe, but renewed study has left me still of the opinion which I expressed more than two years ago in a review ⁵ of von Schroeder’s Mysterium und Mimus, namely, that neither theory affords a satisfactory solution of the facts.

Professor Oldenberg considers that the hymns to which he applies his theory are unintelligible as they stand, and that from the beginning they must have been accompanied with prose explanations. We are not, of course, to think of the verses being composed as riddles which from the

---

¹ VOJ. xviii, 59 seqq., 137 seqq.; xxiii, 273 seqq.; xxiv, 117 seqq.
² VOJ. xxiii, 346.
³ GGA. 1909, pp. 66 seqq.
⁴ VOJ. xxiii, 102 seqq.
⁵ JRAS. 1909, pp. 200 seqq.
first required a comment. We are rather to conceive of a form of literature which was essentially a mixture of prose and verse, and which was narrative in character. But with the natural liking of people for direct speech, the narrative every now and then took the dialogue form, just as in the Homeric poems the poets show so marked a preference for the direct form. And in these passages verse was normally used. It was not necessarily confined to these passages, but it might occur wherever there was a heightening of the interest or of the feeling. Now originally composed thus in mixed prose and verse, the fate of the Ākhyāṇa was a curious one. The verses remained fixed, and were handed down with little or no change, but the prose was allowed to change, each new narrator being at liberty to alter the form while retaining the sense, and the dialogues which are found in the Rgveda represent the verse of these Ākhyāṇas, the prose having disappeared, whether before or after their incorporation in the Samhitā. But not only was there such a Vedic Ākhyāṇa, but it was, it is urged, probably Indo-European: there are traces of it in Celtic, there are traces of it in the Edda, and there is high authority for accepting it as explaining the genesis of the Homeric poems.

Before examining the hypothesis in the light of Indian evidence, it may be well at once to say that from any standpoint the theory of an Indo-European Ākhyāṇa cannot be regarded as even probable. The Celtic evidence is late, and, whatever its value, on which I am happily debarred from pronouncing an opinion, has no cogency for Indo-European times. The evidence from the Edda has been discussed by many scholars, and the result of their discussions has been made available by the care of Professor Winternitz. It is clear from his review that there is great reason to doubt if there was a Norse prose

1 Voj. xxiii, 127, 130.
poetic Ākhyāna at all, and in any case even those who believe in its existence seem ready to admit that the theory of parallel development is far more likely than that of common ancestry. And coming to a ground on which one can speak with intelligence, I feel utterly unable to discover any evidence of a Homeric Ākhyāna in the sense ascribed to it by Professor Oldenberg.

We must indeed be careful to realize precisely what the Ākhyāna is if we are to understand the theory. That a poem should have been prefaced by a prose introduction is in itself natural enough; at the court of the Homeric chieftain the poet might well discuss what he would sing to his audience, and if he had a new song tell them briefly what he was about to recite. Nor need we wonder if after his song he explained in prose obscure parts, or answered questions regarding it. But the introduction and the explanation form no part of the poem: it is intended as a complete whole, and the poet does not interrupt his song to explain it. In the supposed Ākhyāna all is different: the substance is in prose, the prose is an essential part, and only the moments of supreme emotion are marked by outbursts of verse. That such a literary form is possible it would be idle to deny, but that it actually existed in Vedic times would, it seems to me, require cogent proof.

It is perfectly true that the mixture of prose and poetry is quite familiar to us in Indian literature. One regular path of entrance into Sanskrit is afforded by the Hitopadeśa, and there the mixed form exists in perfection. Moreover, we can safely accept the view that the form is quite old: without pledging ourselves to accept the views of Dr. Hertel regarding the precise age of the Tantrākhyāyikā,¹ it may be admitted that the prose-poetic form goes back beyond the beginning of the first century B.C., and how much earlier we cannot say. In a sense, too, the verse

then does mark a heightening of the interest, for the
verses often contain in summary form the point of the
narrative. But the real similarity to the Ākhyāna is
infinitesimal: the essential nature of the verses is gnomic,
anything rather than dramatic, and this dramatic quality
is precisely the striking thing about the verses of the
Ākhyāna.\footnote{Cf. Hertel, Voj. xxiii, 296, 299. It is impossible to ignore the
complete distinction of the types of the theoretic Ākhyāna and the
actual Ākhyāyikā, and Winternitz, Voj. xxiii, 126, seems to overlook
the fact. The Kāṭha Upaniṣad, indeed, is somewhat more allied to
the Ākhyāna type than to the Ākhyāyikā, but its source, the Taittiriya
Brāhmana, iii, 11. 8. 1, has no verses mingled with its prose, and so the
Upaniṣad proves nothing for the early Vedic period which is the subject
of this discussion.}

It is not therefore wonderful that Professor Oldenberg
does not seek in the gnomic literature the evidence for the
Vedic Ākhyāna. He finds it instead in the Jātakas, that
strange collection of folk-lore which has played so con-
spicuous a part of late in the reconstruction of Indian life,
and of which it would be perfectly true to predicate the
famous lines: \textit{hic liber est in quo quaerit sua dogmata
quisque invenit et pariter dogmata quisque sua}. In
the Jātaka he finds the required phenomenon: they
consist of verses set in a prose which is admittedly not
contemporaneous; but prose was always necessary for the
understanding of the verses, and we must therefore see
in the Jātaka actual examples of the Ākhyāna with prose,
if not indeed the older prose, still with a prose which
replaces a genuine prose. But, effective as was this
argument in the hey-day of the vogue of the Jātakas, it
cannot now stand examination. It would, indeed, be
premature to assert anything definitely of the collection
as a whole: some parts may be on a par with the gnomic
verse and prose of the \textit{Tantrākhyāyikā}, but there is no
cogent evidence that any part is a real Ākhyāna: there
is no means of ascribing any date to the composition of
the tales, and there is no answer to Dr. Hertel's 1 emphatic assertion that in view of our present state of knowledge of the composition of Pali texts—a question on which the comparisons of the Gāthās which Professor Franke is carrying out will ultimately throw much light—it is methodologically unsound to draw any argument from the text of the Jātakas. If we are to find any answer to the difficulties of the problem, it must be in the earlier Vedic literature, the relationship of which to the Rgveda stands on quite a different footing to that of the Jātakas.

Now if we turn to the Vedic literature, it is at once worthy of notice that that literature contains no trace whatever of the recognition of the existence of the prose poetic Ākhyāna. Even in Yāska we find no hint that such a thing exists: on the contrary, when he tells us 2 that there was a narrative regarding Trita made up of what seems to be an ideal Ākhyāna form, he calls it a mixture of Rgvedic verses, of Gāthās, and of Itihāsa. But, indeed, it is not necessary to labour the point: it is beyond all doubt clear that there is no direct evidence in the Vedic literature for the existence of the Ākhyāna. It would perhaps be unfair to argue that the silence of the literature is fatal, but when one remembers how fond of analysis

---

1 See Hertel, VOJ. xxiii, 278-81, 343. Franke, ZDMG. lxiii, 13, shows in one case clearly (by a comparison of J. 507 and J. 539) that the existing prose and verse must be deemed contemporary (i.e. the verse was fitted into the existing prose when it was composed, not the prose inserted to replace a missing prose), and he thinks it was often the case. What is important, however, is that the discrepancies of prose and verse are no reasonable evidence in favour of the prose being a replacement of an older prose which really was consistent with the verse. The prose is just as probably an original composition without any predecessor, and reflects a type of literature which is seen in its perfection in the Hitopadeśa type; see Hertel, VOJ. xxiv, 121-3. The type of mixed prose and verse is essentially originally one of prose in which verses are quoted, whether taken from the epic or the Sāstras or perhaps the drama. The style in which verses are composed by the writer of the prose, as in the Campās, is decidedly later.

2 iv, 6. This passage clearly distinguishes rc, gāthā, and itihāsa; see Hertel, VOJ. xxiii, 284.
the later literature is, the silence of the texts becomes a very formidable fact, and one for which no very adequate explanation suggests itself. It might, indeed, be thought that the form of literature was very old and died out before the later texts came into being, but that line of argument, for which there seems to be little or nothing to say, is not of course open to Professor Oldenberg, who adduces the case of the Jātakas in his favour, and who also saw in the Śrūpyāna a case of the Ākhyāna.

Another objection to the theory, and a serious one, is urged by Dr. Hertel. It is an essential part of the theory that the prose in some way was lost, for obviously it is not there, and indeed has left no tradition behind it, for Professor Oldenberg, unlike some of his followers, does not believe, and in this I agree with him, that the strange rubbish which is served up by the later texts to explain Ākhyāna hymns has any traditional value. But why was it lost? It is, of course, simple and natural to answer that the verse was preserved by its form and the ease with which it could be remembered, but there is to set against these theoretical grounds the solid fact that there is a very formidable body of early prose which has not been lost. Even if the very earliest prose which really belonged to the Ākhyāna may be deemed to have disappeared, how was it that the prose which accompanied the Ākhyānas in the days of the Brāhmaṇas has not survived? Moreover, the argument can be carried further. Not only have we the texts of the Brāhmaṇas, evidently very carefully preserved from old times, but the Brāhmaṇas and the Samhitās of the White and the Black Yajurvedas show clear signs of descending from a common source. It is not a case merely of the handling of a common material. No one who has compared the texts can doubt that there was at one time a prose text of the Yajurveda which must have been carefully handed down until radically different schools developed their own individual texts.
We are thus carried farther than ever back to a period when prose also was carefully preserved alongside with the Mantras of the Yajurvedas. The prose, as is well known, explains the Mantras and the rites which are accompanied by the Mantras, and the question inevitably presents itself, on what grounds can we claim that the loss of the prose, which was an essential part of the Ākhyānas, was a natural thing, when the prose of the Samhitās and Brāhmaṇas, which is not half so closely related to the Mantras, is preserved, clearly and beyond doubt, with jealous care? Ingenuity will of course suggest possible explanations, but logically what value can we ascribe to an ingenious device to explain the non-existence of that whose existence is unknown to tradition, and which had it existed would according to a very strong parallel case have been handed down to us?

Of course, these theoretic arguments would have to yield if it were true that embedded in the Vedic literature itself there were, as Professor Oldenberg asserts, two specimens of his Ākhyāna, namely, the legend of Śunahṣēpa in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa¹ and in the Śānkhyāna Śrauta Šātra,² and the tale of Purūravas and Urvāśi as told in the Ṣatapatha Brāhmaṇa. It is, indeed, not too much to say that but for these passages the theory would never have seen the light, or at least have won any general acceptance. But what do these passages really prove? Nothing, I fear, which can help Professor Oldenberg's theory.

It will hardly be claimed by anyone that the Śunahṣēpa legend in the form in which it appears in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa is a sound old legend. The passage in which it occurs is admittedly late, and it is admittedly the case that the Ṛgveda verses which are put into the mouth of Śunahṣēpa have nothing to do with the legend in the Brāhmaṇa. It is not claimed, therefore, that the story

¹ vii, 13-18. ² xv, 19 seqq.
illustrates a Vedic hymn by showing it to be an Ākhyāna, but it is alleged that the actual narrative itself is in Ākhyāna form. But this view is not borne out by the facts. In section 13 of the seventh book of the Brāhmaṇa we find a dialogue in verse of the simplest gnomic kind. Nārada, the great sage, is asked what are the advantages of having a son, and he replies in ten verses. The ten verses are continuous, and they follow naturally on the one verse of the question, nor is there any legitimate reason for doubt that we have simply here a fragment of a gnomic poem, or rather poems,¹ taken over bodily. Similarly, in section 15, where the next verse passage occurs, another little gnomic poem regarding the excellencies of energy is presented to us. The four verses here are separated by prose which tells of the wanderings of Rohita, the son of Hariścandra, but there cannot be the slightest doubt that the separation is artificial: they are taken over from a gnomic poem addressed to one Rohita, whence it may be feared the name and existence of the elsewhere unknown Rohita are borrowed. So far there is no shadow of evidence for an Ākhyāna. Rather, we see in the Vedic text how much gnomic literature was floating about and how ready the Vedic writer was to weave it into a narrative, not indeed a beast narrative as usual later, but a narrative with human actors. In sections 17 and 18, again, we find quite a different phenomenon: the author has woven into his narrative some verses regarding Viśvāmitra’s adoption of Śunahṣepa. It is utterly needless to suppose that this is a true Ākhyāna: everything is satisfied by our supposing that it was an independent poem worked into the text. It has no connexion with Hariścandra or with Rohita, and it can safely be said that if the story of Śunahṣepa is a genuine Ākhyāna, no more extraordinary literary type ever existed.

¹ Dr. Thomas is no doubt right in thinking that the verses are not from one poem.
To turn from the Aitareya to the tale of Purūravas at least brings us into a region where the idea of an Ākhyāna is more open to argument. No question here presents itself of a gnomic poem, and we have what we have not in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa—a case where the Ākhyāna, if real, would be a Rgvedic one. But, again, what are the facts? Apropos of the Arāṇis, or kindling sticks, whence the fire is made for the sacrifice, the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa narrates to us the tale of Purūravas and Urvasī—how Urvasī loved Purūravas, the mortal, and dwelt with him on a condition which the Gandharvas, jealous of her preference for a mortal, induced him to break; how Urvasī disappeared, and how Purūravas wandered distracted over Kurukṣetra until he found her with her companions at the lake Anyataḥplakṣā. Urvasī appears to him, and then the text inserts vv. 1, 2, 14, and 15 of the hymn Rgveda, x, 95, with a brief word of explanation after each verse. Then follows a single verse, the sixteenth of the hymn, and then, without commenting on that verse, the text continues, "This discourse in fifteen verses has been handed down by the Bāhūras." Thereafter the story pursues its way untrammelled with reference to the Rgveda.

Now it is right to point out that Professor Oldenberg does not hold that we have here a complete Ākhyāna; he admits that it has been curtailed for ritual reasons by the author of the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa, who was not interested in the Ākhyāna at all, and merely cited it in connexion with his theme. But surely the explanation of the passage is simple enough without adopting the Ākhyāna theory. The one thing noteworthy about it, which distinguishes it from the ordinary Brāhmaṇa passage of the legendary type, and such passages are legion, is that the text on which the legend is based happens to be one taken from outside the texts of the

---

1 xi, 5, 1.
2 GGA. 1907, pp. 69, 70.
White Yajurveda, and therefore reference has to be made to it. And reference is made by citing four lines and explaining them not at all in the manner in which a genuine Ākhyāna would have been constructed, with additional facts between the verses carrying on the narrative, but simply by paraphrases of the text of the hymn in the regular Brāhmaṇa style; nay more, in the explanation of the fourteenth verse the Brāhmaṇa seems to propose two different renderings of the original text, interpreting Purūravas’ intention as being either to throw himself down, i.e. hang himself, or to start forth, presumably on his wild rushing over the earth. And it is quite in keeping with the Brāhmaṇa spirit that four verses out of fifteen should exhaust the energy of the compiler, and it may finally be noted that he emphatically refers to the Bahvṛcas as handing down a hymn of fifteen verses: no hint of a prose Ākhyāna seems to have crossed his mind.¹

It seems to me, therefore, that the legend of Purūravas and Urvasī cannot help us to a real Ākhyāna. Whether the explanation of the hymn is really given to us by the Brāhmaṇa it would be too long here to inquire, even had I any conviction of being able to solve the problem: what is sufficient for our purpose is to note that the Brāhmaṇa presents us merely with an explanation of and introduction

¹ There are several difficulties as to the Satapatha passage. The mention of fifteen verses when the hymn has eighteen is very strange, and not yet fully explained. Hertel, VOJ. xxi, 346, thinks that the present text, which mentions v. 16 without commenting on it, is interpolated, and that the fifteen verses refer to the first fifteen, the Brāhmaṇa having referred to 1, 2, 14, and 15; and this is not impossible. Winternitz’ view, VOJ. xxi, 131, that the Brāhmaṇa does not cite the verses, but that the copyists saved themselves trouble by merely referring to the RV., is certainly untenable, for Hertel points out that the Brāhmaṇa has given its summary of the omitted verses in the prelude, and that the citation of vv. 1, 2, 14, and 15 only is deliberate and artistically necessary, thus also rendering needless Oldenberg’s view of a shortening of the Ākhyāna.
to the dialogue; it does not present us with a new literary type.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to examine one other class of evidence adduced by Professor Oldenberg in support of his theory, namely, certain passages in the *Mahābhārata*, for Dr. Hertel\(^1\) has shown in detail that they do not in the slightest correspond with the theoretic Ākhyāna; the verses do not form points of special interest in the narrative: in one case the verse and the prose narratives simply cover the same ground, while in another, that cited also by Hopkins,\(^2\) the story of the Frog girl in *Mahābhārata*, iii, 192, the version before us seems beyond all question to be merely a verse-story rewritten in part in prose. The prose is full of reminiscences of the original verses, and though it is not obvious why it should have come down to us in its present form, there are too few things known about the Epic to render the absence of a reply to such a question unnatural. There remains, therefore, but one argument of Professor Oldenberg's which seems to demand consideration, and that is his application of his theory to the explanation of *Rgveda* viii, 100. The case deserves special treatment, because it is one of the few instances which are adduced by Professor Oldenberg which von Schroeder\(^3\) regards as being a plausible argument for the theory. In the *Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa*, iv, 1, 3, there is told a tale of the division of speech which runs as follows. After he had hurled his bolt at Vṛtra, who in this narrative is also Soma, Indra was afraid, thinking he had missed, and he with the other gods would not go to see how the missile had fared.

---

\(^1\) Voj. xxiii, 285 seq. The Paṇḍyākhyāna, cited by Oldenberg in favour of his theory, is all in prose—dialogue as well as narrative; only three hymns and two citations are in verse; that is, there is no Ākhyāna at all in Oldenberg's sense.

\(^2\) *The Great Epic of India*, pp. 266 seqq. See Hertel, Voj. xxiii, 286, 287, 345, and compare *Vīṇa Purāṇa*, iv, 10.

\(^3\) *Mysterium und Minus*, p. 340.
But at their entreaty Vāyu went, and found Vṛtra dead. The dead Vṛtra gave forth an evil odour, but Vāyu purified him, and as a result of his services Vāyu became the first Vaṣāṭ of the Soma, or, in more intelligible form, obtained as his share the first cup of Soma. Indra desired to have a share of it, and Vāyu promised to give him a share if he made speech intelligible. But Vāyu only wished to give Indra a quarter, and Prajāpati, to whom they appealed for his decision, awarded one-half to Vāyu and but a quarter to Indra, who accordingly made only a quarter of speech intelligible, the part spoken by men; the remaining three-quarters, the speech of animals, birds, and reptiles, remained unintelligible. Now in the Rgveda, viii, 100, there is a strange hymn which seems to present nothing but a jumble of verses. The first six refer evidently to Indra and the Soma, and perhaps the next three may go with them; the twelfth, again, is clearly taken from the myth of the slaying of Vṛtra, while vv. 10 and 11 refer to Vāc, the four parts of Vāc and the noblest portion thereof, but in what sense it is impossible to say. The Anukramani gives us, as usual, no help; and the Brhaddevatā,¹ which here is more full than the Anukramani, is likewise useless. It asserts that the first three lines were spoken by Nema Bhārgava in praise of Indra, though without seeing him; then Indra revealed himself with vv. 4 and 5, and the sage in joy uttered the next two verses, and in v. 8 praises the bird — presumably the falcon which bears the Soma—and in v. 9 the bolt of Indra. In vv. 10 and 11 he praises speech, and in v. 12 tells of a further exploit of Indra against Vṛtra. It is only worth noting that no effort is made here to connect the passage of the Śatapatha with the hymn. Oldenberg² with great ingenuity reconstructs the sense: in v. 1 he sees as the speaker Vāyu, and he holds that the

¹ vi, 117–23.
² ZDMG. xxxix, 58.
first nine verses show us the league of Indra and Vāyu, and the tenth and the eleventh show us the result to speech of Indra's faithlessness. The sense of the hymn was made good by the prose explanations and insertions which must be supplied before we can understand it.

Now if this theory is correct, we have indeed a real Ākhyāna. This is essentially a case where the hymn is not intelligible as it stands: the passages in prose, which we must assume to have intervened between the verses, would have given not, as in the case of the supposed Ākhyāna of Purūravas and Urvaśī, explanations of the text, but would have carried the narrative over the breaks in the sense between the verses, while at the decisive points there would occur the bursts of verse which are postulated by the theory. Von Schroeder, indeed, is so much struck by the parallelism that he is reduced first to suggesting that the theory may really be justified for once in this case as he admits it may be justified in the case of the Jātakas, or in the alternative he throws out the wild suggestion that perhaps the verses were added to the hymn because of the Brāhmaṇa narrative. Oldenberg is perfectly justified in thinking the explanation much more wonderful than any Ākhyāna hymn theory could ever be.

But does the Brāhmaṇa narrative really cast any light on the hymn at all? In the first place, the Brāhmaṇa clearly puts Vāyu in the position of the possessor of the Soma and Indra as him who begs for a share. In the hymn, accepting the view that the first speaker is Vāyu, and of course without that assumption the whole ground for the hypothesis of Professor Oldenberg disappears, Vāyu appears as asking Indra to secure for him his portion, precisely the reverse of the rôles in the Brāhmaṇa. Then the hymn has no hint at all of the bargain between the two: instead it deals merely with the greatness of Indra, whose existence has been questioned by some. It is from the same (nema) that the alleged seer Nema Bhārgava
draws his feeble life. The two verses about Vāc also fail to help: it is not said or implied that one part is intelligible. Finally, the last verse is nothing but a fragment from a speech of Indra in his fight with Vṛtra, and it can only be made a part of the narrative by the theory that Indra proceeds to slaughter Vṛtra over again, for already in v. 7 he has driven his bolt into his vital part. It seems to me, therefore, that the parallel has no cogency whatever for the interpretation of the hymn. Of course, if every Rgveda hymn were admittedly and beyond question a complete whole, we might be driven to invent some Ākhyāna to hold the parts together; but it is absolutely certain that verses have been added to hymns, and I do not doubt that the original hymn ended either at v. 6 or v. 9, and that the remaining three verses are waifs and strays which have been attached in late times.

It is unnecessary to review in similar detail the theory as applied to other hymns. As Professor S. Lévi¹ long ago pointed out, the difficulty in each case is that the dialogue as it stands is too clear to need the connecting remarks which the theory postulates. Yet the existence of such connecting remarks is of the essence of the Ākhyāna theory, which demands a literary type of mixed prose and verse. If the dialogue will run without any additions, then we have no right to say that there were ever any additions, or to deny that it was composed from the first as a piece of verse pure and simple and intended to stand on its own basis.

But Professor Lévi went a step further, and has claimed that already in these pieces of dialogue we are to see the signs of an Indian drama. The germ of this view is to be found in Professor Max Müller’s remark apropos of the Marut hymn, Rgveda, i, 165, where he said² as early as 1869: “If we suppose that the dialogue was repeated at

¹ Le théâtre indien, p. 307.
² Hymns to the Maruts, pp. 172, 173; repeated in SBE. xxxii, 182, 183.
sacrifices in honour of the Maruts, or that possibly it was acted by two parties, one representing Indra, the other the Maruts and their followers, then the two verses at the beginning and the three at the end ought to be placed in the mouth of the actual sacrificer, whoever he was.” Professor Lévi¹ was yet more decided: he quoted the love of the Indians for music, song, and dance; the dialogue poems were not a poetic invention, they were reproductions of scenes actually before the poet’s eyes. The priests availed themselves of the drama as a means of bringing vividly before the people the majesty of the gods and their laws, and he recognizes in this primitive drama the restriction of the actors to three persons, but also the employment of a chorus, human or divine. Professor Lévi’s ingenious theory was curiously unfruitful for years, and it is only now that the support of von Schroeder and Hertel have again made it an object of serious consideration.

It is, of course, essential to understand what is meant by the claim that ritual drama existed. In the first place, we must distinguish it sharply from a dramatic ritual. The ritual of the ancient Indian sacrifice was not in the least of the character of a mere series of songs of praise and prayer. It is full from first to last of ritual dialogues: sometimes they were of the simplest character. Thus in the Taittiriya Samhītā the sacrificer asks the priest, as he looks at the sounding holes which have been dug under the southern cart, “Is it well?” The priest answers “Yes”, and the sacrificer utters the prayer, “Be it well for us both.” Besides such simple dialogue we have the elaborate dialogues in the Aśvamedha rite, dialogues the ritual purpose of which is abundantly clear.² Then there

¹ Le théâtre indien, pp. 333 seqq.
² e.g., the speech of the Queen in Vājasaneyi Samhītā, xxxiii, 18 seqq.: cf. the speech of the Brahmin student and a hetaira in the Mahāvratas, Kāthaka Samhītā, xxxiv, 5; Taittiriya Samhītā, vii, 5. 9. 4; my Aitareya Aranyaka, p. 277, n. 15.
are the Brahmodyas\(^1\) of the priests, a recognized and important part of the sacrifice. But this is not drama, for drama is essentially μίμησις, a representation, and the dramatic ritual is a presentation pure and simple.

The point seems a simple one, but it is necessary to make it, for it at once disposes of part of the evidence for the dramatic theory which von Schroeder brings forward. Thus he claims as dramatic the famous frog-hymn of the \textit{Rgveda}, vii, 102. He suggests that it was recited or rather sung by a party of Brahmins beside or standing in a pool or tank with frogs in it; nay, he goes further, and compares it with the \textit{Frogs} of Aristophanes and the many other dramas of beast names of the Greek comedy, and suggests that originally the whole was derived from a mimetic frog-dance, the frog being one form of the vegetation spirit. Whatever the value of this hypothesis, the fact remains that the hymn as it stands is essentially nothing more than a rain-spell: it is not a dramatic reproduction at all, and to call it a drama is merely to confuse the issue. Then, again, as a case of drama is adduced the dialogue of Agastya and Lopāmudrā (\textit{Rgveda}, i, 179), in which we are asked to see the old ritual for ensuring the fertility of the fields when the corn has been cut. In this case it is really impossible to agree with von Schroeder's interpretation: sufficient perhaps to condemn it is the fact that it leads him to the singular view\(^2\) that Lopāmudrā means that which has the seal of disappearance upon it, doubtless a suitable name for the worn-out corn spirit, but a feat beyond the capacity of the Vedic language.\(^3\)

But even if the theory were correct, there

---


\(^3\) Oldenberg, GGA. 1900, p. 77, n. 4. He suggests that the sense is rather "die unter Verletzung (des \textit{vrata}) (sinnlich) Erfreueende ", which is very plausible, for in RV. x, 10. 12 we have \textit{pramūḍāḥ} in this sense, and so the root \textit{mud} in \textit{Satapatha Brāhmaṇa}, xiv, 7. 1. 14: \textit{stribhiḥ saha modamānāḥ}.
would still be nothing to carry us beyond a dramatic ritual, and of that, as we have seen, there is abundant evidence in the ritual texts without excursions into the impossible. In the same spirit the harmless little hymn *Rgveda*, ix, 112, which has ever\(^1\) been regarded as the utterance of a Brahmin while the Soma is being pressed, showing his desire to win a rich patron even as other mortals seek other things to satisfy them, becomes a wild scene of revelry by a masked crew of vegetation spirits dancing to music and singing the song.\(^2\) This is a mere case of imagination run wild, but even were it not, again we have but a dramatic ritual, and not real drama.

Nor is there any proof of drama in the fact that dance was liked by the Vedic Indians. This is not denied for a moment, but von Schroeder\(^3\) seeks to go further and prove that the hymns show that the idea of a god dancing was familiar to the Indians, and further that it was derived from seeing a god portrayed as so dancing on the primitive stage. The latter part of the theory is of course pure hypothesis, but it is just worth noting how singularly few references there are to the dancing of gods. Ușas is compared with a dancer, for it is only by forcing the meaning of *iva*\(^4\) that von Schroeder can make out that

---

\(^1\) Again neatly defended by Oldenberg, GGA. 1909, pp. 79 seqq.
\(^4\) *Rg. i*, 92. 4; Schroeder, p. 44. He repeats this view in *VOJ*. xxiii, 8, n. 1, in respect of *Rg. x*, 72. 6, where he seeks to show in the *Rg.* the recognition of the cosmic power of dancing, and he compares the use of *xvto* or *wv* in Greek (e.g., *Il.* iii, 330, 381; *Soph.* *Oid.* *Tyr.* 1078) and *ut* in Latin (e.g. *Cic.* *Tusc.* i, 43. 104; *de Or.* ii, 1. 2). The argument is, however, very weak: in both cases *iva* naturally is a comparative particle, and there is no ground for the unusual sense ascribed to it. It is no argument for the version of von Schroeder that *nrtu* is used of Ușas in *Rg.* x, 29. 3: the comparison shows that Ușas could be conceived as a dancer, and *nrtu* is consistent with this. Von Schroeder sees dance as the sense of *nrt* throughout, e.g. in *Rg.* v, 33. 6: *urumud̐h *nrtamud̐h *dmartah*, and so *nrtu* in ii, 22. 4; vi, 29. 3; viii, 24. 9, 12, etc., but how far he is right in doing so is a question of some difficulty. That the gods danced is of course in itself probable, and *x*, 124. 9 seems to show it of Indra.
she herself is said to dance, and the word \textit{nrtu} is used occasionally of gods, but in what sense is doubtful. When it is said of Indra \textit{nrmn\=ani nrtam\=anah}, it is hard to believe either that it means that he accomplishes his mighty deeds when dancing or that he acts in the dance his deeds.

If the dance is insufficient to prove a drama, can any help be derived from the question of song? Von Schroeder\textsuperscript{1} accepts and Hertel\textsuperscript{2} lays great stress upon an argument which is somewhat hard to follow. It is laid down that verses were, as nowadays is the case, always sung, that therefore it would be impossible to distinguish in the dialogue hymns the different rôles unless the verses were sung by at least two persons, and that therefore each dialogue hymn presumes that there was the element of a drama, namely, two actors, for we may willingly admit that if we are to accept the fact that the rôles were sung by two persons, there may well have been appropriate action and, as von Schroeder adds, dance, making up all the elements of a primitive drama, if once the idea were grasped of representing in this form some action. But this theory of Hertel's is open to the fatal objection that it assumes far too much. In the first place, we have absolutely no knowledge how far a distinction between the expression of different speakers was desired at the very early days when the Vedic hymns were in process of production: no doubt if a single actor nowadays produces a play he depends on his vocal abilities to render his acting the several parts effective, but we cannot interpret the \textit{Rgveda} in the light of a modern \textit{tour de force}. In the second place, there is no evidence whether at the time of the \textit{Rgveda} the verses were sung at all: the theory that they were sung cannot be supported by any evidence before the Prātiśākhyaśas and the Śrauta

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Mysterium und Mimus}, pp. 11–13.  
\textsuperscript{2} \textit{VOJ.} xviii, 64, 73, 137, 138; xxiii, 274, 275.
Sūtras, and the one thing we really do know that goes back to an early date is that there was a great distinction between Sāmans and ordinary Re verses. The Brāhmaṇas regularly use the word gai, "sing," of the former, and of the latter the term śams, "recite": exactly the difference between the two modes it is impossible for us to say, and it is quite unscientific to assert that in the recitation of dialogue hymns differences of speakers could not be brought out if desired by the reciter. Hertel's argument depends for its force on the hypothesis that the difference of speakers must be made clear to the audience, and that it could not be made clear save by a change of performer: we neither know nor shall we ever know whether either of the hypotheses is correct, and this argument of Hertel must definitely be abandoned as possessing any weight.¹

We are reduced, then, to inquiring whether there is anything in the dialogue hymns which suggests dramatic performance. The chief hymns which come into question are those which first gave ground for Max Müller's conjecture, namely, the dialogue of Agastya, the Maruts, and Indra, Rgveda, i, 170, 171, and 165; the dialogue of Indra and Varuṇa, RV. iv, 51; the narrative of the flight of Agni and his return, RV. x, 51–3, 124; the dialogue of Saramā and the Paṇis, RV. x, 108; that of Purūravas and Urvaśī, RV. x, 95; of Yama and Yami, RV. x, 10; and that of Viśvāmitra and the streams, RV. iii, 33. Then there may be added three hymns in which Indra plays a part—the hymn of his wonderful birth, RV. iv, 18; the Vṛṣākapi hymn, RV. x, 86, and his dialogue with Vāyu, if Vāyu it be, in RV. viii, 100; and

¹ Cf. Oldenberg, GGA. 1909, p. 68. Hertel's criticisms in VOJ. xxiii, 274, 275, do not seem to me effective. They rest on modern Indian practice, and on assertions which assume that our modern musical sense is a criterion for ancient music, a view which the dispute regarding the character of Greek music would seem to render yet more dangerous where the Indian musical sense of the second millennium B.C. is in question.
finally the well-known Mudgala hymn, RV. x, 102. If these are really to be regarded as performed by several performers, who adopt the rôles of the gods celebrated, then we have a real drama, doubtless in miniature, but still a drama, to which the Aristotelian definition could without impropriety be applied. There is representation in speech and action, and the real literary merit of some of the hymns and dramas is quite undeniable. Nor would there be lacking some evidence of the gradual advance of the dramatic art, for the dialogue of Agastya and the Maruts presents us with a miniature trilogy of a kind, and in the *Suparnâdhyâya* Hertel finds a fully developed drama, a historical link between the *Rgveda* and the later Indian world.

The hypothesis is attractive, especially when set out with all the ingenuity of Professor von Schroeder; but it must be admitted that it has one enormous difficulty to overcome, and it offers us little help to overcome it. Why is the later literature wholly silent regarding this ritual drama? Von Schroeder realizes the difficulty, and he finds the solution in the theory that the Vedic drama is no feeble beginning: it presents the climax of a long stage of development, and it has no connexion with the later drama of India. No doubt we see in the Yâtrâs the same root from which the Rgvedic drama sprung, but the one is literature, the other merely popular, and historically the Vedic drama is dying out when we find it. The refined taste of the Vedic priests who have handed us down the ritual could not bear the presence of dancing

---

1 It is of course true that the drama springs from the dramatic ritual, and that there must be a stage when the two seem but one. But the essence of the two is distinct, and depends on the relation of the performers to the action. In the dramatic ritual they are actors themselves seeking some direct end; in the drama they consciously represent the actions of others: thus the Mainades who tore Phetneus to pieces performed a dramatic ritual, the actors of the *Bacchae* represent in a higher form that ritual. As the ritual ceases to be intelligible, the possibility of drama emerges.

2 *VOJ.* xxiii, 299 seqq.

and singing gods on the stage, and only a few relics of the old literary drama have been admitted into the ritual books. The priests could, indeed, accept much that was popular, such as the chariot races, the shooting of arrows, the use of the swing, the popular abuse, but they could not in the long run see their way to incorporate the drama where gods appeared on the scene in their ritual. Moreover, stress must be laid on the fact that the ritual drama was in great measure a phallic drama, and phallic rites were hated of the priests. The Rigveda itself detests the śiśnadevas.

This is all very ingenious, but it is hard to accept it as at all effective. To begin with, it is difficult for any student of the Vedic ritual to think that the priests were really people who would dislike phallic rites. It is absurd to deny that in some schools they were disliked: it is notorious that the maithuna, which is prescribed by all the older texts for the Mahāvrata rite, and which is clearly a fertility spell, is described by the late Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra as old and obsolete, and not to be performed. All honour to the school of Śāṅkhāyana, but it is a late school, and the Saunakins do not criticize the rite. Again, the Yajurveda gives us in its fullest detail the revolting practices of the horse sacrifice. But, indeed, it would be foolish to multiply examples: the coarseness of the older ritual is unquestionable, and no strength can be laid on any argument which assures us that

---

1 Cf. the Vājapeya, Hillebrandt, *Vedische Opfer*, p. 142.
2 In the Vājapeya and Rājasūya, Hillebrandt, pp. 141, 145, 146; in the Mahāvrata, Keith, *Śāṅkhāyana Āraṇyaka*, p. 82.
3 In the Mahāvrata, Keith, op. cit., pp. 77, 78.
4 Ibid., p. 79.
5 x, 99, 3; vii, 21, 5. The sense is rather "phallus worshippers" than phallic spirits or deities, as von Schroder, pp. 63–4, would prefer to take it. His suggestion that the name Krkadaśu, in RV. i, 29, represents a phallus (cf. kīpas) worshipper is as improbable as it is ingenious.
6 See my *Aitareya Āraṇyaka*, p. 277, n. 15.
7 Hillebrandt, op. cit., pp. 149 seqq.
modesty was the cause of the obsolescence of the drama. Besides, what ground is there for assuming that the drama was inevitably bound up with phallic practices? The finest of all the alleged dramas is, perhaps, that of Agastya and the Maruts, wholly devoid of phallic suggestion. Or again, what has the dialogue of Saramā and the Paṇīs, or the tale of the recovery of Agni, to do with such topics, and the same remark applies to the dialogues of Varuṇa and Indra, of Purūravas and Urvaśī, of Indra and Vāyu, and in all probability to that of Yama and Yami, which seems to us an early morality, though von Schroeder finds in it a variant of the fertility magic which he sees in the Lopāmudrā hymn. It may of course be said that these dialogues have survived precisely because they were different from the ordinary drama of the time, but why should they have ceased to have successors? Why did the Vedic Indians come to the opinion that to present gods dancing and singing was improper, after they had long practised it, and had produced several fine poems by aid of the convention? Surely, even if Indra and the Maruts became an unsuitable subject for the stage, Viśvāmitra and the streams might have held the boards. After all, rather than lose ourselves in this wilderness of speculation, is it not wiser to recognize that the Indian drama did not terminate, for the simple reason that it had not yet begun?

Hertel has quite a different view of the development

---

1 Mysterium und Mimus, pp. 275 seqq. This is a peculiarly gratuitous theory, and it is not supported in the least by the Rāyaśṛṅga and Śāntā story, which belongs to a totally different type of idea.

2 VOJ. xxiii, 297 seq. Winternitz, VOJ. xxiii, 110, doubts the evidence of the connexion of the Vedic and the classical drama; and Hertel, VOJ. xxiv, 118-20, finds a link in the Harivaṃśa, ii, 91, where it is said: tatva yajñē vartamāne suñātayena nāṭas tado | mahaṛṣṇa toṣayān āssa Bhadrānāmeti nāma taḥ || But this is a very poor piece of evidence: the Harivaṃśa is a late text, and undoubtedly contemporaneous with the classical drama, at least in its earlier stage, and that this text should recognize a nāṭa (it is not clear if “actor” is really meant, but
of the drama. He finds in the *Sūparṇādhyāya*, a late Vedic text, a drama in full form, showing in its elaboration a marked advance upon the dramas of the *Ṛgveda*. Indeed, if his version were accepted, the piece would be a remarkable one, and his version and explanation are really of great ingenuity. But that, I fear, exhausts all that can be said in their favour. By a plentiful supply of stage directions, by adding a complete and elaborate list of dramatis personae, and by careful translation based on a preconceived theory, a drama can be made out of the *Sūparṇādhyāya*. But, on the other hand, Oldenberg¹ with equal ease can make an Ākhyāna out of it, and in truth for his theory there speaks the fact that part of the tale is certainly narrative.² Naturally this does not trouble Hertel much, for are there not the prologues of the Greek plays and the narratives of the heralds, all mere devices of the primitive drama to avoid the necessity of explaining things which the audience must be told, but which cannot conveniently be put in dramatically? There remains the hypothesis that both are wrong, and to this view I strongly incline.

But von Schroeder³ has still an argument left. He has seen with Hertel in three hymns dramatic monologues: the first is the boast of the drunken Indra, RV. x, 119, which he imagines had a place in the performance of a Soma feast; the second is the mime of the medicine man, RV. x, 97; and the last the song of the gambler, RV. x, 34. The medicine man he imagines as coming forward in some part of a Soma festival, and the song of the gambler would find its place, accompanied by dances of the personified dice and of Apsarases at the kindling.

---
¹ See GGA. 1909, pp. 71 seqq.
² See Hertel, VOJ. xxiii, 331 seqq.
of the fire of the Sabhā, which served also as the place of dicing. It would serve as an interlude in the midst of the offering to recall the mind of the spectators to the dangers of dicing, and it would thus play the part of a morality of the middle ages. The idea is beyond question ingenious, but we can say no more. The ritual is silent, nor can we readily imagine that the Vedic stage would readily have witnessed the appearance of a drunken god, and we may be excused from belief in the dancing dice and the Apsarases, just as we may be allowed to disbelieve in the dance of the Apsarases which we are told introduced the tale of Purūravas and Urvaśī, or in the curious farrago of nonsense which is represented to us as the inward meaning of the Mudgala song.¹

What, then, are we to make of these dialogues and these monologues, and why are they found in the Rgveda Samhitā? Unfortunately that is a question which is much easier to ask than to answer, and it is one of those questions which seem to be likely never finally to be answered. The obscurity of the matter justifies to the full such attempts as those of von Schroeder and Hertel, but the fact that we have no certain answer must not be deemed to be a reason for accepting any answer which is utterly improbable. It must be remembered that these hymns do

¹ Winternitz, VOJ. xxiii, 137, admits the weight of Bloomfield’s criticism (ZDMG. xlviii, 541 seq.) of Geldner’s version (Vedische Studien, ii, 1 seq.) of this curious hymn, to which I called attention in JRAS. 1909, p. 207. Mr. Pargiter, JRAS. 1910, pp. 1328 seqq., has connected the hymn with the genealogy of Mudgala in the Purāṇas, and has seen in vādhrinā (v. 12) and indrasenā (v. 2) references to Vadhryaśva, a grandson of Mudgala, and Indrasenā his daughter-in-law. The difficulties of the hymn do not, however, seem in the slightest degree to be diminished by these assumptions, and that either vādhrinā or indrasenā is intended as a proper name seems most improbable. The whole hymn seems to me, as it did to Bloomfield, to be of mythological content, and I do not think the Purāṇic genealogy rests on any Vedic tradition. Yāska already evidently could not explain the hymn; see Nirukta, ix, 2, 3. Here may be noted Mr. Pargiter’s attempt, JRAS. 1911, pp. 803-9, to find a rational explanation of the genesis of the Vṛṣākapi poem, RV. x, 86. I fear that the explanation is more rational than probable.
not stand alone in the *Rgveda* as being outside the ordinary category of prayer and praise. There are many hymns, certainly the overwhelming majority,\(^1\) which were written for the ritual, but there are others which clearly are somewhat different in character. Take for example the three hymns in the seventh *Maṇḍala*\(^2\) of the *Rgveda* which celebrate the deeds of Sudās under the guidance of Vasiṣṭha. These are beyond doubt occasional hymns, the tribe or family expression of joy over the victories of the great king, one of the few whose names are more than words to us in Vedic history. What essential difference is there between this hymn and the dialogue of Viśvāmitra and the streams?\(^3\) Each celebrates a historic event, and if Viśvāmitra himself, as may be the case, is the author of *Rgveda*, iii, 33, what difficulty is there in understanding the preservation of the hymn by his descendants? Or, again, what is there to distinguish the dialogue of Yama and Yami from the philosophic hymns in the tenth *Maṇḍala*\(^4\) except the form? And why should the dialogues regarding the deeds of the gods be deemed any less suited for their praise in the ritual than the simple narratives which make up part of the *Rgveda*? It must be remembered also that besides the formal hymns which had fixed places in the rites there was need of other matter to fill up the pauses in the sacrifice. In the horse sacrifice Brahmin and warrior alike were called on to sing to fill up time,\(^5\) and ancient tales were among the things with which the period of mourning after the burial of the dead was made to pass.\(^6\) Nor need we deny that it may be that hymns are found in the *Rgveda* which are neither

---

1 Cf. Bloomfield, *JAOS.* xvii, 177.
2 viii, 18, 33, 83.
3 RV. iii, 33.
4 See x, 72, 81, 82, 121, 129, etc.; Macdonell, *Sanskrit Literature*, pp. 131 seqq.
6 *Āśvalāyana Gṛhya Sūtra*, iv, 6. 6. Cf. also *Kāṇḍaka Upaniṣad*, i, 3. 16; Winternitz, *V.O.J.* xxiii, 132, 133.
intended for magic nor religious ends; possibly the dicer’s song\(^1\) falls within this category, though that of the medicine man is rather a magic spell.

After all, when the slow growth of the drama in Greece is remembered, it will not seem so surprising that the true drama was tardy in appearance in India. Song dance and music are not, when all is said and done, enough to produce a drama, and the further steps required to reach that end have in all countries proved hard to take. But one conjecture may be permitted as to the slow growth of the drama in India, and that because it raises a point of interest with regard to Indian religion. It is the view of von Schroeder\(^2\) that the Vedic Indian was really an earnest believer in the spirits of the dead and their leader Rudra, who appeared as wind and vegetation deities, and with whom he compares the Sileni, the Satyrs, the Lemures, and so forth. The *Rgveda* ignores largely this side of religion, and in his view that is due to priestly preference for other religious manifestations. But there is possible another view: it is at least as plausible that the advance in the greatness of Rudra is due to the progressive admixture of the Vedic Indian with the aboriginal population, a fact which I conceive is hardly open to serious doubt. It may be that in the hymns of the *Rgveda* we have preserved not so much a priestly refinement as rather the expression of a less diluted Aryan belief. It is not necessary for us to deny that the Vedic Aryan did believe in vegetation spirits, but it is a perfectly legitimate hypothesis that he cared less for them than he did for other sides of religion. And the hypothesis has the advantage of explaining why the true Indian drama appears so late. Recent research has shown, it seems to me beyond serious doubt,\(^3\) that the Greek drama found its

---

\(^1\) x, 34.  
\(^3\) See my note in the *Classical Quarterly*, iv, 283, 284. Ridgeway’s theory of the origin of the drama from the festivals in honour of the
origin in the representation in literature of the rude folk-religion which portrayed the struggle between winter and summer: such contests of the representatives of the two spirits prevail even to-day in Greece, and it seems that Athens actually took the step from dramatic ritual to the actual drama, though the details of the fundamental change from presentation to a representation are wanting. Now the first mention of drama in Indian literature is unquestionably that in the Mahābhāṣya, where we are told how the slaying of Kaṁsa by Kṛṣṇa could be represented either in actual action or by mere words: the granthikas divided themselves into two parts, one representing the followers of Kaṁsa with blackened faces, the other those of Kṛṣṇa with red faces, and they expressed the feeling of both parties throughout the struggle from Kṛṣṇa's birth to the death of Kaṁsa. The mention of the colour of the two parties is most significant: red man slays black man: the spirit of spring and summer prevails over the spirit of the dark winter. The parallel is too striking to be mistaken: we are entitled to say that in India as in Greece this primitive dramatic ritual slaying of winter is the source whence the drama is derived. But these contests are in all likelihood no substantial part of the Rgvedic cult: when they appear as in the Mahāvrata we are long past the time of the Rgveda proper, and we need not be surprised if the Rgveda contains no trace of drama. How far back this drama goes—for it is clearly a real drama—we cannot say, but there is much to be urged for the theory that it developed outside the Brahminical stratum of the populace. The names of player and play alike and the technical terms of the

dead is set forth at length in his work on the Origins of the Greek Drama, but his thesis seems to be still improbable as an explanation of the origin of tragedy.


2 See my Śāṅkhāyana Aranyaka, p. 78.
drama are too overwhelmingly Prākṛtic to allow us to doubt its essentially popular origin, even if the Yātrā were not there to remind us of the roots of the drama in popular life. The drama has its origin in religion, but rather in popular religion than in the higher cult: the parallel between Greece and India in this regard is too obvious to be overlooked. Dionysos is the great lord of the Greek drama, but he is no favourite in the Homeric age.
IT is the aim of the following paper to present to the readers of this Journal the problem of the origin of Chinese writing as it appears at the opening of the historical period in the ninth century B.C., and to give some account of the new light thrown upon the subject by recent discoveries in North China. It is also my hope to show that there are reasons for endeavouring to stir an interest in this question of origin, and some grounds for defining, as clearly as present conditions allow, the main features of what is already known of the problem, and indicating the lines along which fruitful investigation must advance. Especially valuable it should be to investigators of other primitive systems of writing to have a working knowledge of the rise and progressive changes of a script, probably of very ancient origin, certainly claiming a continuous history of 3,600 years, still in vigorous activity, betraying no signs of impending decay. The facts of such a life-history, properly ascertained and appreciated, might well contribute some illuminating sidelights or useful suggestions on analogous inquiries.

Chinese is a monosyllabic language, and there is no evidence even tending to show it was ever otherwise. It has now numerous dialects which range from a mere difference of accent or burr to the point of complete mutual unintelligibility. Probably the existing variety of dialects is much larger at present than at the opening of the semi-historical period in the twelfth century B.C.; but we do not know whether there once existed a single parent stem of all the later Chinese dialects, or whether
the ancient Chinese speech was itself only one of several, cognate languages, coexisting in Eastern Asia, and perhaps contributing some ancestral features to the actual dialectal multiformity. However the fact may have been, the present syllabaries, or aggregates of separate monosyllabic sounds, of the dialects vary much in richness, one of the poorest being the \textit{Kuan hua}, the so-called Mandarin dialect of North China, which comprises about 425 syllabic units, while that of Hankow has only 316.

If such a language, monosyllabic and non-inflected, is to grow in some sort of correspondence with the growth of national life, if, that is, it is to add new words to its primitive and meagre stock, the increase must come either from outside or from within. But if the genius of the language will not admit the entry of words of hitherto unknown sound, then the only alternative is that the expansion should be effected by the free multiplication of homophones, old sounds with new meanings. This was the course followed by the Chinese speech before the earliest documents still surviving were written down. What we shall never know is whether the ancient Chinese homophones are to be attributed in all cases, as they certainly must be in many, to mere differentiation of meanings developed from a single phonetic base, but the original relationship of which had faded from the consciousness of the speakers of the language; or whether, on the other hand, these homophones sometimes represent fundamentally unrelated words, syllables, that is, identical to the ear, but expressing meanings not merely dissimilar at a given moment in the life of the language, but meanings that had never been otherwise than independent growths. To take an example, the sound pronounced in modern Northern Chinese \textit{pai} or \textit{pй} (and probably \textit{pak} in the ancient language) covers, among others, a group of characters having the sign \textit{fi} as their phonetic element. Singly this element stands for the word \textit{pai} (or \textit{pй}),
"white." With various additions it represents homophonous syllables meaning respectively "hundred", "a father's elder brother", "chief", "fir", "silk stuffs", "metal foil", "to moor", "to urge". Were these diverse senses all developed from one primitive syllable *pek*, though no clue remains to the process of differentiation? Or were they always separate "words", always independent units of speech, each due to a special formative impulse corresponding to its special sense, but all expressed in one indiscriminate body of sound? It is a question to which there is no answer. But this characteristic feature of the Chinese language, a restricted phonesis coupled with a plethora of words (or of senses, as the case may be) to each syllabic unit, was to prove a potent, a predominating force in determining the path of advance to be followed by the national writing. Viewed from its later stages that path is seen to be the line of least intellectual resistance, not only for the producers of the stock of characters, but equally for the consumers, the readers of the body of visible tokens gradually accumulated.

"Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coûte" is very often true, but it probably applies less to the progress of early writing than to most arts. It must always have been an easy and an obvious device to select certain natural objects and products of human handicrafts in order to suggest by drawing or carving their simple outlines the names borne by such things in the racial speech. But the scope of this first achievement is narrow, and many words in the speech of even a primitive people do not easily allow themselves to be thus captured and imprisoned by the forces of pictorial art. When the early Chinese had amassed a small nucleus of these pictograms, and felt the growing need of other word-signs, it must have soon occurred to the individuals or the class concerned that by recourse to homophones the obstacle might be surmounted and visible shape be given to a previously unwritten word. We may
illustrate this by considering the group of syllables mentioned above having the ancient sound pak. Let us suppose that one of these words, "fir-tree," had acquired a graphic token, a character, but that none of the other words (or senses) so pronounced were thus equipped. The scribe desired to write the word "chief" or "leader," having the same sound pak. Why should he not write pak, "a fir-tree"? The context would show well enough that "fir-tree" was not meant, nor yet "white," nor "hundred," nor "silk stuffs," nor "metal foil," nor "moor," nor "urge." No doubt some degree of confusion was now and again involved. But what will you have? This is an imperfect and makeshift world, and we must often do the best we can with our materials, leaving perfection to the angels and the Bodhisatvas.

That these loan characters existed in the earliest extant documents is known to all educated Chinese. They are designated in the analytic system of the Han dynasty scholars as the class of Chia chieh, or Borrowed characters, and appear to be generally considered as the latest device adopted for the reduction of the spoken language to a written form, whereas they are probably one of the very first.

If this view is well founded, another of the "six scripts" (or sixfold division of written characters), and far the largest of them all, is merely an extension or elaboration of the same principle of borrowing homophones, the class, namely, known as Hsieh shêng, or Phonetic characters. This division only differs from the cruder device of loan characters by the addition to the borrowed sign of what may be called a graphic affix, being another character fitted to suggest that particular sense of the sound borne by the borrowed sign which was intended. The group already introduced above, having the conjectural ancient sound pak (and the modern ones pai or pe) will serve as an illustration. Assuming the need of greater
precision was increasingly felt, we can see that a natural device was to add such then existing characters as those for "man", the horizontal digit representing "one", "cloth", "metal", to the overworked sign pāk, gradually felt to be inadequate, and by so adding to suggest to the mind of the reader the particular word pāk intended, whether it were "chief", or "uncle", "hundred", "white silk", or "metal foil".

Thus regarded, the use of homophones, employed because it was an easy system to adopt and a simple one to understand, was modified later for the sake of precision by the selection of differentiating symbols. But although thus modified, the principle was essentially the same, and made its appeal to the understanding, as the borrowed characters had done in the first instance, mainly through the sense of sound, but reinforced by appropriate graphic finger-posts.

There is, however, another and more subtle contrivance to which the early pioneers of writing had recourse, and though it never covered the same immense field that was filled by the phonetic class, perhaps because it was felt to be too difficult and uncertain in practice, it deserves notice, partly because it is not clear why it need ever have been brought into play. This is the method of Suggestive compounds. In this class no appeal is made to the phonetic principle. But two existing characters were selected which, when combined in a new graphic unit, would (theoretically) suggest to the reader the word required to be written. Thus, for example, the word hāo, now usually meaning "good", but the primitive sense of which was probably "to love", "to be fond of", was provided with a written counterpart by combining the signs for "woman" and "child", whereupon to every right-minded person and upholder of family life would naturally occur the word hāo, "to love." So by a slightly different selection, the word pāo, "to protect," acquired
a written form by the juxtaposition of the signs for "man" and "child".

But why, it may be asked, with the fruitful and facile principle of homophonic borrowing in full operation, and seemingly capable of indefinite expansion, should this less obvious, less handy, expedient of suggestive combination have come into use? The answer is not apparent, but perhaps I may put forward the following as a possible solution. It is likely that the early coiners of characters were sometimes faced with the difficulty that a hitherto unwritten word did not admit of direct pictographic representation itself, while at the same time it belonged to one of the smaller syllabic groups of which, as might sometimes happen, no unit had yet acquired a written form. In such a case no existing homophone would have been available, and we may suppose the method of suggestive combination might in consequence have been adopted as a kind of scribal *pis aller* and counsel of despair, to which the character-maker was driven in default of his normal phonetic standby.

But "this, all this, was in the olden Time long ago", and when the Chou dynasty opened in B.C. 1122, these principles of formation for the written character must have been already ancient, for we find them exemplified in every inscription attributed to the Chou and its predecessor, the Shang dynasty. Such inscriptions have been made available for research by the admirable labours of numerous Chinese antiquarians in well-known collections of facsimile reproductions, most faithfully carried out and often annotated with wide and apposite learning. Without their aid the Western student could scarcely take the first steps along this laborious and difficult line of inquiry. With them he can learn the conclusions reached by these highly qualified specialists, and judge for himself of their weight and validity. There is one point about these indispensable works, however,
on which some caution and reserve seem to be desirable. It is the habit of Chinese authors on this subject to allocate the oldest inscriptions extant between the Shang and Chou dynasties according to certain orthodox views laid down as to the alleged diversity in the dominant principles and tendencies operating during these two periods, and exemplified, as native scholars believe, not less in written compositions than in the forms of their artistic preferences. Simplicity, severity, solidity characterized, they say, the dynasty and times of the Shang. Accordingly they judge and classify the shorter and, so to speak, cruder inscriptions as dating in most cases from this earlier dynasty. It may be they are usually right in such an attribution. But it should not be overlooked that these legends have not furnished any internal and independent evidence by which this opinion can be tested, or a Chou attribution shown to be improbable. But in any case the legends in question present the most archaic appearance of any Chinese writing that has survived to our times. The symbols comprised in them fall into two categories, easily distinguishable. First there are undoubted characters, identifiable as the prototypes of definite modern forms, such as those for "father," "ancestor," the different members of the "Ten Stems" used in the Cycle of Sixty, "make," "record," "sacrificial vessels." Secondly, we find certain signs of enigmatic import, but having for the most part an obviously pictographic origin. It has been impossible hitherto to decide whether these also are genuine characters (that is, tokens of particular words) in very ancient guise, or merely pictorial emblems of a symbolical or quasi-heraldic nature. Plate I gives six examples taken from Yuan Yuan's Chi Ku Chai Chung Ting K'uan Shih, and the annexed explanations will illustrate the two classes indicated above.

Leaving for the time these interesting but ambiguous figures, how may we shortly describe the other and much
larger class, known as *ku wen* or "ancient forms", the unquestionable "characters" of this archaic period of Chinese writing, which were supplemented rather than supplanted by the introduction of the so-called Greater Seal character in the reign (as is affirmed) of King Hsüan of Chou, between B.C. 827 and 781? The *ku wen* writing is a script in which frequent unmistakably pictorial elements point backwards to a time when all that was written or incised was pictographic. But that time had already been left behind, and the actual earliest forms seen are in the penultimate stages of morphologic decay. Corruption due to various causes, but in the main to the desire for ease and speed, had long been at work. Linearizing contractions, the replacing of imitative forms by conventional tokens, an impatience of the smaller variations, negligence of slight but essential distinctions, the deadening effect of constant repetition, the natural preference of the scribe for simplicity of shape to fidelity to an uncouth or difficult original,—all these tendencies operated to produce the degenerate character of that last part of the archaic period which alone we know. As a result we have the distorted and linearized wreck of a primitive pictography.

A great desideratum to the investigator in the study of these early inscriptions is to secure a few unquestionable dates as fixed points for comparison. It is the last thing he will find. It is not rare to read such an opening as "It was the king's first year, the ninth month, the day ting hai", but which king is meant there is nothing to show. One well-known bronze tripod, indeed, exists at Silver Island on the Yangtze, near Chinkiang, which from internal evidence has been plausibly assigned to the reign of King Hsüan of the Chou dynasty, B.C. 827–781. It is known as the Wu Chuan Ting, or Tripod of Wu Chuan, and if I may venture to express an opinion on merely epigraphic grounds, we may provisionally accept such an attribution. Plate I, B, reproduces the inscription from
Yuan Yuan's work above cited, and will help to illustrate the characteristics of Chinese writing at this stage, as above described.

The mention of King Hsüan may fitly lead us to the consideration of the most obscure and least avouched of the changes undergone by the Chinese script since its first appearance in history, the alleged introduction, namely, during the same reign, of the modification known as the ta chuan or Greater Seal character. Of this no examples are known to survive beyond the inscriptions of the "Stone Drums", now kept in the Confucian temple in Peking, and the numerous individual forms found in the pages of the well-known dictionary Shuo Wen. And even this statement is to put the evidence too high. For the assumption that the Stone Drum inscriptions are in the Greater Seal is, to a great extent, an inference conditional on the correctness of the dating of the Drums themselves to the reign of King Hsüan. If, as some authorities hold, the Drums are some four centuries earlier, then their legends cannot be in the Greater Seal, which was not introduced till the reign of the above-named king. If, on the other hand, the Drums are really of much later date, as M. Chavannes believes, who would assign them to a king of Ts'ın about B.C. 300, the argument for deeming their legends to be specimens of the Greater Seal loses its force.

There remain the forms adduced by the Shuo Wen. As to these, it is to be noted that the author does not make use of the term chuan when speaking of them, but of chou wen, 篆文, or "Chou characters", reserving chuan to designate the characters of the later Lesser Seal writing which formed the subject of his dictionary. The relevant passage in the Shuo Wen Preface deserves careful treatment. It runs as follows: 及宣王大史篇著大篆十五篇與古文或異. "In the time of King Hsüan the Chief Recorder Chou published
fifteen chapters in the Greater Seal character, which in many cases differed from the ancient forms." Observe that it is not here expressly said that the Chief Recorder invented these variations (though this is the general Chinese belief), but only that he published what was apparently a collection of existing forms. Again, it is not certain whether Chou is a personal name or a surname. Whether a family or a personal name, it seems a sufficiently strange one, for, as the notes to the Shuo Wen Preface explain in detail, it means "to draw out", "unravel", and carries also a special application to the methods of divination, having then the sense of deduction from omens observed, an oracular response, given by the tortoise-shell or the shih plant to the pious inquirer, as explained by the expert diviner. Is there, perhaps, in this statement of the Shuo Wen some early misunderstanding, some now indurated mystification? It seems possible, and I venture to put forward as an alternative explanation the following hypothesis.

There is no need at this time of day to labour the great part played by divination in ancient Chinese life. It is everywhere admitted, and, as will be seen from the latter part of this paper, new and unexpected evidence on the subject has come to light during the last ten years. I will only add here that, in my own belief, to the needs and ambitions of the diviner's caste is owing not only the venerable hocus-pocus of forecasting the future, but the incomparably more far-reaching and fruitful influence, the power to record the past, the very art of writing itself.

But whether or not the professional diviners devised and developed the system of written characters, it is certain that they must have been at first among the most regular practitioners of the art, since we now know that every act of divination was followed by a record of the date, nature of the inquiry, and some indication
of the character of the response. The responses, as announced by the diviner, were known as *chou*. This term, when occurring in the *Tso Chuan*, is found in modern editions written 筮, e.g. in the passage on the second year of Duke Min, translated by Legge "When Ch'ing Fung . . . heard the oracles concerning Ch'ing-Ke, she honoured him" (*Legge's Classics*, vol. v, pt. i, p. 131). But the *Shuo Wen*, under the character 筱 *chou*, writes 春秋傳曰卜築云, "The Commentary [of Tso] on the Spring and Autumn Classic speaks of the divination responses, saying," etc., using the character 筱 and not 筮 for *chou*. It is thus clear that the first of these two characters was also undoubtedly used to write the word *chou*, an oracle or response, and for reasons too long to give here it is far more likely to have been the true scription than the second.

The term 篥 文, *chou wen*, then, may have really meant "oracle-writing", and have come into use to denote peculiarities of formation or *tournure*, developed in the course of time by the caste of diviners, the great exponents of the art and mystery of writing in Chinese antiquity. The true origin of the term may have been gradually forgotten, and scholars of later date, in some access of hermeneutic passion, may have been responsible for the retrospective birth of a "Recorder" named or surnamed "Oracle", to serve thenceforward as the eponymous author of a novel form of character. On this hypothesis the Recorder Chou was invented in order that he might himself invent the style of writing known sometimes as "Chou characters", and more often as the Greater Seal, or *ta chuan*.

This last term *chuan*, which is never applied to any other phase of the character but the Greater and Lesser Seal, also merits some explanation. The true or genetic meaning of this word is "curving", "sinuous", and it is evident that it must have corresponded to some modification
of older and more angular forms. That modification, I submit, must have been the change of appearance due to the adoption of the writing brush and the use of a liquid medium such as varnish. When these were first employed we do not know, but it was long before the modern hair-pencil and Chinese ink had been introduced by the First Emperor's General, Meng T'ien, about B.C. 215. The term chuan, then, indicates the sweep of a brush in the formation of characters by writing, in contrast with the sharp precision of the metal style in cutting them. But it does not follow that the use of the term itself was contemporaneous with the novelty, and I doubt if any date previous to the Ts'in dynasty (B.C. 255 to 206), mentioned in the Shuo Wen's Preface, can be quoted in illustration of its application to writing.

And here, had the time of writing been only a dozen years ago, this imperfect survey of the subject would have closed. But the present century has already furnished new and welcome discoveries. The first of these, indeed, dates from 1870, but for some reason it did not for a long time excite the interest due to an authentic, historical, and hitherto unstudied text. This is the "Bushell Bowl", with its inscription of 538 characters. This splendid antique and invaluable document, which, it is believed, has never been described or figured in any Chinese book, is now in the Victoria and Albert Museum in the collection of Far Eastern metal-work in the South Court of the Ground Floor, having been acquired from the late Dr. Stephen Bushell, a much regretted member of our Society. Bushell bought it in the year 1870 in Peking under circumstances detailed in his Chinese Art, vol. i, pp. 84-7, where will be found photographs of the bowl and of the inscription upon it, together with a translation of the latter. After its acquisition by the South Kensington Museum, it remained in a position of much dignity and seclusion, the world forgetting, by the world forgot.
Here, about a dozen years ago, I obtained access to it, and remember spending some hot but happy hours in copying a few of the first columns of the legend, what time an attendant in those deserted corridors, with a tolerant pity for the futility of my proceedings, regaled me with personal experiences deserving a less divided attention than I was able to give them.

In 1909 Professor E. H. Parker came on the scene and contributed an article upon the bowl and its inscription to the July number of the * Asiatic Quarterly Review*, following this up in the October number by a Latin rendering of the inscription made at his request by the late Père Pierre Hoang, otherwise Huang Peh-lu, of the Zicawei Catholic establishment near Shanghai. Meantime Mr. Parker had himself published in the *Toung Pao*, vol. x, No. 4, 1909, an independent English translation accompanied by very full notes, a photograph of the original inscription, and a transcription into modern Chinese character. It is interesting to find that from the particulars supplied by the Chinese text Père Hoang had worked out the year 590 B.C. as the equivalent of the date mentioned in the inscription for the casting of the bowl.

In the present article, however, we are mainly concerned with the epigraphic aspect of the inscription, which is of much value for comparative purposes. Thanks to the courtesy and efficient help of the authorities of the Victoria and Albert Museum, I have been able to make a close study of the inscription in original, and also to gain some expert information which supplements and partly corrects the particulars given by Dr. Bushell. This I now append, and hope in the following number of the Journal to publish in parallel columns a list of the characters contained in the inscription, with their Lesser Seal equivalents, and some additional forms besides.

The bowl itself is not bronze, but pure copper. Bushell, *Chinese Art*, vol. i, p. 84, writes: "The inscription inside
would appear once to have been overlaid with beaten gold, as scratches made through the patina with a knife to bring out the characters produce lines of glittering yellow indicating a thick layer of gold.” The incrustation which covers the whole of the inside of the bowl, so far as the inscription extends, is found, however, to be artificial, and not what is ordinarily known as patina, naturally produced. The composition of this thick and obscuring coat is copper carbonate plus shellac and carbon. The pulverized carbonate mixed with melted shellac was applied over the inscribed portion, and its surface may have been subsequently darkened by the carbon (animal or vegetable charcoal) mixed with oil. Below this coating there is little trace of oxidation, and the edges of the characters are curiously fresh. It seems also not to be the fact that the characters were overlaid with gold, the traces of which, it is believed, result from the filling up of flaws in the casting.

Turning now to the style of writing employed, how may we describe it in its relation to what preceded and what followed it? Indeed, it is not very easy to characterize it concisely. Bushell says of it (Chinese Art, p. 85): “The epigraphy resembles closely that of the stone drums . . . although this inscription is two centuries or more later than that of the drums. The lines of the characters are firmly cut in the finished style of the official script of the period, and present a document which may be compared with those of the Shu Ching, the canonical Book of History.”

A detailed comparison of the bowl characters with the corresponding forms of the Lesser Seal appears to me to bring out a rather close similarity between the two styles. In certain instances, however, which perhaps weighed considerably with Bushell, the forms in the Stone Drums and in the bowl are identical, while quite unlike those of the Lesser Seal. Such are the characters (in modern script) 甬 yung, 以 i, 若 jo, 吾 wu, and 栗 li.
On the whole I am now inclined to believe that in this bowl inscription we have a fine example of the Greater Seal character. The date renders this probable, though not certain, since the *ku wen*, or ancient forms, undoubtedly did not fall into total disuse, being found on pottery as late as the Han dynasty—witness a pot dated the 2nd year of Wu Feng, or B.C. 55, in the British Museum. Bushell, accepting the prevalent Chinese opinion of the Stone Drums "as certainly early relics of the Chou dynasty", which must date "at any rate ... before B.C. 770", bases his judgment of the bowl characters upon their close likeness (as he thought) to those on the drums, and hence, I presume, for he does not explicitly say so, considered the写作 of the bowl to be in the Greater Seal.

I have reached the same conclusion, but by a different route, which may be summarized in this way. Whether we regard the "Recorder Chou" as a man or a myth, an author or an eponym, we must accept the fact that the new fashion of writing, known later as the *ta chuan* or Greater Seal, came into use in the ninth century B.C. From this Greater Seal was developed, some six centuries later, the Lesser Seal of the Ts'in dynasty, "by considerable contractions and alterations of the Recorder Chou's Greater Seal," as the *Shuo Wen*’s Preface states. The later form was, then, the earlier form with numerous simplifications and some radical alterations, and to a type such as is thus indicated for the Greater Seal the characters of the bowl appear to conform very fairly.

**The Honan Inscribed Bones**

The French proverb that "c'est l'imprévu qui arrive toujours" received a new and signal illustration by the discovery in 1899 of several thousand fragments of bone, inscribed in a very archaic form of character, in the
province of Honan. These are destined eventually to throw a flood of fresh light on primitive Chinese writing, but meantime they constitute a dense mass of difficulties and exasperating obscurities, brightened, it is fair to add, already by numerous rifts of welcome and stimulating illumination.

In 1903 a Chinese official, one Liu T'ieh-yün, published six volumes of phototypic plates reproducing the inscriptions of a thousand selected pieces among some five thousand acquired by him. Liu did not attempt the task of transcribing these legends into modern guise, beyond a few commented on in his preface. But for those interested in this subject, and not themselves the possessors of a collection of such bones, the book is invaluable, though difficult to procure.

But it is to the Rev. F. H. Chalfant, of Weihsien, Shantung Province, that the Western student is indebted not only for the first published account and illustrations of these curious relics given in his Early Chinese Writing, 1906, but for the fact that by his zealous and efficient efforts were formed the fine collections now possessed by the British Museum, the Royal Scottish Museum, the Carnegie Museum of Pittsburgh, U.S.A., and the Museum of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society at Shanghai. And to the same gentleman my own gratitude is due for the opportunity of forming a cabinet of over eight hundred specimens, not one of which would have reached me without his disinterested aid.

The find was made in the province of Honan in North China. The exact locality and the circumstances are more uncertain. M. Chavannes in a short but admirable article in the Journal Asiatique for January–February, 1911, on "La Divination par l'écaille de tortue dans la haute antiquité chinoise", cites the latest Chinese author on this subject, Lo Chên-yü, as asserting that the point is about 2 miles west of Chang Tê Fu, a well-known city in North
Honan. No non-Chinese person has seen the place, and I have sometimes wondered whether in fact the whole of these fragments have come from the same spot.

Several thousand specimens have passed through the hands of Mr. Chalfant, and of all these, as well as of those illustrated by the above-mentioned Liu Tiêh-yün, he has prepared outline drawings with their legends in facsimile, in a large number of plates, ready for publication. Funds alone are wanting for this, but unless some Mæcenas will appear in the shape of an idle rich defying the death duties, or a learned society liberally interpreting its own, it is not easy to see how the much to be desired publication can take place.

The find comprises fragments of tortoise-shell, of pieces of shoulder-blades, leg-bones, and pelvis of some ruminant (presumably sheep and oxen), as well as a very considerable number of small but well-executed amulets in bone and of various designs, and, lastly, many examples of bone "cowries". All these are inscribed with incuse characters in a script of a type obviously more ancient than any hitherto known to us. Plates II to VI illustrate specimens in my collection.

What was the purpose of these inscribed fragments, and what have their legends to tell us concerning early Chinese writing? Briefly defined, these bones are the vestiges of the ancient diviners' craft, and the records of their patrons' inquiries.

It has, of course, always been known that a system of divination by means of cracks produced in a tortoise's carapace by scorching was in regular use in ancient China. By these bones we can see exactly what was done and how it was done, which is more than could be truthfully said for the most celebrated Chinese commentators, who have not had this ocular evidence. I cannot do better on this point than to quote a passage from M. Chavannes' article above cited, referring the reader to Plates III and IV,
where specimens from my own collection illustrate the double process described.

"Sur plusieurs fragments," writes M. Chavannes, "d'écaillle de tortue, on remarque, d'une part, des trous ronds ou ovales, de 5 à 10 millimètres de diamètre, qui ont été pratiqués avec un instrument tranchant; d'autre part, des traces de brûlure. Les brûlures étaient destinées à provoquer, à la surface de l'écaillle, des fissures qui, suivant leurs formes, étaient interprétées par l'augure; mais, pour que ces fissures pussent se produire plus aisément, on avait eu soin au préalable de faire ici et là des trous qui rendaient l'écaillle plus aisé à fendre."

Plate III shows a bone with a line of these holes, which are always worked, at the deepest part, almost but not quite through to the further surface. In the three middle holes, and slightly to one side of the vertical median line (never at the deepest point), will be seen the black spots produced by the touch of a hot iron. Apparently by the action of this hot iron were produced two very thin cracks in the surface on the opposite side of the bone. One reveals itself as the vertical median line of the hole; the other, as a line joining the first at or about right angles, and running transversely across the centre of the unseen burn. Why the application of heat should produce such a crack, not on the surface where it was applied, but on the other, and with sometimes a considerable intervening thickness of bone, I leave to some light-hearted osteologist to explain, for I cannot. Fig. 722 of the same Plate III, and, better still, Fig. 391 on Plate IV, show the normal result, which sums up in visible form the divining process known from the most ancient times by the word pu. It does more; for I cannot doubt that Mr. Chalfant's belief that it is the explanation and the origin of the character pu 亇, is well founded.

Before passing to the epigraphic features of the bones, there is one peculiarity which deserves notice, for it is, at
first sight, very surprising. This is the singular freshness of the inscribed surfaces, and the clearness of the incised characters. For my part I should never have believed that bones, which must by the most cautious estimate be 2,500 years old, and are by the two Chinese authors who have described them, with whom also is M. Chavannes, dated back to some 600 years earlier, could have resisted decay, still less could have retained legible inscriptions. Yet they have done both in nearly every case. What is more, some of the burnt points present a blue-black brilliancy as though the searing were a thing of yesterday. What is the explanation of the strange endurance of these unperished tissues and their undimmed legends? The explanation lies, literally, on the surface. Here and there in hard adherent incrustations; oftener, falling from the cracks and the incised characters themselves, as a very fine powdery dust, we see the loess of Central Asia and Northern China, the time-defying, damp-destroying loess. In this soil these bones have always rested. And their loess is our gain—if the exactness of the statement may redeem its seeming triviality, for under no other conditions could documents on such commonly perishable a material have retained through three millennia a desiccated vitality.

And lastly, what of the writing itself, and how does it compare with the oldest inscriptions of the bronzes? More than three years study of these relics has neither diminished their interest nor greatly lessened the swarming difficulties and perplexities they present. But it has rendered it possible to make certain generalized statements "on account".

In the first place, with one or two exceptions, all the thousands of legends yet seen exhibit, in every sense, a homogeneous character, each more closely resembling any of the same find than any of the find resemble inscriptions of a different origin. Notwithstanding this, there is a considerable range of variation, possibly corresponding to a greater or less antiquity of type.
In the next place, the part taken by pictographic forms (obviously such, though not always to be identified with their precise natural or artificial prototypes) is greater than in any previously known Chinese script.

But even so, the forces of convention, contraction, and corruption have already largely changed the early simplicities of pictographic expression. Were it otherwise, these characters would not prove so baffling, nor should we be obliged to admit that out of nearly 3,000 different characters catalogued we can as yet identify only about 600.

Variants of the same character occur so often as to be the rule rather than the exception. The most fertile in variety are the members of the Ten Stems and Twelve Branches used for the Cycle of Sixty, as will be seen from Plate VI.

This group illustrates also another very interesting point, and one that, I think, constitutes a new fact in this study. This is that the same word is found written in these documents, not merely with several variations of the same character, but sometimes with different characters, or in other terms, that in some cases (how many, future research must determine), in writing the same word one type of character was exchanged for another type. I mean by "types", forms which are of independent construction, neither derived from, or due to, the other through mere modification, omission, or addition of strokes.

This point is so important that I must break through the rule I have tried to observe, not to introduce characters in the body of the page. If the reader will refer to Plate VI he will see among the numerous variants of tzŭ, "a son," the forms 亖 亖 亖. Each of these is a type, each has variants, and none of the three types appears derivable from either of the other two. And while it is quite true that in various instances the recognized Chinese
collections of old characters give examples of such different types, it could always be supposed that they were gathered from bronzes of different periods, while here we have them used contemporaneously.

I have an increasing belief that the existence of independent types, or as we may put it, of more than one character for the same word, explains the difficulty of deciphering these inscriptions. No wonder we cannot transcribe these undecipherable signs into their modern forms, if no such modern forms have ever existed. How can we help being at fault if the fault is, in truth, an abrupt breach of continuity in the epigraphic stratification; if one type has been discarded and another adopted without record of the change being left?

Many such changes are, indeed, known to Chinese scholars, who have used the term ku chin tsu, or "characters ancient and modern", to connote them, when one constructional type has replaced another in historical sequence, even where in the case of compound characters the replacement is only partial, as when the character for "hand" is replaced by the character for "hand holding a baton", e.g. in 收 show, "to take in hand," in place of 鬱, which, but for this partial change of type, would have been the modern equivalent of the earlier form. In such instances of substitution in writing words, we may not inaptly illustrate the sequence of types by calling the later character the successor in title, and not the descendant by lineage of the earlier.

The execution of the inscriptions deserves some notice. It is usually bold and clear, and often fine and even minute. Much freedom is affected in the treatment of compound characters, the right-hand half in one case becoming the left hand in another, even when the second example of the same character is repeated immediately after the first. An instance occurs in a very remarkable genealogical tree of, it would seem, a Wang, or king of
Chou, unless the Shang dynasty attribution favoured by M. Chavannes is the true one. This freedom of composition, however, is found also in the ancient bronzes. What appear to be conventional abbreviations reduced to mere dots are not uncommon, and punctuate our exasperating embarrassments with an ironic insignificance.

The characters run in vertical columns, which usually follow each other from right to left, but sometimes from left to right. Their incuse surfaces are very commonly coloured with some foreign substance, usually black, sometimes vermilion, and occasionally, when the bone surface is very dark, with white. The cutting instrument must have been a fine metal style, but this is far from having resulted in a dead uniformity of execution. We easily distinguish several marked differences of style, or perhaps here once again it may be "the man behind" that counts, and the varying style of the character be due, not to the character of the style, but of the scribes who wielded it.

A general comparison with the writing of the oldest bronzes proves that there are many known characters common to the latter and the bones. A further and significant fact is that out of some 270 unknown and doubtful forms collected from bronzes by the late Wu Ta-ch'êng and published in his Shuo Wen Ku Chou Pu, I have been able to find no less than 87 as occurring also on the bones, and there are probably a good many others. On the other hand, by the kindness of Mr. Chalfant I have been supplied with a detailed list of characters met with in the Honan find, which are identical with or differ very slightly from the Lesser Seal forms. From this list I have removed a number as not quite conforming to a rigid test of similarity, but even so there remain no less than 186, which are to all intents examples of the Lesser Seal writing.

In conclusion, a few words remain to be said regarding
the difficult question of the date to be attributed to these relics. In the first place, are they all of even approximately the same date, or have we to do with some store of oracular archives extending over many centuries? It is probably too early to speak confidently on this point, but I incline to this latter supposition.

M. Chavannes, however, appears to adopt definitely the opinion of the Chinese writers Liu T'ieh-yün and Lo Chên-yü, who are positive that these bones are relics of the Shang or Yin dynasty. The frequent occurrence in the legends of what are taken to be the posthumous titles of a number of the sovereigns of that line, e.g., Tsu I, Tsu Hsin, Tsu Ting, Tsu Kêng, Ta Chia, Hsiao Chia, and others, is obviously significant, and seems to have determined M. Chavannes' view. He writes in the before-mentioned article, *Journal Asiatique*, Janvier-Février, 1911, p. 134, "Qui avait le droit de s'adresser à ces empereurs défunts? Ce ne pouvaient être que leurs descendants. Ces documents doivent donc émaner d'un des derniers empereurs de la dynastie des Yin." But is this, after all, so certain? Let us see.

We must remember that similar titles (for they are not personal names) are frequent on the oldest bronzes, where they are by no means always held to refer to the rulers of the Shang dynasty. But what is of greater importance is that on these same bone fragments we find numerous instances of analogous couplets, in which, instead of the word *tsu*, ancestor or grandfather, we find, as the first member of the couplet, the words *fu*, father, *mu*, mother, *hsiueng*, elder brother, *wû*, woman (unless this should be taken as a variant script for *mu*, mother), and, strangest of all and most common, *jen*, man. It would seem we must consider all these groups together, and not isolate the "ancestor" sub-group on pinnacles of Imperial distinction. The true explanation of this curious custom of describing certain categories of deceased
persons by terms ending in one of the "Ten Stems" or Denary Cycle, lies, in my opinion, in the very ancient rule of Taboo. The rule is stated in De Groot's admirable work, *The Religious System of China*, pt. iv, p. 1141: "China's history shows convincingly in all its books that it has always been obligatory for its people to abstain strictly from mentioning the fate-names of parents, emperors, and certain other superiors, as well before as after their death." This abstention from mentioning the personal name is, as I suppose, exemplified in all the groups specified above as occurring in the bone inscriptions, including the group of titles taken by Mr. Lo Chên-yü and M. Chavannes for those of Shang dynasty sovereigns, though, if my explanation be accepted, "Ancestor I," "Ancestor Ting," and the rest may be only the pious designations employed by any family fortunate enough to possess an ancestry, equally under the Chou dynasty as under that which preceded it.

A consideration of a different order is the following. A fragment, now in the Royal Scottish Museum, contains the name Ch'en Huan-tzu, 鬚桓子. Now Ch'en Huan-tzu is a known historical personage, mentioned in the *Tso Chuan* under the twenty-second year of Duke Chuang, where it is stated that when the State of Ch'en received its first great blow Ch'en Huan-tzu had begun to be great in Ts'i. Legge (*Chinese Classics*, vol. v, pt. i, p. 103) gives this date as B.C. 533. This bone fragment, then, cannot possibly be much earlier than that year, though it may be much later.

And so we may take leave of the question for the time, hoping that when we shall have been able to decipher the two Royal Genealogies that have been unearthed, we may once more prove the truth of the motto "Ex oriente lux".
(Explanation to Plate I.)

A. Yuan Yuan's explanation for this and the following five figures are given in inverted commas. The word translated "cartouche" is 亜, 亜, which of course does not bear that meaning. I use it for convenience. "Within a cartouche, between two footprints, a figure of a tortoise. (Below), figure of a sacrificial vessel. (Below the cartouche), the character 父, 父, father."

B. "Within a cartouche, (on the right) a figure of a wine-jar, (below which) the character 壶, 壺. (On the left), a figure of three arrows on a rack."

C. "A son holding a standard."

D. "Within a cartouche, a figure of a goblet and of an arrow. (Below the cartouche), the characters 父 銃, 父 tings, Father Ting."

E. "Within a cartouche, a figure of a son grasping an unstrung bow. (Below the cartouche), a figure of an upright halberd."

F. "A son shouldering two strings of shells. (Below), the characters 父 銃, 父 tings, Father Ting." The word "figure" is here omitted by Yuan.
(Explanation to Plate II.)

Two Typical Specimens of Bone Fragments

H. 645. Two vertical columns of characters. Below the label four characters written horizontally, of which the left-hand one is san, three. The remaining three form a constantly recurring formula as yet undeciphered. The two vertical columns read, in modern script, 戊申卜？貞受年位. It is clear that this is an inquiry about the year's harvest.

H. 639. This is the obverse side of the bone figured on Plate III, with the holes and scorched spots. It contains an inscription in two entries or paragraphs. The upper one runs in vertical columns, as follows: 甲午卜今日？干？貞二犬二？二吉. The lower entry runs: 今日用二犬二？？貞.

The inscriptions on H. 639 appear to record an inquiry as to killing as a sacrifice to some personage, the second character of whose name is Shih, two dogs and two swine. But the second character, though differing only by a dot from that for shih, 犬, swine, may be some other term for such beasts. The formula 二吉, meaning, apparently, "doubly lucky," is constant on the bones.

Plate II, B. H. 385. Fragment to illustrate the occurrence of a pictographic character of a human figure with conventionalized and contracted head in profile, and left arm trailing sword or staff. Modern equivalent unknown. Below is (probably) 禾 ho, grain. Above are 申 shen followed by 貞 chen, the latter one of the commonest of all the characters on the bones. In the right-hand column only 其 ch'i and 用 yung are certain.
(Explanations to Plates III, IV, V.)

Plate III. Three typical fragments, that on the right showing holes bored and touched with hot iron to produce cracks, such as those on H. 722. Notice on H. 722 the five characters 弗告千祖乙, which would mean (if I correctly read the second) "Not to announce to Ancestor I."

Plate IV. H. 391. Notice the typical occurrence near the fissures of the numerals 一, 二, and 三. H. 683. A pictograph of some large beast with horns or antlers and tufted tail. Possibly the famous tailed deer *Elaphurus Davidii*, now recently extinct. Below are 五月, Fifth Moon.

Plate V, A. Part of a long inscription, enlarged to show pictographic human figure holding what seems to be a sword. Modern equivalent unknown.

B. Various inscribed bone amulets, slightly reduced in size.
(EXPLANATION TO PLATE VI.)

Several variants have even now been omitted from this list, which
must not be taken as complete.

THE TEN STEMS

No. 1. Chia. The Seal Character and modern form of this have so far
not been found in the bones.

No. 5. Wu or Mou. In certain instances the scribes write this and
Heü, the eleventh of the Twelve Branches, in an absolutely identical
form.

THE TWELVE BRANCHES

No. 3. Yin. Note the extreme simplification in some examples, which
virtually reduces the character to the form of shih, arrow.

No. 6. SSü. This branch appears in propria persona but rarely on the
bones. Lin T'ieh-yün in the Preface to his T'ieh Yün Tsang Kuei
says that the character ssü, with one doubtful exception, does not
occur in his collection. It does, however, occur both in the specimen
he cites and in several other instances. What is remarkable is that
in certain cycle couplets where it ought to occur, such as chi-ssü,
i ssü, and kuei ssü, it is always represented by the character tzü.

Conversely, in two of the very few instances of the occurrence
of the character ssü, both in the couplet jen tzü, the second member,
as written, is ssü, but must stand for tzü. Why the diviners should
have exchanged these characters in this way is hard to understand,
but the words ssü and tzü may have been homophones in the region
and period of the writers, as they are now in the Canton dialect.

No. 7. Wu. Note the instance of the contraction of this character to
a simple vertical stroke, identical with the third form of the stem
Chia above. The numeral ten is frequently thus contracted also on
the bones.
THE TEN STEMS

| 甲 | 十 | 一 |
| 乙 | 二 | 三 |
| 丙 | 四 | 五 |
| 丁 | 六 | 七 |
| 戊 | 八 | 九 |
| 己 | 十 | 0 |

THE TWELVE BRANCHES

| 子 | 丑 | 寅 |
| 卯 | 辰 | 巳 |
| 午 | 未 | 申 |
| 酉 | 戌 | 亥 |
TABLETS FROM TEL-LOH IN PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

By T. G. PINCHES, M.R.A.S.

THOUGH large numbers of the temple-records of Tel-loh have been published, and notwithstanding that they are mainly texts of but little importance, linguistic and minor historical details, to say nothing of the questions involved in Babylonian manners, customs, and religious beliefs, require that as many of these seemingly worthless records of the people who used the wedge-formed characters of the Sumerians should be published as is possible. On this account I need not crave the indulgence of the reader for issuing here these minor texts from the little Southern Babylonian state of Lagas. Their contents will be their own justification for claiming the attention of the student, as they have claimed mine.

Among the tablets of the oldest period from Tel-loh are certain inscriptions on oblong pieces of clay which may be described as rough beads, pointed at each end, and pierced by a hole for a cord. In the Berens Collection are six such objects, varying in size from 38 to 51 mm. in length by 28 to 38.5 mm. in greatest diameter. The writing is large and sometimes rough, but is generally clear, as in the case of most documents of the early age of Uru-ka-gina, whose name they bear.

An object of this class has already been published by me in the first volume of the Amherst Tablets, p. 14, with a suggested translation. These inscriptions are always identical with the exception of the second and third lines, which are therefore, in all probability, names, as their forms suggest, though the third line may in some cases give the title of an official. In the publication in question
I have regarded the first line as meaning "the lord of the fortification", and if we adopt this rendering the following will be the transcription and translation of the six clay beads of which the copies are given:

1.  
En nu-bada
Zaga-mu
gal-un
Uru-ka-gi-na
lugal
Sir- la ki
pur-

The lord of the fortification,
Zagamun,
the general,

Uru-ka-gina,
king
of Lagaš.

2.  
En nu-bada
Amar-d.Kiški
pāSur-du
Uru-ka-gi-na
lugal
Sir- la ki
pur-

The lord of the fortification,
Amar-Kis,
the official
Sur-du,
Uru-ka-gina,
king
of Lagaš.

3.  
En nu-bada
Sur-d.Nin-X
pāDun-barā
Uru-ka-gi-na
lugal
Sir- la ki
pur- mu i a

The lord of the fortification,
Sur Nin-X,
the official
Dun-barā,
Uru-ka-gina,
king
of Lagaš.
Year 5.

4.  
En nu-bada
Lu-ka...
pāAmar-izin
Uru-ka-gi-na
lugal
Sir-la-pur ki

The lord of the fortification,

5.  
En nu-bada
Amar-izin
pāLu-igi
Uru-ka-gi-na
lugal
Sir-la ki
pur-

The lord of the fortification,

6.  
En nu-bada
Mesi-barā
pāLu-a(?)-mahi(?)
Uru-ka-gi-na
lugal
Sir-la ki
pur-

The lord of the fortification,
Lu-ka . . .       Amar-izin,       Mesi-bara,
the official     the official     the official
Amar-izin,       Lu-igi,         Lu-amah(?),
Uru-ka-gina,     Uru-ka-gina,   Uru-ka-gina,
king             king            king
of Lagaš         of Lagaš        of Lagaš.

It is to be noted that the order of the characters for the group composing the name of Lagaš in the last line of each text is, in every case, as elsewhere, Sir-la-purki (see especially No. 4). In other inscriptions, as in the Assyrian and Babylonian bilingual tablets, it is always Sir-pur-laki (see p. 570). Against the rendering there suggested ("raven-city") is the fact that the group never has the determinative suffix for "bird", but this is likewise absent in the place-name Du-lugal-úua (i.e.) also. Notwithstanding that āribu means "raven" (Heb. תייר, Arab. ידוע), and is one of the renderings of $\alpha\nu\varphi\upsilon \eta$, it is not improbable that some other bird may be intended, as the fragment discovered by Rassam, 36669 + 37958 (see pp. 1057 ff.), implies. This text gives (lines 12–16) the Sumerian equivalents of the birds called ēribu (not āribu in these lines), including the reed-ēribu, the white, the black, and the wheat-field ēribu. The āribu, however, is represented (line 19) by another group, namely, $\delta\gamma\rho\nu\alpha$, with the pronunciation of uga in Sumerian. This seems to indicate that, though the Sumerians distinguished between the āribu and the ēribu, the Babylonians confused the two birds, probably in consequence of the likeness between their names. The ēribu, both white and black, seems to have been the bird of Nergal, the god of war and plague.

There is much doubt as to the reason why these ideographic groups were used to designate these and other birds, especially in the case of those containing the element $\alpha\nu\varphi$, sir, the general meaning of which seems to be "brightness", or the like. If a bright colour
could be indicated by it, then we may, perhaps, be justified in regarding this character, followed by $\mathcal{K}V$, *bur*, as meaning "crest", in which case the familiar "chicken" still so popular may be intended. The *éribu* could be either white or black, it ate seed (fragment, l. 16), it killed (as does the gamecock), and was then called a *kurugu* (?) (l. 17), and the cock-bird (l. 18) was called *bibinakku*. The fighting-cock would naturally be the bird of Nergal, the god of war and battle. But could this have been the emblem of Lagaš, and (as has been suggested) the origin of the Austrian, German, and Russian eagles?

What the inscriptions on these bead-like objects refer to, and how they are to be understood, is uncertain. That they are addresses is not improbable, but they may be also simply indications of possession. They would in that case merely state that the objects—bags, in all probability—to which they were attached were the property of the chief of some garrison (whose name is given in the second line), that he had either a second in command (No. 1) or a secretary, or the like (Nos. 2–6), and that the king was Uru-ka-gina, ruler of Lagaš. It is noteworthy that Amar-izin, the official mentioned in No. 4, appears as the chief personage in No. 5, suggesting a case of promotion. No. 3 has an indication of the year in the final horizontal wedge crossed by five slanting ones (as shown by Colonel Allotte de la Fuÿe). This chronological indication is absent in the case of the other five objects of this class.

The character represented by $X$ in No. 3, l. 2, is equivalent to the rare Assyrian $\mathcal{K}\mathcal{K}\mathcal{K}$ in *Cuneiform Texts*, xi, pl. 35 (76–4–13, 1, l. 6), and was there originally preceded by $\mathcal{K}\mathcal{L}$, *udu*. Both the pronunciation and the meaning, however, are broken away. It may be asked whether this combined group may not be a variant of $\mathcal{U}\mathcal{U}\mathcal{L}$ with *tal*, inside. If this be the case the name might be read *Sur-Nin-asilal*, the deity *Nin-asilal* being possibly "the lord of joyous festivity ", or the like.
Berens, 1b

An unbaked clay tablet, 27 mm. high by 24 mm. wide, inscribed with five lines of writing on the obverse and three on the reverse, a broad space intervening between the sixth and seventh. Neatly made and well written, but somewhat damaged on the reverse.

Obverse

1. Ušu lam qa zida
2. niš qa zida gu
3. áš qa zida kala
4. na-me
5. niš lam šušan qa zida kala

Reverse

6. rim-me
7. [zi]-qa
8. nangara

34 qa of meal,
20 qa of gu-meal,
6 qa of fine (?) meal
the (work-)men;
24½ qa of fine (?) meal,
the couriers.
Taken away
(by) the carpenter.

This text is characteristic of the period and class to which it belongs. The supplies of meal were apparently for the food of the men referred to, but what was their occupation is not stated. By meal (l. 1), in all probability, wheat-meal may be understood. The gu-meal (line 2) has still to be identified. That kala-meal was something superior may be surmised from lines 5 and 6, where the quantity for the couriers is given—these had fine (?) meal only, no ordinary, and no gu-meal. The carpenter who received the supplies on behalf of the others may have been the chief of the gang. Later on the amounts allotted
to each man was stated—so many qa each. Date about 2600 B.C. This and the two following texts are apparently of the period represented in Amherst Tablets, vol. i, by Nos. 4–15, which seemingly belong to M. Fr. Thureau-Dangin’s third and fourth series (see the notice of his Recueil de Tablettes, JRAS., 1904, pp. 337 ff.).


derens, 1c

An unbaked clay tablet, 27 mm. high by 26 mm. wide, inscribed on the obverse with four lines of writing in three “cases”, and on the reverse with the same number, the only difference being that the third line is separated from the fourth by a small space.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Obverse} & \\
1. & Aš \text{ di-eš} \hspace{1cm} \text{1 jar of butter,} \\
& \text{zal-nun} \hspace{1cm} \text{1 qa of butter,} \\
3. & \text{gi qa zal-nun} \hspace{1cm} \text{(for) the god Sin} \\
4. & \text{d-En-zu} \\
\text{Reverse} & \\
5. & \text{d-Nanna (?) (and) Nannar (?),} \\
7. & \text{pa-rim (by) the courier.} \\
8. & \text{zi-qa} \hspace{1cm} \text{Taken away.}
\end{align*}
\]

Butter would seem to have been delivered both by measure and by weight. In this case it appears to have been taken by a courier as an offering, possibly, to the gods Sin and Nannar, two forms of the moon-god. The second character of the first line of the reverse, however, is very doubtful. Date about 2600 B.C.
An unbaked clay tablet, 29.5 mm. high by 26 mm. wide, inscribed with four lines of writing in three cases on the obverse, and four lines in four cases on the reverse.

**Obverse**

1. [Aš di]-eš
2. [zal]-nun
3. A-ba-mu nu-bandā
4. aš di-eš

**Reverse**

5. u-da-pa
6. Be-li-ulu
7. pa-rim
8. zi-ga

Though the first two lines are damaged at the beginning the restoration may be regarded as practically certain (cf. line 4 and Berens, 1c, l. 1).

The nature of the substance designated by udapa is unknown.

Though the name Abamu ("my patriarch," or the like) is Sumerian, the second name (in line 6), Bēli-ulu, "my lord is God," is Semitic, and testifies again to the presence of Semites in Babylonia (apparently the little state of Lagaš) at an exceedingly early period. As there is no double line, this latter person was possibly the courier who took charge of the udapa. Date about 2600 B.C.
Berens, 9

An unbaked clay tablet, 45 mm. high by 35.5 mm. wide, inscribed with five lines or cases of writing on the obverse and the reverse respectively. The third and the fourth of the reverse are divided from each other by a space.

Obverse

1. Eššuš-ninnú še gur lugala 230 gur of grain royal, by the ebb-tide ship to Niffer, from Mani Réštium
2. ma a-si-ga
3. Nipríki-ku
4. ki Ma-ni-ta
5. Reš-ti-um

Reverse

6. šu-ba-ti has received. Official: Lugal-kigala;
8. pa Sur-d.Iši-d.Ba-u
9. Iti Še-illa Month Še-illa,
10. mu Ki-maški-ba-hul year he ravaged Kimaš.

The "ebb-tide" boat was probably one used when the river was low, and was possibly of shallow draught. To all appearance in this case it went from Lagaš to Nippur. I have transcribed the name of the receiver as
Réstitum in consequence of its Semitic appearance. Though more rare than the non-Semitic names, those of the Semitic section of the population sometimes occur, and among the examples known may be mentioned Šarrum-ili, "the king is my god"; Matimu: Pi-ša-hali, "word of the seer (?)"; Ahi-milum, "my brother is the flood (?)"; Nuhalum, "palm-tree (?)"; Tābum, "the good"; Addubani, "Hadad has created (him)"; Matini, Abzalum, etc. (Amherst Tablets, pp. 76, 78, 120, 145, 180, 183, 186). See also Berens, 2c, l. 6 above.

The name Lugal-kigala occurs in Reisner's Tempelurkunden, 164\textsuperscript{16}, rev. 19. Sur-Iši-Bau occurs in three of his texts, but it is doubtful whether the same man is meant. The date is Radau's No. 39 of king Dungi.

BERENS, 3b

An unbaked clay tablet, 38.5 mm. high by 34.75 mm. wide, inscribed on the obverse with five lines of writing in as many cases, and on the reverse with five lines in three cases. Well preserved.

Obverse

1. Aš šuš á-gi kala
2. á gi(a)-ku
3. erim ma še-ka
4. pa Sur-d.Ba-u
5. nu-bandu Lu-dug-ga

Reverse

371 men
for 1 day—

the grain-ship's workmen.
Secretary: Sur-Bau;
captain: Lu-dugga;
Revere
6. *gir Lul-a-mu*          overseer: Lulamu,
8. *Iti Izin-₇-Uss*        Month Izin-Ussi,
10. *ba-₇-ul*             year he ravaged Anšan.

The date corresponds with the 37th of Dungi, according to Radau.

**Berens, 6b**

An unbaked clay tablet, 38 mm. high by 31 mm. wide, inscribed with four lines on the obverse and the same number on the reverse, with a blank space of one line between the second and third lines of the latter.

**Obverse**

1. *Ešminašuššegurlugala* 3 *gur* 120 *qa* of grain royal
2. *ki Ab-ba-mu-ta*        from Abbamu
3. *Lu-kal-la*             Lu-kalla
4. *šu-ba-ti*              has received.

**Reverse**

5. *su-su-dam*            Delivered
6. *šag š-ga-šur-ra*      within the storehouse.
7. *Mu Ki-maški*          Year he ravaged Kimaš.
8. *ba-₇-ul*             Year he ravaged Kimaš.
An unbaked clay tablet, 36 mm. high by 33 mm. wide, inscribed with six lines of writing in five cases on the obverse, and four lines in two cases on the reverse, each case in the latter separated by a widish space.

**Obverse**

1. *Ušu lama šuš nimin-imina qa*
2. *še gurlugalu*
3. *ā tu ḫun-ga*
4. *ki Du-du-ta*
5. *Sur-d-En-zu*
6. *šu-ba-ti*

**Reverse**

7. *a-šag a-sag zal-la (?)*
8. *a-du-du-a*
9. *Mu uš-sa Ki...
10. *mu uš-sa-bi*

30 *gur 297 qa* of grain royal,
the wage of the workman, from Dudu,
Sur-Enzu has received.

The field of the flowing head-water (?),
(where) the water runs.
Year after Ki[maš]—
year after that.

In the first line, after <<<<, are traces of the wedges of an erased character, suggesting that the scribe had begun to write ?? instead of ??, and inserted the right form after the erasure.

The reading *hunga* for ? ? is indicated by the
fragment 80–11–12, 106, reverse, from which I extract the following paragraph:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kun</th>
<th>a-ga-rum, to hire.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a-pa-KaŠ-GIŠ-pad-dir</td>
<td>ig-rum, hire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-hun-ga</td>
<td>hire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awelu kun-ga</td>
<td>ag-rum, hired man.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My first reading of the first line of the reverse was a-sag ᵃ, a-ka-du-suh, but this, on a more searching examination, seemed to be incorrect. For ᵃ, zala, with the meaning of ábálū, “to bring,” see Reisner’s Hymns, 88, rev., 13, 18, etc.; ᵃ also means “to cross” (etēqu). Elsewhere a-saq appears as a kind of field-produce, and has the prefix zida, “meal.”

Line 9 may be completed ᵃ, mu uš-sa Ki-maski, “year after (the king ravaged) Kimaš,” and this I have adopted.

The date corresponds with Radau’s 50a of king Dungi.

Berens, 2b

An unbaked clay tablet, 48.5 mm. high by 39 mm. wide, inscribed with seven lines of writing in four cases on the obverse, and nine lines in seven cases on the reverse. Well written, but the text has suffered somewhat
on account of the soft surface and a certain amount of chemical action.

**Obverse**

1. *Niš gi ga-gi ba (?)-*
   
2. *tab-ba*
   
3. *Sur-šah na-ga-
   
4. *ip*
   
5. *Āš gur dup engur-zu-ri*
6. *Sur-šag-ga*
7. *dumu Lu-₄.Anā*
   
**Reverse**

8. *ga-nuna-ta*
9. *U-ia gur dup*
10. *Nam-ha-ni dup-šara-
   
11. *ga,*
12. *ē-gala-ta*
13. *zi-ga*
14. *Iti mu-šu-du*
15. *mu d-Nu-muš-da*
16. *ē-a ba-tur-ra*

from the depot;

15 *gur of dup*

Namḥani, the scribe,

from the palace

taken away.

Month Mušudu,

year the god Numušda

entered the temple.

This text is one presenting considerable difficulty on account of the unusual words. If my suggestion that *gagi (?)* means “piece” be correct,¹ *gi gagi* would mean literally “section-reed,” and designate a kind of bamboo, as the prefix ≥ gi = qanû, “cane,” indicates.² For the substances referred to in lines 5 and 9, see note ².

¹ Cf. the British Museum tablet 17753 (Cuneiform Texts, v, pls. 39 ff.), where woven stuffs are referred to; also Amherst Tablets, vol. i, No. 7.
² Lines 1 and 2 may, however, refer to reed-mats, not to reeds or canes themselves, and *dup-engur-zuri* is possibly to be translated “water-channel clay”, or the like: the juxtaposition of the two reminds us that clay was used for bricks, and that, in the temple-towers, every seventh course of brickwork was separated from the rest by a layer of reed-matting. *Dup* in line 9 might, in that case, signify the superior kind of clay needed by a scribe—here Namḥani in lines 10-11.
The meaning of *na-qa-ip* is uncertain. Compare, however, *na-da-ip*, applied to animals (oxen).¹

The date is a rare one, and indicates the 8th of the reign of Dungi — the 13th date of that king, according to Radau.

**Harding Smith, 83**

A baked clay case-tablet, unopened, 53.5 mm. high by 47 mm. wide, inscribed with six lines of writing on the obverse and five lines on the reverse. There is a wide space between the 5th and 6th line of the obverse, and a still wider space between the 2nd and 3rd of the reverse, in which are excellent impressions of the scribe's cylinder-seal.

**Harding Smith, 83, with Transcription into Late Babylonian Characters**

---

¹ Reisner, *Tempelurkunden aus Telloh*, 5, viii, 20, etc. If these are Semitic words, the readings are probably *nagatum* and *nadatum* respectively.
Obverse
1. Šuš ušu ešlama šuš še gur) tegala) 93 gur 240 qa of royal grain
2. gir Lu-dig-ga the official Lu-digga;
3. šuš gur gir Sur-šag-ga 60 gur the official Sur-šagga;
4. a-sag Galama-ša field of Galama-ša.

Reverse
7. Dup Sur-š. En-lil-la- Seal of Sur-Enlilla of the
ka guru storehouse.
8. Iš Šu-umuna Month Šu-umuna,
9. mu en mah d. Nanna year the oracle announced
10. maš-e ni-pada the supreme high-priest
   of Nannar.

To all appearance the two men, Lu-digga and Sur-
šagga, were the depositaries of the two amounts of grain
referred to, which came from the field of Galama-ša,
and was received from the hands of Lu-dingira.

The seal-impression confirms the statement of the text,
that the scribe who recorded the transaction was Sur-
Enlilla. The three lines with which it is inscribed read
as follows:—

Sur-En-lil-la Sur-Enlilla,
dup-šara the scribe,
dumu Dug-šag-ab son of Dug-šagab.

The design on this cylinder is a common one. It
represents the leading of the owner into the presence of
his god, apparently Sin, whose crescent, with the sun's disc
within, occupies the field above and in front of the deity.
Sur-Enlilla stands before him, his wrist held by another
divinity or divine attendant. In front of the last-named,
and facing the seated deity, is a small lion-like figure
erect, and holding with its forepaws a standard consisting
of five balls or dises—one at the top and two on each side, a little lower down.

But one of the most important things in this design is the deity’s seat—apparently a living goat, upon whose back he rests. Attached to its nose, and going over the shoulder of the god (though it cannot be said whether it descended to his left hand and was held there), is the cord by which the animal was led. Sur-Enlilla, the owner of the cylinder, was apparently, at the time (the end of the reign of Dungi), a comparatively young man, for Heuzey, Scheil, and Delaporte have all published descriptions of another cylinder-seal belonging to him, used during the reign of Gimil-Sin, Dungi’s grandson—fourteen or more years later. In this later design there are noteworthy differences: Sur-Enlilla enters without being led by a divinity, and simply faces the god with his hands folded or clasped, whilst the divine attendant stands in the rear with her hands raised in adoration. The seat of the god is, in this later design, not a living goat, but a seat with a goat’s head for its back, and seated by the side of this throne is a lion. The bird with wings displayed occupies the upper field behind the seated deity, and underneath it we again see the lion which, standing erect, holds the standard in his forepaws. As this last is behind the god, he does not face to the right, but to the left. Other examples of differing cylinders used by the same scribe occur, and are of considerable interest. Whether the later ones are due to those first used having been lost, or become too worn, is uncertain. It is not improbable, however, that the scribes of Babylonia may have had fresh seals engraved from time to time, for various reasons—to

1 Découvertes en Chaldée, p. 309.
2 Notes d’Épigraphie et d’Archéologie Assyriennes.
commemorate a new king's accession, or some other event.

**Harding Smith, 93**

A baked clay tablet, 49.2 mm. high by 44 mm. wide, inscribed with six lines of writing in three cases on the obverse, and eight lines in six cases on the reverse and edges. Colour black.

---

**Obverse**

1. Aš gun ninnū ma-na sig 1 talent 50 mana of wool, the produce of the fatling sheep;  
2.  
   gun udu ūṣ

3. Aš gun ušu ma-na sig 1 talent 30 mana of wool, the produce of the service-sheep;  
4.  
   gun udu uš

5. Êš gun ninnū-lal-gi 3 talents 49 mana  
   ma-na

6.  
   sig gun udu eša-kam uš of wool, the produce of the third service-sheep;  

---

**Reverse**

7. Ú-ussa gun nimin-eš 18 talents 43 mana  
   ma-na
TABLETS FROM TEL-LOH IN PRIVATE COLLECTIONS 1057

8. *sig-hi-a* the (various) wools—

9. *niš-ia-gun nin[nú]-mina ma-na* 25 talents 52 mana


11. *siq-ib alal U imina-kam* His wool is deficient. Day 7th.


13. *Mu en Nina* Year Nina’s high-priest


The “service-sheep” were possibly those pastured for and assigned to the servants of the palace. As *uš* may be simply short for *ušhar*, “weaver,” it is not improbable that the servants (*uš*) were the weavers of the stuffs referred to. The figures in line 9 give the totals of the four entries, which may be regarded as enumerated in the order of quality. Apparently these amounts were delivered into the hands of Sur-Bau, but the amounts ought to have made a total of 27 (talents) and 51 or more (mana)—line 10, and was therefore deficient (line 11). Though the day is given (line 11), the month is not stated. The city of Gu-abba has still to be identified. The year corresponds with the second (and last) certain date of king Ibi-Sin, and, freely rendered, is as follows: “Year the oracle announced the high-priest of Nina (or Ištar).”

APPENDIX TO pp. 1042-3.

**Names of Birds, British Museum, 36669 + 37958.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Bird</th>
<th>D.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>mun</td>
<td>D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a-dim-ma</td>
<td>D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nin (?)</td>
<td>D.S.  <em>e[š-še-pu]</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Determinative suffix standing for the Sumerian *mušan*, “bird.”
6. AN-NIN-NENNI (nin) D.S. mina
7. AN-NIN-NENNI (mina) D.S. ki (?) - .
8. AN-NIN-NENNI (mina) D.S. is-su-r .
9. AN-NIN-NENNI (mina) D.S. mina li-[mut-ti]
10. AN-NIN-NENNI (mina) D.S. an-pa-tum
11. GIŠ-NUM-SIR D.S. mina
12. SIR-BUR (buru) D.S. e-ri-bu

13. SIR-BUR-GI D.S. na'-i-hu
14. SIR-BUR-babbar D.S. pi-su-u
15. SIR-BUR-gig D.S. sa-l-mu
16. SIR-BUR-še-umun D.S. e-ri-b ze-ri
17. SIR-BUR-gaza D.S. hu-ru-gu (?)
18. SIR-BUR-NITA D.S. bi-bi-nak-ku
19. U-UG-GA (u-ga) D.S. a-ri-bu
20. . . bi-ib-ri D.S. bi-ib-ru-u
21. . . -KUR D.S. u-si-gu (?)
22. ... -KUR  
23. ... -KUR  
24. ...  
25. ...  

D.S. a-mur sig ...  
D.S. nim-du- ...  
D.S. muš-ku- ...  
... zal-lal (?) ...  

In the third line the word mun means "salt", but this does not help to determine the nature of the bird, unless a sea-fowl be intended. The incomplete word a-dimma ("water-protector" or "protectress") in the fourth line is rendered as šarrat kipri, "queen of the region," and lallartu possibly means "she who gives voice", or the like, in Cuneif. Inscr., XIV, 4, 10, and 5, K. 4368, rev. 13. The restoration ešepu in line 5 is based upon the rendering given elsewhere (Cuneiform Texts, XIV, 6, obv. 12; 7, obv. 10; 14, S. 995, obv. 7) for the group expressing the Sumerian nin-bird in lines 6 ff. In the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, IV, i, col. 1, 21–2, the ešepu appears as a bird which "cries aloud in the city" (ešepu ša ina dī li šaggumu). Though expressed by a long ideographic group, its name in Sumerian is given in every case simply as nin (mina = "ditto", lines 7–10). It is unfortunate that the renderings in lines 7 and 8 are defective, as these, especially the second, might have enabled some identification to be made. It was a bird of evil omen (line 9), but that explanation does not greatly help. Indicated by the same Sumerian name is the anpatum (l. 10), which has been compared with the Hebrew נֶפָּן, rendered "heron" in the A.V. The Syriac [utherford], however, is explained as the Gallus agrestis, which is probably the true meaning. To all appearance it was a bird with a crest or "ensign" (rzy (without ry in Cuneiform Texts, XIV, 4, S. 996, obv. 8).
After the Gallus agrestis the ordinary farmyard fowl follows naturally on, and this, in fact, seems to be the true meaning of the word ėribu, as is shown on p. 1043. The birds mentioned are, to all appearance, the "fowl" par excellence (ēribu, l. 12), called buru in Sumerian (see also p. 570); the "reed-fowl" (na'ihu, or perhaps na'iri, if the last character be instead of ), in Sumerian bur-gi; the white and the black fowls (ll. 14 and 15), in Sumerian bur-babbar and bur gig; the "seed-" or "cornfield-fowl" (ērib zēri, l. 16), in Sumerian bur-se-umun; the fighting-cock and the "cock" par excellence, called bibinakku. Reference has already been made (p. 1042 f.) to this portion of the text, as well as to the confusion in the inscriptions between ēribu, "fowl," and ěribu, "raven"; and it may here be noted that this confusion probably exists in the larger legendary fragment of the history of the king whose name I read as Kudur-laḫgumal and regard as Chedorlaomer. If this be the case, we ought probably to read, not ěribi, but ěribi muttabrišu irāmu, "he loveth the winged fowl," and in the next line ěribi širku tabbik martum, "the loud-crying fowl, pouring forth gall" (i.e. "bitter" or "fierce defiance"). But besides these, he favoured also kalbu kasis NERPADDAA, "the dog crunching the bone," and širkuštšu avel ḫabbātum tabik [? imti], "the great serpent of the robber which pours forth [? poison]." All this would stamp the ruler in question, whether Chedorlaomer or anyone else, as "a sporting man", whose taste lay in the direction of dogs, game-birds, and snake-charming—things which evidently appeared undignified in the eyes of the early Babylonians.

Except the "raven" (Sumerian uga, Semitic Babylonian ěribu) in l. 19, the remaining bird-names are either unknown or exceedingly doubtful. Bibri in l. 20, Semiticized as bibrū, possibly had as its ideograph , one of the meanings of which might possibly
be "joyful bird", but more information is needed. The mušku was also known as the saqatu and gamgammu. Its Sumerian name was 𒇷𒉡𒆠𒆜, gir-gid-da D.S. = šep árik, "long foot" (Cuneiform Texts, XIV, 4, 19–21). Zallal in the last line is apparently to be completed as zallalu; see zallalu below.

In addition to the above may be mentioned the following bird-names from K. 4229:—

1. na-an-tum D.S. man- . . .
2. U-KU-KU D.S. zal-la-lu qaq-[qa-ri]
4. a-ia-u D.S. a-a-[u ?] ²
5. KI-SAG-RAK D.S. i-gi-ru-u

Also the following, from an incomplete copy which I made, and to which no number is attached:—

1. iš-su-ur kiri za-an-z[i-tum?] ²
2. iš-su-ur me-e D.S. a-ra-bu-u
3. iš-su-ur ša-di-i D.S. il-lib-ra-a
4. iš-su-ur ap-pa-ri ni-qu-du

¹ Cuneiform Texts, XIV, 13, 91012, has āšu[1], and the pronunciation of the whole is given as igirâši. No. 38785 on pl. 12 has simply igirâ.
² Cf. Cuneiform Texts, XIV, 14, 8. 996, obv. 5.
³ Possibly the Heb. יִנָּשָׁא rendered "vulture", "kite", "falcon".
⁴ Probably a mistake for ḫâ.
⁵ Probably a mistake for ha-an-zî-zi-ta = pilaqqi Ištar, "Ištar's ax."

JRAUS. 1911. 69
The rendering of these four is "bird of the orchard", "bird of the water", "bird of the mountain", and "bird of the marsh". The ḡrabā is apparently not connected either with the ḡribu, "raven," or the ḡribu, "fowl." It is apparently this bird whose name occurs in W.A.I. ii, pl. 37; C.T. XIV, pl. 4, l. 18, and was called girgilum in Sumerian, and had another name, zaahu, in Assyrian.
SPECIMENS OF SANSKRIT MSS. DISCOVERED IN COURSE OF DR. STEIN'S SECOND CENTRAL-ASIAN EXPEDITION. SCALE: ONE-HALF.

A. Obverse of paper leaf Kha. l, 109, from Khadalık
B. Obv. of frg., Kha. l, 183, Khadalık
C. Obv. of palm leaf Ch. 0079, b., Tum-huang
D. Obv. of fol. 8 of paper MS. F. XII 7, SaddharamapunjarThu, Forhad-Uleg, Dunmoko.
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(Continued from the July Journal, p. 777.)

CH. VII, 001D

Dasabalasutram

Un folio (papier), slanting brâhmi, 367 x 80 mm. Même format, même écriture que les autres fragments Ch. vii, 001. Numéro d’ordre, au verso, peu lisible.

Une feuille de la même pothi, qui fait partie de la collection Paul Pelliot, contient la fin du texte; elle en indique le nom; elle a été publiée par M. S. Lévi, avec les références pâlīes, dans l’article cité du J.A.

L’ordre et la description des tathāgatabalas diffèrent dans les nombreuses sources. Outre Anguttara, v, p. 33; voir Mahāvyutpatti, § 7; Dharmasamgraha, lxxvi, et références; Mahāvastu, i, 159; Madhyamakāvatāra, vi, 211; Śatasāhasrikā prajñāpāramitā, Ch. 0079a, fol. 675; Bodhisattvabhūmi; Abhidharmakosa, Burn., fol. 438b.

[sthā]naḥ cāsthānataḥ yat tathāgataḥ sthānaḥ ca sthānato yathābhūtaḥ prajānāti asthānaḥ cāsthānataḥ idaṃ prathamam tathāgatabalām yena balena samanvāgatas tathāgato rhaṃ samyaksambuddhaḥ udāram ārṣabham sthānaṃ pratijānāti brāhmaṃ cakrama vartayati parisādi [sa]myāksimhanādam nadati.

punar aparām tathāgato titānāgatam pratyutpannāni karmadharmasamādānāni sthāna[t]o hetuto vastuto vipākataś ca yathābhūtaṃ prajānāti yat tathāgato titānāgata-pratyutpannāni karmadharmasamādānāni sthānato hetuto vastuto vipākataś ca yathābhūtaṃ prajānāti idam dvitiyam tathāgatabalām yena bale[na] pūrvavat
punar aparām tathāgato dhyānanimoksasamādhī hisamā
patinnām saṃkleśāvyavadānavyavasthānaviśuddhiṃ yathā
[B]bhūtāṃ prajānā]ti yat tathāgato yāvad i(daṃ)trīyaṃ
tathāgabalaṃ[yena bale]na pūrvavat

dpunar aparām tathāgataḥ parasatvānāṃ indriyaparā
varatāṃ yathābhūtaṃ prajānāti • yat tathāgataḥ parasatvā
nāṃ yāvad idaṃ caturtham tathāgatabalaṃ yena balena
[pūrva]vat

dpunar aparām tathāgataḥ parasatvānāṃ nānādhimukti-
tāṃ yathābhūtaṃ prajānāti yat tathāgataḥ pa[rasa]tvānāṃ
nānādhimu[kt]itāṃ yathābhūtaṃ prajānāti idaṃ pañcamam


tathāgatabalaṃ pūrvavat


dpunar aparām ta[thāga]to nānādhātukāṃ lo[kā]m
anekadhatukāṃ yathābhūtaṃ prajānāti • yat tathāgato
nānādhātukāṃ lokam anekadhatukāṃ yathābhū[taṃ
prajā]nāti idaṃ saṣṭham tathāgatabalaṃ pūrvavat

dpunar aparām tathāgataḥ sarvatragāminīṃ pratipadam
yathābhūtaṃ prajānā[ti

COLLECTION M. A. STEIN: KHA, i, 199B
FRAGMENT DU GUNAPARYANTASTOTRA

MS. sur papier. Central Asian Upright Gupta
(cf. Macartney, set ii, No. 3). Deux fragments d'une
feuille numérotée au recto 12. Dimensions primitives,
320 × 60 mm.

Particularités: confusion du jihvāmūliya et de l'upa
adhmāniya; redoublement de ś (viśaya, gatiśṣu), de
g (gguṇa); la sifflante palatale ś, transcrite tantôt ś, tantôt
bš(?). Scribe négligent: rdāte pour d ārte.

Le Gunāparyanta est connu par le Tandjou, Bstod,
fols. 229b–34a; auteur Ratnadāsa (= Triratnadāsa; voir
P. Cordier, Cat. du fonds tibétain, 2e partie, p. 10;
F. W. Thomas, Album Kern, p. 407). En outre, une
stance de ce stotra est citée, sans mention de source, dans le
commentaire du Bodhicaryāvatāra (p. 488,1,13, Bibl. Indica).

Mètre Çikharini.
Transcription

[12a] ĥ¹ prajña tatvaṃ bhajati karuṇā sanvṛ[tim atas tavabhūn niḥsatvaṃ] jagad iti yatha-
ṛthaṃ vinṛṣataḥ yadā tv āviṣṭo bhū[r daśabala-
jananyā karu]ṇayā tadā te bhū-
rd ā te ² sutā iva pituḥ prema [jagati || — — — — — —] saḥ³ kṣatagatir avāpno-
ti paramām u帝raklebsa⁴ bda⁵ svahita [ — — — — — — — — ] te • iti prāptum bodhiṃ sthi-

[12b] ravihitaviryena bhavataḥ na nirda [ — — — — — — — — ] laghutvaṃ tu gamitāḥ 3 [ ]⁶
smṛtiṇānagraśṭā vividhagunāni [ — — — — — — — ] bā bodher upakaraṇa-
tāṃ eva bhavataḥ tathā hy ebhi [ — — — — — — — — — ] rgaviiṣya b ggunānām
t[u] kṣetraṃ gatiṣṣu viḥito jaṃma vi [ — — ][ — — — — — — — ] sair vyasaṇaśatasam-

Version tibétaine

| gaṅ slad čes rab don dam bsten cin sün rje kun rdzob bsten mdzad pa |⁷
| 232b | de slad don bzhin dgoṅs mdzad khyod la sems can mchis pa ma lags kyaŋ |
| gaṅ thse khyod ni stobs beu bskyed pai thugs rje dag daṅ ldan gyur pa |
| de thse hgro ba Ňams thag rnams la khyod byams bu la pha byams bzhin | 33
| hgro ba gtubs⁸ daṅ Ňon moṅs bas pas byaṅ chub mchog thob ma mchis la |

¹ Voir 12a, l. 3. ² Lire  d ārte. ³ Voir l. 1. ⁴ Cf. 12n, l. 2, et ci-dessus l. 2, vinṛṣataḥ. ⁵ Il semble bien qu’on doive lire bda ? ⁶ Trente est lisible ; je restitue 34 d’après la version tibétaine. ⁷ La version tibétaine du commentaire du Bodhicaryāvatāra porte : gaṅ gis čes rab don dam daṅ ni kun rdzob thugs rje bsten par bzhed. ⁸ Xyll. gtubs. Correction de F. W. Thomas.
| नङ्ग मोञ्ज प्योग्स पांग रांग ला स्मान पांग ब्ग्यिद पांग अंग थोंब ह्युर मा लांग्स पांग |
| दे स्लांड क्योड क्यिंस पांग चुंब ब्र्नेस स्लांड ब्र्त्सों ह्ग्रुस ब्र्त्रां पांग म्द्गांड पांग नां |
| नङ्ग मोञ्ज नेंस पांग मा ब्स्रेंग्स रांग ग्यिं सुंच ब्युंच दुंग दुंग ब्यां बां थ्सौंग्स ह्ग्रुंब |
| नङ्ग मोञ्ज यां बां ग्युर पांग ब्यां चुंब र्ग्युर यां ने बां ह्युर लांग्स ठे |
| ह्दी ल्तां रे यिंस क्योड ब्लो चोल गोल युं एन कां दुंग यां मा ब्ग्यिंस ला |
| ह्ग्रो बां र्नांम्स ठुं स्क्ये बा ब्र्ग्युड पांग अंग यों टां र्नांम्स ठ्यिं दुंग म्द्गांड |
| ह्ग्रो बां नङ्ग मोipzig्स ग्युर दां स्दुंग ब्स्नाल ब्र्ग्या दांग ब्युं बां ब्सौं ब्कों पांग यिं |
| र्त्सों दां ब्रांल ठ्यिं म्गों मा म्चिंस पांग गां दां गां दुंग स्प्यों र्ग्यिं पांग नां |
| ह्ग्रो बां ठे निं नङ्ग मोipzig्स ठ्योंगः ठुंल क्योड ठ्यिं ठ्ग्स र्जे स्प्यों पांग ठे |
| स्रिं पां लें दां ग्तों दां ग्नां पांग ठे दांग ला म्ना ब्दां ठ्यिंस पांग लांग्स |

Nous connaissons la stance 33 par le Bodhicaryāvatāra ;
les autres stances ne se peuvent restituer que par conjecture.
Je crois du moins avoir rencontré le sens.

Le tibétain donne pour 34 : "Celui qui en a fini
(bas-pa = zad pa am mtha dag) avec la passion et
a brisé l'existence, n'obtient pas la suprême illumination
. . . . ," et pour 35 : "Vos passions, enveloppées par
l'attention et le savoir, produisent diverses qualités ; les
passions, devenues légères, tournent même en cause
d'illumination . . . . ."
34b udīrṇakleśo pi?
35a guñanispatṭiparatiṁ (gamitāḥ)?
35c no = na.

COLLECTION M. A. STEIN : F. XII, 7

SADDHARMAPUNDARIKA

MS. sur papier, Brahmī, Central Asian Upright Gupta,
32 feuilles complètes 390 x 118 mm., numérotées au recto
5-37, un grand fragment de la feuille 38, un petit de la
feuille 39. Fait probablement partie d'un second volume
(pothī) du Saddharma. Le chap. xı se termine fol. 10 ;
xıı, fol. 14 ; xııı, fol. 26 ; xıv, fol. 37.

1. Recension qu'on peut appeler "Central Asian",
distincte de la vulgate du Népal, et connue par les frag-
ments de divers MSS. acquis à Kashgar par M. N. F.
Petrovski, utilisés par M. H. Kern dans son édition de la
Bibl. Buddhica. Le Sūtra est nommé dans nos colophons
Saddharmapuṇḍarīka mahāvaitulyasūtraratna (ch. xııı)
(Kashgar : Saddharmapuṇḍarīka mahāratna vaitulya-
sūtra) ; voir Kern, Versl. en Med. der K. A. von W.,
4e série, viii, p. 312, Amsterdam, 1907 ; JRAS. 1907, p. 432.
Nos lectures concordent souvent avec celles des fragments
de Kashgar. En outre, et le fait est digne de remarque,
la recension "Central Asian" omet la fin du ch. xıı, comme
font les traducteurs chinois Kumārajiva et Dharmaraksā
(voir Kern, p. 256 de son édition).
2. Même écriture, on peu s'en faut, que la Vajracchedikā de Dandān-Uiliq, qui se distingue nettement, comme on sait, de Macartney, i, 7, et ii, 3 (Stein's *Ancient Khotan*, p. 295, et planche cviii) ; même emploi du visarga comme ponctuation1 (particularité assez répandue) ; même double très long trait vertical pour isoler les stances, ce qui semble plus caractéristique (D iii, 13a, première ligne).

Notre MS. présente normalement la forme verticale de e suscrit (Macartney, set i, No. 7, que le Dr. Hoernle considère comme cursif), mais sans la courbe. Toutefois fol. 8a, 5 (surve) et fol. 11b, 2 (vyākaranena), on a une forme apparentée à celle de l'Upright Gupta indienne (par exemple, Weber, No. 1). La Vajracchedikā de Dandan-Uiliq a normalement cette seconde forme. Plusieurs formes de a initial : types de Macartney, i, 7, et ii, 3. Quelquefois la verticale est séparée de la partie de gauche ; quelquefois la partie de gauche est rattachée, par le bas, à la verticale.

Deux formes de ā, au moins. La longue est marquée, ou par la demi-boucle, à mi-hauteur, à droite, comme dans les Macartney, ou par une seconde verticale qui porte, dans la partie supérieure, un trait supplémentaire.

i (īrṣyā, xiii, st.39, fol. 21a, 1) se distingue nettement des Macartney, et s'apparente au Bower 1.

Le bh est formé, comme dans les Macartney, par une courbe de droite à gauche, à laquelle dont souscrites, parfois sans contact, les deux "virgules" dans un mouvement de haut en bas.

Le c comporte la même courbe de droite à gauche, et une boucle, point toujours fermée, de gauche à droite et remontant. On remarquera que, dans le groupe ńca (pañca), le ń est souscrit au c.

Le k hésite entre la forme du Macartney, i, 7, et celle des "Documents" de Hoernle (pas de contact entre la partie supérieure et l'inférieure).

1 Bower; *Vajracchedikā* du Japon aprud Max Müller, planche 2, etc.
Tous ces caractères accusent peut-être la nature cursive de l’écriture, excepté la double verticale de ā, qui paraît bien post-Gupta (Dighwa-Dubauli, 761 a.d.), encore qu’elle soit amorcée dans le Weber, No. 2, et développée dans le Horiusz (6ème siècle d’après Hoernle); excepté le ṭ, qui, au contraire, est archaïque.

Les chiffres sont très archaïques: le 4 doit être comparé à Bühler, table xii, cols. 8 et 10; le 5 à col. 9 (avec un trait horizontal, terminé en boucle, au-dessus); le 10, col. 6, mais orienté de gauche à droite et de haut en bas; le 40 paraît isolé.

Nous donnons ci-après la transcription 1° des stances du ch. xi, 2° du début du ch. xii, et 3° des stances finales du même chapitre. Notre MS. numérote les stances, mais sans additionner les différents groupes de stances; d’où, dans la partie finale du ch. xii, la divergence avec l’édition de H. Kern.

L’orthographe est hésitante, irrégulière.

Le visarga (que nous transcrivons: comme signe de ponctuation) est souvent omis. L’anuvāra est placé à tort et à travers (par exemple, xi, st. 7n; xii, st. 28), remplace parfois le visarga, double parfois le visarga: āgātānḥ pour āgātāḥ, etc.

On a madhye et maddhye; adhyābhāyat et adhyābhāyat (7n ad finem, xi, st. 18; 13n, l. 3), e pour ai, o pour au, et réciproquement (hetauḥ, ponjarika), tt pour t, soit dans le corps du mot (vićitra, xiii, st. 30), soit au début d’un pāda (xi, st. 14, 17, 33 ?), gaunāmi et gaunāmi (11n), sarve et sarvea.

Les lectures bhikṣa (xii, st. 2, cf. xiii, st. 10), cf. Kern, p. 271, l. 11; maunāya (xi, st. 9); tātaka (xi, st. 25), yāttaka (xii, 11a, l) (= yattaka); tr (= tri); bhikṣunām (et bhikṣunām); comme aussi kalpe, kalpesmi, kalpaśmi (āsanesmi, Kern, p. 252, n. 11), māli dārujasmi, sont dialectales ou “gāthiques”. A noter la lecture bhiḥ ("shebhiḥ vināyakebhiḥ) constante pour le praprit hi; l’impératif kāmāḥi, sanscritisé dans la vulgate; mahṣam au lieu de mama.

A titre d’exemples, quelques variantes non fournies par les fragments de Kasgar.

**Chapter XI**

| st. 3a. | vulgate yad āsīt. |
| st. 4a. | sarve mama. |
| st. 5c. | saḍḍharmanasanyrakṣanahetu sarve yathā (sāḍḍharma, dans notre texte). |
| st. 6a. | koṭiyāḥ. |
Les fautes de copiste sont assez nombreuses ; par exemple—

Chapter XI

st. 1. jananeta pour na janeta.
st. 2. dharmamayeva pour dharma yam eva.
st. 7. utsukavā pour utsukata.
st. 16. cintenatha pour cintetha.
st. 27. dāyasmi pour dāhasmi.
st. 36. saṃmukha tā stathagata pour "khaṃ vas tathāgata.
st. 37. "nāthenayu pour "nātheny.

Chapter XII

fol. 10b, 1. 2. viharita pour virahita.
fol. 11a, 1. 5. anokalpanā.
   1. 6. bhagavato dhimātvasvā saddhi pour mātṛ sadbhi (dhi s'explique peut-être par adhimātra, l. 8).
fol. 11b, 1. 5. bhānaka pour bhānaka.
st. 2. muṣṭhahisyāma pour saṃsaḥisyāma.
st. 4. "variṣyāna pour "variṣyāna.
st. 10. kṣapikṣyāma pour kṣamisyāma.
st. 14. dāraka pour dhāraka.
st. 16. vērat pour tīrva.

Chapter XI, ad finem

atha khalu bhagavāṃ tasyāṃ velāyāṃ imā gāthā addhyābhaṣat
ayam āgata nirvṛtako maharṣi ratnamayaṃ stūpa praviṣya nāyakaḥ
śravaṇā[8a]ṛtha dharmasya imasya bhikṣavah ko dharmaheto jananeta viryam
bahukalpakotiparinirvṛto pi sa nāma adyāpi śrṇoti dharmam
[2] tahi tahiṃ gaccati dharmahetauḥ sudurlabham dharma mayevarūpam
praṇidhānam etasya vināyakasya niśevitam pūrvva-
bhave[3]su āsi
parinirvṛto pi [imu] sarvvalokam paryāṇṭhate sarv-
vanaśaddhiśāsu 3
ime ca mahyam bahu ātmabhāvāṁ sahasrako[4]tyo
yatha gaṃgavālikāḥ
te dharma[kr]tyasya kṛtena āgataṁḥ parinirvṛtaṁ
draṣṭuṁ imamḥ vināyakam 4
naramarunāḥ ca sarvve:
ihāgataḥ sarvvi saddharmahetauḥ yathā ciraṁ [t]jiṣṭhiya
eteṣa bu[ddhāna] niśidanārtha bahulokadhātūna sahas-
rakotayaḥ
saṃkrāmitā me tatu sarvva[7]satvān rddhibalena pari-
śodhitāś ca 6
etādrśi utsukavā ayaṁ mama kaṁthaṁ prakāśe ima
dharmaprṇetri
ime ca [8] buddhā sthita aprameyā drumamūli śobhanti
yathaiva padmāḥ 7
drumamālakotiya anantakāni siṃhāśanasthebhīḥ vi-
[8u]nāyakebhīḥ
śobhanti dipyanti ca nityakālaṁ hutācana vā yatha
andhakāre 8·
gandho manujño daśasu diśasu pravāyate lokahitāna
sāntike
[2] yena ime mūrechita sarvvasatvā vātena vāyanta ca
nityakālam 9
mama nirvṛtasmi ko hy ēta dharmaparyāya dhārayet
pa[r][n]jirvṛto yaṁ buddhāḥ prabhūtaratano muni.
sihanādaṁ śrunet tasya [vya]vasāyaṁ ya kurvati 11
nāyakānām
vyavasāya śrōṣyāma jinātmajānām ya utsahe dha[5]r-

mam imaṃ prakāśitum 12

a[haṃ] ca tena bhavi pūjita sadā prabhūtaratnaś ca

jina svayambhuh

yo gacchati diśa vidiśā[6]ś ca nityaṃ śrūnānāya
dharmam i[mam e]varūpam 13

ime ca ye āgata lokanāyakāṃ vicitritā sōbhati yer

iyaṃ mahī
tel[7]śa pi pūjā vipulā anal[par]akā kṛta bhavet sūtra-

prakāśanena 14

ahaṃ ca drṣṭo iha āsanasmī bhagavāṃś ca yo ya

sthi[8]ta stūpamaddhye

ime ca anye bahulokanāyakāḥ ye āgatāṃ kṣetrasahas-
rakotibhi 15
cintenatha yūyaṃ kulaputrāho [9a] sarvasatvānukam-
payā:
suduṣkaram idaṃ sthānaṃ utsāhenti vināyakā 16

bahusūtrasahasrāni yatha ga(m)gāya bālikāḥ
tāś caiva [2] yaḥ prakāṣeta na tad duṣka(ra)kamaṃ

bhavet 17

yaś ca sumeru hastena addhyālaṃbitva pāṇināṃ :

kṣepeta kṣetrakoṭiṣu na tad bhavati duṣkaram 18


kṣipeta kṣetrakoṭiṣu na tad bhavati duṣkaram 19

yaś ca bhavāgra tiṣṭheta dharmaṃ bhā[4]se naro iha

anyasūtrasahasrāni na tad bhavati duṣkaram 20

nirvṛtasya mama loke paścā kāle sudāruṇe

ya imaṃ dhāraye[5]t sūtraṃ bhāṣed vā taṃ suduṣ-
karam 21

ākāśadhātuh yat sarvam ekamūṣtismi prakṣipet

prakṣipitvā vraje dūraṃ na ta duṣkaraka 22

[yaś tu śrāvakam sūtraṃ nī]rjṛtaṃ mayi tada

paścā kāle likhed vāpi idaṃ duṣkarakaṃ bhavet[ ] 23

prthividhātu[7]ś ca yaḥ sarva nakhaprāntasmi prak-

ṣipet

prakṣipitvā ca gaccheta brahalokaṃ ca āruheṭ 24
cakṣurbhūtaś ca so bhoti loke sama[4]rumānus[e]
idam sūtram prakāśitvā nirvṛtasya vināyake 40
vandaniyaś ca so bhoti sarvvasatvāna pānditaḥ
paścime kāli [5] yo bhāṣi sūtram eta m(uh)ūrtta-
kam 41 ||
saddharmaṇḍarikē mahāvaitulyasūtraratnai stūpadar-

CHAPTER XII

atha khalu bhaisajyarājā bodhisatvo mahāsatvāḥ mahā-
pratibhānaś ca bodhisatvo ma[7]hāsatvaḥ te vimśadbodhi-
satvasātasahasraparivārāḥ bhagavataḥ puratam imā vācā
bhāṣinsuḥ alpotsu[8]ko bhagavān bhavatv asmi sthāne
vayam etad dharmaparīyāyam tathāgatasya parinirvṛta-
syaimāsah sahā lokadhātāu : [10b] deśayisyāmah sampra-
kāśayisyāmah ki cāpi bhagavān krūrāḥ kakkhata[ā]s
tasmīṃ samayai paścimai kālai satvā bhavisyanti parīttaku
[2]salamulā adhimānikāṇāḥ lābhastakārash[m]nīṣṭāḥ
akusalamulapratipannāḥ durdmāh kaṭunākh adhimuk-
punar bhagavān vayaṁ kṣāntibalam upadarsayitvā tasmi
sa[ma]ye : paścime kāle [4] imaṁ sūtram u(d)de[ks]yā-
maḥ dhāray[i]syāmah vācayisyāmah deśayisyāmah sam-
prakāśayisyāmah likhiṣyāmah [5] satkarisyāmo : [guru-
karisyāma]ḥ mānasīyisyāmah pūjavisyāmah kāyaṁ ca
jivitam ca vayaṁ bhagavāṁ parityaktvā [6] imaṁ eva
guṇa[— — —]sūtram prakāśa[sa]yisyāmah alpotsuko bha-
gavāṁ bhavatu :

atha khalu tataḥ parisāyaḥ pañca [7] bhikṣusatāni
śaikṣasaikṣānāṁ bhikṣūnāṁ te ekasvarena bhagavantam
etad avoeur vayaṁ api bhagavāṁ utsahāma imaṁ [8]
dharmaparyaya[m] tathāgatasya parinirvṛtasyaimāsah sahe
lokadhato samprakāśayitum apy anyāsu lokadhātus[11a]
atha khalu yāttakāms te bhagavataḥ śrāvakāṁśekṣa-
śeksā ye te bhagavata vyākṛtān uttarāyāṁ samyaksam-
bodhau : te sarve ye[2]na bhagavā[m]ś tenopasaṃkramiṣuḥ


atha khalu te bodhisatvā mahāsaṃtvāṃ samasaṃgityā ekasvareṇa bhagavantamaṃ gā[13b,3]thābhīr adhyabhāṣi[nsu]
[a][p]ot[suko bhagavan] bhavahi atra: vayaṃ ti sūtram parinirṛtasya
ākrośā tātana bhikṣunā dandā mudgaraṇaṃni ca
durbuddhīnāṃ ca vaṅkānā śaṭhā bālādhīnānīnāṃ
aprāpte prāptasamjñīnāṃ bhikṣu[6]nāṃ kāli pāścime
arānyā[ṛ]ṛttaka yve kamṣṭhā prāvariyaṇa ca
sāṃplekha-cāritā asmai evam vakṣyanti durmati
rāsesu [7] gruddhāḥ ātpāne grhinā[m] dharma desayi
satkrta ca bhavisyanti: saḍabhiṣijā yathāva te
raudraciṭṭāṃ ca dūṣṭāṃ ca gr[8]hacitā m veintakāḥ
arānyaguptaṃ praviśītvā asmākaṃ parikuṭṭakāḥ
asmākāṃ eva vakṣyanti lābhastakāraṇiḥ[14a]ṛṭaṃḥ
tirthikā vādime bhikṣu svāṇi kāvyāṇi desayī
svayaṃ sūtraṇaṃ granthitvā lābhastakārahetavo:
parsiṣaya ma[2]ddhye bhāṣanti asmākaṃ parikuṭṭakāṃḥ
rājānāṃ rājaputrāṇaṃ rājāmātyāna ca tathā
brāhmaṇa-grha-patināṃ ca [3] anyesaṃ caiva bhikṣunāṃ
asmākaṃm avarṇa bhāṣanti tirthikāṃ vāca cārayi
sarvva vayaṃ kṣapikṣyāma goravaiṇa maha[4]ṛṣinaḥ
ye cāṃśa[m] [kut]saṣiṣyanti tasmi kalesmi durmati
ime buddhā ti vakṣyanti adhivāsīśyaṇa sarva[5]ṣa
kalpasamkhṣobhi bhī[ṃ]smaṇi dārmaṇasi mahābhaye
yakṣarūpā bahū bhikṣu asmākaṃ paribhāṣakām
ekṣantiya kaccha bandhitvā sūtram etat prakāṣayit
anarthaṃ (kā)yena [6] jivitena ca nāyakaḥ
arthikā vayaṃ bodhāya: tava nikṣeṇadārakāṃḥ
bhagavan eva jānti yādṛṣāḥ pā[8]pahikṣavaḥ
pāścime kāli bhṛṣyanti: sandhābhāṣyam ajānakāṃḥ
būρkuti vivrat sōdhavyam aprajñapti pūnaḥ pūna [14b]
nīṣkālanā vīhārebhyo upakroṣā bah[u]vidhā
dajñapti lokanāthasya smaranta kāli pāścime
nagaresv atha grāmesu ye bhavisyanti [a]ṛthikāḥ
gatvāṁ gatvāṁ sya dāsyāma nikṣepaṁ tubhya nāya-
[3]ka 18
ālpotsuko bhavāhi tvam śāntiprāptaḥ sunirvṛtah 19
sarve ca loka[4]prādyota āgatāṁ [y]e daśa [d]jīśā :
satyavācaṁ prabhāśāma adhimuktita jānatha 20 ||
saddharmapondarike mahāvetu[5]yasūtraratne utsāha-
[pari]vartto nāma dvādasamaḥ samāptaḥ 12

COLLECTION M. A. STEIN, CH. 0079B

FRAGMENT D'UN MAHAYANASUTRA

MS. sur feuille de palmier ; une feuille de 424 × 45 mm.,
numérotée au recto 292 (?) ; sept lignes, 85 aksaras
environ.

Préhistoire de Maitreya racontée par le Bouddha à
Ānanda. Le jeune brahmane Bhadraśuddha se prosterne
devant le Bouddha Jyoti[r]vikriditābhijña : "S'il touche
des pieds ma tête je deviendrai un Bouddha semblable
à lui." Comparer le Dürenidāna, etc.

Un spécimen intéressant, et nouveau par plusieurs parti-
cularités, d'écriture gupta. Les caractères, très bien formés,
sont très cursifs ; dans l'ensemble, ils rappellent ceux du
Bower iii, mais s'en distinguent nettement comme aussi
de ceux de Ch. 0079a. Le document mériterait une étude
approfondie.

1. a, deux formes (atha, a, 5) paraît nouveau.
2. e (vamāha, a, 7), cf. Ch. 0079a
3. kha, avec le trait horizontal de Bower iii (khaḷu, a, 3).
4. ja, forme nouvelle (jaṭulati tejasā, a, 7).
5. ṭa (vikridita, a, 3, b, 4).
6. tha, avec le trait central incomplet (atha, a, 5 ; tathāgata, a, 7).
7. da, comparer Bower.
8. ya, "three-pronged," comparer Bower.
9. ra, avec la courbe au bas (dāraka, a, 4) comparer Bower iii, Bühler,
table iii, 1-2, 32, et vii, 1, 33.
10. la, "long-limbed" (khaḷu, khaḷvā, a, 3, loku, a, 4, pratābhika, b, 4).

JAS. 1911.
11. *ga et śa, avec une large boucle à gauche (tathāgata, a, 7, desaka, a, 3, sāstā, buddho, a, 4, āścarya, a, 2); comparer pour le śa, Bower, iv, p. 42. Hoernle, *Ind. Ant.*, 1892, p. 349.

12. *kri (vikridita, a, 3, b, 3).

A

1. pārāgas tvam atāḥ asamasama lokabandho niruttarāḥ vināyakaḥ pravarabuddheḥ karu . . . . . . . . t[e] nyas[i]dat atha kha[l]v [ā].

2. yusmān ānando bhagavāṃtam etad avocat āścaryam bhagavan yāvad ayam maitreyo bodhisatvah pratibhānaṃ sampannah . . . . . sakaḥ . . . . . . . sakaḥ śivace gahirapadadharmadeśakah yāvad anusandhipada−

3. dharmadesakah bhagavān āha na khalu punar ānanda maitreyo bodhisatvo mām etarhi saṃmukham gāthābhīr abhiṣṭavati. bhūtapūrvaṃ ānadātite dhvani daśasamkhyeyāḥ kalpāḥ paripūrṇāḥ yadāsīt tena kālena tena samayena jyotivikriditābhijñā nā−

4. ma tathāgato rahāṃ saṃmyaksambuddho loka udapādi vidyācaraṇasampannah sugato lokavid anuttaraḥ purusādamyāsārathih sāstā ddevamanusyāṇāṃ buddho bhagavān. atha khalu ānanda tena kālena tena samayena bhadrāuddho nāma brāhmaṇadārako bhūd abhirūpāḥ

5. prāśādiro darśaniyāḥ paramaśubhavānrapuṣkalatayā saamanvāgataḥ atha so utarāpanamadhyagato drākṣit taṃ jyotivikriditābhijñāṃ tathāgataṃ arhaṇtaṃ saṃmyaksambuddhaṃ śāntendriyaṃ śāntamānasam uttamadamaśamathaparamapāramiprāptam

6. paramadamaśamathaparamapāramiprāptam nāgāṃ jītendriyaṃ hradam ivācehāṃ viprasannam anāvilāṃ suvarṇayūpam ivābhyyudgataṃ śriyān (?) rājamanāṃ tapamānaṃ virocamanāṃ dvātraṃśadbhir mahāpurusa-lakṣaṇais saamanvāgataṃ atha taṃ drṣṭvā tasyaitad a−

7. bhūd āścaryāṃ yāvad divyo yaṃ tathāgatakāyo

1 Il n'est pas difficile de reconstruire un morceau d'ārya— pārāgas tvam atāḥ asamasamalokabandho niruttaravināyakah pravarabuddhe.
jvalati varnena jvalati tejasā jvalati śryayā jvalati lakṣaṇair atha khalu bhadraśuddho brāhmaṇadāraka evam āha aho ham apy evam eva ca jvalayəm varṇena tejasā śryayā lakṣaṇai[ś ca]

B

1. atha khalu bhadraśuddhasya brāhmaṇadārakasyaitad abhūd ya nv aham ātmānāṃ bhagavataḥ prajñāpayeyam atha khalu tasminn eva samaye bhagava[ṅ]kumāre prthi-vyāṃ nipatitaḥ tasyaitad abhūt sa ced aham anāgate dhvanidṛśah syām yādrg jotiṣvikriḍitābhijñās ta-

2. thāgato rham sammyaksaṃbuddhah samprāṣatu mām eṣa tathāgataś caraṇābhyām atha khalv ānanda jyotivi-kriḍitābhijñās tathāgato bhadraśuddhasya brāhmaṇadārakasya cetasaiva cetaḥparivitarkam ājñāya yenāsau bhadra-

3. sāṃkramya bhadraśuddhasya brāhmaṇadārakasya kāyaṃ caraṇābhyāṃ sprāṣati sma samanantaraspṛṣṭaś ca khalu punar ānanda jyotivikriḍitābhijñāna tathāgatena bhadraśuddhasya brāhmaṇadārakasya kāyaṃ caraṇā-

4. nutpattikadharmaksāntipratilābho bhūd athisa khalv ānanda jyotivikriḍitābhijñās tathāgataḥ prṣṭhato valokya bhikṣusāṃgam āmaṇtrayati sma asya punar bhikṣavo bhadraśuddhasya brāhmaṇadārakasya na kena eit kāyaś caraṇābhyāṃ sprāṣta-

5. vyaḥ tat kasmād dhetor eso hy anāgate dhvani tathāgato bhaviṣyati atha khalv ānanda tasminn eva samaye divyam ca kṣuṃ pūrvakarmāpākajam pratilabhamti sma pūrvakarmāpākajam divyaṃ śrotarṃ paracaktajnānam pūrvanvāśānusmrtri ṛddhi-

6. vikurvitaṃ ca pratilabhati sma atha khalu punar ānanda bhadraśuddhasya brāhmaṇadārakasya tataḥ pa

1 Lecture plus que douteuse.

(To be continued.)
XXXI

THE LINGUAL LA IN THE NORTHERN BRAHMI SCRIPT

BY H. LÜDERS, Ph.D.

It is generally supposed that the lingual la is a very rare letter in the inscriptions north of the Narmadā before the time of the Guptas. From the Sānchi inscriptions Bühler¹ quotes one instance only: Vāli-vahanikāyā in B,² 344 (EL, ii, 378, No. 199): the ʿli is reproduced in Bühler’s Indische Palaeographie, table ii, 41, xviii:³ the form of the letter is practically the same as that appearing in the Allahabad Prāsasti. The second instance is furnished by the word Āṭikāyām in the inscription B, 43 (JBBRAS., xx, 269 f.), the find-place of which is unknown, but which must come from Northern India: there is no reproduction of this inscription. A third la is found in kālavālāsa in the archaic Mathurā inscription B, 94 (EL, i, 396, No. 33). According to the reproduction of this inscription in the Ep. Ind.,⁴ there seems to be a great difference between the Sānchi and the Mathurā signs. But this is actually not the case. Two beautiful impressions before me clearly show that the sign in the plate has been “corrected.” In reality the long line slanting upwards, which in the reproduction forms the tail of the la, is not connected with it, but is the i-stroke of the t̄i of the mutilated word prati[sthāpito] in the next line. The whole difference of the two signs thus consists in the greater cursiveness of the Sānchi sign.

¹ EL, ii, 368.
² B refers to my “List of Brāhmi Inscriptions from the earliest times to about A.D. 400” in the Ep. Ind., vol. x, appendix, where further references may be looked up.
³ See p. 33, n. 1.
⁴ The sign given in Bühler’s Palaeographie, table ii, 41, xx, has been taken from the reproduction in the Ep. Ind.
This certainly is a short list, but I think I can show that the apparent scarcity of the letter is due only to misreadings of the texts, and that on the contrary the ta occurs in the Brāhmi inscriptions of Northern India just as frequently as in those of the western and southern parts of the country.

In the Jaina inscriptions from Mathurā we often find the name of a gana which we are accustomed to read Kottiya, since Bühler first established that reading. Doubts, however, will arise when we take, e.g., the word supposed to be Kottiyo in B, 28 (EL, i, 395, No. 28), and compare the form of the second letter with the ordinary form of the ta and the ūta in the Mathurā inscriptions. Just as in the Asoka alphabets, the ta generally consists of a semicircle open to the right; see the “archaic” inscriptions B, 94 (EL, i, 396, No. 33; āyāgapatō); B, 95 (EL, i, 397, No. 35; āyāgapatā); B, 100 (EL, ii, 200, No. 5; āyāgapatō); B, 103 (EL, ii, 200, No. 8; āyāgapatō); B, 105 (EL, ii, 207, No. 30; āyāgapatō); B, 107 (EL, ii, 207, No. 32; āyāgapatō), and the Kusana inscriptions B, 16 (EL, ii, 201, No. 11; Grahacetena); B, 32 (EL, i, 384, No. 5; kuṭūbiniya1); B, 37 (EL, ii, 203, No. 16; kuṭumbiniye); B, 56 (EL, i, 386, No. 8; kuṭumbiniye). Sometimes, however, a vertical bar is added at the top of the character: this bar is quite distinct in B, 34 (EL, i, 385, No. 6; kuṭubiniye2); B, 121 (EL, i, 389, No. 14; kuṭubiniye2). If an i-stroke is added to the character, it is often hardly possible to say whether the first or the second form is used; see B, 38 (EL, viii, 181; kuṭiye); B, 39 (EL, i, 385, No. 7; Kumārabhaṭi); B, 42 (EL, i, 387, No. 9; Četiye); B, 45 (EL, i, 396, No. 30; kuṭibini2): and there are some more cases where the character is not quite distinct, although probably

1 Not kuṭṭubiniya, as Bühler read.
2 More probable than kuṭubiniye, as Bühler read.
3 The lower part of the ī is mutilated.
the first form is used; see B, 36 (El., ii, 202, No. 15; katuśbiniye); B, 38 (El., viii, 181; trepitakasya); B, 70 (El., i, 388, No. 12; katuśbiniye); B, 73 (El., ii, 205, No. 22; [k]atuśbanie). As regards the origin of the bar, which does not seem to have been noticed by Bühler, it appears that it was first employed only in ligatures with na, sa, and ta, in order to avoid the fusion of the upper line of the subscript ta with the base-line of the superscript letters, and that later on it was considered an essential part of the character, and was therefore added to the letter also when it stands alone or as superscript letter of a ligature. Accordingly, in the ligature tta the bar of the subscript letter is always quite distinct, whereas the superscript ta is sometimes plain, as in B, 85 (El., i, 390, No. 18; śilapatto), and sometimes furnished with the bar, as in B, 24 (El., i, 382, No. 2; Bhāttisenasya).

Now if we look again at the second sign of the word read Koṭṭiyāto by Bühler, it appears at once that it cannot possibly be tta. That sign has a distinct serif never found in a genuine ta. Moreover, there is no vertical bar in the middle of the sign, and its upper portion at least has not a semicircular shape. On the other hand, the sign is practically identical with the Sānchi form of the ta. The

1 Not katuśbiniye, as Bühler read.
2 The tta of Jayabhāttasya in B, 32 (El., i, 384, No. 5) is quite indistinct and uncertain. There is only one inscription at Mathurā where the ta is supposed to have quite a different form. In B, 118 (El., ii, 208, No. 33), which in several respects is an abnormal inscription, Bühler read in the first line Vardhamānapatimā, in the second line katuśbini. Here the two letters supposed to be ū and ū do not show the semicircular form occurring in all other inscriptions, and both of them have a serif at the top. There can be little doubt that the second word really is katuśbini or katuśvini, the third letter being quite peculiar. It is true there occurs a less cursive form of ta in this inscription in baṣima, but anybody familiar with the Mathurā records knows how often different forms of the same letter are found side by side in these inscriptions. The first word may be padima or padima, though on comparing the letter with the di in Diṇḍye the former alternative would seem to be the more plausible one.
only difference lies in the appendix at the bottom, which in the Sānchi form seems to be a straight line, while here it is slightly curved. There can be no doubt, therefore, that the true reading is Koṭiyāto. And in turning to the other inscriptions that contain the name of this gana, we find that the reading everywhere is Koṭiya or Koḷeya,¹ not Koṭṭiya as assumed by Bühler.

Almost the same form as in B, 28 appears in B, 32 (EL, i, 384, No. 5; Koḷiyato); B, 17 (EL, ii, 201, No. 12; Koḷ[i]ya .. .); B, 29 (EL, i, 383, No. 4; Koḷiyato); B, 84 (EL, i, 389, No. 15; Koḷiyato); B, 54 (EL, i, 391, No. 21; Koḷiyato); B, 75 (EL, i, 392, No. 22; Koḷiyato); EL, x, 111, No. 3 (Koḷeyāto); EL, x, 111, No. 4 (Koḷiyāto). Often the sign is stretched in a vertical direction; see B, 18 (EL, i, 381, No. 1; Koḷiyāto); B, 27 (EL, i, 382, No. 3; Koḷ[i]yāto); B, 39 (EL, i, 385, No. 7; Koḷiyato); B, 77 (EL, ii, 205, No. 24; K[o]liyāto); B, 121 (EL, i, 389, No. 14; Koḷiyāto); EL, x, 112, No. 5 (Koliye). The same form is found also in B, 122 (EL, ii, 209, No. 37; Koḷiyato), but the i-stroke is attached here to the middle of the letter, because there was no room for it at the top. In other cases the sign is stretched in a horizontal direction; see B, 47 (EL, ii, 204, No. 20; Koḷiyāto); B, 56 (EL, i, 386, No. 8; Koḷiye). In B, 53 (EL, ii, 203, No. 18; K[o]liyāto) the la shows a very large hook at the bottom. Of B, 19 (Arch. Surv. Rep., iii, 30, No. 2) and B, 22 (ibid., iii, 31, No. 4) no reproductions have been published except the drawings by General Cunningham, which are quite misleading. I have two impressions of B, 19, which show that the name of the gana is much damaged, but there is just enough visible to make it certain that here also it was Koḷ[iyāto], the la being probably of the vertically stretched type. Of B, 22, which seems to be lost now, I have

¹ It is often very difficult to distinguish between the signs for medial i and e in these inscriptions, but in some cases the e seems to be certain.
a rubbing which distinctly reads Ko̅leyāto, the sign for ɺa resembling that of B, 56. The form Koliya or Ko̅leya thus being established in all cases where it is possible to check the reading, it has, of course, to be restored also in those inscriptions of which no reproductions are available, as in the short fragment B, 124 (Vienna Or. Journ., iii, 233, note 3; Koliya), or where the letter in question is entirely lost or quite indistinct, as in B, 20 (Arch. Surv. Rep., iii, 31, No. 3; Ko̅[iyato]); B, 25 (EI., ii, 202, No. 13; [Koli]yato); B, 36 (EI., ii, 202, No. 15; [Koli]yato¹); B, 73 (EI., ii, 205, No. 22; Ko̅[iyato]). The form Koliya is in perfect harmony with the traditional Koliya found in the Sthavirāvali of the Kalpasūtra, ɺa and ɺa being interchangeable letters. The later commentators give Kautika as the Sanskrit equivalent of the name, and this form has to be substituted everywhere for Kautika in my List of Brāhmi Inscriptions.

There is another name in the Mathurā inscriptions containing a ɺa that has not been recognized hitherto. In B, 116 (EI., i, 397, No. 34) Bühler read Aya-Hāti[ye] kule; in B, 16 (EI., ii, 201, No. 11) Aryan-Ḥāṭkāyēyato kulato; and in B, 48 (EI., i, 387, No. 11) Aryan-[Hāṭki]-yēto kulato. A look at the photolithographs will be sufficient to show that here again ɺtī has been misread for ɺi, and ɺta and ɺtī for ɺa, the true readings being Aya-Hāliye, Aryan-Hālakiyēyato, and Aryan-Hālakiyēyato.¹ Taking into account the phonetic laws of the later Prakrit, in this case also the form of the name of the kula perfectly agrees with Hāliyja, the form used in the Sthavirāvali, though it is hardly in favour of the assertion of the later commentators that Hāliyja goes back to Skt. Hāridraka.

¹ According to the photolithograph only the upper portion of Ko̅lī is preserved.

² The true value of the sign in B, 16 seems to have been recognized later by Bühler himself; in his Indische Palaeographie, table iii, 39, iii, he gave a ɺa that is apparently the sign occurring in B, 16.
Two more instances of the occurrence of a la are found in the Mathurā inscriptions B, 29 (EL, i, 383, No. 4) and B, 53 (EL, ii, 203, No. 18). In B, 29 Bühler read [Kha]ṭṭimiiṭṭusya mānīkarasya [gī] . . . I read, from an impression, Khaḷamittasya mānīkarasya dhītu, "of the daughter of the jeweller Khaḷamitta (Khaḷamitra)." The la is here just as distinct as in the word Koḷiyāto in line 1. In B, 53 Bühler read Śūrasya Śrāmanakaputrasya Goṭṭikasya lohikākārakasya, "of the worker in metal, Goṭṭika, the Śūra, the son of Śrāmanaka." In my "Epigraphical Notes" (Ind. Ant., xxxii, p. 104 f.) I have tried to show by a comparison with another inscription that Śūra is the real name and goṭṭika a qualifying epithet. I have then connected goṭṭika with Skt. goṣṭhika, "member of a Panch." But in that I was wrong. The impression before me leaves no doubt that the second letter of the word is the same as the second letter of Koḷiyāto in line 1. The reading goḷikasya, therefore, is certain, though I am at present unable to offer an explanation of the term.

In my opinion the la is clearly extant also in the word Kaḷalasya in the inscription of unknown origin edited by Mr. Banerji in EL, x, 110, No. 3. The distinct hook at the base-line of the second letter of that word makes it impossible to read da as done by the editor.

The frequent occurrence of the la in the Mathurā inscriptions proves that the common opinion that this sign was borrowed from the southern alphabets can no longer be upheld. There is absolutely no reason why it should not have formed part of the Brāhmi alphabet from the very beginning. And this is fully confirmed by the Aśoka inscriptions. Bühler (Ind. Pal., p. 37) has noticed that there is a modification of the da in the representative of Skt. ṅudī or ṅulī in the fifth edict of the Delhi-Sivalik, Mathia, and Radhia inscriptions, and in the representative of Skt. dvādāśa, which elsewhere becomes

1 The reproduction in the Ep. Ind. is inaccurate.
duvāḍasa, in the sixth edict of the Mathia and Radhia inscriptions. The sign is formed by the addition of a dot at the lower end of the vertical of the ḍa. Bühler thought it possible that it was meant for ḍa. What kept him from speaking with more confidence on this point was probably the belief that the ḍa was properly restricted to Southern India. Now, when this opinion has proved to be erroneous, we may safely assert, I think, that the sign really is ḍa. And there is nothing to prevent us from considering the sign of the Aśoka inscriptions the original form from which the cursive forms of the Mathurā inscriptions have been developed by changing the impracticable dot into a hook.

Bühler’s statements, however, have to be modified also in other respects. The ḍa is far more frequent in the Aśoka inscriptions than was assumed by him. In the Radhia inscription we have clearly the ḍa in duḷi (v, 3) and duvāḷasa° (vi, 14), as stated by Bühler. But it is just as distinct in elake (v, 11). It is therefore a priori very likely that this word was written in the same way also in v, 5, and I think I can recognize, if not a dot, at any rate a thickening of the lower end of the vertical of the sign, so that here also the reading elakā is the more probable one. Moreover, if Skt. dvādaśa has become duvāḷasa in vi, we should expect to find the ḍa also in the representative of Skt. paṃcadaśa in v, 8 and 10. In fact, the ḍa is quite distinct in paṃnaḷasāṁ in v, 8, and I am almost sure that in v, 10 also we have to read paṃnaḷasāye, the lower end of the sign again being thickened.¹

The state of things is the same in the Mathia inscription. Here also the ḍa has distinctly a dot in duvāḷasa° in vi, 1, and in paṃnaḷasāye in v, 11. In duḷi in v, 3, elakā in v, 6, and paṃnaḷasāṁ in v, 9, the letter shows the

¹ In the kha also we find often only a thickening of the end of the vertical instead of the dot, at any rate in the plate; see e.g. the second nilakhitaśiye, v, 11; paśivekhami, vi, 15, etc.
thickening, and only in v, 12 the photolithograph would be rather in favour of reading edake. But I think it quite possible that here also the true reading is elake, and I hope that Professor Hultzsch will soon clear up this point with the help of impressions.

In the Delhi-Sivalik inscription we have distinctly dalī in v, 4, as recognized by Bühler, and even more distinctly elakā in v, 8. In v, 17 elake is more probable at any rate than edake. But the representative of Skt. "daśa seems to show da: pammāṇḍasām in v, 12; pammāṇḍasāye in v, 15; duvāḍasa" in vi, 1.

Only three of the test-words are found in the Delhi-Mirat inscription. In v, 11 the reading elake is absolutely certain, but in v, 5 we have pammāṇḍasām, and in v, 9 probably pammāṇḍasāye. In the Allahabad inscription only duḍi is found in v, 21, probably with the da, besides pammāṇḍasām, which has preserved here the original dental. None of the words occur in the preserved portion of the Rāmpūrva inscription.

There may be some more instances of a la in the Asoka inscriptions, but the reproductions available are not sufficient to decide this point. In the Jaungada inscription ii, 6, e.g., Bühler read Codā Paṇḍiliya, but to judge from the plate there is a considerable difference in the shape of the two signs supposed to be da, and I should not feel surprised if the first one on closer inspection should turn out to be la.

The question of the la, of course, is not merely a palaeographical one. If the sign occurs in the pillar edicts of Asoka and in the Mathurā inscriptions, we may safely conclude that the sound also existed in the Old-Ardhamāgadhi and in the Old-Prakrit dialect of Mathurā. This is in perfect harmony with certain facts in the language of the recently discovered Buddhist dramas.1

1 Bruchstücke buddhistischer Dramen, Preuss. Turfan-Expeditionen. Kleinere Sanskrit-Texte, Heft i.
Here we find *la* in *dālima* and *lavalī* (frag. 8), which are Old-Śaurasenī, and in *(pa)vatāliṁ* (frag. 62), which probably belongs to the same dialect. Moreover, the *la* is the regular representative of *da* between vowels in Pali, and it thus appears that it formed part of the consonantal systems of most of the Old-Prakrit dialects. I think it can be shown that in Sanskrit, also, the *la* was far more widely used than is commonly supposed, and that in several cases the neglect of the evidence furnished by the inscriptions has led to wrong etymologies. But a discussion of this question lies outside the scope of the present paper.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

By J. F. FLEET, L.C.S. (Retd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

In an article entitled "Vyuthena 256", published in the Journal Asiatique, 1911, part 1, pp. 119–26, M. Sylvain Lévi has reopened the subject of that record of Aśoka which we have, in various recensions, at Sahasrām, Rūpnāth, and Bairāt in Northern India, and at the Brahmagiri hill, Siddāpura, and the Jaṭṭiṅga-Rāmeśvara hill in Mysore. He has taken us another step towards the right understanding of the record, by showing that the words misā and amisā, which stand in one of the opening clauses, cannot mean mṛishā, 'in vain, wrongly', and amṛishā, 'not in vain, not wrongly', and do not represent the ablatives of misha, 'false appearance, fraud, deceit', and its converse amisha, but stand for missā and amissā, Pāli forms of the Sanskrit nominatives plural mīśrāh, 'mixed', and amīśrāh, 'not mixed'. But we cannot agree with him in taking the word dēva in the same clause as denoting 'kings': in a record of Aśoka dēva can only mean 'a god'.¹ Nor can we agree with him in his interpretation of the general purport of the record.

Our reasons for differing from M. Lévi will be made clear farther on, where I shall show the real meaning of the crucial word which gives the solution of a problem which has perplexed us for more than thirty years. It is necessary to notice first a proposal which he has made for explaining why the number of nights mentioned in this record in connexion with Aśoka is exactly 256. His case on this point is as follows.

¹ Compare Professor Hultzsch's remarks, p. 1114 below.
The Buddhists divided their year into three seasons, each consisting of four months: Hēmanta, the cold season; Grīṣma, the hot weather; and Varṣa, the rains. And their canon prescribed that the fully admitted members of their Order, the monks and nuns, should spend three out of the four months of the rainy season under shelter in a settled abode; filling out the rest of the year by wandering about the country, without any fixed residence, supporting themselves by collecting alms.

M. Lévi has laid down (loc. cit., p. 120) that the Buddhists, less concerned than the Brāhmans with astronomical exactitude, had preserved an ancient year of 360 days, divided into 12 months each consisting of 30 days and subdivided into two half-months each of 15 days. He has adduced two statements as proof of this. He has cited a Buddhist tale, the Śārīrakārṇā-vadāna, not unjustly described by him as "an encyclopedia of Buddhist science", as summing up the calendar by saying that "30 days and nights make one month: 12 months make one year". And he has cited (p. 121) a work entitled Kalākālasūtra, characterized by him as a "veritable religious calendar", in respect of which he tells us that it names the three seasons as "winter, spring, and summer" (sic); that it defines them as each comprising eight quinzaines, which term has been used by him here as denoting a period of fifteen days; and that it takes the quinzaine, the half-month, as its unit of time. He has reminded us that it is in fact the half-month which regulates the life of a monk. He has observed that, measured in this unit, the 256 nights of Aśoka give exactly 17 elapsed half-months and so account for all but one, the last, of the 18 half-months which were to be spent in the wandering mendicant life. He has understood our

1 In accordance, of course, with its literal meaning, 'a fifteen', apart from its conventional use to denote a fortnight, a period of fourteen days and nights.
record as teaching that everyone, high or low, must adopt that life if he wished to attain heaven. And he has taken it as showing that Aśoka, in mentioning to his subjects his 256 vivāsas or "nights which he had spent away from home" (see p. 119), was pointing out to them that he was only preaching what he himself practised: he was conveying to them that he himself had led the wandering mendicant life of a monk for seventeen out of the eighteen prescribed half-months; and he addressed them at the beginning of the last half-month, without waiting till the completion of the full term, because he wished to speak to them in the actual character of a wandering monk, before the arrival of the time when he would return to his fixed place of abode, where, without doubt, M. Lévi has said, the secular life would receive him again.

This proposal, advanced by M. Lévi, naturally commands attention. But, well as it may read, it does not stand examination.

There is no question about the existence in India of an ancient year of 360 days, divided into 12 months each of 30 days. It is well established. It was a Brāhmaṇical sacrificial year, known as the sāvana year, from su, 'to press out the Sōma-juice for libations in making sacrifices'. It was not a lunar year: because no lunar period is measured by 360 days. It was, therefore, either a purely artificial year or a very vague solar year. And in either case it appears to have been bound to the course of the seasons, somewhat roughly, by the intercalation of an additional month of 30 days in every fifth year, or of a period of 35 or 36 days in every sixth year.

1 It is in fact defined in the Nidānasūtra as a sidereal solar year, based on an understanding that the sun travels through each of the 27 nakṣatras or divisions of the ecliptic in 13½ days: but we may fairly conjecture that this definition, which is of course not correct, is only an ex post facto explanation. For my reference to the Nidānasūtra I am indebted to an article by Mr. R. Shamsastry, which I have seen in manuscript, on the general subject of the Vedic calendar.

JRSA. 1911.
This ancient year of 360 days has by no means died out even yet. It is treated in the astronomical books: it is used in the astrology for the purpose of determining the "lord of the year" and the "lords of the months": it is probably still used to regulate Vedic sacrifices: and it has given its name to the civil day,—the day running from sunrise to sunrise,—which is known both as the sāvana day and as bhū-divasa, 'the earth-day, the terrestrial day'. But it was a Brāhmanical sacrificial year. And, even if it was ever used as a practical reckoning for other purposes and as a calendar year, which we may well question,² the books and the inscriptions make the point abundantly clear that, from before the time of Aśoka, the calendar year of all sects and classes, used for general purposes both religious and civil, was the synodic lunar year.

It is the lunar half-month, the period technically known as the pāksha, which regulated the life of the Buddhist monks. And the Kālākālasūtra, if it speaks of this period as a period of 15 days, only says what might be expected, though the statement is not exactly accurate.³ The synodic lunar year of the times with which we are concerned contained 18 pākshas of 15 days against 6 pākshas of 14 days,—the proportion rising to 20 against 6 in the year with the intercalated month; with the result, in any term of years, of a great preponderance of pākshas measuring 15 days, which is, indeed, the case in the later calendar also, in which the pāksha may

1 In this case without any rectification by intercalation.
2 Even apart from the special nature of the sāvana year, there is a great difference in calendrical value between (1) a year of 360 days adjusted annually by an addition of five or six days at the end of it, as was done by the Egyptians, and (2) a year of 360 days in which any rectification was deferred for at least five years, when the error had amounted to not less than an entire month.
3 M. Lévi tells me that the Kālākālasūtra is known only in a Chinese translation, and that the expression rendered by him by quinzaine is "10 + 5 days".
consist of 14, 15, or 16, or occasionally of even only 13, days. It would be only natural to define a *paksha* for general purposes as a period of 15 days; and it is in fact so defined in the Kauṭiliya-Arthaśāstra: ¹ but there would be no intention of implying, and no one conversant with the calendar would infer, that a term of *n* *pakshas* would measure 15*n* days.

The statement in the Sārdūlakarnāvadāna, that “30 day-and-nights are one month: 12 months are a year”,² is neither peculiarly Buddhist nor exclusively ancient: it runs through the later books also. In the work which we are citing, it is made in the course of a long and interesting passage which treats of the *nakshatras*, the *muhūrtas*, the length of the daytime and the night at different times of the year, the divisions of time, the measures of distance, and various other connected topics.³ It is found twice: first in a table of the divisions of time from the *tatkshaṇa* up to the year (beyond which this work does not go);⁴ and again in another table which gives them from the *nimēsha* up to the year.⁵ The statement is a purely astronomical definition. It is

---

¹ Ed. Shamasastry, p. 108:—Pañcachadaśāhārātrāḥ pakṣaḥ | dvipaṃkṣaḥ māsaḥ
² The words are:—Triṣaḍaḥ ahaṁāstraṇyāḥ ēkō māsāḥ | dvādaśa māsāh sanvatsaraḥ.
³ See the Divyāvadāna, ed. Cowell and Neil, p. 638 ff. The Sārdūla-karnāvadāna was translated into Chinese in the first half of the third century, a.d.: see M. Lévi, loc. cit., p. 120; and Cowell and Neil, op. cit., pp. 655-9. We want very much to know exactly how much of the text of the astronomical, etc., part of the work, as we have it in Sanskrit, stands in the Chinese translation: and any Chinese scholar who would enlighten us on this point would confer a great favour on all who are interested in the Hindū chronography and astronomy.
⁴ Op. cit., 644, lines 9-13. From the details that are given, the *tatkshaṇa* of the Sārdūlakarnāvadāna works out to *n* of a second.
⁵ Op. cit., p. 645, lines 3-6. The value of the *nimēsha*, ‘a twinkling’, varies according to different authorities: here it works out to *n* of a second. Another table (op. cit., 644, lines 20-2) gives the divisions from the *akṣhininimēsha*, ‘the twinkling of an eye’, up to the *muhūrta* (48 minutes): here the *akṣhininimēsha* works out to *n* of a second.
correct for both the solar year and the lunar year treated astronomically. But it does not apply to either of them as a calendar year; nor does it set up a calendar year of 360 days: it has no more bearing on the calendar than has our legal definition of the lunar month as a period of 28 days, or our customary rendering of the term *paks"ha* by 'fortnight'.

In the period to which our record belongs, the calendar year, the synodic lunar year, was treated as always measuring 354 days as consisting of twelve months, and 384 days when an extra month was intercalated. To the intercalated month there were always assigned 30 days. The other months were arranged to consist of 30 and 29 days alternately: and there were assigned only 14 days to the third and seventh *paks"has* of each of the three seasons of four months. It is thus easily reckoned that 17 *paks"has* or half-months measured not 255 but only 251 days, or perhaps 252 days in a year of thirteen months. And so the particular significance attached

1 In the earlier Hindū astronomy the solar year measured 366 civil days: in the later astronomy it measures 365-25 such days + x (a small fraction which varies according to the particular authority). In both cases it was divided astronomically into 12 equal parts (mean solar months, the use of which existed in India long before the introduction of the signs of the zodiac) each = $365\over 12$ or $365-25 + x\over 12$; also (to match the division of the ecliptic into 360 degrees, which, again, was in use long before the introduction of the signs) into 360 equal parts (mean astronomical solar days) each = $366\over 360$ or $365-25 + x\over 360$.

In the lunar reckoning the unit is the mean synodic lunar month: this was taken at 29-51612... mean civil days in the earlier astronomy: in the later astronomy it measures 29-53068 such days + y (a very small fraction which varies according to the particular authority). In either case, the astronomical lunar year measures 12 of these units; and the unit is divided into 30 equal parts or mean lunar days, technically called *tithis* (the *tithi* is the time in which the moon in her monthly course increases her distance from the sun round the circle by twelve degrees).


3 In the present calendar, which is regulated by true instead of mean or uniform time, the lunar year of twelve months consists of 354 or 355 days, and the year of thirteen months consists of 383, 384, or 385 days.
by M. Lévi to the mention of the 256 nights — namely, that Asoka selected as the occasion of his address the beginning of the last subdivision of his absence from home on tour as a monk — does not exist. The number could not be explained from any such point of view, even with the solar year: this year was treated as always consisting of 366 days; and 17 half-months in it would be 259 or 260 days.

It has been necessary to say this much in order to bring out the point that the specification of 256 nights in connexion with this pronouncement of Asoka has no relation to the calendar: the 256 nights do not mark any division or total of subdivisions of the year, either lunar or solar. But it could hardly be denied that it has some very particular significance: otherwise, why should use have been made of an expression which conveys no definite idea as to an exact period without some kind of a mental calculation, instead of the plain words "somewhat more than eight and a half months"?

The real significance of the 256 nights is found in an interesting coincidence the nature of which I have pointed out on previous occasions. The coincidence exists, unchanged. But we have to note some corrections in the literal interpretation of the record and the chronological application of it. We must take the matter step by step: and I must recapitulate some things already said in previous papers; but I will do so as briefly as is practicable.

---

1 See my article entitled "The Last Words of Asoka" in this Journal, 1909. 981 ff., and my note bearing the same title in 1910. 1301 ff.
2 In order to avoid the necessity for several notes, I may say here that anything previously advanced by me which is distinctly opposed to anything said here is to be treated as cancelled.
The topic of the record is parākrama, 'energy, exertion, zeal, diligence' in the study and practice of morality and religion. And the pronouncement of Aśoka begins thus:—

"Thus saith Devānampiya:—(There are) two and a half years and somewhat more, during which I, who am an Upāsaka, did not display much zeal for one year. But (there is) one year, with the balance (of that period), during which I, who have betaken myself to the Sangha, have displayed much zeal: and during this time gods and men, who had not (previously) mixed in Jambudīpa, have now been made mixed. For this is a result of zeal: and it is not to be reached by high rank (alone); for even the great heaven may be attained by a lowly person who displays zeal."

The first point to be noted is that Aśoka, when he made this pronouncement, was an Upāsaka, a lay-worshipper; that is, an ordinary secular adherent of some sect, not belonging to the clerical class of it. A Buddhist

1 See my remarks in this Journal, 1909, 989 ff.; and compare Professor Hultsch, pp. 1115-16 below.

2 We have six texts of the record: they represent two if not three recensions of it; and they have to be used to supplement and explain each other. Our chief guides are the texts at Sahasrām, Rāpamāth, and the Brahmagiri hill, and after them the Siddāpura text; the Bairāt text is much damaged; and the Jaṭṭiuva-Rāmēśvara text is quite fragmentary. On the comparative merits of the published reproductions of the Brahmagiri text, which is in some respects the most important of them all, see my remarks in this Journal, 1908, 815, note 2, and 1909, 1012.

For the Rāpamāth text, reference may be made to this Journal, 1909, 1013: but the reading given by me there may be susceptible of improvement in a few minor details.

As regards the translation of the opening clauses, the words "for one year" are supplied by the Brahmagiri and Siddāpura texts. On that point and on the use of sumi, 'I am', see Professor Hultsch in this Journal, 1910, 145. For the passage about the gods, men, and Jambudīpa, see his note, p. 1114 below, and some remarks on it by Mr. Laddu.

3 There is a question as to whether the Rāpamāth text describes him as a Sāvaka, Srāvaka, a disciple, rather than as an Upāsaka: see this Journal, 1909, 1011. But the word is marked so clearly as upāsaka in the Sahasrām, Bairāt, and Siddāpura texts, that I think that we must take it to have been used in the other texts also. The detail, however, is immaterial: the point is that Aśoka was not a monk.
Upāsaka was one who had pronounced the formula:—
"I take my refuge in the Bhagavat (Buddha), and
in the Dhamma (the Faith), and in the Saṅgha (the
Order)."¹ And he was one who had not relinquished the
household life; in the sense that he had not become
entitled, as a fully admitted monk, to lead the wandering
mendicant life, nor, apparently, to wear the yellow robe.
At the same time it is highly probable that Aśoka, in the
circumstances in which (as we shall see) he was living,
assumed the garb of the sect to which he had attached
himself: and that would account for the statement of
I-ťsing about an image of Aśoka dressed as a Buddhist
monk.²

The record does not actually state the sect to which
Aśoka had attached himself as an Upāsaka: nor does it
name the Saṅgha, the Order, to which he had betaken
himself. But the clue is furnished by the Bhabra edict.
Aśoka, addressing a Saṅgha which is plainly the Buddhist
Saṅgha, there says:—"Ye know, Sirs!, how great are
my reverence and favour towards Buddha, the Dhamma,
and the Saṅgha: everything, Sirs!, that was said by the
Blessed Buddha was truly well said: and that, Sirs!,
which would appear to me (to be referred to by the words
of scripture): 'Thus the true religion will be of long
duration,'—that I feel bound to declare."³ And the edict
goes on to mention by name certain texts, unmistakably
Buddhist, which the king commends to the monks and
nuns for constant study by them.

Aśoka, then, at the time when he made the pro-
nouncement embodied in our record, was an Upāsaka,
a lay-worshipper, of the Buddhist faith. In view of this,
the reference to gods, men, and Jambudīpa, is perhaps to
be explained as a confession of belief in the tenet that the

¹ See this Journal. 1909. 1012.
² Takakusu, Records of the Buddhist Religion, p. 73.
³ See this Journal. 1908. 494 ; and Professor Hultsch in 1909. 728.
Buddhas come down from the celestial city Tushitapura, and become incarnate, not in any of the other three continents, but in Jambudvipa, India; and, we may add, in the Madhyadésa, the Middle Country, but in any particular city thereof according to individual choice. Or there is perhaps an allusion to a habit which the Buddhist gods had—particularly the gods of the Tushita and Trayastriṃśa heavens—of coming down to the earth and mingling freely with mankind. Or, again, Aśoka may have meant to say that by his zeal he had made Jambudvipa an ideal Buddha-country, in which there was no practical difference between gods and men. Possibly,

1 See the Nidānakathā, in the Jātaka, ed. Fausbøll, vol. i, pp. 47, 49, line 3 ff.
2 Sometimes they were sent as messengers, in fact as "angels"; for instance, a sculpture at the Bharaut Stūpa bears the label:—"Arhad-gupta, a son of the gods, having descended, announces to the great assembly the (approaching) conception of the Blessed One:" see Ind. Ant., vol. 21, p. 233, No. 80. Again, the nymphs of the Trayastriṃśa heaven were sometimes sent to tempt ascetics: see, e.g., the story of Alambusā and Isisiṅga, Jātaka, No. 523. And, when Duṭṭhagāamage of Ceylon lay dying, a god came from each of six heavens, with a chariot, seeking to induce the king to repair to his own abode: Mahāvīraṇa, ed. Geiger, 32, 63 f.; Turnour's translation, p. 198.

In connexion with the Trayastriṃśa gods, the following passage seems interesting: Mahāparinibbānasutta, this Journal, 1875, p. 70 f.; translation, SBE, vol. 11, p. 31 f. When Buddha had arrived at Vaiśāli on his last journey, the Lichehavis came out to greet him, riding in magnificent vehicles and arrayed in various clothes and ornaments. Seeing them, Buddha said to the monks who were with him:—

"O brethren!, such of you as have never seen the Tāvatiṃsa gods, gaze upon this company of the Lichehavis, behold this company of the Lichehavis, compare this company of the Lichehavis, even as a company of the Tāvatiṃsa gods!"

The Buddhist books frequently mention dēva-maṇṇasa-lōkō, "the world of gods and men", and pajaśa-dēva-maṇṇasa, "the population of gods and men": see, e.g., Mahāparinibbānasutta, this Journal, 1876, p. 232; and Suttanipāta, pp. 14, 32, 48, 100, and verses 1047, 1063.

3 This is a detail in the description of Sukhāvati, the Land of Bliss, the abode of a former Buddha, Amitābha, which is sketched as an ideal Buddha-country in the larger Sukhāvatīvyūha; SBE, vol. 49, part 2, p. 42:—"And in that world there is no difference between gods and men, except when they are spoken of in ordinary and imperfect parlance as gods and men:" compare pp. 12, 62. This work belongs, of course,
however, some text may be found hereafter, giving a quite specific explanation.

The next point is that, since Aśoka was a declared Buddhist when he made the pronouncement embodied in this record, the record belongs to quite a late stage in his career.

We know from the 13th rock-edict that Aśoka’s thoughts were first directed towards the cultivation of dharma, dhamma, morality in general and the duty of a good king, by the miseries that attended the war by which, in the ninth year after his anointment to the sovereignty, the Kaliṅga countries were added to his dominions. But the 7th pillar-edict, framed in the twenty-eighth year, shows that he was then still treating all the various sects with the impartial toleration and encouragement which furnish the special topic of the 12th rock-edict; and that, even if he had then begun to have any leaning towards the Buddhists in particular, he had at least not yet identified himself with them. Our record therefore dates from at any rate not earlier than the twenty-eighth year.

Against this position, arguments have been based on a passage in the 8th rock-edict which says:—“In times gone by, the kings went forth on pleasure-tours, on which there were hunting and other similar amusements: this
to the Mahāyāna school: but the idea may well have been an early one. The term used in the work for a “Buddha-country” is Buddha-ksheṭra. The text, Aneékota Ozonica, 1883, p. 42, of the passage quoted above in translation, runs:—Na cha tatra lokadhātan devānām vā manushyānām vā nānātvam āstyaḥ anyatra saṁvṛtī-va vyavahārēṇa deva-manushyānām ātmi saṁkhyām gachchhantah.

1 The possibility is suggested by the occurrence of the word saṅgha in this edict for the first time: but there is nothing really definite in it: see this Journal, 1908. 493, note. I think, however, that there are extraneous indications that Aśoka did favour the Buddhists from a fairly early time.
king Devânapâya-Piyadassi, being ten-years-anointed, went to sambodhi; therefore (there is now) this touring for dhamma.”

The argument, based on the use of the term sambodhi, ‘true or perfect knowledge’, is that this passage, taken with that in the 13th rock-edict, shows that Asoka felt a preliminary call to Buddhism in the ninth year after his anointment to the sovereignty, and was definitely converted to that faith in the eleventh year. But there is really nothing in it. The use of the term sambodhi is not in any way peculiarly Buddhist. There was also a Jain sambodhi. There was general sambodhi too. And the passage means simply that Asoka had then, in the eleventh year, realized fully the propriety of cultivating dhamma, and of adopting the course indicated by the subsequent context of the passage, which explains the nature of the said dhammayatâ or touring for dhamma: it says:—“On this touring for dhamma this is what takes place: the interviewing of Bâmhanas (Brâhmans) and Samanâs, and the making of gifts to them; the interviewing of Elders, and the distribution of gold to them; the interviewing of the people of the country-side; the inculcation of dhamma; and the making of inquiries about dhamma.”

As has been indicated above, the topic of our record is the inculcation of zeal, energy, or diligence in the study

1 For the text of this passage according to the Gînâr version, reference may be made to this Journal, 1908. 488; 1909. 1097. My suggestion, made on the latter occasion, that samâto denotes Buddha as ‘the Tranquil One’ and that in the words samâto anâyasa sambodhîna we have a metrical quotation, is cancelled (see note 2 on p. 1097 above).

2 It is not even the only Buddhist term: bôdhi and bôdha were used in just the same sense.

3 I need hardly do more than point to the fact that Buddha and Sambuddha were appellations of the Jain Tirthankaras: see, e.g., the Kalpasûtra, ed. Jacobi, §§ 16, 123.

4 See this Journal, 1908. 489.
and practice of religion, as the means whereby even the humblest person might attain heaven. The record does not inculcate a general adoption of the wandering mendicant life. It does not even mention that life. But it does recommend the practising of something which it calls *vivāsa*: Aśoka says:—"And by this same token, as long as your food lasts you should make *vivāsa* everywhere."1 And the postscript added to the record by the persons who drafted it refers to Aśoka himself as having made *vivāsa* when he uttered his pronouncement. We have to determine next what this *vivāsa* was.

The passages which mention Aśoka as having made *vivāsa* use a verb *vivas*, and present the past participle in *ta* in the Pāli forms *vivutha, vyutha, vyūtha*; the verbal noun *vivāsa*; and the participial form *vivutha* used in the neuter in the sense of *vivāsa*. They run thus:—

Sahasrām:—Iyan cha sāvane vivuthēna duve sapāmnā lāti-satā vivuthā ti 200 50 6.

"And this address (was delivered or composed) by him

---

1 When I went out to India (in 1867), one of the first sights shown to me was that of a man, reported to me to have been a wealthy merchant, who had withdrawn from the world to spend his remaining days in the practice of religion. He was living in the upper part of a small edifice of laterite bricks and chunam, or some such materials, about seven feet high, on the foreshore at Bombay. The edifice consisted of a pedestal supporting a small square cell in which there was just room enough for him to sit crouched, with his knees drawn up to his chin. Three sides of this cell were built in: and he sat with his face away from the fourth side, over which there hung a screen which could be lifted up so as to see him and touch his back. And he remained there all through the daytime, engaged in meditation; coming out for a short time at night to eat whatever food might have been placed for him on the ground near his cell. How long he lived thus before the end came, I do not know.

I do not suggest that this style of life was adopted by Aśoka or by any people following his injunctions. But it is obvious that anyone applying himself to the *vivāsa* (explained farther on) which Aśoka recommended, could not work to support himself, but must depend on voluntary contributions; and that his *vivāsa*, or his life, must come to an end with any failure of supplies. We must, I think, take *ākāle, = āhāraḥ*, in its most customary sense, 'food'.
(Dēvānampiya) who made vivāsa: the vivuthas (were) two hundred and fifty-six nights (and in figures) 256."

Rūpañth:—Vyūthēnā sāvane kaete 200 50 6 sata vivāsa ta (for ti or ḫ)."

"(This) address was composed by him who made vivāsa: the vivāsas (were) 256."

Brahmagiri:—Iyām eha sāvane sāvāpite vyūthēna 200 50 6.

"And this address was delivered by him who made vivāsa 256."

The words vivāsa, vivutha, etc., are understood to be formed from vi + vas, 'to dwell', and have been applied by Dr. Thomas as meaning that Aṣoka was travelling about on a religious tour by way of a contrast with the pleasure-tours of his predecessors; by M. Lévi as meaning that he was making the nine-months tour as a wandering mendicant monk; and by me as meaning that he was living away from home in religious retirement. But there is a little difficulty which has been overlooked.

The Sahasrām text tells us distinctly that the vivāsas of Aṣoka were "256 nights": it uses, as Dr. Thomas showed, the word lāti, = vātri, 'a night'. And it is easy for us, with that text before us, to know that nights are intended, though they are not mentioned, in the other texts also. But persons reading those other texts had no such guide: the Sahasrām version was not available to them. There is nothing on the surface in those texts to show what the number 256 was intended

---

1 This name, an appellation of Aṣoka, is to be supplied in each text, from the opening clause of the pronouncement.

2 The word sata for sātā = śatāni may be regarded as more or less redundant: by literal translation the text would mean "256 hundreds". But this usage is a frequent one in at any rate the later records: we have a pointed analogy in the Tārkēde record of A.D. 813, in samavatsara-śatāni 735, for samavatsarā 735: see Ep. Ind., vol. 3, p. 54, text line 2. Regarding the possibility that the final ta may be a mark of punctuation, see this Journal, 1909, 1004.
to denote. It might suggest days: it might suggest years: or, with vivas taken in any way in the idea of ‘to travel’ or ‘to dwell away from home’, it might quite reasonably suggest yōjanas or some other measure of distance. In short, the Rūpnāth and Brahmagiri texts are, on the surface, so wanting in particularization that it is not surprising, on the whole, that Dr. Thomas, who first broached the idea of a nine-months tour but had not at that time recognized the word lāti, ‘nights’, interpreted the record as saying that Aśoka, in the course of a missionary or propagandist tour of that duration, made “256 changes of abode”.

There must, in fact, be something inherent in the meaning of the terms vivāsa, vivutha, etc., as used in this record, to give at once the required indication of nights to readers of the Rūpnāth, Brahmagiri, and similar texts. And we find the explanation in a line of a Buddhist verse which I quoted in a discussion of this record some years ago, but have recalled only recently. When the aged Pingiya, having learnt from Buddha “the way to the other shore”, had returned to his own preceptor, Bāvari, the latter asked him how he could endure to stay away from Buddha. Pingiya replied:—“I am not away from him, even for a moment;” and added:—

Passāmi nam manasā chakkhunā va
rattindivām brāhmaṇa appamatto
namassamāno vivasēmi rattīn
tēn-ēva maññāmi avippavāsam

Following Dr. Fausboll, I took the third line of this verse as using the causal of vi + vas, ‘to dwell’, in

1 *Ibid. Ant.*, 1908, p. 22. Subsequently, in his article “Les Vivāsāh d’Aśoka” in the *Journal Asiatique*, 1910, part 1, pp. 507–22, he showed us that we have the word lāti, ‘nights’, in the Sahasrām text: and on this occasion he corrected his rendering into “256 days passed by Aśoka away from his home” in the course of a religious tour.

2 Suttanipāta, ed. Fausboll, p. 208, verse 1142.
the sense 'to cause to pass away', and as meaning "worshipping I spend the night". Professor Kielhorn, however, pointed out that the line uses the causal of vi + vas, 'to shine', and that the words mean "worshipping I cause the night to grow light", or in other terms "I worship the whole night, until the night grows light (i.e. till daybreak)". But the sense remains the same; and we may render the verse thus:—

"With diligence, O Brāhmaṇ! night and day, I see him in my mind, as with an eye: Adoring him I spend the livelong night: And so, methinks, I do not leave his side!"

This use of vi + vas supplies at once what seems to be wanting in the Rūpnāth and Brahmagiri texts. We see now that, as used in this passage, vivāsa, and vivutha as a noun, mean in themselves, without the accompaniment of any word for 'night', 'spending a night in worship'; or putting it conversely, they mean 'a night spent in worship': and the participle vivutha, vyutha, vyātha, as an adjective, means 'one who has spent a night in worship'. And we can now translate the three texts:

Sahasrām:—"And this address (was delivered or composed) by him (Dēvānāmpiya) who spent nights in worship: (his) nights spent in worship (were) two hundred and fifty-six nights (and in figures) 256."

Rūpnāth:—"(This) address was composed by him who spent nights in worship: (his) nights spent in worship (were) 256."

1 This Journal, 1904. 20.
2 Ibid., 364.
3 Dr. Fausböll's translation, SBE., vol. 10, part 2, p. 201, verse 19 (1141), runs:—"I see him in my mind and with my eye, vigilant, O Brāhmaṇa, night and day; worshipping I spend the night, therefore I think I do not stay away from him." The word translated by 'vigilant' is appamāda: but it is customary to render appamāda by 'diligence'. After chākkhumā the text has va, = iva; not cha.
4 See note 1 on p. 1104 above.
Brahmagiri:—"And this address was delivered by him who spent 256 nights in worship."

This meaning of the crucial terms *vivása, vivutha*, etc., puts matters in a clear light. It goes far towards explaining why this period in Aśoka's career was not stated in months, though it amounted to somewhat more than eight months and a half. And it dismisses the idea that the record speaks of Aśoka as travelling, either as a monk leading the wandering mendicant life, or as a king conducting a propagandist campaign or making a *dhammayātā*, a state progress for the general purposes of morality and religion.

So far, then, the position is that, when Aśoka at some time quite late in his career made the pronouncement embodied in this record, he had spent 256 nights in worship as a Buddhist Upāsaka or lay-worshipper. But it is still to be made clear why the number of the nights mentioned as having been so spent by him is precisely 256, and, in fact, why this period, running to so long a time, was stated in nights at all. And we have still to get round the difficulty that no ancient Indian king could adopt even such a course as that, and continue to hold the reins of government in his hands or hope to recover his throne again if he had temporarily absented himself from his duties, any more than he could live or even pose as a wandering monk for eight and a half months without losing his sovereignty. We must note some more points before we can understand the case fully.

Not only was Aśoka's address published at places in his own dominions, but also it was sent out to foreign parts and published there. This was done in accordance with a wish expressed by him in the address itself:—Amātā pi cha jānamātu; "and let the very ends know it!" or, as
Professor Hultsch has preferred to say:—"And let even (my) neighbours know it!"  
It was thus sent to a place named Isila in the northern part of the territory now known as Mysore, where it was incised on rocks at the Brahmagiri hill, at Siddapura, and at the Jatlinga-Ramesvara hill. It was sent there by the high officers of a province in Asoka's dominions, and was intended, no doubt, for the special information of a Buddhist settlement located at or near Isila; and the officials who sent it naturally transmitted it, if only as a matter of courtesy, through the local officials of the State in whose territory that place was situated. This we learn from a preamble attached to the Mysore texts, which says:—"From Suvannagiri, in the name of the Prince and the High Ministers, the High Ministers at Isila are to be asked whether they are in good health, and are to be thus informed:" and so it introduces the address itself, which begins:—"Devanampiya issues a precept."

We can hardly doubt that the Suvannagiri thus mentioned as the place whence the address was sent out was also the place where it had been delivered, and was in fact the place where Asoka had passed the whole of the 256 nights spent in worship. And it is easily located. It is one of the hills, still known as Suvannagiri, Sonaagiri, surrounding the ancient city Girivraja just below Rajagriha, Rajgir, in the Patna District, Behar, in almost the very heart of Asoka's dominions.

For the rest, in this connexion, if Asoka was alive and reigning when the communication was sent to Isila, it is surely strange that it was sent in the name of some of his officials instead of going in his own name.

1 This Journal, 1910. 1310.
2 For the exact positions of these places, see this Journal, 1909. 997 f.
3 For the text of the preamble, see this Journal, 1909. 995. For the force of echaśeṇa, "in the name of," see ibid., 598.
4 See, fully, this Journal, 1909. 998.
Finally, we know from the Dipavaṃsa,1 endorsed by its commentary the Mahāvaṃsa,2 that Aśoka was anointed to the sovereignty 218 years after the death of Buddha; meaning, of course, not exactly on the 218th anniversary of the death, but at some time in the year 219 current (218 expired): also, that he reigned for 37 years. This latter statement, again, we naturally interpret as meaning, not 37 years to a day, but 37 years and some additional time not amounting to more than about six months.

These figures take us on into the year 256 current, which would be cited in the usual manner as the year 255 (expired). And 256 days from that point carry us into the year 256 (expired).3

We can now straighten out the whole matter, and see the course of events, as follows; amending as shown on p. 1111 below the chronological table given by me in this Journal, 1909. 28:4—

Somewhat more than two and a half years before the time when Aśoka delivered the address embodied in our record, he became an Upāsaka or lay-worshipper of the Buddhist faith. This was when he had been reigning for about 35 years and 3 months from his anointment to the sovereignty, and in the year 253 expired after the death

---

1 Ed. Oldenberg, 6. 1; 5. 101.
2 Ed. Geiger, 5. 21; 20. 6. For the point that the Mahāvaṃsa was written as a commentary on the Dipavaṃsa see this Journal, 1909. 5, and note.
3 This is the position whether we accept or reject my view (see this Journal, 1909. 22, 26) that Buddha died on Kārttika śukla 8 (instead of the full-moon day of Vaiśākha) and Aśoka was anointed to the sovereignty on Jñānīṭha śukla 5.
4 We have to split up the "two and a half years and somewhat more" of our record into (1, at the beginning) one year, (2, at the end) 256 day-and-nights, = eight and a half months and five days, and (3, in the middle) the remainder, = ten months and a little more.
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of Buddha. After a year of no special activity, he then, in the year 254 expired, when he had reigned for about 36 years and 3 months, became zealous in the study and propagation of the faith to which he had formally attached himself. Some ten months or so after that, in the year 255 expired, when he had reigned for 37 years and about one month, he followed a not infrequent custom of ancient Indian rulers, and abdicated,—apparently by his own hand installing his grandson Daśaratha as his successor,¹ and withdrew from the worldly life to spend his remaining days in religious retirement.² He selected as the place of his retreat the hill Suvarṇagiri, Sūnagiri, on or near which there would seem to have been a headquarters settlement of the Buddhist Order. And there, a little more than eight and a half months later, this address was delivered by him to members of the Order gathered round him in quiet on the 256th night after his withdrawal from the world and in the year 256 expired after the death of Buddha.

In this we find the real significance and interest of the 256 nights. The agreement in the figures of the nights and the years is no accidental coincidence. It is one the possibility of which was foreseen from not long before the time when it might occur, but which could only come about in a certain happy contingency; namely, provided that the royal recluse, who had reigned for thirty-seven years and was therefore well advanced in life, should survive long enough: and we can well realize the eagerness and anxiety with which the event was awaited, when the time had once drawn near enough to give the reason for reckoning out exactly in nights the time which Aśoka had

¹ See this Journal, 1908. 484 f.
² The custom of ancient Indian rulers to which I refer is thoroughly well established. For historical and literary instances already cited, see this Journal, 1909. 983 f.; 1910. 1307, note 1. As further literary instances, we may now conveniently quote the cases of Pāṇḍu and Dhṛtarāṣṭra: see pp. 684, 686, above.
Years of the era of the death of Buddha on Kārttika śukla 8.
237 ended Kārttika śu. 7, B.C. 246
253 ended Kārttika śu. 7, B.C. 230
254 ended Kārttika śu. 7, B.C. 229
Asoka became a Buddhist Upāsaka at about 35 years and 3 months, in B.C. 229.
255 ended Kārttika śu. 7, B.C. 228
Asoka became a zealous Buddhist at about 36 years and 3 months, in B.C. 228.
256 ended Kārttika śu. 7, B.C. 227
Asoka abdicated and passed into religious retirement at the hill Suvarṇagiri, Sōnagiri, at about 37 years and 1 month, in B.C. 227.
257 ended Kārttika śu. 7, B.C. 226
Asoka made his last pronouncement at Suvarṇagiri, Sōnagiri, 256 nights after his abdication and 256 years after the death of Buddha, at about 37 years and 10 months, in B.C. 226.

spent in seclusion. The address was delivered by him on the 256th night because, by living through that night, he was completing in his retirement one day for each complete year that had elapsed since the death of the founder of the faith which he had adopted, and the permanence of which he sought to ensure.

Further, the topic of the address is an expansion of the last words of Buddha himself:—"Work out your salvation by diligence!" We can hardly doubt that this, too, was no mere coincidence, and that we have here the latest formal pronouncement, if not actually the last words, the dying speech, of Asoka, too, delivered in imitation of the last

1 It was probably at some time towards the end of the eighth month that the coincidence which might occur was recognized.

2 See this Journal, 1909. 1015 f.

3 Dying speeches are not altogether unknown. For another highly interesting one, that of Duṭṭhagāmaṇī king of Ceylon (died about B.C. 85, roughly), see the Mahāvamsa, ed. Geiger, 32. 16-62; translation by Tournour, pp. 194-8.
pronouncement of Buddha, and reduced to writing and published just after his death by the high officers of the province within the limits of which he passed away, who added the final clause mentioning the 256 nights.

It may be observed in conclusion that we can point, not merely to the locality, but perhaps to the actual abode in which Aśoka ended his days. We may find it in a cave-temple on the hill Suvarṇagiri, Sōnagiri (see Ind. Ant., 1902, 71), measuring forty feet by fifteen, which in 1820 contained a Jain image and a stone couch, and was occupied, probably with a view to the same end, by a Vaishṇava ascetic of the class known as Bairāgis.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

A SECOND NOTE ON THE BHABRA EDICT

In his *Inscriptions de Piyadasi*, vol. i, p. 26, M. Senart pointed out that the dialect of the Gîrnâr version of Asoka's edicts exhibits a large number of instances in which the letter \( r \) has not, as usual in Pûrâkîrt, been assimilated to a preceding or following consonant. Nobody seems to have noticed the fact that a few similar cases occur in the Bhabra edict. As a reference to the facsimile in the *Journal Asiatique*, 8<sup>e</sup> s<sup>érie</sup>, vol. ix (1887, part 1), p. 498, will show, we find there \( Pr[i]yadas[i] \) in line 1, *prasâde* (l. 2), *sarve* (l. 3), and *abhipretam* (l. 8). In the last instance the \( r \) is expressed by a horizontal dash which makes the \( p \) look like \( h \). In the same way the \( r \) is marked in *aprakaranamhi* (hitherto read *apa*<sup>2</sup>) at Gîrnâr, edict xii, l. 3, which looks exactly like *aha*<sup>2</sup>. The same horizontal dash, but added *before* the other component of the group, I find in \([A]mohra\) at Gîrnâr, edict xiii, l. 9, and it is affixed at the bottom in *dhrruvo*, edict i, l. 12. In the same line the reading seems to be *tri*, not *tî*. In the rock-edicts at Jaugada I have noted the following similar cases: *drakhati*, edict i, l. 2; *Piyadrusine*, ibid., l. 3; *s[a]vatra*, edict ii, l. 4; *drasayitu*, edict iv, l. 3; and *prativedayamîtu*, edict vi, l. 2.

I avail myself of this opportunity for proposing a conjectural restoration of the Queen's edict at Allahabad. After the two words *she nāni* in l. 4 (*Ind. Ant.*, vol. xix, p. 126) the impressions which are in my hands appear to read \([he]vanî . . . [na] . . . \), which may be the remainder of the two words *hevam vināti*. If I am right the third sentence of the Queen's edict would have to be translated
as follows:—"Thus is the request of the second queen, the mother of Tivala, the Kāluvākī."  

E. HULTZSCH.

A FOURTH NOTE ON THE RUPNATH EDICT

Thanks to the united efforts of various scholars, the riddles which the quaint and ambiguous wording of this edict has propounded to posterity are being solved gradually. A recent part of the Journal Asiatique (Jan.–Feb., 1911) contains an article by M. Sylvain Lévi (pp. 119 ff.), in which he discusses the meaning of the fifth clause of the Rūpnāth edict. He shows that misā cannot correspond to the Sanskrit mrīṣā, the Prākrit equivalent of which is musā, but must mean misrāḥ; and he arrives at the conclusion that the word devā does not refer to either gods or Brāhmaṇas, but to kings. His revised rendering (p. 125) runs:—

"The kings who up to this time had never mingled (with men) in Jambudvīpa have now been made mingled (with them)."

M. Lévi's explanation of misā is sure to meet with general acceptance, and, on the strength of it, the translation of devā by "Brāhmaṇas" must be given up. The meaning "kings" may appear to suit the context, but communications made to me in private letters by M. Barth and Dr. Fleet make me unable to accept it. The word deva is not used anywhere else in the Aśoka edicts except in the title Devānanāpriya, where it certainly does not mean "a king," for which the word rājā is regularly employed. Consequently it may be presumed that devā in the Rūpnāth and cognate edicts refers to the "gods". I would therefore translate the Rūpnāth passage as follows:—

"Those gods who up to this time had been unassociated (with men) in Jambudvīpa have now been made associated (with them)."
The corresponding passage of the Sahasrām edict—in respect of which the Mysore edicts are very helpful, in dissolving the compound *misam-deva* into *misā devehi*—would run thus:

"Men in Jambudvīpa who up to this time had been unassociated with the gods have (now) been made associated with the gods."

The Mysore edicts would read as follows:

"But men in Jambudvīpa who up to this time had been unassociated (are now) associated with the gods."

Although these three passages admit of a close translation, their actual bearing remains at first sight obscure. Luckily the different versions supplement and explain each other. It will be observed that the second and third passages mention both "men" and "gods", while the Rūpnāth edict speaks only of "gods". The actual purport of the three passages seems to be this, that at the time of the Rūpnāth edict (*dāni* = Sanskrit *idānīm*) Aśoka had become convinced that, as he expresses it later on in the same edict, "even a lowly person may attain even the great heaven if he is zealous."

In his partial translation of the Rūpnāth edict M. Lévi agrees with M. Senart in taking *etiya athāya* (I. 3) in the sense of "for the following purpose" (p. 125). Bühler, Dr. Fleet (this Journal, 1909, p. 1014), and Dr. Thomas (*Journal Asiatique*, x° série, vol. xv, 1910, part 1, p. 510) were of opinion that the next sentence represents the text of an address (*sāvane, I. 3*) delivered by Aśoka himself on a previous occasion, and quoted succinctly by him here. But a glance at the parallel passages collected by Dr. Thomas himself on the next page (511) will suffice to show that M. Senart was right, and that here, as well as in I. 5, the word *sāvane* refers to the whole of the Rūpnāth edict itself.

I do not find myself able to agree with M. Lévi when he follows Dr. Thomas in assigning to the verb *pakamati*
in the Rûpnâth edict the meaning of "travelling about". In explaining doubtful words we ought to rely on parallel passages of the edicts themselves, whenever we can quote such, rather than on the language of the Vinayapitaka or any other extraneous guide. As pointed out by Dr. Fleet in this Journal, 1909, pp. 989–93, pakamati must be understood as a synonym of the pala-
kamati, "to exert one's self, to be zealous", which stands as its equivalent in the Sahasrām and Bairāt versions. The correctness of Dr. Fleet's view is established by the following similar passage of the tenth rock-edict (Girnār, l. 4):

dukaraṁ tu kho etam chhudakena va janena usāṭena va añatra agena parāk[r]amena savāṁ parichajitpā.

"But it is indeed difficult either for a lowly person or for a high one to accomplish this without great zeal (and without) renouncing everything."

This reminds us very strongly of the Rûpnâth edict (l. 2 f.):

no cha esa mahatā p[a]potave khudakena pi pa[ka]-
mam[i]nenā sakiye pi(vi)pule pā(p)i svage ārodheve (read ārādhetave).

"And this cannot be reached by (persons of) high rank (alone); (but) even a lowly person may attain even the great heaven if he is zealous."

Finally, I would suggest a fresh explanation of the word vālata in l. 4 of the Rûpnāth edict. Bühler (Ind. Ant., vol. 22, p. 305) took it to be a corruption of paratra. The assumption of a violent change of this description becomes unnecessary if vālata is explained as an equivalent of vārataḥ, "in consequence of an occasion," i.e. "where an occasion presents itself." If, as proposed by Bühler, the syllable ve is supplied at the end of the preceding word, the translation of the whole sentence and of the next one would be as follows:

"And this matter must be caused to be engraved on
rocks where an occasion presents itself. And it must be caused to be engraved on stone pillars (wherever) there are stone pillars here (in my dominions)."

E. HULTZSCH.

A Note on the Above

Professor Hultzsch kindly showed me his note on this obscure passage and informed me of the different views regarding its rendering. His translation, as it now stands, leaves some words still obscure. I would suggest for those ambiguous words a more definite meaning, which, I believe, is free from objections, and will remove the obscurity of the passage in question.

There are two other versions of the Rūpanāth edict which are sufficiently well preserved to help us in understanding the right meaning of this passage. The three passages are:

(a) Rūpanāth: या इमाय कालाय जंगुट्रिसिस चर्मिसा देवा क्षस्ते ते द्वानि मिसा कटा

(b) Sahasrām: प ते द्वानि जंगुट्रिसिस चर्मिस्तदेवा संत मुनिसा मिसांदेव . . . .

(c) Brahmagiri: द्विमिसा चु कालेन चर्मिसा समानामुनिसा जंगुट्रिसिस मिसा द्वेशिः

The important words are देवा and मुनिसा, and they admit of different interpretations.

I think the gods referred to by Aśoka are no others than the ancient Hindū gods, the Buddhist gods being only a few of those gods retained by the followers of the Buddha, assigning to them an inferior and modified position. Aśoka was at first a follower of Brāhmaṇanism, and though later on he showed himself more inclined to the Buddhist teaching, he never preached any sectarian exclusivism. It is therefore more natural to take the word देव in its usual meaning of the Hindū gods than to
see in it the meaning of the deified teachers or gods of other sects. This meaning will further be supported by the interpretation of the word मुनिसा.

I humbly beg to differ from Professor Hultsch, who appears to take the word मुनिसा to mean "men in this world". If we supply the word मनुष्य: in (a) before अभिमोदन and निधि, as we must, the passage would, according to him, mean that Asoka made the gods associated with men, which they were not before. This meaning, I think, cannot be attributed to Asoka, who recognized all the sects and the moral principles of all of them, because this recognition on his part shows that he did not mean to say that the doors of heaven were newly opened for men by him and that before his time men could not get to heaven. In connexion with this, it may further be noted that the position of the word जंगनीपिस, which is immediately connected with the word मुनिसा only in (c)—where, too, it comes after मुनिसा—cannot help us in defining the meaning of मुनिसा. The word जंगनीपिस is only a locative of place, and means nothing more than "in Jambudvipa" or perhaps "in my kingdom". Since the men who were made by Asoka associated with the gods were not ordinary men, the question comes who then could they have been? I think they were the previous Buddhas, and possibly the great teachers of other sects as well. They were not associated with the gods before his time by the different rival sects, and he claims as the result of his zeal in preaching against परपासंदवगर्ह, "the censuring of other doctrines," and ज्ञातपासंदव्यु, "the laudation of one's own doctrine," a mutual recognition of the gods of the rival sects. The Rūpnāth edict simply says that the gods were unmixed before his time, and they were made mixed by him; i.e. before his time the different sects recognized only their own gods or deified teachers, and consequently had unmixed gods, but through his non-sectarian zeal the
rival sects were made by him to recognize the gods of one another (cf. rock-edict 12). The translation of the Rûpnâth passage would therefore be:

"In Jambudvipa the gods (of the well-known Hindû pantheon) who up to this time had not been associated (with men like Gautama and others) have now been made associated with them (by me through my non-sectarian zeal)."

In conclusion I may state that the sentence referred to by Professor Hultzsch to determine the purport of this passage does not affect my translation. On the contrary it supports my view that Asoka's zeal was non-sectarian, and that he simply repeated his conviction that the doors of heaven were open to all who were pious, whether they were of high rank like the Brâhmaṇas and Śramanas or of low rank like the Śûdras and Śrâvakas, whether they were rich or poor.

In obscure passages like this, वाटे वाटे जायते तत्तत्वबोधः, and I offer this interpretation with the hope that if it does not meet with general acceptance it will at least lead to further discussion on the points raised by me.

T. K. Laddu.

Brihaspati and Tishya

It was impracticable to include in the July number my remarks on Mr. Keith's comments, given therein at p. 794 ff., on my previous note on Brihaspati and Tishya. I therefore say now what I should have liked to say then.

It is the case that the regents of the nakshatras have not been selected on astronomical lines, and that only Jupiter among the planets properly so-called (that is, excluding the sun and the moon) is open to be treated as one of these regents. But there cannot be anything unscientific in deciding that Jupiter is the regent of the nakshatra Tishya, if a good reason for doing so is shown.
That, however, is just where the crux is. It must first be shown that the Brīhaspati of the Tāittirīya-Brāhmaṇa, 3. 1. 1. 5, and the Rig-veda, 4. 50. 4, is the planet Jupiter or its regent. But I must agree that I have not proved this point, if the space-relation which seemed to me to belong to the word abhi in the first-named passage may not be pressed. And Mr. Keith has certainly shown good cause for denying to abhi in this passage an independent prepositional value, and for finding the compound verb abhi-sam-bhū with the meaning ‘to attain possession’ of such-and-such a thing, and so ‘to become lord’ of it, which sense it has in those of the other passages indicated by him which I am able to see in their original texts. I can only say that, in taking sambabhūva as the verb and abhi as an independent word, I followed the text as given in the edition available to me.

The question of the Tishya of the Rig-veda, 5. 54. 13, which I identify with the star-cluster which some writers have called ‘the historic Praesepe’, stands quite apart from the question of the identity of the Vedie Brīhaspati with the planet Jupiter. Mr. Keith says that my case here rests on a wholly unnatural translation of the verse just mentioned. I gather that his objection is based more on logical than on grammatical grounds, though it embraces both, and that its essence is that the spirit of the Veda requires a comparison, not a contrast; so that, instead of my ‘wealth which does not disappear as Tishya does disappear from the sky’, we must understand ‘wealth which disappears not, just as Tishya does not disappear from the sky’.

I contend that a contrast may be as appropriate as a comparison, and that we must be guided by circumstances in dealing with any particular passage. Here, the object

1 The literal translation, as the words stand, is ‘not, which, disappears, Tishya, as, from the sky’. I have slightly altered my rendering so as to avoid the future or subjunctive (‘wealth which will not disappear’) to which Mr. Keith has objected.
of comparison or contrast, as the case may be, is mentioned as Tishya; and we must consider what we can determine as to the nature of Tishya.

Mr. Keith apparently rejects Sāyāna's explanation that Tishya is the Sun,¹ but only observes that it must be "some bright constellation": he does not point to any particular constellation.

Max Müller translated (SBE, 32. 326), on the same lines with Mr. Keith, "such thousandfold wealth as never fails; like the star Tishya from heaven", and suggested (ibid., 331) that Tishya "ought to be a star which does not set". Apart from any other objections, this would limit our field of choice of the star to circumpolar regions not farther than about 35° from the north pole; and it is difficult to find in that part of the heavens any orb sufficiently notable to provide the comparison.

Others, it seems, have proposed to take the Tishya of this passage as being the same with the Avestic Tishtrya, which is identified with the Pahlavi and Persian Tishtar, Tir, and so with Sirius. And Sirius, though it is not a star which does not set, is certainly a very notable object in the sky in India, though by no means uniquely so, and (except of course in cloudy weather) does not disappear from sight when it is above the horizon.

This latter proposal may well seem to have something substantial in it. But, without offering any opinion on the possibility of a connexion between the names Tishya and Tishtrya, I will only say that I cannot accept the identity of the two objects if Tishtrya is Sirius. Apart from the point that Sirius has its own well-established name, Lubdhaka, 'the hunter', at any rate for the astronomical period, the name Tishya is too thoroughly well connected from a very early time —apparently at

¹ Suggested, I imagine, by the well-known sahasrāsāṁ, 'thousand-rayed', as an epithet of the sun, alongside of the word sahasrārin, '(wealth) a thousandfold'.
least the eighth century B.C.—with the nakshatra which is otherwise known as Pushya, for me to be able to take it as denoting anything but the nakshatra even in the Rig-Veda, 5. 54. 13. For it to have this meaning here, we need not think that the Vedic Hindūs already had the full list and system of the nakshatras when the verse was composed, or credit them with any scientific astronomy. But their writings seem to show plainly that they watched the skies more or less closely: and individual stars and groups of stars, with their surroundings, must have become objects of attention long before the time when they were selected to mark the monthly course of the moon. The nakshatra Tishya distinctly either consists of or includes the star-cluster Praesepe, or else consists of three stars which make an area which embraces that object. Praesepe is liable to disappearances which were a subject of attention by the Greeks and Romans from at least the fourth century B.C. There could, surely, be nothing unnatural in even a Vedic poet likening wealth to anything evanescent, transitory, or fugitive,—(did not Solomon say that "riches certainly make themselves wings; they fly away as an eagle toward heaven")?—and expressing a hope that the wealth to be given to him might not behave in the same fashion. And in view of its nature, which makes it become lost to sight not only when the sky is cloudy but even when the atmosphere is not quite clear, Praesepe may be fairly characterized, I think, not simply as liable to occasional disappearances, but as the "notoriously unstable" thing which, Mr. Keith says, is needed to justify the contrast, instead of a comparison, which I propose in the interpretation of the verse.

J. F. Fleet.
Ratanapunna: Yadanabon: Mandalay

Mention has been made on p. 793 above of the Pāli Ratanapunna, = Sanskrit Ratnapūrṇa, 'full of jewels or precious things', which becomes in Burmese Yadanabon, as the literary and official name of Mandalay, which city was founded by King Mindôn Min, who moved the seat of government to it from Amarapura, immediately on the south.

Sir Alfred Irwin tells me that this name of the city is notified in inscriptions in raised letters on wooden signboards affixed to the twelve gates of the city. The notices are identical, except for the names of the gates: and he has given me the text, transcription, and translation of the notice at the east gate, as follows:—

Text

1  ဝမ်းမောင်းသား ဝသာ ၂ ဝမ်းမောင်း
2  ဝမ်းမောင်းသား ဝသာ ၆ ဝမ်းမောင်း ၃၆
3  ဝမ်းမောင်းသား ဝသာ ၃၆ ဝမ်းမောင်း ရှာ
4  ဝမ်းမောင်းသား ဝသာ ၆ ဝမ်းမောင်း ၄၆
5  ဝမ်းမောင်းသား ဝသာ ၄၆ ဝမ်းမောင်း ၅၆
6  ဝမ်းမောင်းသား ဝသာ ၅၆ ဝမ်းမောင်း ၆၆

Transcription
1  Thaggayit 1221 ku Kason
2  labyigyaw 6 yet ne
3  nyin 3 gyet ti gyaw 7 yet
4  Taninla ne awin 4 nayi
5  2 pad achein ti Yadanabon
6  Shwe Myo Daw Gyi U Teik Taga

Translation
The Head Top Gate of the Great Golden Royal City, the Heap of Precious Things, founded after three beats
[3.0 a.m.] on the night of the 6th, at 4 nayi, 2 pad [1 hr. 48 min.] of the entry of Monday the 7th, day of the waning moon of Kason in the year 1221.

The details of the date given in this notice answer to Monday, 23 May, A.D. 1859. On the other hand, the Sāsanavamsa says (p. 151 f.):—“And then our virtuous king, when the Sakkaraj (year) 1219 had arrived [in A.D. 1857], founded in the neighbourhood of the hill named Mantala the royal place named Ratanāpūṇa, just as Mandhātar founded Rājagaha and Sudassana founded Kusāvati.” Putting the two statements together, we may infer (I suppose) that the general plan of the city was laid out and operations were begun in 1857, and the founding of it was completed in 1859 by the installation of the gates at about dawn on 23 May.

The “hill named Mantala” seems to be “Mandalay hill”, an isolated hill, within the cantonments, which rises to a height of 954 feet from the level plain on which the city stands.

Whether the name Ratanapūṇa, Yadana-bon, was given to the city as only a literary and official name from the first, or whether the intention was that the city should actually bear that name, and, if so, in what circumstances the name Mandalay came to be substituted, is not apparent. However, the interesting point is that the name was given, and that we have in this fact a survival, to even modern times, of a fancy which led the Burmese of bygone days to attach Pāli appellations to their principal cities and territorial divisions, and in various cases to select names which were already established and had become famous in India. As a result we have in Burma and its neighbourhood literary names of places and districts such as Ayuddhaya, Ayuttaya, or Yōdayā (= Ayōdhyā), Dvārāvatī, Kōsambī, Mahārattha, Mahīṁsakamandala (= Mahisha-
mandala), Sunāparanta, Suvaṇṇabhūmi, Vanavāsi, and
Yonakarattha: for details and other instances see Mr. Taw Sein Ko’s translation of the Po-u-daung inscription, in *Ind. Ant.*, 22. 4; a note by Sir Richard Temple, ibid., p. 28, where, in addition to mentioning Ratanapunna, Yadanabon, he has given Ratanapura and Ratanasingha as analogous names of Ava and Shwebo; Mrs. Bode’s introduction to her edition of the Sasanavaamsa; and a note by Dr. Burgess on “Fabricated Geography” in *Ind. Ant.*, 1901. 387.

J. F. Fleet.

**Saundarananda Kavya, viii, 35**

In this recently discovered work of Asvaghosa—see the excellent edition contributed by the discoverer, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri, to *Bibliotheca Indica* (No. 1251, 1910)—the verse viii, 35 reads as follows:—

चनेन हरनि वर्ष [sic for विनि] ना

निशितन प्रह[व]नि चेतसा ।

मधु तिछति वाचि योषितां

हृदये हालहल्म महद्ययम ॥

The last two lines are known as part of a verse of Bhartrhari (i, 82), which in the *Subhashitavalii* (3380) is attributed to Kaldasa and Magha jointly.

मधु तिछति वाचि योषितां

हृदि हालहल्मेव केवलम ।

ब्रत एव निपोयते धघरो

हृदं मृदिमिरेव तादाते ॥

Peterson in his note to the verse remarks that the verse recurs in the *Pañcatantra, Textus Ornitor* (ed. Hertel, *Harvard Oriental Series*, i, 145), and also with the beginning चम्रतं वदनेषु योषितां, in the *Kuvalayānanda* (ref. not given). Aufrrecht’s indexes refer to *Subhashitamuktāvalī*, xvi, 2, where the reading is nearly as in *Jras*. 1911.
the Kuvalayānanda; and Böhtlingk cites (Indische Sprüche², ad 4677) further Subhāṣitārṇava, 17a, and a verse सुमुखिन वद्दति वल्लुणा (Ind. Spr.² 7124 = Paṇcatantra, ed. Kosegarten, i, 202–3), in which the two lines मधु... are also contained. I need not dwell upon any minute variations of lection.

The composite character of the verse will be felt by the reader, when his attention is called to it: and, in fact, the ब्रत पद "it is for this reason that" confesses that the two preceding lines are a quotation.

The ascription to a joint authorship is to be credited, therefore, to the Subhāṣitāvalī as a true tradition. But, as the first half-verse is plainly original in the passage of the Saundarananda, we must substitute for Kālidāsa the name of Aśvaghoṣa and perhaps replace Māgha by kaścit.

F. W. Thomas.

DRAVIDA PRANAYAMA

How it came to mean "a circuitous or devious mode of speaking or acting" (JRAS., 1911, p. 513).

I have seen many a Brahmin of the Tamil country perform his morning and evening ablutions and say his prayers. Before applying his right-hand fingers straight and direct to the nose to commence the act of prāṇāyāma, he moves them round his head (producing a sort of clapping sound with the middle finger and the thumb) and brings them back to their normal position, apparently an unnecessary preliminary to the act of prāṇāyāma, which is, hence, humorously described as ṣiro-veṣṭana-prāṇāyāma; and I have also heard many a Nambūṭiri Brahmin of Malabar frequently use the expression in his witty references to the customs, manners, and ceremonies of the foreign Brahmins or the Brahmins of the other side of the Western Ghats. These two classes of Brahmins
regard each other as though they were sprung from different stocks, and the divergences in their customs, manners, and ceremonies are many; and even the knots of their sacred strings are differently made.

K. R. V. R.

June 1, 1911

Scraps from the Shaddarsana

It seems almost presumptuous to ask that another instalment of what some may regard as airy nothings may find a local habitation in a Journal renowned in the haft iqlim as a repository of solid learning; and yet, on the other hand, may not the vivid contrast tend to enhance the lustre of the latter? This aspect of the case deserves consideration, and may help to reconcile our learned readers to the presence of what might otherwise arouse resentment. That deeply interesting material abounds in the old writings from which these scraps have been collected is undeniable; but the trouble is that the quarrying of it is in the hands of an enfeebled septuagenarian!

Almost the whole of what is presented below was gathered from the Vedāntakalpataruparimala of Appaya Dikṣit, published in the Vizianagram Sanskrit Series in 1895–8.

9. The dictionaries assign three meanings to the word पटवास, viz., “tent,” “petticoat,” and “perfumed powder”; but there is another of a much less prosaic character. In Bhāmati, 1. 1. 4 (p. 101 of the Bib. Ind. ed.), the announcement to a father of the birth of a son is described as पटवासोपायनार्थपूर्वसरस, an expression which the author of the Kalpataru explains thus: सिन्दूररंजितपुष्प-पादांकित: पट: पटवास: स खोपायनसुपहारो लाटानां प्रसिद्द:।

1 JRAS., July, 1910, p. 632.
This is slightly amplified in the Prārthana (p. 142):

माटेश्व पटवासप्रदग्रंथपुरः सं पुन्तजननवासनो वाचेव सूर्ह वद्दि
वथांशाहारः।

In this connexion, then, paṭavāsa is a cloth bearing the impression of a new-born son's foot, which, for this purpose, has been smeared with red lead (?), and its ceremonious presentation to the expectant father is said to have been a custom peculiar to the people of the Lāṭa country. What district bore that name it is difficult to say; but from the fact of its being mentioned in I-tsing's Record of the Buddhist Religion together with well-known provinces of Western India, and from its inclusion in a similar list in Brīhatsamhitā, lxix, 11, we may reasonably assign it to some part of the west coast. (See Dr. Takakusu's notes on pp. 9, 137, and 217 of his translation of the Record.)

Amalānanda, to whom we are indebted for the former of the two definitions, was himself a native of Nāsik in Western India; and we may perhaps claim the author of the Vedāntaśīkāmanī as a Westerner, since he, too, mentions the पुण्तजननवासनवादितप्रदर्शन as a joy-producing ceremony. (See Bombay ed. of 1901, pp. 307–8.)

Before leaving this subject I would point out a mislepection in the passage of the Bhāmatī from which I have quoted, where the author clearly intends to show that a Dravidā witnessing the birth ceremony there described, in the house of an Ārya whose language he did not understand, would nevertheless appreciate its significance by beholding the beaming countenance of the father to whom the announcement was made. We should therefore certainly read ऋविद्यार्थसन्तप्रभाषार्थ द्रविडः: "a Dravidā who does not understand the language of the Āryas", instead of the unmeaning ऋविद्यार्थसन्तप्रभाषार्थो द्रविडः, which we find in the text of the Bib. Ind. ed. and in that of another to which I referred.

10. Anyone who will take the trouble to look up the
river हरिद्रा in the St. Petersburg lexicon will find that it was inserted there on the authority of a statement in an essay of Colebrooke's, where he describes an inscription on copperplates found at Bednur in the Mysore State. These purported to be the record of a grant made by the ancient northern monarch Janamejaya during an expedition to South India, where “he performed a sacrifice ... at the confluence of the rivers Tungabhadra and Haridra”. Inasmuch as the aforesaid king is believed to have flourished thousands of years ago, the supposed grant was naturally regarded as “unauthentic”; but the otherwise unknown Haridra was rightly admitted to the St. Petersburg and Monier-Williams' lexicons as a genuine stream.

Proof of the existence of a river of that name is incidentally furnished by Dikṣit (a native of South India) in a passage on p. 146 of the Parimala, where, in order to show that a figurative expression is intelligible even if it contains terms which are unfamiliar, he declares that a man who had no knowledge of the Haridra, yet, on hearing someone speak of a herd-station on that river, would at once perceive that that was the name of a particular stream and that the herd-station was on its bank. He puts it thus:—


च तथापि प्राकृ तकसंबन्धिलिनात्मात्मापूर्वकाव्यार्थार्थार्थ्यां न युज्यति र्ति वाचयम्। प्रागविशाखात्तहरिद्रानामकनि कालिन्धिरे भिन्न हरिद्राया नवां घोषितविषय र्ति युक्ति वाकी नदीयः इत्यतिसमिभवाहरिष तदानीविह हरिद्राश्वर्ष्मण्डिनः नदीयः बिन्धार्त तस्य मिलिनामुमितस नीरस्य ... लच्चरोपपति:।

There is no mention of the Haridra in any English work on ancient or modern India to which I have had access, but it is probably one of the numerous rivulets which feed the Tungabhadra, and may now be known by another name.
11. Those who are interested in the dice-play in vogue in ancient India will find a good deal of information regarding it on pp. 211–13 of the Parimala. The author treats of it under the heads of laukika and vaidika, each of which is fully explained.

12. Dikṣīt was evidently a man of profound learning, and, like Vācaspati Miśra some centuries before him, had a thorough grasp of all the systems of philosophy, orthodox and heretical. The Mīmāṃsā would seem to have been a special favourite, and on every possible occasion he pours forth his knowledge to such an extent that one would often suppose the Parimala to be an exposition of the Pārva rather than of the Uttarā Mīmāṃsā! Thanks to the Benares editions of Kumārila, it has been possible to verify the thirty quotations from his treatises; but it is otherwise in the case of the citations from Guru (i.e. Prabhākara) and his great exponent Śālikanātha, whose writings have been very imperfectly preserved.

About five years ago, in response to an inquiry of mine regarding the identity of a निबन्धनकार, who is quoted on pp. 195, 308, and 623 of the Śāstradīpīkā, Professor Gangānātha Jhā (our greatest authority on Mīmāṃsā) sent me the following information: "The nibandhakāra referred to by the oldest writers on Mīmāṃsā is perhaps the same as the vrittikāra spoken of in the Shavarabhāṣya. The name of this writer is probably Bhavadāsa, who is mentioned in Ślokavārtika (p. 21). As a rule, only works dealing directly with the sūtras in their natural order are called nibandhas, other kinds of treatises being called prakaraṇas. So this nibandha must be a commentary on the sūtras."

On p. 128 of the Parimala a nibandhana by Guru is cited, and we must therefore assume it to be his Brihāti (mentioned in par. 7 of these "Scrap"); which is an exposition of the sūtras "in their natural order"; then on pp. 148, 149, and 573 there are references to
a निबंधनाटिका, which in the last instance is expressly assigned to Guru. It is hardly likely that Prabhākara wrote a तिका on his own निबंधनाय, and we may perhaps assume that the compound is a कर्मदर्शरया, and that the ब्रि०हट is indicated as before. On p. 148 there are two quotations from Śālikanātha's रिजुविलम, and the first of these being preceded by the words उज्ज ति निबंधपरिचकायामूबुविमनलायाम, it looks as if this, too, may be a work dealing directly with the sūtras of Jaimini. But of that I have at present no means of judging. On the next page Dikṣit quotes a verse which I have traced to Śālikanātha's प्रकरणपाण्डिका, better known as Śālikā; and to the same source, according to the author of the तत्त्वविदपान (a commentary on पुन्तपादिकाविवाराणा), we must assign the verse क्ति तत्त्वप्रयोगमयमखः, etc., which is quoted on p. 121 of the Parimala and on p. 32 of the Dīpana. It is not traceable, however, in the Benares edition of the Śālikā. In like manner a verse which Dikṣit himself, on p. 187, attributes to the त०त्त्विताेवौरीश्च, is not to be found in the Anandāśrama edition of that work, nor can I trace that on p. 331 of which he makes Manu the author. There is much more of interest in relation to books and quotations that might be drawn from the Parimala, but lest it should weary the reader I will mention one only. On p. 562 the first line of a verse is quoted thus: विशेषय नामिधा गच्छति चोंसवद्विदं विशेषणं इति ब्राह्मण, and with शक्तिः for बुद्धिः it is cited in the same manner in the early part of the Kāvyapraṅkaśa. The first half of the line is found, too, in Abhinavagupta's comment on the Dhevanāyālāka (p. 16). Can anyone tell us who was the author of it? I have tried in vain to trace him.

13. On p. 475 Dikṣit quotes the mantra beginning with the words प्रजापतितिविन्दणायामणयत, and it may save somebody's time if I point out that it forms the opening part
of TS. 2. 3. 12. 1. I found to my cost that Professor Bloomfield had overlooked it when compiling his Vedic Concordance.

14. In the Kalpataru, p. 485, l. 10, Amalānanda makes use of the word घटिकाकाक्षन. In the Parimala this is slightly modified and explained thus: घटिकाकाक्षानानि पुष्पेश्वरविश्वाम गोदावरीत्तारिष्ट प्रियंवदा:। There is nothing to show how this meaning was arrived at, and it is doubtless an instance of the nyāya छटविंगमपहरति.

I hope that on some future occasion I may be permitted to bring forward some points of interest from the Nyāya-darśana.

G. A. JACOB.

AN AHOM (SHAN) LEGEND OF CREATION (FROM AN OLD MS.)

I saw in the Journal two years or more ago an Ahom (Shan) cosmogony text, literal translation word by word, followed by a free translation with comments; all by the hand, I think, of Dr. G. A. Grierson. I have not the back numbers of the Journal here in camp with me and cannot give the exact reference. The translator professed that he had no extensive knowledge of the Shan language, and that he leaned on a Hindu, who had been deputed by the Government to learn the Ahom dialect, for his interpretation of the text. I pay no disrespect to Mr. Grierson's great learning when I say that no accurate or satisfactory translation of a difficult MS. can be obtained in that way. He himself would be the first to admit it.

Recently, through the good offices of the Governments of Burma and Bengal, I have received copies of the Ahom MSS. with translations by Golap Chandra Barua. Among them is a translation of this cosmogony. That the latter has a good knowledge of modern Shan is seen from his
translation of more recent Shan compositions. With his translation of this cosmogony, however, I am far from satisfied. The translation is too free and abounds in paraphrases. I think I can improve upon the two translations given, but do not flatter myself that I can reach perfection. The cosmogony is old and has apparently suffered at the hands of careless transcribers. At this distance there is no means of determining the tones, and to know the tones is as essential in translating a Shan MS. as it is to know the letters that spell out the words. Not infrequently a word may have two or more meanings according to the tone intended. Sometimes the tone can be determined from the context, sometimes it cannot. In the latter cases no certain translation is possible. These tones can be recovered only from the now Hinduized Ahoms of Assam, if indeed they have not forgotten them themselves.

As to the date when this cosmogony was first written I cannot venture a conjecture. The literary style is that of a badly written summary which can scarcely be said to have any style at all. It is as though the writer had taken down in as few words as possible the more important points of a long foreign legend which he did not fully understand. In paucity of thought and baldness of style it is like a child's first letter—"I am well. I hope you are well. I have a cat." All this in striking contrast with the modern Shan writer's skill in spinning lines and weaving sentences. I see here an interlacing of Hindu and Shan mythology. Indra, the sovereign god of the universe, comes at once before the footlights. He has here his Hindu character—not the petulant storm-god sending storms and thunderbolts for every peccadillo, as seen in modern Shan literature. The crab-dragon-elephant world-upholder is also from the Hindu. They were made by the creative word of God. This again is a Hindu conception. Then we have another source of creation,
the celestial eggs. This is quite in harmony with Shan
traditions. It is probable that this cosmogony was first
written when the Hindu mythology was new to the Shans,
and imperfectly understood, and when the art of writing
had not attained its present perfection.

That the Ahoms (Shans) of Assam had an alphabet
when they conquered that country early in the thirteenth
century of our era is now known as a practical certainty.
How soon thereafter this cosmogony was written, I would
not pretend to say. I place it, however, at a very early
period. The language used as well as the thoughts
expressed indicates this. My Shan assistants, one a
Hkamti Shan of Northern Burma close to the border of
Assam, and the other a Burman Shan of Eastern Burma,
could both read easily some of the more modern Ahom
MSS. as soon as they became familiar with the form of
the letters, which differ in some respect from their own.
But when they came to this cosmogony they tripped over
nearly every word.

It is curious that the spider-myth with the threads of
his web interwoven to form the firm sky is also found
among some of the American Indians of Arizona and New
Mexico (U.S.A.). The American Indians may have come
originally from what is now Eastern China or Korea, not
so very far from the early home of the Shans. I think
Mr. Grierson said in his comments on this cosmogony that
it was also a Babylonian myth. Among the Buddhist
Shans of Burma the legend has been forgotten, if indeed
they ever heard of it at all. The local cosmological
traditions are borrowed, through Buddhism, from India.
And now for my tentative translation of the cosmogony
itself.

Thus it was in the beginning:
under the sky (or heaven) there was no place;
neither was there anyone to rule the world.
There was only a great body of surrounding water.
Not yet was there the sky (heaven) called the abodes above; neither had anyone joined the heavens overshadowing the world.

All things were in a condition empty and chaotic; there was not even the beginning of night and day; no one gleamed to illuminate the sky, or to give light to the world, for day and night were void.

The winds blew and there were storms.
Into the storms the God, Sao-Ing (Indra), entered.
Then the God dwelt in the sky (or heaven); he dwelt in the sky by himself alone.
He had a mouth to utter sounds (speech).\(^1\)
How long ago that was is now unknown.

Afterward the God awoke (or aroused himself); opening his eyes he saw the empty world of gloom.
All below the sky was in confusion; empty regions of the sky were round about the world.
There were no spirits, male or female, nor men.
The God said: "I dwell alone; it is not good; I dwell in the sky with no one with me; I dwell alone with none to help me; there is no one to speak of my glory."

Then the sovereign God (Sao-Ing), with bowed head, thought within his heart;
he contemplated within himself (lit. in his belly), and said, "There shall be innumerable worlds."
From meditation he brought forth bright words, like clusters of flowers drooping from their stem.
These brightly beaming ones came forth afar, radiantly from his heart came forth afar as shining gods.
They waited for the word of the sovereign God to instruct them.

\(^1\) The translation before me says, "He had no mouth to speak. He had no head, no name, no arms, and no hands." But his name has already been given, and a few lines below "he opened his eyes", "he thought in himself" (lit. in his belly). That Indra was a huge paunch is an indecorous and unnecessary supposition.
Asking for instruction they bowed before him every one.
We know not (said they) when the sun shall rise (i.e. we know not anything).
At that time the sovereign God gave them their forms:
Then one became a world-crab spread out below,
below upon the water where he dwelt.
Unknown is the size of his mighty bulk.
One became a world-dragon coiled upon the crab.
One became a male elephant of shining tusk placed on the
dragon.
One became a mighty mass of white rock in the north
(Mount Meru).

Again, one became a world-crystal about the sky.
Coming forth from it nothing could be seen;
there was darkness without even an insect.
Again, one became an immense diamond glittering;
unknown its immeasurable size, attaining (equal to) the world,
exceeding anything in the world in size.
At that place (the top of the diamond)
the sovereign God dwelt alone.

Again, one became a great male golden spider.
Letting fall his excrement it became
the dust of the earth before the sky.
Going back and forth his web-form became the firmament,
and the highest part his throne.
The web of the golden spider interwoven became the sky,
thick and strong as the dwelling-place of men.
There there were to be innumerable countries
and rulers (abodes of spirit-kings).
In all the vault of heaven no one ruled,
it was without a king,
like a dense wilderness silent of men (desolate).
There were only mountains of vapour and ice everywhere.
Thereafter the God said, "I know there are eggs;
I know not what spirit or brahman caused them to be."
They are suspended from the sky like honeycomb.
Then the world was desolate, with no ruler in the expanse,
the sky suspended like a swarm of bees.
The web of the golden spider interwoven
became the sky round about the earth.
In this sky were the golden yolks (eggs),
and the yolks (eggs) spread out (extended) afar,
afar they appeared in brightness, suspended like bees
living under eaves protected from the wind.
They made a rumbling sound,
they buzzed like a swarm of bees.
Then the God caused the golden eggs to have young (be
terril).
There would come from the eggs world-rulers called kings,
who would shelter (protect) as rulers the peoples of the world.
The God saw the mass of white rock in the north,
ascending taperingly toward the sky.
He put the eggs at the brow of the mountain above the sky,
and sent Hsai-hpa (the god of light or heat) to cover them.
He hovered over them years and months without ceasing,
warming them for ages, but they rumbled on
like the trumpeting of elephants.
They rumbled day and night incessantly,
with noise enough to make mountains fall into valleys from
fright.
Because nam pu lawk, life’s elixir, had not been
sprinkled on the eggs, they were firm.
Therefore the eggs never hatched to become men (rational
beings).
Hsai-hpa with his heat could not hatch the eggs.
He left them and came to a distant world,
a world of ice like ponds frozen solid.
The ice chilled and killed the golden spider.
He (his blood) became nam pu lawk, life’s elixir,
and his body (himself) became one of royal race (of gods),
dwelling in the brahman heavens.

1 In both of the translations referred to these words were translated
“ambrosia”, which is quite good, but I prefer “elixir”, as coming
perhaps a little nearer the meaning here: nam, “water”; pu, “grand-
father” or “old age”; lawk, “to shed as a skin”; a serpent, for
instance, is supposed by the Shans to renew its life when it sheds its
skin. Hence, the meaning is clear: “the life-renewing liquid.”
He came bringing nam pu lawk during three full years and a period (or four years).
He came down to administer nam pu lawk to the golden eggs, that they might hatch and become kings to rule over all worlds.
The celestial eggs hatched every one, and the brood of kings dwelt in harmony like flakes of snow, taking their refuge in a cave (of Mount Meru).
Afterward the gases rising from the eggs became wind, blowing through the sky at will.
The hot exhalations shattered and became fire, which was blown away and fell from the sky.
The eggs hatched and became kings, great rulers were they in the celestial cave.
The vapour of the eggs became a cloud who came into the sky as a lord of wind (a sky-god).
The blood of the eggs became water in the height above the sky, it became water darkening the sky.
The gods were radiant as shining gold, brightly shining in the sky; they of the golden eggs beamed radiantly in the north.
Through the whole sky they shone brightly.
The God, Sao-Ing, sent them forth, they of the celestial eggs came forth in splendour.
This, because nam pu lawk had been administered to the eggs from whom came the jewels incomparable (the gods).
The winds no one yet controlled; backward and forward they blew beneath the sky.
Of all the water no one had yet made rivers; it was a vast revolving depth above the sky.
All the drift of cloud and vapour no one yet controlled.
They floated about in the midst of heaven.
The shells of the eggs broke and became birds.
They flocked together according to their kinds.
In that former time no one had given them names or dominion; they dwelt within a cave (of the mountain).
Thereafter the God came down and gave them their names and reign.
Speaking to all who came from the golden eggs, he said:

"I name one of you the lord of all space;
the queen of the air shall be thy mate.
I give you life's elixir to lengthen your life.
I give you great riches that you may not want.
Long ago I sent the golden spider
whose web overcast became the sky.
Below in the seven worlds (of men and spirits)
thou shalt have thy sway.
There the winds for ever blow.
The glorious moon and sun I give to thee
to shed their light in every place.
I give innumerable shining ones, the moon and stars.
All together I give to thee. Swiftly and ceaselessly shalt thou
pass through the world.
Thou shalt come to the realms below the brahman heavens.
Coming free in the sky overcast thou shalt choose thy
dominion.
I shall establish kings to rule in all the world.
I shall cause the race of men (to be created) everywhere to pay
thee tribute.
Go thou to every country to receive their homage.
I send thee to hold sovereign sway in every place.
Thou shalt be lord and all peoples shall be thy servants.
In every country are great riches that they may not want."

To one (he said), "I name thee lord of the golden rocks;
thou shalt reign in splendour with the queen of gems for
thy wife.
You came from the very heart of the golden eggs.
Go thou to rule the desolate water-world.
As a hidden king choose a good country for they reign,
I give thee the waters of the north;
over the rivers shalt thou have dominion.
All things below the water shall minister to thee.
Thou thy dark world shalt rule,
and innumerable peoples shall pay thee tribute."

To one (he said), "I name thee, golden yolk-egg celestial, the
lord of life's origin, and appoint thee to rule in splendour;
the queen of nam pu lawk, of life's continuance, shall be thy mate.
Thou shalt rule over the spirit-world,
over the spirit-world shalt thou have dominion.
I give thee great riches, the clear sky and the wind,
the lightning and the golden thunderbolts,
the rain and the clouds—over them thou shalt rule.
I will go before thee to create man.
Thou shalt be lord of all beneath the sun.
I give thee all countries of spirits and of Shans (men).
They shall deliver all to thee to rule for ever.
You all, when the golden eggs hatched, became kings and
queens.
I want you as rulers to mutually assist one another.

"One of you I name elder brother moon-god, reigning in
splendour."
I give thee for thy wife the queen of the clouds.
Thou the glorious moon and stars shalt rule.
Thine is a kingdom of great glory.
I give thee the whole realm of the sun
and nam pu lawk, the life-renewing elixir,
to lengthen life for thousands of years.
With long ears hearken and know my words—
I give a drum whose beats shall resound afar.
One end is of silver and one of gold.
I give a flying horse saddled and briddled.
Thou shalt circle the world in radiant flight,
daily coming and going in splendour.
Every fifteenth day thou shalt cast off thy shield, be full.
Then wilt thou decrease in size
and after thirty days begin a new lunation.
Changing from the darkened moon thou shalt increase again.
Let all the heavenly ones revolve without collision.
Daily will your positions be changed.

1 I have written these names as descriptive phrases rather than as
proper names with capital letters and literal translations as: Ai-Lang-
Don-Hseeng-Hong-Saw-Hpa-Lai-Nang, "Elder-Brother-House-Moon-
Gem-Illustrious-Spoon-Celestial-Reigning," which is too Oriental, and in
English may mean much or nothing and is ugly to boot.
The younger I name the lord of glory (the sun). 
To thee I give the queen of mist. 
Thou shalt enter the overcast and rumbling sky. 
I give thee the precious nam pu lawk, life’s renewer, 
to lengthen life for thousands of years. 
To thee also I give a flying horse saddled and bridled. 
Thou shalt ride forth in splendour with thy glittering shield. 
Thou shalt go down at evening-time, and riding through the 
firmament quickly encompass the great mountain and 
rise again.
Rising early thou shalt send thy light to all. 
Every year shall thy course be changed; 
six months southward, six northward, thy course shall be. 
Neither of you (moon and sun) shall dash against the other."

To one (he said), “I name thee the lord of the sky-circle; 
and the queen of light shall be thy wife. 
Thou shalt rule the wind blowing 
back and forth beneath the sky. 
I give thee the three royal drums of the resounding wind. 
Thou shalt dwell at the sky’s horizon in the north. 
If the wind is silent beat the drums, 
then will the wind blow swiftly. 
I will cause the god of snow and vapour to be under him. 
The wind shall resound everywhere 
to give comfort to all living things. 
If there is no wind to give them strength they suffer, 
they repine in weakness, and hold no converse together. 
Thou shall give the air to be within their hearts 
that they may breathe and live. 
Through the air men shall understand one another’s words. 
With thy elixir thou shalt make the trees ever green. 
Thus shall all beings on the earth be blessed.”

To one (he said), “I name thee the lord of dreams, 
with the queen of echoes for thy mate. 
You both clad in royal robes must not be indolent. 
The dream-spirits of men innumerable I give to thee. 
Thou shalt dwell in the western sky (as the god of night); 
over against thee there will be men everywhere.”

JRAS. 1911.
To one (he said), "Thou the youngest shall reign in the world of men.
I make thee king of a hundred umbrellas
(a great and glorious king) of wide rule.
Now having created you all I will return
to the highest part of heaven to live there for ever.
I will look down upon your abode (the earth);
there rule and trouble me not.
At the beginning of the year you must sacrifice an elephant
and offer bulls and buffaloes to the gods.
And now farewell."

The great God returned to heaven,
and the kingly race of men
with upturned faces saw him depart.
Disliking to obey they transgressed his words,
for the God had departed from them.
Thereafter for all coming time they dwelt firmly
(the present order became firmly established).

W. W. Cochrane.

THE DATE OF BUDDHADASA OF CEYLON FROM A CHINESE SOURCE

The Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian after leaving Chang'an took five years to arrive at Mid-India. He resided there for six years, and it was three years more before he arrived at Tsing-chow (Beal, Buddhist Records, vol. i, p. lxxxiii). Of these last three years he spent two years in Ceylon (loc. cit., p. lxxix), and about 337 days on his adventurous voyage home from that island to Tsing-chow (loc. cit., pp. lxxx seqq.). His arrival in Ceylon may therefore be placed shortly after 411 A.D., since he left Chang'an in 399 A.D. (loc. cit., p. xii).

Unfortunately he does not tell us the name of the reigning king of Ceylon, but we may be able to identify him satisfactorily from Fa-Hian's description of a few notable events which took place during his stay.
there. He tells us that the "tooth-relic" was always brought out in the middle of the third month, and after being carried in procession to the Abhaya-vihāra it was there exhibited to the people for ninety days, after which time it was replaced in its receptacle in the city (loc. cit., pp. lxxv–vi).

This is the first point of importance. Fa-Hian was in the island after the tooth-relic had been brought over from India, in the ninth year of King Sri Maghavarna according to the Mahāvamsa (Wijesingha, Mahāvamsa, p. 154). The pilgrim goes on to tell us that "Forty 㯴 to the east of the Abhaya-vihāra is a mountain, on which is built a chapel called Po-ti (Bodhi); there are about two thousand priests in it. Amongst them is a very distinguished Shaman called Ta-mo-kiu-ti. The people of this country greatly respect and reverence him. He resides in a cell, where he has lived for about forty years. By the constant practice of benevolence he has been able to tame the serpents and mice, so that they stop together in one cell, and do not hurt one another" (Beal, loc. cit., p. lxxvi).

This is the second fact, and is of greater importance than the former, since we read in the Mahāvamsa—"In the reign of this rāja [i.e. Buddhadāsa] a certain priest, by name Mahā Dhammadathī, translated the Suttas (of the Piṭakattaya) into the Sinhala language" (Wijesingha, loc. cit., p. 158, with his correction of note 7). It is very probable that Ta-mo-kiu-ti is to be identified with Dhammadathī. This identification has already been noticed by Mr. Wickremasinghe (Ep. Zeyl., vol. i, pt. iii, p. 83), but he has made no use of it in his note on the Sinhalese chronology (Ep. Zeyl.).

Lastly, Fa-Hian, talking about the Mahāvihāra, says that whilst he was in Ceylon ("at this time") the king "desired to build a new vihāra for this congregation of priests", and he describes the ploughing of the
boundaries and the presentation of the land to the monks (Beal, loc. cit., p. lxxvii). The *Mahāvamsa* (p. 158) says that Buddhadāsa "built at the Mahāvihāra the parivēṇa called Mōra", and provided for it in every way. We thus see that Fa-Hian’s visit to Ceylon is probably to be placed in the reign of Buddhadāsa; that is, of course, if we find that the dates of that monarch’s reign include the years 411–13 A.D. Dr. Fleet has shown (JRAS., 1909, p. 351) that the accession of Buddhadāsa is placed by the author of the Mahāvamsa at 870 years 3 months 10 days after the Nirvāṇa of Buddha.

If we take the date 544 B.C. as the initial point for this part of the Mahāvamsa, we get the date 328–57 A.D. for his reign of twenty-nine years. This does not agree with Fa-Hian’s date at all.

On the other hand, if we accept Dr. Fleet’s theory (loc. cit. supra, pp. 323 seqq.) that 483 B.C. is the initial date, we get 389–418 A.D., which suits the date of the pilgrim. I therefore think that we may assume on good grounds that the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian visited Ceylon during the last years of King Buddhadāsa, for whom we may accept the date of 389–418 A.D. until we have definite proof to the contrary. More important still is the additional evidence which we thus obtain that, for the earlier part of the Mahāvamsa, the date of 483 B.C. is to be regarded as the date of Buddha’s Nirvāṇa.

Edward R. Ayrton.
NOTICES OF BOOKS


Under the editorship of the late Professor Max Müller and the patronage of that enlightened Buddhist king, the King of Siam, the first volume of the Sacred Books of the Buddhists—a highly welcome sequel to the great series of the Sacred Books of the East—was published in 1895. A second volume, containing the first part of the Dialogues of the Buddha, translated by Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, followed in 1899. As no more was heard since of this series of translations, which had promised to become so useful a help to the study of Buddhism, we had given up all hope of its ever being continued. Thus it is that the second part of the Dialogues of the Buddha, now lying before us, comes as a most pleasant surprise, and Professor and Mrs. Rhys Davids are to be heartily congratulated on the completion of this second instalment of the translation of the Digha Nikāya. Nothing indeed seems to me, at the present stage of Buddhist researches, more needful than good scholarly translations of the principal texts of Buddhism. And certainly nobody could be more competent to give us exactly such translations as are needed than the two scholars to whom we owe already so much of our knowledge of Buddhist texts, and who combine true scholarship with an enthusiastic love of their subject.

The Dialogues of the Buddha, translated in this volume,
are among the most interesting and valuable of the whole collection of the Digha. The volume begins with No. xiv, the Mahāpadāna-Suttanta, which is translated "The Sublime Story", but which I should prefer to translate "The Great Discourse on the Wonderful Feats (of the Buddha)". This Sutta is of great historical importance, for it proves that the whole Buddha myth was already fully developed at the time of the composition of this Sutta and of the compilation of the Digha Nikāya. Here we find the dogma of the six Buddhas, forerunners of Gotama Sakyamuni, who lived in different ages, who had all the same miraculous birth, showed the thirty-two signs of a great man, and were owners of the Seven Treasures. The thirty-two signs are enumerated in full detail. Every one of these Buddhas has three palaces, every one has three visions of Old Age, Disease, and Death, and a fourth vision of a Holy Life, every one conceives the Nidānas, enters the homeless state, thinks of keeping the True Religion to himself, but is persuaded by god Brahman to preach this Religion to all that have ears to hear, turns the Wheel of the Law, visits the Heavens of the gods— in short, the Buddha legend with nearly all its details was not only known to the author of the Suttanta, but even transferred to every one of the six predecessors of Gotama as a dhammatā or "natural thing" in the life of every Buddha. I believe with the translators that all these theories are considerably later than the Arahat ideal. But if so, shall we not have to revise our hypotheses about the date of the Nikāyas? According to the translators "we find in this tract the root of that Bīrāṇa-weed which, growing up along with the rest of Buddhism, went on spreading so luxuriantly that it gradually covered up much that was of value in the earlier teaching, and finally led to the downfall, in its home in India, of the ancient

1 I do not think that we can find a better translation for Dhamma than "Religion" or "True Religion".
faith". But is it really only "the root of that Birāṇa-weed" and not rather the "Birāṇa-weed" itself that is to be found in the Mahāpadāna-Suttanta?

While this Sutta is more important for the history of Buddhist literature, the next one, No. xv, the Mahā-Nidāna-Suttanta, or "Great Discourse of Causation", is a discussion on one of the most important points in Buddhist teaching, the doctrine of Paṭiccasamuppāda, in which the translators see one of the greatest steps in the progress of philosophic thought. This is very different from Professor Deussen's view, who sees in it only a late and insignificant dogma of the school. But however high or however low we may estimate this theory of Nidānas, certain it is that in view of the prominent place the doctrine is given in all the books, it must belong to early Buddhism, and it seems to be—whatever its merits may be—the philosophy of early Buddhism.

But by far the most important of all the Suttantas in this volume, and, indeed, in the whole Nikāya literature, is the Mahā-Parinibbāna-Suttanta, "The Book of the Great Decease," as Professor Rhys Davids translates, or "The Great Discourse on the (Buddha's) Passing Away", as I would rather translate. This Sutta has already been translated by Professor Rhys Davids in vol. xi of the Sacred Books of the East (1881). But it is needless to say that a new and revised edition of the translation of such an important text is by no means superfluous. The Introduction and notes contain also many new contributions to the study of this most valuable text, in whose history so many points remain still to be cleared up. In fact, if we could write the history of this one Sutta it would be the history not only of the Dīgha Nikāya, but probably of the whole Tipiṭaka. As the very suggestive list on p. 72 shows, there are no less than thirty-one different passages of the Sutta, making up nearly the

1 Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophie, i, 3, p. 163 f., 1908.
whole of the text, which recur in other books of the canon. If we could find out the exact mutual relation of these texts, we should gain a very good insight into the compilation or composition of the books from which they are taken. Certain it is that the different pieces of the mosaic forming the Suttanta belong to different ages and stages in the development of Buddhism. Putting aside all those parts which do not refer to the Parinibbāna itself, it is, I believe, not difficult to distinguish at least five strata of literary development in those paragraphs only which refer to the legends of the Buddha's last illness, his decision of passing away at the end of three months, and his death.

In ii, 21–6 (the paragraphs are those of the new translation in the present volume) the story of the Buddha's first illness that befell him in Beḷuva is told. Here the Buddha addresses to Ānanda those beautiful and remarkable words in which he says that "the Tathāgata has no such thing as the closed fist of a teacher, who keeps something back", and that "the Tathāgata thinks not that it is he who should lead the brotherhood or that the Order is dependent upon him", and that he did not think it necessary to leave any instructions concerning the Order, but that his followers should be "lamps unto themselves". In this wonderful dialogue the Buddha speaks to Ānanda entirely like a human teacher to his pupil, without the least trace of a half-god or of a Rṣi about him.

This is quite in keeping with v, 13–14, where we read how Ānanda stood leaning against the lintel of the door and weeping at the thought of his master passing away, whereupon he is called in by the Buddha, who kindly addresses to him the words: "Enough, Ānanda, do not let yourself be troubled; do not weep! Have I not already, on former occasions, told you that it is in the very nature of all things most near and dear unto us that we must divide ourselves from them, leave them, sever ourselves
from them?" etc. Spirit and tone in the two passages are the same. But it seems to me impossible that the same author who wrote these two passages in which there is so much warmth and feeling, and in which the Buddha is so entirely human, with nothing of the superhuman, whether half-god or thaumaturg, about him—that the same author should have written the paragraphs iii, 7–12 and 34–41, in which the Buddha, after having fixed the time of his death at the end of three months, boasts of his Iddhi powers that enable him to remain in the same birth for an æon, and upbraids Ānanda—more after the fashion of an angry Rṣi of old than as it behoves a Buddha—for not having taken the hint thrown out by him, and asked the Master to remain in this life for an æon. This tradition is probably not much older than that of the Council of Rājagaha in the Cullavagga, where Ānanda is reproached by the Saṅgha for not having asked the Master to remain in this life to the end of the Kalpa. A much older tradition is that recorded in iii, 48–51, that the Buddha, like a yogin (see for instance Bhīṣma in the Śāntiparvan), was able to fix the time of his death, but where nothing is said about his being able to live for a Kalpa. A mere expansion, in fact only a silly multiplication, of the feat related in iii, 41, are the paragraphs iii, 42–7, where Buddha tells Ānanda that he has thrown out the suggestion of his being able to remain in this life for an æon on no less than fourteen former occasions (nine times at Rājagaha and five times at Vesālī). Finally, the paragraphs iii, 13–33, where the eight causes of an earthquake, the eight kinds of assemblies, the eight positions of mastery, and the eight stages of deliverance are enumerated, are clearly interpolated from the Aṅguttara Nikāya.¹ The interpolation in this case is all the more

¹ For the two last Suttantas of the Dīgha Nikāya, which are entirely in the style of the Aṅguttara Nikāya, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, above, pp. 556–60.
evident, as the beginning of iii, 34 joins perfectly well with the end of iii, 12.

Moreover, there can have been no fixed canon of sacred books in existence when the dialogue of ii, 21–6 was written, in which Ānanda says that he had taken comfort from the thought that the Master would not pass away until at least he had left instructions as touching the Order, and in which the Bhikkhus are told to be "lamps unto themselves" and to rely upon no other refuge but the Dhamma. On the other hand, the sermon on the "Four Great Authorities" (iv, 7–11) presupposes a canon of Suttas and Vinaya texts, and such expressions as bahussutā, vinayadharā, and mātikādharā, which can only mean "learned in the Suttantas, versed in the Vinaya texts and in the Summaries" (whether the latter be the sources of the Abhidhamma texts or already actual Abhidhamma texts), presuppose even a threefold canon, a kind of Tipiṭaka.¹ And the passage vi, 3 ("when I am gone, Ānanda, let the Order, if it should so wish, abolish all the lesser and minor precepts") can only have been put into the mouth of the Master by adherents of a sect who actually wished to abolish some of the minor rules of the Order.

Again, the passage ii, 21–6 certainly excludes any kind of Buddha-worship. A teacher who is made to say that he does not even want to be a leader of the brotherhood can hardly have yet become an object of worship. On the other hand, in the "Mirror of Truth" (dhammādāsa), taught in ii, 8–9, we find the beginnings of a Buddhist worship, a kind of litany which is still recited at the Pātimokkha.² And the well-known final passages of the Mahā-Parinibbāna-Sutta refer to the worship of Buddha-relics and the erection of stūpas. Thus the Mahā-

¹ See Copleston, Buddhism, p. 45 f.
Parinibbāna-Sutta is very probably a late and enlarged version of a very old and much shorter Parinibbāna-Sutta. But all this is typical for the composition or compilation of the whole Dīgha Nikāya, and even of the whole Tipiṭaka. In the whole collection and in every one collection (for all books of the canon are collections) we shall have to distinguish several strata of Buddhist thought and literary activity, separated from each other probably by centuries. Only a very small portion of the Mahā-Parinibbāna-Suttanta can belong to the earliest stratum of Buddhist literature, and its final redaction must have taken place at a comparatively late date, as late as any of the latest parts of the Pali canon.

Nor can any of the other Suttantas in this volume be referred to the earliest literature of Buddhism. Both No. xvii and No. xviii, the Mahāsudassana-Suttanta and the Jana-Vasabha-Suttanta, are (as the translators have already pointed out) mere expansions of passages in the Mahā-Parinibbāna-Suttanta. No. xvii is a regular Jātaka. The Jātaka No. 95 in our Jātaka Commentary is only a short summary of the Suttanta or, as there are some textual differences, of a slightly different version of the Suttanta. No. xix, the Mahāgovinda-Suttanta, is also a Jātaka. All these Suttas, as well as the two following ones, No. xx (Mahāsamaya-Suttanta) and No. xxi (Sakkapañha-Suttanta), are mythological. They lead us into the worlds of the gods, and are meant to show that the very gods owe all their heavenly bliss only to their having been good Buddhists in some former life, and that even the highest gods know how to appreciate the religion of Buddha. The most interesting of these Suttantas is No. xxi, "The Questions of Sakka." It must have been as edifying to the Buddhists of old as it is curious to us moderns to read how Sakka, the king of the gods, hardly ventures to approach the great Buddha, wherefore he first sends the
heavenly musician Pañcasikha to soften the heart of the Exalted One (which the said musician, strangely enough, does by a love-song); to see how Sakka, after being introduced by Pañcasikha, is received by the Buddha in a very kind but condescending manner; how Sakka learns that it is only through the religion of the Buddha that the highest states may be attained; how the god's questions are answered by the Master, and the king of the gods, having acquired all the happiness of a pupil of the Buddha, finally, in an outburst of highest enthusiasm, pays homage to the Supreme Teacher. The translators, comparing the Buddhist Sakka with the Vedic Indra, conclude that "it is evident that Sakka and Indra are quite different conceptions". No doubt they are if we think of the Indra of the Vedic hymns. But the Buddhists were probably not the first to degrade the king of the gods. Indra is a menial of Śiva in the Śaiva legends, and of Viṣṇu in the Vaiṣṇava legends. Compare the Pañcendropākhyāna in the First Book of the Mahābhārata, where Indra is treated with irony approaching to contempt by god Śiva and punished for his want of respect towards the latter. But even in older Brahmanic myths and legends, e.g. the Nahuṣa myth (Mahābhārata, v, 11–17), Indra has to flee from Ṛtra, whereupon Nahuṣa takes possession of his throne, which Indra indeed afterwards regains, but not without the help of Viṣṇu, and only because Nahuṣa has offended the great Rṣi Agastya. In another Brahmanic legend, when Indra raises his arm to fling his thunderbolt against the Rṣi Čyavana, the god's arm is paralysed by the latter, and he is frightened to death by the monster Mada (Intoxication) created by the same Rṣi. And in more than one Epic and Pauranic myth Indra is humbled by one or other of the great Rṣis. In the Krṣṇa legend, too, it is Indra who gets the worst of it when he sends down a storm to punish Krṣṇa, and this hero holds up the mountain Govardhana like an umbrella
to protect himself and the cowherds against Indra's showers, whereupon Indra humbly acknowledges the supremacy of Kṛṣṇa-Viṣṇu. And just as Sakka is made to sing the praises of the Buddha in our Suttanta, so is in the Viṣṇu-Purāṇa a hymn to Śri put into the mouth of Indra. It is, I believe, rather this Epic and Pauranic than the Vedic conception of Indra that should be compared with the Sakka of the Buddhist texts.

As literary compositions these mythological Suttantas are rather inferior. In this respect the two last Suttantas of this volume rank higher. No. xxii, the Mahā-Satipāṭṭhāna-Suttanta, is a well-finished dialogue. But it is only an expansion of the tenth Sutta of the Majjhima-Nikāya, and is therefore called the "Great Discourse on the Setting-up of Mindfulness". The last Suttanta in this volume, the Pāyāsī-Suttanta, is one of those few dialogues in the Nikāyas which are not mere discourses of the Buddha, only interrupted now and then by words of approval or by a "yes" or "no" of the interlocutor, but real dialogues that may well be compared with those of Platon. But the question is whether this dialogue is originally Buddhist. Professor Leumann has fully discussed the Jaina parallel to the Pāyāsī dialogue, the legend and dialogue of Paesi, and has already pointed out how curious it is that the Buddhist Thera Kassapa should defend the soul-dogma against the unbeliever Pāyāsī. I also believe with the same scholar that in many respects the Jaina version of the story is the better of the two. Certain it is that the dialogue is not only perfectly in accordance with the Jaina teaching, but that the questions of Paesi are also logically connected with the introductory legend. For Kesi (corresponding to the Kassapa in the Buddhist Suttanta) is here said to be ahokhiya and annajivi, that is, "near the goal" and "believing in

1 Actes du 6ème congrès internat. des Orientalistes, tenu en 1883 à Leide, iii, 2, 467 ff.
soul (jīva) as different (anyā) from body”. It is a pity that the translators do not refer to the Jaina parallel at all.

Thus everything tends to show that the Dīgha Nikāya is by no means one of the earliest and most original productions of the Buddhists, but that on the other hand it is one of the most important works for the history of Buddhist literature. All students of Buddhism and Indian literature will therefore be thankful for this new contribution to our knowledge of these texts. For we have here not only translations of sometimes very difficult texts, but also introductions and notes which are full of suggestive remarks on points of Buddhist teaching and on literary questions. May we not have to wait too long for the third and final volume!

M. WINTERNITZ.

Compendium of Philosophy, being a Translation now made for the first time from the Original Pali of the Abhidhammattha-Sangaha, with Introductory Essay and Notes by SHWE ZAN AUNG, B.A. Revised and edited by Mrs. RHY'S DAVIDS. pp. xxvi and 298. London: published for the Pali Text Society by Henry Frowde, 1910.

This book is the result of the joint labour of a Western philosopher and Pali scholar, Mrs. Rhys Davids, and a Burmese Buddhist scholar, Shwe Zan Aung, B.A. Mr. Aung has had the advantage of studying Abhidhamma or “philosophy”\(^1\) under the learned monks of Burma. Burma has always been a seat of Abhidhamma learning. “Bhikkhus from Ceylon come now, as in days of old, to

\(^1\) Mrs. Rhys Davids now considers “philosophy” to be the best translation of the term Abhidhamma. And if, as I think, Dhamma is best translated by “religion”, Abhidhamma may well be taken as equal to the “philosophy of religion”.
study philosophy under the Theras of Burma, so renowned are the latter for proficiency in this subject." But Mr. Aung is also versed in Western philosophy, and, besides, his whole manuscript has passed through the hands of Mrs. Rhys Davids, who had also written a translation of her own of the Abhidhammattha-Sangaha and sent it to Mr. Aung, who collated it with his own translation. Thus the translation now before us is, in the best and fullest sense of the words, the result of Eastern and Western effort combined.

The work here translated is "a primer of psychology and philosophy" which, as we are informed by Mrs. Rhys Davids, has been studied in Ceylon and Burma for probably eight centuries. It is ascribed to a teacher named Anuruddha, who is said to have lived earlier than the twelfth and later than the eighth century A.D. In Burma it is "classed under a group of classical summaries, or compendia, entitled Let-than, or Little-finger Manuals, nine in number, and having, most of them, an exegetical literature belonging to each work". This compendium has been commented on more than any of the others. It treats of the same subject-matter as Buddhaghosa's Visuddhi-magga, but has a different object in view. The Visuddhi-magga is ethical in its end, while the Abhidhammattha-Sangaha is psychological. "The two works are thus to some extent mutually complementary, and as such still hold the field as modern text-books for students of Buddhism in Buddhist countries." The text was published in the Journal of the Pali Text Society as early as 1884 by Professor Rhys Davids.

To the ordinary Western reader it will seem strange that these endless dry and terse categories, filling page after page, interrupted only by mnemonic summaries in which the subject-matter is still further condensed, should be termed "philosophy", and stranger still that a book consisting of hardly anything but dry lists and summaries—the
merest skeleton of a system—should rank as one of the most important treatises on philosophy in Buddhist countries. In fact, I much doubt if the book itself would convey any meaning to a Western mind had not Mr. Aung himself, in a well-written Introductory Essay (pp. 1–76), given a brief résumé of the teaching contained in the Compendium, and added numerous explanatory notes to his translation. But even so, it needs such a sympathetic student of Buddhist thought as Mrs. Rhys Davids to discern in this crudest outline of a system a psychological and ethical philosophy which after all deserves to be placed side by side with the best efforts of the great thinkers of the world.

The Editor herself anticipates "that the cursory reader, even if not versed in our own psychological method, will not get past a feeling of repulsion and impatience". But I am sure this feeling will give way to a feeling of respect for these earnest, if somewhat pedantic, Buddhist thinkers, when that cursory reader has read the Editor's Preface, especially her fine remarks (pp. xvii–xxiv) on the merits of the Buddhist way of analysing mind, on the close alliance between psychology and ethics in Indian philosophy, on Buddhist "mysticism", and on the parallelism between Herakleitean and Buddhist philosophy.

While the Editor's Preface will probably be to most Western readers (as it was to the present writer) the most intrinsically interesting part of the book, the Appendix (pp. 220–85), which contains Mr. Aung's extensive notes on some of the most important technical terms of Buddhist philosophy, will be found extremely useful by all students of Buddhism. More especially I would point out the very lucid and highly instructive discussions on the vexed question of the Pañciccasamuppāda and on the true meaning of the term Saṃkhārā. Three useful indexes add to the usefulness of the volume, for which both the English editor and the Burmese author deserve our best thanks, and on
the publication of which the Pali Text Society is to be heartily congratulated.

M. Winternitz.


The alternative title of Mr. Behari Lal's work, *The Thesaurus of Knowledge Divine and Temporal*, indicates not inadequately the purpose with which he has written. We are all familiar with the strange works found in old libraries which expound all science, human and divine, in the light of the Bible, and which in each generation reinterpret the holy scripture to make it conform with the ideas of the day. So Mr. Behari Lal reinterprets the *Rgveda*, and finds in it the tenets of his own creed, which seems to us to be allied to that of the Bhāgavatas: he believes in the reality of matter, of the individual soul, and of a personal divinity, and all these he finds in the *Rgveda* as properly interpreted.

Proper interpretation necessarily involves the throwing to the winds of philology and of native tradition alike, and the resort to mysticism. We must satisfy ourselves with mentioning but a few of the author's conclusions: there is no human or animal sacrifice in the Vedas; *ālabheta* means *upayuṇīta*, i.e. using in a proper way to acquire merit, i.e. giving it away; *avadyati* denotes the marking with colour of the limbs of the animals given; *māṃsa* means bran, not flesh; the legend of Śunahśeṣa means that the individual soul supplicates the Almighty God to save him from bondage. On the other hand,* there is held to be no trace of ancestor-worship in the Vedas, but transmigration is essentially a part of the Vedic belief, as it is of Mr. Behari Lal, and its existence is proved and its ultimate acceptance by the Western world,
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as by Pythagoras, is asserted. It is right to add that the author is well acquainted with the texts with which he deals, and might have done good work had he accepted more orthodox principles of interpretation.

It is hardly necessary to say more as to the work, but as a second volume is promised, perhaps we may remind the author that Professor Max Müller was professor, not at Cambridge but at Oxford.

A. Berriedale Keith.

**History of Caste in India. By Shridhar V. Ketkar, Ph.D. Vol. I.**

This volume is based on a thesis presented for the degree of Ph.D. at Cornell University, and is deserving of the favourable decision given by the authorities there. It is one of the most lamentable results of the present methods of University teaching in India, that students there are not incited to interest in the history of their own country. So far as the examinations deal at all with the literature or history of India they lay stress on the grammatical and literary side rather than on the critical methods of historical inquiry, just as they used to do in England half a century or more ago. They are a test of memory rather than of thought or method. It is encouraging to find a student trained in the semi-German methods of an American University producing such work as the essay under review.

This volume is the first of an intended series of volumes, each one to be devoted to some particular aspect of the question of caste. In this first volume the evidence of Manu is collected and discussed, and a somewhat discursive introduction gives us glimpses of the author's views. This method seems awkward. In discussing any historical problem so large and intricate it would be much more convenient to have begun at the beginning. The author
himself has seen this, and excuses his method by the plea that the law book of the Mānavaś is authoritative on the matter of caste. But is it always so—for the periods before and after it reached its present shape, as much as for its own period? Is it not probable that, like all other ancient and sacred codes of custom, it also was the outgrowth of a school rather than the work of a single author, and contains phrases and paragraphs of very different dates? The author, indeed, admits as much quite early in the book, only to ignore it afterwards. He uses Manu as a homogeneous work, and supposes that the author of it was a Magadha Brahmin, who wrote it between 227 and 320 A.D. This date, in his opinion, is that of the earliest period at which certain tribes mentioned in Manu can have been known in the valley of the Ganges. But that would only give us, not the date at which the text as we now have it was actually constituted, but only a terminus a quo. The latest editor of the existing text may, for all that this argument shows, have lived a good deal later—at any time during the period in which the tribes were thus known. And though on p. 96 he uses expressions in Manu as evidence for "his time and his locality", on p. 52 he blames authors who do not use Manu (and the epics and the dramas) as evidence of customs current many centuries before it (or the epics or the dramas) were written.

The introduction has many acute observations, but the above is not the only inconsistency. At p. 29, when comparing (most properly) European customs with Indian, the Swedes and the Germans are called civilized nations. But on p. 23 another nation, generally acknowledged to be quite their equals in civilization, are mocked at as "casteless barbarians".

Again, on pp. 90–100, we have a well-considered and convincing argument that no one of the four varṇas (lit. "colours") was a caste in the technical sense of the
term. Yet on p. 5 the Brahmins are called a caste, and the many hundred castes into which they are really divided are called sub-castes. Our author attaches very great importance to the exact use of the terms involved. He discusses the exact usage of each native word (jāti, varṇa, svāṃskāra, dharma, etc.). He gives a definition of the Anglo-Indian word caste (which, as is well known, does not correspond to any native word), and yet in the use of this term, so important in the discussion, his practice is not in agreement with his own definition.

After the introduction the author gives us in succession a summary of the views expressed by Manu on each of the most important considerations to be considered in the history of caste. So far as I know, this has not been done before, except in a fragmentary manner. It is here quite well done, and at sufficient length; and the treatment will give permanent value to the work. The writer is apparently a young Marātha Brahmin. It is a disadvantage that his work is mainly apologetic of the orthodox position, but it is also an advantage to us to have the Brahmin views on this important matter so ably and uncompromisingly expounded. We shall look forward to the later volumes, especially those in which the periods earlier than Manu are to be treated.

T. W. Rhys Davids.


In the Index to Part I of his Lehrgebäude Professor König compiled an almost complete Hebrew vocabulary. To supplement this, and thus to convert it into a real
dictionary, was but one step. Students of Hebrew will be grateful that this step was taken, as it resulted in the production of a work the distinguishing features of which are terseness and reliability. It represents the final stage of the same author's studies, which aimed at following up the intrinsic (logisch-psychologische) connexion between the various modifications in the meanings of words. This method, the author considers, furthers the progress of Hebrew lexicography, as well as of semasiology in general. He also remarks in his preface that he thought it his duty to pay attention to the demand for the explanation of the proper nouns in the Old Testament, a demand incompletely responded to in previous works of the same kind. This was to be supplemented by a critical treatment of the multifarious questions connected with Hebrew lexicography. A higher aim than this cannot be conceived, and although no one perhaps is better fitted to achieve it than the author, it cannot be denied that the difficulties still to be overcome are enormous, particularly as regards the first item. The obscurities in the original meaning of Hebrew words are frequently so great that they are almost impenetrable. The development of word meanings does not always proceed on strictly logical lines. The original meaning of Hebrew roots is in many cases entirely lost, whilst the cognate languages are of little or no aid to their recovery. How, then, is the logico-psychological method to be applied? In spite of all this one cannot but agree with the author that a Hebrew dictionary cannot be compiled without constant recourse to the other Semitic languages to their widest extent, and Arabic in particular. Unfortunately it is not unnecessary to lay some stress on this need, as there are still occasional voices raised, even in academic circles in this country, which declare an isolated study of Hebrew possible.

As to the arrangement of the work one can only applaud the author's system. Obscure forms, in which the Hebrew
language abounds, are inserted in the places assigned to them by their initial letter in the alphabetical order of the articles, but they are accompanied by references to their roots. No one will, of course, expect finality in this respect, as the derivations of very many of these will remain a matter of dispute. Needless to say that this also applies to the meaning of many words the etymology of which is free from doubt. This will best be illustrated by the few stray remarks following here.

No. xxxiv, 10, which the author derives from יֵאַגְּנָה, is probably a denominativum of יָאִגֵּנָה, and therefore only indirectly connected with that root; יָאִגֵּנָה is not "belt" (Gürtel) in general, but "a tight-fitting loincloth (יָאִגֵּנָה)”, see Robertson Smith in JQR. iv, p. 289; לֶשֶךְ, which Professor König derives from לֶשֶךְ, seems to be an enlarged form of לֶשֶךְ (analogous to לֶשֶךְ). The resemblance is obvious. This derivation might also throw some light on the meaning of the disputed word לֶשֶךְ (Ezek. viii, 17), which König takes to signify "a branch", against Gesenius-Buhl. A further parallel is given by the expression לֶשֶךְ כַּעֲרִי (Hos. iii, 5), and thus reveals a whole concatenation of ideas and actions connected with Baal-worship. לֶשֶךְ has scarcely anything to do with לֶשֶךְ, but is probably contracted from לֶשֶךְ. Is not the first syllable of לֶשֶךְ mutilated from לֶשֶךְ, Arab. לֶשֶךְ? Professor König’s somewhat hesitating derivation of לֶשֶךְ from לֶשֶךְ is not encouraging. The word must have some connexion with Arabic لَطَنِي. Lagarde’s derivation of the verbal stems of לֶשֶךְ from לֶשֶךְ can hardly be assailed. Even the Pô‘el לֶשֶךְ, conveying the idea of (mentally) blinding, belongs to the same group. It is therefore not obvious why the author has divided this paragraph into two separate ones. Whether לֶשֶךְ is derived from לֶשֶךְ as König does, is, to say the least, doubtful. May it not be taken as contracted from
The author's remarks on הָרָר and הָרָעָה are thoroughly acceptable. This root is probably identical with Aramaic הָרִּפָא and סְמֵע, "to fly."

The author himself will not expect that the student agrees with all he says, but he is suggestive and stimulating on every page of his book. This in itself is a merit of no mean significance.

H. HIRSCHFELD.

INITIA AMHARICA. An introduction to spoken Amharic.

The series of works treating of Amharic, the chief commercial language of Abyssinia, has, together with the increased interest which European states take in the Empire of the Negus, considerably increased in past years.

Among the publications of recent years on this subject one of the most important is that by Armbruster, who, having lived in the Sudan for many years, had there and in Abyssinia many opportunities of studying the living language on the spot. Thus he was able to collect material about the Amharic language which had never been gathered before, and could give as examples for rules many sentences which he had heard spoken by the natives themselves.

These great advantages resulting from Armbruster's practical knowledge of the language are confronted by some few disadvantages resulting from the same fact. Many a correct and valuable example has not been very clearly explained from a linguistic-historical point of view, many a grammatical rule has not been sharply enough defined. (For details I refer to my discussion in Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, 1911, coll. 73 seqq.)
As a concession to the practical employment of this work, the author has handled material in various parts of the book which it would have been better to collect under one heading. But this defect is of little consequence compared with the many advantages of this work, and we owe great thanks to the writer, who, during seventeen years service in the Tropics, untiringly devoted his few leisure hours to scientific observations and work, and we congratulate him on the great success which the two volumes of the *Initia Amharica* have had.

In a short introduction the writer tells us, in a few words, how the Amharic language has spread, of its dialects, and the historical place it occupies among the Semitic languages. Then he gives us, in the very instructive paragraphs 3–8, a very detailed description of the phonology of the language. In these paragraphs there are numerous excellent data which he has collected. I was very pleased to observe that Armbruster, without having any knowledge of my work, arrived at the same results as I did in my "Proben aus Amharischem Volksmund,"¹ supported by many observations of the pronunciation of Aleka Taije, formerly lecturer at the Oriental College, University, Berlin.

The treatment of the nouns and verbs, and many examples, will be especially welcome to those who are beginning to learn Amharic without having any previous acquaintance with a Semitic language. Detailed tables show how, for instance, the suffixes are attached to the different forms of the nouns and verbs. In like manner Armbruster gives numerous paradigms for the forms of the regular and irregular verbs, and all the verbs being repeated in an appendix of about 200 pages in length this is perhaps an exaggeration of attention to the subject.

The science of the accentuation is especially difficult,

¹ In "Mitteilungen des Seminars für Orientalische Sprachen", tome x., Berlin, 1907.
because, as in the Italian language, the accent seems to glide over the whole word with equal stress, and it requires keen observation to comprehend the correct accentuation of the word and sentence. If Armbruster, when showing the accentuation, sometimes gives rules engendered by his own observations, which do not correspond with observations made by others and myself, this must be attributed to peculiarities of dialect formerly unknown to us, and in this he has rendered us a great service. Here I should like to mention one. In the provinces of Godjam and Matsha the relative sentence has the plural form of the noun. In Amharic one generally says "he who has gone" =jahēda, "those who have gone" =jahēdu, but in both the above-mentioned provinces Armbruster has also heard yahēdôtsh for the latter (i.e. the plural ending of the noun; cf. man =sau; men =sanotsh).

Armbruster's treatment of the syntax is wholly sufficient for practical purposes. With regard to the position of the difficult parts of the sentence, it must be remarked that the examples given by him are not always taken from the language of the educated, but from everyday colloquial language.

The very exact manner in which Armbruster gives his transcription is particularly advantageous. These are not merely circumscriptions of the written words, but on the contrary render every word exactly as it is heard. Hereby all the variations of the seven series of the vowels of the Amharic and its consonants are distinguished with great accuracy.

It is gratifying to remark a similar delicate accuracy in the second volume of the Initia Amharica, the English-Amharic dictionary. This work serves a purely practical purpose, and hereby discharges its duty exceedingly well. Almost every word necessary for everyday language and correspondence is contained in the book.

A great number of phrases taken from the living
language have been added to the list of words. Here, too, we are in many cases made acquainted with dialectical peculiarities.

The third volume of the *Initia Amharica*, which handles the English–Amharic conversation, is in the press, and will, it is to be hoped, appear before long.

In conclusion, I should like in the name of all our colleagues to thank again the writer for his excellent work, and to express the hope that he may in future continue to enrich our science with many an interesting work.

EUGEN MITTWOCH.

Berlin.
August, 1911.

**DIE ALTEN SEIDENSTRASSEN ZWISCHEN CHINA UND SYRIEN.**

This brochure of 130 pages is a contribution to one of those bypaths of research full of interest to the student of bygone times, whether his favourite study be history or geography, and, in this case, fascinating to the Sinologue as well. Herr Herrmann well says that "in der Verkehrsgeschichte des Altertums hat kaum ein Handelsprodukt eine so hervorragende Rolle gespielt wie die Seide". So valuable was silk in those olden times that it was described both in old Rome and ancient China as worth its weight in gold.¹

Aristotle appears to have been the first to notice the silkworm in Western literature (*Hist. Anim.*, v, 19 (17), 11 (6)), which he describes with fair accuracy

¹ *Vide* Hirth’s *China and the Roman Orient*, p. 225 and n. 2, where he cites "Vita Aureliani, c. 45, in Scriptt. Hist. Aug., quoted by Friedlaender, i.e., vol. iii (5th ed., 1881)," and also alludes to the *Shuo-wén* (see Wylie, p. 8).
considering his vague knowledge of the creature. That there was a large trade in silk between the East and the West is well attested by the veracious Chinese historians. By the trade in this commodity the Chinese doubtless first acquired (B.C. 120) their knowledge of the distant countries of Ta-ts'in (Syria) and Ti'ao chih (Babylonia). The Parthians and other nations were the intermediaries between the Chinese and the inhabitants of the countries named above in this trade, and certain products of these Western nations reached China as the result. One of the few foreign words in the Chinese language (the sum-total of these till just recently was only 282) is due to this intercourse with Parthia. It is the name of one of the products thus obtained, viz. benzoin, which is described as Parthian.

No book on this ancient intercourse would be complete without at least reference to Chang Ch'ien and Pan Ch'ao of the two Han dynasties. Our author in his transliteration of Chinese names follows the French spelling of M. Chavannes and renders these as Tschang K'ien and Pan Tsch'an. Chang Ch'ien was "the first explorer of Western countries about 120 B.C." He introduced foreign hemp into China. The other famous traveller, the general Pan Ch'ao (at the close of the first century), despatched Kan Ying on a mission to Syria; but the latter only reached the coast of the Persian Gulf, where he was dissuaded (probably by the employers of Syrian shipowners) from proceeding further, and thus giving information to their merchants as to the price of silk in China, on which such enormous profits were being made. The Hou-han-shu tells us this profit was 10 per cent., and the Chin-shu that it was 100 per cent.

It is impossible to notice all the subjects touched upon in this pamphlet, but amongst them are such as the reasons for the late contact between the Chinese and the civilization or culture of the West, the beginning of
the inter-Asian intercourse, the faults incident to the first commercial intercourse of the Chinese and the consequences, the historical works of Ssü-ma Ch'ien, the Annals of the former and latter Han dynasties, and other Chinese works.

Our author refers to Dr. Stein's researches and discoveries in Turkestan, where he obtained about 8,000 MSS. and documents, or portions of such, in nearly twelve different writings and speeches. Doubtless, as the full results of these and other archaeological discoveries are made known, our knowledge of these ancient commercial routes and dealings will be further increased.

J. Dyer Ball.

Les Derniers Barbares: Chine, Tibet, Mongolie.

This book is one of the results of the "Mission D'Ollone". The Mission D'Ollone is one of those scientific expeditions which our French neighbours know so well how to equip and send out to add to our knowledge of things but partially known or wholly hidden from Western ken. The author was the leader, but he was ably assisted by three of his compatriots—two lieutenants (since promoted to captaincies) and a quartermaster of the Army (now a sous-lieutenant). These were the principal members, and they were accompanied by Annamites and Chinese. Being so military in its personnel, the approval of the Minister of War was obtained; and, on the other hand, to prevent umbrage from what might be considered too much of a military character to a scientific expedition, the Mission was put under the official patronage of the French Geographical Society. Financial aid was forthcoming from le Ministère de l'Instruction and that of the Colonies, as well as from the Government of Indo-China and a couple of learned societies.
Thus armed and provided, three years (1906–9) were spent in exploration, travel, and research. After two months in Cambodia, Cochin-China, Tonkin, and the borders of Kwang-tung, they proceeded to Yunnan, and here, as an instance of the great and rapid changes that are taking place in China, it may be noted that this journey took the party sixteen days on horseback, though now, on rail, on a different route, it can be accomplished in two.

Travelling into unknown regions, scaling precipitous heights, diving into deep valleys, discovering customs of the aborigines, bringing to light Lolo and Miau Tsz books, finding subterranean rivers, shooting rapids, tramping on foot, riding on horseback, astonishing the unsophisticated natives with the marvellous performances of automatic fire-arms, making friends with savages, with infinite tact surmounting opposition by craft meeting craft, ferreting out the history of these primitive tribes, travelling with the Dalai Lama, attacked by Tibetans—what more could travellers hope or wish for?

All this is written in a pleasant style, and the accounts of little-known people afford much pleasure in the perusal—in short, this is a most interesting book of travel.

All the members of the mission braved dangers and undertook tasks that might well appal the ordinary man. As one instance of their perseverance under difficulties the leader at one time set himself for half a month to try to gain an insight into the Lolo writing. A Lolo taught him, but he spoke no French, so another Lolo interpreted the first one's knowledge into Chinese and then an interpreter turned the latter into French. The Frenchman sums up the result of such a mode of study by saying, "Mais j'avoue qu'il demande une certain dose de patience!" One would think so indeed.

Our French author agrees with Baber in describing the Lolos as a fine race physically. Of them he says, "C'est
un peuple qui jouera un rôle dans les destinées de l'Orient."

Strange that in the midst of the Chinese Empire the aborigines are able to enslave Chinese to labour for them. The feudal system is in vogue amongst these tribes, and the Commandant describes their social systems, with their nobles, serfs, and slaves.

No book about a country, it has been remarked, is complete without pictures, and nowadays that the sun is enlisted on the traveller's behalf to be his artist, we get life-like bits which the skilful eye of the voyageur has detected as typical of the scenes which pass before his eyes, relieved by groups or single figures of the inhabitants, true to life as well. This book is beautifully illustrated with finely executed peeps of the country traversed, and the natives in their peculiar dress and their houses and temples.

Our author had less difficulty in taking photographs than some travellers have. In fact, the Lolos were eager to pose before the camera. He ascribes this to the pains which he took to explain the matter to them, and says he has found his plan effective in both Africa and Asia. But this does not appear to take into account the superstitious fear which no amount of explanation will overcome. For example, we have a distinct remembrance of the introduction of photography into China, and how this dread possessed the souls of not a few, who feared that a presentiment of themselves on the photographic plate would detach one of the seven animal spirits they possessed, and this thus abstracted from them, would prove disastrous.

The Commandant appears to have formed a just estimate of Chinese character, institutions, and the state of the country, and a truthful idea of these is revealed every now and then. For example, "En Chine tout est délabré, mais presque rien n'est vieux."

What does the author mean by saying that the last
emperor of the Ming Dynasty ("le dernier empereur de la dynasty des Ming") fled to the Hang Yi fu in Kwei Chow and made it his capital at the Manchu conquest? The last emperor committed suicide at Peking when all seemed lost.

It may be noted that the goddess "Avalokiteśvara" on p. 211 is the same deity as "Kwan-yn, Déesse de la Miséricorde" on p. 223. The two are identical now in Northern Buddhism, whatever may be thought of the idea that they may have been of separate origin. (Vide Eitel's Handbook of Chinese Buddhism.) While in a critical vein, it may just be remarked that one misses an index, which the size of the book and its importance demand.

The ill-fated Lieutenant Brooks was met by the author, in these wilds of China, shortly before his tragic end.

Dr. Stein's interesting and important discoveries in Turkestan, it is noted, have been followed up by the French in the person of M. Pelliot, whom our author likewise met.

But it is impossible in a short review to notice all the salient points of interest in this work which merit attention, such, for instance, as the wonderful sculptured rocks, and many other things which, with an eye open for what is new and strange, our author describes.

We await with interest the publication of the full results of this mission—geographical, topographical, philological, ethnographical, etc. These results are thus summed up: "8,000 kilomètres d’itinéraires, dont 2,700 absolument nouveaux; 2,000 photographies de types, costumes, monuments, paysages caractéristiques; plus de 200 mensurations complètes; 46 vocabulaires de dialectes non chinois; 4 dictionnaires d’écritures indigènes jusque-là inconnues ou indéchiffrées; 327 manuscrits lolois; 225 inscriptions relatives à l’histoire, en chinois, sanscrit, tibétain, mongol, mandchou, arabe, lolo; les monographies à peu près introuvables de 42 villes, de nombreux objets
de collection, armes, utensiles, poteries, monnaies, peintures, etc. . . . enfin des observations abondantes. L'ensemble de nos documents ne pourrait être présenté en moins de sept volumes, dont la publication est déjà commencée."

J. Dyer Ball.


The Cantonese is one of the most important of the languages spoken in China, and is not simply a dialect of a standard language, as the word dialect, which usage and custom has linked with it, might lead one to suppose. It is the standard language itself of a population falling not far short of that of Italy, and has a number of distinct dialects of its own.

It is the speech of the larger number of the inhabitants of the Canton or Kwong Tung Province, which contains a population of well on for thirty-two millions. Nor is its use confined to the one province, for it is spoken in some parts of the neighbouring Kwong Si Province, and there are also numerous Cantonese to be found scattered over different parts of China, while the great majority of Chinese who emigrate to our British Colonies and to foreign lands are natives of the Kwong Tung Province.

Cantonese has traces (as some of the other Chinese languages also have) of the ancient speech of China, still preserved and in daily use in some of its sounds. Our first intercourse with the Chinese was with the speakers of this language, as for many long years Canton was the only port where trade with foreign nations was permitted. It was not, however, till after many years of intercourse that a Cantonese—English Dictionary was prepared. The
author was Samuel Wells Williams, LL.D., who was afterwards Secretary of Legation and Chargé d’Affaires for the United States at the Court of Peking. It was based on a small Chinese lexicographical work, and was a great boon to all students of Cantonese.

It was an octavo volume of 728 pages; but the limitations of typographical work in China at that time necessitated the use of poor paper, which tore easily, and there was not a sufficiently small fount of type readily available to be used for the phrases given as examples, or the exigencies of space prevented its employment. This latter especially was a great drawback. The definitions were also all put one after the other in a mass, followed by the examples, with no attempt to classify them; but notwithstanding these inconveniences the book was a most useful one. After fifteen or twenty years it was difficult to obtain a copy, and two or three times the original price, if not even more, was paid for one, and students considered themselves fortunate to obtain the book at even such an enhanced price.

Twenty-one years after the issue of this "Tonic Dictionary," as it was called, a German Sinologue prepared an enlarged and revised Cantonese-English Dictionary, which he described as essentially a new dictionary based on Kang Hi’s Imperial Dictionary and Dr. Williams’s Tonic Dictionary. Progress had been made in the study of the Chinese language during the nearly quarter of a century between the publication of the first Cantonese-English Dictionary and the completion of the issue of the second; and notably during that period the monumental work of the Rev. James Legge, D.D. (late Professor of Chinese at the University of Oxford), on the Chinese Classics had been produced, as well as Sir Thomas Wade’s Tzŭ Erh Chi, and these were largely availed of by Dr. Eitel for examples of the classical use of words and for official and documentary Chinese. A small fount of Chinese type
was employed in the body of the dictionary for the phrases quoted and examples given. Dr. Eitel also used an excellent plan of dividing these examples into Classical, Mixed (i.e. words that were in use in both the book-language and in everyday speech), and Colloquial. The book was in these and in some other respects a great advance on the earlier work.

The disposal of the whole edition, the added knowledge of Chinese, the new terms being rapidly introduced into the language, have all combined, after more than thirty years, to render an enlarged and new dictionary of Cantonese necessary. The first part of this has now appeared.

The reviewer has known all the authors who have had a share in the making of this dictionary in its different editions. Dr. Williams was a diligent student of Chinese, an ardent reader of Chinese books, and possessed a good knowledge of Chinese idioms. After retiring from China he became Professor of Chinese at Yale. Dr. Eitel was a classical scholar of Chinese and an expert in Chinese Buddhistic terms. Mr. Genähr knows the language of the books well, is a good Chinese scholar, and also speaks Cantonese like a native, having learned the language in his youth. It need therefore scarcely be said that each has been well qualified for the arduous task, and the result of all these past and present labours is a masterpiece of lexicographical work. As the second surpassed the first, so the last excels its immediate predecessor.

The enlargement alone has been considerable, as the half, all that has been yet issued, is more than twice the size of the one of 1877, which was a large octavo of about 1,100 pages, whereas A to O in the present volume takes 696 pages quarto. As an instance of the additions made in some cases we may note that under the word fung, "wind," the former dictionary had only half an octavo page, while in Mr. Genähr's dictionary nearly
a page and a half of the quarto size is taken up with examples, etc. In short, 20,000 new entries have been made in the whole work.

As an improvement it may also be noted that, where necessary, definitions are given, as, for example, in the case of fung-shui, dismissed in the old dictionary with the single word "geomancy", while Mr. Genähr gives us eleven lines conveying in a condensed form an account of what fung-shui really is and means to the Chinese.

The jumbling together of classical terms, ordinary book-language words, and colloquial phrases in the first dictionary was remedied in the second, as the examples given were separated into the three above divisions; but still there was a confused mass to meet the eye, as everything was crushed into one paragraph.

The present dictionary follows what might be styled the ground-plan employed in Professor Giles's Mandarin Dictionary, for each phrase and sentence quoted is given a fresh line, to the great advantage of the student. Mr. Genähr has done well in accepting two new divisions for his examples, viz., book phrases which are not used in conversation, and technical for the phrases, mostly those introduced of late years, from the employment of foreign science, arts, and manufacture. Many of these words have been borrowed from the Japanese or invented by the Chinese themselves, for the language gives exceptional facilities for the making of new words, excelling the German by far in this respect.

When the dictionary is completed facility in finding the words in the body of the book, after looking them up under the radicals at the end, will be found in the plan, also adopted from Professor Giles's Dictionary, of giving each character a number. A further number under each character also refers to that dictionary, so that much time and labour will be saved in this reference by those wishing to consult it and who do not know Mandarin.
It is impossible with the space at our disposal to point out all the excellences of this latest interpreter of the Chinese to the foreigner, and it may appear almost invidious to call attention to defects in this admirable work. But it does seem a pity that a misleading orthography of some of the Chinese sounds should be still retained in this splendid book, and further that the extended knowledge of the whole system of tones in Cantonese (which adds much to the beauty of the language and its comprehension), and which has been attained of late years, has not been availed of to the full. In the former respect Mr. Genähr unfortunately glories in copying the Great Master Confucius, who was “a transmitter and not a maker” (Confucian Analects, vii, 1), and is waiting till a perfect system is devised by someone to represent Chinese sounds by an English spelling. In the meantime he gives good advice on the subject. He says: “Let the beginner . . . not follow the pronunciation given in dictionaries or handbooks if he finds such to clash with that of his teacher, provided he has a good one, but copy the latter. The correct pronunciation must be learned from the lips of a Chinaman, no matter how good or bad a dictionary or a handbook may be.”

The mistake of the old dictionary in describing the variant tone of the upper even as a middle tone has not been corrected. It is higher than the upper even and not midway between the upper and lower even, as erroneously described. Professor Parker’s statements about this and other variant tones are thoroughly reliable.

J. Dyer Ball.


The intending reader must not be misled by the title of this book. It is not with the river itself that it is chiefly
concerned, but with the commerce of that vast tract of country known as the Valley of the Yangtse. This is a big enough task in itself, yet M. Dautremer attempts to crowd into the 295 pages an account of the history, religions, commerce, industries, government, and racial characteristics of the Chinese nation; and, moreover, he deals in a final chapter with guilds, secret societies, and the T'ai-p'ing Rebellion. The result is disappointing. So far as his commercial information goes—and apparently this is the raison d'être of the book—it may be found in a more complete and, in many instances, more up-to-date form in the admirable Trade Reports issued by the Imperial Maritime Customs. Nor does the author make any useful or novel additions to the existing extensive literature devoted to Sinology.

The most interesting passages are those in which he touches on matters which he had peculiar opportunities of studying while Consul in China. For instance, in discussing the history of the foreign concessions at Hankow, no one is better qualified to describe the vicissitudes of what is now the French Concession, since it fell to the lot of M. Dautremer to take the leading part in establishing his country's claim to this area. When Hankow was opened as a treaty port in 1861, settlement areas were granted both to Great Britain and to France, but, beyond erecting a consulate, the French took no steps to avail themselves of their full rights until about thirty-five years later.

There follows an appreciation, tempered with criticism, of the part played in the development of Hankow by the late Chang Chih-tung. To the initiative of this famous Viceroy—great reformer and patriot but disastrous financier—were due the various enterprises that have placed Hankow in the front rank of the world's centres of commerce. The Pai-Han Railway, the Han-yang Arsenal and Ironworks, factories at Wu-ch'ang for cotton, silk, and sewing-needles, and the germ of the railway that
some day will join Hankow to Canton are all part of
the legacy he left to Central China. It is difficult to
exaggerate the importance of the first item on this list.
By the completion of the Pai-Han Railway the heart of
the Empire was brought not only within two days' travel
of the metropolis, but also within three weeks of the
capitals of Europe.
International intrigues and jealousies, such as inevitably
accompany undertakings in China which require the help
of foreign loans, much embarrassed some of the Viceroy's
reforms. In this respect the Pai-Han Railway was no
exception, and no doubt its inner history would make
interesting reading if our author does publish it, as he
hints he may.
It is instructive to learn reasons why French commerce
is not more successful throughout the world and in China
in particular—
"On peut donner beaucoup de raisons de notre effacement: la vraie
est, je crois, que nous ne sommes pas négociants, nous ne sommes pas
commerçants, nous sommes des terriens et des guerriers, et la preuve
en est dans nos occupations coloniales; nous y restons toujours, comme
les Espagnols, une manière de conquistadores. A cela s'ajoute le
manque de persévérance, de patience, et la peur de risquer. Enfin la
plais de la France, au point de vue du commerce extérieur et du
développement des affaires avec l'étranger, c'est l'économie avare qui
sèvit sur toutes les classes de la population. Cette fureur d'économiser
qui nous rend riches chez nous, brise l'esprit d'entreprise et d'initia-
tive personnelle. Aussi, tandis que des pays moins riches que
le nôtre, comme l'Allemagne et le Japon, prennent dans les affaires
du monde une place de plus en plus considérable, nous reculons." (pp. 270-1.)

Few observers of Chinese life will agree with the
caricature presented on p. 26—
"Si le Japon est le paradis des enfants, on ne peut en dire autant de
la Chine; aussi, dans ce dernier pays, les enfants craignent, mais
n'aiment pas leurs parents. Ceux-ci les élevent en vue de la continuité
de la famille, non pour eux-mêmes et pour les rendre heureux. La
tendresse n'est pas le fort du Chinois... En Chine on voit d'affreux
petits magots empaquetés dans plusieurs couches de vêtements, avec
des visages graves, presque mélancoliques; ce n'est pas étonnant,
personne ne leur sourit jamais."
For me, during two years spent in China, the children always possessed a peculiar charm. Their quaint ways and air of happy contentment made them objects of never-failing interest, and what struck me forcibly was the affection lavished on them by their parents. But, in order to bring an authoritative contradiction to M. Dautremer's statement, I will quote from an essay on this subject by a distinguished writer long resident in the country. He says—

"They are highly intelligent, quick to see the merry side of things, brimful of healthy animal spirits, and exceedingly companionable. . . . On the whole it may be said that Chinese children are neither better nor worse, neither more or less delightful, than the children of the West, and that child-nature is much the same all the world over. Among their most conspicuous qualities are their good-humour and patience. Chinese children bear illness and pain like little heroes . . . Another interesting characteristic of Chinese children consists in the fact that good manners very often appear, at first sight, to be innate rather than acquired." (R. F. Johnston, Lion and Dragon in Northern China, pp. 245-53.)

_Le Yangtséu_ bristles with inaccuracies. To pick out a few: the statement (p. 13) that "il est généralement admis que les Chinois sont venus des environs du Tarim" is certainly an exaggeration. Nor is it in accordance with the opinion of the best authorities to state that "la fabrication du cloisonné et de l'email a toujours été très florissante en Chine" (p. 44). There is good proof that _cloisonné_ was first introduced from the West as late as the thirteenth century, and also that the Chinese learnt the art of painted enamels some four hundred years later through imitating examples of Limoges ware brought by the early French missionaries. On p. 202 the author commits an anachronism of not less than two and a half centuries by associating Kublai Khan with the date 1552; and his reiterated statement that the tea trade with Great Britain has ceased scarcely tallies with statistics published by the Chinese Customs which give a total of 129,269 piculs exported to this country during the year 1910, and show
that after the Russians and Americans we are the largest receivers of China tea.

There are eight reproductions of photographs, and a map comprising Central and Southern China, entitled "Provinces Chinoises riveraines du Yangtseu". The photographs are excellent, but it is difficult to see what connexion some of them bear to the letterpress. For instance, the frontispiece is the well-known view of the Hunchback Bridge at the Summer Palace, near Peking, and is here not very appropriately described as "type de pont chinois". The next picture is one of an ornamental p'ai-lou from the same source, and it is labelled "Monument élevé à la mémoire d'une veuve fidèle". Several textual errors that might cause confusion are to be found; for instance, "Hankeou" for Houkeou (p. 3), "Siao-Kou-Chou" for Siao-Kou-Chan (p. 8).

In conclusion, it is only fair to the memory of the late Mr. Archibald Little to correct the very incomplete and misleading history of steam navigation of the Upper Yangtse to be found on pp. 6, 7. The first stage in this history should be recorded as taking place in 1889, when Mr. Little arrived at Ichang with a stern-wheeler—the Kuling of about 500 tons. It was his intention to fulfil the condition imposed by the Chefoo Convention of 1876 that Chungking should be opened to foreign trade as soon as "steamers have succeeded in ascending the river so far". However, after six months spent in futile endeavour to overcome the opposition of the Chinese authorities, and in vain appeals for the support of the British Government, the scheme had to be abandoned. The Chinese effected a sort of compromise by buying the Kuling, and for many years she was employed running between Hankow and Ichang.

In 1895 the Treaty of Simonoseki formally converted Chungking into an open port, and thus were removed many of the obstacles that had rendered the first attempt
abortive. Mr. Little was not slow to return to the project nearest his heart. First having enlisted the sympathy of the then British Minister at Peking, he ordered to be built in Shanghai a twin-screw steamer having a speed of 9 knots. In this vessel—called the *Leechuen*—he left Shanghai on January 15, 1898, and exactly one month later started from Ichang on the memorable voyage that opened the Upper Yangtse to steam navigation. Chungking was reached in eleven steaming days, or, including delays, in exactly three weeks. Unfortunately it was necessary on several occasions to call in the aid of trackers. Failure to carry out the voyage entirely under the vessel's steam is to be explained by the insufficient power of her engines, and by the fact that the season was the one least favourable for fighting the rapids.

However, next year Mr. Little established beyond question his claim to the honour of being the first to demonstrate the navigability of the Upper Yangtse by a cargo-carrying steamer, for in June, 1899, he succeeded without help in reaching Chungking with the paddle-steamer *Pioneer*, taking only eight days over the trip. This historic vessel now figures on the river as H.M.S. *Kinsha*, having been bought and converted into a gunboat by the British Government at the time of the Boxer rising. Thus the *Pioneer* was given no opportunity of proving a commercial success as a freight carrier. Disaster quickly overcame the next merchant steamer that attempted to negotiate the rapids. The German ship *Suhsiang* left Ichang on December 27, 1900, and got no further than forty miles before she was wrecked and her captain drowned.

After this catastrophe the river above Ichang was left to the foreign gunboats until October 19, 1909, when the SS. *Shutung* reopened the mercantile steam navigation of the Upper Yangtse. With a large freighted flat in tow she succeeded without mishap in reaching Chungking in
sixty-five steaming hours. Since then the Shutung has continued to ply between the two ports to the great profit of her owners. It is a noteworthy fact that this last enterprise was initiated by Chinese, and was financed by them.

W. PERCEVAL YETTS.


In this publication of 104 pages and five plates we have an interesting account of the latest discoveries at Lagas, with an indication of the present state of the ruins. There is no doubt that the late M. de Sarzec, when acting as French consul at Bagdad, made a most important discovery when he came upon these ruins, which have been well and systematically excavated, and one realizes what noteworthy primeval show-places Turkey will possess when the ruins of the old foundations of Babylonia have been properly worked out and protected.

The great value of this particular site is that it contains remains dating from the pre-Sargonic period, going back, possibly, as far as 4000 years B.C. This is probably due to the state of Lagas having early lost its political influence, whereby the importance of the capital disappeared, though the place may have remained the head-quarters of a political resident. The palace, however, with its massive brick masonry, evidently continued, even then, still habitable, and that and the other buildings were preserved, throughout the centuries, practically as Gudea had left them. But the work of Commandant Cros is best
summarized upon the indications of M. Léon Heuzey's Preface.

Deep soundings have been effected in the palace-mound (A) to determine the relationship of the early constructions of Ur-Bau and Gudea with the much more modern Adad-nadin-ahê dynasty; the north and north-east part of the terrace of the mound of the "Maison des Fruits" has been cleared, revealing stairways, sloping canals, and reservoirs, with a series of early objects of historical interest. Upon the west slope of the tablet-mound (V) remains of constructions revealed themselves, together with a number of interesting pieces belonging mainly to the time of Gudea and the kings of Ur. Finally, another mound, occupying a central position in the ruins, has been attacked, and its exploration has resulted in several interesting finds.

Descriptions of the objects figured are given, one of the most interesting being that entitled "La Pêche de Gilgamês", which represents a nude or tight-clad and belted figure carrying, at the end of a stick resting on his right shoulder, a crab, and, suspended from his left hand, two fish. This bearded and ringletted figure, which is common on the cylinder-seals, I should prefer to call, as Heuzey does once, simply "the Babylonian Hercules", until proof that he is really to be identified with Gilgamel comes to light.

M. François Thureau-Dangin gives, with his usual thoroughness, copies and translations of some of the inscriptions found—the tablet recording the destruction of Lagaš; that referring to the Elamite incursion in the time of En-e-tarzi; and the inscription of Arad-Nannar, the great minister and chief of Lagaš during the reign of Gimil-Sin of Ur, under whom he held the governorship or chieftainship of many cities which are enumerated. The summation of results is by Commandant Gaston Cros (who gives also extracts from the diary of the diggings) and the description of the antiquities by M. Heuzey. The
heliogravures are perfect, and reproduce the carved shell portrait of King Ur-Nina; the alabaster bas-relief of the fisherman returning with his catch; the beautiful but mutilated female head with blue fillet round the forehead and blue eyebrows; several heads of statuettes, one being a bearded deity with horned hat; and views of the regions of the stairways and the reservoirs.

It is a work of considerable interest and value, and a welcome addition to our knowledge. Noteworthy as a discovery are the deposits of dried fish, illustrating not only the numerous tablets referring to offerings of fish (mostly published by M. Fr. Thureau-Dangin—cf. also the Amherst Tablets, vol. i, No. 1, and Mr. Harding Smith's tablet in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 1905, p. 76), but also the statements of Herodotus concerning the fish-eaters of Babylonia.

T. G. Pinches.

Die Götternamen in den babylonischen Siegel-
cylinder-Legenden, zusammengestellt und bearbeitet
von Dr. Joseph Krausz, mit zahlreichen Beiträgen
von Professor Dr. Fritz Hommel. 8vo. Leipzig:
Otto Harrassowitz, 1911.

Though these inscriptions have attracted a certain amount of attention, and all Assyriologists recognize their value, no satisfactorily classified study of them, such as has been done for the proper names in the contract-tablets, has hitherto appeared. The present work of 128 pages (including the indexes) therefore fills a gap in the subject of Babylonian linguistics and archaeology.

The commonest formula of these cylinder-inscriptions is that which gives the name of the owner, that of his father, and then the god whom he worshipped. There are many departures from this arrangement, however, one of them being given on p. 3, quoted from a cylinder in the
de Clercq Collection: “Banilu”, servant of the goddess Nin-Eanna, son of Kušala,” instead of “Banilu”, son of Kušala, servant of Nin-Eanna”, but this is not the usual arrangement of the clauses. A similar order of wording occurs in the case of No. 122 of the same publication, quoted, in part, on p. 10, as one of the examples which describe the owner as being servant of two gods, and not one only.

The classification of these little inscriptions enables us to become acquainted with the facts—social, departmental, and mythological—which are to be learned therefrom. Whilst some give the name of the man, his father, and the god whom he worshipped, others have the names of gods only (generally two, but sometimes more), and several bear short invocations. Interesting are the inscriptions of the common type which show the deity as patron of the family: “Dagan-abi, son of Ibni-Dagan, servant of Dagan” (p. 25); “Libit-Sin, son of Sin-tayar, servant of Sin and the goddess Nin-gal” (p. 31). Does this also exist in the case of the quotation from the de Clercq Collection, No. 237 (p. 30), where the formula “Sin-tabal, son of Zinû, servant of Sin” occurs? As is generally accepted, Sin is derived from Zuen, the transposed Sumerian En-zu, and Zinû (given in the genitive form Zinû) shows the original spelling with z instead of s, and the name itself would find its parallel in Marduk, “he of Merodach.”

An index of names of gods, and another of the persons, adds to the value of the book. Among Professor Hommel’s notes may be especially mentioned that upon Martu or Amurrû, on pp. 56–8. There is no doubt that the connexion between Babylon and the West (Amurrû) goes back to an exceedingly early date, and Hommel regards the west-Semitic influence in Babylonia as being possibly Chaldean or east-Arabian—perhaps even east-Tigritic Aramaic.

There is sometimes a certain amount of inconsistency in
the readings, which the addition of the original text of the inscriptions might have obviated—and it would certainly have added to the value of the book. Nevertheless it is an exceedingly useful monograph.

T. G. Pinches.


The discovery, several years ago, of large numbers of tablets at Lagaš belonging to the period of the kings of Ur from the time of Dungi to that of Ibi-Sin, has satisfactorily perfected our knowledge of the history of that period, though many doubtful points have to be cleared up, notwithstanding the lists of year-dates found at Niffer and published by Professor H. V. Hilprecht. It is to throw light on certain points of the history of this period that the present little book of 61 pages has been written.

The importance of the kingdom of which Ur was the capital at this time is emphasized by the fact that Ur-Engur (or Sur-Engur), king of Ur, the father of Dungi, bears not only the title "king of Ur", but also calls himself "king of Kengi-Ura", or, in Semitic, "Šumer and Akkad." What were the exact boundaries of this tract at the time is doubtful, but in all probability it covered about the same extent of country as the Biblical Shinar or ancient Babylonia. The same titles are given to his immediate successors, and the small texts quoted by the author testify to the reality of their claims. From the documents quoted M. Janneau gives the following as the names of the minor rulers (patesis, or, better, issâke) under the kings of Ur:

Ur-abba, during the reign of Ur-Engur,
Lukani, from the year x until the 29th year of Dungi,
Lu-andul, from the 29th to the 32nd year of Dungi,
Ur-Lama I, from the 32nd to the 40th year of Dungi,
Alla, from the 40th to the 41st year of Dungi,
Ur-Lama II, from the 41st year of Dungi to the 3rd
of Bûr-Sin.

During this period Gudea and his son Ur-Nin-Girsu
flourished, but the latter was not invested with the title
of īššaku of Lagaš until after Dungi assumed divinity
in his 24th year. Interesting notes concerning this
deification, as well as that of Gudea, are given.

All the points referred to are supported by quotations
in the footnotes, which add much to the value of the
work. Several texts with transcriptions into the Assyrian
character and into modern script, and translations, are
given, and there is a complete translation of Hilprecht's
colophon dates. Though the book is not extensive, the
author deserves thanks for his very suggestive work,
and likewise the publisher for the enthusiasm with which
he furthers Assyriology and similar subjects in France.
The book is dedicated to M. Aristide Briand, and has
a characteristic introduction by the Rev. Professor V.
Scheil, the first translator of Hammurabi's Code.

T. G. Pinches.

Les Civilisations préhelléniques dans le Bassin de
la Mer Égée. Études de Protohistoire orientale, par
René Duessaud. Avec 207 gravures et 2 planches

In this interesting account of the researches around the
Ægean and their results, we have a very useful handbook,
and the numerous pictures furnish a serviceable foundation
for comparison with the art of the nations around. The
degree of civilization which the peoples of Crete, the
Cyclades, Cyprus, and the mainland of Greece had attained
in those prehistoric times was considerable, and their art
had reached a very high level. The same satisfactory
progress, however, had likewise taken place on the Asiatic mainland—more especially Babylonia—as far back as 2,500 years B.C. and even earlier. The great difference between Babylonian art and that of the Ægean, however, was that whereas the former never attained to classic excellence, the latter developed into that school which produced the masterpieces of ancient Greece. With regard to Assyrian art, that was cut off after it had reached its highest point, when the kingdom was brought to an end by the attacks of the Babylonians and the Medes; but for that the artists of Assyria might have attained a renown second only to that of Greece and Rome.¹

In the numerous pictures in the work now before us the reader is struck with the number of forms and the variety of their ornamentation, together with the vigorous action of the human figures, contrasting with the products of Babylonia and Assyria, in which poverty of form and ornamentation is a characteristic. Possibly this is to be explained by the fact that the Assyrians were scenic artists rather than decorators.

Comparing the architecture with that of Babylonia and Assyria, the arrangement of the rooms in the palaces would seem to have been much more elaborate, and also more practical. There was a much greater regard for privacy, and some of the chambers were entirely shut off, instead of being accessible from a courtyard, or by passing through another room or rooms. It seems also probable that the houses in the Semitic states referred to were rarely more than ground-floor high (the Babylonian houses of more than one story, mentioned by Herodotus, were probably late), but the porcelain plaques from Cnossos show houses of one or two stories, the latter having

¹ It is a satisfaction to note the author's statement that it was in Britain that the art of Greece was first acknowledged to be superior to that of Rome, and that this country has done a good share of the work in the matter of exploration in the Mediterranean district of which he treats.
a very familiar appearance notwithstanding the absence of windows flanking the central door.

Certain of the engraved or chased metal cups show battle-scenes, and offer excellent material for comparison with the sculptures of a like nature found at Nineveh. The vegetation, though very like that shown on the Assyrian bas-reliefs, is not by any means so detailed, and therefore not so natural. On the other hand, the fighters advancing to the attack do so in a much more lively manner, and brandish their arms as they advance. In view of the excitability of the Arabs and others on such occasions, it may well be asked whether the ancient Assyrians were so methodical in their attack as the reliefs found at Calah, Khorsabad, and Nineveh show them to be; but it is not impossible that the success of the Assyrians may have been due to those very characteristics of coolness and method which apparently made, with them, war into a pageant, and the subduing of enemies to the service of Assur into a gigantic religious ceremony.

Evans's discoveries at Crete have naturally brought Ægean art and civilization into a much greater prominence than they enjoyed before, and a visit to the collection in the Ashmolean at Oxford shows better than anything what its real nature was. With certain phases of Ægean art are bound up, moreover, many religious problems, and the question of emblems connected therewith. The attitude of the priestess in the act of adoration reminds us of the divine figure adoring so often found on the cylinder-seals of ancient Babylonia, in which the owner is sometimes shown led into the presence of his god. The double hatchet, concerning which much has been written, is traceable to Assyria. The doves on the temples or shrines have their analogies in those found by the Germans during their excavations at Babylon in the temples of Nin-maḫ, goddess of reproduction, and Ninip, one of the gods of war.

JRAS. 1911.
It is an excellent handbook upon the subject and deserves to be studied. Of special interest are the chapters upon navigation, the race, the language, and Minoan writing.

T. G. PINCHES.


This Catalogue is descriptive of the collection of coins now placed on view in the new museum in the Dehli Fort; some 406 specimens selected and arranged to illustrate the history of the rulers who have reigned in that capital city from the time of the Tomara Rajas (A.D. 970–1003) to the end of the Mughal dynasty in 1858.

The purpose in view in making, arranging, and exhibiting the collection is in every way to be commended, and might with advantage to extension of knowledge of local history be followed in other centres; and it has been carried through very ably by Mr. Whitehead, an expert in the subject. The collection is, as the author claims it to be, sufficiently large and representative, and the descriptions are so carefully made that a reading of every one of them has disclosed but two small typographical errors.

Each section of the book, i.e. pre-Muhammadan, Pathan Sultans, Mughal Emperors, has an introduction giving a short account of the dynasty represented, its currency, and the inscriptions found on the coins. The whole forms a very useful handbook on Dehli coinage illustrating history. There are, however, no plates nor figures of the coins in the text.

O. C.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER
(July, August, September, 1911.)

I.—GENERAL MEETING OF THE ROYALASIATIC SOCIETY.

June 13, 1911.—Sir Mortimer Durand, Director, in the chair.

Mr. Bimbhadra Chandra Chowdhury was elected a member of the Society.

Six nominations were approved for election at the next General Meeting.

Dr. A. Berriedale Keith read a paper on "The Vedic Akhyāna and the Indian Drama".

A discussion followed, in which Professor Barnett, Dr. Thomas, and Professor Hagopian took part.

II.—PRINCIPAL CONTENTS OF ORIENTAL JOURNALS.

I. Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenländischen Gesellschaft.
   Bd. LXV, Heft ii.

Meinhof (C.). Das Ful in seiner Bedeutung für die Sprachen der Hamiten, Semiten, und Bantu.

Smith (V. A.). The Monolithic Pillars or Columns of Asoka.

Krenkow (F.). Tabrizi's Kommentar zur Burda des Ka'b ibn Zuhair.

II. Rivista degli Studi Orientali. Vol. IV, Fasc. i.

Lammens (H.). Ziād ibn Abihi, vice-roy de l'Iraq.

Blochet (E.). Etudes sur le Gnosticisme musulman.

III. VIE NNA ORIENTAL JOURNAL. Vol. XXV, No. i.
Hertel (J.). Einzelbemerkungen zu den Texten des Pāncatantra.
Winternitz (M.). Bemerkungen zum Tantrākhyāyika.

Vol. XXV, No. ii.
Christian (V.). Ergänzungen und Bemerkungen zu Sā, Sābi, und Sā.
Hertel (J.). Die Geburt des Purūravas.

IV. T'ought Pāo. Vol. XII, No. iii.
Maspero (G.). Le royaume de Champa (suite).
Sausser (L. de). Les origines de l'astronomie chinoise (suite).

V. DER ISLAM. Bd. II, Heft ii–iii.
Prüfer (C.) and M. Meyerhof. Die aristotelische Lehre vom Licht bei Hunain b. Ishāq.
Kahle (P.). Islamische Schattenspielfiguren aus Ägypten.
Sarre (F.). Zu Josef von Karabacek's "Riza i-Abbasi".
Mittwoch (E.). Zu Josef von Karabacek's "Riza i-Abbasi".
Seidel (E.). Medizinisches aus den Heidelberger "Papyri Schott-Reinhardt".
Herzfeld (E.). Die Qubbat al-Sakhra, ein Denkmal frühislamischer Baukunst.
Bell (H. I.). Translations of the Greek Aphrodite Papyri in the British Museum.
Vol. XXXIII, Pt. v.
Legge (T.). Legend of Osiris.
Pinches (T. G.). Babylonian Inscriptions.
Wiedemann (A.). Notes on some Egyptian Monuments.
Sayce (A. H.). Notes on an Unexplored District of Northern Syria.

VII. Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-land en Volkenkunde.
Deel LIII, Afl. 1–2.
Krom (N. J.). Avis concernant la restauration méthodique d'anciennes constructions monumentales.
Kern (H.). Pakabou.
— Rapport concernant Mamoudjou.
Pleyte (C. M.). Le date sur le Batou-Toulis près de Buitenzorg. Documents se rapportant au Sounda pré-historique.
— Matériaux relatifs à l'histoire du pays soundanais dit le Préanger.
Deel LIII, Afl. 3–4.
Krom (N. J.). Gedateerde Inscripties van Java.
Goldie (W.). Het een und ander over oudheidkundige monumenten in de xxvi Moekims in Groot Atjeh.

VIII. Numismatic Chronicle, 1911, Pt. ii.
Rabino (H. L.). Coins of the Shāhs of Persia (cont.).
ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Ahmad, Abdul 'Aziz. Asif al Lughat. 8vo. Haidarabad, A.H. 1324. From the India Office.

Annandale, N. Freshwater Sponges. (Fauna of British India.) 8vo. London, 1911. From the India Office.


Brandstetter, Dr. R. Gemeinindonesisch und Urindonesisch. 8vo. Luzern, 1911. From the Author.


Coomaraswamy, Dr. A. K. Indian Drawings. 4to. Broad Campden, 1911. From the Author.

———. Selected Examples of Indian Art. Fol. Broad Campden, 1911. From the Author.


Harder, E. Arabic Chrestomathy. 8vo. London, 1911.

Hodson, T. C. The Nāga Tribes of Mānipur. 8vo. London, 1911.


Jones, Daniel. The Pronunciation and Orthography of the Chindau Language. 8vo. London, 1911. From the Author.


Lévi, S. Quid de Græcis Veterum Indorum Monumenta Tradiderint. 8vo. Paris, 1890.


Markham, Sir Clements. Early Spanish Voyages to the Strait of Magellan. (Hakluyt Society.) 8vo. London, 1911.

Mischlich, A. Lehrbuch der Hausa-Sprache. 8vo. Berlin, 1911.


Müller, F. W. K. Uigurica, ii. 4to. Berlin, 1911.


Patrologia Orientalis. Tome vi, fasc. 3–5; tome vii, fasc. 5. 8vo. Paris, 1911.


Pinches, T. G. The Newly Discovered Version of the Story of the Flood. Pamphlet. 8vo. s.l., s.a.


Sahitya Parishad Patrika. 9 Nos. 8vo. Calcutta, 1316-18.
Sahitya Parishad Panjiika. 6 Nos. 8vo. Calcutta, 1312-17.
From the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta.

Seidel, A. Wörterbuch der deutsch-japanischen Umgangssprache. 8vo. Berlin, 1910. From the Publisher.

Selections from the Satara Raja and the Peshwas' Diaries. VII. Peshwa Madhavrao, i. Vol. ii. Edited by B. P. Joshi. 8vo. Poona, 1911.
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A
Abacus in use in India, 514–21.
Abba Salamä, 744.
al-‘Abbäs b. al-Hasan, 659.
Abü Idris, Kadji, 636.
Abü Ja‘far Ahmad b. Muhammed, coins of, 781.
Abu-l-‘Abbäs Abd Allah b. al-Hasan, Kadji, of the Shawariib family, 669.
Abü Shākir, al-Makin, etc., 758.
Abu ‘Ubaid Ibn Harb, Kadji, 664.
Abyssinia in sixteenth century, 745.
Afghanistan coins in Seistan, 784.
Aggalanimmadji, Kadamba princess, 522.
Akhkām Sultāniyya of Māwardi, 635–74.
Ahom legend of Creation, 1132–42.
Ahom (Tai) MSS. from Assam, 921.
Ākhyaṇa theory as to Vedic hymns, 980 seqq.; essentially dramatic, 985; theory as to the Śunahśeṣa legend, 988; theory as to Purūravas tale, 990; and Rgveda, viii, 100, 992 seqq.
Ākhyaṇa theory and hymn to the Maruts, 994 seqq.
Alchi, wall paintings from monastery at, 145.
Ali Baba and Forty Thieves, Arabic text, 219.
Alphabet, recent theories on the origin of, 963–97.
Amālānanda’s Vedānta-kalpataru, 509–13.
Anatomical drawings, ancient Indian, from Tibet, 207.
Ancient historical edicts at Lhasa, 389–435.
Animism in Shan States, 924.
Anniversary meeting of the Society, 879–902.
Apotthegmata Patrum, 740.
Arabic text of Ali Baba newly discovered, 221.
Aramaic alphabet in unknown language of East Turkestan, 161.
Aragawi, saint, 744, 750.
Argisīs, Vannie ruler, 51.
Arnórāja (Chāhamāna), date of, 156.
Āryabhaṭa, born 476 A.D., astronomer of Pātaliputra school, 113.
Āryabhata’s system of expressing numbers, 109–26.
Āryabhata’s system of cosmical periods, 486 seqq.
Āryabhatiyā, 113; its commentary, named Bhātadipikā, 113.
Āryāśṭaṣṭa, name for Bhātadipikā, 114.
Aśoka and the 256 nights, 1091–1112; no connexion with calendar, 1097.
Aśoka introduced Buddhism into Tibet, 921; as an Upāsaka, 1098; anointed twenty-eight years after death of Buddha, 1109.
Aśoka’s Fourth Rock Edict, 785.
Aśokavarmān, 521.
Astronomy (Hindu) applies to itself Greek principles, 488.
Astronomy in Vedas, 514–18.
Asvāmedha sacrifice, 686.
Atisha, records of, 144.
Atwin Moktaw Pagoda, 154.

B
Bādārāyā, 660.
Bakkār, Kādi, 663.
Bālāditya, Guhila king, 156.
Basavappa, 188; controversy as to his adoption, 188–9.
Bashahr, treaty with Mughals in 1650, 146.
Bashgali, classification of, 1–47; relationship to other Aryan languages, 2 seqq.; position within the Aryan family, 40–7; note by Dr. Grierson, 195.
Bengali, the origins of, 524–8.
Beren tablets from Tel-loh, 1044–53.
Bhabra Edict, second note on, 1113.
Bhagavat = Adorable, 727.
Bhagavat = Blessed, 738.
Bhagavat, translation of the term, 194.
Bhagavat and Bhakti, Epic use of, 727–38.
Bhāgavata system, creed of, 951.
Bhagavat-Śāstra, 935–61.
Bhakti, Epic use of, 727–38; animals may have, 732; affection rather than faith, 738; birthplace of, 800–1.
Bhāmatt, 510.
Bhitā, archaeological exploration at, 127–41; finds of Mauryan epoch, 128 seqq.; finds of Śuṅga period, 130; finds of Kushāna period, 131.
Blagden, C. O., Early Use of Buddhist Era in Burma, 209.
Bonpo temple found at Lamayuru, 144.
Brahmagupta’s system of cosmical periods, 486 seqq.
Brāhmi script, lingual /a in, 1089–9.
Brhaspati, its identity with Jupiter, 794 seqq., 1119–22.
Buddhacarita fragments in Stein Collection, 770–2.
Buddhādāsa of Ceylon, date from a Chinese source, 1142–4.
Buddhavarman, 521.
Buddhism in the Shan States, 917–34; among the Tai, 919 seqq.; derived by Shans direct from India or Mongolia, 923.
Buddhism predominant in Tibet in eighth century, 417.
Buddhist dead, disposal of, in China, 699–725.
Buddhist era in Burma, early use, 209–17.
Buddhist finds at Sahribahlol, 141–3.
Buddhist monastery excavated at Rāmatirtham, 153.
Burial rites for Buddhists in China, 697–725.
Burma, early use of Buddhist era, 209–17.
Bushell Bowl, 1022 seqq.; example of Greater Seal character, 1025.

C
Cap of Vairocana, 702.
Ch'ān-ting posture adopted by Chinese Buddhist priests prior to death, 700.
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Ch' a-po-ho-lo, old capital of Vriji or Mithilā, 203.
Chātsū, epigraph of new Guhila dynasty, 156.
Chaudappā, Keladi king, 190; patron of learning, 190.
Chavannes, E., L’Inscription funéraire de Ts’ouan Pao-Tseu, 75–108.
Chhargōn, Nāga statue, 150.
Chia-sha, article of Buddhist attire, 701.
China, disposal of Buddhist dead in, 699–725.
Chinese riddles on ancient Indian toponymy, 437–45.
Chinese writing in the Chou dynasty, 1011–38.
Ch’ ing-shui, place of Té-Tsung treaty, 407; identified as modern Ts’ing-shui, 408.
Chitrāmāya-Pallava, 523.
Chou dynasty, Chinese writing in, 1011–38.
Cochrane, W. W., Ahom Legend of Creation, 1132–42.
— awarded gold medal of Numismatic Society, 825.
Cowley, A., Another Unknown Language from Eastern Turkestan, 159–66.
Creation, an Ahom legend of, 1132–42.
Cremation in China only for priesthood, 700; in Tibet, 725.
Cuneiform inscriptions of Van, 49–63.
Cuneiform tablets from Tel-īoh, 1039–62.

D
Dalai Lama’s seal, 204–7, 528–30, 822–5.
Dance in Veda, 998.
Dantivarma-Mahārāja, 523.
Dantivarman, 522.
Dasabalaśūtram MS. in Stein Collection, 1063–4.
Daśagītikasūtra, preliminary section of Bhatadīpika, 114.
Dattaka, date of, 185.
Dattaka-sūtra, 183, 186.
Dharmapada in Stein Central Asian Collection, 759.
Dhātupātha, 509.
Documents Sanscrits de la seconde collection M. A. Stein, 759–77, 1063–79.
Drama, Vedic Akhyāna and the Indian, 979–1009; origin of Indian, 1007.
Dravida Prāṇyāma, 1126.
Dried priests in China, 709–25; gilded, 715; antiquity of custom, 716.
Drishtiśivisha, serpent, 522.
Drying as preservative for Buddhist dead in China, 709–25.
Durgarāja on Pushkar epigraph, with date, 156.
Durvinita, imaginary Gaṅga king, 187.

E
Elsoy, Coptic saint, 750.
Ekāyana, name of Bhāgavat-āstra, 935.
Embaqom, translator of Abā Shākir, al-Makin, etc., 758.
Epic use of Bhāgavat and Bhakti, 727–38.
Ėru, Babylonian goddess, 528.
Ethiopic Senkessār, 739–58; MSS. of, 741 seqq.; translated from Arabic, 742.
Ewostātēwos, 744–50.
F
Fa-Hian, arrived in Ceylon, 1142; tooth-relic in Ceylon at that time, 1143; Buddhâdâsa king then, 1143.
-- Dattaka-sūtra, 186.
-- Standard Height of an Indian Man, 208.
-- Buddhist Era in Burma, 216.
-- Kaliyuga Era of B.C. 3102, 479-96, 675-98.
-- Brihaspati and Tishya, 514-18, 1119-22.
-- Use of the Abacus in India, 518-21.
-- Kaṭapayādi System of expressing Numbers, 788-94.
-- Mahishmandala, 816-19.
-- The 256 Nights of Asōka, 1091-1112.
FRANCKE, A. H., The Dalai Lama’s Seal, 528-30.
Frog-hymn of Rgveda, 997; claimed as dramatic by v. Schröeder, 997; merely a rain-spell, 997.
Fu, spiritual and temporal ruler of the Lahu, 926.
Fu-fang, sacred Buddhist houses of the Lahu, 926; at Mông Hka, 927.

G
Gabra Manfas Qedlus, 750.
Gadla Hawārāyt, 750.
Gandhara copper coin of Samanta Deva in Seistan, 784.
Ganitapāda, section of Bhaṭṭādipikā, 114.
Garimā, saint, 744, 750.
General meetings of the Society, 265, 581, 879, 1191.
al-Ghazzali and an Indian metaphor, 290.
GOEJE, DE, La Fondation, 220.
Golāpāda, section of Bhaṭṭādipikā, 114.
Gold Medal (Public Schools) Presentation, 903.
GOVINDACARYA, A., The Pāñcarātras or Bhāgavat-sāstra, 935-61.
Græco-Bactrian copper coin from Seistan, 784.
Greater Seal character, introduced in China, 1018; Bushell Bowl a fine example, 1025.
Greek astronomy received in India circa a.d. 400, 488.
GRIERSON, G. A., A Case of Hindu Syncretism, 195.
-- Note on Dr. Konow’s article on Bāshgali, 195.
-- Birthplace of Bhakti, 800-1.
-- Language of the Kambojas, 801-2.
-- Tākri Alphabet, 802-3.
Guha dynasty, a hitherto unknown, 156.
GUIDI, I., The Ethiopic Senkessār, 739-58.
Gunaparyantastotra, fragment in Stein Collection, 1064-7.
Gupta script, three species in E. Turkestan, 448.
Gupta script of Central Asia, 760.

H
Hadāʾik, 674.
al-Hajjāj adjusts coinage, 639.
Harasnāth temple in Sīkar, 148.
Harding Smith tablets from Tel-loh, 1053-62.
Hariri on Maqālim, 663.
al-Hārith b. Maskin, 663.
Harsha-vardhana, date of death, 203.
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Héro and Rao, 528; on coin of Huvishka, 528.
Hilf al-Fujul, 637.
Hindu astronomy, 479-96; receives Greek principles circa a.d. 400, 488
Hindu syncretism, 195.
Hirschfeld, H., Recent Theories on the Origin of the Alphabet, 963.
Hmawza, archaeological finds at, 154.
Hoernle, A. F. R., Note on the Unknown Languages of Eastern Turkestan, 201.
— The Unknown Languages of Eastern Turkestan, II, 447-77.
Honan inscribed bones, 1025 seq.; relics of diviner's craft, 1027; writing on, 1029 seq.
Hopkins, E. W., Epic Use of Bhagavat and Bhakti, 727-38.
Hopkins, L. C., Chinese Writing in the Chou Dynasty, 1011-38.
Hsö Hkan-hpa, Mao chief, 921.
Hsüan, Chou king, 1018 seq.
Hultzsch, E., Sāñchi Edict of Aśoka, 167.
— Aśoka's Fourth Rock-Edict, 785.
— Second Note on Bhabra Edict, 1113.
— Fourth Note on Rūpṇāth Edict, 1114-17.
Huvishka, statue with inscription of reign, 150.
— Héro on coin of, 528.

I
Ibn al-Dā'ti, 672.
Ibn al-Zayyāt, 658.
Ihya of al-Ghazzali, 201.
I-mou hsün, Ngai-lo king, 919.
India, archaeological exploration, 1909-10, 127-58.
Indian anatomical drawings from Tibet, 207.
Indian drama, not evolved in the Vedas, 1003; origin in popular religion, 1007; late appearance, 1007; first mentioned in Mahābhāṣya, 1098.
Indian man, standard height, 208.
Indian toponymy, Chinese riddles in, 437-45.
Inscribed bones from Honan, 1025 seq.; relics of diviner's craft, 1027; writing on, 1029 seq.
Inscriptions at Siddhālāṅgamaṃ re-copied, 157.
Inscriptions, Vannic, at Armavir, 49-60; funéraire de Ts'ouan Pao-Tsou, 75-108; Brāhmī and Kharāshthī at Khatassc, 143; Mūra slab, 151; at Sakrāī, 156; at Jin-mátā, 156; Brāhmī, at Madura, 156; Vāṭevattuta, 156; Myazedi, 363-88; Lhasa Treaty Edict, 389-433; Velūpālaiyam copperplate grant, 521-4; Triplicane, 523; Early Chinese, 1011-38.
Irving, W., The Khatur or Khattar Tribe, 217.
Isila, Aśoka's address sent to, 1108.
Itihāsa, name for dialogue hymns in Veda, 979 seq.

J
Jacob, Colonel G. A., Scraps from the Śaṅdarāma, 509-13, 1127-32.
Jahāngīr mentions Kator country, 218.
Jayanta Bhatta, 511.
Jayavasuda, house of, at Bhītā, 137; archaeological finds in, 137 seq.
Jin-mátā (Jaipur) inscription of the Chāhamāna Prithvirāja I, 156; of Arṇorāja, 156.
Jupiter, regent of nakṣatras, 794 seqq., 1119.
Jyotirvidābhāraṇa, 682.

K
Kādi and the Māgalīm tribunal, 635-74.
Kāhir, Caliph, and Māgalīm, 657.
Kālakriyāpāda, section of Bhaṭa- 
dipikā, 114.
Kāleb, 744.
Kali age, 676, 688; and its con- 
exion with death of Kṛishṇa, 
688.
Kaliyuga era of B.C. 3102, 479–96, 
675–98; is Hindu Iron Age, 480; 
opinions as to starting-point, 676 
seqq.; inscriptions dated in, 679, 
689; division into six eras, 681, 
694.
Kambojas, language of, 801–2.
Kānauji—English vocabulary, 
315–64.
Kang, burial tub, 705 seqq.
Kanthonzindaung Pagoda, 154.
Ka-p'li River and Country identi- 
fied as Kamla and Kapilacountry, 
203.
Karunandadakkan inscriptional 
date in Kaliyuga era, 691.
Katapayādi system of expressing 
numbers, 788–94.
Kaw-mu, Lahu temple, 927.
Kehari Singh of Bashahr signs 
treaty with Mughals, 146.
Keith, A. B., Irregular uses of me 
and te in Epic Sanskrit, 177–9.
—— The Planet Brāhaspati, 794– 
800.
—— Vedie Ākyāna and the 
Indian Drama, 979–1009.
Keladi Rājas of Ikkeri and Bednūr, 
188–93; further details of, 189.
Khadalik, find-place of Stein Col- 
lection, 761.
Khalatse, Brāhmi and Kharōṣṭhī 
inscriptions at, 143.
Khatur or Khattar tribe, 217; not 
to be identified with Kators of 
Chitrāl Valley, 218.
Khawarizm Shah, coin of, 784.
Khuastuanīf from Tun-huang, 
277–314.
Kien-t'o-wei = Old Gandak, 203.
Kirātärjunlāy, 187.
Kriṣṇa, J., Hērō and Rao, 528.
Kitāb al-Awā'īl, 658.

Koh-lo-feng, Ngai-lao king, 919.
Konow, Sten, Notes on the Classi- 
fication of Bashgalī, 1–47.
K'ri Sroa 'de-btsan, Tibetan king, 
390.
Kṛishṇa, death of, 686.
Kṛita age in Hindu astronomy, 
495–6.
Kulōttuṅga I rebuilt Siddhaliṅga- 
madam temple and re-copied old 
inscriptions, 157.
Kumāravishnu, 521.
Kuntala Sātakarnī, 186.
Kushana period, finds at Bhūta, 
131.
Kyan-Sit Fu, 926.

L
Laddu, T. K., Genitive-Accusative 
in Marāṭhī, 819–21.
—— Rāpūnāth Edict, 1117–19.
Lahurace, 925; originally Buddhist, 
925–9; ruled by fi, 926; 
characteristics of, 929; known 
as Lolos, 930.
Lālīlā, 745, 750.
Lamaists and disposal of the dead, 
725.
Lamayuru, Bonpo temple at, 144.
Le Coq, A. v., Dr. Stein's Turkish 
Khuastuanīf from Tun-huang, 
277–314.
Lessny, V., Genitive-Accusative in 
Marāṭhī, 179.
Lesser Seal character, 1025.
Lhasa, temple of Jo-k'ān, 389.
Lhasa, treaty edict inscriptions, 
389–435; bilingual form, 389; 
three known translations, 389; 
Tibetan version examined, 390 
seqq.
Limes, exploration along the ancient 
Chinese, 159–66; document dis- 
covered in wall, 159–66, 497– 
507.
Lingual /a in Northern Brāhmi 
script, 1081–9.
Lissu, Shan tribe, 932; no written 
character, 932.
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Lo River, 411.
Lo-lo, Shan race, 930 seqq.; written character resembles Indo-Pali, 932.
Lopamudrā considered as drama, 997.
Lung Mountains, 409.

M
McMahon, Sir A. H., collection of coins from Seistan, 779-84.
Madhava II, Gaṅga king, 186; existence not proved, 186.
Madura, Brāhmi inscriptions, 156; Vatteluttu, 156.
Mahendrā, 522.
Mahishmañjala, 809-19.
Ma'mūn and Maṣālim court, 657.
Mandalay, its names of Ratana-pañña and Yadana-bon, 1123-5.
Manichean confession-prayer found at Tun-huang, 277-314.
Mansūr, levied taxes in kind, 639.
Mao kingdom, 920 seqq.
Mao Shan kingdom, 919.
Marāthi, genitive-accusative in, 179, 819-22.
Mari Tōṇṭadārya, Virśāiva poet, 193.
Maruts, hymn to, and Ākhyāna theory, 994 seqq.
Mathurā school, sculptures, 149-53; Nāga and Yaksha cults, 150.
Mauryan finds at Bhiṭā, 128.
Māwārdi, his Aṅkām Sultāniyya, 635-74.
Maṣālim jurisdiction in the Aṅkām Sultāniyya of Māwārdi, 635-74.
Mazumdar, B. C., Udānam, 197.
Me and te in Epic Sanskrit, 169, 177.
Meng Tien introduces Chinese ink, 1022.
Michelason, T., Irregular Uses of me and te in Epic Sanskrit, 169.
Mirpur Khas, archaeological finds at, 146-8.
Mitani gods, 42-7.
Möng Hka, fu-fung at, 927.
Mörā, slab inscription, 151; temple at, 151; images found at, probably of the Pāṇḍava brothers, 151-2.
Mosos, Shan tribe, 930.
Mu-Tsung treaty, 390; Mongolian account of, 405; ceremony at Me-ru, 407.
Muhtadi, Caliph, and Maṣālim jurisdiction, 638, 657.
Muktadir and Maṣālim court, 657.
Mūlā-veda, 936.
Myazedi inscriptions, fourth text, 365-88; script Indian, 366; language one of Burma, 380; locality possibly Prome, 381.

N
Na-akueto La'ab, saint, 750.
Nāga-worship in ancient Mathurā, 150.
Nāgadēva, house of, at Bhiṭā, 132 seqq.; archaeological finds in, 132 seqq.
Nagaropamasūtra, fragments in Stein Collection, 772-7.
Naksatras, borrowed by Indians, 796; Jupiter as regent of, 794 seqq., 1119.
Nan-chao king, first historical home of Shans, 918.
Nandivarman I and II, 522.
Nandivarman III, copperplates of, at Velārpālaiyam, 521-4.
Nan-nī-hwa-lo, 437-45; identified as Nahrwāla in Gujarāt, 438.
Nārada-Pāṇcaratra, 941.
Nāramāhachar, R., Dattaka-sūtra, 183.
— Keladi Rājas of Ikkēri and Bednūr, 188.
Narasimhavarman I and II, 522.
Nawrata, king of Burma, 919.
Ngai-lao, king, 918 seqq.
Nilambara, 511.
Nimruz, coins of kings of, 783.
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<td>Oung, Maung May</td>
<td>&quot;Elgin House,&quot; 1 Pagoda Road</td>
<td>Rangoon, Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Page, Rev. W. Sutton</td>
<td>Serampore College</td>
<td>Serampore, Bengal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Paira-Mall, M.D.</td>
<td>38 Berkeley Road, Crouch End</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Parasnis, Dattatraya B.</td>
<td>Happy Vale, Satara, Bombay Presidency</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>Pargiter, F. E., L.C.S. (ret.)</td>
<td>12 Charlbury Road</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Parker, The Hon. Mr. Justice Frederick Hardyman</td>
<td>Roseau, Dominica, Leeward Islands, West Indies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Parla Kimedi</td>
<td>The Raja of, Parla Kimedi, Ganjam</td>
<td>Madras Presidency, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Parkett, Harold G.</td>
<td>H.B.M. Consul, Dairen, Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Penny, Rev. Frank</td>
<td>Madras Chaplain (ret.)</td>
<td>3 Park Hill, Ealing, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>Rajanattayanuhar, His Excellency, Private Secretary to the King of Siam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Pfungst, Arthur, Ph.D., 2 Gärtnernweg, Frankfurt, Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Philby, Harry St. John Bridger, I.C.S., Panjab, c/o Messrs. Grindlay &amp; Co., Bombay, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Philott, Lieut.-Colonel D.C., Indian Army, Secretary to the Board of Examiners, Calcutta, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Pillai, A. R., University Union, Edinburgh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Pillai, K. G. Gopala, 47 Forrest Road, Edinburgh, N.B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Pillai, Perumana Narayana, Kayangulum, Travancore, South India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Pillai, S. Bavanandam, Officer in Charge, Intelligence Department, Madras City Police; Saravana Vilas, Chapel Road, Vepery, Madras, South India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Pillay, Laurence, Mandalay, Upper Burma; Common Room, Middle Temple, E.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Pillay, T. Pounambalam, Excise Commissioner, Quilon, Travancore, Madras, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>Pinches, Theophilus G., LL.D., 38 Blomfield Road, Maida Hill, W.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Pitt, St. George Lane Fox, 48 Glebe Place, Chelsea, S.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>Plunkett, Lieut.-Colonel G. T., R.E., C.B., Belvedere Lodge, St. Mary's Road, Wimbledon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>Poussin, Professor Louis de la Vallée, Professeur à l'Université de Gand, 150 Avenue Molière, Forest Bruxelles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Prasad, Narsingh, M.A. Vakil High Court, Gorakhpur, U.P., India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Prasad, Pandit Ganga, M.A., Deputy Collector and Magistrate, Deoria, Gorakhpur District, U.P., India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Prasad, Rai Debi, High Court Vakil, Cawnpur, U.P., India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Phendergast, W. J., Professor of Oriental Languages, Nizam's College, Haidarabad, Deccan, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Proctor, Henry, H.M. Stationery Office, Westminster, S.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
440 1910 *Preu, Saw Hla, 52 Cambridge Gardens, Notting Hill, W.

Hon. 1901 Radloff, Professor Dr. V., The University, St. Petersburg, Russia.
1910 *Rahman, Hakim Habibur, Physician, Rahmatganj, Dacca, India.
1909 *Rai, Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Banke, Naval Goswami, Katra-Nil, Delhi, India.
1909 *Raja, Kodungallore Rama Varma, Special Palace Officer, Trippunithura, Kochin State, India.
1899 *Ram, Lal Sita, Deputy Collector, Lucknow, U.P., India.
1909 *Ramanathan, P., Manonmathi Vilas, Chintadripet, Madras, India.
1874 *Ramavami, Iyengar B., Bangalore, Madras, India.
1869 *Ransome, Edwin, 24 Ashburnham Road, Bedford.
1888 §Raphson, E. J., Professor of Sanskrit, 8 Mortimer Road, Cambridge.
1907 *Ray, Mallinath, B.Sc., Subordinate Civil Service, Sub-Deputy Magistrate, 12 Holbeck Lane, Calcutta, India.
1887 *Rea, A., F.S.A. Scot., Superintendent Archaeological Survey Department, Southern Circle, Madras, India.
1897 *Reuter, J. N., Ph.D., 21 Fabrikgatan, Helsingfors, Finland.
1879 Rice, Benjamin Lewis, C.I.E., 7 Kenton Road, Harrow.
LIST OF MEMBERS

1910 *Richmond, E. T., Ministry of Public Works, Cairo, Egypt.
1892 †Ridding, Miss C. Mary, 30 Windsor Court, Moscow Road, Bayswater, W.
1893 *†Ridding, Rev. W. Caldecott, 4 Clifton Terrace, Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton.
1872 *†Rivett-Carnac, Colonel J. H., C.I.E., F.S.A., I.C.S. (ret.), Schloss Rothberg, Rougemont, Switzerland: 40 Green Street, Park Lane, W.
1907 *Robb, George, Egyptian Civil Service, Science and English Master, Khedivial Training College, Cairo, Egypt.
1910 *Robertson, Rev. Alexander, M.A., United Free Church Mission, 1 Staveley Road, Poona, India.
1882 *Rockhill, H.E. the Hon. W. W., United State Ambassador, St. Petersburg, Russia.
1894 *Ross, E. D., Ph.D., Assistant Secretary, Home Department, Government of India.

1909 *Roy, Rai Kunja Lal, Zemindar, 91st Masjid Bari Street, Calcutta, India.
1891 †Roy, Robert, 2 Brick Court, Temple, E.C.
1900 *Rupper, M. A., M.D., C.M.G., President of the Sanitary, Maritime, and Quarantine Board of Egypt, Minival, Ramleh, Egypt.
1906 *Rustamji Faridoonji, Commissioner, Nagpur, C.P., India.
1872 *†Rustomji, C., Jaunpur, India.
1903 *Sa'adjung, Nawab, Bahadar, Barrister-at-Law, Civil Judge, Residency Bazaar, Haidarabad, Deccan, India.
LIST OF MEMBERS

Hon. 1887 SACHAU, Kgl. Geheimer Regierungsrath, Professor Eduard, Director of the Seminar für Orientalische Sprachen, Berlin, Germany.

1909 *SAGGI, Mahomed Khairuddin, Common Room, Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.

1904 *SAID-RUKE, Rudolph, 39 Bramham Gardens, South Kensington, S.W.

Hon. 1908 SALEMMANN, Professor C., Director, Asiatic Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia.


1892 *SANKARANARAYANA, P., 34 Broadway, Madras, India.

1895 *SARAWAK, H.H. the Rance of, Grey Friars, Ascot.


1908 *SARKAR, Surendra Chandra, M.A., Deputy Magistrate and Collector, Ranchi, Bengal, India.

1904 *SARRUF, Dr. Y., Editor of al-Muktataf, Cairo, Egypt.

1902 *SASSOON, David, Malabar Hill, Bombay, India.

1907 *SASTRI, A. Mahadeva, Curator, Government Oriental Library, Mysore, India.


1874 †SAYCE, Rev. A. H., Professor of Assyriology, Queen’s College, Oxford: 8 Chalmers Crescent, Edinburgh, N.B.

1870 *SCHINDLER, General A. Houtum, C.I.E., Teheran, Persia.

1905 *SCHRADER, Friedrich Otto, Ph.D., Director, Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras, India.

1910 SCOTT, Edward J. L., Litt.D., 24 Terrapin Road, Upper Tooting, S.W.

1885 SCOTT, Sir James George, K.C.I.E., Late Superintendent, Southern Shan States, 10a Clarendon Court, Maida Vale, W.

1903 *SEATON, E. H., Principal, Nizam’s College, Haidarabad, Deccan, India.
1903  *Seddon, Charles Norman, c/o Messrs. King, King, & Co., Bombay, India.


1867  *Selim, Faris Effendi, Constantinople, Turkey.

1887  *Sell, Rev. Canon E., K.-i-H., Church Mission House, Egmore, Madras, India.

1908  *Sen, Bankim Chandra, Barrister-at-Law, The Anandamohila, Bandel Road, Chittagong, Eastern Bengal, India.

HON. 1892  *Senart, Émile, 18 Rue François 1er, Paris, France.

1898  *Seshacharri, V. C., High Court Vakil, "Vasanta Vilás," Mylapore, India.

1877  *Sewell, R., I.C.S. (ret.), Mansfield Lodge, 4 Bristol Gardens, Roehampton, Surrey.

1909  *ShamaSastry, R., Librarian, Government Oriental Library, Mysore, India.

1909  *Sharma, Pandit Goswami Brajanath, 7827 Shitta Street, Agra, U.P., India.

1906  *Sharma, Gulab Shanker Dev, Private Secretary to H.H. the Maharani Sahiba of Bettiah, Allahabad, India.

510  1905  *Sharpe, James William, Woodroffe, Portarlington Road, Bournemouth.

1895  *Shaw, F. B., The College, Bishop's Stortford, Herts.

1910  *Simon, Professor Dr. Richard, Giselastrasse 29 1, Munich, Bavaria.

1910  Simpson, Mrs. Alicia, 14 Cadogan Court, S.W.

1906  *Singal, Thakur Shiam Sarup, Rais; and Agent to Messrs. Ford & Macdonald, Amritsar, Panjab, India.

1911  *Singh, Hon. Tikka Sahib Ripudaman, Sahib Bahadur, Nabha, Panjab, India.

1902  *Singh, Raja Pertab Bahadur Singh, C.I.E., of Tiraul, Partabgarh, Oudh, India.

1907  *Singh, Sardar Kahan, Nabha State, Panjab, India.

1907  *Singh, Sardar Sundar, Ramgarhia, Bunga Ramgarhian, Amritsar, Panjab, India.

1909  *Singh, Sardar Udham, Anu Multani Lane, Gujranwala, Panjab, India.
520 1908 *Sinha, Gout Prasad, Barrister-at-Law, Partabgarh, U.P., India.
1909 *Sinha, Kumar Ram Pratap, Deputy Collector and Magistrate, Moradabad, U.P., India.
1907 *Sinha, Vishwanath Sahay, Barrister-at-Law, Orderly Bazar, Benares Cantonment, India.
1900 *Skeat, W. W., Romeland Cottage, St. Albans, Herts.
1904 *Smith, Miss A. A., 22 Harley Road, South Hampstead, N.W.
Hon. 1909 Snoeck Hrugronje, Professor C., Witte Singel 84a, Leiden, Holland.
1907 *Soane, E. B., Muhammerah, Persian Gulf; c/o Messrs. H. S. King & Co., 9 Pall Mall, S.W.
1910 *Sovani, V. V., M.A., Professor of Sanskrit, Meerut College, U.P., India.
1910 *Stael-Holstein, Baron A. von, 4 Tučkova Naberežnaya, St. Petersburg, Russia.
1909 *Stark, Herbert A., Additional Assistant Director of Public Instruction in Bengal, Writers' Buildings, Calcutta, India.
1904 *Steel, Mrs., 23 Homer Street, Athens, Greece.
1887 *Stein, Marc Aurel, C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt., D.Sc., Indian Archæological Department, Merton College, Oxford.
1906 *Stephenson, Major John, I.M.S., Jail Road, Lahore, India.
1905 *Stevens, George F. A., Tabriz, Persia.
1901 *Stevenson, Malcolm, Ceylon Civil Service, Mannar, Ceylon.
LIST OF MEMBERS

1906 *Stokes, H. G., I.C.S., Under Secretary, Home Department, Government of India.

1904 *Strong, Mrs. S. A., 58 New Cavendish Street, Portland Place, W.

1900 *Sturge, P. H., M.A., Professor of History, Nizam's College, Haidarabad, India.

1909 *Subraiyya, K. V., M.A., Lecturer in English, Government College, Rajamundry, Madras Presidency, India.

1909 *Subhan, Khan Bahadur A.K.M. Abdus, Senior Deputy Magistrate and Collector, Faridpur, Eastern Bengal, India.

Hon. 1892 Sumangala, H. Sri, Pradhana Nâyaka Maha Thero, Principal of Vidyodaya College, Colombo, Ceylon.

1893 *†Svasti Sobhana, H. R. H. Prince, Bangkok, Siam.

1895 *†Sykes, Major Percy Molesworth, C.M.G., H.B.M. Consul-General and Agent to Government of India in Khorasan, Meshed, via Askhabad, Transcaucasia, Russia.


1875 *†Tagore, Rajah Bahadur Sir Sourendro Mohun, C.I.E., Mus.D., Calcutta, India.

1896 *†Takakusu, Jyan, Ph.D., 207 Motomachi, Kobe, Japan.

1897 *†Talbot, Walter Stanley, Srinagar, Kashmir, India.

Hon. 1910 Tallqvist, K. L., Professor of Oriental Literature, Fabriksgasse 21, Helsingfors, Finland.

1909 *Tancock, Captain A., Indian Army, 31st Panjabis; Little Waltham Rectory, Chelmsford, Essex.

1897 *Tate, George P., Indian Survey Department, Oak Cottage, Mussoorie, U.P., India.

1893 *Taw Sein Ko, K.-i-H., West Moat Road, Mandalay, Burma.


1894 *Taylor, Arnold C., Uppingham, Rutland.


1898 *Thatcher, G.W., M.A., Camden College, Sydney, N.S.W.

1905  THURSTON, James William, LL.D., 23 Borthwick Road, Stratford, E.

1898  §THOMAS, F. W., Ph.D., Librarian, India Office, S.W.

1906  §THOMAS, MRS. F. W., Filston, Shoreham, Kent.

1907  §THOMPSON, J. Perronet, I.C.S., Divisional Judge, Hoshiarpur, Panjab, India.

Hon. 1909 THOMSEN, Professor Dr. Vilhelm, St. Knuds Vej 36, Copenhagen, Denmark.

1880  §THOBURN, S. S., Bracknell House, Bracknell, Berks.


1859  §TIEEN, Rev. Anton, D.D., Ph.D., Professor of Turkish, King's College (London University), 25 Marefield Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.


1884  Trotter, Lieut.-Colonel Sir Henry, K.C.M.G., C.B., 18 Eaton Place, S.W.

1902  §TSAYN, Moun, Penu, Burma.

1900  §TUCKWELL, Rev. John, 1 Onslow Gardens, Muswell Hill, N.

1909  §U, Maung Ba, Township Judge, Pa-an, Thaton District, Burma.

1908  §Ô, Maung Mya, Barrister-at-Law, Henzada, Burma.


1902  §VAID, Narmadâshankar Popatbhai, 189 Gilmore Place, Edinburgh, N.B.

1902  §VAIDYA, Visvanath P., 121 Meadow Street, Fort, Bombay, India.

1907  §VAIDYAESVARA MUDHALLIYAR, Srimâna Muttussvâmi Sivânandhî, Bharathakhandâ Prâtihâshani, "Dharmârama," 89 Cheku Street, Colombo, Ceylon.
LIST OF MEMBERS

Hon. 1898  Vajiraṇāṇa, H.R.H. Prince, Pavaraniṇeva Vihāra, Bangkok, Siam.

1901  *Varma, A. R. Rajaraja, Superintendent of Vernacular Studies, H.H. the Maharaja's College, Trivandrum, S. India.

1909  *Varma, Sukadeva Prasad, c/o Messrs. Thomas Cook and Son, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

1910  *Vasu, Babu Nogendra Nath, 20 Kantapuker Lane, Bagh Bazar, Calcutta, India.

1884  †Vasudev, Madhav Samarth, R. R., B.A.

1883  Verney, F. W., M.P., 12 Connaught Place, Hyde Park, W.

1899  *Vidyaśūrāṇa, Satis Chandra Āchārya, Professor of Sanskrit, Presidency College, Calcutta, India.

1907  *Vidyaratna, Pandit Krishna Pada, Professor of Sanskrit, Ravenshaw College, Cuttack, Orissa, Bengal, India.


590  1899  *Vost, Lieut.-Colonel W., I.M.S., Saharampur, U.P., India.

1908  *Wackernagel, Dr. Jakob, Professor of Comparative Philology, Göttingen University; Hoher Weg 12, Göttingen, Germany.


1873  §Walhouse, M. J., 28 Hamilton Terrace, N.W.

1909  *Wali, Maulavi Abdul, District Sub-Registrar, Manbhum, Purulia P.O., B.N. Railway, Bengal, India.

1908  *Walliser, Professor Dr. Max, Kehl a. Rhein, Germany.

1907  *Walsh, E. H. C., I.C.S., Commissioner's House, Bhagalpur, Bengal, India.

1908  *Warren, William Fairfield, 131 Davis Avenue, Brookline Station, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

1907  *Watson, H. D., I.C.S., Hisar, Panjub, India.

1900  *Weir, T. H., B.D., 64 Partick Hill Road, Glasgow, N.B.
§West, Sir Raymond, K.C.I.E., LL.D., Director, Chesterfield, College Road, Norwood, S.E.

*Westmacott, E. Vesey, B.A., East India United Service Club, St. James's Square, S.W.

Whinfield, E. H., St. Margaret's, Beulah Hill, S.E.

*Whitehead, R. B., I.C.S., Assistant Commissioner, Civil Lines, Delhi, India.

*Whitehouse, F. Cope.

Whitworth, G. C., Crowhurst, College Road, Norwood, S.E.

*Wickremasinghe, Don M. de Silva, Indian Institute, Oxford.

*Williams, J. P. C., 103 Clive Street, Calcutta, India.

*Win, Marung Tun, Subdivisional Officer, Monywa, Upper Burma.

Hon. 1896 Windisch, Geh. Rat Prof. E., 15 Universitätsstrasse, Leipzig, Germany.

*Wöllker, Mrs. Elaine, Rotherbaum Chaussi 91, Hamburg, Germany.


*Wood, J. Elmsley, 4 Glenisla Gardens, Edinburgh, N.B.

*Woodley, Rev. Edward Carruthers, The Parsonage, Danville, Quebec, Canada.


*Woollner, A. C., M.A., Principal, Oriental College and Registrar, Punjab University, Lahore, India.

*Workman, Mrs. Bullock, c/o Messrs. Brown, Shipley & Co., 123 Pall Mall, S.W.

*Wrenchall, Mrs. John C., 1037 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.


Yetts, W. Perceval, Surgeon R.N., Junior United Service Club, Charles Street, S.W.

*Yule, Miss Amy Frances, Tarradale House, Tarradale, Ross-shire, N.B.
1895 *Yusuf-Ali, Abdullah ibn, I.C.S., M.A., LL.M.,
c/o Messrs. King, King, & Co., Bombay, India.

1908 *Zan, Maung Aung, K.S.M., District Judge, Myaungmya,
Burma.

1909 *Zaw, Maung Kyaw, Drawing Master, Government High
School for Europeans, Maymyo, Upper Burma.

1910 *Zeit Bey, Ahmed, Second Secretary, Council of
Ministers, Cairo, Egypt.
Honorary Members.

1895 Mons. A. Barth, Paris.
1903 Professor Réné Basset, Algiers.
1885 Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, Poona, Bombay.
1893 Professor Henri Cordier, Paris.
1908 Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, Berlin.
1907 Professor Julius Eggeling, Edinburgh.
1893 Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Budapest.
1890 Conte Comm. Angelo De Gubernatis, Rome.
1898 Professor Ignace Guidi, Rome.
1902 Professor Houtsma, Utrecht.
1904 Professor Julius Jolly, Würzburg.
1899 Professor J. Ritter von Karabacek, Vienna.
1878 Professor H. Kern, Leiden.
1909 Professor Ernst Kuhn, Munich.
1902 Professor Lanman, Cambridge, Mass.
1903 Professor Gaston Maspéro, Paris.
1890 Professor T. Nöldeke, Strassburg.
1908 Professor Hermann Oldenberg, Göttingen.
1901 Professor Dr. V. Radloff, St. Petersburg.
1887 Professor Eduard Sachau, Berlin.
1908 Professor Carl Salemann, St. Petersburg.
1906 Sir Ernest Satow, G.C.M.G.
1892 M. Émile Senart, Paris.
1909 Professor C. Snouck Hurgronje, Leiden.
1910 Professor K. L. Tallqvist, Helsingfors.
1909 Professor Vilhelm Thomsen, Copenhagen.
1892 Sumangala Mahā Nāyaka Unnānsē, Columbo, Ceylon.
1898 H.R.H. Prince Vajirañāna, Bangkok.
1896 Professor Windisch, Leipzig.

Extraordinary Member.


Note. The number of Honorary Members is limited by Rule 9 to thirty.
LIST OF LIBRARIES AND SOCIETIES
SUBSCRIBING TO THE
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Aberdeen. University Library.
Aberystwith. University College of Wales.
Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras.
Astor Library, New York.
Athenæum Club.
Bangkok. Vajirañāna National Library.
Benares. Queen's College.
Benares City. Sri Yasho Vijaya Jaina Pathashala.
Berlin. Royal Library.

10 Birmingham. Central Free Library.
Bologna. Royal University Library.
Boston. Public Library.
Breslau. University Library.
Brighton. Public Library. (H. D. Roberts, Chief Librarian.)
British and Foreign Bible Society.
Cairo. Inspection Library of the Ministry of Education.
Cairo. Khedivial Training College.
Cairo. Khedivial Library.
Calcutta. Imperial Library.

Calcutta. Presidency College.
Calcutta. Sanskrit College.
Chester, Pa. Bucknell Library.
Chicago. John Crerar Library.
Chicago. Hibbard Egyptian Library, Western Theological Seminary.
Chicago. Newberry Library.
Chicago. University Library.
Christiania. University Library.
Cincinnati. Public Library.

30 Cleveland. Adelbert College Library.
Cleveland. Public Library.
Columbia College Library, New York.
Connemara Public Library, M'dras.
Constitutional Club.
Copenhagen. University Library.
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
Darmstadt. Grossherzogliche Hofbibliothek.
Detroit. Public Library, Michigan.
East India United Service Club.

Edinburgh. Public Library.
Edinburgh. University Library.
Erlangen. University Library.
Glasgow. University Library.
Göttingen. University Library.
Government of India, Home Department.
Hague. Royal Library.
Halle. University Library.

Hamburg. Stadtbibliothek.
Harvard College Library.
Jena. University Library.
John Rylands Library, Manchester.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
Junagadh College, Kathiawad.
Kief. University Library.
Kyoto. Indian Philosophy.
Lahore. Central Museum.

Lahore. Panjab Public Library.
Leipzig. University Library.
Liverpool. Institute of Archæology.
London Library.
Lucknow. Provincial Museum.
Lund. University Library.
Madrid. Biblioteca del Ateneo.
Manchester. Free Reference Library.
Marburg. University Library.
Melbourne. Public Library.

Munich. University Library.
Mysore Archæological Office, Bangalore.
Naples. University Library.
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Literary and Philosophical Society.
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Public Library.
New York City. Library of the Tantrik Order in America.
Oxford. Queen's College.
Paris. Institut de France.
Peabody Institute, Baltimore.
Peshawar. Archaeological Survey of India, Frontier Circle.
Philadelphia Library Company.
Pittsburgh. Western Theological Seminary.
Prag. Deutsche Universität.
Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar, Kashmir.
Princeton. Theological Seminary.
Richmond. Wesleyan College.
Rostock. University Library.
St. Petersburg. Imperial Geographical Society.
Seattle. University of Washington Library.
Shillong. Public Library, Assam.
Simla. Director-General of Education in India.
South Kensington. Science Museum.
Stockholm. Royal Library.
Stockholm. University Library.
Strasbourg. University Library.
Sydney. Public Library.
Tokyo. Imperial University College of Literature.
Tokyo. Shōkyo-daigaku Library, Omotecho, Koishikawa.
Tübingen. University Library.
Washington. Catholic University Library.
Würzburg. University Library.
Zurich. Stadt Bibliothek.

Note: There are many other libraries which subscribe through the booksellers. The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librarians of such libraries sending him their names to be added to the above list.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Resident Members</th>
<th>Resident Compounders</th>
<th>Non-resident Compounders</th>
<th>Non-resident and Exequitary Members</th>
<th>Library Members</th>
<th>Honorary and Extraordinary Members</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deaths Resignations Elected since Transfers
---
5 5 82 12 89 +3
2 10 48 12 498 +2
-2 -4 -4 -4 -4

Jan. 20, 1911
90 12 426

\[(158) 3\]